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Introduction
There are dozens of computer magazines on the stands today. But Creative Computing was there
before Apple (the computer, not its Garden of Eden namesake). Creative has followed Apple's
development from the original press releases, advertisements, and early versions of its Basic all
the way through today's exciting developments with reviews of new products and complete,
ready-to-run programs and utilities.
In this book, we've sifted through everything Creative Computing has published in the last four
years, noting any article we could find that related in some way to the Apple. It wasn't a difficult
task. Like thousands of others who read Creative, we had wanted to see such a book for a Jong
time. So we set out to put together the book that we always wanted on our shelves.
We love it. We think you will, too. It was a Jot of work. We didn't just reprint articles for you. We
categorized, updated, verified some of the older sources, and finally settled on well over a hundred
articles. These represent the most current and varied cross-section of articles and applications we
could find. We used our own Apples to help with the handling of all that information, and for typing
and editing the initial manuscript. What a versatile computer!
We've kept all product mentions as current as possible, although any references in the original
articles to prices should be used as guidelines, not hard facts. Prices tend to change considerably
with competition and demand. We also tried to present a cross-section of what's available, not an
absolute, comprehensive list. Although not a "buying guide," the articles about products are a good
place to start your search for what you want. Check with your dealers for comparable products
and current prices.
This book will give you some idea of the wide range of applications possible with the Apple. Let
the possibilities tickle your imagination! There are thousands more that haven't even been touched
yet. Don't look at our chapters as absolute boundaries. In categorizing articles we'd often come up
with ideas of how something in Chapter X could be used with an idea in Chapter II for an application
discussed in Chapter III, and so on.
The most amazing thing about the Apple is the versatility of the machine - how much was
designed into it several years back. Although some computers can claim a small degree of superiority
in one area or another, none can claim such high marks across a wide range of applications. In
other words, if you bought an Apple, it was a choice well made. Here's a book that will help you
enjoy your Apple even more and tap its great potential.
Mark Pelczarski & Joe Tate
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Graphics

Chapter I -

Graphics

The first Apples released, back in the days when they only came with Integer BASIC, were touted
for their graphic capabilities. But very few people knew how to use anything other than the low
resolution (40 by 40) mode. There were special subroµtines that you could load from cassette
that let you use a high resolution mode, but they were difficult to use and the "hi-res" functions
seemed interesting, but limited. Hahl
Those subroutines became part of Applesoft BASIC, and as more and more people started
playing with hi-res graphics, more and more tricks and techniques were discovered. State-of-the-art
on the Apple now rivals some of the best video arcade games. (Come to think of it, a few years ago
"pong" was state-of-the-art at the arcades ... and the Apple had all that stuff already built in, just
waiting to be used. Now the six lowly colors provided with Apple hi-res have been mixed and
matched into over a hundred, a nd the problem of mixing text and hi-res graphics has been solved
many times over. Some computer artists have even claimed that with a digitizing tablet and the
software that's available, the Apple is one of the most underrated grap hics tools available. It's
much more cost-effective than a $200,000 ded icated graphics machine, and in situations where
extremely high resolution is not necessary, quite able to take over many of the high-priced systems'
functions.
There's been a good cross-section of graphics articles in Creative Computing, especially because
they run two special graphics issues a year. Included here are some reviews of graphics hardware
and software , a few programs and utilities that may enhance your programming or provide some
amusement, and articles on some possible interfaces you can use to extend the graphic range of
your computer.

Special Notes For Chapter I
• Apple Sketch. by David Miller:
Requires Applesoft, at least 32K of RAM, and a disk drive. It also happens to be attached to
a nicely written article.
• Apple Graphics Utilities, by David Lubar:
David Lubar recently reviewed some of the graphics software now ava ilable for the Apple. Some
other areas of graphics software not covered in this article include the creation of charts and graphs
from given sets of data. Dataplot from MUSE and Visiplot from Personal Software are two
examples of programs in that category. (Editor's note: see the review of Visiplot at the end of this
chapter.) Another would be 3-D animation routines such as 3-D Supergraphics by Paul Lutus
(United Software) and Bill Budge's 3-D Game Development Tool (California Pacific). A distinction
is made here between 3- D design and animation systems. Design packages can be a lot more flexible
because they don't have to adhere to the extremely demanding speed requirements of animation.
Of course, the design packages won't let you animate.
• Picture Packer, by David Lubar:
This gives you a neat little pair of machine language programs that will work on any Apple. Even
those of you who are not machine language junkies will find the steps behind the development of this
utility very interesting as a description of how you can a ttack a programming problem.
• Hi-Res Test for the Apple, by Paul Hitchcock:
Paul Hitchcock's routines in this article require Applesoft BASIC.
• Apple fl Lo-Res Shape Tables, by David Lubar:
This Lo-Res Shape Table routine is written for an Integer BASIC Program.
• Apple Graphics Tablet; Apple Hi-Res Graphics Made Easy with Versa Writer; Dithering Heights:
These three articles describe various ways to put graphic information into your computer, other
than with the keyboard, paddles, or a joystick. Of course, the possible input devices are almost
endless. Sound , music, almost any kind of motion, or direct electronics from other devices can all
be adapted as input. Hmmmm .. .
• Integrating CAI and Video Tape, by Marc Schwartz:
This last a rticle in Chapter I is about hooking you r computer to a videotape machine. This can
be done in two ways: the computer controls the videotape machine itself, or the computer video is
sent through the videotape machine and taped. Both open a lot of possibilities - from computer
aided instruction, as Marc Schwartz suggests - to creating animations on tape. Another area of
interest is laser disk technology, which can allow any of thousands of frames to be instantly retrieved,
presumably with possible computer interfacing controlling the retrieval. Ah, for a few dollars ...

Apple-Sketch
When I first bought my Apple II computer a few months ago, I was very excited about using the high resolution graphics that would surely dazzle my friends. I
had visions of swooping spacecraft
catapulting across the screen, of finely
detailed game displays; but most of all, I
relished the possibility of drawing freely,
in color, on the high resolution screen.
What possibilities, I thought: a 45000
point display (give or take a few), with six
available colors. Surely there would be
an easy way to make it do my bidding! So
I spent a few evenings working with my
shiny new Apple, a color T.V. set, and
the friendly Apple manuals, and quickly
learned that things might not be very
easy after all.
Apple's high resolution graphics mode
consists of two areas or "pages" of
memory in which to store the information that makes up a high resolution picture. The primary page picture buffer (or
page 1) begins at memory location 8192
and extends up to location 16383, while
the secondary page immediately follows,
from locations 16384 to 24575. Six colors
(black, white, green, violet, orange and
blue) are available, although some limitations exist that I will talk more about
later. Page one is mixture of graphics and
text with four text lines residing beneath
the graphics screen, although they can be
removed by a simple POKE command.
Page two is strictly graphics, with no text
window easily available to the user. Basic
statements can tum points on or off in
color and can draw lines between a
specified series of points. For those
gamers in the crowd (like myself), binary
shape tables can be created to draw,
rotate, and expand a user defined shape
anywhere on the screen. Sounds great,
doesn't it? But let's backtrack for a
moment.
To put it frankly, a single point plotted
on the screen does not a picture make! A
lot of careful thought and planning bas to
come before you can produce eyecatching drawings using this one-at-atime method. Since many, many points
must be used to produce a colorful drawing of, say, your friendly neighborhood
computer, it becomes impractical (and
very slow) to use a series of HPLOT statements to draw it from within a program.
Who'd want to figure out where all those
points should go, anyway? The method
used to create shape tables is very
tedious and difficult; a single mistake can
put you right back where you started
from.
As a result, many would-be graphics
artists have become frustrated with highDavid Miller, 79 Hawley Ave .. Port Ches ter. NY
10573.

resolution graphics and shy away from
using them in their programs. The more
affluent, of course, buy expensive
graphics tablets costing hundreds of
dollars, and produce visual effects to
make the rest of us tum green with envy.
I soon decided to even up the score a
little bit; perhaps through a little software
magic, it would become possible to duplicate some of the features of the graphics
tablets.

The method used
to create shape tables
is very tedious
and difficult;
a single mistake
can put you right
back where you
started from.
The result is my program, written in
Applesoft to make life a little more enjoyable for the artistic Apple owner. With it
you can create vivid computer art,
without spending hundreds of dollars on
an expensive graphics tablet, by using the
Apple paddles for the drawing input. All
six colors are available for either the
actual drawing or for a change of background color; three pen sizes will
produce thick strokes or fine detail. If
you'd like to throw in some straight lines
between any points on the screen, fine;
and it's simple to selectively erase parts
of a drawing, or the whole screen,
instantly. None of this is going to do you
much good if you can't preserve the
results of your painstaking labor, so it is
possible to save drawings on a disk and
load them back into memory another
time for viewing or modification. What

happens if you get stuck and can't
remember how to erase the screen, or
change color? Type control-H for help!
and a page listing all the commands
appears in place of the graphics screen;
after perusing for a while, hit a key and
the graphics screen is instantly restored,
with any drawings intact.
When the program is run, a title page
appears, followed by the command page
after a key is pressed. As I said, you can
pop right back here when in trouble by
typing control-H. It's very helpful for
beginners, but as you grow more experienced you won't be needing it anymore.
Press another key and the real fun starts.
The text screen is now replaced by the
black high resolution graphics screen,
with a flashing white dot hiding
somewhere about. lf you doubt my word,
tum the paddle knobs and it will magically dance across the screen. This is the
point mode, as the first text line informs
you, and pen position is indicated by that
little blinking dot; it's color is white on a
black screen and black on the others to
improve visibility. To pop back into it
when drawing, press P and the point will
reappear. You can use it to carefully
erase or chip away at parts of a drawing,
or to jump quickly from place to place
without drawing.
Ready to start a picture? Hit the W key
and the dot stops flashing; by manipulating the paddle, you can produce a fine
line of small white dots. Quickly move
the pen to separate the dots, or draw
slowly and carefully for a smooth white
line. You can instantly change colors by
pressing the first letter of the color
desired
(control-B
for
blue
to
differentiate it from B for black). It's just
as easy to change pen size; press S and
numerically choose small, medium, or
large by pressing 1, 2 or 3. The point
mode resumes, so press a color to begin
drawing again in the new size. The pen
will now be a small box instead of a single
point, and a thicker line will result as you
draw. Varying pen size within a drawing
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will produce more pleasing results, so use
all three to spice up your work. The
largest size, by the way, will quickly color
in large areas of a picture, such as the
sky.
But suppose you'd rather draw black
on a white background, or blue on an
orange background? No problem! Press
X and then the number of the new back·
ground color you want; the screen will be
instantly filled with that color, and you'll
be returned to the point mode. In the
process, everything on the screen is
erased, so if you hit X by mistake,
"return" will get you back to the point
mode, safe and sound!
I'm sure that the first few attempts at a
drawing will result in a meaningless
clutter on the screen; it takes a lot of
practice to draw easily with the paddles.
By typing control·W, you can erase the
whole screen instantly and start over
again for (hopefully!) better results. Or
you can selectively erase parts of a draw·
ing, either by using the point or with the
special erase mode. Press E and a large,
blinking square will appear in place of
the pen ; move it carefully around to
erase more quickly than with the point.
The eraser is easier to locate than the
point, being larger and more visible, so it
could also be called a kind of extended
point mode.
The line drawing mode can be used to
quickly draw straight, even lines between
any two points on the screen; a line is
drawn in the last pen color used, and its
thickness corresponds to the current pen
size. After Lis pressed, the flashing point
reappears on the screen, and its changing
X-Y coordinates are continuously dis·
played in the text window. To set the first
endpoint, hit a key; the point will be
plotted, followed by a brief pause so that
the pen can be moved away. Then the
flashing dot reappears, and the second
endpoint can be set in the same way. The
program asks if there are any corrections,
and if the endpoints are exactly where
you want them, depress N to draw the
line and return to the point mode. Press·
ing Y gives the option of changing either
or both of the endpoints; hit 1 to change
point #1, 2 to change point #2, or B to
change both. Hitting "return" when in the
line drawing mode returns you to the
point mode.
Okay, so now you have a great picture
done that you want to show your family
and friends; how can it be saved? Type
control-S and enter the name you'd like
it to be stored under; this name should
begin with a letter, not a number or control character, although these can be
used after the first letter. Hit "return",
and the contents of the entire high resolution screen will be saved in a binary file
on the disk. Be careful, because an unlocked file with the same name will be
erased and written over! If you change
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your mind about saving, hit "return" to
reenter the point mode. The same
process holds true for the load command
(control-L), but instead of saving, a high
resolution picture will be loaded into
memory from the specified disk file,
gradually filling the graphics screen and
erasing anything previously displayed.
One important note here: if you load a
picture with a colored background , make
sure you change the screen to the correct
cplor first. Otherwise, the point mode
will start erasing the background, as it
might previo usly have been set for a
black screen.
The final command is control-E, and it
allows for a graceful, dignified exit from
the program, after giving you one last
chance to reconsider. More violent types
will, I'm sure, use control-C or even
(ugh!) reset; make your choice accordingly. And now, for the program itself:
Line 5 resets LOMEM: to 16384, above
the primary page of high resolution
graphics. While I was entering the program, I painfully discovered that as it

You can instantly
change colors
by pressing the
first letter of the
color desired.
grew, it extended upward above location
8192 and into the primary high resolution
page, causing the random lines to appear
on the graphics screen. The last few lines
of the program also acquired bad habits,
playing hide and seek with me when
more was added to the program. All very
unpleasant, but the first line magically
cures the problem. Incidentally, LOMEM:
is reset to its normal value Uust above
2000 with firmware Applesoft), by NEW,
DEL, and by add ing or changing a program
line.
Lines 10-50 print the title page, wait for
a key to be pressed, clear the keyboard
strobe, and go to subroutine 1000, which
prints out the command page.
Line 90 traps for an error that might
occur during the program run ; without it,
the program would bomb out, and you
would probably lose your picture. It
sends program flow to subroutine 4000,
where the error is appropriately
processed.
Line 100 is initialization; it sets point
and screen color, pen size, drawing
modes, and OS as Control-D for DOS
commands. It clears the text screen and
initializes the high resolution display;
then line 105 pops the cursor down to the
21st line directly below the graphics
screen and goes to subroutine 650, which

handles the point mode and pen size
display.
Lines 100-200 handle the drawing, depending on the present program mode
and pen size. If a key is pressed, line 110
goes to subroutine 300, which handles
commands. Lines 120 and 130 read the
two paddles for the X and Y pen position.
If the point mode is true, line 140 plots at
the present position, erases, resets the
color and returns to line 110. Lines 150
and 160 draw a medium and large box in
the present color, depending on pen size,
if the erase mode is off. If the eraser is on,
lines 170 and 180 set its color, depending
on the present screen color, and 190
draws and erases it. If none of the above
are true, line 200 plots the point and
returns to line 110.
The following are program subroutines
that are used when commands are input
from the keyboard:
Lines 300-385 process commands, calling other subroutines in the process and
finally returning to the main drawing
section. Line 300 gets the character
pressed from the keyboard and clears the
keyboard strobe. The remaining lines
change colors or modes, or call other
subroutines if necessary, depending on
the command that has been entered. If
the key pressed is not a command, line
385 returns to the main drawing section.
Lines 500-530 save a picture on disk;
line 520 alerts DOS with previously
initialized DS and BSAVEs the entire
memory contents of high resolution page
1 under the file name input in line 510.
AS2000 specifies the starting hexadecimal address (8192 decimal) and
LS2000 specifies the length of the area of
memory to be stored. Lines 600-630 are
used in the same way to load a picture
from disk into memory starting at hex
location 2000, the beginning of the primary page.
Lines 650-660 set the color of the point
for the point mode, depending on the
present screen color. Line 660 clears the
text window, sets and prints the point
mode, goes to subroutine 3000 where the
pen size is displayed, and returns.
Lines 700-730 are reached by controlE, and provide a dignified exit from the
program. As I said before, killjoys may
use "reset" or control-C if they wish.
Lines 800-840 print out the numbers for
the different colors and get a character
response. "Return" or CHRS (13) pops
you back into the drawing routine after
resetting the point mode; an incorrect
response causes line 815 to get another
character. Otherwise, line 830 sets the
new screen color, plots a point, and calls
the special machine language routine
62454 to clear the screen in the last color
HPLOTed. Finally, line 840 goes to
subroutine 650, which handles the point
mode restoration and pen size display.
Lines 900-940 use the same method to
get a new pen size; a valid response resets

PRINT "80
JUST

5 LOMEM : 16384
10 HOME : YTAB 10 : HTAS 7 : PRINT "***
APPLE-SKETCH
***" : .PRINT
20 HTAB 13: PRINT "B'I' OAYID MILLER"
30 YTA8 19: HTAB 11 : PRINT "HIT AN'I' KEV TO BEGIN"
40 IF PEEK < - 16384) < = 127 THEN 40
50 POKE - 16368,0: GOSUB 1000
90 ONERR GOTO 4000
100 HOME : HGR :OLDCLR = 3 : HCOLOR• 3 :SCRNCLR = 0 :PNT = 1 :ER = 0 :SML • 1 :
MED = 0 :LRG = 0 :DS = CHRS <4>
105 YTAB 21 : GOSUB 650
110 IF PEEK ( - 16384) > 127 THEN GOSUB 300
120 X = PDL (1) * 1.21 + 2 : IF X > 277 THEN X = 277
130 Y = PDL C0> + 2 : IF Y > 157 THEN Y = 157
140 IF PNT THEN HPLOT X, Y: HCOLOR= SCNRCLR : HPLOT X. Y: HCOLOR= OLDCLR: GOTO
110
150 IF MED AND ER= 0 THEN HPLOT X,Y : HPLOT X - 1,Y - 1 TO X + 1,Y - 1 TO
X + 1,Y + 1 TO X - 1,Y + 1 TO X - 1, Y - 1 : GOTO 110
160 IF LRG AND ER= 0 THEN HPLOT X,Y: HPLOT X - 1,y - 1 TO X + 1,y - 1 TO
X + 1,Y + 1 TO X - 1,Y + 1 TO X - 1,Y - 1 : HPLOT X - 2,Y - 2 TO X + 2
,y - 2 TO X + 2.'I' + 2 TO X - 2,Y + 2 TO X - 2,Y - 2 : GOTO 110
170 IF ER AND SCNRCLR = 0 THEN OLDCLR = 3
189 IF ER AND SCRNCLR < > 0 THEN OLDCLR = 0
190 IF ER THEN HCOLOR= OLDCLR : HPLOT X, Y: HPLOT X - 1. Y - 1 TO X + 1. Y 1 TO X + 1,Y + 1 TO X - 1,Y + 1 TO X - 1,y - 1 : HCOLOR= SCRNCLR: HPLOT
X,Y : HPLOT X - LY - 1 TO X + 1,y - 1TOX+1,Y +~TO X - 1,Y + 1 TO
X - 1,Y - 1 : GOTO 110
200 HPLOT X,Y : GOTO 110
299 REM *** COMMAND SUBROUTINE
300 GET AS : POKE - 16368,0
305 IF AS= CHRS <23) THEN HCOLOR= SCRNCLR: HPLOT 0,0: CALL 62454: HCOLOR=
OLDCLR : RETURN
310 IF AS= "W" THEN HOME : YTAB 21 : PRINT "COLOR=WHITE" :OLDCLR = 3: HCOLOR=
3 :PNT = 0 :ER = 0 : GOSUB 3000 : RETURN
315 IF AS= CHRS <2> THEN HOME : YTAB 21: PRINT "COLOR=BLUE" :OLDCLR • 6
: HCOLOR= 6 :PNT = 0 :ER = 0 : GOSUB 3000: RETURN
320 IF AS= "G" THEN HOME : YTAB 21 : PRINT "COLOR=GREEN" :OLDCLR = 1: HCOLOR=
1 :PNT = 0 :ER = 0: GOSUB 3000 : RETURN
325 IF AS= "E" THEN HOME : YTAB 21 : PRINT "ERASE MODE" :PNT = 0:ER = 1 : RETURN
330
335
340
345
350
355
360
365
370
375
380
385
500
510
515
520
530

IF AS = "Y" THEN HOME : YTAB 21 : PRINT "COLOR=YIOLET" :OLDCLR = 2 : HCOLOR=
2 :PNT = 0 :ER = 0: GOSUB 3000 : RETURN
IF AS= "0" THEN HOME : YTAB 21 : PRINT "COLOR=ORANOE" :OLDCLR = 5 : HCOLOR=
5 :PNT '= 0 :ER = 0: GOSUB 3000 : RETURN
IF AS= "B" THEN HOME : YTAB 21 : PRINT "COLOR=BLACK" :OLDCLR = 0: HCOLOR=
0 :PNT = 0 :ER = 0 : GOSUB 3000 : RETURN
IF AS = CHRS <12) THEN HOME : YTAB 21 : GOSUB 600 : RETURN
IF AS = "S" THEN HOME : YTAB 21 : GOSUB 900 : RETURN
IF AS = "P" THEN HOME : YTAB 21 : GOSUB 650 : RETURN
IF AS = CHRS (8) THEN OOSUB 1000 : OOSUB 650 : RETURN
fF AS = CRRS <19) TRE1'I ROME . VTAB 21 : o-osog- 50~ . M:WRN
IF AS = "L" THEN GOSUB 2000 : RETURN
IF AS = "X" THEN GOSUB 800
IF AS = CHRS (5) THEN GOSUB 700
RETURN
REM *** SAYE PICTURE
PRINT "READY TO SAYE PICTURE
"; : INVERSE : PRINT "RETURN"; : 140RMAL
: PRINT " TO EXIT" : INPUT "PICTURE NAME ? "; PICTURES
IF PICTURES = "" THEN GOSUB 650 : RETURN
PRINT DS; "BSAYE "; PICTURES; ", AS2000, LS2000"
PRINT PICTURES;" SAYED. • : FOR I = 1 TO 3000: NEXT I : GOSUB 650 : RETURN

600
610

REM *** LOAD PICTURE
";: INVERSE : PRINT "RETURN"; : llORMAL
PRINT "READY TO LOAD PICTURE
: PRINT" TO EXIT": INPUT "PICTURE NAME? "; PICTURES
615 IF PICTURES = "" THEN GOSUB 650 : RETURN
620 PRINT DS; "BLOAD ";PICTURES; ", AS2000"
630 PRINT PICTURES;" LOADED. " : FOR I =:!.TO 3000 : NEXT I : GOSUB 650 : RETURN
649 REM *** SET POINT MODE COLOR
650 IF SCNRCLR = 0 THEN OLDCLR = 3 : GOTO 660
655 OLDCLR = 0
660 HCOLOR= OLDCLR:PNT = 1 : HOME : YTAB 21 : PRINT "POINT MODE" : GOSUB 300
0 : RETURN
669 REM *** CTRL-E EXIT PROGRAM?
700 HOME : YTAB 21 : PRINT "REALLY EXIT THE PROGRAM CY/N) ? ";
705 GET AS
710 IF AS = "Y" THEN TEXT : HOME : GOTO 4100
720 IF AS = "N" THEN GOSUB 650: RETURN
730 GOTO 705
799 REM *** CHANGE BACKGROUND COLOR
800 HOME : YTAB 21 : PRINT "BLACK-0 GREEN-1 YIOLET-2 WHITE-3" : PRINT
"ORANGE-5 BLUE-6
";: INVERSE : PRINT "RETURN"; : NORMAL : PRINT "
TO EXIT"
810 PRINT "NEW BACKGROUND COLOR # ";
815 GET ZS : IF ZS = CHRS <13) THEN 840
820 IF RSC CZS> < 48 OR RSC <ZS ) > 54 OR ZS = "4" THEN 815
830 SCRNCLR = VAL <ZS> : HCOLOR= SCRNCLR: HPLOT 0,0: CALL 62454 : HCOLOR= 0
LDCLR

pen size and goes to subroutine 650,
which handles point mode and pen size
display. An incorrect response causes
line 905 to get another character.
Lines 1000-1210 display the command
page. Line 1000 puts the screen back into
the text mode and clears it; after the
commands are printed, line 1200 waits
for a key to be pressed. Then 1210 clears
the keyboard strobe and uses POKE16304,0 to restore the high resolution
graphics screen without clearing it to
black (which is what another HGR
command would do).
Lines 2000-2470 handle the line drawing, displaying the X and Y coordinates
for each point and HPLOTing the lines.
Lines 2060 and 2070 read the paddles for
point #.1, and 2190 and 2200 read them
for point #2.
Lines 3000-3030 check for the current
pen size and display it beneath the lower
right of the graphics screen.
Finally, lines 4000-4070 handle any
DOS errors that might occur when loading or saving picutres. Line 4010 sets A to
the Apple error code for the trapped

It takes a lot
of practice to draw
easily with the paddles.
error, which is stored in decimal location
222; it also sets B equal to the line that
the error occurred on. Then it clears the
text screen and tabs down to the top of
the text window, ready to print a message
based on the error. The lines after
handle:
1. Attempts to load a picture not on disk
(DOS "file not found" error).
2. Attempts to save on a write protected
disk, such as the DOS master or one with
a write protect tab covered.
3. An 1/0 error, usually encountered
when the disk drive door is left open.
4. Attemts to save on a filled disk, or with
too little space left to hold the picture.
5. Attempts to save under a file name on
disk that is locked.
6. The use of an illegal file name, usually
beginning with a number or a control
character.
7. Attempts to load a Basic or text file as
a picture (believe me, that just won't
work!)
8. Control-C: returns the text mode and
ends.
As far as I can see, those are the only
errors that would normally occur when
running the program; all other input is
handled by GET and thrown out if
inappropriate. If all else fails, line 4060
tells you what error occurred and where
before stopping the program. Before
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840 GOSUB 650: RETURN
- -........__ ......... .
899 REM *** CHANGE PEN SIZE
900 PR INT "READY TO CHANGE PEN SIZE" : PRINT "SMALL<i > - MEDIUM<2> - LARGE
en?";
905 GET AS
9i.0 IF AS = "i" THEN SML = i :MED = 0 :LRG = 0 : GOSUB 650 : RETURN
920 IF AS = "2" THEN SML = 0 :MED = i :LRG = 0 : GOSUB 650 : RETURN
930 IF AS = "3" THEN Sl1L = 0 :MED = 0 :LRG = i : GOSUB 650 : RETURN
940 GOTO 905
999 REM *** COMMAND PAGE
1080 TEXT : HOME : HTAB 6 : PRINT "*** LIST OF COMMANDS ***": PRINT : PR INT
1010 INVERSE : PR INT "CTRL ";: NORMAL : PRINT • B - SETS DRAW ING COLOR TO

running the program, I suggest taking a
CATALOG of the disk to see what
pictures are available, and which are
locked (it would be a good idea to lock an
important picture to prevent accidental
erasure). Since you won't be able to save
onto a locked file name, you'd have to
save under another name to preserve
your present version without losing the
program.
Once a picture has been saved on disk,
it can be recalled from a Basic program
and displayed using the same technique
as in subroutine 600. The program should
initialize the string DS as control-D or
CHRS(4), then set the primary page of
high resolution graphics and load the picture into memory using DOS commands.
There are a few limitations to what you
can do with this program. One problem
arises in that the Apple paddles are not
very sturdy and tend to become worn
with usage. Theoretically, they should
produce a steady stream of values from O
to 255. When new, yes. After a few weeks
of Space Invaders and assorted other

BLUE"

1020
1030
1040
1050
1060
i 070
1080
1090
1i00
1110
1120
1130
1140

PRINT TAB< 6); "W - SETS DRAW ING COLOR TO WHITE"
PRI NT TAB< 6);"B - SETS DRAWING COLOR TO BLACK"
PRINT TAB< 6); "0 - SETS DRAWING COLOR TO ORANGE"
PRINT TAB< 6);"G - SETS DRAWING COLOR TO GREEN"
PRINT TAB< 6>;"V - SETS DRAWING COLOR TO VIOLET"
PRINT
PRINT TAB< 6);"P - CHANGES TO POINT MODE"
PRINT TAB( 6); "E - CHANGES TO ERASE MODE"
PRINT TAB< 6); "L - CHANGES TO LINE DRAW ING MODE"
PRINT TAB< 6); "X - CHANGES BACKGROUND COLOR"
PRI NT TAB< 6);"S - CHANGES PEN DRAWING SIZE"
PRINT
INVERSE PRINT "CTRL";: NORMAL PRINT • W- WIPE SCREEN CLEAR, STA
RT OVER"
1150 INVERSE PRINT "CTRL"; : NORMAL PRINT " S - SAVE CURRENT PICTURE 0
N DISK"
1160 INVERSE PRINT "CTRL"J : NORMAL PR INT " L - LOAD PICTURE FROM DI SK
1170
1180
1190
1200
1210
2000
20i 0
2020
2030
2040
2050
2060
2070
2075
2080
2090
2100
2i05
2ii0
2i20
2130
2140

IN"1ERSE : PRINT "CTRL ";: NORMAL : PR INT " H - DI SPLAY THI S PAGE OF C
OMMANDS"
INVERSE : PRINT "CTRL";: NORMAL : PRINT " E - EXIT THE PROGRAM"
PRI NT : PRINT TAB< 6) ; "HIT ANY KEY WHEN READY. .. "
IF PEEK ( - i 6384> < = 127 THEN 1200
POKE - i 6368. 0 : POKE - 16304. 0 : RETURN
REM *** DRAW LINE
LINES = "
CH = 0 : Xi = 0 :X2 = 0:Yi = 0 : Y2 = 0 :QX = 0 :QY = 0
HOME : VTAB 2i : PRINT "LINE DRAW ING MODE
";: INVERSE : PRINT
"RETURN"; : NORMAL : PRINT " TO EXIT "
VTAB 22 : PRI NT "POINT 11: X=
Y=
<HIT KEY TO SET"
IF PEEK < - i6384) > i 27 THEN GET AS : POKE - i 636B,0: VTAB 22 : HTAB
25 : PRINT LINES :QX = X1 :QY = Yi : GOSUB 2430 : GOTO 2i 50
Xi = PDL (i ) * i . 2i + 2 : IF Xi > 277 THEN Xi= 277
Yi = PDL (0 ) + 2 : IF Yi > i57 THEN Yi = i 57
VTAB 22 : HTAB i3 : PRINT INT <Xi);
IF Xi < i0 THEN PRINT •
IF Xi > = i0 AND Xi < i00 THEN PRINT
IF Xi > = i 00 THEN PRINT " "
VTAB 22 : HTAB 20 : PRINT INT <Y1>i
IF Yi < i0 THEN PRI NT "
IF Yi > = i 0 AND Yi < i00 THEN PRINT
IF Yi > = i00 THEN PR INT " "
HCOLOR= OLDCLR: HPLOT Xi. Yi : HCOLOR= SCRNCLR : HPLOT Xi . Yi : GOTO 2050

2150 IF CH = i THEN 2290
2i60 IF AS = CHRS ( i 3) THEN 2300
2i 70 VTAB 23: PRINT "POINT 112 : X=
Y=
( HIT KEY TO SET"
2180 IF PEEK < - i 63B4> > i 27 THEN GET AS: POKE - i 6368,0 : VTAB 23 : HTAB
25 : PRINT LINES:QX = X2: QY = Y2 : GOSUB 2430 : GOTO 2280
2190 X2 = POL (i) * i . 2i + 2 : IF X2 > 277 THEN X2 = 277
2200 Y2 = PDL <0> + 2 : IF Y2 > i57 THEN Y2 = i57
2205 VTAB 23 : HTAB i3 : PRI NT INT <X2>;
22i0 IF X2 < i0 THEN PRINT "
2220 IF X2 > = i 0 AND X2 ( i00 THEN PRI NT
2230 IF X2 > = i00 THEN PR INT " "
2235 VTAB 23: HTAB 20 : PRINT INT <Y2) ;
2240 I F Y2 ( i0 THEN PR INT "
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If all else fails,
line 4060 tells you
what error occurred.

paddle games, no. Presently, my PDL(O)
only goes up to about 180, and PDL( l ) to
225. As a result, I use PDL(O) for the Y
input, which only has to go to about 160.
Unfo rtunately, the screen is 280 units
wide, so my PDL(l ) values have to be
multiplied to make the pen cover the
entire screen, and in the process, some
values are lost. With multiplication, I've
discovered that about two out of every
ten X values just cannot be produced,
and it becomes impossible to draw a perfec tly smooth line in the X direction. Is
there a solution to the problem?
Yes, even if only a partial one, and I
suggest it fo r those who type in this program. The first step is to find out just how
your particular paddles will go. Change
lines 2060 and 2070 to Xl = PDL(l ) and
Yl = PDL(O). Then enter the line
drawing mode and move yo ur paddles
clockwise from zero to the highest possible values. Say your paddles are func·
tioning perfectly, and PDL(l ) stops at
255. You can use the paddle values
without multiplying if yo u leave a small
margin on either side of the page. For a
perfect paddle, subtract 255 from 280
and d ivide by 2, leaving a margin of 12.5
on each side. Let's call it 12, and change
line 2060 to read:
2060 X1:PDL(1 ) +12 : I F X1 ) '277

THEN X1=2 77

Now you can get all of the X values
between 12 and 267, and can draw a
perfectly smooth line. You won't be able
to go outside of those two margins, but
they are really very small and I believe
the sacrifice is worth it. Likewise, change
lines 120 and 2190 to read:
120 X:PDL(t)+t2 : IF X>277 THEN X:277

2250 IF V2 > = 10 AND V2 < 100 THEN PRINT " "
2260 IF V2 ) = 100 THEN PRINT " "
2270 HCOLnR= OLDCLR : HPLOT X2,V2 : HCOLOR= SCRNCLR : HPLOT x2.v2: GOTO 2180
2280 IF A$ = CHR$ <13> THEN 2300
2290 VTAB 21 : HTAB 1 : PRINT "ANV CORRECTIONS ? ";
2295 GET A$
2300 IF A$= CHR$ <13) THEN HCOLOR= SCRNCLR : HPLOT X1,V1: HPLOT x2.v2: HCOLOR
= Cl..DCLR : GOTO 2460
2310 IF A$ = "V" THEN 2360
2320 IF A$ = "N" AND SML THEN HPLOT X1, V1 TO X2, V2 : GOTO 2450
2330 IF A$= "N" AND MEO THEN FOR I = - 1 TO 1 : HPLOT X1 + I.Vi+ I TO
X2 + I.v2 +I : NEXT I : GOTO 2450
2340 IF A$= "N" AND LRG THEN FOR I = - 2 TO 2 : HPLOT X1 + I,V1 + I TO
X2 + I, V2 + I : NEXT I : GOTO 2450
2350 GOTO 2295
2360 VTAB 21 : HTAB 1 : PRINT LINE$; "
" : VTAB 21 : HTAB 1 : PRINT "POINT 1.
2, OR BOTH ?";
2370 GET A$
2380 IF A$ = CHR$ <13> THEN 2300
2390 IF A$= "1" THEN CH= 1 : GOSUS 2470: HPLOT Xi.Vi : HCOLOR= OLDCLR : GOTO
2040
2400 IF A$ = "2" THEN_C11 _=·"2 : uosue Z470 : liPLOTl(2, v2 :· Heot:OR=-OLllCLR": GOTU
2170
2410 IF A$ = "B" THEN CH= 0 : GOSUB 2470 : HPLOT x1,v1 : HPLOT X2,V2 : HCOLOR=
OLDCLR: GOTO 2040
2420 GOTO 2370
2430 IF A$ = CHR$ <13) THEN RETURN
2440 HCOLOR= OLOCLR: HPLOT QX,QV: FOR I = 1 TO 500 : NEXT I : RETURN
2450 HOME : VTAB 21 : PRINT "DONE. .. " : FOR I = 1 TO 1000 : NEXT I
2460 GOSUB 650 : RETURN
2470 VTAB 21 : HTAB 1 : PRINT LINE$; "
"· VTAB 21 : HTAB 1 : PRINT "LINE D
RAWING MODE": HCOLOR= SCRNCLR: RETURN
2999 REM *** PEN SIZE DISPLAY
3000 VTAB 21: HTAB 25 : PRINT "PEN SIZE=";
3010 IF SML THEN PRINT "SMALL " : RETURN
3020 IF MED THEN PRINT "MEDIUM" : RETURN
3030 IF LRG THEN PRINT "LARGE" : RETURN
4000 REM *** ERROR TRAPPING
4010 A= PEEK <222) :8 = PEEK <218) + PEEK <219) * 256 : HOME : VTAB 21
4020 IF A = 6 THEN PRINT "VOU DON'T HAVE THAT PICTURE ON DISK... " : GOTO
4070
4025 IF A= 4 THEN PRINT "YOUR DISK IS WRITE PROTECTED !" : PRINT "USE AN
OTHER OR REMOVE WRITE PROTECT TAB. " : GOTO 4070
4030 IF A = 8 THEN PRINT "110 ERROR. . . IS VOUR DISK DRIVE OPEN ? " : PRINT
"IF NOT, TRY AGAIN OR USE ANOTHER DISK." : GOTO 4070
4035 IF A= 9 THEN PRINT "TOO MANY FILES ON DISK; DELETE SOME": PRINT "O
R USE ANOTHER DISK. ": GOTO 4070
4040 IF A= 10 THEN PRINT "THAT DISK FILE IS LOCKED. .. UNLOCK IT" : PRINT
"OR USE ANOTHER NAME FOR YOUR PICTURE. " : GOTO 4070
4045 IF A = 11 THEN PRINT "ILLEGAL FILE NAME. ": PRINT "PLEASE BEGIN MITH
A LETTER. " : GOTO 4070
4050 IF A = 13 THEN PRINT "THAT FILE IS NOT A PICTURE. .. " : GOTO 4070
4055 IF A = 255 THEN TEXT : HOME : GOTO 4100
4060 PRINT "PROGRAM TERMINATED DUE TO ERROR ";A : PRINT "LINE II ";8: GOTO
4100
4070 FOR I= 1 TO 3000 : NEXT I : GOSUB 650 : GOTO 110
4100 TEXT : END

I
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2190 X2:PDL(t)+t2:IF X2>277
THEN X2:277
I've altered my version in the same way;
as my paddle goes to 225, I add 27 to the
PDL(l) values and lose a somewhat
larger margin. It's all up to your personal
preference; remember, these are very
inexpensive input devices and it's going
to take a little experimentation to get
them working just right.
I'd also like to warn you that certain
colors will not draw cleanly on colored
backgrounds, due to the way the high
resolution display works. Drawing black
on an orange background, for example,
produces ragged green fringes, which
may also appear when erasing orange on

The fringe effects
may be just what
you want to produce
a dazzling, modernistic
picture.

another background. These color fringes
appear mainly when using the colored
backgrounds. They don't seem to be a
problem when drawing on black or white.
Consequently, I'd advise drawing on
either black or white; if you'd like large
areas of another color, switch to the large
pen and color them in. Of course, the
fringe effects may be just what you want
to produce a dazzling, modernistic
picture .
Don't forget, graphics tablets cost
money for a good reason: they are very
fast, accurate, and sophisticated. A
simple Basic program, such as mine, is
hard put to match their performance
using very inexpensive paddles as input
devices. It can, however, provide a creative challenge and hours of plain old fun
if the user has just a little patience and
self control (please try not to offend or
abuse your poor machine in any way). I
can't promise miracles, but believe me,
you can draw good pictures if you use
some imagination and creativity. I know,
because I've done some myself that I like
very much! Inevitably, some people just
won't be able to get the knack of drawing
with the paddles, no matter how hard
they try. Ah weH, they can always go
back to playing Space Invaders....
O
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What do a popcorn popper, diesel engine,
birthday cake, beer mug, and a corporate
logo have in common? Not much, you
say? No so. These items, and countless
others, can be computer-animated for
display on a color TV screen or monitor in
a visually fascinating fashion.
But why would anyone want to animate
a popper or beer mug, I hear you cry. It's
an area of advertising for which the waters
are virtually uncharted. Because people
enjoy watc hing the creative process of
image development on the screen, computer
animation is an effective promotional tool.
Whether the display is placed in a trade
show exhibit, store window, building lobby,
or permanent product display, the results
are impressive. The creative motion on
the screen attracts a crowd in a way that a
static display or sign seldom does. H cleverly
done, animation communicates information
to viewers in an entertaining, colorful way.
In effect, it's a localized "TV spot" that
runs continuously and grabs the attention
of passers-by-at a fraction of the cost of
regular ne twork or videotape alternatives.
We recognized the universal appeal of
the TV screen in early 1979 and began to
investigate the possibilities inherent in the
use of computer-controlled message displays. At that time, the closest application
of this nature was the continuous scrolling
of text commonly seen in hotel lobbies
and other public areas, announcing meeting
rooms, schedules, etc. Such displays are
primitive- they're visually boring and can
easily be ignored by viewers. Recognizing
the potential of and need for more visual
impact, we began developing graphic
displays to communica te key points, using
·David L. Ross, President. Micro Video, P.O. Box
7357. 204E. Washington St. Ann A rbor, Ml 48107.
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text only where necessary. Today, our
presentations are 70-80% customized color
graphics.
We're building a library of animation
sub-sequences that can be "dropped into"
larger productions -speedboats, champagne glasses, iced cakes with burning
candles, flags. We're also developing
software vehicles that make program
customization, such as the inclusion of
corporate logos, a simpler process. A further
extension of this concept is the marriage
of the video game and advertising presentations, in which the viewer actually participates in the exhibit. This is becoming a
powerful "draw," particula.rly in trade shows.
Promotional messages related to the game
in play and/ or the exhibitor's products
and services can be e nte red from the
keyboard, allowing "instant customization,"
or embedded directly in the program. The
originality of this advertising concept, as
well as the portability, reliability, and cost
of small computers makes the Crowd
Stopper an attractive alternative to videotape players or other traditional display
devices.
The Popcorn Pumper-Custom Anlmadons

Our popcorn popper animation is summarized in eight frames take n from an
animated presentation developed for WearEver Aluminum, Inc., a subsidiary of Alcoa,
for trade show display use. Like most
animations, it relies heavily on the impact
of imaginative development on the screen;
it has to be seen in action to fully appreciate
the effects. The Popcorn Pumper is drawn
on the screen in two colors-yellow and
white (just like the real product) -on a
black background. The base and chamber
outline are built at a variable rate, with

Theimportanccofimage developmentisillustrated
in the popcorn popper animation sequence.

accompanying musical tones. Then we add
the fre nzied motion of popcorn actually
"popping" in the chamber, comple te with
sound effects, and spill it out into the waiting
bowl. Viewers invariably chuckle over this
part of the presentation, and stay to watch
the image development a second, third, ...
time.
The popcorn popper was one of four
products animated in a single program for
use in Wear·Ever's Housewares Show
exhlbit. The presentation achieved its goal,
stopping traffic in the aisle and creating
interest in the Popcorn Pumper and other
products Wear-ever manufactures for the
home. It was so successful that the company
has reused it numerous time in other trade
shows.
Animations-Getting Started

To produce an effective animated display,
we follow the procedures generally used
in preparing speeches and written materials,
with minor adaptations:
•Understand your audience. Who will
prima rily be viewing the presentation? Are
you trying to attract the attention of adults
or c hildre n? Men, women or both?
•Define your objectives. Do you want the
a nimated presentation to sell the product
or service and provide technical infonnation
as well? Or do you wish to simply stop and
e ntertain the passing crowd? If so, for how
long? What interaction with viewers do
you want to effect? Will an "animated
billboard" meet your goals? Or, do you
want to use interac tive advertising-cus·
tomized video games with interweaved
promotional messages- to invite partici·
pation in the exhibit and hold the viewers'
interest long enough to allow company
representatives to make personal con·
tact?
•"Storyboard" the entire presentation. Try
to achieve balance in the visual material,
keeping it directed toward the anticipated
audience and defined objectives.
•Develop the graphic images, transitions
between images, and o ther highlighting
effects, varying the animation techniques
for high visual impact.
•Review the prod uction with the client,
and expect to make modifications and
improvements. Seldom, if ever, is the first
production the final version. Improvements
can always be made.
•When approval of the presentation is final,
make a rrangements to watch the presen·
tation in actual use. Is it effective? How
well does it compete for people's attention
in the environment in which it's being used?
What portions are visually dull a nd need
to be improved? ls the presentation meeting
your defined objectives? Make note of
needed modifications for future use.
An interesting phenomenon in computer·
a nimated displays is that people's attention
is generally he ld over multiple viewings. If
you watch people in the vicinity of a
presentation, you'll see their eyes continually

drawn back to the screen-no matter how
many times they've seen it before. You
can use this as a barometer of the presenta·
tion's effectiveness.
Rules of Thumb for Successful Animation

We've evolved a set of guidelines that
we believe differentiate good animated
presentations from poor ones. While there
are exceptions, these "rules of thumb"
generally yield effective displays:
1) Never scroll text vertically on the screen.
The human eye does not easily read material
presented in this manner. More effective
methods include partial screen wipes,
erasing material by overwriting it in the
background color, etc. The speed at which
text is output to the screen and length of
time it remains there are also important
factors.
2) Keep in mind that the method used to
put the image on the screen is more
important than the end result. If the reverse
were true, then a pho tograph or videotape
of the actual produc t would be sufficient,
as well as more technically accurate.
Animation has the appeal of the quick
sketch cartoonist at an amusement area.
He holds his viewing crowds while he's
drawing the picture, but te nds to lose a
large portion of this c rowd and potential
customers upon completion of the sketch .

3) Always keep motion on the screen. Avoid
totally static screens by including a t least
slight movement with color changes, flash·
ing, moving stick figures, e tc. Motion
ensures that viewers' eyes will stay glued
to the screen-they want to see what will
happen next.
4) A void painfully slow image development,
as it strains the viewer's interest in the
display. Faster graphics can be achieved
by using broader lines or simplifying internal
calculations that produce the image.
5) Use unusual sequences to draw inrages.

This provides an element of surprise in the
presentation and creates suspense. For
example, if you need to draw a rectangular
box, rather than using a single continuous
line, consider drawing pairs of parallel lines
going in different directions simultaneously.
Or, if you want to include the American
flag in your animation, don't draw it one
stripe at a time-that's far too obvious.
One approach you might use is to draw
all red stripes simultaneously in one direc·
tion, followed by all the white stripes in
the opposite direction, then add the blue
field and output stars in a seemingly random
fas hion. The idea is to create suspense
and pique the viewers' interest in whatever
image you're producing.
6) Vary the speed of the presentation.

Depending on the image and effects desired,
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vary the speed accordingly. Don't draw
everything as fast as possible-but allow
the viewer to savor the image development.
On the other hand, don't let a portion of
the presentation drag enough to evoke a
visual yawn.
7) Use color for emphasis. Color-code key

concepts to improve viewer comprehension
of the material. But don'tcarry this too far
and use too many colors on a single screen
simply because the computer has the
capability of doing so. "Color overload" is
as poor as a dull black and white presentation.
8) Choose color combinations carefully.

Use colors that match the objects of
animation if possible. Vary the color
combinations throughout the presentation,
but make sure all combinations are aesthetically pleasing, taking into consideration
the audience, locations, and objectives.
9) Use sound effects, if available on the
computer, to highlight the animation. In
our beer mug animation, for example,
sounds accompanying the graphics simulate
the sounds of beer flowing into a mug,
varying with the rate of flow and the fullness
of the mug. Try to imitate sounds as
appropriate to the image, but don't use a
lot of non-related sounds, because in time

they become annoying rather than entertaining. Also, don't continuously use sound
for sound's sake in the presentation. Sounds
add another dimension to the presentation,
but too much sound will actually reduce,
rather than augment, the impact.
10) Use variety in message display. experiment with three dimensional lettering,
oversized letters, word swimming, color
rolls, fades, and wipes. Words can be "shot
out of cannons," color-highlighted, or
"spoken" by animated characters or stick
figures. Be sure that the text is readable by
viewers, considering their distance from
the screen, the screen size, lettering size,
and duration held on the screen. You might
also program the capability, as we do, of
message input from the keyboard to allow
last minute changes in presentation messages. This adds futher flexibility.
11) Add humor to animations. If your
audience laughs, they'll watch longer. People
love to be entertained.

12) Pay special attention to transitions
between graphic images.Don't always clear
the screen before producing another image.
Allow one to evolve into another some of
the time.

13) Don 't rush. Good animations take time.
Experiment with different ways of producing
a single image and determine which is

"AHA!!"
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most visually effective, as this invariably
leads to a better final result.
14) Don't prejudge or limit your animation
possibilities. Life can be imposed even on
lackluster objects such as a frying pan or
toaster by the way they are drawn and the
addition of a flickering flame beneath the
pan or toasted bread "popping" out of the
toaster.

A cardinal rule of animations is that
they improve with experimentation and
experience, provided enough time is allowed
to do the work. Did I say "Work"? Yes,
there are hours of work in every animation,
but it's one of the most imaginative applications for home computers, and can give
more sheer pleasure and satisfaction than
other types of programming. It's enonnously
gratifying to watch people become enthralled with and chortle with delight over
a particularfy clever presentation.
So, consider the possibilities! Almost
anything can be animated. We use the
Interact computer, Microsoft Basic, and
machine language to produce most of our
animations. However, it's not so much the
computer or language that you use, but
the imagination that you put into programming the display that makes the
difference. Give animation a try on your
own computer. We think you'll find it will
open up a whole new world of programming
enjoyment and creativity for you.
O

Apple £i raphics Utilities
David Lubar

Back in the early days of the late seventies, very few people could cope with
placing graphics on the Apple. We all
knew it was possible, but the prospect of
creating shape tables by hand was enough
to dampen anyone's spirits. The picture
began to brighten with the appearance of
graphics utilities. Creative Computing
published a shape table generator written
by Gary D. Dawk ins. Steve Wozniak of
Apple furnished a shape-table program in
his Wozpak. These programs not only
allowed easy design of shapes, they also
stored a series of shapes in a table, taking
a major eleme nt of drudgery out of programming. Now, there are many graphics
utilities on the market. Four of these programs are covered below.

from a ny disk with a drawing on it. The
picture is placed on the screen, along with
a flashing crosshair con~rolled by paddles.
Colors are selected with two keystrokes.
Normal blue is BB, light blue is LB, dark
blue is DB, a nd so on . Once a color is
selected, a push of the paddle button
causes an a rea to be filled. The color
spreads out in a diamond pattern, stopping wheneve r it encounters a black line.
Once an area has been colored, it can't be
easily recolored. The paint mode only
functions against a white background.
Colored pictures can be saved on disk.
Since most drawing programs and
graphics tablets produce a white line on a

Local Color
Bob Bishop, who is to Apple graphics
what Wilbur and Orville were to flight, has
moved the coloring book into the compute r age with Micro Painter. The system
allows you to fill in hi-res pictures with
twenty-one colors. The disk includes eight
drawings. When the program starts, you
select a picture, either from the disk or
Drawing by Saul Bernste in o n Micro Pai11ter.

creative computlnfj
SOFTWARE PROFILE
Name: Micro-Painter
Type: Color-fill Program
System: 48K Apple II or II Plus,
Disk Drive
Format: Disk
Language: Integer or Applesoft Basic
and Machine Language
Summary: Electronic coloring book
Price: $34.95
Manufacturer: Datasoft, Inc.
195 19 Business Center Dr.
Northridge, CA 91324

black background, Bishop has included a
command which produces a negative of
the screen. Thus you can draw with any
graphics program, save the picture, bring
it back under Micro Painter, and reverse
the colors to obtain black lines on a white
background.
Micro Painter also has a microscope
mode which expands the picture to seven
and a half times normal size. In this mode,
you can examine a nd change individual
pixels. This is handy fo r patching up small,
enclosed areas that can't be filled in the
normal mode.
It seemed to me tha t Micro Painter
would be an ideal program to get people
interested in computers. It is easy to use,
fun , and produces immediate, observable

results. A friend, who had very little computer experience, tried the program and
had no difficulty following the instructions, which are clear and well written.
She was, howe ver, very amused by the
microscope mode a nd the line in the
instructions which said, "The Paint Brush
and the area around it have been magnified seven and a half times!" After she
stopped laughing, she explained that the
microscope she uses at work has a resolution of 100,000X. Her amuse ment quickly
gave way to absorbtion as she went on to
color seve ral drawings.
For beginners who want to have a new
kind of fun with the Apple or advanced
programmers who need to color pictures,
Micro Painter is an excellent program.
The instructions also include a short program in Applesoft which allows you to
draw with the paddles.
Penguin Graphics
Mark Pelczarski (alias the Magic Penguin), a very talented Apple programmer,
is the a uthor of two graphics packages.
Magic Paintbrush 4.0 contains programs
for drawing on the screen and for developing shape tables. There are three drawing modes. The line mode draws a line
between any two points. By holding down
the paddle button as you move the c ursor,
you can obtain curves. The fill mode also
draws lines, but keeps a constant origin
for the lines, allowing you to fill in an area
with a series of lines. The paint mode
provides a choice of nine brushes with
which to paint lines or filJ background.
Since these brushes are stored as a shape
table, the user can define his own brushes.
The shape creation routines are very
nice. There are two modes, Quickdraw
uses the paddles a nd is designed to be fast
but not accurate for intricate shapes. The
shapes are designed in lo-res, but can be
viewed at a ny time on the hi-res screen.
While viewing them, the paddles control
scale a nd rotation. T he other method uses
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keys to plot the shape. While plotting, the
scale and rotation can be changed using
the paddles. This is a very versatile system. For instance, you can start with a
scale of four, where each point is plotted
four times, then shrink the shape. The
ability to a lte r the shape in mid-plot allows
a great deal of control over the final product.

creative computlnJj
SOFTWARE PROFILE
Name: Magic Paintbrush 4.0
Type: Drawing and Shape Utility
System: 32K Apple with Rom
Applesoft. Disk Drive
Format: Disk
Language: Applesoft
Summary: Good for designing shapes
Price: $29.95
Manufacturer: Co-Op Software
P.O. Box 432
West Chicago, IL
60 185
As a bonus, the disk contains five games
using shapes that were c reated with the
Magic Paintbrush: Applesoft Invader,
Slot Machine, Collision, Dogfight, and
Sailboat Race. The Slot Machine program
is nicely done. The Invader game is ra ther
slow, but has a hilarious ending. Collision
is a good simulation of the arcade game.
The games are in Basic, and don't run as
fast as machine-language versions, but
they make a nice extra for the package.

creative computtnJj
SOFTWARE PROFILE
Name: The Complete Graphics
System
Type: Drawing, Shape, and 3-D
Utility
System: 48K Apple with Rom
Applesoft, Disk Drive
Format: Disk
Language: Applesoft and Machine
Language
Summary: Excellent 3-D utilities.
good shape crea tor
Price: $59.95
Manufacturer: Co-Op Software
P.O. Box 432
West Chicago, IL
60 185
If you take Magic Paintbrush , add three
dime nsional graphics routines, color fills,
hi-res text, and other graphics routines,
you'll have Mark Pelczarski's Graphics
System. The three-dime nsional utilities
verge on the phenome na l. A figure can be
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rotated through any dimension, distorted,
moved, or scaled. You can experime nt
with the two figures provided o n the disk
or create your own. Differe nt figures can
be placed on the screen a nd be manipulated separately. Two-dimensiona l shapes
can be constructed using the panel utility,
then be brought into the 3-D section
where vertices can be joined. The distortion subroutines were the most fascinating. Any vertex of the figure can be
stretched or shrunk through left/ right,
forward / back, or up/ down distortion. At
any point, the fig ure can be edited,
c hanging the length of a ny of the lines, or
c hanging the connections o f the vertices.
It ta kes a few minutes to get used to the
routines for creating figures, but they a re
well construc ted. Overall, the e ntire 3-D
set is graced with easy input routines.

A J-D Imai:e by Mark Pclcz:irski.

The disk includes a program that
shrinks a hi-res picture into one quarter of
the screen. I should also mention that
while the color-fill routines are not as
effec tive as those in Micro Painter, and
some times require several fills to cover
the desired area, they do a llow for over
100 colors.
Shape Up
Shape Master from Sensational Software is a utility specifically designed for
c reating and manipulating shape tables.

creative computlnJj
SOFTWARE PROFILE
Name: Shape Master
Type: Shape Utility
System: 48K Apple with Rom
Applesoft. Disk Drive
Format: Disk
Language: Applesoft
Summary: Complete utility for
creating and altering
shape tables
Price: $24.95
Manufacturer:
Creative Computing Softwa re
P.O. Box 789-M
Morristown , NJ 07960
Shape c reation is executed on hi-res grids,
a llowing each point to be seen in an
expanded size. The user has a choice of
five plotting grids, from 13-by-23 to 39-by69, and two methods of plotting. The vector method consists of moving a cursor
thro ugh the grid , a nd indicating which

points o n the path should be plotted or not
plotted . This works along the lines of the
traditional method whe re the program:
mer de fines a series of vectors and indicates which points on the path should be
plotted . At any time, you can reve rse the
moves, deleting the series or part of the
series. The gra ph method allows for more
flexibility. Here, individua l points on the
grid can be selected for plotting. Once all
the desired points are chosen, the program constructs a table entry for the
shape. This frees the user from worry
about drawing the shape as one continous
series of points. Shapes created previously can be brought into this mode for
editing.
Once shapes have been c reated, they
can be saved to a table or displayed. An
entire table can be displayed, or individual shapes can be seen, scaled , and
rotated. Adding to the utility of the program, a ny shape or group of shapes in a
table can be reve rsed , giving a mirror
image. These reve rsals can replace the
original shapes or be appended to the
table. Also, shapes within a table can be
shuffled.
The authors, Doug Green and Matt
Clark , have included four games and two
graphics demos on the disk. T he games
are slow, but give good examples of what
can be done with shape tables. The de mos
are supe rb. One shows a front or side view
of a n Atat walker from The Empire
Strikes Back clumping along the screen.
The othe r shows a Tie Fighter which can
be rotated through three dimensions as it
moves. The instructions are clear and
thorough, covering a ll aspects of the program, a nd explaining how to use shapes in
other programs.
End of the Rainbow
Obviously, each of the above programs
has different virtues and flaws. Mic ro
?aimer is the best for filling a reas, and
the microscope mode allows for fine detailing. If you already have a good drawing
program and shape-table creator, Micro
Painter is the way to go. Magic Paintbrush
has a n excellent shape creator, and the
use of definable brushes adds a lot of
flexibility , but the fill routines are awkward.
Graphics System offers a good variety of
utilities, including excellent shape table
routines, and is the only one of the above
which includes 3-D utilities. Howeve r, it
is expensive, and designed for the serious
programmer who has need o f these tools.
Shape Master is designed strictly for shape
tables, with no drawing routines, but it
handles its func tions very well. If your
main concern is designing shapes for use
in other programs, Shape Master has a lot
to offer. Depending on what you already
have, and what your prime needs are,
each of these programs has some thing to
offer.
D

David Lubar
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An Apple disk has a lot of space available, until you start saving hi-res pictures.
Suddenly, lOOK becomes very small. At
best, you can store 12 pictures, along with
a short program to display them. DOS 3.3
provides a bit more space, but still Limits
picture storage. Rather than look for
more storage room, it seemed logical to
try cramming the picture data into a
smaller packa_ge.
While I had heard rumors that the
Wizard of Cupertino knew how to fit
more pictures on a disk, I'd never come
across a program for doing this. I decided
to give it a try. The task tu med into something between an addiction and an obsession. I was never satisfied; each time I
managed to reduce storage, I needed
another sector-just one more, then I'd
quit. And so it went for three weekends. I
produced one revision after another, ending with Picture Packer 3.0. While there is
still room for improvement, I believe the
existing version is useful and worth sharing with the Apple community.
The program could have been written
in Basic, but it would have been way too
slow for any real-time application. Enter
machine language-a bit tougher to write
and debug, but a lot faster. My goal was to
make a table that would contain 8K of hires data in less than 8K of space. Most
pictures contain a fair amount of repetition. A look at screen memory (from
S2000 to S3FFF for page one of hi-res
graphics) will reveal that pictures tend to
contain long strings of identical bytes.
Rather than store a series such as 00 00
00 00 44 77 00 00 00, it seemed reasonable
to expect a saving of space by storing a
table which said, "There are four zeroes,
a 44, a 77, then three more zeroes." Using
this approach, Picture Packer 1.0 was
born. It made a table from screen
memory. The table was composed of
pairs of bytes; the first byte told how
many times in a row the second byte
appeared on the screen. In essence, the
first byte gave the frequency of the
second. For example, starting with a
series of screen bytes such as 00 00 00 00
AA AA AA FF 00 00, the table would
contain 04 00 03 AA 01 FF 02 00.
A test version was written to pack the
lo-res screen. If it worked, the change for
hi-res would be simple. The program
packed a lo-res picture of lK into a total
of less than 3/ 4K. Feeling confident, I
changed the pointers and tried packing

The pictures to the left were all
scrunched with Picture Packer. The
space scene required 14 sectors, "Adventure" took a mere JO sectors, and "Hail to
the Chief" required 19 sectors.
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the hi-res screen. The first picture I tested
was reduced from 32 sectors (8K re quires
32 disk sectors- each disk sector contains l / 4K) down to 22 sectors. I was
beginning to feel the thrill of victory when
Murphy's law took effect. The next
picture went from 32 sectors to 48-not
exactly an economical conversion. Looking through the table and the hi-res
screen, I noticed a lot of single by tes that
didn't have the decency to repeat themselves and make life simple for me. The
table saved space whenever the re were
strings of repeated bytes, but each unique
byte required two bytes in the table. For
example, the series 00 FF AA 38 would be
packed (?) into a table as 01 00 0 1 FF 01
AA 01 38. Obviously, a slight change in
strategy was required.
Looking at scree n memory again, I
noticed that there were patterns in most
pictures. Some had long strings of ide ntical bytes, others contained pairs of bytes
such as AA 55 AA 55, while others had
groups of four such as 38 FF AA 72 38 FF
aa 72. I converted the program, making it
go through the screen twice. On the first
pass, it packed bytes 1,3,5 ... ; on the second pass, it took care of 2,4,6 .... A series
such as AA 55 AA 55 AA 55 would be
re presented by a table that sta rted with 03
AA, followed by the rest of the first pass.
The second pass would sta rt with 03 55.
This method succeeded in crunching pictures containing a large numbe r of duplicate pairs.
I was faced with the unpleasant prospect of using different programs fo r different pictures. But there was a way
around this non-utile aspect of the utility.
Picture Pac ker 2.0 made three test packings of the screen. First, it constructed a
table made by taking the bytes in order.
After saving the length of this table, it did
the packing in two passes, taking every
second byte, the n in four passes, taking
every fourth byte. It compared the three
table le ngths and selected the me thod
which produced the shortest table. This
shortest version was repeated, and a byte
was placed at the beginning of the table,
telling how many passes were made. The
unpacking program could use this fi rst
byte to tell what kind of table it was working with. The identification byte also
served as the offset when ste pping
through the screen.
This version of the program produced a
substantial improvement over the fi rst
version. Unfortunately, while some pictures were now being scrunched into as
few as 16 sectors, others were still taking
up more tha n 32 sectors. Looking through
the table, I found the culprits were the
single bytes. Each unique byte required
two bytes in the table, and a series of
unique bytes really killed a ny attempts at
economy. It was time for a major change
in strategy.
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There had to be a way to reduce the
space taken when storing a long series of
unique bytes. Somehow, I had to put even
more information in the table while using
less space. I decided that instead of representing a series such as AA FF 35 7F as 01
AA 01 FFOl 35 01 7F, I could strip out all
the 01 's by using a signal byte such as FF,
where FF NN would mean that the next
NN bytes were unique. Had hindsight
been working properly at the time, I
would have seen the problem with this
approach. However, logic tends to get a
bit loose late a t night, and I gave the
method a try. The results were dismal. At
times, I was using three bytes to represent
a unique byte. It was re think time again.

Suddenly, certain
pictures were turning
Into garbage when they
were unpacked.
There were two possibilities that
needed to be distinguished in the table;
e ithe r a screen byte was repeated or it was
unique. This information didn't require a
whole byte-it could be contained in a
single bit. At the moment, each frequency
byte was in a range from 1 to 256 ($00 to
SFF with $00 representing 256 decimal).
By reducing the range to a maximum of
128, the high bit would be free. I decided
to use the following convention : if the
high bit was 0, the rest of the number told
how ma ny times the next byte was
repeated on the screen. If the high bit was
1, then the rest of the number told how
many unique bytes followed in the table.
Only one more slight change was
required. Since the frequency byte had to
be less than S80 (the high bit of a byte
has a hex value of 80 and a decimal value
of 128), the allowable range had to be
from SOO to S7F. To simplify testing in
the program , and to allow full use of the
range, the frequency was c hanged to
represent one less than the actual count.
Where does this leave us? A series of
repeated bytes would still be represented
as before, though the frequency byte
would be one less than its actua l value. So
AA AA AA AA would be represented in
the table as 03 AA. A series of unique
bytes suc h as 07 FF 35 42 would be stored
as 83 07 FF 35 42. This strategy resulted in
only minor changes in the original program, followed by another program which
produced the final table. Since this
stripped-down table would be shorter
than the original version, it could be
stored in the same place without overwriting any information.

Basically, any entries in the original
table representing repeated bytes would
be left unchanged; any series of unique
bytes would be shortened considerably by
the removal of all those Ol's. Picture
Packer 3.0 functions fairly well. Pictures
with a lot of background can be packed
into as few as 11 sectors, while most pictures require around 24 sectors. I managed to cram 21 pictures on one disk
under DOS 3.2.1 , with lengths ranging
from 11 to 29 sectors. Admittedly, some
pictures don't pack too well, but in most
cases the program does a good job of
decreasing storage requirements.
The hidden bug (there's always a hidden bug) didn't appear unti.l after a month
of trouble-free use. Suddenly, certain pictures were turning into garbage when they
were unpacked. Checking through the
program, I d iscovered that it got confused
when doing more than one pass on a picture that had unique bytes at both the start
and end of screen memory. The repacking of the table just counted the numbe r of
unique bytes, it didn't notice that they
belonged to different passes. The problem only appeared on certain Apples. The
last eight bytes of screen memory are
unused. Normally, this area wiJI contain
aUOO's or aUFF's, depending on the brand
of RAM being used. In some Apples, this
area will contain FF FF 00 00 FF FF 00 00.
In such cases, the final table will be
messed up. The fix was simple. At the start
of the program, these last eight bytes are
set to zero.
Using Picture Packer 3.0
The program contains only relative
branches, so it can be placed anywhere in
free memory. I usually load it into $1000.
With the program in memory and a picture on hi-res page 1 ($2000), you simply
give the command 10000 from the monitor (assuming the program is located a t
$1000), or use CALL 4096 from Basic. In
about five seconds, the table is ready. The
end of the table is stored in the first two
bytes of memory ($00,$01). To save the
table on disk you need to know the length.
Just subtract $40 from the value in location $01 , and use that for the hi byte of the
length. (Since the table a lways starts at
$4000, the hi byte of the length will be $40
less than the ending address shown in
location $01.) To get the fuJJ length,
append the lo byte value from location
$00. For instance, if the first two locations
in memory have the values SA2, $4C, the
length of the table is $0CA2. (The le ngth
is actually SOCA3, but Apple DOS always
stores one more byte than requested.) To
put the above example on disk, use
BSAVE TITLE, AS4000, LSCA2. From
Basic, the command would be PRINT DS;
"BSAYE TITLE, AS4000, L"; PEEK (0)
+ 256 • (PEEK(!) - 64).
Once pictures have been packed, the
disk displaying them need only contain

the unpacking progra m. Again, it can
reside almost a nywhere in memory, as
lo ng as it doesn't conflict with program
storage, screen memory , o r table storage.
The convenience of re locatability more
than makes up for slight inefficiencies
that sometimes occur in this type of code.
Since the unpacker is only about $90 bytes
long, it can be placed a t the start of page 3
(768 decimal ) without crashing any DOS
hooks. T o use it, just BLOAD the table
and call the unpacking routine. The pie·
ture will be placed back into screen mem·
ory in several seconds. A sample program
that displays a disk full of pictures is listed
below.

mented by one so it will represent the
actual numbe r of unique bytes following it
in the table (remember, Y was decre·
mented by one during the pac~ing phase).
The next Y bytes a re sent to the screen.
Again, the offset is used to increase the
screen address, allowing the program to
unpack tables made with any number of
passes.
In the case of repeated bytes (marked
by a freq uency byte that is less than $80)
the next byte is sent to the screen Y times
(after Y is inc re me nted by one). When the
end of screen memory is reached, a c heck
is made to see if another pass is requi red.
If not, the unpacking is finished.
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Final Notes
As I said, the program is no t perfect.
I've encountered several pictures that
couldn 't be reduced. The packing pro·
vided no saving of space. But, in most
cases, picture sto rage can be significantly
reduced. Those of you who like to experi·
ment might want to rewrite the program
so it steps through screen memory not in
ascending o rde r, but in the same order
used by the me mory mapping. You could
also try stepping past the unused bytes in
screen memory which occur a t SXX78·
SXX7F and SXXF8-SXXFF.
The program puts the pic tu re o n the
screen rather quic kly, with visual effects
that vary depending o n the number of
passes used. Beyond being used to store a
series of pictures, the program could be
handy if you have a large program o r se t of
programs on a disk and want to add a title
picture. It's no longer necessary to set
aside 33 sectors for this. Also , Unpacker
3.0 is handy when you a re making changes
to a picture. By keeping the table in mem·
ory , a damaged pic ture can be quickly
restored by unpacking it back to the
screen.
T he same approach could probably be
used o n the Ata ri. The packing would
probably be even greate r since Atari
doesn't use the same strange odd-e ven hi
bi t technique that adds complications to
Apple pictures. Any memory mapped
screen could be packed th is way, includ·
ing the lo-res PET or TRS-80 screen (of
course, a TRS-80 version would have to
be rewritten in Z80 code).
I'll probably get hooked again some
time and try to knock a few mo re sectors
off the pic tures. Perhaps this program can
be improved. Perhaps ano the r approach
is needed. Whatever, I hope Picture
Packer 3.0and Unpacker 3.0 prove useful.
0
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two, and fo ur. Finally, after all versions
have been tried , the table lengths are com·
pared. The offset from the shortest table
is used, and the flag is set so the prog ram
will stop after making this table. (A sec·
ond might be saved here by changing the
program so the fo ur-pass pack, if the
shortest, isn't repeated since the fo ur-pass
table i.s a lready in memory.) This com·
pletes the first portion of the packing. An
SFF is tacked to the table, signaling the
end.
Now we have a table that contains pairs
of bytes. The first byte of each pair is one
less than the number of times the second
byte appears on the screen. Next, the
ta ble has to be stripped down . The
D:i="" : REM COMTROL D
REPACK section first takes a frequency
PRINT D$;"BLOAD UNCRAM,A$1000" byte from the table. If it is not $00 o r SFF,
GR : POKE - 16297,0 : POKE -1 63f12 then the next screen byte is not unique. In
this case, the frequency byte and screen
,I:)
byte are just sto red in the table. If the
FOR I=l TO 2 1
PRIIH 0$; "BLOAD PI CTURE"; I
frequency is $00, the next byte is unique.
CALL 4096
In this case, the progra m branc hes to SINNrnT I
G
LE. Here, unique bytes are sto red until a
E~m
frequency other than $()() is fo und. Y is

A sho rt program fo r displaying pac ked pictures.

How it Works
The program first sets bytes $3FF8·
$3FFF to zero, then defines pointers for
the start of screen memory a nd the start of
the table. A flag is used to determine
whe ther this is a test packing or the ffnal
run . Two o ther important variables are
used. COUNT keeps track of the number
of passes made during any individual
packing. OFF is the offset used to get the
sequence of scree n bytes. This method
allows the same program to be used for
packing with one , two , o r four passes. The
main loop of the program starts by taking
a byte from screen memory. Then the
offset is added to the screen pointer and
the nex t screen byte is compared with the
previous byte. If they are the same, the Y
registe r is inc remented. When a different
byte is fou nd , it's time to make an entry in
the table. T he Y registe r is decremented,
leaving it in a range of S00-$7F, then sent
to the table, fo llowed by the screen byte.
This process is repeated until the end of
the sc reen is reached.
Now the program has to c heck to see
whether another pass is required for this
pa rtic ular packing a ttempt. COUNT is
incremented a nd compared to OFF. If
COUNT equals OFF, the table is done; if
no t. another pass is required fo r this pack·
ing. Once all passes have been made, the
hi byte of the table length is stored. Next ,
OFF is doubled. T his gives offsets of one,

Rather than look for
more storage room,
it seemed logical to try
cramming the picture
data into a
smaller package.

used to count the numbe r of uniq ue bytes.
When a frequency o the r than $()() is
fo und, it's time to put the information in
the table. Y is decre mented by one, then
EORed (Exclusive OR) with $80, setting
the hi bit. After Y is placed in the table,
the unique bytes are stored. T his whole
process is re peated until the table end
(marked by SFF) is found . We now have a
packed
table representing screen
memory.
Unpacker 3.0 reverses the process,
turning the table into sc reen data. After
the pointers are set up, a byte is taken
from the table. If it is $80 or greater, then
the next series of bytes are unique. In this
case, the program branches to SING.
Here, the hi bit is stripped and Y is incre·

23

:ASM
1
2
4

5
i:.
7

1000:
1002:
1004 :
100?:
1008:
100A :
100c:
100E:
1010:
1012:
1014:

00
A2 08
'3D F8 3F
CA
10 FA
A9 00
35 06
A'3 01
85 04
A9 01
85 02
1016: A9 40
1018: 85 03
10 1A: A9 00
101c : 85 05
101 E: A9 20
1020: 85 01
1022: AS 05
1024: 85 00
1026: A9 0£t
1028: AA
1029: A8
102A: Al 00
102c: 48
102D: AS 00
102F: 18
103£1: 65 04
1032: 85 00
A9

1034 : 90 08

1036: E6
1038 : A5
103A: C9
103C: F0
103E: 68
103F: cs
11340: 30
1042: Cl
1044:
1046:
1047:
1048:
1049 :
I £148 :
104D:
104F:
1051 :
1052:
1054 :
105€.:
105::: :
105R :
105C :
1€t5E:

01
01
40
2[!

04
00

F0 E6
48
88
38
81 02
E6 02
00 02
E6 £t3
68

81
EE.
D0
E6
A0
F0

02
02
02
£t3
~HJ

CC

:+:F IC T!JRE

SCLtJ
SCHI
TAE.LO
TABHI

uFF

8
?

COUllT
FLAG

10

FLAG!
FIX

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
13
19

20

FIX1
SET

23
24

SET2

28
29

30
31
32
33
34

35

START
LOOP

36
37

38
39

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

48

49
50
51
52

com

PAGE

53

54
55

56

C.Ot-ll 1

57

c:-.:1
._,._,

59

60
61

r£2

'38

1.z1sF: s 1 0:
1061 : E6 £1:.<.

CO~IE

C·Ot·IE

1063 : D0 02

1065: E6 03
1067: 68
1068 : 81 02
106A: E6 02
186C: 00 02

69

106E: E6 03
1070: E6 05

7:2

l f: /6

76

1072: AS 05
1074 (5 04
f{t

A6

lC17B

AS i 16

107A

{ •1)

,i.:i:-:·

2C

AS 03

l •)7E i-<6 04
i~1s o

! <:1::::

24

·~s

or:.

AS 04

E.8

CONTS

70
71
73
74
~s

EQU
EQU
EQU
LDA
LDX
STA
C•E>(
i::FL
LDA
STH
LDA
~TA

SETl

21
22

25
2€.
27

PACKER 3. 0
ORG i1000
EQU 0
EQU 1
EQU 2
EQU 3
EQU 4

COllT6

LDA
STA
LDA
STA
LD.:O
3TA
LDA

5
6

: PO HffERS TO SCREEN MEMORY
;POINTERS TO TABLE
; OFFSET FOi'· STEPPING
THROUGH SCREEN
;COUNTER FOR PASSES
; IMDICATES TEST PASS OR
FINAL PASS

7
#$€1

: TAKES CARE OF A SMALL
11$08
;BUT DEADLY BUG BY
!>.3FF3, X ; ZEROING THE LAST
; EIGHT B'rTES OF SCREEN MEMORY
FIX!
#$13

FLAG
11$1
OFF
11$1

; INDICATE TEST PASS
;START WITH SINGLE PASS
;tJ ITH OFFSET OF ONE
;SET TABLE POINTERS

TA8LO
11$40
TABHI
110
;SET UP COUNTER TO KEEP
COUNT ; Tl"ACK OF PASSES
#$20
;SET SCREEN PO INTERS
;:.TA SCH!
LDA COUNT ; 'v'ALUE IN COUNTER GIVES
STA SCLO
; LO B'tTE OF SCREEN START
LDA #$0
;ZERO X AND Y
TAX
TA'r'
LOA (SCLO, X) ; GET A BYTE FROM THE
PHA
;SCREEN AND SAVE I T
U.•A SCLO
; GET NE)ff ADDRESS BY
CLC
; ADD I ~I G OFFSET TO SCREEN
ADC OFF
;POHITER
STA SCLO
sec CONT
IMC SCH!
LDA SCHI
; CHECK FOR END OF SCREEN
CMF 11$40
8EQ DONE
FLA
; RECOVER SCREEt~ BYTE
!NY
;COUNT THE FREQUENCY OR REPEATS
BMI PAGE ; MAXIMUM IS $80
CMP \ SCLO, X) ; LOOK FOR A DUPLICATE
SCREEN BYTE
SEQ LOOP
;FOUND ONE
PHA
; ::.A~·' E SCREEN 8'1'TE
C-EY
: AC•JUS T TO $00-$7F RANGE
TYA
STA <TABLO, X) ;PUT FREQUENCY IN TABLE
IMC TA8LO ; INCREASE TABLE POINTER
BNE CONTI
INC TA8HI
PLA
; l':ECOt.JER SCPEEt-1 BYTE
STA ·: TABLC1. X) ;SENC• IT TO THE TABLE
me TABLO ; WCREASE POHHER AGA IN
E:~IE
1::0t·lT2
ItlC TABHI
LDY ll$£t
: PUT FREQUENCY BACK TO 0
BEG! STAF:T ; ALWAYS TAKEN
T"i 'A
; ::.END FINAL FREQUENCY OF
tTA <TABLO »O ; PA:3S TO THE TABLE
ItfC TABLO
BNE CONTS
ItlC TASH!
PUci
; RE .::O~JER FINAL SCREEN BYTE
ST>'.! ( TABLO , X) ; AtlD SEND TO TABLE
INC THBLO
BNE CONT6
IllC HtBH I
INC COUNT ;INCREASE COUNTER
LDA COUllT : IF COUNT=OFF, THEN ALL
1::'MP 1)FF
; PA::;:;:.E·:. ARE MtlE FOR THIS TPY
~: NE
3ET 2
: rF HOT (. Ot IE, GO BACK
LDA FLAG
: TE; T F ASS~
BNE OUT
: No. GET OUT
L[)A TAE'H I : "IE:.. 3TORE HI 8'1'TE OF
:...r
.:F F
: T'°'E.LE LEtoiGTH FOP COMPARISON
: TH FLHG. ;,: ; AFTEF. ALL TR I ES AF.·E DONE
0: :

L.C·..:.

CrFr=

10:;-1

13R

lOE:S
1~z1:::r

C•C
·~ ....

04
· BE:

.~Q

~ -·

C·0 87
A0 £ti
108[' : H5 07'
l08F : cs 08
(€19\: ;o 04
b:1';.3 : .;iz, £12
lti9S : H5 0c•
-"
1 ~)8':4 :

1(188:

1tr37:

cs

0A

1099: '?ti ff2

1098:
W9D:
109F:
!(!A,2:
!£1A4:
10A6:
WA8:

Af)
84
SC
A9

H·: L

0:•7
'-'·'

:34

3Ti'..

85

1:.MF

:i ··
- t;

E~

i1IH':'
I :,.: , I

::.tlE
LD'.'

f?

l..DH

c--·~
,

CMF

90

3CC

91

9::

93
94

Off
u-::;
3ET 1
It$!
S(

r.;

:[•0U8LE OFFSET
:HA'.'E l ,

.!. ~

AMO 4
F'AS::3ES BEEM TRIED?

; tlO . GO BAO<
: YE'3, CHECI<' ::,TORED TABLE
: LEMGTHS TO FHID SHORTEST
: t1ETHOD OF PACKitlG

TEST!
#$::
LDH .r:::
TE-:.Tt
CMP f.A
BCC TE::. T2
1..C"r' 11$4
ST'1' OFF
TE:T2
: SA'..'E OFFSET OF BEST
.:.; ·,· :t.4000 ; METHOI) AND PUT INTO TABLE
: SET FLAG TO HH>ICATE
LDA #1
; THIS re·
STA FLAG
MOT A TEST PASS
~·
;GO BACI( FOf<' FINAL PACK
BNE ~JAY
£M[J
CiUT
LDA #$FF
:MARK
OF TABLE
STA (TA8LO. X'
+'SECOND PHASE BEGINS HERE
REFACK LDA It 1
: SET FOI NTERS USING
·:.TA TABLO ; TABLO AND TAE:HI FOR ORIGINAL
S.TA SCLC:
; TABLE. SCLO AND SCHI ARE
LDA #!40
;USED FOR NElll TABLE
::.Hi , TABH I
STA "3CHI
L[:X #0
LOOP3
LDA <TABLO,X) ;GET FREQUENCY
BEGi SHIGLE ;0 SIGN IFIES UNIQUE BYTE FOLLOlJS
E•MI DOtlE2 ;EMD OF OLD TABLE MARKED BY $FF
STA (SCLO»D ;FOR FREQUENCIES FROM 1
iNC TA8LO ;TO $FF , FREQUENCY ANC•
E.tJE Offl
;SCREEN BYTE .:lRE SENT
INC TABHI ;RIGHT TO THE TABLE
CNTt
INC. SCLO
BtlE CNT;:
INC SCH!
OH2
LDA : TABLO»D
STA <SCLO, >O
It-IC TABLO
BtlE CNT3
me TABHI
Ctn3
rnc SCLO
BNE LOOP3
rnc SCH!
Bt~E
LOOP3 ; AUJAYS TAKEN
DONE2
RTS
; E:><:IT POINT FROM ROUTINE
SI NGLE
TAY
;UtH QUE BYTES ARE HANDLED HERE
STA FLAG
;SET POIMTERS FOR TEMPORARY
LOA #3
; STORAGE IN PAGE 3
STA FLAG!
LOOF'4
INC TABLO
E:~JE
CNT4
INC TABHI
CNT4
LDA ( TABLCl .>O ;GET SCREE ~! BYTE FROM
STA ( FLAG),y :TABLE AND STORE IN PAGE 3
rnc TABLO
BNE CNT5
INC TABHI
ems
I ~l'l
; HICREASE COUMT OF UNIQUE BYTES
E:r1I PAGE2 ;1.,.'ALUE CAWT BE AE:OVE $8£1
LOA <TABLO,X) ;GET NE>ff FREQUENCV BVTE
BEG1 LOOP4 IF f.lt•IOTHER SINGLE, THEH GO BACK
PAGE2
DEY
;ADJUST FOi<' $£t0-$7F RANGE
T'IA
OF.'A #.fE:O ;SET HI BIT
S Th <SCLO, X) :SEND IT TO NEW TABLE

04
'35
04
%
41)
0£1
97
01
9:3
9·3
85 06
DO Et
100
A'3 FF
101
10AA: 81 02
182
103
lOAC: A9 0 1
104
10AE: 85 02
105
:.c 00
1080: 1'-'"
106
1£182 : A9 40
107
1084: sc:~· 03
1£18
10B6: 85 01
1£19
1£J88 ; A2 00
110
i0BA: At 02
111
H38C : F0 23
11 2
10BE : 30 20
113
rnc0: 81 0f1
114
10c2: E6 02
115
10C4: D0 £12
116
10C6: E6 03
11 7
10C8: E6 00
118
10CA : 00 02
119
10CC: E6 131
120
i0CE: Al 02
121
10D0 : 81 00
122
1002: E6 02
123
101)4: D0 02
124
10D6: E6 03
125
10D8: E6 00
126
1£1DA : D0 DE
127
10DC: E6 01
128
10DE: D0 DA
129
IOEO: 60
130
10El: AS
131
10E2: 85 06
132
10E4 : A9 03
133
10E6: 85 07
134
10EE:: E6 02
135
10EA: D0 02
136
10EC: E6 03
137
10EE: Al 02
138
10F0: 91 06
139
10F2: E6 02
140
10F4: 00 02
141
10F6: E6 07~·
142
10F8: cs
143
1£1F9: 30 04
144
10FB: Al 02
145
10F[): F0 E9
146
10FF: 88
147
1100: 98
14:3
1101 : 09 80
149
1103: 81 0G
150
11 05: E6 00
IS!
1107: D0 02
152
1109: E6 01
153
1 tl)B : 1-.c.
1S<I OIT6
110C: Al 06
155 LOOPS
11 0E: 81 00
156
!'=·111 (f : E6 06
'-' '
111 2: E6 130
is::.
1114: (10 02
15'3
1116: E6 01
160
1110::: .38
161 Clff7
1119: D0 Fl
162
1118: F0 %
163
--- Hl[J HSSEMBLV
J~·

LD'i

me
me

c.t!E

SC.LO

CtrTf'..

.3(HI

: f''ESTORE TO ORIGINAL VALUE
LC-A ffLAG, X) ;AND LISE AS COUNTER
STA -'. '3CLO,X) : IJHILE SENDHlG UNIQUE
INC FLRG
;BYTES TO THE TABLE
INC SCLO
BNE CIH7
INC S;r::HI
C•E'r'
; C•OtlE t,l! TH DATE IN PAGE 3?
LOOPS ; NC., KEEP GOHIG
E:~lE
E•EQ LOOF'.3 ; YES, GET NEi<T FREQUEt·ICV
HlY

TOTAL ERRORS: 0
28S BYTES GENERATED THIS

AS~.EMBLY

25

:i.i::)M

...,
~

4

5
6
(

0900 :
0903 :
0905 :
i3907 :
0909 :
090B :
090D :
090F:
0910:

0912 :
09 14 :
0916 :
091 8 :
091A:
091C:
09 1E:
0920 :
0922 :
0924:
092S :
0926 :
0928 :
092A :
0928 :
092D:
092E:
0930:
0932 :
0934 :
0936:
0938 :
093A:
093C :
093D :
093E:
0940:
0942:
0944:
0946 :
0948:
0949 :
0948:
094D :
094F :
09Sl :
09S3:
09SS :
09S7 :
il958 :
!395A:
09SB:
095C :
095E:
0960:
0962:
0964:
0966 :

AD
35
A9
85
A9
85
A9
AA
85
A9
SS
AS
SS
A1
30

8

0£1 40 9
04
10
01
11
02
12
40
13
03
14
00
15
16
05
17
20
18
01
19
05
20
00
21
02
22
3A
23

E6 02
D0 02
E6 03
AS

24
r,c

A1
81
48
AS
18
65
85
90
E6
AS
C9
F0
68

29
30
31

cs

02
00
00
04
00
08
01
01
40
0C

88

D0 E8
E6
D0
E6
D0
68
E6
D0
E6
E6
AS
cs
D0
60
49
AS

02
D6
03
D2

E6
D0
E6
Al
81
E6

0~

cs

02
02
03
0S
05
04
BB
80

02
03
02
00
02

E6 03
AS 00
1E:

65
8S
90
E6
AS
C9
F0
88
D0
F0

.:.i:;1;

SCLO
SCH!
TAE:LO
TABHI
OFF
COUNT
SETUP

SET2
START!

26
27
28

44
4S
46
47
48
49
50
SI
52
S3
54
SS
56
57

04
00
08
01
01
40
D2
E2
98

S'3
60
61
62
63
64
6S

TAY

LOOP!

LDA
STA
PHR
LCA

IN~'

cu:

CON3

OUT!
OUT2
CON'3

3IHG

LOOPS

66

67
68
6'3
70

CON6

71
72

73
74
75
76
77
78
79

me
me

COtn

32

33
34
3S
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

EG!U
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EOU
LDA
STA
LDf1
STA
LC-A
STA
LDR
TAX
STA
LDA
STA
LDA
STA
LDA
BMI
BME

.:..~

58

0968 : D0 02

096A:
096C :
096E :
0'36F :
09?1:
0973:
0975:
0977:
0979:
097B:
097D:
097E:
0980:

t UtlF'ACKER 3. 0

COM?

TOTAL ERRORS: 0
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1

2
3

4
5
$4000
OFF
#1
TABLO
#$40
TABHI

GET NUMBER OF PASSES
FROM TABLE AND USE FOR OFFSET
SET UP POHITEl''S TO TABLE

#0

COUNT ;START COUNT AT 0
#$20
;SET SCREEN POINTERS
.3CHI
COUNT : USE COUtH FOR LO BYTE
SCLO
;OF SCREEN START
(TABLO, X) :GET FREQUENCY BYTE
SHIG
;JF HI BIT IS SET,
UN IQUE BYTES FOLLOW
TABLO ;MOVE THROUGH TABLE TO GET
COM!
; SCREEN BYTE
TABHI
; PUT FR EQU Et~CY I N Y
;AMD f\ESTORE TO ACTUAL VALUE
<TABLO· X> : GET SCREEN BYTE
<SCL!J, ~<> ; SE~U:> IT TO THE SCREEN
;3A0,JE IT
SCLO ;ADD OFFSET TO SCREEN POINTER

A[:C OFF
STA 3CLO
ace CON3
me SCH!
LDA SCH!
CMP #$40
:END OF SCREEN?
BEQ OUT!
;YES
PLA
;NO, GET SCREEN BYTE BACK
!)EY
;DECREASE FREQUENCY
BNE LOOP! NOT DONE, KEEP SEND ING
SAME BYTE TO SC
INC TABLO :GET READY FOR NEXT ENTRY
BNE START! ;AND GO BACK
INC TABHI
BNE START1 ; ALl.IAYS TAKEN
PLA
; RES TORE STACK
INC TAE:LO
BtlE C.0~19
INC TABHI
INC COUtff :INCREASE COUNT AND
LDR COUNT ; CHECK lJHETHER ANOTHER
CMP OFF
;PASS IS NEEDED
;YES, GO BACK
Bt·lE SET2
RTS
:NO. ALL DONE
:REMOVE HI BIT
EOR #$80
TAY' PUT
FREQUENCY OF UN IQUE BYTES IN y
HIY Atm
RE:=:TORE TO ACTUAL VALUE
HJC TABLO ;GET NEXT SCREEN BYTE FROM TABLE
BNE LOOPS
ltlC TABHI
LDA <TABLO.X)
STA <SCLO, >D ; SEND IT TO THE SCREEN
INC TABLO
BNE CON6
INC TABHI
;POINT TO NEXT SCREEN LOCATION
LDA SCLO
CLC
ADC OFF
STA SCLO
BCC COM?
IMC SCH!
LC•A SCH!
CMP #$40
; END OF SCREE~l ?
BEQ CON9
: ~' ES
DEY
;NO. DECREASE FREQUENCY
BNE LOOPS ; GO E:ACK FOR MORE UtH QUE BYTES
BEQ START! :C•OtlE WITH THIS SERIES

--- ENr: ASSEMBLY

1 3 ~3

t900
0

BYTES GENERA TED THI S ASSEMBLY

Hi-Res Text
For The

Apple
Paul Hitchcock

If this hasn't happened to you yet,
beware You're sitting in front of your Apple II
Plus, the graphics master and numbercruncher extroordinaire. Behind you a group
of friends impa tie ntly await the unveiling
of your latest Meisterwerk: The graphical
solution of Schroedinger's wave equation.
The quantum universe begins to unfurl
across the screen of your monitor; you,
however, secretly listen for the inevitable
murmurs of astonished approval. And when
the last hi-res dot winks on the screen, you
tum to the audience for the expected-buthighly-deserved applause. But instead of
the roar of the crowd, you are confronted
with a roomful of knitted brows. Time
holds its breath while your confidence ebbs
away. Suddenly a question rips apart the
icy silence. No, not a question, but a searing,
air-ionizing laser blast aimed to demolish
the foundations of your programming
expertise:

"Well. surely it labels the axes, doesn't it?"
A red haze diffuses across your eyes;
through the blur you see your friends filing
silently out of the room. Your barely audible
mutterings (But Applesoft doesn't include
a hi-res character set... ) tip-toe across the
room to fall on ears that will not hear. You
have just been control-C'd into the Twilight
Zone.
Maybe the preceding a necdote is a little
exaggerated, but it does emphasize an
important point: a graphics display should
convey a ll of the information a user needs
to understand what the display means.
That generally means graphics and text.
Without a generous sprinkling of
alphanumerics, most graphs and charts
and games are, in three words, boring,
duJJ, and boring. But even more to the
point, "naked" graphics are uninformative.
A quick glance at the two histograms in
Figure 1 will show you precisely what I
Paul Hitchcock, 2309 Blake Si.. #308. Berkeley.
CA 94704.

mean. Although the subjec t of "swimsuit
sales" may not move you to the edge of
your chair, at least you know what the
graph is trying to say.
So how do you obtain a hi-res character
set for your Apple? One inexpensive answer
is found in the Apple's ability to draw userdefined , high-resolution "shapes." Listing
1 defines a table of such shapes which will
give you the entire alphabet, ten digits, as
welJ as several special characters (See
Figure 2). By using the Applesoft DRAW,
XDRAW, SCALE, a nd ROT commmands
in conjunction with this table, you will be
able to print text quickly and easily on the
hi-res screen.
I said the shape table was inexpensive,
but it's not completely free: it will cost you
641 bytes of RAM. But I think you'll agree
the price is reasonable when you see how
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Figure I

•111i;,ia .1 2a0
100ia- 39 ia0 78 e0 70 e0 7C 0e
1008- 7E 00 80 00 82 00 90 00
1010- 92 00 94 00 sc e0 A4 00
1018- A6 00 AE 00 80 00 B5 00
1020- 89 00 Cl 00 D0 00 D8 00
1028- E4 00 EF 00 FS 00 0S 01
1030- 11 01 10 0 1 28 01 12 et
1038- 34 0 1 36 0 1 3F 01 48 01
1040- s1 0 1 53 01 55 0 1 s2 et
1048- 6F 0 1 79 01 84 01 90 01
1050- 99 0 1 A4 '211 Bl 01 BA 01
1058- C2 01 CF 01 D7 01 E3 01
1060- Fl 01 FC 0 1 07 02 15 02
1068- 22 02 2D 02 37 02 43 02
1070- 4F 02 5C 02 6B 02 75 '212
1078- 01 00 01 00 01 00 0 1 00
1080- 0 1 00 25 25 OE lB 2C 8E
1088- 09 3E 3E 66 49 3E 2C 00
1090- 01 00 01 00 24 20 SF 32
1098- 36 20 07 00 24 3F 80 32
1'21A0- 36 3F 05 00 01 00 34 OE
1009 - 20 36 24 2 0 0 7 00 0 1 00
1080- SB 29 2D 07 00 12 37 25
10BS- 00 25 25 SE 33 37 37 04
10C0- 00 25 25 3F 3F 36 36 25
10C8- ES 93 2£ 2D 25 24 04 00
10D0- 24 37 0A 36 3E 2D 07 00
1008- 25 25 3F 3F 4E 32 3F 36
10E0- 20 2D 07 00 20 24 3F 3c
10E8- 96 32 20 2D 24 04 00 20
10F0- 24 DE C3 36 20 20 36 26
10F8- 00 3F 24 20 20 OE 2A 35
1100- 36 3F 3F 04 00 35 35 3~
1108- 3F 27 2C 0C SF 24 2C 20
1110- 00 25 25 3F 3F 56 3 1 37
1118- 37 30 00 20 24 3F 3F 36
11 20- AO 20 36 3F 3F 24 20 00
1128- 2D 24 3F 3F 36 60 31 36
1130- 04 00 0 1 00 01 00 2C co
1138- 3A 3E 35 35 20 07 00 2D

11401148115011581160116811701178118011881190119811A011A81180118811C0Ii C8-

97 30
3C SF
00 01
DB 26
06 00
24 20
32 3F
00 29
20 2E
24 2C
45 38
00 2A
2D 20
34 2E
00 24
07 00
27 00
66 51

110'21- 31
1108- 3C
11E0- 37
11E8- DE
11F0- 00
11F8- 20
1200- 3C
-1 208- 24
12 10- AD
1218- OB
1220- 3F
1228- OF
1230- 09
1238- 24
1240- 24
1248- 36
1250- 35
1258- 36
1260- 33
1268- 35
1270- 2E
1278- 3~
1280- 00

3F
36
07
33
09

25
3C
3F
27

26
00
24
3C
1E
04
35
25
25
35
04

35
95

3F 2F 08 38
2A 2E 37 37
00 01 00 20
24 ED 23 25
2£ 2E 3E 3F
35 35 3F 3F
3F 24 24 2C
3E 3E 3E 27
06 00 AD 12
00 24 20 20
3F 37 2E OD
35 3E 3F 27
06 00 20 24
DO 36 66 49
2F 30 36 36
09 24 36 36
2C 25 DE C3
2 1 27 27 3F
3F
36
00
30

24 '24
66 49
2E 36
24 37
2 4 3F 3F
24 00 38
3F 36 36
3F 36 36
25 24 00
24 24 20
BF 12 20
2D 2D 00
97 36 26
08 33 36
00 09 24
2E 25 2C
24 24 IE
0S 00 25
35 37 37
00 20 24
36 04 00
3 1 37 37

2F 00
3F 05
36 ES
20 2E
27 24
00 89
2D 35
24 24
3F 3c
07 00
36 26
24 24
DE ! B
26 24
3E 20
3E 3F
36 36
00 52

34
26
25
36
36
35
26
2E
2E
35
20
24

00
24
24
36
36
2D
00
20
2E
35
24
3F
00 00
36 2D
1E 08
04 00

08
25
2C
IE
25
20

3C
24
24
04
2E
2C
'219
BC
E6
3F
JC
4E
09
2D
33
36
36
08
35
33

33
3E
2C
08
25 3~
20 07

Listing I
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beeps the cursor will reappear, indicating
the table has been saved.
For your own mental well-being, it would
be a good idea to make three or four

much sparkle a bit of text will lend to your
graphics displays.
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Entering the Shape Table
To load the shape table, power up your
Apple and enter the monitor by typing
"CALL-151 (return)". Enter each line of
the table as shown in Listing 1, except
replace the "·" after each line number
with a colon. After entering the table, you
must store its length and its starting
address in locations SO-SI and SE8-SE9,
respectively. You can accomplish these
latter two operations with the following
monitor commands:
¢:80 ~2 (return), and
E8:~ 19 (return).
When you have finished the above, go
back to Applesoft with CTRL C (return).
Type in and RUN the short test program
given in Listing 2. If your television or
monitor display looks substantially like
Figure 2, you 're ready to save the table on
tape. If it doesn't, go back and fix things
up. Unless you're the type who remembers
phone numbers and zip codes in hex, it's
all too easy to make a mistake.
Listing 2

ll:J H'3A : HCO•_OA= 3
·20 SCllL!o= 3
2:0 h-(tT= Iii
411! N

=l

50 l=OR J = t0 TO t35 STEP 25
60 FOR I = 7 TO 257 STEP 25
70 II= N = 60 THEN 120
80 ORfiH N ~T l , J
90N =N+!
100 NEXT I
110 NEXT J
120 ENO

Saving the Table on Tape
To save the table on tape, re-enter the
monitor (CALL-151) and type
~.lW 1~.1280W
Put a clean tape in your recorder, start
recording, and press (return). Afte r two
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copies of the shape table. I'm sure you
know what I mean: you make several copies
of something on tape, and each copy loads
pe rfec tly. Just make a single copy, though,
and it will invariably fail to load. While
Mr. Murphy might chuckle with smug
satisfaction , this kind of thing turns me
into a hapless psychotic.
In the future, you enter the shape table
into your computer just as you would enter
a cassette program, with one exception:
instead of typing "LOAD", you type
"SHLOAD". You can load the shape table
even if you already have a program in
memory, so SHLOAD can actually be
activated as a program statement. However,
those of you with Apples having only 16K
RAM must take a special precaution before
loading your tables. Whe n you enter the
table via the SHLOAD corrunand, the Apple
places the table immediately below the
memory address specified by the current
HIMEM setting. But when the Apple is
first turned on, HIMEM is set to the highest
avaialable memory address-16384, if you
have a 16K machine. When you enter the
hi-res graphics mode with' the command
HGR, all of the addresses from 8192 to
16384 (the hi-res picture bufer) are cleared,
i.e., set to zero. So you must set HIMEM
to 8192 (or lower) before you load your
table, to avoid automatically erasing it.
Text Writing In HI-Res
The shapes in the table are numbered,
and to draw a particular shape on the
screen, you refe r to its number in a ORAW
statement. For exa mple, the letter "A" has
the number 34, and you draw this letter at
the scree n coordinates X, Y with the
command "ORA W 34 AT X, Y". Now the
fifty-nine shapes in the table have been
arranged so that the table number of a
given shape is related to the ASCH number
of the character the shape represents
through the following formuala:

N(character)= ASC("character")-31,
where N is the table number of the character
enclosed in parentheses. With this function,
you can forget about table numbers and
can draw a character just by referring to
the character itself. Again using the letter
"A" as an example, the command "ORA W
ASC("A")-31 AT ~. sQ" will cause the
letter "A" to be drawn a t the screen
coordinates 31/J, ~.
By using the above formula in conjunction
with Applesoft's built-in string functions,
you can easily write text strings in hi-res;
Listing 3 defines a subroutine I have used
in several programs for just this purpose.
Before you ca ll the subroutine though,
you have to initialize four variables:
XN,YN-the coordinates of the first letter
of the string
NS-the string to be printed
ZN-the horizontal/vertical printing flag.
When the
flag is down (ZN= ~). printing proceeds
horizontally;
when it is up (ZN=~), the string will be
printed in
the vertical (downward) direction.
Listing 4 provides a short example of how
to use the text printing subroutine and
Figure 3 shows the screen output of the
program in Listing 4.

I said the shape table
was inexpensive,
but it's not
completely free:
it will cost you
641 bytes of RAM.
Advice and Limitations
You've probably noticed that I failed to
include a number of special characters in
the s.hape table (!/'/# /S/ &/'/ :/ ;/?/@). Yom
programs won't bomb if you include any
of these characters in a text string-the
illegal character will just be interpreted a~
a space character. The decision to omi1
these characters was completely arbitrary;
if you want to add some (or all) of them tc
your table, you'll find the instructions for
REM +HI-RES PPINT!NG SIJBROIJTINE+
SCALE= l: RUT= 0
2~0 1 0
l=OR CN = l TO LEN ( N~)
20020 QS = HJ Os <NS, CN)
20030 IF ZN THEN 20~0
20040 DRAW ASC '9S ) - 31 QT ~N + ? •
~•;J0'10

20005

CN -

20050
20060
"' (CN
2"'070
20080
20090

l ),YN

GOTO 20070
ORAi-i ASC ( QS) - 31 PT
- ll
NEXT CN
ZN = 0
RETURl-I
Lisling 3

~N, YN +

7

doing so in the Applesoft II Reference
Manual. Should you need only a limited
number of the shape table characters for a
particular application, the manual will also
show you how to "cannibaliz.e" the table
to get the characters you want.
The shape table character set does suffer
from one minor functional limitation: you
may only print white (HCOLOR= 3) text
on a black (HCOLOR= ~)background, or
vice versa. Because of the way the Apple
displays colored lines in hi-res, an attempt
to write text using any other color combination will result in missing line segments in
all of the printed characters. In short,
whatever you write will be unintelligible,
although it might look pretty stylish.
As far as letter and line spacing is
concerned, I've found the following ruleof-thumb to be useful: the distance between
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3~•"1
"lG"< : "'': OuJR= 3
310 POKE - 16302. 0 : REH FIJLL SCPEEN
320 ZN = 0: REM HOR IZONTAL PRINT il"G
330 l"S = "~PPLE Sil"E"
340 XN = 10S:YN = 20
350 GOSUB 20000
360 ~OR XN = 6 TO 273 STEP 7
370 YN = 79 - 4~ * SIN (6 . 28 ~ (XN - 8>
/ 139 )
380 ZN = l : RE:M \JE>HI COI_ PRINTING
390 GOSUB 20000

400
410

NEXT XN
HPLOT 2 .0 TO 279, 0

191 T(J 2 , ~
420 ENO
Lis ting 4

ro

279 , 191 TO 2 ,

two characters or two lines of characters
should be seven times the value of the
SCALE; that is, if you print the first
character of a text string at the coordinates
X,Y, and you have previously specified
that SCALE= S, the next character of the
string will have the coordinates X +7*S,Y.
By the way, if you follow this rule with
SCALE= 1, you have room for twentythree lines of hi-res text with forty characters
per line.
The subroutine in Listing 3 represents

only an elementary example of what you
will be able to do with the character set.
By experimenting with different letter and
line spacings, you should be able to output
hi-res text in nearly any conceivable format.
Your graphs and your games will begin to
communicate much more effectively-and
isn't that what graphics is all about?
I hope you find this simple character set
to be as useful as I've found it to be.
So-as far as hi-res text is concerned-write
soon, and write often!
0
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Drawing a complex shape in Lo-Res
graphics requires a large number of
PLOT, HUN, and VLIN statements. Getting such a shape to move on the screen
can be a slow process. While each square
is drawn quickly, time is lost since the
process involves interpreting the Basic
command, jumping to the monitor,
returning the Basic, and so on. In such
cases, a Lo-Res shape table subroutine
could be useful. The following article describes such a program, designed for use
with Integer Basic.
I attempted to follow, to a degree, the
format of Hi-Res shape tables, while
eliminating some of the more difficult
aspects of such tables.

you can get there by going diagonally left
and up , then diagonally right and up.
Starting at the top, the values of the
moves go clockwise from 0 to 7 (figure 1.)
If the point is to be plotted, 8 is added to
the value. Once all the values for a shape
have been calculated, they are put in
pairs. The routine reads each byte from
right to left, so the first command of each
pair should be the lower digit of the byte.
For example, if the first command has a
value of "8" and the second a value of
"F'', the table entry would be "F8". (For
those who aren't familiar with hex, the
values "10" through "15" are represented
as "A" through "F".) Figure 2 illustrates
the process of assembling a shape table.

the shape elsewhere, XO and YO must be
redefined.
The table begins at location $1000, and
can go up to SlOFF. The routine lies directly above this point. That leaves 2K
for the Basic variable table. Some refinemepts could be added to the program,
such as error checks to make sure the
squares a re plotted within screen limits.
If desired, a scale function could be
added.

0

7,t /1
5/ J'3

What ls a Shape Table?
A shape table is just a series of instuctions which are represented as numbers.
In this case, the numbers contain two
types of information: 1) Whether or not
to plot a square at the present location;
2) Where to move next. With this information, any shape can be defined, as long
as it fits within the limits of the screen.
The re a re eight possible directions to
move in the Lo-Res routine (see figure 1.)
Combined with the plotting options, this
gives 16 different commands. Since the
Apple's monitor uses hexadecimal data,
and since there are two hex digits in a
byte, each byte can contain two table
entries. To further simplify plotting, the
table is construc ted without an index.
This restricts the entire table to 256
bytes, which isn't much of a limitation.
Making a Table
Each table must begin with a $()() (the
"$" signifies that the numbe r is in hex.)
The end of each shape within the table is
also marked with a$()(). As in Hi-Res, you
can't move up twice without plotting.
But, since diagonal moves are allowed,
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With this information,
any shape can
be defined,
as long as it fits
within the limits
of the screen.

4
Figure 1.
Plotting Vectors

Direction

;

,
Since the routine takes values from the
variable table, certain variables have to
be defined first. This is done with:
10 XO=YO= SHAPE
Any variables can be used, as long as
they are the same length as the ones
shown above. Whenever you want to
draw a shape from the table, define XO
for the X coordinate, YO for the Y coordinate, a nd SHAPE for the desired shape.
The draw is done with CALL 4353. After
this, XO and YO will have whatever values
the last move assigned to them. To draw

Plot

Binary Hex Binary Hex

.....

Using the Program

No Plot

'

0000
0001
0010
0011
0100
0101
0110
0111

0
1
2

3

4

5
6

7

1000
1001
1010
1011
1100
1101
1110
1111

8
9
A

B

c

D
E
F

Putting It all Together
The routine can be appended to an
Integer Basic program in a number of
ways. It can be loaded separate ly, it can
be loaded with the program if the
pointers are first reset, or it can be
POKEd from Basic as explained in "The
Apple Cart" column (Creative Computing, March 1980.) The table can also be
POKEd from basic, or loaded in together
with the routine.
If you are unfamiliar with machine Ian-

guage, there is an easy way to enter the
ro utine into memory. Just go into the
monitor, type "1100:" followed by the
bytes shown in the hex dump (Figure 4.)
Only the first memory location has to be
entered. After that, whenever you hit
RETURN, type a nother colon before
beginning the next row of bytes. Once
the whole ro utine is entered, you can
check it against the disassembled listing
(Figure 3) by typing " l!OOL". This will
show the first twe nty instructions. After
this, type "L (RETuRN)" for each addi·
tional twenty lines.
The listing shown by the Apple will
contain the commands that a re in the

second column of Figure 3. The third
column will be represented on the screen
as numbers instead of the labe ls shown.

These can be checked by using the
symbol table at the top of Figure 3.

, ~\,

Practical Considerations

\ ~.:1_] 1
./

Figure 2. Sample Table Enlry
Nole: For lasl square ploned, direclion o r move
after plol is a rbilrary. Also, if Lhere are an odd
numbe r of nybbles, Lhe lasl one iscom ple led wilh a
0 in Lhe hi position.

* LORES SHA PE TABLE SUBRO UTINE
* EN'IERED FROM BASIC WI 'ru CALL i.353

XO

EQU

$805

YO
SHAFE
DATA
Ptar

EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
ORG

j80C
816
1000
F800
llOO

·:t
RTN

SHAPE

LDX

#$0

I.DA

DATA,X

INX
CMP
BNE
DEY
BNE
DRAW

#$0
LOOP

IDA

LOOP
DATA,X

CMP
BEQ

RTN

#$0

PHA

PND
CMP
BCC
PHA
LDA

IDY
NEXT

Figure 3

RTS

START I.DY
LOOP

= l Ol.l = B
2 = 1011 = B
3 = 1001 = 9
4 = 0001 = l
56 = 1111 = F
= 1111 "'F
7 = 1111 = F
l.

YO
XO
PLOT

JSR
PIA
JSR COORD
PIA
ISR
ISR
ISR

LSR
CMP
BCC

PHA
IDA
LDY

#$ 8
NEXTl

;GET SHAPE NUMBER
; INITIALIZE COUNTER TO 0
;GET BYTE FROM SHAPE TABLE
;END OF A SHAPE?
;NO. lCEEP LOOKING
;YES. DES IRED SHAPE IS FOUND WHEN
;Y EQUALS 0
; GET BYTE TO BE PLOTTED
;SHAPE DONE?
;YES. GO BAC1C TO BASIC
;WO. SA VE BYTE
; GET L& NYBBLE
;PLOT?
;NO. S1CIP PLOTI' ING ROUTINE
; YES • SAVE L& NYBBLE
;GE!' Y COORDINATE
;GET X COORDINA 'IE
;MONITOR PLOT R OUTINE
;RESTCRE LO NYBBLE
;FIND NEW COORDINATES FDR X AND Y
;GEI' ORIGI NAL BYTE
;SHIFT HI NYBBLE LO

; SAME AS ABOVE

YO
XO
PLOT

JSR
PIA
NEXTl JSR C OCRD

INX

JMP

**
*

DRAW

; POINT TO NEXT' BYTE
;DO IT ALL AGAIN

THE FOLLOWING SEC TION HANDLES THE MOVE SET BY THE NYBBLE
-CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE-

If a program uses very simple shapes,
this routine isn't necessary. But, when
you want to quic kly draw and move a
complicated shape, such as a person or a
large spaceship, you'll find that the LoRes Shape T able routine allows much
quicker animation than is possible in
Basic. It also requires fewer program
statements. Finally, as a bonus, it simpli·
fies the creation of shapes. You don't
have to worry about coordinates. All you
need to know is which direction you want
to move and whether you want a square
at that location.

When you want to
quickly draw and move
a complicateC: shape,
such as a person
or a large spaceship,
you'll find that
the Lo-Res Shape Table
routine allows much
quicker animation
than is possible
in Basic.

How It Works
T his section can be skipped by anyone
who prefers to avoid the company of bit
hackers and other fanatics.
First , Y is loaded with the number of
the shape. The routine steps through th.e
table, decrementing Y whenever a $00 1s
found. When Y= O, the desired shape has
been located. Each byte of the table is
put in the A register, and a check is made
to see if the shape is done. If not, the byte
is pushed onto the stack. An AND #F
gets the Jo nybble. If the hi bit ~f the
nybble is set to 1, the square will be
plotted. The A register is pushed o nto the
stack again since the monito r PLOT
routine destroys this register. The X and
Y coordinates are taken from the vari·
able table and placed in the Y and A
registers. After the monitor PLOT, the
nybble is pulled from the stack. An AND
#$7 reduces it to the three-bit move
value. The move is accomplished by
incrementing or decrementing XO and
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COORD AND
CMP
BEQ
CMP
BEQ
CMP
BEQ
CMP
BEQ
CMP
BEQ
CMP
BEQ
CMP
BEQ
DIAG4 DEC
DEC
R'IB
UP
DEC
RTS
DIAGl INC
DEC
R'IB
RIGHT INC
R'IB
DIAG2 INC

me

DOWN

R'i'S

INC

~b
UP

;REDUCE TO 3 BIT VALUE
;FIND DIRECTION VALUE

#$1
DIAGl
#$2
RIGHT
#$3
DIAG2
#$4

.i ~ (11'.i- 1:;0

AC Jf. 0:=: i:t? i;'.'11?1
1. 1.88-- t~ F::1 c::1 (Ji:) f)rt F::;
1 ). ) 1}- •r·r.
r-::n i:-11;1 .fli°1 C''.i n11
• •I
1. 1
.1:=:- 4:-; ::::~:i f.:1F '(;8 1-:J::; :3(:1
I J?M- An L711~· C1f: C1C' 171"'
. ··' 08
1. 1.?:~:- r-:=; 1~;:=:: ?0 4i:: l l 88
t;'1:3 :::1i;:1 l?JP.
'l:::l0- 4R 411

D(}tlN

#$5

c::1

DIAG)
#$6
IEFT

XO
YO

;IF IT REACHES

A=7

11C 0::: RC
p·:-> ?0 4:3
·"· '
~~~I l'.17 C8
Fli1 1F C:3
FJ1 . ·' C8
-'~":i

~

W5
iJ
1111
02
iN

,;ic·

211

Rn
...
8'='

n~'.l

?0

~:;A

XO
YO

~0

?"i

C''.~l !At;

rE

XO
XO
YO

~718

F0 r ·'='
··"
,;,;:: 48

4R 4!=!

4f:

HD

F8
~ ·-·
E: 4C J l J 1
1="!7-1 1.F (;8 •'.: [
F0 2;? C8 li"13
1'30

1="11 ?!') (;8

F0 ?:=-: CF
l ti:::~:- 08 CF 1~1(. 08 81:1 CF: 0C
1l 71?fr G0 ff 05 08 CE 1?.C 1;18
1.1.7::::- FF-: 11~ 1718 1)1'.1 EE 1215 0.-.
•::>
J. J::i0- ~\C 1;18 80
f1C 08 80
l 1S:i::- l'.n AR FF 0C 08 81!) CE
i J·:;i;:1- 0:::: 1~;t:"1

YO

03
1715
i.:11.::
8 f1

r:::.::

CE
05

Figure 4

YO
XO
YO
XO
Figure 3
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HERE~

1 tJ:i·l.140t J.4f::!. l ':.0\ l;';f::-1 .1!";:71-

R'IB

DIAG3 DEC
INC
R'IB
LEFT DEC
R'IB

YOas necessary. Next, the stack is pulled
again, getting the original byte. Fou.r
LSR's put the hi nybble into the lo pos1tion. Then the PLOT (if the hi bit of the
nybble is set) and move are done. X is
incre mented to point to the next byte,
and the routine loops back to draw.

If LOMEM isn't set to $800, the values
of XO, YO, a nd SHAPE in the symbol
definitions will have to be adjusted. To
relocate the program, just change the
value of DAT A and the value of JMP
DRAW.
T ha t's all there is to it, unless, as
mentioned before, you want to add error
checks (including one to make sure tha t
SHAPE isn't given a value for which there
is no table entry). Ha ppy plotting.
0

Apple II Kaleidoscopes
Richard C. Vile, Jr.

Here's a colorful program that
gives you a chance to explore the
inner logic of folded picturesand Integer Basic.
At one time or another, everyone
has enjoyed a kaleidoscope. The
symmetry of the ever-shifting patterns of color holds an endless
fascination . This article will show
you how to create a virtually endless
variety of kaleidoscopic display programs for th e Apple II low resolution
graphics display. The language used
for the examples will be Apple
Integer Basic, although the programs
could be converted to Applesoft.
The Appl e II low resolution graphics display easily accomodates the
generation of kaleidoscopic displays.
The principle of a kaleidoscope is to
replicate a basic pattern by refl ection
about several exes, thus producing a
larger pattern with several identical
s ubd ivisions . The basic approach is
illustrated In Figure 1. A square of
even integral side length is sub-

Let us suppose that the original
square is 2n units on a side. For
example, the Apple II low resolution
graphics display (with mixed text on
the bottom four lines) is 40 units on a
side: n =20. Let us assume further
that we divide the square into rows
and columns, numbering each from 0
to k =2n-1. Then for each unit in
octant 1, we have the following
information:

2. For each of the four corners of
the square so formed , generate
another point by reflection around
the upper left to lower right diagonal.
This point will be located in the
"companion" octant. Octants x and y
are companions if their numbers sum
to 9 ( 1 +8, 2+7, 3+6, 4+5 ). The
generated point will have the coordinates obtained by simply interchanging the co-ordinates of the
original point:

0 < ROW < n-1
0-< COL< n-1
ROW ~COL

(COL,ROW)
(k-COL, ROW)
(COL,k-ROW)
(k-COL, k-ROW)

For any such point with coordinates (ROW ,COL) we may systematically generate a collection of
eight points which are configured
kaleidoscopically as follows:
1.
Form a subrectangle within the
original display, with sides parallel
to the original display, "equidistant"
from the original sides, and with the
selected point as the upper left hand
corner. This yields th e following
points:
(ROW,COL)
(ROW,k-COL)
(k-ROW,COL)
(k-ROW, k-COL)

For the Apple II di splay , if the
original point was (X,Y), we get the
eight points:
(X,Y)
(X,39-Y)
(39-X, Y)
(39-X,39-Y)

(Y,X)
(39-Y,X)
(Y ,39-X)
(39-Y,39-X)

The procedure is illustrated geometri cally in Figure 2.
By choosing several points in the
first octant, and generating the seven
companion points for each, kaleidoscopic patterns may eas ily be created. Let's consider several ways to

Figure 1

divided into four equal subsquares.
Each of those is in turn split into two
parts by drawing in the two principal
diagonals of the original square. The
resulting figure contains eight congruent triangles, whi ch we number
as indicated and refer tc· as octants.
Richard C. Vile, J r. , 3467 Yellowstone Dr., Ann
Arbor, Ml 48105.

IL _____ J I
(39-X,Y)

(39-X,39-Y)

Figure 2
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systematically select the "seed"
points . Note: It actually does not
matter where the original point is
located . The eight points generated
as described will all lie in the original
square, and there will be one in each
octant, unless ROW= COL. In that
case, the reflected points coincide
with the orig inals and only four
distinct
points
appear.

How to create a virtually
endless variety of kaleidoscopic display programs
for the Apple II low resolution graphics display.
First Method

The first method generates one
seed point for each ROW of the 40x40
display. It is accomplished by filling
in detailed statements in the followint "sketch code" program:
For I = 0 TO 32767
FOR ROW= OT039
Compute COL as a function
of I and ROW.
PLOT (ROW,COL) and Its
seven companion points.
(Optionally) Change colors.
NEXT ROW
NEXT I
This technique leads to widely
differing characters in the resulting
kaleidoscopes, depending on the
function chosen to compute COL.
Here is just a sample of the
possibilities:
COL
COL
COL
COL

= (ROW + I) MOD 40
= ABS(l-ROW) MOD 40
= (ROW"I) MOD 40
= ABS: ROW-ABS( I-ROW))
MOD33

Note that the values computed by
the functions must be reduced using
the MOD function. If this were not
done, the resulting (ROW,COL) combinations would frequently lie outside the permissible range for the
screen display. The functions illustrated do not all necessarily satisfy
the condition ROW ~ COL, but
this really does not matter as the
note above indicates. Enforcing that
condition by using an IF statement
and recomputing the COL value when
ROW > COL would not enhance the
appeal of the display, but would slow
its rate of production. In fact, it could
in the worst case result in NO display
at all if ROW > COL were always
true! In practice, the inner loop in the
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sketch may be replaced by one of:
FOR ROW = 0 TO 19
FOR ROW= 39 TO 0 STEP-1
FOR ROW= 19 TO 0 STEP-1
with slight but occasionally interesting differences.
Second Method

This method abandons the sequential consideration of ROWS
taken by the first method and instead
computes the ROW value as well as
the COL value. The sketch program
looks formally similar to the first, but
now the inner loop index serves only
to produce values for the independent variable J. The bounds of the
inner loop now are chosen in such a
way as to produce reasonable variety
in the resulting kaleidoscope: i.e. if
the inner loop runs through too many
values, then the value of the outer
loop index will not change rapidly
enough and the same points in the
display could be generated over and
over.
FOR I = 0 TO 32767
FORJ =OTO 19
Compute ROW as a function
of I and J
Compute COL as a function
of I and J
PLOT (ROW,COL) and its seven
associates
(Optionally) Generate color change
NEXT J
NEXTI
This method lends itself to considerable experimentation, since a
pleasing pattern results from the
appropriate combination of ROW and
COL functions. A good way to
proceed is to fix on a "good" COL
function from method one and try
different COL functions with it.
Third Method

This method is quite similar to
the second method. It differs in that
the functions used to compute ROW
and COL have additional variables.
For example, an extra inner loop
depending on, say K, may be added
and its index variable used as an
extra independent variable. In addition , the variables ROW and COL
may themselves be used as independent variables. An example using
this technique:

Subdividing the Kaleidoscope

The basic methods may be used
with a subdivided display consisting
of four subdisplays, each 20x20 in
size. Since 20 Is also an even
number, each of the subdisplays may
be used to generate its own kaleidoscope. The simplest application of
this technique will generate eight
points in the first subdisplay, then
replicate them in the other subdisplays by applying appropriate translations.
In order that ,the first eight points
lie in the upper left quadrant of the
screen , the following conditions
must be imposed:
O< ROW < 19
0.5_ COL ~ 19
The eight basic points will then have
coordinates:
(ROW,COL)
(COL, ROW)
(ROW, 19-COL),
(19-COL,ROW)
(19-ROW, COL)
(COL, 19-ROW)
(19-ROW, 19-COL) (19-COL, 19-ROW)
Quadrant I
Kaleidoscopic PLOT Points
In order to duplicate these eight
points in Quadrants II, Ill and IV,
respectively, a translation factor
must be added to their coCJrdinates.
We illustrate how to derive these
factors by discussing Quadrant II.
In Quadrant II, the row coordinate
of each point corresponding to a
basic point remains the same. Thus,
the translation factor for the row
coordinate, DR, is equal to 0. Each
column coordinate of a basic point
must be increased by 20 in order to
obtain the corresponding point in
Quadrant II. Thus the translation
factor for the column coordinate, DC,
is equal to 20. These facts may be
summarized in the "equation":
Quadrant II-Quadrant I + (0,20)
Similarly,
Quadrant Ill-Quadrant I + (20,0)
Quadrant IV-Quadrant I + (20,20)
Applying these transformation
equations to the basic eight point
cluster in Quadrant I yields:
(ROW,COL+20) (COL,ROW+20)
(ROW,39-COL) (19-COL,ROW + 20)
(19-ROW ,20 +COL) (COL,39-ROW)
(19-ROW ,39-COL) (19-COL,39-ROW)

FOR I = 0 TO 32767
FOR J= OT039
Quadrant II Cluster
FOR K=19TOOSTEP-1
ROW= ABS(l-ABS(J-ABS(K-J)))MOD 21
COL= (ROW+ I+ J + K) MOD 33
(ROW+ 20 COL)
(20 +COL, ROW)
:.LOT "eight P?,ints"
(ROW+
19-COL) (39-COL, ROW) .
Change color
(39-ROW,COL)
(20+COL,19-ROW
NEXT K
(39-ROW 19-COL) (39-COL 19-ROW)
NEXT J
'
'
NEXT I
Quadrant Ill Cluster

20:

By writing PLOT statements to generate each of the 32 points listed, the
basic techniques of Methods One,
Two and Three may be used to
generate four-fold kaleidoscopes. It
is imperative, however, that the seed
point, (ROW,COL), does lie in the
first quadrant; otherwise, RANGE
ERRORS will result. The functions
used to generate ROW and COL
should therefore always reduce their
results using the MOD function In
order to guarantee proper location of
(ROW,COL).
More Than One Function at a Time

Returning to Method One, notice
how the inner loop may vary from 0 to
19 or 0 to 39. Another general
technique is to use two (or more)
different functions while generating
ROW and COL values on a given pass
through the Inner loop. There are
different ways to achieve the alternation; for example:
Choose randomly between the
functions.
Strictly alternate between the
functions.
Spl it the use of the functions in
halves.
Use a third function to determine
the alternation.
In this section we will detail the
method of "splits" and the method of
"leaves ." The basic idea of splits Is

The basic methods may be
used with a subdivided
display consisting of four
subdlsplays, each generating Its own kaleidoscope.
to use one set of functions to
calculate ROW and COL as long as
OS J S SPLIT and then to switch to
another set of functions
while
SPLIT+ 1 S J S 39. SPLIT is chosen to
be some value between 1 and 38 (why
not 39?), and J is the index of the
inner loop. When programming the
splits technique, one may query the
user for the value of SPLIT, choose
the value of SPLIT randomly, or
compute SPLIT by yet another function. An example of the latter
approach is given in the listings. The
idea behind leaves is to alternate
(inter-leave) the use of the ROW and
COL computing functions. The method of alternation may itself be
varied, with the most popular being
strict alternation between two sets of
functions . Either the splits or the

leaves techniques may be superimposed on the three basic methods
and one may use a full kaleidoscope
or a four-fold kaleidoscope.
Sample Implementations

Listings 1 and 2 give examples of

the splits and leaves techniques for a
full screen kaleidoscope. The rest of
the article contains lists of some of
the functions that have been used by
the author. The surface has just been
scratched here; much more sophistication and control can be devised by
elaborating on the methods con-

***

SYNTAX ERR
>LIST
0 REM METHOD OF SPLITS
1 REM SUBTITLED SNOWFLAKES
2 REM NOTE COMPUTATION OF SPLIT VALUE
3. REM AND REGENERATION OF DISPLAY
4 KBD=-163B4:CLR=-16366
10 GR : PRINT : PRINT : PRINT
15 COLOR= RND <15>+1
20 FOR I=l TO 32000
~5 SPLIT=5tCI MOD 5>*CI MOD 3) HOD 13
30 FOR J=O TO SPLIT
40 ROW= ABS CI- ABS CJ-I>> MOD 10+ ABS \SPLIT- ABS \J-SP~IT>> nuu
30
50 GOSUB 1050
60 NEXT J
90 FOR J=SPLITtl TO 19
100 ROW= ABS C ABS <SPLIT- ABS CI-SPLIT>> MOD 20tSPLIT- HBS il- Hb~
CJ-I>> MOD 20tSPLIT> MOD 30
110 GOSUB 1050
120 NEXT J
125 IF (I MOD 8lt0 THEN 130
126 FOR DE=l TO 500: NEXT DE
127 GOSUB 1070
128 GR : COLOR=8
130 NEXT I
1050 PLOT ROW 1J: PLOT 39-ROWrJ
1055 PLOT ROW139-J: PLOT 39-ROW139-J
1060 PLOT JrROW: PLOT J139-ROW
1065 PLOT 39-JrROW : PLOT 39-Jr39-ROW
10 70 X= PEEK <KBD>: IF X>m126 THEN GOSUB 1500
1080 IF C RND C PDL COlt2laO) THEN GOSUB 2000
109(1 RETURN
1500 POKE CLRrO! IF X•141 THEN 15051 CR I COLOR•SI RETURN
1505 IF Xt ASCC"G"l THEN 15101 TEXT: CALL -936& END
151 0 I F PEEK CKBD>< 128 THEN 1510
1520 POKE CLR10: RETURN
2000 Pl= RND <4llP2= RND C4l:Rc RND C2>
2010 COLOR=Pl*R+Cl-Rl*P2
2020 RETURN

>
Listing 1

>LIST
1
2
10
15
20
25
26
27
30
32
35
36
36
40
50
55
60
65
70
80
85
90
500
510
515
520
530
1000
1010

REM METHOD OF LEAVES-THREE FOLD INTERLEAVINb
KBD=-163841CLR•-16366
GR : PRINT : PRINT & PRINT
GOSUB 1000
FOR I~5oo TO 32767
IF I HOD 2 THEN 30
FOR J=17 TO O STEP -1
COTO 32
FOR J=O TO 17
IF I HOD 2 THEN 36
ROW=CCI MOD 40)* ABS (40-Il HOD 40) nuu 40i GOTO 5Y
IF CI MOD 3) THEN 40
ROW=JtC I MOD 3ltCI MOD 5>& COTO 50
ROW=<CI*J> MOD 20t<ItJtll MOD 20) MOD 33
PLOT ROWrJ: PLOT 39-ROW1J
PLOT ROWr39-J: PLOT 39-ROW139-J
PLOT JrROW: PLOT J139-ROW
PLOT 39-JrROW: PLOT 39-J,39-ROW
X= PEEK CKBDl& IF X>al26 THEN COSUB 500
IF< RND ( PDL (0lt2l=Ol THEN GOSUB 1000
NEXT J
NEXT I
POKE CLR rO: IF Xtl41 THEN 5101 GR : COSUB lOOv: RETUKN
IF Xt ASC<"G"l THEN 5151 TEXT: CALL -9361 END
IF PEEK CKBDl<l28 THEN 515
POKE CLRrO
RETURN
Pl = RND C4>!P2= RND C4l1R= RND (2)
COLOR=R*PltC1-Rl*P21 RETURN
Listing 2
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tained herein, and quite precise
control over the character of the final
displays arrived at. Some exercises
are suggested for further exploration.
List of Functions (Anywhere you see ROW, you can also use COL):
Explorations

1. Implement a 16-fold kaleidoscope.
Hint : Use a subroutine to generate
points in a 10x10 subdi splay
obtained by adding appropriate DR and DC values to the
basic eight points from the
upper left hand 16th of the
screen:
(ROW,COL)
(COL, ROW)
(ROW,9-COL) (9-COL,ROW)
(9-ROW ,COL
(COL,9-ROW)
(9-ROW ,9-COL) (9-COL,9-ROW)
Call the subroutines from a pair
of nested loops :
FOR DR = 0 TO 30STEP10
FOR DC
0 TO 30STEP10
or generate DR , DC combos randomly.
2. Implement kaleidoscopes which
alternate between full screen and
four-fold s ubdivision of the screen .
3. Implement four-fold kaleidoscopes
which use different sets of functions ford ifferent subdisplays.
Some symmetry may be retained
by using one set of fun ctions for
quadrants I and IV and another set
of fun ctions for quadrants II and Ill.
4. In the spl its technique, incorporate th e SPLIT value into the ROW
AND COL generating fun ctions.
5. Find new variations on the basic
methods.
6. If you have a disk, write a control
program which allows user interaction in the selection of various
co mbinations.
7. Use the EXEC command to switch
functions dynamically wh ile a program is running. Figure out a way
to "capture" (see DOS 3.2 manual)
key l;ines in the file to be EXEC'ed
in to effect the change. Perhaps
thi s can be combined with the
CHAIN command in some clever
ways.

=
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now =

(I*J) MOD 20

ROW = (J*J + 3*J + 7) MOD 40
ROW= ABS(I - SGN(J-9)*(J+2)) MOD 35
ROW= (( I-SGN(J-9)*J) MOD 13 +((l-SGN(l3-J))*(I+2))MOD 17
ROW = ABS( I - SGN( J-lO)*J)MOD 25
ROW= ABS(l3-I+J) MOD 20 + ABS(27-I+J) MOD 1 0
ROW= ABS( ABS(I - ABS(2*I-2*J))) MOD 20
ROW= ABS(2*J - ABS( 2*I - ABS(2*I-J))) MOD 33
ROW= ABS( J* (J * (J *(J MOD 40)MOD 40)MOD 40)MOD 40 - I)MOD 33
ROW= ABS( ABS(30 - J) - ABS(J- 1\BS(l7-I))+RND(2)) MOD 31
ROW= ABS( I *(J * 'ABS(I -J ))MOD 33 - J*3) MOD 31
ROW= ABS(ABS(30- 2*J)-ABS(I- ABS(J- 2*J))) MOD 21
ROW= ABS( ! - ABS(J- COL)) MOD (COL+l) MOD 40
ROW = ABS(COL-J )MOD 21

Notes :

1. The above may be varied by changing numerical coefficients.
2. Combinations of th e above may be
made when generating both ROW
and COL by functions.
3. Complexity may be added by com-

bining the above functions with
each other and additional functi ons to generate new ones.
4. The values in the MOD parts of the
above list may need changing for
four-fold or sixteen-fold kaleidoscopes.
o

Either the splits or the
leaves techniques may be
superimposed on the three
basic methods and one
may use a full kaleidoscope or a four-fold kaleidoscope.

The Apple Graphics Tablet
George Sternecker

The high resolution color capabilities
of the Apple computer remain largely
unexploited. Most software programs do
not take advantage of the attention grabbing
affects of hi-res color graphics. There is
no excuse for this, since the hi-res screens
can be easily utilized by various graphics
tablets on the maket. Here, we will focus
upon the Apple Graphics Tablet.
The Graphics Tablet is a magnetic bit
pad which digitizes signals created by
touching a magnetic pen to the tablet
surface. The AGT consists of the bit pad
itself, an overlay grid, magnetic pen, interface card, software, manual, and an antistatic cloth. The card goes into any
peripheral slot in the computer (normally
slot 5), and the bit pad and pen a re both
connected by wires to the interface card.
The tablet is 15"x15", and matches the
Apple computer in color and styling. The
AGT draws on HGR2, the second high
resolution page, and uses the standard hires colors- black, white, blue, orange, green
and violet. On the tablet itself is a mylar
grid sheet which is aligned by using the
calibration program. Every command on
the AGT is displayed across the top of the
grid sheet. Commands and program include
reset, clear screen, pen color, recall and
store picture, background color, area/d istance, frames, boxes, straight lines, window,
viewport, etc. The magnetic pen is used to
draw on the screen, and also to execute
any of these commands. The computer
keyboard is used only to specify picture
names and the disk drive numbers. One
seldom has to leave the tablet surface while
using the AGT.
The AGT is easy enough for anyone.
including the computer novice, to use.
The computer only "draws" when the pen
Graphics by Bob Bishop of Apple Computer.
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is actually touching the surface of the AGT.
When the pen is close to the surface,
crosshairs appear on the video screen to
indicate location. Manipulating the pen is
not much harder than writing with an
ordinary pen, and with a little practice,
you can write cursive on the video screen
with panache.
Since the AGT operates on magnetic
principles, static electricity is its enemy. If
the user has a static charge, or if there is a
bad electrical ground, strange anomalies
will appear on the screen during the drawing
mode. When creating graphics, always save
the picture from time to time, so that if
something goes wrong, all is not lost.
Two interesting commands on the AGT
are "window" and "viewport". WINDOW
allows you to specify an area on the grid,
and have that area equal the entire video
screen. That is, a square inch could be
specified as the window, and if a line were
drawn across that square inch, it would
extend across the entire video screen.
VIEWPORT allows you to isolate a section
of the grid for drawing, thus freezing the
remaining portion of the hi-res screen to
avoid accidentally drawing there. This
feature is good for editing_ or for fine detail
work on the screen. The AGT will not
shrink or enlarge what is already on the hires screen. You can also draw a rectangle,
either in outline or filled, just by specifying
the two end points of one diagonal. Graphics
created with the AGT can be inserted into
programs by going to HG R2 and executing
a BLOAD PIC (picture name).
AGT operates on Applesoft basic and
requires at least one disk drive. The
suggested price is $795.00, making the AGT
one of the more expensive graphics tablets
available. (Apple Computer Inc., 10260
Bandley Drive, Cupertino, CA 95014) 0
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Apple Hi-Res Graphics
Made Easy
vvith the VersaWriter
Randy Heuer

Apple II owners have a feat ure in
th (iir computer not f ound in many
other personal computers. This feature
is High Resolution (Hi- Res} color
graphics. In the Hi-Res graphic mode
the screen is subdivided into a grid of
280 x 160 pixels. Each of the pixels can
be set to any of six colors (bl ack, white,
orange, blue, violet or green}. However, many people writing their own
programs have tended to shy away
from using Hi-Res graphics. I suspect
the reason for this is that the only way
to access the Hi-Res features in Basic
is through HPLOT statements or shape
tables. With HPLOT statements you
can only draw straight l ines. With
shape tab les, you can create comp lex
shapes but only by using c umbersome
binary numb er tab les which will
frustrate most potential g raph ics
artists.
In the past there was on ly one
practical solution to the problem. This
was the digitizer or bit-pad type device
made by several co mpanies. These
devices are very nice and, if the proper
software was provided, they made
Hi-Res graphics much easier. How-

PHOTO 1
The Versawrlter Drawing Board.

ever. for many people the cost of these
devices was too prohibitive, with prices
starting at over $500. In many cases
this was just too much money for the
privil ege of using Hi-Res graph ics.
Most people would rather use $500+ to
add a disk drive or printer. Ho wever,
now there's an alternate sol ution to thi s
problem.
The Versa Writer is an ingeniously

simp l e and re lati vel y in expensive
solution to the problem of how to
handle complex Hi-Res graphics. The
plotting board consists of a 14" x 12"
plastic bed with a clear acetate overlay
sheet. T he origirial copy of the drawing
or diagram is taped (masking tape
preferred} to the plastic bed and then
covered with a clear sheet. Instead of

Many people writing their
own
programs
have
tended to shy away from
using Hi-Res graphics.
using a light or pen fo r tracing the
figure on the plotting bed, the VersaWriter uses a doubl e-jointed arm
attached to the top of the drawing
board at one end and a free , magn ifying lens with crosshairs at the other.
The VersaWriter resembles a draftsman's pantograph on a smaller scale.
At each joint of the VersaWriter's
arm is a potentiometer. A cable from
the VersaWriter connects the potentiometer. A cable from the Versa Writer
connects the potentiometers to the
App l e's paddle input. Insta l ling a
VersaWriter in yo u r Apple s imply
requires that you unplug your game
paddles and plug th e VersaWri ter's
single cable into the socket. No other
special interface is needed .
In t his day of very comp lex digital
c ircuit ry and other electronic overkill,
the simpli c ity of the VersaWriter is
impressive. Since th e arm of the
VersaWriter bends i n only one directi on, each point on the plotting bed
corresponds to a unique set of resistances on the potentiometers. All
that's needed now is the software to
translate the resistances into usable
screen coordinates.
The quality of this software is very
impo rta nt and will d et ermin e the
usefulness of the device. Without useroriented support software, devices of
this type are little more than overly
expensive drawing paper. Fortunately,
the VersaWriter does not disappoint.
Perhaps the best way to desc ribe

some of the features of the software is
to provide a l ist of some of the more
useful commands and thei r act ions:
Command

Effect

P

Point Cursor - Moves cursor
and displays (x,y) coordinates.
Permits rapid drawing of
straight lines between two
points.

S

Scale of Drawing - Provides
independent vertical and horizontal control of drawing size
on the screen.

M

Create Shape Table - Create
a Hi-Res graphics binary t able
for use in other programs or
wit h the Hi- Res functions.

T

Transfer Picture to Disk Saves contents of screen on
diskette.

R

Recall Picture from Disk.

Z

Color-in Enclosed Figure
"Fills in" an enclosed figure
with the color of your choice.
Inspect Shape Table - Allows
you to rotate, scale or color
an existing figure.

PHOTO 2
A picture of Popeye drawn using theVersaWriter.
The slight distortion of the horizontal scale was
probably caused by the fact that our VersaWriter
was not yet calibrated when this figure was
drawn."

The P (Point Cursor} command is
the basic command for moving the
cursor about the sc ree n and for
drawing straight lines. In addition to
displaying a flashing dot at the present
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position of the point on the screen, a
numerical readout of that position is
also displayed. An option allows you to
draw a straight line between any two
points.
The Z command is not only useful,
but genuinely fun to use. It allows you
to fill in an enclosed figure with any
color. Using a somewhat crude search
routine to determine whether the
cursor has reached the edge of the
figure , this command starts filling in
the figure from the present cursor
position, expanding outward until
reaching the edge of the figure. It's
intriguing to watch the computer
"color in" a drawing just as kids do
with crayons.
The M command may be one of the
most useful, however, it may take you a
while to discover its purpose. A picture

In this day of very complex digital circuitry and
other electronic overkill,
the simplicity of the
VersaWriter is impressive.
on the screen can be stored in the
computer's memory two ways. When
the entire screen is loaded or saved {R
or T commands), the contents of the
memory locations corresponding to
the screen are copied. However,
there's another way to store a figure in
the Apple memory. Portions of the
Hi-Res screen can be stored as shape
tables. Using a somewhat complex
method of binary numbers, the shape
table offers some unique advantages.
The primary advantage being that
shapes stored in one configuration can
be enlarged, rotated and moved about
the screen with relative ease. The
M command in the Versa Writer allows
you to produce shape tables from
figures you've produced on the screer.i.
Once a shape table has been
created and stored on a disk, it can be
used in other Basic programs. Using
the Hi-Res functions, these shapes can

PHOTO 3
Photos 3 & 4 are examples of how even the very
non-artistic author can make pretty pictures with
the VersaWriter. I wonder what a person with real
artistic talent could do?
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be manipulated within Basic with
relative ease.
To use the Versa Writer you need
an Apple II computer, Disk II, Applesoft in ROM and a minimum of 32k of
memory. Since the Versa Writer's software uses page one of the Hi-Res
screen, ROM Applesoft must be used.
This means that you must have one of
the following computer configur~tions
in order to use the Versa Writer: Apple 11

PHOTO 4

with a floating point ROM card, an
Apple II Plus or Apple II with a multilanguage card.
Being rather simple in design,
your VersaWriter should have good
longevity unless you drop your 19"
Color TV set on it. Of course, like any
precision tool, mistreatment can
damage the device. One of the programs included in the VersaWriter
software package is used for calibrating the drawing board and I
recommend it be run from time to time
to recalibrate the device. Unless you
damage the VersaWriter through mistreatment, though, I would not think

,
---.. -

-

~

It's intriguing to watch
the computer "color-in" a
drawing just as kids do
with crayons.
warranted. Altogether, I think a manual
three or four times longer than the
present one would not be unreasonable.
Still, the VersaWriter is a tremendous value. Its cost is $249plus $5
shipping (and sales tax for California
residents). While the Versa Writer may
not be adequate for some highprecision digitizing applications (remember, the VersaWriter uses potentiometers as inputs and these analog
devices are not necessarily perfectly
linear throughout their range), most

PHOTO 6
Using the shape table created by the Versawriter
(in Figure 5), the A can now be enlarged, rotated.
colored o r moved about the screen.

.p
-

Examples of how to use shape tables
should be provided so the person new
to Hi-Res graphics understands the
differences between the screen memory and shape tables. In addition, a
section on how to incorporate the
VersaWriter drawing board into other
programs {games, pointers, etc.) is

-

c: PHOTO 5
Perhaps the most useful command, the Create
Sh ape Table (M) command is shown here
scanning the letter A from the drawing in Figure 4.
This process takes several minutes. However.once
completed the shape table for this figure can be
used in many ways (see Figure 6) .

any type of maintenance would normally be necessary. The VersaWriter
comes with a 90 day warranty on parts
and labor.
The only real complaint I can raise
about the VersaWriter is the documentation. The 8112" x 11 " instruction
manual is only five pages long. This is
hardly adequate for the Hi-Res
graphics novice. Much greater emphasis should be given to the shape
table
commands
in
particular.

people will be impressed by the
capabilities of the device. We at
Creative intend to make significant use
of our Versa Writer in the future.
VersaWriter was offered briefly at
an introductory price of below $200,
however, this did not include applications software. The list price at this
time is $250 and includes two disks of
software. The applications disk includes programs to calculate distances
and areas, add upper and lower case
text using five character sizes, and add
electronic and digital symbols for
"drawing" schematic or logic diagrams.
For more information on VersaWriter, contact either of the following :
Rainbow Computing , 9719 Reseda
Blvd., North ridge , CA 91324 or Peripherals Plus, 119 Maple Ave., Morristown,
NJ-07960.
o

Life is like playing a violin solo in public and
learning the instrument as one goes on.

ITtIEQlNG
EICtIT8
Ken Reefers
Is that me on TV? It sort of resembles
me, but the image is just black and white
with no grays. I walk a few feet further and
there I am again, this time with grays, but
the motion is jerky. Kind of like seeing
every 10th frame of a movie.
At the Midwest Computer Show, a goodly
crowel was frequently found around the
Computer Station booth. People were
watching those crazy images of themselves.
They certainly weren't the familiar closedcircuit images produced by a camera and
monitor. Something else had been addedan Apple computer. Elbowing closer to
the booth, a nd making way for those who,
with screen dumps grasped in their hands,
were leaving,. I got my first look at the
Dithertizer II. I was impressed.
Taking input thro ugh a black and white
Sanyo VC 1610X camera, the Dithertizer
could put a picture on the Apple hi-res
screen in less than a second. The person
demonstrating the system explained that
most of the existing low-cost digitizers take
almost five seconds to produce a picture.
The Dithertizer requires only 1/ 60th of a

second to grab a binary picture. (The Micro
Works system requires almost 5 seconds
to grab an image.) The Dithertizer is fast
by virtue of the fact that it uses a OMA
(direct memory access) type of binary video
digitizing versus a frame grabber. These
binary frames are combined into dithered
matrices of 2X2, 4X4, or 8X8. A 2X2 matrix
requires 4 frames, a 4X4 requires 16, and
an 8X8 requires 64. Increasing the size of
the matrix allows for higher contrast and,
therefore, more shades of gray. In other
words, an 8X8 matrix provides 64 levels of
gray from white to black. The actual picture
takes from 1/ 15 of a second for the smallest
matrix to 1 and 1/ 15 seconds for the largest
matrix. Since the image could be redrawn
at this rate, a slightly-less-than-real-time
motion could be seen on the screen. The
term "dithering" refers to the process of
producing the appearance of gray scales
by means of overlaying.
From what I could see, the user is given
many ways to interact with the system.
Intensity and contrast are controlled with
the paddles. With one press of a key, the
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Lynn Sullivan, president of the Computer Station, as seen by the Dithertizer II.

Dithertizer can switch to producing straight
black and wlllte lffiages with no gray scales.
Using the paddles, a variety of interesting
contour pictures can be produced. A contour image is produced by subtracting one
frame from another so that you end up
with just the outline of the image, ie., you
just pick up the contour edging. This requires two frames and takes 1/30th of a
second to produce. Using contours, images
can be produced faster than those with
gray scales; you nearly have animation.
Using these techniques alone or together
allows the user to experiment with various
artistic interpretations, or whatever else
suits his fancy. Another key freezes the
image. From here, it can be saved to disk.
The image can also be sent to any printer
capable of dumping the hi-res screen. This
requi.res another program which is included
with the package.
So, what can you do with the Dithertizer?
You can make pictures of your friends, or
of anything else a video camera can spy
out. With a printer, the pictures could be
turned into posters. And, since the scene
can be saved from disk and recalled, it can
be decorated later with text or shapes from
a table. With the right software, many
interesting things can be done to the image.
With pictures on file, you can spice up
your software wiili great graphics. According to Lynn Sullivan, president of the
Computer Station, manufacturers of the
Dithertizer, many "real world" applications
are possible. For example, gray levels can
be extracted from aerial photographs. One
professor is using it for work in geology.
Another is using it to study sexual response
and behavior .in rats. It is useful for this
because it is a much more sensitive movement detector than a regular video camera.
· The Dithertizer II board, with software,
sells for S300. The Sanyo VC 1610X camera
is S410. If you buy both, the price drops to
S650. This S650 package also includes
software to produce a hard-copy image on
either the Paper Tiger 440 or 460 printers.
An Apple Silent Writer printer can also be
used by storing the hi-res page and then
dumping it out. All the software commands
are one letter, for example, C for contour,
D for dither and P for print. The package
is available from Peripherals Plus, 39 East
Hanover Ave., Morris Plains, New Jersey
07950. For further information, call (201)
267-4558.
For other articles on digitizing, see "Periphicon 511 Optical Image Digitizer," Creative Computing, vol. 5, number 10. This
review presents background information
and suggests several interesting applications
for computers with cameras. "Image Processing with COMPIC's Computer Portrait
System," from vol. 5, number 8, presents a
detailed look at the joys and woes of a
computer-oriented business, as well as a
complete description of the materials required for computer portraits.
0
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Integrating CAI & Videotape

Interactive video systems provide a
lively audio-visual medium to which users
can actively respond . Putting together a
computer and a videotape player for
instructional purposes means we can
present to the student teaching materials
from both videotape and computer
programs. Materials can appear o n the
screen alternately coming from one or the
other device, depending on what is needed
at each step in the teaching program. A
simple system consists of a computer like
the Apple II, a video player and a TV
monitor with a connecting interface unit
that permits control of the remote TV
functions from the computer keyboa rd or
from within a computer program (see
Figure 1).
With a slightly more sophisticated
arrangement, it is possible to search
automatically for any given frame or
sequence under co mputer control.
There are several advantages to this
combination of technologies for teaching.
On the one hand , videotape can present
moving, colorful, visual materials; it can
permit spoken descriptions, instructions or
other sounds; and it can counterbalance
the more formal, text-bound character of
some computer-assigned instruction. On
the other hand , a computer can offer
branching, programmed learning; it can
generate text a nd graphics; it can allow for
easy mod ification of teaching materials; it
can bypass what the student already
knows; it can sco re responses, if desired; it
can be programmed to start and pause the
videotape at the chosen points in the
presentation.
The videotape provides a more
stimulating range of visual material than is
possible through the use of a computer
alone, and offers spoken instruction and
sound effects. Review of video materials
that were not clear is possible. Furthermore, video material may be sea rched for
and played as requested, thereby permitting a udio- visua l learning tailored by
students to their individual needs. In
addition, automatic scoring and usage
tabulation can indicate points of difficulty
and areas successfully mastered.
Mure D. Schwartz. 26 Trumbull S t .. New Have n. CT
0651 1.
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Marc D. Schwartz
Such an integrated system of computer and videotape thus provides a very
flexible means of producing an interactive
audio-visual presentation which can be
suited to the needs of specific learners.
Existing tapes can be adapted for use with
such a system or new programs produced.
A Walkthrough
Let's walk through an example. Let's
say a segment of videotape o n a particular
subject is presented to a student - for
instance, a demonstration of how a piece of
equipment works, or an analysis of a
certain kind of group behavior. or a
discussion of a-computer program.

The more elaborate interface, permits random
search and retrieval from
certain low-cost videotape
units.
After the segment is finished, the
computer can be programmed to halt the
video player and switch control of the TV
screen to the computer, which offers
textual instruction on the materials just
presented.
The user may be asked to respond to
questions about what has been presented,
or given further information in textual or
graphic form. An incorrect response will
branch the program to either a presentation of helpful information (by computergenerated text), or will result in a "search
to and play" a segment of video that
co nta ins the required information.
Following a correct response or series of
responses, the display is switched back to
VTR for the next section of the program.
Only after the student has shown that he or
she understands the subj ect matter will the
next segment of video instruction begin.
The program continues with alternating sections of video display and
computer questions, the complete learning
unit being summarized at the end of the
videotape.

The Mechanics
The system must be synchronized so
that video player and computer will work
smoothly together. For example, the
moment after a segment of video material
has been completely presented, command
of the TV display must be switched from
video to computer and the video player
paused. Following the CAI segment, the
video playe r should be switched to
FO RWARD and the command of the TV
display switched back to video.
Modes of Presentation
Using the first interface system, five
modes of presentation of materials are
feasible. These are 1) video display and
sound (normal videotape opera ti o n),
2) computer display and sound from
videotape, 3) computer display and no
videotape sound (video player pa used),
4) frozen-frame video display while the
video playe r is on PAUSE. (This mode
does not work well with some because their
pause mode does not correctly frame the
picture. With a player that frames correctly
while on PAUSE, the mode is a useful
one.) Keyboard control by the user of
PAUSE or single-frame advance makes it
possible to stop the video player when the
user wants to look at certain materials in a
more leisurely way. (One problem of the
latter two modes is that if users repeatedly
pause too long a t one spot, the tape at that
point will wear down and degrade the
picture quality.)
The ra ndom-access video player, used
with the second CAVRI computer interface, offers all the power of full branching
capabili ty . As well as those a lread y
mentioned, two additional presentational
modes become possible: 6) a replay of a
previous section of video, 7) branching
forwa rd or backward to hitherto unseen
materials on the tape.
Interface packages to hook up an
Apple II computer and video player in this
fashions are available from CAV RI
(Computer As sisted Video Recorded
Instruction), 26 Trumbull Street, New
Haven, CT 06511.
The s impler one, $295, permits
a ltern ation between computer and video
pla ye r by sta rting and stopping the

generated instructions and questions may
be displayed on the screen, with the video
player automatically held in PAUSE mode
while the user responds via the keyboard.
If the user's response is incorrect, the
program branches to re-instruct him or her
on the proper use of the keyboard. If the
response is correct, the program moves
ahead to the formal presentation of the
teaching materials.
After each videotaped presentation of
teaching materials, the TV display is
automatically switched to computergenerated text (while the video player
pauses), and the user is asked to respond to
questions a bout what has been presented,
or asked what specific additional information he or she would like. Following one or
more correct responses, the video player is
switched back on to preset the next
segment of the program.

With a relatively low expenditure of time and
money, an extensive curriculum of computer assisted teaching materials
can be produced

the VP paused and control of the TV
screen was switched to the computer which
displayed, on the screen, the same question
and four possible answers. After the user
responded, regard less of the response,
command of the TV display was switched
back to video where the area of pneumonia
was highlighted while the audio explained
what characteristics of the X-ray helped
identify the pneumonia as being in the midleft lung.
A second kind of computer response
to user's answers is the true branch. Here, if
the user answers the question incorrectly
the program branches to give him or her
more information (by computer generated
text) so that the question can be answered
correctly. The program then returns the
user to the incorrectly answered question
for another try. After receiving the correct
response, the program proceeds to the next
step.
A third type of computer response is
to offer a menu of additional informa tion
available from the computer at the user's
discretion, e.g., "what tests would you like
to do now, bo ne x-ray, cardiogram, or
blood count?"
Depending on the situation, the user
has the option of requesting one or more
pieces of information before going on.

An integrated system of
computer and videotape
provides a very flexible
means of producing an
interactive audio-visual
presentation

Programmed Instructions

The Beginning of a Program

Converting Previously Made Videotapes

The computer's response to the user's
answers can be of three types: the pseudobranc h (especia lly suited to videotape
materials), the branch, and the menu. In
the pse udo-branch the program proceeds
in the sa me way after the user's response,
regardless of the answer given. For
example, at one point in a medica l
program, as X-rays of the lung·were being
displayed on the screen, the question was
posed, "In which area of the lungs can you
see pneumonia?" After waiting a few
moments for the user to study the X-rays,

The right beginning is important for
your program. One good way to begin is
with a videotaped welcome to the user
(spoken over a soft musical backgro und)
and a brief introduction about the
program. This may be followed by an
exp lan a tion of the typewriter- s tyle
keyboard, a nd a demonstration of how to
answer questions and how to request
additional information from the program
as it goes along.
The user shall then be asked to carry
out a few practice maneuvers. Computer-

A large number of teaching videotapes are already available. Using the
method described in this article, the
teaching value of those videotapes can be
greatly enhanced with computer-assisted
instructio n by th e relatively simp le
insertion
of programmed teaching
material at appro pria te points on the tape.
To add computer assisted instruction
to an already made videotape, I suggest the
following method. Review the tape severa l
times to select the points where CAI is to be
inserted. Write the program for each CAI
sect ion. Dub the audio signals onto aud io
channel I of the videotape at the insertion
points you have chosen. The tape is now
ready fo r computer assisted/ video recorded instruction.
Editing seems to go best when specific
cues arc selected by the a uthor, such as a
particular syllable of audio or a welldefined instant of video. (These help the
author keep a chan of synchronization
points for editing and review.)

videotape. It requires an Apple II and any
videotape player/ recorder having a remote
control socket and two audio channels.
This interface uses brief signals at
selected points on audio cha nnel I of the
videotape to tell the computer to switch
one of the relays or go on to the next step in
the program. To receive the signal, the
channel I audio-out from the video player
is run into the cassette-in socket of the
computer. The computer hangs in a wait
loop until it receives this signal. (Audio
channel 2 is used for the normal sound
track of the video program.)
The more elaborate interface, at $495,
per.mits random search and retrieval from
certain low-cost videotape units. (These
are the Panasonic NV8200 and NV8 l 70,
and the Sony Betamax SL0320 and 323,
SLP300 and 323, and AV 2850, 2860 and
2011.)

SCHEPIATIC OF COHPUTER·Y!DEOPLAYER INTEGRATION
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Figure I

VIDEO PLAYER

The integration of the computer and
the video player in teaching offe rs
significant advantages. With a relative ly
low expenditure of time a nd money, a n
extensive curriculum of computer-assisted
teaching materials can be produced o r
easily adapted from the large selection of
video cassettes already available. The
result can be a moving, com plex, colorful
presentation with relevant narration and
sound effects, plus all the didactic power of
computer-assisted instruction.
O
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Options for Apple and Epson
Alan Tobey
Two new options for owners of the
Apple II computer and the Epson MX-80
printer can greatly extend the abilities
and the ease of use of this popular combination. For little additional cost, these
products give the user 24 different print
modes with the MX-80, sophisticated
graphics routines, and very simple firmware
control of many of the printer's text and
format features.
The full range of these features is
available on ly to those who have both an
Apple and an Epson , but users of Apples
who have other graphics printers-or MX80 owners with other computers-can take
advantage of at least one part of this
powerfu l pair.

The Grappler Interface
The Grappler Interface, from Orange
Micro, is a parallel interface card for the
Apple. Its o n-board ROM is provided in a
specific version for each compatible
printer-currently all Anadex and Epson
printers, IDS Paper Tigers with graphics,
and the Centronics 739. The Epson MX80 requires Graftrax-80, described below.
Future graphics printers will also be
accommodated .
The G rappler Interface gives the use r
simple control of several useful text and
graphics routines. The Grappler's functions
are invoked by simple commands either
from th e keyboard or from within a
program. All commands begin with "Control-I" from Basic o r "Control-Y .. from
Pascal or CP/ M, and usually require
en tering just a single additional character
to set each feature.

Text Features
The most important text function of
the Grappler is a text screen dump routine.
With only a Ctrl-1 "S" command, whatever
Alan T o bey. 1228 Pera lta Ave.. Be rke ley. CA
94706.
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is on the Apple CRT text screen will be
printed o ut automatically, with a 20-Character left margin that centers the text on
th e printout page. (O ne inconvenient
limitation: only the standard 40-character
Apple display can be dumped; 80-column
boards a re not supported.) With similar
commands, the Grappler can set or change
left a nd right margins, line length and
page length (with a n a utomatic six-line
skip-over-perforation feature).

The Grappler Interface
gives the user simple
control of several
useful text and
graphics routines.
The screen dump routine is a very handy
feature for printing out the results of
programmed calculations when the printout
routines have not been included in the
program, or for printing partial listings of
program sections you may want to think
about before editing.
The text screen can be dumped any
time the c ursor is active (blinking), so
you can, for example, print out the text
screen when the program is halted for a
keyboard input without disrupting further
program execution. The cursor disappears
while the screen is being printed , a nd
then returns, ready for your input as if
nothing had happened.
A minor annoyance is the inability of
the Grappler to initiate horizontal tabs
beyond the 40th colu mn in the normal
way; instead a single POKE command is
required. This isn't a limitation- just a
quirk the user must remember.

Graphics Features
The Grappler treats the Apple graphics
in a manner similar to the way it treats
the text screen. Short commands allow
the Apple to send the stored contents of

either hi-res graphics page one or pag~
two to the printer, where it can be printed
normally (black-on-white), inverse (whiteon-black), double-size, and/ or rotated 90°.
ln the rotated mode the printer can emulate
a cha rt recorder by printing a series of
rotated page images in sequence.
Since until now the o nly way to dump
the Apple graphics pages to a printer has
been to load (or type in) a fairly elaborate
software routine, the Grappler offers
tremendous advantages in convenience
and savings in programming time. With
the Grappler, a few keystrokes get you a
graphics printout, from inside a program
or as a direct command. It's so easy to do
that it encourages frequent and almost
whimsical use, just to have a copy of what
is stored in the graphics pages. My kids
love drawing pictures on the CRT with
the joystick and then getting a hard-copy
printout to tear off and color.
In addition to graphics dumps, the
Grappler can supply the MX-80 (and
"some" other printers which the manual
doesn't identify) with the missing eighth
bit required for TRS-80 block graphics.
(The Apple II outputs o nly seven bits.)
That is a delightful feature ; one of the
few advantages the TRS-80 has had to
make Apple owners jealous is neatly
e liminated-on paper, at least.
Orange Micro has recently revised and
expanded the Grappler documentation
from an early primitive version. (I originally
received four pages of instructions and
one page of corrections.) The current 18page manual is written in real Englishclear and unambiguous - and seems quite
complete. An insert even provides a
program to modify Visiplot for use with
the Grappler.
The Grappler Interface should be useful
to every Apple user who owns-or plans
to buy-a graphics printer. With a list
price of $165 (S IS less than the list for
Apple's own parallel printer interface card)
it's even a bargain.
Orange Micro Inc., 3 150 E. La Palma,
Suite G, Anaheim, CA 92806. (714) 6303322.

GraftrH~O

Graftrax-80 is a kit that gives the Epson
MX-80 printer bit-graphics capability. It
does not require an Apple but will work
with any computer that will drive the
regular MX-80. (One exception: it will
not work with the Epson 8141 serial
interface.) Installing it requires pulling
one IC and plugging three others into
sockets provided in the MX-80, cutting
one jumper wire o n the circuit board of
the printer, and resetting several DIP
switches. Directions for doing this are
very clear, and an unusually good line
drawing (for once no murky photograph)
makes the chance of an error virtually
nil. Even a full-fledged fumblefingers should
not feel intimidated.
Although Graftrax-80 is advertised as a
graphics add-on, one of its most useful
features is a text printout enhancement.
The kit adds a n italics print mode to the
options already provided by the standard
MX-80. This doubles (to a total of 24) the
number of different print modes the MX80 can print.
All of the regular variations and combinations of type style- using normal,
emphasized, double-width, compressed and
double-strike print-can also be printed
in italics. This gives tremendous versatility
to an already excellent printer and provides
a variety of type styles for almost every
conceivable purpose, from extra-bold
headings to normal 80 cps print.

Graftrax-80 is a kit that
gives the Epson MX-80
printer bit-graphics
capability.
Each print mode variation is established
using simple escape codes , a nd with
Graftrax-80 all can be turned on and off
even in the middle of programmed print
lines (not true with the standard MX-80).
This makes sophisticated control of the
printout quite simple. One example: I've
set up an MX-80 to print product labe ls at
my business. I wrote a short utility program
in Applesoft that uses string concatenation
to condense all the possible combinations
of printer function codes into string
variables. For instance, o nce I've set up
Dl$=CHR$(27)+CHR$(83) +CHR$(27)
+CHR$(52)-equivalent to "ESC S ESC
4"-I ca n shift to double-width italic
printing at any point in a printout ro utine
with just a "PRINT 01$" statement. I
load a complete routine as the beginning
of a label-printing program , and then
programming printout type style becomes
almost as fast and as a utomatic as shifting
to upper case.
Graftrax-80, however, is mainly a graphics enabler. Its major function is to add to
the MX-80 the bit-graphics capabilities

EPSON MX-80 PRINT MODES WITH BRAFTRAX
! . THIS I S NORMAL PRINT.
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that the Epson MX-70 and MX-100 already
have. In bit-graphics mode, any of the top
eight printhead needles can be fired at
any of 480 or 960 horizontal positions per
line. This means that almost any point on
the paper can be printed black or left
white for truly high-resolutio n graph ics.
Graftrax-80, then, brings the MX-80 up to
par with other graphics printers such as
the Anadex series or the IDS Paper
Tigers.
Graftrax-80 will a lso support TRS-80
block graphics for Apple users, independent
of the Grappler. Once block graphics mode
is entered via an escape code, each block
graphic character is specified with a single
ASCII code, so many graphics printout
effects can be programmed much more
quickly than in the laborious bit-plot
mode.

There are several quirks of which the
user should be aware. The Apple II doesn't
pass the Decimal 9 or Decimal 13 character
to the MX-80 with Graftrax in a way that
the printer can properly interpret. The
TRS-80 Model I has the same problem
with Decimal 0, 10, 11 and 12. This means
that certain tab and paper feed functions
can't be specified conveniently; but the
Graftrax manual includes reasonably short
POKE routines as acceptable fixes.
Any one of its features would make
Graftrax·80 well worth its additional $90
(list) cost. Together, they make an already
great printer even better and put highly
sophisticated printout routines within easy
reach of even inexperienced programmers.
I wouldn't have an MX-80 without it.
Epson America, Inc., 3415 Kashiwa St.,
Torrance, CA 90505. (213) 539-9140. 0
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Packing and Unpacking Graphs on Your Apple

pie
Mark Harris
David Lubar's article "Apple Picture
Packer" in the June '81 issue of Creative
Computing showed a way to compress
Apple II high-resolution graphics for disk
storage. The method is best suited for
images with broad areas of single colors,
a common situation in graphics. I would
like to describe how to further compress
a special class of pictures.
I teach Mathematics at Appalachian
State University and use the Apple as a
classroom tool; my most frequent use of
graphics is in displaying the graph of a
functio n o r rela tion. A typical graph
consists of two coordinate axes, a curve
plotting one variable against another, and
a little labeling, all against a black background. Since re lative ly few of the 280 x
180 pixels are being used, it is desirable to
store the graph by describing only the
pixels in use. With this in mind I wrote
the machine language subroutines GR and
LOADGR which store and load compact
versions of a graph. I shall describe the
strategy used in these programs a little'
later.
How useful are these programs? An
average graph now takes only three or
four secto rs of disk storage, as compared
to 32 for straight storage of a whole graphics
page. Because of the modest space requirements, loading of the graphs is very fast,
and several can be put into Apple memory
at the same time. I can queue about twenty
graphs in RAM a nd cycle through them
at a fraction of a second per graph (pausing
when I want to}. T his is the idea behind
the Basic program Slide Show (Listing 1}.
Mark Ha rris. Malh Depl. Appa lachian S1a1c
Universily, Boone, NC 28608.
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SLIDE

SHOW

10 AD • - 16300
20 HOKE : YTAB 10
30 START • 24576: R£ft START OF LOAll6R SUBROUTINE
40 DI = CHRI 141: REft CONTROL D
50 s • l
60 Dlft Al201,81201
10 PRINT Dl1 '8LOAD LOAll6R.OBJ'
80 PRINT 'I VILL DISPLAY GRAPHS STORED BY THE'
90 PRINT
100 PRINT '6R.08JO PR06RAft AS NAllEl,llAllE2, . .. '
110 PRINT
120 INPUT ' liliAT IS THE NAftE? ' ;GI
130 PRINT : INPUT 'HOV llANY GRAPHS? ' ;N
140 Alli • START + 80: R£ft START IJ FIRST COllPACT 6RAl'H
150 FO!f I • I TO N
160 PRINT Dl; ' BLOAD ';61;1;' 1 A'1Alll
170 L = PEEK 1436161 + PEEK 1436171 I m: R£ft LEN6TH OF 11.0ADED PR06RAft.
180 All t II • Alli + L: REft COftPUIE STARTIN& ADDRESS FOR NEil GRAPH
190 NEll
200 FOR I • 110 N
210 Bill = INT !Alli I 2561 : REft ftS8
220 Alli • Alli - 8111 I 256: m LS8
230 NEii
240 H6R2 : H6R
250 POKE - 16302,0: REft FULL SCREEN Gl!APHICS
260 P6 = I: I • I: 60SU8 350: REft LOAD IST GRAPH OM PAGE I
270 P6 = 211 • 2: 60SU8 350: REft LOAD 2110 GRAPH ON PASE 2
280 I • FRE 101: REft A LITTLE HOUSE-CLEANING
290 GET At: IF Al = ' S' THEN TEii : HllllE : END
lOO IF Al • Cltltt 1271 THEN I • I t I: 60SIJB 320: REft CllECl FOR ESC m
310 GOTO 280
320 AD • AD + S: POKE AD,O:S • - S: RE ft FLIPS PASE
330 PG • ll + SI I 2
340 IF I > N THEM I = I
350 PO!E 250,8111: POllE 249 1Allll REft SET UP ADDRESS IJ NEii &R APH Fiil LOADGR
J60 IF PG • I THEN POKE 252, 32: CALL START: RETURN
370 POXE 252,64: CAl.L START: RETURN

Listing 1. A sample Applesoft program that displays compressed graphs.

About Slide Show
Use of this Applesoft program requires
that several graphs first be BSA VEd under
the same name followed by successive
numbers, e.g. GRAPH!, GRAPH2, e tc.
This is done with the GR routine. Slide
Show will ask for the name and number
of graphs, then load them starting at address
$6050 (the subroutine LOADGR is placed
at $6000). Next the first two graphs are
placed in hi-res pages one and two, and
page o ne is displayed. When the ESC key
is depressed, the Apple switches to page
two. GRAPHJ is transferred by the
LOADGR routine to page o ne, a ll done
neatly behind the scenes. When ESC is
hit again, GRAPHJ is displayed instantly.
This loading on the hidden page continues
through the e ntire list of graphs a nd then
starts back with GRAPH!. The graphs
appear just about as fast as the ESC key
can be depressed. Whe n you're done, just
hit the "S" key.
The GR Subroutine
To compress and save a graph using
the GR s ubroutine (Listing 2), first get
the graph of your choice o n hi-res page
one. (I use standard HPLOTing to draw
the graph and use the DOS Tool Kit
"HRCG" program to label it.) Then get
back to the TEXT and type BRUN GR
(assuming you have saved the GR program
o n disk ). A message giving the starting
address and length of your now-compressed
graph will appear on the screen. If these
numbe rs were SOCOO and SFC. typi ng
BSA VEG RAPH4,ASCOO,LSFC would save
the graph on disk unde r the name
GRAPH4.

SOMtE fllE: 6R
- --- llUT OIJECI FILE llAllE IS 61!.0IJ
ORS IOCOO
OC001
EOtJ IF9 ;l l* BYTE Of TABLE ~GRESS
OOF91
2 ! Bl
l llff
EOtJ lfA
OOFA1
EOtJ IFI
4P6l
OOFI:
EOtJ lfC
;CllllEllT PA6E
5 P6H
OOFC1
6C001
EOtJ lfllED
FI01
7 PUYTE Ellll lfDDA
FDDA1
lDI 10
OCOO:A2 00
8
Sil P6l
9
OC02186 fl
Sil Ill
OC04186 F9
10
LDA 1120
; ISi P6 OF ll!ES 6RAffflCS
OC061A9 20
II
SIA Pat
OC011n FC
12
LDA 1100
OCOA1A9 OD
13
SIA llH
;IAJU 1£61115 Al 10000
ococ:n FA
14
15 ; A l ERO IYIE IWl!CS EID Of PASE
OCOE:
16 ;!AILE Olt6NlllA1lllh
OC0£1
17 ;IAIA,AHS,DTA,ADRS,. •.,llITT,. ..
OC0£1
lDY IO
OCOE: AO 00
18 lllP6
OCIO:ll Fl
19 lat:
LDA CP6Ll,Y
lt:D Cl
OCl21FO 01
20
SIA HIL,11 1STOltE llOlllERO DATA
OCl4181 F9
21
JSI PTR
OCl6120 34 OC 22
!YA
OC191'8
23
STA llll,11 ;STOit£ LI* IYTE Of ADRS
OCIA:ll F9
24
JSR PTR
OCIC120 34 0C 25
26 Cl
!llT
OCIF1 C8
27
llllE ICHI:
OC201DO EE
LDA 10
OC22:A9 00
28
STA 1111.,11
OC2411l F9
2'I
JSll '1R
OC261 20 l4 OC 30
OC2'11U FC
31
!llC ""
LDA
Pill
OC211AS FC
32
CIP 1140
OC2D1C9 40
33
BER trllE
OC2f1 FO OA
l4
;CllCK llM PASE
JIP lllP6
0Clh4C 0£ oc 35
;SIR 10 llOY£ POlllTER
lllC 111.
OC341E6 F9
lHlR
lllE REI
0Cl61DO 02
37
lllC lllt
0Cl81E6 FA
ll

OC3A160
0Cl11AO
OC3D119
OC401FO
OC42:
OC42:20
OC45:C8
OC46:4C
OC4'1AS
OC4l1ll
OC4C1E9
OC4E120
OC5hAS
OC53: 20

RTS
39 RET
UY
40 Diil
41 Flat
LDA
l(g
42
43 1ZERO _ ,
D F1 41
JSll
45
Ill
ll OC 46
JIP
FA
47 L6TH LDA
41
SEC
49
SIC
OD
DA FD 50
JSll
Ff
51
LDA
DA FD 52
JSR

00
59 OC
07

OC54: 4C DO 03
OC59:BD 8D BD
OCX1AO AO AO
~:AO AO U
OC621C9 CE t9
OC65:Dl C8 C5
OC681 C4 AE
OC6A:ID ID
OC6C: AO AO AO
OC&f:AO AO Cl
OC72:C4 C4 02
OC75:C5 03 03
OCJB:AO ID AO
OC781 AI 80 Cl
OCIE:IO 80
OCBO:BD BD
OC821 AO AO AO
OC85: AO AO ct
OC881C5 CE Cl
OC811D4 CB AO
OCBE:ID AO A4
OC9h00

10
llS&,Y

;&ET CllAR FOR llSSMiE

U111
DID IF llSSA6E1
alU1
FTCI
UH

1FI U LEll&TH Of !AILE

l lOO
PUITE
lk
PUITT

53
54 1156
55

JIP llDO
;&O 10 IASIC
lfl llD, IBD, 181
ASC •
F!lllSHEI.'

56
57

Dfl 180,IBD
ASC

At!lllESS • IOIOO'

58
59

Ofl 1n,1eo
ASC

UllilH • I'

60

Dfl 0

Ill SUCCESSfll ASSEJIBl.Y: llO ERRORS

listing 2. This machine language routine compresses hi-res data.

Packed Thoughts
An Apple Slide Show and Picture
Packer Revisited show two excellent
and diverse extensions of the packing
concept. By tackl ing a specific area of
graphics, namely plotted fum;tions, Mr.
Harris has achieved not only an extraordinary compactness of data , but a lso a
very fast display routine. This combination need not be limi ted to g raphs, but
could also be applied, in some cases,
to anima tion. A series of line drawings
could be rapidly cycled through the
screen. To carry the idea a step furthe r,
if the data were placed o n the sc reen
with a n Exclusive OR, objects co uld
be moved across a background scene.
I believe readers will find many applications for the programs c reated by
Mr. Harris.

In Picture Packer Revisited (see page
116), Mr. Haley has taken a quantum
leap beyond the original program. His
approach is e legant , a nd the degree of
compressio n is impressive. One slight
extension readers might wish to try
would be to append a routine that
turns all $()() bytes of the pic ture to
$80. This would have no effect o n the
picture since $00 a nd $80 both prod uce
seven unset pixels on the screen. And
with no $00 bytes in the picture, $()()
could be used as a signal byte. In th is
way , there would be no need to check
for a byte which might be data o r
might be a flag, a nd BEQ could be
used in place of comparing the value
against SFE. Beyond this, I almost feel
Mr. Ha ley has take n the packing con-

cept as far as it can go. But such
speculatio n usually turns out to be
wrong. Which brings up a personal
note.
I want to thank readers who have
the curiosity and d rive to push a concept
beyond its limits. There is great pleasure
in seeing a better way, in hearing from
someone who has made an imaginative
leap or found a new approach. While
there is no thing wrong with using a
printed program as is, the re can be
great rewards in asking you rself "ls
this program as good as it can be?"
Someone is going to surprise us. But it
really shouldn't be a surprise. I've come
to expect innovatio n and exceUence
fro m you. Thanks.-0.L.
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How It Works
Each address in Apple memory consists
of two bytes. The first by te is sometimes
called the page number (not to be confused
with the hi-res graphics pages) and the
second byte gives the locations on that
page. A hi-res picture occupies eithe r
memory $2000-$3FFF (hi-res page o ne)
or $4000-SFFF (page 2). Hence a graphics
page takes 32 pages of memory.
The G R program starts at the first
memory page, say $2000, and fi nds the
addresses a nd contents of all non-zero
bytes o n that page. Using a zero byte as a
separato r (we know it will never occur as
a data byte under this scheme), the program
moves on to the second page and so o n
up to the 32nd page. The storage forma t
for each page is:
data byte, address byte, data byte,
address byte, ... , zero byte.
Since we can keep track of the page byte
and change it o nly whe n a zero byte is
reached, we require only o ne byte for the
address.
The effic iency of this method depends
on the percentage of zero by tes on the
graphics page. With the graphs I nonnally
encounter, about 95% of the bytes are
zero (corresponding to black background)
and compact storage takes o nly about
10% of the o rigina l $2000 bytes. For a
pic ture with no zero bytes, we would have
a disaster; it would require more than
twice the original space to store the same
graph.

Othe r Uses
The Slide Show program illustrates one
use of the LOADG R routine (Listing 3),
but you may want to use it in othe r ways.
For example, the following program puts
a single graph on HG R page one a nd then
quits:
Closing Comments
The programs listed here work well for
compressing graphs which sparsely occupy
an HGR page. It would be easy to change
the programs to accommodate a background colo r o ther than black. but displaying sta id mathe matical curves against
a violet page would be a little tacky.

The programs listed
here work well for
compressing graphs
which sparsely occupy
anHGRpage.
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SOORtE FILE: LOADSR
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
0000:
0000:
0000:
0000:
0000:
0000:
0000:
0000:

SUBROUTIME LOADGR

5 THIS SUBROUTIH£ CLEARS A HIGH-RES GRAPHICS PAGE 11 OR 21 ANO LOADS A GRAPH
6 llH!CH HAS BEEN SH.iED BY THE GR.OBJ SUBROU111!£.
7 TO CAU, THE PAGE I AND THE STARTIN& ADDRESS OF THE GRAPH "UST BE 61VEN.
B PAGE t : STORE no IFOR PAGE II OR u o IFOR PAGE 21 IN PSH IOEF!llED BELOV
9 AS I FCI.
ooooi
10 GRAPH ADDRESS: STORE LON BYTE IN TBL llF911 Hl6H BYTE IN TBH l l FAI.
II
0000:
12 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
----- NEIT OBJECT FILE MME IS LOADGR.OBJ
6000:
13
ORG UOOO
EQU IF9
OOF9:
14 TBL
OOFA:
15 TBH
EQU I FA
OOFB:
16 P6l
EQU I FS
OOFC:
17 P6H
EQU I FC
6000: 18
18
CLC
6001: A5 FC
19
LDA PSH
600l:8D 4D 60 20
STA AOR
6006:69 20
21
;COllPUIE END ADDRESS Of GRAPHICS PASE
AOC 1120
6008: 80 4E 60 22
STA ENDADI!
6008:
2l I Cl.EAR PASE TD Bl.ACK:
600B:AO 00
24
LDY 10
600D:84 FB
STY PliL
25
600f:A9 00
26
LOA 10
6011:91 FB
27 LOOP
STA IPSU , Y
601l:C8
28
!NY
601 4:DO FB
29
BNE LOOP
6016:E6 FC
30
Ill: P6H
6018: A6 FC
31
LDI PGH
601A:EC 4E 60 l2
CPI ENDADR
1END?
6010:DO F2
33
BNE LOOP
601F:AA
14
TAI
; ZERO I RES
6020: AD 4D 60 15
LOA ADR
6023:85 FC
l6
STA PGH
6025:AI F9
17 LOAD
LOA ITBL 111
6027:FO 10
38
SEQ CllPS
1INCREASE Hl6H BYTE IF NECESSARY
6029: 20 46 60 19
JSR PIR
602C: 48
40
PHA
602D:Al F9
41
LDA llBl,11
602F:A8
42
TAY
41
PlA
6010168
STA IPlill, Y
6031191 FB
44
60ll120 46 60 45
JSR PTR
60l614C 2S 60 46
JllP LOAD
60l9:E6 Ft
47 CHPS
INC PliH
60lB:A5 FC
48
LOA PSH
60301 20 46 60 49
JSR PTR
60101CD 4E 60 50
CllP ENOAOR
;END?
6011:00 EO
51
8HE LOAD
6015:60
52
RTS
6046:£6 F9
51 PTR
INC TBL
604B:DO 02
54
BNE REI
601A:E6 FA
55
INC TBH
56 REI
b04C:60
RTS
6040:
57 ADR
OS I
58 EOADR OS I
601E:
111 SUCCESSFUl ASSENBlY: ND ERRORS

listing 3. A routine to restore the compressed graphs.

If you want to use Slide Show as pan of
a presentatio n to an audience. you may
want to substitute a paddle button for the
escape key to change graphs. This allows
you to face the group and control the
A pple from a distance. T o make this
change, just replace lines 290 and 300
with :
290 IF PEEK(49249) > 127 THEN
I= I+l:GOSUB 320
Both Basic programs listed in this article

call the LOADGR subroutine under the
name LOADGR.OBJ , so e ither store it
that way o r change the program to agree
with the name you choose.
Slide Show is designed for an Apple
with 48K, but the othe r programs can be
used wi th Jess memory.
After you are finished using Slide Show.
it's a good idea to type the comma nd
"FP" to restore the computer to its usual
good-natured self.
0

Mark Pelczarski

Welcome to the world of 3-D graphics!
T he words you read on this page are
certainly on a two-dimensio nal surface.
but step back a minute and survey your
surroundings. The world around you has
another d imension: depth. I magine looking at a computer screen ; it is defini tely
two-di mensional. But on the same screen
you can view television shows and movies
that give the illusion of that third dimension. As people on the screen move further away. they appear to gel smaller. as
they move closer. they appear larger .
T hink about it.
T he program accompanying this article works on an A pple ll with 48K. disk
drive. and Appleso ft firmware (or the language system ). It allows you to create line
drawings that you can rotate. scale. and
move around the screen in what will
appear to be three dimensions. The program is in Basic. so don't expect to be
able to do rapid 3-D animations with it. It
is accurate. however. and fairly easy to
use.
The program was sold for a short time,
and to be fair. anyone who bought a copy
is welcome to contac t Co-op Software
about trading it in for " The Complete
G raphics System: · which has. among
other things. a much-improved machine
language ver sion of the 3-D program.
T he address for Co-op Softwa re is P.O.
Box 432. West Chicago. I L 60185. and the
pho ne number is 131 2) 23 1-09 12.

Projecting 3-D Images
T o star t. let's look at a technique for
making an object appear three-dimensional o n a two-dimensional screen. trying not to worry too much about math ematics. yet . I magine your television
screen as a w indow. with real 3-D obj ects
behind it. Better yet. find a window and a
Mark Pckz:1rsk i.
C hicago. IL 60 185.

1206

Kin1:s Circle.

Wcsl

window

Figure I. Projec1ing a :l· D subject o nto a 2·0 s urface.

grease pencil. Sit close eno ugh so you
can reach the window, and trace what
you see outside onto the surface of the
window with the pencil (before you start .
yo u'd better make sure you can erase
what yo u draw). Yo u should wind up with
a two-dimensional lthe window surface)
rendi tion o f the th ree-d imensional outside: and it should be pretty accurate. or.
as they say in 3-D graphics-land . in " true
perspec tive ...

How does it work. and how can that
idea be transferred to a computer? See
the drawing in Figure I. Light travels in a
straight line from the actual object,
th rough the window , to your eyes (technica l fiends will please disallow any refractio n th rough th e window). W here the
lines in tersect the window, you have an
outline of the objects outside. proj ected
on a two-dimensional surface. It's the
same thing that happens on film in cam-
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eras. The mathema tical key is that there
are points on o ne side of a plane. connected with lines to a point o n the other
side of the plane. and where those lines
inte rsect the plane is the two-dimensional
projection. The points o n one side are
the object. the point on the o ther side is
your eyes, the plane is the window. a nd
the lines are the light.
Defining Some Program Storage
Now to set some struc ture to what we
need for a compute r rendition of all this.
We 'll define our objects as stick figures.
We'll store a se t of points with threedimensional coordinates: X. Y. and Z.
T o stay somewhat consistent with what
you already know about screen graphics,
X wi ll measure across the screen . left to
right , Y will measure from the bottom of
the screen to the top, and Z will measure
the depth. from the screen surface. with
positive values toward the back (see Figure 2). The po int (0.0.0) will be at the
cente r of the screen. o n the screen.
(Those of you fam iliar with 3-0 coordinates will notice tha t the axes a re tilted
90 degrees back from their usual orientatio n. to enable us to reference he re to Z
as de pth.)
The points whose coordi nates will be
stored in memory will simply be e ndpoints of lines. No need to store every
poin t of the line. since projected lines will
s till connect th eir projected endpoints. In
add itio n to the coordina tes o f the endpoints. the n. we'll also sto re a lis t of lines.
These will be identified by the numbe rs
of their two e ndpoin ts-sort of a threed ime nsio nal "connect-the dots.'· Figure 3
shows how the c ube in Figure 2 would be
stored.
In a 48K Apple. there is comfortable
room for 500 poi nts a nd 750 lines. so
define the fo llowing fo r sto rage:
X(499)- the x-coordinate of each
point. 0 to 499
Y(499)-the y-coordinate of each
point
Zl499)-the z.·coordinate of each point
L%(749. I )- endpo ints of lines 0 to 749:
L%(1,0) is the number of one e ndpoint,
and L%(1,1) is the o ther. The "%" makes
L% an in teger vari able. wh ich takes 2
bytes per element ra ther tha n 5. which it
would tak e as a floa ting point variable.
T he actual coord inates of an endpoint
would be fo und using some thing like
X(L%(1 ,0)l. Y(L%(1.0)). a nd Z(L%(1.0)).
where I is the number of the line . and
L%(1.0) ho lds the point number.
If tha t's not confusing eno ugh. the actual program uses an array P(499.2) fo r
th e points. rather tha n X. Y. a nd z. If N
is a point number. P(N.0) is the x·coordi·
nate. P(N,1) is the y-coordinate. and
P(N,2) is the z.·coordina te . This shortens
pa rts of the program by allowing loops.
but for the purposes of this article. we·u
use X. Y, and Z.
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Putting an Object on the Screen
All the necessary facto rs are the re:
points are sto red. the screen is the xyplane . and your eye is somewhere o ut on
the negative end of the z.·axis (01 is that
d istance in the program). When I started
this part of program development. I
assumed the re would be some pretty
heavy mathematics involved. After days

of po ring over o ld math books, going
over three-d imensiona l equations of
lines. equations for pla nes, techniques for
finding intersections of lines and planes.
a ll the equa tio ns fo r findi ng the projected
points came down to a relati vely simple
relatio n: proportions. Yo u need X a nd Y
coordina tes on the screen. and you have
X. Y. and Z coordinates fo( the point you
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Figu re 4. Projecting Y onto the screen.

want projected. Imagining the lines
shown in Figure 4 gives two similar triangles. You can compute the X and Y
separately; the figure and followi ng computation shows finding Y.
y

project Y

Dl+Z

Dl
or

Y-D1 ,

project Y

= ---Dl+Z,

This computation is running around
somewhere in lines 4385 and 4390 of the
program. Unfortunately, by the n I've
already changed Dl to VZ, which does
some scaling for the purposes of getting a
decent size on the screen. 'TR' is the
point. TRa nslated onto the screen. Once
this is done for the X and Y coordinates
of each e ndpoint of a line, a line is drawn
connecting the tra nslated poims. The
process is repeated for each set of endpoints and each line.
More Fun - Moving an Object
Just looking a t a 3-D object projected
on the sc reen isn't actua lly a barrel of
thrills unless you can do something to it,
such as move it or tum it to see another
angle. It's nicer to be able to see something on the screen like the little sports
car that just came around the corner outside the window. First you see its side,
then the front as it turns, then it gets
larger (or a ppears to) as it approaches
a nd drives past. (It's a good thing the car
came by; I was about to try describing
the building next door doing a 90 degree
tum.)
There are two a pproaches to viewing
other angles of a n object: move the

object, or move your viewpoint. Moving
the object requires c hanging all the coordinates of the object. Moving the viewpoint would seem to require movement
of only one point, but it makes tra nslation to two dimensions a little more
le ngthy. With this program it's more beneficia l to move the object, since la ter
we'll also talk about having more than
one object on the screen and moving
each independently (such as moving one
box so it's on top of a nother).
The re are three basic operations we
can do with an object: shifting, rotating,
and scaling. Each ope ra tion somehow
affects the coordina tes of each point that
is stored. None of the operations affects
the line information , as lines simply connect their e ndpoints.

Shifting
Shifting is moving an object in a direction, and is the easiest. We can shift an
object left or right by adding a negative
or positive number, respectively. to eve ry
x-coordinate of the object. Shifting down
or up is accomplished by adding to theycoordinates, and shi fting forwa rd
(towards you) or back (away) is accomplished by modifying the z-coord inates.
The effect on the screen when shifting
up, down, le ft , or right will be to move
the objec t in that direction, but you will
also get more (or less) view of the side of
the objec t. It is comparable to looking a t
a building straight-on, then looking at it
from slightly down the street. Down the
street you'll not only see the front, you'll
see some of the side. Shifting a n object
forwa rd or back will make it appear
la rger or smaller, as real objects appear
when you're closer or furthe r fro m the m.

Scaling
Rotation and scaling pose a new problem: both require some type of reference
point. In scaling you need a point to scale
o ut from. In rotating, you need a point to
turn the object around. In both cases, it is
usua lly most convenient to have this
point in the center of the object. Figure 5
shows examples of both operations, each
done with the re ference point outside the
object, then inside the object. In most
cases, having this point outside the object
will cause rotation or scaling to throw the
object right off the screen (over in the
closet, on my desk, or in the kitche n).
To solve th is, a center point for the
figure is computed before any operations
are done. This is accomplished by averaging the largest and smallest x-value, the
la rgest and smallest y-value, the n the
la rgest and smallest z-value. In the program, it's done in lines 3032-3038, and
CR(O), CR(2) are the X, Y, a nd Z values
of the computed center.
To scale a figure , the main step is to
multiply every coordinate by a scaling
factor, such as 2, to double the dimensions. This opera tion done to the cube in
Figures 2 and 3 would change all the S's
to lO's, doubling the lengths of its sides.
Without regarding a center, however,
you can a lso send objects off into neverneverland , or off the screen, whichever
comes first. The apparent cente r of a
straight multiplication is the point 0,0,0.
To incorporate your own cente r (the o ne
that we computed) into the scaling
involves a three-step process:
Step /-Subtract the coordinates of
the center from every point. This translates the figure to a n identical figure that
has 0,0,0 as the center.
Step 2-M ultiply every coordinate by
the scaling constant. This scales it o ut
from the point 0,0,0, which is now within
the figure.
Step 3 - Add the coordinates of the
origi nal cente r back onto every coordinate. This puts the center back where it
orginally was, but the figure is now scaled
outward from it.
Rotations
Rotations, like scaling, req uire a cente r. When we talk of direction, we'll use
tha t of the part of the object closest to
you (when the front rotates to the le ft , for
example, the back goes to the right we'll call this a left ro tation ). Rotations
can be on any of three axes. Going
around the x-axis rotates the object left
or right, like a revolving door. Rotating
around the z-axis moves the object clockwise or counterclockwise, like (gasp!) the
ha nds of a clock.
Anyway, if a ro tation on the z-axis is
used as an example , the z-coordinates all
stay the same. (Clockwise/ co unterclock-
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Rotation
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Center Outside
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new X = C • X · S • Y
new Y = C • Y + S • X
(new Z = Z)
Since this rotation is o n the z·axis, the
figure will move clockwise or counter·
clockwise on the screen, depending on
the angle of rotation. A small, positive
angle causes counte rclockwise move·
ment.
Similarly, rotations around the y·axis
(left/ right) have no effect on the y-coor·
dinate (height of the object on the
screen). Again using S and C for the sine
and cosine of the angle of rotation , the
formulas would be:
new X = C • X · S • Z
new Z = C • Z + S • X

!

Before

wise doesn't affect the depth of any
point. ) Pre tend your object is a two·di·
mensional figure, si nce the z·coordinate
is never involved. The X and Y coordi·
nates cha nge according to some old
formulas from trigonometry. The fo rm·
ulas have to do with the sine and cosine
of the angle of rotation; for sho rt we'll
say S= sin(a) and C = cos(a), where "a" is
the angle:

Center Inside

After

T he other possibility, a ro tation
around the x·axis, gives an up/ down
movement of the object. In this case the
x·coordina te is unaffected. T he formulas
are:
new Y = C • Y · S • Z
new Z == C • Z + S • Y

Scaling
'
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Figun: 5. Scaling and Ro1a ting with centers inside and outside object.
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If you ·re studying these equations, no te
that the plusses a nd minuses in the equations depend on the direction to wh ich
yo u assign positive angles. This is
because the opposite o f an angle has the
same cosine (cos(·a)=cos(a)), but the
opposite sine (sin(·a)=·sin(a)). In this
program, down, left, and clockwise are
assigned negative a ngles. a nd up. right,
and counterclockwise are assigned posi·
ti ve angles. This is all hand led internally;
the program user sim ply specifies the
direction (see lines 6075·61 LO).
Before a rotation is done, however, we
have to do the same operation with the
center. Otherwise, rotations will move
a round the axes, rather than turning the
object in its location. The first ste p is to
s ubtract the center coordi na tes fro m all
the coordinates of the object. The appro·
priate ro tatio n fo rmu las a re then used ,
rotating the translated object arou nd one
of the axes. The final step is to add the
center coordinates onto the new coordi·
nates of the object, putting it back in its
o riginal loca tio n, but now rotated.

Distortions
There is one added operation in this
program, called a distortion. A distortion
is scaling an object in one dimension:
width, height, or depth (the X, Y, or Z
coordinate, respectively). This has the
effect of stretching or compacting the
object in that dimension. Starting with a
c ube, for example, you could distort each
dimension. giving a rectangular box with
any width, height, and depth. Thus, with
a few basic shapes, you can create a multitude of variations without having to
define new figures.
Designing the Program
The basic options necessary in this program will be creating and editing figures,
viewing and manipulating them, saving
them for later use, and loading previous
figures. Other options included in this
program are the ability to clear all figures
from memory, for starting over, and saving two-dimensional screen images to
disk.
A feature is also included to allow
more than one figure to be in memory at
a time. It is arranged so that several small
figures can be created or loaded from
disk and each one manipulated, assembling a larger figure consisting of all
small figures in memory. This large figure
can be saved , with all the small figures as
its parts. The information from all the
small figures is kept intact, so when the
large figure is re-loaded , the small figures
may still be manipulated individually.
To allow this capability, two extra
arrays a re needed: one to hold the names
of the figures in memory, and one to hold
the informa tion for first and last point
number, and first and last line number.
The name array is FT$ in the program,
and a llows up to 100 names (0-99). The
information array is dimensioned FG%
(99,3). The '99' a llows information for up
to 100 figures. If 'I' is the number of the
figure, (FG %(1 ,0) is the starting point of
the figure, FG%(l ,I) is the ending point,
FG%(l,2) is the starting line, and FG%
(1,3) is the ending line. An example of
using these would be if Figure A had 8
points (0-7) and 12 lines (0-11 ), a nd Figure
B had 4 points (8-11) and 4 lines (12-15) .
The starting point for Figure B is 8, the
ending point 11 , the starting line 12, and
the ending line 15.
In the program, lines 5-86 initialize
storage a nd give the main options to the
user. LOMEM is set to 16384 so that the
variables will not conflict with the highresolution graphics page. In the array
dimensions, T, X, and Y are used as temporary variables, and TR , the only other
array not yet mentioned, will hold the
values of the three-dimensional coordinates translated to two-dimensions.
All the subroutines dealing with creating, editing, loading, and saving wo uld

be considered housekeeping subroutines,
separate from the part of the program
that actually lets you view and manipulate figures. Those subroutines appear in
lines 170-2020. Creating a new figure is
done in lines 1000-2020, with the user first
entering the points, then the lines. When
done entering points (in X,Y,Z coordinates), the user types 'D' for "done." The
point numbers for lines are then e ntered,
again followed by " D" when finished.
The edit subroutine is in lines 170-239.
This allows the user to display the points
or lines for a figure, and change any of
the values assigned to the m. When first
creating a figure, you may find it advantageous to enter a few "dummy" points to
which you won't attach lines, in case you
want to use them later. Likewise, you can
enter a few dummy lines (connecting
point 1 to point 1, for example) for possible later use.
Other subroutines in this section are:
saving a figure (lines 250-288), loading a
figure (lines 300-336), re-initializing the
variables (line 350), and saving a screen
image (lines 400-420).
There are a couple of other subroutines following these tha t le t you choose
figures for editing and manipulating, and
compute information necessary for viewing. Lines 2830 to 2875 allow you to enter
a figure name for editing and manipulation. Lines 2900-2930 allow you to specify
manipulating everything on the screen,
or an individual figure, setting the appropriate variables based on your replies.
NP, NL, and NF are the number of points,
lines, and figures. SP and EP are the numbers of the starting and ending points for
the c urrent figure, a nd SL and EL are the
numbers of the starting and ending lines.
Viewing Figures
There are a few subroutines devoted
exclusive ly to the process of viewing figures. Lines 120-165 control this process.
First, the center and the viewer's distance
must be computed. This is done in the
subroutine in lines 2900-3140, as earlier
explained. Then, in a loop, the following
occur: the points are computed and
translated, lines are drawn on the screen,
the user selects an option for manipulating the figure, lines are erased, and the
cycle starts over with the new points
being computed, lines again drawn , etc.
Each process is in its own subroutine.
The points are computed and translated
in lines 4000-4400. The loop in that subroutine goes from the starting point of
the figure to the ending point, performs
the selected operation on that point (C
holds the operation code), then translates
that point to its two-dimensional coordinate and stores that in the TR array.
After every point has been done, the subroutine returns.
Lines 5000 to 5290 draw or erase the
lines on the screen. SW and FS are

switches that tell it which to do. If SW is
set to zero, the subroutine erases each
line. If FS is set to zero, the subroutine
erases the entire screen and draws the
new lines. If both SW and FS are equal to
I, then the subroutine only draws the new
lines. (FS is I when only one figure of
many is being moved; that way the other
figures are not erased during movement.)
This subroutine loops from the starting
line to the e nding line, determines the
endpoints by checking array TR, then
checks whether the line fits on the
screen. The entire section from line 5070
to 5270 checks each endpoint for being
on the screen, a nd attempts to find a
segment of the line that will fit on the
screen, if possible. This prevents trouble
from parts of the figure that may be
above, below, or to the side of the screen.
The last subroutine, where all the decisions are made, is in lines 6000 to 6300.
Choices of operation are displayed here,
and other decisions are made and constants
gotten within this ro utine. For the sake of
using this program, here's a breakdown of
choices:

Rotate-allows rotation of the figure.
You follow by giving a direction and an
angle.
Shift-moves a figure. Again, you give a
direction, then the number of units the
figure should be moved .
Scale-changes the size of figure. You
follow by giving a constant by which the
dimensions will be multiplied. The constant may be a whole number or a decimal.
Distort - scales one dimension. You
choose the dimension (width, height, or
depth) and the constant by which to multiply.
Move Everything/ One Figure - lets you
choose to have further operations affect
all figures in me mory or just one. Choices
are given to specify all, or a single figure
name.
Choose Center-allows you to select
your own center for rotations and scaling. Sometimes its advantageous to keep
a specific point stationary, which happens with the center in rotate/scale operations. With this option you choose the
point number of the center.
Edit, Save, or Quit-returns you to main
options.
Full Screen-allows you to view full
screen graphics until the next keypress.
Scale View on Screen-allows you to
change the size of wha t you see without
affecting the actual coordinates. It's like
using binoculars instead of increasing the
size of the object. This is also helpful for
increasing or decreasing the illusion of
perspective; similar to viewing an object
closely (more apparent perspective) or
from a distance (less a pparent perspective). To get more "perspective," move
the object very close and scale down the
view on the screen. To get less 'perspec-
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tive', move the object farther away and
magnify it with this option.
This program should give you a good
idea of how 3-D graphics are simulated
by computers, the possible operations on
them, and how those operations are performed. Questions regarding the program
and the techniques are welcome, and I
hope you enjoy it.
O
REM 3-C• GRAPH I CS
COF"r'R· I GHT 1 980
MARK PELCZARSKI
S L OMEM: 16384 : HOME : D$ = CHR:$
( 4 ) : HGR
50 DIM CR C2), T(2),X ( 1 ),Y( 1), P C49
9,2 ) ,L~ C 749,1),TRC499, 1 ), F G%

E.5
70

80
81
E12
83
84

85
86
120
130
155
165
170
175
18€1

1:::5
190
194

<99, 3 ), FHC99)
GOSUB 350
HOME : VTAB 21 : PRINT "1 - CREA
TE FIGURE, 2-EDIT F IGURE": PRINT
' '3-VIE~J. 4- START OVER": PRINT
"S- SAVE ON DISK, 6-GET FROM
DISK": PRINT "?- SAVE 2 DIMEN
3IOMAL IMAGE, 8-QUIT" ;
IMPUT C: I F C < 1 OR C > 8 THEN
70
IF C = 1 THEM 1000
I F C = 8 THEH TEXT : STOP
I F NF > D THEH 85
IF C > 1 AND C < 6 THEN PRIMT
: PR II IT " THERE ARE MO FIGURE
S IN ME MOR'(. ": PR I NT " <PRESS
AMY KEY> " : : GET A$ : GOTO 70
ON C GOSUB 5,1(0, 120,350,250,
300.400
GOTO 70
HGR :C
1: GOSUB 2910
GOSUB 4000:sw
1: GOSUB 500
0 : GOSUB 6000
IF FS = 1 THEM SW = 0: GOSUB
5000
GOTO 130
GOSUB 2830 : Cl = FG:.-; ccF ' 0 )
TEXT : HOME : PRIHT FT$CCF)
PRitff "1-F'OHITS.• 2- LINES,3-CH
ANGE, 4-C•ONE ED I TI NG"; : INPUT
C: IF C < 1 OR C > 4 THEM 18
0
OM C GOTO 190,2€15, 220,239
PR I NT "#,x, y ,z: ": sw = 1: s 1 =
O: FOR I = Cl TO FG%(CF, D
PRINT I - Cl + 1;: FOR 11 =
0 TO 2 : HTAB 8 + Il :+: s: PRINT
LEFT$ < STR$ CP<I . Il )) ,6) ; :
~lE ;,:T : PRINT :st = :::1 + 1: IF
Sl = 20 THEN PRINT " <PRESS
A KE't' ) ";: GET A$:St = I] : PRIHT

=

=

196 NE:<T : GOTO 180
20 5 C = FG7~ ( CF,2 ) : PRINT "#,FROM,
TO": Sw = 2 : s 1 = 0: FOR I = c
TO FG~; c cF.3 )
2 1:
PRINT I - C + l , L%CI.0) - Cl
+ !, u .( r. 1 ) - c 1 + 1: s 1 = : ;
l + 1: I F S 1 = 20 THEH PR INT
" <PRESS A KEY>";: GET AS : St =
0: PRINT
2 14 tlE)ff : GOTO me
220
222
224
230
232

23'3
250
255
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IF Sul = 2 THEH 230
INPUT "POINT #";I : I = I + Cl
- 1: IF I < Cl OR I > FG% CC
F,1 ) THEN 180
INPUT " X:" ;P(I,0) : IMPUT " Y:
"; P(I , 1) : INPUT " Z: ";P(J, 2) :
GOTO 18 0
C = FG% CCF ,2) : INPUT "LIME #"
: I : I = I + C - 1 : I F I < C OR
I > FG% CCF,3 ) THEN 180
INPUT " FROM # " ;L% CI.0>: !MFUT
"TO #";L\ ( I,1 ) : FOR II = 0 TO
t: u:n. I D = L:,;(I, ID + Cl J: NEXT : GOTO 180
RETURH
INPUT "UMDER lJHAT ~lAME? ";A$
PR!lff D$; "OPEN"; A:f

260
261

262
270

PRUIT C•$; "WRITE";A$
PR IMT NP: PR Itff NL: PR I NT NF
: IF i'lF < 2 THEt-l 27£1
FOR I = 0 TO ~JF - 1 : PR !MT F
T.f.<I ) : FOR II = 0 TO 3: Pf;.!MT
FG;;(l, 1 D : NE:,(T I 1, I
FOR I = 1<1 TO t~P - 1 : FOR I 1
£1 TO 2: PRIMT F'<I, I 1): ME>:T
I 1, I

=

2£120 L:WlL, 0) = VAL ( A$) : INPUT
"TO POIHT #"; L% CNL,1 ) : FOR I
= 0 TO l: L% CNL,I ) = L% CNL,I
) + FG% CCF.0 ) - 1: NEXT : HL =
NL+ 1: GOTO 2010
2830 IF NF = 1 mm CF = 0: RETURN
2845

INPUT "lJHI CH F IJ3URE? ";A$: I

=0

280

FOR I
0 TO ML - 1: PRINT L
:·; ( I , £1 ) : PRHIT L:.; c I , 1 >: NEiff

2855 IF FT$ (J ) = R$ THEN 2870
286(1 I = I + 1: IF I < ~IF THEN 28

2E:6

PRUIT D:t; "CLOSE";A$
RETURl l
OtlERR GOTO 302
IMPUT "UMDER lJHAT NAME?"; A:f. :
G.JTO 304
PR I MT A$; " l<IAS MOT FOUND ON
DI':.K. ": FR!tlT " ( PRESS ANY KE

2862

288
300
301
302

'r">

11

304

.305
306
30?
.308
.309

.::.10
311
3 12
31.3
314
317

: :

GET A:r.: POKE 216 , 0 : GOTO

70
PRIMT "C{1 YOU ltlAtlT TO KEEP "
: A:t:" AS THE NAME " ; : INPUT F
T$ (HF '.•
IF LffTS CFTHi'lF ) , 1) = "Y" THEtl
FT:HNF:> = A$ : GOTO 308
IF LEFT$ t FT$ CNF ) , 1) < > "
M" THEN 304
HlPUT "NEl.I MAME?" ;FT$ CNF >
PRIMT : PRHIT D:t; "OPEN"; A$
PRHIT D$; " READ"; A$
IMPUT TCO) : INPUT T Cl >: IMPUT
T<2 )
IF TC2) < 2 THEM 321
FOR I = NF + 1 TO NF + T< 2 >
IHPUT FT$CD
FOR I 1 = IZl TO 1: HIFUT FG/.<I
. Il ) : FG% CI,Il > = FG% CI, fl ) +
HP: NE~<T
FOR I 1 = 2 TO 3 : INPUT FG:.; ( I
Il ) :FG%Cf,Il > = FG% ( J, Il ) +
ML: NEXT I J, I
FOR I = NP TO i'lP + T<0 > - I:
FOR I 1 = 0 TO 2 : HIPUT P< I,
f 1J : NE>(T 11 , I
FOR I
Ill TO I'll + TC D - 1:
FOF.: I I = 0 TO 1 : HIPUT L;.; t I
, I U : U; U , I 1J = L\ ( I. I i;. + M
p : i'IE:,:T I J , I
0

32 1
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2870 CF = I
2875 RETUF:N
291Zt0 IF NF < 2 THEM C = 1: GOTO
2910
2905 INPUT "1-EVER'r'THING, OR 2 -I
MDIVIDUAL FIGURE? "; C
2910 IF C = 1 THEN FS = 0 : SP = 0
:EP = NP - t:SL = 0 : EL
NL t: GOTO 3032
2920
2'330
3032
3033
3034
3035
3036
3037
3038
3048
3049
3050
3060

=

331 FG%<NF, 0 ) = NP : FG/;rnF, 1> = NP
+ H0 ) - t: NP = NP + TC0 ) :F
G%<MF, 2) = MU.FG/;( NF, 3) = NL
+ T( l ) - l :NL = NL + TCl ) : C
F
NF : HF
HF + TC 2 ) + 1 : IF
TC2 ) = 1 THEH NF = HF - 1
334 PRINT D$; "CLOSE" ; A$
336 POKE 2 16,0: RETURN
350 ML = 0 : NF = e:MF = 0 : vs = e :c
T = 3: RETURN
400 INPUT "UNDER l<IHAT NAME? "; A$

=

=

3110
3120
3130
3140
4000
4101
4102
4110
4 130
4200

PRIMT D:t: "BSAVE"; A$;" , A8192,
L:3 192 11
42•Z• RETLIRl'l
100£1 HOME : TE>ff : CF = HF :t-lF = t~
F + t : INPUT " FI GURE NAME? "
: FTS CCF) : FGi;tCF, 0) = NP: FGi;(
CF , 2 > = HL: F'R illT "T"r'PE 'D'
OR ' DONE' hlHEH MO MORE PO INT
3. " : Dl·IERR GOTO 1010
101 .::1 PRINT "POINT #" HlP - FG/; ( CF
, 0,o + I : IMF·UT " X: ";AS: IF LEFT$
t Af,I ) = "D" THEN FG% CCF,I) =
tlP - 1: GOTO 20~0
! 015 IF ASC CA$) > 57 THEtl 1010

410

=

1020 FCHP , 0 )
VAL (A$ ) : rnPUT "
Y: "; P<t /P, J ) : INPUT "Z:";P ( MP
, 2 ) : NP = NP + 1: GOTO 10 10
2 000 PRHff " TYPE 'D' OR 'DONE ' W
HE~l NO MORE LINES. " : ONERR
GOTO
20rn
2010 PRINT "LIME #" : t4L - FG:.. ccF.
2) + 1: IMPUT "FROM POINT # "
: AS: IF LEFH CA$, 1 ) = " D" THEM
FG7< ( CF, 3 ) = ML - 1: FCiKE 2 16
,.0: GOTO 70
20 15 IF ASC ( A$) > 57 THEN 20113

PRHff "VOU C•OW T HAVE ONE H
ERE NAMED " ; A$: PRHIT " <PRES
S A KEY>"; : GET A$: POP: RETURM

4280
4300

IF C < > 2 THEN 2900
GOSUB 2830:FS = 1:sp
FG% (
CF,0): EP = FG%CCF,l) : SL
FG
%CCF.2) : EL = FG%CCF.3)
FOR I = 0 TO 2:CR( I )
999:
TC D = - 999: t·lEXT
FOR I = SP TO EP
FOR Il = 0 TO 2
IF P(l, I 1) < CR(J 1> THEN CR
(!!)
P<I,Il>
IF PCI,Il ) > T<I l > THEN T CI
l ) = P<I,Il )
MEXT II . I
FOR I = 0 TO 2: CR CI > = CCR <
I ) + T CI )) / 2 : NEXT
IF VS = 1 THEN 3140
vs= l: Dl = 0
FOR I = SP TO EP
\JZ = 0: FOR I ! = 0 TO 2: vz =
VZ + <CR<ID - P<I, Il) ) '' 2 :
~lEX T : VZ =
SQR CVZ)
IF VZ > D1 THEN D1 = VZ
NEXT
\IZ
20 :+: C1 l
C = 4 : RETURN
FOR I = SP TO EP
I F C = 4 THEN 4380
FOR Il = 0 TO 2: P( I , Il ) = P
CI.I! ) - CRCit >: T( Il ) = P ( I,
I 1) : I/EXT
ON C GOTO 4130,4200 . 4280 , 43
80 , 4300
TC! > = Cl:+: Pc I , 1) - Sl
P<
I,2) :TC2 > = Cl
PCI , 2 ) + Sl
* PCI , J) : GOTO 4350
TC0 ) = Cl :+: PCI . 0 > - Sl :+: P<
I ,2) : T<2> = Cl * PCI ,2) + Sl
PCI , 0 ) : GOTO 4350
TC0) = Cl :+: PCI , 0 > - St I PC
I. !>:TC!) = Cl .+: PCI, 1) + Sl
PC I , 0) : GOTO 4350
IF Sl < > 0 THEM TCS! - l J
= P(J,S l - 1) :+: M: GOTO 435

=

=

= -

*

4350
4380
4385
4390
4400
5000
5005
5006
5010
5020
5030
5035

*

*

*

0

4305

=

FOR I1 = 0 TO 2:T CI1 ) = PCI
, I 1 ) :+: M: NEXT
FOR I l
0 TO 2: P ( I,! 1) = T
CI! > + CR CII ) : NEXT
IF VZ - PO , 2) > - . 001 THEt-l
K = 10000 *DI : GOTO 4390
K = VZ / CVZ - P( !. 2 >)
TRCI,0> = K :+: PCI , 0 >: TR CI.1 )
= K :+: P(!, 1)
NE>ff : RETURN
IF SW = 0 THEN HCOLOR= 0: GOTO
5010
IF FS = 0 THEN HGR
HCOLOR= 7
FOF.: I = SL TO EL
SlJ = 0
FOR 11 = 0 TO
I F L%CI, Il > < 0 OR L%CI. Il )
> MP THEM SW = 1 : GOTO 5
060

=

5040 X( Il )
YO D

5060
5070
5090
5100
51 10
5120
5125
5150
5155
5180
5190

TR C L~ C I , IJ ) ,0 )

TR( L.: :(I, ! I ) , l

:o

*CT:
+. CT

NEXT
FOR Il = 0 TO 1
IF SW = 1 THEN 5270
IF ABS <XC il )) <
139 THEN
51913
IF ABS <Y<Il)) <
95 THEN
5150
IF Y(0) = 'r'(l) THEN 5230
YC = SGt~ <Y<I D ) * 95: XC =
<YC - Y( l ) )
<X<0> - X( ! )) /
<Y<0 ) - YO>> + X(l) : IF ABS
<XC> < = 139 THEN 5250
IF XC0 ) = XC 1) THEN 5230
XC = SGN CX< Il ))
139: YC =
CXC - X( l ) ) * CYC0) - Y< l >> /
CX<0 > - X(l)) + YC1) : IF RBS
( YC> < = 95 THEN 5250
GOTO 5230
IF ABS CYCil )) < = 95 THEN

*

*

5280

, 96 - YCI)

5290
6000

6038
6040
6050
6060
6065
6070
6071

527~3

5200 IF YC0) = Y<l ) THEN 5230
5205 YC = SGN CY(! D ) :+: 95 : XC =
CYC - Y( l ) )
<XC 0) - X( l ) ) /
<YC0) - Y( l )) + X( l ) : IF ABS
<XC> < = 139 THEN 5250
5230 SW= 1: GOTO 5270
5250 X< ll ) = xc:Y( Il ) = YC
5270 NEXT

*

IF SW = 0 THEM HPLOT 140 +
X(0), 96 - YC0) TO 140 + X(l )

6073
6074
6075

NE:><:T : RETURN
HOME : VTAB 21: PRIHT "1-RO
TATE, 2-SHIFT. 3-SCALE OBJEC
T<S >, ": PRINT "4-DISTORT, 5MOVE El)ERYTHING/ ONE FIGURE":
PRHIT "6-CHGOSE CEmER, 7-E
C•IT , SA'v'E, OR QU IT ": PRUIT "
8-FULL SCREEN ";
IF FS = 0 THEtl PRUIT "9- SC
ALE VIEW ON SCREEN ";
INPUT C: IF FS = 0 AND C =
9 THEN 6300
ON C GOTO 6£t75, 6142,6073,60
71.6065,6200,6070,6250
GOTO 6000
GOSUB 2900 : GOTO 6000
POP : RETURN
PRHIT : INPUT "1-WWTH, 2- H
EIGHT, OR 3- DEPTH?";St: IF S
1 < 1 OR ~; 1 > 3 THEN 6071
IF C = 3 THEN SI = 0
INPUT "MULTI PLY BY? ";M:C =
5 : RETURN
HOME : VTAB 21: PRINT "ROTA
TE 1-DOWN, 2- UP, 3- LEFT, 4RIGHT, '" PRINT "5-CLOCKWISE,
6- COUNTERCLOCKWISE "; : HlPLIT
C: IF C < 1 OR C > 6 THEM 60
75

6090

INPUT "ANGLE <0 - 180) ? ";
AN : IF AN < 0 OR AN > 180 THEN
6090
6110 AN = 3. 14 :+: AN / 180: IF Hff
CC / 2> * 2 < > C THEN AN =
-

A~J

6130 Sl = SIN <AN> : Cl = COS <AN
>: C = INT (( C + '1 ) / 2 >: RETURN
6142

6150
6 170
6200
6210
6250
6300

HOME : VTAB 21: PRINT "SHIF
T 1-LEFT , 2- RI GHT, 3-DOWN,
4-UP,"· PR INT "5- CLOSER, 6-F
ARTHER "; : INPUT C: IF C < 1
OR C > 6 THEN 6142
INPUT "HOW MANY UNITS? ";AN
: IF INT CC / 2)
2 < >C
THEN AN = - AN
C = INT CCC - l > / 2) : CRCC)
= CR <C> + AN: FOR I = SP TO
EP:PCI,C ) = PCI ,C) + AN: NEXT
: C = 4: F<!ETURN
PRINT "POI NT # <1-";EP - SP
+ l ; " ) "; : INPUT C: IF C <
I OR C > EP - SP + l THEN 62
00
C = C + SP - 1: FOR I = 0 TO
2: CR <I > = P<C, I ) : NEXT: GOTO
6000
POKE - 16302, 0: GET A$: POKE
- 16301,0: GOTO 6000
INPUT "MULTIPLY BY? ";M: CT =
CT M:C = 4: RETURN

*

*

"It needs a new one of those black and green deals."
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PPI
David Lubar

The switches tha t flip between various
text and graphic modes on the Apple allow
for some interesting e ffects. At the high
e nd , smooth an imat io n is possibl e by
drawing on the unseen screen. then flipping
it into vie w. While s uch feats are beyond
the scope of this a rticle, a few si mple
techniques that show some of the potential
o f screen flippin g will be discussed. T he
key numbers to keep in mind are those
from 49232 to 49239. Poking any of these
locations wiU set a specific switch. Depending o n the ot her sw itches. various combinatio ns o f text a nd g raphics wi ll be
produced. See Table 1 fo r a c hart of the
switches. Now let's put some of this information to work. Suppose you have a hires display. and you want a quick flash of
some thing else. Being trite, assume the
phrase 'YOU LOSE" is displayed in large
block le tters on the lo-res screen. The
message could be flashed with the following
code
100 POKE49238,0 :REM TURN ON LORES
110 FOR D = l TO 100: NEXT D :REM
DELAY A BIT
120 POK E 49239.0: REM BACK T O HIRES
Now, how does the image get on the lores screen? In most cases it can be drawn
by the program . Even if the hi-res display

is on. lo-res commands will be carried out.
The computer doesn't care wha t is being
displayed. But what if you need severa l
different images to flash at different times.
or what if the re is no time for the program
to crea te th e display? The answer is a
short (very sho rt) machi ne language program (Listi ng 1) that takes a screen image
from elsewhere in RAM and puts it in the
lo-res memory. The nice featu re of the
program is that it leaves any text in the
window undisturbed.
Th e program can be accessed from
Basic. The user pokes the add ress of the
image he has saved into locations 0 and I.
For instance. if the image is stored at $6(X)().
the user would POKE·O.O and POK E 1,96.
The way to avo id disturbing the text
window is to use some sort of signal or
flag byte. In this example $AB is used
since it probably won't occur in lo-res data.
Whenever the routine encounters SA B,
that byte isn't moved. T o avoid the drudgery of putting $A B into many locations.
the Basic program in Listi ng 2 sets up the
screen image. The entire process is as
follows. First. th e desired lo-res image is
created using graphics commands such as
PLOT a nd VLI N. Nex t. the image must
be moved into location $1000. This is done
by entering the monitor with CALL -15 1
and typing 1000 < 400.7FFM. Nex t. ge t

:ASM
1
2
3
4
5
6

0300:
0302:
0304 :
0305:
0307 :

A9 04
85 03

0309:
030A :
030C:
030E :
0310:
0312:
0313:
0315:
0317:
0319:
031A:
031C:

AB
Bl 00
C9 AB
FO 02
91 02

AA

A9 00
85 02

cs

DO F5
E6 01
E6 03
CA

DO EE

60

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

*ROUTINE TO MOVE A SCREEN
*IMAGE I NTO LO-RES MEMORY
*USER MUST PUT POINTERS
*TO IMAGE INTO LOCATIONS
*SOO AND S01
*
*PROGRAM IS RELOCATABLE
*
ORG S300
SRCLO
EQU so
SRCHI
EQU S01
DESTLO
EQU S02
DESTHI
EQU S03
*
START
LDA #S04
;HI BYTE OF SCREEN START
STA DESTHI ; SET UP ZERO PAGE POINTERS
TAX
;CONVENIENT COUNTER
LOA #SO
STA DESTLO
*DESTLO NOW POINTS TO S400
;ZERO OUT y
TAY
LDA (SRCLO) , Y ;GET A BYTE FROM THE SOURCE
LOOP
; SHOULD IT BE TRANSFERRED?
CMP #SAS
; NO
BEQ NEXT
STA (DESTLO) , Y ;YES , PUTY IT ON THE SCREEN
; POINT TO NEXT BYTE
NEXT
!NY
;TRANSFER A FULL PAGE
BNE LOOP
INC SRCHI ;INCREASE HI BYTES OF POINTERS
INC DESTHI ;FOR NEXT PAGE
;FOUR PAGES DONE?
DEX
BNE LOOP
;NO
;YES
RTS

--- END ASSEMBLY
TOTAL ERRORS: 0
29 BYTES GENERATED THIS ASSEMBLY

listing J.

REM THIS PROGRAM FLAGS THE FOUR TEXT LINES IN A SCREEN IMAGE
2 REM THE IMAGE MUST BE AT S1 000
10 FOR I = 4688 TO 4688 + 47
20 FOR J = 0 TO 3
30 POKE I + J * 128 , 1 71
40 NEXT J , I

Listing 2.

back to Basic with 3DOG (fo r DOS users)
or Control-C (for cassette users) and run
the program in Listing 2. T he image is
now ready and can be saved to disk with
BSA YE NAME, A$1000,LS3F8 (the last
eight bytes are unneeded and will just waste
an extra disk sec tor). For cassette, the
400.7F8W fro m the monitor. Later, the
image can be brought in to a ny free area
of memory and put o n the screen using
the program in Listing I.

Unlike the Atari, the Apple is not blessed
with internal knowledge of the video signal.
This means that rapid page fli pping can
lead to undesirable results. It works like
this. T he television is slaving away at what
seems like high speed to us mortals. lt
fills the screen with lines, jumps back to
the to p, the n does it again. T o th e 6502
chi p in th e Apple, this process takes
forever. The 6502 can perform thousands
of operations while the TV electron gun
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0 REM A SHORT AND VAGUELY INTERESTING PROGRAM BY DAVID LOBAR
1 REM HIT ANY KEY TO STOP
2 REM ERIC WOLCOTT HAO A HANO IN THIS
10 HGR : HCOLOR= 3: HPLOT 0,0 TO 279,191 : HPLOT 279 , 0 TO 0 , 191 :
HGR2 : HPLOT 140 , 0 TO 140,191
SO FOR I = 768 TO 79S : READ A: POKE I , A: NEXT I : CALL 768
100 DATA 173 , 80,192, 173 , 87,192,173,84 , 192 , 169,11 , 32 , 168,2S2, 17
3 ' as ' 192 '1 69' 11 '32 ' 168 . 2S2 ' 173 . 0 . 192 . 16'23S. 96

Listing 3.
:ASM
1
2
3
4

*A FAIRLY USELESS EXAMPLE
*OF THE CONFLICT BETWEEN
*SCREEN FLIPPING ANO
*RASTER SCANS

s

*

*RELOCATABLE CODE
6
7
*
ORG $300
8
LOA scoso ;TURN ON GRAPHICS MOOE
0300: AO SO co 9
LOA $COS7 ;TURN ON HI-RES
0303: AO S7 co 10
LOA $COS4 ; TURN ON PAGE ONE
LOOP
0306: AO S4 co 11
;THIS VALUE SEEMS TO WORK WELL
LOA #SOB
0309: A9 OB
12
JSR $FCA8 ;MONITOR DELAY ROUTINE
030B: 20 AS FC 13
LOA $COSS ;TURN ON PAGE TWO
030E: AO SS CO 14
;USE SAME DELAY
LOA #SOB
1S
0311: A9 OB
JSR SFCA8
0313: 20 A8 FC 16
LOA $C000 ;CHECK FOR KEYPRESS
0316: AO 00 CO 17
;NO PRESS
BPL LOOP
0319: 10 EB
18
;SOMEBODY WANTS OUT
19
RTS
031B: 60
--- ENO ASSEMBLY --TOTAL ERRORS : 0
28 BYTES GENERATED THIS ASSEMBLY

Listing 4.

Notes
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is making one pass on the screen. If the
computer flips pages in less time than it
takes the TV to refresh the screen, alternate
chunks from the two pages will be displayed. Suppose the switch takes place
with a delay equal to the time the TV
requires to create ten lines. The top ten
lines will be from the first page. T he next
ten will be from the second page, and so
on. Slight differences in total timing will
cause the whole pattern to drift. T his can
be seen in the Basic program from Listing
3. The program puts lines on the two hires pages, then calls a machine language
routine. The routine, which is poked from
Basic, is shown with comments in Listing
4. To experiment with this, try changing
the values used in the two delays.
This problem can produce results that
range from a slight flicker to temporary
disappearance of a figure on the screen.
Fortunately, applications of page fli pping
that use Basic usually operate at a slow
enough relative speed to avoid this problem.
Page flippi ng can be a very valuable
tool on the Apple, and on other computers
with similar capabilities. The potential
applications are quite diverse, and there
are probably many new applications that
can be found for this technique.
D

Chapter II

Music

/

Chapter II -

Music

There are several music synthesizer boards available "ready-to-run" with an Apple computer.
Mountain Hardware, Micro Music, and ALF all have well-known systems available. ALF has two;
one has three very high quality "voices," and the other - which is less expensive and more consumer
oriented - has nine voices (both use the same editor.) There are also a couple of direct-input music
systems that use keyboards. Again, the versatility of the Apple is astounding.
For the less ded icated experimenter, Apple's built-in speaker allows some tone ge neration and
sound effects (although the systems that operate through yo ur stereo quickly spoil you). Here
are some articles about the various so und options with the Apple and different approaches to
computer music.

Special Notes For Chapter II
•ALF Apple Music Synthesizer, by Steve North:
The editor described here for the ALF three-vo ice system is also used in the nine-voice system.
A few new features have been built into the nine-voice synthesizer, which does not have the same
pure quality. However, most people won't notice a difference in so und tonal quality. The new
system is also more consumer-oriented and is less expensive.
• Computer Music - With the Accent on Music, by Jack Citron:
This is a good article about the basics of computer music by Jack Citron (Jaxitron?). It's not
specifically about the Apple, but it has some good explanations of fundamentals.
• Sound Apple Hint:
For th ose of you who don't feel it necessary to spend a couple of hundred dollars on a synthesizer
board, here's a less expensive way to improve the quality of sound from your Apple.

Sound Advice
David Lubar

Computer music in the home has come
a long way since the days when hobbyists
placed an AM radio by the spacebar and
listened to the sound or loops. There are
more than a dozen systems available now,
with prices ranging from around $ 100 to
well over a $1000. Before looking at some
of the new systems, it would be worthwhile
to go over some definitons and guidelines.
First, most systems are based on the use
of a synthesizer. A few systems use digitalto-analog converters (DA C's). A synthesizer
contains the hardware needed to generate
a waveform. A DAC converts binary informa tion into a variable voltage. Synthesizers have seve ral good points; they a llow
high fidelity' they a llow a la rge number or
voices, and they use less me mory since
much of the work is done by the hardware.
On the other hand, many sy nthesizers are
limited to only o ne waveform. The next
generation o r sy nthesizers will have more
ve rsa tility. Still , even those restricted to a
single waveform can do an excellent job.
DAC's also have some advantages; great
versatility as far as ou tput is concerned,
simple r electronics (whic h mea ns lower
prices). and the potential to be adapted
for o ther uses. Their disadvantages include
less fidelity, a te ndency to produce c lic ks
(which can be filtered in e ithe r ha rdware
o r software), mo re use o r me mory space
since all the work is done in memory , and
a limit to the number or voices that can
be played at o ne time. Faster processors
will soon be put to use, a llowing for mo re
voices.
Whether you choose a synthesizer o r a
DAC, important factors will be how much
you want to spend a nd how muc h can
you ge t for your money. The professional
musician will 1-iave different needsfrom the
user who just wants something with which
to experiment. Another consideration is

whethe r the company you select gives
co ntinued s upport and provides a source
of new material. With this in mind, o n to
the reviews.
Mountain Hardware
The long-awaited system from Mountain
is finall y available. The ads mentioned a
lot of very exciting specifications, including
sixteen voices and programmable wave·
forms. For the most part, the system
fulfills these promises. But at $545, the
system may be a bi t hig h-priced for some

The K IS Editor displays each note as it is entered.

ho bbyists. The hardware consists of two
boards which must be plugged into con·
secutive slots on the Applt::. Any slots
o ther thaP Gcan be used. Appa rently. the
software checks the slots; the user doesn't
have to input the slot numbers. Attached
to the board are two phono jacks (plugs
and cords are included) and a light pen.
The light pen is used for me nu selectio n
and no te entry, and works best when held
slightly away from the screen instead of
being pressed against the glass.
Since anyone who buys the system will
wa nt to hear it righ t away, Mountain
included several songs o n the d isk with
the system. T his, by the way, is a doublesided d isk; the song files are on the back.

T o play a song, the use r selects the play
o ption with either the light pen or keyboard.
The system will ask fo r the song name.
The disk has to be flipped. The n the
comp file is loaded and options are. pre·
sented for cha nging the instrument as·
signme nts, the stereo pattern, a nd other
parameters. Once any desired changes
have been made, the disk is flipped again
and the system compiles the music. This
takes a minute or so, after which the
music plays. The sound q uality is impres·
sive.
Music is entered with paddles o r light
pen by selecting o ptions from a graphic
me nu. The first ste p is selection of a key
signa ture. Once this is done, notes can be
e ntered. All sharps, flats, dotted notes,
and o the r parts of the score are a ll entered
from the menu with light pen o r paddles.
Parts can be merged, up to the allowable
sixteen voices. There is a provision for
e ntering c ho rds in any part, but the total
number of notes played at any time must
still be sixteen or fewer. Once a song is
finished, it can be compiled a nd played.
If it is saved in a comp file, it can be
changed and then compiled . In a play
file, it ca n be played immediately, o r
changes can be made.
Since the system uses digital oscillators,
the waveform can be controlled through
software. A table of 256 bytes defines
each waveform, and the user can construct
and save new waves. This me thod allows
fo r a great deal of versatility in sound
produc tion.
The manua l contains all the information
needed to get going. T he system is nice
and is backed by Mo untain's good reputa·
tion in the hardwa re field .
American Micro Products

A synthesize r board and two soft ware
pac kages for 48K Apples are available
from this compa ny. T he board ($99.95)
contains three voices and one white-noise
channel. One software package, Flash and
Crash Sound Effects , has a sound effects
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Items fr om the me nu of the Mountuin Hardware system ca n be selected with puddles or a light pen.

demo and documen tatio n that shows the
user how to add sound effects to his own
software . Once the synthesizer is switched
on, sound production is continuous. T his
means that it won't slow do wn a program.
The KIS Music Editor ($39.95 by itself,
S 129.95 fo r KIS and a synthesizer) uses
symbolic note entry. For example, a quarter
note that was a C in the third octave
would be entered as C4Q. As each no te is
entered , it is displayed on a high-resolution
s taff a nd played through the board. Envelope control is ava ilable through sixteen
defined envelopes tha t can be en te red
along with the note code. The sound quality
isn't bad, and some inte resting variations
are possible. A jukebox program is also
on th e dis k, allowing for the selection and
play of up to ten songs. Edit ing of scores
is fairly si mple ; any note ca n be accessed
and c hanged.
The boa rds conta in drivers so they can
be connected directly to eight-ohmspeakers
without any need fo r a n amplifier. T he
boards can be combined. with each board
adding three more voices. American Micro
Products seems to be constantly working
on new products, and they are very open
to q ues tions fro m users.
AlphaSyntaurl Ltd.
Most music systems a re not oriented
toward real-time c reation ; in other words,
you put the music in at your leisure and it
comes back later. T he AlphaSyntauri system a llows real-time c rea tion of music.
The system consists of a keyboard a nd
softwa re for Apple II and Apple II plus.
The user must supply his own sy thesizer
boards. Presently the software is configured
fo r use with ALF boards.
One of the main features of the keyboard
is velocity sensing. The speed with which
any of the 61 keys is pressed controls the
amplitude o f the no te. Since the interpretation of the keystroke is done through
software , the potential exists for c ustomizi ng the keyboa rd , using it to enter other
types of input. There are also two footpedals attached lo the unit. The sound of
any system will only be as good as the
synthesizers. In this case, with ALF boards,
the sound is very good. Besides live play,
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notes can be recorded on disk and replayed
with differe nt tempos. Notes can be appended to an existing score, thoug h no
editing function is available with the current
software.
The software contains presets. These
are de fined e nvelopes whic h control six
parts of the sound, including attack rate ,
attack volume , decay, and s ustain. Eight
presets come with the disk, a nd mo re can
be created a nd saved by the user. The
display consists of low-resolution graphics
with bars that rise and fall accord ing to
the volume of the notes. There is a second
display which gives the names of the notes
being played. The system can handle six
notes at a time. Whe n mo re than six are
struck, the bass is ke pt and the next-tolast high note is dropped. This works well
since most music requires more sustain
from the bass.
The system is nicely designed and comes
with good documentatio n, including a
thorough explanation of amplitude envelopes. The price puts it out of range of
the casual user, but not beyond reach of
those seriously interested in music. The
AlphaSyntauri, without ALF boards, costs
$ 1295. It should be interesting to see what
happens to this price whe n other manufactu rers en ter the market.

Updates and Other Notes

The ALF softwa re displays the score as the song p layer.

other difficult (for me) inte rvals. The system
defin itely can he lp improve musical perception. If you wan t lo improve your ear,
and don't have a friendly pianist handy,
The Melodious Dictator could provide a
helping hand.
Now for the big news. ALF has come
o ut with a new board that puts music
within reach of a many more Apple owners.
The board has nine voices and sells fo r
$199.95 wit h software. The original ALF
system was reviewed in June 1979 a nd
described in greater depth in June 1980.
These new boards contain mo re voices at
a lower price. Some sacrificies had to be
made to bring the user this board. Sound
quality in the two upper octaves is no t as
precise as in the o ther ALF boards and
the re are fewer volume incre ments. But
anyone who wants to create computer
music for a reasonable price c ould get a
lot o ut of this system.
D

Micro Music, Inc. has released The
Melodious Dictator ($ 120), a program
designed for ear training. At the start, the
user enters his competence, from 1 to 6.
A dry run shows how to use the syste m. A
series of notes are played. The user, given
the first note, must notate the rest of
each sample. This is done with a paddle
which moves a c ursor above a section of
a graphic keyboard. Unfortunately, the
c urso r doesn't respo nd very well. It blinks
at a slow rate and only moves be tween
blinks. A tum of the paddle produces no
immediate results. The n, s uddenly , the
cursor jumps over. It might jump again
before settling o n a spot. This is a small
proble m, but might frus trate those who
are more interested in music than computer
graphics.
The rest of the program is well designed.
A scoring system gives points for correct
notes and adjusts the skill level according
to performance. T he key of the scale
changes with each test.
So, aside from the problem with the
c ursor, the progra m is well designed. But
does it work? In my case, it did. At firs t,' I
was unable to pick the right no tes without
many mistakes. In essence, it was a game
of "G uess the Number," where the correct
a nswer was fo und by narrowing down the
possiblities. After a while, I began to do
better, even recognzing mino r thirds and

" Either get rid of the plants or stop playing
the music synthesizer!"

ALF I Apple Music Synthesizer
Steve North

If you have an Apple computer,
then you've probably played with programs or subroutines that make
primitive music-like sounds through
the Apple's built-in speaker. The ALF
Apple Computer Music Synthesizer
enables you to perform and experiment with high-quality computer
music and is also the first significant
personal computer music product to
surface in at least a year.
The synthesizer card plugs into
one of the Apple peripheral slots and
connects to any reasonably good

Given this hardware, to play music
you need software to help you enter
music, correct your mistakes, play
the song, and then save or reload the
composition for future use. ALF provides a program called ENTRY with
the synthesizer card for this purpose.
ENTRY is unlike any other music
package we've seen for personal
computers as it is graphics oriented .
In the past, most computer music
systems were designed for any kind
of terminal or graphics device, thus,
interaction was restricted to alpha-

paddles are used to enter music
information, while commands to the
music system are typed on the keyboard .
One of the game paddles moves a
"note cursor" up and down the staff.
By turning the game paddle to the appropriate position , you can select a
note from a range of about five
octaves. Pressing the button on the
paddle inputs the note and the cursor
moves to the next position. The other
paddle allows you to select items on
the menu which appears below the
staff. The items, from left to right are:

R£sT

Creates a rest at the current
position of the note cursor of
the current note duration.

Sets the current note duration.
The video-inverse block indicates the current value.
Dotted note.
:s

Triplet.

#~ q

ALF Music Synthesizer

audio amplifier. The board has three
channels or voices, each capable of
playing a single note, with direct
hardware control of pitch and volume.
One channel Is restricted to playing
square waves, while the other two
may be programmed for either
" normal mode" (square waves) or
"pulse mode" in which the Apple
controls the pulse width of the pitch
generator. More complex effects can
be created with the appropriate software, and more synthesizer cards can
be added for more than three voices or
for stereo. Our test unit had two
synthesizer cards.

Accidental.

Moves note cursor right (for
ed iting)
Moves note cursor left (also for
numeric input/output. To enter sheet
editing).
music, you had to convert the notes to
a series of letters and numbers repreIMS
Selects insert mode of editing.
senting note value, duration, etc. This
DEL
Deletes note under the note
is merely a nuisance when entering
cursor.
the music, but a hassle when trying to
debug the composition since you· Tl[
Enters a tied note.
have to mentally convert from the
Controls playing of notes
alphanumeric notation back into
during editing.
sheet music .
By being completely graphics ._ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ __...
oriented , ENTRY avoids many of the
pitfalls of other music systems. In the
high-resolution graphics mode , a
To select a menu item, the user
staff and a list of menu items are
moves the cursor (an arrow) to the apdrawn on the screen. The two game
propriate item and then presses the
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game button. Thus entry of music Is
done by turning the game paddles and
pressi ng the buttons. According to
ALF, the game paddle Inputs are
faster than typing In alphanumeric
code, once you've had practice. We
also thought they were easier to
understand and more fun.
The non-menu commands (entered from the keyboard) include:
NEW
Clears the workspace
for a new composition .
EDIT
Changes parameters
such as number of
parts, speed, etc.
STEREO
Selects stereo position Ing for 2 or 3
boards.
SPEED
Changes. time duration of all nates.
SAVE
Saves song on cassette tape.
LOAD
Loads a song from
cassette tape.
PLAY
Causes the song to be
played.
DELETE
Deletes a number of
items from the current
cursor position forward.
LENGTH
Allows entry of notes
and rests of nonstandard length.
SUBROUTI NE Creates or edits a
music subroutine.
PART
Moves cursor to the
first item in a specified part.
MEASURE
Moves cursor to the
specified measure in
the current part.
QUARTER
Sets time duration of
a quarter note.
KEY
Sets key signature.
TIME
Seti:? time signature.
TEMPO
Sets dynamic tempo
during playback for
systems with hardware tempo control .
POKE
Inserts non-standard
item .
TRANSPOSE Sets a transpose value
for playback.
Envelope values for attack, decay,
gap, release, sustain , and volume can
also be input from the keyboard at the
beginn ing of a composition and anytime later when you want to change
the envelope parameters. The muslc
system can play up to eight voices,
but the voices are Input one at a time,
and unfortunately cannot be seen
together on the same screen. However, displaying all the notes at once
might actually be more difficult for
the user. For Instance, If two voices
played the same note, it would be difficult to tell one from the other since
the notes would overlap on the display.
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Although it may not be apparent
from this short description, ENTRY,
written by John Ridges, is a very well
thought out, human engineered
package. For instance, the current
measure number and free workspace
are constantly displayed on the
screen . If you enter a note duration
which is too long for the current
measure, the program automatically
creates a tied note. When the user
Inputs the key signature (as in
KEY: 2S for two sharps) the computer
displays the key signature on the
staff. As you enter notes on the

thesizer, " Don't be surprised that
more people aren't making Apple
peripherals. It's much , much harder
than we expected. Apple's hardware
and software is very poorly designed
in terms of usability and expansion.
Their boards are too small to flt anything on, and if you can flt it on
anyway, there isn't enough power or
heat dissipation. We were having
quite a few problems until we
switched our design over to a
" mystery chip" which we're not
saying anything more about at this
point. "
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screen, or perform ed iting functions,
they are also played through the synthesizer. Or, If you have two C-sharps
In the same measure, standard music
notation req uires putting the # sign
only before the first. If you delete the
first one, the # sign automatically
moves over to the second. Obviously,
someone put a lot of thought and
effort Into this program, and it shows.
During playback, the high-resolution display of the screen is erased
and a simple animated low-resolution
color display of all the voices shows
what's being played. The playback
speed can be dynamically changed
with one of the game paddles .
Besides ENTRY, ALF also supplies a shorter playback-only program
(which uses less memory), a musicplaylng subroutine which can be
incorporated into your own programs,
and some sample music. The version
we tried was cassette-based, but a
disk version of the software is also
available.
Despite the fact that Apple is
probably the second best-selling
personal computer, there's a noticable scarcity of plug-in options made
by second sources. The ALF Music
Synthesizer is the only significant
one that comes to mind , other than a
small assortment of serial Interfaces
and kluge cards. According to Philip
Tubb, one of the project engineers
and software des igners of the syn-

In the past year or so, computer
music has more or less reached a
plateau , although Philip said that "we
really hope to stir things up with this
Apple product, and have a few more
surprises coming up (w ith any luck)."
Probably the problem is that the companies into computer music a while
ago directed their efforts at S-100 bus
systems. Once sales of those
systems declined, their markets dried
up and so they were reluctant to
develop new products. (Solid State
Music has even decided to drop Its old
name.) Newer computers like the
TRS-80, Apple, and PET are not designed for much expansion, and
owners of these less expensive
machines are unwilling to pay many
hundreds of dollars for computer
music systems. Of course, homebrewers contin ue to pioneer the field,
but these people account for only a
fractional percentage of the whole
user comm unity and thus, until their
designs become actual products,
have no relation to the average
software-oriented computer user. It's
encouraging that ALF has taken a
step forward.
The ALF Apple Music Synthes izer
retails for $265.00 and is available
from Apple dealers or from ALF
Products, Inc., 128 S. Taft, Denver,
CO 80228, (303) 234-0871. The price
includes the circuit card, cable, cassette, and shipping .
o

The ALF designer discusses his approach

Apple Music
Synthesizer
Philip Tubb

Once upon a time only a few
people in the world had printed books
or other printed material. Eventually,
printing technology advanced to the
point where many people could afford
to hav~ books. Naturally, this had a
great impact. Another step forward
came in the form of the photocopying
machine. With this technology, many
people could not only possess written
material, they could create their own
materials to give to their friends and
associates. Now, of course, printed
material is quite common. We've even
reached the point where the thousands

Recording technology
made it possible for many
people to have music, like
printing technology had
done earlier for text.
of local computer clubs each feel
obligated to produce printed newsletters, whether or not they have
anything to write.
There was a time when only a few
people in the world could afford to
have music. Orchestras (and even
individual instruments) were expensive, and there was as yet no way to
record their sounds. Recording technology made it possible for many
people to have music, as printing
technology had done earlier for text.
Today, we still struggle to bring music
to the stage that photocopiers have
taken text. "One-button chords" and
"rhythm masters" abound in organs
which "anyone can play without
lessons." Many feel that ,what computers have done for word-processing,
they can do for music-processing, thus

Phil Tubb, 1448 Estes, Denver, CO 80215.

solving the problem of music production by the average person.
When my colleagues at ALF Products and I began work on a new
computer-controlled music synthesizer (for the Apple II), we hoped to
make new advancements in the area of
personal music. First, the hardware
had to be fairly versatile, and yet simple
enough to be sufficiently low cost.
Second, the software had to be easy
enough for the average computer user
to use. Personal-computerists are
pretty good around a computer, but
many are lost in the esoteric field of
music. Since we made remarkable
progress in the software area, I will
begin with it.

FIGURE 1

The Software
In Figure 1 you will see one of
the basic elements of sheet music: a
note. This particular note is shown in
its natural environment (a treble staff
with time and key signatures) and
happens to be a G and also an eighth
note, plus a few other things which will
come up soon. Assuming one will want
to take sheet music (which rs where
you're likely to find notes like this one)
and cause it to be performed with a
computer-controlled music synthesizer, it is necessary to take lots of
these notes and describe them to a
music entry program. Once a song has
been thus described, music production can begin .
Probably the most obvious way to
get these notes into memory is to type
them in with a standard ASCII keyboard, because .all usable computers

seem to have such devices. Obviously,
you just type EIGHTH G. It's simple.
However, EIGHTH is a little long, and
DOTTED THIRTYSECOND will be
even worse. So, people usually abbreviate quite a bit. Let's use EG. It's
harder to read, but who cares? The
time savings in typing will be worth it.
The various notes are Who le, Half,
Eighth, Sixteenth, Thirty-second,
Sixty-fourth and so on. The first letter
is enough as long as we quit before we
get to Si xty-fou rth. PeriodJooks great
for "dotted," so the DOTTED THIRTYSECOND G becomes T.G or maybe
.TG .
Now things begin to get complicated. The note in Figure 1 isn't
rea!ly a G, it's a G sharp. This is
because the key signature has indicated that all C's, F's and G's will be
sharp unless otherwise noted. This
saves a lot of space when writing songs
·in which these notes are almost always
sharp. There are several key signatures, in which one to six of the A
through G notes are sharp or flat. In the
more advanced music entry programs,
one just inputs the key signature and
the program figures out that it is really
G sharp instead of G. But in si. mpler
systems, and on those occasions
where a note is " natural" (meani ng not
sharp or flat regardless of what the key
signature says) , or where a note must
be sharp or flat even though the key
signature doesn't so indicate, one must
indicate this exception in some
fashion. These exceptions are called
accidentals. Usually this is done by
adding S, F or N (Sharp, Flat or
Natural). This gives us EGS. On simple
music entry systems, one must always
type the S, F o r N; and in more
advanced systems you need only type
them when absolutely necessary.
Are we running out of complications? Of course not. There are many
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different G's in the piano scale. The
scale goes A, A sharp, B, C , C sharp, 0 ,
O sharp, E, F, F sharp, G, G sharp; and
then starts over at A. (Or you can use
flats instead of sharps if you like: A, B
flat, B, C , 0 f lat, 0, E flat, E, F, G flat, G,
A flat.) Each section of the scale, from
any given note up to but not including
that same note again, is ca lled an
octave. Octaves are significa nt in that
the pitch (or frequency) of any given
note is always twi ce that of the same
note in the next lowe r octave. Or, if you
prefer, the pitch of any given note is
always half that of the same note in the
next higher octave. This fact comes in
handy in the hardware, as you'll see
later. Now, musicians like to start the
octave at C. The overly-rational crowd
(including myself) like to start it at A.
Compute r-controlled music com panies often like to start their octaves
at whatever their lowest note is. In any

numbers, as one would in Basic or
most other languages, so it can be
edited later. A listing of one of these
songs looks like a test pri nt-out of a
defective modem. No mere mortal can
read them . Th is difficulty makes
editing quite a task, and the problem is
further compounded by the fact that
most systems require a "compiling"
phase in which the numeric-alphabet
soup is taken from the "easy to type"
format and turned into an "easy to
play" format. A lthough this is usually
necessary because the processor will
need all the help it can get in order to
play the song at a reasonable spee d,
the delay involved during the com pil e
makes it hard to go back and forth
between typing in corrections and
hearing the co rrections.

11 t.2........

case, generally one winds up with
"octave numbers," in which each
octave is assigned a number. This is
because the "traditional" notation is
far too cumbersome to use. The A's i n
this sytem go like this (from lowest to
highest pitch): A .. A, A a a' a" a"' a"" and
so fo rth. Further, they are blessed with
names like "subcontraoctave" and
"four-line octave" and they switch at C,
of course. The infamous Middle C (the
only note most people know by name)
is written c'. Rath er than resort to
buying a n upper a n d lower case
keyboard, and replacing the comma
and apostrophe keys every other week.
most people use octave numbers. So
now we have EGS3, or some such.
Naturally it is difficult to remember the
octave number for each note, and
people often type in the wrong one,
thus making the song jump up and
down an octave or two on a particular
note.
So, you type in your EGS3's and
cheerfully input the song. Of course,
you'll eventually come upon a tied
note, or a t riplet note, or some such.
There isn't any representation for
these yet, but the more advanced
system s come up with something.
Usually the music is typed in with line
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screen appear as in Figure 4. These
two paddles are used for virtually all
note entry. More complicated things,
like key signatures, are entered usi ng
the ASCII keyboard.
The key signature shown here is
the key of C , in which no notes are
automatically made either sharp o r flat.
We want a key with three sharps.
Momentarily succumbing to the om nipotent power of abbreviation, one
types KEY:3S and presses return. Just
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It is difficult to remember
the octave number for
each note, and people
often type in the wrong
one, thus making the
song jump up and down
an octave or two on a
particular note.
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At A LF we'd been through th is
several times. It really is hard to use,
and o ne's most creative imp ulses often
d ie an early death in sheer frustration .
A new system was needed. Fortunately, we picked the co mputer most
likely to succeed. The high-resoluti o n
graphics meant we would be able to
p lot traditional (or near-traditional)
music notation o n th e television
screen. Further, the Apple has "game
paddles" which are simply rot ary
knobs, each with a si mple pushbutton
just like the TV "pong" games. This
indicated a possible escape from all
that typing. (Really, the Apple was, and
still is, the only mass- market home
computer with space inside for the
synthesizer.)
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It works like this. Figure 2 is the
way the screen might look when you
first run our Entry program. One of the
knobs (Paddle 0) changes the position
of the little upward-pointi ng arrow. If it
were turned clockwise a little, the
screen wou ld then look like Figure 3.
This arrow is used to select the various
"menu" items shown right above the
arrow. The other knob (Paddle 1)
changes the position of something we
ca ll the flying saucer c ursor. Turning
Paddle 1 slightly clockwise makes th e
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FIGUR E 5

to give you the idea, Figure 5 shows the
screen just before return is pressed ,
and Figure 6 just after. T he checkerboard filled-in sqi.:are is meant to

•

FIGURE 6

represent the text cursor on the Apple
which is really filled in solid, but which
flashes on and off. (For those of you
dying of c uriosity, t hese "screen
photos" were printed using periods on
a Hytype 1640, and reduced.) You'll
notice that the cursor has moved so it is
now where the 4/ 4 is. This cu rsor is
always at the point where a note or
special !tern will appear if entered. If we
use Paddle 0 to aim the upward arrow
under the leftward arrow, then
pressing Paddle O's button will move
th e cursor left one item. Figure 7 shows
t he screen after one such back-up.
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Note that the place on the screen
wh ich originally showed KEY:C now
shows KEY :3S . This spot always
describes the item which the cursor is
on. If we typed KEY:C and pressed
return now, all would be as it was
originally since the item at the cursor
{K EY:3S) would be overwritten with a
KEY:C. To move the cursor to the right,
one positions the upward arrow under
the right arrow, and presses the button.
The cursor moves right once for each
button press. The asterisks (') shown
where a Middle C note would go (that
is , between the two staffs) each
indicate some bizzare item which is not
easily represented in traditional notation . In this case, they are all specifications of envelope and volume settings.
After moving right past all these, the
first note of the song can be entered.
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By rotating Paddle 1 until the cursor is
at the desired position, one selects the
pitch of the note to be entered.
Pressing Paddle 1's button then causes
the note to be entered (see Figure 8).
As the cursor moves up and down, a
"click" is heard throu~h the Apple's
built-in speaker: one click at each
possible note position. This allows one
to position the cursor without having to
look at the screen in some cases. While
the Paddle 1 button is held down (and
while the new note is plotted on the
screen, which occurs in the blink of an
eye), the synthesizer plays the appropriate pitch. This allows instant feedback so you're sure you entered the
right note. If we're entering the note
shown way back in Figure 1, then it will
have the right pitch, but the note
entered was a quarter note instead of
an eighth note. This is so I can show
how errors are corrected. When Paddle
1's button was pressed , the note
entered was determined in pitch by the
location of the flying saucer cursor,
and in duration by which note has a

change the time signature at any point.
For example, if we type TIME:2/ 4 and
press return , a new time signature is
plotted. If we then enter a quarter note
followed by a half note, the half note
must be converted into two quarter
notes tied together. This is done
automatically by the Entry program
{see Figure 12).
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Phil Tubb hooking up his Apple/ ALF synthesizer.

block under it in the menu. If we aim
the arrow under left movement, press
the button to back up once, and then
position the arrow under the eighth
note, we can then press the button to
select an eighth note. The block under
the quarter note disap.pears, and one
appears under the selected note
duration (see Figure 9). Now all notes
entered will be eighth notes, until we
change the duration again. Pressing
Paddle 1's button now causes the
correct note to be entered since the
duration is right and Paddle l 's knob is
still positioning the cursor at the same
pitch. The old quarter note is wiped
out (see Figure 10).
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Music entry is simplified by an
automatic measure bar feature . For
example, if we enter a few more notes ,
a measure bar will appear when the
measure is fu ll (see Figure 11) . The
measure bar appears automatically,
and serves as a quick check that you're
doing all right. If we like. we can
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These measure bars are more
important than you might think. Sure,
they let you know you 're still together
with the sheet music. But in sheet
music they also have to do with the
accidentals. After typing TIME:2/ 2 for
a more reasonable measure length, we
can enter a few notes to explain the
situation (see Figure 13). The first note
is a regulation A. The next is an A
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sharp. (Sharp notes are entered by
using Paddle O to light up the block
under the sharp sign in the menu
before entering the note with Paddle
1's button. The block under the sharp is
cleared when the note is entered, since
the next note will probably not be
sharp, too.) The next two notes are also
A sharps, because a sharp sign
continues to make other notes (of the
same letter) in the measure sharp {and
a flat sign makes notes flat in a similar
fashion) . The next note is in a new
measure, so it is not sharp. Now, the
next note has been entered as sharp. If
we want the next note to not be sharp,
we just light up the natural sign before
entry. The last note is, of course, not
sharp since the effect of the sharp sign
is neutralized by the natural sign. This
natural sign is also used to counteract
the key signature.
Some of you may be wondering
what happens if you move the cursor
down a little more, so it would be below
the staff. Figure 14 is for you.
This entry scheme is fast. You
rarely do any typing . Further, you just
put one hand on Paddle 0 and the other
on Paddle 1, set the sheet music on the
Apple, and breeze right along . But
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more importantly, it looks just about
like regular sheet music. Most importantly, it is really easy to edit. If you
make a mistake, you must adjust a
paddle knob and back up, then reenter
the note. The little speaker with a right
arrow under it also he lps in editing .

to create a part 1 unless a part 1 has
previously been created.) The second
voice (where a "voice" is a melody line
or chord fragment in which at most one
pitch is played at any given moment) is
entered into Part 1. The third voice is
entered as Part 2, and so forth . Parts 0
through 8 are available, although the
ALF Apple Music Synthesizer has only
three voices per card, so two or three
such cards are required for six or nine
voices/ parts. These parts are completely independent, so you can do
anything you want in them. They are
virtually separate songs, although they
are all played back simultaneously
when yo u use the PLAY command.

When you use Paddle 0 to light up a
block under it, the notes already
ente red will be played back as you
move right using the right pointing
arrow. When a block is not present, nQ
playback occurs during right movement. If you want to play the song back
at normal speed and with envelope and
volume control, you just type PLAY.
No, the sheet music notation doesn't
zip across the screen while it plays.
Speed problems with the Apple (or just
about any processor) would degrade
the quality of th e playback, anq a
display with several notes p laying

The Apple is the only
mass-market home computer with space inside
for the synthesizer.
simultaneously would be nearly impossible to read with Apple's graphics
capabilities. We use a low-resolution
displ ay whi ch is easy to plot and fairly
easy to read. A dot for each voice
moves left for lower notes and right for
higher notes, and its co lor indicates
th e volume.
Obviously thi s ent ry scheme only
allows one note to play at any given
moment. How, then , are multiple notes
pl ayed at once? Has ALF not heard of
c hords? The answer is really quite
simple. Since each voice could well be
a separate (but. it is hoped. coordinated)
melody line, and since th e synthesizer
is capable of completely independent
operation with each voice, we allow
each voice to be entered separately.
Not only does this make ~ntry simple
and concise, it is easy to learn and
effective to use. By typing PART:1, we
are magically presented with a screen
that looks a lot like the screen of Figure
2, except PART O on the screen has
changed to PART 1 and there are fewer
notes of memory available. (In reality it
is necessary to use the EDIT command
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CALL. it will trundle off to the specified
subroutine (number 0, as requested,
although O through 99 can be used)
and play whatever is th ere. When the
end of the subroutine is fo und, it will
zip back to whatever was after the
CALL. Since we need to play this
section several times. we put in several
more CALL:O's in Part 0 . Now, in Part 1
we put a rest as long as we need for the
round effect. Then several CALL:O's
are needed. During playback, Part 0
will start in right away, while Part 1
rests . At the proper moment (or at the
programmed moment) Part 1 will co me
in with the same melody. Additional
parts can be added to taste. Further, we
can change the envelope parameters
on the various parts so they will
produce different sounds. We can even
change the transpose settings, which
will allow one part to be played higher
or lower in pitch than a nother, even

Music entry is simplified
by an automatic measure
bar feature.

There are a couple of ways in
which the parts are not completely
separate. One is an inc redibly useful
feature called subroutines. Those of
you who program in any non-alien
computer
language are already
fami l iar with subroutines and probably
k1ww what's coming up. The subroutines ca n be ca lled from any part, so
they are more o r less part-independent. An example is in order. Let's say
we want to play Row, Row, Row you r
Boat. If we are to do this merrily,
merrily, merrily we will need subroutines, subroutines, sub routines.
(Actually only on e subroutine is
needed but I got carried away.) Here's
how it is done. First, we type
SUBROUTINE:O. Rea lly w e type
SUB:O since all command s can be
abbreviated as muc h as you like, as
long as there is no confusion as to
which co mmand is desired . This is like
th e PART command in that it gives us a
new area in which to program music.
Unlike the PART command, the screen
starts off "empty" (just the staffs,
menu . etc.) without a key and time
signature and envelope parameters.
We enter the notes for row, row. row.
Now we go to Part 0 using the PART:O
command, ski p past the standard
envelope settings, and type CA LL:O.
When the playback softw are sees this

though the same notes were enterec
(using the subroutine) for both. The
contents of subroutines are not limitec
to notes. They can incl ude volume anc
envelope c hanges, or other c hanges
as well. This allows various sounc
settings to be entered into s ubroutine~
which can be ca lled whenever tha1
sound is desired . Subroutines car
even call other su bro utines. We've
entered the Twelve Days of Christma~
using subroutines instead o f e nt e rin~
each section several times, and yoL
can imagine how com plic ated that is!
Once a song has been entered, i1
ca n, of course, be stored on cassette 01
o n a floppy d isk. It can then be read i n
again at any time and played back, or
one cou ld add more or perhaps change
what is already there. An interesting
aspect of the storage feature is that it is
about the only way to record audio
which does not degrade with repeated
playbacks. When a tape or disk seems
to be about ready to wear out (that is,
becomes difficult to load) a new tape or
disk, which is exactly like the original,
can easily be made. Other than the now
emerging digital tape recorders , all
other recording methods have noise or
distortion wh ich increases with each
playback (although perhaps only a
little at a time). and eac h new copy is of
less quality than the original. With a
comp uter-cont ro ll ed sy nth es ize r,
each performance can sound exactly
like the original. Or, it can be different.
Another interesting aspect of music
data is that it can be subjected to
algorithms. Program s ca n be written to
modify the song in various ways. One
popul ar algorithm is to fli p the scale
over so that all low notes are high and

vice-versa. If done properly , this
changes minor keys to major, and
major keys to minor. The results are
often interesting, or at least amusing.
Another possibility is changing formats . If you have an audio tape
recorded with DBX or Dolby, you'd
better have simi lar equipment for
playback. However, if you have a disk
of songs written for Micro Music's
synthesizer, you can still play them on

Say we want to play Row,
Row, Row your Boat. If
we are to do this merrily,
merrily, merrily we will
need subroutines, subroutines, subroutines.
our synthesizer. A simple conversion
program is used to change MMl's
format to the ALF format, which can
then be played or edited in the normal
fashion. (Note that you must buy a
copy of the disk, and you are then free
to use it as you like. "Borrowing" a disk
from a friend who has an MMI unit is in
violation of copyright laws if the disk is
copyrighted .) Likewise, MMI users can
p lay ALF songs if they have an
appropriate conversion program (but
again, you must buy a song disk or
tape) . Th e playback will sound different on the two synthesizers, of course,
because they have different capabilities. I suspect that most computer
musi c co mpan ies will be offering
conversion programs so you can use
music disks available from other
companies.

The f o llowing commands are
available:
NEW is used to start fresh.
EDIT is used to change the number of
parts, the suggested play back
speed, or for the four text lines
which are shown during playback.
STEREO is used to specify the left/
right/middle playback assignments for each part (when using
two or three synthesizers).
PART selects whi ch part will be shown
and available for editing.
SUBROUTINE is the same as PART,
but a subroutine is selected. It
not present, it is created.
GOTO is the same as PART except it
puts you at the same measure
you're currently at (but in the
specified part).
MEASURE is used to move the cursor
to any desired measure (within
the current part or subroutine).
DELETE is used to delete several items
from the song.

The various menu items on the
screen are used as follows :
REST is used for entering rests. Rest
duration is selected in th e same
fashion as when entering notes.
The seven notes shown are for
selecting note duration.
• is used for entering dotted notes.
3 is used for entering triplet notes.
# is used for entering sharp notes.
b is used for entering fl at notes.
q is used for entering natural notes.
- is used to move the cursor right.
- is used to move the cursor left.
INS is used to control " insert" mode.
When insert mode is o n, all
entered items are inserted in
front of the cursor, rather th an
over the current item .
DEL is used to delete an item.
TIE is used to add (tie) another note
or rest duration to an existi ng
note or rest.
~
is used to turn on o r off playback
during right movement and DEL.

INTEGER is used to go back to Basic.
LENGTH is used to specify a note or
rest length in "time periods" for
unusual note durations.
LOAD is used to read a song from disk
or cassette.
SAVE is used to save a song to disk or
cassette.
PLAY is used to play the song.
T he f o ll owi ng co mmands are
stored in th e song data:
VOLUME selects a new volume level.
ATTACK used for envelope control.
DECAY used for envelope control.
SUSTAIN used for envelope control.
RELEASE used for envelope control.
GAP used for envelope control.
KEY specifies a new key signature.
TIME specifies a new time signature.
CALL calls a specified subroutine.

QUARTER specif ie s a new "t ime
period" duration for all followi ng
quarter notes (durin g entry) and
thus indicates the length of all
menu notes.
TRANSPOSE specifies a new transpose value to be added to all
following pitch values. During
playback, pitches can be raised
by 1 to 127 quarter steps and
lowered by 1 to 128 quarter steps.
TEMPO specifies a new tempo (playback speed) when using the
optional timing mode in put
board.
POKE is used to en ter any code. This
must be used with great caution,
and is not recommended for
general use (of course).

In addition to song data entry and
editing , the software alsO" takes on
some tasks which would normally be in
the hardware, but have been placed in
software since It works out well. The
most im portant of these f unctions is
the creation of envelopes.
The term "envelope" refers to the
volume contour of an individual note:
the way in which it becomes loud and
then dies away. For example, a plucked
string becomes loud quickly, then dies
away. In contrast, a piano note becomes loud qui ckly, stays loud (but
slowly fading out) while the key is held
down, then rapidly dies out when the
key is released. By creatively selecting
the rates and levels used, a variety of
different sounds can be created .
Our software creates AttackDecay-Sustain-Release (ADSR ) envelopes, as do nearly all professional
music synthesizers. This envelope has
four "stages." The first is the attack
stage, during which the "loudness"
(o r volume , but I use volume to
describe the overall sound level rather
th an the level during individual notes)
goes from its current level (which is
usually zero, but can be about anything) to the currently selected
"volume level" (as set by the most
recent VOLUME item in the song data).
Th e most recent ATTACK setting In
the song determines the rate. In fact,
the ATTACK setting is the number to
be added to the volume each "time
period" (yes, the same time periods
used for specifying note durations).
Wh en the loudness gets to the volume
level, the next stage begins. This is the
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decay stage, in which the loudness
goes down (at a rate selected by the
most recent DECAY setting) to the
currently selected SUSTAl N level. The
sustain level is usually some (fairly
high) percentage of the current volume
for piano-like sounds which hold at a
high loudness level (the sustain level)
after an initial "thump" (created by the
attack and decay stages). In pluckedstring sounds, the sustain level is
selected as zero so the loudness will
die out with just the "thump." Assuming that a non-zero sustain level is
used, then the sustain stage occurs
when the loudness si mply sits around
and stays at the selected sustain level.
A certain amount of time before the
next note begins (the time being

The term "envelope" refers to the volume contour of an individual note:
the way in which it
becomes loud and then
dies away.
selected by the most recent GAP
setting), the release stage begins.
During the release stage, the loudness
drops from the sustain level to a zero
level at a rate specified by the most
recent RELEASE setting. (It may not
actually get down to zero before th e
next note starts, if your release rate is
too slow, but it will try.)
The synthesizer software creates
up to nine of these envelopes at once,
all of them with independent parameter selections. Very complex sounds
can be created by having more than
one part play the same notes (using
subroutines, of course) but with
different envelope and/ or transpose
settings on each part. Further, parts
can be delayed (using a very small rest
at the beginning) for particularly
devious sounds or for echo/ reverb
effects.
Although al l this time I have been
discussing the Entry program, there
are five other programs supplied with
the synthesizer. The programs are
designed for use with Apple's Integer
Basic, but versions compatible with
Apple's [Microsoft] Applesoft Basic
are also available for those who don't
have Integer Basic . The se other
programs are for continuous al bumstyle playback, simple playback (without editing capabilities), special applications (such as sound effects or song
playback in your own programs), and
there is an introduction program which
describes, plots and plays basic
synthesizer concepts.
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The Hardware

The two most important parameters of a note are its pitch and
duration. Using a synthesizer which
has control of only pitch and duration
for each note, recognizable tunes can
be played. One of the easiest ways to
create pitches is by division. There are
simple circuits which will take an input
frequency and divide it by a specified
integer. (There are more complex
circuits which can take an input
frequency and multiply it by an
integer.) Thus, the easiest way to
produce a variety of frequencies
(pitches) is · to take a very large
frequency and divide it by a variety of
integers.
A sixteen-bit divider circuit can
divide a frequency by any integer from
1 to 65,536. This is what we use in our
synthesizer. We use an input frequency of 1,782,000 Hz (Hz is the
abbreviation for Hertz, which means
"cycles per second"), which is generated from a quartz crystal. This gives
us output frequencies from 1,782,000/
1 Hz to 1,782,000/65,536 (27.19) Hz.
The piano range goes from 27.5 Hz to
4, 186 Hz in 88 steps.
The notes of a piano scale are
called equal tempered half steps.
" Equal temp ered" means the frequencies from a geometric progression, each frequency being the frequency of the previous note times a
constant. "Half steps" means there are
twelve notes per octave (an "octave"
being the range in whi ch the frequency
of the notes doubles). (The term half
step refers slightly to the fact that from
one white key on a piano to the next is a
"whole step" provided there is a black
key in between. Since the black key's
frequency is equally spaced between
the white keys', and the white keys are
a whole step apart, the black key must

be a half step between the white keys. )
If we number the piano keys (both
white and black) starting with zero and
going up by ones, then to form a
geometric progression with values
starting at 27.5 (Hz) and doubling al
each twelve note, the frequency of any
note, N, must be 27.5 times 2 to the
power of (N / 12) Hz . The various
frequencies which the synthesizer can
produce with integer divisors , D,
between 1 and 65,536 are: 1,782,000/
D Hz; or, the divisor, D, for any desired
frequency, F, will be D= INT(1,782,000/
F + 0.5) MAX 1 MIN 65,536. Combining
all these handy formulas, we get a
formula for all piano scale divisors,
D(N), where N is an integer from 0 to
87: D(N)= INT(1,782,000/ (27.5 times 2
to the power of (N/ 12)) + 0.5) MAX 1
MIN 65,536. These divisors must be
computed by the software and then
programmed into the hardware. Unless we are all using Cray computers
with 12.5 nanosecond clock times,
some faster method than computing
fractional powers will be needed .
Fortunately, there is a relatively
obscure but powerful algorithm for this

With a computer-controlled synthesizer, each
perlormance can sound
exactly like the original.
Or, it can be different.
called a "look-up table." For those of
you not familiar with thi s advanced
programming technique, it consists of
an area of memory in which is located
the answer to every possible question
of the nature being solved. For the
piano-scale problem, there are only 88
answers, so the amount of memory
required is small (17.6 bytes).
However, we decided to use
quarter-steps, which have 24 notes per
octave. (Take all those formulas above
and change the 12's into 24's, then
extend the range of N from 0-87 up to
0-175.) This gives us twice as many
notes, but since they are twice as close
together we get the same frequency
range. Rather than have a range of
seven octaves plus four additional
notes, like a piano, we decided to add a
few more high pitches to obtain eight
fu ll octaves (96 half-steps or 192
quarter-steps). Using TRANSPOSE, it
is also possible to request notes even
higher. Using a simple formula which
takes advantage of the octave relationships, the look-up table size can be
reduced. This formula is D(N+ 24)=
INT(D(N)/ 2 + 0.5) when usi ng quartersteps (for half-steps, replace the 24
with 12). This means that if you have
the divisors for the lowest octave
(values of N from 0 to 23), you can

compute all the others. Best accuracy
is obtained using D(N+24 times A) =
INT(D(N)/ (2 to the power of A) + 0.5)
so the rounding is done only once.
Fortunately, dividing by 2 to the power
of A and then rounding is quite simple
in machine language. (All serious
music programming is done in machine language [or, more properly,
assembly language] since all high level
languages present speed problems.)
By feeding the 1,782,000 Hz clock
signal into thre e id entical 16-bit
programmable divider circuits, it is
possible to produce three pitches at
once. (The reason for choosing three
sets of circuitry is, in this case, becau se
three 16-bit dividers come in one
integrated circuit package.) The next
most significant aspect of a note is the
duration . In our synthesizer system,
this is controlled by the software. It
programs the dividers for a particular
pitch, then waits around for the right
amount of ti me, and then programs the
next pi tch. This is done with a special
"time-sharing " program which will be
explained later.
Having conquered pitch and duration, the next parameter needed to
improve the synthesizer is volume
control. Actua lly, volume control is a
rather insignificant featu re. However, if
you can control th e vol ume quickly
enough, you can make envelopes,
which are vastly important and useful.
It is important to create "smooth"
envelopes which do not suddenly
change in loudness. Sudden changes
c reate annoying clicks, which, if you
follow computer music synthesizers,
you've no doubt heard in new companies' equipment. The hardware fo r
envelope production in our synthes izer is also used for controlling
vol ume, and consists of a special
digital- to-analog converter (DAC) . A
DAC takes an integer, which in this
case is output on the Apple bus, and
creates a voltage or current as specified by th e integer. For exa mple, an
input of 1 might produce 1 volt, 2
prod uces 2 volts, 3 3 volts, and so on.
The DAC we use has an input which
selects positive or negative values.
This input is connected to the square
wave pitch output of one of the 16-bit
dividers. Thus the output of the DAC
changes from positive to negative
values at a rate selected by the pitch.
This means th e output is always
centered around zero. Some systems
fail to do this, and problems resu lt. For
example, a square wave changing
between 0 and 5 volts h as an average
value (or is centered around) 2.5 volts.
If a "rest" (no tone output) is implemented by stopping the programmable
divider, the output will change to either
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0 or 5, and thus the "center" point will
change by 2.5 volts. Thi s change
produces one of those annoyi ng clicks
I mentioned earlier. Rather than stop
the divider, we program the volume to
zero for a rest. This eliminates the offcenter click problem. Another special
feature of this DAC circuit is that the
outputs of the DAC are exponential.
This means that if we send an arithmetic progression of integers to the DAC,
it will create a geometric progression
of outputs. Both frequency and volume
must increase in a geometric progression in order to seem to inc rease at a
constant rate, due to the way human
hearing works.
When c reating envelopes, the
"time-sharing " program comes into
play. The first thing this program does
is start a timer In the Apple. Thi s timer,
which is controlled by one of the
paddle knobs, determines th e length of
a "time period ." The program has a
"pointer" into the musi cal score for
each part being played. The first such
pointer is used to check to see what is
next in the score for Part 0. If it is a
subroutine call or other special f unction, it is done, the poi nter is advanced,
and the next item is done. When a note
or rest is finally encountered, the
proper pitch and/or volume control
programming is done, and the time
duration of the note or rest is copied
into a special location referred to as the
"time remaining." Each part has its
own location for time remaining. Then,
the next part is processed in the same
manner, using pointers, time rem aining, and oth er p ara meters associated
with Part 1 rather than Part 0. If a part is
holding a note, its time remaining will
be non-zero. In this case, the pointer to
the musical score is not needed since it
is not yet t ime to continue with the next

item in the score. Instead, the time
remaining is decremented, and the
time-sharing program goes on to the
next part. Eventually, the time remaining 'will reach zero, and it is then
time for the next note. When the last
part has been processed, the program
waits for the Apple's timer to indicate
that the full time period has been
consumed. Then the whole process
starts over.
In addition to checking the time
rema i ning and the score pointer,
during the processing of each part a
computation is done to calculate an
envelope for that part. The envelope
calculation is rather simple. A "current
loudness" is compared to a "desired
loudness." If the current loudness is
less than the desired loudness, the
"attack rate" is added to the current
loudness. If it is greater than the
desired loudness, the "current decay
rate" is subtracted. (Overshoots are
detected and elimi nated.) Only one
addition or subtraction is done in each
time period , and the new current loud ness is programmed into the volume
control DAC. (Each of the three pitch
outputs has its own DAC.) When the
current loudness reaches the desi red
loudness, then a new desired loudness
is taken from the "current sustain level"
and the current loudness tries to reach
th is new val ue. By copying the volume
level into the current sustain level and
the decay rate into the current decay

With a computer-controlled synthesizer, each
perlormance can sound
exactly like the original.
Or, it can be different.
rate, a new note is started (and the ADS
portions of the ADSR envelope will
occur automatically). When it is time
for the A portion to begin, a zero is
copied into the desired loudness and
the current sustain level, and the
release rate is copied into the current
decay rate. Note that the actual volume
level is never changed directly. It is
only changed by the routine which
adds the attack rate (or subtracts the
current decay rate) to the current
loudness. This means that the volume
wil I never change faster than the attack
rate (or decay or release rate). As the
desired loudness is changed, the
current loudness (and thus the actual
volume level) attempts to reach the
desired level, but only at the program med rates. Even a rest is created
only by setting the desired loudness
and current sustain levels to zero (and
copying t he release rate into the
current decay rate).
This concl udes the hardware of
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our synthesizer, except to say that the
three DAC outputs are connected
together and zapped into levels
acceptable to your stereo system.
When using two synthesizers, one can
be connected into the Left input and
the other into the Right input on your
stereo. The software is designed to let
you select which synthesizer each part
goes to, and thus each part's left or
right positioning can be selected (or
changed from time to time). When
using three _synthesizers, special
circuitry allows one of the synthesizer's outputs to be heard on both Left
and Right, thus becoming Middle (sort
of).
At this point, the budget for the
hardware has been reached (for a list
price of $265), and further sound
parameters cannot be controlled
without running the price beyond most

hobbyists' wildest dreams. However,
the next most important feature would
be control of waveforms. Like volume
control, waveform control is a rather
insignificant feature unless you can
change the
waveforms rapidly.
Usually waveforms are created by
filters. In an envelope generator, a
DAC creates different volume levels by
creating an output voltage which is
specified by an input integer. In
waveform control, filters are used to
make certain esoteric changes in the
input waveform based on an input
integer. By sending the filter the same
sort of numbers as one would send a
volume control DAC , " wow" type
sounds can be created. (However,
most filters require that the current
note frequency be added into the
numbers usually used for envelope
control.) A separate program or circuit

for generating these numbers is
required si nee you probably don't want
the same pattern of numbers for the
envelope and waveform control. A
discussion of the basic nature of
waveforms, how they affect the sound,
and how they are created is beyond the
scope of this article. It would be long
and involved , and perhaps of little
value without audible examples.

If you have questions on computer
music, you can send them to: Creative
Computing Magazine, Questions &
Answers, Ph il Tubb, P.O. Box 789-M,
Morristown, NJ 07960
D
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"I hate to be the one to tell you this, but for the past
hour and a half you've been trying to program our
candy machine."
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Micro Composer
from
Micro Music, Inc.
David H. Ahl

Introduction
Micro Composer Is a music
system for the Apple II. The package
contains a hardware music card,
software on either cassette or disk ,
and an Instruction manual. Suggested retail price is $220. Further
information is available from the
manufacturer, Micro Music, Inc., 309
W. Beaufort, Normal , IL 61761.
Telephone (309) 452-6991.
Micro composer allows one to
compose and play up to four simultaneous voices; program the pitch,
rhythm and timbre of the music;
specify one of seven pre-programmed tone colors for each voice or
make up a new one; save and recover
music from either tape or disk ; and
play music using the built-in amplifier circuit. The music being played or
text material may be displayed on the
screen during playback.

Using the System
When Micro Composer arrived, it
was barely out of the postman's
hands before we ripped open the
box, plugged it in to our Apple and
fired It up . In the front of the manual
are two pages, one for installation of
Micro Composer and the other
describing how to run a demonstration. Hence, one can play music
immed iately without having to wade
through pages of instructions and
hours of tedious music entry. The
first instruction page carries a large
notice, "Before you do anyth ing,
please read this II I!" This would be a
good policy for any manufacturer to
follow, but is especially welcome
with a product such as this .
The manual is 28 pages long; the
first 7 pages are devoted to several
examples of playing, editing and
composing music and are designed
for the user to enter on his or her

Micro Composer comes with a card for the Apple, software on
cassette or d isk and loose leaf Instruction manual.

system . The next 12 pages describe
usage of the system, its functions
and commands. The remaining 8
pages contain a technical description
of the system. The manual is printed
on heavy card stock and is bound in a
three-ring binder hence it should last
through many hours of flipping
pages to find out how this or that is
done.
Music is entered using a simple
alphanumeric coding scheme. It
requires three characters to define
most notes--duration, note and octave. Some examples of note coding
are:
ER
QF3
HC4
SBF3
.HG1

Eighth Rest
Quarter note F in 3rd
octave
Half note C in 4th octave
Sixteenth note B-flat in 3rd
octave
Dotted half note G in 1st
octave

Music Composer has a range of
four octaves. Middle C Is the first
note in Octave 3. Note durations
range from a thirty-second note to a
whole note. Any note may be dotted
except a sixteenth or thirty-second.
The first music we chose to enter
was a simple piano arrangement of
"The Stars and Stripes Forever." We
were going along famously until the
fourth measure which had a whole
note tied to a half note In the next

measure. Unfortunately, Micro Composer does not allow for tied notes.
End of a measure-end of a note.
Hence, the user is faced with either
putting in a second note (untied) or a
rest. In this piece , at least, rests
tended to sound better.
The next piece we chose to enter
was the "Triumphal March" from
Aida. Here we ran into trouble in the
second measure. It had a triplet,
another feature not provided for in
Micro Composer. We don't see any
easy way around this problem; we
tried an eighth and two sixteenth
notes and also three sixteenth notes
and a rest but neither was real ly
sati sfactory.
As mentioned earlier, Micro Composer allows for up to four polyphonic voices. In a multiple voice
composition, all voices must be
entered at once. In other words, one
enters a chord. We had grown
accustomed to entering one entire
voice, or part, on the ALF system and
then adding additional parts, one at
a time. Perhaps it is habit, but we
find the ALF approach more "natural" and easier to use. On the other
hand , with Micro Composer, one
hears an entire chord and can make
changes immediately.
However, making changes (editing) is not one of the strong points of
the system. Although the manual
thoroughly describes the editing
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2.3 COMPOSING

process, we found it awkward and
time-consuming to use. To edit a
note, one must start at the beginning
of the piece, display the notes on the
screen and "walk" through the piece
until the error is found . Edit mode is
then entered. After typing in the
value of the erroneous "set" (or
chord), new pitch codes must then
be entered for every note in that set.
In a four-voice composition, for
example, to change or correct one
erroneous note would require a
minimum of 17 keystrokes and
possibly many more. Another limitation of the editor is the inability to
add a note or notes that might have
been overlooked earlier in the entry
process. Once, having entered a
fairly long piece, we found, much to
our dismay, that two measures
toward the beginning were identical
and we had only entered one of them .
Micro Composer unfortunately would
not let us insert the missing notes.
Two hours of music entry down the
drain. From then on we become
somewhat paranoid about double
and triple checking every entry before
pressing return.
Another difference between M lcro
Composer and the ALF system is the
treatment of the key signature and
accidentals. With the ALF system, If
a piece Is in the key of E flat (3 flats),
one enters 3F and the system
automat ically assigns a flat to the
required notes. Also, an accidental
assigned to one note in a measure
automatically applies to other of the
same note until the end of the
measure. In the Micro Composer
system , every note that is a sharp or
flat must be specified separately.
The key signature is not even
specified. Also, accidentals do not
carry over to other notes in the
measure. This approach may be
acceptable, and even desirable, when
learning to read music. On the other
hand, if one is not learning , this
method is very time-consuming
when entering music, for example, in
the key of E major (4 sharps) or B flat
minor (5 flats).
Playing Music
Micro Composer has a timbre
command through which any one of
seven timbres may be assigned to
any voice. Timbres include:
1. Low string sound (bass voice
only)
2. Wind-flute sound
3. Horn-brass sound
4. Bassoon-oboe sound
5. Clarinet choir sound
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2 3 1. Let's see how to enter a single melody into the computer;

This 1s the mot iv e from tho Bach Two-Part Inve ntion in F major.

Vivace Con Allegrezza

11

&~ i , J uJ J J LttucrJJJ1

6. Electronic organ sound
7. Funky oboe
It's probably personal preference,
but we found ourselves coming back
to timbres 3, 4 and 5 most often.
After setting tempo with a paddle,
one may then elect to play or
display-and-play. The display mode
uses Apple high resolution graphics
and displays all the notes being
played on the bass and treble staffs.
The notes progress from right to left
across the screen . Although we have
not used it with children learning
music, this would appear to be a
valuable feature. Unfortunately, music played In the display mode tends
to sound somewhat staccato since
with the appearance of each new
note the computer must interrupt the
note generation to refresh the display. In general, this is not a serious
flaw although we don't advise playing music which has sixteenth or
thirty-second notes in one voice
against whole notes in the other
voices--ln the display mode the
entire piece would sound like it
consisted of the shorter notes.
The amplifier circuit on the board
provides adequate volume for most
rooms . However, If you're looking to
use the system In an auditorium or
noisy environment , you'll want to
feed it through an external amplifier.
The output signal Is monophonic, a
curious anachronism in a modern
computer music synthesis system .
We're not sure whether a second
board could be added for stereo, but
It doesn't seem so.
In summary
As technology rockets ahead, so
do people's expectations. In the case
of music synthes is system s, 'Hal
Chamberlin's Micro Composer would
have been hailed as a breakthrough
just 18 months ago compared with
the Solid State Music, Newtech,
Software Technology and similar
boards . However, Phil Tubb's ALF
board for the Apple set some high
standards in ease of music entry,
stereo output and overall flexibility,
if not in documentation (although we
understand that a new ALF manual is
due out shortly).
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11VOICES = 1 IR)
11COM POSE 711 (R)

1

J.

Set up th e COMPOSER for
just 1 voice.
Now. we need to tell the
compu l er

we want to

compose

En1er the Compose command.
The "O'" means start
a new music Ille.
00
..

Note: follow each pitch

ent er~<!

w ith a (R) ••••

1 l l ER

Enter an Eighth Rest
in set 1 of voice 1
That is what ··1:1·· means.

2.11EF3

Enter an Eighth note F
in the 3rd octav'-" 1n set 2
of voice 1. W atch the

notes appear on the

screen~

And hear the pitch !
3.11 EA3

And, we continue on em or ing
in

each note. We always

enter th e r h ythm, the pitch,
and the octave. 1n 1hat order

4:11 EF3
5 .11 EC4
611 EF3
7:11 EF4
8 11 SE4
9:11 504
10 11 SC4
11;11 5 04
12·11 SC4
13 .11 SBF3

14·11 SA3
15 11 SBF3
16:11 SA 3
17·11 SG3
18 :11 .HF3
19:11 • (R)

II you type a w rong ccxio. the
computer w ill beev. :t1en retype
the music note
W fJ have f1mshca one measure.
A Sixteen th not e m sm 8'

There is one more leu er hertt.
We need a B Fla1. So we
use F for fl at. II w e need
a sharp, w e wou ld type S.

Put a dot before the rhythm
to make a dotted valuel
An asterisk " • " tells the computer to stop
composing and retu rn 10 the
command mode. tre mem ber. you
m ust pr ess the shtft
key to get the asterisk .I

77M ETER # OF BEATS 1 31(R)
BEAT 1 4 (RI

Let 's set the Meter.

Example from the Instruction manual of entering
three measures of mu sic.

The key advantages of Micro
Composer are good documentation ,
simultaneous play and display of
music on two staffs, four voices on
one board, no need for an external
amplifier and a music entry procedure that may be helpful in learning
about music (depending upon one's
teaching philosophy). The disadvantages are a cumbersome editing
process, awkward treatment of key
signature and accidentals and an
Inability to handle certain musical
constructions, notably tied notes
and triplets.
Is Micro Composer for you? Every
Apple needs music and this is
certainly one way to get It.
0

Computer MusicWith the Accent on Music
Jack Citron
Here's a one-of-a-kind article.
First, a little music theory to fill in
the technically clever but musically Ignorant. And then on to
Hyperwarp!
Jaxitron suggests experiments
in music composition that will
please a lot of you. What he ought
to do is sell the package on disk...
Computer music has to sound
awful! Right? Well, in the words of a
song whose composer would strongly
disagree and dynamically prove his
point were he still with us, "It Ain't
Necessarily So!" There is no law that
confines the use of computers in music
to experiments in sound in which all
previous musical thought must be
avoided. And home-computer manufacturers who advertise, "Compose
your own music," are not addressing
the general, music-loving public, but
only one-finger pianists. Here I hope to
demonstrate the computer's power to
capture and convey musical concepts
that can help you, as well as professional arrangers and composers, find
material that would otherwise be overlooked .
From Numbers to Notes
Before going on to more interesting and creative matters, let me
show the basic correspondence between musical pitch and our number
system.
It seems to be common knowledge
·that the standard piano has 88 keys.
Yet anyone who thinks numbers are
pitted against the human spirit is
disturbed to learn that, because the
order of these keys is absolutely fixed ,
we can label them zero to 87 or one to
88 or in fact use any sequence of
integers at all. For example, we can
place zero somewhere around the
center of the keyboard - say at middle
C - and use negative numbers for
lower pitches and positive numbers for
higher ones.
In looking at a keyboard, you are
immediately struck by the repetitive
pattern highlighted by the black keys
placed in alternating groups of two's
and three's.
Jack Citron, 18136 Saticoy St ., Reseda CA
91335 .
'

Let's extract one complete cycle of
this pattern and number the keys from
zero to eleven. Letting the first note be
the white one just to the left of the two
black keys, we force zero to correspond to the note C. The other white
notes follow most unimaginatively in
alphabetic order up to G but then
revert to A and B as though mocking

And home-computer
manufacturers who advertise, "Compose your own
music," are not addressing the general, musicloving public, but only
one-finger pianists.
our choice of a starting point. Of
course the initial note need not be C,
but if it is, then the complete correspondence between numbers and notes
for one "octave" becomes:

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

c
C#
D
D#
E
F
F#
G
G#
A
A#
B

white
black
white
black
white
white
black
white
black
white
black
white

Now to cover the entire range of
conventional musical pitch, the first
column can be extended as required
with negative and positive numbers
above and below while the pitch
pattern is simply repeated over and
over. To change the reference pitch,
you need only shift the columns with
respect to each other so that zero is
opposite whatever note you like.

Intervals and Scales
The word "interval" is commonly
used to express the distance between
two notes. Without worrying about
arcane adjectives such as major,
minor, augmented, diminished and
perfect, we will here simply label
intervals by the numeric differences
involved. Thus the interval from E up to
G (in the same octave) will be the
difference between the i r assigned
values - here, from 4 to 7, or + 3.
Similarly, the interval from G down to E
will always be -3 (negative three ). If
you feel uncomfortable about the lack
of un its here, you can call them tones,
half-tones or semitones (but not whole
tones).
Now notice that the seven " white"
notes in our setting that starts with C
are numbered 0 2 4 5 7 9 11. The next
white note would be 12 for the next C. It
is no accident that this turns out to be
the well-known major scale. But now
notice that the successive i ntervals in
this scale are 2 2 1 2 2 2, and 1 to the
next C. So if you wish to express a
major scale starting on D#, you can
perform successive additions of the
intervals beginning with the pitch 3 that is 3, 3+2, 3+2+2 , 3+ 2+ 2+ 1, ....
3+2+ 2+ 1+2+2+ 2. The resulting numbers, 3 5 7 8 10 12 14 (and 15 to start the
next octave) correspond to 0#, F, G,
G#, A#, C , D (and the next D#).
Incidentally, throughout this article a
minor tec,h nica l li mitation encourages
my commission of a major musical sin
- my typewriter as well as my computer term inal have no "flat" symbols.
Through the use of numbers, then,
transposition to any key becomes a
trivial matter. But more important
benefits are to be gained through such
calculations. Notice, for one thing, that
the intervals in the scale add up to
eleven (or twelve if you include the
repeated " key-note" or "ton ic") . By
permuti ng these intervals in every
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possible way, you can use any of the 21
"modal derivatives" of a major scale.
By collecting all sequences of seven
positive integers that add to twelve,
you make available all 462 seven-note
scales in the conventional twelve-tone
system of pitch. And my hand calculator tells me that amounts to 5544
scales considering transpositions to all
twelve keys.
But a scale need not have exactly
seven notes and the intervals need not
total eleven or twelve as long as we
remember that our hearing apparatus
responds to the doubling of pitch as
the same note.
We ca n form a sho rt scale spanning any tota l interval. We might
choose th e intervals 2 1 2 or, beginning
on zero, the notes O 2 3 5. We can now
treat this as a subset of a "complete"
scale by repeating the interval sequence using one other fixed interval.
That is to say, if I write 21 2 (2) , I mean
2 1 2 (2) 2 1 2 (2) 2 1 2 (2) 2 1 2 (2) 2 1 2 .. .
C DD#F- G AA#C- D E F G- AB C D- EF#GA .. .

Notice that 2 1 2 plus the separator
2 adds to 7. If the separator interval
were 1, th e sequence would add to 6 so
that a single repeat of the subscale
would bring the whole to completion:
2 1 2 (1) 2 1 2 (1)
C DO# F - F# G# A B -

C

Wheneve r a completed cyc le brings
th e total spanned interval to a multiple
of twelve, the total pattern will repeat
(because the name of the pitch is the
same for 0, 12, 24 ... and for 1, 13, 25, ...
and so on).

Even If it implies some
internal clash (tension!)
between theory and practice, we'll stick to the
statement that a melody
note already present in the
chord adds no tension.
Having gone this far into heresy,
we might as well question whether the
separator interval needs to be positive.
Consider 2 1 2 (-1) :
C D 0 # F - E F# G A - G# A# B C# - C
2 1 2 (- 1) 2 1 2 (-1 ) 2 1 2 (- 1)

Here the pattern repeats twi ce before
adding to twelve. And this raises the
obvious question abou t the use of
negative integers in the fundamental
pattern itself (not just the separator
interval) . Well, one co uld certainly
object that the introduction of negative
values produces a melody rather than a
scale. Indeed this is true if the result is
treated as a melody . But if it is used
on ly to select notes for the actual
melody, it is a scal e - even th o ug h it
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may contain repeated pitches and
retrograde motion.
Programming Fundamentals
You might now want to write some
programs based on this simple arithmetic approach. Your first input as
data to one program would be the
subset interval sequence with the
separator interval either inc luded or
given as a separate parameter. The
program can then calculate the pitch
numbers up to the point where the
separator interval causes the next
pitch to be any multiple of twelve. And,
of course, if you prefer to see the
output in terms o f alphabetic names,
you will need a conversion routine
using whatever special symbols you
find convenient for flats or sharps.
(Because the white notes run from A to
G , I ca ll the black notes sharps so that
all pitch names are two characters long
with the second character being either
a blank or the letter S.)
Another program can now operate
on the scale making use of another
input seq uence to create a melody. or
just a suggestion for one - depending
on how far your ear will allow you to go.
As an example, suppose we use the
previous scale developed from 2 1 2
(-1), and for the melodic input sequence we arbitrarily pick the num~ers
1 3 2. The logic of the program mig ht
use these as pitch indices directly
(giving the first, third and second n otes
- C 0 # O) or as scale intervals (that is
beginning on C , an interval of one
gives D, three from ther~ in the scale
gives E and two more brings us to G).
Either way, there are all sorts of
creative schemes you ca n devise to
convert a sho rt input sequence into an
extended one so as to produ ce a long
melody with a recogn izable stylistic
patte rn based on the way your lo~ic
manipulates the numbers. :h ~se w1t.h
little musi cal experience will find this
educational , those with mo re will be
fascinated.
But sooner or late r you will miss
the all-important part of Western music
that isn't the re - namely harmony. (I
suspect that many of you thought I
would say rhythm. While ordinary
rhythm s are simple to the point of
being trivial, more complex rhyt hms
are indeed interesting, but they will not
bring you as c lose to real composition
as will so me understanding of harmony.)
Harmony
Although no o ne needs to be told
that melody consi sts of single notes
ordered in time, few lay men co uld state
clearly what harmony is. This may ~e
because of something it shares with
such deeply technical areas as highenergy ph ysic s a nd time -s ha ring

computer systems - namely, it has
virtual as well as a real existence.
Harmony is made up of simu
taneous groups of pitches calle
chords which are ordered in time, bL
the pitches in a chord need not b
played in simultaneity. During the tim
a particular chord is in effect, an
background containing its notes i
possible. The trick behind ordinar

Aesthetically, the dia
grams of the most symme
tric states appear too sim
pie to be pleasing, while
those with less order be
come increasingly inter·
esting until a point i~
reached where random·
ness becomes overpower·
ingly confusing and sc
distasteful.
composition in o ur culture is to creatE
harmony and melody that fit togethe
like a stage setting and story line. The
harmony not o nly shows "where" th e
melody is, it also suggests where it ma)
go next. But enough of such gen·
eralities.
Chords
Again we will use intervals, bu
now they are to be taken at the same
point in time. For example, the interva
structure 4 3 "built on" the pitch zerc
produces the three note chord:
O, o+4. o+4+ 3

=0 4 7 or C E G

which is a major triad. By reve rsin ~
these two interval s, we have a mino1
triad - i.e., 3 4 implies

o. 0+3 , 0+3+4 = 0 3 7 or C 0# G.

Again notice that these combinati~m
of two numbers will let you build ma101
or minor three-note c hords on an}
pitc h through simple addition
D# major = 3 + (4 3) = 3 7 10 or D# G A#
A# minor = 10 + (3 4) = 10 13 17 or A# C# F.

Note that the remainder modulo twelve
gives the pitch name in our reference
octave
10 13 17 becomes 10 1 5 or A# C# F.

Of co urse triads or three-note chords
ca n be constructed from any pair of
intervals - but yo u will find something
"st ra nge" about the musica l flavor of
most such st ructures. An interesting
explanation can be given in terms of
order, symmetry or what scie n~~sts
might call "psychological entropy but we ca n't go into that here. For the
moment just accept the fact th at 3's
and 4's will produce conventional
results while o th er intervals will
introduce possibilities that you may or
may not be ready to appreciate.
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Now you may want to write a
program that will construct all possible
n-note chords containing only intervals restricted to some given set. For
example, if n equals four and we limit
ourselves to the intervals 3 and 4, the
program should find these interval
sequences:
333
433

334
434

343
443

3 44
444

Next, each of these sequences must be
tested for the presence of a subtotal
within the structure that equals twelve
or any mu ltiple of twelve. If such intervals are present in a structure, there
will be fewer than four unique notes.
On this basis, only seven possible
chords will remain here because 4 4 4 is
an obvious reject. Now any of these
seven chords can be built on any of the
twelve different pitches through the
usual summation technique.
By changing the value of n from 4
to 7 or 12, you can now find all 36
seven-note chords consisting of only
threes and fours, or all four twelve-note
structures containing these same
i ntervals. And , of course, with a sense
of adventure you need not be limited to
just these two interval values. Further,
you might introduce separator intervals to increase the already endless
supply of possibilities and at the same
time create new kinds of harmonic
flavors. As an example,
m n (p q) rs t

would specify structures containing
firs t t h ree pitches using only the
intervals m and/ or n, separated by the
interval p or q from a four-note
structure limited to the intervals r, s
a nd/ or t.
The mind-boggling assortment of
possibilities that you create here cries
out for some sort of selection apparatus to let you pick out only the
ag reeab le chords without actually
sampling every structure found. To
accomplish this, you can use the
following method for measuring the
"tension" in a c hord structure. Structures outside any tension range of your
choice can be discarded b y your
program.

Tension (Order in Simultaneity)
Each interval in a structure contributes to the net tension in the
structure. The following table shows
the value to be added for each interval,
and the intervals shown are rea ll y
remainders modulo twelve.
Interval
10

2
11
1
other

Tension
Contribution
1
10
100
1000
0

232
321

3 3 4 4 3 3
334434

421

3 3 5 3 3 5

232
321

3 4 3 4 3 4
3 4 3 4 4 3

232
322
321
411

344334
34 43 35
344343
3 4 4 3 4 4

331
322
4 21

353344
3 5 3 3 5 3

1221
232
321

4 3 3 3 5 3
4 3 3 4 4 3
4 3 3 5 3 3

232
322
1320
321
411

4
4
4
4
4

2 122
1133
1222

4 4 2 3 5
4 4·2 4 4

233
322
3 22
411

3 5 3 3 3 5

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

3
3
4
4
4

4
4
3
3
3

3
4
2
3
4

3
3
3
3

3
3
4
4

4
5
3
4

4
3
4
3

241
1222

5 2 3 3 3 5
5 2 3 4 2 5
5 2 3 5 1 5

241

5 2 4 3 2 5

331
322
42 1

5 3 3 3 5 3
5 3 3 4 4 3
5 3 3 5 3 3

122 1
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c

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

CLASS

DS
DS

FS
FS

AS
AS

D
D

r

F

GS
A

-HI7
-HI7

DS

FS

B

D

F

AS

-HA7

DS
DS

G
G

AS
AS

D
D

F

~S

A
A

HI7
HI7

DS
DS
DS
DS

G

B
B
B
B

D

F

A

D
D
D

F
FS
FS

AS
A
AS

MI
MI
HI
HI

DS
DS
DS

GS
GS
GS

B

D
D
D

F
FS
G

AS
AS
AS

+MI
+HI
+MI

E
E

G

AS
AS
AS

CS

FS
FS
FS

A

A

LG7
LG7
LG7

D
D

G

B
B
B
B
B

CS

G
G
G

B

B

G

E

G

E
E
E
E
E

G
G
G

G

D
DS

DS
DS
DS

c
c

E
E
E

GS
GS
GS

AS
AS
AS

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

E
E
E
E

GS
GS
GS
GS

B
B
B
B

F
F

F

G
G

G

AS
AS
AS

F

G

B

c

4 4 2 5 3

4 4
4 4
4 4
4 4

T

D
DS

A

A

FS
FS
FS
FS
FS

AS

HA7
HA7
HA7
HA7
HA7

FS
FS
FS

G
G
G

+7
+7
+7
+HA7
+HA7
+./1A7
+MA7

AS
GS

A

D

FS

D

G

DS
DS

G

AS
AS
AS
AS

CS
D
DS

E
E

E

A
A

A

7+3
7+3
7+3

D

E

A

HA7+3

AS
AS
AS

+MA7+3
+MA7+3
+MA7+3

FS

F

GS

B

D

G

F

GS

B

DS

G

F

GS

B

E

G

Table 1.

This is not meant to establish a linear
scale, allowing us to say that this chord
is twice as tense as that one. Instead it
gives a logarith m ic re lation , and so
should have psycholog ica l va l ue!
Consider as an example the sevennote structure with the interva l sequence

4
7
11
14
18
21

Remai nder
mod 12
4

7
11
2
6
9

3

3

Tension
0

7

7

0

10
14

10

1
10
0

17

2
5

And similarly for the remaining notes:

4 3 4 3 4 3.

The intervals between the first note in
the chord (root tone) and each of the
other pitches can be tabulated
Interval
from root

Interval from Remai nder
2nd note
mod 12

Tension
0
0
100
10
0
0

Notice that if the root to ne we re zero,
the second co lum n (remainder mod
twelve) could be interpreted as the
other pitch names in the chord. From
th is it is clear that we do have seven
unique notes.
To tabulate this informat ion for the
second chordal tone, we drop the first
interval leaving 3 4 3 4 3 to fo rm the
partial sums:

Interval from Remainder
3rd note
mod 12
4
4

7

7

11
14

11

2

Interval f rom Remainder
4th note
mod 12
3
3
7
7
10
10
From
5th note
4
7

Remainder
mod 12

From
6th note
3

Rema inder
mod 12

4
7

Tension
0
0
100
10
Tension
0
0
1
Tension
0
0
Tension
0
Net: 232
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The tension of this chord is the sum of
all the tension contributions imparted
by the various intervals shown namely, 232.
As the term tension implies,
chords with lower tension values will
exhibit less interval clash between
pitches in the chord. Your own musical
experience and taste will determine the
tension range within which you will
feel comfortable. You can see that the
fewer notes a chord has, the better its
chances of having a lower tension. But
you can also see that a change in the
order of the notes in a chord can alter
its tension drastically.

For a more unusual example, consider
the triad with intervals of five and six
built on C (CF B) or (0 5 11 ).
Note

Tension

c
C#
0
0#
E
F
F#
G
G#
A
A#
B

0
1010
10
1

100
0
1000
10

0
1
110

0

Melody Plus Harmony
Before considering cho rd continuity, we can now easily link the
concepts of melody and harmony
using the notion of tension.
Consider as a first example a Cmajor triad (CE G). By measuring the
intervals from each of these notes to
every other note, we can assign a
tension value that describes how well
any note "fits" or is harmonized by this
chord. Any pitch already in the chord
will be given a tension of zero because
it doesn't add anything (usually!). As a
result , every note in the octave can be
evaluated for use with this (or any
other) chord. " Wrong" notes become
those whose tension values exceed
your personal limits. For the C-major
triad:
Note

Tension

c

C#

0
0#
E
F
F#
G
G#
A

A#
B

0
1000
11

100
0
1001
110

0
1000
10
1

100

Here th e tension of the pitch F, for
example, was found as follows :
F-G = 5-7 = - 2 implies 10 or a tension of
1
F-E = 5-4 = 1
1
1000
F-C = 5-0 = 5
5
0
Total: 1001

The most "professional"
approach would intermix
both procedures letting
the inherent strength of
the melody or harmony
alternately suggest what
should come next.
Here, the cho rd itself has tension - a
value of 100 if the C is below th e B. Yet
a C in the melody might seem to add
considerable tension because it lies
above the B in the chord. This leads to
a number of additional considerations
that can not be taken up here. Even if it
implies some interval clash (tension!)
between theory and practice, we'll
stick to the statement that a melody
note already p resent in the chord adds
no tension.
Seven-part Harmony
If you can accept the above
declaration, you can see that a c hord
with N notes could have N melody
notes th at add no tension. This makes
seven-note structures most attractive
for connecting harmony and melody
because each such structu re carries its
own "complete" (seven-note) scale.
Using such a structure, you can take
th e first three or four tones as the chord
to be played whil e the melody ranges
over any part of the seven-note scale.
As a result the melody can have
considerable variation in tension, and
yet be controlled to the extent that its
net tension cannot exceed that of the
original seven-part structure. A computer listing of 34 such structures
showing for each the tension, interval
sequence a nd the correspo nding pitch
names if C is taken as the root tone is
shown in Table 1. The list is ordered
and grouped by the last col umn, whic h
is labelled "class." The entries under
thi s heading represent termino logy
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that is too specialized for this article,
but you will notice that all structures in
the same class have in common at least
their first four notes.
You might also notice the structures are not completely unique. For
example, the first structure built on C
has exactly the same set of pitches as
the sixth structure built on 0# and also
structure number 14 bui lt on G#. This
means that rearrangement of the same
set of notes can alter the net harmon ic
effect. It also implies that more than
one chord can harmonize the same
fragment of a melody. But for that
matter, if a si ngle melodic pitch is to be
harmonized , there are seven settings
for each of these 34 structures, or 238
possibilities that will work. By this I
mean that the melody note can be the
first, second ... , sixth or seventh note in
any of the 34 structures and seven
times 34 is 238.
Before going further, you should
validate each of these structures with
your own harmonic sense. To cfo this,
play the first three or four notes of a
structure with you r left hand (either
simultaneously or in a fixed pattern)
while picking out the entire seven-note
scale (one note at a time) with your
right. The scale is usually found by
reordering the pitches ordinally:
1 5 2 6 3 7 4. In a few cases, th is is not
quite correct, but it w ill still give the
taste of each structure. Test just one
chord at a time and give your ear a
good rest before changing structures.
Cross off any that strike you as too
unpleasant and don't be surprised if
this removes quite a few - perhaps
even a majority - from the list. You
may be able to describe the throwaways as having too much tension or
no feeling of being in a "key." If you
find you can keep only three orfourout
of the entire list of structures, don't
worry about it. It simply shows you've
led a sheltered musical life and your
musical morality has persuaded you to
draw the li ne between artisti c license
and unrestrai ned licentiousness in a
conservative way.
Continuity
There are any number of programmable schemes for selecting structures and root tones for the initial
composition of a harmonic continuity.
Having begun this way, you must next
select melody notes to fit the harmony.
Conversely, a melody could be given
or composed first and harmonization
made to follow. The most "professional" approach would intermix both
procedures
letting
the inherent
stre ngth of the melody or harmony
alternately suggest what sho uld come
next. But in the space remaining, we
wi ll concentrate on the hardest of the
basic tasks to computerize - harmonization of melody.

Given a melody, the first c hore is
to decide where the harmon ic c hanges
should occur. This amounts to being
able to say that the first n notes will go
with one chord, the next m notes with
another, and so on. If your musical
experience is minimal, it will be easiest
to force chord changes wherever you
feel a "strong" beat in keeping the
rhythm - essentially the first beat of
each bar of music. Forthefirstgroupof
melody notes, any of your allowed
structures built on any possible root
tone can be tested against the melody.
The test must be designed to keep only
those chords that sat isfy certain
conditions regarding the fit between
harmony and melody. The creativity
lies in specifying the conditions to be
met. Here are just a few suggestions for
tests that a chord must pass in order to
harmonize a given melodic segment.
1. Entries, a, b, ... of the melody
must (not) be in positions n, m, ... of the
chord structure
2. More (fewer) than N melody
notes must (not) have tension higher
(lower) than T with respect to the first
M notes of the structure
3. The root tone must be r (ors (or
tones).
4. The structure number (class)
must be c (or d (or ... ))
You may even want to apply conditions
to choose which tests to use. For
example:
If there are more (fewer) than M
melody notes, use test a, otherwi se use test b.
In any case, conditions of this sort can
be so restrictive that your program
finds no structures can satisfy them.
When more lenient specifications are
made, chances are that more than one
structure will be found to work. Your
choice from this set of potenti al
structures can be free or based on
some additional tests.
Only after you have settled on the
first chord are you really into the
problem of continuity. All the features
just discussed for finding a suitable
harmony for the first fragment of the
melody are now combined with considerations that take the previous
chord into account, although.of course.
we are now trying to fit the next group
of tones in the melody . A direct
approach might be to add conditions
to the above set using a logical "and" to
force interchordal relationships. Such
conditions could include:
1. The Nth entry in the new chord
should be less than (more than ,
exactly) P pitches above (below, in
either direction) from the Mth entry in
the previous one.
2. Entries x, y, ... of the previous
structure should (not) be in the next
one.

Another approach would be to
construct a table of allowed structure
changes - that is, structure type A can
go to types B, C, .... A table might also
contain explicit restrictions - structure type A can go to type B if the root
tone moves through an interval, I. A
well-thought-out table will establish a
definite style in any given piece.
Order in Continuity
Another technique for controlling
the style of harmonization makes use
of psychological entropy (order) .
Suppose we are using all 34 of the
seven-note structures shown above
and the next section of the melody to
be harmonized has only a single pitch.
Without any continuity restrictions,
there are 238 possible harmonizations.
With relative ease, a computer can
compare each of these with the
previous chord and establish a distribution table of the following type.
# of changes O 1 2 3 4 5
# of chords 4 17 43 83 79 12

A friend, having invited me
over to see his new home
computer, insisted on displaying its virtuosity with
no less than six identically
unrousing choruses of
"Mary Had A Little Lamb"!
Need I say more?
Here the computer found that four of
the potential chords contained all
seven of the pitches in the previous
chord. Seventeen of the new ones had
a single pitch that was not in the old
one, 43 had two pitch changes, and so
on. Because seven pitches out of
twelve are always being used, the
number of pitch changes cannot be
greater than five. While 238 is not
statistically large, the distribution does
show typical stati stical properties in
that more samples fall in the inner
categories than in the outer ones.
But, to get across the most fascinating property here, I must digress
just a bit. There are many physical
systems that display such statistical
behavior. These systems can generally
be described in terms of geometrical
diagrams that represent some vital
aspect of the property being co unted
- for example a cluster of arrows
pointing in various di rections. Generally the states more unlikely to occur
- those falling in the outer columns
(smaller numbers of occurrences) exhibit high if not total symmetry
(order) while th e m ore populated
distributions appear more chaotic.
And aesthetically, the diagrams of the

most symmetric states appear too
simple to be pleasing, while those with
less order become increasingly interesting until a point is reached where
randomness becomes overpoweringly
confusing and, so, distasteful. The
rightmost column usually shows a
peculiar sort of order which may or
may not have aesthetic value depending on its apparent simplicity. Of
course there is subjectivity involved
here, but the determinant of aesthetic
appeal in any case is a function of the
number of ways each possible state of
the system can be achieved .
In the case at hand, there seems to
be no convincing geometrical representation with these properties, but
- and this is the source of my
fascination - the ear somehow categorizes the entries just as described
above with the same aesthetic result!
When more than a single note is to be
harmonized by one structure, the
number of possibilities decreases so
that you might well expect the distribution to become even less statistically
valid. Yet I have found that, even with
only a dozen or so possible structures,
the distribution - though containing
fewer than six categories - still
exhibits the same aesthetic patterns.
From here, you can choose chords
freely from those the computer places
in the more or less ordered categories.
Or you may devise some automated
methodology using decision-making
techniques or directed graphs taking
all sorts of things into account.
Arrangers will be delighted by the
chord changes suggested through the
statistical approach.
You might well wonder what could
have caused me to try to encapsulate
so much material in so short a space.
The impetus came from a most unexceptional, even homespun occurrence. A friend, having invited me over
to see his new home comp uter,
insisted on displaying its virtuosity
with no less than six identically
unrousing choruses of " Mary Had A
Little Lamb"! Need I say more?
o
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Sound Apple Hint
Want to hear your Apple a little
more clearly? The speaker in the
Apple is a 2" unit mounted facing the
solid metal of the case.These two
.,.: things conspire to make the sound
much weaker than the speaker driver
(amplifier) is capable of producing .
We found the easiest way to
increase and improve the sound is to
add an external speaker. A small,
high effeciency, 8-ohm, 4" to 6" unit
Apple Computer
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External
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Phono Plug

in a cabinet is your best bet. There's
no point spending $30 or $40 on a
high quality unit-Apple sound Isn 't
that good. We bought a 5" unit from
Radio Shack for $14.95 and it makes
an unbelievable improvement.
To retain the portability of the
Apple, we made this a plug-in unit.
Since the trend these days seems to
be to RCA phono plugs and jacks for
extension speakers, we used them in
this installation. To make the modification, unplug the speaker wire
from the board on the right under the
keyboard . Cut it about 3" from the
plug and put in an insulated RCA
phono jack. In the end leading to the
Apple speaker, put in an insulated
RCA phono plug. If you can't find
insulated components, wrap tape
around all the exposed metal. You
don't want this making contact with
anything else inside the Apple. When
you want to use the external speaker.
plug it into the jack. When you want
portability , use the internal speaker.

Chapter III

Education

Chapter III - Education
Welcome to the exciting field of Computers in Education. It is obvious that computers will become
more a pa rt of our everyday lives. It has even been proposed that a class society might gradually
emerge that divides the population into two groups: those who use a nd understand computer
technology a nd those who do not! The definition of literacy as "the ability to read and write," may
soon be changed to include the words "computer programs." Proponents of computer literacy
education differ only in the degree in which computers should be incorporated into the curriculum.
Donald Piele, in his series of a rticles, "How to Solve It With the Computer," demonstrates ways
the computer can be used to improve the critical thinking of students in the 3rd through 10th
grades. His emphasis is on how the computer can be used to a pproach new pro blems in a new way,
not how the computer can be used to do the same old problems.
Eight lessons are presented here. Each lesson includes:
1) Classroo m Procedures - an overview of how students use the computer, keep track of their own
lessons, and a re responsible for their assignments.
2) Programming Activities or Assignments - each suggested assignment has three levels of
difficulty for: a) beginning students, b) intermediate students, and c) advanced students. At least
one activity or assignment is given in each of the eight lessons. These articles include lists and
runs of all prog rams assigned.
3) Remarks, Discussion or Related Ideas - these sections are of particula r benefit to those with
little or no background in computer use or in problem solving tech niques. Although all graphics
programs a re written for the Apple, some of the progra ms are written in NorthStar BASIC.
Apple owners must note any references for changing these programs so they will work with
"Microsoft BASIC," a nd follow the directions give n.
4) References.
In addition, in lesson five, Dr. P iele has given directions and all necessa ry information for holding
your own computer contest. This includes everything from the contest entry form to the suggested
problems, with lists and runs of sample solutions.
Other articles in this chapter include programs for keeping a grade book, determining the reading
level of a ny reference material, and for printing a graduation ca rd.
For classroom procedures, yo u should refer to both part I and part 2 of this series. The changes
for Microsoft BASIC must be made for those programs to run on an Apple.

Special Notes For Chapter III
• How to Solve ft, Part 2:
For Applesoft users, PRINT MID$(A$,X, I);'"', should be used in line 110 of problem #2 instead
of PRINT A$(X,X);"". If you desire to indent, use the colon (e.g., line 60 would be typed in as
"60::: X=X+I " for an indentation of three spaces.) The "X MOD 35" fu nction suggested in reference
to the same problem could be done in Applesoft: X-INT(X / 35)*35.
• H ow to S olve It, Part 3:
For Applesoft users, line 80 of the first sample solution should read: 80 IF B(I)=B THEN GOTO
130. Also, the "IF ... THEN ... ELSE" on line 80 of the solution to P roblem #3, needs to be changed.
One way is to type the following:
80 IF X/ 2=INT(X) THEN C=O: GOTO 90
85 C= B
90 NEXT I : RETURN
Finally, the ""A$(1,I)" should be ""MID$(A$,l,I)" and the back slash marks should be changed
to colons.
• How to Solve It, Part 5:
For Applesoft users, the back slash marks in "First Head Experiment" a nd the "Bug-Free"
programs need to be changed to colons. Also, the "X=RND(- 1)" function needs to be replaced with
"X=RND(-PEEK(78)-256*PEEK(79))".
• How to Solve It, Part 6:
This article concentrates on developing problem-solving skills by using the computer. Many of
us have only thought about computer programs that: a) play games, b) do calculations, or c) kee p
track of records. For another type of application consider the following problem: how can a
"round robin" tennis tournament be best orga ni zed so every player plays every other player?

• How to Solve It, Part 7:
The strengths of the computer include: "high speed computation and decision-making combined
with the structures of graphs, networks, stacks, and queues and employing search, sort, merge,
backtracking, recursion, and branching strategies." This article concentrates on presenting
problems - and their solutions - that use the strengths of the computer. Examples include the
old Water Jug Problem: "Given three jugs, one filled to capacity with 8 quarts of water (or wine?),
and two empty jugs that hold 5 and 3 quarts respectively, how does one divide the liquid equally,
using only those containers?" The computer programs given include lo-res graphics to represent
the jugs. They then generalize the problem to N jugs with the capacities of Cl , C2, etc.
• How to Solve It, Part 8:
Yes, the computer can indeed help students understand the proverbial story problem. A problem
like: " How many chickens and how many pigs are there if there are 50 legs among 18 animals?" can
not only be solved; it can also be generalized. We could ask "What is the minimum and maximum
number of legs for N possible animals? List all possible combinations of these two animals, and note
any patterns in the answers." There are some very good suggestions for solving these kinds of
problems in the article.
To consider another kind of problem, do you think math teachers - who magically solve a
quadratic equation using the quadratic formula - allow the student to know exactly what has been
done? What precisely are those two numbers and how do they apply to the graph of the quadratic?
The bisection method, an iterative technique for solving a quadratic, permits the student to guess
and then to improve on this guess. This kind of approach encourages logical thinking and shows
how the computer can be used in situations other than games, calculations, and organization
of data. " More, more!" we cry.
• A Dozen Apples for the Classroom, by Hakansson and Roach:
Look for a traveling computer lab on the San Francisco Bay freeways. The lab is an all-in-one van
that contains twelve Apple computers in three Apple Carts." The sign on the side says "L.H.S. Science
Shuttle", or the Lawrence Hall of Science from the University of California at Berkeley. Each
"Apple Cart", designed specifically for this program, compactly contains three computers with disk
drives and three full-size color television sets - allowing for easy setup and mobility.
What can happen if one Apple computer is put into a sixth grade classroom for two hours per week
for eight weeks? Such a pilot program was carried out in the spring of 1978 in Kenosha, Wisconsin for
the purpose of developing logical thinking skills.
Three sample lessons are given, numbered one, five and ten, with each lesson consisting " of a
simple program with a short explanation of the new statements, a sample run, and a series of
simple program changes for the student to do." And you thought you had to have a computer for
each student!
• Grade Maintenance Program, by Jim Hunter:
With this gradebook program you initially enter students' names and their roster number, and
periodically add their assignment and / or test grades. The print-out includes many different options:
1) Class list with each student's average, 2) assignment or test list with student average on each,
3) ranked class list (students listed from highest average to lowest average) and 4) all of one
student's grades/ assignments.
Each entry of a given test or assignment may be weighted - that is, the score on the second test
may be multiplied by .333 to decrease its importance to one third the other tests.
• Reading Level Difficulty, by Ronald Carson:
This is a surprisingly simple program to do what usually is considered to be a complex task:
determining the reading level of any given text or reference.
Modifications to "increase accuracy" have been suggested by Michael Schuyler in his letter to
the editor in the June, 1981 issue of Creative Computing. These include changing line 710 to be:
7 10 R=.4*(T/ W*IOO+W/ S):REM - This changes 3-letter words to a percent.
OR 710 R=.4*(T/ W+W/ S):REM - This leaves the percent of 3-letter words as a decimal.
• Another Hallmark in Programming, by Wes W. Henley, Jr.:
Because 60 columns are needed, this will not print correctly on your screen - which only has
4Q columns. However, it will print correctly on any printer that uses 60 or more columns.

"I brought home a friend of mine from the arcades."

Part I

How To Solve ItWith The Computer
"A great di.1Tu1•ery .mlve.1 a great
prohlem hut there is a gra in of
discoverr in the solution o f anr
problem.. Your problem m~y be
m odest: hut if it challenges your
rnriosity and brings into play your
im•e11tive.faculties, and ({you soli•e it by
your 0 11·11 means, you may experience
the tension and enjoy the triumph of
disco1•ery . Su ch experiences at a
susceptible age may create a ta.He for
mental work and leave their imprint on
the mind and character for a lifetime. "
George Po/ya, 1945
These a re the opening words in the
preface to the first edition of Professo r
Polya's boo k Ho w To Solve It .I Upon reread ing them recently, I was s truck by how
well they described the mode tha t I prefe r
to use in teaching programming skills.
When I have introduced computers into
the class room. I have fo und yo ung
st udents wa nt to unders ta nd how to
prog ram a co mpute r a nd enjoy the
cha llenge of fi g uring o ut how to control it.
In a small but sig nificant wa y, the process
of lea rning how to progra m a comp uter is a
c reative and in venti ve ac ti vity w hi c h
exercises a ll aspects of the proble m-so lving
process. Through working o n programming exercises, s tudents learn to enj oy
problem-so lv ing. Youn g s tud e nt s a re
especia ll y excited about wo rking with
computers beca use it g i ve~ th em a n
o ppo rtunity to test out their own ideas,
something the traditio nal mathematics
c ur ric ulum d oes not us ua ll y pe rm it.
S tudents learn that solutio ns to proble ms
a re not a series of rigid and mea ning less
operat io ns that a re blindly a nd uniformly
fo llowed. For this reaso n I believe tha t if
sma ll computers are used for no o ther
function tha n as a vehicle for d evelopment
of problem-solvi ng sk ills, thei r use is
completely just ifi ed.
The Na tio nal Council of Teachers of
M athematics (NCTM) ha s placed the
improve ment of problem-solving skills a s
its prima ry o bj ective fo r the J 980's. In a
recent report .2 they ha ve recommended
tha t:
"I. problem solvi ng be the focu s of
school mathematics in the I980's. "
Donald Piclc. A..ociatc Profes;or of Mathematics.
University of Wisconsin - Parkside. Kenos ha. WI
53 14 1.

Donald T. Piele
The a pplicati o ns of these skills are not
limited to mathematics but arc in dema nd
in a ll disci pli nes. Arthur Whimbey a nd
Jack Lock head write in the preface to th ei r
new book Problem Soh·ing and Compre-

hensionJ:
"It is fascinating to imagine what
might happen to our national literacy
and math competency if a ll teachers
from elementary through college le vel
saw one of their major roles a s
teaching students to think ca refull y in
acq ui ring a nd usi ng informa ti o n from
the a cad emic disciplines. Thi s could
be done by a ll o wing more cla ss time
for students to verba ll y interp ret and
draw conclusions from reading
assignments. a nd expla in their
a nswers to problems they solved .
When a s tudent made an error. the
tea cher could guide him through a
correct
a na lysis with
probing,
Soc ratic questions. while e xtolling the
need for co mpleteness and accuracy."

Teachers have many preconceived
ideas on the ro le of comp uters in the
class room - mainly Computer Assisted
Ins truction. When I s uggest that a black
bo x ex is t s that if brou g ht into the
classroo m could serve as ve hicle fo r
student inte raction. invite experi me ntati o n, reward ca reful analysis, require
reading a nd writing, a llow cooperation
among studen ts, and reward comp leteness
a nd accuracy. most teachers d o not think
of a computer. Even advocates o f co mputers in the classroom seldo m view
computers in this role. And finall y, even
those who unde rstand th is role have
difficulty collecting e nough id eas to make
it work.
Objectives
The major foc us of thi s series. then, is
to give id eas a nd exa mples tha t s upport the
problem-solvi ng role for computers in the
classroom . Procedures, techniques and
sa mple problems will be given that can be
used with beginning. intermed iate and
ad va nced stud ents. For beginning students, ideas for teaching eleme nts of the

Basic language in a d iscovery mod e wi ll be
ex plai ned . These ideas will supplement but
not replace a good ma nua l or text o n the
Basic language. The ideas presented here
will o ut line an alternative to the fo rma t
used in most textbooks a nd sho uld be used
in conjunct ion with reference materia l on
Basic for a particular system.
For int e rmediate and a d va nced
students. who ha ve a working knowledge
of Basic. pro blems for investigati o n will be
described a nd complete solutio ns provided

The specific relationship
is of little importance but
the idea of looking for one
is of great importance.
in Basic. Teachers using t hese materials in
the cla ssroom may wis h to withho ld the
solutions fo r discussion with students after
they have worked o n the problems. S ince a
g reat deal ca n be learned by seei ng how
o thers so lve problems, co mp lete listings
will be provided . Most of us have learned
to progra m t h is way.
Lesson 11 1 (Beginning Students):
The Process
In accord with the objecti ves above,
the emphasis throughout thi s series will be
on process. not a nswe rs. The personal
computer is designed for interaction. and
hen ce encou rages students to experiment.
revise, extend . simpli fy and rea rrange.
These are processes tha t are vital to
problem so lving. The problem tha t we
c hoose to in vestigate will neve r be as
impo rtant a s the process tha t we go
thro ug h to solve it. Po lya 's quo te at the
beginning o f this article is the guid ing
princ ipa l for this series.
Keeping Records
Keeping record s is very impo rtant in
learning a new lang uage and s hould
beco me the primary responsibility of the
student. I recommend that each stud ent
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have his o r her own spiral notebook which
will beco me a personal reference ma nual
for Basic. From the very beginni ng,
students sho uld record information a bo ut
how to operate the system - turn it o n and
off. e nter Basic or the system monitor, load
a nd save programs on cassette o r disk.
These operations are easy to demonstra te
to the entire c lass while the students take
notes o n them. I have found that it is a
mistake to pass out a complete summary of
this information because it b ypa sse~ a skill
you want to teach - recording informatio n. This procedure a lso avoids what can
be a big 'turn-off' in the teaching of
computer programming - information
overload . By having student build their
own record s. this p roblem ca n be minimized and. as a bonus. th ey wi ll be
de ve loping a fundamen tal problemsolving skill.

It is not important that
they write 'textbook' descriptions of each statement. It is more important
that they record what they
know in their own words.
What fo llow s is an example to
illustrate the p rohlem-solving approach to
teaching the Basic la nguage. The idea s
exp ressed could be used with any system;
however. for the purposes of illustrati o n.
the samples will be written for the Apple 11
system . Teachers with different syste ms
can still use the for ma t of the prese ntatio n
but will need to change the programs.
Program I (Beginning St udents)
Begin your first lesson in Basic by
picking out a s ma ll program that co ntain s
three or fou r sta tements a nd ask th e
students to copy it in their no tebooks. For
example, if you a re work ing with the Apple
11 system yo u might t ype in the following
program:
10 GR
20 COLOR

=9

30 PLOT 20 , 20
40 END

Lots of info rmation can be explo red
beginning with this simple program. Fo r
exa mple. you may demo nstra te what
happens when you type LIST. Ask th e
students to record their own mea ning for
this co mmand and to note th at every
sta tement a nd command must be
ENTE Red or RETURNed with a key
s troke. The p rocess of first demonstrating
the command a nd then having the stud ents
record a descriptio n. in their own words,
ca n be used effect ively in the learning o f
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any interacti ve computer language.
Next. R UN the program. If everything was typed in co rrectl y. th e p rogram
will produce th e intended resu lt s. In thi s
example the screen will clear and a s mall
ora nge square will a ppear in the middle of
the screen. Again. it does not matter what
your program docs as long as it contains a
s ma ll number of fundament al statemen ts.
Use gra phics whenever possible because it
is easy to visua li ze the effect of each
s ta te me nt . Continue discussing the program with the class a nd ask fo r the ir ideas
on the effect of each statement.

Sample Questions

I. The first state ment in the program
is 10 G R. Wha t do yo u think is the effect of
this statement?
2. The
second
statement
is
20 CO LOR = 9. What would happen if
we cha nged this line to 20 COLOR = 7?
3. The third statement is 30 PLOT
20.20. What does this statement do? What
wou ld happe n if we changed it t o
30 PLOT 10, 10'! What about 30 PLOT
30,30 o r even 30 PLOT 20, 10? Wha t are the
li mits to the va lues in the fi rst a nd second
coordinates?
4. The fin al sta tement is 40 END.
What would happen if we forgot it?
R UN the progra m a few times to test
each answer. Soon the class wi ll fo rmulate
a working definition o f each statement. It
is no t important that they write 'textbook'
descriptions of each s ta tement. It is more
importa nt tha t they record what they know
in their own words. Emphasize that a
progra m is a lis t of statements executed in
o rder of increas ing line number and tha t
each statement has a certain actio n.
System Operatio n a nd Commands
In the discussion of the program
above a number of q uesti ons about th e
syste m o perati o n and Bas ic commands will
naturally arise. T he comma nds RU and
LI S T will be used continuously a nd will
need to be reco rd ed. S pecific com mands
such as TEXT for the Apple II , which
clears the GRaphics mode and a llows for

the li~ting of the program. will become a
natural part of the invest igation. Questions
s uch as how to change a line by retypi ng it.
or how to delete or add lines to the
program. are easy and natural to demonstrate in t he context of this program.
Fina ll y. how to SA VE yo ur p rog ram for
la te r use when you will need to LOAD it
again may come up in the disc ussion and
could easily be explained at this time.
Lesson Goa l
The goal of each lesson is to learn how
to use the statements and command s that
have been int roduced and to exe rcise
problem-solving ski lls. This will be done
b y writing a program that solves a specific
problem. A typical example is:
Problem I (Begi nning Stud en ts)
Write a program that will d raw you r
initia ls in block lcners o n t he sc reen.
Remarks
I. This is a clearly defined problem
with a clearly defined goal and the stud e nt
sho uld have all t he necessa ry tools to solve
it. What needs to be done is to a ppl y so me
problem-sol ving skills. Clearly. the value
of the problem is not the soluti on but the
process that each student needs to go
th rough to solve it.

2. A fu ndamen tal skill in problemsolving is knowing how to represe nt
informa ti on. Like most sk ills. it can o nly
be developed with practice. If the problem
were to represent letters on a piece of paper
then th e problem would be tri via l because
this skill has been practiced a g reat deal.
But to carry out the same task in low
resol ut ion colo r g raphics on the Apple 11
computer is quite a different problem. The
stude nt needs to firs t unders tand how
positions on the scree n are represe nted.
For the Apple II the low resolution screen
loca tions a rc as fo llows:
o.o

o. 1

0.2

1. 0
1. l
1.2

2 . 0 • .• • . • ••• 39.0
2, 1 .. • •• - • • . 39 , l
2.2 . •••. • . •• 39,2

0,39 1 ,39 2 . 39 •••••••• • 39 .39

Next, the student must figure out how
individual letters can be composed with an
arrangement of small squa res in a 40x40
grid. Finally, he or she needs to understand the Basic statements which draw the
letters.
3. The opportunity to work on th e
computer is essential. Students work
successfull y in pairs if there is a limited
number of machines. A sign-up schedule is
advisable for the a vailable times on the
system. Deadlines for the completion of
each problem sho uld be set - one or two
weeks depending on the time available for
eac h student on the computer. All work o n
the problem should be recorded in the
notebooks and a complete listing of the
final documented program should accompa n y every problem solution. T o
insure that this is fo ll owed. establish th e
rule that no one can continue using the
com put er until th ei r wo rk ha s been
recorded in their notebook in a satisfactory form. It is important to establish in
the begi nning that the use of the computer
is a pri vilege that can be lost to those who
do not take the work seriously. T he
motivation to use the computer is so strong
that most beha vioral problems are self
correcting.

matter to list all the handshakes. Try it.
2. What is a good way to represent the
solution? One simple idea is to use the first
ten letters in the alphabet for the names of
the ten students and print out pairs of
letters s uch as AB, AC, etc. to represent
handshakes between members . Deciding
on a con venient representation is often a
crucial part in successful problem-solving.
Be flexible and actively pursue a number of
a lternatives.

Young students are especially excited about working with computers because it gives them an
opportunity to test out
their own ideas,
3. What is your plan of attack? Can
you express it in word s? The natu ra l
language is a high level language. Use it
to express yo ur plan of attack. For
example:
Plan of Attack
"List the members in a lph abetical
order ABCDEFG H IJ. First A shakes
hands with everyone to the right. AB.
AC, AD, ... AJ . Then Bshakes hand s
with everyone to the right BC. BD, BE
. . . BF. You co ntinue shifting o ne
position to the right and pairing that
le tter with all the remaining letters to
the right. The last pairing is IJ. You
neve r pair to the left because that
hand shake has alread y taken place.
Continue until you reach the last
handshake ."

Intermediate Students
For intermediate and advanced
students the emphasis will be placed o n
problems at the junior high level and
above. It is hard to establi sh an absol ute
level of difficulty since programming skills
are highly dependent upon expe rience
which, at least for now, has very little
relationship to age. In the annual computer problem-solving contest at UWParkside, there ha ve been ca ses where
students in grades 7-9 ha ve done better
than the winners in grades 10-12.
Understandi ng the problem-solving
process is still the major objective here.
The emphasis given ea rlier on record
keeping is just as important for intermediate and advanced students as for the
beginning student. Again. the problem will
never be as important as the experience
gained in trying to solve it. Let's begin
with:
Proble m 1 ( Intermediate S tudent)
Ten people show up for the first
meeting of the school computer club. Each
person shakes hands with every other
person exactly once. Write a program that
will produce a print out of all the pairs of
people who shook hand s with each other
and the total number.
Remarks
I. A good proble m so lver would first
try to solve this problem with a small
number of people. For example, with o nly
three or four people it would be an easy

4. Fina lly, transform the plan of
attack into an algorithm in Basic. A
program that runs properly is evidence
that the algorithm works and the plan ha s
been carried out s uccessfully.

algorithm. S tudents should be required to
include a statement of the problem and
other personal documentation at the
beginning of the program.
Suppose we had phrased the problem
differently:
List out all pairs of people that can be
formed from a po pulation of 10 people.
In this form it is natural to ask:
List out all groups of size 3 that can be
formed from a population of 10 people.
This problem ca n be solved by adding
another loop to the previous solution.
S;i.mPle Solution
10 LET A$ = "ABCOEDFGHI.J"
20 LET L = LEN(A$l
30 FOR I = 1 TO L-2
40
FOR .J = I+l TO L-1
4S
FOR K = .J+l TO L
SO
LET C = C+ l
60
PRINT C," " ,A$(I,I l,
AS ( .J, .J l , AS< K, Kl
6S
NEXT K
70
NEXT .J
80 NEXT I
90 ENO

Remarks
I. Again this prog ram is not com plete: the output needs to be formatted.
2. As above. line 60 needs to be
changed for o ther dia lects of Basic.
The way this program is written, each
time the size of the group is changed the
prog ram needs to be cha nged. There must
be a better way to write a general progra m
which will work for any size group. This
leads to a reformulation of the problem
for:

Advanced Students: Problem I
Write a program that will list ou t a ll groups
of M people that can be fo rmed from a
popu lation of N people. For convenience
you may limit N to 26. Format the output
so that it prints the groupings across the
page and g ives the total number.
First Sample So lution

Solutions
Sample Solutio n
10
20
30
40
SO
60
70
80
90

LET AS="ABCOEFGHI.J"
LET L = LEN(A$l
FOR I = 1 TO L-1
FOR .J = I+1 TO L
C=C+l
PRINT C," ",A$(I,Il,A$(J,.J l
NEXT .J
NEXT I
ENO

Remarks
I. This program was written in North
Sta r Basic and should be changed in line 60
for Microsoft Basic which hand les strings
differently.
60

PRINT C;" "ll'1I0$ (A$.I.1 l
; MIO$<A$, .J.1 l

2. The above progra m is stripped
down to show only the workings of the

10 DIM A<26J,A$(26l
20 AS="ABCOEFGHI.JKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ"
30 INPUT
ENTER POPULATION
SIZE. GROUP SIZE N,1'1 ",N,M
40 L=l : A<L> = l : C=O
SO IF N-1'1 >= A(L)-L THEN 90
60
L = L-1
70
IF L = 0 THEN 2SO
80
A<L> = A<L> +1 \ GOTO SO
90 IF L=M THEN 130
100
A<L+ll=ACLl+l
110
L=L+l
120
GOTO 50
130 REH ** PRINT GROUP **
140
FOR I = l TO l'1
lSO
X=A<Il : PRINT A•<x.xi.
160
NEXT I
170
PRINT
180
C=C+ l
190 IF A<Ll =N THEN 220
200
A<Ll=A<Ll+l
210
GOTO SO
220 L=L-1
230
IF L=O THEN 2 SO
240
GOTO 190
250
PRINT : PRINT "C(",N , ",",1'1,
II)

= ". C

260 END
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Remarks
I. The basic idea of this program is to
build an array of length M which consists
of numbers taken from I to N. Each
number corres po nds t o a letter from A to
Z , with I = A . . . 26 = Z. Thus 1234
corresponds to the group ABCD.
2. The last digit is increased until it
reaches the size of N. This generates the
numbers 1234, 1235, 1236 ... 123N which
correspond to the g roups ABCD, ABCE,
ABCF ... ABCZ (if N = 26 a nd M = 4).
3. The preceding digit is now increased by o ne a nd the co unt continues
anew: 1245. 1246, 1247 ... 124N.
4. The numbe rs continue increasing
in a 's peed o meter like' ma nner unt il th e
first number is N- 3. Now the last arra ngement is ( N- 3)(N- 2)( N- 1)N. If N=26 this
co rrespond s to WXYZ.
5. To ca rry this pla n out. a n array
A( I) is used to ho ld the numbers.
6. The for matting of the o utput is left
to the reade r.
Remarks
I. This solutio n is written for a Basic
wh ich suppo rts multiple line functions.
Second SamPl e So luti on

10
20
30
40

DIM A$( 26 l,BS(26l
B$="ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ"
AS=""
INPUT "ENTER POPULATION SIZE,
GROUP S IZE N,M ",N,M
50 X=FNF< O, O>
60 PRINT: PRINT "C(",N,",",M,"l

= .. ,c

70 END
8 0 DEF FNF(K,Il
90
L=LEN<ASl
100
IF L< M THEN 120
110 C=C+1 : PRINT A$ : RETURN 0
120 IF N- M < K-L THEN RETURN 0 '
130
FOR I •K+1 TO N
140
A$=A$+8$(I,Il
150
X~FNF <I, Ol
160
IF LEN<AS l.,1 THEN AS= ""
170
IF LEN!ASl >1 THEN A$=AS(1,
LEN!A$ l-ll
180
NE XT I
190
RETURN 0
200 FNEND

2. The proced ure begins with the
empty st ring A$="" and build s it up to
A$="ABCD"
(if
M=4).
Once the
LEN(A$)=M. the string A$ is printed out.
3. Next, drop back to A$=" ABC" a nd
build it up again starting wi th one letter to
the right of the last one used .
4 . S t a tement 150 X=FN F(l ,0) is
embedded in the definiti o n of the functi on
FNF. T his means tha t FNF is defined in
terms of itself, ie .. recursively.
5. Recursively defined funct io ns can
be very usefu l as th is example shows.
H owe ver it is not necessa ry to use
recursion to solve the problem as illustrated by the first solution.
6. Again , the print out has not been
formatted.

Count the numbe r of distinct groups of M
people that ca n be formed fro m a
population of size N.
Remarks

I . This pro blem is much easier since
the g roups arc not requ ired to be listed.
2. There is a natura l way t o view thi s
problem which uses the notion of subgoals.
For example, suppose you are asked to
count the number of groups of size 3 that
can be formed fro m 5 peo ple. Suppose you
could solve the problem if the group size
was one less (4). Let C(4.2) be the number
of groups of size 2 tha t ca n be chosen fr om
4 people. a nd let C(4.3) be the number of
g ro ups of size 3 that ca n be fo rmed fro m 4
people. Now if one mo re perso n. Sa m. is
added to the gro up , Sa m ca n join a ll the 2
member gro ups to make 3 member gro ups.
These are a ll the ways in which Sam can be
included in a three member group. The
re ma ining 3 member groups (C(4.3)) a re
th ose tha t do not contain Sam. Thus the

10 INPUT "POPULATI ON S IZE.GROUP SIZ E
N,M = ",N,M

20 PRINT

The personal computer is
designed for interaction,
and hence encourages students to experiment, revise, extend, simplify and
rearrange.
total number of 3 member groups from 5
people is g iven recursively by:
C<5.3> = C< 4. 2l + C(4,3 l

3. This argument ca n be genera li zed
to:
C< N,M l = C<N- 1,M-1 l + C<N- 1, Ml .

4. This rela tionship shows how to
exp ress the problem in terms of two
simple r problems. It is ca lled a recursion
relationship. It wo uld be a mistake to have
students simpl y progra m thi s rela ti onship
without understa nding how it related to
the propo sed problem. Discussions. like
the o ne above. pla nt ideas and procedures
wh ich will bear fr uit in comp le te ly
different sit ua tions. This specific rela tionship is of little importa nce but the idea of
looking for o ne is of grea t importance.
5. One sample soluti o n that uses this
idea is:

A Related Problem

10 INPUT "POPULATION S IZE. GROUP
S IZE N. M = ",N,M
20 DIM C( N,Nl
30 CtO,Ol= l
40 FOR I = 1 TO N
50
FOR J = 1 TO I
60
C<I ,Jl = C< I-1, J-ll + C<I- 1,J l
70
NEXT J
80 NEXT I
90 PRINT C('',N , ' ,'', M,' = '',C<N ,M >
100 END

A simpler problem for investigation
would be:

6. Anot her sa mple so lution tha t uses
a functi on recursively is g iven by:

11
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1

1

11

C( .N,
11

11

,

',M,

1

11

)

=

'',FNF(N,M>

30 END
40 DEF FNF<N,Ml
50
IF M=O THEN RETURN 1
60
IF M > N THEN RETURN 0
70
Y=FNF< N-1,M) + FNF<N-1,M-1>
80
RETURN Y
90 FNEND

7. Try running this second solu tion
for N= 14 and M=7 . You will discove r a
tremendous difference in time of execut ion
of these two solutions. Ask your advanced
st udents to expla in why. The second
so luti o n is a classic exa mple of the poo r use
of rec ursion. In the wo rst ca se the time of
execu tion is proportio na l to 2:'>. whi le in
the fir st so lution the time of execut io n is
proportiona l to N1.
8. As a fina l experiment. let the
students keep timed records of indi vidua l
runs to ·feel' the difference between 2 i\ a nd
N1.
Conclusion
Problem-solv in g sk ill s canno t be
acquired just by reading problems and
thei r solutions. Sandwiched in the middle
mu st be di sc uss ion. trial a nd e rror .
mod ificat io n. generali1a ti o n and more
discussion. These a rc t he activities that
strengthen o ne's abilit y to solve proble ms
because they are independent of the
partic ula r problem or its setting a nd ca n be
used again in co mpletely different proble m
situations.
T he actual soluti o n will neve r be as
importa nt as the process of ar ri ving a t it.
Conseq uently. yo u shou ld not be in a hurry
to dispose of problems before they have
been completely used up . Whenever you
fi nd some interest ing ways to furt her
develop these or rela ted ·problems. let me
hear from yo u. I believe we need to
establish better lines of communication
between a ll of us who want to understand
a nd teach the problem-solving process. D
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"P
"... It's trying to tell us it wants high
tech circuitry... "

Part II

Donald T. Piele

How to Solve It With the Computer

"Perhaps the most significant discovery generated by the
advent of computers will turn out to be that algorithms, as
objects of study, are extraordinarily rich in interesting
properties; and furthermore that an algorithmic point
of view is a useful way to organize knowledge in general."
Donald Knuth. 1974
Recently, I had the opportunity to conduct two summer
programming classes for young students. One group was a class
of 3rd-6th graders and the other a group of 7th-9th graders
(Junior High). The classes ran for two hours each day for two
weeks and included access to an Apple II computer a nd a
Hewlett-Packard 2000 minicomputer with 10 terminals. A few
of the students had previous experience with Basic programming but most were new to the subject.
Finding ap propriate published classroom materia ls was
difficult. Most textbooks on the Basic language deal primarily
with the content of the language, but my major objective was to
emphasize the process by which the language is used to express
algorithms that solve problems. In this context the Basic
language becomes a vehicle for the development of ·problemsolving skills rather than an object of study in its own right. To
carry out this objective, I had to develop my own classroom
activities.

functioned as teams of problem solvers. In the process of
working on the assignment, each team made observations,
organized information, looked for patterns, made conjectures
and tried them out, and used symbols to express their· ideas in
algorithmic form. These are precisely the skills I wanted to
develop.
The st udent solutions tended to be very similar in the
beginning. When the problems became more challenging later
on, howeve r, the programs began to represent a greater variety
of strategies.
Programming Activities
The following programming activities consist of problems
used in two courses described above. They include graphics
problems on the Apple II for the beginning students and an
investigation of algorithms for generating various sequences of
numbers in a geometric design for intermediate and advanced
students.
Lesson #2 (Beginning Students) Apple Graphics
In the first lesson (last month), I began with a simple
program, (listed below), that used the GR, COLOR, PLOT A,B
and END commands. This program illustrates how to color a ny
position on the 40x40 low-resolution graphics screen.

Classroom Procedures
I began on the first day as follows .
I. Each student was given a manila folder to hold all of the
classroom notes and computer printouts. It was returned each
day to the classroom file. The objective was to establish the
habit of keeping good records.
2. The first half hour of each day was devoted to the
introduction of new Basic commands and sta tements that
would be necessary to solve the daily problem. The students
took notes from the blackboard. It is important to require that
students become responsible for recording the information they
will need for reference later on.
3. The next hour was spent at the terminals where the
students worked in pairs. I wanted to encourage the sharing of
ideas as much as possible.
4. A completed assignment consisted of a listing and run of
the program including the student's name, and lesson number.
5. The last ha lf-hour was used for a classroom demonstration of individua l solutions or for class participation in a
computer word or strategy game.
This format created a busy environment in which I
functioned as an advisor a nd trouble shooter and they
Donald Piele, University of Wisconsin-Parkside, Kenosha, WI 53141.
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1 0 GR
20 COLOR = 9
30 PLOT 2.4
4 0 ENO

39 ._.._..___.__ _

When I introduced this program I made up copies of a
40x40 array with labels across the top and side, as above, and
passed them out to the class. This makes it easier for students to
write graphics programs at their desk. T o review the coordinate
system in low-resolution graphics, I used the following program
and asked the class to create a small design by supplying a series
of va lues for the COLOR and the position A,B.
10 GR
20 INPUT "COLOR = ", C
30 INPUT "PLOT A,B = " ; A,B
40 COLOR=C
50 PLOT A,B
60 GOTO 20
70 END

After the students completely und erstood the effect of
PLOT A,B, I introduced the following problem.
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Problem #2 (Beginning Student with Apple II)
Write a program that will color the positions 3,3 and 12,14
orange and will draw the shortest green path between them. (A
path is a line of color with no breaks).

I. For beginning students, the program will simply be a
series of PLOT X,Y statements that connect the two points.
2. The length of the path is equal to the number of
positions plotted.
3. There is more than one "shortest" path in this problem.
4. Students who have used FOR-NEXT loops may use
them to write a much shorter program.
5. For intermediate students you can upgrade the problem
to: Write a program that will draw a shortest path between any
two points A,B and C,D.

3 3,
3

AA A A

6 6 6.

6 6

A A A

6

AA

In going from the very concrete to the general we have
made a quantum leap in the level of difficulty. But in the
process, we have found a problem that requires the careful use
of subgoals. The subgoals are:
I. Write an a lgorithm that will generate the Kth term of the
triangular sequence.
2. Pass the value of this term to a procedure that will print
the geometric design.
Subgoals
I. The Kth term of the triangular sequence,
INDEX

Print Graphics
For a computer system that has no special graphics mode,
a limited form of graphics can be done with print statements.
The idea hers is to use the position of the line number in the
program to determine the row position and to use the position
of a character in the PRINT statement to determine the column
position. Beginning students are learning a lot of new
procedures, so I Like to use simple graphics problems that use
only one statement - PRINT. For example, consider the
following program that prints a block M.
10

MMMM"
MMMMM"
MMMMMM"
"MMMMMM
"MMM MMM MMM MMM"
"MMM MMMMMM MMM"
"MMM
MMMM
MMM"
"MMM
MM
MMM"
MMM"
"MMM
MMM"
"MMM

PRINT "MMMM

20 PRINT "MMMMM

30 PRINT
40 PRINT
50 PRINT
60 PRINT
70 PRINT
80 PRINT
90 PRINT
100 END

There are a number of ways to pose problems that use
simple line by line print graphics. For example, consider:
Problem #2 (Beginning Students)
Write a program using only print statements that will print
the next term in the sequence of triangular designs:
6 6 6

3 3,
3

6 6
6

A AA A
A A A
AA
A

For numbers>9 use the alphabetic code A=IO, B=l 1, . . . Z=35.
This type of problem is one step beyond the simple printing
of a design since the pattern must first be deduced. What is the
next term in the sequence 1,3,6, I0, ? . What is its letter
equivalent? How do you make the design with print statement?
These are mini-problems that must be answered in the process
of solving the original problem.
Remarks
I. The next number is of course 15 which corresponds to F.
2. A typical solution is
10
20
30
40
50
60

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
ENO

"
"
"
"

"

F F F F F
F F F F"
F F F "
F F"
F"

11

This problem becomes much more interesting when it is
generalized for intermediate students.
Intermediate Students
Students who know how to use the TAB( ) statement and
are comfortable with FOR-NEXT loops should be invited to
solve
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1.

A

Remarks

1.

Problem #2 (I.n termediate Students)
Write a program that will generate any term in the geometrical
triangular sequence:

TERM

2

3

4

5 ..... . .. K

3

6

10

15 . ... .. X

---·----*----*----·----*· · · ·*----*
1

can be generated by observing that the difference between
successive terms increases by I. An algorithm that generates the
value X of the Kth term of the triangular sequence is
30 INPUT " INDEX = " ; K
40 X=O
50 FOR I
1 TO K
60
x x+ I
70 NEXT I

2. The resulting value ofX must now be transformed into a
digit or letter from the string
A$=123456789 A BCD EFG H IJKLMNO PQ RSTUVWXYZ".
In North Star Basic and Xth number in this string is denoted by
A$(X,X). In Microsoft Basic it is denoted by MID$(A$,X,J).
3. Finally, a plan of attack is needed to create the actual
design.
Plan of Attack
"Begin printing K symbols in the first row with a space between
each symbol. Skip down one line, tab over one position a nd
print one less symbol than in the previous line. Continue until
all K rows have been printed."
A basic program that implements this plan is the following:
Sample Sol uti on :
5 REM PROBLEM 112 (I ntermed ia te Studen ts ) SamP 1eSo 1ut i o
10 DIM AS1 35)
2 0 A$="1 23456789ABCDEFGH I.JKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ!'
30 INPUT " INDEX = "; K
35 REM *** GENERATE K TH TERM ***
40 X=O
50 FOR I = 1 TO K
60
X=X+ I
70 NEXT I
75 REM *** GENERATE THE DESIGN ***
80 FOR I = 1 TO K
90
TAB<I),
100
FOR .J = 1 TO K+l-I
110
PRINT AS<X , X>;" "
12 0
NEXT .J
130
PRI NT
140 NEXT I
150 END

Remarks
I. Line 110 will need to be replaced with MID$(A$,X, I) in
Microsoft Basic.
2. As it stands now, when you try to print the 8th term (36)
or higher you will get a n out of bounds error.
3. One way to keep things in bounds for large values ofX is
to reduce X by subtracting out all multiples of35, i.e., (X MOD
35). The idea is equivalent to starting over at I when you reach
36, much like a clock that starts again at 1 after passing 12.
4. When students discover that they cannot go beyond the
7th term, it is time to suggest that they look for a way to wrap
the numbers around a 36 hour clock. One way to do this is to

add the lines
7 7 X = X - 35•INT IX/35l
73 IF X = 0 THEN X = 3 5

5. This additional requirement can be a bit sticky for those
who are not familiar with clock arithmetic. There is a good
chance that a number of students will need to do some
experimenting o n this problem alone. This could be viewed as
an additional s ubgoal.

190
2 00
2 10
220
230
240
250
260
2 70
280
290

PR I NT
NE XT I
REM **** GENERATE THE TRIANGULAR BOTTOM * **
FOR I = l TO K-1
PRI NT TAB <I >;
FOR J= l TO K- I
PRINT AS (X, Xl ;"
NEXT J
PRINT
NEXT I
END

Remark
Advanced Students
For the advanced student the problem takes on added
dimensions. They are given a different sequence of numbers and
asked to generate the geometrical design of any term with the
proper symbol, usi ng a value which had been reduced modulo
35.
P roblem #2 (Advanced Students)
Write a program that will represent any term in the sequence
INDEX
TERM

2

3

4

5

----·-----·-----·------*----1
5
12
22
3 5 •...

graphically. Use symbols from the string
AS=" 123456789 A BC . .. Z"
to construct the figure and reduce all terms mod 35.
The added challenge to this problem is to find the
geometrical design for this sequence and to write an algorithm
to construct it. The difference between successive terms is
different in this problem and increases by 3 instead of I. Thus
the next term is 35 + 16 or 51.
One way to view this sequence geometrically is
1 •

5 5 •
5 5

5

c c c •
c c c

M M M M,
MMMM
MMMM

c c c
c c
c

1. For Microsoft Basic again substitute MID$(A$,X,1) for
A$(X,X).
There are many interesting seq uences that can be
associated with geometric sha pes. Students ca n be asked to
discover some of their own and to write the necessa ry program
to display them. Here is o ne more exa mple:
Problem #2 (Advanced Students - Hexagonal Numbers)
Write a program that will display any term in the sequence
1,6, 15,28 . . . graphically usi ng the standard technique for
picking the symbol from the string A$.
Sam P1e S olu tion :
Th~

3 x 3.

6 6

6

F
F F

M M
M

F F F
F F F
F F F
F F
F

<The thir- d Squar-e nun1b e r-.)

}

Tr-i ang ular- Pa r- t

5

Squa r-e Par- t

}

Tr- iang ular- par-t

Thus the X value of the Kth term is generated by

= 3,

<The second Tr- i an9 u l a r- n umber- . )

INPUT" INDEX =" ; K
X=l
D= l
FOR I =1 TO K-1
D
D + 3
X = X + D
NEX T I

30
40
50
60
70
80

INPUT " INDEX = "; K
X=O
FOR !=1 TO K- 1
X= X+I
NEXT I
X = X + K•K

This leads to the following sample solution:
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
11 0
120
130
140
150
160
170
180

F
F F
F F F
F F F
F F
F

The easiest way to view this sequence is by observing that it is
nothing more than a Square sequence a dded to two Triangular
sequences.

MMM

Thus, this Pentagonal seq uence can be viewed as the sum of a
Square sequence 1,4,9, 16 . . . and a Triangular sequence
0, 1,3,6 . .. There are two natural algorithms to generate
Pentagonal numbers.
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

6 6

J,

c c c
c c c
c c
c

is

6

This suggests another way to view the sequence of
numbers: each design has a square top a nd a triangular bottom.
C C C

dc-s i 9 r1

REM PROBLEM M2 <ADVANCED S TUDENTS - PENTAGONAL >
DIM A$1 35l
A$=" 123456 789ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP QRSTUVWX YZ"
INPUT "INDEX = "; K
REM *** GENERATE THE Kth TERM ***
X=O
F OR I = 1 TO K- 1
X=X+I
NEXT I
X = X + K*K
REM **** REDUCE THE TERM MOD 35 ****
X = X - 35•I NT < X/35 l
IF X = 0 THEN X = 35
REM **** GENERATE THE SQUARE TOP * * **
FOR I = l TO K
FOR J =l TO K
PRINT A$ ( X, Xl ; "
NEXT J

50
60
70
30
90
100

REM ** * GENERATE THE Kth TERM
X=O
FCIR I = l TO K- 1
X=X +I
NEX T I
X=K* K + 2 •X

The remaining part of the program is nothing more than
drawing the top triangle, the middle square, and finally the
bottom triangle.
Strategy Games
Although there is a proper time and place for all types of
games, the ones that I have found to be the most useful in the
classroom a re those that present a problem-solving challenge better known as strategy games. T hey work well for me when
used in moderation. You might say they have a dessert-like
quality - best used at the end of a lesson.
A long time favorite of mine is a simple Nim type game
played between two players, called Matches. It can be played
with a pile of matches, coins, or even marks on the blackboard.
The rules are very simple to understand. Each player takes turns
removing 1, 2 or 3 matches from the pile unt il the pile is reduced
to the last match. Whoever must take the last match loses the
game. Every player must take something when it is his/ her turn
and the cha llenger may decide between playing first or second.
I introduce this game every chance I get to work with a
group of young students - who find it fasc inating until they
figure out the winning strategy. By beginning with small
numbers a nd building up one number at a time, they eventually
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discover the strategy themselves. Next, they realize that they
can a lways win with any size pile if they have the option of going
first or second. Before the computer was available, I would let
the students play a t the blackboard where the current champion
would give the challenger the option of going first or second.
While this u s·ually worked well there was a n occasional
problem with egos.
.
This was the first game that I put on the Apple II when 1t
became available three years ago. I have used it in small doses in
~ LIST

! 00
110
120
130
1'10
15 0
16 0
170
180
190
2 00
210
22 C
230
2'10
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
3'10
350
360
370
380
39C
'IOC
'110
'120
'130
'1'10
'150
'160
'170
'180
'190
500
510
520
530
5'10
SS C
560
570
580
590
60C
610
620
630
6'10

650
66 0
670
680
69 0
70 0
71 0
720

73 0
7'10
750
760
770

780
790
BOO
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a variety of classroom settings and I have found it to be my best
dessert. It is simple enough that stud ents immediately
understand the rules, yet hard enough to keep them coming
back for more. To master the game the student must make a
leap from the concrete to the general by observing the pattern of
losing positions. A further advantage is that the game is over
quickly.
A version of this game exists in JOI Basic Computer Games
(David Ahl 1973). Here the number of options are restricted
and the status of the pile is printed out after each move on
paper. But with the addition of color gra phics on the Apple II
and the expansion of the program to include a choice for the
number of matches (up to 26) and the choice of moving first or
second, the game becomes much more useful as an exercise in
problem-solving. It is a good example of a strategy game that
the whole class can participate in at the end of the day. A typical
sixth grade class will probably take a couple of weeks to master
it.
A listing of 26 MATCH ES is given below written in
Applesoft Basic. It can be entered in Integer Basic - the
original version - by deleting the letters INT in lines 430, and
470, and changing line 450 to C = RND(3) + I. Also, all use of
the command HOME should be changed to CALL - 936.
Finally, change the HTAB 5 in line 180 to TAB 5.
D

REM ***************************
REM ** 2 6 M A T C H E S ***
REM
REM
BY O.T, PIELE
REM
REM
AN APPLE REVISION OF 23 HTCH
REM 101 BASIC COMPUTER GAMES
REM ****************************
TEXT : HOME : VTAB 10: HTPB 5
PRINT 'THIS IS THE GAME OF MATCHES.'
GOSUB 590: VTAB 12
PRINT ' IT I S A GAME OF SKILL AND I ' M GOOD. '
GOSUB 590: VTAB 1'1
INPUT 'WOULD YOU LIKE INSTRUCTIONS? <YIN) ' ;As
IF AS = 'Y' THEN GOSUB 610
PRINT : PRINT 'HOW MANY HATCHES DO YOU WANT TO BEGIN'
PRINT : I NPUT ' WITH. PICK A NUMBER UP TO 26 , ';H
IF H < 1 OR H > 26 THEN 260
GR :L = o:N = H:w = H: IF w > 13 THEN w
13
REH ***** DRAW MATCHES ******
FOR I = 1 TO w: COLOR= 15: VLIN 5,15 AT 3 * I: COLOR= 9: PLOT 3 * Ir'!
: NEXT I
IF N < 1'1 THEN 330
FOR I = 1 TO N - 13 : COLOR= 15: VLIN 20,30 AT 3 * I: COLOR= 9: PLOT 3
* I, 19: NEXT I
INPUT 'DO YOU WANT TO HOVE FIRST? (Y/Nl ';AS
IF AS = ' N' THEN '110
REH **** THE HUMAN MOVES ******
HOME
PRINT 'THERE ARE NOW ';H; • HATCHE<Sl.'
PRINT : INPUT 'HOW MANY DO YOU WANT TO TAKE? 'i H
IF H > 3 OR H < 1 OR H > H THEN PRINT 'DON'T CHEAT NOW. TRY AGAIN ,':
GOTO 370
X = L + H: GOSUB 70 0:L = X:M = H - H: IF H = 0 THEN 530
REM **** THE COMPUTER MOVES ****
Rdtrcnces
IF H = 1 THEN 580
I) Ahl. David H.. Basic Computer Games, p. l26. Crca1ivc Compuling
R = H - 'I * INT CM I 'll
Press, Morris1own. NJ.
IF R < > 1 THEN '170
C = INT <3 * RND Clll +
2) Knuth, D.E. "Computer Science and i1s Rela1ion to Ma1hcma1ics", American
GOTO '180
Mathematical Monthly. Vol. 8 1, No. 4, April 1974.
C = <R + 3) - 'I* INT <CR+ 3l I'!)
X=L + C
HOME : PRINT 'MY TURN , I'M THINKING.': GOSUB 590
GOSUB 700:L = X
H = H - c: IF H = 0 THEN 580
HOME : PRINT ' I TOOK •; c;• HATCHECSl': GOTO 370
REH *** SOMEBODY WON ***
HOME : PRINT 'I WON! !! ! BETTER LUCK NEXT TIME. '
PRINT : INPUT ' DO YOU WANT TO TRY AGAIN? CY/ Nl • ;As
I F AS= 'N' THEN PRINT 'THANKS FOR THE GAME •: END
TEXT : HOME : VTAB 10: GOTO 250
HOME : PRINT 'YCU WON!!! NICE GOING, ': GOTO 550
FOR I = 1 TO 2000: NEXT I: RETURN
FOR K = 1 TO 15: NEXT Kl RETURN
REH **** INSTRUCTIONS ****
HOME : PRINT 'WE BEGIN THE GAME WITH A ROW OF MATCHES, '
GOSUE: 590: PRINT
PRINT 'WE THEN TAKE TURNS REMOVING l r 2 OR 3 • : PRINT : PRINT
UNTIL THEY ARE ALL GONE,'
GOSUB 590: PRINT
PRINT ' WHOEVER TAKES THE LAST MATCHE LOSES !! ! ' : GOSUB 590: PRINT
PRINT 'YOU MAY HOVE FIRST OR SECOND.': GOSUB 590: PRINT: PRINT
PRINT 'THE BEST THINKER WILL WIN!!!': GOSUB 590 : PRINT
RE-TURN
REH **** REMOVING HATCHES ****
COLOR= o: IF X > 13 THEN 760
FOR I = L TO X: FOR J = 1 TO 12
PLOT 3 * I,3 + J: GOSUS 600
NE XT J: NEXT I
RETURN
IF L > 13 THEN 790
FOR I = L TO 13: FOR J = 1 TO 12: PLOT 3 * Ir3 + J: GOSUB 600: NEXT J
l NEXT I
IF L < 13 THEN L = 13
FOR I = L - 12 TO X - 131 FD~ J = 1 TO 12: PLOT 3 * I, 19 + J: GOSUB 6
OO: NEXT J : NEXT I
RETUf\N

Part 111

How to Solve It -

With the Computer

Donald T. Piele
"Leibniz saw in his binary arithmetic the image of creation
... He imag ined that unity ( I) represented God. and zero (0)

the void; that the Supreme Being drew all beings.from the
void, just as I and·O express all numbers in his system of
numeration."
Tobias Dantzig. 1939

The binary number system lies at the heart of all computer
operations. In this system all numbers can be expressed by a
finite set of O's and l's which can be easily represented by a
low and high voltage. Other systems, easier for humans to
handle, are the decimal and hexadecimal. These systems use
more symbols for each digit and consequently the same
number can be expressed in a shorter length. For example ,
the number 111 (binary) is equivalent to 15 (decimal) and F
(hexadecimal).
All three systems are used in connection with computing.
Thus to be computer literate, one should understand the
interrelationship of these three number systems. This months
selection of problems for intermediate and advanced students will explore numbe r systems and related problems. For
the beginning student I will continue last month 's exploration
of Apple graphics and introduce FOR-NEXT loops.
Lesson #3 (Beginning Students)
Apple Graphics
In the previous two lessons. I introduced the graphics
commands GR. COLOR. PLOT A.Band END. I showed how
the program
10 GR

20 INPUT "COLOR=" , C
30 INPUT " x . v =· . x. v

40 COLOR=C
50 PLOT X, Y

c-0 ENO

will place a small colored square at the position X.Y on the
40x40 low resolution graphics screen. Thus. any one of the
1600 positions on the screen may be colored with the PLOT
command; but will it take 1600 individua lly typed PLOT
statements to cover the screen a specific color? At the rate
beginning students type. it would take two weeks to write
such a program. 1:"- typical solution might begin as:
3 0 PLOT O. O
PLOT 1 . 0
PLOT 2 ,0
4 0 PLOT 3 ,0 : PLOT 4, 0 : PLOT 5,0
5 360 PL OT 39, ;39
5:;:7(1 END

and end after 537 lines. Clearly. the time is ripe to introauce a
statement which will auto mate this process.
FOR-NEXT Loops

I prefer to introduce a new statement with a problem. The
purpose of this problem is twofold-to introduce the new
command FOR-NEXT and to exe rcise the problem solving
process.
l)o na ld Pie le. Associate P rof<ssor of Mat hcnmtics. l1nive rsitv of Wisconsin·
Parkside. Ke nusha. W I 5:1 141.
.

Problem #3 (Beginning Students)
Write a small program (less than 10 statements) that will fill
the screen with a single color.
Discussion:
There are two similar ways to vie w this problem. One
strategy is to first color the positions in a given row left to
right, and then to repeat the procedure for each row from top
to bottom. The other strategy is to begin by coloring a
column from top to bottom and then to repeat the procedure
for each column from left to right. Both strategies involve the
use of subgoals. Using the first strategy. the subgoal is to
create a procedure for coloring a row. This can be done with
a FOR-NEXT loop as follows.
C 0 L U MN
0 I

2 3 4 . .... 39

(l

R

1

0

2

w

10 GR
~ 21) COLOR=9
30

FOR l=O TO 39

40
PLOT I, 0
50
NEXT I
60 END

39

I usually key in this program. run it. and begin asking
questions.
l. List all the points that are plotted. <0.0 1.0 ........ 38.0 39,0)
2. How can I change the program to color the second row'?
(40 PLOT I.1 l
3. How can I change the program to color the last row?
(40 PLOT I,391
4. List the diagonal positions from the upper left comer to the
bottom right comer.
(0.0 1,1 2.2 .... 39.39)
5. How can I change line 40 to draw the diagonal for me?
(40 PLOT I.I l
6. List the positions in the first column. (0.0 0.1 ...0.391
7. How can I change the program to color the first column'?
(40 PLOT O.ll
8. How can I change line 40 to color the last column'?
(40 PLOT 39.Il
When I began teaching Basic to third and fourth graders, I
wondered if the use of variables. such as (ll in the above
program, would be too abstract to be easily unde rstood by
young minds. My fears were quickly la id to rest as my students began to use variables with ease almost immediate ly. In
fact , experiences with older students and adults have convinced me that the younger ones pick up the use of variables
faster. I no longer keep any secrets from the younger set.
There are two commands specific to the Apple II that
make drawing horizontal and vertical lines even easier. These
are HLIN and VLIN. To color the first row orange simply
write :
10
20
30
40

GR
COLOR;;;;;';i'
HLI N (l,39 AT 0

END
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Similar questions and
program.
1. How can I change the
(30 HUN 0,39 AT 39)
2. How can I change the
(30 VLIN 0,39 AT Ol
3. Ho w can I change the
(30 VLIN 0.39 AT 39)

modifications can be made to this
program to color the last row'!
program to color the first column'!
program to color the last column'!

HLIN a nd VLIN can be used to construct horiwntal a nd
vertical lines of length (140) anywhere on the screen. For
example, to draw a line in row 3 beginning in column 5 a nd
ending in column 12 write
30 HLIN 5,12 AT 3.
The following two programs illustrate two ways of constructing this line.
10
20
30
40
SO
bO

GR
COLOR=9
FOR I =S TO 12
PLOT I, 3
NE XT I
END

10
20
30
40

GR
COLOR=9
HLIN 5 ,1 2 AT 3
END

C 0 L u M N
0 1 2 3 4

s

b 7

s

9 10 11 12 •.•.. 39

Suppose each box has the capacity to hold B matches. B is
called the base for the number system and is usually expressed as a decimal number. To express the numbers in base Bin
sequential order, begin by adding a match one at a time to
box 1. As soon as any match box is filled (contains B matches)
empty it and add one match to the next higher box on its left.
To represent the number of matches in each box use the
following symbols:
Number of
mat ches=
Si ngle s v mbol

A

B

C

z

SS="01234567B9ABCOEFGHI.JKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ".

1

0

(I have limited the sire of the base to a maximum of 36 for
practical reasons.)

2

w

3
4

39

What changes must be made to the above two programs to
produce a vertical line in column 3 beginning at row 5 and
e nding at row 12'?
40 PLOT 3 ,I

30 VLIN 5,12 AT 3 l

After giving the students what I consider to be enough
experience with constructing lines. which are subgoals for
problem #3, I prefer to say, "no more .. and let the students go
to wo rk o n the problem. Now they are the ones who will be
asking questions - as it should be. I am a vailable to answer
their questions about all commands and state ments, but it is
up to them to experiment putting them together to solve the
problem. Here are two ways that it could be done.
10
20
30
40
50

e.o

GR
COLOR=9
FOR I =O TO 39
HLIN O, 39 AT I
NEXT I
END

10
20
30
40
50
bO
70
80

GR
COLOR=9
FOR .J=O TO 39
FOR I=O TO 9
PLOT I, .J
NEXT I
NEXT .J
END

These two programs use the strategy of covering the screen
o ne ro w at a time. The same programs can be used to cover
the screen one column at a time with the following changes:
[ 40 VLIN 0,39 AT I

Problem #3 (Intermediate Students)
Write a program that displays the natural numbers in base B
in sequential order up to N digits.

Plan of Attack
Using the match box simulation, begin by depositing one
matc h in box 1;
100B(l)=B(l)+1.
Next check the number of matches in box 1 and continuing
adding matches to box 1 if it is not filled .
IF B(l ) <B THEN (print number and GOTO 100)
As soon as the first box fills up, empty it and add one match
to the next higher box (#2).
B(l)=O
B(2)=8(2)+ 1
Continue adding matches to box 1.
IF B(2) B THEN ( print number a nd GOTO 100)
Otherwise, empty the matches in box 2 and add one to box 3.
B(2)=0
B(3)=B(3)+ 1
This same procedure is continued until a match finally reaches box N+l.
Here is a sample solution tha t implements this procedure.

<

Fi r st Sample So luti o n

50 PLOT .J,I l

intermediate Students
The idea of representing natural numbers in different bases
is fundamental in computer programming. The binary, decimal, and hexadecimal number system are introduced in all
elementary assembly language programming books and in
many Basic programming books. At the same time, the study
of bases has diminished in mathematics textbooks along with
other "new math" concepts. Lacking any immediate application and given the confusion it caused parents, the study of
bases has become unpopular.
But the idea of bases is fundamental in computer programming and can be introduced to young students with a few
matchboxes.

LJ
LJ
LJ
LJ
Box 4
Box 3
Box 2
Box i
94

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Each number is expressed in base B by writing the sequence
of symbols associated with the number of matches in each
box. For example, if the base B = 3, then the natural numbers
would begin as 000 l , 0002, and change to 0010 as the first box
filled up with 3 matches, was emptied, and one match was
deposited in the next higher box (#2).
It is an instructive programming exercise to implement this
procedure on the computer. Arrays come in handy for storing the number of matches in each box:
B (I)= #of matches in Box I,
and string arrays are useful for holding the symbols;

(I

R

0 1 2 3 4 Sb 7 8 9 10 11 12 ..•.•.• 36

10
20
30
40
SO
60
70
80
90
100
11 0
120
130
140
150
160
170
18 0
190

DIM SSC 36)
SS="01234567B9ABCDEFGHI.JKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ"
INPUT "BASE =",B
INPUT "N PLACES = " , N
REM **** GENERATE THE SEQUENCE OF DIGIT****
BC1 >=BC1)+1
FOR I=l TO N
IF BC I>< B THEN EXIT 13 0
B<I>=O
BC I+l >=BC I+l > + 1
MEXT I
IF BCN+1) ) 0 THEN END
REM **** PRINT OUT ROUTINE ****
FOR I=N TO 1 STEP - 1
PR INT S SC BCil+l , BCil+l ),
NEXT I
PRINT
GOTO 50
END

Remarks
1. For Microsoft Basic change SS(B(I)+ 1,8(1)+ 1), in line 150
to MIDS(SS,B(l)+l,l);
2. It is advisble to have the students add documentation at the
beginning of their program to explain what the program is
doing.
For example, I require the following:
1 REM ************* PROBLEM #3 **********
2 REM
BY DON PIELE
3 REM
AUGUS T 2:3, 1980
6 PRINT " THI S PROGRAM WILL GENERATE AND PRINT THE"
7 PR I NT "NATURAL NUMBERS I N BASE B UPTON PLACES . "

Russian Peasant Problem (Intermediate Students)
Write a program that uses the Russian Peasant Method to
multiply two positive integers. Explain why the method
works.
S ample S olution <Russia n Pea s ant Problem>
1 REM **** RUSS IAN PEASANT METHOD OF MULT
10 S=O
20 INPUT " A , B = ",A,B
30 X=A
4 0 Y=B
5 0 IF X/2 <"> INT< X/ 2) THEN S =S +Y
60 X= INT( X/2)
70 Y=2•Y
SO IF X >= 1 THEN 50

90 PR INT

Another way to attack problem #3 is to use a coversion
algorithm from the base 10 to the desired base B. To convert
the number K into a base B number, first divide by Band save
the quotient (INT (K/B) and the remainder (K B•INT(K/ B)). The remainder represents the value of the first
"digit" (8(1)) and the quotient becomes the new number K.
The process is repeated until K=O. For example, to convert
53 into base 5,
53/ 5= 10 remainder of 3 (=8(1))
10/ 5= 2 remainder of 0 (=8(2))
2/ 5= 0 remainder of 2 (=8(3))
Thus 53 (base 10)= 203 (base 5).
This procedure can be implemented by changing lines 60120 in the first sample solution and adding line 175.
Program Mod if ica t io n f or Se c ond S o l u ti on
t:.0
70
80
90
10 0
110
12 0

K=C
FOR I = l TO N
B<I>=K- B• INT <KI B>
K =INT ( K/ Bl
NEX T I
REM
IF K>O THEN END

175 C=C+ l

Related Ideas
An unusual methcxt for multiplying two numbers, said to be
in common use in Russian villages around the turn of the
century, is known today as the Russian Peasant Method. The
only skills one needs to multiply with this method is to be able
to add and divide by two. A description of the procedure is
given below as it appeared in 1912 in The Mathematics
Teacher.
"Having given the positive integers A and B. to multiply A by
B write down A x B; under A write the exact or lower
quotient obtained by dividing by 2 (INT (A/2)); under this
quotient write the exact or lower quotient obtained by dividing by 2, and so on until you obtain the quotient 1. Under B
write its double, under this double its double. and so on, until
you have as many numbers in the second column as in the
first. Next add the numbers in the second column which
correspond to odd numbers in the first column. The result is
the product of A x B."
Below is a specific example using 21 x 13 which illustrates
the technique.

Di v id e
bv
Two

l

A

B

10
5
2

26
52
10 4
208

--------2 1 x 13

*
*

j

Double

*

2 1 x 13 = 13 + 5 2 + 208 = 2 7 3

The product (21 x 13)9 is equal to the sum of all the values in
column B (indicated with a •)which correspond to odd values
in column A.

****

A, •• x '', B, '' ='',S

100 END

Note
A justification for the Russian Peasant Method of multiplication can be given by:
(I) ex pressing 4 in a base 2;

21 (base 10) = 10101 (base 2);
(2) using the appropriate powers of 2 corresponding to 10101
to write :
4
2
21
2 + 2 + 1.
Thus, 21x13 =(16 + 4 + 1) x 13 = 208 + 52 + 13 = 27-:l.

=

Advanced Students
The Russian Peasant Method can be used for numbers
expressed in other bases besides 10. It can also be implemented for multiplying large positive integers when the digits are
kept in an array. For example, if the product A x Z exceeds 8
digits (or higher depending on the Basic used). it is nesessary
to store the numbers in arrays and perform array arithmetic.
This suggests an extension of the previous problem to the
following .
Problem #3 (Advanced Students)
Write a program that uses the Russian Peasant Method of
multiplication to multiply numbers, up to 20 digits in length,
in any base B.

Remarks
1. This problem reguires an extensive use of subgoals which
can be implemented with subroutines or by defining functions.
2. The first task is to write a procedure which will transform
any number into an array where each element of the array is
written in base 10. Thus if A= 123456789ABCDEF (base 16),
then the corresponding array A(I) is constructed as follows,
A(1)=16, A(2)=15, A(3)= 14, ... A(l6)= 1.
3. A subroutine must be written that will test whether A is
even or odd with respect to the base B.
4. A subroutine must be written to double the number Z (in
the array with respect to the base B.
5. A subroutine must be written to divide A (in array form) by
2 and test if A is less than 1.
6. A subroutine must be written to print out the sum of all Z
arrays corresponding to odd A arrays consiste nt with the
Russian Peasant Method.
7. Finally, it is advisable to make A the smallest number since
successive divisions by 2 will reduce A to 1 more quickly.
Thus, a procedure should be written to check the lengths of
A and Z and to make A the smallest number if necessary.
Listed below is a sample solution to this problem. I have
intentionally written this program with subroutines instead of
multiple-lined functions because the latter are not commonly
available on the small personal computer systems. Also, for
the sake of clarity, I have not attempted to combine routines
that share common structures to save a few lines of programming. I have restricted the base B to
= 10. but it could be
expanded to 36 by changing the way the numbers are read
into arrays and the way the product is printed out.

<
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S~mPle

Solut ion to Advanced P~oblem #3
to PRINT "RUSSIAN PEASANT METHOD FOR MULTIPLICATION OF A >< Z"
20 PRINT "A,Z LARGE WHOLE NUMBERS IN ANY BASE B (o 10 "
30 GOTO 360
40 REM ***** SUBROUTINE TO TEST FOR EVEN OR ODD ******
50 C=O
\ REM C = CARRY
60 FOR I=N TO 1 STEP -1
70
X=A <I >+C
SO
IF X/2 = l~T (X/2) THEN C=O ELSE C=B
IS ODD
\ REM IF C>O THEN A<
90 NEXT I \ RETURN
100 REM ***** SUBROUTINE TO ADD Z< > TO SUM *****
\ REM C = CARRY
110 C=O
\ REM M=LENOTH OF Z( l
120 IF M>K THEN K=M
\ REM K=LENOTH OF SUM
130 FOR I=l TO K
\ REM S< )a SUM
140
X=S< Il+Z<I l+C
\ REM R = REMAINDER
150
R=X-B•INT(X/B)
160
S( I l =R
\ C = INT <XI B>
170 NEXT I
180 IF C>O THEN S<K+l>=C
190 IF C>O THEN K=K+1
\ RETURN
200 REM ***** SUBROUTINE TO DOUBLE Z< l *****
210 C=O
220 FOR I=1 TO M
230
X=2• Z<I> + C
240
R=X -B•INT<XIB>
250
Z<I>=R
\ C = INT<XI B>
260 NEXT I
270 IF C>O THEN Z<M+l l =C
280 IF C>O THEN M=M+1
\ RETURN
290 REM ***** SUBROUTINE TO DIVIDE A< ) IN HALF <TO LOWEST INTEGER>
300 C=O \ T=O
\ REM T = TOTAL OF DIGITS IN A< l
3 10 FOR I=N TO 1 STEP - 1
320
X=A< I>+C
330
IF X/2= INT (X/2 l THEN C=O ELSE C=B
\ T=T+A <I l
340
A<I>=INT(X /2 l
\ RETURN
350 NEXT I
360 REM****************** M A I N
P R 0 0 R A M *********************
370 DI M AS <20) ,Z S(20) ,TS< 20l, A< 20l,Z <40l,S( 4 0l
380 INPUT " BASE = ",B
390 INPUT "
A = ",AS
400 INPUT "
Z = ",ZS
410 N=LEN<AS> \ M=LEN<ZSl
\ REM K = LARGEST LENGTH
420 IF N>M THEN K=N ELSE K=M
\ REM CHECK LENGTHS OF A AND Z
430 IF M>=N THEN 460
\ REM EXCHANGE A AND Z
440 TS=AS \ AS=ZS \ ZS=TS
450 GOTO 410
\ REM PUT AS INTO ARRAY A<
460 FOR I= 1 TO N
470
A<I >=VAL<AS<N+1-I,N+1-Ill
480 NEXT I
\ REM PUT ZS INTO ARRAY Z<
490 FOR I=1 TO M
500
Z< Il=VAL<ZS<M+1-I,M+1-Il)
51 0 NEXT I
\ REM TEST A< l FOR EVEN OR ODD
520 GOSUB 40
\ REM IF ODD THEN ADD Z< l TO SUM
530 IF C>O THEN GOSUB 100
\ REM DOUBLE THE ARRAY Z< >
540 GOSUB 200
\ REM DIVIDE A< > IN HALF
550 GOSUB 290
\ REM REPEAT UNTIL A< ) < 1
560 IF T>O THEN 520
570 PRINT AS," >< ",ZS, "
\ REM PRINT THE PROBLEM
580 FOR I =K TO 1 STEP -1
\ REM PRINT THE ANSWER
590
PRINT S(I),
600 NEXT I
\ PRINT
610 END
S A MP L E

R U N

RUSS I AN PEASANT METHOD FOR MULTIPLICATION OF A x Z
A.Z LARGE WHOLE NUMBERS IN ANY BASE B <= 10
BASE
10
A = 123456789
z = 12345678987654321
123456789 x 12345678987654321
I 5 2 4 I 5 7 8 8 5 8 4 0 5 7 3 1 1 2 6 3 5 2 6 9

BASE
2
A = 10 10 10101010 10 10
z = 1010 10 101 0 10 1010
1010 10 10 10 101010 x 1010 1010101010 10
111000111 0 00 11 000 111 000 111001 00

Remarks
1. In Microsoft Basic lines 470 and 500 need to changed using
the equivalence AS(l,ll =MIDS(AS,1, 1).
2. To upgrade this program to ha ndle any base B, the conve r·
sion routine (lines 470-510) and the output routine (lines 580600) both need to be changed .
O
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Part IV

How to Solve ItWith the Computer
Donald T. Piele

Part Four-Probability
"To sum up, we can ascertain that, approximately, the frequency of an event is to the number of all observations as
the probability of the event is to the probability of the
certainty, i.e., to I. I.find this correspondence between facts
and logic, between possibility and realization, wonderful,
indeed!"
Blaise Pascal (1654)
The development of the theory of probability is a comparatively young branch of mathematics which historians believe
began with a series of letters between Pascal and Fermat in
1654. Motivated by his interest in the gambling problems suggested to him by his friend , the Chevalier de Mere, Pascal
formulated many of the fundamental principles of this new
science - which we now take for granted. Even the most basic
idea of using a number between 0 and I to represent the probability of an event had not been formulated before. It was
Pascal who suggested" . .. the most natural procedure is always
to assign the number I to the complete certainty and to measure
the degree of certainty of a random event with the fraction
giving the event's share of the complete certainty."'
Pascal's letters were published for the first time in the small
paperback, Leuers On Probability,1 in 1972. At the time they
were written, more than 300 years earlier, it was not completely
clear whether the study of the randomness was indeed a branch
of mathematics. "If by mathematics one understands its traditional capital stock only, geometry, arithmetic, and algebra,
there is naturally in this narrow definition no room for any new
branch'.'I agree in this respect with Descartes, however, according to whom every study having for its aim the investigation
of measure and order belongs to mathematics irrespective of
the object whose measure and order it investigates.
Computers In Mathematics
Today, the network of fields linked to mathematics by
this definition are huge. In fact, it is hard to exclude any area
of human endeavor that does not ultimately encounter problems of measure and order. In a similar way, computers were
originally designed to solve a very narrow class of computational problems in ballistics. Today, less than 35 yea rs later,
it is difficult to exclude any area of human endeavor that does
not benefit by the rapid computation of measure and order
provided by.computers.
At the same time that computers have becomeindispens ble tools for solving problems of measure and order, they have
expanded the ways we traditionally solve problems and they
have provided a completely new environment for developing
the art of problem solving.

Program ming Activities
This months' activities will be taken from the world of
probability. For the beginning student , I will introduce problems that use the random number generator - a function that
plays an indispensable role in many computer simulations. The
use of relative frequency as a measure of the probability of an
event will be explored in problems for the intermediate student.
Finally, the average value for the number of tries necessary to
write a bug-free program will be explored by the advanced
students.
Lesson #4 (Beginning Students)
In the last lesson (#3), I posed the problem of writing a
program for the Apple II that would fill the screen with a single
color. The intent of this problem was to introduce the FORNEXT statement. Now the problem will be to carry out a similar procedure in a completely random fashion.
The commonly used random number function used in
Basic is denoted by RND(I). On the Apple II with Applesoft
Basic, RDN( 1) returns a random number between 0 and 1 every
time it is encountered in the program. A simple program
illustrates how this works.
10 PRINT RND(l)
20 GOTO 10
30 END
RUN
.53345678
. 876347891
.2930 18028

Unfortunately, the program must be stopped ( Break/
CRTLC) to read the numbers because they appear on the
screen so fast. For better control of the output, I use the following program which generates 10 random numbers; the
numbers multiplied by 10; and then the integer part of the
numbers multiplied by 10. The following program illustrates
how to use the random number generator to pick single digits
at random.
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
RUN
.34753094
. 89234103
.25345630

REM RANDOM NUMBER
REM APPLESOFT BASI C
FOR I=l TO 10
X=RND(l)
PRINT X, lO•X, INT<lO•Xl
NEXT I
END
3.475309 4
8.9234 103
2 . 5345630

3
8
2

Donald Picle, University of Wisconsin-Parkside, Kenosha, WI 5314 1
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Integer Basic on the Apple II generates only integers, and
thus the RND(X) function has a slightly different mea ning. In
this case RN D(X) generates an integer between 0 and X-1 inclusively every time it is encountered in the program. For
example, to perform the same task as above in Integer Basic,
use:
10
20
30
40
SO
60

REM RANDOM INTEGERS
REM I NTEGER BASIC
FOR I= 1 TO 10
PRI NT RND<lO) ,
NEXT I
END

As illustrated in lesson #3, positions on the low-resolution
graphics screen a re located by pa irs X,Y where both X and Y
are· integers between 0 and 39 inclusively. Thus, to pick an
integer in this ra nge at ra nd om in Applesoft Basic use
INT(40* RN D( 1)). In Integer Basic, RN D(40) accomplishes the
same thing.
Problem #4 (Beginning Students)
Write a progra m that fills up the screen with a solid color
by plotting the points at random.
Remarks
I. What does it mea n to plot points on the screen at
random? Discuss this question with the class and see what they
think it means. As illustrated above, every p oint on the screen
is represented by a pair of integers (X,Y) where X and Y are
between 0 and 39 inclusively. If X and Y are chosen at random
in this range then the point X, Y is a ra ndom point on the screen.
2. A sample solution in Applesoft Basic is:
10
20
30
40
SO
60
70

GR
COLOR=9
X=INT<40•RND<1>>
Y=I NT <40•RND<1>>
PLOT X,Y
GOTO 30
END

3. For Integer Basic lines 30 a nd 40 will need to be replaced
by
30 X=RND<40>
4 0 Y=RND<40)

4. The program is caught in an endless loop which can be
terminated by using the fa milia r CTRL C.
S After the students have written a Basic solution to this
problem I like to pose a number of foll ow-up questio ns.
a) What happens if we replace line 30 with "30 X = 20"?
[A vertical line in the mid dle of the screen is filled at rand om.]
b) What happens in the original program if we replace line
40 with "40 Y = 20"?
[A horizonta l line in the middle of the screen is filled at
ra ndo m.]
c) What ha ppens in the origina l progra m if we replace line
SO with "SO P LOT X.x''?
[T he diagonal line fr om the upper left to the lower right of
the screen is filled at ra ndom.]
d) What happens in the origina l program if we replace line
60 with "60 GOTO 40''?
[A rand om horizontal line is fi lled at random.]
e) What ha ppens in the original program if we replace line
20 with 20 COLOR=INT( l 6* RND( l )) and line 60 with 60
GOTO 20.
[The screen is plotted a t random with random colors.]
Lesson #4 (Intermediate Students)
The simplest example of relative frequency is illustrated by
the experiment of flip ping a coin a fi xed number of times and
counting t he number of heads and tails that appear. Let H be
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the varia ble that counts the number of heads a nd let N be the
total number of tosses. The relative freq uency of the occurrence
of heads is defined to be H/ N. Anyone who has tried this experiment wi th a fair coin recognizes a certain predicta ble behavior:
The relative frequency H / N is cl ose to 1/ 2 and seems to get
closer the longer the experiment is performed.
This experiment can be simulated o n the computer by
making the random number genera tor act like a coin. Rando m
nu mbers generated in Basic use a procedure that picks out
numbers uniformly over the interval (0,1). This means that, o n
the average, half the numbers are less than .5. T hus, by using
the statement
IF RN D( l) < .5 T HEN H = H + 1
the counter H (heads) is increased by one about 50% of the time.
lf the chances of a head is P, (0 < = P < = 1), then the statement
IF RND( l) < P TH EN H = H + 1
will increment the counter H by o ne approximately P* 100% of
the time.
These ideas can be put together into a simple Coin Tossing
Experiment. In this experiment the probability of a head is
assumed to be .S. A coin is tossed 1000 t imes and after every
50 tosses the tota l number of tria ls (C), the number of heads (H),
and the relative frequency ( H/ C) a re reported .
100 PRINT "CO I N TOSS ING E XPER IMENT "
110 PR I NT "======================="
120 PR INT "TOSSES", TAB< 7>, " HEADS ", TAB <14 >.
"HEADS/TOSS ES"
130 FOR I =l TO 2(1
140 X=RND <- 1 >
\ REM RANDOM SEED
150 X=RND <O>
\ REM RANDOM NUMBER
160 C=C+l
\REM TOTAL TOSSES
170 I F X < .S THEN H=H+1
180 I F C/50<>INT (C/50> THEN 150
190 PRINT C,TAB<7>,H,TAB<14l , H/ C
200 NEXT I
2 10 END

RUN
COIN TOSS ING EXPERI MENT

=======================

TOSSES HEADS
so
30
100
S1
1SO
76
200
l OS
2SO
129
300
152
3SO
182
400
203
4SO
227
500
2S2
5SO
274
600
300
650
328
700
35S
750
384
800
4 16
850
438
900
462
950
4 84
1000
504

HEADS/TOSSES
.6
.51

.S0666667
. S25
. S1 6
. 50666667
. S2
. 5075
. S0444444
. 504
. 4 9818182

.s

. S0461538
. 507 14286
.512
. 52
. 51S294 12
. 5 1333333
. S0947368
. S04

R emarks
1. The form for the random number generator is not sta ndard in all Basics. This program was written in NorthS tar Basic.
In Applesoft Basic one should use 150 X=RND( l) to generate
the next rand om number.
2. Line 140 is used to start. the program with a random
seed value. T his is usua lly handled d ifferently in different
Basics. Some Basics use the statement 140 RANDOM IZE. In
Applesoft Basic this is eq uivalent to
140 X = RND(- PEEK(78)- 256*PEEK(79) ).
3. Line 180 is used to interrupt the experi ment after every
50 tosses and print out t he current value fo r C, H, and H / C.

Geometric Experiment
A completely different experiment can be performed by
observing a series of coin tosses. Suppose instead of counting
the number of heads and tails we count the number of t osses
until a head occurs for the first time. This defines a new experiment called the First Head Experiment. Every time the experiment is performed we observe a number - which represents
the total number of tosses needed to get a head for the first time.
Thus, the outcomes of this experiment are recorded as follows.
EXPERIMENT
OUTCOME
H
I
TH
2

TTH

3

In this experiment, if we assume that the probability of
getting a head on each toss is P, then the probability for a tail
is 1-P. Under these conditions, this experiment has a Geometric
distribution which I will elaborate later.

100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
2 40
250
260
270
280
290
300
3 10
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
410

Problem #4 (lnterme..dillfe Student)
First Head Experiment'
Write a program that will simulate the experiment of tossing a coin until the first head occurs. The program must allow
for the entry of the probability P of a head on each toss. Perform the experiment 1000 times and keep track of the number
of experiments that end after T tosses, T = 1,2,3. .. M. (Mis the
largest number of tosses needed so far.) Print out a table after
every 100 experiments showing the distribution of the outcomes that end after T attempts and the relative frequency for
each value of T .
Remarks:
1. The heart of this simula tion is a routine that will simulate the tossing of the coin until the first head.' Suppose the
counter T is used to store the number of trials until the first
head and that P is the probability of a head on each toss. The
following few lines simulate this experiment.

PRINT "F IRSf HEAD EXPERIMENT"
PRINT "===============c====="
PRINT "THE TOSS OF A COIN RESULTS IN EITHER A HEAD OR A TAIL."
PRINT "THE PROBABILITY OF HEADS IS THE NUMBER P."
PRINT "AN EXPERJMl"NT CONSISTS OF TOSS ING A CO IN UNTIL THE FIRST HEAD OCCURS."
PRINT "THE OUTCOME OF THE EXPERIMENT IS THE NUMBER OF TOSSES NEEDED."
PRINT
PRINT "THIS EXPERIMENT IS PERFORMED 1000 TIMES AND THE DI STRI BUTION "
PRINT "OF TOSSES IS REPORTED AFTER EVERY 100 EXPERIMENTS."
PRINT
INPUT ENTER P THE PROBABILITY OF A HEAD ON EACH TOSS, P = ",P
DIM C<100)
\ REM RANDOM SEED
X=RND(-1 )
FOR J= l TO 10
\ REM T = II OF TRIALS UNTIL FIRST HEAD
T=O
X=RND <O >
T=T+ l
\ REM THE TOSS IS A TAIL
IF X>P THEN 250
\ REM EXPERIMENT COUNTER
N=N+l
\ REM OUTCOME COUNTER
C<T>=C< Tl + 1
\ REM M = MAX II OF TRIALS IN ANY EXPERI MENT
IF T>M THEN M=T
IF N/ 100<>INTCN/ 100l THEN 240
REM PRINT OUT OF RESULTS
PRINT
PRINT "TR IAL ", TAB<l Ol."11 OF EVENTS",TAB<25l."RELATIVE F~E QU ENCY "
FOR I=l TO M
PRINT 1,TAB ClO> ,CCil,TAB< 25l,C (I) / N
NEXT I
PRINT "==========================================="
PRINT "TOTALS" , TAB< 10 l. N, TAB< 25), 1
NEXT JEND
11

RUN
FIRST HEAD EXPERIMENT

=====================

THE TOSS OF A COIN RESULTS IN EITHER A HEAD OR A TAIL.
THE PROBABILITY OF HEADS IS THE NUMBER P.
EACH EXPERIMENT CONSI STS OF TOSSING A COIN UNTIL THE FIRST HEAD OCCURS.
THE OUTCOME OF THE EXPERIMENT IS THE NUMBER OF TOSSES NEEDED .
THIS EXPERIMENT IS PERFORMED 1000 TIMES AND THE DI STRIBUTION
OF TOSSES IS REPORTED AFTER EVERY 100 EXPERIMENTS .
ENTER P THE PROBABILITY OF A HEAD ON EACH TOSS, P =

.5

CONLY THE LAST DI STR IBUTION IS PRINTED HERE>
RELATIVE FREQUENCY
TRIAL
II OF EVENTS
1
501
• 501
2 45
. 245
2
3
127
. 127
. 062
4
62
5
33
.033
17
. 017
6
7
3
. 003
s
6
.006
9
5
. 005
10
1
.001
TOTALS

1000

99

2. The 250-270 loop terminates whenever the ra ndom
number RND(O) is less than P. This corresponds to the occurrence of a head.
3. It is convenient to use an array, such as C(T), to keep
track of the number of times the experiment ends after T trials.
Each time the experiment ends after T tosses, it is counted by
290 C(T) = C(T) + I.
4. If N is equal to the total number of experiments performed, then C(T)/ N is equal to the relative frequency of the
number of ex periments that end after T trials.
5. If N/ 100 = INT(N/ 100), then N is a multiple of 100. A
version of this test is used to print out the distributi on a fter
every 100 experiments.
6. A sample program that solves this problem is as follows.

ber of trials until the first success.
With this model it seems natural to wonder: How many
trial s, on the a verage, will it take to produce a bug-free program? In the la nguage of probability, what is the expected value
of the outcomes in this experiment?
The average value of the outcomes of an experiment is easy
to compute. For exa mple, assume that the outcomes of a n
ex periment are the integers T, T = 1,2... M. Also, assume that
C(T) co unts the number of times T occurred . Then the a verage
number of times that T occurs in N trials is (C( 1)+2*C(2)+ ...
M*C(M))/ N.

Problem #4 (Advanced Students)
Bug-Free Program Experiment
240 T

0

T = TRA IL II

250 X

RND<O>

TOSS COIN

260 T

T + 1

INCREMENT TRIAL

270 IF X

> P THEN 250

TOSS I S A TAIL
1s t HEAD OCCURS

Write a program that simulates the process of writing a
progra m until it runs bug-free. The probability of success on
the Tth trial should equal T/ (T+ l). Perform the experiment
I000 times and keep track of the number of programs that run
a fte r T trials where T = 1,2,3 ... M. (M is the la rgest number of
attempts needed so far.) Print out a table, after every 100 experiments, showing the distribution of outcomes that end after T
attempts, the relative frequency for each value of T , and the
average value of T.
Remarks:

Lesson #4 (Advanced Students)
The First Head Experiment serves as an introduction to a
slightly different experiment which I will call the Bug-Free Program Experiment. As everyone who has ever tried to write a
computer program knows, the c ha nces that it will run correctly
on the first trial is definitely below I. We also know from experience that the chances of eliminating bugs usually improves the
more times the program is modified and tried again. I will
assume, for the purposes of this discussion, that the cha nces
that a program will run perfec tly ·ug-free) on the Tth trail is
equal to T / (T+l). Thus,
P CS >

T/ CT+ ll a nd

P< F>

1/<T+l >,

where P(S) stand.s for the probability of a successful progra m
on the Tth trial a nd P(F) represents the probability of a fa ilure
on the Tth trial.
This experiment is similar to the First Head Experiment
described a bove, with one big difference. Now the proba bility
of a success depends on the number of times the ex periment
has been tried. The outcome of this experiment is still the num-

100
11 0
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
'.j!OO
2 10
220
2 30
240
250
260

100

I. It would be advisable for students to write the First
Head Experiment program first. With a few changes and modifi cations this program can be used to solve the Bug-Free Program Experiment. For example: Line 200 will no longer be
needed , since the probability of success on the Tth trial is no
longer fixed at P. Line 270 should be changed to read: IF X >
T / (T= I) T H EN 250.
2. To compute the average outcome in N experiments,
the student will need to total all the outcomes. T his can be done
with a statement such as S = S + I*C(I) placed in the printout
loop. The average va lue then is S / N.
3. This same average number com puta tion could also be
added into the First Head Experiment.
4. For added interest, ask students to keep track of how
many attempts were made to write the Bug-Free Experiment
progra m. Have the class make a chart of this d istribution and
compare it with the outcome of the Bug-Free Progra m
ex periment.
Postscript
This section is added for those interested in a more deta iled
mathematical trea tment of the two experiments .
The F irst Head Experiment is a n application of the Geometric distribut ion. 2 Before 1 go further, some nota tion may
be helpful.

PRINT "BUG-FREE PROGRAM EXPERIMENT"
PRINT "==========================="
PRINT "THE PROBABILITY THAT A PROGRAM I S BUG-FREE DEPENDS ON "
PRINT "THE NUMBER OF TIMES IT HAS BEEN REWRITTEN."
PRI NT "EACH TIME IT I S RUN THE PROBABILITY THAT IT I S BUG "
PRINT "FREE IS EQUAL TO T/ CT+l l WHERE TI S THE TR I AL NUMBER. "
PR INT
PRI NT "AN EXPER IMENT CONS I STS OF EDITING THE PROGRAM UNTIL IT RUNS . "
PRI NT "THE OUTCOME I S THE NUMBER OF TRIALS NEEDED TO MAKE IT WORK . "
PRINT "THI S EXPERIMENT I S PERFORMED 1000 TIMES AND THE DI STRIBUTI ON "
PRINT "OF OUTCOMES I S REPORTED AFTER EVERY 100 EXPERIMENTS ."
PRINT "THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF TRIALS NEEDED TO PRODUCE A BUG- FREE PROGRAM"
PRINT "IS COMPUTED."
PRINT
DIM CC100l
X=RNDC-1>
FOR J=l TO 10

Notation

Meaning

H

Heads
Ta ils
Probability of heads =
Probability of tails = 1
q = 1-p
First head is on 5th tri
Probability of the even
First head is on 5th tri
Proba bility of the even
Average value of X.

T
P(H)= p
P(T)= 1-p
q
TTTTH
P(TTTTH)
X=5
P(X=5)
E(X)

270
280
290
3 00
3 10
320
330
340
350
360
3 70
380
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470

\ REM T = # OF TRIALS UNTIL PROGRAM RUNS
T=O
X=RND<Ol
T=T+l
\ REM THE PROGRAM HAS A BUG
IF X> T/( T+ll THEN 280
\ REM EXPER IMENT COUNTER
N=N+l
\ REM OUTCOME COUNTER
C<Tl=C <Tl + 1
\ REM M = MAX # OF TRIALS IN ANY EXPERIMENT
IF T>M THEN M=T
IF N/100<> INT(N/100l THEN 270
REM PR INT OUT OF RESULTS
PRINT
PRINT "TRIAL", TAB< 10l. "# OF EVENTS'', TAB< 25), "RELATIVE FREQUENCY"
S=O
FOR I=l TO M
PRINT I,TAB<10l,C<I>,TAB<25), C( Il/N
S=S+I•C<I>
\ REM S = SUM OF ALL OUTCOMES
NEXT I
PRI NT "=========================================== "
PRINT "TOTALS''.TAB<10l,N, TAB<25),1
PRINT "AVERAGE VALUE " ,S/N
NE XT J
END

RUN
BUG-FREE PROGRAM EXPERIMENT
THE PROBABILITY THAT A PROGRAM JS BUG-FREE DEPENDS ON
THE NUMBER OF TIMES IT HAS BEEN REWRITTEN.
EACH TIME IT IS RUN THE PROBABILITY THAT IT IS BUG
FREE I S EQUAL TO T/(T+ ll WHERE TIS THE TRIAL NUMBER.
AN EXPERIMENT CONSI STS OF EDITING THE PROGRA~ UNTIL I T RUNS .
THE OUTCOME I S THE NUMBER OF TRIALS NEEDED TO MAKE IT WORK .
THI S EXPERI MENT I S PERFORMED 1000 TIMES AND THE DI STRIBUTION
OF OUTCOMES IS REPORTED AFTER EVERY 100 EXPERIMENTS .
THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF TRIALS NEEDED TO PRODUCE A BUG-FREE PROGRAM
I S COMPUTED.
CONLY THE LAST DISTR IBUTI ON JS PRINTED HERE.>
TR IAL
# OF EVENTS
RELAT IVE FREQUENCY
1
500
.5
2
3
4

5
6

335

. 335

11 8
39
7
1

.118
. 039
.007
.001

===========================================
TOTALS
1000
AVERAGE VALUE 1. 721

Since a ll tosses of the coin are independent of one another it
is true that
P(TITfH) = P(T)P(T)P(T)P(T)P(H) = q 4 p.

= I . I . I . I . 5 =5
2 3 4 5 6 6! (!=factorial)

If X stands for the number of trials of the program until the
first success, then the following probability table applies.
Outcome X

If X stands for the number of tosses until the first head appears,
the fo llowing proba bility table applies.
Outcome X

Probability

I
2

p
qi p
q2 p

3

qi- I p

Probability

I

1/ 2
1/ 3
1/ 8

2
3

i/ (i+ I)!
T he average or expected number of trials for this experiment
is computed by weighing each outcome with its probability.
E <Xl

=

1/2 + 2 Cl /3l + 3 <118) + •.• + i(i / Ci+1l!l + •• •

Each term of this series may be rewritten using the identity
The average or expected outcome is determined by weighing
each outcome by its probability.
E(X) = p + 2pq + 3pq2 +. . . . . . ipqi-1 +... .
It can be shown, [2], that the s um of this series is I/ p. Thus in
the First Head Experiment with p= I/ 2, the average outcome
E(X) = 2.

After combining terms, the series can be reduced to

Bug-Free Program Experiment

This familiar series is equa l to e-1, where e is approximately
2. 7182817. Thus, using this model, the average number oftimes
that a computer program will need to be debugged is I.7 182817.
This is probably a well known exercise in probability, but
for me it came as a delightful surprise.
o

T he computation of the probability of each outcome is
different for the Bug-Free P rogram Experiment. Let F represent fai lure and S represent success on each trial. The corresponding probabilities, P(F) and P(S), depend on the number
of trails T performed
P(S) = T / (T+ I}, P(F) = l/ (T+I ).
Thus the computation of the probability for the fi rst success
occurring on the 5th tria l is

i(i/(i+ll!

E <Xl

=1

=

i i i! - i/(i+1)!

+ 1 /2 ! + l /3 ! + 1/ 4 ! + • • • + 1 / i ! + •. •

R EFER ENCES
I. Rcnyi. Alfred. leuers On Probability. Wayne State University Press,

Detroit , 1972.
2. Meyer, Paul. /111roductory Probability And Statistical Applications. p. 171,
Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., 1970.
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Part\

How to Solve it-

with the Computer
Donald T. Piele

Parts
The Problem
For the past four yea rs the University of Wisconsin Parkside has conducted a computer problem solving contest for
junior and senior high school students. For a period of two
hours teams of up to three members each compete on interactive computer systems to solve five programming problems.
The results are judged on whether they run properly using the
test data supplied in the problem, are easy to read , logical,
imaginative, a nd creative. Within two hours after the contest is
over, the three best teams in each division are announced and
the prizes awarded.
An Open Invitation
This year we would like to extend an invitation to schools
throughout the country and the world to participate in our
computer problem solving contest. We will share our 1981
contest problems with school districts, universities, or other
organizations that are interested in conducting a similar local
computer problem solving contest under the following
guidelines.
Guidelines
I. To receive a copy of the 1981 co.ntest problems, the
director of a local organization should contact us by April 4th
and agree to keep the problems confidential until Saturday,
May 2, 1981. This is the date we have set for our contest this
year.
2. On or after May 2, 1981, any organizations may use the
problems to conduct their own contest. The results will be
judged and the winners selected locally.
3. No organization that holds a local contest is required to
enter their winner in the national and worldwide contest.
However, to be eligible for this competition, the local contest
must be held on May 2, 1981 and the set of rules (listed below)
followed.
4. A national and worldwide ranking will be determined by
a team of judges from the University of Wisconsin-Parkside.
The first three places in each division will receive prizes from
Creative Computing magazine. Winners will be notified by
June I, 1981 and the results will be announced in the August
issue of Creative Computing.

Contest Rules
I. Category SR: Grades 10-12 (age < = 18)
JR: Grades 7-9 (age<= 15)
2. Team Size: A team consists of one to three members.
3. Computer System: Any interactive computer system
may be used, however, each team may use only one input device
(keyboard or terminal). Hard copy must be available for listing
Dona ld T. Piele, University of Wisconsin-Parkside, Kenosha. WI 53 141.
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the programs and displaying the sample runs.
4. Time Limit: Each team will be given five problems to
solve in a two hour time limit. In cases where a printer must be
shared between two or more teams fo r the hard copy printout,
time can be taken after the two hour limit to make listings and
sample runs. This must be done with an official present. No
program can be changed after the two hour limit.
5. Grading Procedure: The solutions will be judged as
follows.
(a) Does it run properly, using the test data provided
in the problem? (12 points)
(b) Is the program well designed and easy to read?
(5 points)
(c) Is the program imaginative, creative? (3 points)
No partial credit is given under criteria (a) for a program
that does not run.
6. Multiple Sessions: It is often necessary to run more than
one session during the contest to accommodate all the teams on
a limited amount of hardware. In this case, those responsible for
the contest must make sure that each session is run so that no
one sees the problems before their turn.
7. General: No outside help is allowed during the contest,
including books, programs, or people not on the team.
However questions concerning the operation of computers,
terminals, or printers may be answered by those conducting the
contest. Also, time may be taken before the session begins to
familiarize the contestants with the operation of a computer
system.
Grading
We have found it helpful to have each team attach the
following score sheet to each program they submit. This ensures
correct identification of listings and speeds up the grading
process.
Team Identification
We require that each team pick a team name for
identification purposes. The Devious Debuggers, The Apple
Busters, Knights of Ni, and Micro bits were examples used last
year. Also, each team picks a captain.
Teams enter the contest by filling out the following
application form.
Contest Problems
The problems used in the third computer problem solving
contest ( 1979) appeared in the September 1979 issue of Creative
Computing. The fourth computer problem solving contest
problems ( 1980) are presented here followed by a complete set
of solutions and sample runs.

SCORE SHEET

Problem Number
Tea.m Na.me

=============================================================
<For 9ra.der ' s use onl y )
Correctness

12 Points>

Desi9n a.nd Rea.da.bilitY

5 Points>

Imagination, Creativity _____ _

3 Points>

Total

Grader _______________________ _

=================================================================
=================================================================
PROGRAMMING CONTEST ENTRY FORM

TEAM NAME --- ---------------------------------------SCHOOL NAME-- ------------ ---------------------------SCHOOL ADDRESS---------------------------------------

ADVISOR ' S NAME--------------------------------------ADVI SOR ' S PHONE #( ___ ) ____ ___ _
DIVISION

SR <Senior.. grades 10-12, a9e < = 18>
.JR (Jun i •) r· , grades 7-9

,

a.9e < = 15)

TEAM MEMBERS
1. <CAPTAIN>

...,
L•
~:.

=================================================================
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JR 5. Twin Primes
JUNIOR DIVISION

JR 1. Extended Fibonacci Sequences
The Fibonacci sequence l ,1,2,3,5,8, 13,2 1,34,55 is given by
the rule that the first two numbers are both 1, and each
following number is the sum of the previous two numbers. For
example, the first 6 terms are
l
l
2 • l +l

Recall that a positive integer p > 1 is called a prime if its
only positive factors are 1 and p. If both p and p+2 are prime,
the pa ir p and p+2 is called a t win p rime pair.
You are to write a program to print all twin prime pairs p
and p+2 such tha t p+2~n. where n is a given input value, a nd t o
print the total number of prime pairs fou nd. For example, with
n = 20, your output should look like this:
TWIN PRIME PAIRS !IUT GREATER THAN 20

3 • 1+2
5 • 2+3
8 • 3+5

To generalize this, we define the 3-Fibonacci sequence such
that the first three numbers are 1, and each following number is
the sum of the previous three numbers. For example, the first 6
terms of the 3-Fibonacci sequence are I , 1, 1,3,5,9.
You are to write a progra m which will print the first n terms
of the 3-Fibonacci sequence, where n is given as an input value.
Run your progra m once, with n = 20.

JR 2. Dart Throwing
Assume you are throwing darts at a 5-by-5 square checkerboard. Each throw will hit randomly at any of the 25 possi ble
squares with equal likelihood . After throwing a certain number
of darts, you count the total number of squares you hit.
Write a program to simulate this dart game by "throwing"
n darts, where n is a given input value. After all n darts have
been thrown, tally the results and display the dart board as in
the following example:

•

•

• •

•

MJl.ffiER OF 1liROll'S = 8
NtJl.IBER OF

SQUARES HIT = 7

Here a"*" in a position indicates that a square has been hit (at
least once), and a "." means the squa re has not been hit. Run
program twice each forthe following values of n: 10, 25, 50, 100.

3
5
11

5
7
13

17

19

THERE ARE 4 SUCll PAIRS

=20, a nd for n = 100.

Run your program for n

SENIOR DIVISION
SR 1. Extended Fibonacci Numbers
The Fibonacci sequence 1, I , 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55 is given
by the rule that the first two numbers are both 1, and each
fo llowing number is the sum of the previous two numbers. For
example, the first 6 terms are
l
l
2
3

5
8

= l+l
= 1+2
= 2+3
= 3+5

To generalize this, we define a n m-Fibonacci sequence
(where mis an integer > 1) such that the first m numbers are 1,
and each follow ing number is the sum of the previous m
numbers. For exa mple, the first 6 terms of the 3-Fibonacci
seq uence are 1, 1, 1,3,5,9.
You are t o write a program which will print the first n terms
of the m-Fibonacci sequence, where m and n are given input
values with m < n. Your p rogram should not retain more than
the last m numbers displayed. Run your program 3 times, using
the fo llowing input va lues:
m n
2 10
20
20

3

10

SR 2. Spirals
JR 3. Character Replacement
Write a program which will allow 3 inputs:
(A) An input string
(B) A character to be replaced
(C) A character to replace it with
The program should replace each character of the string
given in (A) which matches the character given in (B) by the
character given in (C). Here is an example of what your output
should look like:
INPIJf STRING

THE FAT FOX

REPLACE
BY

F

cxmur

THE BAT BOX

Write a program which will print a spiral of numbers 1 to n2
in a n n-by-n square display, where n is a given input value,
n ~ 10. For example, for n = 4 the display should look Like
this:
7

6

5

16

1

4

15

9

2

3

14

10

11

12

13

8

and for n

r---

=5 the d isplay sho uld look like this:

B

STRil'l:i

21

20

19

22

7

23

8

JR 4. Crowded Phone Booth

24

Ten people named A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I a nd J are trying
to get into a sma ll phone booth which can hold o nly two people
at a time. There are exactly 45 different ways that they can get
two of the 45 into the booth. Write a program to List them. Your
output should list the combinations in the form.

25

REPl.ACFMENrS

2

Run your program with the above example.

AB

104

AC

AD

AE

AF

18

17

6
r---

5

16

l

4

15

9

2

3

14

10

11

12

13

(The lines are for reference purposes only. You do not need to
print them.)
Run your program twice, once with n = 4 and once with
n = 5.

SR 3. Substring Replacement
Write a program which will allow three inputs:
(A) An input string
(B) A substring to be replaced
(C) A substring to replace it with
The program should then replace, from left to right, each
substring of the string given in (A) which matches the substring
given in (B) by the substring given in (C). If a replacement is
mad e, the string search continues beginning with the character
following the replaced substring. Here are two examples of
what your output should look like:

10 PRINT "JR 1. EXTENDED FIBONACCI SEQUENCES"
20 PRINT "------------------------------- --"
30 INPUT "ENTER A VALUE FOR N~ ''. N
40 DIM ACN+3)
50 A<1l =1 \ A<2l=1 \ AC3l=1
60 FOR I=1 TO N
70
IF I < 4 THEN 90
80
A<I>=A<I-1l+A<I-2l+A<I-3>
90
PRINT A<I>,
100 NEXT I
110 END
READY
RUN
JR 1. EXTENDED FIBONACCI SEQUENCES

Example 1:

INJVr Sl1UNG

HE SHUD AJ

REPLACE

u

BY

OOL

ourM

srnr~

HE 9iOULD FOOL
2

REPI.Aro1ENfS

Exampl e 2:

INPlfl' SfRING

RXXX>D

REPLACE

00

BY

0

OUfPl1f ~

RXJD

REPI..ACFJ.1ENfS

2

Run your progra m with the above examples.
SR 4. Crowded Phone Booth
There are n people ( n ~ 26) whose na mes are A, B, C, ... ,
and a phone booth with capacity m (m~ n). Write a program to
list a ll the possible ways m of these n people can get into the
booth. Your output should list the combinations of names in a
format similar to the following example with n =5 and n =3:

ABC ABO ABE ACD ACE
ADE BCD BCE BDE CDE
1liERE ARE 10 CXMBINATIONS

Run your program with the following values of m and n:
n

m

5

3

7

4

10

2

20

19

SR 5. Twin Near Primes
A positive integer k > 1 is called a near prime if K is not
prime but is the product of exactly two (possibly equal) primes.
If both k and k+ 1 are near primes, the pair k and k+ 1 is called a
near prime pair. You are to write a program to print all near
prime pairs k and k+ 1 such that k+ 1~ n, where n is a given input
value, and to print the total number of near prime pairs found.
For example, with n = 30, your output should look like this:
'!WIN NEAR PRIME PAIRS 00!' GREATER '!HAN 30

9

10

14
21
25

15
22

1HERE ARE 4

..

JR 2. DART THROWING
HOW MANY DARTS DO YOU WANT TO TOSS? 25

* ** *
* * *
* * * *
* ** * ** *
*
NUMBER OF THROWS
NUMBER OF SQUARES HIT
READY
RUN

Run your program for n

=30 and n = 100.

=

25
19

JR 2. DART THROWING
HOW MANY DARTS DO YOU WANT TO TOSS? 25

*
*

PAIRS

406~

10 PRINT "JR 2. DART THROWING"
20 PRINT ----------------·- --··
T = # OF TOSSES
30 REM
B(5, Sl= THE DART BOARD
40 REM
B<5,S)
50 DIM
FNR<X> = RANDOM INTEGER BETWEEN 1 AND X
60 REM
FNR<X> = INT<RND<O>•Xl +1
70 DEF
X=RNDC-1)
\REM RANDOMIZE
75
80 INPUT "HOW MANY DARTS DO YOU WANT TO TOSS? "•T
PRINT
90
S=O
100
110 REM *** THROW DARTS ***
FOR I=1 TO T
120
B<FNR<5l,FNR<5>>=1
130
NEXT I
140
150 REM *** OUTPUT RESULTS ***
FOR I=1 TO 5
160
FOR J=1 TO 5
170
IF B<I,J> =O THEN PRINT " ",
180
IF B<I,Jl=O THEN 220
190
PRINT "* ",
200
S=S+1
210
NEXT J
220
230
PRINT
NEXT I
240
PRINT
250
PRINT "
NUMBER OF THROWS = ",T
260
PR I NT "NUMBER OF SQUARES HIT = " , S
270
280 END
READY
RUN

*

26

sum

ENTER A VALUE FOR N•20
1 1 1 3 5 9 17 31 57 105 193 355 653 1201 2209
7473 13745 25281 46499
READY

*

* *

*

****
** * ** *

NUMBER OF THROWS =
NUMBER OF SQUARES HIT =
READY

25
17

JR 2. DART THROWING

Contest Solution

HOW MANY DARTS DO YOU WANT TO TOSS? 50

The contest solut ions listed below are written in North Star
Basic and duplicate the logic used by the winning teams in the
1980 competitio n. With minor punctuation changes and string
conversions, the same programs work in Applesoft Basic. These
changes are noted after the listings.

* *
* *
* *
*
* *

•
*
*
*
*

* •

* *
* *
* *

* *
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NUMBER OF THROWS •
NUMBER OF SQUARES HIT a
READY
RUN

10 PRINT "JR 5. TWIN PRIMES"
20 PRINT "-----------------"
30 INPUT "N = ",N
40 T=O
50 PRINT "TWIN PRIME PAIRS NOT GREATER THAN ",N
60 PRINT
70
FOR Ia3 TO N-2 STEP 2
80
FOR J=3 TO SQRTCI+2) STEP 2
90
IF I/J =INTCI/J) THEN EXIT 140
100
IF CI+2)/J = INTCCI+2l/J) THEN EXIT 140
110
NEXT J
120 T=T+l
130 PRINT I.TABC10),I+2
140 NEXT I
150 PRINT
160 PRINT "THERE ARE",T," SUCH PAIRS. "
170 END
READY
RUN

50
24

JR 2. DART THROWING
HOW MANY DARTS DO YOU WANT TO TOSS? 50

* *
*
* ** * ** **
* * * * *
* * * *
NUMBER OF THROWS
NUMBER OF SQUARES HIT
READY
RUN

50
20

JR 2 . DART THROWING

JR 5. TWIN PRIMES

HOW MANY DARTS DO YOU WANT TO TOSS? 100

N

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

= 20
TWIN PRIME PAIRS NOT GREATER THAN

* * •

3
5

5
7

***
* * *
***

11
17

13
19

* * *

NUMBER OF THROWS
NUMBER OF SQUARES HIT
READY

THERE ARE 4 SUCH PAIRS.
READY
RUN

100
25

&

JR 5. TWIN PRIMES
N = 100
TWIN PRIME PAIRS NOT GREATER THAN
3
5
5
7
11
13
17
19
29
31
41
43
59
61
71
73
THERE ARE 8 SUCH PAIRS.
READY

10 PRINT "JR 3. CHARACTER REPLACEMENT"
20 PRINT "---------------------------"
30
DIM ASC255), 0$(255)
40
INPUT "INPUT STRING
I 11 ,AS
50
DS=A$
60
INPUT "REPLACE
: ",BS
70
IF LENCBS>=O THE'N 60
80
INPUT "BY
:u,c•
90
IF LENCC$)=0 THEN 80
100
FOR I=l TO LENCA$)
110
IF ASCI,I> <>BSCl ,1> THEN 140
120
ASCI,I>= CSCl,1>
130
C=C+l
140
NEXT I
150
PRINT "OUTPUT STRING :" ,AS
160
PRINT "REPLACEMENTS
1 ,C
170 END
READY
RUN
JR 3. CHARACTER REPLACEMENT
:THE FAT FOX
IF
:B
:THE BAT BOX
I
2

10 PRINT "JR 4. CROWDED PHONE BOOTH"
20 PRINT "-------------------------"
30 AS"'"ABCDEFGHIJ"
40 FOR I= 1 TO 9
50
FOR J=I+l TO 10
60
PRINT TABCC•4l,ASCI. Il,ASCJ,J) ,
70
C=C+l
80
IF C<ll THEN 100
90
PRINT \ C=O
100
NEXT J
110 NEXT I
120 END
READY
RUN

SR 1. EXTENDED FIBONACCI NUMBERS
ENTER THE NUMBER OF TERMS
ENTER A VALUE FOR THE ' M'
1 1 2 3 5 8 13 21 34 55
READY
RUN

BE BF
CI CJ
EI EJ
IJ
READY
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BG
DE
FG

BH
DF
FH

BI
DO
FI

BJ
DH
FJ

CD
DI
OH

AI
CE
DJ
GI

AJ
CF
EF
GJ

BC
CG
EG
HI

N

10
= 2

SR 1. EXTENDED FIBONACCI NUMBERS

JR 4. CROWDED PHONE BOOTH

------------------------AB AC AD AE AF AG AH

100

10 PRINT "SR 1. EXTENDED FIBONACCI NUMBERS"
20 PRINT "--------------------------------"
30 INPUT "ENTER THE NUMBER OF TERMS N
",N
40 INPUT " ENTER A VALUE FOR THE 'M '
= ",M
50 DIM FCM >
60
FOR I=l TO M
70
FCI>=l
80
NEXT I
90 FOR I=l TO N
100
S=O
110
FOR J=1 TOM
120
S = S + FCJ)
130
FCJ-1l=FCJ)
140
NEXT J
150
FCM >=S
160
PRINT F CO),
170 NEXT I
180 END
READY
RUN

11

INPUT STRING
REPLACE
BY
OUTPUT STRING
REPLACEMENTS
READY

20

BO
CH
EH
HJ

ENTER THE NUMBER OF TERMS N = 20
ENTER A VALUE FOR THE 'M'
=3
1 1 1 3 5 9 17 31 57 105 193 355 653 1201 2209 4063
7473 13745 25281 46499
READY
RUN
SR 1. EXTENDED FIBONACCI NUMBERS

ENTER THE NUMBER OF TERMS N = 20
ENTER A VALUE FOR THE ' M'
= 10
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1 9 37 73 145 289 577 1153 2305 46
READY

10 PRINT "SR 2. SPIRALS"
20 PRINT "----------- --"
30 INPUT "WIDTH OF SQUARE : "• N
40 N= I NTCN>
SO DIM M<N.N>
60 Y = INT!N/2 +.S>
70 X = y
\ REM START AT X,Y
80 C=l \ D=O
90 FOR S=l TO N
100
IF INT!S/2l=S/2 THEN 120
110
RESTORE
120
FOR A = 1 TO 2
130
E=D
140
READ D
lSO
FOR T = 1 TO S
160
M<Y.Xl = C
170
IF CzNA2 THEN 240
180
C=C+l
190
Y=Y+D
200
X=X+E
210
NEXT T
220
NEXT A
230 NEXT S
240 REM *** PRINT OUT ***
2SO FOR I = 1 TO N
260
FOR J = 1 TO N
270
PRINT TAB<J•S>,M(l,J),
280
NEXT J
290
PRINT \ PRINT
300 NEXT I
310 DATA 1, 0,-1,0
320 END
READY
RUN

SR 3. SUBSTRING REPLACEMENT

INPUT STRING
REPLACE
BY
OUTPUT STRING
REPLACEMENTS
READY
RUN

INPUT STRING
REPLACE
BY
OUTPUT STRING
REPLACEMENTS
READY

:HE SHUD FU

:u

:OUL
:HE SHOULD FOUL
: 2

4

15

10 PRINT "SR 4. CROWDED PHONE BOOTH"
20 PRINT "-------------------------"
30 DIM X<26), AS<26)
40 X!O) m64
SO INPUT "INPUT N,M ",N,M
60 IF N<M OR N)26 OR N> INT<N> OR M<l THEN SO
6S L = INT!70/(M+2l>
70
A=A+l
80
X<A>=XCA-ll
90
X<AlzX ! Al+l
100 IF A < M THEN 70
110
C=C+l
120
FOR B=l TO M
130
AS<B>=CHRS<X<Bll
140
NEXT B
150 PRINT AS <l,M),"
,
lSS IF C/L=INT!C/Ll THEN PRINT
160 IF X< A> <A+N-M+64 THEN 90
170
A=A-1
180 IF A>O THEN 160
190 PRINT
200 PRINT "THERE ARE",C," COMBINATIONS. "
210 END
READY
RUN

SR 2. SPIRALS

-------------

WIDTH OF SQUARE :4
5
7
6
8

SR 3 . SUBSTRING REPLACEMENT

16

9

2

3

14

SR 4 . CROWDED PHONE BOOTH

10

11

12

13

INPUT N,M S,3
ABC ABD ABE ACD ACE ADE
THERE ARE 10 COMBINATIONS .
READY
RUN

READY
RUN
SR 2 . SPIRALS

-·------------

WIDTH OF SQUARE :s
21
20
19
22

7

BCD

BCE

BDE

1FOOOOD

:oo
:o

:FOOD
2

I

COE

SR 4. CROWDED PHONE BOOTH
18

17

6

s

16

23

8

4

15

24

9

2

3

14

2S

10

11

12

13

10 PRINT "SR 3. SUBSTRING REPLACEMENT"
20 PRINT "-------------------------"
30 DIM AS!200),BS <lOO>,CS<lOO>,DS(200l
40 INPUT "INPUT STRING
:",AS
SO INPUT "REPLACE
: ",BS
60 INPUT "BY
: ",CS
70 REM
R = NUMBER OF REPLACEMENTS
SO A=l
90 REM *** SEARCH FOR SUBSTRING POSITION ***
100 B=O
110 FOR I=A TO LEN<ASl-LEN!BS ) + 1
120
IF AS<I.LEN!BSl+l-ll= BS THEN B = I
130
IF AS<I.LEN<BSl+l-1) =BS THEN EXIT lSO
140 NEXT I
150 IF A>B THEN 250
160 REM *** MAKE REPLACEMENT ***
170
DS=AS
180
R=R+l
190
C=B+LEN<CSl
200 IF B + LEN<BSl<=LEN<DS> THEN 220
210
AS=DS<l,B-ll+CS \ GOTO 250
220
AS=DS(l,B-ll+CS+DS<B+LEN!BS>>
230
AaC
240
GOTO 90
2SO PRINT "OUTPUT STRING
: ",AS
260 PRINT "REPLACEMENTS
:",R
270 END
READY
RUN

INPUT
ABCD
ACDF
BCDG
CEFG
THERE
READY
RUN

N,M 7,4
ABCE ABCF ABCG ABDE
ACDG ACEF ACEO ACFG
BCEF BCEG BCFG BDEF
DEFG
ARE 35 COMBINATIONS.

ABDF
ADEF
BDEG

ABEF
ADFG
BEFG

ABDO
ADEG
BDFG

ABEO
AEFG
CDEF

ABFG
BCDE
CDEG

ACDE
BCDF
CDFG

SR 4 . CROWDED PHONE BOOTH
INPUT N.M 10.2
AB AC AD AE AF AG AH
CD CE CF CG CH CI CJ
EJ FG FH FI FJ GH GI
THERE ARE 4S COMBINATIONS.
READY
RUN

AI
DE
OJ

AJ
DF
HI

BC
DO
HJ

BD
DH
IJ

BE
DI

BF
DJ

BG
EF

BH
EG

BI
EH

BJ
EI

SR 4. CROWDED PHONE BOOTH
INPUT N,M 20,19
ABCDEFOHI JKLMNOPQRS ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRT
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPRST ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOQRST
ABCDEFGHIJKLMOPQRST ABCDEFGHIJKLNOPQRST
ABCDEFGHIJLMNOPQRST ABCDEFGHIKLMNOPQRST
ABCDEFGIJKLMNOPQRST ABCDEFHIJKLMNOPQRST
ABCDFGHIJKLMNOPQRST ABCEFGHIJKLMNOPQRST
ACDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRST BCDEFOHIJKLMNOPQRST
THERE ARE 20 COMBINATIONS.
READY
10
20
30
40
SO
60
70

ABCDEFGHI JKLMNOPQST
ABCDEFOHIJKLMNPQRST
ABCDEFOHIJKMNOPQRST
ABCDEFGHJKLMNO~QRST

ABCDEGHIJKLMNOPQRST
ABDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRST

PRINT "SR S. TWIN NEAR PRIMES"
PRINT "----------------------"
DIM X! 100)
INPUT "TWIN NEAR PRIME PAIRS NOT GREATER THAN ",N
FOR K• 2 TO N
FOR B= 2 TO SQRT<K>
IF INT<KIB>•B < K OR K=B•B•B THEN 90
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80
X<Kl=X<Kl+1
90
NEXT B
100
IF X<K><>1 OR X<K-1 ><>1 THEN 130
110
PRINT K-1," ''. K
120
C=C+l
130 NEXT K
140 PRINT "THERE ARE",C," SUCH PAIRS."
150 END
READY
RUN

Pro9ram
SR1

Punctuati o n in lines 30.40
160 PRINT F< Ol l "

SR2

Punctuati on in line 2 70

SR 5. TWIN NEAR PRIMES

Use : instead of \

TWIN NEAR PRIME PAIRS NOT GREATER THAN 30
9
10
14
15
21
22
25
26
THERE ARE 4 SUCH PAIRS .
READY
RUN

170 IF
SR3

220 A$=LEFT$(D$,B-1 l +C$+HID$(D$, B+LEN CB$))

North Star

SR4

130 A$=A$+CHR$CX< Bll
SR5

20 PRINT "NAME

1980 Contest Results

= "IA$

(In North Star Basic either the comma(,) or the semi-colon(;)
ca n be used since they are equivalent, but the comma appears in
the listing.)
T his difference between North Star and Applesoft Basic
will be called 'punctuation' and line numbers where it occurs
will only be listed. All other changes will be made explicit.
Chan9es

JR1

Punctuation i n line 30

JR2

Punctuation in lines 80,180.200.260.270
Use RND(1) instead of RND(O) in line 70.
Delete 75
Punctuation in lines 40.60.80.150, 160.

<>

LEFT•<B•,1> THEN 140

120 A$=LEFT$(A$,I-1l+RIGHT$1C$,1l+MIDt<At.I+1)
JR4

60 PRINT TAB<C•4+1l1MIDt<At , I , 1>1HID•<A•,J,1);
80 IF C

JR5

< 10

THEN 100

Punctuation in line s 30. 50,1 30.1 60
Chanse SQRT in line 80 to SQR.
90 IF I /J

= INTCI / J)

THEN 140

Punctuati on in lines 40.110.140
Chan9e SQRT in line 60 to SQR,

10 INPUT "NAME "1A•

= "•A•

Punctuation in lines 5 0. 150 200
115 A$=" "

AP'P'le sof t

10 INPUT "NAME "•A•

110 IF MID•<A•.I.1 >

Punctuation in lines 40.50.60.250 . 260

210 A$=LEFT$CD$ , B-1 l +C$ : GOTO 250

A minor difference between North Star a nd Applesoft
Basic is the way each uses punctuation after PRINT and
INPUT statements. North S tar uses a comma (,) while
Applesoft uses a semi-colon (;). For example, the following are
equiva lent in the two Basics.

JR3

THEN 240

120 IF MID$C A$, I,LEN(8$l l =B$ THEN B=I

Applesoft Version

Pros ram

c ~ INT<Nt2>

in lines 70. 80

130 IF MID$ (A$,I, LEN(8$ll=B$ THEN 150

TWIN NEAR PRIME PAIRS NOT GREATER THAN 100
9
10
14
15
21
22
25
26
33
34
34
35
38
39
57
58
85
86
86
87
93
94
94
95
THERE ARE 12 SUCH PAIRS.
READY

20 PRINT "NAME

....

165 IF POS<Ol>35 THEN PRINT

S R 5. TWIN NEAR PRIMES
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Chan9es

In the senior division, the 1980 winners were The Knights
of Ni (Dave Rosen, Eric Romesberg, and Ron Stolberg) from
Prospect High School in Prospect, IL. They turned in a perfect
performance - 100 points. Second place went to the
Macrobytes (John Eng, Dale Smith, and Gary Steven) of
Natha n Ha le High School in Milwaukee, WI. Their tota l was 59
points. Third place was won by the Hawks (Stan Kantor, Mike
Bors, and Kent Baumeister) of Main South High School, Park
Ridge, IL with 37 points. Twenty teams entered the senior
division contest and the average score was 27.
In the junior division, the Tutancompuns (David Nice a nd
Robert Goll) from Lance Jr. High in Kenosha, WI took first
place. They scored 96 points. Second place was awa rded to the
Apple Busters (Steve Scott and Dave Pagenkopf) fro m Wausau
West Jr. High in Wa usau , WI - total points 80. Third place
went to the Z-80 Zappers (Arthur Claus, David Levine, and
Jerry Monkman) from A.E. Stevenson High School in Prairie
View, IL who scored 77 points. A total of 12 teams entered the
j unior division a nd the average score was 53 points.
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Part VI

How to Solve ItWith the Computer
Donald T. Piele

"A problem must involve the student; they must search for
the answer. Perhaps they will not reach the goal, but the
search itself may prove more important than the goal."
- F. Jacobson
An enjoyable way to develop problem solving skills is to
write computer programs. After all, sitting down with a goa l in
mind and trying to achieve it by fitting together elementary
statements is what problem solving is all about. This
application of computers is often not familiar to those who have
never written programs and only think of them in terms of
finished products: an interesting computer game, a business
record keeping system, or a scientific program to carry out
numerical calcula tions. But those who write programs know
differently. Comp uter programming can be a very creative
exercise which develops logical thinking and problem solving
strategies. After a ll, the output from a comp uter program is
only as logical as the program design. And the development of a
program from sta rt to finish exercises the full range of problem
solving skills.
Assuming that this is true, what can teachers do with a
computer in the classroom that will help de ve lo p an
appreciation and int.crest in problem solving? Do the obvious!
Give students problems that can be solved by a computer
program. This may seem too easy to be true, but in the hands of
an experienced teacher, it works.
Problem Solving - A Practical Skill
George Polya, a practitioner a nd teache r of problem
solving skills, taught that learning to solve problems was like
learning to swim. You lea rn by practice and imitation. In
Donald T. Piele. The University of Wisconsln-Parkside, Kenosha, WI
53141.

swimming you watch what other people do with their hands and
feet to keep their head above water and then you try to do the
same. In the sa me way, to learn how to solve problems you must
watch and imitate other people and then practice on your own.
The teacher must instill an interest in problems in the classroom
and give students lots of opportunity for imitation and practice.
The teacher must ha ve a good supply of problems and have a
genuine interest in working through problem solutions.
Unfortunately, both of these conditions are hard to meet. Good
problems require careful and complete ~ocume~t~tion. and. an
understanding teacher who is interested m prov1dmg d1recuon
and encouragement. It would be very misleading to think that
this approach to teaching problem solving can be implemented
by simply moving a computer into the classroom. Like anything
of lasting value, it requires a certain amount of ded ication.
Teachers who are making the effort however, are rea lizing for
the first time the tremendous creativity and determination that
students exhibit when writing programs that are uniquely their
own. These teachers have found that writing computer
programs can be a unique form of expressio~ which rewa.rds
original tho ught yet requires careful planning .and . log1~al
execution. It is my hope that the proble ms found m this senes
will be of use to teachers who are using com puters in a problem
solvi ng mode.
Lesson #6 (Beginning Students)
The Setting:
Imagine a situation where a decision is made to separate
things into two categories: Boys turn right, girls t.u~n left; h.e~ds
I win, tails J lose; yes I will, no I won't. The dec1s1on to d1v1de
objects, events, or actions into two categories is ma?e by
evaluating an attribute. In the examples above the attributes
are: Sex (boy or girl), coin side (head, tails), response (yes, no).
How can si milar decisions be made with a computer? What
attributes can be distinguished by a program?
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(al so IF X + Y > 40 THEN COLOR

Write a computer program which uses the IF ... TH EN ...
statement to decide between two courses of action.

( b l s o IF X < 10 OR Y > 30 THEN COLOR =BLUE

The Discussion:

10
20
30
40
SO
60

INPUT "ENTER A NUMBER FROM 1 TO 10 ";N
IF N < 1 OR N > 10 THEN GOTO 10
IF N > 5 THEN PRINT "YOUR NUMBER IS GREATER THAN S."
IF N = S THEN PRINT "YOUR NUMBER I S EQUAL TO S."
IF N < S THEN PRINT "YOUR NUMBER IF LESS THAN S."
END

2. A program that generates random numbers b~tween 0
and 1 and prints H (for heads) or T (for tails) depending upon
whether the number is less than or equal to .5 or greater than .5.
10
20
30
40
SO

PRINT "COIN TOSS"
IF RND< 1) > •S THEN PRINT "H";
IF RND< 1 l < =. S THEN PRINT "T";
GOTO 20
END

3. More imaginative solutions use the graphics capabilities
of the system. In lesson #4 a program was writen for the Apple II
in Applesoft Basic to color the screen a solid color by picking
points X,Y at random. With one simple modification we can
direct the computer to color certain portions of the screen a
specific color. For example, suppose we wanted to color the
right half of the screen pink and the left half blue and do it at
random. This could be done by setting the color to pink (line 20
below) and changing it to blue if the X coordinate is less than 20
(line 45). Lines 30 and 40 pick a position on the low resolution
graphics screen at random.
10
20
30
40
4S
50
60
70

GR
COLOR = 11
X = INT<40•RND<l>l
Y
INT<40•RND<lll
IF X < 20 THEN COLOR
PLOT X,Y
GOTO 20
END

=

6

4. Instead of coloring the screen at random we could color
it a row at a time from top to bottom and turn on a specific color
depending upon the position on the screen. Can you tell what
will appear when the following program is run?
10
20
30
40
·SO
60
70
80
90

<cl so IF X < 10 AND Y > 30 THEN COLOR = BLUE
(dl

There are many ways to approach this problem. It is
intentionally open ended in order to encourage the greatest
possible variety of solutions. I can imagine a class where no two
programs turn out alike. This would be marvelous.
Her~ are a few examples to show the class how it might be
done. Students can use these examples to gain understanding
about the use of IF ... THEN . .. statements. Then it is up to
them to create their nwn programs.
I. A program that accepts a number from I to IO and
prints out whether it is greater than 5, equal to 5, or less than 5.

GR : BLUE = 6 : PINK
11
FOR Y = 0 TO 39
FOR X = 0 TO 39
COLOR = PINK
IF X > Y THEN COLOR
BLUE
PLOT X,Y
NEXT X
NEXT Y
END

Points that lie above the diagonal from the upper left
corner to the bottom right corner of the screen are colored blue
·and those below are colored pink. What would be the outcome
if the following replacements were made for line 50?
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= BLUE

The Problem:

so IF ABS <X-Y l > 10 THEN COLOR = BLUE

(el so IF Y/2 = INT(Y/21 THEN COLOR = BLUE
(fl so IF X•Y > 100 THEN COLOR = BLUE

The Postscript:
These examples are but a few ways to solve the origina
problem and learn how to write simple programs in the process
Show these to the students and then take it from there. Many o
their solutions will be much more elaborate and interesting.
Lesson #6 (Intermediate Students)
The Setting:

"Years ago, when girls were called young ladies and wen
never permitted more violent exercises than walking, th1
headmistress of a boarding school wished to arrange matters s<
that her pupils would derive the maximum amount o
companionship in their daily walks without forming boisterou:
groups. She therefore ordered the young ladies, of whom then
were an even number (2N), to walk in pairs, but to form nev
pairs each day in such a way that no young lady had ~he same
companion a second time before she had walked with everi
other young lad y. This worked well for a day or two, bu
presently the young ladies began to spend more and more time
each day trying to find partners. They would be nearly readi
when it was discovered that the last two young ladies hac
already walked together. Can you help the headmistress?"
This quaint problem appears in Mathematica/ Recre·
ations1•
The Problem: The Dally Promenade

Write a program which will accept a value for N and print!
out the daily pa irings for all 2N girls. Make a complete schedule
for 2N-l days in which each girl is paired with every other girl
exactly once.
The Discussion:

The hardest part of this problem is finding a suitable
procedure which will generate the pairings. I expect that very
few students would be able to come up with a procedure on thei r
own. However, I wouldn't discourage anyone from tryi ng. A
more modest goal for intermediate students would be to take an
established pairing technique and transform it into a computer
program.
An often cited method of generating the necessary pairings
is called the circle design which will be illustrated here for six

girls. Number the girls from I to 6 and draw a circle as shown in
Figure I. The five evenly spaced points on the circumference are
labeled as shown and the center is assigned to number 6. A
pairing between the six girls is represented by drawing two
vertical lines between points on the upper half and the lower
half of the circle. The number 6 at the center of the circle is
paired to the point on the left by a horizontal line. This set of
lines determines who walks with whom on one particular day.
To find the next days pairings, rotate the circle counterclock-

-

1

6

Figure I. Pairings: 1·6, 2·5. 3-4

wise one number (I / 5th of a revolution). Now the same lines
can be used for matching up the girls with different partners.
This is shown in Figure 2. Continue in this way through a ll five
rotations of the circle by o ne number. The result will be five
different pairings for the five daily promenades. The circle
design works just as well for any even number of girls. Some
students will have very little difficulty a utomating the circle
design procedure. Others who are unfamiliar with how to
represent information in a computer, will need further help.

Step 4. If the array has been cyclic permuted 2N-I times
then stop. If not then go back to Step 2.
The Program:
10 PRINT "THE DAILY PROMENADE" \ PRINT
20 INPUT "DAILY PAIRINGS FOR 2N GIRLS. N
3 0 DIM A<2*Nl\PRINT
40 REM **** STEP 1 ****
50
FOR I=l TO 2•N
60
A< I >=I
70
NEXT I
80 REM **** STEP 2 ****
90
K=K+l
100
PRINT "DAY ", K," · "
110
FOR I=l TON
120
PRINT A<I>," -",A<2*N+1-I),"
130
NEXT I
140
PRINT
150 REM **** STEP 3 ****
160
IF K=2*N-1 THEN END
170
T=A< 1 >
180
FOR I=l TO 2•N-2
190
A<I>=A<I+l>
200
NEXT I
210
A<2•N-1>=T
220 GOTO 80
230 END
READY
RUN
THE DAILY PROMENADE
DAILY PAIRINGS FOR 2N GIRLS . N = 5
DAY 1
DAY 2
DAY 3
DAY 4
DAY 5
DAY 6
DAY 7
DAY 8
DAY 9
READY

-

1
10
2 - 10
10
4 - 10
5 - 10
6 - 10
7 - 10
8 - 10
9 - 10

2 - 9
3 - 1
4 - 2
5 - 3
6 - 4
7 - 5
8 - 6
9 - 7
1 - a

3 -

3 - 8
4 - 9

5
6
7
8

-

9 -

4
5
6
7
8

1
2
3
4
5

-

", N

7
8
9

1
2

9 - 3

-

1
4
2 - 5
3 - 6

1 - 6
2 - 7

5 - 6
6 - 7
7
8
8 - 9
9 - 1
1 - 2
2
3
3

4

4 - 5

Lesson #6 (Advanced Students)
The Setting:
The Daily Promenade Algorithm can be used to set up a
round robin tournament. A tournament is called round robin if
every player p lays eve ry other player exactly once.
Tournaments ranging from the NCAA Fencing Championships to the summer city tennis league are set up on a round
robin basis. Within divisions, the national football, basketball,
and baseball leagues are basically round robin tournaments.

2

.......

6

Figure 2. Rotate Figure I counter clockwise by one position. Pairings:
2·6, 3-1. 4-5

The Algorithm:
Step I. The numbers from 1 to 2N that appear in the circle
design are loaded into an array A(l),A(2), ... A(2N).
Step 2. The numbers in the first half of the array are
matched with numbers in the last half as follows:
A(l)-A(2N) , A(2)-A(2N-I), ... A(N)-A(2N).
We will call this pairing "the opposing ends."
Step 3. The numbers in the array elements A( 1), A(2), .. .
A(2N-1) arc shifted to the left by one with the exception of A( 1)
which is cycled back and placed in A(2N-I). This is called a
cyclic permutation.

The Problem:
Assume that you are responsible for setting up a round
robin tournament for the city tennis league. Your job is to write
a co mputer program which will set up the schedule of matches
with court assignments fo r each round of the tournament. The
input should be the number of players (P) a nd the number of
available courts (C), and the output should be a list of P-1
rounds so tha t every player plays every other player exactly
once. If Pis odd, then one person will of necessitydrawa bye in
each round . The output should fill out the following table.
Co urt ll

2

3

4

c

Round 1 :
Round 2 :

Round P-1

The Discussion:
Two things make this problem different from the Daily
Promenade. First the number of players can be odd. This causes
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no great difficulty since we just have to add another "dummy"
player which makes the number even. Whoever is matched with
the "dummy" player draws a bye for the round. The second
difference is the court assignments. Usually there are fewer than
N courts so that a given round cannot be played simultaneously.
This has no effect on the pairing algorithm, but it does cause a
change in the way each round is printed out.
The Algorithm:
Step I. Enter the number of players (P) and the number of
courts (C). Let N = INT((P+ 1)/ 2). N is the number of matches in
each round . If P is odd, then one match must be a bye.
Remember whether P is odd or even.
Step 2. Print out a heading for the court numbers.
Step 3. Load the numbers from I to 2N in the array A.
Step 4. The numbers in the first half of the array are
paired with the numbers in the last half by pairing opposing
ends. Matches are assigned courts in a cyclic order I through C.
lf Pis odd, then player A(2N) is the dummy and A(l} (who is
paired with A(2N)) is given a bye for the round .
Step 5. The elements of A(I), A(2) . .. A(2N-I) undergo a
cyclic permutation to the left. If this is the (2N-l)th
permutation, then the program ends. lf not, then go to Step 4.

10
20
30
40
50
60
70

PRINT "ROUND ROBIN TOURNAMENT "\ PRINT
11 ,p
INPUT "ENTER THE NUMBER OF PLAYERS p
c = .. ,c
INPUT "ENTER THE NUMBER OF COURTS
N = INT< <P+1l/2l \ DIM A<2*Nl
P1=P-2*INT!P /2l
REM **** STEP 2 ****
PRINT \ PRINT "COURT ti "
80 FOR 1=1 TO C
PRINT TAB<14+(1-1>*9),I,
90
100 NEXT I
110 PRINT\ PRINT
120 REM **** STEP 3 ****
130
FOR I= 1 TO 2*N
140
A<Il=I
150
NEXT I
160 REM **** STEP 4 ****
170 R = R + 1
180 PRINT

190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
285
290
300

The Program:

310
320

330

READY
RUN

3 40

350
360

ROUND ROBIN TOURNAMENT
ENTER THE NUMBER OF PLAYERS
ENTER THE NUMBER OF COURTS

1
2
3

4
5

1 - 6
2 - 6
3 - 6
4 - 6
5 - 6

2 - 5
1
4 - 2
5 - 3
1 - 4

3 - 4

ENTER THE NUMBER OF PLAYERS
ENTER THE NUMBER OF COURTS
COURT
ROUND
ROUND
ROUND
ROUND
ROUND
ROUND
ROUND

1
2
3

4
5
6

7

2 - 7
3 - 1
4 - 2
5 - 3

ROUND

2

ROUND

3

6 - 4

7 - 5
1 - 6

1
4
2
5

- 5
- 1
- 2
- 3

7
3
3

4
5
6
7
1
2

5 - 1
6 - 2
7 - 3
1 - 4
2 - 5

- 5
- 6

-

3 p

7
1
2
3
4

8
3

c

2

3

- 8

2 - 7

3 - 6

- 5
- 8
- 6

3 -

4 - 7

4

2

5

- 8
- 1

5

3

6

2

- 8

6

4

7

3

3 - 8

II'

R,

II

:

II'

1 - BYE
2 - BYE
3 - BYE

4 - BYE
5 - BYE
6 - BYE
7 - BYE

The circle design certainly does produce a valid round
robin tournament. We can substitute different numbers in the
cen_!er and around the edges and produce a slightly different
tournament. For example, if the number of player Pis an even
number, we can place P different numbers in the center of the
design . The remaining P-1 players may be arranged through the
perimeter of the circle in P-2factorial ways (P-2 • P-3 • ... • 2 • I).
The player in the center may choose to begin in any one of the
P- 1 players on the circumference of the circle. Thus there are a
grand total of P•P-l •P-2! or P! (P factorial) ways of arranging
for a round robin tournament for P players. Of course many of
these are not significantly different. For example a tournament
in which the order of the rounds is the only difference is counted
as a ·d ifferent tournament. With this large number of round
robin tournaments, can it be shown that all round robin
tournaments can be derived for a circle design? Can a computer
program be written that will generate all possible round robin
tournaments?
All of these questions will be discussed in a future article
which deals with back tracking strategies in computer
programs. The following matrix is used to illustrate another
way to represent a round robin tournament. The top row a nd
left column represent the player's number and the values
appearing inside the matrix represent the round number in
which the player on the left plays the player at the top .
O

6 - 7

ROUND

4

ROUND

5

ROUND

6

6 - 8

ROUND

7

2 - 3
7 - a
3 - 4

4
7
5
1

- 2

7 - 5
2

- 6

4

1
2
3

5

4

5

p

c

= 5
= 2

1
2
3
4
5

2 - 5
3 - 1
4
2
5
3
1
4

3 - 4

4 - 5
5
1
1
2
2
3

2

3

4

1

2
3

3

x

1
2

x
3

x

4
5

3

4

4
5

5
2

5
1
4

4
1

6

4
5
1
2

5
2
4
1
3

x

x

3

x
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ENTER THE NUMBER OF PLAYERS
ENTER THE NUMBER OF COURTS

112

p

c

3 - 6
4 - 7

COURT ll
ROUND

ROUND
ROUND
ROUND
ROUND
ROUND

4
5
1
2

2

ti

ENTER THE NUMBER OF PLAYERS
ENTER THE NUMBER OF COURTS

COURT

3
3

3 -

ROUND

The Postscript:

6

c

2

COURT ll
ROUND
ROUND
ROUND
ROUND
ROUND

p
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FOR 1=1 TO N
K=K+1
IF 1=1 AND P1=1 THEN K = K-1
IF K=O THEN 270
J=<K-11 - C•INT<<K- 11/Cl
PRINT TAB ( 12+J•9J,A ( IJ ," -",A<2•N+l-IJ,
IF KIC<>INT!K/Cl THEN 270
IF I<N THEN PRINT
NEXT I
IF P1=1 THEN PRINT TAB(12+(J+1l•9J. A(1J," - BYE",
K=O \ PRINT
REM **** STEP 5 ****
IF R=2•N-1 THEN END
T=A<1>
FOR I=1 TO 2•N- 2
A< I l=A< 1+1 l
NEXT I
A< 2•N-1l=T
GOTO 160

BYE
BYE
BYE
BYE
BYE

Part VII

How to Solve It-With the Computer
Donald T. Piele

"The development ofthe electronic computer has profoundly
and irrevocably changed the scientific world. Jn so doing it
has simultaneously created numerous opportunities for the
application of mathematical ideas and methods to the solution
of traditional scien(lfic problems and made possible the
exploration research areas in mathematics and the sciences
either pre viously unattainable or undreamt of. We are, in
consequence, living in one of the great times of i11tellectuo.I
history. "-Bellman, Cooke, & Lockett (1970)

In 1970. when this paragraph first appeared in the preface to
the book, Algorithms, Graphs, And Computers 1 , owning a
c?mputer was the privilege of government, large corporations,
higher educatio n, a nd o ther large institutions. Today, owning
a computer is within the reach of local government, small
businesses, primary and secondary schools, and private
individuals. This has created more opportunities for the
application or computer problem-solving techniques than could
be imagined in 1970. As the capabilities of microcomputer
systems increase in the coming years and as more people
become fami liar with computer programming techniques. the
magnitude of the impact of computers will undoubtedly go
beyond what we can imagine. Thus. for the growing number of
people who a re making an effort to understand how to solve
problems with the computer, it is indeed a time of great
intellectual growth and understanding.

Project CAMP
The idea of using computer programming to help students
develop a better understanding of the problem-solving process
is becoming more practical each year. But like most ideas. it is
no t new. Fifteen years ago, it was the major emphasis of a pre·
college program named CAMP under the direction of David
C. Johnson of the University of Minnesota.
Project CAMP (Computer Assisted Mathematics Program),
developed at the University of Minnesota High School in the
mid 1960's, was one of the first attempts to use the computer as
a tool to develop problem-solving ability. The primary objectives
of the project were these:
1) Test the following hypotheses:
a) The computer is an effective laboratory tool in solving
mathematics problems.
b) The computer is an effective instructional aid for
demonstrating and reinforcing mathematical concepts.
c) The computer is an effective tool for testing algorithms
devised by students; programming the computer furthers the
development of problem-solving ability.
d) The use of a computer is a means of building computational
skills.
Do nald T. Piclt:. University of Wisconsin. Parksid.:. Kenosha. WI 53 14 1.

2) Identify the content in the mathematics c urriculum for
g rades 7- 12 where computer concepts can be successfully
utilized in instruction.
The project produced six books, o ne for each grade 7-12,
designed around the Basic language in a time-sharing enviro n·
ment. The authors gave careful attention to identifying particular
problem-solving situations in which students could develop
algorithms. The algorithms chosen were consistent with the
mathematics curriculum of the grade level. so that no extra
teaching was necessary . Thus, the topics considered in the
CAP books were included in the modern mathematics books
of that grade level.
The results of the experiment, as reported by the a uthors,
indicated that the computer was an invaluable device for
demonstrating mathematical concepts. The computer enabled
them to do a better teaching job, because students could learn
about the process for solving a problem, which is often the real
goal of the lesson. It was the belief of the CAMP authors that :
"A real problem can be thought of as a situa tion for which the
student , or problem solver. does not have an established
procedure or algorithm that can be automatically applied to
find a solution. Students have little opportunity to develop
their own algorithms in the conventional textbook problem
where the a lgorithm is given and the exercises simply ask the
student to apply it in a number of situations."
The computer also proved to be an excellent tool for teaching
problem-solving. There were many instances in CAMP where
students were given the opportunity to design an algorithm,
program it. and then run it on the computer. If it didn't work,
the stude nt revised the procedure a nd tested it again , until it
"worked ." This type of "real world" problem-solving. which is
extremely difficult for a teacher to provide. was found to be
inherent in computer programming activities.
As good as the CAMP materials were for their time. the
materials limited themse lves to traditional mathematical
algorithms usually found in mathematics textbooks. They did
not introduce computer techniques a nd strategies that take
advantage of the strengths of the computer-high speed
computation and decision-making combined with the structures
o r graphs, networks, stacks, and queues and employing searc h,
sort. merge. backtracking, recursion , a nd branching strategies.
These concepts. which are currently studied in university·
level data structures courses. are beginning to filter down to
the pre-college level as they become needed by those interested
in solving problems with the computer. As we grow in our
ability to use the computer effectively, these ideas will be
introduced much earlier. And it is these ideas coupled with the
computer, that will give the students of the future the ability to
be original problem solvers.
It is the intent of this series to give examples of these
strategies in a wide variety of problem-solving settings which
can be used in the classroom for students to work ·o n and learn
from.
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Lesson #7 (Beginning Students)
The Se tting:
The water jug proble m. whic h will be introd uced in the
intermediate and advanced lessons, is the setting for a beginning
gra phics problem of drawing a wate r containe r on the screen
and filling it to a specified level with water. T o keep the
problem simple. we will make the jug into a bucket that takes
only three lines to draw on the sc reen.
Where we draw the lines depends on the amo unt of water
we want it to hold. Thus we must firs t agree o n how much
space is to be re presented by a quart of wate r. On the Apple II
in low resolution graphics. we will arbitrarily assign 10 squares
to represent o ne quart of wa te r. Thus if we wanted to draw a
bucket with 10 quart capacity. it would need to contain 100
squares within its boundary. One way to draw the bucke t
which will hold 10 quarts is to loca te a IOxlO block o n the
screen a nd draw a border around it on three sides. But be fo re
we constuct the bucket, we need to recall how to draw horizontal
a nd vertical lines and use FOR/ NEXT loops (see Lesso n # 3
Oc t. 1980).
The low resolu tion graphics screen is a 40x40 array of points
which are located al the intersec tio n of columns a nd rows as
fo llows :
C 0 L U MN
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 . ....• 39
0
1

R

0

w

2
3
4

I

VLIN 1,4 AT 3

39

The statement VLIN A,B AT C draws a vertical line in
column C beginning in row A and ending in row B. Similarly,
the statement HLIN A,B AT C draws a horizontal line in row C
beginning in column A a nd e nding in column 8.
T he Problem:
One way to ente r info rmation into a program is to use the
INPUT statement. For example, to prompt the user to e nter
the capacity of the bucket one could write:
INPUT "ENTER THE BUCKET CAPACIT Y
(QUARTS):"";C
Whe n the program is run , the words enclosed in quotes will
appear on the scree n while the c ompute r waits for a nume rical
input which will he nceforth be stored in C. The a mount of
water to be placed in the bucket could be entered in the same
way.
INPUT "ENTER T HE AMOUNT OF WATER T O POUR
lN:":A
To figure o ut whe re to place the horiw nta l a nd vertical lines
tha t fo rm the outline of the bucket, graph pa per. which shows
the 40x40 array of positions on the low resolutio n screen,
sho uld be used. Since the rows are numbe red from to p to
bottom. to construc t two vertical lines of length C at the
botto m of the gra phics screen whic h a re 10 sq ua res apart one
co uld write:
YU N 39-C.39 AT 14
VLI N 39·C,39 AT 25
This fo rces the botto m of the bucke t to be :
HUN 15,24 AT 39.
Po uring the water into the buc ket can be do ne by drawing
one ho rizomal line of length 10 fo r each q uart of wate r to be
added fro m botto m to top. This is best do ne with a FOR/ NEXT
loop.
FOR l = l T O A
HU N 15,24 AT 39-1
NEXT !
Notice tha t the fi rst quart is drawn in row 38, the second a t row
37. and so o n up to the last quart at row 39-A. (Re fer to the low
resolution sc reen cha rt if you are lost. )
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T he Program:
10 PR INT " THE WATER BUCKET "
20 INPUT "ENTER THE BUCKET CAPACITY

<QUARTS l : " ; C

30 INPUT "ENTER THE AMOUNT OF WATER TO POUR JN : " ; A
40 GR
50 COLOR= 15

: REM COLOR OF BUCKET

70

VLIN 39- C,39 AT 14

:REM LEFT S IDE OF BUCKET

:30

VLIN 39-C: . 39 AT 25

: REM RIGHT SIDE OF BUCKET

90

HLIN 14. 25 AT 39

: REM BOTTOM OF oUCKET

J OO COLOR = 4

110

FOR I = 1 TO A

120
130

HLIN 15.24 AT 39-I

: REM COLOR OF WATER
: REM POUR IN WATER
:REM ONE QUART AT A TIME

NEXT I

140 ENO

Remarks:
1) T here is no thing in this program to prohibit the a mount of
wate r (A) fro m being larger than the capacity of the bucket
(C). The program will run just as well in this situa tion but it will
look as tho ugh someone left the water o utside overnight in
Wisconsin in January. Of course. this can be prohibited by
simply adding a s tatement : 35 IF A > C THEN PRINT "TOO
LARGE'": G OTO 30
2) Also the program as written does no t protect the user
from a fa tal error-entering too la rge a bucket fo r the screen.
T his can be protected against in the above program by adding :
25 IF C '> 39 T HEN PRINT "TOO LARG E":G OTO 20
3) These types of safeguards a re examples of good programming habits that protect the user fro m getting unexpected
results o r accidentally te rminating the program.
Additional Questions:
Most compute r problems easily le nd themselves to furthe r
expansio n and/ o r modification. Below a re a fe w suggestions
fo r The Wate r Bucket proble m.
1) Add the ability to empty the water out of the bucke t a fter
il has been filled .
140 INPUT "PRESS RETURN TO EMPTY THE BUCKET " ;A$
150 COLOR = 0
1 60

FOR I =A TO 1 STEP - 1

170

HL J N 15. 24 AT 39- [

180

: REM SET COLOR TO BLACK
: REM BEGIN TAKING

our

WAT E~

: REM ERAS E ONE QUART

NEXT I

190 ENO

Notice that FOR/ NEXT loops can also coun t backwa rds by
s tepping by -1 each time . The ST EP portion of the loop is
o ptional and witho ut it the computer assumes that the ste p size
is+ I.
2) Draw two buckets on the screen, fill o ne , and then empty
it into the second buc ke t.
3) Draw two bucke ts of d ifferent size , fi ll the larges t one with
wa ter. a nd e mpty as much as possible into the sma ller buc ket.
4) Ex periment with diffe rent shapes for the containers.

Lesson #7 (Intermediate Students )
The Se tting:
A popular puzzle which has amused and bemused people as
fa r back as the 15th and 16th centuries is the Water Jug
Problem. A typical versio n of the problem begins with a jug
filled to the to p with wate r. T he a mount is not importan t, but
fo r the sa ke of d iscussion, le t's assume the jug holds eight

quarts. Two other empty jugs with capacities o f perhaps five
quarts and three quarts respectively are also available. The
problem is to find a way to divide the water in half - four
quarts to a jug. The jugs are unmarked and there are no
measuring devices available. How can this job be done? This
problem is represented by drawing the three jugs in their
Given and Goal states.

Li
0

Li
0

~
4

~ LI
4

0

Given
Goal
Most people attempt to solve this problem by simply adopting
a method of trial and error. To keep track of the water
distributions after each pouring, a chart something like the
following might be constructed.
Pouring#

8-quart jug

5-quartjug

3-quart jug

0
1

8
3
3

0

0
0

2
3
4
5

6
6

6

1
1

7

4

5
2
2

0
5
4
4

quarts of water distributed in the eight-, five-, and three-quart
capacity jugs respectively. There are at. most six possible new
distributions that can result for three jugs. These are derived
by picking any one of the three possible jugs for the source of
the water (source jug) and pouring its water into either one of
the remaining two jugs (sink jugs). For example, if we begin
with a distribution of 4 2 2 then the six possible resulting
distributions after one pouring would be:

3

0
2
2
3

These numbers were arrived at by beginning with the jug on
the left as the source and pouring into the sink jugs in order
from left to right. In each transfer, one of two things happens.
Either there is enough room in the sink jug for all the water to
be poured into it, or some must be left behind in the source jug.
Most of the work in this program is figuring out the deta ils for
each transfer and setting up the proper decisions which will
produce the correct distribution of water. The six cases that
must be considered for this problem are :
Pourings:

0

The numbers in the jug capacity columns represent the
amount of water in the jug at the present lime. By looking back
one row, il is easy to deduce which jugs were involved in the
last pouring. For example, the last distribution shown is the
result of pouring the contents of the three-quart jug into the
eight-quart jug.
Of course, the list above is cleaned up to show o nly the
necessary pourings that lead to a solution of the problem. In
actual practice, the pourings that one must lry to find the
solution branch out like a tree .

The ultimate goal, which will be carried out in the advanced
problem, is to construct a procedure which will find a solution,
if indeed one exists.
This problem will be broken down into two parts. The first
part, which is appropriate for intermediate students, is presented
first.

The Problem:
Write a computer program which will begin with any amount
of water initially distributed between three jugs of eight-, five- ,
and three-quart capacity respectively, and will then find all
possible distributions of water that can result from o ne pouring.
Use the notation X Y Z to represent the water levels in the
three jugs. For example, if X Y Z
8 0 0, as in the initial
problem , the possible distributions of water that could result
from one pouring are 3 5 0 and 5 0 3.

=

Source Jug

Sink Jugs

1
2
3

2,3
1,3
1,2

The Program:
10 0
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
2 40
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420
4 30
440
4 50
460
470
480

PRINT "INTERMEDIATE .JUG PROBLEM"
PRINT "ENTER THE INITIAL WATER LEVEL IN THE THREE .JUGS."
INPUT " 8-QUART .JUG " • A< 1>
INPUT " 5- QUART JUG ",A( 2)
INPUT " 3-QIJART .JUG " ,A <3 >
PRINT
PRINT "HERE ARE THE POSSIBLE LEVELS AFTER ONE POURING"
REM*** A<l> JS THE SOURCE
IF A<l> = O THEN 280
\REM SOURCE I S EMPTY
REM *** POUR FROM .JUG 1 TO .JUG 2
IF A<2>=5 THEN 2 40
\ REM DESTINATION I S FULL
X=A< 1 )+A( 2 )
\ REM ADD .JUG 1 AND .JUG 2
IF X<5 THEN PRINT o.x.A <3> ELSE PRINT X-5.5.A( 3 )
REM *** POUR FROM .JUG I TO .JUG 3
IF A( 3 ) =3 THEN 280
\ REM DES TINATION I S FULL
X=A< l >+A<3 >
\REM ADD .JUG 1 TO .JUG 3
IF X<3 THEN PRINT O.A<2>,X ELSE PRINT X-3,A<2>.3
REM *** A( 2) IS THE SOURCE
IF A<2>=0 THEN 380
REM *** POUR FROM .JUG 2 TO .JUG 1
IF A<1>=8 THEN 340
\REM DESTINATION JS FULL
X=A<l>+A< 2 l
\REM ADD .JUG 2 TO .JUG 1
IF XC8 THEN PRINT x . o.A< 3 l ELSE PRINT s .x -8.A(3)
REM *** POUR FROM .JUG 2 TO .JUG 3
IF A< 3 >=3 THEN 380
\ REM DESTINATION IS FULL
X=Al2>+A< 3 >
\ REM ADD .JUG 2 TO .JUG 3
IF X<3 THEN PRINT A<1>.o.x ELSE PRINT All),X-3 . 3
REM *** A< 3 > JS THE SURGE
IF Al 3)=0 THEN 480
\ REM SOURCE I S EMPTY
REM *** POUR FROM .JUG 3 TO .JUG 1
IF A<ll=8 THEN 440
\ REM DESTINATI ON IS EMPTY
X=All)+AC3)
\REM ADD .JUG 3 TO JUG 1
I F X<8 THEN PRINT X,A<2>. 0 ELSE PRINT 8 .A< 2) ,X-8
REM *** POUR FROM ,JUG 3 TO .JUG 2
IF A<2>=5 THEN 4 80
\ REM DESTINATION I S FULL
X = A<2l+Al 3 )
\ REM ADD .JUG 3 TO .JUG 2
IF X<5 THEN PRINT All>.x.o ELSE PR INT All).5,X-5
END
READY
RUN
THE INTERMEDIATE WATER .JUG PROBLEM

The Discussion:
As with most problems, finding a good way to represent it is
extremely impo rtant. A careful choice can make the work of
finding a solution considerably easier. We begin with X Y Z

ENTER THE INITIAL WATER LEVEL IN THE THREE .JUGS .
8-QUART JUG 8
5-QUART .JUG 0
3-QUART .JUG 0
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HERE ARE THE POSSIBLE LEVEl_S AFTER ONE POUR ING

to check the current distribution against the master list for
possible duplication.
Subgoal 4 - ADD THE DISTRIBUTION. A procedure to
add a new distribution to the master list and note its
predecessor.
Subgoal 5 - COPY THE DISTRIBLtTION. A procedure to
make a copy of the cu rre nt distribu tion.
A successful program combines these procedures into a n
integrated program.

3 5 0
5 0 3

READY
RUN

THE INTERMEDIATE WATER JUG PROBLEM
ENTER THE IN I TIAL WATER LEVEL IN THE THREE JUGS.
3-QUART JUG 4
5-QUART JUG 3
3 - QUART JUG 2
HERE ARE THE POSSIBLE LEVELS AFTER ONE POURING
2 5 2
3 3 3
7 0 2

4 2 3
6 3

(I

4 5 0

READY
RUN
THE INTERMEDJ ATE WATER .JUG PROBLEM
ENTER THE INITI AL WATER LEVEL IN THE THREE JUGS.
8-QUART ~IUG 5
5-QUART JUG 5
3 -QUART JUG 3

T he Algorithm:
I) Enter N. (the number of jugs)
Enter A ( I.I). (the initial amount in each jug (I= 1 to N))
Enter B(I). (the capacity of each jug (I = 1 to N))
2) COPY THE DISTRIBUTION
3) PRINT THE DISTRIBUTION
4) POUR WATER
5) CHECK FOR DUPLICATION
6) If no dupl ication, then ADD THE DISTRIBUTION
7) If no thing new is added afte r a ll possible pourings have
been tried with the last d istribution on the lis t, then END.
8) Continue at 2.

HERE ARE THE POSSIBLE LEVELS AFTER ONE POURING
8 2 3
8 5 (I

READY

Remarks:
The program listed here was written in North Star Basic. To
ma ke it run correctly in Applesoft Basic a few simple changes
are necessary.
1) In all INPUT statements the comma(,) must be changed to a
semicolon(;). (See lines 130-1 50)
2) Applesoft does not have an ELSE statement. However. a
simple modification where this occurs will produce the same
e ffect. For example , Line 230 must be changed and 235 added:
230 IF X < 5 THEN PRINT O;X;A(3) : GOTO 240
235 PRINT X-5;5;A(3)
Similar changes must be made in lines 270.330,370,430,470.
Lesson #7 (Advanced Students)
The Setting:
The water jug proble m, introduced in the inte rmediate
lesso n, offers the advanced student a sign ificant problem when
expressed in its full generality. Ra ther than write a program
tha t solves a specific water jug problem with a fixed number of
jugs of specified capacity , it would be much more interesting
to write a general program that will find all possible distributions
of water starting from any given initial d istribution of water
placed in any number of different size jugs. This is the setting
in which the advanced program will be introduced.
The Problem:
Write a program which will solve the general water jug
problem. The user must be able to enter the number of water
jugs in use, their capacity, and the ini tial amount of water in
each. The program sho uld then lis t all possible distributio ns of
wa ter that can be achieved by po uring water from one jug to
another. Also, the program should indicate how each distribution
can be reached from the initial distribution.
T he Discussion :
At first glance , this appears to be a difficult problem. so we
will tackle it o ne step a t a time. There are several subgoals in
this problem.
Subgoal 1 - PRINT THE DISTRIB UTION. A procedure
to print o ut any distribution.
Subgoal 2 - POUR WATER. A procedure to perform the
next scheduled pouring of water.
Subgoal 3 - CHECK FOR DUPLICATION. A procedure
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The Program:
100
11 0
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
19 0
200
2 10
220
230

240
2 50

260
270
280
290

:::oo

3 10
320
330
340
350
360
370
330
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
5 10
520
530
540
550
560
370
530
590
600
C. 10
620
630
640
650
660
670
680

PRINT "WATER JUG PROBLEM "
PRINT
INPUT "ENTER THE NUMBER OF JUGS ", N
DIM A<99, N), P(99>
PRINT "FOR EACH JUG ENTER HOW MUCH WATER IS IN ITIALLY "
PRINT "PRESENT IN GALLONS , AND HOW MUCH THE JUG CAN HOLD . "
PRINT "~IUG II", TAB< 10), "INITIAL AMOUNT ", TAB <30» "CAPACITY
FOR I=l TO N
PRINT I,TAB<lO),\INPUTl A<l.Il\PRI NT TA8(30),\INPUT B(I>
NEXT I
PRINT
PRINT "INDEX",TAB(10),"JUG HOLOINGS",TAB<30l."PREV I OUS I ND
L=l \ P=l \ P< l>=O
OOSUB 5 4 0
GOSUB 590
REM **** BEGIN TRANSFERING WATER ****
FOR I=l TO N
IF C<I>=O THEN 500
FOR J= l TO N
IF I=J THEN 490
IF A<P,J l=B< J> THEN 490
GOSUB 540
IF A<P , I )+A(P,Jl>=B<~I) THEN 370
REM **** TRANFER FULL JUG *****
C<J>=A(P,Jl+A(P, I l
C< I >=O
GOTO 400
REM **** TRANSFER PART OF A JUG ****
C<J>=B<J>
C< I>=A<P,I>+A<P,J> - B<J>
REM **** CHECK FOR DUPL ICATI ON OF NODES ****
FOR S=l TO L
FOR R =1 TO N
IF C< R> <>A<S.R> THEN EXIT 460
NEXT R
EX IT 490
NEXT S
REM **** NEW NOOE FOUND ****
L=L+l \ GOSUB 630 \ GOSUB 590
NEXT .J
NEXT I
P=P+l
IF F'>L THEN END
GOSUB 540 \ GOTO 250
REM **** SUBROUTI NE TO MAKE COPY OF A(P, ) ****
FOR S=l TO N
C<S>=A< P.Sl
NEXT S
RETURN
REM **** SUBROUTINE TO PRINT OUT WATER DISTRI BUTION ****
PRINT L,TAB(10),
FOR S= l TON\ PRINT C<S>.\NEXT S \PR INT TAB<30»P<L>
RETURN
REM **** SUBROUTINE TO ADD NODE TO LIST ****
FOR S=l TO N
A<L. S>=C<S>
NEXT S
P<U=P
RETURN

READY
RUN
WATER JUG PROBLEM
ENTER THE NUMBER OF JUGS 3
FOR EACH JUG ENTER HOW MUCH WATER IS INITIALLY
PRESENT IN GALLONS, AND HOW MUCH THE JUG CAN HOLD .
~tUG #
IN IT I AL AMOUNT
CAPACITY
1

?8

?8

2
3

?O
?O

?5
?3

INDEX
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

JUG HOLDINGS
8
3
5
0
3
5
6
2
6
2
1
7
1
7
4
4

0
5
0
5
2
3
2
3
0
5
5
0
4
1
4
1

0
0
3
3
3
0
0
3
2
1
2
1
3
0
0
3

PREVIOUS INDEX
0
1
1
2
2
3
5
6
7

8
9
10
11

12
13
14

READY
RUN

ENTER THE NUMBER OF JUGS 3
FOR EACH JUG ENTER HOW MUCH WATER IS INITIALLY
PRESENT IN GALLONS, AND HO~ MUCH THE JUG CAN HOLD .
JUG #
INITIAL AMOUNT
CAPAC ITY
1

?O

2
3

?13
?7

? 19
?13
?7

JUG HOLDINGS

PREVIOUS INDEX

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
0

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Postscript:
The printout for each sample run tells the whole story for
each problem. The INDEX on the left lists in order all unique
distributions of water in the jugs (JUG HOLDINGS). The
index on the right (PREVIOUS INDEX) indicates fro m what
previous distribution it originated. This would be important to
know whenever it was necessary to reconstruct the precise
sequence of pourings that leads to a given distribution. For
example, to trace how the distribution 4 4 0 was derived in the
first sample run , simply look to the right under the PREVIOUS
INDEX to fin d the number 13, which corresponds to the
distribution 1 4 3. This is called the ancestor of 4 4 0. Continue
in the same way, reconstructing each ancestor, until you arrive
back to the original distribution of 8 0 0. The result will be a
subset of the original list.
INDEX

WATER JUG PROBLEM

INDEX

I ) The usual punctuation mark changes from a comma(.) to
a semicolon (;)in a ll INPUT and PRINT statements.
2) Change the EXIT 460 part of line 430 to GOTO 460. Also
c hange line 450 GOTO 490.
3) Line 160 and 180 should be changed to read :
160 PRINT "JLTG #";TAB(lO);"INITIAL AMOUNT,
CAPACITY"
180 PRINT I:TAB( IS); INPUT A(l,I),B(l)

0 13 7
13 0 7
7 13 0
19 0 1
13 7 0
19 1 0
7 6 7
6 13 1
6 7 7
12 1 7
14 6 0
12 8 0
14 0 6
5 8 7
1 13 6
5 13 2
1 12 7
18 0 2
8 12 0
18 2 0
8 5 7
11 2 7
15 5 0
11 9 0
15 0 5
4 9 7
2 13 5
4 13 3
2 11 7
17 0
9 11 "'
0
17 3 0
9 4 7
10 3 7
16 4 0
10 10 0
16 0 4
3 10 7
3 13 4

0
1
1

2
2
3
3
4
5
6
7

.JUG HOLDINGS

PREVIOUS INDEX

8 0 0
3 5 0
3 2 3
6 2 0
6 0 2
I 5 2
I 4 3
4 4 0

2
5
7
9
11
13
15

0
1
2
5
7
9

11
13

Thus, the printout of this program that accompanies each
problem solution tells not only which distributions are possible,
but also the exact seq uence of pourings that produces them. It
does this for all distributions on the list- which represent the
only distributio ns possible. Any set of numbers not on the list
could never be achieved by any legal sequence of pourings.
This program also shows how to construct a tree structure
which contains the important information without any duplication. For example, the printout of the first sample run
represents the solutio n tree:

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

34
35
36
37

8 0 0

O

35~~03
e~ ~2I ~
~I 0
~ w

~

v

e

~

6 2 0

2 3 3
I

6 0 2

2 5 1
I
7 0 1

I

I
I 5 2

I
1 4 3

I

4 4 0

I
7 1 0

I
4 1 3
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READY

Remarks:
This program was also written in North Star Basic and a few
changes must be made if it is to be run in Applesoft.
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Part VIII

How to Solve It-With the Computer

Donald T. P/e/e
"Learning about computers without lea~ning how to J?ro~ram
is like learning about cars and not learning how to drive.
-A Student

It is common today to find people in all walks of life w~o
have a deep disdain for computers. At all grade leve ls in
education, there are those who are openly anti-computer and
are proud of it. Some teachers firmly believe that comput~rs
in the classroom will diminish the ability of students to think
for themselves and will lead to their ultimate dependence on
a machine.
Fortunately there is evidence of a changing attitude a mong
many ed ucators towards computers
the classro_om. A
recent study funded by the National Science Foundation has
shown that there is strong SIJ1'pOrt among elementary and
secondary teachers, parents, and administrators for the
development of computer literacy for all . students. 1:he
PRISM study (Priorities in School Mathematics) I 11, ~arned
out by the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, has
made important recommendations which relate t~ the use of
computers in the classroom. These recommendations reflect
the priorities of teachers, parents, and administrators at the
local school level.
The objective of the PRISM study was to provide gui~e
lines and suggestions for curric ulum changes in ma~hema~1cs
for the 1980's. Two of the nine majo r areas under investigation were problem solving and computer literacy.

!n

Problem Solving
The one area which all respondents agreed should be
emphasized in the l 980's mathematics c urriculum was pr?b·
lem solving. Over 95% identified the goal of problem solving
as the development of methods of thinking and logical rea·
soning. Top priority was given to the development of new
materials beginning at the elementary school level.
The problem with teaching problem solving is that it is not
a traditional subject which can be mastered in comple te
detail. This understandably makes it difficult to teach prob·
!em solving using the methods that have proven s uccessful for
more traditional subjects, such as fractions. However, many
texts try to do just this. T he typical "story problem," so of~en
used in text books ostensibly to develop problem solving
skills, usually turns out to be an exercise in recalling a numer·
ical fact or in fitting the problem into a me morized patternhardly a genuine problem solving experience.
Donald T. Piele, The University of Wisconsin- Parkside, Kenosha, WI
53141.
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Computer Programming and Problem Solving
The bond between computers and problem solving is well
established. Few people would deny the value of the compu·
ter for solving problems. In fact the history of computers
parallels the history of man's search for ways to automate the
problem solving process. But computers do not solve problems by themselves. They need instructions from hun:ians.
Computer programming-the creative ~rt of tran.sforming a
set of humanly constructed procedures into machme execut·
able code- is the crucial link between man and compute r.
New Problem Solving Strategies
Computers are really simple-minded. High speed ~omputa
tio ns are the thing they do best. But never underestimate the
power of a rithme tic if it can be done fast enough. Do nald
Greenspan, formerly of the University of Wisco~sin and now
with the University of Texas, has recently published a book
which applies the computa tional power of the compute~ to
the development of discrete counterparts to many classical
physical phenomena 121. Using only arith~etic he is able to
establish exactly the same laws of co n ve~a uon a n~ sy n:i~etry
that exist in classical continuum mechanics. The s1mphc1ty of
his approach is extraordinary.
Ideas which utilize the powe r of high speed arithmetic will
become better understood by younger students as computer
programming begins to find its way into the e.lemen ta~ and
secondary curric ulum. In fact many mathemat1cal techn_iques
that are classically quite complicated are extremely simple
when approached with the computer.
This month, I would like to focus on a set of examples that
relate very closely to the kinds of problems that ~tu~ent~ are
asked to solve in mathematics courses. My objective 1s to
contrast traditional techniques for solving mathematical
problems with the way in which one might solve the same
problem armed with a computer. I hope to s~ow tha t pro?l~m
solving with the computer has the potenual for providing
genuine problem solving experiences which are simple, practical, and interesting.
Lesson #8 (Beginning Students)
T he Setting: The proverbial "story problem" in ma th em~
tics is the bane of most st udents. Afte r many tortuous expe ne nces of trying to match up a problem with the method they
have been provided with to solve it, st udents come away
believing, at best, that problems are solved in o nly o ~ e way,
a nd a t worst failing even to understand the relat1onsh1p
between a solution and a problem. You have probably heard
students argue tha t a wrong result m'ust be right because, "I
used the same formula you did ; how could it be wrong!"
What is woefully lacking for most students is the opportunity to see solutions for problems evolve through efforts of

their own and to have the opportunity to experiment with
relationships and patterns. This is where the computer can be
a great he lp. For example, consider the foHowing problem.
The Proble m: Pigs and Chickens. A boy and his sister
visited a farm where they saw a pen filled with pigs and
chickens. When they returned home, the boy reported that
he saw 18 animals in all, and his sister remembered that she
had counted a total of 50 legs. How many pigs are in the pen?
The Discussion: This problem has an interesting effect on
people. Far too many who try it fail because they try to
remember a n a lgebraic formula to plug into. Others successfully set up the algebraic machinery to solve it but then fail to
execute the symbol manipulations properly-usually because
they have forgotten at least one crucial detail. In the a lgebraic setting this problem can be solved by solving the set of
simultaneous linear equations:
4P+2C=50
P+C=18
On the average, young kids, who have never seen algebra
before, do better with this problem than adults because they
look at it with an open mind.
Since this problem is presented here to illustrate more than
just how to find an answer, we will convert this problem in a
programming problem. This will also provide an opportunity
to gain experience with the re lationship between pigs, chickens, and legs which will eventually lead to insight into the
problem.
The Programming Problem: Write a program which will
print o ut the number of pigs, chickens, and the total number
of legs for all combinations of pigs and chickens that add up
to 18 a nima ls.
The Algorithm: A FOR-NEXT loop can be used to compute the number of legs for each combination of pigs and
chickens that add to 18. The number of chickens, of course,
is 18 minus the number of pigs.
Chickens= 18-Pigs
The total number of legs is clearly,
Legs=4*Pigs + 2*Chickens
The program :
10 PRINT "PIGS";TAB(15);"CHICKENS";TAB(32);
"LEGS"
20 FOR PIGS=O TO 18
30CHICKENS=18-PIGS
40 LEGS=4*PIGS +2*CHICKENS
50 PRINT PIGS, CHICKENS , LEGS
60NEXT PIGS
70END
RUN
PIGS

5
6

CHICKENS
18
17
16
15
14
13
12

7

11

8

10
9
8

0
1
2

3
4

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

5

LEGS
36
38
40
42
44
46
48
50
52
54
56
58
60
62

4

64

7
6

3
2
1

0

66
68
70
72

Remarks:
1. The program above is written in Applesoft Basic. In
some forms of Basic the variables PIGS, CHICKENS , LEGS
will need to be shortened to P,C,L.
2. The table printout is separated into three fields by use of
the comma in Applesoft Basic. Another Basic language may
require the addition of the TAB func tio n to line up the
columns.
3. The pa ttern that appears in this printout is very revealing. Not o nly is the solution (7 pigs, 11 c hickens) obvious but
a pattern-an increase by two in the number of legs in each
row-is also clear. In fact this observation can be used to find
the solution quickly using only common sense:
"If all the animals were chickens (the top row) then we
would be sho rt 14 legs (50-36). So we need to change chickens
into pigs. Every time a chicken becomes a pig the number of
legs increases by 2. We need 7 transformations to make up
the 14 legs which means we need 7 pigs, leaving 11 c hickens."
T o become a good problem solver, o ne must be aware of
the patterns and relationships that exist in almost a ll problems. Using the computer to display these relationships not
only helps make the solution easier to find and understand ,
but also teaches students how to use a computer to gain
insight into a problem.
Additional Problems:
1. Add more flexibility to the pigs and chickens problem by
a llo wing the number of animals to be e ntered and not fixed at
18.
2. Another Problem: A carpenter agrees to work under the
followi ng conditions: He is to be paid $10 a day for his work
for every day he works, but will be fined $12 for every day he
misses. At the end of 30 days he has worked just enough days
so as not to lose anything. Write a program which will print
o ut the number of days worked, days absent, net pay. What is
the solution?
Lesson #8 (Intermediate Studentsl
The Setting: The typical mathe matics text does a n honest
job of trying to explain the origins of most algorithms before
it highlights the essential part in bold type and assigns 25
problems that use it. The teacher may also do a conscientious
job explaining the development of the algorithm from fundamental principles. But the student quickly learns that all you
really have to know is how to plug the correct numbers into
the right spots to get the assignment done. Why the algorithm
works is lost in the mystery of algebraic magic.
Fo r example, conside r the quadratic formula: The roots of
the quadratic equation ax2 + bx + c = 0 can be expressed
by the quadratic formu la

b ± Jb2 -4ac
2a
A typical a pplication of this formula might be to find the
values of x where the curve y = x 2 + x - 1 crosses the x axis
(y = 0). By simply substituting the coefficients into the quadratic formu la we have :
x

= c-1 ± vs>n.

However, very little is learned about problem solving or
about the meaning of the solution in the process. T o most
students the numbers that pop out of the quadratic formula
are meaningless. It is merely a ro utine operation that must be
performed in order to get the answers in the back of the
book.
But there is a strategy which can be implemented on the
computer that is completely elementary and we ll within the
ability of intermediate students to program. It is called bisection.
The bisection strategy can be explained by playi ng the
game of G uess. The object of this game is to g uess a mystery
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number that lies between 0 and 100 by asking questions that
can be answered either yes or no. Using the bisection strategy
one can reduce the possibilities for the mystery number in
half by asking: "ls the number greater than 50?" If the answer
is yes, then the number has been trapped in the interval
(51,100). If the answer is no, then the number is in the interval
(0,50). The same strategy is repeated again on the reduced
interval which contains the mystery number. In this way the
size of the interval which contains the unknown number is
cut in half at each stage until finally one possibility remains.
This is illustrated as follows:
Trial#
0

6

Size of Interval
100
50
25
13
7
4
2

7

1

1

2
3
4

5

Including the final guess which names the mystery number,
it requires at most eight questions to find the solution using
the bisection technique.
This technique is also the basis of a procedure that can be
used to find the real roots of any smooth function F(X). We
will use the quadratic function X 2 +
1 to illustrate this
idea. First, consider a table of values for this function.

x-

2

X

X +X -l

-2
0
1

1
-1
1

This table tells us that the graph of the function is above the
X axis at -2, below the X axis at 0, and above the X axis at 1.
Since the quadratic function is a smooth graph and cannot
make any sudden jumps in its graph, there must be a point in
the interval (-2,0) where it crosses the X axis (i.e. X 2 + X - 1
0). The same must be true for the interval (0,1) (see Figure
i). The point at which this happens is called a root of the
function and we can find it by using the bisection technique.
The Problem: Write a computer program that will find the
roots of the quadratic function X 2 + X - 1 by the method of
bisection. Allow the user to input values for A and B and let
the program test whether the interval (A,B) contains a root.

=

Figure 1.
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The Discussion: The key to the bisec tion strategy is very
simple. Suppose a smooth function F(X) has a different sign
(+ or-) at two points X =A and X = B. For the sake of this
discussion, assume that F(A) > 0 and F(B)< 0. Then somewhe re between A and B, F(X) must be ze ro. The unknown
region can be cut in half by picking the midpoint C = (A +
B)/2. Call C a trial root. IF F(C)=O then the trial root is
indeed a root and we are done. If not, then either F(C) > O or
F(C)' 0. IF F(C) > 0, then the root must be contained in the
interval (C, B) (remember F(BV 0). IF F(C) < 0 then the root
must be in the interval (A,C) (remember F(A) > 0). In the first
case, replace A with C and in the seconrl case, replace B with
C. Thus, in either case A or B is replaced with a new value
C =IA + B)/2 so that:
(1 ) the region (A ,B) is cut in half, and
(2) the condition tha t F(A) and F(B) have differe nt signs is
maintained.
We are now in a position to repeat the bisection strategy on
the smaller interval (A,B). As this procedure continues, the
interval (A,B) decreases in size closing in on both sides on the
root. It can be stopped whenever a desired degree of acc uracy is achieved.
The Algorithm: Functions are defined in Basic by use of
DEF FNF (X). For the quadratic func tion in question we
have:
DEF FNF(X) = x•x + x - 1
We must test the function initially at A and B to make sure
they have different signs. This is done with the SGN ( )
function:
SGN(X) 1 if X > 0
SGN(X) = 0 if X = 0
SGN(X) =-1 if X < 0

=

Thus, to begin using the bisection mehtod we must have:
SGN(FNF(A)) <. > SGN(FNF(B)).
The SGN function is also used to c heck whether A or Bis
replaced with C = (A + B)/2.
IF SGN(FNF(C)) = SGN(FNF(A)) THEN A=C ELSE
B=C
The absolute value function ABS(X) is used to test the size
of the interval (A ,B). To be accura te to 5 decimal places in an
absolute sense we use the test:
IF (ABS(A-B) > .00001 THEN (continue bisecting) ELSE
(print the approximate root C.)
The Program:
10 P RINT " BI SECTI ON METHOD FOR F I NDI NG ROOTS "
20 DEF FNF <X>=X * X + X - 1
30 I NPUT " ENTER A. B = " , A, B
4 0 PRINT "TRIAL ROOT", TAB<20> , "FUNCTION VALUE "
50 E=-00001
60 IF SGN<FNF<A > ><>SGN<FNF <B> l THEN 9 0
7 0 PRINT "THE S I GNS ARE THE SAME, TRY AGAI N. "
80 GOTO 30
90 C= <A+Bl /2
100 IF FNF< C >=O THEN 140
11 0 IF SGN<FNF <Cl l =SGN< FNF<All THEN A=C ELSE B=C
120 PRINT C ,TAB!20l , FNF<C>
130 IF ABS< A- B >>E THEN 9 0
140 PRINT "ROOT = ", C
150 END
BI SECTI ON METHOD FOR F I ND ING ROOTS
ENTER A, B = O.t
FUNCTI ON VALUE
TR IAL ROOT
- . 25
.5
• 75
. 3 12 5
. 0 15625
. 625
- . 12 10937
.5625
. 59375
- . 0 53 7 109
. 609375
-. 01 92871
- . 0018921
. 6 17 1875
. 6 21 09375
. 00685 12
. 6 19 14065
. 00 2 4758
. 6 18 16 41
. 00029 1
. 6 176758
-. 0008008
- . 000255
. 6 179 1995

BISECTION METHOD FOR FINDING ROOTS
ENTER A,B = -2,0
ROOT = -1.6 18034 5
.6 1804 205
.617981
. 6 1801155
. 6 180268
.61803445
ROOT = . 6 1803445

. 0000 18
-.00011 85
-.0000502
- .0000 161
. 00000 1

Remarks:
1. T he roots computed by the quadratic formula are (· 1
±v'5)!2, which can be approximated by .618034 and
. 1.618034.
2. The quadratic formula is only good for finding roots of
quadratic funtions while the bisection technique can be used
with a ny function that can be expressed in a computer Ian·
guage.
3. The absolute error of E
.00001 is fine for demonstra·
tion purposes, but it is not satisfactory in gene ral. If a root is
very small, for example .0002, then testing for errors of .00001
will yield an answer tha t is correct to only 2 significant places.
To be sure of having an accuracy of at least 5 significant
figures, use the re lative error
E .000001 • (ABS(A) + ABS(B))/2.
Additional Problems:
1. Replace the quadratic function X*X + X · l with the
sine function SIN(X). The sine function is zero at X 7t . Use
the bisection program to obtain an approximation to 7t by
finding a root for the sine function between 2 a nd 4.
2. The bisection program can a lso be used to find where
functions intersect. For example, where does the c urve Y
X intersect the c urve Y COS(X)? This happens, of cou_rse ,
when X COS(X) or, expressed anothe r way, when COS(X)
· X 0. Thus, finding the roots of the difference be tween the
two curves is equivale nt to finding where they meet. Find all
points where these two functions meet.
3. Finding the fifth root of 2 is equiva lent to solving the
problem X 5 = 2. T his is equivalent to finding a roots of the
func tion xs· 2 0. Use the bisection program to find ~

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

Lesson #8 (Advanced Students)
The Setting: A student working on a chemistry experiment
recently has a question about a liquid dilution problem. A
one-liter beaker of a concentrated solution was to be diluted
with one liter of water. If the water had been added all at
once, then the concentration of the liquid substance would
be cut in half. But in this experiment the water was to be
added very slowly, mixed comple tely with the concentrated
liquid, and continuously discarded, so that only one liter was
kept at all times. This can be seen by visualizing a full beaker
(1) of a liquid solution which is being constantly diluted with
wa ter from beaker 0, instantly mixed, and the overflow dis·
carded.

Wa ter

Concentrated Solution

What is the concentration of the liquid after it has been
diluted in this fashion with one liter of water?
Without the computer, this problem involves setting up the
prope r differential e quation .The student who asked about
the problem had no idea how to set up such a problem much
less how to solve it. With a little knowledge of Basic and a
computer this proble m is rela tively easy to understand and
solve.

Problem 1: Write a computer progra m which simulates the
dilution of the liter of a concentra ted solution with one lite r
o f water. The dilution should be carried out gradually so that
a small quantity of water is added to the liquid solution,
instantly mixed, and the same quantity of mixed solution
discarded. What is the final concentration of the diluted
solution if the initial concentration is C?
The Discussion : In the process of programming the compu·
ter to solve this problem, we actually see what is happe ning at
each stage in the dilution. In fact, if we can compute the new
concentration after the addition of a small quantity of water,
then we can easily find the final concentration by simply
repeating the process until all the water is added. Let M stand
for the number of milliliters of water that are mixed with the
dilution. (One liter 1000 milliliters.) If M is small, then the
dilution process is nearly continuous. We begin with one liter
of the solution with concentration C. After adding M millili·
ters of water, the concentration is reduced to
C/ (1 + M/ 1000)).
Replace the old concentration with the new by setting
C C/ (1 + M/ 1000).
This process of adding water, mixing the solution, a nd dis·
carding an equal amount of solution must be repeated
1000/M times before the entire liter of water is used up. The
resulting concentration C is a good approximation to the
solution for the continuous dilution program.

=

=

The Program :
10· PRTNT "CONTINUOUS DILUTION PROBLEM"
20 PR INT "==========================="
:O:O INPUT "ENTER THE INIT IAL CONCENTRATION
))) ",C
40 INPUT "MILLILITERS OF WATER ADDED EACH STEP >>> ", M
50 N=1000/M
\ REM N = THE NUMBER OF STEPS
60 D=M/1000
\ REM D = WATER IN LI TERS
70 T = 0
\ REM T = MILLILITERS ADDED
80 PR INT "MILLILITERS ADDED", TABC20), "CONCENTRATION "
90 FOR I = l TO N
100 PR INT TAB<3J , T , TAB<20l,C
11 0
C=C/ <1+D >
120 T=T+M
13 0 NEXT I
140 PRINT TAB( 3 ), T,TAB<10l , " SOLUTION =",TABC20l,C
CONTINUOUS DILUTI ON P ROBLEM

===========================

>>>
>>>

1
100

>>>

50

MILLI LITERS OF WATER ADDED EACH S TEP
MILLI LITERS ADDED
CONCENTRATI ON
1000 SOLUTION = . 369 71 125

>>>

10

MILLI LITERS OF WATER ADDED EACH STEP
MILL ILI TERS ADDED
CONCENTRATION
1000 SOLUTI ON = . 368063 35

>>>

1

MILLILITERS OF WATER ADDED EACH STEP
MILL IL I TERS ADDED
CONCENTRATI ON
1000 SOLUTION = . 36797136

>>>

.5

ENTER THE INI T IAL CONCENTRAT ION
MILLILITERS OF WATER ADDED EACH STEP
MILL ILITERS ADDED
CONCENTRAT ION
0

1

100
. 909090 9 1
2 00
. 82644628
300
. 7513 14 8
400
. 6830 13 45
5 00
. 62092132
600
. 56447393
700
. 5 1315812
8 00
. 46650738
900
. 42409762
1000 SOLUTION = . 385543 2 9
MILLILITERS OF WATER ADDED EACH S TEP
MI LLILITERS ADDED
CONCENTRATI ON
1000 S OLUTION = .3768894 9

Remarks
1. The last four runs were made with the inte rmediate print
out deleted.
2. Notice how little the final concentration changes in the
last three runs even though the number of steps has increased
100 times.
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3. The Limiting value o f the concentration as M a pproaches
zero would be the exact continuous solution.
4. Those familiar with ele mentary differential equa tions
will be able to unde rstand the following argument which
leads to an exact continuous solution:
Let C(I ) equal the concentra tion at ste p I. The n the relationship we a re using to express the new concentration from
the old at each step can be written
C(I) = C(l-1)/ (1 + 0 ).
Using algebra we can rewrite this as
C(l )-C(l-1) = -O•C(l).
Let A C = C(l )-C(l-1 ), a nd A X = 0. We can rewrite the
expression again to read

AC
= -C.
AX
This difference equa tion leads to the diffe rential equation

dC
dX

= -c.

The solution of this equa tion is we ll known and given by
C c0 e -x
where Co is the initial concentration. Substituting C= 1 and
X =1 into this expression, we get the exact continuous solution

=

c = .36788.

Problem 2: Expand Problem 1 to include a second c oncentrated solution which is diluted with the discarded solution
from the first concentrated solution. Write a program which
will simulate the dilution of each substance and find the final
concentration. The initial concentration a nd and the ste p size
should be entered by the user.

CONT INUOUS DI LUT ION PROBLEM 2
THE INITIAL
THE INIT I AL
MILLILI TERS
MILLILITERS

CONCENTRATI ON OF SOLUT I ON I >>> 1
CONCENTRAT I ON OF SOLUT I ON 2 >>> 1
OF WATER ADDED EACH STEP >» 10 0
ADDEO
SOLUTION 1
SOLUTION 2

0

1

1

100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1000

. 9090909 1
. 8264 4628
. 7513 148
. 68301 3 45
. 62092132
. 56447393
. 5 13 15812
.4665 0738
. 42 409762
. 38554329

. 99 173555
. 9 7670927
. 95621891
.93138209
. 903 15838
. 87236888
. 83971 335
.805 78554
. 77108 66 4
.73603725

ANSWER=

MILL ILITERS OF WATER ADDED EACH STEP >>> 50
MI LL I LITERS ADDED
SOLUTI ON 1
SOLUTI ON 2
1000 ANS WER =
. 3 7688 949
. 7358 3 189
MILLILITERS OF WATER ADDED EACH STEP >>> 10
MILLI LITERS ADDED
SOLUTION 1
SOLUTI ON 2
1000 ANSWER=
. 3697 1125
. 73576 197
MILLIL I TERS OF WATER ADDED EACH STEP >>> 1
MILLILI TERS ADDED
SOLUTION 1
SOLUTION 2
1000 ANSWER =
. 36806 335
. 73575889
MI LLI LI TERS OF WATER ADDEO EACH S TEP >>> . 5
MILLIL I TERS ADDED
SOLUTI ON 1
SOLUT I ON 2
1000 ANSWER =
. 3679 71 36
. 73575901

Remarks:
1. The last four runs were made with the inte rmediate
print out de le ted.
2. T he limiting values for the concentrated solutions that
result when M approaches zero wo uld be the exact continuo us solutions.
3. Those familiar with differential equations will be able to
understa nd the following a rgument whic h leads to an exact
continuous solution.
As shown in the remarks following Proble m 1, the concentration in the first solution satisfies the diffe re ntial equa tion

dC l
dX = -Cl.

T he Algorithm : Let Cl and C2 be the concentra tion of the
fi rst and second solution respectively. If 0 is the number of
liters added in each step, then the conce ntration of the first
liquid is diluted at each step to give
C l =Cl/(1 +O)
as before. 0 liters of this solution is passed on the new
concentra ted solution and c hanges its concentration to
C2= (C2+0•C t )/(1 + 0 ).
The o•c 1 is the contribution from the previous beake r.
The Program:
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

PRINT "CONTINUOUS DILUTI ON PROBLEM 2 "
PRINT " ========================= = "
.
INPUT "THE INITIAL CONCENTRATION OF SOLUTION I >>> ''.C l
INPUT " THE I NIT IAL CONCENTRATI ON OF SOLUTION 2 >>> ''. C2
I NPUT "MI LLILITERS OF WATER ADDEO EACH STEP >>> ", M
N=100 0 / M
\ REM N = THE NUMBER OF S TEPS
D=M/ 10 00
\ REM 0 = WATER I N LI TERS
T = 0
\ REM T = MI LLIL ITERS ADDED
PRI NT "MILLI LITERS ADDEO" , TAB< 20 ), "SOLUTI ON 1 " ,
TAB< 35l, "SOLUTI ON 2"
100 FOR 1=1 TO N
110 PRINT TAB< 3), T, TAB <20l , C1 , TAB (35 l,C2
120
C1 =C1 / ( 1+Dl
130
C2=<C2+D*C1 l /( 1+0 l
140 T=T+M
150 NEXT t
160 PR I NT TAB<3> , T, TAB< 10) .''ANSWER
",TAB <20 ), Cl ,
TAB ( 35l , C2
170 ENO
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The change in the concentration of the st:cond can be derived by rewriting line 130 in the above program as
C2(1) = (C2(1-1) + o• C l (l ))/(1 + 0 ).
Let A C2 = C2(l)-C2(l-l ) represent the change in the concentration after each ste p in the dilution process. Let A X
0
a nd write the last expression in terms of the difference equation

=

AC2
·- - = Cl-C2 .
.t.X
This leads to the second differe ntial equation

dC2
= C l -C2.
dX
The two differential equations form a linear system of
differential equations with the following solutions
C l = C lo e ·x
C2 = C Io X e -x + C2o e -x .
When X= l , C lo = 1 and C2 0 = 1, we have C l = .36788,
C2 = .73576.
0
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A Dozen Apples
for the Classroom
Joyce Hakansson
Leslie Roach
The Science Shuttle Is a unique and Innovative
project designed to bring computers Into the school
classroom. Each morning a van loaded with 12 Apple II
microcomputers leaves the Lawrence Hall of Science for
a school somewhere in the greater San Francisco Bay
Area. Once there, two instructors unload the micros and
in a half-hour set up a temporary computer laboratory
within the school. During the day up to 120 students wll I
experience the Joy and excitement of learning and
creating programs using interactive computers. For
some students this might be a one-time introductory
workshop, while for others it will be one In a series of
programming and problem-solving classes.
One advantage of the Science Shuttle is that It
allows us to demonstrate in local classrooms the teaching approach used at the Lawrence Hall of Science. The
Lawrence Hall of Science is a science museum and a
science education research center located on the University of California, Berkeley, campus. The teaching
approach at the Hall is to provide people with "handson," participatory experiences that will promote discovery learning. For computer education, this means
that the students have a chance to create, write, and
debug their own computer programs while working at a
computer terminal.
For the past eight years LHS has pioneered handsJoyce Hakansson, Coordinator, Computer Education; Leslie Roach,
Computer Group ; Lawrence Hall of Science, University of California,
Berkeley , CA 94720, (415) 642-3167.

on computer education through activities based on our
80 terminal time sharing system. Terminals are used as
exhibits in the museum , In classes at LHS, and casually
by individuals coming to the Hall. We log annually about
40,000 paid enrollments in our computer activities.
A few dozen Bay Area schools are remote users of
the time sharing system, but almost none can afford to
have more than one or two terminals, and cannot use our
hands-on approach with a full class of students. The
Science Shuttle now makes it possible for the first time
to take this approach with us out to the schools. There
the instructors, who are University undergraduates from
various academic disciplines, encourage students to
view the computer as an Intellectual tool. Students are
taught to develop a problem solving strategy from which
they devise a logical procedure for the computer to
follow. They then translate their description into a
programming language, BASIC, which is understood by
the machine. Debugging can be tedious, but the
prospect of sharing a well-written program with others
is a tempting challenge.
The Science Shuttle has allowed the Lawrence Hall's
Computer Group to realize two of its long term goals : to
make computers accessible to a larger number of students and to bring computers into the "average"
classroom. Due to cutbacks in State funding for educational programs , many schools found that they did not
have money in their budgets to transport students to us.
Even when funds were available the number of classes
we could teach at the Hall was severely limited by the

Leslie Roach and Margie Gardner show off one of the
Lawrence Hall of Science "Apple Carts" and Its cont ents as they pack
up the Science Shuttle for Its dally trip to a San Francisco Bay Area
school. The "commuting classroom" has been booked solid since It
began operation In January.

The van accommodates four carts. Each one contains three
computer systems consisting of an Apple II computer, a disk drive and
a color TV that serves as a monitor. Unloading the van Is a one-person
Job. Each cart weighs about 250 lbs. when fully loaded , but the ramp
and large wheels make It relatively easy to unload and wheel each one
Into a ground-level classroom.
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size of our facility. Once portability was made possible
by the microcomputer, it was only logical for us to bring
our classes to schools unable to come to us. Partial
support from Apple Computer Inc. has made it possible
to es tab I ish the Science Shuttle.
Many educators are aware of the importance of
computing, but few of them know how to bring it into
the schools. The Science Shuttle is a total computing
package {equipment, instructor and curriculum) at the
relatively low cost of about $200 per two-hour visit. It
has been a co lossal success, w ith nearly every date
booked from January 1 to the end of the school year 6000 miles of travel and 5000 contact hours. The students enjoy the experience, the teachers become
excited about it as a new teaching method, and
administrators have a chance to see computers In the
classroom before making a large capital invest ment.
Often this combination has led schools to initiate their
own computer educat ion programs.
0

Here goes the last of the four carts. Going out with the
Science Shuttle tests an Instructor's versatility. Leslie drives the van,
unloads the carts and teaches the classes. If any of the equipment
malfunctions , she has learned to diagnose and, In many cases, fix the
problem right there. Despite all of the travelling , the equipment has
held up very well .

Away they go - off to a classroom . The greatest potential
hazard to the equipment Is sharp bumps and jolts. To prevent damage,
the TV's are firmly strapped In place. Computers and disk drives are
cushioned by rubber matting and strapped onto a plywood board to
form a compact un it.
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A\positivejaspect of the program Is Its portability. We can
teach almost anywhere. This happens to be a classroom, but we have
also used libraries, mufti-purpose rooms, and even outdoor patios.
The carts form the base for a work station . Hollow-core doors are
hinged onto the top allowing desk space for the students.

Each cart with Its table-top accommodates three microcomputers. The board containing an Apple and Its disk drive Is placed
on the table. The13" TV monitor fits easllyon top . Not much more has
to be done, and It's a good thing - by this time there Is a group of
anxious students waiting to begin class . The set-up Is completed by
plugging Into a power supply. Total set-up time Is 20 minutes.

Grou ps have their choice of two programs : single-visit workshops or multi-visit programm ing series. In the workshops, up to 32
children at a time have an hour to an hour and a half Introduction to
computers. The time Is spent playing Interactive educational games .
This Is an exploratory session In which both children and local
teachers have an opportunity to become acquainted with the
computer. For some students, this wll l be their first Interactive
computing experience In an educational setting . The programming
series, as the name suggests, Is a series of classes In which the
students learn problem solving and computer programming In BASIC.

Apples, con't ...

BASIC syntax Is learned as part of a group programming
project. Students make suggestions for each statement and then test
It on their computers , debugging as they go along. The programming
Instruction heavily emphasizes color graphics, which Is one of the
Apple's stong points. Students get exciting and creative results using
simple syntax. Teaching programming with an emphasis on graphics
Is highly motivating and makes It easier for many people, especially
young children, to understand the underlying concepts.

Students are encouraged to work In pairs. Working together
at a computer provides a creative and dynamic learning environment
from which to approach problem solving and program design. The
computer's responsive Interactive qualities make It an Ideal playmate.
Often the desire to alter a computer game leads the student naturally
Into the process of programming. This requires the child to develop
problem solving skills, to Invent logical procedures, and to learn the
computer's language.
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Research Questions

Conclusion

This pilot project suggests a
number of possible topics for further
Investigation and research:
1. If students learn how to program a computer early, will
they maintain their enthusiasm
in later years?
2. If students learn how to program a computer early, will the
interest and confidence level of
girls, in later years, continue to
match that of boys?
3. What factors influence the acceptance of microcomputers in
the classroom? Graphics?
Games? Programming problems?
4. What Is the relationship between logical thinking skills
and creative programming
skill?

Computers have been used in
education primarily as a delivery
system for subject matter. This role
will continue to be developed even

Instead of the computer
programming the student,
the student learns how to
program the computer.
further with microcomputers. However, a new application Is emerging
which is fundamentally different.
Instead of the computer programming
the student, the student learns how to
program the computer. Arthur Luehmann describes it as follows:
"Computing constitutes a new
and fundamental intellectual re-
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source . To use that resource as a
mere delivery system for instruction, but not to give a student
instruct ion in how he/ she might
use the resource, has been the
chief fai lure of the CAI effort.
What a loss of opportunity if the
skill of computing were to be harnessed for the purpose of turning
out masses of students who are
unable to use computing ."
Thecomputerasan instrument for
learning logical thinking and problem-solving skills is only beginning to
be understood . However, with the
rapid development of low cost microcomputers in the next few years,
computers - and hence computer
problem-solving techniques - will
become a fundamental Intellectual
resource.
0

Micros "GOTO" School
Donald T. Piele

Microcomputers can be used in
the classroom for: instructional activities that we associate with CAI
(Computer Assisted Instruction) or
CMI (Computer Managed Instruction); enrichment activities that we
associate with simulations and
games; making numerical calculations for the purpose of solving
mathematical problems ; teaching
students how to program - primarily
in the BASIC language; and individual exploration of original problemsolving.

Each lesson consists of a
simple program with a
short explanation of the
new statements, a sample
run, and a series of simple
program changes for the
student to do.
This article Is focused on the latter
activity. It Is a report of a pilot project
in which a microcomputer was placed
in a sixth grade classroom for 8 weeks
for the purpose of developing logical
thinking skills. The students were
given instruction on how to program
the APPLE II microcomputer to draw
color graphics designs . They were
then given si milar problems to solve
using the commands they had
learned.
An Apple For The Teacher
In the Spring of 1978, I contacted
Gordon Kunaschk, a sixth grade
teacher at Bose Elementary School in
Kenosha, Wisconsin. He was receptive to th e Idea of giving up two hours
a week of c lass time for eight weeks to
let me teach his sixth graders how to
program a microcomputer. If nothing
else, it would be a lesson in computer
literacy. Gordie had never programmed a computer before, but he was
Don Plele, University of Wisconsin-Parkside,
Kenosha, W153141 .

willing to learn along with the kids if I
was will ing to provide a computer and
the necessary instruction.
The Center For The Application of
Computers at UW-Parkslde supported the idea and supplied an
APPLE II microcomputer for the project. This was a fortunate choice for
us since the APPLE II system is easy
to use: it is portable; it has a good
keyboard; and most important of all,
it has a very simple and natural set of
graphics commands that allow the
programmer to create pictures on a TV
screen using 16 different colors. The
ideas I wanted to emphasize about
computer programming would be
considerably enhanced by a graphics
display. The basic programming con struct of a loop, for example, cou ld be
visualized, and every problem to be
solved by the students could be
represented by a single picture.
Getting Started
My objective for bringing a microcomputer into a sixth grade classroom was to create an environment
for active problem-solving. The
BASIC programming language statements, enhanced by the graphics of
the APPLE II microcomputer, form
the logical building blocks. Each
lesson consists of a simple program
with a short explanation of the new
statements, a sample run, and a
series of simple program changes for
the student to do. These activities
allow the student to discover how the
statements in the program effect its
outcome. Also, problems are posed
that require the student to combine
statements in sequential order to
solve a problem . As a result of working on these questions, the student
gets a working understanding of
practical problem-solving skills such
as:
1. Understand the problem, its
givens and goals
2. Make conjectures and probe
the problem by trial and error
3. Decide on a set of possible
methods of attack

4. Evaluate each possible approach for its correctness
5. Reflect on successful solutions and generalize
Each of the following exercises
was designed to provide practice for
these skills. They are samples taken
from a larger collection and are not
contiguous lessons.
Lesson #1
Key Words : GR, COLOR, PLOT
LIST
10 GR
20 COLOR = 9

EXPLANATION
The computer is
put in GRaphlcs
mode.
20 COLOR = & The COLOR Is set
to orange. There
are 16 different
colors to choose
from.
30PLOT.10,15 The position 10
over, 15 down from
the upper left hand
corner is plotted.
100 EN D
RUN

Programming the microcomputer was considered
by the sixth graders to be
highly motivating. They
would rather spend their
recess on It than go outdoors.
Your Turn (RUN the program after
each change)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Change line 20 to . . 20 COLOR= 3
Changellne30to ... 30PLOT5,7
Addline50 ... ..... 50PLOT5,5
Addllne40 .. . .... 40COLOR=6
Delete line40 .......... .... . 40
Add a point that connects 5, 7
with 5,5 .. . . . . .. .. . 60 PLOT ?,?
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7.
8.
9.
10.

Add line30 ...... 30 PLOT39,39
Add line40 ...... 40 PLOT 40,40
Delete line 40 ... .... ... .... . 40
Write a program that will display
the first letter of your first name
in graphics.

Lesson #5
KeyWords: FOR-NEXT
LIST
EXPLANATION
10 GR
Begin a loop with
20 FOR I= o TO 15 I= 0 and increase I
by one each time
until I= 15.
30COLOR=I
The color changes
with each pass
through the loop.
40PLOT 1,15
The position to be
plotted changes
with each pass.
50 NEXT I
End of the loop.
Go back to statement 20 if I is less
than 15. Otherwise
go to line60.
100 END
RUN
Your Turn (RUN the program after
each change.)
1. Change I ine 40 to .... 40 PLOT I, 10
2. Change line 40 to .. .. 40 PLOT 20, I
3. Change I ine 20 to .... 20 FOR I = 0
T039
4. Changeline40to ..... 40PLOTl,I
5. Add line45 .... . ... 45 PLOT39-l,I
6. Change the program to draw + in
graphics.

2. Change 70 to ........ 70 GOTO 30
3. Change 70 to ........ 70 GOTO 20
4. Change 50 to ......... 50 IF X > 20
THEN COLOR= 3
5. Add55 ......... 551FY>20THEN
COLOR=13
6. Delete55 . . .. ............... 55
7. Change50 . .. .... 501FX + Y>40
TH EN COLOR = 3
8. Adjust the program to plot 4
different colors in the four different corners of the screen.

IF-THEN
EXPLANATION
A random number
is chosen from the
numbers 0 to 39
and put in X.
40Y=RND(40)
Another random
number in chosen
and placed in Y.
501FY>20THEN If Y is larger than
COLOR=3
20 then change the
color to blue(3) .
60PLOTX,Y
Go to line 20 and
70GOT020
repeat.
100 END
RUN
Your Turn (RUN the program after
each change.)
1. Change50to ......... 501FY > 10
TH EN COLOR= 3
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After eight weeks, the students
were asked to respond to the following questionnaire, using a scale of 1
to 5 (1-strongly disagree, 5-strongly
agree), with responses from the 6th
grade class of 14 boys and 10 girls
recorded.

Tell & Run
In addition to the lessons, the
students were given short problems
to solve. They were asked to predict
the output of a given program before
they observed it run on the TV screen.
This gave the students a chance to
test their ability to reason sequentially through the statements of a
program. A few examples are given
below.
#1
10GR
20 FOR I = 0 TO 10
30 COLOR= 9
40 PLOT2,I
50 NEXT I
60END

#2
10GR
20 FOR I = 10 to 20
30 COLOR= I
40HLIN0,39ATI
50 NEXT I
60END

The original purpose for
doubling up was to provide
more computer time for the
class each week. But it
turned out to be valuable
for a completely different
reason - cooperation.

Lesson #10
Key Words: AND,
LIST
10GR
20COLOR=9
30 X =AND (40)

The computer was the focus and
facilitator for cooperative problemsolving.
Student Reactions

Other activities reversed the process and presented a picture and
asked the student to write a program
that wou ld produce the same result.
Here are a few examples:
Computer As A Creative Tool
The APPLE II microcomputer was
left in the classroom during the week
to give the class time to experiment.
Students signed up in pairs to work
on the exercises together. The original purpose for doubling up was to
provide more computer time for the
class each week. But it turned out to
be valuable for a completely different
reason - cooperation. The students
helped each other figure out the effect
of each new command. The programming exercises facilitated discussions about the behavior of each new
statement. New discoveries were
shared with pride and enthusiasm.

Reflections
Only a small sample of the exercises done by the students are presented in this article. An entire collection of problems was prepared for
the 6th grade class to be used on the
APPLE II. At the present time, good
materials are not readily available.
This presents a formidable obstacle
to the inexperienced teacher who
wants to use computers in the classroom. As more classrooms begin
using microcomputers and sharing
their work with others, this problem
will diminish.
Students in this sixth grade class
were very enthusiastic about working
with a microcomputer. In contrast,
students at a nearby high school who
had not been exposed to computers
before were generally uninterested in
learning how to use them . Perhaps by
this time, the older students have
other activities that are more relevant.
Also, in the sixth grade the survey
shows that boys and girls are equally
confident and interested in programming the computer. However, in
entries from 10th graders in an annual
computer problem-solving contest
held at UW-Parkside, the boys outnumber the girls 9 to 1. A recent
survey in Creative Computing Magazine had a response with a distribution of 95.4 % male and 4.2 % female.
Programming the microcomputer
was considered by the sixth graders
to be highly motivating. They would
rather spend their recess on it than go
outdoors. Students came early to
school and would hang around as
long as they could after school. A
sign-up sheet became a necessity.
With practice, some of the students
became resident 'experts' able and
thrilled to help others - including the
teacher. Some of the sixth graders
entered our ann ual computer programming contest.

A Grade Maintenance
Program for the
Apple 11 with Disk Drive
Jim Hunter

One of the most laborious tasks
for any teacher Is maintaining
accurate grade records. This program
is designed to minimize the time
required for that task and to maximize
the accuracy with which It is done. Its
features include : several output
formats, weighting of individual
marks, provision for missing grades
and make-up work, and a turnkey
approach which allows someone with
little or no programming ability to
:::>perate it.
The program wil l be discussed
iNith regard to its construct, its utilization, and Its modification for indilfidualized requirements . The accompanying listing of the initialization
routine and the actual operations
program should be referred to as the
jiscussion proceeds. An added
bonus , for those of you who do not
iave need of a grade keeping system ,
s that careful scrutiny of these
istings will reveal,one way in which to
set up, maintain, and randomly
access data files on the Apple II Disk II
system. Please note that both
:>rograms are written in Applesoft,
and large amounts of data may
·equire large memory sizes in RAM. A
'irmware (ROM) card for Applesoft is
also a big help for operating this
·outine quickly.
The initialization routine is the
'irst step in running the package. You
Nill' note that, during this initializa:ion process, you are called upon to
Jim Hunter; Byte Shop of Westminster, 14300
Beach Blvd. , Westminster, CA 92683.

indicate the period number and class
name. My application was at the
secondary level, but by modifying the
file labels, one could have grades by
subject matter for an elementary
class. This program Is to be run one
time for each disk (class /subject).
After that, the main program will boot
automatically with the turnkey menu.
The operator's first choice in the
main menu is to "make Input." This is
used to enter new data or to change
old information . The second main
menu item ls "read output," and this
is used to examine or print status
reports. To exit the program, choice 3
(terminate work) is used.
The Program

Lines 1o to 120 are used to
dimension all arrays and to print the
main menu. Lines 1000 and 2400 are
used to enter new or updated
material. Lines 5000. to 7080 call the
output routines . The remainder of the
listing consists of several subroutines, as follows:

10000
11000
12000
13000
14000
15000
16000
17000
18000
19000

GET CLASS DATA
PRINT PAGE HEADINGS
GET LAST ASSIGNMENT ff
GET LAST ROSTER ff
READ ROSTER NAMES
SORT UEIGHTED AVERAGES
LOAD GRADES INTO RAH
LOAD ASSIGNMENT NAMES
LOAD ASSIGNMENT UEIGHTS
CRT FORMAT

The subroutines from 20000 to
28330 are output formatting devices.
More about these formats will be
discussed later. Lines 31000 to 32000
are used to turn the printer on and off.
Operation

From the main menu, the first
branch loads minimal data for
manipulation. The second branch,
output , loads ALL flies for use in the
printout. It is suggested that, when
running this program, the operator
first make any and all Inputs prior to
making output runs. The Input
portion allows the operator to change
any data, except the "classpoop"
information which is generated during the initializatJon process.
When entering new data, a code Is
used for a student who did not complete the work, but who will do so at a
future time. For this purpose, enter
"1" as the grade, and that mark wi II
not be Included in any of the
averages. Later, when the work is
made up, use the "input" routine to
alter the mark. It wlll then automatically be included in the averages for
the student, the class, and the
assignment.
One of the problems which I
encountered when developing this
program was the fact that not all
assignments are worth the same
amount of credit. For this reason,
when entering a class set of marks,
you will be asked for the assignment
number, assignment name, and the
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weighting. I used factors from .01 to
1, but the operator can choose
anything which he feels comfortable
with. A weig hting of "1" Is suggested
for major assignments or exams,
while ".1" might be used for quizzes
or homework.
Once all new data and updates
have been posted, the next logical
step Is to examine or print output. The
output formats number four :
1. A STUDENT FILE.
2. CLASSAVERAGESBY
STUDENT .
3. CLASS AVERAGES BY
ASSIGNMENT .
4. RANKEDAVERAGESBY
STUDENT.
The first of these formats is used
to evaluate the progress of an individual student. The second gives a
c lass summary by roster number of
each student's present average. My
experience revealed that weekly
posting of this output served two
purposes. First, the students got
constant feedback on their progress;
and second, arguments as to what
grade was being earned at progress
report time were reduced to zero.
The third type of printout is the
c lass averages by assignment. This is
a useful tool to evaluate comparative
difficulty of assignments. This output
is primarily an Instructor's tool.
Finally, printout number four is a
ranked output from highest to lowest.
This also was posted, but I recommend that you check with your students fi rst on that one.
Sample outputs for each format
are shown with the listings. The class
shown is, of course, fictitious.
Suggestions For Modifications
The most obvious area where
modifications would be called for is
hard copy output. The printer I was
usi ng was hooked Into slot 1 with a
Parallel Card from Apple. You may
want to mod ify this portion as
required. One s~ction of the program
as I use it whicti has been omitted is
the actual assignment of grades by
the computer. This Is accomplished
by inserting a subroutine which
determines the letter grade and then
changing the output statements to
reflect that data.
If one were concerned with
student anonymity on the ranked
listing , names could be deleted and
roster numbers could be used
excl usively. These modifications ,
coupled with those mentioned in the
beginning of this article, should make
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the program a tool which will serve
the needs of teachers at all levels of
instruction.
Summary
A little time spent weekly on the
Apple will reap great benefits for both
the teacher and the student. By
ending the mystique of grades, and
thus clearing away the c loud surrounding them, a teacher can spend
more time doing what he is paid
for. . :teaching .
And as for qll of you non-teachers

SAMPLE PRINTOUTS
Format #1
PERIOD l
P.NGLISH LITERATURE
DATE Of RUN : 7 JANUARY 1979
INCLUDES A5SIGl<MENTS TO 16
LAST ASSIGNMENT NAME IS:SllAKESPEARE ESSAY
ROSTER NUMBER : 3
NO .

CLAIRMONT BEVERLY

ASSIGNMENT
WT .
NAME

l
.1
2
.1
3
l
4
. 33
5
l
6
.8
AVERAGE

STUDENT
MARK

FIRST QUIZ
SECOND QUIZ
CLASS ESSAY
PARA DRILL
FIRST EXAM
SHAKESPEARE CSSAY
TO DAT!: IS : 90 .4

89
87

92
59

92
100

(now including myself) read over the
listings here, and learn of the
mysteries of file maintenance on the
Apple. It took me several weel\s and
calls to Cupertino to arrive at this
information. If it helps you, then I
have served my purpose wel I.
Disk copies of this program are
avai Iable from :
The Byte Shop of Westminster,
14300 Beach Blvd., Westminster, CA
92683.
The cost Is $40, with documentation, $30 without. (This article is
really all you need).
O

SAMPLE PRINTOUTS
Format#2
PERIOD l
ENGLISll LITEAATURE
DATE Of RUN: 7 JANUARY 1979
INCLUDES ASSIGNMENTS TO 16
LAST ASSIGNMENT !IAME IS : SHAKESPEARE ESSAY
• • • "' • • • • * • • CLASS
ROSTER
STUDENT
NUMBER NAME

SUMMARY "• * •

"• ••• **

AVG

ABERCROMBY JOHN
BENNET CHRIS
CLAI RMOtlT BEVERLY
DCMAUPASSANT GUY •
EVERLY BOB
FRITCllMAN CLAUD!:
GEORGE GORGEOUS

l
2
3
4

5
6
7

B.

CURRENT
89 . 2
71. 6

90 . 4
82
AS

34. 6
81

The • next t o r.uy•s name means that h1
is missing a n assignment.

SAMPLE PRINT OUTS
Format#4

SAMPLE PRINT OUTS
Format#3
PERIOD l
ENGLISH LITERATURE
DAT!: Of RUN : 7 JANUARY 1979
INCLUDES ASSI GNMENTS TO 16
LAST ASSI GNMENT NAME lS : SH/\l;ESPC/\RE ESSAY

PERIOD l
EUGLISH LITERATURE
DATE Of RUN : 7 JANUARY 1979
INCLUDES ASSIGNMENTS TO 16
LAST ASSIGNMENT NAME I S: SHAKESPEllRE ESSAY

.. • • •••• ••• ASSJG?~MENT SUMMARY •• .. .. "'••• •

• • •• •• • • • RJ\NKEO AVERAGES •••••• • ••

ASSIGNMEUT
NO. WT .
NAME

CLASS
RANKING

1
2
3
4

5
6

NUMBER
MISSING

FIRST QUIZ
0
SECOND QUIZ
0
CLASS ESSAY
0
. 33 PARA ORI LL
1
l
FIRST EXAM
0
. 8 Slll\KCSPEARE ESSAYO
.l
.l
1

CLASS
/\VG .

78
06

90
74

95
62

liEIGllT!:D CLASS AVERAGE TO 01\TE IS : 32

STUDENT
NAME
CLAIRMONT BEVERLY
ABERCROMBY JOHN
EVERLY BOB
FRITCHMAN CLAUDE
DEMAUPllSSANT GUY
GEORGE GORGEOUS
DENNET CHRIS

CURRENT
AVG

.

90 .4
99 . 2
85
8 4. 6
Q2
01
7 1. 6

INITIALIZATION ROUTINE
JPR#0
JLI S T

"

:1.00
:l:l.0
:1.20
:1.30
:l.40
:1.50
:1.60
:1.7 0
:1.80
:1.90
200
2 :1.0
220
230
235
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
3:1.0
320
330
340
350

21:::0
21:?41.!•
2:1::i~

:1.0 0$ = l l U
PRI NT "~ ; "NOMUN I, O, C "
20
HOME
30
40
PRINT "WHAT I S T HE PER IOD NUM
BER? "
INPUT P
50
PRINT "WHAT I S THE CLASS NHME
60
? "
INPUT CLASS$
70
PRINT 0 $; " OPEN CL ASSPOOP$,L25
80

90

2:170

PRINT 0 $; "WRITE. CLASSPOOP$, R:l
PRINT
PRINT
2"
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT

P
0$; "l•JRITE CLASSPOOP $ , R
CLASS$
0 $ ; " CLOSE CLASSPOOP$"
0$; "OPEr~ ASSNAME$, L25"

FOR I = :I. TO 4 0
PRINT 0 $; "WRITE ASSNAME$ , R" ;
I
PRINT
NEXT I
PR INT 0$; " CLOSE ASSNAME$"
PRINT 0$; "OPEN L%, L 4"
FOR I = :I. TO 2
PRINT 0$; "WRITE L%, R" ; I
PRINT 0
NEXT I
PRINT 0$; "CLOSE L%"
PRINT 0$; "OPEN ASSWT%, L4"
FOR I = :I. TO 40
PRINT 0$; "WRITE ASSWT%, R" ; I
PRINT 0
PRINT 0$; "CLOSE ASSWT%"
PRINT 0$; "OPEN NAME$,L25"
FOR I = :I. TO 40
PRINT 0$; "WRITE NAME$, R"; I
PRINT
NEXT I
PRINT 0$; "CLOSE NAME$"

22tt0
2:=110

2220
2230
224€1
225~~

226':t
2270
2~:.:. 0

229€1
.2: 00
23:1'<1
2 ?2€1
2 3 3.0
23.40
2350

2360
2370
2380
2390
2400
5000
50:1.0
5020
5030
5tl40
5050
5060
5065
5070
5080
5<:190
5:100
5:1:10
5:120
5.l3 0
5:140
5:1.5€•
5:160
5:17€•
5:l8Lj.
5:185
519~1

520'21
521.0
5230
5240
5250
5260
5270
5300
53:10
'5320
'533 0
53 4~

5350
JLI S T

,_.
,_.
~

MAIN PROGRAM LISTING

:1.0
PRINT "" ; "NOMON I, O, C "
20 0$ = 1111
30 D IM NAME$C40 ), GC40,50 ), WC50 ), A SSNAME$ C50)
35 DIM AVG C4 0 )

5360
5370
5380
5390
5400
5 4:10

PPINT DS; "OPEN G%" ; t't; " , L4"
FOR I a :I. TO LN
PP.INT 0$ ; "l-IRITE G%" .: A; " , R" ; I
PRitlT O:l C LA >
NEX T I
P P. INT D'1<; "CLOSE 13;;" ; A
PRINT 0:1:; " t'tPPENO ASSNAME.S, L 25 "
PPirlT DJ:; "l·JRITE t'tSSNAMEot .. P" : A
PRINT ASSNAME•<A )
PR I NT ("$; "CL OSE t'1SSNAME$"
PPirff C· .S; "APPEf·ID ASSl.JT;-; , L4 "
PPlrlT D£.• , ; l~F·I T E AS S l~ r;.; , R" , A
PR INT ~J· H )
Pl': INT (,.i;, " CL C•S E ASS.l•lT%"
•::.OSU8 .l:J.000
PP.INT 0$; "OPEN u:. L4"
PP.lrff 0.S, "WRI"iE L X, 1<2 "
PP.INT i;
PR illT (J:I: • "CLOSE L:-; "
GOSUB :1.l.i.i)00
PP.INT "ANOTHER SET OF MAPKS";
I NPLll C'S
IF Cs (
> "Y" AND C:t: C > "YES" THEN 60
GOSUS :1.2000
GOTO 2 0:1.0
GOSLIB :l:l.000
PRINT
PRINT "WHAT DO YOU l~ANT TO CHANGE? "
PR I NT "
:I..
STUDENT NAME. "
Pl<INT
2.
STUDENT GRADE. "
PRINT "
PRINT "
3.
ASSIGNMENT NAME. "
PRINT "
4.
ASSIGN~1ENT WEIGHT. "
PRINT "
5.
RETURN TO MA IN MENU. "
PRINT "WHAT DO 't'OU WISH, MASTE" .
PRINT
INPUT C
ON C GOTO 5:1.00, 5300, 5500, 5700, 60
PRINT "WHAT ROSTER NUt1BER DO 'r'OU WISH'? ";
INPUT N
PRINT OS : "OPEN NAMES, L 2:5"
F·R tNT D:t:.; "PEAD llAME:t:. R"; N
INPUT NAME$ ( N )
PRINT OS; "CLOSE NAME$"
PP.I NT "NAME NUMBER " ; N; " I S NOW " ; NAME:S CN )
PR I NT "WHAT IS THE NEW NA~1E ? " ;
I NPLIT r~AME:S <N )
IF NAME:t: <N >
"AVAILABLE" THEN
GOSUB 7000
PRINT OS; "APPEND NAME :l:, L 2S"
PR INT O·.t; "~IRITE NAME:$, R" ; N
PR INT NAME:S<ln
PRINT D$; "CLOSE NAME$"
PR1NT : PRINT "DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE ANOTHER NAME? " ;
INPUT Cs
IF C$ C
> "Y" AND C:I: C > "YES " THEN 5000
GOTO 5 :1.0 0
GOS UB 1.:1.000
PRINT
PPINT " ~IHAT F:C1STER flUMSERT DO 'l'OU WANT" ;
INPIJT N
PR INT : PR INT ""4HAT ASSIGNMENT NUMBER DO 'r'OU l·JANT";
INPLIT A
PR INT 0 $ . "APPEND G%" : A1 " , L4"
PRirlT (,$; "P.EAD Cl%" ; A.: " , F: " ; N
INPUT GC N, A )
PRINT 0$; "!!.LOSE (;%" ; A
PR INT : PRINT ' 1 THE CURRENT GRADE FOR ROSTEP. NUMBER " ; N
PRINT "FOR ASSIGNMENT NUMBER " ; A; " I S ''.· G<r~. A )
PR INT : PRINT "~JHAT IS THE NEW GRADE" ;

=

~

~

N

36
37
38
39
40
50
60

65

DIM M< 40 )
DIM MA <50 >
DIM X < 40 )
D 11'1 ASSTAl/G <5 0 >
HOME
GOS UB 1000 0
GOS LIB 1:1.000
PR INT
PR INT " YOU H AVE THRE E

5420
543 0
5440
'54513
5460
5470

70
INI T IAL OPTI ONS : "
75 Q
0
80
P R INT : P R INT "
:1..
MAK E INP UT. "
90
PRINT "
2.
RE.AD OUTPUT. "
:1.00
P R I NT "
3.
T ERM I NATE WORK. "
:1.10
PR INT : INP UT "WHAl 15 Y OUR PLEASURE" ; C
:1.20
ON C GOTO :1.000 ,2000L 320 0 0
1 000
HOME
.l(•10
GOSUB :1.:1.000
P R INT
PRINT "NEX T CHOICE : "
1020
:1.03;( 1 PRINT "
1..
ENTER NEl•I DATA. "
104tl
PRillT "
2.
CHANGE E:.< !STING DATA.
PR I NT
INPUT "WHAT IS YOLIR PLEASURE" : C.
.105'3
ON C GOTO :1.:1.00. 5000
1060
GOSl_IB l.10111\il
1.1.00
PRINT
P R INT "l~HI C H OF THE FOLLO~J!NG DO .,.OU ~IISH · "
1..110
P F; IrlT . PRINT ''
1.
ENTEF: CLASS POSTER. "
l.l. 2 0
113 1<.1
P P.INT "
2.
ENTER CLASS SET OF MARK S . "
P RillT : IllPUT "PI CK ONE : " ,. C
l..15 0
ON C GOTO l.2 00 .2000
1.l.60
:1..20(•
GOSUB :1..1000
PRINT
P R IIH "AS EACH tlUM8ER APPEAP.S, Et·HEF; THE"
l..2l.0
P P. I NT " CORRE S P OND I NG POSTER NAME.
~IHEN '>'OU"
1.221!1
PRINT "HAVE E XHAUSTED THE NAMES. THEN T'r'PE"
1 2:! 0
PRINT " ' LAS T '. "
1240
i.2 5et FOP I "' :1. TO 40
1 260
PPINT I ;
INPIJ T NAME$ ( I >
12< 0
l.2:::1.:l
IF NAME.S i l ) = "LAS T" THEii LN
I - .!.
IF NAMES ( I I = "LAST" THEN I= 40
:1.290
:1..21::.0
NE ~ T I
1 J.l.8
PRINT D:S: : "OPEN NAME>!', L25 "
i.::2 0
FOP. I
1. T•) LN
PRINT D:S:; " l·I R ITE NAME·s. R" ; I
1 3:10
PRltH llAl'lES ( I J
:1.3 413
:1::50
NEt< T I
:1. Z~0
PRINT vs " C LOS E NAMES"
PP.HIT o-.i;. " OPEN L%, L4"
.13 70
PR INT o:s: . "WP ITE L %·P1"
J.3 8 0
PP.IN r L N
:1.3 ? E:
PR INT OS, " CLOS E L %"
l.400
14:1.l:l
H( •ME
14 20 GOT0 6 0
213(.10
GOSUB l..lt •00 : GOS UB .l.200 0 : GOS UB ::.::·0i<10 . GOS UB :1.4 00:J
P P.INT
2 0:1.0
P P. INT " THE LAS T A SS I GNMENT NUMBER WA~ : " ; LA
2020
20:.13
PR IllT "~lHAT I S TH 1 S A SS IGNMENT llUMBEP."
2040
!NPUT A
2050
( ,•)S UB l.J.'300
2 J?6 C..:.t
PR Ir n "l·l~tA r I s THE F.SS 1 GNMt:.Nl NAME"
207'3
INPUT A SSNAMES CA >
PRINT
"~lHAT I S T HE ~jEI G HTING FOFO: THIS WORI( "
2€'8 0
2'3~0
INF'LIT W< A >
2 :1.(•(•
GOS UB l.:1..Z10i<•
PRINT . PRINT "AFTER THE FO:OSTER NUME:E R AND NF1ME. 'r'OU"
2 :1.1\Zf
2:1.20
F'P.INT "ARE TO ENTER THE SCO'RE FOR 1 Hf1T STUDENT"
2:13 0
FOR I = :1. TO Lt·l
2:1.40
PR I NT I ; TAB< 5 ~ NAMES C I ) .1

=

=

=

n ,.

T

.:. \

'5480
'54 8 5
5 4~0

5500

5510
5520
553 0

5540
5550
5560

55;·0
55:::0

'5590
':0600
5 '5:1Lt

5620
56 ~ 0

564,!.t
56~·0

5.;;.;0

'5070
s-:;r,;0
57€•0
57 .l~t

57 ~€1

'57::0
57 4 ~1

5751Z1
-=- ~60

5771.Zt
C:·7"Sf£1
5t.. :=:5
~. ;- :.::~1
~~8~.:.10

5::::1('
5E:2~1
-:: ::: ~(1

5840
5 :35 0
586'3
58713

5:380
'(000
7 0 :1.0
7 020
70 3 0

7 040
7 050
7060

7070
7080
3999
:1.0000
:1.0005
:1.00:1.0
:1.0030
:1.0040
:1.0(<50"
:1.0060
:1.0070

INPUT G <N, A >
PRINT 0$ ; "APPEND G%"; A; " , L4"
PRINT 0$; "WRITE G%" ; A; " , R";N
P R INT ·a <r~ , A )
PP. I NT D:J; "CLOSE G%" ; A
PF~ INT : PRINT "DO YOU WANT T O CHANGE A NOTHER GRADE" ;
INF'UT CS
IF CS <
" Y " AND CS <
"YES" THEN
GOTO 500 0
GOTO 5301<'
GOSUB .l:l..000
PF: ltlT : PRINT "WHAT ASSIGNMENT DO 'r'OU WANT TO C.HANGE " ,
INPUT A
PRINT OS; "APPEND ASSNAME$,L25"
PRINT D:S:; "READ ASSNAt1E$, R" ; A
ltlPUT ASS NAME$ <A >
PRINT D:S:; " C'. LOSE FfSSNAME$"
PRINT : PRINT "THE CURRENT NAME FC1R ASSi l::.NMENT rl O. " ; H
PRINT "IS " ; ASSNAME• < A >
P R l NT : PR I NT "~lHAT IS THE NEW ASSIGNMENT tlAl'lE" ;
INPUT A S~NAl'1ES ( A )
PR I NT ("J:.: "APPEND ASS NAMES . L 2 5"
PRINT D:J:; "l•IFO: ITE A S SNAME$, R" , A
PP.INT ASSNAMES ( A•
PF; It.ff C•S. " CL OSE AS SNAME$"
PRINT : PRit-,IT "DO 'r'(IU ~lANT TO CHANGE HNOT HER NAME" ;
INPLIT CS
IF ( :$ <
> "Y" AN() C$ < > " '"ES" THEN 5000

>

GOTO

>

5 -;,(t(:'.1

GOS L!E:' :1..1000
PP.INT : PF: IrlT "l·lHAT ASSIGNMENT f >O YOU l ·lANT T O CHANGE"
PF; ItH "Tl-IE ~•EI•::.H r1 rn::. ON" ;
ltlPIJT A
P F: !IH ('.f. : "APPEllC f1SSl·H:;,. L4"
PP. l'H (•$, "RE Rv A::;s~rr;: .. R " ; A
INP 1.IT W( A J
P F; I NT C•:J:.: "CLO'T-E AS :~-.~IT % "
P P. ! N T : PR I NT "THE C UF'F'ENT 1olt:: I GH r I NG FC•R F1SS ! •'..NME t l T "
PPillT "llUME:E F: " . Ft . " I S " :l·hA )
F'F'IllT : PF'INT " ~·IHA T I S Tf-11::: rl E~I ~·IE E:HT !r,1::, " .
ItlPUT H •. Ft .'
F'F' INT [ >$: "AP "' ENC' ASS IH;; , L4"
PF: I NT ()$ , "l·lF; ! T E As.:wr;: .. F' " . A
F'F: ItlT ~1 ·· A ~
P P INT DS ; "CLOS E f1SSWT %"
PRINT : P R INT " DO 'rOU ~;ANT TO CHANGE AtlO Tl-tEF; ~lEIGHT" .
ltlPLIT C.J:
IF CS '.
'.'> " 't'" AND (; $
:
> "YES " THEN 5000
GOTO 5 7 •30
GOSUB :1.:1.€100
GOSUB :1.2 0 0 0
FOR A = :1. TO LA
PRINT D$; "APPEND G%" : A ; " .. L4"
P R INT D:S:; "WRITE G%" ; A, " ,.R" ; N
PRINT 0
PP.I NT v:S:; "CLOSE G%"; A
NEX T A
RETURN
ENC
REM
SUBROUT INE TO GET CLASS DATA FOR SHEET HEF1D!NGS
PRINT D$; "OPEN CLASSPOOPS,.L2 5"
FOR I = :1. TO 2
PR I NT 0$; "READ CLASSPOOP$ , R" ; I
INPUT CL ASS POOP$ ( l )
NE X T I
PR I NT D:f:.: "CL OSE CLASSPOOP:S "
REM
CLASSPOO~S(~ )= F'FRTnn

10100 CLASS$ = CLASSPOOPS(2)
10110 RETURN
111<•00 REM SUBROUTINE TO PP.INT PAGE HEADINGS
:1..1.005 HOME
11010 PRINT "PERIOD ",P$;
1.1.020 PP.INT Tfl8 < 4'1l - LEN <CLASSoS: >>CLASS$
11030
IF Q • 0 THE~ RETURN
11040 PRINT "C>ATE OF RUN : " ; TIME:f
1:1.050 PRINT "INCLUDES ASS IGNMENTS TO !l" ; LA
.1.1060 PRINT "LAST ASS IGNMENT NAME IS : " ; ASSNAME$ <LA)
.1.1070 RETURN
1 2000 REM SUBROL•T I NE TO GET LAST ASS I GNMEtH NUMBER
12005 PR I NT D:S; "OPEN LY., L4 "
12€•10 PRiiH D.S; "READ · U:, R2"
12020 INPLIT LA
1.2030 PRINT DS ' "CLOSE L%"
:1.2040 RETURN
1 3 00(.) REM SUBROUTINE TO GET LAST ROSTER NUMBER
.1.:?005 PRINT D:s; "OPEN LY., L4"
.1.3 0.1.l<:I PR I NT D"I'; "READ L%, R1"
.13.~~·20
ItlPUT LN
1 303.0 PRitlT DS; "CLOSE LY."
1 3:040 RETURN
14000 REM SUBROUTINE TO READ ROSTER NAMES
:l4005 PRI NT D:S' "OPEN NAME$, L25"
:1.41'l1 0 FOR ! = 1 TO LN
.1.4020 PR I NT DS; "PEAD NAMES, R " ; I
1403 0
INPUT NAME .t: ( I )
140 40 NEXT I
.1.4050 PRINT D'.S; "CLOSE NAME:li"
14060 RETURN
:L50(:)0 REM SUBROUT INE TO SORT WEIGHTED AVERAGES
1 5~05

,...
~

~

M

=

0

.1.50:l0 W = 0 : T = 0
:1.5020 FOR I = .1. TO LA
1 5025 IF G(I~, I ) • 1 THEN 11 = M + 1
15030 IF GCN, I ) • 1 THEN GOTO 15060
15040 W = W + WCI )
150~0 T = T + G <N, I > "' l·J <I )
1506•::! NEXT I
1507 0 AVG <N> = INT <C T / CW * 1.00 >> * 1000> / 10
1 5075 M<N> = M
:1.5080 PE TURN
.1.,;ia1<113 P.EM SUBROLIT I NE TO •:JET ALL GRADES
.1.6005 FOR A = .1. TO LA
16010 PRINT ('$; "OPEN G%" ; A.· " , L4"
16020 FOP t·I = 1 TO LN
1 603"0 PF~ INT D$; "READ G%" ; A; H, R" ; N
1 604 0 INPUT G<N,A )
16050 NEXT N
.1..;'1160 PRit lT (•$;" CLOSE m ;· " ; A
.1.'507 0 NEXT A
1608 '3 RETURN
17000 REM GET ASSIGNMENT .rlAMES
1 7 0113 PR INT DS; "OPEN ASSNAME$, L25 "
17020 FOR I = .1. TO LA
170:3'13 Pl"INT D-J:: "P.Et1C• ASSNAMES .. R"; l
.1.70413 I NP•_IT AS SllAME:H I )
:1. 7'35 "1
NEXT" I
1T060 PRINT D:t:, "•::LOSE !"iSSNAME..$ "
1 7 071'1 RETUF:N
1:::0'!.10 REM GET ASSI•:JNMENT ~!EI G HT!:"·
1 :::1;.1121 PRINT (•$;"OPEN ASS~IT% , L4"
18 020 FOR I = 1 TO LA
:1.803 •3 PR I NT 0$. "REAIJ A SS ~IT;:, P" ; I
18040 INPUT N ~ I J

.::<+:Lt•.,,

u1_1;..ut:t

:L1 ~~~

2 4110 PR I NT : PR I NT "**..,*******"' CLASS SUMMARY "'"'"'*"'***"'*"'"
2 4120 PRI NT "ROSTER
STUDENT
CURRENT"
2 4130 PR I NT " NUMBER
NAME
AVG. "
2 414 0 PF: INT
24:1.50 FOR I = 1 TO LN
241'30 PRINT I ;
24170 PRI NT TAB C 7 >NAME$ CI ) ;
241 71 PR INT " " ; : IF M < I ) < :l THEN 2 41.:?.0
2 4172 FOR J = 1 TO MCI )
24174 PRINT "*";
24176 NEXT J
24:1.80 PRINT TAB < 36 >AVG <I >
2 4190 IF I / 13 = INT <I / 13) THEN GOSUB 1:?000
24200 NEXT I
24 205 IF Q = :1. THEN PR# 0
24210 PR I NT : PR I NT "DO YOU ~!ANT TO SEE THEM AGA IN " ;
24220 HIF''JT (".$
24230 IF C'.$ < > "'T"' AND C:t; < > "YES" THEN 2 004 0
2 4 2 4 0 GOTO 24100
26000 REM SUBP.OLITINE TO CALO:L•LATE CLASS AVEF'AGES BY .ASS!GtlMENL
AND ~J EIGHTED CLASS AVERAGE
26005 FOR A = 1 TO LA
260:1.0 T = 0 : NT = 0
260:1.5 MA = •3
26020 FOP. N = .1. TO LN
2 6025 IF G<N, A> = .1. THEtl r1A = MA • .1.
2.;0:;-0 I F G<N, A> = 1 THEtl GOTO 2 6 070
2.;040 T = T + Gc N. A)
2.::1'151<1 NT = Ni + :L
26060 IF NAMES <N>
" R'./AI LA8LE" THEN r-IT = rn - :l
2'3€170 NE:X:T N
26080 ASSTAVGCA ) = INT CT / <NT ~ .1.00 ) ~ 100 •
26•385 MA <FO = MA
2~'39 •3
tlEXT A
260:?5 IF 1~ = 1 THEN PR!I 1
261•30 GOSUE: :1.:LC11313
261:1.0 P~ INT : PR INT "***"'"'*"'*** ASSIGNMENi SUMMARY ~**** * *•*"
26120 PR I NT : PR I NT "
ASS I GNt1ENT
NUMBER
CLASS"
261 30 PR I NT "NO.
WT.
NAME.
MI SS I NG
F1"/G. "
26140 PR INT
26.1.50 F•JR A = :1. TO LA
26160 PRINT A;
261 70 PRINT TAB < 6 ) WCA>;
2'5180 PR INT TAE:< 10 ) ASSNAME$ CA);
261 8 5 PR INT TAB < 25 ) MA CA);
26190 PRINT TAB < 3.6 >ASSTAVG CA)
26200 IF A / :1.3: = INT CA / 1 3) THEN GOSU8 1:?000
2621 0 NEXT A
2 6211 T = 0
2,;212 w = 0
2 621 3 FOR I = :1. TO LA
26214 T • T + ASSTAVG < I > * l·l< I )
26215 W • W + WCI >
2621 6 ~18'1'T I
2621( CAVG •
INT CT / CW • 100 ) • :1.00 )
2621 8 PP.I NT · PR INT "~JE I GHT:'.D O::LRSS AVERAGE TU C'>A fE l S : " ; CAVG
26219 I F Q = 1 THEN PR# 0
26220 PRUIT : PRINT "DO . YOU WANT TO SEE THEM AGAIN? " ;
26230 INPUT C$
26240 IF CS < > "Y" AND CS < > " YES " THEN GOTO 21304111
26250 GCITO 261 00
2300€1 REM SUBROUTINE TO OUTPUT P.ANt<ED AVERAGES
2800 5 FOR N = 1 TO LN
281.!!1 0 GOSUB l.50013
23020 NEXT N

....

~
~

:l.81!150

NE:a I
PRiNT ~i .;;.. "CLl)SE ASS ~IT:~"
RETURN
REM ~IJ8ROIJT INE TO ~ISPL R~ .1 3 LINES 0F OIJ TFVT FOP CRT US E
~ELETED WI TH ?R INTEP. USAGE
IF Q
:I. THEN
PETURN
P P.UH . PR UH "PC:TUP.N T-0 CONTINUE "
UlP•JT C$
HOME
RETURN
INPUT "DO 'l'OU ~JA NT HARD COP\o'" ; CS
IF CS = "'T" OR CS • "'TES" THEN Q • :1
IF C:t: = " '-.'" OR CS • "'-.'ES" THEN PR I NT " TURN ON PR: NTER NOl.J !

:1 TO LN
28:1.00 F OR H
:1
28:1:1.0 p
~ 8:120
F OR B = :1 TO LN
:t:?'!.1':)~
I F AVGCH> > AVG CB) THEN P = P + :1
28:13 0
p + 1
28:140 IF AVGCH) = AVG CB> AND H > B THEN P
.19002
.i:;:.0e15
28:1.50 rlEXT B
28:160 X<P > = H
:1.?0:1.'il
:i:8:1.70 NEXT H
:1.902ei
28:180 IF Q = :I. THEN PR# :l
:1903 0
.,;:01<i1:) ii
28200
GOSUB :1.:1.000
282:1.0 PRINT : PR INT "********* RANKE D AVERAGES -+<***-+<***.+<"
20002
STl_IDENT
CURRENT"
28220 PRINT : PR INT "CLASS
20004
AVERAGE" ·
PP.INT "RANKING
NAME
28230
PRINT : F OR R
LN TO :1. STEP - :I.
2824 0
Z0005
INPUT "l~HAT I S THE DATE" ; TIME$
ABS <R - LN > + :1
28245 K
20~t10
GOSUB :1.2000 : GOSUB :1.3 000
PRINT K;
28250
20020 GOSUB :1.40€'0 . GOSUB :16000
28260 PRINT TAB C :1.0 >NAME$ CXC R) );
2003 0
GOSUB :!. 7000 : GOSUB .18 000
IF t1 ~X<R>> < :I. THEN 28270
28262
20040 '30SUB :1.:1.000
28263 PRINT II 11 ;
2005•Ii PR I NT
PRINT "D I SPLA\o' OF DATA I S IN F OUP. FORMATS : "
28264 FOR I • :!. TO t1 CXC R> >
2 0060 PR INT " :1.
STUDENT FI LE. "
28265 PRINT "•" ;
20€.170 PRINT " 2.
CLASS AVERAGES B'T' STUDENT. "
28266 NEXT I
Z.
CLASS AVERAGES B'l' ASSIGNMENT. "
20080 PRINT "
28270 P R INT TAB < 36 >AVG <X< R>>
200:?0 PRINT "
4.
RANKED CLASS Al/ERAciES B'l' STUDENT.
IF K / :1.3
INT CK / :13> THEN GOSUB :19000
28280
20€195 PR INT " 5 .
RETURN TO BASIC MENIJ. "
28290 NEXT R
200:?7 PRINT " ..;,
PR I NTEF: ON. "
28295 IF Q • :I. THEN PR# 0
200:?8 PRINT "
7.
PRINTER OFF. "
~
:A!!!l 28300 PRINT : PRINT "DO 'l'OU l~ANT TO S EE THEM AGAIN" ;
20:1"10 PP.INT
PR I NT "PI CK CINE. " ;
283:1.0 INPUT C$
2 0:1:10 INPUT C
28320 IF C$ < > "\o'" AND CS < > "'TES " THEN 20040
2012€1 ON C GOTO 22€100 , 2 401<'0 · 20::000, 28000 . 60, 311Z•00, 3 :1:1.00
22€1€10 REM SUBROUTINE TO OUTPUT INDI VI DUAL STUDENT MARKS I.JI TH AVE 28330 GOTO 28200
:I. TO LN
29005 FOR N
RAGE TO DATE
3:1.000 Q - :I.
22005
GOSUB :1.1•!i00
3:1.005 GOTO 20040
220 :1.0 PRHH : PRINT "WHAT ROSTER NUMBER DO 'TOLi ~JA NT TO S EE. "
3:1.:1.00 Q - 0
22020 INPUT N
3:1.:1.05 GOTO 20040
22025
IF Q
:l THEN P P. # :1.
32000 END
2203.0 GOSUB :l.1000
221!)40 PR I NT : PRUIT "ROSTER NUMBER : " ; N;
22050 P R INT TAB< 40 LEN CNAME$ CN) )) NAMES CN>
22060 PRINT : PP.INT "
ASSIGNMENT
STIJDENI "
MARK"
22070 PR I NT "NO.
l•IT,
NAME
2208 0
PRINT
2 2090 F OR A = :l TO LA
22100 PR IN T A; TAB < 5 >W<A>; TAB < 9)ASSNAMES <A) ,
22.102
IF G<N. A) < > 1 THEN 22:1.06
22:1.04
PRINT TAB < 3'3 ) "MI SS ING"
22:105 GOTO 22:1.:15
2~:1.06
PRINT TA B ~ J7> G<N, A>
22:1:1.'5 IF A / :13 = INT •A / :13> THEN GOSUB :1.9000
22:1:13
NEXT A
~ 2120
GOSUB i 5000
2 2 .13 (l VTAB <2 0 )
2214 0
PRINT "AVERAGE TO DATE I S. " ; AVG <rD
22:14:1.
IF w
:I. THEN
PR# 0
22:142
PRINT " DO 'T'QU l•Jf1NT TO SEE THEM AGAI N" ;
22:144
INPUT CS
22:146
I F C;$ < > "'T" ANO (; $ •'
> "YES" THEN GOTC• 2004 0
22:148 GOTO 22030
22:150 PRINT : PRINT "CHECK ANOTHER? "
22:1.60
INPUT C.$
22.170 IF CS < > "'"" AND C:J: < > "','ES" THEN GOTO 201::• 40
221 80 GOTO 22~00
2 4 00t! REM SUBROUTINE TO CflLCULr1TE AVERAGES, PRESENTED B\o' ROSTER
NIJME:ER
24005 FOR N = :I. TO LN
2 40:1.0
GOS UB :15€100
:l.:3060

:t:::J.I17L:1
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Reading Level Difficulty
Ronald Carlson

There are several formulas, such
as Fog Index or Flesch Scale, used to
estimate the reading level of text
books. Most of these formulas count
the number of words, syllables, sentences and polysyllabic words. Other
formulas tally the occurrences of
certain key words from a specific list of
words.
If you have a large quantity of
samples to determine the reading level
or if you need to find the reading level
on ly on occasion, this program will
calculate the approximate grade level
of the material.
The Fog Index, developed by
Robert Gunning, is based on the
fo llowing formu la:
Grade Level= .4 *( W + L)
W = number of words with 3 or more
syllables
L = average sentence length
There are exceptions involving words
that end with -ing or -ed or capitalized
words.
In my BASIC program there is a
s light variation from the origina l
formulas, inasmuch as counting syllables is a formidable task. I've used an
approximation, that any word that is
nine letters or longer will be three or
more syllables. I also count the number
of words with three or more distinct
vowels and average it with the approximation by length.
So far in all of the samples I've
tested , this estimation is within .5 of the
grade level stated for the material. It is
suggested that you take several passages, about 100 words long, throughout the book to receive an accurate
measure of the grade level of that book.
Ronald Carlson, 44825 Kirk Ct., Canton, Ml
48187

! OREM
20REM READING LEVEL DI FFICULT Y
30REM R. CARLSO N
40RE H CANTON , MICH.
50f\EM
60 DI H A1< 100)
70R l =O
~ SON=O
- 90D=O
lOOP RINT "D I RECTIONS "
llOPRINT
120PRINT"PLEASE DEL ETE ALL PUNCTUATION EXCEPT AT THE END OF A SEN7ENCE
130PRINT"PLEASE TYPE A SPACE BEFORE fHI S PUNCTUATION . THE ACCURACY"
140PRINT"WILL BE INCREASED IF YOU CHOOSE SEVERAL PASSAGES T HROUG~OUT"
150PR I NT"THE BOOK ,•
160PRINT
170 INPUT "HOW MANY LINES OF TEXT ", A
180PRINT"TYPE I N THE PASSAGE.ONE LINE AT A TIME,"
190 PRIN T
200 5=0
210W=O
220 L=O
230To:v
240Tl =O
250 V=O
260FOR B'= l TO A
270INPUT AS
280X=LEN< M· )
290IF A1(X,X>=" . " THEN 420
JOOIF A•<X•X>="!" THEN 420
310IF A'<X ,X>="? " THEN 420
320 AS= ASt " "
330REM T IS NUMBER OF 3 SYLLABLE WORDS
340REM Tl I S THE NUMBER OF THREE SYLLABLE WORDS USING VOWELS
350REM L rs THE NUMBER OF LETTERS IN A WORD
360R EM S I S THE NUMBER OF SENTENCES
370REM W IS THE NUMBER OF WOR DS
380REM V IS THE NUMBER OF VOWELS / WORU
390REM 0 IS AN INDICATOR FOR Df PTHONGS
400RE M N IS THE NUMBER OF SAMPLES
41 0REM Rl I S THE RUNNING TOTAL OF THE READING LEVELS
420FOR C= lTO LEN<As >
430 TS=A$( C, C )
440 IF T$ =" ," THEN 600
450 IF Ts="!" THEN 600
460 IF T$ =" ?" THEN 600
470IF T1=" " THEN 620
480 REM TRIP PI NG THE VARIOUS COUN TERS
490L=L+ l
500IF T$="A" THE N 570
510IF T1="E" THEN 570
520IF T'="I" THEN 570
530IF Ts =" O" THEN 570
540IF TS ="U" THE N 570
550 1'=0
560GOTO 680
570 D=D+ l
580IF D=l THEN V=Vtl
590GOT0680
600S =Stl
610GOT0680
620W =Wtl
6300=0
64 0 IF L>=9 THEN T=Tt l
650 L=O
660I F V) =3 THEN Tl =Tlt l
670V =O
680NEXT C
690NE XT F<
700T=INT( ( T+ Tl )/2 >
7 l OR= , 4*( T+W/S >
720PRI NT
730PRINl"THE READING LE VEL FOR TH IS PASSAGE I S APPROXIMATE LY "I R
740PRINT Tl " THREE SYLL ABLE WO RIIS "
750PRINT WI" WORDS IN THI S PASSAGE"
760PRINT Si " SENTENCES"
770INPUT"OO YOU HAVE MORE MATERIAL ? " , AS
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780N=Ntl
790Rl=RltR
BOOIF Al="YES " THEN 170
810PRINT
820PRINT"THE OVERALL READING LEVEL IS GRADE "iRl / N
830END
REA£•Y

RUN
DIRECTIONS
PLEASE DELETE ALL PUNCT UATION EXCEPT AT THE END OF A SENTENCE ,
PLEASE TYPE A SPACE BEFORE TH IS PUNCTUAT ION .THE ACCURAC Y
WI LL BE INCREASED IF YOU CHO OSE SEVERAL PA SSAGES THROUGHOUT
THE BOOK ,
HOW MAN Y LINES OF TE XT 10
TYPE IN THE PASSAGE.ONE LINE AT A TIME.
?WE FEEL THIS IS MUCH TO O LI TTLE COMING MU CH TOO
?LATE .IN THAT SENSE WE FEEL HIS PROGRAM I S NOT SUFFICIENTLY
?STRONG ENOUGH ,WE FEEL HE SHOULD PROPOSE TO CUT DOWN
?BY AT LEAST 10 PERCENT IN TWO MO NTHS RATHER THAN 50
? PERCENT IN 10 YEARS .NOW HE CAN CU T THE DEMAND BY 10
?PERCENT IN TWO MONTHS WE FEE L WITH A PROGRAM OF EDUCATING
?AMERICANS . WE CALL ON HIM TO ALL OCATE 1100 MILLION
?FROM TH E DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY TO EDUCATE THE AMERICAN
? PEOPLE HOW TO CONSERVE ENERGY HOW NOT TO USE
?THEIR CARS TAKE ONE MI NUTE HOT SHOWERS ,
TH E READING LEVEL FOR THI S PASSAGE I S APPROXIMA TEL Y 10.72
7 THREE SYLLABLE WORDS
99 WORDS IN TH I S PASSAGE
5 SENTENCES
DO YOU HAVE MORE MATERIAL ? NO
THE OVERALL READING LEVEL I S GRADE
READY

Notes
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10 . 72

ll.IST

Another
Hallmark
In
Programming

Wes W. Henley Jr.

40 HOHE
50 REH ,,,LUCK-PRINT <ADPD FH CREAT,COHP.APR 80,V6t4.P18. APR-FOOL-SIDEl BY W. HENLEY
60 PRINT "YOUR MESSAGE, PLEASE (IN 60 LETTERS OR"
65 INPUT "LESS>: • iAf :L = LEN (A• l
70 DIH Tf<120l: FOR I = 1 TO 5: PRINT : NEXT I
100 FOR J = 0 TO INT ( 60 I Ll
110 FOR I = 1 TO L
120 TS<J L + Il = HID• <A•.Irl l
130 NEXT I: NEXT J
140 c = 0
150 PRt 1
200 Al = l:P = 1:c = C + 1: IF C = 37 THEN 999
205 PRINT"
210 READ A:Al = Al + A! IF P = 1 THEN 300
240 FOR I= 1 TO A! PRINT " •;: NEXT I :P = 1: GOTO 400
300 FOR I = Al - A TO Al - 1: HTAB 18: PRINT Tf(I li ! NEXT r:P =0
400 IF Al > 60 THEN 200
410 GOTO 210
600 DATA 601 l11 2118rl2151l0 1213181221819161 4
610 DATA 4161 24161 11 141 514161241 61111415
620 DATA 4161 24 1611 11415141612416111 1415
630 DATA 4161241611114151416124 161111415
640 DATA 41 612416111141514 16124161 111415
650 DATA 416119111416111141 51416119111417191515
660 DATA 4161!812141719151 51416117131511916
670 DATA 3181141515119161112916117171!12911315112
680 DATA 41 25 131111511111121281318171814
690 DATA !130 12 1716171 71115 122 131217 13171 10
700 DATA 1151 231212171!1 7112111 51241!121121 15
710 DATA 115127 1121151! 15127114113
720 DATA l1 5r27171l181ll1 l 15127 171317110
730 DATA !15127 171517 181115124111 217 171716
740 DATA 1151 231 21217191714 1113012171101713
750 DATA 21281317 r101 7r3131261319 r71l012
760 DATA 41 241 21141211311160
770 DATA 5000
999 FOR I = 1 TO 5! PRINT : NEXT I: PRt o: EtlD

*

First there was LOVE, then came
LUST. Now, in a third (and final) version
of greeting-card graphics, we get a bit of
LUCK
0
Wes W. Henley Jr.. 2144 Concord Dr., Billings,
MT 59102.
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COMPUTER
"Er, ahem - It's about an Apple your son
gave me yesterday ..."
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Chapter IV

Word Processing

Chapter IV -

Word Processing

The first article in this chapter, (A Primer to Word Processing, by Gordon McComb) makes
a nice introduction to the joys of word processing. Having a word processor really helps if you do a
lot of writing, and the Apple can be a s capable as you want it to be. However, you must decide how
much you are willing to invest. You can get fancy and buy an 80 column board, a lower case adapter,
a letter quality printer, and word-processing software with all the bells and whistles. You may
instead want to spend less than a hundred dollars and buy any of several low-priced (yet very
effective) software packages that use the Apple as it is. It depends on what you need and how much
you want to spend.
The next two articles (Fundamentals of the Apple Writer and Lower Case Display for the Apple
Writer) deal with Apple Computer, Inc.'s own software, Apple Writer. Because it's inexpensive
($75), widely available (through Apple dealers), and very easy to use, it is probably the most popular.
It also has some limitations - primarily the Jack of tabbing. It does not work "as is" with the lower
case video adapters on the market by Paymar, Lazer Systems, or Videx, but there is a fairly simple
software conversion to fix this (see the second article.) Without the adapter, Apple Writer and most
other word processors display lower case characters on the screen as upper case characters in inverse
video (black letters, white background). An adapter allows both to be shown as you would expect.
In either case, when copy is sent to the printer, it comes out properly.
The next two articles (Easywriter, and Word Processing: Fast and Easy) are reviews of some other
word processors available for the Apple. There are several others, including Super Text II from
MUSE ($150, and a lot of "bells and whistles"), and Supersc ribe from On-Line Systems ($89.95).
The latter is interesting because it provides a lower case display without using a lower case adapter.
It uses the hi-res screen for generating its own characters, and it does include a lot of nice features.
Its price - allowing for what you don't have to spend for a lower case adapter - makes it the most
economical choice available. Before you purchase anything, however, it's a good idea to compare
the features and ease of use of each.
Through the Magic Window, by Al Evans, is a review of one of the lower case adapters mentioned
earlier. When you look for such an adapter, don't just compare prices - it is a lso wise to look at a ll
the options that may be available. Lazer Systems, for example, also makes a keyboard enhancer that
is compatible with their lower case adapter. The enhancer a llows you to use the shift keys the way
you can on a normal typewriter. It also has a keyboard buffer that allows type-ahead. (The Apple
normally remembers only the last character entered, so if the computer takes a moment to "think,"
you might lose a character. This is not a problem with slow typists.) Videx's lower case adapter is
more expensive, but it also includes the shift-key modification. As a lways, it's best to shop around.
Finally, we present Project 80, by Alinsky and Gaylor. Those of you who must see exactly what
your output is going to look like will need an 80 column output board or the Magic Window word
processor described earlier. My complaint with Magic Window, though, is that it's difficult to
proofread from the screen, because you have to simultaneously scroll up or down, and left o r right.
Following that is a comparative review of three such boards. My Apple has only a 40 column screen,
and so I've got to trust the computer to figure the exact output. However, my applications don't
require that I know exactly where word s will be read to begin a new line. An 80 column board will
also req uire you to use a monitor, instead of a regular television. A television does not have enough
resolution to clearly show the smaller characters.

How to Choose the Right Word Processor

A Primer for Word Processing

The old adage, "You can't please all
the people all of the time" is definitely
true about word processing programs.
Whether used in education, engineering
or business, the value of a word processor
is beyond question. But choosing the right
program for your individual needs is no
easy task. A program which is perfect for
one application may be worthless for
another.
Enter the article you're now reading. If
you don't know how merging, justification,
glossaries or embedded commands can
help you with your business or personal
word processing needs, then by all means,
read on.
Word Processing programs are among
the most used programs for micro and
mini computers. But many users, unsure
of the meaning of certain features or the
extent of their capabilities, often choose
a program more or less at random. It it
simply a matter of matching your needs
with the capabilities of the program.
Before We Begin
In selecting the right software to satisfy
your needs, two things must be taken into
consideration: First, the type of documents
you will be preparing; the vast majority
of text written on word processors is the
standard letter or manuscript variety. If
your use is more specialized, you should
be aware that some of the features necessary to perform complex functions are
beyond the scope of many word processing
programs.
For instance, if you write specifications
for the construction of buildings, you will
most likely want to use an extended outline
form. Some programs may not be able to
format text in this fashion. If you are an
engineer or chemist, you will need superGordo n M c Comb, 410 Escondido Avenue, Vista.
CA 92083.

Gordon Mc Comb
scripts and subscripts (letters and numbers
half a line above and below regular type).
Again, some programs are not capable of
this . .
Secondly, your computer and peripherals
must support the features of the
software.
A typical system might include a computer with a minimum memory of 32K, a
floppy disk for data storage (either 5 1/4"
or 8") and a printer.
A sufficient amount of memory is needed
for the resident computer operating system,
the word processing program and the text
itself. With anything less than 32K, you
may find yourself limited to processing
only a dozen pages or so at a time.
The Printer
Your c hoice of a printer will be the
most important factor in determining the
compatibility of software and equipment.
The kind of printer you choose will be
depende nt on the quality you need in the
finished product. Daisy-wheel printers
(starting at S2,000) will give you moderate
speed and excellent type quality. Dot matrix
printers (starting as low as S400) will give
you faster speed, but less quality because
the characters are composed of small
dots.
Another possibility is a modified office
typewriter, such as an IBM Selectric. A
special base plate or hood containing
dozens of "typing fingers," is attached to
the typewriter and connects to the computer. The add-on plate or hood won't
affect the normal operation of the typewriter, so the machine can perform double
duty-as a word processing printer and a
regular ofice typewriter.
Most printers may have some limitations
when it comes to supporting software

features. For instance, a few daisy-wheel
printers, although designed for word
processing programs, aren't capable of
proportional spacing (each character is
spaced according to its width; "i"s take
less space than "w"s) and your program
may include that feature. It is unlikely
that you can get a modified typewriter to
print subscripts, and a dot matrix printer
has trouble doing boldface. Get specifications on the printer before buying to
make sure it will be able to take full
advantage of the features of the program.
Inside Views
The following a re features commonly
found in word processing prog rams.
Unfortunately, the terminology used for
word processing features is not standard
and descriptions of certain capabilities
can be misleading. When buying software,
ask the dealer for an explanation of the
features in question. When a program is
said to have "automatic indenting," will it
automatically indent at the beginning of
each new paragraph, or indent on every
line? Whenever possible, try out the
program before buying. like a well-tailored
suit, it should fit you well.
Password
You can control the use of your recorded
documents by giving them password protection. You can select any or all of the
files on a diskette to be locked in, accessible
only by a coded message - and the password can be different for each
document.
Upper and Lower Case
When you power up the computer and
load the program, you may find a variety
of ways to display the characters on the
screen. Some systems may show both upper
and lower case. Some may show capital
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letters only, and you have no way of
distinguishing between upper and lower
case. Still, other programs display all caps,
but characters appear black within small
white blocks. This is called "reverse video"
and is used to denote capital letters within
the text.
Upper and lower case capabilities are
mainly a hardware consideration, but your
program must be compatible with your
hardware to operate properly. If, for
example, you have modified your computer
for upper and lower case, make sure the
program will run with it.
However, capital letters only on the
screen does not mean your computer will
print out only caps. The computer itself
knows the difference between upper and
lower case; it's the video monitor that
may be confused.

Screen Loads
The amount of text contained in an
entire screen on the video monitor is called
a screen load. The number of characters
in a line and the number of lines per
screen will vary from one computer to
the next. Again, this is something inherent
in the machine itself, your software won't
have much control over this.
With most computers, two or three
screen loads will make up one single-spaced
page. The way your program handles the
text is an important consideration. Some
see the document as an entire page, and
you "flip" through the screen pages oneby-one as you write or look over the
material. This is called page scrolling.
Other programs move your text one line
at a time. This is called vertical line
scrolling. There are no actual pages with
this method ; the document is one long
"scroll" of text.
Wrap Around
As you type, you may notice you don't
have to push the "return" or "enter" key
each time you end a line. If a word exceeds
the maximum screen width, it will wrap
around onto the next line. The program
This is a sample of j ustified
t ext . Both th e ri ght a nd left
margins are even.
To avoid ex cess space between words , it ' s
often handy t o have a hyphenation capabi lity. That puts 1no r e
word s on each line .
This s hows ce ntered tex t.
Good for title pages , ~ain
docurnen t
h eadi ng s , and more.
This sho ws fl us h right margins .
In stead of the typical fl ush
left , it puts each line e v en on
the right maruin .
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will never split a word, so as you add and
delete words, the computer re-formats the
text, wrapping everything around as
needed.

SpUt Screen
Since you can view only a small portion
of the document at a time, some programs
have added a split screen feature that

You can change the way
a document is printed
the same way you can
control its appearance
on the video monitor.
allows you to see one part of the document
while you look at or edit another part.
This is a handy feature when you're moving
text around, checking for continuity,
transitions, etc.

Mode Control
Word processors do three basic things:
write new text, edit text and jump from

one part of the text to another. Th
functions are often referred to as "aG
"change," and "cursor movement." )
might also see them as "write," "ed
and "cursor control." A few progra
make it possible to be in all three mo
at once. Others require you to shift betw•
modes as you work with the documf
This is not as burdensome as it soun
but check the "feel" of the program bef·
you take it home. Some software packa
have
very
complicated
con1
sequences.

Cursor Control
An important aspect of your we
processing system is the ease with wh
you can position your "pen" (cursor)
the point where you want to write ore<
You can manipulate the cursor to me
left, right, up and down-all withe
affecting the text. You may also be al
to move the cursor directly to the end
start of a line or the beginning or end
the document. Programs that are pai
oriented allow the cursor to jump to a
desired page.
Orientation
A program that allows you to displ
and change lines, either by making a chan
within the line, or by replacing the enti
line, is a "line-oriented" word process<

>*Primer on word processing.
CommentLine
>J=N LM=ll RM=74 1-------- -------Embedded Command•.
>C='i LS=2
A PRIMER FOR WORD PROCESSING
How to Choose the Right Word-Processor
For '{our Mic r o or Mini Computer$
written By
Gordon Mc Comb$
>J =N C=N - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - Embedded Command
The old adage, •you can 't pl ease all the people a ll of
th e time• is definitely true about word processing
programs. Whethe r used in education , engineering or
business, th e value of a wo r d processo r i s beyond reproach.
But choosi ng the right program for your individual needs is
no easy task. What's perfect for one applicatio n may be
worthless for another.
Enter the article-you're now read i ng. If you don't
know how merging, justification, glossaries or embedded
commands can help you with your business or personal word
processing needs , then by all means - read on! \
[HS>
Mc comb
[P>tll [2>]
WORD PROCESSING PRIMER
$ Header Instruction Command
l
WP sof tware is some of the most ut i li zed programs for
mi c ro and mini computer s . But many users, unsure of the
meaning of certai n features or the extend of its
ca
Page Number
Text and Format lines. This is a typical printout of text, invisible (comment)
Command and
lines and embedded commands. This particular document was prepared
Start Point
using Radio Shack's Scripsit fo r the TRS·80 Model I. By fo llowing the
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syntax instructions for addressing the program. the user can control all
maf11ins, centering, line spacing, e tc. Mastering a word processor like
Scripsit takes only a couple short hours.

Header Text

Often this type of program functions in
the same manner as the Basic editor found
in most computers. If the program allows
you to move the cursor to any part of the
screen display, it is character-oriented.
This approach allows for faster and easier
editing. Phrases such as "page-oriented"
and "screen-oriented" also refer to the
ability to work with a screenful of text
with total cursor control.
Screen Formatting

To make it easier to visualize how a
document will look when printed, many
programs make it possible to change the
appearance of the text on the screeen.
You may be able to format the document
for 10, 40, or even 100 characters wide.
In the case of the line which includes
more characters than the width of the
screen will allow, the program will scroll
the text horizontally over one character
at a time as you type. This is very much
like a movie panoramic effect-with words
instead of mountain ranges.
Printer Formatting

You can change the way a document is
printed the same way you can control its
appearance on the video monitor. Userdefined parameters (instructions on how
to output the text) are vitally important
because they control the final appearance
of the document. As a minimum, you
should be able to change the line spacing,
line width, page length, number of lines
per page, and top, left, right and bottom
margins.
Other special features for formatti ng
which may be available include:

Flush Right where the standard even
margin is on the right side.
Justification, which provides even
margins on both right and left sides.
Centering, which centers each line in
the middle of the page-handy for titles
and so forth.
Vertical Centering, which takes the
entire document page and centers it in
the middle of the sheet. No more top
heavy letters.

Local Editing

Your program should be
capable of inserting and
deleting characters
and words.
Normally, the computer will set up all
of the screen and printer formats when
you power up the system. It will assume
you want to use the program in the
"normal" fashion. These are called defaults,
and unless you tell the computer otherwise,
it will perform all the functions as specified
by the manufacturer.
Tabs and Indenting

You should be able to select tab positions
the same way you do with a reg ular
typewriter. Some programs allow only a
certain number of pre-selected tabs; others
make it possible to select tab stops at any
character position.

Standard
Text

3 computer screen loads

=

Required tabs-sometimes called auto
indenting-place every line at the tab
position you have selected. Writers of
outlines and reports will use this capability
extensively.
Paragraph indenting-incorrectly called
auto indenting by many manufacturerssimply indents each new paragraph. When
you hit the "paragraph" key, it will automatically position only the first line at the
indented position.
Your program should be capable of
inserting and deleting characters and words.
It might also be capable of dropping or
adding entire lines, paragraphs and pages.
These one-at-a-time changes are called
local editing functions. Position the cursor
where you want to make the change, key
in the commands and the edited version
will appear on the screen.
The simplest editing function is the
strikeover feature. If you make an error,
such as "the" instead of "the," position
the cursor over the "e," and type in the
correct spelling.
Global Editing

Let's say you must change the spelling
of a person's name which occurs many
times throughout a lengthy document.
Instead of looking for eve ry occurrence
of the name and making each change
manually with local commands, you can
instruct the computer to perform a global
editing function. There are three types:
search or find, delete and replace. With
this example, you would use the global
replace function. You would tell the

"Variables"

1 single spaced page

Typical Screen and Page Configuration. The amount of text contained in
one screen most likely will not equal one entire printed page. For most
systems, you 'II need to fill up two to four scree11s to equal 011e si11gle·
spaced typewritten page.

Merging Print. The opera/or first writes a primary document which
includes the basic text plus all variable comma11ds. Then, the user creates
the secondary file documen/, which contains al/ the i11forma1ion /hat will
be included in each variable s/01.
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computer what name to find, and how to
change it. The machine does the rest.
Global search allows for easy retrieval
of information. I,.et's say you need to make
an index. Each word you want to list is
keyed into the computer, which then
displays every occurrence. It will continue
until it reaches the end of a document.
You can use global functions for correcting
spelling errors, deleting redundant words,
changing one vendor's name to another,
etc.
Blocks
A block is any large amount of text.
You define a block by putting block
markers around the area with which you
wish to work. The entire block can then
be moved, changed or deleted at will.
For example, you need to change the
position of a paragraph. You would like it
better if it were at the beginning of the
document, so you put markers around
the paragraph, tell the computer where
you want the block to be moved and give
the command. Some programs refer to
this feature by names such as "cut and
paste," but its convenience is the same no
matter what the name.
Merging
Merging has nothing to do with big
business or Wall Street. It is a highly
useful feature that enables the operator
to create items such as personally addressed
form letters in a minimum amount of
time.
A typical merge feature works this way:
you type out the basic letter, inserting
"variable" commands in each place where
names, account numbers, dates and so
forth will change from letter to letter.
You then prepare a separate file of
everyone's name and all the required
information. Merging channels each name,
account number, and date into the proper
variable space.
Of course, you can also perform the
same function by changing each letter
manually, but merging takes only a fraction
of the time.
Glossary
If you have names, sentences or paragraphs that you must write many times
within the text. the glossary function will
save you from entering the information
each time.
You begin by making a glossary filewriting out the word(s) that you will be
using often. When you prepare the document, you will now be able to refer to the
glossary file , tell the compu ter which
word(s) you want inserted, and it will do
the rest. You can insert entire paragraphs
with only two or three keystrokes.
Dictionary
Dictionaries, or spelling checkers, have
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up to 50,000-word memories (some allow
you to add as many as 10,000 words of
your own) that wiU le t you know if you
have made a typo or spelling mistake. If a
word is misspelled, it will alert you by
highlighting it, putting it in reverse video,
etc.
Chaining
When you load new text material into
the computer from your floppy disk, the
computer automatically erases what was
previously on the screen. However, by
using the chain or assemble feature , you
can "stack" one document on top of
another. This comes in handy when you
want to write material in small pieces,
then combine them for a single print-out.

Also, the program may give you the
option of selecting specific pages where
the header and footer are to be placed
(for instance, starting on page 2, all pages
thereafter except 14, 18 and 23).
Pagination
It is difficult to know where one page
ends and another begins when writing
with a word processor, so trying to add
page numbers in the text while writing
can be next to impossible. Many programs,
however, will put the page numbers on
for you. You can begin numbering at any
point, and place the number in any position
you wish.

Directories and Menus
As you record each document on the
floppy disk, you give it a name that allows
you to retrieve it quickly. A directory or
menu allows you to see the titles of all the
documents you have saved. Some programs

Hyphenation
Because of the wrap-around feature of
a word processor. some lines may look
peculiar. A word that doesn't fit will slide
to the next line, and when printed, can
look awkward. Most programs will allow
you to hyphenate. The computer will tell
you the words that will be affected, and
you tell it if you want to hyphenate and
where you want to break the word.

Merging has nothing
to do with big business
or Wall Street.

Print Modes
If you are printing on a long roll of
paper, you can instruct the computer to
print continuously. If you are using single
sheets, such as letterhead, you will need
to instruct the computer to stop after
each page so you can insert a new sheet.

will let you break from your writing, look
at the directory, then continue with the
writing. With others you must exit the
program thereby erasing any text you have
not saved.
Embedded Commands
You can instruct the computer to change
the printing format while printing. This
way , you can include commands for
centering text. justification, indentation,
etc. within the document. The printer
will go through the text, changing the
format as it goes without stopping for
readjustment. The embedded commands
will not print out unless you want them
to.
Headers and Footers
At times, you may need to include the
document name on each page of the
manuscript. This can be done with the
header and footer functions. You can
instruct the computer to print out the
same information on every page-either
the top for a header; or the bottom for a
footer. You can also specify that this
function occur only on odd or even pages.
This is handy when preparing a manuscript
that will be printed on both sides of the
paper.

Document.a tlon and Instructions
Don't overlook this important item when
choosing software. Tutorial devices, such
as audio cassettes or special learning
programs, help the non-computer-trained
operator to understa nd the system better.
Many word processing programs are geared
for someone with little or no computer
knowledge, so the instructions must be
explicit and easy to understand.
A helpful sales team is also an important
adjunct to your software. They may be
perfectly happy to sell you the computer
and the program , but will they be equally
helpful when you have a question or a
problem?
Miscellany
Invisible lines. sometimes called comment Lines. are used by authors for reminders. notes a nd re marks. Invisible lines
show up on the video screen and will only
be printed if you specifically ask for
them.
Decimal alignment neatly places each
figure in a column with all decimals
aligned - especially useful when preparing
bills and monthly reports.
Some programs are also capable of math
functions. Enter the numbers, instruct the
computer to perform the arithmetic and
the total will appear where you have specified.

Underlining and boldface are especially
useful for emphasizing certain words or
phrases. Your printer must be able to
perform these functions, which usually
require it to back space.
Subscript and superscript will shift the
printing platen half a space up and down
for printing scientific notation, equations,
formulae and footnotes.
Where Do You Go From Here?
If you are considering the purchase of
word processing software, you should now
make a list of the features your processor
must have to do the work you want done.
Include the reasons for choosing certain

capabilities and estimate the percentage
of time you feel you will use each function.
List the features you would like to have,
but which are not absolutely necessary to
carry out your work. Some capabilities,
such as merging, math and dictionaries,
are available as add-on~. If you find later
that you need a feature not originally
included with the program, you may be
able to buy it separately.
After you have listed your feature
priorities, talk with a computer and soft·
ware representative to see what they have
to offer you. By the way, many word
processing programs are available through

the mail. It is often cheaper and very
convenient to buy this way, but never
buy a program without trying it out first.
Most software suppliers. understandably,
don't have return policies: once you buy
it, it's yours. So don't get stuck with
something that won't work for you.
To some, word processing seems like a
luxurious fad. People have been banging
out letters and other documents on type·
writers fo r almost 100 years, why not
continue for a 100 more? But just try a
good word processing program and I'll
guarantee you will wonder how you ever
got along without it!
D

" ... and here's my computer with a joystick, and
here it is with pussycat, and here . .. "
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With a few limitations, Apple Writer
is more than adequate for term
papers, letters and magazine articles.

Barry D. Bayer

Firs t there we re cave drawings. And
then there was hand ca rved type. And
finalry. in 1456. J ohann Gutenb erg
launched development of the tech n ology
of movea ble type, making the abi lit y to
read a perfectly pri nted page a vailable to
the masses.
First there was paper punched tape.
And then t here we re the I BM magnetic
tape and magnetic card 'word p rocessors'
(the MTST and MTSC). And then. in the
last couple o f years. the Wang. Xerox.
Qyx. Redactron. and all of the other
computer techn o logy wo rd-p rocess ing
systems. which are graduall y bringi ng us
into a new era. making the a bility to type a
perfect ly printed page a va ilab le to the
ma sses.
A nd inde e d th e m odern "wo rd
processo r" is one o f the h ott est items of
offi ce techn o logy making th e round s
today. But mos t of the modern word
processo rs are not hing btH co mpute rs.
with software appropriate to the easy
man ipula t ion of strings. Gi ven appropriate software the microp rocessor can do
anything that the big machines ca n. and
considerably c hea per.

Ua rry D. Ua yc r. 2842 Walnul. llomcwood . I L 604.10.
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GPeatlve compatlnfj

Apple Writer comes
nicely packaged,
with adequate
documentation
And it works.

Apple Writer comes with several
machine language programs duplicated on
two SY. inch mini-noppy disks. one a write
protected systems disk. and the o t her
d es igned a s a wo rking co py. In structions
are give n to t reat the wri te-p ro tected disk
wit h g reat care. a s it is inte nded to be
co pied when the wor king disk is worn. (All
of t he Apple Write r programs arc user
tran sferable fr o m disk t o dis k. and the
compan y even tells us h o w t o d o it. It is
nice to sec a software publisher who trusts
us. )
Booti ng the system with the working
disk prese nts a menu which permits t he

SOFTWARE PROFILE
Name: Apple Write r
Type: Word processor
System: 48K Apple II or II +,
I Disk Drive

Format: Disk
Language: Assembly
Summary: An adequate
word processor.
Price: $75
Manufacturer:
Apple Computer, Inc.
10260 Bandley Dr.
Cupertino, CA 95014

o perator to EDIT a file already in the
com puter. I N I T IALIZE a n ew fi le.
PR! T the file in memo r y. SA VE th e
current fi le to d isk. LOAD a file from dis k
to memory.or QUITthe systemand return
to Basic. (The actual co mma nds used a re.
approp riatel y enough. "E." "N," "P," "S,"
" L." and "Q. ")

Most people wi ll probably take a
quick run through the 7-page manua l. and
LOAD a "Tutorial" file into memory.
Working through the Tutorial program
gives o ne experience in manipulating the
curs9r to edit tex t in memor y.
The initial Text mode is used to input
lowercase text. Pressing the escape key
o nce changes the c ursor to a n inve rse video
"/\", indicating that the next character
typed will be print ed in uppercase . (This
Upper Case mode effect s o nly the next
character typed; a second character wi ll
print in lowercase.) As the App le does not
supp ort on-screen lower case. the Apple
Writer co nvention is that all characters
appearing upper case on the 40-column
scree n will print lower case (on a printer
tha t has lower case, of course) and a ll
characters to be printed in upper case arc
shown on the sc reen in inverse video. The
use of the escape key instead of the shift
key. as well as the inverse video. takes some
getting used to. but should be no problem
to the h obbyist.
Text wraps co mpletely around the
screen. going from column 40 on one line.
and cont inuing on column I of the next.
witho ut requiring a car riage return. Thi s
results in s trange-l ooking word breaks on
screen. but makes no difference when the
text is fi nally printed.
Pressing th e escape key twice in
succession changes the cursor to a flashing
"+". and, taking a cue from the Apple 11
Plus. enables the operator to move the
cursor about th e te xt using the I.J. K and M
.k eys (they form a diamond on your
typewriter keyboard) to move one line up.
o ne space to the left. o ne space to t he right .
and o ne line down. respectively. Thi s
C ursor Co nt rol mode is used to get to th e
exact position in th e tex t where you wish to
Insert. Delete, or whatever.
The repeat key makes the cursor
move faste r. Con trol V (Vertica l) to go
d own about 12 lines. and a control T (Top)
to go up about 12 lines make b ig jumps
possible. (The Apple Writer is big on
mnemonics. Control B to the BEGI
ING .Control E to the END, Control
I to I SERT. Control K to KEEP(savc)a
p o rt ion of the file to disk. Control S to
SEARC H. and the like. This sou nds a bit
silly, but it makes th e system relati ve ly easy
to lea rn .) Fi na ll y. putting th e cursor into
C ursor Co ntrol mode. and a Co nt rol Q.
will QUIT the Edit routine. and return the
program to the mai n menu.
The Control S search-and-replace
fea ture , a lth ough n othing new to compu ters or word processi ng. deserves a
couple of sentences of its own. When
properly inst ructed. the Apple II will
sea rch from the current cu rsor position to
t he end of the fil e for a given stri ng set off
by delim iters of your own choosing.
Continually pressing Return will get you to
each s uch string found. one at a time . If
you have given Apple Writer a replace-

mcnt string. yo u can manually order a
replacement. one at a time. or can demand
the computer replace each instance of the
searched fo r string with the replacement
string . Fantast ic for semiautoma ted form
letters. and for those of us who always spell
a common word the same wrong way. or
for changing "Lessee" to "Tenant" all the
way through a form lease.
Load ing or saving a file in volves
no t hing but t yp ing an "L" or "S". a fi le

Apple Writer will
certainly make your
written communication
much clearer and
easier.

name. and pressing Return . To delete a
file. or to determi ne which files are on disk.
one types a Control D. which takes you
temporarily out of the program. and
enables you to access DOS commands.
directly. The print option ca uses another
program named "printer" to BRUN. a nd
presents the user with a menu having
options of PR I T l G a new doc u ment.
CONTI NUING the printing of a document a lready started. LOADING a file
from disk for printing . RETU RNing to the
Editor . o r QU ITing the system. ("P.""C."
"L." "R" or "Q." o f course.)
The new-<l ocument option produces
yet another menu which permits change of
print parameters such as left. right. top and
bottom ma rgins. lines per page. spaces
between lines. and location of printcrdriver routine. The parameters a re stored
on disk. and will be avai lable, in exactl y th e
altered form. when the new document
option is chosen again. The parameter
menu then yields to a small menu which
gives the user the ch oice of printing. o r
pressi ng escape. wh ich wi ll ret urn to th e
Print menu for another t ry. If one chooses
P ri nt , t he printing will s tart immediately.
unless o ne has ch osen t he Single Sheet
parameter. in which case the program wi ll
sto p and a ll ow the user to check paper one
las t time.
Apple Writer gives the user the
additional forma tting option of embedding forma t commands into the text. Each
s uch command must be preceded by a
carriage return and a "[". As these
commands are part of the text (although.
of course. not printed) th ey may be rather

conveniently changed b y th e Search and
Replace routines. These commands take
precedence over the va lues prese nted in the
parameter menu.
Depending on which imbedded command~ have been inserted into the text
while inputted. and also depending on
default va lues entered in th e parameter
men u. print ing can be justified left. right.
cente red. or fu ll (simu ltaneously right a nd
left); spacing can be single. d o uble or more;
margins can be va ried. and pages n umbered and titled . The operator has nothing
to do but watch the printer (and feed
paper if using single sheet operatio n.)
Apple Writer. as wi th all Applcproduced software that I have see n. comes
nicely pa ckaged. with adequate documentation . And it works. I sus pect that a
secretary in a business office might be
reluctant to u~e it. as the inverse video can
be confusing to the uninitiated. and one
ca nn o t sec the typed fo rmat on the scree n
because of the A pple's 40 column display.
Each of these arc limitati o ns of th e
compute r. h owever. and not of the
software. (There are a number o f hardware
modifi cations which provide lowercase
characters. and even 80 column lines. The
serious user may want to adapt th e
machine to make it [ook lik e a t ypewriter.)
But for someone who is w illing to
accept these limitations. the sys tem is more
than adequate for light typing such as term
papers. complaining letters to so ftware
manufacturers. and magazine articles.
Although form letters are not provided for. a s such. use of the sca rch-andreplace routi nes as well as the block-insert
and move commands make semi-a ut omated form letters possible.
One disturbi ng fea tu re of the entire
package is th e very ca reful DISCLA IM ER
OF ALL WARRANTIES AND LI AB ILITY emb la10ncd on the Copyright
page of the manual. I believe tha t it is
completely irresponsi ble for a softwa re
publi sher to attempt to disclaim A LL
warranties fora product. At the very least.
a purchaser s hould be able to get hi~
purchase price returned if th e product
docsn 't wo rk as represen ted in some
important respect. (I wish to make clear
that the Apple Wri1er does work. and that
Apple is not the only culprit in this regard .)
I imagine that Apple would p robably do
this volu ntarily if a disastrous bug was
pointed out. but any purchaser should read
(and dema n d 10 see) any warranty
information on a ny significanl purcha se.
prior to paying . or at least have some so rt
of unders tanding with the retailer pri o r to
purchase.
At S75 list price. the Apple Writer isn ·1
fancy . It doesn't have a number of features
such as automatic paragraph indentation.
multi-file search . underscoring. and onsc recn totals. But it will certainly make
your written communication much clearer
a nd ca~icr.
0
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Lower-Case Display for Apple Writer
John E. Stith

Writing consumes a lmost all of the
time I spend on my Apple II computer.
Therefore, I was happy to see the arrival
of several new tex t processor software
packages for th e Apple I I. Unfortuna tely,
no single package perfectly met my needs,
so I decided to purchase o ne that came
close a nd t o modify it.
I examined three prominent text
processors: Apple Writer, Easy Writer,
and Super-Text. All three packages a rc
versa tile, comprehensive programs which
run much faster than any Basic-language
tex t edit or a nd formatter I have tried, but
each has its own disadvantages for my
application, writing. All three packages
fully suppo rt upper and lower-case printo ut , but they a ll have their own restrictions
on lower-case display on the Ap ple 11
Monitor. The fo ll owing paragraphs o utline the drawbacks I fo und in each package. These may or may not be drawbacks
to other users.
Apple Writer has a convenie nt fi le
fo rmat a nd easy-to-use upper /lower-case
shifting, but has the d rawback of not displaying lower-case letters o n the screen
during editing. (It , like EasyWriter, uses
inverse letters fo r capitals and normal
upper-case characters to represent lowercase characters.)
EasyWriter is a flexible package but
has t wo drawbacks for me. First, it uses
its own file st ructure, incompatible wi th
Apple DOS 3.2, so any text I alread y have
that I wo uld like to use with EasyWriter
John Stith. P.O. Box 7463. Colorado Springs.

co 80933.
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would have to be completely re-entered.
Therefore, I decided tha t, as is, no o ne
of the three packages suited m y need s. I
picked the o ne that came closest and
decided to buy and modify Apple Writer
(after first ca lling Apple Computer and
being assured that no pla ns exi sted for
ma rketing a lowe r-case display version.)

It is more appropriate
to tailor
hardware/software
systems to sound
human-engineering
concepts, rather than
force the human to
adapt to painful
machine restrictions.
That a lone is e no ugh to prohibit me fr om
converting to it; but. additi onally. it
doesn 't suppo rt lower-case screen display
unless you spend more on extra ha rdware
tha n the pu rchase price of EasyWriter.
Super-Text has a convenient fil e
fo rmat and has upper/ lowe r-case, o nscreen display, using the Da n Payma r
lower-case adapter, which costs $50 and is
well worth the price. Super-Text, howeve r,

has three significant drawbacks for my
application. First, it ha s a cumbersome
method of shifting in a nd out of upper
case via control characters. Second, it
uses embedded control characters for
formatting, so it's difficult to excha nge text
with other ASCII computers. Third, it ha s
no a bility to print page headers automa tically, a must for writing.
With the continued decrease in cost of
computer capability, a nd the increasing
cost of labo r, I think it is more a ppropria te
to tailor hardware/ software systems to
sound human-engineering concepts, rather
tha n force the human to adapt to painful
machine restrictions. It 's o bvio usly possible to make do with constraints s uch as
inverse video to represent upper-case
characters, or rea ding bina ry rather tha n
decimal numbers, but I don't like to do it
when it's unnecessary and time-wasting.
The Modifications
T he ba la nce of this article shows the
modifications I made to Apple Writer to
get a round the problem of no on-screen,
lower-case display. These modifications all
depend o n having the Dan Paymar lowercase adapter installed on th e Apple II. The
adapter has been described extensively in
print, but, briefly, it is a small accessory
that plugs into the Apple II in place of the
no rma l character generator ROM . The
Apple II operates normally, in both text
and graphic modes, with the exception that
lowe r-case characters are also included in
the character set. The only limitation is
that the new lower-case characters cannot

Fiqur& 2

Figure 1
New Character Input and Conversion Routines for TEOITOR Program
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Patches to Apple Writ&r TEDITOR Program

***CON11ERT***
$0C
$18A7

BRK
CMP 1$83
BNE $18C7
ORA l$EO
RTS

CONVERT CASE?
YES, BRANCH

0813-

20 EO 18

JSR $18EO

CALL BELL

DONE

l4FA-

4C AO 18

JMP $18AO

JUMP

UPPER CASE?
NO , BRANCH

lSOl-

4C CO 10

JMP

1530153115321533lS34-

EA
EA
EA
EA
PO OF

NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
BEQ $1515

1S49lS4C154F15511553-

20
20
A9
85

JSR
JSR
LOA
STA
NOP

NO, BRANCH
CONVERT TO LOWER
Ailt#AYS BRANCH
LOWER CASE?
NO, BRANCH
NO, BRANCH
CONVERT TO UPPER
DONE
SPACE FILLER
CTRL-C?
***INPUT***
NO, BRANCH
YES, MAKE LOWER CASE

01 15
FO PD
CO
OB

EA

$18CO JUMP TO INPUT

AO
02
20
CO
06
EO
02
20

LDA
BNE
PLA
CMP
BNE
LOA
RTS
PLA
CMP
BMI

HAVE TO CONVERT?
YES, BRANCH

1$1\0
$1803
f$20

BLANK?
NO, BRANCH
DON'T CARE CHARACTER
DONE

RTS

UPPER CASE?
NO , BRANC!!
NO , BRANCH
CONVERT TO LOWER
DONE

PHI\

70
OS

LOA
SEQ
LDY
J SR
PLA
RTS

** *BELL***

$70
$18EA
UOA
$FBE4

BRANCH Ailt#AYS

Figure 2. Patches to Apple Writer TEDITOR Program.

DONE

$OB
$18D4

#$CO
$18DF
Q!P i$EO
BPL $18DP
ORA 1$20

ELIMINATE INVERSE CURSOR

$lSOl GET CORRECT VALUE TO PRINT
$FDFO PUT IT ON SCREEN
#$CO
RESET POR LOWER CASE
$08

PHI\

OB
08

TO CONVERT

POP DESIRED?
NO , BRANCH
LOIUl DURATION
BELL2 IN MONITOR
DONE

Fiqur& 3
New Character Input Routine for PRINTER Program
INPUT
18EO18Ell 8E3l8E518E6l8E718E8l 8EAl 8ECl8EE18FOl 8F2-

48
AS
DO
68
60
68
C9
30
C9
10
09
60

10
02

CO
06
EO
02
20

PHA
LOA
BNE
PLA
RTS
PLA
CHP
BMI
CMP
BPL
ORA
RTS

$10
$18E7

CONVERT TO LOWER CASE?
YES, BRANCH
DONE

l$CO
$18F2
$1EO
$18F2
1$20

UPPER CASE?
NO, BRANCH
NO, BRANC!!
CONVERT TO LOWER CASE
DONE

Figure 3. New Character Input Routine for PR I NTER Program.

Figure I. New Character Input and Conversion Routines forTEDITOR Program.

be flashed or shown in inverse video.
Since Apple Computer does not provide the so urce code for Apple Writer, I
have no absolute guarantee that the
portion of memory that co ntains my
patches will never be destroyed, but in
th orough testing and in writing this article,
I had no problems a t all.
Figure 1, New Character Input and
Conversion Routines for TEDITOR Progra m, shows the add itional code I wrote
for the text editor program. It resides at
!BAO through 18EB. (All addresses in th is
article are in hex.) CONVERT, loca ted at
I SAO, is the rout ine used during the casechange mode, cha nging upper case to
lower case a nd vice versa. All other characters are left untouched. INP UT, at
IBCO, is the routine that handles case shift
during text entry. It traps for control-C,
si nce that character is used as an end-oftext indicator and would accidenta lly
truncate text if entered into the text buffer.
INPUT also converts a pseudo-character,
an upper-case bla nk, for use asa don't-ca re
character in string searches a nd replacements. The third routine, BELL, a t 18EO,
simply so unds a pop each time a character
is entered in the text-input mode, if enabled
by the co ntrol-P func tion of Apple Write r.

BELL is optional, but if yo u omit it , you
must a lso o mit the pa tches for it in Figure 2.
Figure 2, Patches to Apple Writer
TEDITOR Program, shows the changes
that must be made to TEDITOR so that it
calls the subroutines shown in Figure 1 a t
the correct times. The change a t 081 3 ca ll s
BELL upon cha racter input. It is optional.
The cha nge at 14FA calls the CONVERT
subro utine rather than execute the origina l
Apple Writer version. The change at 150 1
does the sa me fo r INPUT. The code at
1530 elimi na tes the inverse video feature.
The change at 1549 causes the correct case
to be displayed on the screen.
Figure 3, New Character In put
Routine for PRI NTE R Progra m, shows
the additiona l code that I wrote for th e text
formatter program. It resides at I SEO
through I 8F2. It co nverts to the correct
case when the page header is being entered .
As in the regular editor, a n ESCAPE
ente red ca uses the next input cha racter to
be upper case. In the editor, the casechange feature lets you change the case of
as ma ny c haracters as yo u wa nt.
Figure 4, Patches to Apple Writer
PRINTER Program, shows the changes
that mu st be made to PRINTER so that it
ca lls the subroutine in Figure 3 a t the

correct time and so that it handles case
conversion correctly. The va lue at OF56
corrects a check for an exclama tion point
in the text (used for tex t fo rmatting) to th e
correct ASCll value. The code at 1095
jumps to the new CONVERT subroutine
shown in Figure 3. T he code at 10C8 eliminates th e inverse cursor when typing in the
header. The code a t 1208 eliminates most
of the printer c ha racter output conversion
routine si nce, with these modificat ions, the
text buffer is now in ASCll (with the most
significant bit in each byte set on.) The
data at 1569 corrects the values to check
agai nst for lower-case letters used in text
fo rmatti ng pa rameters. The pa tches at
15DF, 15E3, 15E7, a nd 15FC correct
paramete rs in the ro utine that converts
characters that follow text forma tting
comma nds int o binary numbers.
How to Make the Changes
Figure 5, Modification Checklist,
shows a step-by-step procedure th at will
a llow yo u to take the disk supplied with
Apple Writer and generate a lower-case
display version on your own disk. T he
character represe ntations will be different
from the origina l Apple Writer, but if you
have a lot of text to convert, you ca n write
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a short program to do it. Once yo u a re
finished, yo u can use the lower-case
version using the sa me rules as publ ished
-in the Apple Writer manua l.
The fo ll owing buffer format is provided fo r those individua ls who would like
to use Apple Writer with text already
created . The program uses binary (B) fil es
to save text on disk. The text buffer sta rts
at 1900 and ca n go up to 959F. The first
byte of da ta must be a hex 83 and the last
must be a hex 60. All characters inbetween,
in the lower-case versio n, are no rmal
ASCII characters, with the most significa nt bit set on. (The unmodified Apple
Write r uses the same format except that
most of the characters are not in ASCII
representation.) Once the tex t is in the
buffer, do a BSA VE TEXT. YO UR FILE
NAME, A$ 1900, L$YOU R LENGTH.

The text editor program
in Apple Writer is
easy to use and
very powerful,
but perhaps future
versions of the text
formatter will
incorporate more
advanced features.

OFS6-

Al

DATA

ASCII EXCLAMATION POINT

l09S-

4C EO 18

JMP Sl8EO

CALL INPUT

lOCO10C9lOCAlOCBl OCC-

EA
EA

ELIMINATE INVERSE CURSOR

EA

NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
BEQ $10AD

1208-

4C FB 12

JMP $12FB

SKIP CONVERSION

l S69l S6A1S6BlS6C1S6DlS6El S6Pl S70lS71lS72lS731S741S7S1S761S771 S78lS79lS7AlS7Bl S7C-

EC
ED
F2
ED
F4
ED
E2
ED
F3
FO
EC

DATA

ASCII 1 (LOWER CASE L)
m
r

EA

FO OF

BRANCH ALWAYS

m

t
m

b
m
II

p
l

EA

j

E3

c

EA

F2
EA
E6

r

EA

j

EE
FO

n
p

lSDF-

AO

BLANK

lSE3-

BO

0

1SE7-

BA

•9• + l

lSFC-

BO

0

j

t

Figure 4. Patches to Apple Writer PRI NTER Program.

Then you can load the file under control
of Apple Writer. You may see some
garbage characters at the end of the buffer
because there's no hex 60 end-of-text
byte, but you ca n quickly delete them.
If you have a lot of text files, you ca n
use the Disk Zap program from Apple
PugetSound Program Library Exchange
(A. P. P.L.E.). It enables you to modify
your d isk directory to tell Apple DOS that
your text file is a binary fi le and then
BLOAD FILE NAM E, A$1900.
As with a lmost any program, there are
extra features that would make nice improve ments. The text edito r progra m in
Apple Writer is ea sy to use a nd ve ry
powerful, but perha ps future versions of
the text formatter wi ll inco rporate more
advanced fea tu_res such as including headers in text files, pauses while printing,
skipping headers on the first page, and
printing only a specified ra nge of page
numbers. The Technical Syste ms Co nsultants' Text Processing System for th e
Motorola 6800 is an idea l example. But
Apple Writer is a great improvement ove r
the first generati on of Apple te xt editors
and processors. I ho pe the addition of
lower-case display ca pability will make it
even more useful.
0
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Modification Checklist
l.
Follow the steps outlined in the Apple Writer manual to make a
copy of tho Apple Writer disk. DO ~OT oodify the original Apple Writer
disk. Also, do not LOCK the TEDITOR and PRINTER file s on the working
copy, yet. For all following steps tha t s ay to type in t ext, follow
each line with a carriage r e turn.
2.
Reboot the system frocn the working disk copy .
intended to run wider DOS 3.2.)
3.

(Apple Writer is

In response to the editor menu, type 1

Q
4.

Type s

BLOl\t) TEDITOR
S.
After the program is loaded , r eset the system, placing control in
the Apple monitor. (If you have an Apple II Plus , use Apple' s
recommended method of getting into the Apple ronitor.)
6.
Using the 1110nitor, install the patches shown in figures 1 and 2 by
typing the following i .nput lines 1
l8A01 48 AS OC DO 02 68 60 68 C9 CO
l 8AA1 30 12 C9 EO 10 04 09 20 DO OA
l eB4 1 C9 EO 30 06 C9 FF 10 02 29 DP 60 00
l 8C01 C9 83 DO 03 09 EO 60 48 AS OB
l8CA1 DO 08 68 C9 AO DO 02 A9 20 60
18041 68 C9 CO 30 06 C9 EO 10 02 09 20 60
18£01 48 AS 70 FO OS AO OA 20 E4 PB 68 60
At this point, you should double-check your entries by typing l8AOL and
succossivo L' s to disassomblo the code and compare it to figure 1 .
Figure 5. Modification Checklist.

Pigure 5 - continued
Next, type the following linee1
08131 20 EO 18
l4FAs 4C AO 18
150ls 4C CO 18
1530s EA EA EA EA FO
1549s 20 01 15 20 FO FD A9 CO BS OB EA
To check these inputs, type the following lines and compare the code to
figure 2.
0813L
14FAL
lSOlL
1530L
1549L
Once you are satisfied that all of the changes were entered properly,
move on to the next step. If you made errors that are too herd to
correct, you can start over at step number 2.
7.
To go beck to BASIC, types
3DOG
8.
To save the new version to di•k, types
BSAVE TEDITOR,A$803,L$10FB
(This will save a few l!IOre bytes than actually necessary.)
9.

To protect your efforts, types

LOCK

TEDITOR

10. Types
BLOAD PRINTER
11.

After PRINTER is loaded, reset the aystem to get into the monitor.

12. Using the monitor to install the patches shown in figures 3 end 4,
type the following input lines1
18E01 48 AS 10 DO 02 68 60 68 C9 CO
l8EA1 30 06 C9 EO 10 02 09 20 60
18EOL
(This last entry will allow you to double-check against the code in
figure 3. Reenter it if necessary.)

Now type the following lines .
(Most of them arc PAramctcr changeo .
Enter them carefully since you won't be able to double-check by
disassembling them.)
OFS61 Al
10951 4C EO 18
lOC8s EA EA EA EA FO
l2D81 4C FB 12
15691 EC ED F2 ED F4 ED E2 ED Fl FO
15731 EC EA El EA F2 EA E6 EA EE FO
lSDF1 AO
15E31 BO
l5E71 BA
lSFC1 BO
Now, use the monitor to inspect this last set of input values to make
sure that you entered them correctly. If you find an incorrect value,
you are running the risk that you typed in an incorrect address during
the changes and therefore wiped out some random section of memory,
possibly in Apple Writer itself, or DOS. Once you are satisfied t hat
the changes were entered correctly, proceed to step number 13. If you
make errors, you can reboot the system, type Q, and start over at step
10.

13. To get back to BASIC, types
3DOG
14. To save the modified text processor, types
BSAVE PRINTER,A$803,L$10FB
(This saves a few more bytes than actually necessary . )
15. To protect your efforts, types
LOCK PRINTER
16. Your working copy is now complete. To try it out, r eboot t he
system using the working copy. If your Dan Paymar lower-case adapter
is installed, you should see lower-case letters as you enter text in
the text-insert mode.
17. Once you ere satisfied that your new version is working, you can
copy it to a backup disk, using the same procedure as in the Apple
Writer manual. Just remelllber that the L field on the BSAVE commands
for the TEDITOR and PRINTER programs is now $l0FB rather t han $1040
since both programs are now a bit longer. The control-P function in
Apple Writer will now turn on a short pop that sounds each time a
character is input in the text mode (unless you omitted the applicable
changes.)
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EasyWriter
David H. Ahl

As I sit here in a seedy hotel room
in San Francisco, I'm struck by the
schism between those who take high
technology , such as computers , for
granted , and the rest of the world .
Let me explain. Yesterday on a visit
to Information Unlimited Software in
Berkeley, Larry Weiss gave me a
copy of EasyWriter for evaluation.
Since I had an Apple with me, I
decided to rev up the system tonight
in my hotel room. My choice of an
economical $25 room in the Hotel
Victoria near Ch inatown did not
make this task an easy one.
First of all , my room had no TV
set. The desk clerk spoke very little
English and had difficulty understanding why I wanted a TV in my

With EasyWriter, characters did not get lost even
at high typing speeds.
room when I could watch the color
set in the lobby. Finally, after
checking five rooms, a set was
located which I wheeled to my room.
Second problem: the room did
not have a grounded outlet
and I did not wish to break the
grounding prong off the Apple power
cord. Solution : disassemble the
fluorescent light in the bathroom and
jury rig the wiring to the Apple
power cord. Problem 3: an antenna
cable was permanently wired to the
TV set (to discourage theft?) and
terminated into an extremely strange
connector. Problem 4 : the TV did not
have UHF and th e Sup-A- Mod in the
Apple was putting out a sig nal to
channel 33. Solution to 3 and 4: twi st
the Apple cable and the TV cable
together for about a 5-foot length ,
tune to channel 10 and a passable
signal appeared . (Barely passable).
Light a cigar, pour some wine, and
plunge in. Here's what I found .
EasyWriter is obviously modeled
after Electric Pencil. Most of the
cursor controls are th e same
{a,w,s,z--left , up , right and down),
scrolling, insert, delete and tabs are
virtually identical. Control/p exits to
the print system, control /k to the
disk system and control/o to Basic.
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There are some notable differences
between EasyWriter and Electric
Pencil. For example, line feed becomes shift/m on the Apple. Two
line feeds are required before the
entry of text and between paragraphs. Control/t is an 8-character
tab; however, it seems to disappear
when scrolling backwards or forward
through the text. Since the Apple II
has only an upper-case display ,
upper- and lower-case letters are
defined by hitting "ESC" to make the
following characters upper case. To
cancel upper case, " ESC" is hit
twice. Since the Apple I was using
had a lower case chip in it , this did
not seem to work. However, I'm sure
there is a way to make it behave. I
just haven't found it yet.
EasyWriter has a feature that
detects the end of screen so that
words are not split when they do not
fit on the screen. This is called
"Screen Wrap-Around." On Electric
Pencil , this feature usually drops one
or two characters , whereas with
EasyWriter, characters did not get
lost even at high typing speeds.
A little glitch: EasyWriter automati cally leaves two spaces after a
period which is what one usually
wants . However, if a period is
enclosed in quotation marks as in the
above paragraph , two spaces are not
wanted . To eliminate the space
requires a user-defined character, a
somewhat awkward thing to remember.
Moving blocks requires a sequence
of eight commands, a bit unhandy. If
one does much moving, it is probably something which can be memorized. However, compared to the
simpler block move routine of Electri c Pencil, it seems cumbersome. A
further glitch is that blocks must be
moved starting with the right side of
a line. Thu s, one cannot move a
sentence from the middle of a
paragraph. On the other hand , after
years of using a word processing
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system for many, many articles, I
can't recall moving blocks more than
about 10or12 times.
The scrolling commands are excellent. Screenfuls of text can be
scrolled up, down and the last line on
the top or bottom is retained to help
keep one's place. This is a nice
feature.
The word searching procedure
allows you to search for one specific
word or for groups of words using
the " wild card" feature. For example
T### would find any four letter word
beginning with t.
Print commands can be imbedded
in the text so margins can be set,
skip lines, set indents, justification,
line lengths, page lengths and so on
throughout the text.
Text files can, of course, be saved,
retrieved, revised and deleted. When
you are about to do a dangerous or
irreversible operation, a warning
beep sounds in the speaker, a nice
touch. Files may be protected or not
as you wish. The disk system also
permits you to format new disks,
another thoughtful touch.

Blocks must be moved
starting with the right side
of a line. Thus, one cannot
move a sentence from the
middle of a paragraph.
The print subsystem permits you
to specify page length, spacing
between pages , line spacing and
length , indent , justification and form
feed {stop after each page or continuous print). Titles, headers, and page
numbers can also be specified.
The print subsystem provides support for most common printers
including proportional spacing units
such as the Qume and Diablo.
Not-so-handy features of the print
subsystem include boldface, superscripts and subscripts, and tabular
formats . All of them are possible but
require somewhat unusual successions of special characters.
The manual is quite complete and
explains the commands and features
in detail. In most cases, it gives
examples as well as the description
of the command.
EasyWriter was written by John
Draper, who deserves a great deal of
credit for this highly useful and
user-oriented piece of software for
the Apple II. It is available for $99.95
from many computer stores or Information Unlimited Software, 793
Vincente Ave., Berkeley , CA 94707 D

The Executive Secretary

Word Processing: Fast and Easy

Dale Archibald

cPeatlve compatlnf1
SOFTWARE PROFILE
Name: The Executive Secretary
Type: Word Processor
System: 48K Apple with ROM
Applesoft, Disk Drive, lower
case adapte r o r 80 characte r
card
Format: Disk
Language: Applesoft and Machine
Language
Summary: Easy to use, ideal for
professional writers
Price: $250
Manufacturer: Personal Business
Systems. Inc.
4306 Upton Ave. South
Minneapolis, MN 55410
Let me make o ne thi ng perfectly clear:
this wi ll eventually become a review of a
word processing/ card file / e lectronic mail
program fo r the 48K Apple II Plus o r
Apple II with Applesoft in ROM or a
la nguage card. T he program will sto re
about 25.000 words o n a disk (30,000 on
DOS 3.3).
First, however: a recent a rticle on word
processing (April , 1981. Writers Digest)
really made me sizzle. Writer Ro bin Perry
proclaims "A ho me computer is a sophisticated toy used fo r games and such things
as budgets. keeping track of stocks. a nd
the like." Perry next grouped the Apple
Ill with the Atari. PET, Heathkit, and the
TRS-80 Model II calling them "some of
the better-known home com puters that
have limited word processing capabilities."
In a sidebar. Perry says" .. .! feel safe in
Oak Ardiihald. 1!117 Third Ave. N.. Minneapolis.
MN :>~.in:;.

recommending specific machines to you."
All of them are between $6,(XX) and $10,(XX).
Th e list includes the Apple Ill , the TRS80 Model II and the Zenith/ Heathkit
Z 89.

The Executive
Secretary is reasonably
simple. Considering the
options it has, it's
amazingly simple.

Further, Perry touts lette r-q uality printers
for $3,000-$4,000 over $ 1,000 dot-matrix
machines. " ... the difference in price is
worth it."
I emphatically disagree with Robin
Perry.
Exh ib it A: I am a free lance writer
f ulltime. Last year I sold ove r 175 newspaper and magazine articles to a variety
of trade and consumer publications, from
Wome n '.s Wear Daily to Nibble.
Exhibi t B: In my o ffice is an Apple II
Plus. 48K single disk d rive, MP! 88G dotmatrix pri nter. and a black and white
video monitor. The Apple operates superbly, and has, for the most part, eve r since
I acquired it about it a yea r ago. No
ed itor has yet compla ined of my dot-matrix
typeface.
Exhibit C: My total syste m, with The
Execut ive Secretary word processi ng
system ($250 from Pe rsonal Busi ness
Systems. Inc .. 4306 Upton Ave., So ..
Min neapolis, MN 554J0) cost less than
half what Pe rry reco mmends. And I love

it. Besides. I'd like to see Perry play Starfleet
Orion on his/ her Olivetti 401.
But it's possible I'm spoiled. This is the
o nly word processing program I've ever
used. I feel rather like a race car driver
who's putting a test car through its paces:
I work it hard in a varie ty of ways.
Designer John Risken gave me the
uncopyable program. and installed the
necessary Dan Paymar lower case adapter
so that I could try it out and write about
it. Bless his soul!
The $250 price tag may seem a bit
steep, b ut consider that this program is a
word processor plus fo rm letter generator
plus electronic card catalog plus re port
writer plus electronic mail option all in
one.
Understand, please. that I am not a
technical person . I am a writer. I don't
have ti me to mess a ro und with anything
too complicated. The Executive Secretary
is reasonably simple. Co nside ring the
options it has. it is a mazingly si mple.
Unlike some other word processing
prog rams I've looked at for the Apple,
T he Executive Secre tary will operate with
the 40-character display and a Paymar
c hip: or it will use an 80-character board
from Bit 3. the Smarterm from Apple, or
Videoterm from Videx. The program
allows either one disk or two, and can be
c hanged to reflect new purchases.
It will support a variety of printers,
parallel or seria l, from the Silentype to
Qume/Diablo/NEC for bidirectional printing. It will even opera te the IBM ET
Series typewriters.
There a re 76 pages of instructions, 8
1/2 by 11", in a secretary's binder that
stands next to the machine. There's also a
prompt card that fits across the front of
the Apple.
When you first boot The Executive
Secretary, the program asks you to answer
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some questions. This adjusts it to your
equipment.

The Commands
Beginning to ty pe on a n Executive
Secretary-initialized disk is done just by
typing the letter A. In place of the inverse
asterisk that signals the editing mode , a
sho rt one-charac ter underline appears. On
my 40-character screen, the le tters appear
just as they will on the document: upper
a nd lower case. As you type, of course,
the words automatically wrap around to
the next line.
Across the to p o f the screen reads the
name of the document you've selected .
Under that in inverse letters it proclaims
"TYPE!" LEFT ARROW ERASES. 'ESC"
ENDs:· Hit Escape, and you·re in the
Edit mode. This allows you to move from
line to line, page to page. or front to rear
of the document. At the top of the screen,
the inverse legend changes to "(A)DD
(D)ELETE
(M)A RK
(P)RINT
(ESC)A PE."
Simply hitting A shifts you back into
the Type mode. The letter D deletes o ne
character o r space to the right o f the
c ursor. Shift D deletes a word. Control-D
removes the entire line.
The character M marks three o r more
lines of type to move , delete, or treat as a
Subfile. For example, in a lawyer's office
the re are often entire pages of "boilerplate"-language that must he put into
contracts. Using The Executive Secretary,
these could run 3400 words long, yet be
inserted jus t by typing, at the left margin ,
>sf SUBFILE o r whatever name you've
assigned.
Also while in the edit mode, it is possible
to run a single or double spaced rough
draft. line numbered o r not, by touching
P and answering three questions.
Other edit o ptions include going to the
numbered line selected, and a global search
and replace.
Hit Escape a second time, and the latest
version of your wo rk is saved on disk.
It asks you whether you want to save
the new version under the original name,
under a new name, or not at a ll. So typing
six letters o n the same subject to vario us
people is simple. Just change the addresses
and names, then save each version under
a new file name. Or yo u could type > xt
NEW PERSON at the address space: as
the printe r arrives at that spot o n the
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document. it wo uld go to eXT ernal file
NEW PERSON and insert the correct name
and address into the document. (This is
for those with only one disk drive. More
on this later.)

Printer Commands
The Executive Sec retary uses mostly
two-letter mnemon ics after the right karat
( >) to give commands to the printer.
(For standard-sized documents, there's a
ready-to-go command a lready set when
you want to print.)
But you can c ustomize doc uments as
well. For instance:
•Mark Addresses to print o ut on envelopes after the letter is printed:
•Advance horizontally a nd vertically to
spec ified places on pre-printed forms :
•Print documents to allow for bindings,
with wider margins o n the le ft side of
odd-numbered pages. on the right side of
even-numbered ones:
•Se t left margin, to p margin and bottom
margin;
•Run page headers incorpo ra ting page
numbers, description, etc.;
•Have abbreviations up to a line long.
and insert them by typing .TE, fo r
instance;
•Center o n and center off;
•Use tabs;
• Inde nt ;
•Have Justification on or tum justification
off:
•Change a counte r for things like objects
or page numbers, where something else
might be inserted in a seque nce;
• Give special commands tailo red to the
particular printe r , s uch as subsc ripts,
superscripts, boldface o r s hadow printing;
•Underline if your printer is capable of
doing it.
In fact , Risken seems to be adding new
o nes constantly.
Electronic Card Files
You can set up files with as many as 13
lines. An e mpty d isk will hold c lose to
500 of these individualized cards, depending
upon whether you use 13 o r 16 sector
disks. You assign a na me to each line you
want to use to ge t up your file. Once your
maste r list is comple ted , you can sort it in
alphabetical or zip code o rde r by any
line, rena me lines, print ma iling labels,
even reports doing subtotals and to tals.

The Data Factory from Micro Lab will
also work with The Executive Sec re tary.

Form Letters
If you have two disk drives, you can
draw information from the card file to
print c ustomized letters. There are special
commands to the card file that mean
certain subfi les will be placed into a
document if something is so and something
else is so, but not if something else is
blank. The program will also change the
a ll-caps structure of the add ress label into
a regular upper and lower case na me , if
desired.
Visicalc Option
For those who would like to incorporate
Persona l Soft wa re's Visicalc formatted
repo rts into a document , it can be accomplished wi th The Executive Sec re tary.

Conclusion
As I say. this is the only word processing
system I've ever operated for any length
of time. I've used it (and misused it, Risken
would swear) prac tically every day for
the last five months in as many ways as I
could dream up. I have yet to lose a file
of any length. although many of my word
changes. line shifts. paragraph moves. etc ..
have caused words to drop ou t- as many
as three lines. The la test copy of it doesn't
see m to be as bad.
It doesn't have a mathematics mode ,
which at least one word processor does.
There is one solder connection to be made
fo r the shift key. which voids the Apple
wa rranty. The photographs showing how
this soldering job is done are terrible.
And at times, when you have a variety of
documents. the printer program must be
fiddled with.
Overall. though. those are the on ly
problems 1 find with The Executive Secretary. It is a n example of the q ua lity o f
the program that I can find so little even
to nitpick about. It is a powerful piece of
design work that can make life easier fo r
anyone who dea ls with words. Risken
continues to upgrade it , and promises to
add furthe r connec tions to othe r soft ware
from other fir ms.
D

Through the Magic Window
Al Evans
From the simplest to the most sophisticated, any word processing system is
basically just an electronic device for
making marks on paper. One measurement
of the ease of using a word processor is its
"transparency"-the similarity between
what appears on the screen and what is
printed as final copy. From this standpoint,
Magic Window, written by Gary Shannon
with revision and documentation by Bill
Depew, may be the best word processing
system available for the standard 40-column
Apple II computer.
The "virtuality" (to borrow a term from
Ted Nelson) of Magic Window places you
behind a window looking at a seemingly
gigantic sheet of paper-say 24" by 36".
You are at the keyboard of an enormously
powerful typewriter, with the ability to
deposit any ASCII character anywhere
on this sheet in proportionately huge letters.
You control the operation through the
keys on the keyboard (most of them usable
in two different ways), a main control
menu, and subsidiary menus used for job
formatting, filing, printing, and system
configuration.
The Magic Window master disk boots
in a single step on any Apple II system-13or 16-sector. If a language card or compatible RAM card is installed in slot #0,
the program will load there, givi ng the
user about IOK of extra text memory.
When loading is complete, Magic Window
allows you to insert a text disk for automatic
system configuration then displays a
Subsystem Menu.
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The "sheet of paper" you define can be
from one to 84 lines long and from 20 to
85 columns wide. This sheet can hold
from one to 84 lines of text, each containing
20 to 80 characters.
After the format is set, Magic Window
is ready to accept input. Select the Editor
Subsystem from th.:: Subsystem Menu and
press Return. You will see one line of
data showing the present cursor position
on the page (line number and space
number) and the number of the present
page (relative to the first page of the
c urre nt text). If you have entered no text,
the rest of the screen is blank except for
the dashes representing the edges of the
"paper" and a blinking underline cursor
in the center.
One unusual feature of Magic Window
is that the cursor never moves; it stays
right in the middle of the screen. Instead,
the "paper" moves under it, just as it does
o n most typewriters. Any portion of the
"sheet" (within the margins you have set)
can be moved under the cursor. The cursor
is non-destructive; it can be moved over
existing text without e rasing it.
Text entry is similar to other word
processing systems. A carriage return is
required only at the end of a paragraph.
If you make a mistake, just backspace
a nd type over it. Tabs can be set and
cleared as on a typewriter, with one very
handy difference-you can tab eithe r
forward or backward.
Editing can be performed any time
during or after text e ntry. The editing

Magic Window menus are paragons of
simplicity: use the arrow keys to move a
white bar over the function you want,
press Return to execute that function .
The Subsystem Menu offers six choices:
Editor Subsystem, Format Subsystem, Filer
Subsystem, Printer Subsystem, Configuration Subsystem, and Exit to Basic.
The Configuration Subsystem customizes
Magic Window for your computer and
printer. The system will use a lower-case
adapter if you have one (otherwise, capital
letters are displayed in inverse characters).
You can choose Upper Case Only for
editing tex t files created from Basic
programs, etc, or you can select Keypressed
Sound for a "tick" each time a key is
pressed (this helps establish the "typewriter"
illusion).
After your system configuration is
defined, it can be stored in a special file
o n each text disk. It can then be loaded
semi-automatically during the sta rtup
process as mentio ned above.
Using the Program
Now we're ready to follow a typical job
through Magic Window, from formatting
to printout.
The first step is to select the Format
Subsysytem from the Subsystem Menu.
This subsystem is used to define the "sheet
of paper" you will be using: number of
lines, number of characters per line, left
and right margins, top and bottom margins,
single or double spacing. After a format
has been defined it is normally stored on
the disk with the text that uses it.
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Figure I. Magic Window editing commands. A large colored chart of these commands is supplied with the system.
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commands are all control functions. For
example, control-S is "tab right" and
control-A is "tab left." The functions are
assigned to the keys in logical pa tterns,
rather than mnemonically. For example,
control-Q is "up one line," control-W is
"up half a screen," and control-E is "top
of file." Similarly, control-Z is "down one
line," control-X is "down half a screen,"
and control-C is "bottom of file. " A large
color chart showing all the editing commands is included with the Magic Window
package (Figure 1).
Magic Window uses the so-called "split
and glue" approach to editing. The "split"
command (control-T) is used to isolate
portions of text for alteration or dele tion
and to open up space for insertions of any
length. The "glue" command (control-G)
is then used to piece the text back
together.
ln addition to these functions, the Editor
Subsystem has commands for inserting
and deleting c haracters, deleting and
recovering lines, copying characters from
the line above, clearing the present line,
and clearing from the c ursor to the end of
the present line. There are also commands
for setting and clearing tabs, inserting blank
lines, and returning to the Subsystem
Menu.
Control-B allows you to insert a literal
control character into the text. Control-J
permits justification (flush le ft, flush right,
flush left and right, cente r). Each line is
adjusted individually, so that you can
correct "loose lines" by hyphenating words,
etc. In fact, one of the best features of
Magic Window is that you can always see
where the lines, pa ragraphs, and pages
will end in your file copy.
Finally, the Editor Subsystem has a
" miscella neous" comma nd: Control-¥,
which brings up a menu which allows you
to clear all tabs, assign a search string for
global search , assign a title line (such as a
section heading and location for a page
number), and switch between two sets of
characters not normally available which
are assigned to shift-N, shift-M, a nd the
"/" key. These characters inc lude the
c ircumflex, the tilde, the underline, the
right and left c urly brackets, the right and
left square brackets, and the backslash.
Overall , the text editing faci lities of
Magic Window are comprehensive, welldesigned, and very easy to use. T hose
familia r with other word processors will
note the absence of "block move" and
"global replace" functions. The system
has a "global search," but the "replace" is
manual. "Block moves" are accomplished
by deleting groups of lines from one place
in the text and recovering them in another.
The re is also a slightly more complicated
technique wh ic h uses "unformatted"
(sequential text) disk files.
When text entry is complete (or, if you're
the cautious type and have e ntered more
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than you want to lose to sudden power
failure) , return to the Subsystem Menu
a nd selec t the Filer Subsystem. T his
subsystem allows you to load and save
two types of disk files (formatted and
unformatted), to delete files, look at the
directory for the current disk, change drive
and slo t numbers, and clear the memory
for new text.
The final step in creating a docume nt
with any word processing system is printing.
The Printer Subsystem, which is selected
from the Subsyste m Menu, permits you
to print all or any part of your file on
either pape r or disk.
Yo u can selec t uppe r-case-only fo r
printout, specify a stop after each page
(for sheet-fed printers), and select Mark
Perforation for printing on roll paper which
is later to be cut into sheets. This is also
where you set the starting page number
(page numbe rs must be in the 0-255
range).
After all the parameters are set, select
Print Hardcopy. The system gives you an
opportunity to set your paper to the "topof-form" position. Since you a lready know
what the final copy will look like, the rest
is automatic.

Special Features
So what does Magic Window have that
o the r competitive systems (i.e. systems
priced unde r $300) don't have?
In my opinion , th e most important
feature of this system is that it acts like a
typewrite r. What you see on the screen is
what is finally printed on pa per; there are
no a rcane-looking inverse c hracters, lines
of numbers separated by commas, flashing
brac kets, etc. If I were going to train
somebody completely ignorant of computer
systems to use an Apple word processor,
this is the one I would choose. The actions
taken are always visible, and operation
ra pidly becomes second nature.
The "typewriter" illusion is broken only
by the use of the Escape key for shifting
be tween lower case and capitals. There
a re systems in which the shift keys are
wired to perform their normal typewriter
functions. Unfortunate ly, this has some
drawbacks. First, fewer characters can
be accessed from the Apple keyboard if
the shift keys are used for upper-lower
case shifting. Second , many other systems
I often use (for example, the Pascal 1.0
editor with the Paymar lower-case adapter

and Bill Blue's ASCII Express) use the
Escape key for upper-lower case control,
a nd any degree of standardization is
welcome. Finally, there is one definite
advantage to using the Excape key: lines
of mixed caps and numbers can be typed
without unshifting for the numbers.
Ano ther major advantage of Magic
Window is that it reads and writes files in
standard DOS 3.2 forma t. This means that
it interfaces easily with other systems,
Basic program, Visicalc, etc. For example,
Magic Window comes with a listing of a
short Basic program which will read a
"softcopy" disk file and send it to a printer.
This program can easily be modified to
merge two files, for example one containing
text and one containing addresses, in order
to c reate customized form letters, etc.
Magic Window "softcopy" files can also
be uploaded to or downloaded from other
computers using standard terminal
programs.
The system has several minor, but useful,
special fea tures. As mentioned above, the
program will load into the Apple language
card if you have one, providing more text
memory. Printe r and interface commands
a re e ntered directly into the text as literal
control c haracte rs, making it easy to use
all of your printer's capabilities. In addition,
the spaces "between the lines" are manually
accessible in the double-spaced format,
so tha t you can "fake" superscripts by
placing them between two lines of text.
Finally, Magic Window is a turnkey system
which will boot in a single step on a ny
Apple I, regardless of configuration.
Shortcomings
So, is this a perfect system? Well, not
quite.
For one thing, the disk is "copyprotected." Protecting a disk against
copying is inherently a theoretical absurdity. It doesn't hinder the knowledgeable,
and causes problems for the inexperienced
user, who is most likely to do the wrong
thing at the wrong time and wipe out a
disk.
However, I should me ntion that the
Magic Window disk is used only once-to
load the system. It is never accessed or
written to during normal operation, and
should the refore be safe unless exposed
to stray magnetic fields, excessive heat,
etc.
Line length is limited to 80 c haracters,
which could make the system unusable in
some applications. There is no way of
c hecking how much memory is availble,
but this is no problem after you learn how
many pages your system will hold. FinalJy,
there is no a utomatic way to change
formats in the middle of a page, for example
to insert a single-spaced quotation in block
fo rmat within a double-spaced paper.
However, this is easily accomplished by
means of tab stops and manual linefeeds.

ower case plus
Leigh Goldstein
Move over Dan Paymar. There's a new
kid on the block and he wants your lower
case conversion business from all Apple
II and Apple II Plus owners. As most of
you know, the Paymar lower-case con·
version has been the most widely accepted
method used by Apple owners to get lower·
case le tters out of their machines. Being a
fairly new Apple owner (four months), I
was tempted by the ads I had seen in the
various magazines for the Lazer System
method. I sent away to Consumer Com·
puters Mail Order, a nd received the kit in
seven days.
Inside the box I found a softwa re disk
and the printed circ uit board that was to
be installed in the computer.
On my first glance through the manual
I came across the word "solder," and
immediately panicked. The last time I
tried to solder something, I ended up spend·
ing $100 to replace the whole item.
Fortunately for me though, my Apple is
the la test revision, a nd the kit I received
was specifically designed for it. If you
have one of the older Apples, you must
specify this fact when you order the kit.
The Apple keyboard was not constructed
to allow you to enter lower case to a CRT
screen. After you install the lower-case
board, you must boot the software disk,
whic h contains the programs to allow the
Apple to ouput lower case. To use lower·
case letters you hit the escape key twice.
All typed letters will then appear in lower
case. The escape key will now also function
as your "shift" key. If you hold it down as
you type a letter, that lette r will appear in
upper case. It takes a little getting used
to, but it is not annoying.
In summary, I feel that the Lazer lower·
case modification is well worth the money
tor the following reasons:
1. It is moderately easy to install; all
you have to do is read carefully and stay
calm.
2. The documentation is excellent.

3. It works with Pascal.
4. It is compatible with all the major
word processing syste ms, including Apple
Pie.
5. It is compatible with Mountain Com·
puter's ROMPLUS/ keyboard filter fon t
editor (FEDIT) and their ROMWRITER
EPROM programmer. This allows you to
create your own fonts, view them in high
resolution, and then save the fo nt to disk.
6. It contains an expansion socket on
the board which allows for future upgrades,
and also offers another product· called
Graphics Plus- but that is another
article.
My only real complaint with this system
is the quality of the letter "m." It is not
very sharp or clear. But that is really not
a major complaint. I would no t hesitate
to recommend the Lazer System Lower
Case Plus. It is an excellent product, and
a very good value for the money.
Lazer Systems, P.O. Box 55518, River·
side, CA 92517. (714) 682-5268. $59.95.0
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Joe Alinsky and
Winston Gayler

One of the differences between the video
output of the Apple computer and that of
many "professional" units is the 40-colu mn
display of the Apple. For those of us used
to the "normal" 80 columns of characters,
the Apple limitation can be frustrating.
This is particularly true when in terfacing
with eq uipme nt that e ither o ffe rs or
demands 80 columns. The reason Steve
Woznia k designed the Apple with only 40
columns is good: the Apple was originally
intended to be used with a standard B&W
or color TV. and the bandwidth on these
sets is simply not wide enough to provide
the necessary resolutio n needed to make
individual le tters and characters legible at
80 columns.
With the advent of such informa tion
data ba nks as the Source and Micronet. a
serio us drawback to the 40-column display
has become evident. Bo th the Source and
Micronet require a standard 80 colu mn
terminal. (See Figure I.) When used with
the Apple , textlines are disconcertingly

broken up, sometimes reducing the overall
legibility of the text.
In addition , when using a text editor it is
difficult to see how a page will look in the
fina l printed version if your margins are
set a t 10 and 75 and your video display will
no t extend that far.
T hree manufacturers of Apple Periph·
erals have addressed the problem and come
up with plug-in boards that are unique in
both design and operation. Yet, all three
designs do display a n 80-character line.
We have tested a ll three products from
both engineering and user standpoints.
Through the text and accompanying charts
and pho tos, we have tried to provide the
information that will make it easy for you
to c hoose the board that fits your needs.
Before discussing each board separately,
we have compiled a list of those features
that are commo n to all three boards.
Common Characteristics
1) The

boards plug into Apple periphe ral

Figure I. So urce Messai:e of the Day menu on the Double
Vision. Note what 80 columns does for the Source.
Joe Alins ky. P.O. Box
91304.
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1411. Ca noga Park. CA

slots (slot 3 fo r the Sup'r'terminal; any slot
except 0 fo r the others).
2) All obtain power from the Apple (and
all use lots of it).
3) All have composite video output, 80
columns with 24 lines of text. (The Videx
board changes the number of lines depend·
ing on dot-matrix size.)
4) All display upper and lower case char·
acte rs.
5) All a llow keyboard selection of lower
case.
6) All the boards require an actual B&W
monitor, no t just a T V. Even televisions
with excellent resolution, displaying a good
image with Apple's 40-column output will
probably be disappointing with any of the
80-column boards.
7) None of the boards will handle all 128
ASCII characters from the keyboard, e.g.,
unde rscore , bac kslash , etc.
8) All are more difficult to read and will
cause a lot more squinting than the 40column display. One obvious reason is that
the letters are sma lle r.
9) All the boards enable the user to view
either Hi· o r Lo-Res graphics on a regular
television connected to the Apple video
output, while viewing text on a monitor
connected to the 80-column o utput. But,
in the mixed gra phics/ text mode , the
television set does not get the four lines of
text a t the bottom.
10) Once installed , it is impossible to see
anything on your monitor without running
the board's software or doing a PR#. All
video is routed through the boards. It is
possible 10 see the display through a separate
conventional televisio n (connected, .o f
course, through an rf moou1ator). See the
special note at the end of the Videx sec·
tion.
11) CRT controlle r chip: All the units
have a con trolle r chip that provides the
following ha rdware func tions: horizontal
and vertical timing; ho riwntal and vertical
sync o utputs; progra mmable cursor; text
window manipulation ; light pen register;
sc reen me mory add ressing; characte r
Winston Gayler. 77 Ortega Ave.• Mountain View,
CA 94040.

generator row addressing; interface to the
microprocessor bus.
Point 11 has several implications for the
80-column board user. By using a CRT
LSI chip, the designer can minimize the
parts count, power, and cost. Also, the
user can access the programmable c ursor,
and future software could use the light
pen input present on this chip. As a last
note on this subject, one of the boards
(M&R) uses the text window manipulation
ability.
Videx Videoterm
Of all the boards, only the Videx provided
a first class manual to accompany its
product.
Included in its book were a complete
schematic, theory of operation, and commented source code (how rare!). In addition,
instructions are given on how to generate
your own character set and instructions
on direc tly accessing the CRT controller
chip registers. As Apple recommends to
all peripheral manufacturers, all firmware
is contained in EPROM and a simple PR#
command fires up the board.
One of the most interesting a nd useful
features of the Videx board is the abi lity
to control the dot matrix cell size. Table I
indicates the choices available.

CELL SIZE (HxVJ
8x10
9x10
8x 12
9xl2

CHAR. SIZE
7x9
8x9
7xll
8xl l

the "shift" key for upper-lower conversion
as on a normal typewriter. At the very
least, o ne should expect to strike a single
key that can be reached relatively easily
by the left hand little finger.
Unfortunately, Videx appears to have
gone out of its way to make this a difficult
task. It is necessary to hit a "ctr! A" (two
keys) in order to shift. But that's not all .
Normally, after striking the "shift" key
o n a typewriter, it returns to lowe r case
mode after re lease of the key. Not so o n
the Videx. The "ctr! A" arrangement is a
toggle situation. Switch it "on" with a "ctr!
A ," and it s tays in upper case until yo u do
another "ctr! A." In order to type th e word
"Apple" with the "A" capitalized, it is
necessary to hit four superfluous characters,
(the ctrl key twice, and the "A" twice).
Although a software fix to any text edito r
program might be possible, this is a design
limitation that must be reckoned with. In
talking with the manufacturer, they have
indicated that a hardware fix for this might
appear sometime in the future, but it is not
available at this time. Those of you who
decide the Videx is the board to buy should
contact the manufacturer to find out when
a nd if this mod will occur.
We discovered another problem with
the "ctr! A" arrangement. It can do strange

SCREEN FORMAT
80x24
80x23
80x20
80x l8
Table I

Simple keyboard commands allow the
user to pick any of the dot matrix cell sizes
available. (See Figures 2 and 3.)
By adding an optional 2708 or 27 16
EPROM, it is possible to generate your
own character set. The EPROM expands
this character set by 64or 128 characters.
Any 80-column board being used with a
text editor must contend with the problem
of shifting between upper and lowe r case.
Obvio usly, when one is entering tex t fo r
later hard-copy printout, it is nice to hit

things from within a program. At one point
in utilizing the Videx Videoterm with a
program of ours. we found the program
displaying lower case the first time it ran,
upper case the second time , then lower,
etc. Presumably, this was due to an
embedded control A causing the toggling
effect between upper a nd lower case.
The user sho uld experiment with the
four matrix sizes to find the one that goes
best with his eyes and monitor. We found
the display slightly difficult to read o n a 9"

Sanyo, but it reproduced very well on a 9"
Hitach i a nd 12" Leedex monitor. The user
may also find it necessary to adjust the
"height" control (usually found on the back)
on his moni tor.
It sho uld also be mentioned that many
fun ctions a nd commands do not work with
each of these boards. This is particularly
true of con trol characters and escape
functions, although on the Videoterm board
such common commands as "Home," "Text"
and "Vtab" do not appear on the screen.
The re are, however, substitute control
charac ters that perform the same functions.
Videx provides a n optiona l switch to
a llow normal viewing when the normal 40column d isplay is desired. We thought this
was an unusual show of concern for the
e nd user, and demonstrates good forethought on Videx's part.
Double Vision
As with the Videx, the Double Vision
board plugs into any slot. However, the
manner in which the board is initialized,
o( "fired up," differs from the Videx. Instead
of a straight PR#, it is necessary to boot a
disk containing the software for the board.
We believe it is impo rtant to emphasize
that if you are only using a monitor and
are not simultaneously plugged into a
standard television (thro ugh a modulator)
you will not be able to see anything until
you boot the Double Vision disk. If for
some reason you do not wish to have 80columns for a period of time , you will have
to remove the connector from the board
a nd re-plug it into the back of the Apple,
unless of course , you have that separate
TV.
Once the disk is up and running, we
found the Double Vision display on the
Sanyo and Hitachi to be a bit (no pun
intended) better then the Videx board on
these same monitors. The characters are
not as close together as on the Videx. (See
Figure 4.) This is probably due to the smaller
5 x 7 matrix. With the smaller matrix, any
o ne characte r is less well-formed, but the
who le screen of c haracters is easier to
read.
Another plus of the Double Vision board

DOU~LE \'ISIOt~

HBCDEF'GH IJ•:Lr:tlOPORSTU\'U>:\'Z
abcoef~hiji: lr:noPO.rstuvt'>:~z
1234567890 ! llf4V <) •~: - Z+i

Figure 2. Videx with lhedefault option of 80 c haracters
x·24 lines. Note the na rrow vertical spacing between
lines.

Figure 3. Vidcx with the fo rmat pro)!ram1ncd for
80 charac ters x 20 lines. Note that with fewe r lines
there is more space between lines and the true
descenders arc e vident.

Fig ure 4. Do uble Visio n: T he lower case g, y, p, q,
etc. a re u little uwkwurd, but the ove rall text iseusy
to read.
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GENERAL:

is that it allows escape key c ursor move·
ments. Both single key (escape D ,A,C,B)
and multiple key (escape l ,J,K,M) cursor
operations are allowed. In fact, if you don't
have the autostart ROM or an Apple II
Plus, the Double Vision will give you
multiple key c ursor moves and stop list!
As mentioned before, we feel shifting to
upper case is a function that should be
easy. The Double Vision board accom·
plishes this nicely in two ways: Escape
Key: hit the escape key once and the next
lette r is upper case, or Shift Key : This
requires a o ne·wire modification to your
Apple. The Double Vision manual explains
how this is accomplished. After the modi·
fication is complete, holding the shift key
down while hitting a key prints it in upper
case. Releasing it returns you to lower.
This is true shift key operation. However,
the shift-lock is not so easily accomplished.
It is necessary to type "crtl E" to shift·
lock, then "escape , ctr! z" to get back to
lower case again.
We also discovered that while in the
Double Vision software , neither Basic nor
DOS responds to lower case.
The Double Vision uses a CRT controller
c hip, as do all the units, however, no
instructions are given on how to access its
registers.

M&R Sup'r'Terminal
The first thing you notice is its size. T his
is the largest board we have ever seen for
the Apple. It looks like something that
belongs in an S-100 bus! I n addition , there
is a small piggyback board that plugs into
an IC socket on the Apple mothe rboard.
Unlike the other two boards the M&R is
slot dependen t; it must be plugged into
slot 3. Its on-board firmware is contained
in a 2716 EPROM and is activated by a
PR# command (as is the Videx).
The M&R is the power-hungry champ
of the three boards. We were interested in
this and upon investigation, discovered
that the M&R design places a power resistor
on the board between the + 5 and + 12
volt supplies. This appears to be a method
of transferring some of the + Sv load to
the + 12v supply. Indeed , the M&R has
the lowest +Sv current drain of the three
boards. (See Table 2.)
Checking further, we found our + Sv
supply near capacity (2.5 amps as specified
by Apple). The 12v supply had considerable
margin, as might be expected. The logic
therefore, of transferring the + Sv load to
the 12v.supply a ppears to be sound. However, the trade-off here is increased power
dissipation (heat) inside the Apple.
Since all the boards generate a fair
amount of heat (the M&R more than the
others), we feel a better design fo r all
three manufacturers would be to use power·
down circuitry (again as Apple recom·
mends) or a simple on-off switch.
The Sup'r'Terminal can be loaded with
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Manufacturer
Model
Basic Price

Yid ex
Videoterm
5345

Computer Stop
Doublevision
5295

M& R Enterprises
Sup'r'te rminal

$395

24

20

31

16K
N

48K

y

N

400ma
30ma
ISma
0
2.4 w

400ma(570ma)
0
0
0
2 W (2.9 W)

380ma(380ma)
190ma(210ma)
( I microamp)
0
4.2 W (4.4 W)

HARDWA RE :
IC Quantity
Sockets
Memory Required
Disk Required
T ypical Current
Drain
+Sv
+ 12v
-5v
- 12v
T otal Power

y

y

y

NIA

Note:
Current values are average as provided by the manufacturers. Powers are derived from the
c urrents. Values in parentheses were measured on early boards.
SOFTWARE:

2708 EPROM
at C800·C BFF

I .SK of machine
Code loads from
disk to RAM
jus t below DOS

2716 EPROM
a t C800-CFFF

CTRLA

ESC or Shift Key

CTRL A or Shift Key

(VariesSee Table I )
p

Sx7

5x8

y
y

Blinking Rectangle

y

p
Y (alpha only)
N
N

Keyboard
Characteristics :
Shift Method
Shift Lock
Cursor Escape Functions
Ctr! U copy

y

N
N

y
y
y

y
y
y

DI SPLAY
C HARACTERISTICS:
Do t Matrix
Cursor
Inverse Character
Control Character
Graph ics
True Descenders
Fldshing Character
X-Y Cursor Addressing

Limited

y

N

N
N
N
N

y

N

y

y

y

y
y

N

y

y
y

y
y

y
y

y
y

c

c
••

COMPATIBILITY:
DOS 3. 1
DOS 3.2
Com Card
Integer Basic
Applesoft
Pascal
Periphe rals
Unltd.Text Ed.
Ver.3.0
Apple Pi
Serial Card
Micromodem
Lower Case Basic
and DOS commands
" HOME." "VTAB.'' etc.

c
••
••
c
c

••

y

N/ A
N/ A
N

N

y

••
c

NIA

N
N

•Only with additional software (B.l.T.S .. etc.)
•• Both software companies claim compatability with all the boards soon.
DOCUMENTATION:
Schematic
Source Listing
T heory of O peration
Manual Length
(in equivalent
8 1/2 x 11 pages)
OPTIONS:

y
y
y

N
N
N

N
N
N

56

13

33

Graphics
525 EPROM
Video Switch
Plate 512

Pascal
Software 525

KEY T O TABLE
All cable entries should be self-explanatory except the following:
ct r! U copy:
This feature which is inherent in the Apple's 40-column system allows you to copy c haracters
from the screen using the right arrow key (ctrl Lil
X-Y Cursor addressing:
A feat ure often found in CRT terminals that a llows you to directly position the cursor via X·y
coordinates.
Y Yes
N No
C C laimed by the manufacturer but no t tested by the authors
P Programmable

custom character fonts (type faces) from
disk or tape. Up to te n fonts can be held in
a "staging area" located in RAM a nd then
quickly transferred to the Sup'r'terminal
for display. The preliminary manual includes
a utility program, "Font Compressor," to
aid this process. (S.ee Figure 5.)

suP •R' rrnr:1tUiL
1 1

HE:cDEFGHl J~:Lr.tmf'ef:f;Hll. ! >:'i'Z
abcdef ~hi JU rnopqrs t lll'l'>:'-JZ
123'l56189~!U~t '( )~==- G+;

Figure 5. Sup'r'terminal displays good readability.

Like the Double Vision, this board adds
ESC I,J,K,M cursor moves and stop list to
the Apple. It also accomodates an optional
one-wire hardwire modification for true
shift key operation. The shift procedure is
as fo llows: without mod: ctr! A, activates
lowercase; singlectrl A, next letter is upper
case; double ctrl A, caps lock. With mod:

ctrl A ; activates lowercase; snift key;
uppercase; double c trl A; caps lock.
The Sup'r'Te rminal does not respond
to "Home ," "Ytab," etc., but as on the
Yidex, substitute commands to provide
the same functions a re given in the manual.
DOS and Basic will not respond to lowercase
commands.
The 80-column screen does respond to
the tab character (ctr! 1) by moving the
cursor to the next field. Tab fields are 80
characters wide.
We also noted as a handy fea ture the
ability to program the 80-column scrolling
window as can be done with the Apple's
40-column o utput.
We observed a couple of peculiar items
with the M&R: when the Sup'r'Terminal
is activated , the color of a ny graphics
displayed on the 40-column output deteriorates, and the inverse video mode (black
on white) affects only alpha characters,
not numerals or symbols.
There are many good reasons for wanting
80 columns on your Apple, a nd if you are
looking for a board to make your Apple
"Professiona l," the chart in Table 1 should
help you with your shopping. Be aware
though , that product improvements are
likely, so c heck with your deale r before
deciding which board is for you.
D
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Apple Silentype and Graphic Writer

m 1!!111
I

lllDll

t-

~t ~rinre anb tlJt~aper
Keith E. Walker

of line feeds. With non-perforated roll
directional formats. The maximum line
You pays your money and you takes
type paper, a true form feed doesn't make
length is 84 characters with 10 characters
your c hances, they say, and sooner or
much sense anyway. The operator can
to the inch. The Silentype has the standard
later you'll probably take your chances
vary the number of line feeds it does by
six lines per inch vertical spacing.
on a printer. This review will cover the
POKEing a certain address.
Completely devoid of any buttons or
Silentype printer by Apple Computer and
The other control characters handle
switches (inside or out) 1 the only control
a software package offered by Computer
such features as graphics screen dump,
Station for this printer. The software
on the printer is a typewriter-like platen
printer/ CRT mirroring (this limits the
package is also available for the Paper
feed. Just one little knob to worry about.
printer to 40 letters per line due to the
Tiger printers hooked up to an Apple II.
All of the controls are handled with
Apple screen width) and a normal 80
The Silentype printer is offered by Apple
software or by directly accessing printer
character width output.
memory (via POKEs or control characters).
Computer for the Apple II and the new
This means never having to remove the
Apple III computers. The printer comes
What abo ut print quality and that
with its own special interface card and
cover to get at DIP switches.
doggone thermal paper? Well, print
one roll of paper, which by the way, comes
As for control characters, the Silentype
quality is as good as the the average impact
in 80' rolls and is 8.5" wide.
recognizes LF and FF (line feed and form
printer and this printer won't wake up the
Now, I'm just a conaputer hacker who
feed) but reacts a little differently to the
cat. The name Silentype is very apt. If
enjoys punching out totally incompreform feed than one would expect. All the
you drag a pencil eraser across this page
hensible programs that only another hacker
form feed does is issue a preset number
you'll have just about the right level of
could love. But, deep in the heart of all
hackers is a yearning to write THE program
that everyone simply has to have.
r·i. t · j ' ,•,
\CO
n-= I :.=i 1\t-'l= I
;:o= ill'
A printer may not help me become a ~· i-1!·-' I.:' ;.>
q51-1nn10 MJ~
H T32i (I~ OS!Fiq~I""1
better programmer, but it couldn't hurt.
PP. ~ .UT ~ rill:i BYr
i5 fl TEST ()f GP.flPH •
No more nights spent LISTing and LISTing TH•S
[lF
li1i~·I.TE P f- ~ Z"t·lJ TI.·l!'l~
~
l£.=:T
.GRP.Ph'ZD
and LISTing. Hard Copy! Just the sound
of those words brings warmth to my
heart.
The main reason I wanted a printer
was for programming, so a letter-quality
printer wasn't necessary (or affordable)
and indelible copy wasn't needed . So I
chose the Silentype. It is the third printer
in Apple's lineup and it retails for $625
(or whatever you and your friendly merchant agree upon. Don't tell anyone, but
I got mine for a lot less).
The printer buzzes along at the breathtaking speed of 40 characters per second
(top speed) and prints those letters in a 5
x 7 dot matrix. The speed varies, though,
with how dark the intensity is set. The
darker the type, the slower the printing
speed and vice versa.
It handles the normal ASCII character
set (without true descenders on lower case),
and prints in both uni-directional and bi-

'c...,•

1n'::

r.:

Keith E. Walker, 726 5th Ave. So., Apt A, Great
Falls. MT 59405.
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lOise. In other words, it
very, very
:iuiet.
Contrary to what you may have heard,
:he Silentype doesn't use that weird feeling,
;cratch prone, silver paper that thermal
?rinters used to use, but a white paper
:hat is almost indistinguishable from the
~eal thing.
While it is true that if you like to keep
(our paper in the oven or in the trunk of
(Our car when you're not using it, the
paper will turn black, but it just isn't as
;ensitive to beat lis everyone makes it
;ound. The technology of paper seems to
nave kept pace with the rest of the
microcomputer industry.
I have many list-outs that are approaching their first birthday, and there is no
foterioration ... yet. Another difficulty
1s trying to get something resembling a
standard size sheet of paper when you
have to decide where to tear the sheet
(no dotted lines here!).
One more thing the Silentype doesn't
::iffer is the extended type fonts (stretched
::>ut lette rs) that true impact printers offer.
Those characters are great for headers
and form printing.
The graphics capabilities are abo ut
average for a modern printer, but yo u
fon't have to purchase special graphics
software to use it. All that you have to do

is press ctrl-0, stand back and watch. If
you don't mind a little inaccuracy the
Silentype will do the graphics dump bidirectionally which is pretty quick, or for
a better look, you can set the printer for
uni-directional printing, which isn't very
fast.
Altogether, I'm very pleased with the
Silentype printer, except for one very small
detail. For those people lucky enough to
own an Apple Ill computer, the Silentype
can be programmed to print different fonts.
Seems as though Apple could have at
least offered that proper software for the
Apple II.
But, where there's a need, there's a
programmer, and Computer Station in
St. Louis, MO, offers software to accomplish this feat. The only requirement for
this software package is that you have
DOS 3.3 and Apple DOS Tool Kit. Known
as "Graphic Writer," it will print any of
the fonts available in the DOS Took Kit
(about 30 different ones), with the only
limitation being that you can only print
69 letters to the lines as opposed to the
normal 80. But don't be alarmed, the characte rs still spread fully across the page.
The routine is pretty easy to inco rporate
into your programs and is compatible with
Apple Writer (in fact, it was designed for
it).

To include Graphic Writer in a program
of your own, Computer Station has provided an example program. It explains
with REMarks how to accomplish the task.
AU it involves is loading in the . object
code and your chosen character set and
doing a few pokes to initialize the program.
Computer Station didn't exactly go overboard in providing information on how
the object code works, but then how many
companies do?
All in all, Graphic Writer has to be one
of the best things that has happened to
the Silentype. With it, you can print in
anything from ASCII to Katakana
(Japanese characters), or even special
graphics characters. And as a plus you
now get true descenders on yollr lower
case letters. Quite an impressive package..
To sum things up, I am very pleased
with the Silentype printer, especially in
combination with the Graphic Writer
package from Computer Station. While
it's true that my print-outs will get a tan if
I leave them out in the sun for too long,
this is a small problem to overcome. The
print quality is good, the speed isn't bad
a nd it is quiet. Graphic dumps are as easy
as pie with control from within a program
fairly easy to accomplish.
I'll give it an 85, it's got a good beat and
it's easy to dance to.
D

"Pemberton, I'd like to process a few words with you."
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Printer Control Codes
From Within Apple Writer

To Apple II owners whose machines
are equipped with a Dan Paymar Lower
Case Adapter and use Apple Writer, I
highly recommend modifying the program
to display lower case directly on the screen
as described by John E. Stith in the February
1981 issue of Creative Computing. I have
used the modified version for over a year
and have had no problems whatever.
If your printer has the capability of varied
print fonts, as mine does, you may have
wondered how to send the printer the
necessary control codes from within Apple
Writer texts. The difficulty with direct
entry of these control codes (usually ASCII
control characters) is that the Apple Writer
TEDITOR program uses control codes
entered from the keyboard to maneuver
the cursor during editing, thus e ffective ly
preventing the user from entering them
into the body of the text.
I use a prehistoric IDS IP-225, whic h
can produce enhanced (double-width) or
normal characters in four different print
densities under software control. The printer
will also perform a carriage re turn without
line feed, which can be used for double·
striking for emphasis, and a 1/3 linefeed,
which can be used for underlining with
the hyphen.
To embed these control codes in texts,
you must place the necessary ASCII
hexadecimal codes directly into the portion
of the memory of your computer that the
Apple Writer program uses for the text.
The easiest way to do this is as follows:
1. Boot your system with the Apple Writer
disk modified as directed in Mr. Stith's
article. (The unmodified program will not
work using this technique because of the
way both the TEDITOR and PRINTER
programs interpret and display the text
memory.)
J. Michael Riley. 619 N. Cascade Ave .. Suite J.
Colorado Springs, CO 80903.
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J. Michael Riley
2. Exit the program by pressing QReturn.
3. Enter the Apple system monitor by
typing CALL -151 Return.
4. Type 1900: 83 01 02 lC 1D l E 1F OB
09 4B OD 60 Return. This builds a short
text in memory where Apple Writer expects
to find it. Hex 83 is the beginning marker,
and hex 60 is the e nd marker of the file. In
between are the hex equivale nts of the
appropriate printer control codes for my
printer (and many others) as follows :
01 =Control A= Enhanced Mode
02 = Control B = Normal Mode
lC = Control I = 8.3 Characters/ inch
ID = Control I = 10 Characters/ inch
IE = Control I = 12 Characters/ inch
IF= Control < = 16.5 Characters/ inch
OB = Control K = Vertical Tab (l/ 3 line
feed)
09 4B turns off the Apple Parallel Card
automatic linefeed
OD = Control M = Carriage Return
These control codes may not be appli·
cable to your printer or printer controller
card; check your manual.
5. Type 3DOG Return to re·en ter Basic.
6. Type BRUN TEDITOR Return.
7. After the edi tor program is loaded,
and the menu appears, type E Return.
The text on the screen will consist of a
block of inverse characters, and one flashing
one (a K). Using the normal Apple Writer
editing techniques, you may now add a
brief expla nation of each code fo r easier
reading and use. Return to the Apple Writer
men u and type S Return. Save the control
codes as you would any other Apple Writer
file. I saved mine right on the working
master diskette under the imaginative name
CONTROL CODES.

8. You may now insert any of these
desired control codes within your own
text by parking the cursor where you want
the code, and using the Apple Writer "insert"
command (Control I). When the editor
asks which file to insert, respond with
CONTROL CODES (or whatever name
you have chosen). Then simply delete the
control codes you do not want.
(Editor's Note- Readers may wish to
make a series of files, with one for each
control function . T his way, no deletions
will be required when a control file is
inserted.)
I have used these codes with great success,
although several of them required some
experimentation before I got predictable
results. For example, my printer is set up
so that the controller card issues the linefeed
automa tically with every carriage return.
This is defeated as directed in the documentation for the card, and as noted above.
T urning off the linefeed is useful for
over-striking and forming composite char·
acters. However, unless the automatic
linefeed is turned back on again, the entire
remainder of the text is printed with no
paper advance- not too legibly, I might
add. T he card documentation does not
specify how to restore automatic linefeed,
but it happens to be with the same code as
is used to turn it off.
Anoth er subtlety of an e mbedded char·
acter fo r carriage return is that the print
head returns completely to the left margin
regardless of the Apple Writer margin
setting. The spaces used for margin setting
must be accounted for when setting up
unde rlines or over-strikes.
This simple technique will allow you to
access many of the special capabilities of
your printer from within Apple Writer. It
also has one unique and exciting advantage
over commercially available software-it's
free!
0
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Business

Chapter V -

Business

The most practical, useful place for a computer is in business. There is no other area in which
computers' are used in such numbers. Not every business needs or can afford a large mainframe
machine. In many cases an Apple is quite sufficie nt for handling small business function s. Even in
large businesses, Apples can provide easily accessible computing power, where previously it wasn't
available. A small computer can be very valuable in forecasting, planning, and note-keeping. There
are also the more obvious office functions - such as word processing, record maintenance, mail list
processing, inventory control, and accounting - although to be fair, the utility of an Apple with
some of these applications depends on the amount of data that must be handled. Still, for some larger
applications, an Apple with a hard disk attached can process plenty of information quickly. The
Apple can also be used as a "smart terminal" connected to other computers, for data access and
exchange. The possibilities are virtually end less . . .
Since Chuck Carpenter wrote his review of Desktop Plan featured in this chapter, Perso nal
Software has released Desktop Plan /!, which includes high resolution graphing, charting of data
series, and Visicalc compatibility. The new version sells for $199.95.
The ne xt two articles are about Visicalc - one of the most ingenious programs I've seen on a
computer. The number of possible uses for it is staggering. In a rare moment of wholehearted
endorsement of a product, I have to agree with Doug Green in saying that it alone justifies the cost
of a microcomputer. I just wish I had written it.
Well-Fashioned Forms, by David Lubar, concerns the data base programs that form the heart
of most business applications. With a good data base system, you can store and retrieve any
conceivable kind of information. When you're looking for a specific item, search routines should
allow you to specify individual records, or different subsets of your information. (For example,
if you kept a mailing list in your data base, you should be able to tell it to print labels for everyone
in your list who lives in Illinois and who owns an Apple.) In addition you should be ab le to sort your
data on any key, and it's nice if you have good control over the print formatting.
Because there are so many options in a data base program, they are somewhat difficult to
thoroughly review. Sometimes it's even difficult to compare all the options after you've used a few
different systems for months. Certain app lications will work fine on one system; then a slightly
different application will turn out to work much better on a nother system because it has some
minor feature that you didn't need before. The problem in comparing, however, is that each system
has its own "minor" features, and it's not always easy to anticipate which ones will be needed for
future applications.
PFS is also reviewed in this article. It is only one of the dozens of data base systems avai lable for
the Apple. With the prices ranging from $I 00 to $250, it's best to carefully look at the options each
offers . .. and doesn't offer. Check a few reviews if possible; that way it's more likely that you'll catch
some of the subtle differences in the programs.
By the way, Software Publishing Corporation has released "PFS: Report," a report printing
module to go a long with PFS. It is also listed at $95.

A Manager and His Machine
Robert Heitman

The heartwarming story of a small computer that finds
a home in big business.

Reflections after eight months: a
report from a middle maMger in a large
corporation, who has recently incorporated an Apple into his office work
life both lo improve productivity and
continue his education. Did it work?
Let 's see . ...
This article fu lfills an unwritten promise
to myse lr and the colleagues who blessed
my purchase or a portable computer at
company expense. I hope it will he lp other
executives to decide if they should take
such a step and , if they do, how such a
computer might be used to their advan·
tage.
These days most executives in large
organizations have access to large compu·
ters fo r business reports. O ur paychecks
arrive with the unmistakable imprint of
computer preparation. More and more tasks
in all areas or business a re being tack led
and improved by the computer.
In o ur Human Resources Department
at General Electric in Erie , PA. we have
large-scale computer systems fo r general
employee information, equa l employ ment
opportunity tracking, payroll a nd exempt
annual manpower review data. Many
standard and special repons can be obtained
periodically or overnight. The manpower
data is a lso on-line searchable and is used
to generate candidate slates and to per·
form various analyses.
But in my role in human reso urce man·
agement-and , I believe, in many other
areas-there has been a sort or no man's
land where certain needs and ideas just
don't quite get the attention or budget
priority that does. and should, go to larger
projects tackled by larger computers.
Rober! F. Heitman. Manai:er·Ori:anizaiion and
Manpower Trnnspona1io n Sys1ems Business Di vi·
sio n. General Elcciric Co.. Erie. PA 16531.

In addition. on some approved computer
projects, there see m to be difriculties
involved in translating the general concepts
o r what is needed into £ully usable o utput.
Have you ever noticed that when you meet
with your systems analyst o r programmer,
the conversation goes some thing lik e this :
Analyst/ programmer: "Wha t do you want
to be able to do'!" .
Yo u, aher some general statements: "What
can be done'!
While users need to do a better job o r
defining what they need it is also true that
the programmer should be expected to
"bring some thing to the party." T his is
most o ften possible when he has worked
o n similar applications before. However.
ir you are in a uniq ue field or are developing
a new application, you are o fte n o n yo ur
own.

I'm not an electronics
expert, nor am I a
computer "nut" or
hobbyist. I'm a
businessman pursuing
productivity and better
ways of doing things.
As a new computer project gets under·
way. you may find that when the fi rst o utpu t
is delivered you get new ideas about what
you'd really like to have? This goes through
several cycles, while time goes by , costs
rise and your programmer sincere ly wishes
he'd undertaken a different career - maybe
milking goa ts in a monastery'!

What these situations boil down to is
this: it seems that defining and developing
a new application has an interactive quality.
That is. you o utline what you think you
want. then see the o utput results, which in
turn triggers tho ughts on what else you'd
like to have. This cycles severa l times until
you either ge t what you want or reach an
acceptable comprom ise.
Last November this situation was bother·
ing me more than usual. b ut so was some·
thing else. That was the growing realization
that we live in the age of the "microprocessor'"-that tiny compu ter o n a thin
quarter-inch-square ch ip that is putting
"'brains" into games our children get at
C hris tmas, and products li ke microwave·
ovens, as well as into the man ufac turing
processess and mac hines th at make those
products. Business magazines. as well as
enlishtened managers everywhere. talk
about America - ourcountry! - being far
behind in produc tivity , while Japan and
o ther na tions a re rar ahead in robots and
compute rs.
In the middle of a ll this I said to myself.
"What am I doing about my own education
in this new mic roprocessor revolution'!"
The answer then was. "Not enough!""
T hese two factors-prod ucti vi ty and my
educational gap - concerned me so much
that during last Thanksgiving vacation I
dropped into my nearest computer s tores.
talked to the managers. and bought three
hooks on digital e lec tronics a nd sma ll
portable computers. While a lot o f it was
over my head, I began to get a fee l fo r
microelec tronics and wha t could be done.
Fo r an econo mics/ business administra tion
major. it was at least a start.
As you can tell . I'm not an electronics
expert. nor am I a computer ··nut" or
hobbyist. I'm a b usi nessman pursuing
productivity and better ways of doing things.
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Portable computers interest me as would
any superior tool o r method. If factua l
data proved that lop-eared kanga roos
improved office productivity, this article
would have a report on eight mo nths o f
progress in that field!
Next I began talking to associates a t
work. including old friends a nd new contacts
at a number of company locatio ns. My
researc h convinced me tha t if I had a
small portable computer, and could learn
to prog ram it, I might move toward solving
both problems-component produc tivity
readiness-to-serve, and my own educational
s ho rtfall. A po rta ble computer was necessary because I had to get most of my
lea rning and projec t applicatio n developme nt work done a t ho me. The normal
tasks had to continue during regular business
hours.
After several passes a t writing a proposal.
I was ready to spend the equivalent of two
days talking with my d ivisio n ex perts a nd
ma nage men t associates. who wou ld have
to a pprove the purc hase of a computer. It
was a good two days. for I continued 10
lea rn as I answe red the ir 4uestio ns.
I was fo rtunate in having an ope n-minded
boss. along with reasonable a nd considerate
associates. who we re wi ll ing to liste n to
my story. give use ful advice. and in the
end. appi:ove my purchase. In fact I became
the first ma nager to he involved in one o f
seve ral ex perime ntal pilo t projects with
small portable computers now under evaluatio n. In keeping with my pla n. I purchased
kica lly - ··don·1forge t servicc!·· - an Apple
II with clock ca rd. two di sk drives, a 9··
black a nd white TV monitor. Mic ro modem
for telephone connec tio n. and a dot/ matrix
printer. along with a carrying case. some
mini-floppy d is ks. and a few more books
on programming. Soon I added the Applesoft floating point Basic lang uage card.
and an HO-column card due to growing
word prticessing use. With company consent
I ca rried the above home. and spe nt most
of Christmas and Nc::w Year·s vacation going
to my own se lf-co nduc ted sc hoo l. My
understanding wi fe bega n tl> wond er about
the ··ell:ctrnnic mistress·· who kept me up
la te:: night s. hut I kn ew I was a novice. and
wanted to have some proficiency before
insta lli ng the compute r in my office.
Slowly. with plenty uf mistakes. I learned
how to operate my Apple and began writing
and ex pe rime nt ing wi th simple programs.
The owne r and staff at the local computer
store - Erie Compute r Co. -were just great.
As I think hac k abo ut the really simple
4uestions that had me st uck. I am amazed
a t how understanding and he lpful they
were every step of the way-even if I
called a t night.
Learning to make the com puter work
fo r me has been li ke ta king a person who
played beginner music on the pia no yea rs
ago and giving him an organ for the task of
playing Bach and Beethoven. and expec ting
him to com pose addit ional music as we ll .
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I found that it takes some time to learn
the mental and manual habits of "playing"
the computer. Each piece of software
" music" requires learning and practice to
remain proficient. In addition it can become
frustrating to fiad that with every new
piece o f software comes another instruc tion
ma nua l.
I've found programming a bit like
lea rning a fo re ign language; it is easie r if
you immerse yourself in the cult ure , in
this case by writing short jo b-re lated
programs yourself.
Fra nkly, I look forward to the day when
we will have even higher level compute r
la nguages, and "smarter" computers that
will take verbal instruc tions to do what
one wants done.
It took me about a month of evenings
and weekends before I felt confid ent e nough
to bring the Apple to my o ffice, a nd have
it work fo r me wi th out my spend ing office
time ge tting it to work . Ove r the fo llowing
mo nths I added o ne application afte r
a no ther.
At th is point the computer is an essential
pa rt o f my office life. It has proven itself
inva luable. a nd in some ways I couldn"t
forecast. r d feel lost wit hou t it. I've found
it to be a practical way to "'do more with
less··-a sit uation very famil iar to businessmen everywhere who are fighting o ff
the ravages of innation and Ame rica's rather
shoddy productivity standing .
Now let"s examine actual applications
by looking at what I sa id I planned to do
with the Apple in my purchase authorization
last December and comparing that with
actual use.
Purchase Proposal Item 1: As a ··dumb"'
terminal. to access the manpowe r review
data on the mainframe compute r in Schenec tady. via modem/ telephone.
Results: This has worked out better than
I originally though t due to a sho rt ··autod ial"· softwa re program an A pple-using
colleague hdped me work out one Saturday
at th.: l>ffice.
T he 11ltt way was fo r a colleague tu
te le phone. re4ues1 ing candida tes fo r a
speci fic job he wou ld descrihe. I would
make notes o n a pad. give th em to an
assoc iate 10 search o n the time-share
terminal. or do so myse lf. then call the
request ing party hack. often to find him at
a meeting. Usually a day o r two of missed
calls wou ld pass. a nd if either of us had to
travel. a week o r so might he lost.
ow. with the spec ial auto-dial software .
when the call comes. 1 slip th e program
disk into dri\'e ::; 1. boot the system and it
automatically dials the mainframe computer. The a uto-dial program goes through
six secret. and periodically c hanged. access
codes and puts the Schenectady computer
o n li ne in about the amount of time it
takes tl> cover the conversational pleasantries. W ith the phone tucked in my ea r I
ca n discuss candida te specifications a nd
quali fications while I input the necessary

searc h questions via Apple and modem. I\
prints out the list o f candidates that mos1
closely match the requestor's needs and I
then turn the list over to an associate whc
pulls resumes and mails them o ff.
The matches of candidates to specifica·
tions a re a little better because the calle r
and I interacted with the data base at the
time of the request. The matter is se ttled
at the time o f the ca ll. T here are no return
calls. no lost time, no no tes lying around
o r misplaced and no delays. This initia lly
unforseen auto-dial program has been a
real gem. It represe nts . a n increase in
productivity: readiness-to-serve is greatly
improved and quality of results is higher.
However. I had also wanted to do an
even more automated job by tying in the
clock card to make end-of-month calls to
the mainframe. During pla n t shutdown ,
the same associate. Lyn Brawn, who helped
me deve lop the auto-d ial program earlier
in the year, helped me put this together.
We call it TAP, for Time Auto-dial Program.
There were two reasons for not getting
TAP finished severa l mo nths earlier. First
was a bad experience. when I left my
computer 10 finish a long printout one
evening, the o utput a ppearing to be neatly
piling up o n the floor as I locked the door
and turned out the lights. The next morning.
I found a terrible mess! Because the paper
holders on the printer were set with too
much late ral tension. the print head impact
stretched the paper causing it 10 form a
vertical column four feet high that looped
back over the print er. caught o n the pape r
feed ing in . and got bound up. The prin t
head merrily continued to bang away. totally
disintegrating paper one line high and about
80 columns wide. and spreading blackened
paper dust in the process .
Was I ever peeved and upset when that
greeted me the next mo rning! ·'Try not
pulling the paper too tigh t horizontally
with the feed ro llers:· my computer store
expert told me. That has cured the problem
eve r si nce- I think. But. it has left me a bit
gu n-shy.
The second reason is that earlier programming attempts showed the re was
considerable c omplexity in developing the
program. As one indi ca tion. we finally
solved a proble m of lost c haracters in the
tenth c ol umn of each inco ming message
by moving a subro utine to the front of the
program. The time required for the TAP
program to func tion had been inte rfering
with the responses from the big computer!
TAP now runs successfully. and here is
wha t it does:
1\Friendly instructions o n the TV screen
show the user how 10 en ter the time the
call to th e mainframe computer is to be
made. This can be hours or days in the
future. which is nice if you are leaving
town.
21 At the appointed time. the Apple will
call the mainframe and get it o n line.

3) Next. it will go thro ugh the six secre t
codes to access the manpower information
files.
4) It then asks a series of e nd-of-period
human resource q uestions, getting answers
and storing them to disk. I've got about 24
s uc h questions that can be changed a nd
a re loaded in advance of running the TAP
program.
5) Following tha t, TAP electronically
hangs up the tele phone.
6) Finally, if I have preselec ted the
automatic print o ption, the Apple will print
o ut the results which we re stored o n its
disk. With fear in my hea rt , and a mo re
relaxed setting on the printer's pa per fe ed
rolle rs, I've done it th is way to save me
time the next day.
This progra m is generally set to run at
the end of eac h month. around 8:30 p.m.
with no o ne in a tte ndance. Pre viously , the
process involved someone at the terminal
during work hou rs or o n casual overtime ,
when tele phone rates a nd computer charges
a re higher. Productivity improvement is
evident.
Purchase Proposal Item 2: Trac king
a nalysis and reporting of recruiting activities.
trainees. cou rses. e tc.
Results: Okay to "okay minus." 1 late r
lea rned that this activity was called "electronic filing."
Supplied with the Apple was a free piece
of soft ware called "File Cabinet. " Aft e r
reading the sho rt write-up I thought. "Oh
boy. th is is just wha t I want!" I typed in all
manner o f data that was stockpiled just
for this event. But strange wipeouts occurred
when I tried to manipula te the data. " It
must be me." I tho ught. Only la te r. after
repeated a tte mpts a nd a couple of ruined
wet>kends. d id I learn there really were
bugs in this "free" program!
Since then. I've tried oth e r electronic
filing software with a "once bi tt en . twice
shy" approach. Some of my electronic fi li ng
info rmation is conveniently stored in le tte r
or memo form on word processing diskettes.
I find myself drifting away from letterbooks
and some o the r filing of paper. but I wish
this area was in better shape. Perhaps some
reader has had mo re favorab le a nd time·
tested expe rie nce he or she would be willing
to share.
Purchase Proposal Item 3: Specific
A nalyses:
Results: L'se in this a rea has been ex ten·
sive. particularly in ma npower mode ling.
Through a friend a t corporate headquarters
we unearth ed a model do ne by Hal Hayes.
who retired from GE a few years ago. It
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was writte n in Basic for timesharing. Starting
with it, I made some minor math modifica·
lions in the program logic a nd tra nslated it
into Applesoft with he lpful video instruc·
tions and sounds. This has been used in
internal manpower studies showing pro·
jected impacts of differe nt levels of business
o n numbe rs of employees by le vel.
Ano the r fri end visited with me for a ha lf
day a few months ago then went bac k a nd
designed an even more precise model which
I hope to tra nslate to Appleso ft for the
next organization plann ing study.
As a virgin effort. I wrote a model tha t
shows th e numbe r of people by layer in
the organization. It diffe re ntiates managers.
fo re me n/ s upervisors and ind ivid ua l con·
tributors. and prints a "half a Ch ristmas
tree" pictogram at the bottom of the one·
page printo ut . below the calculation/ info r·
ma tion lines. This was used in a special
organ ization planning study.
A commercially available software pack·
age based on the Troll language - for Time·
share Reactive O n Line Labo rat ory- has
been used both to plot comparative c urves
of vario us manpowe r data and to do multiple
reg ressio n analyses fo r inte rnal s tud ies.
Apple-Plo t softw a re just a rrived a nd I'm
looking forward to using it soon fo r bar
charts and graphs.
Purc hase Proposal Ite m 4: Mini-s tudies
Results: Thro ugh Erie Co mput e r Company. a human resources softwa re pac kage
was deve loped that allows a comprehe nsive
and flex ible ma.nipula tion of employee dat a.
T his is a powerfu l package th a t will e njoy
continued use.
l t has bee n used fo r ana lys is of o ur
adva nced manufacturing e ngineering tale nt
a nd in d efining and track ing o ur key
technologists. primari ly in the e ngineering
func tion.
Purc hase Proposal Ite m 5: Report
updates/ word processing/ office manage·
me nt.
Results: Word processing use has grown
considerab ly beyond w ha t I ha d first
antic ipated. To put it in pe rspec ti ve it
he lps to look at an exec uti ve's com munica·
tio n options. In addi tion to handwri tte n
memos. no tes o n th e inco min g le tte r
pho tocopied and sent as re ply. phone calls,
a nd pe rsonal visits. he ca n dic ta te. give
handwritte n copy to the secre ta ry or steno
pool. use centralized word processing o r.
as in my case. use the computer for some
tas ks.
Th e re a re variab les associa ted wi th this
issue. such as how much travel the exec utive
docs. what internal mail delays exist between
one's office and the central word processing

unit if it is no t in the same work area a nd ,
of course, personal habits a nd status
conce rns. These include whether th e
executive can or will learn new office work
habits, can type, use portable o r other
dictation devices, writes drafts longhand,
uses the secretary to admi nister mo re
important projects, a nd ego (''I'd never be
caught typing my own re po rt"- to name a
few highlights.
Without debating or j ustifying my position
e ndlessly. here are a few observa tions:
Author Alvin T offler, in his latest book,
The Third Wa ve. advises readers that as
he learned more about the mic roelectronics
revolution, which is one of the fo ur key
technologies o f the future. he went out
and bought a simple compute r, used it as a
word processor . learned to operate it in a
few ho urs a nd finished the last half of his
book that way. He says, "Aft e r mo re tha n
a yea r a t the keyboard I a m still amazed by
its speed a nd power .... This eliminates
erasi ng. 'w hi ting o ut .' c utting, pasting,
stri pping. Xeroxing. or typing successive
drafts". I conc ur. based on my po rtable
compute r ex periences these past eight
mo nths.
T o ffler also describes a fut urist ic adver·
tisement for a group vice-preside nt. Afte r
the no rmal requirements for such a position
he adds the phrase "Typing Required."
Get the point ? Fra nkly. the exec uti ve who
ca n type and use a small po rtable computer
has a compe titi ve ad vantage today!
What has ra the r natura lly evolved for
me is the in c reasing use of the word
processing software. I sim ply find tha t o f
a ll th e optio ns available. I can d o those
le tte rs requiring my thoughtful composition.
repo rts. inte rvie w write-ups and s peec hes
qu icker a nd better myse lf. By way of
example. I used portions of one talk already
s tored o n a disk to draft a thirty-minute
speec h for my boss. It was ready fo r his
review in a few hours. T his included th ree
printouts and rewrites. The "old way" would
have meant at leas t a day late r. to allow
typing timl! fo r the secre ta ry after getting
a photocopy of old material. c utting. pasting
and writing in the margins first. T alk about
savings a nd readine ss·to·Sl!rve!
Whi le one can become fam ilia r with th e
40-column wid th o n small computer video
screens. it means me nta lly remembering
tha t what is o n the video tube is half as
wide and twice as lo ng as wh:it wi ll he
printed. The difference is a nnoy ing at first.
takes ge tti ng used to. a nd is a hindrance
whe n you want to lay o ut a complex page
with columns. To solve this prohlcm. I
bought th e 80-column card and am now
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awaiting the a rrival of its associated word
processing software-and anothe r instruc·
tion manual.
You may initially respond to do-it-yourself
word processing with: 'Wha t, me type?!"
All l ca n do is report the fo regoing facts,
and advise yo u that I try to approach my
job as tho ugh l were selling my services as
an independe nt businessman. That is the
acid test for deciding what is really efficient
in a specific si tuation.
This a rticle was done on my compute r a
bit a t a time . o fte n over the wee ke nds
whe n I freque ntly take the Apple home in
its travel case.
As a furth e r step toward better office
manage ment I obtained ine xpe nsive com·
me rcia l softwa re which replaces the old
ha nd-writte n "T o Do" list. Many suc h
software pac kages exist for under $50. While
only a month into using it. and still adjusting
my ha bits, it see ms to be prac tical a nd
helpful. It also allows one to enter advance

dates such as q ua rterly re views, e mployee
service dates. birthdates, salary inc rease
da tes. e tc .. a nd provides ea rly no tice o f
same.
Another inexpe nsive commercial pro·
g ram sto res .several hund red names a nd
telephone numbers, places a nd times calls.
and prints a log of calls and a short telephone
book. I group most o f my outbound calls
and find this program very helpful. A study
o f the log a lso shows a quarter of the calls
we re to part ies not then present. whic h
whe ts my a ppe tit e for e lectronic mail in
the near future.

Summary
At the beginning of this commen tary
two objectives we re mentioned- improving
my component's productivity and readiness·
to-serve and expanding my knowledge of
computer a pplications.
While suc h evaluation is in pa rt subjective.
progress has been made o n both fronts. I

have no regre ts and a m pleased with the
overa ll results. Objectives s tated in the
purchase a uthoriration have gene rally bee n
me t. with some a reas be tte r and some a
little short o f the in itial plan. And . the re is
s till room for new a nd be tter applicatio ns .
As fa r as my education goes. yo u ca n
conclude some thing about that from the
above. I'll also tell you a little story. A
couple o f mo nths ago I took a s ho rt Basic
course ta ught by and fo r engineers he re at
the plant. I was able to not only keep up
wi th the class. but could do the homework
o n the Apple. Some of the e nginee rs came
over and looked at my Apple set· up.
Tha t was a nice experie nce. I think I talk
their language a little better a nd am a
bette r human resource manager fo r tech·
nical associates as well.
I would appreciate lette rs from reade rs
expressing questions. contrary findings o r
opinions, advice or ideas. I'm still learning.

"Waddaya wanna do now- Trolls and Wizards, Fun
with Math, Space Invader, Almalgamated Industries'
profit and loss statement for 4th quarter FY '80 . . .?"
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A First Class Mailbag
Brownlee Elliott
JbHO 006
MJ~~~I.
flJBt.ic. uM , ~ere

cPeatlve computlofl
SOITWARE PROFILE
Name: Mailbag
Type: Mailing List
System: 32KApple with ROM
Applesoft. Disk, Printer
Format: Disk
Language: Applesoft
Summary: Good program for small
businesses
Price: $35.
Manufacturer:
Systems Design Lab
2612 Artesia Blvd.
Suite B
Redondo Beach, CA 90278
It seems as though most of my mail
these days comes with stick-on address
labels printed by a computer. Now I'm
not one of those multi-million do lla r
department stores that load suburba n post
offices with millions of flyers addressed
to "occupa nt," but I have occasionally
wished that my little Apple II could print
address la bels for me so that some of my
outgoing, as well as my incoming mail,
would have those neat little printed
labels.
Perhaps Amy Vanderbilt would consider
it gauche to address Christmas cards with
computer-printed labels. Still, the music
department at my churc h does mail out
notices of concerts; and the church c hoir
has contributed many hours of labor sorting
Brownlee Elliott, 2694 Brady Drive, Bloomfield
Hills, MI 480 13.
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those mailing pieces by zip code so we
could get a better postal rate.
And in my small business, from time to
time I would like to send promotional
ma ilings of a few hundred pieces; but I
can't really afford the secretarial help to
type the address labels each time, and
then sort them out by zip.
So I was eager to try out a new mailing
list program, "Mailbag," sold by Systems
Design Lab of Redondo Beach , CA. The
price was only $35, and the salesman at
my friendly, local computer store thought
it would exactly fill my need to deal with
mailing lists of a few hundred names
each.
The salesman was right- or at least
mostly right. Mailbag can handle between
215'and 265 na mes on a 48K syste m in a
single run; a nd, of course, it can handle
more names than that in multiple runs. It
has provisions for entering, editing, sorting,
and deleting names as well as printing
address labels, and can be interfaced with
some wo rd processors to produce
addressed fo rm letters.
Documentation
Like so many comm e rcia l micro·
computer programs today , its documen·
tation is weak, so let me discuss that before
I describe some of the bette r functions in
more de tail. The user's manual has 23
pages. most of them devoted to a descrip·
tion of each of the twelve program func·
tions in tum. In general, these descriptions
are clear a nd comple te, but occasionally
an explanation will be a bit cryptic, or a
piece of informa tion will not be available.
The "Add More Names" description
does not explain the use of the ESC key
as a shift key, for example. and the "Build
New Database" description makes only
passing reference to this use of the ESC

key. Yet these are the two sections in
which users will most likely be looking
for that information.
The "List/ Search/ Print Routines"
description does not clearly describe the
mechanics of entering a "Search" request;
users must read through the e xamples
provided to realize how it is done. There
are other instances, but like these examples,
they are relatively minor, and I understand,
from a phone conversation with him, that
the author is aware of these weaknesses
and is revising the manual.
When the manual is revised, I would
like to see it include a "beginner's tutorial"
to take new users through a "practice
run" of the program step·by·step. I would
also like to see an index. In any manual
users cannot be expected to know precisely
where some obscure bit of information
may be located.
In any case, the documentation for this
program is at least clear e nough that
intelligent users can make the program
work reasonably well.

Program Functions
Now let me describe the various program
func tions in more detail. There are two
routines for entering data, one (Option
A) to "Add More Names," and one (Option
B) to "Build a New Database." Thei r
operation is quite straightforward: the user
is presented with a menu on the le ft-hand
side of the screen and enters the informa·
tion on the right-hand side.
If an entry is too long for the space on
the screen, it "wraps around" and proceeds.
to over-write the menu, but the computer
accepts the full e ntry correctly. The only
disadvantages are that the user must
remember what the next entry is supposed
to be (e.g .. c ity or state), a nd that whe n
the menu is presented for .the next ite m,
blank areas in the original menu will be
filled with whatever had overwritten them
(e.g. , I had an "ADDRESS INC.:" for a
while as a part of my menu in one run
where
there
had
been
just
"ADDRESS
:"). The nuisance is
temporary, and disappears when the nex t
routine is called.
Option D ("Delete Existing Names")
and Option M ("Modify Existing Names")
are also reasonably straigh tforward. Each
one displays the record and gives the user
the option of changing his mind and making
no deletions or changes in the record.
Option M presents the user with a menu
on which to e nter c hanges. It also has an
undocumented but very useful feature: a
carriage return leaves the rest of an item
unchanged, and takes the user to the next
item on the menu.
Option R ("Read Names/ Letters fro m
Disk") and Option W ("Write Name Data
to Disk") take care of file handling, saving
data in text files on the disk. The users
should get in the habit of routinely replacing
the Mailbag disk with an ordinary DOS
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disk after loading the program - both to
save wear and tear on the Mailbag disk
and to facilitate file handling. Perha ps
the hardest part of the file handling routines
is remembering file names; but Mailbag
has a routine, "Catalog (DOS)" which
provides a list of the files on the active
drive. It is also relatively simple to switch
from one drive to anothe r, though
apparently not from one slot to another.
Option S is a sort program which sorts
the entries into any of several possible
orders: last name, title (or company-what
the program calls "second name"), city,
zip code, or "optional code" (an arbitrary
code set up by the user).
The sort program does not specifically
e liminate entries. It does not, for example,
pick out only entries with zip codes less
than 48000. But careful use of the list
program (described below) along with the
sort program will do this, since the list
program can print a selected range of
entries based on wha tever the ir order
happens to be at the time of the list
request.
There are three other minor routines:
Option G ("Global Print Functions") which
sets up such parameters as mailing label
size and salutation to be used on form
letters; Option P ("Printer Mode On/Off"),
which toggles between the screen display
and the printer; a nd Option X ("Exit
Mailbag") which takes the user out of
Mailbag and into Basic.

Option X illustrates another very helpful
feature of Mailbag which appears in several
other places in the program: before the
routine runs, the user is asked if he wants
to save the data in a disk file . He does
have to say "no" to this query by simply
repeating the original request.
Option L ("List/Search/Print Routines"),
is as the manual says, the "heart" of this

Perhaps Amy Vanderbilt
would consider it
gauche to address
Christmas cards with
computer-printed
labels.
program. It can produce, either on the
CRT screen or on the printer, a !is~ of
comple te entries, a list of names and phone
numbers, o r a list of mailing labels. Any
list can include a ll entries, or a range of
entries based on the order in which they
happen to be arranged at the time of the
List request.
Option L can also produce a "customized" form le tter, with the date, salutation,
and such items as inclusion of first na me,

~

last name, and title specified. I did n
test this option, so I cannot describe he
well it works; but it will only work wi
specific word processors-those whit
produce text files rather than binary fit
(and I would assume that it does n
necessarily work with all text file bast
processors).
I had one initial problem with ti
program whic h a more astute user mig
have avoided: when I printed mailing labe
every "p" was deleted, along with whatev
character followed the "p." I wrote a lett
to the author, and got a phone call fro
him the next day; the problem, as it tumt
out, was that I needed to make a chan1
in one line of the program because I w
using a parallel interface card. The chani
is explained in the manual, but I h<
overlooked it.
Of course, I suppose we users cann1
reasonably expect complete product testir
a nd documentatio n from micr·
entrepreneurs the way we can expec
and even demand it, from the IBMs '
the industry. But we can expect pleasan
prompt help with our problems, and i1
nice to report on one company, and or
author, who give such help.
So, for $35, Mailbag is a first cla.
investment. It works well, with no bu1
that I could detec t. Its documentation
adequate, a nd presumably will t
improved. It gets my-ahem-postal stam
of a pproval.
[
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" Mr. Atherton can't speak to you now. He's in
combat. "
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Programs
for the
Investor
Linda Barkaszi
Cyber-Tech Stock Valuation Model
Cyber-Tech
P.O. Box 924, Chatsworth, CA 91311
TRS-80 and Apple II with ROM Applesoft
32K disk, 529.95
Any investment decision implies a forecast of future events. However. in the case
of common stocks. forecasting future
stock prices. earnings. and dividends is
exceedingly difficult. Unlike bond
interest and pre ferred dividends. commo n
stock dividends and earnings o f most compa nies have been increasing year after
year. Analysts expect this growth to continue in the foreseeable future at approximately the same rate as the Gross
National Prod uct (GNP).
The price of a share of common stock
depends upon the cash flow investors
expect to receive if they purchase the
stock. and the probability of receiving it.
The expected cash flow consists of two
elements: dividends and sale price. It
includes the return of the original investment plus a capital gain (or. in some
instances. minus a capital loss).
The Cyber-Tech Stock Valuation
Model uses the conce pt of Modern Portlolio Management by first discounting the
expected earnings stream to determine
the time value of money. In essence. it is
the present value of expected net cashflows . discounted at the cost of capital.
less the initial cash o utlay. Then the
internal rate of return. which is the interest rate which equates the present value of
expected future cash flo w with the initial
cost of the stock. is found. The CyberTech model identifies attractive stocks as
those which have the highest rate o f
re turn in each classification.
Once the cashflows are discounted and
the Internal Ra te of Retu rn is found. a
Security Market Line is set up. using the
15-week Treasury Bill as the risk-free rate.
The Security Market Line shows the re latio nship between risk and return in a
market. It shifts over time depending on
the changes in the risk less rate o f interest.
Each stock has. as an input. a risk classification (beta) based upon its expected
sensitivity. Beta. which is explained

thoroughly in the instruction manual. is a
measure of systematic risk and is used in
assigning risk classifications. Using Beta
as a risk classification, the Internal Rate
of Return is compared to the appropriate
point on the Security Market Line. If the
Interna l Rate of Return is greater then the
Security Market Line. an undervalued
stock is identified.
The Cyber-Tech model utilizes ano th er
exciting feature; the concept of Marginal
Utility Theory. or the realization that different individuals have different degrees
of risk aversion and therefore have
different indiffe re nce curves. The
tangency point between an individual
indifference curve and the Sec urity
Market Line will occur at different po ints
because of individual preferences. The
individual must determine how much risk
to take in order to increase his expected
i cturn.
The program allows the user to save
input and o utput data with automatic file
naming. Printing o f either input or output
data can be done using either a 40- or 80column printer. An allowance for o the r
types o f printers can be made by
restructuring the program so that the
printer c an be used on-line full time to
obtain the necessary print-outs. Complete
instructions are included in the manual.
One last feature: the Cyber-T ech stock
evaluation model. when used as an investment tool. is tax deductible.
Stock Market Utility Program
H&H Scientific
13507 Pendleton St., Oxon Hill, MD 20022
Apple II 48K ROM Applesoft, Disk 559.95
Stock Market Uri/tty Program. by H&H
Scientific. is a set o f four menu-drive n
programs: STK. I. Data Corrector.
EVAL. and MICROQ.
STK. I allows the user to ente r the
stock data. Data is ente red ch ronologically. since the results are plotted on a
first-in-first-o ut basis. Data can be eit he r
added or deleted in this section. Dele ting
a stock only removes its name from the list
of stocks that is automatically upda ted. It
does not delete the data file o n that stock.
The Historical Stock data option in
STK. I provides an independent means
for building single data files. STK. I a lso
gives the user the option to reduce files to
260 e ntries. Si nce EV AL can accept 100
entries. the maximum number that can be
plotted is 280. It rewrites a ll stock files to
the 260 most rece nt entries.
Data Corrector is used to correct and
rewrite stock data files. You can also add
o r delete data elements as well as correc ting a no th er disk.
EV AL provides a compara tive evaluation o f stock performance. This incl udes
simultaneous graphical display
of
momentum. final price. and the
n orm~.lized ratio o f stock price to the
NYSE index average. In this progra m

high-resolution graphics rou tines provide
a utomatic vertical and horizontal scaling
of the display.
MICROQ is used to build histo rical
data files by converting stock price data
obtained from CompuServe's Microquote
Financial data base. The price option
gives the date. volume. high/ ask. low/ bid
and close on a daily. weekly. or monthly
basis.
MICROQ requires the user to provide a
means for downloading Microquote data
into RAM and carrying o ut line-editing
prio r to wri ting to a disk file. Data Capture
3.0. available from Sou th eastern Software. fills this requirement.
In order to evaluate this packagt:. the
user must conside r the cost o f th e two
s upplementary packages. Data Capture
3.0 and access to CompuServe's Microquote. in addition to $59.95 for th e software.
ANA I
Galaxy
Dept. LP2, P.O. Box 22012,
San Diego, CA 92122
Apple II with ROM APPLESOFT
48K Disk, S49.95
ANA I Stock Market Analysis Program
by Galaxy is one o f the be tter stock
analysis programs o n the markt:t for the
A pple 11. AN A I performs rigorous
analysis on the Dow Jones Industrial
Average for from six months to five years.
The user ca n choose from ·up to fi ve
colors to show the relatio nships between a
least-squares linear fit. moving averages.
and filters for time. magnitude or percen t
changes. As many color graphs as desired
can be ploued on the screen or deared at
any time.
Section 1.0 of the manual is re!-.erved for
the user. Step-by-step instructions show
the command prompts with their ctirresponding responses underlined. Each
command and its function is clearly
defined . ANA I provides 30 two-letter
commands. For example. the DL (draw
line) command draws a tre nd line on the
data. If the data is above the line. you
hold. If it is below the line. you sell . The
MA (moving ave rage) command allows
the user to select a moving average in
order to smoot h out the values of the data.
This command is also used for buy/ sell
signals.
The use r ca n swi tch be tween tex t and
graphic data at any time. and change the
color of the nex t graph whenever desired.
Section 2.0 of the manual defines the
use o f each command. The Data Update
Program is outlined in Section 3.0. This
program allows the user to add, replace,
or read entries o n the Dow Jones Weekly
file.
Section 4.0 describes memory a llocation. disk data. internal representations of
the data. transformatio n values. graphics
routines, debuggi ng a ids. and implementation of user rotuines.
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A Planning & Development System
Financial "models" on the Apple

Chuck Carpenter

.I
Desktop/ Plan is a flexible, business planning and development
system . Its purpose is to assist managers and planners with the development and operation of financial
"models" of business systems. The
planning system is designed for
execution in "desktop computers":
specifically, the Apple II with DOS and
a printer. Desktop/ Plan provides
computer assistance in performing the
four major functions of financial
modeling :
• Developing the model
• Executing the model
• Modifying the model
• Presenting the results
This planning system will be
useful to managers and planners .in
businesses of all sizes. The small
business manager would plan the data
base model then use it to predict and
measure performance. The largecompany executive could use it as an
adjunct to the main computer system.
Any manager would have complete
visibility and the flexibility to manipulate and monitor the activity of the
business on a real time basis.
Desktop/ Plan has many good
features. It is a very comprehensive
and detailed planning system . The
amount of w9rk put into the design and
the practicality of the results, is a
tribute to the skill of its developer, Don
Williams.

norm in products for personal, desktop
computers. There are many good
illustrations and the examples are
clear. Descriptions are kept short and
to the point. Additionally, there is
plenty of space for user notes and
comments. Nothing is crammed in or
squeezed together. There are several
typos and errors of omission - typical
of many newly published documents.
But they do not create confusion or
reduce readability of the manual.

DESKTOP/PLAN
JULY 24, 1?79
1. DESIGH A "ODEL
2. "ODIFY A "ODEL
3. EXECXUTE "ODEL CALCULATIOHS
4. DISPLAY "ODEL VALUES
5. PRIHT "ODEL REPORTS
6. CONSOLIDATE "ODEL VALUES
7. COPY "ODEL FILE TO BACKUP DISKETTE
O. RETURN TO OPERATING SYSTE"
••• SELECT fUMCTlOH lll!ftED&

Getting Started

DEVELOP A "ODEL

Documentation

Reports

Documentation included in the
manual is extensive, comprehensive
and detailed. The documentation is a
refreshing change from the present

Although not the first selection on
the menu, reports are described first.
And thi s is a good choice. Because the
Reports function is used as a development tool, this section provides the
user with needed support documentation. Instructions provided help you

Chuck Carpenter, 2228 Montclair Pl., Carrollton,
TX 75006.
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Introduction to the system is
characteristic of the depth of coverage
in the manual. The user is provided
with descriptions and explanations of
financial modeling, some good points
on single-job applications and thf>
significance of using desktop computers for the protection of your
private data.
Other topics introduced include
how to use the manual, some facts on
the application of planning systems in
small computers (Apple) and mainframe systems and a system overview.
The system overview provides the user
with a summary of each of the system
options and describes various menu
options and operating features . Figure
1 is a listing of the Desktop/ Plan main
menu. Sub-menus under each main
topic further divide the selection and
function capability.

1.

CREATE A REPORT SPECIFICATlOH FILE

2. CREATE A PLANNING VALUES FILE
3. CREATE A CALCULATION RULES FILE
4. RETURN TO "AIM "EMU

••• SELECT FUICTIOtt 11£91Rlla
3
Main menu and a sub-menu selection.

generate a customized blank report
format. This blank format will be used
to develop your unique simulation
model. In this way you can b_
u ilC: and/ or
modify the model according to the
actual work sheet you will use (see
Figure 2).
T he contents and options of
Reports are descri bed al ong with
definitions for designing a report,
en tering report specificat ions and
printing the report. The sections on
generating the Report are concluded
with a d iscussion on developing and
en tering values. Throughout, there are
illustrations, diagrams and detailed
dialogue to show and tell you how to
doit.
Helpful Assistance
In the introduction to Desktop/
Plan it is mentioned that a user could

Making It Work
develop financial plans without training in accounting techniques. And,
you probably could do it. However,
here's a book recommended to you to
make the job much easier:
Finance for the Non-financial
Manager
By: Herbert T. Spiro
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1977
Knowledge of the contents of this book
will make the design of your financial
plans more meaningful. The book is
230 pages of the easiest reading on
financial accounting that I have ever
encountered. It will provide you with
knowledge of financial terminology
and a basic understanding of financial
management.

Calculation ru les are given the
most extensive treatment in the manual and it should be. After all, your data
isn't worth much unless you can
manipulate and analyze it. And, with
Desktop/Plan, you can add, subtract,
multiply and divide in combinations of
rows and columns. You can also fill a
line using a starting value derived
elsewhere. The value can be changed
in the midd le of a line, too. This feature
lets you input and fill across the
columns with planned changes. Then,
you can Interpolate a line. By inputting
a starting and ending value, you can
produce a range of interpolated values
for each period in between. Very handy
for developing cash growth curves or

COl'UTER 11Rlll££RJl«l
DR.LAS

fl.QIST 7, 1979

M3E 1

1ST IURTER-f!SCIL 1979

l/fU£S CH.I/

lffOl OTR TOTFI.

CR055 SR.ES
LESS RETI.ll!IS & fl.LllRaS

235000 98 2l9800. 98 237000. 98
7525
6S88
7998

1£T Sfl.f.S
138000

122998

125009

52980
23500
11098
8511

51098
22988
11598

54098
2l008
11299
825

product build-up curves. Finally, you
can grow a line. If you have a growth
rate planned for any period of time, this
factor can be extended across the
page. And, you can change the growth
rate at any point. Very useful for
planning percentage vol ume changes
(increase or decrease). The grow and
fill features are provided for column
calculations, too.
For your specific requirements,
the custom rule lets you provi de
programs to fit the personality of your
operations. For instance, you can
include manpower forecasting or
progress curve modelling. Any number
of special features (up to 20) can be
implemented here. Custom rules can
be used anywhere in the user's sequence of calculation rules. Adequate
instructions are provided for implementing custom rules along with a
warning to the 'beginner' not to take
this task lightly.
Calculation ru les development is
described by illustrations throughout
and a sample work-sheet is provided.
More illustrations and examples are
provided . for entering and executing
calculation rules. Figure 3 is a summary listing of Desktop/ Plan calculation rules.

!ROSS PRCF IT
CfflmTJNG EXPEl&S
SEU ING
<E£Rfl.

IDllN ISTRATIYE
0£PRECIRTICJI

898

ENTER CALCULATION RULES
1-ADD 2 LINES
2-ADD GROUP LINES
3-SUBTRACT LINE
4-ftULTIPLY LINE
5-DIVIDE LINE
6-ACCUftULATE LINES
7-EXTEND/FILL LINES
8-INTERPOLATE LINES
9-0ROU A LI NE

Cl'ERRT I l«l lt«nE
0Tf£R INCM

IU IN:nE BEFCRE TAXES

ESTilflm> lt«nE TAXES

18707

9165

IET IN:nE

TYPE ' END ' TO QUIT ENTERINO RULES
NUftBER FOR FUNCTION DESIRED: •••

Example of Desktop/ Plan reports.

lffOl QTR TOTfl.

Cll.Cll.ATBI Vil.LES

CROSS Sil.ES
LESS RETI.ll!IS & fl.LIMK£5

23S988. 98 238000. 98 237988. 98 702988. 98
7525
6S88
7998
21825

l£T Sfl..ES

22747'5

~

239980

688975

COST OF G0005 5a.D

139980

12299B

125098

377998

CROSS PRCFIT

97475

191509

195898

383975

ll'EJ!ffT Il«l E»'EHSES
SELLil«l
!EERfl.
IDllNJSTRATJYE
DEPRECIATI CJI

~

51098
2299B
11598
098

54098
2l008
11299
825

157998

23598
11098
850

18125
7'!198

16290
2098

15975
:?9098

42398
29S9B

9464

18707

37336

Cl'ERRTll«l lt«nE

0Tf£R

INCM

l£T lt«nE BEFORE TAXES

ESTJlflm> INCOE TAXES
IET !ICM

~

n79B
2475

- - - - - - --- ---

------ ----------18298
35975
71998
17625

9165

--- - - - - - --34464
8468
8736
17268

l'REPfflE1> MITH OESICTtf>IPtlW-all'AIY Ci»3'JOENTJfl.

Example of a report generated with Desktop/ Plan
at The Computer lmagineering Store. Paul
Dishman, owner of Computer lmagineering, has
used Plan on the Polymorphlcs system. Paul

10-ADD 2 COLUftMS
11 - ADD GROUP COLS
12-SUBTRACT COLS
13-ftULTIPLY COLS
14-DIVIDE COLS
I ~ - C.OftPUTE O/R
16- FILL A COLUMN
17-USE CUSTOM RULE
18- 'HULL ' RULE

indicates that Plan for the Apple II is a much
expanded system. Note that top part Is data before
calculations and bottom section shows values
after calculations.

Listing of calculation options.

More Features
Other options include the ability to
build sub-models, make changes to
models and sub-models and print
reports. Sub- models are useful for
building the overall model in smaller
chunks. These easy to hand le sections
are then linked together to make the
total plan. The change function provides the capability to modify any part
of your model as needed. Duplication
of your model files is made using
instructions included in the BACKUP
section.
Two printer driver options are
provided in Desktop/Plan. Both are
serial and include the use of the Communications card or the High Speed
Serial card. The manual describes the
procedure to use for customizing your
configuration. Once you make the
changes, you can delete several files
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from the catalog. More disk space is
made available on your operating
diskette this way.
Addition of the capability to
automatically lock and unlock files and
to delete unwanted 'trials' and development 'mistakes' would be helpful.
Otherwise, your diskette catalog may
become c luttered with unneeded
entries. You can, of course, lock,
unlock and delete catalog entries
using the DOS commands.
What Wasn't So Good

First, let me state that, overall, t his
is an excellent software package. Most
of my gri es are not of major consequence. But, there are some things
that , from my point of view, are undesirable or lacking. Here's my brief list:
• There is no summary of operation
steps in the manual. If you go
through from beginning to end
you will even tually press all the
right keys. Once you have done
this, though, there is no summary
to lead you through quickly the
next time. Any procedure having
as much detail as Plan does should
have a guideline summary of steps
(for use when you're part way up
the learning curve) .

• A disclaimer that leaves you in
doubt about the ultimate usefulness of the package. To flatly state
that once you purchase the package you're on your own is somewhat counter-productive. You
should expect support of software
that is this extensive and involved.
Correction of bugs and answers to
what, why and how questions are
minimum requirements.
Although $95.00 is a more-thanfair price for this much planning
capability, support to the cu~to
mer is necessary. If the one-time
charge is too low to cover foll?won service, then charge a nominal
fee for the support. Most users
would pay for the comfort of
knowing they are not dangling
loose out there.
• Master Diskette Quality. The one
with my package was noisy and it
had to be re-read three times in
order to make a useable copy. If
you want to save money in the
long run use good quality diskettes. There are several manufacturers whose product quality
exceeds the ANSI standards. The
low-cost diskettes may be OK for
the personal hobbyist. But, for
revenue producing businesses
that depend on reliability, don't
skimp on diskette quality.

Notes
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Conclusion

A final note - Desktop/ Plan is not
limited to financial planning. Any timerelated calculation series can be implemented . For instance, production bui ld
schedules, material flow quantities and
any numeric progression can be
simulated. Also remember that the
system can be customized. (This in
addition to the special calcu lation
features you can add.) Desktop/ Plan
has the potential to be a complete and
creative simulation aide. In this regard,
a progressive manager can take
advantage of real-time data to aid in
common sense decision making.
D
Available from Personal Software, 592
Weddell Dr., Sunnyvale, CA 94086.

VisiCalc:
Reason Enough For
Ovvning A C9mputer

Doug Green

an opinion that I share with everyon e
that I have demonstrated this system
to, as well as several people in the
computer business who already use
VisiCalc or supply it to other users.
Ideally your computer should be
able to act like a cross between an
electronic piece of paper and a pocket
calculator. That seems to be just what
th e people at Personal Software, Inc.
had in mind whe n they developed
VisiCalc. VisiCalc is not merely a piece
of interacti ve software, but in some
respects is more like a separate programming language. It is extremely
powerful, and handles many varied
jobs with aplomb. When used properly
it ca n save a great deal of time that
would ordin~rily be spent programming or using several pieces of software. VisiCalc cannot do some of the
things that high level languages can
do, but what it ca n do, it does very well
indeed.
It takes much less time to learn
virtual ly everything there is to know
about the VisiCalc system than it takes
for any other programming language
you can think of. In my case it took
about seven days averaging about one
and one-half hours a day to become
conversant with all that VisiCalc has to
offer. This is in sharp contrast to the
various high level programming languages that demand much more of the
learner in exchange for their greater
flexi bility.
Not only does it take only a short
period of ti me to understand the entire
VisiCalc system, but it takes almost no
time to begin getting resu lts from this
remarkable piece of software. This is
Doug Green. Cortland Jr.-Sr. High School, Valley
View Dr., Cortland, NY 13045.

A Window Into The
Computer's Memory
After you load in the VisiCalc disk
you will have the basic electronic sheet
of paper on your screen. As you can
see from Photo 1, it has 20 rows and
four co lumns. Each location in this
grid is identified by the number of the
row and the letter-code at the top of the
colum n, for example, A 1. The c ursor in
VisiCaic is much wider than the usual
single-character cu rsor; it takes up the
entire entry that it occupies on the grid.

The amount you can
store is limited more by
the size of your computer's memory than it is
by the VisiCalc sheet.
Any entry on the sheet can either
be a number, a word, or a function of
th e contents of other locations. This is
one of the reasons that VisiCalc is so
powerful. Wheneve r a location is
changed by the user, all of the locations that depend on it ate automatically recalculated. It is this aspect
of VisiCalc that is so striking and so
useful.
Let us say you have told the
VisiCalc sheet to derive co lumn C in
some way from co lumns A and B. Then
if, for some reason, you change any of
the values in columns A or B, new

Photo 1

results in column C will be displayed
automatically. This is like usi ng FOR
. .. NEXT commands in immediate
mode without ever having the contents
of your memory leave the screen.
A lthough what you see is limited
by the number of spaces that ca n be
displayed on your screen at once, the
el ectro n ic sheet is actually much
larger. There are 254 rows and 63
columns where information can be
stored , and the amount you can store is
limited more by the size of yo ur computer's memory than it is by the
VisiCalc sheet.
Keep ing track of the remain ing
memory is very si mple since it is con stantly displayed in the upper right
hand corner of the screen.
You may only see 20 rows of data
at one time, but the number of columns
can be varied by changing the width of
the columns. You can also store more
information in one of the grid locations than it appears able to hold. The
system will re member exactly what
was entered regardless of how narrow
you choose to make the visible col-
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umns. The screen will display as many
characters as you allow for, beginning
from the left of your input.
In addition to the grid, there i~
space at the top of the screen where
other important information is displayed.
The white bar displays the contents of the location where the cu rsor
is currently residing. This can either be
a value (v) or a label (I) . These terms
are analogous to numeric and alphanumeric variables that one deals with
when using Basic; except just a value
can be an expression referring other
locations in the table.

The Clear command requires three keystrokes,
a fact that saved me from
clearing the VisiCalc
sheet at a time when I
was really trying to do
something else.
Two Independently
Scrollable Windows
If you are not satisfied with the
information that you can see on the
screen at one time, you can split the
screen in either the horizontal or
vertical direction and look at whatever
portion of the sheet you like in either
window. A common use of this feature
is to display the upper left corner of
your sheet in the left window while the
lower right portion of your work is displayed in the right window. That way
you can change your initial entries and
watch your totals change at the same
time. Photo 2 shows an example of how
this might be put to use while analyzing
the family budget for the upcoming
year. Instead of wondering idly what
would happen to your savings for the
yea r if the electric bill goes up five
dollars a month, you can find out just
by typing over the information that you
would like to see changed . As you
might guess, this will change the entire
row that lies beyond the changed data,
along with all of the column totals that
depend on these figures.

Photo 2
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The Replication Feature
Another impressive feature of this
system is the ability to replicate similar
functions down a row, across a column,
or in both directions at once. For
example, if you wish to have VisiCalc
derive va lues for column C by subtracting those in column B from the
corresponding values in column A, all
you need do is type in the directions
for the first location in column C along
with directions for replication. This will
cause column C to be completed in an
instant.
If you are trying to complete a
table of entries that depends on the
values stored in the top row and the
left hand column, all you need do is
supply the directions for the entry
located at row two, column two along
with the replication commands and
the screen will fill before your eyes,
much faster than most users could
type in the specific formulas to perform such a task.

Cursor Control
The - and - keys are used to
move the cursor from side to side and
up and down, while the space bar is
used to change the direction of cursor
movement from horizontal to vertical
and back. For rapid movement you can
hold down the repeat key. There is also
a GOTO command that allows you to
move the cursor to any location on the
sheet with just a few keystrokes.
The little dash in the upper right
hand corner of the sheet tells you
which way the cursor is currently prepared to move. The letter next to this
dash, either a Coran R, lets you know
the current direction that the recalculation will occur in. You can instruct
VisiCalc to recalculate down the
columns (C) or across the rows (R).
This will depend on how you have set
up the entries in your table.
The ESC key is used to recover
from simple typing mistakes. If you
press it often enough it will erase all

VlslCalc Functions
SUM

Calculates the sum of the values in a list

MIN

Calculates the minimum value in a list

MAX

Calculates the maximum value in a list

COUNT

Results in the number of non-blank entries in a list

AVE

Calculates the average of the non-blank values in a list.
The maximum number of values in the list is 255.

NPV

Calculates the net present value of the cash flows in a
list, discounted at the rate specified. The first entry in
the list is the cash flow at the end of the first period, the
second entry is the cash flow at the end of the second
period, etc.

LOOKUP

Used with a list of items that are ranked in ascending
order. This function returns the value from the list that
is less than or equal to the value referenced in the
command given.

Pl

Returns the value of 3.1415926536

ABS

Returns the absolute value of the

INT

Returns the integer portion of the value given

EXP
LN
SIN
COS
TAN

SQRT
LOG10
ASIN
ACOS
ATAN

valu~

given

Calculates the appropriate function. The trigonometric calculations are done in radians

NA

Results of a calculation are not available. This makes
all expressions using the value display as NA.

ERROR

Results in an "Error" value that makes all expressions
using the value display as ERROR.

>>>>

This means that there is not enough room to display
the calculated value in the room available. Making the
columns wider will often allow the value to be displayed.

Scientific
Notation

VisiCalc will automatically shift to scientific notation if
necessary in order to display a value in the space
alotted .
Table 1.

that you have typed in since you last hit
the return key. As you enter data for a
given location it appears on the socalled prompt line, the line between the
white box at the top of the sheet and
the grid. When you close an entry by
hitting return, or moving the cursor to
another location on the page, the contents of the prompt line are calculated
(if necessary) and placed in the location on the grid that you have just dealt
with.
More Functions And Commands
There are a nucnber of other functions that are available to VisiCalc
users. These are all listed in Table 1
but a few deserve special mention. Th~
sum function is especially useful to
anyone dealing with columns of numbers that must be added. (Think of all
the time operators of smal l businesses
can save by not having to bang number after number into a calculator.
With VisiCalc they only need to be
written once.) You can also ask for the
average of a range of values along with
other common functions used in business, science, and mathematics.
The list of commands is also impressive. With a few key strokes you
can blank out any location, add or
delete a row or column, move a row or
column to a new location on the page,
or repeat a number or letter across any
location in the grid. This last com'!'and is especially useful for drawing
Imes across the page like those in
Photo 1. There are a number of commands that can change the format of a
given location or the entire window
that the cursor is located in. The
choices for these format commands include: general, integer, dollars and
cents, left- or right-justified columns,
and graphing. This final command can
be used tu construct simple bargraphs for information displayed in a
range of entries selected by the user.
This is shown in Photo 3.
Other commands coup le or uncouple the movements of pairs of
windows, fix the titles on the screen

Photo 3

as the cursor moves down or to the
right, and repli cate formatting across a
whole column or row, or the entire contents of the current window. These
commands require between two and
five keystrokes each depending on
what is being accomplished. (The
Clear command requires three keystrokes, a fact that saved me from
clearing the VisiCalc sheet at a time
when I was really trying to do something else.)
VisiCalc manages its own storage
in its own format. It provides storage
commands allowing you to save files
on disks or cassette tapes, load files
from a disk or a cassette, delete a file
from a disk, or initialiie a blank disk so
that it will be ready to receive VisiCalc
files for storage. It is easy to ask for a
list of the file names on a given disk.
You can also print the contents of your
sheet on a disk as a "text file." This
file can be read by other programs in
Basic, for example, and the information can be further processed in this
manner. (This feature permits you to
perform whatever other functions you
may feel are missing.)
Similar commands will result in
the printing of your electronic sheet
by yo ur printer. The output will be what
is actually on the sheet, as opposed to
what appears in th e window, so be sure
to pay attention to the line width of
you r printer. In any case you can
specify the portion of the p~ge that will
be printed with the issuance of the
proper print command.
Stay Tuned
Your purchase of the VisiCalc
package includes an instruction book
that contains an introduction and four
lessons. As I read through the book
and carried out the examples I found
the text to be easy to understand. The
explanations were certainly cleaner
and better than those I have seen in
most systems programing manuals.
Along with the book, which is in a
handsome 10 x 7V2 inch three-ring
binder, you receive the VisiCalc reference card. This con tains a summary
of all of the VisiCalc commands and
fun ctions and is extremely useful for
users who are new to the system. It
would also be invaluable to infrequent
users. When you send in your warranty
card you will receive the first copy of
the VisiCalc Newsletter free. Original
owners are also protected from any defect in the disk for 90 days, and replacement thereafter for $15.00.
The people at Personal Software,
Inc. are planning to improve the system
and offer the updated versions to
original owners at a reduced price.
They also encou rag e users to suggest changes and additions to improve
the system. As a VisiCalc user I would
suggest that they add some of the more

commonly used statistical functions to
those listed on Table 1. The ones that I
would suggest would be: standard
deviation, one or more correlation coefficients, and perhaps the ability to do
a t-test and a least-squares linear regression; but new functions, must use
up too much memory.

Whenever a location is
changed by the user, all
of the locations that depend on It are automatically recalculated.
Machines And Memory Requirements
Although the version I used was
designed for an Apple system, it will
soon be available for other makes of
small computers including Pet and
Atari. It is only available on disk and
requires a minimum of 32K of RAM .
Additional memory will allow for the
storage of a much larger electronic
sheet but all of the systems' features
are available for users of 32K systems.
The version that I used (version
35) requires 23K for the resident program. This means that for a 32K system there remains only 9K for storage
of the electronic sheet. This sti ll allows
for a reasonable amount of storage,
but for most business. applications it
would be a good idea to have 48K available.
Worth The Money?
If you are in business, the chances
are that the cost of a VisiCalc disk will
be one business expense you will
gladly bear. The current suggested
reta il price is $150.00. This may be a
bit steep for someone who only needs
to do his check book and the family
budget, but for almost anyone in business , education, or any sciencerelated field it is not only worth the
initial expense, but reason enough to
purchase a small computer system in
th e first place.

o
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Break Even Analysis
with VisiCalc
George Blank

YisiCalc, from Software Arts, is much
mo re than a business app li cation for
microcomputers. I li ke to think of it as a
financial language for microcomputers, and
it has a major advantage over other languages. Since the authors, Dan Bricklin
and Bob Fra nksto n, were careful to make
each version compatible with the other
versions, a data set that will work in one
version will work in all the other versions
without cha nge. YisiCa lc is cu rre ntly
available for the TRS-80 Model I and Model
III. PET. CBM, Apple II. Atari 800, and
HP-85.
The authors have a lso come up with a
s tandardize d data format tha t ca n be
dumped directly from the compute r to a
printer. All you have to do to print out the
data set is to save the file to the printer.
using this set of commands:

IS

s

:P (ENTER)
The output will be a file s uch as the one
included in this article. Since all data is in
ASCII, I then read my YisiCalc file into
the Electric Pencil word processor o n my
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Radio Shack compute r, and edit it for
publication. Unfo rtunately, it does not work
with Scripsit, as Scripsi t interprets the
greater than symbol as a format command ,
and prints an error message when it comes
to a YisiCalc line .
The file is produced in reverse o rde r. so
that it is easiest to enterit into your computer
by starting at the bottom and working to
the top.
Commands are preceded by a slash. {/).
and program lines by a greater than symbo l
and the lette r and number of the cell where ·
the information belongs. For example.
" A I :"' Brea k Even
tells the computer to put "Break Even'" in
cell Al. Once you can do that, all you
have to do is fig ure out how to use the
Re plicate command efficiently to e nter
the material into your own YisiCalc file .
Although I have versions of YisiCalc
for the Apple. Ata ri , and TRS-80. 1 use the
TRS-80 version exclusively. I muc h prefer
the wider screen width (64 cha racters)
and sharper le tters from the black and
white monitor. The TRS-80 version has

severa l other advantages. It is cheaper at
$99 than the $ 150 for the Apple version
a nd $ 199 for the Atari version. Unlike the
o the r versions, it is not copy protected , so
I can put a copy of the program o n each
data disk. I have well over 100 diskettes,
a nd I don 't like hunting for individual ones
when I can help it. I like the ability to
modify my files with a good word processor
s uch as Scripsit. In addition, the Model
111. with its double de nsity disk drives,
offers mo re storage on each diskette.
Now for the Break Even Analysis program. which I hope is the first of many
YisiCalc applications to appear in Creative
Compwi11g. As you ente r the retail price
and cost information, the program is set
up to calcula te th e re turn on various
quantities o f goods sold. You can see the
effects of changing your wholesale discount,
spending mo re on adve rtisi ng, reducing
material and labor costs, or making o ther
changes to your product strategy. Yo u
may also want to c hange the labels o n the
various fi xed and variable cost categories
to suit your own product.

Special Notes
The Replicate command can make it
much easier to enter this program. Column
C is replicated from C3 to C31 by keeping
+C3 Relative and +B 18 with No change.
Column D is replicated by answering
Relative to +C2 both times (beginning
and end of the line), and answering No
change to B3, B19, B9, and B16. In both
cases, it is assumed that you will begin at
the bottom of the listing and enter squares
C2, C3 and D2 before the others in the
columns.
It would even be possible to type in this
program using a word processor like Scripsit,
save it to disk , and read it into the VisiCalc.
All you would have to do is end each line
with a carriage return , and save it using
the extension / VC so that VisiCalc can
read it.
O
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Personal Filing System

Well-Fashioned Forms
David Lubar

creative compatlnfj
SOFTWARE PROFILE
Name: Pe rsonal Filing System
Type: Data Base
System: 48K Apple, DOS 3.3.
Disk Drive, Apple Ill
Format: Disk
Language: Run-time Pascal( ?)
Summary: Excellent and easy to use.
Price: Apple II , $ 125.;
A pple Ill. $ 175.
Manufacturer:
Soft wa re Publishing Corp.
1901 Landing Dr.
Mountain Vie w, CA 94043
A great many software compa nies seem
to be o ffe ring some form o f da ta -base
program. These programs vary from highlys pecialized software fo r s pecific types o f
data to gene ral-purpose programs capable
of handling a wide va rie ty of info rmatio n.
Some are s imple to use while o thers
practically require a degree in computer
science or th e equi vale nt. PFS. a generalized data base. is user fri e ndly a nd quite
e legant.
T his program was de finit ely designed
with the user in mind . Its strongest feature
is the way it treats information. Your data
a re sto red in fo rms whic h you design.
T he re are no req uests for field specifications. record numbe rs. varia ble types o r
other parame ters. T o get s ta rted . all yo u
have to do is design a fo rm. any fo rm at
all. Each form resembles a sheet of pape r.
a nd is c rea ted right o n the screen. If o ne
page isn't e no ugh. you can add more.
The form is designed simply by typing in
the headings anywhe re o n the screen. The
o nly restric tion is th at you should leave
e nough space between headings to accommodate the data that will be ente red. Since
forms can be more th an o ne page. this is
no grea t restric tion ..
Once a form is designed . it is saved on
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a d isk. The n . whe never you want to e nter
data. you just fill in the fo rm . The re a re
no restric tions against charac te rs in the
da ta: commas and q uo tatio n marks can
be e ntered wit ho ut causing any trouble.
This is another s ign tha t PFS was designed
with the user in mind. O nce a ny individual
ite m has bee n e nte red. the right arrow
key tabs to the next heading. This is simple
and elega nt. Of course. there is more to a
data base than just e nte ring info rmation .
Yo u also have to be able to search. c hange.
a nd d ele te it e ms.
Th e searc h mod e of PFS is very well
designed. Yo u ca n sea rc h for a comple te
matc h on any ite m or a combina tion of
it ems from diffe re nt headings. or searc h
fo r partial matc hes. Suppose you ha ve a
mailing list sto red o n PFS. and want to
find all add resses o n PIN E ST. (Entries
are in uppe r case.) All you have to do is
bring the fo rm o nto the screen . move the
c ursor to the address heading. a nd e nte r
.. PINE .. as your searc h paramete r. This
would turn up any e nt ry conta ining PINE
as part of the address. Let's say you have
a list of na mes whe re the first name comes
last. T o find a ll the SM IT Hs. you could
sea rc h the na me fie ld for SM ITH ... T o
find all the JOHNs. the co mmand .. .JOHN
would be used. Ite ms can be e nte red in
mo re than o ne head ing. a llowing. for
example. a sea rc h for all SMITHs who
li ve on PI NE ST and are 65 years o ld.
Nume rica l seque nces can be found even
if the search parame ters leave o ut inte rvening c harac te rs suc h as commas. Yo u
can also search for numbers that are greate r
o r less than a specific number.
Once a fo rm has been fo und with a
searc h . you can ma ke c ha nges. o r de lete
a n e ntry fro m the disk. The form co nce pt
a llows great flex ibility when making printou ts. Yo u ca n have the forms printed
with or witho ut headings. you can request
printouts of only part o f the fo rm . you
c an spec ify a line feed o r just a space
be tween items . a nd you can print ite ms
fo und in a searc h or print a ll ite ms. As an
example. s uppose you have a form con-

taining complete ordering informatio n for
business c ustomers. By request ing a printo ut of just name and address. you've turned
PFS into a mailing-list generator.
A backup utility is provided which allows
users with two drives to copy data disks.
PFS also in itializes new data disks fro m
within the program. avo iding the need to
prepare disks befo re hand.
One aspect of the program might prove
slightly inconvenient for experienced Apple
owners . Instead o f using RETURN. the
program uses CONTROL-C to signal that
yo u a re done with a form. It takes a bit o f
getting used to . Luc kily. hitting RETURN
by acc ide nt do es no damage. It's ve ry
hard to lose data in this program . In general.
th e whole system is very forgiving of
mistakes. The only po tential .for losing
data occurs if you ex it the system witho ut
saving the most recent e ntry . In this case.
you would lose o nly the form tha t was
just fill ed .
The documentation includes an example
showing how to generate a mailing label.
More needs to be said about the booklet.
Except fo r the lack o f green ink. it greatly
resembles Apple document at io n. bo th in
layout a nd quality. The pages of this spiralbound manual are filled with screen photos
a nd o ther helpful information. The user
is gently stepped through a ll aspects of

PFS.
While all this sounds almost too good
to be true. there a re some fun c tio ns tha t
are lacking in PFS. It has no sorting
capabilit y. a nd it does no t a ll ow a ny
ma nipulatio n o f nume rical entries. For
instance. you ca n't obtain th e sum o f all
e ntries for a speci fic heading. But these
limitations are minor o r inconsequ ential
in most cases. and a re more than compensated fo r by the speed and ut ility of
the program . Fo r gene ral use. whe the r at
ho me or in the office. PFS is an outstanding
program.
Creative Computing will be covering
mo re data bases in future issues. If the
above software doesn't meet your needs.
keep watc hing.
0

Making sense out of masses of data

Evaluation of
VisiTrend and VisiPlot
from Personal Software
David H. Ahl

July 3. 1981. My financial officer handed
me the results for the month o f June. Not
a remarkable event in itself, except that
June 30 marks the e nd of o ur fiscal year.
Sitting at my desk, I got out my pocket
calc ulator and started to manipulate the

e rals Plus individual sales, and the like. In
addition , each column had eight calculated
subtotals and eight calculated percentages.
T hus, at the end of a quarter th e program
was dealing with approximately 4-0 x 3
120 separate pieces of data.
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Bar chart printed by Apple Silentype
printer.

Sample line chart.
figures to develop fourth quarter, second
half. and fiscal year resu lts. 1 immediately
realized that the job was about twice as
big as it had been a year before and even
considerably larger than six months earlier.
The reasons: we acqui red a new magazine
(Microsystems) at the beginning of the
year. started a new magazine (SYNC) in
January , and established a new division
(Education Center) in February. All this
meant that I was faced with the financial
figures from seven separate operating
entities rather tha n the four that we had
at the end of the previous fiscal year.
Hence I decided that it was time to
learn YisiCalc, YisiPlot, and YisiTrend.
Although I had a minimal working knowledge of YisiCalc, the combination Yisi-

Tre nd and YisiPlo t package had just
recently arrived and I hadn't even taken
off its plastic wrapper.
My first c ho re was to get the monthly
data for the entire fisca l year into YisiCalc.
This I did with li ttle difficulty. However,
as I approached the end of the first quarter
the speed with which the program was
accepting the data slowed noticeably. Each
column of th e tab le consisted of 28
individual e ntries such as total sales.
subscription revenue, re tail sales, Pe riph-

Sample area chart.

Sample bar chart.
By the end of six or seven months of
data, entry had become annoyingly slow,
and by the end of twelve months, it had
really bogged down. Nevertheless, I was
consoling myself with the thought that,
o nce in, it was there forever for whatever
analyses I may wish to do. ALI to ld, it
took about two ho urs to enter the approximately 275 data points fo r a full fiscal
year. I had also, in that time, entered all
of the column and row titles and the various
formu las for calculations of subtotals and
percentages, and had printed out the
resultant table.
A brief aside. Printing is probably one
of the least capable attributes of YisiCalc.
There is no "intelligence" whatsoever built
into the print routines. For example, the
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printer will space across by indi vidual
spaces to ''print out" a blank line. Furthermore. the routines do not take advantage o f printers that do have some ''intelligence" built in. I use a Diablo 1640 printer
with bi-directional printing and a fairly
large print buffer built in. While not as
fast as a line printer. for normal correspondence the printer is more than adequate. On th e other hand, V isiCalc does
not take advantage of th e buffer or bidirectio nal printing ca pabil iti es and.
appears to wait for a signal from the printer
that it has printed a character be fore
sending the next one. T hus, a 60-line page
that is normally printed out in about two
minutes. takes over ten minutes with
VisiCalc.
I don't mean to sound negative. The
program is still faster. more capable. and
more accurate than any alternat ive. particularly pocket ca lculator and pencil.
Nevertheless, there are certain frustrations
in using it.

what one would "naturally" expect, to
provid e even more help, when a oneword menu item is selected, it is highlighted
in reverse video. and a mo re complete
explanation of the item appears immediately above it. Even if one presses the
wrong key. or selects an inappropriate
item. there are built-in escapes and exi ts
on every level at nearly every point.
Usually, when using a program for the
first time. I get into some kind of trouble
that necessitates reloadi ng the entire disk.
In my first eight hours wi th YisiTrend
and YisiPlo t, this did no t happen once. I
am not saying th at all went per fectly:
howe ver. when faced wi th a difficult
situation. I was always able to bail out
without losing any data and without having
to reload the program.

VisiPlot
Currently available for only the Apple
compu ter, VisiPlot is one-half of a new
package from Personal Software that also
includes VisiTrend. Th e YisiPlot portion
of the package, as its name suggests. allows
one to display data in graphical form on
th e screen and prin t it out o n a wide
variety of supported line printers. The
program can make six types of charts:
line, bar. area. pie. hi-lo. and scatter. In
addition. it allows combining the same or
differen t types of charts. For example. a
line chart may contain one. two or three
lines. A comparative bar chart may display
two different bars on th e same X axis or
two bar chans may be displayed one above
the other. A line chart may be combined
with a hi-lo chart. While the possibilities
are not endless, they should be sufficient
to meet most norm al business needs.
Like YisiCalc. the VisiTrend and VisiPlot
package is entirely menu-dri ven. Actually.
YisiT rend and VisiPlot make much more
extensive use or menu comma nds than
does YisiCalc. Menu items are selected
with th e right and left arrow keys and
space bar. Although the commands do

Combination line and bar chart.
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Bars may be displayed side by side fo r
compara tive pu111oses.
As the manual says. "Any time you
seem to be at a dead end with no way to
continue. press any key except reset. shift.
or con trol." From my personal experience.
1 can verify that this advice really works.

A T utorial Manual
T he manual is divided into three sections.
The first sec:ion (24 pages) is an introduction to VisiTrend and YisiPlot including
definitions. program and disk loadi ng
instruction. and some general background
about using the menu. The majori ty of
the manual. 105 pages in all, is devoted to
a tutorial in how to use Y isiPlot. VisiTrend.
and the data entry and edit program. This
tutorial section is divided into five lessons,
each or which takes about one ho ur to go
through fairly thoroughly.
After completing two lessons in th eir
entirety. 1 skipped around a bit to get to
the sections describing what I really wanted
to do with the data that I had. As a result,
I probably missed learning about some of
the features and nuances of the system.
On the other hand, in a six-hour period. I
was able to produce sixteen charts and
run several trend projections. which was
far more productive than the same six
hours would have been with calc ulator.
pencil. and graph paper.
The third section or the manual. 38
pages. is a reference guide to the use of
VisiT rend and VisiPlot. I saw nothing in
it tha1 was no t previously covered in the

Two groups of bars may be displayed
simuftaneo us~v.

tutorial sec tion. However. it may be more
efficient once one is proficient with the
system. to look up desired capabilities in
the reference sec ti on. rather than leafing
around in the tutorial section.
Personal So ft ware also th oughtfully
includes a pocket reference card which
has no less than fo urteen 3 x 6" panels of
information. One wonders whether pocket
reference cards aren't getting a bit out of
hand : but I found this one quite useful.
As the saying goes, "A picture is worth
a thousand words." hence I have included
a substantial number o r charts with this
art icle. Some of th em are taken direc tly
from th e screen while others are printed
on an Apple Silentype prin ter. T here is
little difference between th e two as the
print o ut program merely replica tes the
high resolution screen on the Silentype
printer. Other print ers that are supported
by the YisiTrend/ VisiPlot program incl ude
the IDS Paper T iger 440 and 445 (with
graphics option installed). th e NEC Spinwriter 55 10. 55 15. 5520. and 5525 (with
graphic option installed) and the Trendcom
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Charts 111ay be "improved" by adding
11or111al type.

Data Entry Surprises
The YisiT rend/ VisiPlot package contains an ex tensive data entry and editing
facili ty. T his facility allows the user to
crea te a new data series, and modify
existing data series. The editor allows one
to jump to specific places within a list.
insert new data poin ts between existing
data poin ts, delete poi nts, forma t th e
manner in which data are displayed. print
th e contents o f a series and the like. Lik e
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Bar chart printed by Apple Silentype
printer. ·
the menu-driven plotting portion of the
program, the data entry and editing portion
of the program were simple to use.
However, I did not expect to have to
use them with live data as I had all of the
data that I wanted entered on a VisiCalc
disk. VisiTrend/VisiPlot has the ability to
accept data from VisiCalc which has been
stored in the "standard" data interchange
format (DIF). However, as a sentence
buried in the middle of page 2-49 points
out, "This means that interchange between
the two products is only possible if you
have a copy of the VisiCalc program at a
version number higher than the 1.37."
While I do, it just so happens it was not
the one that I used in entering all the
fiscal year data.
Even so, it appears that it would have
taken at least as much time to edit the
YisiCalc data for plotting as it did to
enter new data. For example, my columns
consist of three individual months followed
by a quarterly summary. For plotting

Labels may be inserted anyplace on the
chart.
purposes, each of the quarterly data points
would have to be edited out. Likewise,
my rows include individual sales results
followed by subtotals and percents for
each of our seven divisions. Again the
subtotals and percents would have to be
deleted. I judge that re-entering the data
points that I wished to plot took no more
time than editing the original VisiCalc
file. This, of course, would not always be
true and the data interchange feature is
not one to be downgraded.

As mentioned earlier, nearly every
combination of charts is possible. Unfortunately, I tried to produce several that,
try as I might, I could not. For example,
using the VisiTrend program (more about
that later) I ran a projection of sales for
the next twelve months. I attempted to
plot current sales for periods one to twelve
and future sales for periods thirteen to
twenty-four. Unfortunately, without extensive editing, this is not possible. It was
easy enough to plot both sets of data on a
line chart however it was not easy to plot
data set one from period one to twelve
and data set two from thirteen to twentyfour. Also, since most of my other charts
were bar charts, I wished to present these
data (twenty-four months worth) in a bar
chart format. Unfortunately, I could not
do it. Some experimentation indicated that
the upper boundary on the number of
bars that could be displayed is sixteen,
however, I could not find this any place
in the manual.

The program performs linear multiple
regressions (using the ordinary least squares
method). It also calculates and displays
the major statistical measures of a multiple
regression including the standard errors
of the coefficients and the regression, tstatistic, R-bar squared, the F-statistic and
the Durbin-Watson statistic. It also performs trend line forecasting.
Needless to say, this is an extremely
comprehensive statistical package and most
users will not need a fraction of what the
program can deliver. Nevertheless, there
are probably one o r more statistical
measur~s useful to each different user, so
the program offers a complete smorgasbord.
For my purposes, I was interested in
trend forecasting using linear regression
and a moving average function with
exponential smoothing. I had no trouble
using either of these capabilities and, in
about one-half hour, was able to develop
several trend forecasts and moving averages. I then stored the results of these
forecasts, moved back to the VisiPlot
portion of the package, and plotted the
results.

Sample pie chart.
Another minor difficulty I ran into was
in the printing out of pie charts. Again,
not in the manual, is the fact that a pie
chart can only have eight slices and,
unfortunately, I was trying to produce a
ten-slice pie. Much consternation and
gnashing of teeth until I figured out what
was amiss and combined several of the
pieces. Another small problem with pie
charts: the eight different colors looked
delightful on the screen, however, on the
printer several of them are represe nted
by the same method of shading. Hence, I
found it was most satisfactory to use just
three colors: white, black and green which,
on the printer, are all distinctly different.

Line chart with a projection made by
VisiTrend.
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VlsITrend

The VisiTrend program develops ancillary data series used in analyses and
forecasting techniques. The methods
include derivation of moving averages,
smoothing data, percent of change, leading,
lagging and cumulative total functions.
Additionally, new series can be created
by taking ratios logs, or other mathematical
or logical transformations of the data.
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Two lines on chart with VisiTrend least
squares projection.
While it is helpful to have detailed
statistics, one can get overwhelmed. At
one point, when I was running trend lines
on virtually everything in sight, I took a
break and got to thinking, "What am I
going to do with all of these data?" The
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computer, of course, will generate anything
you want. However, it is only a tool and
human judgment must be used, probably
more than ever before, to determine what
the computer ought to be doing.

In Summary
I found the VisiTrend/VisiPlot package
exceptionally user-friendly and easy to
learn. The manual, particularly the tutorial
section, is outstanding. While user mistakes
are inevitable, the software is quite forgiving
and rarely, if ever, loses any data. The
package helps analyze data accurately,
produces attractive charts and graphs, saves
time, and is an outstanding business tool.
I recommend it highly.
VisiTrend/ VisiCalc is produced by
VisiCorp, 1330 Bordeaux Dr., Sunnyvale
CA, 94086 and is available for $259.95 at
computer stores throughout the country.

VisiDex, named for the popular Rolodex
information retrieval system, allows storage
and retrieval of screens full of information
in a free-form, unstructured manner. It
can also maintain a calendar of appointments and reminders. One can think of
the screen as a 5 x 7" filing card with up
to twenty lines. Up to thirty-six keywords
can be specified for each screen and the
e ntire screen can be recalled by any
keyword. Additional facilities include the
ability to set up "templates" for applications
such as mailing lists, on-screen editing,
sorting keywords in alphabetical or numeric
order or for print o ut purposes, and
selec tive printing of partial screens. The
price of VisiDex is Sl99.95.
VisiTerm is a communications software
package designed for use with several
popular modems such as the DC Hayes
Micro Modem and others. The package
provides full upper and lower case ASCII
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and smooth scrolling at speeds up to 1200
bps. The package is principally designed
for the transmission of VisiCalc data, text,
VisiPlot graphics, and related programs.
The program comes with pre-defined
regular, boldface, and APL characters,
although it also allows the user to design
his own character set. Like the other
packages in the series, VisiTerm is menu
driven with single stroke characters. Retail
price is $149.95.
As mentioned in the VisiPlot review,
VisiCalc has been updated to support a
Data Interchange Format (DIF), a program
independent data storage technique. The
updated VisiCalc also supports Boolean
functions and arithmetic comparisons as
well as having 17 new simplified commands.
It, like the other new Visi-series packages,
is supplied on the Apple 16-sector diskette
format. Price of the revised VisiCalc is
$199.95.
O

Chapter VI

Apple Cart

As a monthly column, Apple Cart has proven to be a valuable source of Apple information available
only in Creative Computing. In this chapter, we've given you many months worth of material all
grouped together for easy reference. Enjoy!

Using Data Files

February, 1979

Richard Milewski
In thi s month's Apple Cart we will
provide a brief introduction to data
files. It doesn't take long for even a beginning user to get the idea th at a
floppy disk drive added to a system can
do a lot more than simply load
programs more quickly than a cassette.
The ability to store data on the disk
opens the door to programs which ca n
solve real world business and personal
record keeping problems. Unfortunately, the books from whic h most
beginners learn BASIC either skip data
files entirely or describe file access
pr otoco l s
wh i ch
bear littl e
resemblance to those of the App le 11 .
Here, then, is our attempt.
Introduction to Data Files
Let us begin with a few informal
definitions.
DAT A Fl LE- A data storage area located on a diskette. A data file, like a
program , is identified by a name. The
DOS CATALOG command will produce a list of all programs and data
files o n a given diskette. Data files are
identified by a "T" in the first column
of the list. (The "T" stands fo r TEXT
FILE.) Data files are used to increase
the information storage ca pability of a
program t o store data whi ch wil l be
needed at a later date or to convey
data from one prog ram o r set of
programs to another. Smaller divisions
sometim es encountered within data
fil es are RECORDS and DATA
ELEMENTS.
SER IAL ACCESS FILE-Often referred to simply as a serial fil e. When
using a serial file , the DOS selects the
next available location w ithin th e fil e
to read or write data.
RANDOM ACCESS FILE-A data
file which is divided into a number of
smaller divisions called records. The
use of records is muc h like the use of

man ila fol ders in a file drawer. Each
record usually contains a number of
pieces of information and while the
informati on itself changes from record
to record , th e format of any record in a
given data file is usually the same. For
example, in an address file, name,
address, city, state and zip code
usually occur in identical order within
each record. the chief advantage of a
random access fi le over a serial fi le is
that the records may be written or read
in any order.
DATA ELEMENT-An item in a
record . Elements may be:
Numbers-A number is an y value
wh ich may be held in a simple
variable (e.g ., A, X, N1 , P4, etc.).
Strings-A string is a sequence of
characters either numbers, letters,
or special cha racters. Note that a
data element wri tten on a file as a
number can usually be read from the
file as a string, but that many string s
cann ot be read as numbers. In
general, the rules governing the
input statemen t (and in App lesoft,
the GET statement) apply .
Simple File
Accessing Statements
On th e Apple 11 the file accessing
statements are the PRINT and INPUT
statements. In addition some file
control statemen ts exist to perform
overhead operations. These overhead
operations
appear
in
PR INT
statements in which the first character
printed is a cont rol-D (shown as
CHR$(4) stored in D$ in the following
examples). In these examples and
explanations only the basic form of
each command is shown. Add itional
parameters are available for many of
these commands, but their use is
normally optional. The fundamental
fi le accessing statements are:

OPEN (filename). L (recordsize)
The OPEN statement will create a
file with the specified file name if none
exists, and it prepares th e system to
read and/or write from the beginning
of the file. Specifying the record size is
optional and is required only for
random access files.
WRITE
(fil ename) , R (recordnumber)
The WRITE command tells the
machine
th at
subsequent
print
statements contain data wh ich is to be
written to th e data file. Data which is
written to the f ile, as we ll as the DOS
com mands th emselves appear on the
screen in th e course of program
execution unless a NOMON command
is given (consult your DOS manual fo r
details on thi s o ne). Record size is
required only for random access files.
Note that to insu re reliable operation,
the WRITE command must be
cancelled by printing another DOS
command (simply printing a control- D
will do) before attempting any input
from th e keyboard .
READ
(filename),
R
(recordnumber)
The READ command tells the
machine that subsequent
input
statements are to fetch data from the
specifi ed file. In the case of random
access files, the data is fetched from
the specified record .
CLOSE, (fil ename)
T he CLOSE Ccommand is used to
inform the system the specified data
file is at least for th e moment , no
longer is use. It is important to c lose a
data fil e after ·using it because the
DOS stores some data in memory
which is ultimately destined for the
disk. This is done to maximize speed
of operation. The CLOSE command
insures th at this information is "flushed " from memory onto the disk.
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Sample Serial Access
Programs
The general procedure for writing
serial files is:
1. OPEN the data file .
2. WAITE the data to the file.
3. When all of the data has been
written to the file, CLOSE the file. The
fo llowing Applesoft 11 program will
allo w the user to input 10 numbers
from the keyboa rd and writ e th em to a
th e named SFILE.
10 D$=CHR$(4)
20 PAINT D$ "OPEN SFILE"
30 FOR 1=1 TO 10
40 INPUT A
50 PR INT D$ ; "WRITE SF ILE"
60 PA INT A
70 PRINT D$
80 NEXT I
90 PR INT D$; "CLOSE SF ILE"
100 END
To read the data the operation is
similar:
1. OPEN the file.
2. READ the data file .
3. CLOSE the data file.
Th e following Applesoft II program
will allow the user to read the data
written by the previous program. Note
th at by not using the NOMON command the data read from the file is
visible on the screen.
10 D$=CHR$(4)
20 PR INT D$ ; "OPEN SFILE"
30 PR INT D$; "READ SFILE"
40 FOR 1=1TO 10
50 INPUT A
60 NEXT I
70 PAINT D$; "CLOSE SFILE"
80 END
Note that the above technique imposes some restrictions.
1. To read data near the end of the
file, the en tire file must be read .
2. To add new data to the file, the
entire file must be read , then
without closing the file, the new
information must be written.
To solve the second problem, the
Apple 11 DOS as an APPEND command which is identical to the open
command except that subsequent
WA ITE commands place the data at
the end of the file.
A more flexible way around the
problem, which also permits .the use of
more sophisticated sorting and
search ing techniques uses the concept of record.
A record is a subdivision of a file .
For purposes of this discussion each
record in a given file is assumed to be
of the same fixed length. Files organized into a series of records are often
referred to as randfom access files
because any record chosen at random
may be read of written.
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For example, given a random access
file, we may
OPEN the file ,
READ data from any record i the
file,
WAITE data to any record in the
file,
CLOSE the file when finished .
The important difference between the
two fil e types for the purposes o f
sorting and searching are shown in the
foll owing example.

A
8
3
4

8$

DOG
HORSE
CAT

Knuth, Addiso n Wesley, 1973. Volume
3 covers Sorting and Searching.

Total Length
8, DOGO = 6 characters
3, HORSED = 8 characters
4, CATO = 6 characters

20 characters
where O stands for a carriage return. A serial file containing the information
wou ld look l ike this:
1st character
11th character
21st character
8, DOGO

3, HORSED

Note that we may now change "DOG"
to " DUCK" without moving any of the
other data in the file. This is possible
because there are still 4 character
positions in the first record . It is
important in designing such a file to
pick a record length long enough t o ,hold the longest required data
,
elements, but no so long as to waste \
disk space. Also note that one byte of
i
space is required in each record for
the endmark. We may now interchange any of th e records in the fil e
at will i n order to sort the file.
We can for e xample, sort the fi le so
the numeric keys are in ascending
order:
1st character
11th character
3, "H ORSED

4, CATO

4, CATO

21st character
8, DOGO

or sort the file to place the words in alphabetical order:
1st character
11th character
21st character
4, CATO

8, DOGO

3, HORSED

An al ternative approach which is usually much faster, especially for larg er files,
is to retain the original order,
1st cha rac ter
11th character
21st c haracter
8, DOGD

3, HORSED

and compi le an index to the file . The
index consists of the reco rd addresses
in the order we wish to read th em. For
example:
Numeric Index = 2, 3, 1
A lphabetic Index =3, 1, 2
Note that the use of indices permits
the file to be "sorted" more than one
way at a time. Alternatively the index
could be used to copy the fi le to create
another one sorted in any order for
which an index exists.
Readers interested in an advance
level text about sorting, searching, and
information structures in general
should loca te a copy o f The Art of
Computer Programming, by Donald E.

4, CATO

The Exec Command
Rich ard Milewski
Thi s month we wi ll examine a little
n oticed capability of the Apple Disk II
system. Buried in the middle of page 27
of the 7178 edition of th e DOS manual is
a very brief descripti on of someth ing
cal led the EXEC command. The DOS
manual states, in part, that the command is ... "Simi lar to RUN except that
f [the filename] is a file containing
commands (including BAS I C
statements) as they would be issued
from the keyboard. Thi s allows you to
set up fi les th at control th e APPLE
muc h as yo u would yo urself."
With these few words and a brief
p aragraph devoted to the format of t he
command, the manual g losses over a
facil ity with more potential to ease
programming problems than any other
command in the entire Disk Operati ng
System. The easiest way to illustrate
the use of the EXEC command is
throu gh th e use of a few examples.
Program number one, the first of our
examples. wi ll create an exec file which
con tains th e necessary commands to
clear the screen, load the program from
d isk and list it, clear the screen again,
list the disk directory (catalog). delete
the program from the disk, clear the
screen a third t ime, and. fina lly, list the
directory again .
While this process is interesting to
watch. it is of limited uti lity. A more
useful function is performed by
program number two. Thi s program
will create an exec fi le wh ich will
convert a col lection of programs from
th e ROM version of App lesoft II to the
cassette ve rsion (i.e. disk ve rsion ).
Note that th e program assumes that the
files are locked when the operation
commences. and relocks them on
completion of the conversion. The list
o f prog rams to be converted is entered
as data statements beg inning in line
1000. Program number three is ident ica l to program number two except
th at the conversion is done in t he
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opposite direction , i.e., from cassette
App lesoft to ROM Applesoft.
Si milar programs may be written to
tran sfer programs from one disk to
another, and to perform similar functions usually orchestrated from the
keyboard . These tec hn iques are particularly useful when an operation
must be performed on many programs
and the risk of typing errors inc reases .
The exec fil e can also be used to
enter. modify, or delete l ines of BAS IC
programs. Indeed , the possibi lity of
c reating programs which write exec
fi les which crea te o th er programs does
exist. Stopping just short of this,
program number four w ill write an exec
fi le which adds two subroutines to a list
of programs. In this case the subrouti nes added are designed to disable.
and re-enable the DOS so that INPUT
statements wi ll no t respond to DOS
commands. This exec file will add the
subroutines but the subroutine ca lls
(GOS UB sta tements) are not added as
these would occu r in different places in
each program . Th e subroutin e startin g
at line 30000 wou ld be cal led once just
before each input statement which
expec ts input from the keyboard. The
subrou tin e beginn ing at line 31000
wo uld be ca lled immediately after the
input statement.
For those who consi der selfreproduction to be the prime defin ition
of life. we present a program/ exec fi le
combina tion which is 'al ive: at least
wi th in tha t narrow sense. Program
number five will c rea te an exec fi le
wh ich will destroy the prog ram and
then proceed to c reate a duplicate of
the program which will create an exec
fi le wh ich wi ll ... ad infinitum. ad
nauseam . I leave to the reader the
question o f determining wh ich came
first. the program or the egg-xec file . as
we ll as the task of creating a
program/ exec file combination which

not on ly 'lives,' but is capable of evol ution.
Finally, program number six is a
general purpose exec file creati on
uti lity. It may be used to build exec files
of a non-repetitive nature.
Software
Apple owners looking for a source of
programs and other information about
th eir machines often band together to
form clubs and user's groups. One o f
the larger of these is the Apple Corps
based in San Franc isco, C ali fornia.
T hey welcome membership inquiries
from App le owners around the wo rld,
and cu rrentl y have a library of more
th an tw o hundr ed programs .
Membership inquiries should be
directed to:
The App le Corps
Box 4816
San Franc isco. Cal ifornia
94 101
(A 6 by 8 inch self-addressed stamped
envelope beari ng 28 cen ts would help
ensu re the cont inued fiscal health of
the cl ub treasury.)
Other Apple owner's org an izations
are in·1ited to make their existence
known in this co lumn. If there are a
sufficient number, we wi ll present a
direc tory of Apple clu bs in a future
issue. Please indicate whethe r
memberships are invited from outside
your loca l area. (While it is nice to be
able to have access to softwa re from
around the cou ntry. being able to
discuss a program ming problem w ith
someone who has been there before is
often a necessity for the newcomer.)•
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10

!<EM

10

P.E.'·1

20

REM

20

P.EM

30

140
1 50

LET D$ =
CHR$ ( 4 )
PRI NT D$ ; " OPEN COM11A."IDS"
PRI NT D$ ; "1vP.ITE COM.'1A..N DS "
PRI NT " HOME "
PRDlT "LOAD PROGRAJ.l NU!·IBER ONJ:: "
PRI NT " LI ST "
PRINT " HOME "
PRINT "CATALOG"
p RINT II DELETF. p ROGRA!1 ~IUMBE P. ONE II
PRINT " HO:-U::"
PRI NT " CATALOG"
PRINT D$; " CLOS E COMMANDS "
END

10
20

REM
PEM

LET OS
CHR$ (4)
PRI NT D$ : " OPEN CO?v'l·'!A~ms"
50
PRINT DS ;" WRITE CONMANDS"
PEl'.D NS
60
I F N~ = "QUIT" Tll EN 9000
70
RO
PRI'{T " UNLOCK " ;NS
PRI NT " LOAD "; NS
90
100 PRINT "3000 0 RE~/ DISABLE "
11 1) PRI~T " 30010 DA= PF.F.K(54)"
PP.I NT " 30020 DB=P~EK ( 55)"
120
130 PRI NT " 3 0 030 DC=PEF.K(56)"
PRI!lT " 30040 DD=PEEK ( 57) "
1 40
150 PRI NT " 30050 PP~O : IN~O "
PRi llT II 30050 RF.TUR.N "
160
200 PRI NT " 31 000 RE!·I ENABLE "
PRINT "3 1 010 POKE 54 , n~ "
::10
'.l20 PRI NT " 31 020 P0KE 55 , DD "
2 3 0 PRI : lT " 31 030 PQKE 56,DC"
240 PRI~T "31040 POKE 5 7, DD"
PR I ~JT "31050 Rf.T URN "
?50
PRI 'IT " SAVE "; M$
100
:no PRI NT " LOCK "; NS
120 GOTO 60
lnoo
PF.~
Dl\TA LIST
10 10 Dl'.Tl\ " PP.OGR/\!v! ALP !!/\ "
102() DATJ\ " PROGRAM DETA "
rll\Tl\
"PPClGP..AM GAM.'11'. "
1011"1
1040 D~.T.'\ "PROGAAM DELTA"
DATA
"QUIT"
1050
qooo PRP:T DS ; " CLOSF. C.OHl'·!ANDS "
q01 0
PRI.'JT ['$ ; " rXF.C cm1•1A:-JDS "
')C)99 r.rm

40
50
60
70

BO
90
1 00

110
1 21)
1 30

PROGRJIJ~

NUMBEP. O!l:E

PP.OGAAJV :RlMBER TWO

LET D$ =
Cl!P.$ ( 4 )
PRI NT 1:'$ ; " OPE!~ C0!-1:11\NDS "
PRI NT D$ 1 "WR I TE CO!IMJ\lWS "
GO READ N$
70 I F N$ = " QU IT" THEN 90 0 0
80 PRI NT "UNLOCK " ;N$
PRI NT "LOAD " ; :~$
90
10 0 PRI NT " CALL 3314"
111)
PRI NT " SAVE "; ! ~ $
1 20 PRI NT " LOCK "; N$
1 30 GOTO 60
1 000
P.E~~
DATA LIST
DAT/\ "PROGP.Al~ ALPHA "
1010
1020
DATA " PROGRAM BET A"
1 030 nl\T A " PROGRAM GAMMJI."
1040 DATl'. "PROGRA.'·1 DELTA "
1050 DATA "QtTIT"
PRDlT D$ ;" CLOSE COM~.ANDS"
~000
9010 PRINT DS; " FXEC COMMANDS"
F.ND
9999
30

40
50

)()

inn

PPOGP.M~ NL'!·l!'IE1J THPEE
PRHJT "CALL 545 14"

P.Ert

(Rest same as Program 2)

10
?.O.

RE~
PFOGP.AM ~UMBER F I VE
REM
30
LET D$ =
CHR$ ( 4 )
•
35
PRINT 0$ ; " DF.LETE COMMANDS "
40
PRINT DS ;" OPEN COMMANDS "
50
PRI NT D$ ;"WRI TE CO~MANDS "
60
PRINT " NEW "
70
L I ST
RO
PRI:~T " RUN"
9000 PRINT D$; " CLOSE C0"1MANDS "
9010 PRI NT DS ; "EXEC COMMANDS "
9999
END
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3-D Graphics

Richard Milewski
It Is only natural with the high
resolution graphics capabilities of the
Apple II that considerable interest has
evolved In making line drawings on
the screen. Drawings of two dimensions are, of course, quite easy to
produce. Three dimensional objects
may be drawn by a process called
projection. The study of this process,
and indeed the very concept of the
two dimensional perspective drawing, was one of the prime preoccupations of the worlds great artists and
mathematicians during the Renaissance. Figure 1 is a woodcut done in
1525 by Albrecht Durer. Done for his
treatise on geometry it shows one of
the first devices for "mechanically"
producing a two dim.ensional image
of a three dimensional object. The
two men are plotting the image of the
lute as It would be seen from the point
on the wall where the small hook is
located . The string defines the path of
the light from a point on the lute to the
hook . As the man on the left places
his end of the string on various points
on the lute the man on the right notes
the point at which the string passes
through the plane of the Image as defined by the picture frame. The hinged
drawing board is then swung Into
place and the location of the string's
intersection with the plane is marked
with a dot. This device was one of the
earliest pre-cursors of modern computer driven plotters.
It was not until the nineteenth
century that the problem of constructing a three dimensional image
from two dimensional data began to
attract much attention. In 1838 Professor Wheatstone invented the
reflecting stereoscope, w ith some
minor modifications by Sir David
Brewster it became an ubiquitous
form of parlor entertainment through-
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Flgure1 . Albrecht DurerWoodcut.

out the middle nineteenth century.
The operation of the stereoscope is
dependant upon delivering to each
eye an image which differs in angular
perspective from the image delivered
to the other. In the Brewster stereoscope this is done by using a lens to
focus a separate image on each eye.
There was a revival of popularity in
stereo images in the 1950's when the
technique of using crossed polarizing
filters was used to produce motion
pictures in three dimensions. The fad
died rather quickly but a few 3D productions were done in the 1960's and
in the case of one or two "adult" films
as late as the early 1970's. A horror
film starring Vincent Price titled " The
House of Wax" stands as the most
remembered of the 3D films. At about
the same time as the early 3D films a

fad swept the world of the pre-teenagers - Three Dimensional Comic
Books! The technique was to print
the comics as line drawing in red and
green ink and to supply with each
book a pair of cardboard framed
glasses with lenses made of red and
green plastic film. A whole generation
of youth spent entire summers seeing
the world in shades of red and green ,
much to the distress of their parents
who were sure that the practice would
result in blindness if not insanity.
3-D Images With The Apple

It is the technology of the 30
comic book which is almost directly
transferrable to the high resolution
screen of the APPLE II. To view the
output of this month's programs it
will be necessary to construct a pair
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of red/green glasses. Figure two
shows a pair made from some red and
green plastic film available at most
dime stores, and a pair of 35mm slide
mounts which are usually available
singly for a few cents each at photo
supply stores. Those of you who just
happen to have a few old 30 comic
books around can of course use the
glasses which came with them .

Figure 2. 30 Glasses .

The next step is to adjust the tin t
and color controls on your monitor so
that the lines drawn in high resolution
graphics will be red, green and white
instead of the green, blue and white
displayed by a properly adjusted set.

(Newer APPLES may produce the
desired results by using the values 5
and 6 in the HCOLOR statements
instead of 1 and 2.) Some fiddling
with the contrast and brightness controls may also be necessary . The
object is to produce red lines which
are nearly invisible when viewed
through the green filter and vice
versa. Once this has been achieved
simply run the program (HIRES
Graphics in 3-0) and then view the
results through the filters. It seems to
work better if you don't look at the
image on the screen until the filters
are in place on the bridge of your
nose .
The technique described above is
not the only approach to the three
dimensional image problem . It would
seem a rather simple matter to produce 30 images using the classical
two picture Brewster approach. The
advantage to this approach would be
the ability to produce color images in
either high or low resolution graphics
and the disadvantage is that the
Brewster stereoscope does not lend
itself to group viewing . Another

method might be to cover each half of
the screen with polarizing material
(cross polarized of course) and view
the result with the traditional 30
movie specticles . This might, however, require more eye muscle control
than most people are capable of in
order to get the t wo images to fuse
into one .
The possibilities for applicat ions
of the three dimensional Images are a
bit limited , but a clever programmer
should be able to create a space war
game with enough realism to make
the player duck when attacked by an
enemy missi le. OK, al l of you latent
entrepreneurs, here's you r chance !
Write the ultimate space war game,
send it to us, we'll review the best of
the lot here and pass the best two or
three onto Creative Computing Software for possible publication. Not
only will you become famous, but a
few royalty checks may help pay for
your system.

Apple Cart 3-D Graphics
Thanks to Al Booth of San Jose, CA for
bringing July Apple-Cart's missing program to our attention. And here It is:
10 REM HI RES GRAPHICS IN 30
20 REM
100 HG R : POKE - 16302 , 0
500 HCO LOR= 3
505 FOR X = 1 0 TO 270 STEP 50
510 HPLOT X,10 TO X,180
520 HPLOT X + l , 10 TO X + 1,180
530 HPLOT X - 1 , 10 TO X
1,180
590 NEXT X
1000 FOR K = l TO 6
1 010 XL = K * 20:YL =X L* . 7
1020 I P = 6 - (X L I 30)
1025 IF K / 3 = INT (K I 3) T HEN
IP = 0
10 30 GOS UB 8000
1 040 NEXT K
1999 END
800 0 REM COLOR SE PARATIONS
8010 HC OLOR= 2
802 0 IF I P = 0 THEN HCOLOR= 3
8025 X = 1 40 : Y = 96
8030 GOS UB 9000
8040 XL = XL + l
8 0 50 GOSUB 9 000
8100 I F I P = 0 TH EN RETURN
8110 HCOLOR= 1
8120 X = 140 + I P + 2
8130 GOSUB 9000
81 40 XL = XL - l
8150 GOSU B 9000
899 9 RETURN
9000 REM PLOT TH E DIAMONDS
9030 HP LOT X - XL , Y TO X,Y - YL
9040 HP LOT X + XL , Y TO X,Y + YL
90 50 HPLOT X - XL , Y TO X, Y + YL
9060 HP LOT X + XL ,Y TO X,Y - YL
9999 RETURN
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PROGRA M GRAPH1:

Apple Pascal
Assembly Language

USES TURTLEGRAPHICS:
BEGIN
IN ITTURTLE:
PENCOLOR<WHITE>:
BEGIN

'Jhuck Carpenter
Correspondence is always welcome
and a response will be made to
those accompanied by a SASE.
Send your letters to: Chuck Carpenter, 2228 Montclair Place, Carrollton, TX 75006.
Pascal spoken here! Well , almost.
After getting the new language system
running with the Installation and
Operating Manual, I started reading
the other system manuals. There are a
total of seven of them.
• Apple Language System Installation and Operating Manual.
• Three Apple BASIC manuals Integer, Applesoft reference,
and a new one, Applesoft Tu torial. This last one includes
many of the Integer BASIC programs rewritten. It uses the same
refreshing style found in the
Integer manual with new stuff
added for Applesoft.
• Three Pascal Manuals - A text
by Bowles and a Users Manual
by Jensen and Wirth (recognized authorities) . Also included
is a preliminary Apple Pascal
Reference Manual. A permanent
manual will be available and
supplied free to present purchasers who send in their cards.
In addition to the generous selection of
manuals, there are a number of other
items in the language system package.
These are:
• An autostart ROM and 16K of
RAM . These are mounted on a
circuit board that plugs into
slot #0. If you have an Applesoft
ROM card, it is replaced by the
language system card. Autostart
is discussed in the installation
manual.
• Two new ROM's for your disk
controller card so it will recognize the Pascal DOS. (Pascal
has its own DOS.)

MOVE <100 >:
TURN< 120>:
MOVE( JOO>:
TURN< 120>:
MOVE< 100>;
REAOLN:
TEXTMODE:
END:

December, 1979

• Five Diskettes. Four containing
the language system and a
blank. One Pascal disk is for
single drive systems. Two others
are for multiple drive systems.
ENO.
Another is used for either and
contains several system, utility Figure 1. Simple Pascal graphics program. This
program will draw an equilateral triangle.
and example programs. A wealth
The figure will be in the upper right on
of Pascal programs are conthe screen. Turtlegraphics starts the
tained on these diskettes.
trace in the center or the screen and
• One other diskette contains the
draws toward the right. The turns are
counterclockwise.
two Apple BASIC languages.
ASH

03B4 03B603BB1)388•)38003900392 039503 96(1398 039A(•39003AOOJA203A5<)3A8••3A9•)3AB(•JAC0 3AF0380-

AS
B5
20
A2
BO
09
20
CA
10
AS
80
BO
A2
BO
20
CA

C4
39
00 C4
04
AC 03
80
ED FD
F5
BA
BB
BB
13
Bl
ED

02
02
02
FD

1000
10 10
1020
1030
1040
1050
1060
10 70
I OBO
1090
1100
111 0
1120
1130
1140
11 :50
1160
1170
1180
1190
1200
1210
1220
1230
1240
1250
1260
1270
1280

•*****************
• CLOCK ROUTINE
VEAR-DATE-TIME

*

*
*

******************

TIME
. EG $C400
CHROUT .EG SF OED
CLOCK .EG $02BI

CLOCK PROGRAM
PRNT CHAR IN A
CLOCK TABLE

.OR $03B4
PROGRM LOA
STA
JSR
LOX
VEAR
LOA
ORA
JSR
DEX
BPL
LOA
STA
STA
LOX
TIME! LOA
JSR
DEX
BPL
RTS

1t) F7
60
39 37 39
31
1290 TABLE
1300
80
1310

#$C4
$39
TIME
#$04
TABLE .><
#$80
CHROUT

CLOCK TO KEVBO
KSWH
RUN CLOCK
INDEX COUNT
VEAR TABLE
NORMAL OUT
PRINT IT
TABLE DONE ?
VEAR
NO-GO BACK
#SBA
COLON
$02BB
SWAP IT
$02BB
SWAP IT
#$13
I NDEX COUNT
CLOCK, )( DATE & TIHE
CHROUT PRINT IT
TABLE DONE ?
TIME!
NO-GO BACK
ENO IT

.AS ' 9791 '
.HS 80
.EN

VEAR
CARRGE RET

SfMBOL TABLE
TIME
C400
PROGRM 0384
1ABLE 03AC

CHROUT FOEO
VEAR
0380

CLOCK
·T IMEi

02 81
0 3A2

: MGO PROGRM
1979 09/16 13:39:10.871
Figure 2. Assembled listing of the assembly language program used to
print the output from a Mountain Hardware clockboard.
sample run
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Apple Pascal is an exte nsive
system . It shou ld not be taken lightly
by the novice programmer. In fact , the
Apple Pascal Reference Manual states
that it is for the "experienced Pascal
programmer." However, not easi ly
intimidated by such warnings, my first
two Pascal programs were working
within a couple of days.
Actually, the first task was to learn
enough to make copies of the master
diskettes. And it was a good thing to
do. A couple of programs were wiped
out during my learning process. After
the copies were made, the rest of the
system was the next major task. And
what a task it is! After much trial and
error, my two programs would draw a
triangle and print a few lines of text. I
did, however, get familiar with the text
editor and many of the other Pascal
system features. (Pascal includes an
extensive machine language assembler too.) It will take many months to
become familiar with most of this
extensive and powerful programming
system. We should see many new and
interesting programs as Apple Pascal
becomes more popular.
Figure 1 is my first attempt at a
Pascal graphics program. There is
plenty of information in the Apple
Pascal manual on Apple Pascal com mands and syntax but there are very
few examples of easy-to-understand
applicati ons. So I listed one of the
graphics demonstration programs and
used it to figure out what to do. The
program in Figure 1 is a modification of
: s3S4L
03S403S603BS0 3BB(13SD03900 39 2039503S603980 39A0390O'.lAO03A2(J'.lAS03A8C•3A90 3AB0 3AC03AF-

:

AS
S5
20
AZ
SD
OS
20
CA
10
AS
80
80
A2
80
20
CA
10

C4
39
0 0 C4
04
AC 0 3
so
ED FD
F5
BA
B8
8B
13
Bl
ED

02
02
02
FD

F7

LDA
STA
J SR
LDX
LOA
ORA
JSR
DEX
BPL
LOA
STA
STA
LO )(
LOA
JSR
DE X
BPL

60

IHS

39 3 7 39
3 1 SD

AND
AND

#SC4
$39
SC400
#$04
s o 3A c.x
#$SO
SFDED
$0380
#SBA
$0288
$02BB
#S13
so201. x
SFDED
S0 3A2
s3937 , y
( S8D l , y

Figure 3. Disassembly of the clock program from
the apple monitor. Only absolute addresses can be u sed w i th Apple's
assembler.

a program in the textbook by Bowles.
Most of the textbook programs will
need to be modified to add Apple
Pascal commands.
In this example, the USES TU RTLEGRAPHICS command and the
TEXTMODE command we re the re-
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quired modifications. TURTLEGRAPHICS tells Pascal it will be
d rawing pictures. TEXTMOD E returns
the screen back to the text mode. The
PENCOLOR (WH ITE), DRAW and
TURN lines make the triangle.
READLN is an input statement. This
command stops the program until a
key is pressed (for instance) .
You can see the program doesn't
look anything like BASIC. In fact, there
is ve ry little comparison between
BASIC and Pascal. So if you intend to
give Pascal a try, and I recomme nd it,
expect to learn a whole new way of
doing things.
Even though Pascal has a lot of
appeal, and is li kely to become very
popular, it will not replace BASIC. And
th ere is no reason why it should.
BASIC doesn't have all the bells,
whistles and structured design of
many other languages but it does have
universal acceptance and programming information is available to anyone. BASIC will remain a major
language in the computing world for a
long tim e. And, in that regard, this
column will support both Apple
BASIC's as well as Pascal. Th ere are a
number of applications where Integer
BASIC is better than Applesoft. It ru ns
faster and many thi ngs are easier to do.
Furthermore, Pascal run s faster than
either BAS IC. Future columns will
include prog rams doing things in each
of the languages and examples of how
to do the same thing in each language.
How about the native language of
th e App le's 6502 microprocessor?
Assembly langu age prog rammin g
(and entry of machine lang uage) is
possible directly from the keyboard of
the Apple 11. Short assembly language
programs are easily entered from the
keyboard. Assembly into machine
language is automati c with the Apple
mini-assembler. Or you can enter the
machine language into memory using
monito r commands. For more extensive assembly language programming ,
039S039A•)390o)39F•)3A20 3A5<)3A60 3A803AA03AD-

AS
SD
A2
BD
20
CA
10
AS
20
60

BA
BB 0 2
OB
B9 02
ED FD

120 (1
1 2 10
t 220
1230 TIME!
124(J
1250
F7
126 0
80
126 2
ED FD 1264
1270

there are several 6502 assemblers
available (including the one in the
Apple Language System).
Machine language programs provide a convenient way to run short
routines from your main programs. As
an example, Figure 2 is a rout ine to
read the clock output from the Mountain Hardware clock board. The program (using the syntax of the S-C
Assembler II assembler) indexes two
tables to print out the year. date and
t ime. First. the clock is called by
initializi ng KSWH and the jump (JSR)
to TIME. This causes the clock circuits
to s to re the clock output in the
keyboard buffer area. Then, an indexing command reads the year and
the contents of TABLE are printed.
Because of programming conflicts, the
output of the clock uses semi-colons
between the hours and minutes. The
next few lines of the clock routine puts
colons in these memory locations.
Now, the program indexes the clock
output an·d prints the values. Note that
both of the indexing routines start at
the end and go in reverse. This was
necessary because that's the way the
clock output is stored. Also, it takes
fewer instructions to index a table this
way. Use 384G or CALL 900 to run this
program.
Compare the listi ng from the S-C
Assembler in Figure 2 to the listing of
the same program from the Apple
monitor (Figure 3) . The output lacks
the extended features of the S-C
Assembler but does a more than
creditable job. Also, the Apple assembler is available just as soon as you
turn on the power to your Apple. For a
shorter print out of the clock data, the
program modification in Figure 4 can
be used . Most of the time you only
need the current date and time to the
nearest minute. These programs make
it possible to have some control of your
programs when you are making lots of
listings. The clock output from the
Mountain Hardware board can be used
from BASIC programs, too.
LOA
STA
LOX
LOA
JSR
DE X
BPL
LOA
J SR
RTS

#SBA
S02BB
#SOB
CLOCK, X
CHROUT
T Il'tE I
#SSD
CHROUT

COLON
SWAP IT
I NDEX COUNT
DATE & TI ME
PR I NT IT
TABLE DONE ?
NO- GO BACK
PRINT IT
END IT

: MGO PROGRM
1979 09/16 13 : 3 6

Figure 4. Example o f a program mod1f1cat1on to print out a shorter versio n
of the Year. Date and Time program.
sample run
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Keyword Search •Integer Mod Function
Pascal Revisited •Autostart Rom
Applesoft Dollar Formatter

':;huck Carpenter
~pplesoft
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Keyword Search

Searching files for keywords is a
·elatively easy task, especially if you
:ire using the Apple DOS. The program
:;egment in Listing #1 is part of a simple
:ext file program. As you can see from
:he sample run in Listing #2, this is one
)f the file options. The parameters and
1ariables needed for this segment to
·un were established at the beginning
) f the main program. To help with an
Jnderstanding of how this routine
'unctions, here is a list of the variables
JSed:
0 $ = CHR$(4) = control 0
F$ = Name of active file
K$ = Keyword to search for
K = Keyword found flag
C = Record cou nter
I & J = Local loop variables
0$ = local response to input
prompts
CHR$(13) = return key

T o make it easier to follow, the
prog ram was written with a simple
format and very few multiple line
statements. Assume that a fil e exists
with the name Apple Demo and that all
variables have been in itialized. When
keyword search is selected from the
options list, the title is displayed by line
6035. In line 6040, an input request is
made for the keyword . Having entered
the keyword, lines 6050 through 6080
open th e fi le and READ record zero to
get the record count. The READ
operati on is stopped in line 6090 with a
c ontrol D. In lines 6100 thru 6120 the
fi rst record (or Jth record) is read in
from the file and the READ is then
stopped by the control 0 in line 6130.
String parsing , for the keyword, is
accomplished in lines 6140 through
6180. The string length, minus the
length of the keyword, is set in line
6140. For unformatted text, setting the
record length to 80 wi ll be wasteful.
However, this allows you to edit th e
record easier. And, use of structured
formatted records will be the more
likely application for thi s kind of fi le.
Line 6150 checks a sub-string of
characters equal in length to the
keyword. If a match is found, the
record number and the record are

January, 1980
printed by line 6160. If no match is
found, I is incremented and the next
sub-strin g of characters is checked.
This cyc l e is con tinued until all
characters are checked or each occurrence of the keyword is found. If you
don't want or need to find all occurrences of the keyword in a record, then
add a GOTO 6190 command in line
6170.
Once the record search has been
completed, J is incremented and the
next record is read by line 6110. Now,
the parsing process continues unti l all
records in the file, equal to the value of
C, have been read and parsed for the
keyword. Lines 6200 through 6300 are
a variety of options for working with
the text fi le. If no keyword was found
another one can be selected. Records
containing the keyword can be edi ted,
or simply choose to return to the file
options. Note that in line 6290, GET A$
was used to accept keyboard input.
Also, CHR$(13) was used to allow on ly
the use of the retu rn key to return to the
options list. Pressing any other key will
clear the screen and display the press
return prompt. Try this parsing routine
on your own programs. Al so, rewrite it
for primary and secondary keywords.
Integer BASIC - The MOD Function
One command only bri efly described in the Red Book, and only
casually mentioned in the Integer
BASIC manual, is the MOD functi on.
MOD is an abbreviated form of the
word Modulo. It is described in the Red
Book as: the remainder aft er the
division of one exp ression by another
expression. For example, in this statement, R= X MOD Y, R wi ll equa l the
remainder when the value X is divided
by the value Y. Because only integers
are allowed otherwise, this is a useful
way to find th e remainder after a
divisi on is executed. The immed iate
execution mode will let you fi nd the
value by typing in PRINT (#1) MOD
(#2) on yo ur Apple and pressi ng
return . There are several programs
co ntaining ex amples of th e MOD
function in the Red Book.
Another application for the MOD
function is to POKE address data into

memory. Rather than calculating the
data values of memory addresses
yourself, the MOD function will help
you do it. For instance, to move
LOMEM you can POKE the decimal
value into memory like this:
POKE 74, ADDA MOD 256
POLE 75, ADDA I 256
LOMEM pointer
POKE 204, ADDA MOD 256
POKE 205, ADDA I 256
Variables pointer

If you want to move LOMEM from
$0800 to $0900 (the $ means a hexadecimal number) , convert the address
to its decimal value and include the
result in place of ADDA. The HEX
number $0900 is equal to 2304 decimal
and wi ll be POKEd into memory as
2304 MOD 256 =00 and 2304 I 256 =09.
As you can see, these values equal the
original HEX address: LO byte first, HI
byte second . Try this with some
addresses that are not as obvious;
$1ABC for instance. Here's a short
prog ram to illustrate another use of the
MOD fun ction:
.> LIST
1000
1010
1020
1030
1040
1050
1060
10 70
10 8 0
109 0
1100
111 0
1120
11 30
1140

REM ••• MOD DEMO •••
REM
PRI NT
INPUT "NUMERA TOR = " ,N
I NPUT "DENOMINATOR = " , O
PR INT N; " I •;o; •
15 APPROXI MATEL Y"
PR INT N/ O; • . • ;
F DR I : l TO 20
F=N MOO D
IF F >3276 THEN 11 30
N=F•I O
PR I NT N/ O;
NE XT I
PR INT
GOT O 1020

>RUN
NUMERA TOR

?30000

VENOMINATOR • ? Ill
I 111 I S APPROXIMA TELY
270 . 27027 027027027027027

~ 0 0 00

NUME RATOR =

?

If you have an interesting idea or a
question you haven't found an answer
for, I'd enjoy hearing from you.
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6000
6 010 'REM •• KEYWORD SEARCH ••
GOIS REM ********************
6 020
6030 HOME
6035 PRINT ; PRINT "KEYWORD SEARCH - •;Fs; ••
6040 PRINT ; INPUT "KEYWORD - " :Ks
6050 LET K = 0
6060 PRINT DS"OPEN ": Fs:",LBO"
6070 PRINT DS " READ" :Fs : · .R·;o
6080 INPUT C
60 90 PRIN T DS
6 100 FOR J = 1 TO C
G\1 0 PRINT DS "READ":Fs;",R";J
6 120 INPUT RS(J)
6130 PRINT Ds
6 140 FOR I = 1 TO 80 LEN <Ks>
6150 IF MIDS <RS( J),I, LEN <Ksl l < ) KS GOTO 6180
6160 PRINT ; PRINT J; : PRINT " •;; PRINT RS(J)
6 170 LET K = K + 1
6 180 NEXT I
6190 NEXT J: PRINT
E:." 00 IF K > 0 GOTO 6240
GZ l O PRINT : PRINT "NO TH ING FOUND - •: PRINT "TRY ANOTHER KEV WO
RD? YI N • ;
6220 INPUT as: IF as = "Y" GOTO 6000
c,z30 I F as = "N" GOTO 6290
6240 PRINT OS"CLOSE":Fs ; ••
6250 PRiNT : PRINT " DO YOU WANT TO EDIT? YIN • ;
6260 INPUT as: IF as = "Y" GOTO 5000
GZ70 PRINT : PRINT "TRY ANOTHER KEYWORD ? YIN •;
6280 INPUT as: IF as = "Y" GOTO 6 000
6290 PRINT : PRINT "PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE - " ;: GET AS: IF AS
~
CHRS !13l THEN HOME : VTAB <Sl: GOTO 1090
Listing 1
6 300 HOME : GOTO 6290
JRUN
BUILD AND APPEND A FILE
ENTER THE FILE NAME - APPLE DEMO
FILE OPTIONS :
1979 10105 00 :25:43.328
I,
2.
3.
4.
5.
O.

BUILD NEW RECORDS
ADD MORE RECORDS
LI ST RECORDS
EDIT A RECORD
KEYWORD SEARCH
END THE PROGRAM

FILE'A PPLE DEMO 'CONTAINS 6 RECORDS
WHICH NUMBER - 3
LIST TEXT FILE - APPLE DEMO

NUMBER - S

KEYWORD SEARCH - APPLE DEMO
KEYWORD - KE YWORD
2 BECAUSE IT'S A DEMO OF THE KEYWORD SEARCHING
4 L INES ANO SHOW HOW TO S EARCH FOR A KEYWORD .
DO YOU WANT TO EDIT ? YIN ?N
TRY ANOTHER KEYWORD ? YIN ?Y
KEYWORD SEARCH - APPLE DEMO
KEYWORD - APPLE
NOTHING FOUND TRY ANOTHER KEV WORD ? YI N ?N
PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE -
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IF X>62 AND X<68
THEN PRINT "COOL END"
IF X>56 ANO X<62
THEN PRINT "WARM ENO"
Values used in the equal ities came
from an experiment where the glass
bead thermistor was used as a temperature probe. Use your own values for
specific applications. This circuit will
have limited range because the outp:.Jt
voltage will not go to zero. A better
circuit wou ld include a thermistor
bridge with an amplifier. More linear
operation and wider range temperature reading would then be possible.
Notice that the supply vo ltage is 12
volts. The voltage was obtained by
using one of the expansion connectors . A couple of 6 volt batteries
would work just as well.
Any of the circuits discussed so
far can be connected to a 16 pin component header. You may want to build
an adapter out of a 16 pin header and
a wire-wrap 16 pin socket. Solder the
socket to the header, pin for pin. This
way the game padd le can still be
plugged in along with any special
circuit you add on. Another way would
be to make an extender cab le. Run the
cable out the back of the Apple and
connect the circuits to the end of the
cable . This way the cover won't have
to be opened each time a new gadget is
to be connected. Be sure to turn the
power off before plugging in or removing any c ircuit from your computer.
Arley Pascal Sez

FAST OR S LOW ? FIS F
1
WELL WELL! WHAT SHALL WE PUT IN TH IS FI LE?
2
BECAUSE IT ' S A DEMO OF THE KEYWORD SEARCHING
3
PROGRAM SEGMENT - - I ' LL JUST PUT IN A FEW
4
LINES AND SHOW HOW TO SEARCH FOR A KEYWORD .
5
ACTUALLY -- I CAN PUT IN AS MANY RECORDS AS
6
THE DISK WILL HOLD. BUT -- I ' LL END IT HERE.
PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE -

!WHICH

This circuit won't measure temperature exactly but it can be used for
c hecking within a range . A program to
read the thermal voltage could include
lines like this:

Listing 2

If you 're experiencing problems
with Pasca l in your new language system , then you will appreciate these
comments from N. Dealy:
1. To keep C(ompile from 'going
away' or having a spectacular blow-up
use the swapping or double swapping
option. The directives to use are
(•$s+ · ) and ('SS++·) . respectively.
These directives keep you from overflowing the 6502 and Pascal stacks.
2. Finding files is easier if you use
the correct syntax from within or outside the F(ILER. Remember: Sometimes yo u use the suffix and sometimes
you don 't. You may find it handy to
keep notes at hand when you first start
using the system.
3. From the E(OITOR , you can
write over an existing file if you
Q(UIT and write to a named file. From
within the editor, the system won 't tell
you if you already have a file by the
same name. Keep a log of diskette and

file names close by if th is will be a
problem. From the F(ILER, unlike the
E(DITOR, you are prompted if you are
about to destroy something .
4. The Pascal language system
does not support the clock boards.
You must use the D(ATE command
from the F(ILER to change the date.
5. Tryi ng to c hange the name of
the default vol ume may cause some
problems. The system actually has two
special vol umes - the default volume
and the root vol ume. The default
vol ume may be changed using the 'P'
filer command. Any time you specify a
fil e without specifying the volume
explicitly this is the vo lume that is
used. On the other hand, the root
volume is the volume that the system
was booted from and may not be
changed . The work files are always
written to the root volume.
6. Direct connection of the console keyboard to the printer is possible,
too. (Useful if you want to enter titles
on listings.) From within the F(ILER
request a T (RANSFER from CONSO LE: to PRINTER:. Then type your
message, header or other info and end
it with a Control C. The control C
signal s end of file from the console and
you r message will be transferred to the
printer.
7. When using L (INK you must
specify the name you want followed
by '.CODE'. Do thi s when you are
prompted for the output file name.
Otherwise, when you try to execute,
you will get an error message.

the reset key return program to the
monitor, too.
2. Some programs taking advantage of routines in the monitor may not
run . Severa l utility routines were replaced with new ones for autostart
features .
But, for most of us, the new autostart
ROM will make using the Apple easier
and quite foolproof. In a business environment, autostart provides complete load-and-go capability, a definite
advantage for ope rator training and
use requirements.
Applesoft Formatter

Apple chose to include graphics
capability over formatting in their
version of Microsoft Basic. Therefore,
there is no PRINT USING command
and corresponding imaging formatter.
For most of us this is not a problem.
Sometimes, though, you may want to
line up colu mns containing dollars and
cents val ues. Listing 1 illustrates a
routine that wi ll do this job. Also included in the routine are number
length and format checks. And, the
VAL and STR$ commands are used for
string and real number conversions.
Let's examine the program and see
how it works.
• Line 1040 initializes the variables and
dimensions the length of the dollars
column. Change the DI M va lue to be
JL tSi
l Vv1.1

REM

• •• • • • • •••••••••••••

11)1 1,.l
I V' O

REM
RE N

• DOLLAR FORMATTE R •
••••••• •••••••••••••

l•)JI) :

1V4•)

Autostart ROM

Lots of things change when you
plug in this new ROM c hip. Some of
the changes are nice and quite handy.
Others can cause some· inconvenience. (But only if you have had your
Apple a year or more and like to use the
monitor routines a lot. ) Here are some
of the features:
1. Automatic Basic selection if a
disk drive is not installed.
2. Automatic booting if a drive is in
slot 6 and a functioning diskette is in
the drive.
3. Extended screen editing capability.
4. Reset returns to the Basic installed , not the monitor.
5. Stop a listi ng and start it agai n
with a Control S. Allows you to
examine any part of you r program .
6. Suspend execution of a program with a Control S too.
Some of the differences caused
with autostart in place are:
1. No direct access to the monitor.
If the monitor routines are used a lot,
you must use a call such as CALL-151
to get to the monitor each time reset is
pressed. There are a couple of memory
POKEs that ca n simplify this and let

LET D •

I :T •

O: DlM Dt. (::'.:51

: HOME
10'0 PRI NT o: • • :
l••GO INPUT '" OOLU\RS - " :Ot. 10)
I V70
IF Of<D > • '"END" GOTO 1200
1•)8V
iF Dt CO> • "0 " THEN Di <O> •
.. v . VV"
J1)9V
IF
Ml O'l COi- ( 0> • LEN <D t- (0 )
> .. 2, 1 I • " . .. GOTO 11 J O

1 IVU
I I Iv

PR INT '" INCORREC T FORM
PRINT

I 1.~0
I · 30

GOTO 1050
IF
LE~ <Ot. <O > I

Jl40

PRINT •NUMBER TOO LONG

J 150
1 IG(I

PR INT
GO TO 10,1)
REM

11 70
1180
I l 95
1190
I '?OV
1 ·1 1V
I Z:!O

LET l t T •
LET D • 0 •
GO TO I VSV
L ET 0 • 0 -

•

1 "

'\ 7 GO TO
I '"

VAL CDt. ( 011
I

l
PRJ NT
FOR I • l TO 0
I "' JO PRZN T
TAB < JS LEN 'D • < I
>I) : Oi- < r >
I "'4U
NE i.. T i
I~,,,
PRINT :T• •
STR S t TJ
l:?GO
PRHICT "' TOT'1L "' : TAB f JO)"' 't .. :
1A8 C 39 L EN <TS)) : T't

)~UN

I

DOLL.~RS

!~COR RECT

- I :34,67
F ORM •

I DOLLARS - 1:J4'G . 78
to J'1BER TOO LONG 1
J COLL ARS - DOLL MS :,, DOLL~RS I
DOLL~RS -

12 34. ,6
J4'. 9 8
V
V . 7,

:- tiOLLARS 1.- tlOl.l..AriS -

19, . 75
E"D
1:3~ . 56

3'4 :5 . $8

.,,

1) . 1)v
~ -

19, . 7'
ll)TAL

"
LtS!lng

1777 . V-4

longer than you r list.
• Input is accepted by lines 1050 thru
line 1080. Line 1050 numbers the input line, 1060 accepts the input, 1070
checks to see if END was entered to
term inate input and 1080 allows a 'O'
to be used if the entry has no value.
My c hoice is to convert a no-value
entry to 0.00 rather than leave it
blank.
• Form is checked in line 1090. The
position of the period is checked. I
assumed that the form is standard 2
decimal place dollars and cents. If
the entry is wrong the program returns to the i nput lines.
• Total length of the string of numbers
is checked in line 1130. If greater
than seven characters, this example
program sends you back to the input
lines. (The 1170 following line 1130
is part of the GOTO in li ne 1130.)
Note that you may want to check
for alpha characters at th is point. A
string parsing routine can be used to
check the ASCII value of each character. Of course. you can check the
entry on the screen and change it
before return is pressed. However,
automatic error checking is more
reliab le; the comp uter doesn't get
board or distracted.
• Line 1180 uses the VAL command to
convert the D$ string to a real
number. The value of T is adjusted
with each entry and becomes the
total sum of all the values entered.
• In l ine 1185, the counter D is increm ented for each value entered.
Make sure the counter is incremented after the total is adjusted,
otherwise you will never get a correct
total. Lin e 1190 returns to line 1050
fo r more input.
• When END is used to terminate input,
the program branches to line 1200.
Because the D counter was incremented and no additional input
was made, the counter needs to be
decremented by one.
• Lines 1220 to 1240 do the work of
aligning all the inputs in a column.
Each va lue is tabbed to some position, in this example 39, minus the
length of the string D$.
• In line 1250, total va lue T is converted to a string by using the STR$
command. T his was done so th e total
cou ld also be tabbed into position
under the column of numbers. The
word TOT AL, a '$' and the value of
the column are printed by line 1260.
With a disk based system, saving
the input values as a file is quite
straightforward. Consider how it mig ht
be done on tape using the STORE
command. H int: Remember the VAL
and STR $ commands. Another program option would include the ability
to subtrac t numbers and keep the total
correct.
0
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Flip Your Disk
Apple 1/0
Chuck Carpenter
The Diskette Craze

Several times over the past few
months I've heard of people recording
on both side of their diskettes. One
source of software even ships their
programs recorded this way. This is a
very risky practice. Here's why:
• Single sided media is only certified
on the normal record ing side of the
diskette.
• The uncertified side can have 'soft
spots' that may not generate enough
output to be read by the read head.
Some drives will work OK, some
won't.
• Diskettes spin in one direction. Dirt
is collected on one side by the liner
in the diskette jacket.
• When you turn the diskette over, it
spins in the opposite direction. The
dirt comes loose and passes under
the head. Increased head and media
wear is th e result.
• A felt pad is used to load the head,
under light pressure, against the
diskette. In normal use, the pad collects dirt and bits of magnetic material.
• Pressed against the normally unrecorded side, the head load pad
poses no problem. The resu lting
abrasion is on the unused side. You
can guess what is going to happen to
your programs when this abrasive
pad is allowed to rub on both sides
of your diskettes.
Note that two sided drives use read/
write heads loaded against each other.
The diskette always spins in one direction. And, the media is certified on both
sides. The diskettes that "fall out" or
are marginal are used for sing le side
applications.
Also, in order to use the media on
both sides, a notch must be cut i n the
diskette jacket. If even the smallest
plastic chip gets loose and wedges inside, the magnetic surface will be
scraped bare. If you're lucky this will
occur outside the recording area on
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the diskette (If you're lucky). Assuming
you can cut the second notch without
making chips, some of your easi ly replaced programs might be saved on
both sides of a diskette. If you belong
to a club with a large library or can
easily get another copy of a noncritical program, there is little risk. If a
particular program generates a unique
data base, then don't take the risk. Any
special programs you write or use
should only be saved on the normal
recording side of unmodified diskettes.
One more point: If you insist on
using both sides of a diskette, have
them checked. If you have access to
the new language system, Pascal, use
the BAD BLOCKS function to check
diskette surfaces. The higher writing
density of the Pascal DOS increases
the chance of finding any bad spots,
too. Doing some certifying on your
own will significantly improve your
odds against lost data.
These commen ts are the result of
personal experiences with dozens of
disk drives and hundreds of diskettes.
A recent assignment of mine included
subsystem responsibility for drives
and media. A lso, I made a speci fic
point of discussi ng the problem with
Shugart Field Engineers. Their comments concurred exactly with mine.
Apple's Easy 1/ 0

Built into your Apple is a con nector (a 16 pin socket) that will allow
you to sense and control things in the
"outside world." There are also 8 expansion connectors for pugging in all
sorts of complex circuit boards (for instance, the disk drive controllers, the
serial and parallel boards, the clock
boards and so on). But using these
connectors is not easy and we'll leave
the expansion connectors to the
serious hardware designer.
Easy input and ou tput (1/0) , is
provided by the game paddle connecto r (GP 1/ 0) . You can control and
monitor a wide variety of circuits and

gadgets. The input and output pin
voltages are all transistor transistor
logic (TTL) levels. And, there are
many inexpensive TTL devices available from computer shops and electronic supply stores. The maximum
voltage for TTL circuits is 5 volts. As
you will see, this supply voltage is con veniently provided on the GP 1/ 0 connection. Connectors are easily made to
the pins of the GP 1/ 0 with a 16 pin
component header. The signals available at the GP 1/ 0 connector are:
• Four latchable bits to turn things on
and off.
• Three sense bits to check for switch
closure and opening.
• Four analog inputs for sensi ng control positions, measuring temperature or whatever.
• One utility strobe so you can control
things in time with the computer.
• Power, + 5 volts and ground for low
current applications.
All twelve signal ports (1/ 0 pins) are
controllable from programs. The following diagram shows the arrangement of the inputs and outputs on the
16 pin GP 1/0 connector.
Top View
NC

Ig

PDL1

110

PDL3

111

aI
1I
6I

Ground

Strobe

PDL2
POLO

AN3

(12

51

AN2

113

4

I

SW2

AN1 '

I 14·

3 (

SW1

ANO

115

21

SWO

NC

116

11

+ 5 Volts

Location J14

On The Apple Board
Figure 1

More information about GP 1/ 0
signals can be found on pages 126,
137, 138 and 150 in the old 'Apple II
Reference Manual' (the red book) and
pages 23 to 25 and 100 in the new
'Apple II Reference Manual.'

iome 1/0 Background
Now that you know this basic in:>rmation, some background on ciruits to connect to the 1/ 0 pins will get
nings started. One thing you could
:onnect is more game paddles and
.nother switch. The paddles and
witches that come with your Apple are
:onnected to POLO, SWO, POL 1 and
>W1 . The game paddle and switch
:ircuit looks li ke thi s:
POLO
150 K Ohms

...L

have more circui t flexibility and the
circuits in you r Apple will be protected
from accidents.
The two TTL devices illustrated in
the circuits above are inverting types.
That is, the output signal is the opposite polarity of the input signal. It's
not really necessary to invert in this
application. These two TTL devices are
popular and inexpensive. Both types
include 6 individual circuits in the 14
pin package. The 7406 is an open collector device and should be used for
driving low c urrent lamps or relays .
The 7404 wi II work as a driver for lower
current devices like the LEDs and as a
logic element and buffer.

SWO

Who's There

IE> = Connection To Pin Of
GP 1/ 0 Socket

Typical Game Paddle Circuit

' rogram statements used to read the
' DL and SW inputs are:
PEEK POL (X); gives a number
)etween 0 and 255 from one of the POL
nputs depending on the position of
he variab le resistor.
PEEK (addr); gives a number less
han 127 if the swi tch is off and a
1umber greater than 127 if the switch
s closed. Using this command as an
3quality will test this condition. Here's
) ne way:
F PEEK(-16286) > 127 = 1 GOTO . ..
Another possibility is to connect a
amp or light emitting diode (LED) to
:me or more of the annunciator output
pins, ANO to AN3. A circuit to connect
:m LED looks like this:

LED
LED Circuit With 7404 Driver

x, a low current lamp can be con1ected like this:

Lamp Circuit With 7406 Driver

The current avai lable from the 5
volt supply pin is limited to 100 mA.
T he lowest c urrent lamp I have found is
a 6 volt, 25 mA unit from Radio Shack.
Figure about 15 mA for an LED. This
means that more LEDs can be connected to the AN(X) o utputs with
power left for the TTL buffer/ amplifiers. Use o f LED's wi ll reduce the
need for an external power supply. In
all cases, use a TTL buffer/ amplifier to
drive the external circuits. You will

Monitoring a remotely located
switch is one task you can accomplish
through the SW input pins. For instance you ca n connect a switch as
shown in the following circuit to
monitor a remote location,
+SV
10K

Normal On

After POKE

L

High

'o•Vol"
Approx. O Volts

L ow

To switch the voltage back high,
another POKE is required ; this time to
a different address. For output ANO the
POKEs required are like this:
POKE - 16296,0: REM - SET ANO HI
POKE - 16295,0 : REM - SET ANO LO
POKE - 16296,0 : REM - SET ANO HI
Using three POKEs in a row like this
will generate a pulse at the ANO pin. It
w ill be a fa irly fast pulse and if the LED
circuit shown previously were connected to ANO the LED wou ld blink.
To make the LED flash on and off
use a FOR NEXT loop with suitable
delays between POKEs. First, it's a
good idea to make sure the ANO output
is at the desired starting level. Use a
POKE in your initiating routin e to
assure that ANO is set HI. Then. use a
program segment something like this
to flash the LED:

_L

n----_.----!

Remote
Switch

'Is 7404

Switch Sensing With 7404 Butler

With the switc h open , the 1OK pull up
resistor insures th at the input to the
7404 is not floating and is not affected
by noise on the wires. The 7404 is an
inverter, so the output is a zero or low
when the input is at 5 volts. When the
switch is closed, the input goes to zero
or low and the output goes up or high.
By using the PEEK command in a
Basic program the SW2 input can be
tested.
IF PEEK (-16285) > 127 = 1 GOTO . . .
REM : switch 3 is on when true
When the voltage at SW2, pin 4 is near
zero, the PEEK statement is false.
Closing the switch causes the input to
SW2, pin 4 to go to a voltage level between 3 and 4 volts. The PEEK statement will now be true and yo u ca n
cause your program to respond accordingly.
Apple Turns On
Pins 12 to 15 are th e latchable outputs called annunciator ports . Each of
these ou tputs can be set from within a
program by using a POKE statement.
When power is first turned on, the
normal level is set by the power-on
reset routines in the monitor ROM . For
A NOand AN1 this level is high. A POKE
to the add ress representing the AN (X)
set or reset condition will cause the
voltage to ch ange accordingly. For
instance:

FOR I = 1TO10
POKE - 16295,0 : REM - LED IS ON
FOR J = 1 TO 200 : NEXT J
POKE - 16296,0 : REM - LED IS OFF
FOR J = 1 TO 200 : NEXT J
NEXT I
RETURN
The same routine can also be used to
flash th e lam p except t he on and off
conditions are reversed. Depending on
your req uirements, yo u can reverse the
order of POKEs, add a 7404 inverter
ahead of th e 7406, or leave the circ uit
as is. More information on addresses
to use for the other latchable outputs
can be found on pages 75 and 137 in
the red book and page 24 of th e new
reference manual.
Which Way and How Far
Analog inputs, such as the output
voltage from a game paddle, can be
'read' by the POL inputs. A voltage that
varies continuously between 0 and 3
volts wi ll be converted to numbers
between 255 and 0 in the computer. A
game padd le is the most usual gadget
con nected to POL inputs but there are
many oth er possibilities. One such
possibility is a temperature checking
c irc uit. Here's one idea:
From Bus Connector

PDL2
100 K Ohms

Temperature Checking Circuit

Ground
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Poking Subroutines •Tone Routine
Pause Routine •Sargon II
Chuck Carpenter
Put it There

Using the POKE command to put a
byte of data into memory is quite
useful. Examination of a variety of
Appl e programs wi l l i l lustrate t h e
point. Some programs which include
musical segments for instance, use a
series of POKEs to poke in the machine
language routine th at controls th e
pitc h and duration va lues. This technique is fin e for settin g and resetting
various prog ram poi nters and control
bytes. But for longer rou ti nes, the re are
a couple of other tec hniques that are
useful. One way is to use a combination of READ and DA TA statements.
Anoth er is to use a string parsing
routi ne to separate and POKE t he data
into memo ry. The economy of coding
your program using a simple series of
POKEs, or one of the other methods,
will depend on how much work you
want to do (or how much memory can
be saved).
Just Plain POKEs

Using the tone generating ro uti ne
as an example, t he POK E state men ts
requ ired would take two program lines.
Not too b ad, bu t this routine is only 19
bytes long . Here's an example.
1500 REM
15 10 REM

••• RANOGM

1520 REM

••**********••••++++

TO~=

1530 REM
1540 POK E 2 .1 73 : POKE 3 , 49 ; POKE
4 . 192 : POKE 5 .13G : POKE 6 . 208
: POKE 7 ,4; POKE 8. 198 : PO KE
9 . 1 : POKE 10.240
1550 POKE 11,s : POKE 12.202 : POKE
13.208 : POKE 14 .2 46 : POKE 15
, 166 : POK E 16,0 : POKE 17 . 76
: POK E 10.2 : POKE 19.o : POKE
20 . 96
15GO CALL - 936 : VTAB 12 : TAB 14:
PRINT "RANDOM TONES "
1570 IF PEEK (-I G286 l > l 2 7 =1 THEN
RETURN
1580 IF PEEK (- 1G2 87 l ) l27 =1 THEN
I GOO
1590 GOTO 1570
! GOO P= RND ( 100>+20 : 0= RND ( 100
) + 20
l Gl O POKE O.P : POKE t . O: CALL 2
1620 GOTO 1570

The program segment fi rst loads
th e machine language rout ine from the
series of POKEs start ing at memory
location 2. Each POKE uses a data pai r
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representi ng the decimal value of the
memory location and the data byte to
be put in that locati on. Note that it is
necessary to convert hexadecimal
val ues to decimal with thi s meth od.
Program lines 1560 to 1580 are
used to contro l the routine. Lin e 1570
ex am ines push button 2. If it's off t hen
button 1 is examined in Ii ne 1580. If
neither butto n is pressed, th e program
loops back to line 1570 and keeps
checki ng. If button 2 is pressed the
program ENDs or RETUR Ns if it's used
as a subroutine. Li ne 1600 generates a
random value for the pitch and duration of the tone to be played. The
values have been adjusted so that
extremes are held to a reasonable
audio range. Line 1610 then POK Es the
values for pitch and duration i nto
memory locat ions 0 and 1 and CA LLs
the machine language program at
memory location 2.
As long as button 1 is held down
and button 2 is not pressed, rand om
tones of random durati on wi ll be heard
from the speaker. A listing of this
prog ram from th e Appl e II disassembler looks like this.
00020005OOOG0008OOOAooo c 0000OOOF00 110 0 14-

AD
88
DO
CG
FO
CA
DO
AG
4C
GO

30 c o
04
01
08
FG
00
02 00

LOA
DEY
BNE
DEC
BEG
DEX
BNE
LOX
J MP
RTS

SC0 3 0
s o oo c
SOI
$00 14
$0 00 5
s oo
$0002

If you use this ra nge of memory fo r
other than integer Bas ic prog rams
you can clobber some ro utines. Locate
the program i n page 3 starti ng at
add ress $300 (decimal 768) . There is
usually space avai lable here (after
DOS is loaded) for short prog rams. T o
u se th is prog ram w ith A ppl eso ft ,
change the random va lue generators
t o : P= I N T (( RND ( 1). 100) + 20) a n d
D= INT((RND (1r 100)+20).
(See correction in upcoming issue.)

READ and DATA
T o do th e same thin g with the
Applesoft READ ... DATA combi nation, write t he program som ething like
this:

1000
101 0
1020
1030
10 40
10 50
IOGO
1070
10 00
1090
1 100

REM ** POKE DATA **
REM
LET HEMRY = 7G8
READ BYTE : IF BYTE • Z5G GOTO
1 100
POKE MEMRY.BYTE
LET MEMRY = HEMRY + 1
GOTO 10 30
DATA 173 .48 , 192.136.208. 4 ,
198 . 1. Z40
DA TA
0 . 202.2 00.245 , 15 5 , 0 ,
76 . 0. 3 .96
DA TA 2 56
RESTORE : RETURN

Wit h th is technique, the DATA statements co ntain the machine language
program . Memory start is specified in
line 1020 and incremented in l ine 1050.
(No te the use of MEMRY as a variable.
MEMORY wou ld have looked like
MEM OR Y because OR is a reserved
word.) As long as no B yt e val ue is
greater t h an 255 ($FF) t h en t h e
progra m conti nues to loop at li ne 1060.
Only one POKE statement is used at
line 1040. T he advantage of using this
method is i n the addition of more
By tes of data. It is only necessary to
add more DATA statements to increase the program to an y size. Don't
forget to RESTORE th e READ .. .
DATA pointer. An OUT OF DATA error
wou ld result when you t ried to use th e
routi ne again. Another way to write this
ty pe of routi ne is shown below.
REM ** POKE DATA **
REM
FOR I = 7 68 TO 786
READ J
POKE J,J
NEXT I
RETURN
DA TA 173 ,48 .1 9 2 . 136 ,20 8 , 4,
190 .1. 240
108 0 DATA 00 .20 2 .200 . z4s,166. o.
76.0 .3.96

1000
10 10
1020
103 0
104 0
1050
l OGO
107 0

With this variat ion, you need to
know the start and end addresses.
Only the start address is needed with
the first routi ne. Remember to convert
the hexadeci mal values in the program
to decimal before includi ng them in the
D AT A state men ts. A l so, i t is not
necessary, except for clarity, to leave
the escape val ue (256) on a separate
li ne. A disadvantage is not being able
to PO KE in random with this ro utine.
Stri ng Parsing

A n o th er way to put m ac h ine
l angu age programs into memory

.involves the use of strings. Again,
using the tone generating program as
an example, here's a way to write the
program; first in Integer then in
Applesoft.
1000
10 10
l OZO
1030
1040
1050
1060
1070
1080
1090

REM ** Pars e & POKE **
REM
LET LOC = 768
DIM H$ ! 3Z>
LET H$ = "AD30C0880004C60 1F
008CADOF6A6004C"
GOSUB 1100
LET H$ = "00036 0"
GOSU8 1 100
RETURN
REM POKE H$ values i nt o me
MOT' Y

11 00
1110
llZO

FOR I = I TO

z

LET HI =
IF HI =

LEN ! H$) STEP

Be careful when entering the data into
the strings. It's easy to get mixed-up
because of the compacted form used.
Enter one string of 32 characters at a
time. Then check it carefully before
you press RETURN to enter it.
Using a technique like this, you
can overlay the same small area of
memory with a variety of programs.
CALL a subroutine and RUN it as an
option within your main program . Each
one would run from the memory space.
Of course, you could just link the
machine language program to your
Basic program ... but that's anoth er
story.

ASC (H$(l)) - 176
9 THEN Hl = HI -

>

7

11 30
1140
1150
1160
1170

LET HZ= ASC (H$(l + ! )) 176
IF HZ > 9 THEN HZ = HZ - 7
POKE LOC,Hl * 16 + HZ
LET LOC + LOC + I
NEXT I: RETURN

For Applesoft, the string H$ does not
have to be dimensioned so line 1030
will not be needed. Down to line 1090,
the program otherwise remains the
same. The string parsing routine has a
couple of changes. This is how it looks:
1100
1110
ll ZO
1130
1140
1150
1160
1170

FOR I + 1 TO LEN ( H$) STEP Z
LET Hl = ASC < MIO$ ! H$ , J ,
1) ) 48
IF H1 = > 9 THEN H1 = H1 - 7
LET HZ = ASC < MIDS <HS.I +
1. 1) ) - 48
IF HZ > 9 THEN HZ = HZ - 7
POKE LOC,Hl * 16 +HZ
LET LOC + LOC + 1
NEXT I: RETURN

In both examples , the beginning
address called LOC is $300. Additional
program lines are needed to provide
the pitch and duration va lues. Store
these at two memory locations at the
beginning or end of the machine
language routine. I left them at 00 and
01 in this program.
The parsing-POKEing subroutine
does a number of things for you. First,
it converts each character to the ASCII
value in lines 1110 and 1130. Next, the
value is adjusted to keep the number
within the HEX range of 0 to 15. This is
done in lines 1120 and 1140. In line
1150, the ASCII pairs are converted to
HEX numbers and POKEd into memory at location LOC. The difference in
the numbers subtracted in lines 1110
and 1120 comes from th e way each
version of Basic handles the keyboard strobe bit. Integer leaves it on
the ASCII value; Applesoft does not.
The process continues unti l all the data
pairs represented in string(s) H$ are
put in memory.
Thi s routine has all the advantages
of the READ ... DATA routine. You can
easily change the program being put in
memory by c hanging the contents of
the strings. Also, you do not have to
convert the HEX values to decimal; the
program does all conversions for you.

Hold It There

Reviewing a long list of data
requires using some technique to keep
the data on the screen from passing by
too fast. One way is to count the
number of data lines printed. Then
stop the program after 20 or so lines
are printed. Something like this:
1000
1010
l OZO
1030
10 40
1050

READ DS <I >: IF 0$ ( [ ) = "END
"GOTO • • . .
PRINT 0$(1 >
c = c + 1
IF C < > ZO GOTO 1050
VTAB zz: PRINT "PRESS RETUR
N TO CONTINUE": GET AS: IF A
s < > CHR$ 113) GOTO 1040
NEXT I

Thi s Applesoft routine assumes you
have initialized a FOR . .. NEXT loop t o
READ a list of DATA statements. The
statements i n line 1040 use the GET
command to halt the program for an
input. To insure that only the RETURN
key is used, use CHR$( 13) to accept
only that ke y . A n equivalen t h al t
feature in Integer Basic, uses PEEKs
to read the keyboard strobe ($COOO)
and then POKEs to reset the strobe
($C010).
1180 X = PEEK ( - 16384 > : IF X <
1190

1Z8 THEN 1180
POKE - 16368.0

Another possibility in Applesoft would
incl ude the SPEED command. If the
output needs to be read while being
listed, then slow the printing speed
down by usi ng - 990 SPEED= 150.
Don't forget to set SPEED=255 after
the list routine is completed .

Text Typer

To do an equi valent print speed
control in Integer Basic, use a string
parsing routine to print each cha racter
separately. A delay between printed
characters will provide the desired
speed control. Here's a short routine to
illustrate one way to do it.

100
110
I ZO
130
135
140
150
160
170
180
190

zoo
ZIO
zzo

Z30
Z40
Z50
Z60
Z70
Z80

DIM TXT$(40> : S•- 16336 : REM SPKr
CA LL -936: GOTO ZlO
REM ** Text TYPe r **
REM
FOR D=I TO ZOO: NEXT D
FOR I= I TO LEN< TXT$ l
PRINT TXT$ (1, I);
I F TXTS< I, I ) =" " THEN 180
SOUND• PEEK (S)- PEEK (S)
FOR D•I TO SO : NEXT D
NEXT I
RETURN
Te xt S t rins s **
REM
TXT S= **
" The te Kt t Y P~l" Prints th es
e strin9s 11
PR I NT
GOSUB I ZO
TXT$="one character a t a ti me wi
th sound."
PRINT
GOSUB IZO
VTA8 zz: END

Lines 100 and 110 initialize the program parameters, clear the screen and
direct the program to the text strings.
The strings are identified starti ng at
line 210. Each stri ng calls the typing
routi ne at line 120 after being identified
(or reidentified). Add as many strings
as desired at this point. The text subroutine uses a FOR ... NEXT loop to
parse the string one character at a
time. Line 160 checks for spaces, and if
the character is not a space, line 170
toggles the speaker to make a tapping
sound. A short delay is produced i n
line 180 to give the desired typing
effect. Line 190 goes back for more
characters and line 200 RETURNS t o
the main program when all strings have
been printed. To use the same program
in Appl esoft, change lines 150 and 160
like this:
150
160

PR I NT MID$ <TXTS.I.t);
IF MIDS CTXTS ,! ,1) • " "
THEN 180

Also , you can use strings that are
subscripted variables in Applesoft. A
loop outside the pri nt loop can then be
used to call the strings. If yo u want to
direct the output of these programs to
a printer, be sure to cancel the effect of
these routines. Otherwise, the already
slow printer wil l become even slower.
More Stoppers

The buttons on the game paddle
ca n be used as program stoppers too.
To do this, use a program line something like this:
300

IF PEEK < THEN 300

16Z87>

>

1Z7

Put thi s line at the beginn ing of the
loop that reads and lists your program.
Each t ime you press and hold the
button on paddle 1, the program will
halt. You might want to make it halt
with one push and start on another.
One more way to halt a progra m
uses the Applesoft WAIT command .
Inse rt this rout i n e i n you r list ing
program and use any key to suspend
and start the listing.
410
4ZO

IF PEEK ( - 16384> > 1Z7 THEN
POKE - 16368.0
WA I T - 1 6384.1 Z8 . 0 : POKE 16368 .0
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Sargon II
If you have been looking for an
excellent chess program, try Sargon II.
Several problems were reported with
Sargon. There was no evidence of
them during the games played on th is
version. Version 2 has 6 levels of play
ranging in time-to-make-a-move from
several seconds to several hours. I only
tried levels 2 and 4. The playing time at
these levels was quite acceptable. Not
being a world-rated player, I won't
judge playing ski ll. Several other
reviewers however, have rated Sargon
11 above average. I know I had to work
quite hard and found it cou ld be beaten
by multi-pronged offense. Sargon II
plays what I consider an aggressive
game and no vague moves were made
(by Sargon anyway).

Implementation is good. Graphics
are well done and use the entire
screen. Moves are entered on a text
page and become a log of game moves.
The ES Cape key is used to switch from
text to graphics. There were two thing s
I didn't like. There is no sound made
when 'check' occurs, and you can't
make a back-up copy of the tape.
Hayden uses a scrambled load-and-go
technique with the tape. I'm not in favor
of programs I can't copy. As for the
non-audible c heck, it's a matter of
paying attention. The text page shows
that check has occurred and check is
obvious by the position of the pieces. A
little 'beep' would be nice though.
After playing a few games, moves
were quite easy to make. The algebraic
system is used and reference to a grid

map became only occasionally necessary. Entry mistakes and illegal moves
are audible. Evidence that the program
is working is included on the text page.
Gives you that 'warm feeling' that all is
OKwhen the computer is doing a long
deep search. Board set-up for trying
those 'mate-in-two' challenges is
provided, and correction of moves is
possib le if you made the wrong choice.
The choice of moves being considered
by Sargon 11 is displayed on the text
page. Sargon II by Dan and Kathe
Spracklen is available at $29.95 from
Hayden Book Co. and most computer
stores. I found Sargon 11 quite enjoyable, and I think you will too.

File Builder
Basic On Videotape
Chuck Carpenter

April, 198C

Simple Fiie Builder

Initialize

One of the most useful features
associated with the Apple II DOS is the
use of files. Files can include anything
from a matrix of data as a result of
mathematical calculations to a sophisticated Data Base Management System. Listing 1 is an example of a simple
fi le bui lder and manager. Random
access, fixed length files, are used in
this example. At this level, sequential
files, of fixed length , would have been
just as easy to implement. But that's
not part o f this story.
Most of the elements required to
manage a fi le system are used in this
example. Here's what has been included:
• Initialization Routines
• Error Detection Routine
• An Operating System Section
• Building New Files
• Adding New Records
• List Records with Suspension
• Keyword Search
• Record Editing
The initializing and error detecting
sections are transparent to the user.
Th e others are inc luded in the operating section as menu options. Other
menu selections cou ld include printer
selection and control, and sorting.
We'll leave these for the future. Let's
examine each section of the Simple
File Builder and see what it's all about.

After clearing the screen with
HOME, the program is directed to line
2720 if an error occurs. In one part of
the program an error is forced, and
used to change the flow of the program. Otherwise, if an error occurs, the
program returns to the options menu.
If you use control C the effect is the
same as an error. The forced error, #5
in line 2720, is an out-of-data error.
When a new file is named and you try to
read it, this error occurs. There are no
records to read . The error is trapped
and the program directs you to the
Build New Records option. More on
this when we get to the Operating
System. Other tasks handled in the
initialization routine are setti ng up the
control D required to identify DOS
commands, dimensioning the number
of records (R$) and setting the initial
count of the record counter (C) .
Line 1110 turn s the NO MON
controls on. Sometimes it is desirable
to see some of th e data passing to or
from the disk. In this program, I turned
everything off. In line 11 20, my clock
routine is loaded into mempry for
future use. If there is no routine there,
an error will be generated and mess
thing s up. Leave it out or substitute
something else here. Lines 1130 to
1160 print a heading and ask for the
name of a file. Enter the name of your
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first file - something like Inventory or
Apple II Articles-and press RETURN.
The program now passes on through
the System Variables listing to the
Operating System.

Operating System
The Operating System is a section
of the program including an option
selection menu and control for directing input req uests. Line 1350 CALLS a
Mountain Hardware clock output
routine. The date and time is available
each time the options menu is selected. An error will occur if you try to
use this command without a legitimate
rou tine to CALL. In fact, a CALL to
nothing in particular will blow the
program. Options f o r th e file are
printed by l ines 1380 to 1430. Existence of a file is checked in lines 1440
through 1480. If the fi le, named in line
1150, previously existed, then the number of records are posted on the screen
along with the name of the file. If the
file named is a new file and no records
existed, then error #5 is generated.
These lines (1440-1480) use DOS
commands to make the test for a file.
Line 1440 is used to OPEN the fi le F$
with a length of 40 characters in each
record. The contents of record O are
READ in line 1450 to INPUT the value
C, the record count. It is at this point

:hat the OUT OF DATA error, #5,
:>ccurs and Build New Records option
s selected for a new file. If the MON
J,O,C commands were left on at this
point, you would see the error displayed on the screen. If th ere is an
existing file, the file is CLOSED in line
1460. The number of records and the
name of the file are displayed in line
1470. Input for the option selection is
accepted in line 1480 and tested tor
range in lines 1490 and 1500. Numbers
greater than 5 return the program back
to the options list again. A zero POK Es
the DOS error regi ster back to zero,
CLOSEs the file, sets SPEED back to
the fastest value, and ENDs the
program. Line 1510 sends the program
to the program line number corresponding to the file option selected.
Branches occur according to the value
of S, like this:
S= 1, GOTO 1520 - Build the File
S=2, GOTO 1620 - Add Records
S=3, GOTO 1900 - List Records
S=4, GOTO 2110- Edit a Record
S=5, GOTO 2350 Keyword Search
Because numbers greater than 5 are
trapped and zero stops the program,
branching to the requested option is
quite reliable .
New and Bigger

Building a new file and adding
records options do essentially the
same thing. The new file has to start at
one and new record adds start at the
last record plus one. Otherwise, the file
must first be OPENed and prepared for
accepting records. Let's start with
BUILD FILE and detail the steps used
for this segment of the program.
To start the file building process, a
short reminder of the option and file
name are printed by line 1560. The
named file is OPE Ned in line 1570 tor a
length of 40 characters. This length
was chosen because the output is
listed only on the screen. Next, line
1580 uses a control D to halt DOS
action. Doing th is prevents further
program activity from creating garbage in the file. Line 1770 prints the
current record number and waits for
INPUT. A test for file END is included
in line 1780. If th e input is END, the
program branches to line 1840 and
record processing is concluded. Lin e
1790 makes DOS active again for a
WRITE and line 1800 PRINTs (or
WRITEs) the record to the DOS buffer.
The buffer accepts up to 256 characters and then tran sfers them automatically to the disk. The buffer
contents get transferred to the disk
when the file is CLOSEd, too. DOS
action is stopped again in line 1810, the
record counter is incremented in line
1820 and the program returns for
another record at line 1830. This loop

continues until the input equals END in
line 1780 and the branch to line 1840 is
taken .
No new record was added when
END was typed. So the counter (C) is
decremented and the result printed in
line 1840. DOS is again activated and
the current record count is written into
record zero. Lines 1850 and 1860 do
the record count work, and line 1870
CLOSEs the file. In line 1880, a GET
command
in
combination
with
CHR$(13) is used to exclude all key
input except RETURN. When RETURN
is pressed, the program returns to the
option menu.
Adding records uses two more
steps than starting a new file. First, the
previous record count is READ in from
record zero. Then, the last record
entered is READ. This is accomplished
in lines 1700 and 1720. The record
number and the record are printed in
line 1740. Having this information on
the screen provides a model for
subsequent entries. The record count
is incremented in line 1760 and the rest
is the same as new record processing.
Listing Records
Up to line 2000, the List program
functions are much the same as
processing new and added records.
Line 2010 starts a loop that lists th e
contents of the file. A file suspension
routine using the WAIT command in
combination with a PEEK at the
keyboard and a POKE at the keyboard
reset is included in line 2020. Each
record is INPUT (READ) to the DOS
buffer and printed on the screen. When
all record s are listed , the file is
CLOSEd and control is returned to the
options menu.
Use of the li st option allows
scanning the file for one or more
records. Speed control is another
feature that could be added for listing
records . The suspension routine stops
and starts the list routine. But, the
records sti ll go by quite fast on the
screen. Include a line to set the Speed
to 125 at the beginning of the listing
loop. A header to describe the contents
of the file is another possible option.
Add a line to put titles on the fields and
keep it on the screen with a POKE 34,N.
1950 PRINT"DESCRIPTION .... COST
... DATE PUR"
1955 POKE 34.4

2006 SPEED= 125

2096 POKE 34,0 : SPEED=255

New line 1955 holds the top of the
screen at 4 lines until the listing is
completed. Be sure to disable or reset

any special controls you use. You'll get
some funny results otherwise.
Now, suppose you would also like
to add the cost figures in the cost
column. The records have been used
as one continuous string, so something besides adding simple variables
together is needed. In this example
program, the cost figu res start in
column 22 and are 7 characters wide.
Add lines to add the figures in these
col umns like this:
2004 LET T= O

2065 LET ST= VAL(MID$(R$,22,7)):
T=T+ ST

2074 PRINT:PRINT TAB (24)"$";
INT(T"100+.5)/ 100

Each time a record is READ , line 2055
extracts the VAL of the cost column as
a subtotal (ST) and starts summing the
total (T). When the list is complete, the
final total is printed with a $ under the
cost column. If you change the position of the cost field, be sure to adjust
MID$ and Total TAB too.
Edit a Record
To edit a record with this very
simple editor, you must know the
number of the record(s) to be edited.
The technique used is quite simple, but
effective for short and simple records.
After requesti ng the record number,
the file is opened and prepared for
reading records. The requested record
will be displayed on th e screen with the
record number. After it's displayed,
you get a chance to change it or leave it
alone. If the record was the wrong one,
just press N and the record is stored
back on the disk unchanged. A Y to
change the record displays the INPUT
prompt (?) on the screen. You can then
type in a new line, being ca reful to
follow the exact format. Or, you can
use escape D to move the cursor up to
the displayed record. Then use the
right arrow key to move to the part of
the record to be changed. Retype the
changes as needed and move the
cursor to the end of the line. Press
RETURN. The new record will be put
on the disk in place of the old one. A bit
more sophisticated approach would
use VTAB and HTAB to position the
INPUT prompt at the beginning of the
line to be changed. The step to use
escape D to move the cursor is not
needed if this is done. After all changes
are made, the program returns to the
option menu. (Remember, I said it was
a simple editor.)
Keyword Search
This routine is useful tor finding all
the items with the same name or things
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in the same year or month and so on.
For most of the files I am using, I prefer
to use a search rather than a sort. For
nice ordered lists of things though, a
sort is the only way. But, that's a story
for another ti me. Keyword search was
described in detail in the January '80
Apple Cart. Most of the detail included
opening, reading and closing Apple II
DOS files. These details have been
covered here too, so on to the meat of
the program.
After requesting the keyword to be
located , the file is OPENed and
prepared for READing records. A loop
for calling-up each record starts at line
2510. Each record is then scanned, 1
character at a ti me, for the keyword. If a
keyword is found, the record is
displayed and a flag is set. The
program returns for the next record
and continues the search . If no
keywords were found, a prompt to look
for another keyword is displayed . If
records were found containing the
keyword, you are also given the option
to make changes. The option to search
for more keywords is also displayed.
Answering No to both of the prompts
returns the program to the option
menu.

fourth tape, the viewer has acquired
sufficient skill to proceed with confidence, to more advanced challenges.
Each tape is accompanied by a study
booklet. The booklets are easy to use
and effectively reinforce learning
through color highlighted text and
representations of a video screen. The
booklets could be used separately but
all the supporting information from the
tape presentation would be lost.
Additional tapes, teaching more advanced Basic, are planned.
Other videotapes in the Evolution
1 (TM) series include 2 Point Of Sale
(POS) tapes and 2 Business application tapes. The POS tapes are designed to support retail sales people
with technical information. Business
applications illustrate techniques for
using a small computer in a small
business. Three new lessons are
planned for the business series too.

Wf: I CH NUMBER - 3

RUN
HOME INVENTORY FILE MANAGER

LIST TEXT F ILE - HOME.INVEN

ENTER THE FILE NAME - HOHE.INVEN

1
2
3
4
S

1980 01 / 14 20:46:09.640
FI LE OPTIONS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
S.
O.

More Zing

Several times during this discussion the simplicity of the program has
been emphasized. There are a number
of features that would make using file
more productive. Each improvement
would make the program more confusing and diffic ult to explain . A
program for cataloging magazine
articles from Southeastern Software
uses a number of clever features. The
human factors of using the program
were greatly improved by the techniques used. Inclusion of sort routines
and more ideas for building records
and formatting will be included in
future columns.

BUILD NEW RECORDS
ADD MORE RECORDS
LI ST RECORDS
EDI T A RECORD
KEYWORD SEARCH
END THE PROGRAM

COUCH / DAY BED ..... . , . 1134 . 95 • . 0 2177
LOVE SEAT .•••.••.•..• 0 395.89 .. 02/77
REFRIGERATOR • .... ... . OB95 . 79 .. 09/78
WASHER •.• •.••.. .. . ... 0379 . SS •. 09/78
CASETTE DECK . .. • •. . • • 1145.37 • • 12/ 79

PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE WHICH NUMBER - 5

FILE ' HOHE.INVEN ' CONTAINS S RECORDS

KEYWORD SEARCH - HOME.INVEN

WMICH NUMBER - 3

KEYWORD - 09178

LIST TEXT FILE - HOME.INVEN

3 REFRIGERATOR ...•••... 0895.79 . . 09 / 78

1
2
3
4
S

4 WASHER • • ...•• ..• • . •.. OJ79.55 •. 09/78

COUCH/DAY BED . • •. .... 113 4.95 •. 02/77
LOVE SEAT ..•.•••. . • •• 0395 .89 •• 0 2/77
REFRIGERATOR ••••... .. 0895 . 79 • . 09/78
WASHER ... ...• .•• • . .• . 0379.55 . . 09/78
CASE TTE DECK •.. .. . .•. 114S.J7 . . 12 / 79

P~ESS

RET URN TO CONTINUE -

MASTER FILE:

Videocassettes teaching com puter applications and programming
fundamentals are now available to
businesses and schools. The concept.
called Evolution 1 (TM) , was created
by Dr. Portia Isaacson of Electronic
Data Systems (EDS) in Dallas.
Currently available are 4 tapes of
interest to potential Apple owners (and
other beginning Basic programmers).
The videotape presentation, using
familiar analogies, makes no assumptions about prior knowledge of computers or programming. Lesson 1
starts with instructions on getting the
computer operating. The viewer is then
taught to use several Basic programming commands in a refreshing,
unhurried manner. By the end of the

-------

F IELD #
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
SORT #
1
2
3
4

DO YOU WANT TO EDI T ? YIN ?N
TRY ANOTHER KE YWORD

?

YI N ?N

PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE -

Basic on Videotape
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The newest entries include an 8 tape
series titled 'Little Computers . . . See
How They Run.' These tapes describe
various microcomputer features and
accessories including detail of the
microprocessor chip itself.
Tapes are available to computer
retailers, distributors , educational
people and corporations on a lease
basis. The lease rate is $35.00 per
month per tape with a 6 tape minimum.
Tapes can be mixed in combinations.
These tapes can be exchanged during
the year for a $40.00 fee. One set of
study booklets comes with each tape
series. Additional sets cost $10.00 to
$20.00 per set.
For more information, call Evolution 1 at 800-527-0278 (in Texas, 214661-4070) , or write them at 14580
Midway Road, Dallas, TX 75234. Also,
look for these videocassettes at your
local computer store.

(6.2) DI SCOGRAPHY DATA FILE.MST

DESCRIPTION

T YPE

ARTIST
COMPOSER
PRODUCER
LABEL
DATE
POSITION
CONDITION
REMARKS

45.A
35.A
so .A
3 0 .A
20,A
6.N
3.N
15,A
20.A

----------TTTLE

DESCRIPTION

----------T ITLE
ARTIST
•LABEL
••DATE
LABEL
• DATE
POSITION

FIGURE 1

1000
1010
1020
1030
1040
10 50
1060
1070
l OBO
1080
1100
1110
1120
1130

REH •••••••****************
REM • SIMPLE FILE BUILDER •
REM • BY: CHUCK CARPENTER *
REH ***********************
REM

•• INITIALIZE ••

REH

****************

HOME
ONERR GOTO 2720
LET DS • CHRS (4>: DIM RS <200l :C = 1
PRINT DS;"NOMON 1.0.C "
PRINT DS;"BLDAD a.TIME " : REM DATE & TIME
HOME : VTAB <2>: PRINT " HOME INVENTORY FILE MANAG
ER"
1140 FOR I • 1 TO 27: PRINT"-•; : NEXT I: PRINT
11 50 INPUT " ENTER THE FILE NAME - " ;Ft
11 60
1 170 REM •• S YSTEM VARIABLES ••
1180 REM **********************
1180
! ZOO REM FS • FILE NAME
1210 REM DS = CONTROL D
1220 REM Rt• FILE RECORD
1230 REM AS • RETURN <CHRS <13> l
12 40 REM OS• LOCAL RESPONSE
1250 REM l&J LOCAL VARIABLES
1260 REM c • RECORD COUNT
12 70 REM s = OPTION SELECTION
1280 REM R = RECORD # TD EDIT
1280 REM KS= KEYWORD TO SEARCH
1300 REM K
SEARCH FLAG
13 10
OPERATING SYSTEM
1320 REM
1330 REM
**********************
13 40
DATE & TIME
1350 CALL 8 00 : REM
1360 PR!NT
PRINT "FILE OPT!DNS:
13 70 PRINT
1380 PRINT " 1. BUILD NEW RECORDS "
1390 PRINT " 2 . ADD MORE RECORDS"
1400 PRINT " 3. LIST RECORDS"
1410 PRINT " 4. EDIT A RECORD"
1420 PRINT " 5. KEYWORD SEARCH"
1430 PRINT " O. END THE PROGRAM "
1440 PRINT
PRINT 0S"OPEN";Fs:" , L40"
1450 PRINT DS " READ " :Fs; " ,R":o: INPUT c
1460 PRINT DS"CLOSE" :Fs;" "
1470 PRINT "FILE ' ":Fs;'" CONTAINS ";c ;" RECO RDS !"
1480 PRINT : INPUT "WHICH NUMBER - "; S
1490 IF S > 5 GOTO 1350
1500 IF S = 0 THEN PRINT : PRINT : PRINT "DONE": POKE
2 16. o : PRINT DS"CLOSE":Ft: "" : SPEED= 255: ENO
151 0 ON s GOTO 152 0.1620.1900. 2 110.2350
1520
1530 REM •• BUILD THE FILE ••
1540 REM ********************
1550
1560 HOME : VTAB <2> : PRINT "BUILD FILE - " ;Fs:" "
15 70 PRINT DS"OPEN":Fs;",L40 "
15 80 PRINT DS
1590 GOTO 1770
1600
16 10 REM •• ADD RECORDS ••
1620 REM *****************
1630
1640 HOME
1650 PRINT : VTAB <2 >: PRINT "ADD FILE RECORDS - " ; F
s; "" : PR INT
1660 PRI NT DS "O PEN":Fs: ", L40 "
1670 PRINT DS"READ":Fs ; " , R" : O
16BO I NPUT C
1690 PRINT DS"READ":Fs ; " , R":C
1700 INPUT Rs <C>
17 10 PRINT Ds: PRINT
1720 PR INT "R":c ;• •; ; PRINT TAB < 6l RS<Cl
1730 PRINT
17 40 LET C = C + 1
1750
176 0
1770 PRINT "R" :C;" • ; : IN PUT RS (Cl
17 BO IF RS ( C) • "END" GOTO 1840
1790 PR I NT DS " WRITE " :Fs; ",R";C
1800 PRINT RS ( C)
181 0 PRINT DS
18 20 LET C = C +
1830 GOTO 1770
1840 LET C • C - 1 : PRINT : PRINT C: PRI NT
1850 PRINT DS"WRITE " :Fs: ·.R· : o
1860 PRINT C
1870 PRINT DS" CLOSE" : F s; ••
I BBO
PRIN T : PRINT " PRESS RET URN TO CONTINUE - •;: GET
As: IF AS • CHRS (131 THEN HOME : VTAB <5> : GO TO
1350
1890 HOME : GOTO 1880
1900
1910 REM •• L IST RECORDS ••
LISTING 1
igzo REM ******************

.

...

••

1930
1940
1950
l flSO
1970
198 0
1990
2000
2010
2020
2(13 0
2u40
2r.50
2•) 60
2u70
2080
2090
2100
2 110
2120
21 30
21 40
2150
2 160
2•70
21 80
2•90
2 7.00
2 %10
27-20

HOME
PRINT : PRINT "LIST TEXT FILE - ":Fs ;••
PRINT
PRINT DS"OPEN " :Fs; ", L40 "
PRINT DS " READ " :Fs: " ,R ":O
INPUT C
PRINT OS
FOR I = 1 TO C
IF PEEK < - 16384 1 > 1 27 THEN POKE - 16368, 0 :
WAIT - 163B4,12B. O: POKE - 16368. 0
PRINT DS"REAO " :Ft: " , R":I
INPUT RS<l l
PRINT DS
PRINT 1; TAB< 4>;RS<I>
NE XT I
PRINT DS " CLOSE":Fs: ""
PRINT : PRINT " PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE - • ;: GET
AS : IF AS •
CHRS (13) THEN HOME : VTA8 <5 >: GOTO
1350
HOME : GOTO 2090

**

REM

EDI T A RECORD ••

***** **************

REM

HOME
PRINT : PRINT "EDIT FILE RECORD - •;Fs;•• : PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
INPUT
PRINT
PRINT

"ENTER RECORD NUMBER - ";: INPUT R: PRINT
DS"OPEN " : Fs;",L40"
OS "READ " :Fs: ".R" ;R
RS!Rl
DS
"RECORD " ;R; " CHANGES - 3 5 CHARACTERS MA X. "

2230
2 2 40
2 ? 50

PRINT
PRINT "RECORD " ;R;• •"
PRINT "" ;: PRINT RS<R>
PRINT
INPUT "DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE IT - Y/N ";Cl
s: PRINT : IF ClS = "N" GOTO 2320
2 1'60 INPUT RS<R>
2 2 70
2280 PRINT OS"WRITE";Fs ;" ,R";R
27.9 0 PRINT RS<R>
2:100 PRINT OS"CLOSE " :FS: ""
23 10 VTAB 17
2:120 PRINT " ANY MORE RECORDS Y/N • ;: INP UT os: IF ClS •
"Y" GOTO 211 0
2:<30 PRINT : PRI NT " PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE - ":: GET
At: I F AS • CHRS <131 THEN HOME : VT AB <5> : GOTO
1350
2340 HOME : GOTO 2330
2350
2360 REM •• KEYWORD SEARCH **
2370 REM ********************
2:180
2390 HOME
PRI NT " KEYWORD SEARCH - •;Fs:""
2400 PRINT
2410 PRINT
INPUT " KEYWORD - " :Ks
2420 LET K
0
2 430 PRINT DS"OPEN" : Fs;",L40"
2 440 PRINT DS"REAO"; Fs;",R":O
2 450
INPUT C
2 460 PRINT Ds
2 4 70 FOR J = 1 TO C
2 480 PRINT OS"REAO" ; Fs;",R";J
2 480
INPUT RS(J l
2 500 PRINT OS
2510 FOR I = 1 TO 40 LEN <K S>
2520 IF MIDS <RS(J),J , LEN <K S>> < > KS GOTO 2550
2530 PRINT: PRINT J ; : PRI NT" " ;: PRIN.T Rt(Jl
2 5 40 LET K = K + 1
2550 NEXT I
2560 NEXT J : PR INT
2570 IF K > 0 GOTO 26 10
2580 PRINT : PRINT "NOTHING FOUND - ": PRINT " TRY ANOT
HER KEY WORD ? Y/ N • ;
2580 INPUT ClS: IF ClS = " Y" GOTO 2350
2600 IF ClS = "N" GOTO 2660
26 10
PRINT OS"CLOSE":Fs:""
2620 PRINT : PRINT "DO YOU WANT TO EDIT ? Y/ N
2R30 INPUT os : IF ClS = " Y" GOTO 2 11 0
2640 PRINT : PRINT "TRY ANOTHER KEYWORD ? YIN
2R50 INPUT Os : IF ClS • "Y" GOTO 2350
2R60 PRINT : PRINT "PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE •• GET
AS: IF AS = CHRS <13> THEN HOME : VTAB <5>: GOTO
1350
2 670 HOME : GOTO 2660
2680
2690 REM ** ERROR ROUTINE **
27 00 RE M
2 7 10
2720 IF PEEK <222 > < > 5 THE N PR INT "PROCESSING ERR
OR": SPEED • 255 : GOTO 1350
2730 IF PEEK (222 > • 5 THEN PRINT : PRINT " THIS IS A
NEW FILE " : FOR I = I TO 5000 : NE XT : GOTO 1520
2 ·1 40
2750 REM CRC - 5 JAN 1878
2760

•••••••••••••••••••
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Apple II vs. Apple II Plus •Integer to Applesoft
Beginner's Assembly Language
Empirical Music
Chuck Carpenter
Apple II vs Apple II Plus
Confusion over the advantages
and disadvantages of the two basic
models of the Apple II has created
problem s for some buyers . The
Apple II plus has been advertised as
an "Improvement" of the Apple II.
Whether or not there has been any
real improvement, is a matter of
opi nion . Here's a s ummary of some
of the features :
Appl e II
•Integer Basic - standard
•Mini-assem bler, disassembler
•Number range ±32767
•Whole number (integers) only
• Fast speed
• Direct assembly language
access
• Sweet 16 interpreter
• Floating po int assembly language routines
• Limited string functions for text
Apple II plus
• Applesoft Basic - standard
• Autostart ROM
• Floating point (decimal)
numbers
• Number range ~9.99999999 E37
• Expanded string functions
• Extended programming commands
The s ignificant differ~nce is that you
can't run Basic programs written for
one on th e other. And conversion
from one to the other is not a simpl e
task either. More on that later.
By adding a $200.00 language
card to either unit, you can include
all the features in one machine.
Consideri ng that most currently
available software is written in
Integer Basic, it appears that the
App~le II with Applesoft in RAM (on
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tape or disk) is a better choice. That
is, a better choice if you want to
avoid th e cost of a language card and
your computing interest is only a
hobby. For some business and
scientific applications where the
extend ed capabilities of Applesoft
are needed, the Apple II plus is a
better choice.
If you're interested in becoming
fami liar with and using assembly
language, then buy the Appl e II. The
App le II plus with autostart eliminates most of the useful assembly
language capabil it y. Of course, the
use of assembly language is often an
area of confusion for the newcomer.
Assembly language programs are
used frequently in parts of other
programs and as complete operating
systems. As you become more and
more familiar with the capabilities of
th e Apple, the mysteries di sappear.
Don't limit your possipi lities. Remember: everything is easy once you
understand it.
One more point. Most computer
retail ers are sel ling both vers ions for
the same price. There is really no
difference in the hardware you get ;
just th e language imp lemented in th e
basic machine. Have a seriou s talk
with the store people (or buy elsewhere) if yo u're charged more for an
Apple II plus.
Integer Basic Card
If you want to have all the
features of both versions of the
Apple, then get the App le II plus with
the Integer Basic cards. There are
some advantages to doing this
too-the Programmers Aid ROM is
incl uded . In addition to getting all

the assembly language capability,
you have all the useful features of the
programmers aid ROM. For instance:
• Renumber and Append (Integer
Basic)
• Tape verify (Basic)
•Tape verify (binary)
• Relocate (binary)
•RAM test program
•Music routines
• High Res graph ics routines
With thi s combination, you can do
anything an Apple can do. It's easy to
switch from one language system to
the other and you'll never be frustrated by not bei ng able to use one of
those really great programs.
Converting Integer to Applesoft
There have been several attempts
to write a program to convert Integer
Basic to Applesoft. For short, uncomplicated programs, this can
sometimes be easily done. The more
sophisticated the program (and th e
programmer) the more difficult the
task is. The hard way is to type in the
program, making syntax and command changes as you go. Provided,
of course, that you're aware of all the
differences . Another way creates a
text file out of the Integer Basic
program and recreates the same
program in Applesoft. A way to do
this was described in Apple's Contact #5. Here's how they did it (note
that @ means Control D) :
0 PRINT"@ OPEN X"
1 POKE 33,33
2 PR INT" @WRITE X"
3 LIST
4 PRINT" @CLOSE"
SEND

This program could have been written all on one line, too. Enter the
routine anywhere in your Integer
Basic program. A line 0 is most
convenient. Don't forget, you need a
Disk II system to do this. Once
entered, RUN the new program. A file
named "X" will be OPENed and the
program you're working on will be
listed into that file. After the disk
stops, type FP to change to Applesoft and EXEC the file . 'Y our program
is now in Applesoft. Of course, you
had to have both Basics in the Apple
being used to do this {your own or a
f rie nd's). A program could be written
to completely interpret from one
language to the other. But I doubt
that anyone would want to pay the
price for it , and it probably wouldn't
fit in an Apple anyway.
Now that you have gotten the
Integer program in Applesoft, the
real fun {?) begins. You will need to
search for and change all the
command and syntax differences.
Let's look at a comparison list of
these differences.

• Input commands
IB - INPUT"APPLES", A use a
com ma
AS-INPUT" APPLES" ; A use a
semicolon
• String commands
18 - PRINT A$(1,1)
AS- PRINT MID$(A$,1,1)
Th ere is only one form of string
command in Integer. Applesoft also
in cludes the LEFT$, RIGHT$, VAL
and STA$ commands.
• MOD functions
18 - POKE 1, TRY MOD 256
AS - POKE 1, TRY - INT(TRY /256)
*256
or
IB -Z=X MOD Y
AS - Z = X- INT{X/Y)*Y
• IF statements
18 - IF. X THEN 200 : GOTO 500
AS- IF X THEN 200
GOT0500
In Integer, if Xis false (0) the program
reads the next statement following
th e colon. In Appl esoft , if X is false
the program drops to the NEXT line
no.
• Inequalities
18 - IF X#Y THEN 500
AS - IF X < > Y THEN 500
Integer uses a # sign to mean
does-not-equal.
• Variable names
I 8 - TRY1 = TRY2 + TRY3
AS - T1
T2 + T3
Applesoft recognizes only the first 2
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characters as the variable.
• Random numbers
IB- X = RND{16)
AS - X = INT(16* RND{1))
Another way to generate random
integers in Applesoft uses the random variable format, Xo/o.
AS- Xo/o = 16*RND{1)
• Integers
IB -TRY1 = TRY2
AS-T1%=T2%
This is the same result as changing
to random integers in the previous
example. It is not always necessary
to change the variables to integers.
The program wi ll run faster and use
less memory if you do.
• DIM statements
IB - DIM A$(20)
means, 1 string 20 characters long.
AS - DIM A$(20)
means, 20 strings up to 255 characters long . Remove all DIM statements from the program. You do
need to dimension the quantity of AS
strings if there are more than 10.
• TAB statements
Change all IB TAB statements to
AS HTAB statements.
• Computed GOTOs
IB - GOTO 1000 + X * 100
AS-ON X GOTO 1100,1200,
1300, 1400
If 4 program options ex ist, then
branching will occur as a fun ction of
the selected option number (X 1 to
4).
•Page 0
Relocate any machine code used by
18 in 'page 0. Some of page 3 is
usually availabl e. Or, move LOMEM
up to make room above $800. Change
all CALLs accordingly.
Now you can see why I called it fun
{?). If you are real serious about
converting Integer to Applesoft , it
can be done. But I would opt for the
Integer Basic card if at all possible.
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Assembly Language
With the built-in assembly language capabi lity of the Apple, it
seems a shame that a beginners
guide is not available. There are a
number of books available that
describe assemb ly language for the
type of microprocessor in th e Apple
II . All of them assume prior knowledge of fundamental principles. For
those of you who would like to begin
at the beginning, let's attempt a
tutorial for the neophyte assembly
language programmer.
Background
The differences between Apple II ,
with and without Autostart, and the

Apple II plus relative to using the
Apple II monitor need to be known.
The monitor is a collection of
assembly language programs. Included in these programs are routines to handle input from the
keyboard, translation of commands
to computer functions and display of
results on the video screen. In fact,
the ease with which you can do
things with your Apple is the result
of programs in the monitor. Imagine
if you had to enter each key stroke,
one character at a time, with a group
of panel switches. We'll get back to
the monitor later.
Here' s how to get the monitor
with each version of the Apple. The
result is to see the asterisk {*)
prompt.
• Apple II - without Applesoft
ROM; Power on and press Reset.
Press Reset any other time too.
• Apple II - with Applesoft ROM ;
Press Reset as without ROM except
make sure the switch on the ROM
card is in the Integer Basic position
(Press Control + B to check).
• Apple II - with autostart;
Autostart will automatically put you
in the resident Basic language. You
will need to type CALL-151 + Return
to get to the monitor. Same conditions with the ROM card switch .
•Apple II plus - with Integer card;
It is also possible to get into the
Apple monitor without the integer
cards. But, you won't be able to write
assembly language programs. There
is no mini-assembler available. A
CALL-151 will put you in the monitor.
From thi s point you can dump
memory , modify memory and move
memory. But, without the Integer
card, that's it. A future column will
describe the use of an assembler.
The use of a full fledged assembler
will solve the problem in the Apple II
plus without integer Basic capability.
Monitor Commands
A variety of co mmands is available for your use when the asterisk
prompt is present.
• List and dump memory
• Modify and move memory
•Examine and verify memory
•Save to, and load from, cassette
•Hexadecimal arithmetic
•Mini-assembler {Integer system
only)
• Many others
The various options and commands
and other features of the Apple II
monitor are found on pages 68
through 75 in the old Apple II
Reference Manual {the red book).
Even more informat ion on the moni-
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tor can be found on pages 39 through
66 in the new Apple II Reference
Manual. Incidentally, the new manual is great. If you're serious about
learning the inner-workings of your
computer, this is the book to have .
Now, back to assembly language.

Binary and HEX
If you understand the relationships between binary, decimal and
hexadecimal numbers, th en the discussion of assembly language will be
easier. The range of addresses used
to define memory location is $0000 to
$FFFF. The $ is used to ind icate a
HEX number. In deci mal, the range is
O to 65535 or 65536 memory locations. There is no need to consider
the binary value of the address. Only
the data found at the memory
location are used . The address lets
you find where the data are.
Data in a memory cell is called a
byte . A byte is made up of 8 bits , and
each bit is represented by a '1' or a
'O.' A one means the bit is on; a zero
means the bit is off. Four bits, called
a nybble, represent a hexadecimal
number. It takes two hexadecimal
numbers-nybbles-to represent the
binary data byte in a memory
location . You will want to learn the
relationships between binary , hexadecimal and decimal numbers. In
assembly language program ming , it
is often necessary to know the binary
pattern in a memory location . You
wi ll become comfortable using binary and hexadecimal numbers as
you get more skilled with assembl y
language programming. Much more
on computer number systems will be
found in the listed references. Al so,
study th e memory maps found in
your Apple reference manuals and
programming books. These wi ll help
you understand how Apple's memory
is used.
Assembly Language
There are at least 2 ways you can
enter assembly language into your
Apple 11 . One is to hand wri te the
program , hand assemble it and use
monitor routines to enter it one byte
at a time. The other uses the Apple II
mini-assembler. Before we try to
write and enter an assembly language program , some knowledge of
the parts of a program is needed.
Then, we will look at writing assembly language programs and converting them to machine language. Some
of the features of the Apple's 6502
microprocessor will be examined,
too .
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The Instructions
More About the 6502
Mi croprocessors use a set of codes
Microprocessors , like t he 6502,
for commands and instructions. The have internal read/write (RAM)
6502 microprocessor has a set of memory called registers. These
instruct ions that has 55 codes . These registers allow the programmer to
codes are called mnemonics (ni- move instruct ions and data into and
mon-ick-this means easy to remem- out of the microprocessor. One
ber). By themselves, the mnemonic register is called the accumulator (or
instruction codes can't t ell th e 6502 A register). Two others are the X and
what needs to be done. Additional Y registers. The accumulator is the
information called an operand is most important register in the 6502.
used with most instruction codes.
Many program steps will put data in
Mnemonic
Operand
the accumu lator then put it into
LDA
#$C1
some memory location . Sometimes
JSR
$FDED
an operation is performed on the
ATS
value in the accumu lator directly.
Th is example is called an assembly Two operations that occur in this
language program. In order to use process are called load and store.
this little routin e, it must be convert- Load causes a value to be placed in a
ed to machine language. This is th e 6502 register. Store takes data from a
job of an assembler program . We wi ll 6502 register and puts it into an
use the Apple II m ini-assembler later external memory location .
in this article to write a program .
Instructions, Addresses and OpOperation Codes
codes
Instruct ion codes used for acEach instruction code also has a
corresponding Hex valu e called an cumulator operations are LDA and
operation code. These opcodes STA . Th e three letter mnemonic is
(short for operation codes) are recog- made up from characters in the
nized by the system monitor and instruct ion .
LDA (LoaD Accumulator)
converted to binary values for th e
STA (STore Accum ulator)
6502. Actually, the comp uter only
recognizes binary numbers . If you The instruction LDA means two
were to examine the memory cells things: 1 - lead the value in the
during program execution, you operand into the accumulator or, 2 would on ly find patterns of 1's and load the value found at the address in
O's. To make it easier for you to the operand into the accumulator.
converse with t he computer, bi nary The 6502 knows which to do by the
has been converted to a coded way you write the operand. Dependmachine language. One step above ing on the form used, the addressi ng
hexadecimal machine language is mode is defined accordingly . Here
assembly language. Assembly lan- are two examples for the LDA
guage uses mnemonic instru ctions instruction.
1. LDA #$C1 (Immediate addresscalled opcodes , and data called
ing mode)
operands to simplify programming.
2. LDA $0300 (Abso lute addressPages 100 through 105 in the 'red
ing mode)
book' and pages 118 through 128 in
the new Reference Manual include all In example 1, the # sign (using 6502
the 6502 instructions (mnemonics), conventions) indicates that the acopcodes and address modes . Th ese cumulator is to be loaded with $C1.
are also included in th e reference (Remember that a $ in front of a
number means HEX.)
Example 2
material .
indicates to the 6502 that it is to get
the value found at memory location
Address Modes
$0300 , and load it into the accumuOperands used with each instruclator.
tion code identify which opcode to
Instruction STA means that the
use fo r the instruction. Operands
6502
wi ll take the value presently in
also tell the computer which address
the acc umulator and store it in t he
mode to use . Address modes instruct the computer to do something address specified by the operand .
specific with th·e contents of the For example, STA $0300 means take
operand . There are several possible the value in the accumulator and
address modes t hat can be used with store it in location $0300. Two other
many of the instruction s. Depending instructions we wi ll use are JSR
on the results and type of program , (Jump t o SubRoutine) and ATS
different address modes are possible (ReTurn from Subroutine) .
with each instruction code. We will
only use 3 address modes in the
examples used here.

Remember we said that mnemonic instruction codes could be represented by HEX opcodes. Here is a

list of the codes used so far:
Opcode Instruction Address Mode
$A9
LOA
Immediate
$AD
LOA
Absolute
$80
STA
Absolute
$20
JSR
Absolute
$60
ATS
Implied
As mentioned earlier, there are many
instruction codes, addressing modes
and opcodes in the 6502 instruction
set. Check them out in the reference
material.
Assembling a Program

Inst.
LOA
JSR
JSR
ATS

Operand
#$C1
$FDED
$FBE4

Comment
; load the accumulator with $C1
; jump to character-out routine
; jump to bell routine
; make a definite return
Figure 1

a point where you want to continue in
your program (or subroutine).
Now, back to our program. The
program we will write will:
1- load theaccumulator(LDA with
a value
2- jump to a subroutine (JSR) that
prints the contents of the accumulator on the screen
3- jump to another subroutine
(JSR) to beep the bell, and
4- end the program (ATS) .
First, write the assembly language
program that will do these things. I'll
provide you with the value for the
accumulator and the subroutine addresses for the operands to get
things going (see Figure 1).
Our program will start at address
$0300 and will use consecutive
memory locations starting with the
opcode for LOA immediate. The next
memory location will contain the
data in the operand. An opcode
always has to be the first byte of data
in your program. Otherwise. the
computer won't be able to recognize
legitimate instructions. Often, some
form of LOA will be the first
instruction. Let's begin.

Let's write a short program using
everything discussed so far. Here's
how to do it. First, select the starting
point in memory. There is space for
short programs at address $0300. So
our program will start there. (Otherwise, use any space in memory not
used by Apple programs; consult the
memory maps.) Now write the assembly language part of the program
with appropriate operands. Then look
up the opcodes and hand assemble
the machine code. The starting
address of our program, $0300, is the
beginning of page 3 of memory.
(Page 0 starts at $0000 and ends at
$00FF , page 1 is from $0100 to
$01FF, page 2 from $0200 to $02FF ,
page 3 from $0300 to $03FF and so
on . There are a total of 256,256-byte
pages.)
New conventions introduced in
the sample program will include the 0300- A9
single byte, two byte and three byte 0301- C1
instructions, and also the arrangement of the bytes in the three byte Look up the opcodes for each of the
instruction . Depending on the in- other mnemonic instruction codes
struction used and the data in the and write them down. (we did this
operand field, the opcode is as- earlier). Now, write the opcode for
sembled with the required number of JSR in the next consecutive memory
data bytes. Immediate mode ad- location, followed by the data in the
dressing uses the opcode (always operand. Remember the sequence of
first) then one byte of data. Absolute the bytes of data in the operand.
mode uses two bytes of data. 0302- 20
Following the opcode, the least 0303- ED
significant byte of the data in the 0304- FD
operand is entered , then the most Now do the same thing with the next
significant byte. Here's an illustra- JSR and operand.
tion of the concept.

0305- 20
0306- E4
0307- FB
And, complete the program with the
single byte instruction , JSR.
0308- 60
Of course, the complete program
won't look like this in the Apple
mini-assembler format. The following example represents how it will
look.
*300L
Machine Code Assembly Code
0300- A9 C1
LOA #$C1
0302- 20 ED FD
JSR $FDED
0305- 20 E4 FB
JSR $FBE4
0308- 60
ATS
Note that the opcode follows each
address and is followed by the data
as defined by the operand.
Apple II mini-assembler
Now let's try the mini-assembler
to wri te a program. In the following
sequence, you will be typing in the
underl ined characters. Computer response is not underlined. Also, it is
not necessary to use the $ character
or leading zeros. The mini-assembler
takes care of these things. The
character )i((slash b) means to type a
blank with the space bar. Remember,
too , to type Return when you want
your entri es to be ac cepted (see
Figure 2).
You have just assembled a program
starting at location $0300. Notice
that it is not necessary to leave
spaces in your entries either. The
assembler can tell what is what.
Now run the program using the
follow ing sequence.
$300G
run program from
assembler
A
; see an A , hear a beep

Figure 2

$C030-Hex address (operand)
T "'[__Least significant byte
._-- -Most significant byte
Implied mode (the ATS instruction,
for example) uses only single byte
opcodes. The instruction itself includes all the information needed for
the desired end result. Instruction
ATS is used when you call one
program from another. The return
from subroutine returns you back to

Step
Action
1. F666G
2. ! D
3. 300: LOA #C1
4. 0300- A9 C1
LOA #$C1
5 . .){JSR FDED
6. 0302- 20 ED FD JSR $FDED
7 . .){JSR FBE4
8. 0305- 20 E4 FB JSR $FBE4
9. )S'RTS
10. 0308- 60
ATS

Comments
; enter mini-assem. at F666
; see prompt and cursor
; first line to assemble
; see assembled output
; next line to assemble
; see assembled output
; next line to assemble
; see assembled output
; last line to assemble
; see assembled output
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What we just did was to run the
program from inside the mini-assembler. This is what happened in the
assembly process.
First, the start location in memory was selected. Address $0300 was
the choice. Apple's mini-assembler
assumes all addresses and data are
In HEX. The only place the$ is used,
in the disassembled listing , is in the
operand. Next, the value $C1 was
loaded Into the accumulator. An
immediate mode instruction did this.
The HEX value $C1 represents the
character A .
In steps 5 and 6, a JSR instruction was assembled. The operands
used represent two subroutines in
the Apple II monitor. A character
output routine is at $FDED. This
routine puts the value c urrently in the
accumulator on the screen. Recall
that our first instruction loaded the
HEX value for A in the accumulator.
A routine at address $FDE4 is called
BELL2. This routine generates the
beep heard in the speaker. The
program we assembled ends with the
ATS instruction. Note that any
program you run from the monitor
should end with the ATS instruction.
The monitor command, such as
300G , is a jump (JRS) to the specified
address. To get back to the monitor
where you started, you must include
the ATS. Otherwise ..... CRASH!
When inside the mini-assembler,
the $ is used to indicate a monitor
command . Typing 300G and Return
ran the program as though you were
in the monitor, and that's what
happened when you pressed Return.
The computer went to address $0300
and followed the instructions found
there. Each event occurred in the
order it was written. Remember : The
first instruction where you enter the
program has to be an opcode. The
program would abort or run wild if it
did not use a legitimate sequence of
instructions.
To exit from the mini-assembler
press Reset, or if you have the
autostart ROM type $FF69G and
Return . Now type 300L and press
Return . A listing of 20 disassembled
lines will appear on the screen. Only
the first 5 lines include our cnaracter
output and bell ringing routine. You
should be able to recognize them
from previous examples. There may
be other data listed there too, but it's
not valid for this program.
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Try One Yourself
You can run this program as often
as you want by typing 300G and
Return . Try experimenting with different values in the accumulator.
Numbers 0 to 9 are values $BO to
$B9. Letters A to Z are values $C1 to
$DA. A space is $AO and a carriage
return is $80. Write a program to
print out your name or the current
date. Hint: Use LOA immediate for
each character you want to print
along with a JSR to the character
output routine. End a line with a
carriage return, and end the program
with ATS. Explore these and experiment. You can't do anyth ing more
than mess-up your own programs.
Reference Material
Here's a short list of sources
where you can find additional Information on 6502 assembly language
programming
1. 6502 Assembly Language Programming, Leventhal, Osborne-1979
2. 6500 Programming Manual ,
Rockwell , Synertech, Commodore
3. Programming the 6502, Zaks,
Sybex -1978
4. 6502 Applications Book, Zaks,
Sybex -1979
We'll talk about indexing, assemblers and other assembly language
fundamentals in future columns.
Empirical Music
Here's a useful routine for creating tones or musical notes contributed by Richard Ferri. He uses it to
determine just the right sou nd needed for his programs. The program
comes in two parts. The machine
language tone generating routine and
a Basic program to provide interactive input of values for the pitch
(frequency) and duration. The values
of A and B in the Basic program must
be less than 255.
First, using monitor commands,
enter the machine language.
0308 - FF FF AO 30 CO 0 8 DO 0,
0310- CE 09 03 FO 09 CA DO F'
O:Jte- AE 08 03 4C OA OJ GO

Second, type in this Applesoft
program and run it.
100
l 10
120
130
140
1,0
IGO
170
180

P.Et1 "ACHINE LANGUAGE SUBROUTINE
HOl'tE : ?RI NT : PRINT : PRI NT
I NPUT •wH'11T JS THE UALUE OF 'A ' lFRE DUENCY>? •;p
PRINT : PRI NT
lNPUi •1-1HAT IS THE VALUE OF '8' COU;lA TIOH >? •:e
PDftE 77& .A: POl\E 777 , 9 : CALI. 778
VTAB 14 : HTAB t:S: PRI NT •A• "' :A
UTAB 1G: HTAB 1:s: PRI N T
GET xs: GOTO t OO

·e· · :a

And there you have it-empirical
music. Anyone else with something
to share?
D

Reset Guard •Speaker Volume Control
Pause Revisited ·Applesoft/lnteger Booting
Tone Routine Corrections
Telephone Software Connection
S-C Assembler •Apple II Simulators
Chuck Carpenter

July, 1980

Missed last month due to a heavy
work schedule and a personal Illness. My work schedule may cause
me to miss a column from time to
time. But, keep sending the letters . I
will answer them all and as timely as
the complexity of the answer permits.
Input From Readers

Here's a couple of ideas from Jim
Levi n. The first is a clever idea to
protect th e system from accidental
reset. Figure 1 shows a diagram of
th e device. The material is heavy
paper such as a 3x5 index card. (I
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speaker which I connect or disconnect depending on how late at
night it is. I decided to make it a little
more sophisticated by hooking
things up as shown in Figure 3.
I mounted the switch and resistor
by drilling 21/.i inch holes in the case.
The jack for the external speaker is
mounted on the rear apron. Now I
can select either speaker with volume
control. My external speaker is a
Radio Shack mob ile speaker. It's a 4
inch speaker in a plastic case. But it
has good sound with lots of volume.

External
Speaker

l

I

l

you have it ; RESET protection with
material cost less than 1 cent and
installation time under 3 minutes.
Jim suggests taping the sides away
from the keys to the surface of the
computer.
Jim's second idea puts a volume
control on the speaker. By using an
inexpensive trimmer t ype variable
resistor, you can reduce speaker
volume to any comfortable level.
Connect the control as shown in
Figure 2.
Mount the resistor so th e screw-

'o

~

DPDT Toggle
Switch-Can be
Center Oft

Plug

J

Volume 100 J"L..___mini pot
Fig ure 3

..'J.2.

Figure 1

would also suggest certain types of
light guage plastic). Cut the rectangle to size and fold it into a square
tube 0.8 inches on a side. Tape the
open edges together. Slide the tube
down over the RESET key. And there

driver slot is accessible from one of
the venti lation slots. Remember that
this modification will void your
warranty . Make your decision according ly.
The volume control idea from Jim
stimulated my thinking about my
system. I have been using an external

Again, these modifications will void
your warranty.
Fred Gunther sent in another idea
for program stoppers. He has solved
the same problem anoth er way. Fred
suggests that you provide one of the
following subroutines:
Integer Basic
50
55

PR INT"D!!PRESS Tlll!"11 POKE 50 , 6J1PRINT"RETURN"1
POKE 50 , 25511NPUT"KEY TO COllTINUE.· ,IN$1Rl!TURN

Applesoft

__,.

Plug - - - - - - .
Cut One of the
Speaker Leads.

50
55

20000hm
Variable Resistor

PRINT " Dl!PRESS THI! " 1 1 INV!RS!1PRINT" Rl!TURN"1
NORMALo INPUT"KEY TO CONTINUE." 1 IN$ 1 RETURN

Then in the main program, each time
you want to pause, you need only:
••• GOSUB

Figure 2

50

The inverse lettering for RETURN
helps to make it obvious that the user
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presses one key rather than type in 6
letters.

ideas coming from readers will be
helpful to many of us.

More Reader Input

Feedback

Thi s great idea from Bob SanderCederlof will help you with some of
your booting problems. The problem
is that the boot program, or the
so-called HELLO program, must be
in either Integer Basic or Applesoft.
It cannot be both at the same time.
So, if you use the Applesoft version,
anyone using your disk without
Applesoft gets the message ,
"LANGUAG E NOT AVAILABLE"
when the disk is booted . Or, if you
use an Integer Basic boot program,
the person with an Apple II Plus and
no Integer Basic gets the same
message.
According to Bob, there is an
answer. He discovered it by reading
the documentation that comes with
the Apple Writer Text Editing System . The key is to remember that if
the boot program is written in
Applesoft, and if, furthermore, there
is no Applesoft in ROM In your
machine, the DOS tries to load and
run an Integer Basic file with the
name APPLESOFT. So , INIT your
disk with an Applesoft boot program
written In Integer Basic and store it
on the disk under the file name
"APPLESOFT."
When you boot this disk, DOS wil l
try to boot th e program named
HELLO. If you have Applesoft on
ROM , this will succeed, and you will
be up and running . If you do not have
Applesoft, DOS will attempt to load
it from the disk by running the
Integer Basic file named APPLESOFT which is really your other boot
program.
Another RESET protector idea
comes from George Norkus . This one
uses an "O" ring as a stiff spring to
make reset harder to push. The 0
ring is a National AS-108. Remove
the reset key cap and slide the 0 ring
over the plunger stem. Reinstall the
key cap. Now, the hard-to-push key
won't allow accidental resets. Another option, in place of the 0 ring, is a
piece of closed cell foam . A piece
about an eighth of an inch thick and a
half inch in diameter will do fine. Cut
an X or cross in the middle . Slide this
down over the plunger as with the 0
ring .
I've noticed that the new Apples
have a much stiffer spring on the
reset key. Also, an option is now
available in which you have to use
CONTROL and RESET together. The
new features don't appear to be
available for older models. So, the
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In the March Apple Cart, there
were several programs for loading
assembly language into memory
from Basic. I even went so far as to
use the same zero page program in
examples for page 3 use. Can't be
done! The opcodes for instructions
other than page 0 are different. The
correct program for page 3 was sent
to me by Thomas Giacchi . Here is his
page 3 version of the Random Tones
program:
Machine Language
3 00I.
03000301030203050 309030803010300030[031003130311-

.

FF
FF
AD 30 CO

DO O'
CE 01 03
FO 08
CA
00,,
Al 00 03
4C 0 2 03
80

???
???
LOA
DEY
INE
DEC
IH
DEX
INI
LOX

J"'
RT&

tC030
t0300
t0301
t0318
t030'
t0300
t0302

Pokes
POKE 770 , 1 7J
POKE 771,48
POKE ?72 , 192
POKE 77J , ! J6
POKE 774 , 208

n s.s

POKE
POKE 776 , 206
POKE 777 , 1
POKE 778, J
POKE 779 , 240
POKE 780 , 9

POKE ?81 , 202
POKE ?82 , 208
POKE ?BJ, 245
POKE 784 , 1 74
POKE 785 , 0
POKE 786 ,J
POKE 787 , 76
POKE 788, Z
POKE 789 , J
POKE 790 , 96

In the READ ... DATA routines,
change the DATA values in the POKE
commands. The string H$ will contain the data bytes from address $302
to $316. And the starting ,address
should be 770. not 768. Thomas is
using 768 and 769 to hold the pitch
and duration values. These changes
will allow the program to work in
page 3 memory locations.
Software Over The Phone

Software for the stay-at-home
shopper (and energy savers) is available over the phone. Several very
useful and well done programs are
now available from the Telephone
Software Connection at (213) 3293715. I have the phone answering
program , the program to send a
picture and the program to play Go
Moku over the phone. I have used the
answering program the most , and it
makes your Apple respond like a
miniature bulletin board system. My
interests in electronic mail make this
a most useful program.
On your first call, you wil l be asked
to complete a short "credit application," which consists of your name,
address , phone number(s), and
Master Charge or Visa number. Then

you will be asked to select a
password to protect your account
from unauthorized purchases.
Immediately after answering the
questions , you will be shown a list of
the programs currently available, and
you are invited to select any of the
free programs that are on the system.
After you make your selection, it will
ask you to verify that it is correct and
then it will attempt to transfer you
the program. If you used a " dialer"
program to call the system, it will
detect this and ask you to get out of
that program so it won't get in the
way of the transfer process. If you
aren't in Applesoft it will ask you to
get into it. Then sit back and watch
one of the slickest program transfers
you will ever see, including the
saving and locking of the program
onto your disk.
The program selection is unique
and, as far as I know, they are not
available elsewhere. One is an answering machine program that will
answer a modem phone line with
your name 24 hours a day. It will also
let you call in from a remote terminal
to get your messages and operate
your system. Included are some
excellent security routines to prevent
"crashers" and an outgoing message
capabi lity to let you leave messages
that will be automatically given to
selected friends, when they call In.
Other programs let you send any type
of program to another computer,
send a 16 line message to selected
bulletin board systems, send a
high-res graphics picture over the
phone, and play the game Go Moku
over the phone with another Apple
owner.
Ed Magnin of Telephone Software
Connection, says that this system's
main advantages are convenience
and flexi bility. The convenience
comes ffom the ease of purchasing
software at anytime of day or night
without stepping out of your house,
and without worrying whether they
have just run out of your favorite
program. The flexibility is that any
new programs can be on line for sale
the instant they are ready, complete
with documentation (included as part
of the program). If updates are ever
needed they can be on the system as
quickly and easily as the original
program.
The average program for sale takes
about seven minutes (13K) to transfer, if you add three minutes for
sign-on and sign-off, that means an
average ten minute connection .
Based on the phone rates from
California to Maine, this would cost
less than $4.00 during the day, $3.00

lfter five or $2. 00 after eleven or on
Neekends. That is less than most
)Ostage and handling charges, and
hose outside of California save the
>% sales tax.
The phone transfer system will
vork with the D.C. Hayes modem or
he Comm. card and an acoustic
nodem. Be sure your first free
>rogram is the dial TSC program.
"hen when you call back for softvare, you can do it automatically.
·sc is adding new things all the
ime. By the time you read this, there
vi ii be a nice selection of programs
or you to try. And, the transfer
>rocess really is fascinating.

>·C Assembler II

In the May column, I mentioned
Jsing an assembler other than the
11ini-assembler in the Apple II. And,
'or those of you with the Apple II
Plus, the only way you can do any
11achine language assembly is with
3.n "external" program . I have used
the S-C Assembler II for a couple of
~ears now. There are a number of
assemblers on the market, but none
as easy to use by the casual user.
The S-C Assembler II (S-C A2)
Includes many useful features for
creating, editing, assembling, and
testing your assembly language programs. Let's take a look at some of
these features :
• Similarity to Basic - S-C A2 is
completely integrated with Basic
routines. If yo u are familiar with
Basic in your Apple II and its
syntax, you can easily understand the S-C A2. Works on all
Apple models.
• Compatible with the Apple II
mini-assembler-Input format and
assembled output will be familiar to users of the mini-assembler. Those of you starting on the
Apple II Plus will appreciate the
standardized format. Machine
language is made easier and
more powerful with extensions
such as labels, symbolic addressing and comments .
• Line Oriented - S-C A2 uses line
numbers like Basic and has
co mplete screen editing features
and capabi lity to renumber, you
can add-to, delete and change
your program easily and conveniently.
• Compact Size-The tape version
will easily run, with lots of
working space, on a 16K ma-

chine. The DOS version, because
of DOS , requires more memory;
a 24K system is the minimum.
• Cassette and DOS Support-Both
the tape and DOS versions
support standard Apple II 1/0
sytltax. Also, both versions include an internal printer driver
routine and/or the support of
peripherals using the PR# command.
For the newcomer to the world of
assembly language, the S-C A2 will
provide a familiar way to start writing
your own 6502 assembly language
programs. Once you become more
skilled, there are several S-C A2
extensions that wil I facilitate your
program writing. For instance:
• Pseudo Opcodes-There are seven codes called assembler directives in the S-C A2. These
codes allow you to define the
origin (.OR), define a target
address(. TA), define equates for
address expressions (.EQ), define data (.DA), define ASCII
strings (.AS), define HEX strings
(.HS) and end the program or test
segment (.EN).
There are 13 assembler commands
that provide functional program development and control. The assembler is fully compatible with DOS 3.2,
and all the Apple II monitor commands are usable inside S-C A2. I
found using the assembler as easy to
use as programming in Basic. I think
you will find it enjoyable to use too .
You can purchase the S-C Assembler
II at many computer stores. If it is not
available where you are, you can
order by mail from S-C Software,
P.O. Box 5537, Richardson, TX
75080. The price for the tape version
is $25.00 and for the DOS version,
$35.00. Both include a 40 page
reference manual.
Apple II Sllmulators

Using the Apple II as a development system for two popular microprocessors is now possible. An 8080
and an RCA 1802 simulator by Dann
McCreary will do the job. The
simulators allow you to enter opcodes and data using the format of
the particular computer. The simulators then interpret the hexadecimal
code as though a program was being
executed on the particular computer.
Included in the package are a tape
and supporting documentation. The
tape includes the interpreter manual,
the interpreter, a sample program
and a di sassembler for micra's
assembly language code. The documentation includes a listing of the
sample program, a summary of all

the instructions and commands
found in the operators manual and a
programmers reference card. The
package is designed to run on a 16K
or larger system.
To make effective use of the Apple
II capabilities, Dann has created
special codes for calling 6502 routines. This way you can develop your
software and take advantage of Apple
II features at the same time . Some of
the vacant opcodes for the computer
are used to include a mnemonic and
corresponding opcode for 6502 calls.
By using the opcode in your routines , a variety of programming
options can be included.
Developing the particular code
requires that you first hand assemble
your program. Then , using the Apple
II monitor routines, enter the HEX
mach ine code into memory start ing
at address $1000. Now, call the
simulator-interpreter at address $800
and execute the program using
simulator commands. All the registers for the micros are displayed on
the screen and complete editing and
debugging commands are available.
All 1/ 0 ports, external flags and
interrupts are implemented by the
simulators. Once the program is
written and debugged, you can
implement the code on your dedicated controller.
Both packages include instructions for customizing the programs
to fit your system configuration .
And, both are available for $21.50
from Dann McCreary, Software Design, Box 16435, San Diego, CA
92116.
The New Apple II Reference Manual

Those of you who have only
recently purchased your Apples
probably got one with it. The new
reference manual replaces the "Red
Book. " For anyone interested in
learning all about the innards of the
Apple, the new reference manual is
the book to have. Such infinitely
useful items as schematics and
complete pin-out data on all connectors are provided. Tables of page zero
usage for each language are included. (Shows where all the spots are
not used so you can tuck a byte or
two of data away.) And, all the
PEEKS, POKES and CALLS to the
game paddle and other 1/0 functions
are tabulated for you. The differences
between various revisions of Apple
mother boards are discussed, and so
are the features of the autostart
ROM . There is much, much more,
and if you didn't get the new
reference manual with your Apple,
it's an excellent addition to your
Apple library.
D
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Chuck Carpenter
Disk Drives
Problems of 1/ 0 Errors occurring
during read / write operations have become
more frequent. Experiences of others a nd
my own in volvement indicates cos treduced productio n may be the problem.
With the cost-reduced drives, you have to
be very careful to get the diskette centered
over the clamp. If the problem seems
unduly severe, you may need to have the
speed calibrated and the drive mechanism
re-a ligned. The d rive used by Apple is a
stripped-d o wn Shu gart S A-400. Th e
repa ir manua l for the SA-400 will provide
the necessary data for the required adj ustments. Realignment is not easy to do.
Specia l diskettes and an oscilloscope are
required to ma ke the adjustments.
Head alignment can be pa rt of the
problem so ma ke sure it's done by someone
who understands the nature of these
critical adjustme nts. Motor speed is easier
to do. There is a tach disk attached to the
spindle pulley. One ba r-track is for 60H z
and one is for 50Hz. By shining a la mp on
the tach disc, you can adjust the speed
control pot (m ounted on the small PC B at
the back of the d rive) for zero moveme nt of
the ba rs. Ma ke sure this is done with a
diskette in the drive. The torque loa d of the
diskette will ma ke a significa nt difference
in motor speed. There is a procedure for
ma king this adj ustment with a frequency
counte r too. And, be sure to check the head
load arm and the head load pad for proper
ope ra ti on a nd wear.
The overall quality of current disk
drives is the more li kely problem. I have
had to insert a diskette severa l times, on the
newer units, to get a proper read . T his
conditio n will cause a problem with a write
to the diskette too. If the diskette was not
centered, the syste m would not be a ble to
read/ write the catalog track correctly. It
would be possible to clobber things if you
tried to write to an off-center track. On e
way to check centering is to always read
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from the disk first; do a CATALOG . for
insta nce. Also, if you are having problems
with reads/ writes and getting lots of 1/ 0
errors, write to the Manager of Quality
Control at Apple. The address is on
various manua ls you have. Describe the
specifics of the problem. Es pecially
describe the details of the conditions when
it ha ppe ns, frequency and so on. Don't try
to vent your frustrations.though. You'll get
a lot more help if you're rational.
Apple Ill
Apple's newest entry into integra ted
personal computer systems has a rrived.
The systems will be available to dealers by
the time you read this, and to customers
during the foll owing co uple of months.
Most a ll the things Apple II owners pay
extra for, a re now included as sta nda rd.
Here's a summary of the functi ons and
features:
• 80 character lines, upper a nd lower case.
• N umeric keypad, RES ET rem oved
from the keyboa rd.
• Four cursor keys fo r easier editing.
• Improved a ud io a nd a n externa l jack.
• Language system, e.g., Pascal.
• CalendarI clock
• Mem ory ma nagement for up to
128 K RAM .
• Built-in serial interface for printer or
modem.
• Interface fo r S ile ntype printer.
• 4 cha nnel A / D input.
• Video interfaces.
• A new Sophisticated Operating
System (SOS).
• Emulation mode which runs Ap ple II
software.
And , all this will be ava ila ble to you for a
cost of a bout $4300.00 fo r the minimum
system.
Hardware
Apple III will use a 6502A run ning at
2 MH z. Included with the 6502 instruc-

tion superset, are a relocata ble base
register page, a relocata ble stack and a
I28 K byte address range (96 K of memory
is standard). Periphera ls will functio n with
full interrupt capa bility. A timer derived
fr om the system clock can be progra mmed
for durat io ns up to 18 minutes. The powe r
supply has been beefed-up a nd will a ll ow 2
disk d rives to be opera ted a t the same time.
A calenda rf cl ock, integra ted into the main
circuit board, ca n be opera ted over 3 years
on its battery. The new aud io ci rcuits use a
6 bit D-t o-A converter to genera te high
q uality sound to either the built-in spea ker
or thro ugh a n external jack.
One d rive is built int o the Apple lII
wit h provis io ns t o s upp ort u p t o 3
addit ional drives. The new drives will use a
16 sector system provid ing a bout 143K
bytes of storage - about a 40% increase
over DOS 3.2 (the new system is called
DOS 3.3). An RS- 232 co mmunica tio ns
interface po rt is bu ilt-in, too. Refere nce is
made to its use with letter-quality pri nters.
T here is also a port for the Sile ntype
thermal printer a nd provisio ns for an
optional parallel printer card a re provided
too. Another co nnector on the back pa nel
provides access to the 4 A / D inputs. The
trad itional joystick will be connected here.
Since all connectors a re now mount ed on
t he rear pa nel, there is no longer any need
to "lift the cover" to get insid e.
The keyboard is detached a nd greatly
expanded. There are 74 keys incl ud ing a
13-key numeric pad . An alpha-lock key
and a shift key a re provided. R ESET is
be hind the keyboard . Four cursor co ntrol
keys are provided for easy cursor movement. And, the keyboard offers scul pt ured
keys with textured s urfaces. The keyboard
has fea tures obviously intended fo r s uch
a pplications as word processing. A variety
of video out puts are provided from black
a nd white to high resolutio n in many
colors. All video signa ls a nd voltages are
available through a D B 15 connector.
Video display modes include 560 x 192 dot

black and white, 280 x 192 dot hi-res color,
140 x 192 dot hi-res color, 80 colum n black
a nd ·white text, 40 column co lor on color
and all Apple II modes. Monitors will be
the 12 inch Sanyo, 12 inch· Hitachi and
eve ntually App le's custom 12 inch B&W
monitor. An RF modulator can be used for
co nnection to a televisio n set.

Software
Apple's new Sophisticated Operating
System is abbreviated SOS a nd pronounced SAUCE (I kn ow!). The SOS is
said to effectively manage these user and
system fu nctions:
• Running a pplica tions
• Accessi ng peripherals
• Accessing data
• Developing applicati ons
• Developing la nguages
• Memory ma nagement
• Device ma nageme nt
• CPU scheduling
• File management
• Interrupt control

a bles, fast disk access, ninetee n -digit
integer a rithmet ic and will sup port the
IF-THEN-ELSE sta tements for enhanced
program struct ure. (Sounds a lot like
M icrosoft Basic version 5.0.)
Pasca l will be availa ble too. The
software will be upgraded for use with
SOS. Pascal will fe ature improved performan ce and will be compa tible with the
Pascal file system o n Apple II. Fortra n,
com pa tible with the Pasca l file system,
run-time package and program development tools will also be ava ila ble. This will
be a n ANSI standard Fortran for co mpatibility with vast subroutine libraries fo r
math , science, e ngineering a nd statistics. A
Mai l List Manager package will be available too. The program features:
• High speed e ntry of names, addresses
a nd phone numbers.
• 970 names per diskette.
• Sorting a diskette in 75 seconds by
either na me or zip code.
• Merge capabilities allowing files to
span diskettes.
• Flexible format ting and printing
capability.
• Complete menu-driven user interface.

Features and Benefits of SOS
Apple's new Operating System ma ximizes system efficiency by controlling
reso urce use and allocation. Software
development is easier and progra m size
a nd complexity is reduced through a
powerful system interface for languages
and applicatio ns. The fl ex ible file system
provides efficie nt system data storage and
access, all owing applications to share da ta
and faster access to information. Powerful
new uti lities provide complete applica ti on
access to all of the advanced capabilities.
To meet your system needs, SOS can be
custom configured, even by the inexperienced operator, with the easy-to-use
system configuration program. And, the
syste m is designed to be easily ex pa nded
allowing yo u to further enhance the power
a nd flexibilit y.
Visicalc III
An enha nced version of Visicalc, as
sold for the Apple II, will be availa ble
exclusively from Apple for the Apple III.
The package will ta ke advantage of the 80
column screen, cursor controls a nd SOS
file system. Incidentally, I saw a demo ns tra tion of Vi sica lc JI recentl y. Th e
capa bilities of this system a re super. If
you're doi ng a ny fina ncial pla nning or
modeling, you can benefit from Visicalc.
I'm getting a copy for my own use so I'll
review it in a future co lumn.
Additional Software
T here will be a new Business Basic. It
is intended to be the Apple standard a nd
will feature fo rmatting capa bilit ies with
PRINT US ING, lo nger names for vari-

Apple Ill Packages
The Apple III will be sold as various
application packages. These are intended
to provide the nucleus of vario us user
solution packages. With a variety of
application software and hardware, the
package becomes customized for individual customers. The three package
groups identified at this time are: Information a nalyst, Word processor and Software
development.
The information analyst includes:
• 96 K Apple III

• sos
•
•
•
•

Apple Business Basic
Visicalc IJI
Mail List Manager
12 inch B& W monitor
The word processing system includ es:
• 96K Apple III

• sos
•
•
•
•
•

Apple Business Basic
Word Painte r
Training course to use Wo rd Pa inter
12 inch B&W monitor
Either a Sile ntype or letter qua lity
printer
And , the so ftwa re deve lop me nt
system includes:
• 96K Apple III

• sos
•
•
•
•
•

Apple Business Basic
Fortran
Apple Pasca l
12 inch B& W monito r
Expa nsion d rive
One final note. The system is packaged in a metal cabinet. There wi ll be no
more problems with rad ia tion interfe rence

from th e hig h- speed microprocessor
circuits.
Super-Text Word Processor
This colu mn was developed and
writte n with my new word processor. The
package is great. I have been loo king for a
word processor tha t would work well with
Apple' s limit ed sc ree n capacity. The
processor all ows free-form entry of text.
This mea ns tha t you d on' t have to concern
yourself with the 40 column limit. Output
formatting takes care of putting the text
wherever you wa nt it to go. Upper and
lower case are easily controlled , a nd if you
have the Payma r Lower Case Adapter, you
ca n see the text O'l the screen the sa me as it
will be printed. He re's a summary of some
of the features:
• Full screen cursor editing.
• Scanning forward or reverse.
• Line scrolling both directions.
• Paragraph scrolling bot h directions.
• Add text (also begins tex t)
• Change text for deleting or co rrecting.
•Math mode
• Print mode
• Auto link - one program to a nother.
• Options program.
• Diablo type printer controls.
• Formatting, ta bbing, centering,
justifying, etc., etc.
And much more. I've just sta rting using the
processor so I'm not aware of all the
features. I know I like what I have been
a ble to do so far. The ease of use is really
impressive. I'll provide the details la ter.
The package is a bout $100.00 and it's
called Super-Text, The Professional Word
Processo r. It' s dis tr ibuted by Muse
Software and should be available at your
local computer store.
Readers Input
Here's a neat little progra m from
Randi Ro st. The progra m is cal led
" Puffer" a nd it moves the cha racters across
the screen in billboard fas hio n. Randi says
this Integer Bas ic program appears to
"pufr' a message across the screen. You
must put as many cha racters or spaces in
A$ as it is dimensioned for. In this
example, 40. T he program is a n endless
loop as written. Line 80 could be a n escape
by test ing fo r a processed key. You can
cha nge the delay time by changing line 40.
See the listing and sample run of the
program.
Rosa Pascal Sez
For those of you wh o a re usi ng
Pascal , included a re a couple of short
utility routines sent in by Ron DeGroat.
Thes·e routines will let you do a couple of
things in Pasca l tha t are in Basic but not in
Pascal. Following is the text of Ron's lette r
essentially as it was written:
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The assembly language procedures
shown in Listing # I a llow the user to
display text in FLASHing, INVERSE and
NORMAL modes with Apple Pascal in
much the same way that Applesoft Basic
does.
These procedures may be directly
lin ked to the Pascal host (see example
progra m in Listing #2) or stored in a UN IT
in the SYSTEM. LIBRARY a long with
other useful utilities (such as PEEK a nd
POKE routines, q. v., ''The Multi-Lingual
Apple" column in the Feb. a nd Mar. /
Apr. 1980 issues of Ca ll A.P. P.L.E.). For
more information about the co ntrol codes
($C083 and $C088) see Appendix D of the
Apple Language System Insta llation and
Opera ting Manual.
It should also be noted that since the
Apple uses the top two bits of the ASCII
characer code to select INVERSE a nd
FLAS H ing modes , lower-case le tters
cannot be displayed in these modes.
LISTING #1: INVERSE, NOR MAL &. PLASH
PROCEDURES
.PROC INVERSE
LDA tlC,ll83 ;SELECT 2ND 4K BANK
LDA tlC.ll83 ;AND WRITE-ENABLE
LDA #llfl
STA llDBED ;CLEAR BITS 6 &. 7
LDA tlC.llBB ;SELECT lST BANK &. WRITERTS
;PROTECT, THEN RETURN

;------- ----- --- -----------.PROC NORMAL
LDA
LDA
LDA
STA
LDA
RTS

tlC.fl83
tlC.f)83
#Bil
llDBED ;SET BIT 7 FOR NORMAL MODE
tlCllBB

;--------- --- -------------- --

.PROC FLASH
LOA tlC.ll83
LOA tlC.ll83
LOA #40
STA f}DB ED ;SET BIT 6 FOR FLASH MODE
LOA llCllBB
RTS

LISTING #2: EXAM PLE PASCA L PROGRAM
PROGRAM TESTSTUPF;
PROCEDURE INVERSE; EXTERNAL;
PROCEDURE NORMAL; EXTERNAL;PROCEDURE FLASH;
EXTERNAL;
BEGIN
GOTOX Y(Jl,111);
WRITE ('THIS SHOULD BE ');
FLASH;
WRITELN ('FLASHING');
NORMAL;
WRITELN;
WRITE ('AND T HIS SHOULD BE ');
INVERSE;
WRITE ('INVERSE');
NORMAL;
END.

How the Modificati on Works:
Listing #3 shows a sectio n of code
stored on disc in Block No. 4 of
S YSTEM.APPLE file. When loaded into
memory, this code resides in the second 4K
bank of RAM , which must be selected and
write-ena bled with the contro l codes
described above before a ny change can be
mad e.
LISTING #3:

CODE EXCERPTS FROM
SYSTEM.APPLE

DBEB: E9 2.0 SBC #211 ;CONVERT TO U.C.
DBEA: 29 3F AND #3F ;CHAR. MASK
DBEC: 9 Bil ORA #B.0 ;MODE'SELECT:
; 411 = FLASH
; llll = INVERSE

The character mask clears the top 2
bits of the c haracter, a nd the next
instruction sets the bit necessary for the
mode selected. Thus, by cha nging the
conten ts of memory location D8ED, as
indicated, we can select either FLAS Hing,
INVERSE or NORMAL modes.
D

Listing and sample RUN of "Puff' program.

>LIST
10 DIM A$C40>: DIM 8$(40)
20 AS="ANY 40 CHARACTER STRING AT ALL IN HERE • • "
30 CALL -936: VTAB 10: PRINT A$
40 FOR U= l TO 200: NEXT U
50 8$=A$(2,40)
60 8$C40>=AS<1,1>
70 A$=8$
80 GOTO 30
90 END
>RUN
ANY 40 CHARACTER STRING AT ALL IN HERE • •
NY 40 CHARACTER STRING AT ALL LN HERE •. A
Y 40 CHARACTER STRING AT ALL IN HERE •• AN
40 CHARACTER STRING AT ALL _ IN HERE • • ANY
40 CHARACTER STRING AT ALL IN HERE •• ANY
0 CHARACTER STRING AT ALL IN HERE •. ANY 4
CHARACTER STRING AT ALL IN HERE •• ANY 40
CHARACTER STRING AT ALL IN HERE •• ANY 40
STOPPED AT 40

>

Note: For Pascal newcomers. consta nts in Apple
Pascal assembl y language must start with an integer. 0
to 9. If the first digit is greate r than 9. i.e .. A. B. C . D. E
o r F. the number must be prefaced with a 0. as shown in
Listing # 1.)

''-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--
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Hello Programs Menus
Disk-0-Tape ·Lemonade Music Table
Applesoft Revealed
Chuck Carpenter

Reports from NCC are indicating lots
of new products will be available for our
Apple computers. My first new acquisition
will be the Softcard from Microsoft. With
this card I will be able to have a version of
Basic that is more suitable for the kind of
programming I like to do. There will be
severa l other languages available for the
Softcard system too. Check the ads in the
magazines and at your computer store if
you're interested. I'll be watching the ads
and computer stores for any other new
items, too. I have one slot left once I get
Softcard, and will be looking for something to fi ll it. No, I'm not getting an Apple
III. After lots of thinking on the s ubject, I
decided that I would not be able to do
many of the things that I like to do. With
the Apple III, a lot offlexibility will be lost.
With a ll the products being offered for the
Apple II, and all the things you can do with
the system on your own, it seemed foolish
to me to start all over again. And, now that
Mountain Hardware has announced a n
expander box, you can add 8 more slots to
your Apple II. The next several months
shou ld bring us many interesting Apple
II projects. I, for one, will be trying to
check out each o ne.
Listings I and 2 a re programs to turn
your catalog list ing into a menu . By
including these programs in your HELLO
program, you will see the catalog listed on
the screen and then, as if by magic,
changed to a menu. You can then press a
corresponding key and RUN, LOAD,
UNLOCK, or LOCK a ny fi le listed.
Listing I is in Applesoft, and the selection
options are displayed in billboard fas hion.
The Integer version in Listing 2 will not
appear to be doing anything until you press
one of the selection keys. Then you either
RUN a program or do one of the other
functions. If you have both Integer and
Applesoft, you can use the technique of
putting the Applesoft version in the
HELLO program and the Integer version

September, 1980
in a program called Applesoft. Th e
procedure for doing this was described in
last month's column. There is a limitation.
You can only have up to 23 catalog entries
showing on the screen a t a time. If you have
more than 23, only the last 23 will be
included in the menu. These programs
were written by Bob Sander-Cederlof for
our local newsletter. I usually don't like to
bother wit h gadget programs but these a re
qu ite useful. Seemed like something that
you might like to have.
Lemonade Music
In the March 1980 column, I included
a program for playing "music" with the
Apple. The music- playing routine is a
machine-language program from the red
Apple II Reference Manual. This same
music routine is used in the "Lemonade
Stand" program being s hipped with the
newer Apples. I was able t o find a copy on
the master diskette of a fri end's new
machine. Why am I telli ng you all of this!?
Charles Kluepfel of New York City
has sent along some interesting data
relative to that program. The version I
have was written in Applesoft and the
program POKEs the machine language
into page 3 of memory. Charles found this
to be done in lines 10000 through 101 90 of
the Lemonade Stand program. The va lues
for pitch and duration are POKEd into
decimal memory locations 768 and 769.
Charles has calculated the values to select
the pitch. Here is his co ntribution.
Based on the tone va lues for "Raindrops Keep Falling on My Head" in line
11 550 of "Lemonade Stand" - 152, 152,
152, 144, 152, 171, 192, 152andthesheet
music for that song, a knowledge that A
(pitch) is inversely proportional to the
frequency a nd that 12 half-tones make a n
octave (doubling of freque ncy), we get
Table I.
Note that 0 serves as 256 as it needs to

be decremented 256 times to get back to
zero. The formula used is: if x is the
number of half-tones lower than C above
middle C, use the nearest integer to:
128

*

2 - (x/12l

Also, a va lue of lean be used for pauses, as
the note produced is barely a udible. To
play all of Lemonade Stand's songs, load
the program, GOSUB 10000 to POKE the
Table I. Values for A to be POKEd for Pitch

Low

Mid

Hi sh

Hi sh+

48

24

F

192

96

E

203

102

51

25

D#. Eb 215

108

54

27

228

114

57

29

C#. Db 24 2

121

60

30

128

64

32

136

68

34

144

72

36

152

76

38

161

81

40

1 71

85

43

181

91

45

D

c

0

8

A#. 8b

A

G#,

Ab

G

F#, Gb
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machine language program, delete line
115200, which has non-musical data, and
repeatedly GOSUB 11700. You will get
"Yes, We Have No Bananas," some glug,
glug, glugs of a glass filling up, "Summertime, and the Living is Easy," "Raindrops
Keep Falling on my Head," and "Singin' in
the Rain." Charles notes further that if a
value of 196 is used to represent middle C
then the formula to use is:
A = 232.5 I 2 -

(M/12)

All of these calculations will help
those of you interested in making yourown
simple music interpreter. One gentlema n,
also from New York City, called to Jet me
hear a very nice classical piece done with
the tone generating routine. My thanks to
both for an interesting application of a
useful utility routine. Of course, you
should write a program to make the
calculations for you. I mean, after all!
Disk-0-Tape
Here's a new program that will allow
you to copy your diskettes to cassettes.
With Disk-0-Tape, you can copy an entire
DOS 3.2 diskette to inexpensive cassettes.
Up to 4 diskettes can be stored on both
sides of a 60 minute tape. Considering the
cost of disks, you can save the cost of
several d isks you now have tied up as
archive or back-up storage. The prograr.n is
designed to let you save a diskette to tape
and, as desired, restore the contents back
to an initialized diskette. Here are some of
Disk-0-Tapes features:
• Copy an entire DOS 3.2 disk to tape.
• Comprehensive error detection during
transfer.
• True read-after-write for reliability.
• Loading boot-strap saved with each
copy.
• User-assigned naming of tapes.
• Copy time is a function of data on the
disk.
• Copies all but the DOS tracks, 0-2.
• Pays for itself in media savings alone.
This is one program that should find a
Jot of use. Consider the ease with which
you can mail the contents of a disk on a
rugged cassette. Or, how many of your
ra rely used disks you can now use fo r other
pu rposes. Disk-0-Tape is available fo r
$ 12.00 postpaid fro m: Dann McCreary,
Box 16534-Y, San Diego, CA 921 16.
Applesoft Revealed
Analyzing how an Applesoft program
is constructed in memory has several
benefits. One is to append a program.
Another might be to make special changes
to certain memory locations. A third could
be to include a machine language program
in with your Basic program. Once you
know how to directly modify a program in
memory, your imagination can do the rest.
In the following discussion, a ll
memory locations and data will be in
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hexadecimal. This can be confusing if you
usually work with decimal numbers. And
the 'Tokens' we will be talking about are
decimal values in the Applesoft manual.
When working directly with values in
memory, o nly hexadecimal numbers are
used. So, if you're not comfortable with
HEX numbers, now's the time. (You
should be able to easily convert back and
forth because PEEKs and POKEs use
decimal values.)
Clearin g Memory
On page 140 in the ap pendix of the
Ap plesoft manual, you can find that
programs start at memory location 80 1 fo r
the ROM version (300 1 fo r t he tape
version). T he page zero pointer to this
location is in memory locations 67-68. To
make sure we can know that our inputs a re
easily identified, let's put an easy-torecognize character in several memory
locations. The following sequence will let
us do that:
lCALL-151
•BOO : FF
-tt801 <800 . 87FM
•800.81F
0800OBOS08 10OB 1B-

FF
FF
FF
FF

FF
FF
FF
FF

FF
FF
FF
FF

FF
FF
FF
FF

FF
FF
FF
FF

FF
FF
FF
FF

FF
FF
FF
FF

FF
FF
FF
FF

T he character ' F' is not likely to be fou nd in
pairs in this test, so I used it. T his is what
happened: From Applesoft, a CALL-15 1
is made to get to the monitor. Next, the
value FF is loaded into memory location
800. The next step uses the monitor move
c6mmands to fi ll a range of memory with
the value loaded into location 800. A
memory dump of the program area we will
be using is shown in the last step. I a m
showing less memory than the move
command used because I already know
how big my test program is. Now, press the
<CTRL> B key sequence to get back to
Applesoft.
A Test P rogram
Now Jet's write a short program and
see what happens to the p rogram space. To
keep things easy to understa nd, only low
line numbers and simple com ma nds will be
used. The followi ng sequence, using a three
line program, will do the job:
l
2
:l

REM

x =

1

PRINT

JCALL-151
•69 . 6A
0069- 17 OB

...

•800.81F
OBOOOll080810081B-

00
OB
08
FF

07
02
03
FF

08
00
00
FF

01
SB
BA
FF

00
DO
00
FF

82
31
00
FF

00
00
00
FF

OF
15
FF
FF

After typing in the short program, we
again make the CALL to the monitor. This
time, from page 140, the memory locations
in page zero containing the add ress of the
end of the program are examined. A
memory dump of locations 69 and 6A
show us that the end of the program is at
memory location 0817. It's customary to
display the low address byte first and the
high add ress byte last (adds to the
challenge of learning new things). And,
once more, we make a memory dump of
the range where we expect the program to
be.
Interpretation
And there it is. By examining the data
in the memory dump, the contents of the
program will be revealed. As you can see,
the Applesoft interpreter replaced most of
the Fs with program data. The first byte at
address 800 is always 00 and is not part of
the program. The next two bytes at address
801 & 802 contain the address of the next
line at 0807. Next, bytes at addresses 803 &
804 are the number of the first line, 0001.
Following the line number pair, the next
byte represents the token for the REM in
line 1. Tokens are used to represent
keywords and commands. This way, only
one byte is needed to represent commands
that may use several letters. A complete list
of tokens used in Applesoft can be fo und
on page 12 I in the Applesoft man ual. You
may want to convert these decimal values
to hexadecimal fo r easy reference.
Following the REM token is the end
of the line indicator. This is always 00. At
location 0807 and 0808 are the bytes for the
address of the next line, 080F. As you
recall, the first line started with the byte
pair for the address of this line which
started at 0807 (whew). Addresses 0809
and 080A are the line number of this line, 2.
The bytes 58, DO, and 31 represent the
ASCII value for X, the token for=, and the
ASCII value for 1. The end of line 00 byte
is at OBOE. Note that a table of ASCII
values can be found on pages 138 and 139
in your Applesoft manual. You wi ll find
that a HEX 80 has to be added to the
characters so the output will be in normal
video when the value is printed on the
screen.
The last line starts at addresses 080F
a nd 0810. These bytes point to the next line
address at 0815. In this case, the bytes at
this address are the end of program bytes,
0000. At address 0811 and 0812 are the line
number bytes, followed by the token for
PRINT, then the end of line byte, 00. As
mentioned before, the end of program
bytes 0000 are at addresses 0815 and 08 I 6.
At the beginning, we said the end of the
program was at 0817. This we determined
by listing the contents of 69 and 6A.
Actually, this is the address of the
beginning of the variables table. Now,
press the <CTRL> C combination to get
back to Applesoft. Make sure it's C or the

I

program wiU be wiped out. (Can you
figure out how to restore the pointer to the
end of the program yet?)
Variables Appear!
Because we have not run the program,
the variables table has not been placed in
memory. This is an important thing to
remember. If you are going to make any
changes to a program, don't run it until
you have made all the changes you intend
to make. Now, let's run the program:
lLIST
l

REM

2

3

x=

1

PRINT

lRUN
lCALL-l Sl
*BOO.BlF
0800080808100818-

00
08
08
00

07
02
03
81

08
00
00
00

01
58
BA
00

00
DO
00
00

82
31
00
00

00
00
00
FF

OF
IS
SB
FF

Now go back to the monitor once again.
Notice that the interpreter has now placed
the variable table at the end of the
program. Only two of the Fs are left.

110
120
130
140
200
2 10

TEXT : HOME :D ~ • CHR$ 14l: PRINT DS"CATALOG":B = PEEK I
37l - 2 : IF B > 22 THEN 8 • 22
T • o:cH = 4: FOR CV = 0 TO 23: GOSUB 1000: IF c < > 160 THEN
POKE p - 1.219: POKE P . T + 193: POKE p + 1.221:T = T + 1:
5 = CV
NEXT CV : VTAB 24 :At = "TYPE LETTER TO RUN, OR LOAD=! LOCK=
2 UNLOCK =3 DELETE • 4 EXIT•S •• •• "
BS " "RUN": HTAB 1: PRINT LEFT$ IAS,39l::AS = MIDS <AS,Z l
+ LEFT$ IAf,ll:K • PEEK < - 163841: IF K < 128 THEN FOR
K = 1 TO 75: NEXT K:K = FRE IOl: GOTO 130
POKE - 1S3SS,O:K = K - 176: IF K < l OR K > S THEN 300
HTAB 1: CALL - ass: IF K = s THEN END
PRINT" PRESS ' LETTER' YOU WISH TO•;: IF K = 1 THEN es
LOAD
IF K = 2 THEN BS " "LOCK"
IF K • 3 THEN BS = "UNLOCK"
IF K • 4 THEN Bf • "DELETE": FLASH
PRINT es;: CALL - 198: NORMAL : GET KS:K = ASC IKSl - 48
11
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Suppose you wanted to change line
number 3 to something else. By changing
the values in memory locations 0811 and
0812 to FF you would change line number
3 to 65535. Or, something that makes using
machine language simpler, tack the code
on the end of your Basic program.
• First, write the Basic program
• Second, determine the address of
program end
• Next, load the program into memory
• Start it at the address of program end
• Remember this is at the location
indicated by 69 & 6A
• Change the contents of 69 and 6A to
the end of machine language
• Now go back to Basic and save the
program.
Remember, don't run the program until
after you have saved it.
When the machine language program
is written, make a note of its length. Also,
be sure it is written to run in the memory
space where it will be included in your
Basic program. Make sure to add the end
of program 0000 bytes to your program
too. There! Now doesn't that start your
imagination humming?
D

Listing I
Applesoft Cataloger

lLIST
100

Signifying What?

11

300 IF K < 17 ORK > T + lS THEN 130
310 CH = 1:cv .. s - T + K - ts: GOSUB 1000: IF c = 194 AND <BS =
"RUN" OR 8$ = "LOAD"l THEN Bf= "B" +BS
320 FOR CH • S TO 39: GOSUB 1000:St =Bf+ CHRS IC>: NEXT CH:
HTAB 1: CALL - 868: PRINT as: PRINT Dt:e•: GOTO 100
1000 Cl = INT CCV I ai:cz =CV - Cl * e:p = 1024 + 128 *CZ+
40 *Cl+ CH: C = PEEK IPl: RETURN

>LIST

Listing 2
Integer Cataloger

0 LOMEM:2048: POKE -16298.o: POKE -16300.o: TEXT
10 DIM ASl40).B$16l:D•···: PRINT DS:"NOMONCIO": CALL -936: PRINT
Dt:"CATALOG"
20 l •I+2: IF SCRN(4,I-1l=10 THEN 2o :P•I/2
30 VTAB P+G: TAB 4: PRINT. "[ J":G=G+l:R =I+G*Z-2: COLOR =!G+128
l/16: PLOT 4,R-1: COLOR•<G+12B> MOD 16: PLOT 4,R-2
40 IF SCRN(4,R+ll#10 THEN 30:T• PEEK (37): PRINT "RUN ? LOCK"l U
NLOCK=2 DELETE=3 EX'IT•4"::Bt•"RUN"
5v K= PEEK <-1S384>: IF K>l76 AND K<180 THEN GO: IF K•180 OR
K>192 AND K<193+G THEN SO: GOTO SO
60 IF K=177 THEN 8$•"LOCK": IF K•178 THEN Bt• "UNLOCK": IF K•
179 THEN 8$• "DELETE": VTAB T+l: TAB 1: CALL -868
70 PRINT " PRESS "LETTER" YOU WISH TO •;: IF K•l79 THEN POKE
su.127: PRINT et;: CALL -198
80 POKE S0,255: POKE -16368tO: IF K>l76 AND K<lBO THEN so: IF
K=l80 THEN END :I •I +(K-193)*2-2: IF SCRN<l.I>=Z AND 8$•"RUN"
THEN BS• "BRUN"
90 FOR X=7 TO 39 : POKE 2046+X, SCRN(X,I>+ SCRNIX,I+ll*16 : NEXT
x : PRINT : PRINT Ds:es;As: GOTO 0
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EXTRAIGNOREDlgnorad
Strings to Tape •More Apple 1/0

Chuck Carpenter
A question came up recently a bout the
softwa re I review. I explained that I only
review the stuff that seems to be well do ne.
That is, the documentation does not leave
you guessing, the programs have decent
human factors, and that there appears to
be reasonable support should there be any
pro blems. In the case of software, I haven't
reviewed anything unless I have used it for
some time. Some of the packages that were
sent to me were returned or discarded. As
fo r hardware and such physical devices,
my attitude is much the same. If I don't or
can't use the device, I don't write a review
of it. (Except for the Apple Ill which I did
fr om Apple's release documentation.)
Occasionally, when I personally know that
severa l people are using a product with
good results, 111 interview them and use the
information in limited reviews.
So, if you a re wondering a bout a
pa rt icula r piece of software or a hard ware
peripheral widgc·t, check the other articles
in Creative Compwing. There are a
number of reviews presented each month.
And, if you have been following the letters,
you will know tha t the reviews have
provoked lots of replies beca use of their
honesty. There is a bimonthly newspaper
type publicat io n, too, ca lled lnfoworld. A
number of software packages a re revie wed
the re every two weeks or so. The coverage
is fo r more tha n just Apples, but a lot of
Apple software is reviewed . Like a ny other
review, you must be the final judge. Each
of u s has our perso nal biases a nd
prejudices and reviews will reflect this. It
appears to be contra-human to be totally
objective. Which brings me to the review I
did on Apple 111 in the August '80 Apple
Cart. My report indicated the keyboard
was detached. Not so! Well, so much for
third-ha nd review information.
From Down Under
Alan Thomas from Tasmania, Australia se nt this program back in Ma rch '80.
My intention was to include it several
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October, 1980
months ago. I lost it , Alan has kindly
replaced it, a nd now I ca n include it. To
better understand Alan's routine, recall the
significance of the ASCII values used in
the C HR$ statements:
•CHRS(7 1 Control G<belll
•CHRS<S l

Con trol H<b acks pace>

<--

•CHRt<131Control M<return>
eCHRt<ZtlContr o l U<Forward space>-- >
•CHRS<3Z)Spac e bar
• CHRt ( 44 I Co111111a
• CHRS <:58 I Col on

A complete list of the decimal values for a ll
the ASCII characte rs ca n be found on
pages 138- 139 in the Applesoft Reference

Ma nual. Here's the descript ion sent by
Alan fo r his program.
Alan rela tes . . . I am writing to
describe a problem I have come across and
to give a solutio n - refer to the program in
Listing I.
The problem is the sta tement INPUT
A$ or, should I say, the problem is actually
its .inflexibility. On many occasions I have
wanted to do things with INPUT characters, but the IN PUT statement coldly
allows you to do a lmost a nything until you
press RETURN and only then do you
realize yo u have a n EXTRA IGNORED
error or you have accidentally put in more
characters than you wished . The remedy is
the subroutine from lines I 0000-10025.
Lines 10-30 a re a sma ll demonstra ti on
program, where GOSUB 10000 is equiva-

JU ST
10 TEXT : HOME
ZO PRINT " ENTER STRING - •
30 PRINT
40 GOSUS 10000
50 PRINT : PR I NT At : END
10000 At • "":A t t • • • : AZS •
10001 A3t .
CHR• (7l ~A4t . CHR• <e>:As•. CHRS ( 131 :
AS$• CHRS <Z tl:A7t = CHRt <3Zl:A8t • CHRt (441
: Ast • CHRt (581
1000Z GET At
10003 IF At = ASt AND Alt = "" AND AZS < > "" THEN At
LEFT$ <AZt.tl : GOTO 100ZZ
10004 IF <At • ASt OR At • A7tl AND Alt • "" THEN At •
A7t: GOTO 100 1Z
10005 IF At • AS$ AND LEN <AZtl > LEN <A1$l THEN At a
MID$ <AZt, LEN <Attl + t.t>:Att = Alt+ At: GOTO
100Z5
! OOOS IF At • ~St THEN A$ • A7t: GOTO 100 1Z
10007 IF At • d4t AN~ Alt • " " GOTO lOOOZ
10008 IF At • A4t AND LEN <A lt ) = 1 THEN Alt • •• : GOTO
100Z5
1000S IF At a A4t THEN AlS • LEFTS <Ats, LEN <A l$ ) 1 1 : GOTO 100Z5
100 10 IF At• ASS OR At= ASS THEN PRINT A3t:: GOTO 1

oooz

100 11 IF At • ASS THEN A$ = Alt + At: PRINT : RETURN
1001 Z IF LEN <AlSI • 3S THEN PRINT A3S:: GOTO 1000Z
!OOZZ Alt • Alt + At
100Z3 IF LEN <AZ$) > LEN <A1 Sl THEN AZS • Alt + RIGHTS
<AZt, LEN <AZtl LEN <Al t>>: GOTO 100Z5
1•)0Z4 AZS • AU
I OOZ5 PRINT As;: GOTO I OOOZ
REM

ev:

ALAN THOMAS : 7 MAR ' BO
Listing I.

le nt to INPUT A$, with a few additions.
The s ubroutine uses GET A$. so that every
character is checked as it is typed in.
Features
I. Using the backspace arrow key,
yo u ca nnot move the cursor or print
characters back beyond the first character
position.
2. If you ha ve al ready printed some
cha racters, you ma y go back and fort h as
desired , using the arrow keys.
3. Line 10010 checks to see that you
do not input the comma o r co lon; they are
not legal input characters. A bee p is
announced (control G) to let you know.
This is to save later frustration if you have,
for example, written A$ into a di sk record
and subsequently read it back using th e
INPUT statement. Yo u will then most
likely see on you r screen an unwa nted
?EXTRA IG NO R ED. Howeve r, if you are
not going to use a n IN PUT sta tement, but
only the PRINT A$ statement , then the
comma and co lon are a ll owed as input
characters and the error will not occu r. For
such fun ct io ni ng. just delete line 100 10.
4. The INP UT statement docs not
allow you to print leading spaces (such as
for headings in a central positio n). while
this subroutine will allow you to fill with
spaces to a desired posi tion, using either
the SPACE BAR or the right a rrow key.
5. Lines 10012-10021 ma y be used to
include yo ur own in put co nditions. Fo r
instance, line 1001 2 has already been
included to make sure tha t yo u do not
input more than 39 characters.
6. You may type as fast as you like, o r
you may use the repea t key.
7. When yo u have finished typing
your string. press the R ETURN key and
the string A$ will appear on your screen ...
Alan's program is a good exa mple of
sol ving a programming limitation by use of
other program funct ions. Since all the
ASCII characters can be tested using
C H RS. many other program options are
possible.
Saving Strings on Tape
In th e February '80 co lumn , I
me nti o ned (briefl y) so mething about
saving strings on tape. At the time, I hadn't
a need to do th is nor had I found a su itable
program . T he SAVE and RECA LL
commands are available but these are
intended for numerical arrays. I recent ly
purchased a Best of Co111act 78. This is a
collection of many of the progra mming
ideas includ ed in the 6 issues of Co111act
As you may reca ll, Contact was published
briefl y by Apple as a house newsletter. I
found a copy of 'Best of' in several of the
local computer stores. For those of you
li vi ng where computer stores are few and
far between, try the Apple hot line or write
to them for a mail source. There's some
good info in the 'Best of' so try to get a
copy. Now back to saving string on tape.

2 REM
PROGRAM TO SAVE STRINGS· TO
3 REM
CASSETTE TAPE.
4 REM
a v: R. WIGGINTON ( 6/78)
5
10 DIH AS< l Ol
20 PRINT "TYPE IN NINE STRINGS . SEPARATED ev· : PRINT ·c
ARR I AGE RETURNS. "
30 FORK = 1 TO 9: INPUT AS(Kl: NEXT K
38
40 REH NOW SAVE AS TO TAPE
42
5 0 GOSUB 1000
55 PRINT "STRINGS ARE NOW ON TAPE. TO RECALL,
TYPE
' GOTO 100 ' , REWIND AND START TAPE, AND PRESS ' RETUR
58 PRINT "LET TAPE RUN UNTIL CURSOR RETURNS."
GO END
98
100 REH TH I S PART RECALLS THE STRINGS FROM TAPE .
102
110 DI M BSt10l
120 GOSUB 2000
130 FORK = 1 TO 9 : PR I NT BS<K>: NEXT K
140 END
148
1000 REM STORE A$ TO TAPE .
1002
1004 PRINT "INSERT CLEAN TAPE, START RECORDING . "
1006 PRINT "PRESS ANY KEV WHEN READY " : GET ZS
1010 X = FRE <O> : STORE AS
1012
1020 REM STORE AS REALLY STORES POINTERS
1022 REM IN ORDER FOR THIS PROGRAM TO WORK, HIMEM MUST
BE AT THE SAME
10 24 REM VALUE WHEN THE STRINGS ARE RECALLED AS WHEN T
HEY ARE STORED.
1026
10 30 X = PEEK <115) + PEEK ! 116 ) * 256 - PEEK (111) PEEK <112> * 256
1040 GOSUB 2100
1050 POKE 30,X I NT <XI 256> * 256: POKE 31, X I 256:
CALL - 307
1052
1054 REM PUT <X> INTO LOCS 30&3 1 , AND WROTE IT TO TAPE
1056
1060
1062
1070
1072
1080
1082
1090

REM

<X> IS

THE LENGTH OF THE STRING AREA.

POKE 60, PEEK <11 1>: POKE 61, PEEK (112> : POKE 62,
PEEK <115> : POKE 63, PEEK <1 16>: CALL - 307
REM HAVE NOW WRITTEN EVERYTHING .
PRINT "O . K. " " RETURN
Listing 2A.

LIST 20002000 RECALL BS
2002
2004 REM GOT POINTERS BACK .
2006
2010 GOSUB 2100 : CALL - 259
20 12
20 14 REM GOT LENGTH OF STRING BACK
20 16
2020 X = PEEK (30) + PEEK <31> * 256
2022
2024 REM X IS LENGTH OF AREA TO READ IN
2026
2030 X = PEEK <11 5 > + PEEK ( 116) * 256 - X
2 040 POKE 60.X INT <X I 256> * 256 : POKE 61,X I 256
2050 POKE 62, PEEK (1 151 : POKE 63, PEEK !116> : CALL
259
2060 RETURN
2 100 POKE 80.30 : POKE 01 . 0: POKE 6 2 . 3 1: POKE 93, 0 : RETURN
2 102
2 10 4

REM

SET CASSE TTE ROUTI NE POI NTERS

Listing 2B.

String Saving Program
Listing 2 is the program I found in
'Best of' for saving and recalling strings
fr om tape. The program is in Applcsoft

a nd was written by R. Wigginton fro m
Apple Co. The program is divided into
three major sections.
• String input, lines 20 & 30
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• Saving the strings, lines 50 and 1000
to 1090
• Recalling the strings, lines 110 to 140
and 2000 to 2060

with another call to - 307. Note that - 307 is
the machine lang ua ge address of the tape
save program in the monito r. The hexadecimal address is SFECD.

Most of the prog ram is self-explanatory.
At least a s far as using it, that is . Some of
the peek s and pokes are not so obvious,
and a little discussion will be useful. First,
remember that a PEEK is used to exa mine
the co ntents of a memory locatio n. A
POKE is used to store a value into a
memory location. The values used are the
decimal equivalents of hexadecimal
numbers.
The string input section in lines 30 and
40 lets you put in 9 strings. By changing the
dimension , you can allow a s many strings
as you would need. So far so go od. In line
50 the progra m jumps to line 1000. This
line is the sta rt of the program for saving
the strings to tape. Lines 1003 and 1005
allo w you to set-up the tape for recording.
Once the ta pe is ready, start the recorder
then press any key. Then in line 10 I0, the
variable X is made equal to the amount of
free memory left and stored on the tape as a
pointer. You will notice that Xis the only
numeric va riable used in this program. It is
used , however, in such a way that there is
never any conflict. Thi s is a useful
technique to remember if you want to save
memory. Next in line 1030, X is made
equa l to the length of memory used to store
th e s trings . Applesoft s to re s s tring s
starting at high memory down. Decimal
memory locations 115 and 11 6 (hex 73 &
74) contain the address of high memory.
The pointer for the a ddress of the sta rt of
string sto rage is in loca tion s 111 a nd 112
( hex 6F & 70) a nd thi s va lue is subtracted
fro m high memo ry.
These poi nte r loca tio ns a re found on
page s 140 and 141 in t he Apple II
Refere nce Ma nual. If yo u wa nt to find th e
address. in decimal, sto red at any location.
use the po inters in direct co mmand s like
this.

Getting it All Back

PRINT PEEK<LOl+256•PEEK<HI)

Where LO is the low numbe r in the pointer
and HI is the high number. Also reali ze
that the o pposite is true of the bytes of the
a ctual address. The low number is the high
byte and the high number is the lo w byte.
Confusing isn't it! Let's continue with the
sa ve routines.
Linc 1040 then jumps to a subro utine
to set the cassette routine pointers. This is
the same routine used when you type
SA VE except it will be executed directly by
th is progra m. This ste p tell s the routine
where to find the data to be sa ved. On the
R ET URN , X, the le ngth of the string area
to be sa ved , is stored in two memory
location s and then sa ved o n tape. This is
done with the command CALL - 307.
Next , the start and stop addresses of th e
string area are given to the tape save
program and the entire string area is saved
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line 2020 tile variable X gets one value.
Then, in line 2030, X gets another. The
significa nce is that the value of X is not
changed until a ll the steps following the
equal sign are co mpleted. Thus, there is no
conflict and X winds up with the value it
needs to read back the strings on the tape.
After all the po kes a rc made in lines 2040
and 2050, the fin a l tape-read is made with
a nother call to - 259. Fo llowing the return
to line 130, the strings you stored are
printed o n the screen and the program ends
a t line 140.
The prog ram works. After I typed it in
and got rid of all my typos and mistakes, I
succeeded in storing and recalling a list of
strings. The problems will occur if you
make a ny changes at all without rerunning
the progra m seg me nts that esta blish the
po inte rs to memory a nd the string storage
a rea length . These are critica l. If you don't
have a disk sto rage syste m, there are lots of
possibilities for using this program. You
could a lso co nnect a co ntrol circuit and
d rive t he ca ssettes fro m the game paddle
po rts. Hmmm ... Interesting idea for a
future column.

Once yo u have the strings sa ved to
tape, the nex t tas k is to retrieve them. In
this program, GOTO 100 sets-up the
routine to read the d ata back into me mory.
At line 11 0 the number of strings to be rea d
is dimensio ned. Then , the progra m jumps
to line 2000 where th e actual tape
RECALL will occur. Note that it is not
necessary to use the same string variable.
Only the data was saved and as long a s the
pointers and lengths remain the same, any
variable can be used. Line 20 10 recove rs
the pointers to the area in memory whe re
the d a ta will be returned . A-ta pe read call
to memory location - 259 does thi s .
Location - 259 in the monitor is the tape
read prog ram. The hexad ecimal address is
$FEFD. The ne xt two lines appear to be in
conflict. To d o what was done here you
need to know how the interpreter works. In
JLIST
1000
1010
1020
1030
1040
1050
1060
1070
1080
1090
1100
111 0
1120
1130
1140
1 150
1160
1170
1180
1190
1200
1210
1220
1230
1240
1250
1260
1270
12BO
12 90
1300
1310
1320

REH ***************************

REM
REM

*
*

DEMO AC CONTROL ROUTINE
BY• CHUCK CARPENTER

*

*

REM ***************************
REM

••

REM

• SET VARIABLES TO ZERO

INITIALIZE

**

LET LlY. = O:L2Y. = 0
LET L3Y. = 0 • L4Y. = 0
REM
POKE
POKE

*

SET ANO TO AN3 HIGH

-

16295.o : POKE
16291.0 : POKE

--

16293.0
162B9.0

REM ** SET TEST LIMITS **
HOME
PRINT
PRINT "ENTER HIGH AND LOM TEST LIMITS"
PRINT "----PRINT
INPUT "PDL-0 LOM TEST LIHIT • ..• ";LlY.
PRINT
INPUT "PDL-0 HIGH TEST LIHIT •.. " ;L2Y.
PRINT
INPUT "PDL-1 LOM TEST LIHIT •• . . " ;L3Y.
PRINT
INPUT "PDL-1 HIGH TEST LIHIT ••. " ;L4Y.

---- --- --- ---- -------

REH

**

TEST OF SET LIMITS

**

PRINT : PRINT : HOME
PRINT "DISPLAY OUT-OF-RANGE TEST"
PRINT "------- -----------PRINT : PRINT
IF POL <O> < LlY. OR POL <O> > L2Y. THEN POKE
16295.o: POKE - 16296.o: POKE - 16295. o : PRINT
PRINT "POL-0 TEST LIMIT OUT-OF-RANGE ! "
1330 IF POL <ll < L3Y. OR POL (1) > L4Y. THEN POKE
16293.o: POKE - 16294.0: POKE - 16293 .o: PRINT
PRINT "POL-1 TEST LIMIT OUT-OF-RANGE!"
1340 FOR I = l TO 1000: NEXT I
1350
1360 REM ** ESCAPE ROUTINE **
1370
13BO REM • CHECK THE KEYBOARD
1390
140 0
IF PEEK < - 163B4 > > 127
l GOTO 1450
141 0
1420 REM • RESET THE STROBE
1430
1440 POKE - 16366.o: GOTO 12BO
1450 POKE - 1636B.O
1460 HOME: PRINT "END OF AC CONTROL TEST PROGRAM . .. • .
List ing 3.

Apple Turn-on with Easy 1/ 0

About the Program

For the ci rcuit tinkerer, here 's a n idea
for t urning things on and off wi th yo ur
Apple. The circuit diagra m in Figure I a nd
Program Listing 3 illustra te a simple AC
circuit controller using the Easy I/ O
connections o n the game paddle socket.
This circuit and control program ca n be
used to cont rol low power AC devices. Up
to 4 circuits a re possible but only one will
be shown here. Since they are all identical.
just add as many more as you want. And
this is not the o nly circuit possible. By
using so me of the integrated circuit (IC)
devices now on the ma rket yo u ca n use the
4 single bit o utput ports (ANO to AN3) to
cont rol up to 16 devices. More o n that
later.

Listing 3 is a short program to
illust ra te using the AC control c irc ui t. This
program provides a short output pulse to
ANO a nd AN I. T he game paddles a re used
to provid e t he control signals . These
signa ls could just as easily be a tempera ture
measuring device or other va riable voltage
so urce int o the PDL(O) and PDL( I) po rts.
(Sa me fo r the ot her two game paddle ports
too .) For demo nst rations though, the
game pa ddles are easily accessible. By
setting up a ra nge of high a nd low test
vo ltages, a pulse is genera ted when the
'wind ow' is exceeded on eithe r end .
Lines 1050 throug h 1150 are used to
initia lize the variables a nd to set the ports
high . Intege r va riables were used as
represented by the % symbo l. T he pokes
used represent t he address of the output
ports. T hese add resses set t he voltages to
the high value. Usi ng an address represented by a higher numbe r (absolute value)
will set the po rts to t he low value. You can
see this in lines 1320 and 1330 where the
voltage goes from high to low a nd back to
high with the pokes used. It may not be
necessa ry to initialize these levels since
they a re used in the generation of the pulse.
However, I like to know where I a m
sta rt ing.

About the Circuit
A 555 IC is used t o provide a timed
pulse to the tra nsistor drive r. The solid
state relay is used to control the AC device.
Input to the 555 is provided from the game
paddle connector pin 15. This is the ANO
port. Ports for AN I to 3 are a lso availa ble.
A pulse of short duration is generated at
pin 15 from a Basic program and this pulse
in turn crea tes a longer pu lse. The
components connected to the 555 provide
a 2 second outp ut pulse in this circuit. By
changing either RI or C I, the timing of the
pulse can be changed. For instance, if the
resistor RI we re changed to SOOK, the
o utput pulse duration would be around 5
seconds. Should you choose to d rive the
circuit direct from the ANO port, j ust leave
out the 555. Then yo u need to change the
directi on of the d riving voltage. Instead of
the short negative going pulse, yo u would
use a constant positive voltage. Again,
your Basic program would provide the
controlling signal. The dotted line shows
the connection to make if the 555 is not
used. Wit h a direct connectio n to the
tra nsist o r driver, you can turn the AC relay
o n for any length of time yo u choose.

Test limi ts a re set in lines 1190 to 1240.
Since the output ra nge is 0 to 255, a test
window range between these limits is
selected . In the sample run, the low limit is
20 and the high limit is 200. Fo r closer
control, set the limits closer together. The
limits ca n be skewed towa rd either end,
too. Lines 1320 and 1330 are used to test
the o ut put values. Ift he window limits are
exceeded , a short pulse is generated to the
control circui t. This pulse trigge rs the 555
IC a nd a 2 second pulse is genera ted to
drive the solid state relay. If yo u wanted to
use the di rect connected circuit , t hen you
would wa nt to change the poke seq uence to
drive the voltage high to activate the relay.

Then a t some ot her point in the program,
poke the voltage back t o low to turn the
relay off.
As long as you don 't press a ny keys o n
t he keyboa rd , the program will continue to
loop a nd test input voltages. A delay loop
is included in line 1340 to prevent flicker on
the sc reen. To escape from the program ,
lines 1400 to 1450 test for the pressing ofa
key and reset the keyboard strobe. And ,
line 1460 ends it once a key is pressed .
I've used this co nt rol circuit a nd
program fo r machine control. The poss ibilities for home contro l a nd game playing
responses are numerous. As I mentioned a t
the beginning of this sect ion, yo u ca n use
o the r I C's fo r cont rol of several devices. A
74 150 TTL IC wi ll provide control signa ls
for 16 o utputs. With the input co nnected to
the 4 output po rts - connected in binary
coded decimal - you can generate pokes
to turn an y o ne of the 16 outputs on or off.
The TTL Cookbook by Do n Lancaster
(Sams 2 1035) is a good source of informat ion on TTL applications.

RUN
ENTER HIGH AND LOW TEST LIMITS
POL-0 LOW TEST LIMIT •••• 20
POL-0 HIGH TEST LIMIT •• • 200
POL-I LOW TEST LIMIT ••• • 20
POL-I HIGH TEST LIMIT •.. 200
DISPLAY OUT-OF-RANGE TEST
POL-0 TEST LIMIT OUT-OF-RANGE !

lYPI CA L I O F 4 R ELAY DR IVE R

PDL-1 TEST L IM IT OUT-OF-RANGEi
•SV D C

I

-=

Cl
I OMFD
J SV

SSS

I

IC

01

RADIO SHAC K

SO\

9009282-02

DISPLAY OUT-OF-RANGE TEST
DISPLAY OUT-OF-RANGE TEST
AC I OAU

l.AMl'OR
SMALL
M OTOR

I !>1101

PDL-0 TEST LIMIT OUT-OF-RANGE i
DISPLAY OUT-OF-RANGE TEST

21'-1904
OR
21\2222

l lOVAC

PDL-1 TEST LIMIT OUT- OF- RANGE !
END OF AC CONTROL TEST PROGRAM • . • ••

:::2SEC

Example Run or AC Cont rol Test
Figure I.
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Assembly Language - Addressing
Head Cleaners •Interrupts

November, 1980

Chuck Carpenter
In the May '80 issue, the Apple Cart
column included a section on assembly
language fundamentals. To continue with
a dditional funda mentals, this column will
d esc ribe the principals of indexing.
An other 6502 microprocessor feat ure
includes the use of interrupts. The seco nd
part of this column will describe sim ple
interrupt control hardware (to monitor
remote switches) and a machine la nguage
program featuring indexing. The circuit
and program will let you monitor the
"outside world" and run your favorite
program at the same time.
Indexing P rincipals
Sequencing a data table to print
character strings is easily handled in 6502
assembly language by "i ndex ing" the table.
Apple's 6502 microprocessor includes a
variety of indexing instructions. Two of
these, absolute indexing and one fo rfn of
indirect indexing will be described here.
Once the principals o f ind exi ng a r e
understood, you can easily master each of
the 6502 indexing modes. The examples

ADDRESS

MACHINE
LANGUAGE

08 00-

KK

KK

KK

~~~~~:T~

LABEL
INDEX

--r--

included will help you gain this understanding.
Absolute Indexing
Absolute indexing is accomplished by
locating the characters in a table relative to
the starting address of the table. To
determine the relative position in the table,
a displacement value is added to the
starting address. In the 6502, there are 3
registers used fo r processing data in a
progra m. One is the accumulator or A
register a nd the others are the X and Y
index registers. Absolute indexing uses the
A register - to contain the base address and the X or Y register to hold the offset or
index value. In our examples, we'll use the
X register. This sounds confusing so let's
look at an exa mple.
In this program line example, the main
program sta rts at address $0800 (the $
;ymbol means a hexadecimal number).
The assembled machine language represents the indexing opcode and starting
address (operand) of the table. Remember
that the operand determines the address

I NS T

OPERAND

COMMENT

LOA

sosoo.x
---..,---

Index Ta ble

-.-

Qpc ode : : . . _ _ j

Qperand
SvMbo l ic Label - - - -- - '
MneMonic Instruction - -- - - Table Addres s +
Character disPlaoeMent - - - --

'
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mode which modifies the inst ruction and
establishes the final opcode. This operand
indicates an index ing operation; address
$0900 plus the current value of the X
register. The character table starts at
address $0900. Each cha racter in the table
will be found at the absolute value of X
added to the base address $0900. The value
of X is the displacement value.
Another View Point
O ne more example will help show the
mechanism of a bsolute indexing. Let's
examine a program segment that will
d isplay a cha racter string. For instance, if
you wanted to display your na me and the
year, you might set up a table as shown in
Figure 1. First, you need to start with the
offset value for the table in the X register.
In this case we start with zero. The first
character is at address $0900. So, we don't
need a displacement for the fi rst character.
Then we load the accumulator with the
character found at address $0900 plus the
current value m the X register. The
operand $0900, X indicates th is condition.
That is, the accumulator is to hold the
character a t base address $0900 indexed
absolute by the va lue of the X register. The
fi rst time through, the character loaded in
the accumulator will be the fi rst letter of
your name. This character is printed out on
the screen by t he monitor routine at
address $FDED. Next the X value is
compared to the value for the end of the list
+ one. Because the X register and the endof-list value are not equal, the routine
branches back to the label INDEX to get
the next character in the table.
The second time through, the value in
th e X registe r is now $0 I a nd the
accumulator will be loaded with the
character in $090 1. The print-out, incre.:.,,

INST

LABEL

#$00
$0900, X
$FOEO

LOX
LOA
JSR
INX
CPX
BNE
RTS

INDE X

0900090 109020903090409050906090709080909090a090b090c0 90d-

OPERAND

------#$OE
INDEX

COMMENT

-------

indeK disPlace111ent
read table
Print character
neKt character
t able length + 1
back if' not done
end it i f it is

u

y

LOY #SOO
LOA ($0300> ,y This operand

0805-

INY

0300-00
0301-09

0900+Y

09000901090209030904-

y
0

R
SPC
N
A
M
E
SPC

08000802-

E
A
R

INST
LOX
LOA
JSR
DEX
BPL
RTS

INDEX

0 9000901090209030904-

menting, and comparing operations are
carried out as before. The cycle is then
repeated until the entire table is completed.
When the compare is equal, the routine
ends. Note that the characters all include
the high-order bit. That is, a hex 80 is added
to the ASCII value of the character.
Otherwise, because of an Apple video
characteristic, the output would be in
reverse video. Indexing in this manner will
allow up to 256 characters in a table.
(Decrementing from $FF to '$00equals 256
steps.)
Try It This Way Too
To index a table longer than 256
bytes, you would need to use other
techniques. One way would be to hold the
index displacement constant and increment the memory locations. An example
will be included with indirect indexing
later. For shorter tables - less than 128
characters - a shorter program is
possible. An example is shown in Figure 2.
This version is similar to our previous
example. Except, it's shorter and reversed.
The displacement value starts at the
end of the table and the last character is
read first. Rather than increment X we
decrement it. And, the branch to get the

4F
4C
4C
45
48

OPERAND

------#$04

sosoo, x
$FDEO
INDEX

-------

5 char. of'f'set
indeK table
Print character
neKt character
back it not done
end it i f it is

(Q)

<El
<H>

080008020804-

COMMENT

(L)
(L)

Which Points to
the table

For simple table-reading programs,
absolute indexing is adequate. Indirect
indexing is more appropriate where code
economy and speed of operation are
important. For such applications, you
must index from page zero. In the
example above, the code is for pages 3, 8
and 9 (arbitrary for purposes of illustration). The next example shows the code to
use for zero page indexing.

Figure I.
Put as many characters as needed in the table. Use the
ASCII value as shown on pages 138 and 139 or the
Applesoft reference manual.

LABEL

54 (T)
41 <A>
42 (8)
4C (L)
45 <E>

Points to this
Me111orv location

Figure 2.
Short-table indexing.

next character is taken as long as X
remains plus. Plus (or minus) is determined by the sign bit of the placement
value. If the eighth bit is a zero, the value is
plus. If the eighth is a one, the value is
minus ($00 to $7F are plus - $80 to $FF
are minus). When the value of X is
decremented from $00 to $FF the sign bit
becomes minus and the program ends.
Because half the indexing values will be
plus and the other half minus , this
technique will only allow a 128 character
table to be indexed.
This is the simplest form of indexing.
By incrementing or decrementing the
index register you can sequentially "pick"
the data from your table. The operand
(memory location plus the value in the
index register) points to the character in
the table.
Indirect Addressing
Indirect addressing does essentially
the same thing as absolute except one more
step is added. With indirect addressing, the
operand, plus the index value, points to the
memory location that points to memory
where the table is. Simple, right! Here's a
diagram to illustrate the technique.

LOY #$00
LOA (S3A> ,y
INY

Note that the indexing instruction implies
a two-address indirect location; $0300$0301 and $3A-$3B.
Another application of indirect
addressing might be a block memory
move. A typical example in the Apple II is
the memory move command for the
monitor. If you examine the code for this
routine you will see a useful technique
variation. Rather than increment or
decrement an offset value, the memory
addresses are incremented. Here's a short
program to list a portion of memory. The
routine at $FCBA is used by the memory
move routine to compare byte counts.
MOVMEM
LOY #$00
LOA (3C), Y
JSR SFODA
LOA #$AO
JSR SFDED
JSR SFCBA

sec MOVMEM
RTS

indeK oFFset value
set the byte indirect
Print the byte in A
space character
Print the character
in A
cOMPare bvte count
not done - so back
done - end it

Indexing in this example is page zero
indirect. The index offset value is not
changed. But, if you examine the monitor
routine at $FCBA, you will see that the
memory address is incremented. When the
beginning address is equal to the ending
address the carry flag is set. At this point
the program is ended by the R TS.
If you set up a jump to the label
MOVMEM address at $03F8 then the
(CTRL) Y monitor function can be used.
For instance, if $0800 is the starting
address then at $03F8 to $03FA store 4C
00 08. To run the program enter the
starting address a period and the ending
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address; like this MEMSTART.MEMEND.
Now press CTRL and Y. When you do the
control Y, the monitor will j ump to the
program address stored at location #03F8
and the memory contents from MEMSTART TO MEMEND will be printed on
the screen. Again, if you read through the
program at $FC BA in the listing of the
monitor, you will find that the indirect
memory location at $3C - $3 B is incremented. The table being indexed is the
range of memory you specify by MEMST ART. MEM END . (Not e: Indexing
Principals is rewritten from articles I wrote
originally published in the Southeastern
Software Newsletter.)

two special "dis kettes" and a bottle of
cleaning fluid . The kit allows you to clean
the heads without o pening the case. Highuse systems sho uld use the kit a bout once a
month. Most of us only need to use it every
6 months or so (or if"funny" things happen
to stored programs). Note that some
diskettes cause more head contamination
than others; especially the bargain types.
In this case, you must use the kit more
frequently. Order model 7440, the 5 inch
size, for your Apple drives. You can get the
kit from most 3M distributors or from
Data Recording Products Division/ 3M ,
St. Paul, MN 55101. The cost is $30.00.

Interrupt Access

We Now Interrupt ...
Head Cleaners
3M has developed a product to clean
disk drive heads. Included in the kit are

interrupts are connected to the 6502 microprocessor in the Apple II. (N MI and IRQ
are abbreviations for the name of the
interrupt and not assembly la nguage
mnemonics.) Both will allow you to
monitor some remote funct ion while
running a program. The NM I will halt the
program regardless of any other condition.
The IRQ (Interrupt request) will not halt
the program unless you clear the interrupt
flag allowing the interrupt to occur.
Setting the interrupt flag will prevent an
IRQ from taking control. From this
discussion you can see that NMI is the
highest p rio~ity interrupt.

There are two types of interrupt
capa bility in the Apple IL One is called a
Non Maskable Interrupt (N MI) and the
other is a Maska ble Interrupt (IRQ). The

Both of the interrupts are availa ble
from the expansion co nnectors; pins 29
and 30 fo r NMI and IRQ respectively.
Usual access is made through the edge
connector of a circuit board made to plug
into the expansion co nnector. One such
boa rd is the Apple prototyping board. This
is an expensive way to co nnect to just two

Figure 3. Interrupt Cont rol Circuit.
R EMOTE SWITC HES

5 x 1/ 6 7404

S xl / 67406
NMI

SS

2

29

NON MASKABLE
INTERRUPT

4

4

6

6

8
G RO UND

IRQ
JO
9

8

9

II

10

II

8

MASKABLE
INTERRUPT

10

SWfJ
7404 & 7406
PI N 7 - GROUND
PI N 14 - +SV

SW I
SW2

+SV

S x IOK OHM PULL UPS

REMOTE S WITC H ES CAN BE MAGNETIC
TYPES OR PRESSU RE OPERATED.
N MI AND IRQ P INS AR E IN T HE 50 P I N
EX PANSION CONNECTORS. THE OTHER PINS
A RE I N THE GAME PADDLE 1/ 0 CONNECTOR.

USE A CONTROL PROGRAM LIK E LISTING I TO SENSE THE IRQ I NPUTS. A S IM ILAR PROGRAM AT A D IFFERENT MEMORY LOCATION CAN BE
USED FOR NM I. T H E MULTIPLE I NTER R UPT IN PUT COULD ALSO BE USED FOR NMI. JUST CONNECT T H E 4-SWITCH C IR CU IT TO PIN 29
INSTEAD OF PIN 30. THE PROGRAM I N LISTING I WOULD BE T H E SAME. THE SS CIRCUIT CAN BE LEFT OFF IF ONLY ONE INTERR UPT TYPE
IS USED .
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ns. One idea would be to find a scrap
rcuit board with the proper edge
onnector. Cut the connector off and
·Ider wires to the two interrupt pins.
onnect these wires to a 16 pin component
:ader plugged into the game paddle 1/ 0
•cket. Use the two pins which are not
mnected to other circuits (9 and 16).
Jme of the other pins will be used for
her interrupt monitoring connections.
Another possi bility would b e to
:move the main circuit board a nd jumper
le interrupt lines to the unused GP 1/ 0
>Cket pins. If you or someone you know
is experience making jumpers on circuit
Jards, this is the best way. You could
1ess up the board so don't try it unless you
now what you're doing. Doing this will
Jid warranties, too. The connections to
le GP 1/ 0 of the NM! and IRQ signa l
nes make it possible to make other simple
>nnections for monitoring more than two
!vices. We'll get to that shortly.
ignal Levels
Both the interrupt lines have pull-up
:sistors. This means that an active low
gnal is required to cause an interrupt to
::cur. The NM! is edge sensitive. When an
1put of the proper direction occurs, the
1terrupt occurs. The duration of the input
gnal is not important. Only the leadi ng
jge of the signal is sensed. However, no
ther input to NM! can occur until the
1rrent interrupting signal returns from
1w to high. The IRQ on the other hand is
vel sensitive. A signal change to active
1w for some period of time is required to
1ake the interrupt occur. The minimum
mount of time is the length of the longest
istruction cycle. This is because the
2terrupt does not happen until the current
ycle is completed. Again, the signal must
o away befo re any o ther ma skable
lterrupts can occur. A useful reference on
1e discussion of 6502 interrupts can be
rnnd in Micro magazine fo r July 1980,
age 47.
.n Interrupt Program

Listing IA is a n assembly language
rogram for polling a series of switches
sed in the circuit of Figure 3. This circ uit
llows monitoring of the non maskable
llerrupt as the priority input. It also
rovides for polling of 4 inputs to the
1askable interrupt. Since we are usi ng the
uee switch input bits in the GP 1/ 0
onnector, we can have 4 input circuits, the
ssumption being that we ca n test three
1puts directly a nd default to the fourth.
'he fl ow chart in Figure 4 illustrates the
ssumption. Before we continue with a
iscussion of the interrupt program, a
hort digression is needed to establish the
1askable interrupt initialization (if you
re to include this capability in a Basic
rogram).
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Initializing Interrupts
The Apple monitor is the first place
where interrupts are processed. A jump
indirect through the address stored at
locations $03FE and $03FF occurs as the
result of an IRQ input. The address of the
interrupt handling routine would be stored
at these addresses. Addresses $03FB to
$03FD are used to co ntain a jump to the
address of the program used to handle non
maskable interrupts. The addresses can be
the same or different depending on your
needs for interrupt handling. Our example
program in Listing I is for IRQ input. The
handling requirements a re similar so the
program will serve as an illustration fo r
IRQ and NM! application.
In addition to initializing the vector
addresses to the handling programs, the
IRQ flag must be set. The mnemonic
instructions used to do this are CL! (58

hex, 88 dee) to a llow the IRQ to interrupt
the program, a nd SE! (78 hex, 120 dee) to
prevent interrupts from the IRQ input. As
you might guess, the mnemonics stand for
clear interrupt and set interrupt. In a Basic
program the initialization can be hand led
by a series of POK Es to memory. To poke
the interrupt routine add ress use
xxxx POKE 1022,00
xxxx POKE 1023,03
to put the IRQ routine at address $0300.
And, use
xxxx POKE 1019,76
xxxx POKE 1020,00
xxxx POKE 1021,03
to put the NM I routine at address $0300.
Note that 76 is the decimal value of the op
code $4C (mnemonicJMP). Additionally,
provide a way to set or clea r the interrupt
flag as desired when you start the program.
You can use pok es to do t hi s to o.
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somewhat self explanatory. Only a brief
comment is required to clarify the function
of each section.
The first section equates actual
memory locations to symbolic names. This
allows you to use the name in place of the
memory location. The assembler will keep
track of the locations at assembly time.
Each of the switch input addresses, the
keyboard, and monitor routines to be used
are equated to labels. The program is then
assigned the originating address of $0300.
This address could be any place you have
space for the interrupt handli ng routines.
Registers not saved by the IRQ (or
NMI) are saved in this sequence. The
status register and the program counter are
saved as a result of the interrupt. To insure
that other registers will be saved, they are
pushed on the stack by this sequence. Once
the routine is completed, the opposite
sequence is performed to restore the
registers. This is accomplished by the
RESTOR sequence. Having saved and
restored all the registers, you can return
back to the interrupted program exactly
where you left off.
Next, each switch is tested. If any
switch is on, the program branches to a
routine to display this fact on the screen.
Three switches are tested and a default is

Following an input line asking the
program user which choice, use
xxxx POKE I0,88:POKE 11,60
xxxx CALL IO:RETURN
to allow interrupts and,
xxxx POKE I0, 120:POKE 11 ,60
xxxxCALL IO:RETURN
to prevent interrupts. Again, use these as
part of your initialization program.
Addresses 10 and 11 ($A and $8) are used
for the USR function. If your program
includes the USR function find another
pair of addresses to use.
The Program
Listing lB is an assembly language
program to poll several inputs to the single
I RQ line. This program checks each of the
three switch inputs. If one of them is not
on, the assumption is made that it is the
fourth. Whichever input causes the
interrupt will be displayed on the screen.
Should any other switch close, that input
will be displayed too. All inputs must
return to the normal open state before the
cycle can be started over. Since this
program and circuit are intended only for
demonstration, no attempt was made to
provide automatic reset. The program is
LIS 1000,1500
1000
1010
1020
1030
1040
1050
1060
1070
1080
1090
1100
1110
1120
1130
1140
1150
1160
1170
1180
1190
1200
1210
1220
1230
1240
1250
1260
1270
1280
1290
1300
1310
1320
1330
1340
1350
1360
1370
1380
1390
1400
14 10
1420
1430
1440
1450
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Listing IA.

*****************************

*
*

INTERRUPT POLLING ROUTINE
BY: CHUCK CARPENTER 7/80

*
*

1460
1470
1480
1490
1500

made to the fourth interrupting devi•
The assumption is made that this routim
running because an interrupt occum
Therefore, if it's not one of the testal
switches, it must be the one left.
Having tested and displayed t
switch indicating the interrupt source, t
program returns and repeats the test oft
inputs. But, not before the keyboard ini:
is tested for a pressed key. If no key t
been pressed, the routine continut
Should any other input switches close, th
will be displayed too. Response to t
reason for the interrupt can be made at ti
time. If a key is pressed, the progn;
passes to the register restore section. T
key-testing routine permits you to all<
the interrupt condition lo continue un
you have made whatever action
necessary.
Following the restoring section is t
common routine for displaying t
response. Depending on the activat
circuit, a register is loaded with the swit
number. This number is then used by t
fo llowing routine to display a message a1
indicate the switch number. The ala1
message uses the absolute indexi1
method mentioned at the beginning of ti
column. The message is contained in ,
ASCII string at the end of the progran

STA STROBE

*
*

PRESSED-CLEAR STROBE

RESTORE THE REGISTERS THEN
BACK TO MAIN PROGRAM

*****************************

*
*
*

USES THE SYNTAX OF THE
S-C ASSEMBLER II
SYMBOLIC ADDRESS ASSIGNMENTS

SW1
SW2
SW3
KEY
STROBE
CHROUT

. EG
.EG
.EG
.EG
. EG
.EG

tC061
tC062
tC063
tCOOO
tC010
tFDED

. OR t0300

*

*

PHA
TXA
PHA
TYA
PHA

SAVE ACCUMULATOR ON STACK
PUT X IN A
SAVE X ON STACK
PUT Y IN A
SAVE Y ON STACK

CHECK THE SWITCHES AND DISPLAY
THE ONES THAT ARE ON

CHK1
CHK2
CHK3
CHK4

*
*

PAGE 3 ORIGIN

SAVE THE REGISTERS

SAVE

*

SWITCH-IN PI N2 GP I / O
SWITCH-IN PIN3
SWITCH-IN PIN4
KEYBOARD DATA
CLEAR KEYBOARD STROBE
MONITOR CHARACTER OUT

LDA
BPL
JSR
LDA
BPL
JSR
LOA
BPL
JSR
JSR

SWI
CHK2
DI SP1
SW2
CHK3
DISP2
SW3
CHK4
DISP3
DISP4

CHECK SWITCH 1
NOT ON-GOTO SW2
ON-GOTO DISPLAY 1
CHECK SWITCH 2
NOT ON-GOTO SW3
ON-GOTO DISPLAY 2
CHECK SWITCH 3
NOT ON - MUST BE 4
ON-GOTO DISPLAY 3
DISPLAY BY DEFAULT

PRESS A KEY TO ESCAPE
FROM POLLING ROUTINE

KYBD

LOA KEY
BPL CHK1

CHECK FOR PRESSED KEY
NOT PRESSED-BACK TO SW TEST

Listing 18.

LIS 1510,1870
1510
1520
1530
1540
1550
1560
1570
1580
1590
1600
1610
1620
1630
1640
1650
1660
1670
1680
1690
1700
1710
1720
1730
1740
1750
1760
1770
1780
1790
1800
1810
1820
1830
1840
1850
1860
1870

RESTOR PLA
TAY
PLA
TAX
PLA

GET Y BACK TO A
PUT A IN Y
GET X BACK TO A
PUT A IN X
GET A BVACK
GOTO MAIN PROGRAM

RTI

*
*

PUT THE SWITCH NUMBER INTO
TEMPORARY STORAGE

DISP1
DISP2
DISP3
DISP4

*

LOA
STA
JMP
LOA
STA
JMP
LOA
STA
JMP
LOA
STA

031

tFA
CRT
#$32
tFA
CRT
033

tFA
CRT
034

tFA

SWITCH 1 ON
STORE IN IN SCRATCH LCTN
JUMP TO DISPLAY RTNE
SWITCH 2 ON
STORE IT
JUMP TO DISPLAY
SWITCH 3 ON
STORE IT
JUMP TO DISPLAY
SWITCH 4 ON
STORE IT

PRINT THE ALARM MESSAGE

CRT
CRT1

TABLE

LOY
LOA
ORA
JSR
DEY
BPL
LOA
JSR
LOA
JSR
RTS
.AS
.EN

HOF
TABLE,Y
OBO
CHROUT

LOAD INDEX DISPLACEMENT
PRINT THE MESSAGE
SET HI BIT - NORMAL VIDEO
PRINT THE CHARACTER IN A
NEXT CHARACTER
CRT1
BACK FOR MORE TABLE
tFA
LOAD THE ON-SWITCH t
CHROUT PRINT IT
ttSD
'LOAD A CARRIAGE RETURN
CHROUT PRINT IT
BACK TO INTERRUPT ROUTINE
" HCTIWS TA MRALA"

Dos 3.3 •Applesoft Bug
Micro-Verter •Applesoft Billboard
Tips From Here and There ·Microsoft Softcard

Chuck Carpenter
Well, here we are in another year. Lots
of things have happened in the Apple
world. And, I expect a lot more will hap·
pen. There are a dozen or so companies
making accessories and many more writ·
ing software. I mentioned a directory of
Apple products in last months column.
This same company publishes a directory
of Apple software. And, I have seen at
least one other company offering a directory of Apple software. The magazine is
called Peelings II and is dedicated to re·
viewing software for the Apple. Like any
review, the contents are biased by the
preference and interests of the reviewers.
They claim to be impartial but we are,
after all, human creatures. Even so, the
magazine is a valuable source of informa·
tion about the software and its general
worth. Peelings JI, at S15.00 for 6 issues,
is available from Peelings II, 945 Brook
Circle, Las Cruces, NM 88001; Phone
(505)523-5088 evenings.At this time (Sep.
'80), the copy I have is Vol 1 No. 2. If
you're interested, you may want to get all
the back issues too.
DOSJ.3
This new Disk Operating System
(DOS)from Apple converts your 13 sec·
tor system to a 16 sector system. You can
still use your 13 sector disks as-is but the
process is more awkward. You can't boot
directly from 13 sector disks so you have
to go through a 2 step process each time.
Included with the DOS 3.3 package
are the following :
•Two new ROMS for the controller card
•A ROM puller tool
•The DOS Manual
•A 16 sector Master System diskette
•A Basics diskette
The ROMs are installed in place of 2 that

January, 1981
come with the disk drive controller card.
The programs in these ROMs allow the
system to "read" the 16 sector diskettes.
After you install them, you can no longer
use 13 sector diskettes to boot the
system. To use 13 sector disks, first boot
the system with the Basics diskette. Then
insert the 13 sector diskette and run. As
long as no problems occur you can
change from one diskette to another, If
you're using the protected type diskettes
(not copyable) you have to start over
from the beginning to change to another
diskette. Same thing if a loss of 13 sector
DOS occurs. The 16 sector Basics disk
has to be booted first, then run the 13
sector disk.
All is not lost though. Included on the
16 sector Master System diskette are programs to convert (move programs from)
13 sector disks to 16 sector disks. Since
you gain about 23K more storage space
on a diskette, there is some advantage.
Also, the 16 sector system is compatible
with the language card system and the
new Softcard CP/ M and MBasic system
from Microsoft. (The ROMs used to con·
vert the controller card are the same as
those for the Language Card system.)
Once you programs are moved from 13 to
16 sector diskettes, operation is the same
as always. You could even initialize the
diskettes with new volume numbers and
HELLO programs before you transfer programs. (Dave Powell, now stationed in
Germany, might appreciate this bit of
information.) The transfer of programs is
made easy with a program called
MUFFIN. This program lets you transfer
all types of individual files or complete
catalogs with single or multiple drive
systems.
Another program included on the Sys·
tern Master diskette is called FID (File

Developer). This program has two func·
tions. First, it lets you easily catalog,
copy ,delete, lock and unlock all types of
DOS files. Second, it lets you copy from
one diskette to another with only one
disk drive. This program extends the
capabilities of the system allowing you to
more easily work with files and the DOS.
The DOS manual is a revised and ex·
panded version of the original DOS 3.2
manual. Most of the information is the
same. There are new sections covering
operation using 16 sector diskettes. A
section on Format of Diskettes Informa·
tion is expanded as is the section on
Using Machine Language Files,especially
the RWTS (Read or Write a Track or
Sector) subroutine. Other sections fully :
describe the features and use of the FID
and MUFFIN programs.
I heard rumblings at one of our Apple
Corps meetings that DOS 3.3 would work
only on 48K systems. I can't tell you
otherwise, since mine is 48K. Check it
out first. You can get DOS 3.3 for about
$60.00 from your Apple supplier.
Reader Input

Randy Reeves from Cypress, TX sends
along a tip for relief of programmers
eyes. He has found that the plastic mate·
rial sold in auto stores for reducing glare
in your car, works well for cutting down
glare from the monitor. The effect can
also be achieved by using the sun screen
~aterial sold at hardware stores. Randy
is also recommending the Program Line
Editor from Synergistic Software. This
program is also available from Call
A.P.P.L.E. if you are a member. The edi·
tor is being used by serveral of our club
members and is claimed to cut down programming time. I have it but have not
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used it enough to make any knowledgeable comment.
In the August'80 column, I commented
on the declining quality of disk drives
being shipped by Apple. Apparently
others have experienced problems similar to mine. From Otterbein College in
Westerville, Ohio, David Deeve sent
along his techiniques for dealing with the
problem. He writes, "I've found it works
well to insert the disk, close the door,
reopen the door and close it again." (This
centers the diskette on the clamp ... C.C)
And he continues, "Also, when first initializing or copying a disk I always remove it, reinsert it and try a CATALOG
to assure me that the disk was properly
written." David also included what he
finds to be an undocumented Pascal
item. "If you have a codefile named
SYSTEM.STARTUP (not SYSTEM.
STARTUP.CODE) it will run automatically when the disk is booted. That
is, a turnkey or "HELLO" type program."
An Applesoft Bug
A letter from Joe Verzulli from Port
Jefferson Station, NY, turned up an interesting little Applesoft Quirk. The problem
has to do with the use of string variables
when DOS is not in use. It was an interesting coincidence that the July/ August
issue of Call A.P.P.L.E. included a short
piece describing the same problem. Joe's
example program looks like this:
10 GET RS
20 T = V AL!RSl
30 PRINT T

If you type in a number less than 9 for the
GET, you will see the numbe r printed to
the 16th power. If you add:
15 RS = RS

The problem seems to go away. I got as
far as determining that a second variable
was added to string variable tab le. You
can do this by examining the area of
memory where string variables are
stored. In Applesoft, this is from HIMEM
down. As you will recall, without DOS,
HIMEM is at 49152 or SBFFF (HEX). I
puzzled over the reasons for a while and
called for help. I called Bob SanderCederlof at S-C Software a nd described
the problem. He had just seen the Call
A.P.P.L.E. item too. After discussing it
for a few minutes, I had a better unde rstanding and sent along a reply to Joe. A
couple of days later I received a more
detailed analysis from Bob to include in
the column.
The Details
If you have a 48k Apple, and start up
Applesoft without DOS, the program in-
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eluded by Joe and similar ones by others
will produce strange results. If the number 1 is entered, the value printed is
1,111 11111E16. For 2 you will get
2.22222222E16 and for 9 it becomes
1E17. Continuing essentially as Bob
wrote it, this is what happens.
"The VAL functio n in Applesoft has a
bug. I looked into the code (from $E707
through $E745 in the ROMs), and here is
what it does. It finds the string, and sets
the address o f the first byte of the string
into $SE and SSF. (Remember that S
means a hexadecimal number...C.C.)
Then it adds the length , and stores the
address of the byte following the string in
$60 and S61 . The value stored in that
byte is saved on the stack, and a zero put
in its place. Then the FIN subroutine is
called, to convert the string to a floating
point value. After the conversion is finished, the original contents of that byte
are restored from the stack.
"The problem is this. In o ur little program, GET(RS) creates the RS string at
location $8FFF. The byte following is
SCOOO, but there is no memory there. In
fact, SCOOO is the input register from the
Apple keyboard! When VAL tries to
store a zero at $COOO, nothing happens.
The FIN subro utine reads the digit you
typed once at SBFFF, and then 16 more
times at SCOOO, $C001, .. ., SCOOF. That
is a total of 17 digits, like this:
"1 1111111111111111 ". The value of such
a string is truly l ,11111111El6, just like
the Apple said. If you type a 9, the value
is rounded up to 1E17.
"Inserting the statement RS=RS
causes Applesoft to create another copy
of the string at SBFFE, which is a safe
location. Safe, because the zero VAL inserts will go at SBFFF, which is a real
memory location.
"Another way to avoid this problem is
to use HIMEM:49151 instead of the normal 49152 that is automatically set up.
Still another way is to be certain that RS
is not the first use of a string. But my
preferred "fix" is to buy a disk drive or
two and use DOS. When DOS is loaded
(in a 48K machine), HIMEM is at $9600,
and everything works fine!"
Bob and I also discussed what would
happen in a machine with less than 48K.
Our guess is that it will be garbage since
there is nothing there. Or, it just might
seem to wo rk ok. If you have a less-than48K machine, try it out. My thanks to Bob
for sharing this in-depth analysis.
Mlcro-Verter
If you haven't bought a modulator for
your Apple, try this one. The MicroVerter by ATV Research is battery operated and requires only one connection
to the video o utput connector on the
Apple. No connection is required to the

TV since the signal is radiated by a sh<
antenna stub on the Micro-Verter. T
modulator is designed to work in t
UHF channel range. After I installed t
batteries, I experimented with the tuni:
range. I found that it would tune frc
channel 14 to 21. The unit seemed
operate the best on channel 17. The
was practically zero distortion and ve
clear color on this channel. My guess
that I was in the center of the tuni
range. This would be likely to give t
best balance of bandwidth and other c
sirable characteristics. Speaking of d
tortion, this unit provides the cleant
signal of all the modulators I have trie
Since you do not have to connect the u1
to the TV set, the worms from comput
switching harmonics are practically no
existent. Another feature I found usel
also relates to the freedom from connt
tions. If you wanted to use several mo1
tors for demonstration purposes, you c:
use the Micro-Verter with a 6in hairp
antenna connected to the stub. This w.
the signal can be used by several S{
within a 10 foot or so radius of the mo
ulator. Very handy in a classroom en•
ronment. I used it this way when I taug
an assembly language class.
The unit is packaged in a metal b•
and includes all connectors, cables, anc
battery holder inside. There is a pow
switch on the front. Even though the ur
will last several months with the switc
left on, the switch provides extended bi
tery life. The battteries are not include
with the modulator. One note of cautio
Use a plastic screw driver to tune the ur
to the desired operating channel. This
not mentioned in the instructions.
metal screw driver could distort the tuniJ
and is likely to short the metal case. Tl
Mic ro-Verter is $35.00 postpaid in ti
U.S. and Canada, from ATV Reasearc
13N. Broadway, Dakota City, Nebras~
68731; phone (402) 987-3771.
From Here And There

As a result of collecting Apple infc
mation -from all over, I have accumulatt
several cleve r and useful programmir
ideas. The first one is shown is listing
This is the control program from Sout
eastern Software's Magazine Article Fi
Program. The program sets-up a menu c
options. Then, you can use the escar
key (ESC) to move the cursor over tl
selections. Several ASCII values are US{
in the program. You will see these in tl
CHRS functions. These are:
•CHRS(4) (CTRL) D
•CHRS(13) (RETURN)
•CHRS(27) (ESC)
•CHRS(91) left bracket
You can find all the ASCII codes c
pages 138 and 139 in the Applesoft refe
ence manual.
Each of the menu options are posi-

0$ = CHR$ <13> + CHR$ ('I)
0 HOME
0 PRINT 0$ l" NDMON C,I , 0"
0 VTAB 2l HTAB 9% PRINT "SDU THE
ASTERN SOFTHARE"
2 HTAB 7 l PRINT "MAGAZINE ARTIC
LE PROGRAM"
0 PRINT " ----------------------

-----------------··

0
0
00
10
20
30

'10

oo

10
20
30
'10
50
60
65
00
10

VTAB a: PRINT " USE THE "l CHR$
<91> i "ESCJ l(EY TD MOVE THE C
URSOR"
PRINT "TO YOUR SELECTION AND
THEN TYPE ' RETURN'"
VTAB 12
PRINT " CREATE/ADD FILE"
PRINT " SEARCH FILE"
PRINT " CORRECT FILE"
PRINT " LI ST CONTENTS OF EN
TIRE FILE"
PRINT " TRANSFER FILE AND P
OINTERS"
PRINT " END PROGRAM"
SE = 1: vT = 12
VTAB VTl GE T SES
IF SE$ = CHRS (13> THEN VTAB
20 : GOTO 260
IF SES = CHRS <27> THEN VT =
VT + l:SE =SE+ 1
IF SE = 7 THEN 200
GOTO 210
PRINT : VTAB VT: FLASH : PRINT
"•": NORMAL
ON SE GOTO 3 00, 310, 32 0, 330,3
'10,350
PRINT DS l" RUN CR MAG FILE"
PRINT DS l "RUN MAG FILE SRCH"

20

PRINT D$ l" RUN CRRT MAG FILE"

30

PRINT DSi "RUN HAG FILE DUMP"

'10

PRINT DS ; "RUN MAG FILE EXCH"

50

VTAB 23: ENO

5535

REM

Listing I

ioned on the screen in lines 80 to 140.
,ines 200 to 250 move the cursor from
.election to selection when the (ESC) key
s pressed. The GET command is used to
:heck for the (RETURN) key. When it is
>ressed, the program branches to line 260
vhere a flashing asterisk is put next to
rour selection. Then depending on the
:election number, a program is loaded
md run. This is also a good way to con:erve memory. If all the menu options
ivere too large to fit in memory at once,
bis technique overlays memory with the
:urrent operating program. At the end of
.he current option , you would run the
nenu program again.
Here's another one from the South!astern Software Newslet{e r. In the
<\ugust '80 issue I included an Integer
Basic program called 'puff'. This program
.vould scroll a message across the screen
oillboard style. For those of you without
Integer Basic, here's one in Applesoft. It
was written by Dr. Romano and it
:ippeared in Newsletter number 7. See
Listing 2.
This program, also a billboard scrolling
program, is from The Apple Gram
(Dallas). It's called Moving Title Demon>lration and was written by Bob SanderCederlof. See Listing 3.
This program is a little less obvious so
I'll include the description that goes

alongwith it. First, the program clears the
screen, sets text mode and sets the variable 'Q' equal to the address of the
Apple's speaker. Next in line 30, two rows
of stars are printed. These are for the title
to pass through. In line 80 the title content is defined and made equal to the
length of the row of stars; 34 in this example. Moving the title is accomplished in
line 90. The title is centered by the limits
of the FOR loop, and sound is created by
the PERK(Q) function. Line q5 is a delay
loop giving the user time to read the display. In line 110, the program is listed so
you don't have to do it.
Another one from The Apple Gram
and also by Bob, helps you ask questions
in the program. Here's how it goes ...
Many times when you want to ask the
user of a program a question, they must
answer either "yes" or "no". I must have
written a thousand different versions of
this kind of question routine. Sometimes
I code them in line, and sometimes I am
smart enough to write a general subroutine to do it.
JLIST
HOME
3 VTAB 12
5 INPUT '',, , , ,,, , THE BILLBOARD
SHALL READ , , , • , , ? ";AS
6 AS
" + AS: REH •
•• THE SPACE BETHEEN THE QUO
TATION MARKS IS '10 SPACES
10 HOME
2 0 L = LEN <AS>
3 0 FOR X = 1 TO L
'10 S = L - X
5 0 VTAB 12
60 PRINT MIDS (AS , X,'I O>i
7 0 IF S < '10 THEN PRINT MIDS C
AS ,1 , 39 - S >
80 FOR T = 1 TO 15 0: NEXT T
9 0 NEXT X: GOTO 3 0
1

J

Listing 2

Finally, I hit upon a really neat subroutine for answering this kind of question while I was working on a text editor.
Here is. the code:
100 PRINT QS"CY/ N>";: GET AS:
IF A$="Y THEN YES=l:RETURN
110 IF A$="N" THEN YES=O:RETURN
120 INVERSE:PRINT"PRESS 'Y' OR ' N' .. ,":
NORMAL:GOTO 100

To use the subroutine, you put the
question, without a question mark at the
end, into string QS; then you call the
subroutine with a GOSUB. When the
subroutine returns, you test the value of
the boolean variable YES and take apropriate action. The subroutine handles
making sure the user does type either a
'Y' or an 'N', and will not return until this
is done. It tells them what to do, and
keeps on asking the question until they
do it. Here is an example of a calling line:
19 10 QS="DO YOU WANT TO SEE THE CATALOG":
GOSUB 100: IF YES THEN PRINT OS"CATALOG"

Notice that the IF statement tests the
boolean value of YES, by just "IF YES

THEN ... ". This is because the IF processor in Applesoft (as in Integer Basic) will
take the true branch if the value of the
expression is non-zero, and the false
branch if it is zero.
Microsoft Z80 Softcard

Well, I have the Softcard in my machine now, and so far, I am pleased with
it. I have found one problem that I believe to be a bug. You can't open a random file directly from the program. In
order to use a random file, it was necessary first to use a sequential file command. If the file did not already exist, the
random command would not open one.
You can work around it by adding one
line before you use the random
command:
100 OPEN "O",lt l, filename:CLOSE

Also, I found some typos in the section
that explains the use of the file commands. There may be more but I haven't
found them yet. Another thing to be
aware of is the compatibility with other
cards. The Softcard will not work with
many of the accesory cards available for
the Apple. For instance, the Softcard
will not recognize the existence of the
D.C Hayes Modem. To use it with the
Softcard, special software will be required. If you should want to use this
system, you should check to see if you
can use other boards you may have.For
the most part, I find it has features similar
to the Language System. If you are using
the Language card and so on, The Softcard will be similar in it's relationship to
peripherals.
In addition to the Z80 based circuit
board, the system comes with 2 half page
manuals and two system diskettes. The
manuals are divided between the system
description and CP/ M in one and Microsoft Basic version 5.0 in the other. The
manuals are about half-page size. They
JLIST
2 REM
HOVING TI TLE DEMONSTRATION
5 f\EM
HRITTEN BY BOB SA NDER- CEDERLOF
JULY 7, 198 0
10 0 = - 16336 : TEXT : HOME
30 FOR J = l TO z : VTAB J * 'I +
2 : HTAB 'I: FOR I = 1 TO 3'1:
PRINT "•" ;: NEXT I: PRINT :
NEXT J
80 A$ = "HOVING TITLE OEMONSTRATI
ON": REM
PUT YO UR
OHN TITLE HERE
9 0 FOR I = 1 TO 19 + LEN (A$) I
2 : P = PEEK <O> + PEEK CO>:
VTAB a : HTAB '10 - I : PRINT
LEFT$ <AS , I >" ": NEXT I
95 FOR I = 1 TO 30 00: NEXT I : REH
DELAY SO PEOPLE CA N READ THE
TITLE
100 REM PUT THE REST OF YOUR PRO
GRAM HERE.
110 HOHE : LIST ,1 00 : FOR I = 1 TO
3 000: NEXT I : END : REM TO
SAVE YOU THE TROUBLE., ,
Listing 3
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prop nicely in front of you so you can
view them easily. There is a lot of information in the manuals so expect to spend
a lot of time becoming familiar with the
contents. I have never worked with
CP/ M before, so it was all new to me. I
have heard a lot of pros and cons about
the merits of CP/ M. Once you become
familiar with one, no other ever seems
quite right. There are a number of utilities to let you do many things that you
can't do with the Apple operating system.
So learn to use the tools and accept it as
another part of the learning experience.
Everything is easy once you understand
it.
The Basic manual includes a description of the commands and functions of

the language. It is intended for the experienced programmer. There are only occasional examples as required to emphasize a point. Also included in the
manual are the requirements for calling
6502 routines from the Z80 system. The
implementation seems to be well integrated into the two systems since you are
not able to detect any interferences. All
the keyboard inputs have to pass from
the 6502 to the Z80 as do the screen
functions and the links to your printer
and so on.
Operation of the system is provided by
programs included on two diskettes. One
diskette is for the standard 13 sector DOS
systems. With this disk you get CP/ M

and MBasic. This version of Basic includes low resolution graphics commands.When this disk is used and MBasic
is loaded, you have a little over 14K of
memory left. The other diskette is for
use with the Language System or with
DOS 3.3. The 16 sector system includes
hi resolution graphics with Basic as well
as the lo res version. In the 16 sector
system, you have about 26.5K of memory
with MBasic and 17.5K of memory with
GBasic.
The system is sure to be well supported
by Microsoft. And, eventually there will
be Apple CP/ M software. l'll be telling
you more about the Softcard from time
to time.

"In conclusion - advances in data communication
technology will enhance cultural , economic and
scientific interchange between nations; alleviate
social stress by reducing the need to maintain large
urban populations in support of centralized production facilities; and allow a lot of us to work at
home in our 'jammies'."
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Applesoft Mini Pilot
Super Text II
Chuck Carpenter
Programming languages for the Apple
I come in all sizes. There are at least
hree versions of Basic available: Integer,
\.pplesoft, and now Microsoft Basic-80 with
be new Softcard. With the language card
1ou can have Pascal and Fortran. Languages
ike Forth, XPLO (experimental programning language zero) and Tiny Pascal are
1round too. Another language called Pilot
s available from Apple and other sources.
[bis language comes in a variety of sizes.
)ome are extended versions with lots of
)OWLr. Others are less powerful. AU versions
)f Pilot have common features; they use
;imple syntax and complicated command
•tructures. The syntax of Pilot is elementary,
ton-mathematical, and lends itself readily
:o Computer Aided Instruction (CAI)
Jrograms. Included in this column is a
~ers ion of Pilot that I call Mini Pilot. The
anguage is easy to learn and is useful for
:eaching beginners the basics of programning.

\'HNI PILOT
Mini Pilot was written in 1978 by N.
Dealy who has placed it in the public
fomain. I obtained a copy and made a
;:ouple of modifications to it. The Mini
Pilot interpreter was coded to conform to
a version of Pilot described on pages 56 to
60 in the Sept/ Oct '77 issue of Peoples
Computers magazine (now Recreational
Computing). Charles Shapiro, a Junior in
High School at the time, wrote his version of the interpreter in HP3000 Basic. It
uses o nly six commands, a label designator and a designation for strings. The
version to be described here is written in
Applesoft Basic and uses a similarApple enhanced-format. I have added
disk capability and a command to clear
the screen. Here's how Mini Pilot works.
Program Features
Single letter commands are used to write
programs. Other symbols used in programs
are the asterisk (•) for labels and the dollar
sign($) for strings. An option in this version
of Pilot uses the exclamation(!) to designate

February, 1981
a remark. Listing 1 is a simple program
written to illustrate the commands and
symbols of Mini Pilot. Here are some of
the features of Mini Pilot.
•Commands T :, A:, M: , J:, Y or N, E:, C:,
and R:
•Subroutine labels and strings
•Disk SA VE, LOAD and REPLACE
•Named programs
•Soft entry to interpreter after exit with
BYE
•Paddle (0) control of list speed
•Syntax error message
•Suspend listing with space bar
•Continue listing with any key
•Line length limit warning bell
Program Directives
These features provide you with functions
to develop and use your Mini Pilot programs.
The directi ves are prompted with REQUEST? followed by one of several options.
The options are:

•NEW-Start of a new program, asks for a
program name
•UST - Lists the named program currently
in memory
•EDIT - Allows changing a specified line
number
•RUN-Runs the named program
•DSA VE-Saves the named program to
disk
•DLOAD- Loads the named program from
disk
•REPLACE-Replaces previous named
program on disk with current program in
memory
•BYE-Exits Pilot back to Basic
Because the interpreter includes disk commands, named programs are needed. A
NEW input to REQUEST asks for a program name. Inputs LIST a nd RUN use the
named program. EDIT lets you change
any line in your program. The previous
line is displayed on the screen too so you
can see where you are. The disk command
DSA VE, saves on the disk, as a text file ,
the c urrent named program. REPLACE

REQUEST? RUN
RUN OF APPLE BLOSSOMS
HI •.• MY NAME IS APPLE II
WHAT IS YOUR NAME?
?CHUCK
DO YOU WANT TO TRY A VOWEL CV)
OR A CONSONANT !Cl
TYPE A 'V' OR A 'C '
?V
NAME A VOWEL CHUCK !
?C
THAT IS NOT A VOWEL CHUCK
NAME A VOWEL CHUCK !
?A
THAT IS CORRECT CHUCK I ! !
DO YOU WANT TO TRY IT AGAIN ?
TYPE Y FOR YES OR N FOR NO .
?Y
DO YOU WANT TO TRY A VOWEL <V>
OR A CONSONANT !Cl
TYPE A 'V' OR A ' C'
?C
NAME A CONSONANT CHUCK
?R
THAT IS CORRECT CHUCK

!I I

DO YOU WANT TO TRY IT AGAIN ?
TYPE Y FOR YES OR N FOR NO.
?N
THANKS FOR PLAYING CHUCK .
HO PE WE CAN DO IT AGAIN SOON .
BYE .. ..
END OF RUN
REGUEST?
Sample Run of Apple Blossoms- Pilot Program.
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exchanges the program on disk with the
current program in memory. You DSA VE
the program when it's NEW. After the first
time, you REPLACE to resave a program.
REQUEST of BYE exits the Apple II Mini
Pilot interpreter and returns you to Applesoft Basic. If you don't do anything else to
the interpre te r program at this point, you
can return to pilot via the soft entry point
by typing-and executing-GOT01230.
Other fea tures listed earlier included: A
syntax error message if you didn't start the
line right; listing speed control with game
paddle # 1; listing suspension with the space
ba r and continuation by pressing any key;
and a line limit warning bell to keep you
from exceeding the 39 character line length
limit.
REOUEST? LI ST
APPLE BLOSSOMS
0

R:VOWELS AND CONSONANTS

1

c:

2
3

T:HI ••• MY NAME IS APPLE II
T:
WHAT IS YOUR NAME?

4

T:

S A: $NAME
6 • BEGIN

7

T:

8 T:Do YOU WANT TO TRY A VOWEL <Vl
9 T:OR A CONSONANT (Cl
10 T:TYPE A ' V' OR A ' C '
11 T:
12 A:
13 M:V, '
14 JN:•CONSONANT
IS •VOWEL
16 T:NAME A VOWEL $NAME I

17

T:

10

A:

19

T:

20 M:A.E.I.o.u. '
2 1 TN:THAT IS NOT A VOWEL $NAME
22 JN: •VOWEL
23 J Y: • CORRECT
24 • CONSONANT
2s T:
26 T:NAME A CONSONANT $ NAME I
27 T:
2 0 A:
29 T:
30 M:B.C.D.F.G.H.J, '
31 MN:K.L ,M ,N , P , O. R. '
32 MN:s.T.v.w .x . Y.Z. '
33 TN:THAT IS NOT A CONSONANT $NAME
34 JN:•CONSONANT
3S T:
36 •CORREC T

37

T:

38 ! SOME POSITIVE FEEDBACK
38 T:THAT IS CORRECT $NAME I!!
40 T:
41 I
42 T:
43 T : DO YOU WANT TO TRY IT AGAIN ?
44 T:TYPE Y FOR YES OR N FOR NO.
45 T:
46 A:

47

T:

48
49
SO
SI
52
S3
54

M:Y,'
J Y:•BEGIN
T:THANKS FOR PLAYING $NAME •
T:HOPE WE CAN DO IT AGAIN SOON.
T:
T:BvE •• • •
END:

Program Commands
Some of the single-letter commands were
me ntioned briefly under features. As
indicated , the commands are single letters
followed by a colon. Here is a description
of each Inst ructio n, conditio ner, a nd
variable used by Mini Pilot.

Instructions
•T: Type whatever is included on this line
•A: Ask a question and/ or wait for input.
String input is allowed with the A: command
•M: Match for cha racters/keywords from
a n input command
•J: Jump to a labeled line as a result of a
Match test
•C : Clear the screen
•R: Remark or comment line
Conditioners
• Y Condition instruction with a positive
match
•N Condition instruction with a negative
ma tch
Van'ables
•$= String included with the A: command.
Requires a leading and trailing space
••= Label or subroutine
•!=Alternate for remark-R:-or comment
The program in Listing 1 uses each of the
commands listed and the sample run shows
REOUEST? ~
PROGRAM NAME ? k.QQ.f
O? ~

l ? T: THIS PROGRAM LOOPS
2?J:BEGUI
3 ? s..;_
e o~ e .. o - Ok
4?~

REOUEST? EDIT
START I NG Af"""LINE? .Z..
I T:THIS PROGRAM LOOPS
2 J:BEGIN
2? J: • BEGIN

-

'Follt"OT

A.:ST~"-l:S/<

3?~

REOUEST? !:.!.§.I.
LOOP
0 •BEGIN
T:THIS PROGRAM LOOPS
2 J:•BEGIN

3

E:

REOUES T? DSAVE
REOUEST? Q.bQ.Bll.
PROGRAM NAME? LOOP
REOUEST? REPLACE
REOUEST?

E.!!..!i

RUN OF LOOP
THIS
THIS
THIS
THIS

PROGRAM
PROGRAM
PROGRAM
PROGRAM

REOUEST?

LOOPS
LOOPS
LOO PS
LOOPS

ill

REOUEST?
Listing I. Example Pilot Program.
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Figure I. Example Programming Sequence and
Use of Programming Directives.

what the program does. Since the prograi
is quite simple, I have not included an
detailed description. Note the use of a
apostrophe character at the end of a ma te
line. This delimiter is needed to show th
program where the e nd of the match iterr
are. Figure 1 is a short demo of a progran
ming sequence. This example uses man
of the program directives. T here were man
Pilot programs printed in peoples compi
pers magazine prior to mid 1979. If yo
can find a library of this magazine, yo
can see many examples of how Pilot i
used. Listing 2 is the Mini Pilot inte1
preter.
The Interpreter
Organization of the interpreter is straigh
forward. Each section is highlighted b
function. You can follow the prograr
sequence starting with the operating syster
(Pilot O.S.). As you make selec tions fror
the REQUEST command line, a branch i
taken to a corresponding section of th
program. The actual coding and logic c
each section is more obscure. Since I didn
write it, I'm not going to try and explain i1
Ana lysis of the code detail is left to th
reader. (Commonly called a cop out. )
Some cha nges are easily made though
For instance turning on a printer. Includ•
code lines like the disk commands in line
1340 to 1360. Then add a subroutine at :
convenient spot in the program. Anothe
example is the way I added the C: commam
for clea ring the screen; lines 2030 to 2070
The disk and screen-clear changes did no
affect any of the critical interpreter code
The interpreter is not too complicated
Make severa l copies of the program before
you start experimenting. Have fun changin!
it and learning something about the con
struction of a programming language.
For those who would like to try Min
Pilot, I have a deal. If you will send me <
good quality diskette and $2.50 for ID)
time and re turn postage, I'll make a cop)
of the program and return it to you. Be
sure to adequately package the diskette. I
use Floppy Armor from Square One. You
can use two pieces of fibe r board from a
box too. Cut two pieces about one-half
inch larger than the diskette and jacket.
Then tape the edges a nd put it in an
envelope. If I don'tget the money I'll keep
the diskette until you send it. If you don't
like typing in a long listing, I'll be as helpful
as I can.

SUPER-TEXT II
I promised a review of the Super-Text
word processor from Muse so here it is.
Since I started using the word processor, a
new e nhanced version has been released.
I have also had the chance to see a couple
of others recently. My choice is still for
Super-Text for the kind of word processing
I do now. Super-Text is easy to learn, easy
to use, and easy to remember. The new

1per-Text II is even easier to use. Many
1anges have been made to improve the
1man factors of the program. One change,
e preview mode, was a waste of time as
r as l am concerned. I can find no practical
:e for this mode. You have to do too
any things to see line lengths greater
an forty columns. Once you use the word
·ocessor for any length of time, you get
1ite good at judging how your output is
>ing to look. It's less involved than trying
• use the new preview mode.
'hat It Can't Do
In the comparable cost catagory, there
·e only a couple of things. There is no
~ad er, trailer or footnote capability. And,
) U can't move lines of text and paragraphs
:ound easily. Another 'can't do' might
1clude hyphenation. If you don't use right
1argin justification, you get very ragged,
1gged right. I haven't seen this capability
1 othe r word processors either.
ocumentatlon
Super-Text II comes packaged in a bookre three-ring binder. The binder includes
10 diskettes of premium quality and the
anual. The manual is rewritten and re-ranged from the original version. Most
' the c hanges make the instructions easier
'follow. One change ma kes it harder to
;e. The old manual had summary sheets
: all the control codes at the end. Now,
1ese summary sheets are a t the end of
ich related section. You have to thumb
1rough the manual to find what used to
~all in one place. My personal preference
for a users guide. Visicalc and others
ave used this approach. Once you have
:asonably mastered the operation of the
)ftwa re, usually you only need a quick
:ference to bring something back to mind.
.'s much easier than thumbing through
1e ma nual.
The manual is divided into eleven sec·
ons. The introduction provides you with
nough informa tion to get you up and
unning. In subsequent sections you find
ut how to initialize data disks, learn the
.ve modes of operation, develop your
rinter interface requirements, and use
ne trade marked AUTOLINK function.
dso included are a copy program a nd
ection on loading non Super-Text files.
~his last section is only useful for loading
o u own binary print driver or files from
.n olde r compatible word processor. The
nanual claims to be prepared with Super·
rext. I think the old one was but this one
1ppears to be type-set. None-the-less, the
nanual is well done and easy to follow. I
ike the new bookshelf size. Also many of
he new manuals designed to contain the
liskettes have a new feature. The pocket
s formed so the diskettes can't be damaged
JY the binder rings. Things a re looking-up
'o r the software buyer.

Human Factors
Operating the new Super-Text II is much
easier the old version. You no longer have
to be a programmer to set up the printer
slot and c hange the program if you want.
to use lower case (assuming you have an
adapter). These things can be done right
from the master menu. Some help might
be needed if you want to use the printing
replacement table. This feature lets you
include special control functions needed
by your printer. For instance, my printer
has two pitches, enhanced characters and
two character sets. With the replacement
table, I have included control characters
to do these things in my manuscripts and
letters. You need to exit the program and
do some things in machine language to
set-up a replacement table. The manual is
pretty clear but will be confusing to the
beginner. Apparently most people wanted
the print mode more often than the math
mode. The new software loads the print
module first and initializes the printer for

you. I had to make c hanges in my old
version to do this. If Muse would just come
out with an 80 column version to work
with my new Videx Videoterm board a nd
make it work with DOS 3.3, things would
be great. One more point. Some have found
it awkwa rd to use the various Super-Text
modes. You have to exit one mode to use
another. I have gotten used to this feature
and now find it quite natural. Like anything
else, it's easy once you understand it.
Operating Features
Earlier, five modes of operation were
mentioned. Actually, there are only three.
The add mode and the print mode are
used in combination. The print mode is
the most powerful of the operating modes.
In this mode you use the format codes to
make the printed output be whatever you
need it to be. Within the physical restrictions of your system of course. The entry
of text into the word processor is freeform. You do not have to be concerned

Some of the lines of the interpreter coniain a bell (conirol G ). Herc is a listing of the specific lines.
All these lines coniain a bell between the quotes. Note tha t line 1450 is a control D. A null string is
represented by all other quote pairs.

1290 "-BYE"
1570 "END OF RUN"
2480
LIST
300 L
1000
1010
1 02 0
10 3 0
10'10
10 5 0
1060
10 7 0
108 0
1090
1100
1110
112 0
1130
11'10
1210
1220
1230
12'1 0
1250
1260
1270
128 0
129 0
13 0 0
1310
132 0
1330
13'10
1350
1360
1370
1380
1390
1'100
1'1 10
1'12 0
1'130
1'l'I0

2490
2570 "COMMAND ERROR"
Listing 2.

REH ****************************
REH * HINI - PILOT I NTERPRETER *
REH ****************************
REH CODING BY!N. DEALEY 1978
REH DI SC HOD S BY:
REH CHUCK CARPENTER 1979

SPEED= 175
TEXT: HOHE : VTAB 6! FOR I
1 TO 35 : PRI NT " * " ;:
NEX T
VTAB 8 : HTAE: 1 1
PRINT "HINI - PILOT H"
HTAE: 1'1: PRINT "REV. 3 . 00" ! PRINT : HTAB 13 : FLASH
: PRINT "HODS- BY - CRC"! NORMAL
PRINT : FOR I = 1 TO 35 : PRINT "*";: NEXT
PRINT
FOR H = 0 TO 5 000 ! NEXT H: HOHE
GOSUE: 2860
REH*** PI LOT,o . s . ***
REH ******************

PRINT
I NPUT "REQUES T? "i R$
IF R$ = " E:Y E" THEN POl:E 216 ,0! SPEED= 255 : VTAB
C37) ! HTAB 13 ! PRINT "-BY E" : END
I F R$
"RUN" THEN GOSUB 1'17 0
IF R$ = "EDIT" THEN GOSUB 213 0! GOSUB 238 0
IF R$ = "LIST" THEN GOSUB 22 00
I F f\$ = " NEH" THEN GO SUE: 23'10
IF LEFT$ CR $ , 7)
"REPLA CE" THEN GOSUE: 260 0
I F LEFT$ CR$ , 5l
"DSAVE " THEN GOSUE: 265 0
I F LEFT$ IR$ , 51 = "DLOAD" THEN GOSUE: 276 0
GOTO 12'10

PEEi(

REH *** ERROR ROUTINE ***
REH *********************

SPEED= 255
IF PEEK 1222 ) = 255 OR PEEK 12221 = 5 GOTO 12 '10
PRINT : PRINT " SYSTEM ERROR t"; PEEi( 1222> i" L:"; PEE i(
C218 l + PEEK 1219> * 256 : PRINT : GOTO 12'10
1'150 LET D$ = ""
1'16 0
1'17 0 REH *** RUN ***
1'18 0 REH ******* ****
1'1 90
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about the 40 column limitation of the screen.
Words longer than the remaining length
of the line are moved to a new line. Words
are not broken at the end of a line. I have
heard this called the 'mind-dump stream
of consiousness' concept. The idea being
that you can just type what you 're thinking.
The forma t can be easily added later. I do
a combination of things. Somethimes I
just type away so I don't lose my train of
thought. Other times I put the paragraph
and format markers in as I go. Additionally,
the math mode is not used independently.
You have to load the math module in
place of the print module to use it.
The Cursor Mode
All of the other Super-Text modes are
entered from the cursor mode. While in
the cursor mode, there are forty-two key
combinations to load and save files, move
the c ursor, move text, delete text, find and
replace text, query the system, do block
operations, use the split screen, do three
special func tions, enter other modes, and
exit Supe r-Text to Basic. Don't be alarmed
by the number of key combinations. Some
are used infrequently and others are the
same in other modes. You will find yourself
using only a few combinations a ll the time
and others only once in a while.
The Add and Print Modes
In the add mode, there are fourteen key
combinations to use upper and lower case,
start a new line or a paragra ph, ditto and
fill space, tabbing and justification, and
exit the add mode. You return to the cursor
mode by pressing the key marked ESC
twice. Print mode is the mode that makes
Super-Text powerful. Format and printer
control are established in the add mode
using seventeen key combinations. With
these combinations, you can format and
tab, number and text, turn the printer off
and on under program control, and use
the user definable replaceme nt table.
There a re also sixteen default conditions
you can set from the main menu during
initial boot. These options can be your
most used requirements during printing.
The format line can then be used to make
local cha nges in the text during develop·
ment.
Change Mode
In the c hange mode, you ·have thirtee n
key combinations for c ursor movement
(same as cursor mode and non-destructive),
text moveme nt, deleting text and changing
text. The change mode is useful for editing
text that is incorrect. Use the add mode to
start new text or add more text into existing
text.
Math Mode
This mode is used to perform calcula·
tions on numbers in a file or to act as a
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1510
15ZO
1530
15'10
1550
1560
1570
1580
1590
1600
1610
16ZO
1630

.

FOR I
0 TO NV: FOR Il = 0 TO 1:I$(I1,I> =
NEXT
: NEXT
Cl = 0
PRINT ; PRINT "RUN OF "l CP$ ! PRINT : PRINT
FOR A = 0 TO HX: IF LEN <P$(0,A )) = 2 AND RIGHT$
<PS(O,A ),1) < > HS GOTO 1560
FOR CZ= 1 TO 6 : IF LEF TS <PS<O ,A l,1> = S$(C2> THEN
ON CZ GOSUB 1590 1 1660,18Z0 , 19'10 ,20 20 , Z09 0
NEXT CZ
NEXT A
PRINT : PRINT : PRINT "END OF RUN": RETURN
1111,

REH
REH

llCllCllC

ASt(

lU<llC

llCllCllCllCllCllCllCllCllCllCllC

FOR Z = 1 TO LEN <P$(1 ,A >>
IF HID$ (P$<1,A>,Z,1> = "S" THEN IS<O,Cl> = HID$
(P$<1,A>,Z>: HTAB 1: INPUT I$(1,Cl>:Z$ = I$(1,C1l ! C
1 = Cl + 1: RETURN
16'10 NEXT z: HTAB 1 : INPUT Z$: RETURN
1650
1660 REH llCllCllC TYPE llCllCllC
1670 REH llCllCllCllCllCllCllCllCllCllCllCllC
1680
1690 HTAB 1
1700 FOR Z = 1 TO LEN (P$(l,A))
1710 IF HID$ (P$<1,A> , Z,1 > = "$ "GOTO 1730
17ZO NEXT z: GOSUB 100 0: RETURN
173 0 FOR Zl = Z TO LEN (P$(1 1 A>> + 1
17'10 IF HI D$ (P$<1 ,A >,Z1,1> = " " OR HID$ <PS<l ,A>, Zl
, 1> "' "" GO TO 176 0
1750 NEXT Zl: GOSUB 1800! RETURN
1760 V$ = HID$ (P$(1 , A>,Z , Zl - Z>
1770 FOR H = Cl - i TO 0
1780 IF V$
I$(0,H) THEN PRINT HID$ (P$(1,Al,1 , Z >l I$(1,H>; HID$ <P$ ( 1,A>,Z1 , LEN (P$(1 ,A >> - Z1 +
>: RETURN
179 0 NEXT H: GOTO 17ZO
1800 PRINT P$<1,A>: RETURN
1810
18ZO REH llCllCllC HATCH llCllCllC
1830 REH llCllCllCllCllCllCllCllCllCllCllCllCllC
18'10
1850 HS = N :E1 = 1
1860 FORE = 1 TO LEN (PS<l,A))
1870 IF HID$ (P$( l,A >,E, 1>
01$ GOTO 1890
1880 GOTO 1910
1890 IF MIO$ <P$(1,A>,E1,E - El>= ZS THEN M$ = "Y": RETURN

=

11

11

1900 El = E + 1
1910 IF MIDS <P$<1,A> , E, 2>
" "OR MIO$ <P$(1,A> , E, 1
> = "" THEN RETURN
1920 NE XT E: RETURN
1930
19'10 REH llCllCllC JUMP llCllCllC
1950 REH llCllCllCllCllCllCllCllCllCllCllC llC
1960
1970 FOR D = 0 TO HX
1980 IF P$(0 , 0) < > "" GOTO ZOOO
MIO$ (P$(1,0l , 1 ,'!0 ) THEN
1990 IF MIDS <PS<l,A> ,1,'10 >
A = D: RETURN
zooo NEXT D
ZOlO PRINT : PRINT "JUMP TO UNFOUND LABEL FROM LINE t";
A: POP : f\ETURN
2 0ZO
2 030 REH llCllCllC CLEAR SCREEN llCllCllC
20'!0 REH llCllCllCllCllCllCllCllCllCllCllCllCllCllCllCllCllCllCllCllC
Z050
Z060 PRINT : HOME
Z070 RETURN
Z080
Z090 REH llCllCllC END llCXllC
Z10 0
Z110 A = HX: RETURN
2 1 20

2 13 0
Zl'IO
Z150
Z160
Zl 70
Zl8 0
Z190

zzoo
ZZlO
zzzo

ZZ30
2Z'IO

REH
REH

llCllCX

EDI T

llCllCllC

llCllCXllCllCllCllCllCllCllCllCllC

INPUT "STAR TING AT LINE? ";C
IF C > 0 THEN P~I N T C - 1; TAB< Z>;PS(O , C - 1>;00
s ; P$( l , C - 1) ! PRINT c; TAB< Z> ; P$(0,C>;DO$;P$(1,C )
RETURN
REH
REH

llCllCllC

LIST

llCllCllC

llCllCllCllCllCllCllCXllCllCllCllC

IF CP$ = "" THEN RETURN
PRINT : INVERSE : HTAB B: PRINT CPS : NORMAL

PRINT

direct fifteen digit calculator. To use this
mode you have to load it in place of the
print mod ule. This can be done from the
menu by using a control L from the cursor
mode. If your text requires computation
of tabulated data then you will find this
module useful. My work does not require
calculations so I have not used the math
mode.
Autolink
Here's another one I haven't used yet.
An example would be if my column used
more space than available memory (There
is a little over 20K bytes available in RAM
memory. This equates to about fifteen
doubled spaced pages at ten characters
per inch.) The Autolink feature would be
used to link the next section to the first.
This way you can make your text as many
pages as a disk can hold. An example of a
phone list linked from list to list is included
on the disk. I've tried it so I know it works.
Conclusion
For my applications, I have found SuperText more than adequate. I have not found
a need for the more exotic and complicated
features. The ease of use is a definite plus
for this word processor. And the software
is practically goof proof too. You can easily
recover from a RESET. And going in and
out of the program to make changes to the
replacement table has always worked for
me - no crashes. Muse has now adopted
the policy of sending two diskettes with
the system. This is a definite improvement
over their previous policy. Should you
damage a disk, you can keep going while
you obtain a replacement. The replacement
cost is with proof of purchase during the
first year. You are on your own after that.
Since I have calculated that a disk isn't
likely to wear out for over eight years, this
policy doesn't make sense. If you damage
the disks after the first year, presumably
you have to spend the fulJ price all over
again. Muse's replacement policy is as good
as I've seen. However, support of software
for more than a year at some nominal cost
would be helpful. You can find SuperText II at your computer for $150.

PROGRAMMING HELP
Several people have written to me asking
for help on different programs included in
the Apple Cart. I want to provide a ll the
help I can but ... Trying to analyze a program
without seeing it is tough. It's got to be a
lot like trying to diagnose a patient who's
at home. If you are going to write, a lso
include a diskette with a copy of the program
on it. This way I can see what's happening
as it happens. Also, most of the proble ms
have been typos. If you will send the diskette
with return postage, I'll try to find the
problem, fix it if I can, and return it to you.
We can both save a lot of time and your
frustrations this way.
O

2250
2260
2270
2280
2290

PRINT
FOR A = 0 TO MX: IF PEEK C - 16381) > 127 THEN POKE
- 16368 1 01 WAIT - 16381,128,0: POKE - 16368,0
IF P$CO,A> = "" AND P$C1,A> = "" GOTO 2320
SPEED= 255 - POL (0)1 IF A < = 9 THEN HTAB 2
IF P$CO,Al < > ""THEN PRIN T A;: HTAB 5 : PRINT P
$CO,A>;DO$;P$Cl,A>: GOTO 2310
PRINT A;: HTAB 1: PRINT P$ C1,Al
NEXT A
SPEED= 2551 RETURN

2300
2310
2320
2330
2310 REM *** NEW JCJCX
2350 REH JCJCJCJCllCJCJCJCJCJCJC
2360
2370 C = 01 INPUT "PROGRAM NAHE?";CP$: FOR A = 0 TO HX: FOR
Al = 0 TO 1:P$ CA1,Al = "" : NEXT : NEXT
2380 PRINT : FOR A = C TO HX: IF A <
9 THEN HTAB 2
2390 PRINT A; : HTAB 3: PRINT " ? ";
" I FOR I
2 TO LL
2100 A$
2110 GET A1$1 IF ASC CA1$) = 8 AND I > 2 THEN PRINT CHR$
CB>; :I = I - 11 GOTO 2110
8 AND I < = 2 THEN PRINT : GOTO
2'120 IF ASC CA1$l
2390
3 THEN PRINT : RETURN
2'130 IF ASC CA1$)
21 THEN POKE 36, PEEK C36) + 1 1 GOTO
21'10 IF ASC CA1$l
2180
13 GOTO 2500
2150 I F ASC CAU>
1 22 THEN
97 AND ASC CA1$) <
2160 IF ASC <AU> >
Al$ = CHR$ C ASC CAU> - 32)
LEFT$ CA$ , ! - ll + Al$ + HID$ CA
2170 PRINT AU ; IA$
$ 1 ! + 1,36)
2180 IF I = LL - 5 OR I = LL - 1 THEN PRINT "" ;
219 0 NEXT II PRINT ""
2500 PRINT :A$ = RIG HT$ (A$, LEN CA$) - 11
2510 IF A$ = "DONE" THEN RETURN
C - 11 GOTO 25
2520 IF A$ = "EDIT" THEN GOSUB 2 130 1A
80
2530 IF LEFT$ CA$ 1 ll = "*" OR LEFT$ CA$ ,1 ) = "!" THEN
P$CO,A) = ""IP$Cl,Al = A$1 GOTO 2580
25'10 FOR 6 = 1 TO LEN CA$)
LEFT$ CA$,
2550 IF HID$ CA$,8,1) = DO$ THEN P$CO ,A l
B - lllP$C1,Al = HID$ CA$,B + 1 1 LEN CA$) - B + 2)
: GOTO 2580
2560 NEXT E:
2570 PRINT "COMMAND ERROR":A = A 2580 NEXT A: RETURN
2590
2600 REH *** REPLACE JCllCJC
2610 REH JCJCllCJCJCJCllCllCJCllCJCllCJCXllC
2620
2630 PRINT 0$l"UNLOCK";CP$1 PRINT O$;"OELETE" ; CP$
2610
2650 REH llCJCJC DISK SAVE JCJCJC
2660 REH llCJCllCJCXJCXXJCXXJCxxxxx
2670
"" AND P$C
2680 FOR A = HX TO 0 STEP - 11 IF P$CO ,Al
1 , A)
"" THEN NEXT
2690 PRINT 0$l"OPEN"iCP$
2700 PRINT D$l"WRITE";CP$
2710 FOR I= 0 TO A: PRINT P$CO , Ill PRINT CHR$ C311lP$
C1,IJ; CHR$ (3'1)1 NEXT
2720 PRINT D$;"CLOSE";CP$
2730 PRINT D$; "LOCI{"; CP$
2710 RETURN
2750
2760 REH *** DISK LOAD ***
2770 REH JCJCllCJCJCJCJCJCXJCJCJCJCllCXJCJC
278 0
279 0 INPUT "PROGRAM NAME ? "; CP$
2800 PRINT D$l"OPEN";CP$
2810 PRINT 0$ l" READ "i CP$
282 0 FOR I = 0 TO HX ! INPUT P$CO,Il, P$Cl,I>: NEXT I
2830 PRINT 0$i"CLOSE"iCP$
2810 RETURN

="

=

2850

2860 REH *** INITIALIZE ***
287 0 REM ******************
2880
2890 ONERR GOTO 1390
2900 00$ = 11 : 11 :01$ = 11 , 11
2910 HX = 99 1LL = 361NV = 19
292 0 DIM P$Cl,99l , I$Cl,19l , S$C7)
2930 LET D$ = CHR$ 11>: RE M CCTRL> D
A,T ,H ,J,C,E
2910 DATA
295 0 FOR I= 1 TO 6: READ S$CI> I NEXT
296 0 PRINT
2970 PRINT D$l"NOMON I,O,C": HOHE
2980 PRINT
2990 RETURN
J
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Reset RESET •More Tips •Wandering Apples
Pascal Flash Continued •Direct Text
Rounded Applesoft •GET vs. INPUT
Integer Billboard Revisited •INPUT ASC 11
Chuck Carpenter

April, 1981

Wow! Did anyone send in their
$190,000 for the Radcom Plus+ FSK/ CW
board? (Dec '80 column.) I'm sure by now
you know the price is $190.00. And, the
program for it is not called Integer Basic it's written in Integer Basic.
READER INPUT
This month I'm going to catch-up on
all the reader contributions. I've been
collecting them for a few months, and now
have several. Which brings up a point.
When I batch them like this, the ones
received last get into the column right
away. Those sent earlier don't get used for
several months. So, from now on, a nything
sent to me will be used in the next column.
It will still be 3 to 4 months before you see
it. That 's the cycle time from the time I
write a column to the time it gets printed.
Reset Defense
Those of you having the Autostart
ROM can use these suggestions from
Douglas Dougherty (I didn't save his
address). The first item is in respo nse to a
letter by Robin Ault in the June '80 issue.
The letter claimed there was no software
defense against accidentally pressing the
RESET key. Douglas writes . . . "This is
completely untrue! Since S3F2 contains
the 'soft-entry vector', the RESET key can
cause a jump to anywhere the programmer
desires. To make a program reset proof,
fo llow these steps!
I. Asse mble the following program at
location $300.
T~X
LO~

102.x

LOY 101 .x
n/Y
TAY
£P t F9iO
R!.

;ca

STACY. POINTER
; mOi HIGH BYT£
;mCH LO'ri BYTE

;I/..tJlEr.ElIT CT
!1'1\:..,"fl' y

x

This routine will report its return address
by reading it from the stack.
2. Get back into Basic and type CA LL
768. You should see - 23 D8, showing that
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$D823 is the address to conti nue in Basic.
(Note that the symbol $ indicates a hex
number ... CC)
3. If your system does·not have a disk,
that is, no DOS, follow these steps from
the monitor.
r :J'2 : 23 08
r FP6FG
I QC

;LOAD BASIC CONTIM£
;SET PGER I.I' BYTE
;BAQ( TO BASIC

If you have DOS, the above will clobber
it every time the RESET key is pressed.
Therefore, DOS users should see that the
original content of $3F2 is $9DBF, the
address of a subroutine which re-enables
DOS, and ends. with a JMP ($9D5E). The
address $9D5E contains $D43C, the
normal continue-in-Basic address. So type
•9D5E:23 D8 to set the new add ress. Now,
if we type in the following Basic program,
and run it, we shall sec that it lives up to its
claim.
IC' PRJNT "THIS PR0'.3RAM I S RESET PROOF' :

GOTO 10

Howe ver , if RESET is pressed
repetitively, quickly enough, a ?SYNTAX
ERROR will occur and halt the program.
But, simply adding 5 ONERR GOTO 10,
will solve this problem. The program
becomes goof-proof against everything
including using a CONTROL C. (If you
want to trap the control C, use the
associated error code in a code line. The
error codes can be found on pages 114-11 5
of The DOS Manual ... CC) Exceptions
are turning the machine off and throwing
a brick at your Apple. Incid en tally ,
assuming yo u are running DOS, this all
reduces to the following:
10 X=QY1096'13•Z56tS1l6+!1
PIM X,35 : f'!l<E X+l,216
: R9t ElW'lE ".ESET ProTECTIOll
30 "w.E X,60 ! ro~ X+! ,212
: REii OJSM.E IT
~O

Douglas included two other items of
interest in his letter. The first describes an
interaction between the use of FRE(O) and

the Applesoft Renumber/ Append program. Second, he describes how to edit a
program line without picking up extra
spaces.
Use of the Applesoft FRE(O) function
after using the Renumber/ Append program - implemented with the & command - will produce disastrous results.
Says Douglas, "I have not a clue as to why
this is true, but if one says X=FRE(O) after
any & (if & points at Renumber/ Append, a
very useful program, by the way), it will
cause the screen to flash and the system to
go bonkers, requiring you to turn it off and
on again to recover. On one occasion this
caused the clicking sound which signifies
power supply failure, which in turn caused
a disk file to get messed-up. I hope that
Apple will notice this and fix it in the next
version of Renumber/ Append ."
Continuing with multiple line statements, Douglas adds ... "Any of you out
there who, like me, try to pack as many
statements as possible into a multiple
statement line will have noticed what a
pain it is to recopy them when editing a
program. Due to the way Applesoft
formats a listed line you will pick up extra
spaces at the beginning and end of the lines
... However, POKE 33,33 sets the line
width down, and the extra format spaces
will not be inserted. Hence the line can be
copied exactly. The following program
segment, which should be put into a text
file , then EXECed into an existing
program, whe n needed , will be of help in
these situations:
I ID1E : Pill 33, 33
2 llST 0000:
3 REl1 LIST IS AT 2067-207!
1 ! NNJT "t ";LX : l MTRl (l.X> t100003
: F~ I=Z TO b : P!J:E Z065+I,ASCUIIDtllg,J))
: NEXT I : GOTO 2

Now type RUN then the program line to be
listed and then CONTROL C (RETURN)
to get out, and the program line will be
ready to be copied. Use the escape codes to
move the cursor as required."

My thanks to Douglas for sharing
some of his discoveries and suggestions.
This last example may be confusing to the
beginner. The real reason for including it
was to show the use of POKE 33,33. The
normal window width stored at address 33
is 40. Applesoft, in formatting a listing,
adds 7 spaces to lines that continue on
another line. The lines look better with
uncluttered line numbers. But, any text
you type will include these spaces if you
copy over them with the cursor. This will
not occur with commands, equations or
between multiple line statements; only text
between quotes. You can simply type the
POKE 33,33 as a direct command, too. To
reset the window width after you have
done your editing, type TEXT or POKE
33,40 (or even RESED. Remember to
retype any control codes you have included
in a line. Things like CONTROL D will not
be copied when the cursor is passed over a
line.

The following Language Card Assembler
routines demonstrate how Jim worked
around some pecularities in his version of
the assembler. He further points out that
each .proc line has to end with ,0 and there
has to be a .END at the end.
bl-J. VIDEO. TEXT

•PROC 1HVERSE, O
OC083
OC083

LOA

ID
OOEIED
OC088

STA

LOA
RTS

, PROC tmlW.., 0
OC083
OC083

LOA
LOA
LOA

toSO

STA

OOBED

LOA

OC088

RTS

.PROC
LOA
LOA
LOA

FLASH, 0

35 POO:: I-1,32+128

will display a sing le character. The
character moves across the screen and
changes as it does. The rest of the screen is
filled with ASCII spaces. Add 40 to the
iuitia l value of I and add this line:

IC083
OC083

!010

STA

OOSED

LOA

OC088

15 I/TM 1 : PRnlT 11r«f<£SS : ";I

RTS

Wandering Apples
Do you have a need to provide some
security for your Apple? This idea from
Jim Levin at the University of California at
San Diego will be helpful then. Jim
suggests using an automotive ground
strap, a bicycle cable, and a combination
lock.
• First, loop the ground cable up
through and back down through
the ventilation slots in the bottom
plate of the Apple. This will put the
holes in the cable next to each other.
• Next, loop the bicycle cable around
some secure object. A pipe or desk
leg for instance.
• Finally, lock the ground cable and
bicycle cable together with the
padlock.
Jim acknowledges that this is not maximum security. But, it will keep the Apple
from walking away. The parts are readily
available and inexpensive . You may
qualify for insurance this way too .
Jim has also included some Pascal
information. The information is related to
the Pascal programs included in the
August '80 column. Pro cedures for
Inverse, Normal and Flash were included.

LOA
LOA

The program fills the screen with the
available character set. Pressing a ny key
will stop the program. Variables are
initialized to the beginning of text memory
(I) and the lowest ASCII value (J,
decima l). Note that when the ASCII value
is POKEd, the number 128 is added to it.
This ensures that the display mode is
NORMAL. If 128 is not added, the
INV ERSE mode is obtained.
Owen suggests a couple of enhancements, too. Adding this line:

.oo

Readers are left to their own devices
to find out if these procedures work. My
abilities in Pascal are limited (more than in
Basic). So these procedures, included for
your information, are untested.
Direct Text
Here's a little program from H. Owen
Jones from Gormley Ont., Canada tha t
lets you put characters directly in the text
area of memory. Owen did this to
determine how memory locations correspond with screen position. Here's the
Applesoft program.
1~

to see a display of the current memory
location. You can slow the speed of the
di s pla y down b y us ing the SPEED
command or inserting a delay loop. This
routine demonstrates the possibilities of
inserting text directly on the screen. It is
not necessa ry to use the ta b commands.
Some additiona l comme nts. I would
change line 30 to read:

30 IF f-££1(( -163841> 127 TIEN f'tl:E -16368 : EM>

Having read the keyboard data (- 16384),
the keyboard strobe (- 16368) sho uld be
reset. Do this to avoid problems reading

flltE

20 ! =1024 : J=32
30 IF Pm< <-163841>127 THEii 00
10 PG:r r ,.1<: 2s
so I=I• 1 : J=J+ 1 : 1\91 Thtm1£llT IE'UY, rm ASCII
6C IF 10 2047 Tl£N 90 : REl1 W! Cl" TEXT 1'8D!Y?
70 !=Im : flM: : ctrro 30 : REl1 YCS, START O\/ER
91 IF J'95 T1£ll J=32 : REl1 RESTART ASCII SEOLE!.U:
100 GOTO 30
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LIST

the keyboard at some other point in a
program. Note that these are addresses
$COOO and $COIO respectively. For more
information on the memory locations used
for the screen display of text, see pages 16
and 82/ 83 of the Reference Manual. The
last pages are actually the memory
locations that are not used by text
memory.

10
GOTO 1000
100 OUT$
STR$ < FLOTE l
105 EFLA G ,... 0
110
FOR Mfl RK " l. TO
LEN ( OllH• l
130
IF
M:C D1> ( OUT'J» M AF~K d l ,... "F"
THEN EFLl°IG = 1 : E H Af\K =- Ml°IRK
! MARK c
LEN <OUTS>
140
NEXT MARK
1J0
IF EFLAG ,... 0 THfN 290
160 EXP =
Vfll.. ( HID$ ( oun.. F MAr•K
+ 2.2i>: REH
GET Vl°IL..Ur ar
EXPONENT
1 70 HANTISSl°IS
HID$ <OUT. ,1,E MA
RK - 1 i: REM
rROBf\Bl..Y Hns
A DOT IN IT
18()
IF E Mf\R K ,... 2 TlffN 200: RCM
THERE IS NO n ECI HnL POINT IN
THE MANTI SS I\
190 MANTISSAS ,...
L E~ T$ <MnNTISSnt
. 1) + MID $ <HnNTISSn •• 3 . r Mn
RK - 1 l! REM
rH"HOVING n-ir [I
ECIHnL POINT Frrn M Tl-I E MnNTI S

Rounded Applesoft
Geoff Puterbaugh from Sunnyvale,
California contributed the program in
Listing I. He found that Apple insists on
changing numbers from one form to
another. For instance, Geoff typed in:
Pf\lNT .001

SA

and found that ... "the gleeful response
from the Apple is -

200 N:C CE1; :- ". 11
2l. 0
FOf\ MARK ~ 1 TO EXP - 1
2~! 0 N:CCE1' ,... N ICE1· i
"O"
230
NEXT MnRK: REM
N ICr• JS NO
~J " • 00" THRlJ " , 0000000000 · - ··
< Exr· >"
2~0 N I CE• ~ NICE$ i
MnNTIS Sf\$
2¥0 OUT$
NI CE$: RE TURN
l 000
PR I NT "
vnRI DUS H~r,rclll
AR SMf\LL NUMB ERS
101. 0
FOF~ FLOTE ,... 1 I
6~000 TO
.O
1 S T EP • oo;!38
1020
GOEillB 2000
1030
NEXT FLfl'rE
1040
PRINT "
R~CUL(IR PnTTrRN
OF SMf\LL NlJMJ1 E R~;
1050
F Of~ Fl.DTE ,... • 000-'I TO , 00~ STrP
.000 2
1060
GOSUB 2000
1070
NE XT FLOT E
1080
END
2000
PRINT " f\PF'L EHO F T' S CHUGJN(1
l. IDE A FOR T H J.S NlJMB Er\ : " ;r
LOTE
2010
GOSLIB 100: IF F Fl../'I (~ ,... 0 Tlff"N
PRINT " (IBCJRT! !
nPPLraar
T NOT !IEHnVING": f.. RINT " n!;
ADVERTI SED!!": END
2020
PRINT " RE F OF\Mf1TTED NllMflf"R

IE-03"

After several frustrating and futile
attempts at rounding he found that any
number less than 0.0 I will be printed in
exponential notation (a computerized
form of engineering notation). This
previously unnoticed "feature" of Applesoft was found on page 4 of the Applesoft
Reference Manual. Since business programs don't require exponential"notation,
the program in Listing 1 was written to
convert numbers to conventional decimal
notation.
The subroutine is given a variable
called "FLOTE" (your program should
determine that this is less than 0.01 before
calling the subroutine) and returns two
variables; OUT$ and EFLAG. If EFLAG
is zero there is a problem. The actual
subroutine begins on line 100 and ends on
line 290. The other lines simply call the
subroutine with various values of FLOTE.
A sample run of the program included with
Geoff's letter s howed how Appleso ft
would print a number and the results of
usi ng this program. Incidenta ll y, the
PRI NT USING command in other versions of Basic keeps you from having to do
this. (Microsoft Basic-BO that comes with
the Z-80 Softcard for instance.)

=

*-**
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*** "

Is

: "; o

UT $
2030
RETURN
Listing I. Program by Geoff Pctcrbaugh to format numbers in decimal notation.

LI 5 r
I0

25

A program by Alan Thomas using the
GET command in place of the INPUT
command was included in the Oct. '80
column. Eric Shenk from Harrisonburg,
Va . has found another way to do something similar. Eric, as have others, finds the
lack of an LINPUT command one of
Applesoft's problems . The LINPU T
command, allows typing most anything
into an INP UT statement. With Eric 's
program, the LINPUT co mmand is
effectively implemented in Applesoft. The
program uses the keyboard input buffer
($200) and monitor routines to convert
input into a string. See Listing 2.

*** "

**

20

GET vs INPUT

*-**

G3SIJB I 0 000
Pll rnT AS
IF AS
" ST0t'" Tn E .~

3.:l
G0T9 10
999d
.{EM
t<E!'l
999'1
I OOOU t.:ALL (

10 0 10
I OOl!O
10030

A$

;;"Ot< J

IF

I 0040 AS

1005v
1 J06.:l

=

-

= AS

657)

= I T'.} 2S6

PEE~

+

:;T.at'

=

<J + 511>
141 THEN 1001\U
t.:Ht<S ( PEE~ <J • 5 11 ))

.'IEXT J
l<ETUR."I

J><U'I
YOIJ 'IJT I CE THAT . IT
t JU "10 111.:E TnAT o I T
I r WI LL AL:;a ACl.:Et'r
I T ~J ILL AL:;!l At.:l:EPT
5 r~P
s T<lt'

ACt.:EPTS ca~MA51
ACt.:EPT5 t.:3MMA~!
":", A 'IU ytJJr E:> A .~u J •Jsr Al:i:lU T A"IYrHl:'I G ELSE!
":". MW lolUJTES A .'10 J U:>! AEsaur A:'IYTHl'IG E L ~C:I

Listing 2. Program by Eric Shenk to Simulate the LI NPUT Command in Applesoft Basic.

According to Eric . . . "The actua l
ubroutine is lines 10000 to 10060, 7 very
hort lines. I n t he sample run, the first line
> the input, while the computer prints the
econd line in verification. Of course, this
von't allow quite as much flexi bility as Mr.
rhomas' program, in that, if you want to
1ot accept certain characters, you ca n't
brow them o ut immediately. (Although it
vould be no problem to th row out "illegal"
:haracters by checki ng P EE K(J+51 l )
>etween lines 10030 and 10040.) This
o utine has the following advantages:
I. It will accept any character ead ing/ trailing spaces, commas, colons,
1uotes, and control characters - except
he carriage return .
2. Since it 's using the monitor rouines, all editing fea tures (available on the
\pple .. . CC) are a utomatically a vailable
Yithout extra programming.
3. It will accept a full line of input and
t's ve ry short and totally not messy!
In short, it's exactly the same as an
LI NPUT statement (probably) would be in
i\pplesoft."
And, I agree. The LINPUT command
1Sed in Microsoft Basic (Z-80 card) does
ust that. If you use this command , you can
.ype whatever format you choose into the
nput line. Prevents you from having to use
;pecia l formatting o n dates and so o n.
Another com me nd on Alan's pro~ram comes from Paula Hodgkinson
:again, didn't save the address). She has
:ieen using the program quite a bit. A
problem occurred though, when she used it
.n a program that saved the string to a disk.
Paula says . . . "The problem is in line
10011. The RETU R N at t he end is added
w the string. It becomes a n invisible
: haracter that doesn't show up on the
;creen. When I saved the string to the disk
the invisible RETURN at the end of the
field (or record) became the next field (or
record) read. This messed up everything
after that.
I caught this by checking the length of
my string and found out it was one longer
tha n it should be. Once I realized wha t the
problem was, fixing it was simple. Just
change line 10011 to:
Ir AS

=ASS 001 AS = AIS

: F1UHT : ~

You don't need to add the RETURN to the
end of the string."
Integer Cataloger
Here's a program from Norman
Clarke from Hoffman Estates, Ill. This
program combines the Puffer program
from the Aug. '80 issue, a nd the Integer
Basic Cataloger program from the Sept. '80
issue. The Integer program did not have
the neat scro lling capabi lity that the
Applesoft version did. Norman's program
uses the Puffer program to add the
cro lling feature. See Listing 3.

1 DIM A$C 70 ),8$( 6 l r C$C 70 >
S POKE - 16298rO: POKE - 16300 r
o: TEXT
7 P=O:Q=O:l=O
10 D$="": PRINT D$;"NOMONCOI":
CALL -936 : PRINT D$;"CATALOG"
20 I=I+2: IF SCRNC4rI-1>= 10 THEN
20:P=I/2
30 VTAB P+O: TAB 4
31 PRINT "[ J": 0=0+1: R=I+Q*2-2
: CO LOR=<Ot 128l/ 16: PLOT 4r
R- 1: COLOR=<Qt 128 >HOD 16: PLOT
4rR-2
40 IF SCRNC4rRt1>t10 THEN 30:T=
PEEK C37l: GOSUB 200
4S GOSUB 200
SO K= PEEK C- 16384 >: IF K>176 AND
K<181 TH EN 60: IF K=l8 1 OR
K>l 92 AND K<l93t0 THEN 00: GOTO

let the programmer deal d irectly with the
ASCII value of a cha racter. If yo u want to
'generate' a specific character, you would
use the CHR$(N) command . N represents
the decimal equivalent of the ASCII value.
To test the value of a cha racter in a string,
you would use the ASC (A$) command.
The following routine is a modification of
one I have used to test for input from a
menu. See Listing 4.

JL IST
100 HOME : PRINT "INPUT A NUMBER
0 - 6"

110

so

60 IF K=177 THEN B$ ="LOAD": IF
K=l78 THEN B$="LOCK": IF K=
179 THEN B$="UNLOCK" : IF K=
180 THEN B$ ="DELETE"
61 VTAB 1: TAB 1: CAL L -868
70 PRINT " PRESS ' LETTER' YOU WISH
TO •;: IF K=180 THEN POKE 50
r 127: PRINT B$;: CALL - 198
80 POKE 50r25S : POKE -16368rO:
IF K>176 AND K<181 THEN 50
: IF K=181 THEN END :I=ItCK193 >*2- 2: IF SCRN( 1 r I >=2 AND
B$="RUN" THEN B$="BRUN "
85 PRINT
90 FOR X=7 TO 39: POKE 2046t Xr
SCRNC X, I >+ SCRNC Xr I t 1 l*16:
NEXT X
92 PRINT D$;B$;A$
100 GOTO S
200 A$= "TYPE LETTER TO RUN r OR LOAD=
1 LOCK=2 UNLOCK=3 DELETE=4 EXIT=
5- >"
210 BS= "RUN"
220 VTAB 1: PRINT A$C24>
230 FOR U•l TO 100: NEXT U
240 C$=A$C 2 1 63 )
250 C$( 63 >=A$( 1, 1 >
260 M=C $
270 K= PEEK C- 16384>: IF K<128 THEN
220

280 RET URN
Lisling 3. lnleger Calaloger Revisiled.

Again, my thanks to all wh o have sent
ideas, programs, comments and suggestions. I'll use them whenever practica ble
and of course, more timely from now on.
INPUT TESTING
Someplace I read that Applesoft
would not a llow you to test the ASCII
value of characters in an INP UT statement: Since I have been doing this in some
of my programs, I don 't have the foggiest
notion what this person meant. T he ASCII
value of any c haracter d epends on the "on"
bits (0-5) used to represent the partic ular
character. As you probably know, ASCII
is an acron ym for the American Standard
Code for Informa tion Interchange. A
unique value from 0 to 127 is assigned t o
each of 128 numbers, letters, specia l
characters and control cha racters. Your
Apple does no t a llow a ll the characters to
be used. There is no direct lower-case
capability for instance. Additionally, the
Apple adds bits (6 & 7) t o the code to
provide invrrse and flashing capability.
There are commands in Applesoft to

120
130
140

150

PRINT : PRINT "WHICH NUME:ER
DO YOU WA NT, , , " ; : GET A$ : IF
ASC CA$) < 48 DR ASC <A$ ) >
S7 THEN PRINT : PRINT "ENTR
Y IS NOT A NUMBER": FOR I =
1 TO 3000: NEXT I : GOTO 100
S = VAL (A$)
IF S = 0 THEN PRINT : PRINT
" END" : END
PRINT : PRINT : I F S < 1 DR
5 > 6 THEN PRINT "INCORRECT
SELECTION": FDR I = 1 TD 30
oo: NEX T I : HOME : GOTO 100
PRINT : PRINT : PRINT "THAT'
S RIGHT": PRINT "YOU MADE IT
PAST THE TRAPS ."

J

Listing 4. Demo Program lllustraling lhc Use of the
ASC Command lo Test lnpul.

Lines 100 and 110 ask you t o input a
number from 0 to 6. The number is
accepted into the prog ram as a string. This
is necessary in o rder t o use the . ASC
command. Next, the value of the input is
tested for correct ASC II range . If the range
is not correct, a message is displayed for a
few seconds and program co ntrol is
returned to the input line. A co rrect range
indicates that the input wasa number. You
could restrict the range to just t he numbers
you wanted. I didn't do that, choosing
instead to check fo r correct numbers in
a nother line. Line 120 converts the string
to a real number. The integer command
modifier could be used here if you wanted
to be sure the number was an integer. I
have never experienced any difficulty by
not specifically using integers. In line 130
the p rogram is ended if the number
selected is zero . I usually use this to esca pe
from my menu.
Correct number range is tested in line
140. Again, if the range is wrong, program
control is returned to the input line. At this
point my program usually uses an ON (X)
GOTO statement. I like this approach fo r
selecting the program segment to be used
as a result of a menu selection. In this
example, I tested for the input to be in the
range of ASCII numbers a nd then for the
correct number range. If these both
occurred then a message was printed to say
so. As you ca n see, whoever said Applesoft
would not a llow you to test for the ASCII
value of a number was wrong. Pages 138
a nd 139 of the Applesoft Basic Programming Manual include t he Applesoft ASCII
character codes.
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Chuck Carpenter
Read any good disclaimers lately? Be
sure to read some of the warranty disclaim·
ers showing up in the documentation of
software these days. You may decide not
to buy just on the basis of what you read.
My impression as I read them, is that the
responsibility for use is the user's and nobody
else's. If the software is useless as a result
of incompetence or negligence or both,
it's still the user's problem.
Sure, software supplit::rs wam to protect
themselves against people opening the drive
door when a descriptor file is being written
to the disk. And there are many of us who
inadverte ntly bend , fold , staple, write on
or otherwise multilate diskettes. But why
not be reasonable with warranties; they
sound as though the suppliers have no
intention of supporting their products.
Why not have warranties that are positive? Let us know that the supplier will
support the product. And, at the same
time, let us know that the supplier will not
be responsible fo r our blunders. After all,
we are not a bunch of corporations! We
are ind ividua ls supporting the desk-top
computer and software industries.

RAMBLINGS
Recently, I was showing-off my computer
by demonstrating games and Hi-Res graph·
ics- most of them in Integer Basic. Several
times when I tried to switch from one
program to another, an OUT OF MEMORY
error occurred. This happens whe n one
program sets HIMEM or LOMEM or both
and the next program doesn't reset these
values. To the next program being loaded,
it looks as though there is not enough
memory to accept the program.
In the past, I have re booted the system
or tried to find the software switch addresses
so I could reset the memory pointers.
Suddenly, one day, it occured to me that
there is an easie r way. At least there is
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with DOS. (DOS is the Disk Ope rating
System.) All you need to do is type FP if
you're in Integer , or INT if you're in
Applesoft. Doing this resets all the pointers
to initial boot status. T hen switch back to
the language you want to use or just ru n
the program. With DOS, the correct language will be selected anyway. Oh yes, be
very care ful to not type INIT when you
mean INT. You might wipe out a disk.
You can find out more about the commands
to switch languages in The DOS Manua l,
pages 28 and 29. Anyone have a good way
to do it with a tape system?
Master Disk 3.3
DOS 3.3 includes a sys~em disk with a
numbe r of utilities, demo programs and
the programs required to boot the syste m.
Because several system combinations are
possible, all booting a nd language requirements are included on the Master System
disk. Depending on your syste m, a nd
whe ther you are using the la nguage card,
Applesoft or Integer Basic is loaded into
the card. The boot programs called HELLO
and APPLESOFT include tests fo r the
presence of the language card. HELLO is
an Applesoft program. APPLESOFT is
the same program written in Integer Basic.
If your system has Integer in ROM, Applesoft is loaded into the language card. Your
Integer Apple tries to run the HELLO
program, finds that it is in Applesoft, loads
the APPLESOFT program and runs it.
Since the Applesoft program is really in
Integer Basic, the program is run like any
other program. The reverse occurs if you
have an Apple II Plus with Applesoft in
ROM.
You do not need all the programs on
the master disk to boot your syste m. You
can save a lot of space if you include only
those programs needed by your system. If
you have an Apple II , you need the Integer

HELLO program (called APPLESOFT) and
the FPBASIC program. The Applesoft
HELLO program and INTBASIC programs
are required for an Apple II Plus. To
c ustomize your working disks, try this:
First, ini tialize a diskette using the
procedure from your DOS Manual. Notice
how much faster you can INIT a diskette
with DOS 3.3 than you can with 3.2.
Next, use the FTD utility to transfer-from
the master disk-the APPLESOFT program, and the FPBASIC program to the
INITed diskette. Follow the procedure in
The DOS Manual.
Now, before you do anything else, rename
APPLEsOFT, HELLO. ·Make a note of
this change on the label. This disk will not
boot on an Apple II Plus.
Be sure you make a copy of the master
system disk, and use it, before you start
this procedure. (The DOS 3.3 COPY
program is faster than 3.2 too.)
At this point, you have a disk that will
boot on a n Apple II and load Applesoft
into the language card RAM. The In teger
Basic HELLO program looks for the language card, and if it's there, loads lhe
FPBASIC program (Applesoft.) For those
systems wilh only Applesoft in ROM and
no Integer Basic card (standard Apple II
Plus), a different set of programs is needed.
In fact, if a ll that is available is Applesoft,
use whatever INIT program you c hoose . .
There is no need to have programs that
will look for the language card.
Anothe r feature !"added to my working
copy of lhe system master is Double DOS.
(Not the one we just made, the one with all
lhe utilities.) With this program in memory
you can switch easily from one DOS system
to the other. Double DOS uses about 7K
of memory , but it is very handy when you
want to work interchangeably with the
two systems. I modified the HELLO program to run Double DOS after Applesoft

is loaded. Line 3 10 can be changed to
read:
310 CALL -936: VTAB 12: HTAB 10:
PRINT "RUNNING DOUBLE DOS"
T hen add this line:
320 PRINT "*RUN DOUBLE DOS"
T he asterisk means to type a ·CONTROL
Das the fi rst cha racter inside the quotes.
Now save the revised program by typing:
SAVE HELLO
If you don't have a copy of Double DOS,
you can get one over the phone from the
Telephone Software Exchange (2 13) 3293715. Of course, you have to have a modem
to do this, and a plastic money account
number which to charge it to.
Another way to switch from one type of
DOS to the other is to modify the hardware.
Some enterprising souls have soldered one
set of ROMs to the other. The pins to
connect the supply voltage were lifted and
le ft unsoldered. T hese pins were then
connected to a DPDT switch. Lots of things
can happen when you do this, so I don't
recommend it. That's why I'm telling you
about it.

Measuring Remalning Memory
When using Applesoft, all you need to
do to find remaining memory is type PRINT
FRE(O). However, if you have more than
32K of memory left, you will get a negative
number. To convert the negative number
to a positive number, add 65536 to it. The
maximum amount of memory available in
a 48K machine is 65536 bytes. As an
immediate mode command, it would look
like this:
PRINT 65536+ FRE(O)
Should the amount of remaining memory
be less than 32K however, you will get a

2•'.•CO
2010
2020
2030
2040
21)50
zoso
2070
2080
2u90
2100
2t10
2120
2130
2140
7150

larger positive number; something greater
than 65536. To avoid the problem try this
sequence.
X 65536+ FRE(O)
IF X ~ 65536 THEN X = X · 65536
PRINT X
When you need to know the remaining
RAM memory, use a subroutine like this
in your program.

=

Programming Hi-Res Graphics
If you·re just starting to write Hi-Res
programs on your Apple II Plus, you may
run into a limited program size problem .
Floyd Goldstein from Bellmore, NY did
and wrote to me about it. I checked it o ut
and sure enough, for those of you using
Applesoft, there can be a limited memory
problem. Here's some historical background.
that explains the problem.
In the beginning, the Apple II was
available only with Integer Basic. Integer
Basic, at least Apple Integer Basic, was
written mostly to be a game programming
language. And, graphics capability was
included to make any game more dramatic
and interesting. Integer Basic does not
have many of the features included in
Applesoft, but it is very fast. But, these are
not the features that cause the problem.
An Integer Basic program is stored differ·
ently in memory from the way an Applesoft
Basic program is stored. The program is
stored in memory starting from HIMEM,
and grows in size toward LOMEM. Variables used in the program are stored starting
at LOMEM and expanding upward. If you
construct a memory map similar to the
one included in the December'80column,
you can visualize the results better. Pages
for Hi-Res graphics are located between

high and low memory locations. For Integer
Basic, this works well. Most of available
memory is from the high end down. Apple·
soft stores programs from low memory up.
If you use page one, there is about 4K of
memory for a program. If you use only
page two (HGR2) then about 12K of
memory is available.
Machine language can be used to solve
part of the problem. Write short Applesoft
programs that call machine language stored
in high memory locations. This assumes
you can program in machine language.
Another way is to buy the Integer Basic
ROM card. Then you can write graphics
programs the way the Apple 11 was designed
to be used. The expense of the Integer
card may make the latter approach unpopu·
Jar. Having the Integer card though, makes
it possible to do anything the Apple was
designed to do.
Lo-Res Block Letters
Some time ago, I needed to make a
series of slides using lo-res graphics. Mostly,
the slides were words in block letters.
Because I was presenting the Apple II, the
words "Apple II" were on one of the slides.
Listing I is a segment of the program
used. Applesoft is the language and allowed
the use of READ .. . DATA commands.
First, quadrile paper was used to represent
the 40 x 40 screen. Then, each letter was
blocked out on this matrix. Next, each
block was given a matrix location according
to Apple screen conventions. The fi rst
numbe r o f each pair is the horizontal
position, the second number is the vertical
position. DATA statements were written
to include the number pairs for each
letter.

HOME : GR : FOR I :: 1 TO 99
LET C:: INT C RND (ll * 151 +
IF C < > 1 AND C < > 2 AND C < > B AND C < > 9 AND C < > 12 AND C < > 13 THEN GOTO 2010
COLOR= C
READ X,Y : PLOT X,Y
NE>(T I
DATA 5,3,4,4,3,5,3,s,3,7,3,a,3,9,s,4,7,5,7,s,1,1,7,a,7,9,~,7,5,7,s,1
DATA 10,3,10,4,10,5,10.s.10.1.10.a.10,9,11,3,12.3,13,3,14,4,14,5,14,6,13.7.12.7.11.7
DATA 17,3,17,4,17,5,17,s,17,7,17,B,17,9,18,3,!9,3,20,3,21,4,21,S,21,S,20,7,19,7,18,7
DATA 24,3,z4,4,z4,5,z4,s,24,7,24,a,24,9,z5,9,2s,9,z7,9,2a.9
DATA 31,3,31,4,31,5,31,6.31,7,31,B,31,9,32,9,33,9,34,9,35,9,32,3,33,3.34.3,35,3,32,6.33,6,34,6
DATA 1s.12,11.12.1a.i2.1a.13 . 1B.14.1B.15 .1B.16.1B.17.1Brl8.17.1B .16 . 1B
DATA 23,12.22.12.21.12.21.13,21.14,21.1s,21,1s,21.11.21.1a.22,1a,23,1a
RESTORE
HOME : VTAB 23 : HTAB 30: PRINT "SLIDE 1": GET A$
GR : TEXT : HOME
Listing I. An Applesoft program using REA D and DAT A statements to
store and reproduce lo-res graphics characters.
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In the program, line 2000 sta rts the
sequence by clearing the screen, turning
on the graphics mode, a nd beginning the
plotting loop. Line 2010 generates a random
number equal to the number of each
possible color. The colo rs desired a re the
Apple colors, so line 2020 allows only those
six colors. Line 2030 sets the color equal
to the number selected , and line 2040
READs the data pairs from the DATA
statements and PLOTs them on the screen.
Beyond the DATA statements, o ne line
RESTOREs the DATA pointer, another
identifies the slide and holds it o n the
screen _until a key is pressed. When desired,
the slide is replaced with anothe r a fter
clearing the screen of graphics and text
(line 2130). Since this segment could be a
subroutine , a RETURN statement would
be appropriate at this point.

READERS' INPUT
A billboard routine was included in the
January '81 column. The program displayed
a message in scrolling billboard fashion on
the screen. Brian Winke l from Albio n
College in Albion, Ml sent along his version
shown in Listing 2. Brian feels his versio n
is more interesting and useful since it will
scroll you r message indefinitely. One
obvious modification, according to Brian,
would be to use "many strings, one after
the other, and scan a story across."
Rosa Pascal Sez
In response to a letter from Max Nareff
from San Francisco, Ro n DeGroat has
come to my rescue once again. Max needed
a Pascal program that would randomly
generate a ll 26 alpha cha racters witho ut
repetition. The program in Listing 3 is
Ron's reply. I'm not going to explain it,
and will leave its use of those of you who
a re Pascal programmers. Max wrote back
and said it worked , and that was good
enough for me.

?
5
6
7
8

REH SOURCE: CREATIVE COMPUTING , JANUARY ISBI PAGE 174.
REH WR ITTEN BY BOB SANDER-CEDERLOF
REH SOURCE SUPPLIED IDEA ONLY .
REH TOTALLY HOOIFIEO ANO WORKED UP BY BRIAN J. WINKEL , 7 JANUARY 19Bl
LG= 1: REH DELAY BETWEEN LETTERS
9 8 = o: REl1 INO!CATOR SET LATER AS l IF MESSAGE IS > 40 LETTERS ELSE B = 0 .
JO G = - 16336: TEXT : HOME : REH G IS SPEAKER
15 REH LINES 61 ANO 146 ARE RANOOH CLICKS TO SIMULATE SOUND OF TICKER TAPE.
29 REH PRINTING BORDERS
3•) FOR J = 1 TO 2: VTAB J + 4 + 2: FOR I = 1 TO 40: PR I NT • • • ; : NEXT I : PRI NT : NEXT J
49 REH MESSAGE TO TICKER TAPE AS STRING BS
51) BS = "TICKER TAPE: ... WINKEL AO AGENCY ... THE BEST IN TOW
N.. . YOUR MESSAGE IN LIGHT AND
S~UND ... SEE LINE 50 ..• STRING BS ••• FOR YOUR VERY OWN tlESSAGE• •... S50 PER LINE •. . CA
Lt 482-4350 •.• IN NEW JERSY CALL COLLECT"
51 REH LINES 52-55 PREPARING MESSAGE IN TWO CASES: LENGTH > OR <= 40.
52 IF LEN (BS> > 40 THEN B = l
5~
IF LEN <BS) < 40 THEN GOTO 55
54 BS = B$ + " •...• • : GOTO 60
5:5 FOR J = 1 TO 40 - LEN <BS>:Bs = es+" . " : NEXT J
59 REH LINES 59-62 PRINTING MESSAGE STARTING WI TH M
ESSAGES ENTERING FROM RIGHT SIDE OF
SL~EEN .

60 FOR I = l TO 40: VTAB B: HTAB 41 - 1: PRINT LEFTS IBS . I >;• • : FORK = l TO LG: NEXT
K

61 FOR Z = 1 TO

z

INT (10

*

100 PRINT QS "(Y / N)";
PRINT A$ : IF AS = ...etc.

NEXT I
REH LINES 90-160 PRINT MESSAGE AFTER SCREEN LINE IS FI LLED ONCE .
FOR I = 1 TO LEN <BS>
VTAB 8
CS= HIOS <BS . I , LEN IBSl - ll + HIDS IBS, 1. 1 - I)
PRINT LEFTS ICS,401
FOR Z = 1 TO INT 110 • RND ( ll + .S> * P = P + PEEK CG>: FOR W= 1 TO 30 : NEXT W
: NEXT Z
150 FOR K = 1 TO LG : NEXT K
lfiO NEXT I
170 GOTO 90
Listing 2. A billboard program to continuously scroll a message. T his
routine is complete with sound.

PROGRAM RANDOM ALFA ;

<*
USES APPLESTUFF ;
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WRI TTEN BY * l

C* RON DEGROA T * >
<* 15-DEC-1 98 0 *>

VAR ALFA: STRING;

'***************)

LETTER: STRI NGC 1J ;
BEGIN
LETTER: = • • ; ( *NULL STRI NGS SHO ULD* >
' ;

<* USUALLY BE AVOI DED *>

WHILE CLENG TH< ALFA> <= 26> DO
BEGIN
LETTERC1 J :=CHR C<RANDOM MOD 26l+65>i

I F CPOS CLETTER ,ALFA> =O>
THEN ALFA: =CONCATCALFA, LETTER>;
ENO;

GET AS

Or, the PRINT AS could be just PRI NT.
Reasons: ( 1) as the routine stands, the
e rror message in line 120 will be printed
starting on the same line as the (Y/ N) bit,
,right after it. With my added PRINT AS, it

w: NEXT

62
80
90
100
105
J45
146

AL FA!='

Yes/No Answers
One of the routines included in the
January '8 1 column showed how to include
a uniform questio n answering routine in
your programs. Robin Ault from Newtonville , MA, has sent along additional information about this routine. It appears that a
c onflict occ urs with the GET command
and DOS commands. Robin's letter explains
part of the problem. She says, "In the
three-line subroutine for getting yes/ no
answers, I think an extra PRINT statement
would help matters:

RNO (1) + . 5 >:P = P + PEEK IGl : FOR W= I TO 30: NEXT

DEL ETECA LFA, 1 ,tl;

<*DELETE LEADING BLANK*>

WRITELNC ALFA>i
END ,
Listing 3. Pascal prog ram to ge ne rate the 26 alpha c ha racte rs randomly
wi thout re petition.

II

will start more nonnally , on a new line
and, also, the user will be able to see what
was just typed; (2) the sample application
you gave, with a subroutine call from line
1910, may not work because the PRINT
0$ "CATALOG" does not occur after a
::arriage return. So, unless the DS is
something like CHR$(13)+CHRS(4), DOS
will not pick up the CATALOG command.
(Note that CHR$(13) is a carriage return
and CHR$(4) is a CONTROL D ...CC.)

COMMUNICATIONS
Data Capture 4.0 from Southeastern
Software enables the user with a Hayes
Modem, to generate, send, receive and
capture data from any compatible timeshare system. I'm not sure what isn't
compatible. It has worked with every timeshare system to which I have access. And
that inJcudes mainframes and bulletin
boards.
Data Capture has been around for a
while at various lower revision levels. I
have 3.0 but didn't use it much; it was, in
my opinion too awkward to use. Not so
with version 4.0! AU functions are controlled
from a menu. The menu uses single character commands for each function. When
the menu is displayed on the screen, pressing
a related key will activate one of the 13
available choices. The Tor Toggle function
includes seven more options. Operation is
controlled with the toggle choices and
includes drive selection, baud rate, capture
on/off, duplex half/ full, local carrier on/off,
special characters on/off, and transmit
on/ off.
Documentation
Operating instructions are included in
24 pages of documentation. There is no
binder for the pages, but once you learn
how to use the software they will hardly be
needed. Operation is very friendly and
usually only access to the menu is needed.
You can file the instructions away in a
folder and retrieve them when required.
Page one begins by telling you to make
backup copies. Configuring the diskette
for your system is described here and so
are the special notes found throughout
the documentation. Two and a half pages
then describe in detail how to configure
the diskettes to your system. Use of the
systems is described in the remainder of
the documentation. All the menu functions
are discussed and many examples of what
you should see or do are given. Human
factors and friendliness-features I am
tough about-are in the very good category.
Operation
Once you have the configuration completed, operation is simple. Just switch to
the menu and select a function. You can
compose text, do simple text editing, send
the text, copy or capture text, save the

text to disk, and list the text. Other functions
include answering the phone, hanging up
the phone, merging text, and printing text.
More things than I've had any occasion to
do. There is also a provision for entering
and automatically dialing phone numbers.
Even though the software is designed to
work automatically with the Hayes Modem,
provisions are made for manual operation
with acoustic modems. Additionally, the
software supports lower case only with an
adapter. Without an adapter, only capital
letters are possible.
Conclusions
I've used, or tried to use, previous versions
of Data Capture. I have also used several
other communications programs. Data
Capture 4.0 is the easiest to use and most
flexible so far. You can get Data Capture
4.0 for $65 from Southeastern Software,
6414 Derbyshire Dr., New Orleans, LA
70126. Phone (504) 246-7937/ 8438. If you
want to have real lower case too, the Paymar
Lower Case Adapter is available for
$64.95.

GAME PADDLE 1/0 EXPANDER
CJM Enterprises is manufacturing an
expander/ extender for the Apple paddle
socket. They call it the Microsystem and
it includes an Applexpander, Microstick
ijoystick/ game paddle), and an AC Control
box. (See Figure 1.) You may have seen

their ads in Creative Computing over the
past few months. By itself, the CJM Applexpander is an extension of the game paddle
socket with a lot of plusses. Here are the
features :
16 pin extension cable to bring the socket
connections outside the Apple II case.
Rugged sockets to accept the popular
"Jones" style plugs. These won't wear out
as less durable plugs do.
Electronically buffered connections to
the circuits. Keeps things from being
connected directly to your Apple and
causing damage.
External speaker connections and a
volume control. Note that this feature
requires cutting wires in your Apple.
Once the Applexpander is plugged in,
there is no longer any need to use the
internal socket. Additional wear on the
socket is eliminated. IC sockets are not
designed for lots of insertions and removals,
so one potential source of trouble is
removed.
Microstick
Essentially , the Microstick is two game
paddles in one package. Two rugged
pushbuttons are included on the chassis
too. The Applexpander will accept two of
these, giving four game paddles at one
time. Don't forget that you can still only
have three switch inputs; that's all there
are.

the

Microsystem

A Comp11:h1:n1l•e ln.l trucllon Manu•I
~ ~~Instruction m.nu.I covus ac!Yenccd • nd beginner kvel programming e:umplts The bt'glt\M'r 1u10t1el
K<Oon usu bHk 10 le.ch M~t input •nd outpi.il 1ouUnu. The ~v•ncf'd t«tlon uMs Humbly l1ngu.ge. T~
v11lou1 Apple monitor ROM subfovtlrws • ' • 1:• pl1lncd • nd lnteg11tf'd into oppllullon progr1ms

I,

I

I

I

1,

i',,

'

I
I

Figure I. CJM's Ga me Paddle Expa nder Syste m. For the hardware
experimenter. this system provides an easy way to simplify interface prob·
lems.
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A booklet is included with the system
describing its uses and things you can do.
There are examples of software showing
how to use the inputs and outputs. Software
examples are in Basic a nd machine language. There we re several typos and
exclusions in the booklet I received, some
of which could mislead the less experienced
user. These should be corrected by the
time you read this.
If you're inclined to experiment with
simple hardware ideas, this system can
make the job easier. All the required
inte rfacing a nd buffering is done. I didn't
ge t the AC Control box so I can't tell you
about it. The parts I did get are rugged
and well packaged. The use of rugged
parts is necessary to prevent wear and
broken pins. You can get the system from
CJM Industries, Inc., P.O. Box 2367, Reston,

VA 22090. Phone (703) 620-2444, Microsystem is available as individual parts or as a
complete system. Prices range from $74.95
for the Applexpander, S69.95 for the
Microstick, and $109.95 for the AC Control
box,to 169.95 for System I.System I is one
each Applexpander, Microstick , paddle
adapter kit, software (graphics kit and
demo), and documentation. There are other
system combinations to $399.95. CJM also
lists several other items on the order form,
including some devices to connect to the
AC Control box.

PASCAL MANUALS
My new Pascal manuals came in the
mail recently, and they we re worth the

wait. I sent in the card that came with my
language system over a year ago. With the
card, a new owner was to get the new
manual(s) free when published. The single
preliminary reference manual grew into
two manuals. One is called the Language
Reference Manual, and the other is called
the Operating System Reference Manual.
I'm not a serious Pascal programmer but I
find them useful fo r anything I need to
know about the system. The new Apple
Fortran system also requires the user to
have the information in the Operating
System Refere nce Manual. That seems to
be the reason for two manuals. Fortran
comes with only the Fortran Language
Reference Manual. If you bought the
Language System, and sent in the card,
you should have received the manuals by
now.

More Machine Language • Random Numbers
Assembly Language References

Chuck Carpenter
NEW BOOK
For those of you interested in Apple
Machine Language, a new book has been
published, Apple Machine Language by
Don a nd Kurt Inman. The book is published by Reston Publishing Co. Inc.,
Reston, VA.
This book may be the best ever for the
beginner. It is profusely illustrated with
examples, drawings and diagrams. Twelve
chapters lead you through a review of
Applesoft, the similarities between Basic
and machine language, and several exercises in machine language. You learn
about simple graphics, displaying text,
Apple sounds, the Apple system monitor,
and doing mathematics in machine
language. The use of the mini-assembler is
thoroughly discussed and a final c hapter
tells you how to put it all together.
Included in the appendix are sections on
Basic statements, machine language
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instructions, built-in subroutines, hex to
decimal negative equivalents, how video
memory is mapped, ASCII screen codes,
color codes for low resolution graphics,
and a very nice presentation of the 6502
instruction codes. The one shortcoming I
saw is that it requires the availability of
Integer Basic. My copy cost $15 at one of
the local computer stores.

THE ASSEMBLY LINE
Also for the assembly/ machine
language programme r, a new newsle tter.
From S-C Software, the source of a n
excellent Apple-oriented Assembler,
comes a 6502 assembly language newsletter. The February 1981 issue lists
several "Apple Noises and Other Sounds."
These included : simple tone, Apple 'bell'

subroutine, machine-gun noise, laser
'swoop' sound, inch-worm sounds, touchtones simulator, and Morse code output.
Other topics include: "Stuffing Object
Code in Protected Places," "Multiplying
on the 6502" and "A String Swapper for
Applesoft."
Previous issues have included programs
for converting certain keyboard keys to a
10-key system for data entry. Listing I is
the program for the 10-key capability. A
portion of the newsletter is devoted to updates, patches and other items of interest
to users of the S-C Assembler II. Reviews
of the assembler were included in the July
and Decembe r '80 issues of Creative
Computing. You can get the newsletter by,
sending $12 for one year (12 issues) to
Apple Assembly Line, S-C Software, P.O.
Box 5537, Richardson, TX 75080. Other
countries add $6 per year for extra
postage.

IBADERS' INPUT
Continuing with more assembly
a nguage, here's a graphics routine by
rom Spidell from Milwaukee, WI. The
Jrogram switches graphics pages and
·rom one type of graphics to the other.
r he concepts included here can be used
n your program to switch graphics pages.
r'ou can CALL the program from a basic
·outine as needed. Listing 2 shows the
Jrogram using the syntax of the S-C
~ssembler II. Don't forget that a program
ocated at address $0300 is activated by
::ALL 768.

One Liners
Listing 3 and 4 are graphics one liners
rrom Bob Sander-Cederlof. One makes a
:iuilt pa ttern and the other draws concentric patterns resembling the layers of an
onion. Maybe that's why Bob calls it
"Make an Onion." Both are high res
graphics routines. Be sure to type them
very carefully.
Does anyone else have one liners they
would like to share? Send them to me and
I will include them in the column.
QUESTIONS 'N ANSWERS
About Random Numbers- In the
January '81 issue, there is a program to
~enerate random color blocks. The program on page 144 is part of the "How to
Solve It- With the Computer" series by
Donald T. Piele. Here's the program:
l OGR
20COLOR = 9
30 X = INT(40•RND(l ))
40 Y = INT(40•RND(l))
50 PLOT X,Y
60GOT030
70END
The expected result is for the program to
fill the screen-eventually-with blocks
of color. Usually, the program seems to
stop with the screen only partially filled.
Checking around, I found this is an
anomaly with the Applesoft random
number generator. The number used to
seed the random number sequence gets
stuck and the range becomes limited. My
understanding stops right here, but not
my c uriosity. The description of Applesoft page zero usage in the Applesoft
manual indicates that memory locations
SC9 to SCD hold the random number. By
modifying the original program slightly, I
fo und that I could get the screen to fill
every time. And, there was no noticeable
similarity to the pattern. A line is added to
poke a nother random number into one of
the locations where the random number is
stored. In decimal, these are locations 201
to 204. Here's the new program line:
25 POKE 201,PEEK(INT(255•RND
(1)))

0000-

coooco soCOlOCOSlCOS4COSSCOSSCOS7-

03000303030S0308030A0300030F0312031403 1 7031903 1C031E032 103230326-

AO
Al
AD
Al
AD
Al
AD
Al
AD
Al
AD
85

AD
10
AD
4C

so co

0900
0910
1000
1 0 10
1020
1030
1040
10SO
1060
1070
1080
1090
1 1 00
1110
11 20
1130
1140
11S O
1160
11 70
1180
11 90
1200
1210
1220
1230
123S
1240
12SO
1;260
1270
1 280
1290
1300
1310
1320
1330
13 40

*
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
*

*
*
*

*

MULTIPLE SCREENS
THIS PROGRAM WILL SHOW ALL OF THE
PAGES OF TEXT ANO GRAPH I CS
AT THE SAME TIME <IMPOSSIBLE
HUH?>. ACTUALLY, THE VIDEO
MONITOR JU ST CAN ' T KEEP UP WI TH
THE CHANGES ANO SHOWS ALL THE
·SCREENS . TYPE ANY KEY TO ROTATE
THE SCREEN .
BY TOM SP IDELL
MILWAU KEE , WI

DUMMY
KEY BOARD
GR MOOE
KEYCLEAR
T>(TMOOE
PG1
PG2
LORES
HIR ES

.EG $00
$COOO
.EG $C050
. EG $C010
. EG $COS1
. rn $COS4
. EG $COSS
.EG $COS6
. EG $COS7

.rn

*
*-------------------------------*
BEGIN

00
S6 co
00
S7 co
00
SS co
00
51 co
00
S4 co
00
1350
00 co 1360
DD
1370
10 co 1380
00 1)3 1390
1400

Then change line 60 to read :
60GOT025
Line 25 is pulling a number randomly from
page zero. These page zero values are
often changing as the (any) program is
running. Once this was done, the program
never failed to fill the screen. If someone
can provide an expla nation, please do.
Many readers and at least one columnist
will be grateful.
About Assembly Language Indexing Fundamentals of Indexing were described
in the November '80 issue. Generally the
information was well received but, there
were a couple of questions. Here is some
additional information to support the
November '80 column.
First, some backup on operands and
opcodes in assembly language. The
operand is the key element used in the
program to determine which of the
opcodes will be used . Notice tha t absolute
indexing uses the form S0900,X while
indirect indexing uses the form (S3A),Y.
These are only two of the indexing
operands. Some others are ZP ,X,ABS, Y,
and (ZP,X) where ZP means Zero Page.

. OR
LOA
LOA
LOA
LOA
LOA
LOA
LOA
LOA
LOA
LOA
LO A
LOA
LOA
BPL
LOA
J MP
. EN

$31)0
GRMOOE
<DUMMY, >( l :G CLOCK CYCLES
LORES
(DUMMY, >()
HIRES
CDUMMY, )()
PG2
(DUMMY, >:)
TXTMODE
COUMMY, X)
PG1
DUMM Y,)( ; 4 CLOCK CYCLES
KEYBOARD
BEGIN
KEYCLEAR
BEG IN
S l' MBOL TA BLE
0300- BEGIN
0000- DUMMY
co so- GRMODE
COS7 - HIRES
cooo- KEYBOARD
[;010- KEYCLEAR
COSS- LORES
COS4- PG 1
COSS - PG2
COS1- TXTMODE

Listing I Program
gra phics pages.

10

display all the

Each one accomplishes indexing a slightly
different way. And, each one will use a
different operand in the machine
Language code (generated during the
assembly of an assembly language program).
The opcode is used by the instruction
set, the 6502 microcode, to define what is
to happen next in the program. When the
indexing opcode or instruction is
executed by the microprocessor , it knows
whether to look for a byte of data at an
address or for a two byte address. That's
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0300030203050307030S030B0300-

AS
BO
AS
B5
AS
B5
4C

01
10 03
12
3B
03
3S
EA 03

0310 03 11031203150317031S 031C031E032103230326 032B032S032B032E032F0332033503360339033B033E-

20 1B
cs S3
FO 10
2C 10
30 10
BC 11
AO OB
OS 41
FO 07
BB
10 FB
AC 11
60
BS 40
AC 11
60
AD 10
4S BO
BO 10
4C oc

FD
03
03
03

1)3
03
03
03
03
FD

! 000 ·------- -------------------------I OlO •
NUMERIC KEY PAD FOR APPLE
l02 0

100 REM
OUILT PATTE RN

1030
1040
1050
1060
10 70
10 80
10SO
1100
1110
1120
1130
1140
1150
1160
1170
1180
1190
1200
1210
1 220
1230
1240
1250
1260
1270
1280
1290
1300
1310
1320
1330
1340
1350
1360
1370
1380

BOB SANDER-CEDE RLOF
FEBRUARY 4 , 1981
200 HGR2 : FDR A = 26 TO 156 STEP
26 : FOR C = A - 25 TO A: HCOLOR=
A I 26: HPLOT 20,C TO 259,C :
C = C + 1: FO R D = 20 TO 220
STEP 40: HCOLOR= CD + 20) I
40: HPLOT D,C TO D + 39 , C: NEXT
: NEXT : NEXT : FOR I = 1 TO
S OOO : NEXT : TEX T : HOME : LIST

AF cc AO
CE CD AC
CB CA CB
OS OS cs 1390
oooc1400
0340- 80
1410
034E- AO BO Bl
0351- B2 B3 B4
0354- BS BG B7
0357- BB BS
1420
1430
S YMBOL TABLE
034103440347034A-

+--------------------------------. OR $300
.TF 8.NKP
· ----- ---------- - ----- - ------- ---LDA #1
STA TOGGLE
LOA #NKP
STA $38
LOA / NKP
STA $3S
JMP $3EA

+---------------------------------

Listing 3 One·liner makes a quilt pattern in color.

TOGGLE . BS 1
SA~JEY
. BS 1

100 REM MAKE AN ONION
110 CF = 1.1s:xc = 140lYC = 96: HGR2
: HCOLOR= 3 : FOR N ~ 1 TO 48
:R = 2 * N - t: P = 6.2831853
SFOlB
1 I N!C = COS CP> : S = SIN
#$93
CONTROL-5
<P>:X = R: Y = o: HPLOT XC +
•4
X * CF,YC: FOR I = 1 TO N! XN
TOGGLE
= X * C - Y * S!YN = X * S +
Y * C!X = XN ! Y = YN: HPLOT TO
NOT iN NUMERIC MODE
.2
XC + X * CF,Y + YC: NEXT : NEXT
SAVEY
: FO R I = 1 TO 2000: NEXT : TEXT
#TBLSIZ-1
: END
CHRTBL,Y
120 REM BY BOB SANDER- CEDERLOF
FOUND IN TABLE
.3

*--------------------------------NK P

JSR
CMP
BECl
BIT

.1

.2
.3
.4

BMI
ST Y
LOY
CMP
BEG
DE Y
BPL
LDY
RTS
LOA
LOY
RTS
LOA
EOR
STA
JMP

List ing 4 One· liner draws onion·like c oncentric circles.

.1
SAVEY
ALIAS, Y
SAVEY
TOGGLE
#$80
TOGGLE
$FDOC

·--------------------------------CHRTBL .AS -" / L NM,HJKYUI "
TBLSIZ . EG +- CHRTBL
ALIAS .HS 80

. AS -"-0 123456789"
·------------------------ ---------

0340 - ALIAS
0341- CHRTBL
0312- NKP
. 01 =0323, .02=032E , . 0 3 =03 2F, . 04=0336
0311- SAVEY
OOOC- TBLSIZ
0310- TOGGLE
Listing 2 Program fro m The Assembly Line showing how to use the Apple
as a IO· key data entry keyboard.

why I used the statement that a twoaddress indirect location is implied. Since
it takes two bytes to store a 16 bit address,
the microcode program in the 6502 knows
to look at two consecutive memory loca·
tions for the address of the table to be
indexed.
Page zero addressing is implied in just
the opposite way . The addresses are
SOOOO to SOOFF. Because the first two
bytes are always SOO the microcode inter·
pretation of page zero instructions knows
the first byte is always SOO. T herefore,
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page zero instructions only need one
byte-8 bits-to specify the usual 16-bit
address. Since only one byte is needed,
less code is used and the program will run
faster because only half the page zero
address must be decoded. (Notice too,
that the low byte of the index table is
stored in address S0300 and the high byte
is stored in $0301. This is 6502 convention.)
In the May '80 issue of Creative Computing a discussion of Machine Language
Fundamentals was included. Also, there

are a couple of books that I recommend
(In addition to the new one in this
column). The books are:
6502 Software Design, Leo J. Scanlon,
Sams# 2156. (Good book for beginners.)
6502 Assembly Language Program·
ming, Lance Leventhal, Osborne/
McGraw Hill. (Very detailed and com·
plete.)
About Interpreters- For instructional
purposes, I'm interested in Pascal and
Fortran interpreters. I've looked for these
in various ads but have not yet fou nd one.
Using a compiler for learning is painfully
slow. For each little program segment the
student is required to go through the
entire compiling sequence to find o ut if
the routine works. Compilers are definitely needed for large application programs and the student should know how
to use them. But, during the initial instruction period getting familiar with the
language would go much faster with an
interpreter. It's sort of like learning to
drive a car. It's a lot easier to teach the
fundamentals of d riving with a car
equipped with an automatic transmission.
A manual transmission creates too many
distractions for the new driver.
Pascal or Fortran interpreters need not
be fast. But they should be compatible
with all the error message and functions of
the compiled equivalent. If error
messages could be generated with each
typed Line, all the better. A good example
is the way Apple Integer Basic is handled.
Each line is checked as it is typed in. This
way, the student gets immediate feedback
and doesn't have to wait for compile time
or run time errors to find out what happened with the program. How about it,
anyone want to become rich and
famous?
0

Graphics Book
GET vs. INPUT, Part 2 ·Z-80 and Clock Boards
Memory Dump From MBASIC
Chuck Carpenter
Voice recognition was featured at our
co mputer club recently. The unit demo nstrated was by Scott Instruments. You
can see ads featuring this devicP. in recent
computer magazines. One ad appeared in
the April '81 Co mplete Computer Catalog
in Creative Computing. I had a chance to
use this equipment, and it is fantastic. It
can be used to do things like run Basic
programs or control external devices. I
was able to condition its input recognition
to accept my voice o nly. We also conditioned the instrument to recognize either
of the two voices. One use of a unit such
as this is control of equipment without
the use of hands. One example involved a
lady who is a quadraplegic; with the Scott
VET/ 2 Voice Entry Unit, and the Mountain
Co mputer BSR Remote Controller, this
lady could control her bed, the lights, and
many things around her, as well as summon
help. Now, this is a real micro computer
application. The unit is more expensive
than those you may have seen so far. But,
it really works. The cost is S895. Sco tt
Instruments, 815 North Elm, Denton , TX
76201. (817) 387-9514.

Graphics Book
Those of you interested in hi-res graphics
will like this book. It's called Computer
Graphics Primer, and it's by Mitchell Waite.
The book has been on the market for a
couple of years but I just "discovered" it.
Chapters 1 and 2 are general information
about graphics and graphics history. The
rest of the book is about graphics programs,
all of which were written on the Apple II.
You learn how to use the graphics commands and how to make things seem to
move on the screen. The programs work
too. This book is o ne of the Sams Primer
series. Mitchell Waite has written seve ral
of them; all well done. It's Sams publication
number 21650, and the cost of the copy I
have was Sl2.95.

July, 1981
OOPS!
A program to simulate the LINE INPUT
command from other versions of Basic
was included in the April '81 issue (page
204, GET vs INPUT). As written, the
program doesn't work. Craig Peterson
wrote and explained why: ''The PEEK
function in line 10040 will gather the input
with the high bit of each character set (to
one-CC). Applesoft strings want this bit
to be zero. Therefore, all the characters
will look normal on the television (or
monitor- CC) screen, but they will be
wrongly represented internally. The resulting problem is that any Applesoft compares
will be impossible to satisfy. The STOP
used to stop the program doesn't work
because 'STOP' in line 25 has the high
bits off while AS has them all set. The
problem can be corrected by changing
line 10040 to:
10040 AS=AS+CHRS(PEEK(J+511)-128)"

Z-80 TELLS TIME
It's not immediately obvious, but the
Mountain Computer clock board will work
with the Microsoft Z-80 board. At least it
does with a Microsoft Basic program I
wrote. Some detective work was required
first. The reason for this is that the Z-80
maps memory differently.
• Address OOOOH for the Z-80 system is
SlOOO in the 6502 system. Notice that Z80 convention uses the trailing H to indicate
Hex. 6502 convention uses the S to indicate
Hex.
•High memory, from EOOOH to FFFFH,
starts at 6502 address SOOOO. This is the
same as page 0 through page 7 of the
standard Apple.
• Some way was needed to find where
things were in memory.
•Apple CALL commands are included
in Microsoft Basic to call 6502 commands
once you find out where they are.

As Craig pointed out, had I run this
program I would have noticed the problem.
Since I had a listing with a sample run
(???),I took a shortcut. Sigh!

Where Ami?
First, I needed to find out what was
going on in memory. A dump routine is
included with the CP/M operating system,

1 00
11 0
12 0
13 0
1'I 0
15 0
16 0
170
18 0
19 0
200
2 10
22 0
23 0
2'1 0
25 0
260

HOME
I NPUT" STARTI NG ADDRESS - ", X
INPUT" RANGE IN BYTES - ",Y
PRINT : PRINT " ADDR.";
PRINT"
0
1
2
3
'l
5
6
7
8
9 1 0 1 1 1 2 13 1 'l 15 "
PRI NT" ----- ";
PRINT" - ---- --- - - - --------·- -· - -- - --- -·· - - ----- - -------- - - - ------------- -- "
GOSUB 25 0
FOR I = X TO X+Y- 1
A$ =HEXS<PEEK<I> >
IF LEN<AS >= l THEN AS="O"+ AS
PRINT AS ;"
,
N=N+l : I F N=16 THEN PRINT
N= O
X=X+1 6
GDSUB 25 0
NEXT I
END
PRINT USING " UtU " ; X;
RETURN

Listing I. Microsoft MBasic listing of memo ry dump program used to create the dump shown in Figures
I and 2. Note the HEXS and PRI NT USING commands that a re no t available in Applesoft .
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ADDR,

2

3

'I

5

6

7

B

9

10

11

12

13

1'1

15

00
00
00
00
3A
03
7C
5B
EE
00
15

00
00
00
00
BE
CZ
03
F3
F2
DC
09
AD
Bl
CD
03

00
00
00
00
ED
3E
22
12
2B
OB
FF
B3

00
00
00
00
lF
DC
DO
DB
DD

00
00
00
00
9F
3A
F3
5E
20
OE
FF
BO
'IA
60

00
00
00
00
C9
BE
2A
F3

00
00
00
00
CD
ED
DE
3E
AA
19
02

00
00
00
00
12
E6
F3
DC
09
lE
05
AD

00
00
00
3A
DB
02
77
'15
D'I
1F
03
Bl
03
00
03

00
00
00

00
00
00
F3
7F
F9
BO
'15
AB
OB
01
20
00
00

00
00
00
FE
C9
79
BF
DD
lE
58
O'I
3F
20
00
03

00
00
00
03
3A
32

00
00
00
C2
BB
'15
60
DD
OB
7F
00
20
E7
00
03

--------------------------------------------------------------------6220B 00 00 00
00 00 00 00
00
00 00 00 00 00
00 00 00
6222'1
6 22 '10
62256
62272
622BB
6230 '1
6232 0
62336
62352
6236B
623B 'l
62'100
62'116
62 '1 32
62'1 '1 B
62 '1 6 '1

00
00
00
00

F3
FD
'IA
3F
DC
02
AD
AA

00
00
00
00
DB
FE
21
F3
DD
AO
5C
B3
C9

1'I

OB

oc

co

03

co

BO
00

co

co

01
A6

10
FF

co

20
01
'IC

co

1E:

OF
FF
00
FF
60
03

Cl
'IC
00
'IC

co

OB

co

BB
E6
2B
C9
DD
A9
lC
O'I

co

00
01
'IC

co

co

3F
BO
00
02
FF
00
00

co

Figure I. Memory dump of page 3 of Apple memory. Address 62208 is Z-80 Address FJOOH. The
equivaleni 6502 address is SOJOO or 768 decimal. Note the c hange in the vector addresses under control
of the Z-80 starting a t address 62448.

but, this is a slow procedure. You have to
exit Basic, dump the program, and return
to Basic. Or, you have to exit Basic, load
the DDT program from CP/ M and dump
the range of memory you want, then exit
the DDT program and return to Basic.
Doing some of these things wipes out the
range of memory you want to see.
What was needed was a program to
dump memory from Basic . This is where
some of the added power of MBasic comes
in handy. T he re are a couple of commands
that make the task much easier. The program in Listing 1 is an example of my
results. The program uses decimal values
to identify the memory locations. Further
improvements of the program would do
conversions for you. Other options would
be to have the program do a disassembly
of memory too. But that's another story.
Back to the dump routine. Lines 110
and 120 accept input for the starting addres.s
and the number of bytes to dump. Use
the decimal equivalent of the starting
address. You can use any number of bytes,
but multiples of 16 up to 256 fit nicely on
the screen. If you use only 40 columns,
make it multiples of 8 up to 128 bytes per
dump. Headers for the dump are provided
by lines 130 to 160. Line 170 jumps to the
address printing subroutine at line 250.
This routine uses the PRINT USING
command to format the address at the
beginning of each row. A loop for printing
the dump over the selected range starts
at line 180. Line 190 converts the decimal
value found by the PEEK to a hexadecimal
number. The HEXS command from
MBasic is used to do this. In line 200, the
program tests the length of the number.
If the number is only one digit, a zero is
appended to the front. In line 210, the
hex numbe r is printed a long with a pair of
spaces.
Line 220 does the rest of the work in
the program. First it increments the address
by one. Then it tests to see if 16 addresses
have been printed. If not, control passes
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to the NEXT I on the next line. If 16
bytes have been printed, then a print is
issued to disconnect the semicolon at the
end of line 210. Remember that a semicolon
causes print statements to print things
next to each other on the same line. Next
in line 220, N is set back to zero and X is
incremented by 16 bytes. The variable X
is now equal to the beginning address of
the next row of bytes. The address is
printed and the routine continues until all
the bytes requested are printed. The
program ends with the address of the
next memo ry location. An example of a
dump is shown in Figure 1. This is 256
bytes of Z-80 memory at address F300H
o r S0300 of 6502 memory. Some of you
will recognize this as page 3 of Apple's
memory. Note that I changed the PRINT
commands to LPRINT so that I could
direct the dump to my printer.
Use of this hex dump routine allowed
me to examine memory while I was in
Basic. Since my goal was to find out what
was going on from Basic, this program
solved my problem. It also simplified the
task. Now there was no need to exit Basic
each time there was a need to examine
changes. Eventually, I figured out that
part of page 3 (Figure 1) neve r changed.
No matter what else I did with various
programs, those first 74 bytes remained
zeros. Now, I was ready to find a way to
use my Mo untain Computer clock board
(MCCB) from MBasic.
60000
600 10
6 00 2 0
6 00 3 0
600'10
6 00'1 5
6005 0
60060
6 00 7 0
600BO
60 09 0
60100
60 120

RunnJng The Clock
There is a command in MBasic that is
used to ca!J 6502 routines. It is CALL%. I
experimented with POKEs and the use of
the CALL % command until I found the
proper combination. First, the clock needed
to be activated. Then a way was needed
to retrieve the data generated by the clock.
Some background on what the clock does
will be helpful at this point.
To use the MCCB with machine
language, you need to do the following:
• Load the keyboard switch high byte
(KSWH a t address S27) with the clock
address high byte. I have my clock in slot
4 so this byte is C4.
• Jump to the starting address of the
clock routine at SC400.
• Return from the program and translate
the data stored by the MCCB.
I have a machine language program
that does this, so I used the first 8 bytes.
The program looks like this:
LDA #SC4
STA S27
JSR SC400
RTS
Using the values assembled from this
program, I POKEd them into the first 8
bytes of page 3. Then I used the CALL %
command to attempt to run the clock.
The output of the MCCB is stored at the
high end of the keyboard buffer from
S0281 to S0294 (F281H to F294H in Z -80
notation). By using my dump routine, this
area of memory was checked. Sure enough,
there was the output from the clock. The
clock o utput is stored in reverse order.
The month and day start at the highest
address. One thousandth of a second is
stored at the lowest address. All of this is
described in detail in the MCCB manual.
The program in Listing 2 was the result of
my experiments. Here's how it works.
Using the Clock
After converting the hex data from the
sort assembly program, the POKEs in lines
60000 and 60010 resulted. These lines insert
the code in page 3 as shown in Figure 2,
which is a dump of the first 16 bytes of
memory showing our 8 byte clock calling
routine. The next 2 lines, 60020 and 60030
set-up the CALL % to the 6502 routine

POKE 622 08 1 ,169 : POKE 62209!,196 : POKE 62210! ,1 33 : POKE 62211!,57
POKE 62 2 12 !,32 : POKE 62213 ! ,0 : POKE 622 1 '1! 1 1 96 : POKE 62215! , 96
CLOCK = &H3 0 0
HOME : CALL Z CLOC K
VTAE•<lO> :
POKE 620B8!,58 : P OKE 62 09 1!, 58
FDR I =621 00! TO 620Bl! S TEP - 1
A$=CHR$(PEEK<I>>
PRINT A$ ;
NEXT I
VTAB <22> : PRINT
FOR I = l TO 1 000 : NEXT I
GOTO 60030

Listing 2. MBasic clock ca lling progra m. Program POK Es machine language then CA LL.s it with a
special MBasic command.

ADOR.
62200
62zzq

A9

cq

2

3

q

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

1q

15

85

39

20

oo

cq

60

oo

oo

oo

oo

oo

oo

oo

oo

Figure 2. First 16 bytes of page 3 afte r using the clock program in Listing 2.

'rom MBasic. I used the illustration in the
\.1Basic manual to do this. Note that the
H indicating hex precedes the address.
rust the opposite from the way it is done
H Z-80 addresses. That is, you use the
Jffset with Z-80 OOOOH at 6502 $1000.
When you call a 6502 address with. the
:::ALL % command you use the actual
)502 address. Makes the job more chalenging this way.
Line 60045 inserts colons in the output
'rom the clock. Normally, these two
ocations contain semi-colons. This keeps
he clock data from confusing Applesoft
Jrograms. Colons look better in a time
Jrintout so I used the m. A loop to print
he output starts at line 60050. Reme mber
~hat the clock data is stored in reverse
Jrder. Hence, the reverse stepping of the
oop. The data in each memory location
s converted to it's decimaI ASCII value
n line 60070 and printed in line 60080.
fhe cursor is moved out of the way by
ine 60090 and a delay is created by line
:moo. (A value of 256 in this loop changes

the display very close to once a second.)
Line 60120 keeps the display going as
long as you want. If the routine was to be
used with a program, the GOTO 60030
would be changed to a RETURN from a
subroutine call.
Thus ended my quest to make my MCCB
work with the Z-80 board. Now that wasn't
all that difficult, was it?

FROM OUT OF THE PAST
Jack Cowley asked a question. Why all
the fuss about protecting the Apple from
accidental RESET? Well, once upon a
time, the Apple keyboard was different
than it is now. In the early days of
yesteryear there was no autostart ROM.
More importantly, there was no neat little
switch on the back of the keyboard with
which to select the CONTROL RESET
option. On the older units-the first 75,000
or so-when the reset button was pushed
that was it. You might be able to recover
your program if you were lucky. The
Autostart ROM helped some when it came

along after about a year and a half. You
could then recover the program easily,
but whatever was happening at the time
of a reset was probablv lost. Some of the
routines you may have seen, direct the
reset vector to a safe place. Such a routine
was submitted by Douglas Dougherty and
was included in the April '81 column.
Check which unit you have before
o rdering accessories for use with the
keyboard. Most of the lower case units
are designed to work with one or the
other, but not both. I have the Keyboard
Enhancer from Videoterm now. It is
designed to provide the CONTROL
RESET option on level 6 or earlier
machines. If your unit has the switch on
the back of the keyboard you would use
the level 7 model. I'll be telling you more
about the Keyboard Enhancer in a future
column.

NEXT TIME
The next column will feature more input
from readers, including a description of
ho w to obtain the mini-assembler on
machines that don't have Integer Basic.
and how to get the mini-assembler on
machines that don't have Integer Basic,
Also, I'll tell how to·ge t the mini-assembler
on machines that don't have the language
system.
0

Notes
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Apple II -

Mini Assembler

Chuc k Carp enter

Oc tober, 1981

In the July '8 1 column , I mentio ned
tha t a mini-assembler would be included
in a future column. This is it. Rushika
Fema ndopulle has provided the program.
Mini-Assembler
If you have an Apple II, you have the
mini-assembler. Those of yo u with a II
Plus do n't. The program was located in
ROM alo ng with several other Intege r
Basic utilities. The use of Applesoft in
the II Plus elimina ted these programs.
Rushika found a way to extract the program
fro m the language card progra ms found
on the System Master disk. Here 's what
Rushika had to say: "On the System Master
I noticed a program (in machine languagea B, o r binary , file) called INT BASIC. It
is for use with a language card , and sta rts
at SDOOO. I needed a mini-assembler, so I
decided to use the o ne o n the INT BASIC
progra m by using these steps:
1. Boot DOS with the System Maste r
and then type BLOAD INTBASIC,
A$2000.
2. Insert another INITed disk and type
BSA VE ASM I ,A$4500,L$200.
3. Clear all memory, the n type the pro·
gra m shown in Listing 1. (No te: To clear
memory, use the monitor move command.
First CALL-151 to ge t to the monito r.

Listing 2. Apple disassembly of the mini·
assembler. Note that y ou can enter the
program at $5492. The jump at $555£ is
easier to remember.
S'I OOLLLLLLLLL
S'tO OE9 Bl
S't02'I A
S'I0 3DO 1'1
5'1 05A'! 3F
5'10 7Al> 3E
5'10 9 -·
DO 01
5!!0BBB
5'1 0CCA
5'1 0DBA
5'1 0E1B
5'10 FE5 3A
5'11185 3E
5'11 310 01
5 't1 5 CB
5'1 169B
5 '1 17ES 3E:
5'11 9DO 6B
S'I H :A't ZF
5'111)89 30 00
5'f20 91 3A
5 'f2 2BB
5'1231 0 FB
5425ZO 1 A FC
5 .q~?B
ZO 1A FC
S'IZBZO DO FB
S'I ZE2 0 S3 F9
S't31B't 3B
5 '1 33BS 3A
5 '1 35'I C 9S 5'1
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JLIST
1 0 DA TA 559,59S,81 1 ,86'1
ZO DATA 695,7 25 , 735
3 0 FOR T = 1 TO 'I! READ A
'10 POKC 2 1 00U + A,B't! NEXf
so FOR T = 1 ro 3: Rl:.AD A
6 0 POt:t:. 21000 + A,135 ! NEXT
)

Listing /. Program used to modify the
mini-assembler f or relocation al $5400.
Then at the aste risk prompt, type 801 :0.
Next, type 800 801.95FEM. This sequence
will fill all of memo ry from 800 to 95FF
with the 0 c haracter. Address 95FF is the
last address just below the beginning of
DOS. Now type 3DoG to re turn to the
Basic language in use. Re me mber to type
RET URN a t the right places so the com·
puter knows wha t yo u want to do-CC)
4. T ype BLOAD ASM,AS5400.
5. Run the program from Listing I.
6. Type BSA VE MINIASSEMBLER,
A$5400,L$200.
7. Run the mini-asse mble r by using a
CALL21862 or in from the monitor use
5566G.
Now I can use the mini-assembler, and
this makes machine language programming
a lo t easier."
Rushika's technique works. I used it to
extract a versio n for use by anyone no t
5 't38S'13ES'l 3DS't 'l O5'1'12 S't'l't 5 '1'1 5 -

SBC
LSR
BNE
LOY
LOX
BNE
DEY
DEX
TXA
CLC
SE:C
STA
BPL
INY
TYA
SBC
E•NE
LOY
LOA
STA
DEY
BPL
J SR
J SR
J SR
J SR
STY

STA
J MP

UB l
$5 '1 19
$3F
$3E
$S'I OC

5'1'1 75'1'1AS'l'ICS'l 'I E5 'f 5 0 S 'l SZ5 '1 5 '1 -

$3A
$3E
$S'l l 6
$3£:
$S'IB6
$2F
$ 00 30 , Y
($3A >, Y
$S'l1 D
SFC l A
$FC1A
$F8DO
$F9S3
$3E:
$3A
$5LJ95

5'1 565 '1 595 '1SC5 '1 5E5 '161 S'16ZS'l65S'l67 S'169 5 '1 6CS'l 6 ES'l 7 05 '1 72··
5 '1 7'1 S'1 7 6 S'l7B5 '1 7AS'1 7C5'17ES'l80 5'1B25'tB 'I -

2 0 BE FF

A't
ZO
B'I
AO
BB
30
09
DO

co

DO
A5
AO
C6
20

3'1
A7 FF
3 '1
17
'IB
CC
FB
1S
EB
31
00
3'1
00
95
30
BE

FF

FE
5 '1

'IC
AS
20
FB
AA
E:O 00 FA

cs

11 2

DO
f:D
C5
00
AS
A'!

13
CO F9
'1 3

co

DC

'! 'I
2E
90
BB
ZE
9F
30
DC

FO
CS
FO
C6
DO
E6 ·M
C6 3S
FO 06

J SR
LOY
J SR
ST Y
LOY
DEY
BMI
CMP
BtlE
CPY
E•NE
LOA
LOY
DEC
J SR
J MP
LOA
J SR
TAX
LOA
CMP
BNE
LOA
CMP
BNE
LDA
LOY
CPY
BECl

CMP
BECI
DEC
E:NE
I NC
DEC
f:ECI

$FFBE
$3'1
$FFA7
$3'1
0 17

$S'l92
$FFCC,Y
$S'l'l'I
tUS
$S'l3B
$3 1

uoo

$3'1
SFEOO
S5 .lf 95

$30
SFBBE
SFAOO , X
S'I Z
$S't 7C
SF9CO,X
$'13
S5'1 7C
$'1'1
$2E
tS90
$S'I OO
$2E
$5 '118
$30
$S'l5C
$ '!'!

$3S
S515C

having access to the programs me ntioned.
Listing 2 is my versio n of the process
described above. Here's how it works.
More About Mini
To use the assembler in Listing 2, you
first need to type it in to memory. Use the
monitor commands to do this. I recommend
that you do n't ente r more than two lines
worth of cha racters a t a time. First , get to
the monito r as required by your machine.
Press RESET or CALL-1 51- CALL- 151
will work with any machine. If yo u a re
working with an early version of DOS,
also do a 48:0 so yo u don't mess up the
reentry to DOS later.
Once you have caref ully typed in all
the hex da ta , you ca n try it o ut. Fro m the
monitor, use 555EG. Now, all the mini·
asse mbler commands shown in the Apple
II Reference Manual will work. Follo w
the procedu re shown there to use the
assembler. Once you are sure it works,
save it on a diske tte. Type 3DoG a nd
re turn to Basic. Now type BSAVE ASM I ,
A$5400,L$170. If all is we ll, yo u will save
the program as a binary file.
Of course, yo u can save it unde r any
na me yo u c hoose. You may have noticed
that the length o f my versio n is shorter
than the one described above. When Apple
5 'l 86S'I BBS'l B95 'l BAS'l BD5 'l BFS'l9 Z5'195-

S"l97S"l99S't9CS"l9F54A2-

S'IA'IS'tA6S'tA 75'1A95'1AB5'1AC S'IAF S'IB1 S'I B3 5 '1 E'l5'1B65'tE:95'tE:E:S'IB05'1C OS'IC1S'IC3S'IC S5 '1C7S'lCBS'IC9-

M

3'1

9B
AA

ZO
A9
ZO
ZO
A9
B5
ZO
ZO
AD
C9
FO
CB
C9
FO
BB
ZO
C9
DO
BA
FO
20
A9
B5

'IA F9
DE
ED FD
3A FF
Al
33
67 FD
C7 FF
0 0 02

AO
13
A"l

9Z
A7 FF
93
OS
DZ
7B FE
03
~ID

20 3 '1 55

OA
E9
C9
90
OA
OA
AZ

EE
CZ
Cl
0'1

LDY
TYA
TAX
J SR
LOA
J SR
JSR
LOA
STA
J SR
,JSr\
LOA
CMP
E•ECl
INY
CMF·
E:ECI
DEY
JSR
CMP
f:NE
TX/'\
BECI
J SR
LOA
STA
JSR
ASL
SBC
CMF·
BCC
ASL
ASL
LOX

$3 11
$F9 11A
UDE
$FDED
$FF3A
t$A1
$33
$F067
$F FC7
$0 20 0
t. $AO
$5'1 E:9
UA'I
$S'l30
$FFA7
t$93
SS"lBB
$5'tBB
$FC7B
t -!1.03

$30
$5S3 '1
tS BE
UC 2
$S'IBB
HO'!

Listing 2 continued on pg. 226.

Listing 2 continued

rrote the original version, they put a jump
ddress at an easy-to-remember location.
ince this address cha nged anyway, I
~ortened the wasted space and used a
ew jump address. The actual entry address
: SS492 and you can use this if you choose.
used this version of mini to make this
sting, but there is no guarantee it is
ugless. All effort was made to check it
ut. But, you're on your own.
When you write a program be sure to
tart and end it at safe locations. The
rograms you write can start at S0800
nd end at S53FF. Or they can start at
SSSF and end at S95FF. Or the program
an use any combination of the addresses
etween these two ranges. Any other
ddresses used may clobber the assembler,
>OS or something else. Be sure you know
rhere your program is located and what
is doing. Of course it's fun to experiment,
)0. The most that can happen is you will
ave to reload DOS and the assembler.
:e sure you have the program saved and

use a scratch disk to do the experimenting.
You might do something that causes the
system to write on the disk when you
don't expect it.

5'l CB5'lCC5'l CE5'lD 05'lD15'l O~I-

5"fDS-

BUGS
The column in the May '81 issue contained a billboard program by Brian J.
Winkel. My word processor made a mistake
and inserted some typos in Brian's program.
(Doesn't everyone blame it on the computer?) Paul Rayme r pointed out that
JERSY line 50 should be JERSEY. He
also pointed out that the second asterisk
in line 146 should be a colon. The program
will run as Brian intended it when you
make the changes.

NEXT TIME
I'll talk a bout getting started with the
Apple-its versatility, how to find good
Apple software, what hardware and peripherals you should consider-and a whole
lot more.
D

CA
10
C6
FO
10
AZ

F8
30
F'I
E'I
OS

8'1 3'1
DD B'I F9
DO 13

5'fE5-

2 0 3 '1 55

5'lE8 5'lEB5'lED 5'lFO -

DD
FO
E:D
FO
C9
FO
A'l
18
88
26
EO
DO
20
AS
FO

5'fF2-

5'lF 'l 5'lF65 'lF8 5'lF95'lFA5'lFC5'lFE5500 550355055507-

550855 0A55 0 C-

550F55 1055 1 2-

5S145515-

2 0 3'1 55

E:A F9
OD
BA F9
07
A'I
03
3'l
'l'l
03
OD
A7 FF
3F
01

ES

86
A2
88
86
CA
10
AS
OA
OA

30
C9
'l'l

05 35

SSlBSSlA5S1C-

C9
BO
A6
FO
09

55Z'f-

5526-

S5295 52B552D552F-

SS3 1553"f -

5 5375538553A553C55 ~10 -

55'f0-

55'1255 .lf't --

55 'f 655'f 855'1A·-

554 C55'1E-

5 5505552-·

555 /f5556 5 557555?-·

5 5585550SS~}E

~)56 1-

5 5625 563 556'f-

5565 -

as

8'l
E:9
C9
FO
C9
DO
'I C
E: 9

ca

C9
FO
60
20
AS
10
C9
DO
2 '1
10
AS
FO

AS L
ROL
ROL
DEX
E:PL
DEC
BECI
BF'L
LOX
J SR
S TY
CMF'
BNE
JSR
CMF'

$42

$'13
$S'lCE:
$30
$5'ICE:
$5'IE:D
t$ 05
$553 'f

$3 '1
$F9E:'l , X
$ 5'IF8
$553 '1
$F9E:A, X
$5'IFA
$F9E: A, X
$5 'l F9
•SA'I
$S'lF9
$3'l

BEO

LOA
BECI
CMF·
BECI
LOY
CLC
DEY

ROL.
CF'X
E:NE
JSR
LOA

$'1'1
t$03
$5500

SFFA7
$3F
$5S 08

E:E(l

INX

3S
03

55 1 6-·

551E5520 5522-

you're making a mistake."

'l.l> 43

5'lD7 5 'l095'lOB5'1DE5'lEO5'lE3-

5S OD-

"Believe me -

OA
26 '12

20
06
3S
02
80
'l'I
3 '1
00 02
BB
O'l
BD
80
SC S'I
00 02

STX
LOX
DEY
STX
DEX
BPL
LOA
AS L
ASL

$3S
U03
$30
$S'lD E:
$'1 '1
$35

ORA
CMF'
BCS
LOX
E:ECI
ORA
STA
STY
LOA
CMF'

•$8 0
$'1'1
$3'1
$0 2 00,Y
• $E:E:

BEO

$5531

CMF'
BNE
J MF'
LOA

UBD
$5'1E:l

uzo

$5522

$3S
$5522

$5-lJSC

10 2 00 , Y

INY

AO
F8
70 F'I
F8
13

BE

CMF'

UAO

E:EQ

$ 5534

RTS
J SR
LOA
BF'L
CMF'

$F'l 7 D
$F8
$5557
USE
$5530

FS
F9

E:NE

OA
FB
06
E6 FA
DO 0 2
E6 F9
60
A9 00
85 F9
SS FA
60
'IC 92 5'1
FF
FF
FF
FF
FF

E:F·L.
LOA

$F9
$55S6
$FE:

BEO
INC

$FA

E:IT

$5556

E:NE

$5556

INC
f\T S

$F9

uoo

LOA
STA
STA
RTS
JMF'
'?? ?

???
???
???
???

$F9
$FA
$ 5'l92

t

E:NTlt'f

~OORE.SS

"'
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Apple II -

A Review

Chuck Carpenter

Correspondence is always welcome and
a response will be made to those accompanied by a SASE. Se nd your letters
to: Chuck Carpenter, 2228 Montclair
Pl., Carrollton, TX 75006.

Since there are many newcomers to
the world of Apple II, in this month's
column I will share some thoughts about
getting started with an Apple. Also, as I
mentioned in the July '81 column, the
mini-assembler will be discussed.
Getting Started
The Apple II is one of the most versatile
of all personal computers. The reasons
for this versatility are many:
• Ease of expansion. Sockets for RAM
(Random Access-Read/Write Memory) are
built-in -so are the sockets for up to seven
peripherals. There is a socket for language
expansion too.
• Capacity for up to 14 disk drives. If
you only want to store data you can use
all seven peripheral slots for disk drives.
• Color graphics. You can choose lores in 16 colors or hi-res in seven colors.
The commands to manipulate graphics
are built into the programming languages.
• Programmable sound. Music synthesis
and special erfects a re possible. Out of
one little speaker you can produce the
sounds of space war or symphonies (with
a little imagination).
• Game paddle I/ O. This is more than
just a game paddle connector. You can
program three inputs for such things as
sensing switches. There are four output
bits that can be turned on and orr under
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program control. A program is included
Listing 1 to le t you drive a printer from
o ne of these bits. Four analog inputs are
available for game paddle controls. These
inputs can be used for measuring any low
speed device. Or, you can use them to
make temperature measurement.
• Power supply. To power all of these
things there is a high-quality switching
power supply. This supply, of modem
design technology, will provide all the
power needed to run a fully loaded Apple
II. There is no need to buy another supply
for most of the available add-ons.
• Languages. The standard machine
(Apple II Plus) comes with Applesoft Basic
in ROM (Random Access-Read Only
Memory). The language is always there
when you turn the machine on. You can
get the very fast Apple Integer Basic too.
If you want UCSD Pascal or a version of
Fortran 77, these are also available. The
Apple Language System supports both of
these languages.
With all this flexibility , it is no wonder
that so many software packages and
peripherals are available for the Apple II.
~n

Software
Software packages are available to cover
most a ny requirement. Apple supplies
several, but many, many more are available
from independent sources. There is so
much software, in fact , that space is not
available here to list it.
One way to see some of the software
packages is to visit several computer stores.
Visit as many as possible because none of
them carry exactly the same ones. For
those of you that have to shop by mail,
the ads in magazines will be helpful.
Another source of software information
is catalogs. One such catalog is The Apple
Software Directory from WIDL Video,

5245 West Diversity, Chicago, IL 60639,
(3 12) 622-9606.
Once you find some interesting software,
how do you know it's any good? If you
buy at a store, ask to try it. If you buy by
ma il, you can't do that, but most reputable
companies exchange defective software.
Reviews are a good source of information. Many magazines, such as Creative
Computing, have regular reviews of Apple
software. One magazine is devoted to Apple
software reviews; it is called Peelings II,
and you can get a subscription for $15
per year by writing to POB 188, Las Cruces,
NM 88004. Or, you can phone (505) 5268364. Some back issues are available.
Hardware
Ha rdware accessories range from disk
drives to modems for communications to
printers that permanently capture the
electronic word. Each requires some type
of interface between the compute r and
the peripheral device. Again, a search
through the magazines will turn-up most
of the possibilities.
Disk drive controllers are the usual first
hardware option. The Apple II uses its
own special controller. By doing this, Apple
was able to use their own format and get
more data on a diskette than most other
systems. The disk drives are modified
Shugart SA400s. I believe they are called
an SA385 since they are stripped-down
somewhat. You can't use the SA400, in
any event. The Apple disk system puts
143K bytes on a single sided diskette.
Most other systems only allow about 80
to 90K bytes. Several companies a re now
making more storage capacity available.
One company, Sorento Valley Associates
(SY A), makes an Apple compatible controller that lets you use 8" drives. The
capacity of a standard 8" disk is 250K

bytes per side. There a re o the r companies
now offering more capacity in 5 1/4" drives
too-these a re the newer drives that use
more than 35 tracks for storage. Some
dri ves use 40 tracks, some use 70 tracks,
and some now use 80 trac ks. The 40track drives from Shugart are modified
SA400s. The track-per-inch density is still
the same. The 80-track drives use higher
trac k de nsity and require special head
positioning mechanisms. Consequently. the
cost of these drives is much highe r. You
will be seeing many new controllers a nd
drives with much higher capac ity over
the next year or so, and it won't be long
before some company will offer a 5 1/ 4"
rigid tha t will sto re 6 to 10 Megabytes. It
might even be Apple.
Compa tibility with the Apple Disk
Operating System (DOS) is a lways a
quest ion. The only way to know for sure
is to try your software on one of these
systems. Most of the people that I know
who have th e SY A system, for instance,
have had good luck with it. It's been around
the lo ngest. Check out the syste m of
inte rest first. If the compa ny has been in
business for a couple of years they are
probably doing a good job.
Printers
One peripheral tha t always causes confusio n is the printer. There are so many
types a nd sizes now that it is difficult to
know where to start. Some of the options
are: parallel or serial interface, dot matrix
print font or formed character font, friction
feed or tractor feed , upper case characters
o nly o r lower case with descenders. And ,
the list goes o n and o n.
Parallel inte rface printers se nd th e
character from the computer to the printer
as a complete character. Se rial printers
send the c haracter as a stream of data
o ne element of the character at a time.
Parallel printers require interface control
called handshaking. Handshaking signa ls
are used to tell the computer that the
printer can accept characters into its input
buffer. When the buffer is full, the computer is signa led to stop sending. T he
printer then prints out the c haracters a nd
signals the computer that it is ready for
more charac ters. The data can be transmitted to the printer as fast as the computer
can send it.
Note that it is of no use to send the data
faste r than the printer can print it. An
opera ting system that allows "spooling"
or the equivalent is needed. Spooling is a
techniq ue for dumping the o utput to be
printed into a special buffer storage area.
The printing is done from the buffer while
the compute r goes off a nd does other
things fo r the operator. The Apple operating system is no t that sophisticated. You
must wait fo r printing to be completed
before you can do a nother task.

Serial printers are usually described as
having an RS-232 interface. T his interface
de fines the cha racteristics of the signals
and th e pins used for the signal a nd
ha ndshaking Jines. Connectors for RS-232
compatible signals and handshaking are
usually the 25-pin D type. Most printers
use this configuratio n but not all. Serial
printers often do not require handshaking
to print. The electronics a nd printing
mechanisms are designed to allow printing
at some maximum speed. The head will
actually move faster but the speed is
controlled to allow for carriage re turns
without buffer overflow. If this were not
done, some characters would be lost during
the carriage re turn time. If you want to
run the serial printer at maximum speed,
handshaking is required. Typical speed
of c urrent printers is 30 to 45 characters
per second. This is often translated as 300
to 450 baud. A baud is a transmissio n rate
of so many bits of serial data in a given
time period. Current use of the mo re or
Jess outdated term is 10 bits per character.
Often too, the serial printer will allow
simple interfacing to the computer. Many
times, I have used a simple driver program
to drive my DEC LA-34 from the game
paddle connector. If the printer input uses
modern electronics, it is often what is
called TTL (Transistor Transistor Logic)
compatible. These a re the output voltages
available from the game paddle 1/0 (inputoutput) pins. Figure 1 shows how to make
the connectio ns. A program to drive a
serial TTL-compatible printer is shown in
Listing 1. With this program, you never
have to be concerned with the e ffect of
tabs. Many of the interface boards, including Apple's, have problems with tabs that
have to be handled with a special code.
This program prints just what is in the
code. It can also be used as a slow-list
program.
Enter the hex code using the Apple
monitor commands. These can be fo und
on pages 40 to 66 of the Apple II Reference
Ma nua l. Specifically, use the instructio ns
o n pages 43 and 44. The program will run
from the monitor using the instruc tion
39DG (RETURN). From a Basic program
use CALL 925. To change the speed of
the program, change. the byte of data at
location S038B. Notice that the value in
the program is SD3. (The $ symbol is
used to mean a hexadecimal number in
6502 microprocessor notation.) Change
this value to $4D if your printer runs at 30
c haracte rs per second -or 300 baud. For
higher speeds use smalle r numbers. (This
is the timing loop value for the delay
between character elements.)
Other Features
Most of the less expensive printers use
what is called a dot matrix. Each character

is formed by an arrangement of dots. These
dots a re in a fixed pattern and are made
by individua l wires striking the paper
through an inked ribbon. The dot ma trix
is often in a 5 x 7 or 7 x 9 arrangement.
There are also special arrangements suc h
as the N x 9 pattern used by my Centronics
737 printer. This a rrangement is used for
the proportional spacing feature.
Formed characters are found on the
more expensive printers. The Xerox, NEC
and similar printers are examples. A formed
character is like that found on a typewriter.
When the hammer strikes the paper a
complete charac ter is printed. With the
printers mentioned, the characters are on
the spokes of a printwheel. These spoked
wheels are often called daisy wheels. Hence
the term "Daisy Wheel Printers." Printers
of the formed character type give much
better quality print and are much more
e xpensive. Note that some matrix printers
do not have descenders. That is, certain
characters do not go below the line. This
is done to save the cost of more wires in
the print-head. Most of the newer printers
now have descenders of sorts. This helps
to make the print more readable. Also
watch to see if the lower case letters are
raised. Some printers do this to give the
appearance of descenders. But the character is actually raised above the line to
keep it within a smaller matrix.
Printers to be used for graphics almost
always have to have tractor feed. Tractor
feed is used to maintain the position of
the paper in relation to the print head. If
you try to do graphics without being able
to control the position of the paper, you
may get gaps in the graphics being printed.
Also, be sure there is software available
to drive the printer you chose for graphics.
It is not a simple matter of just having a
printer with individual dot control. My
737 has tha t capability. But, as fa r as I
know, there is no software available to Jet
me use it for graphics.
Other considerations to be made include
the choice of thermal o r regular paper.
Thermal paper is used with the Apple
Silentype printer, which allows you to use
the various plotting programs available.
But, you have to use special coated paper.
It is expensive a nd has a finite life. If it is
not handled with care, your printed listings
may discolor. Any heat will break it down.
Plain paper printers, on the other hand,
require frequent replacement of the ribbon.
If you write for publication, the editors
will insist on new ribbons-frequently. If
you write only casually, you can get away
with a lot of things. If you insist on using
the blue thermal paper remember: it is
very difficult to read the stuff and it is
practically impossible to reproduce it with
any optical system such ~s photography.
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:ASM

003S00360037COSSCOS9FDFOFCAB03EA-

Hex Code

~
03 6003620363036603670369036B036003700372 0375037703 79037C037E037F0380038203850387038A-

B'I
'IB
20
68
C9
DO
A9
20
A9
20
A9
A'I
'IC
AO
18
'IB
BO
AD
90
AD
A9

038 C0380038F0390 03920393039S039703980399039A039C-

'IB
A9
'IA
90
68
E9
DO
68
6A
88
DO
60

0390039F03A103A303AS-

A9
85
A9
BS
'IC

35

7C 03
BO

oc

BA
7C 03
58
AB FC
BD
35
FO FD
OB
05
58
03
59
03

20
FD
01
FS

co

152 0

E3

60
36
03
37
EA

SY MBOL TAE:LE
FDFO - CHROUT
0377- CO UT
FCAB- DELAY
COSB- MARI(
00 37- PRINTH
00 36- PRINTL
0360 - PRINTR
03EA- PRTDOS
0390- PRTON
O<l7F- PUSH
038C- PUSH1
03BA- RATE
03BF- SHIFT
C059- SPACE
0387- TOGGL1
037C- TOGGLE
0035- YSAV1
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co

1000
1010
1020
103 0
10'10
10SO
1060
1070
1080
1090
1100
1110
1120
11 3 0
11'10
1150
1160
1170
1180
1190
1200
1210
1220
1230
12'10
1250
1260
1270
1280
129 0
1300
1310
1320
133 0
13'10
135 0
136 0
1370
1380
1390
1'10 0
1'110
1'120
1430
14'10
1'1SO
1460
1'170
1'180
149 0
1S OO
1S10

**************************
* PRINTER DRIVER ROUTINE *
* BY: CHUCK CARPENTER
*
**************************
* TOGGLES TTL ANO-PIN 15

signal 15 to 3
ground 8 to 7

.OR $0360
YSAVl
PR INTL
PRINTH
MARK
SPAC E
CH ROUT
DELAY
PRTDOS

*

, EQ $3S
,EQ $36
,EQ $37
,EQ $COSS
,EQ $COS9
,EQ $FDFO
,EQ $FCAB
.EQ $03EA

SAVE Y
USER PORT L
USER PORT H
ANO SET HIGH
ANO SET LOW
PRINT A CHAR.
DELAY ROUTINE
DOS DRIVER HI(

MAIN PROGRAM

PR IN TR STY
PHA
JSR
PLA
CMP
BNE
LOA
JSR
LOA
JSR
LOA
GOUT
LOY
JMP
TOGGLE LOY
CLC
PUSH
PHA
BCS
LOA
BCC
TOGGLl LOA
RATE
LOA

YSAV1

TOGGLl
MARK
RATE
SPACE
1$03

* $03=11 0 $'10=30 0
PUSHl
SHIFT

PHA
LOA
LSR
BCC
PLA
SBC
BNE
PLA
ROR
DEY
BNE
RTS

1$20
SHIFT
1$01
PUSH1

1530
1S'IO
PUSH
1550
1S60
1570 * START PRINTER
1S80
1590 PRTON LOA tPRINTR
1600
STA PRINTL
161 0
LOA / PRINTR
1620
STA PRINTH
03 163 0
JMP PRTOOS
16 40
165 0
.EN

15
I

I

1

16 pin header
connector

25 pin 'd'
connector

Figure 1. Connections from the 16 p in Apple game 110
connector to a TTL compatible serial printer. Use the program
in Listing 1 to drive a printer connected as shown.

CONTENTS OF Y

Lots More

TOGGLE
1$80
GOUT
UBA
TOGGLE
1$58
DELAY
1$80
YSAV1
CHROUT
1$08

16

CARRIAGE RET.
LINE FEED
DELAY SOME
CARRIAGE RET,
GET Y VALUE
PRINT CHAR,

MARK OUT
SPACE OUT
BAUD RATE

Whole columns could be devoted to
each of the peripheral options available
for the Apple. One significant choice would
be communications. You have several
choices there. One is with the Apple
communications card and an acoustic
modem. Another is with the Hayes direct
coupled modem. Each has its own special
features and characteristics. My system
uses the Hayes modem. You can do many
things, such as dial from the keyboard
and have unattended answering. Electronic
mail and other technologies are also within
the communications realm.
Amateur radio is possible with some of
the equipment available. One company
offers a card to let you send and receive
morse code and teletype. And, how about
video monitoring and control. There are
peripheral cards to let you control a 3/4"
video recorder. The list goes on and on.
No brief treatment such as this could cover
all the possibilities. Recent issues of some
Apple magazines have talked about the
use of the Apple computer in the making
of major science fiction films, and, the
Apple has been used in space exploration
applications too.

Listing 1. Assembly of printer drive program in the format of
the S-C ASSEMBLER II. Enter the hex code starting at
address $0J60 and ending at address $OJA Z For some pn'nters
the mark and space addresses at $C058 and $C059 may need
to be reversed. Load the program using APPLE Monitor
commands. Run it with a J9DG from the monitor or a CALL
925 from a Basic program. Change the baud rate as shown in
Line 1400 for 110 or JOO baud.

.nformatlon Sources
So/talk magazine is available to all Apple
>wners in the USA. If you are not getting
1our complimentary subscription, contact
)oftalk Publishing Inc., 11021 Magnolia
3lvd. , North Hollywood, CA 91601. (213)
)80-5074.
Other magazines for Apple owners
nclude:

• Nibble, Box 325, Lincoln, MA 01773.
n?.50 for 8 issues.
• Call-APPLE, 304 Main Ave. S., Suite
mo, Renton, WA 98055. Membership
·equired. $25 one-time application fee;
HS yearly dues.
Other useful publications about the
\pple include:
•Beneath Apple DOS by Don Worth and
:>eter Lechner, Quality Software, 6660
~eseda Blvd., Suite 105, Reseda, CA 91335.
213) 344-6599. An in-depth analysis of
\pple DOS. Covers all versions of DOS
:oncentrating on DOS 3.3. Sells for about
S22 and is well worth the price.

• Computer Station '.s Programmers Handbook to the Apple II. Complete summary
of all Apple commands. Includes DOS,
Assembler/E.ditor, Basics, Pascal, Yisicalc,
CP/M, Basic-80, and much more. A useful
reference for the serious Apple II programmer. About $20.
• The Apple Monitor Peeled by William
E. Dougherty, 14349 San Jose St., Mission
Hills, CA 91345. (213) 896-6553. Covers
all the calls and subroutines in the Apple
Monitor. Also useful for the serious Apple
programmer. Especially if you're interested
in assembly / machine language programming. About $10.
•Apple Machine Language by Don Inman
and Kurt Inman, Reston Publishing Co.
Inc., Reston, VA. This book covers the
fundamentals of assembly language programming from an Apple point of view.
Basic programs are used to explain machine
language. The content is specifically Apple
and covers the mini-assembler. I got my
copy from a local computer store for about
$20.

And Lots More
My intent here was to give the newcomer
and potential owner some help with sources
of Apple information. There was also an
attempt to explain some of the more
confusing aspects of peripherals. Please
write to me if you have any questions.
There is so much to be covered that I
could not possibly do it here. Perhaps
your imagaination has been stimulated
though and that's good.

NEXT TIME
Lots of you wrote to me about the
space problem with hi-res graphics also
mentioned in the May '81 column. There
were too many to mention each one. I'll
summarize them and give credit to all. A
couple responses included elaborate programs for helping to get more space for
hi-res programs. But that's enough until
next time.
0

" ... That's a great idea Starnes but in 1Oseconds it's
going to be obsolete ... "
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of variable tables and mo re. You can fi nd
the pointer data listed o n pages 140 a nd
14 1 of your A pple II Reference Manual.
T hese pages refer to zero page usage. It
is conve ntio nal with 6502 programs to
put often-used data in page 0. Whe n this
is done . machine language programs run
fas ter. On page 140 you will find that the
beginning o f a program is stored at hex
addresses 567 a nd S68 (decimal 103 and
104). Note tha t the $ symbol is used to
show hexadeci mal numbers in the 6502
microprocessor system.
Normally the va lues stored a t these
add resses are 0 1 and 08. They represent
the he x address $0801. If you want to
move the beginning of a Basic program.
just change the programs to make more
room. As I men tioned ea rl ier. several
readers contributed thei r techniques. They
range from the unco mplicated to the
sophisticated. Let's look at some
examples.

Back in the May '8 1 issue , there was
some d iscussio n of limited memory space
wi th hi-res gra phics. Several readers sen t
me the ir techniques fo r handling the problem . Some of the techniques wi ll be
included in this column. And. we'll get
into the specifics of the whats a nd whys
for doing it. Also. several readers sent in
some o ne-liner programs. Those will be
included in this column. too. Since it's
Ch ristmas time again you may be looking
for things to use with your Apple II. Several
Apple-only books are included here with
a brief discussion o f the conte nts.

MISSING INFO
C P/ M for the Apple was reviewed here
in the Sept '81 issue . On page 146, in the
paragraph ti tled Documentation I mentio ned seve ra l sources o f info rma tio n. I
said I would cover them later. Well, this
is late r! Actually, the intention was to
include th e info with the review. But ...Anyway, here it is now.
Probably the most useful book you can
get is the CP!M Primer by Mitchell Waite
and Stephen Murtha (see photo). Most
o f the functions o f the C P/ M operating
system are simply and effectively described.
The Primer is a must for CP/ M beginners.
Then there's The CP/ M Handbook by
Rodnay Zaks and CP/ M Users Guide by
Thom Hogan. These are two very thorough
books for the more advanced CP/ M user.
Yo u can find these books at ma ny co mpute r stores or look fo r them in the magazine ads. He re's a list o f th e books a nd
their p ublishers.
CP/ M Prime r
Howard W. Sam & Co .. Inc.
4300 West 62nd St.
Indianapo lis. IN 46268
CP/ M Handbook
Sybex
2344 Sixth St.
Be rkeley , CA 94710
CP/ M Users Guide
Osborne/ McGraw-Hill
630 Bancroft Way. De pt. L-1 3
Be rkeley, CA 947 10
C huc k Ca rpt:n lc r. 2228 Mo111c luir Pl .. Ca rro lho n.
TX 75007.
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The 8 112 x I I si:e CP! M Primer and the
half-page size Volume I of the Microsoft
docu111e11tatio11.

HI-RES MEMORY
In the April '81 column. was incl uded a
brie f disc ussion of hi-res memory usage.
The intent of that article was to illustrate
why less memory is available to Applesoft
programmers than to Apple Integer programmers. Since no attempt was made to
show how to work around limited memo ry.
several readers sent in a variety of solutions.
We'll get to them but firs t some background.
Pointers a nd T hings
In order for the Basic interpreter to
kno w the size of a program. memory
loca tions are used to contain various program addresses. These are called pointe rs
(also pointer registers). Pointers contain
the addresses for the begin ning of the
prog ram. the e nd of the prog ram. the encl

The Uncomplicated
First. dete rmine if you are going to use
one o r two hi-res pages. Next. POKE the
new beginning-of-prog ra m pointe rs into
memory locations 103 and 104. Now, to
fi nish. POKE a zero into the memory
location preceding the address used a bove.
It will look somet hing like this:
POKE 103,LOMEM LOBYTE+ I
POKE 104.LOMEM HIBYTE
POKE LOMEM.O
If you wanted to se t LOMEM and the
program pointe rs to the top of hi-res page
2. do this:
POK E 103.1
POKE 104.96
POKE 24576.0
T o se t LOM EM to the top o f hi -res page
I . use these PO KEs:
POKE 103. 1
POKE 104.64
POKE 16384.0
Going back to the start can be accomplished by typing TEXT then INT o r FP.
Use the one corresponding to the version
of Basic you're using. Pressing RESET
will work too. Be careful you don't lose
you r program.
Note the third PO KE in the exa mples.
This is done to te ll Applesoft where the
beginning of program space is. This version

10
15
20
21
22
2'1
25
26
27
30
'10
50
100
110
120
130
1'10
200
210
220
300

TEX T : HOME
VTAB 3 : HTAB 13
PRINT "LOMEM MODIFIER "
PRINT : PRINT "1 , 16,38'1 OR S'IO OO": PRINT "2, 2 '1, 576 OR S6000"
PRINT "3 , 28 1 672 OR S7 000": PRINT "'! , ANOTHER LOCATION"
VTAB 10: PRINT " WHERE DO YOU WAN T LOMEM SET ":: GET AS
IF AS = "1" THEN LO = 1638'1 : GOTO 50
IF AS = "2" THEN LO = 2'1576 : GOTO 50
IF AS = "3" THEN LO = 28672 : GOTO 50
VTAB 10: PRINT"
WHERE DO YOU WANT LOMEM SET " ;: INPUT AS
LET LO
VAL <As>: IF LO < 20'18 OR LO > '1900 THEN HOME : GOTO 30
LET LO = LO + 1
LET I = INT <LO I 256>
LET R = LO - I * 256
POl:E 103,R
POl(E 10'1 ,I
POKE LO - 1 1 0
HOME : VTAB 10
PRINT "LOMEM IS SET TO "; LO - 1
PRINT : PRINT "LOAD YOUR PROGRAM"
NEW

Listing J. Program to POKE LOMEM for use with graphics programs.
10

REM

- BY: SHAUN HOPE,
NORTHANTS, ENGLAND

of Basic, a dialect of Microsoft Basic,
puts a zero at the beginning of program
space. The next byte is the first byte of
the program. It is also the first byte of the
address of the next line in the program.
Several readers contributed similar
info on this technique. They are: William
J. Edmunds, Herbert McKinstry, Charles
Kluepfel, Steven Kahn , John Bury, James
F. Johnson , and Henry Hwong. (In no
Listing 2. Lo-res routine to draw a pattern
particular order. )
on the screen. Unique use of logic avoids The Sophisticated
use of IF-THEN statements.
Using the POKE method is effective.
But, the power of your compute r is not
being used to adva ntage. A more auto10 REM - BY: BOB WONG
E:RDOKLYN, NY
mated way was also contributed by William
20 C = 139:0 = 95 : HGR : POKE
J. Edmunds. Listing 1 is his program to set
16302,0 : FOR Z = 1 TO 5000: FOR
the memory locations as required. William
y = 1 TO 50:E = RND (1) * 7
:A = RND (1) * 269 + 10:8 =
sez, "I've included a listing of a short
RND (ll * 181 + 10: HCOLOR=
program I am working on. With some
E : HPLOT C,D TO A,B:S
PEEK
modification, I can use it as a loader for
( - 16336) : NEXT :o = e:c =
completed programs that won't fit below
A: CALL - 3082 : NEXT : TEXT
: END
the hi-res page.
"Option (1) will set lo-mem above hiListing J. Hi-res routine draws a pattern res page 1, option (2) above hi-res page 2,
and option (3) above $7000. I use (3) for
of lines in a variety of colors.
disk based Applesoft and the hi-res c haracter generator available from Apple's
10 REM - BY: SKENE MOODY
contributed software bank. Option (4) lets
SAN MARINO, CA
you set lo-mem wherever you like, within
20 FOR N = 0 TO '19: HOME : VTAB
2'1 : HTAB 20: PRINT "N = ";N: HGR reason .
: HCDLOR= 3: HPLOT 279,79 : FOR
"Back before I learned to do this, I
I = 0 TO 6 . 283 18531 S TEP .06
struggled with disk-based Applesoft and
2831853 1 : HPLOT TO COS <I>
hi-res page 2 (trying to keep my programs
* 139 + 1'10 1 SIN <N * Il *
under 4K). This program really o pe ned
79 + 79: NEXT : NEXT : TEXT
: HOME : LIST
things up for me and is just as useful now
tha t I have a RAM card. "
Listing 4. Hi-res routine produces Lissajous
William's program will be a help to
figures. These figures will be familiar to those of you just starting with hi-res
long-time oscilloscope users.
graphics and Applesoft. You can run this
program as a boot program. Or, use it asis each time your want to use hi-res
gra phics. A sim ilar suggestion was made
to do the task with an EXEC file. In Call
Apple and Nibble magazines there have
20

GR : HOME :u = 1:s = 16:T = 2
: E = 39 : F = 'I O: z = o:c = RND
<1> * 15 + 1: FOR N = 0 TO 1
00 STEP .0 15 : COLOR= c:M = ABS
( INT ( SIN <N> AT* Fll : Q =
Q + U - F * (Q = El:C = C *
(Q > Zl + (Q = Zl * RND <Ul
* s :x = E - O:Y = E - M: PLOT
M,O: PLOT O,M: PLOT X,Y: PLOT
y,x: PLOT M,x: PLOT X,M: PLOT
Y,O: PLOT O,Y: NEXT : RUN

been ways shown to link the low side of
the graphics pages to the high side. There
are lots of ideas and ways to solve hi-res
problems. Experiment and find as many
as you can.

ONE-LINERS
In the June '81 column I used a couple
of one-li ner programs. In response to a
request for mo re, three readers replied.
Listings 2, 3 a nd 4 are the resulting
programs.
Listing 2 includes a lo-res program from
Shaun Hope. This program uses logic in
place of IF ... THEN statements. As Shaun
points out, "IF ... THEN statements cannot
be used in a one-liner. This makes a useful
exercise in the use of logical statements.
For instance:
Q = Q + 1 : IF Q = 40 THEN Q = 0 :
COLOR= RND(ll • 16:
Applesoft would skip to the next line
(which we don't have in a one-liner) if the
IF condition were false. Integer Basic would
go on to the COLOR statement regardless.
The only way to get around this in a oneliner is to use two logical statements:
Q = Q + 1 - 40. (Q = 39) : c = c • (Q
0) + (Q
0) • RND(l ) • 16 :
Notice the INT function is not necesssary
on COLOR statements, and that variables
are used (in the program) in an attempt to
make the program a little faster."
Try Shaun's program with your color
TV. You will see some inte resting patterns.
Another program comes from Bob
Wong. The program in Listing 3 is a hires graphics program. The program draws
a pattern of lines in several colors.
Listing 4, a hi-res progra m from Skene
Moody, produces some interesting patterns.
Those of you who have worked with
oscilloscopes will recognize the fa miliar
lissajous figures. The vertical frequency
is always 1 and the horizontal frequency
changes from 1to49. Near the end of the
range the figures look like amplitude modulated frequencies. (Or, something like a
two-tone modulated transmitter o utput.)
Type these one-line programs carefully.
I have to do some of them over several
times. It's easy to leave out part of one
line . What interesting variatio ns can you
think of? Send your ideas and programs
and they will be included in a future
column.

=

BOOKS TO BUY
Books written especially for use with
the Apple became more available this
past year. Here's a list of some of the ones
I have.
About Machine Language
Apple Machine Language, by Don and
Kurt Inman, Reston Publishing Co., Inc.,
Reston, VA 22090.

26.1

Twelve chapters integrate machine
language with Basic and the Apple Miniassembler. Chapters 1 to 7 review Basic
and develop a Basic Operating System
(BOS). The BOS is used to develop machine
language programs. These programs do
simple graphics, display text, and generate
sounds. Chapter 7 combines sound with
graphics.
Chapters 8, 9 and 10 explain some of
the Apple System Monitor (SM). Most of
these chapters deal with arithmetic processing. That's a shame because the re are lots
of things happening in the monitor besides
mathematics. However, it is true that a ll
the monitor functions are mathematical
in na ture. Some discussion of these functions in non-mathe matical te rms would
have made learning about the monitor
more friendly.
Apple's Mini-assembler is discussed in
chapter 11 . The mini-asembler is used to
describe several of the 6502 indexing
modes. One problem I see here is that the
Apple II Plus machines don't have a miniassembler. My Oct. '8 1 column described
how to ha ve the mini-assembler on any
machine. So, if you want to do things
described in the book, you can.
Chapter 12 is called "Putting It a ll
Together." This c hapter combines Basic,
BOS, SM, and the mini-assemble r.
Each chapte r includes a summary,
exercises, and answers to the exercises.
The Appendix includes a section on Basic
statements, Machine language instructions,
built-in subroutines, and display symbols
(prompts). Also included in the appendix
are hex equivalents, video memory data,
and the 6502 instruction codes. T his is a
good book fo r anyone interested in Apple
machine la nguage. There are some short·
comings. But, once this book is learned,
it's easy to continue on with machine
language.

About DOS
Looking for a book that will completely
describe the Apple Disk Operating System?
He re's one that will.
Beneath Apple DOS, by Don Worth
and Pieter Lechner, Quality Software, 6660
Reseda Blvd., Suite 105, Reseda, CA 91335
(213) 244-6599.
This book is more for those in the
advanced programming category. Don't
overlook it as a source of information
while you're learning though. It's a lot
like learning algebra. You don't know
why you're doing it until you take
calculus.
Beneath Apple DOS is divided into 8
chapters and 3 appendices. The first two
chapters are introductory; no real meat
here. Chapter 3 discusses diskette fo rmatting. Chapter 4 begins to te ll you about
the DOS details. In chapter 5, the structure
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of DOS is discussed. Using DOS from
assembly la nguage is included in chapter
6 and chapter 7 tells you how to customize
DOS. DOS program logic is included in
chapter 8. The appendices include example
programs in appe ndix A, disk protection
schemes in B and a Glossary in appendix

B.

About Everything
There are a couple of books available
that do just about that: tell you most
everything. One of them is called the Apple
II User's Guide. The other is called Programmers Handbook to the Apple II.
Apple II User's Guide, by Lon Poole
with Martin McNiff and Steve n Cook,
630 Bancroft Way, Berkeley, CA 94701.
Eight chapters and 12 sections to the
Appendix make this a useful beginner's
book. From introductory chapter 1 to the
compendium of sta tements in chapter 8,
this book covers the fundamentals of operating your Apple II. In chapter 2 you
learn how to operate the Apple II. Chapter
3 begins the fundamentals of programming
in Basic, with advanced Basic in chapte r
4. Information about the disk is covered
in chapter 5 and Graphics and Sound are
included in c hapter 6. Chapter 7 provides
the beginner with some exposure to the
Machine Language Monitor. The appen·
dices include such extras as Useful PEEKS
and POKES, Memory Usage, and ASCII
Character Codes and Applesoft Reserved
Word T okens.
Generally, the book provides useful
information to the newcomer. T here are
some problems though. For instance, on
page 156 there is a table of Applesoft
Basic Immediate Mode commands. These
are actually deferred (or programmed)
mode commands. As with anything you
read use the contents as information-only
until you can verify the accuracy. The
book is well done otherwise and will be
an asset to the beginners library.
Programmer's Handbook to the Apple
II, Computer Station , Inc., 11610 Page
Service Dr., St. Louis, MO 63141. (314)
432-7019.
This Handbook is a huge extension to
Computer Station's Programmers Guide.
There are 15 sections covering everything
from the Monitor to References. This book
is a compendium of the commands for
most of the major programs used with the
Apple II. Once you have learned the basics
of a particular program, you can find the
essence of the commands and statements
in the Handbook. Included are the Basics,
Pascal, Yisicalc, and CP/ M with Basic80. This book is a useful reference to
many of the programs used on the Apple
II.
D

Pascal Programs

:huck Carpenter

March, 1982
Listing I.

Over the past mo nths, I have received a

w Pascal programs and comments. Some
the input was relative to previous items
the column (randomizing strings). One
tter asked about how to print from a
1scal program. It seemed like it o ught to
: easy to do-it wasn't. Along with a
.riety of o ther Apple info, this column
JI include the semi-sometimes offerings
)m Rosa Pascal.

>sa Pascal Sez
Printing from a Pascal program. For us
ostly Basic programmers, that seems like
>hould be simple. Just use the equivalent
PR# 1 or LPRINT or whatever works in
e version of Basic you use. The question
is asked by Jim Pittman. And , after much
arching in the Apple manuals, no easily
cognized way to print was fo und. By this
ne, there didn't seem to be an easy way
answer Jim's q uestion. The n I started
arching through the other manua ls I have
1 Pascal programming. Nothing there
ther. T he closest was a mention of the
.e of the write-in command with input/
1tput routines. It was mentioned briefly
the Pascal Prime r by David Fox and
itchell Waite .
By this time I was a lmost desparate
1ough to call some of the local Pascal
·ogrammers. But not quite. Looking
rough several magazines for Pascal
·ograms produced the answer. The proams found were documented well enough
r me to understand how printing in Pascal
accomplished. So the techniques were
nt alo ng to Jim in hopes the question
as answered. It was, and Jim re turned a
mple routine shown in Listing 1. Observe
e last few lines of the program. These
ies include the main program. This is
>w Pascal calls the various sub programs.

C*

James

c.

Pittman Jr.

*)

(*

*)

C*

Write out a table of ASCII characters to a printer

*)

(*

*)

<*
This is a sample Pascal program to demonstrate printing input and *l
(*output from within a program.
See article in NIBBLE , Vol 2, Nr 5, *l
(* (1981) page 119 , and the Apple Pascal Language Reference Manual,*)
(*pages 26 - 29 on REWRITE , RESET, and CLOSE procedures . Thanks to *l
(*Chuck Carpenter for his s ugges tions.
1 8 October 1981 *)
*)

(*

program
var

printest (input , outputl;
x , y , z : integer;
output : stri ngl8 1;
fid : interactive;

procedure
data;
(* Get "line width" i nput ; *l
begin
<*
try "15" for example.
*)
writeln(fidl; <* "fileid" or identifier of a previously decl ared file *l
writelnCfid, ' Enter an integer between 7 and 26 , or 0 to stop. ' l;
readln(z); write(fid,' ( ', z, ' ) ' )
end ;
procedure
begin

display;

C*

Write some output

*l

C* Initialize "line width" *l
writeln(fidl;
for x : = 32 to 127 do
(* Print all the ASCII characters *)
begin
writeCfid, ' •, chr(x),' ') ; y := y + l;
if y > z then
(* Start new line *l
begin
Y := O;

y : = O;

end
end ;

writeln(fidl
end ;

begin
z := l;

(* Main part of program *)

while z <> 0 do
C* Stop if z = zero
begin
writeln;
writeln( ' Select either <console: > or <printer: > ' l;
readln(outputl;
(* Don ' t make a typing mistake here!
reset(fid,output);
data;
(* Do t he first "subroutine"
if z <> O then
display;
<* Do th e second "subroutine"
close (fid );
<* Must close t he file so can go back and se l ect agai n
end
(* End, z = zero
end.

*)

*l
*l
*)
*l
*l

uck Carpcnicr, 2228 Montclair Pl.. Carrolhon .

. 75007.
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Figure J.
In the main program Jim has included a
way to select the console: (Apple keyboard
and monitor) or the printer. A sample run
of the program is included in Figure 1.
In the May '81 column, a short program
by Ron DeGroat was included showing a
way to randomize a string of characters.
Two programs were received showing how
to do similar things. Listing 2, submitted
by Ronald A. Thisted, included a detailed
discussion. (Much too long to include here,
however.) The program itself is well
annotated and experienced programmers
should be able to understand the routine.
Another program, shown in Listing 3, was
contributed by Fred W. Hansen. Again,
the program is well annotated. Since my
Pascal skill is limited, the programs are
included for your interest without explanation.

Enter an integer between 7 and 26, or 0 to stop.
(15)
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Enter an integer between 7 and 26, or O to stop.
(7)
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Enter an integer between 7 and 26, or O to stop.
(0)

More Info

Listing 2.
PkOGHn n JUnBLE \UUTPUll:
(t

URllT EN JQ-APRIL-81
bY ROHALU ~. 1~15 1E lt

THI S PROGRAn ILLUSTRAIES A GENERAL SHUFFLING ALGORITHM THA T CAN BE
USED TO GENERATE RANDOn PERnUTAT!ONS UF ARb J TRARY SET S OF ObJECIS . 11
IS ILLUSTRATED HERE OH IHE CHARACTERS OF THE ROftAH ALPHABET.
IN GENERAL, THE

N OBJECTS TO REARRANGE RESIDE IN AH ARKAY OF LENUTH
10 SHUFFLE THE llEnS IN THE ARRAY. Al STEP I. A R A~DOn
SELECTED TO OCCUPY IHE LAS I POSITION !H THE ARRAY. TH IS

H; THE POINT IS

IT En IS
SELECTED ITEft IS THEN EXCHANGED UI TH UHAIEVER ITE n UAS ALREADY CH THE
LAST POSIT !OH. AT IHIS POINT' I TEn HUnBER H IS IH ITS FINAL RESI ING
PLACE, AND ALL OF THE REST OF THE ITEnS OCCUPY THE FIRST N-1 POSll! ONS
OF THE ARRAY. STEP NUftBER 2 SELECTS A RANDOft ITEft FROn THOSE REnAIHING
TO OCCUPY THE NEX T TO LAS T POSITION, AND IHE tHOSEH llEn IS THEN PLACED
THERE. AFIER STEP 2, THE LAST TUO ITEnS ARE IN THEIR HOftES , AND THE
FIRST N-2 ITEftS REftAIN TO BE ASSIGNED A PLACE . THI S CONTINUES UNTIL ALL
ITEnS HAVE BEEN ASSIGNE D.
THE ALGORI TH" IS DUE 10 MOSES AHO OAKFORD <TABLES OF RANOOft
PER"UTATIONS, SIANFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS, 19631. THIS ALGORITHM AND
OTHERS RELATED TO I T ARE DISCUSSED IN KNUTH , THE ART OF COftPUTER
PROGRAftftlNG1 SEftlNUftERICAL ALGORIIHnS, VOLU"E 2, SECOHD EDITION !19801 ,
ADDISON-UESLEY.
t l
USES APPLES TUFF;
CONST
SETSIZE = 26;
<• SIZE OF ROftAN ALPHABET •I
VAR
I
1.. SETSIZE; <• LOOP COUN l ER •l
POS
I 1•• SETSIZE; ( t POS ITION OF SELECTED ITE M •I
CH
CHAR;
<• HOLDS AN lfE" TEftPORARlLY • >
OBJECTS PACKED ARRAY ll .. SETSIZEJ OF CHAR;
BEGIN <• ftAIN PROGRAft •l
<•FIRST, IHITIALIZE OUR SET OF OBJECTS AND GIVE THE APPLE RANDOft
NUftBER GENERATOR A RANDOft STARTING POINT. •l
OBJECTS : = ' ABCDEF GHI JKLftHOPORSTUVUXYZ ' ; RANDOftlZE;
<•NEXT, UE SNUFFLE. ORDINARILY THE INSTRUCTIONS THAT FOLLOU
UOUL D RESIDE IN A PROCEDURE UHICH UE UOULD CALL HERE. •l
FOR I:= SETSIZE DOUNTO 2 DO
BEGIN
POS : = I + RANDOft ftO D SEISIZE;
CH := OBJECTSlll;
OBJEtTSlll :• OBJECTSlPOSJ;
OBJECTS! POSJ := CH
END;
(• FINALLY, PRIN T OUT THE SHUFFLED SET
UR ITELN (OBJECTS I
END.

<* SELECT LUCKY !TE" GOING 10 BIN I
<• SAVE PRESENT OCCUPANT OF BI N I
<• HOVE LUCKY I TEft TO ITS FINAL HOftE
( t THEN RE-USE THE VACATED BIN
TO CONVINOE THE SKEPTICS. •l

•l
•l
•I
•l

Apple owners can find information about
their systems from a new source. A summary
of over 100 books and magazines about
the Apple and the Apple 6502 micro·
processor is included in the Apple Owners
Book List. Uyou're looking for information
about the Apple, you should be able to
find much of it here. The uncopyrighted
list is S2.00 per copy and is updated monthly.
Use and dissemination of the list is encouraged, according to its editor. Get your
copy from Bob Broedel, P.O. Box 20049,
Tallahassee, FL 32304.

String Art
For those who are just getting started
with graphics, here's a program you will
find interesting. The program, called "String
Art" was written by Daniel Rice. Listing 4
is the program. According to Daniel, this
is how it works: "Here is a small Applesoft
program that draws interesting "String Art"
patterns. It actually draws consecutive ovals,
each differing slightly in angle and location.
Thus, with a large scale, interweaving
straight-line effects are created. Typing
CTRL-C during execution returns the
program to line 110. Any other character
temporarily stops the program until another
key is pressed. A negative response to the
question in line 160 ends the program. On
an Apple II Plus, or an Apple II with
Applesoft card or language system, line
200 may be changed to HGR:HCOLOR=7.
Line 270 contains an invisible CTRL-G
between the quotes. Occasionally, the
program may 'refuse' to draw a certain
pattern. The solution is merely to re-run
the program, and try again."
There are a couple of interesting features
in Daniel's program. In lines 120 and 130
are included a series of POKEs. Line 120
POKES 6 bytes of data into consecutive
addresses starting at 768 decimal or S0300
.J
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Listing 3.
(Remembe r that the $symbol means
in 6502 microprocessor notation.) The
o POKES in line 130 are to addresses
land 233decimalor $E8and $E9. These
o addresses are the po inte r to the
~nningof a shape table for hi-res graphics.
te shape table is included in the data
.rting at address $0300. So, the pointer
address $E8-SE9 will be used by this
1phics program to point to the shape
ile needed to draw the consecutive ovals.
>u can find out more about creating and
mg shape tables on pages 92 to 100 in
! Applesoft Reference manual.
Daniel's use of the shape table is novel
d c reative. The use of POKEs to ente r
! table ensures that it is loaded each
:ie the program runs. It is not described
.s way in the pages mentioned a bove.
1ce page 3 of the Apple memory usually
free, it is ideal for storage of sma ll
ograms and data. Apple DOS uses
!mory from $03DO to $03FO or so.
1yway, you can use the memory up to
30F for your own purposes such as the
ape table in this program. For testing of
yboard input, line 240 looks for the
rriage return. Decimal 141 is $8D, the
~CII value of a carriage return. Note
at in the Apple II, the high bit is set on
normal video characters. Other video
tributes a re invoked when this bit is
anged. Line 270 then resets the strobe
th the POKE and rings the bell. In line
0 the program is halted until any key is
essed. The keyboard strobe is reset again
line 290 and the program continues
.c k at line 250. Typing a CTRL-G invokes
1 error condition which is trapped by the
'.ll"ERR command in line 100. As you can
e, lots of things ha ppen, even in small
ograms.
IC.

<•
**
**

IC

**
**
**
**
**

**

**
**

**

**

••****

**
**
**
**

PROCEDURE RANDOHIZES THE CONTENTS OF ANY STRING PASSED TO IT.
IT REQUIRES "USES APPLESTUFF " AND "RANDOHIZE" IN THE MAIN PROGRAM
BLOCK.
AUTHOR: FRED W. HANSEN
DATE
05/27/81
NOTES :
l.

2,
3,
4,

S,
6.

BYPASS PROCESSING IF THE INPUT SOURCE STRING IS NULL OR ONLY
ONE CHARACTER LONG;
INITIALIZE THE WORK STRING TO NULL .
RANDOMLY SELECT A CHARACTER <BY POSITION> FROH THE INPUT SOURCE
STRING;
PLACE THE SELECTED CHARACTER ON THE END OF THE DESTINATION
STRING;
REHOVE THE SELECTED CHARACTER FROH THE SOURCE STRING;
REPEAT THE PROCESS UNTIL THERE ARE NO HORE CHARACTERS LEFT
IN THE SOURCE STRING;
THE SOURCE STRING BECOMES THE NOW-RANDOM IZED DESTINATION
STRING.

7,
**
•>
PROCEDURE SCRAHBLE <VAR SOURCE :STRINGJ ;
VAR
SELECTEDCHAR
DESTINATI ON

INTEGER;
STRING;

BEGIN
<a 1 a>

IF LENGTH <SOURCE> <= 1 THEN
EXIT <SCRAMBLE>;

<a 2 a>

DESTINATION:='';

REPEAT
SELECTEDCHAR : = <RANDOH HOD LENGTH <SOURCE >> + 1;
DESTINATION := CONCAT <DESTINATION•
COPY <SOURCE , SELECTEDCHAR• 1>>;
(* 5 a )
DELETE <SOURCE, SELECTEDCHAR, l >;
<a 6 a>
UNTIL LENGTH <SOURCE>= o;

* *)

< 3
<* 4 *>

<* 7 *)

SOURCE
END;

:= DESTINATION;
<a SCRAMBLE *)

Listing 4.

o· ONERR
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

GOTO 11 0
TEXT : HOME
POl(E 768,1: POKE 769 ,0: POKE
770,'\ : POKE 771,0: POKE 772,
'I: POKE 773, 0
POKE 232,0: POKE 233,3
POl(E
16368,0
ROT= 0
INPUT "STRING DESIGN t ?11 ;A
POl(E
16368 ,0
IF A < 0 THEN END
SCALE= A
HGR2 : HCOLOR= 7
XOR AW 1 AT 1'10,95
FOR A = l TO 255

-

-

ROT= A: DRAW 1
1'11 THEN
IF PEEi( ( - 1638'1)
27 0
250 NEXT A
26 0 GOTO 22 0
,
16360,0: PRINT
270 POKE
28 0 IF PEEK ( - 1638'\) < 128 THEN
280
290 POl(E - 16368 ,0! GOTO 250
300 REM E:Y DANIEL RICE
310 REM "STRING ART"
JSA\l!RtO
23 0
2'10

-

Big Letters-Small Letters
My Apple II now has the Keyboard
Enhancer in place of the Paymar Adapter.
As an enhancement to the basic Apple II,
you still need software to make the lowercase characters a ppear in your text. With
the Videoteml 80-column board, you have
instant upper-lowe r case capability. And
it works without special control characters.
If you are also using the Z-80 Softcard,
you can have the equivalent of two computers in the same case. You can do any of
the regular Apple II things, or you can
boot-up the CP/ M disk and use the 80
column capability with the expanded
capability of the Z-80 board. Next time,
I'll give a more comprehensive review of
the Videx Keyboard Enhancer.
0
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Apple - New Developments
Keyboard Enhancer

April, 1982

Chuck Carpenter
Anxiously, I opened the carto n to my
new Apple II. Quickly, I connected all the
cables and leads. The n , with nervous
anticipa tion, I turned on the power switch.
I pr~ the RESET key, heard the speaker
'beep,' and saw the asterisk prompt appear
on the screen of my monitor. Everything
seemed to be working. Now back to the
Reference Manua l. How do I make it do
something? Wow! This manual is confusing!
How can anyone understand all this information. These 50 pages of reference
material are a lot for a beginner to learn.
That's how it all started in September
1977. My Apple II, serial number 333, is
still the same. Disk drives and 32K more
RAM were added. All the expansion slots
are full, and connection to peripherals,
like my Centronics 737 printer, is now a
simple task. Connecting peripherals wasn't
always so easy though. T here were no
peripheral boards available a t first. One of
my first computer articles described hooking
up a Telpar 40-column thermal printer. I
had to tell everyone how to make it work
from the game paddle connector.
The program used to drive the printer
was similar to the one included in the Dec.
'81 column. Except back then , the hook to
DOS (disk operating system) at $03EA
wasn't needed. T he only interface needed
was a pair of wires from the game paddle
connector. Later on, when the expanded
Apple II Refere nce Manual (the 151-page
red book) came along, a more sophisticated
program to drive a teletype was included.
This program would also drive serial printers
(with TTL compa tible inputs).
From Out of The Past

Lots of things happened over the following months and years. We learned ways
C huck Carpenter, 2228 Montclnir Pl., Carrollton.
TX 75007.
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to get progra ms on a nd off ta pe. (Our first
exposure to the use of monitor routines.)
And things like PR# ! and IN# ! to access
a n expansion slot were discovered, too.
(What a discovery to lea rn tha t you didn't
need to press RESET to turn a printer
routine off; just type PR#O.) Before learning
this simple operation, I had c hanged the
printer routine to restore the data in
addresses $36 and $37. Using PR#O does
this for you automatically. The ability of a
user to hook input/ output software through
these addresses is one of the features that
has made Apple so great. Apple never did
try to hide anything from hardware or
software developers. T he number of peripheral boards and software packages available
to the Apple owner is testimony to a great
deal of fo resight on the part of the Apple
II creators.
Better and Better

Integer Basic was available almost immediately when you turned on your Apple, so
was machine language. To use Basic, you
typed CTRL + B (ha rd entry ) or CTRL+C
(soft entry). To return to the monitor for
machine language you pressed RESET.
The original Apples were designed with a
very fast version of Basic included in ROM.
Also included in ROM were utilities to
work with machine language programs.
You could assemble, disassemble, examine
and change memory , and move programs
around in memory. You could also access
the speaker and the game paddle input/
output pins directly. No other machine
had th is capability. If the lack of floating
point arithmetic was a problem, there were
routines in ROM for this too.
My Apple, a whopping 16K, also included
the first version of Applesoft. It was a ta pe

version offered as an incentive to purchasers
of 16K units and it had many bugs. But it
included floating point a rithme tic and I
wanted that. My programming skills were
more elementary then and I needed the
ex tra programming power. The string
handling capability was better, but it took
me a while to find out why that made a
difference. Eventually the tape version was
improved and many hi-res graphics features
were added. Soon after, the Applesoft ROM
card became available. With only the "flick"
of a switch, you could use all the capabilities
of the Apple. Nowadays, a ll the Apple II
Plus machines have the latest version of
Applesoft resident in ROM.
And Still More

Following the development of Applesoft
came the Programmers Aid ROM and then
the Autostart ROM. Useable only with
Integer Basic (it's in the SDOOO ROM), the
Programmers Aid ROM provides severa l
utilities. You can test memory, make music,
renumber and append Integer programs,
and relocate machine la nguage programs.
There were also several routines for making
hi-res graphics easier. The source code
for all the utilities was also included. At
the time, these were some of the more
advanced aids available to the Apple II
programmer.
You can still have the Aid ROM in your
Apple II Plus. The Integer Basic card
includes both the Aid ROM and the old
monitor ROM. If you choose the Language
System, the code in the ROMs is included
on the Basic disks.
The Autostart ROM replaced the original
monitor ROM. Once you made the replacement, you gained some features and lost
some. Features lost included the miniassembler and other machine language
routines. Features gained included the auto

boot or load-and-go capability, and some
immunity from catastrophic RESET. With
the old monitor, you frequently lost your
program with an accidental RESET. The
code in autostart was designed so you could
recover most of the time-much more
friendly for the programme r.
No.le that with Integer Basic machines,
you have both the old and new monitor
ROMs in place. The Language system
includes the new monitor on the 16K card.
I read someplace that you could easily
switch from one monitor to the other. I
couldn't find the information to include it
here, but I'll keep looking and use it in a
future column.
And Into the Future
Several c hanges have been made to the
main circuit board. Starting a t level 0, the
current level is now at 7. Most of these
changes are transparent to the user. Some,
li ke color killer, were obvious. Early
machines would display text in blues and
oranges when a color TV was used as a
monitor. Color killer forced the signal to
white. Other changes included international
features, and removal of the 4K or 16K
memory selection options. Since memory
has become so inexpensive, you can now
buy 32K for less than the cost of 4K in

1977.
Reset problems have been all but eliminated with the new keyboards. Early
keyboards were longer than they are now.
When you pulled open the top, the edge
would push the top of the keyboard. Many
keyboards were pried loose from their
mountings this way. The first keyboard
change was to make it sho rter. The most
recent keyboards have a piggy back board
attached to them. T his little board has the
RESET saver switch on it. By setting this
switc h to the proper position, you have to
press both the control and reset keys to do
a RESET. You can also have the regular
reset capability in the other switch positiona much needed improvement considering
the precarious position of the reset key on
the Apple II keyboard.
And how about all those older machines?
How can they be protected from accidental
resets? Several methods have been tried.
They range from little hardware gadgets
tha t protect the key from being pressed to
software changes that direct the program
to a safe place if reset is pressed accidentally.
One of the best devices that I have tried is
the Keyboard Enhancer. You get a combination of a lower-case adapter a nd reset
protector when the Enhancer is insta lled.
Keyboard Enhancer
When I bought the Keyboard Enhancer,
I had an ulterior motive. My 80-column
board, also made by Videx, is directly
compatible with the Enhancer. With the

Enhancer installed, the Apple II keyboard
works much like a typewrite r. With no
additional software, the shift keys shift
fro m lower case to upper. Except for a
non-standard keyboard layout, using the
Enhancer with the Videoterm 80-column
board gives me all the features of an 80column terminal. By installing a sho rt
assembly language program, the same
features, in the standard 40 columns, a re
provided. You also get the CTRL-RESET
feature ; and a character set with true
descenders, but nine special c haracters
are missing fro m the Apple keyboard.

Keyboard Enhancer.
Hardware
Compone nts and circuits a re contained
on a small board. There are two versions;
one fo r machines made prior to revision 7
and one for revision 7 machines. Recall
that revision 7 machines already have the
control reset feature. Installing the board
is an involved but uncomplicated process.
You have to disassemble the Apple II.
To make the necessary corrections, the
e ncoder c hip on the keyboard has to be
removed. The instructions a re clear but if
you a re not used to doing these things you
might get some he lp. Additionally, the
character ROM on the main boa rd is
removed along with two control logic chips.
The three devices removed are plugged
into the Enhancer board a nd the board is
plugged into the sockets vacated by the
three devices. Once installed, everything
is partially reassemb led. A check-o ut
procedure is included to help you find out
if it is working. It's easier to do with the 80column board-you don't need to e nter
the machine language program.
After check-out is completed the Apple
is buttoned-up and you're in business. The
circuit board is made with quality components: the material is epoxy fiberglass, the
kind known as G 10, and a ll sockets are
high quality Augat parts. In the e lect ronics
industry , these are conside red to be premium components. Assembly and workmanship are high quality too.
Software
About all the softwa re you need is
provided in a short machine language

program. The program is not needed if
you a re using it only with the Videoterm
SO-column board. To make sure it worked
however, I loaded it and it did. Memory in
page 3 is used for the program. If you have
used this space (and many peripherals do)
you will have to find a way o f exchanging
overlays o r relocating the programs elsewhere in memory. There are several patches
for the Apple Writer Word Processor. With
these patches you can use the Enhancer
lower case capability without special
codes.
Enhancer is compatible with the Z-80
Softcard, The Hayes Modem, and, if you
are using the Videoterm, it is compatible
with the Language System. In addition, if
you a re inclined, you can change the
character set to suit your needs. Information
is included in the manual to help you develop
and program your own c haracter set.
Documentation
AU you need to know about installing
and using the Enhancer is included in the
ma nual. Written by Curtis White, Paul
Davis and Darrell Aldrich, the manual
covers installation, check-out, use, and
theory of operation. Special capabilities,
such as remapping the keyboard, are also
included. To help you remap the keyboard,
both standard keyboard mapping and
alternate mapping data tables are included.
Some of you may be familiar with Darrell's
work from other sources. He has developed
software for many graph ics programs
currently on the market.
Documentation on other Videx products
has not been as well done, and my reviews
of these products have been critical in the
area of documentation. However, there
are no significant problems with this manual.
The presentation from installation to use
to rolling your own EPROMS is well done.
And for those of you who like to tinker
with the parts, there is a schematic of the
board.
Using It
Once you have it connected and checked
out, using it is quite simple. At installation
you choose the mode you want it to come
up in. One mode is the standard Apple
on both sides. The result is similar to the
magnetic tape used for audio recordings.
Except, the magnetic integrity is more
critical. Once the disk is coated and cut to
size, it is tested for magnetic integrity.
Several things are checked:
• Amplitude of the recorded signal- the
output when read back cannot be below a
certain level. This ensures that you will be
able to read what you recorded on the
disk.
• Missing bits- a test to make sure that
voids do not occur in the magnetic
surface.
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• Extra bits-a test to make sure that
data is erased. It is possible for a bit to be
recorded a nd not e rased. Not too good for
your da ta integrity.
If any of these problems occur during
testing , that side of the disk is not certified.
As you can see, it is quite possible that one
side will fail and the other will be good.
These good-on-one-side disks a re used for
single-sided disks. Of course, with the
present state of the art, it is also quite
likely that both sides are good. It would
seem then that merely checking to see if
the other side is good is all that is necessary.
Not so!
The Mechanism
Complete disk assemblies include the
media inside a plastic jacket. The inside of
the jacke t is lined with a lint-free cleaning
material. The purpose of the cleaning
ma terial is to keep dust and lint off the
magnetic surface; as the diskette spins,
the dirt is collected o n one side of the
liner.
Look at the pho to of the two types of
read/ write head mechanisms. The one on
the right is a single-side head. The other is
a dual-side head. Single heads are designed
to read only one side of the disk. What
happens to the othc::r side is a don't care
situation. Dual side heads are different, of
course. There are two heads to do the
read/ write job. As can be seen in the photo,
one head is forced against the other with
the media in between. Note that the
mecha nism is designed for the media to
always be spinning in the same direction.
The single side head is from drives like
those used in the Apple II disk drives. The
dual head is from a Shugart SA450 40track drive.

increasing the abrasion on the media with
the head load pad, who can tell. All of a
sudden one day you will have a problem
with disks that you can't read. All your
valuable data will be gone, a nd without
warning. The Apple system does not have
any read after write capability. (Except
when you copy a disk , then the system
does check what was written.)

Read/ Write Heads.
Data is recorded on and read back from
the media by the read/ write head . As you
can see in the photo, the read/ write head
is the thin black line across the white circle
supporting the head. In the photo, notice
the fe lt pad on the head load arm. This
pad-the head load pad-is used to force
the media against the head. As you use the
disk drives this felt pad collects bits of
magnetic mate rial and dirt. In doing the
job of forcing the media, the head load
pad becomes abrasive.
Now, you can see what I am leading up
to. If you use both sides of the diskette,
several problems occur:
• Din collecting on the liner travels from
side to side across the head, and added
wear-and-tear on the head and the media
results.
• The head load pad abrades both sides
of the media increasing the wear there,
too.
Because the magnetic coating is very
durable, it may take a long time for any
damage to show up. Shugart specifies
qualified media at three million passes pe r
track. Some time ago, I calculated that it
would take eight years to reach this value
(at two hours per day of use). But, by

Notes
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Be Safe Not Sorry
If you do your own certification of the
second side, you are likely to be safe under
some conditions. If you use the disks for
back-up there is little risk. And, for disks
used only once in a while there is not too
muc h risk. But for those disks you use
frequently, use only one side. The risk of
data loss is not worth the money saved by
using both sides of any disk in a drive
designed only for single-side recording. If
you have a Language System, the Bad
Blocks routine in the Pascal utilities will
do a fair job of testing media integrity, and
several utility programs are available to
do media testing. Get one of them if you
can. Or find someone who will he lp you do
the job. For maximum peace of mind with
the Apple disk system though. use only
one side o f your disks.

Next Time
The next column will feature a review
of a program called Progra m Line Editor.
Readers have submitted more programs
and ideas. Some of them will be included.
And, questions sent by readers will be
answered. Also, a tutorial on how to convert
Hex to decimal and the reverse will be
included.
D

Program Line Editor
Hex to Decimal Conversions
One Line Programs

;huck Carpenter
As promised, a review of Program Line
(PLE) is included this month. A
utorial o n converting hex to decimal and
1ack is, too. Other items include one-liners
.nd answers to questio ns from readers.
rhe review of PLE was written by Barry
layer. Some of you may recognize his
1ame fro m articles and columns he has
vritten in this and other magazines.
Ba rry wrote me a letter some time ago
md asked me why I was still telling people
o use POKE 33,33 to help with their editing,
:specially since this great PLE program
vas available. I have PLE but I have never
:otten around to using it. When Barry was
lSked to help, he graciously consented.
-!ere, o nly slightly edited , is a review of
Drogram Line Editor by Barry Bayer.
~ditor

.>rogram Line Editor
One of the most irritating features of
b e Apple II is the clearly inadequate editor
Jsed when entering or modifying Integer
3asic o r Applesoft floating point Basic
:>rograms. T ry to insert a letter o r two into
m Applesoft program, particularly with
rhe old, non-autostart monitor ROM, and
by the time you're finished with a compli;::ated sequence of CTRL-As, CTRL-Bs,
and a ll sorts of other controls, you can get
a little disgusted with the whole thing.
When a line is listed, the editor automatically includes spaces between keywords, and at the end and beginning of
each 34 column line, to make the whole
thing more readable. Unfortunately, the
only way to make a change in a line is to
list it, copy it using the Right Arrow key
until the point of change, and continue to
copy it to the end.
Chuck Carpenter. 2228 Montclair Pl.. Carrollton.
TX 75007.

Ma y, 1982
Unless one carefully advances the cursor
with a CTRL A, (ESC K with the autostart
monitor ROM) strings tend to be broken
up and look terrible. By the time you get
to the e nd, the editor decides that all of
those spaces that it put in (that you didn't
want to begin with) make the line too
lo ng, and issues a••• SYNTAX ERROR
message, and igno res the entire modification.
Some problems (squa ring the circle, the
Middle-East situation) may never be solved.
But there are two generally used methods
to solve the Apple 11 editor problems. The
first (as has previously been discussed in
this column) is to na rrow the text window
to 34 characters, which e liminates the
" prettyprinting" function of the editor
(POKE 33,33 does it); the second is to use
Neil Konzen's Program Line Editor, or
PLE, as it is affectionately known.
PLE is a strange type of program that
almost everyone has and uses, but nobody
ever talks about. For the benefit of new
Apple owners, and for you old timers who
may not have heard of it, let me describe a
program that is really indispensible.
PLE comes well documented, on a DOS
3.2 d isk, and is both copyable and Muffinable (to DOS 3.3). It is available commercially through Sy nergistic Software,
and would be well worth its suggested
retail price of $40 if all it did was to solve
the "line editing" problems o utline<! above.
When you run PLE, it lowers HIMEM
and the DOS buffers (about 1500 bytes),
changes the DOS pointers, a nd installs
itself immediately below DOS and above
the DOS buffers and new HIMEM. And
there it stays, unaffected by FPs, INTs or
even hard RESETs, always ready to do its
stuff.
Load a program, in either Integer Basic

or Applesoft. Find a line that you wish to
edit, and key in CTRL-E a nd the line
number. Thus far, you have done the
equivalent of a LIST line number. But
now starts the fun.
The sequence of CTRL-F and any keyboard letter or number key , will fi nd the
next occurrence of the character in the
line. Press the same key again , and the
cursor goes to the next occurrence of that
character. Press any other key to get out
of the sequence. CTRL-N puts the cursor
at the end of the line, and CTRL-B puts it
at the beginning. CTRL-Z will ZAP from
the current cursor position up to, but not
including the character pressed after the
CTRL-Z. (A CTRL-Z ":"sequence is an
excellent way to eliminate a single statement
in a multiple statement line. A second " :"
will elim inate a second statement, and so
fo rth.)
A CTRL-P will pack the line and remove
a ll the spaces between tokenized words
ijust in case the line may be getting too
lo ng because of all of those extra spaces
inserted by the Basic editor.) But the best
thing about all of this is that, once the
change is made, a Return is sufficient to
enter the new line. You don 't have to
recopy the whole thing. (Note that a
tokenized word is a reserved keyword like
PRINT. The interpreter assigns a token of
only one byte to each reserved word to
conserve memory. See page 121 in the
Applesoft Refere nce Manual.-CC).)
But there is more. Move to the place in
the line where you wish to insert characters,
press CTRL-1, and start typing. PLE moves
everything over to the right to make room
for your insertion, be it a character, a
word, or a full statement o r two. And of
course, a CTRL-D will delete characters.
CTRL-A performs a case change trans-
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formation, enabling the programmer to
insert lower case within strings. (Lower
case could also be placed into a program
proper, but such characters will either be
changed into upper case, or rejected by
the Basic editor.) Of course your monitor
screen will not show lower case unless you
have modified your Apple by adding a
lower case character generator of some
sort. But, the feature can be used for text
intended to be printed on a printer with
lower case.
And that about finishes Program Line
Editor. Except that Mr. Konzen has given
us "overfull" measure for our money. He
a lso added an Escape Create feature that
e nables each Apple owner to create macros
which, in effect, enable special func tion
keys. For example , after I load PLE, (it is
part of the HELLO program on the system
disk I usually boot with) I can type in the
sequence ESC I to display a CATALOG
of the disk loaded in to drive I .
ESC-T is the equivalent o f typing in
TEXT and Return , ESC-L does a LIST,
and ESC-W does a relatively complicated
set of PEEKs and calculations and then
PRINTs the address and length (in decimal)
of the last BLOADed program, and ESC
- jumps eight columns to the right. RUN,
PRINT, CALL-IS! , or just about anything
e lse you can think of can be programmed
into this Escape Create feature . All are
transparent to the user. All are easily
modifiable by the user.
And all for about 1500 bytes and $40
dollars. Just think. Never get a ••• SYNTAX
ERROR after misspelling CATALOG
again.
But maybe I was too rash in my opening.
Program Line Editor is not indispensible.
It is possible in the Apple Basics without
it. But just like central heating , electric
refrigerators, and indoor plumbing, I would
rather not be without it. And I a m sure
that after you try it, you won't want to get
along without it, either. (Thanks BarryCC.)

The code is known as ASCII -pronounced
AS-KEY-which stands for American
Standard Code for Information Interchange.
T here are other codes around, and IBM
uses one of their own called EBCIDIC.
But for anything we do within the Apple,
the ASCII code is the only one with which
we need to be concerned.
Get your Applesoft II Basic Programming
Reference Manual and turn to page 138.
Find the numbers 0 and 9 and observe
that, in the DEC column, the value assigned
is from 48 to 57. On the next page, find the
letters A to F. T he values assigned here
are 65 to 70. Note that there are seven
characters between the numbers and letters.
Numbers 48 and 7 will be used in the
conversions from one base to the other.
These numbers a re the differences between
the code values , the positional values in
the table , and the value of the characters
we want to convert. Now, let's examine a
p rogra m that uses these relationships.
Listing 1 is a short program to convert
hex numbers to decimal. The program
accepts a four-digit he x number, manipulates the digits, then sums the digits into
the equivalent decimal number. Input is
accepted in line 1000. There is no error
c hecking included, so you will get funny
results if you don't use correct characters.
Then, a FOR ... NEXT loop is set-up in
lines 10 I0 to 1025. This loop steps through
each of the four input characters and assigns
the decimal value to the digit. First , the
digit is converted to its ASCII value with
th e Applesoft string function ASC. Next,
if the digit is a number, 48 is subtracted to
put it into the range 0 to 9. If the digit is
one of the letters A to F, an additional 7 is
subtracted to put the value in the 10 to 1S
range. Now we have the values stored in
variables D( l ) to 0(4). Variable 1 is the
most significant digit (MSD) and so on.
1000
1010
lOZO

To Hex and Back - A Tutorial
Converting from one number base to
anothe r is a freque n t requireme nt for
programming applications. When you use
PEEKs and POKEs you need to convert
from hex (base 16) to decimal (base 10).
Programs to POKE machine language into
memory a nd to dump the conte nts of
memory are examples of practical applications. We will discuss a useful POKE
program later , but first, let's consider the
techniques for making the conversions.

Hex to Decimal
To conver t from one system to another,
it is fi rst necessary to understand the nature
of the systems. In th e Apple , all the
c haracters on the keyboard (and more
that aren't available) are assigned codes.
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10 2~i

1 030
1040
1050

INPU T " ENTER A 'I-DIGIT HEX
NUMBER - ";H$
FOR I = 1 TD If
D<ll = ASC < MID$ !H$,I,1ll
- 48: IF D<Il > 9 THEN D<Il
= D<Il - 7
NEXT I
D<ll =D i ll lit 4096 l D<Z>
D<
Zl )I( Z56
D<3l = D<3l lit 16:T = D<l> +
0(2) + D(3) • 0(4)
PRINT : PRINT T

J
J
]

J RUN
ENTER A 'I-DIGIT HEX NUMBER - FFFF
65535
]

J

JRUN
ENTER A 4- DIGIT HEX NUMBER - 9999
393Zl

In line 1030, each of the four variables is
converted to its base 16 value. Position 1,
the MSD, is 16 to the third power or 4096.
Position 2 is 16 squared or 256. Position 3
is 16 to the first power or 16, and position 4
is the 1's position (16 to the 0 power). So
each position is multiplied by its positional
value and summed in line 1040. Line 1050
prints the results of all the manipulation.
The output will be a fi ve-digit number.
Using the loop to break down (parse) the
hex string makes this a compact conversion
routine. Listing 3 is an example of how to
do the same conversion without the use of
FOR ... NEXT loops.
INPUT "ENTER 5-DIGIT NUMBEf\

1000

-

"iH

lOZO FOR I = 1 TO 4
H 1130 Hl = INT <H I 16l:DCil
16 )I( It 1 : II = Hl
1140 NEXT T
1
1150 FOR r = 4 TO 1 STEP
1155 1-1!1> :: H ·~ + Cl-IR$ <D<Il + 'I B +
7 )I( < <DCil > 9)))
1160 NEXT :r
1l70 PRINT : PRINT "$"jH$

-

]

J
J
Jr\UN
ENTER 5-0IGIT NUMBER - 65535
ffFFF
J
J
JRUN
EN TER 5-0IGTT NUME:ER - 00100
$006 4

Listing 2. Sample program showing use of
FOR ...NEXT loops in decimal to hex conversion.
90 HOM E
100 INPUT "INPUT A 4 DIGIT HEX N
UMBER - "; A$
110 PRINT : PRINT
130 LET Hl = ASC ( LEFT$ CA$ ,l l
) - 48
135 IF Hl > 9 THEN Hl = Hl - 7
140 LET HZ = ASC < MID$ !A$ , Z, 1
) ) - 48
115 I F HZ > 9 THEN HZ = HZ - 7
150 LET H3 = ASC C MI D$ !A$ 1 3, 1
) ) - 48
155 I F H3 > 9 TH EN H3 = 1-13 - 7
160 LET H1 = ASC C RIGHT$ CA$ ,1
ll - 1B
165 I F H'I > 9 THEN H4 = H4 - 7
170 LET Hl = Hl * 4 096
180 LET HZ = H2 lit Z56
190 LET H3 = H3 lit 16
ZOO LET H = H + Hl + HZ + H3 + H
4

Z10

PRIN T : PRINT " $";A$ ;"
;H;"
DECIMAL"

Listing ]. Another way to conve rt hex to
decimal requiring more coding than the
example in Listing 1.
Decimal to Hex

Listing 1. Sample program showing use of
FOR ... NEXT loops in hex to decimal conversion.

As you might expect, co nverting from
decimal to hex is just the reverse of hex to
1ecimal. Listing 2 is a short program that

does this. Again, FOR ...NEXT loops are
used to minimize coding. Line 1000 accepts
input of a five-digit base-10 number. As in
the other example there is no error checking.
The number should have five digits between
00000 and 65535. This is consistent with
the range of memory addressable by the
Apple 6502 microprocessor.
Line 1020 uses a loop to break the number
into four elements representing the hex
values. They are stored in four variables,
D(l ) to 0(4).
Lines 1050 to 1060 are another loop to
convert the digits back to their ASCII
values. This is accomplished with the CHR$
string function. To complete the conversion,
48 is added to the value of the digit for the
numbers. If it is a letter, an additional 7 is
added. Note that line 1155 uses relational
logic to test for the range of values. I was
not able to make this work in line 1020 of
Listing 1. The string HS is built one character
at a time until all four hex characters are
accumulated (concatenated).
Line 1070 prints the string with the S
symbol at the front. In 6502 convention,
the $ symbol is used to indicate a hex
number.

digits are to be converted. The FOR. ..NEXT
loops used in the examples would take too
much code here, so each digit is converted
separately. The program is really two
subroutines. Lines 1, 2 and 3 are used to
call the routines to first, enable the clock
and second, to read the clock output.
The machine language program is going
to be POKEd into page 3 of memory,
decimal locations 768 ($300) to 775. A
READ...DATA combination is used to store
and recall the hex machine language
code.

All Together Now
Now that you understand how to make
the conversions, a program is needed to
put it all together. The program in Listing
4 is my example of a way to do it. Lines
1060 to 1160set up a menu and the logic to
make the selection. The hex conversion
program is in lines 2000 to 2100. A couple
of additional items were added.
The variables are zeroed in line 2000,
and the ability to go back and do it over is
included in lines 2080 to 2100. Decimal
conversion in lines 3000 to 3110 includes
the same additions. Note that there is still
no error checking in the program.
You could test for the number of input
characters for instance. You could also
test to see if they are in the correct range.
As they say in the text books, I'll leave this
as an exercise for the reader.

11 45
1150

Making It Work
Having a program to make these conversions is kind of fun. But as a more
practical matter, yo u can't use them at the
same time you're writing another program.
You would need to do the conversions
first, then use them in your program as
you write it. Since the most usual case is to
convert hex to decimal, an example of a
program using the conversion is appropriate.
The Mountain Computer Clock in my
computer requires machine language to
initialize it and generate the clock output.
Since the machine language is in hex, it is
easier to let the program do the conversion
to decimal for the POKE statements. Listing
5 is an example of a progra m that will do
this. Note that in this program only two

1000
1010
1020
10 3 0
1040
10 6 0
1070
1 080
10 9 0
110 0
1110
11 2 0
11 30
lHO

1160
1180
11 9 0
2 0 00
201 0
20 2 0
203 0
20 4 0
205 0
2060
2070
208 0
2 09 0
2100
2120
2 130
3 00 0
3 01 0
3020
3030

3 04 0
3 050
3060

REM **********************
REM PROGRAM TO CONVERT HEX
REM AND DE CIMAL NUMBERS .
REM BY : CHUCK CARPENTER
REM **********************
HOME
PRINT " SELECT OPTIONS"
PRI NT " - - ---- ------- "
PRINT
PRINT "
1,
HEX TO DEC!
MAL CONVERSION"
PRINT "
2,
DECIMAL TO
HEX CONVERSI ON"
PRINT "
0.
END THE PRO
GRAM"
PRINT
PRINT "ENTER YO UR CHOICE " i
: I NPUT S
IF S > 2 GOTO 100 0
I F S = 0 THEN HOME : PRI NT
" END OF PROGRAM• •• ": END
ON S GOT O 2 000, 3 000
REM - ** HE X TO DECIMAL **
REM
********************
HOME : HS = "": T = 0
INPUT "ENTER A 'I -DIGIT HEX
NUMBE R, • , "i HS
FOR I = 1 TO 'I
D<I> = ASC ( MID $ <HS, I , l l l
- 48! IF D<I> > 9 THEN D<I>
= D< I l - 7
NEXT I
D(l) = D( l ) * 40 96 :D (2)
D<
2> * 256
D<3> = D<3> * 16: T
D<l> +
D(2 ) + D< 3 > + D( 'I )
PRINT : PRINT HS"
"i T i " D
ECIMAL"
PRINT "MORE HEX CONVERSIONS
Y/N ,, INPUT AS
I F A$ = "Y" GOTO 2 0 00
GOTO 10 00
REM - ** DECIMAL TO HEX **
REM
********************
HOME ! N = o:H$ = "":H = 0
INPUT " ENTER A 5 - DIG IT E: ASE
-1 0 NUME:ER... "; H: N = H
FOR I = 1 TO 'I
H1 = INT <HI 16l : D<T >
H 16 * Hl:H = Hl
NEXT I
FOR I = 'I TO 1 STEP - 1
HS = H$ + CHR$ <D<I> + 48 +
7

3 070
3080
309 0
3100
31 1 0

*

((D(l)

>

9 )))

NEX T I
PRINT : PRI NT Ni " = $ "iHS i"
HEXADECIMAL "
PRINT "MORE HEX CONVERSIONS
Y/N 00 ; : INPUT A$
IF A$ = "Y" GOTO 3000
GOTO 1 00 0

Listing 4. Menu driven program to convert
hex and decimal numbers. Combines
examples of Listings 1 and 2.

Line 5010 reads each byte of the data as
variable A$. Each digit of the hex byte is
converted to its ASCII value in lines 5020
to 5040.

GOSUB 500 0
2 GOSUB 6 000
3 END
5 000 REM - ENABLING CLOCK
5 010 FOR I = 7 68 TO 7 75 : READ A$
5020 Dl = ASC ( LE FT$ (A$ 1 1) ) 48
5 030 IF Dl > 9 THEN Dl = Dl - 7
5 040 D2 = ASC < RIGHT$ <At ,1 )) 48
5050 IF D2 > 9 THEN D2 = D2 - 7
5 060 Dl = Dl * 16 :T = Dl + D2 ! POK E
I, T
507 0 T = o: NEXT I: RESTORE
5 080 RETURN
509 0 DATA A9,C'l,85 , 39,20 ,00,C'I ,
60
600 0 REM - READING CLOCK
60 05 CALL 768
6 01 0 POKE 65 1 , 58 ! POKE 648,58
602 0 FOR I = 653 TO 6'16 STEP
1

6 03 0 A$= CHR$ ( PEEK <I>>
604 0 PRINT AS ; : NEXT I
605 0 PRINT : RETURN
]
]

J RUN
08!01: 55

Listing 5. Program example to demonstrate
one technique to convert hex data to
decimal and POKE the result into a memory
location within a program.

Line 5060 multiplies the digits by their
weighted positional values, adds them
together and POKEs the result into the
current memory location I. When all bytes
of data are converted and POKEd, the
program is terminated in line 5070 and the
data pointer is RESTOREd.
Next, the subroutine to read the clock
output is called. This routine starts by
CALLing the machine language program
in page 3. Next the two POKEs put colons
in two memory locations. This clock puts
semi-colons in between the data in a loop.
The data is stored in reverse order, hence
the step of -1. Each character is converted
to its ASCII value in line 6030 and printed
in line 6040. Each character is printed in
tum through the range of the loop. The
memory range of the loop is at the end of
page 2. This range is used by the keyboard
as an input storage buffer. Since most of
the space is not used by normal keyboard
input, it can be used to advantage for
temporary storage.
A program such as this example illustrates
one possibility for conversion within the
program. Another would be a memory
dump program. For instance, you can enter
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JLIST
100 REM
HEX TO DECIMAL
110 REM
BY: BILL VON BENKEN
120 REM
200 At = "0123"156789ABCDEF": FOR
B = 1 TO 161 FOR A = 1 TO 16
I FOR C = 1 TO 161 FOR I = 1
TO 161Ht = HID$ (A$ 1 B1 1)1Z
$ = MIO$ CAt,A,1>IY$ = HID$
<At,C,1>1XS = MIO$ CA$,I 1 1)
l PRINT HtlZt;YtlXt,NlN = N +
11 NEXT : NEXT l NEXT I NEXT
J

Listing 6. Single line program to display hex numbers and
decimal equivalents.
Listing 7. One liner randomly gem1rates colorful flower
patterns.
JLIST
10 REM - FLOHERS
12 REH
BYI STEVEN HONG
1"1 REH
20 P = 3.1"!1 HGR2 : FOR L = 1 TO
301A = RND <1> * 219 + 3018
RND (1) * 131 + 301 HCOLOR=
3 : HPLOT A,191 TO A,BIH = INT
< RND <1> * 7> + 11 HCOLOR=
H - CH= '!)IS= RND <1> * 2
0 + 101 FOR T = ,5 * P TO 2.
5 * P STEP 2 * P I SIX z A +
SIN <T> * SIY = B - COS CT
) * S I HPLOT A,B TO X,Y : NEXT
: NEXT : GOTO 20

Listing 8. Colorful snowflake patterns with the sound offalling
snow are generated by this OM liner.

JLIST
10 REM - SNOHFLAKES
12 REH
BY : STEVEN HONG
1"1 REM
20 P = 3.1"!: HGRZ : FOR Z = 1 TO
99:A = RND <1> * 261 + 91B
RND C1) * 173 + 91 HCOLOR=
RND C1> * 7 + 1:c = RND Cl
> * 5 + 'II FOR T = ,5 * P TO
2,S * P STEP 2 * P I C!X = A
+ SIN <T> * CIY = B - COS
CT> * Cl HPLOT A,B TO X,Y:V =
PEEK C - 16336>: NEXT l NEXT
! GOTO 2 0

J

the starting location directly in hex. Then,
the program can do the conversion to
decimal for the PEEKs at memory. Next
you can have the program print both the
hex and decimal values of memory locations
being examined. You could also add the
printable characters represented by the
hex data. I recently wrote a program to do
these things. A program like this in Basic
is slow but very useful since it can be used
to examine itself as well as all other memory
locations. You don't need to exit from
Basic to use a memory dump utility. But
that's another story.
One Liners

Programs that are complete in one line
have been part of past columns. These fun
little programs have been mostly clever
uses of graphics. This month, Listings 6, 7
and 8 include one that is not graphics and
two that are. As I have cautioned before,
type them very carefully. It is very easy to
make a mistake. Listing 6 is appropriate
(by coincidence) this month-it shows hex
numbers and their decimal equivalents.
The program comes from Bill Von Benken.

\.
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The other two from Steven Wong generate
attractive hi-res graphics patterns. If you
have a one liner that you would like to
contribute, please do. I'll include them in
future columns.
Questions and Answers

About Integer Basic and Applesoft Basic:
Recently, several letters have asked similar
questions about the use of and the differ·
ences between the two main programming
languages for the Apple. The original Apples
had an Integer-only version of Basic as the
only programming language available. Soon,
however, the popularity of the computer
demanded a language with more "power"
in areas of number handling (floating point
arithmetic as it is called) and the ability to
handle text through string manipulation.
Thus Applesoft was made available for
the Apple II.
Integer Basic is quite a bit different from
Applesoft in several ways. In addition to
several commands and the implementation
of them, the interpreter handles programs
differently in memory. Integer Basic, as
the name implies, uses only integers (whole
numbers) in the range of plus and minus

32767. To use numbers outside this range,
special programming techniques must be
employed. In addition, the integer interpreter places the program in memory
starting at high memory. Variables are
stored from low memory up. The Applesoft
interpreter, on the other hand, puts the
program at low memory, the numerical
variables at the end of the program, and
the string variables from high memory down.
Mainly because of the interpreter differences, you cannot run integer programs
with Applesoft or the other way around.
Lately. some of the questions about these
languages have included problems relative
to the Language Card. There are programs
on the masterdisk, which comes with the
system, to load the non-resident language
into the language card. For instance, if
you have an Apple II, Applesoft will be
loaded since Integer Basic is the ROM
resident language. With the Apple II Plus,
Integer Basic is loaded into the Language
Card. If you have no language card, or
you don't have one of the corresponding
ROM cards, you can run only programs
using the resident language in your machine.

Again:
• Apple II has Integer Basic resident in
ROM.
• Apple II Plus has Applesoft Basic resident
in ROM.
To use (or have) both languages in the
same machine, you need to add hardware/
firmware. Slot 0 in the expansion slots is
reserved for this purpose. You add an
Integer card to the Apple II Plus. You add
an Applesoft card to the Apple IL I have
an Apple II and originally added an Applesoft card so I could use both languages.
Applesoft became the more popular language so the Apple II Plus came about.
There is an alternative. This is where
the programs INTBASIC (and FPBASIC)
come into use (the ones on your master

disk). You can also plug a 16K (or more)
ROM card into slot 0. When you do this,
the language that is not resident in ROM is
loaded into the RAM card. The master
disk will test for the presence of a RAM
card and load the appropriate language
(during the boot cycle).
If you have one of the ROM language
cards in slot 0, nothing happens since the
alternate language is already there. Note
that to get all the available utilities, you
need to have the alternate ROM card or
the RAM card installed. Once you do this,
you can do anything that it is possible to
do with your Apple II.
Remember, you cannot directly run
Integer Basic programs with Applesoft or
the other way around. Indirectly, you can

convert one to the other. But it's not a
simple task. Several people including me
(May '80) have written about making such
conversions.
Next Time
Several readers have contributed short
programs other than one liners (keep 'em
short please). Some of them will be included
next time. There will be more Questions
and Answers too. Please write, I'm delighted
to hear from you. And, to save time, write
directly to me.
D

_J

\
J

"I've just programmed our computer to give surprise
birthday parties."
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Entry Points and Subroutines
Hi Res • Ram Cards
Fast Load Utility
June, 1982

Chuck Carpenter
Seve ral readers have asked about
machine language entry points for hi-res
graphics. By coincidence, an excellent
source of the entry points showed up at
just the right time. We'll feature the hi-res
entry points in the column this month. As
we have in previous columns, one-liners
from readers will be included, as will the
questions 'n answers section. I'll also discuss
a new software utility which I think you
will like.
Hi-Res Entry Points
Applesoft Basic includes several com·
mands and statements for writing hi-res
graphics p rograms. Most of the time
programs using these commands a re quite
adequate. Many times though, the pro·
grammer wants a quicker response. To
achieve this, you can take advantage of
the machine language routines included
in the ROMs in the Applesoft Basic Inter·
preter. That is, if you know where the
routines are located in memory. (Note that
the routines are in the same place if you
have Applesoft loaded into a RAM card,
too.)
The December '81 issue of the Apple
A ssembly line newsletter solved the prob·
lem, and with the permission of Bob Sander·
Cederlof of S-C Software, the hi-res entry
information is paraphrased he re. But first,
some preliminary information for those of
you who are new to machine la nguage.
6502 Registers
As you read through the descriptions of
the hi-res routine memory locations and
their use, you will see references to the A,
X, a nd Y registers. These are internal 6502
microprocessor memory locations. These
registers are used to process variables (data)
during computing functions. The A register
is the accumulator. The X and Y registers
are called Index registers. As you will see
in the descriptions, you must provide the
values needed fo r the machine language
programs to function. Your program must
store the data in the a ppropriate register
before the hi-res routine is called.
To better understand how this is done,
a knowledge of machin e language is
required. Three tutorials have been included
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in this column, one in the May '80 issue
and two in the November '80 issue. There
are also many good books on the subject,
including Apple Machine Language by Don
and Kurt Inman and 6502 Software Design
by Leo J. Scanlon. Since the first one is
Apple oriented, it is an excellent book for
the machine language beginner. Now, let's
look at the hi-res subroutines in the Apple·
soft Inte rpreter.

Hi-Res Subroutines
Table 1 is a list of the important locations
used in page zero. These locations help
keep track of what is going on during the
computation process.
Table 2 shows the major entry points
you can use for your hi-res machine
language.
One-Liners
This month, we have two one-liners from
one of our junior programmers. The.programs are hi-res and are shown in Listings
1 and 2. The first one draws random triangles

Table 1.
SlA, lB
SIC
S26,27

S30
SEO,El
SE2
$E4
SE6
SE?
SE8,E9
SEA
SF9

Shape pointer used by DRAW and XDRA W
Last used color byte
Address of byte containing x,y point
Bit mask for bit in that byte
X-coordinate (0-279)
Y-coordinate (0-191)
Color
Page ($20 if HOR, $40 if HOR2)
SCALE= value
Address of beginning of shape table
Collision counter
ROT= value

Table 2.
HOR2
HOR
HCLR
BKOND

SF3D8
SF3E2
SF3F2
SF3F6

HPOSN

SF411

HPLOT

SF457

HLIN

SF53A

HFIND

SFSCB

DRAW

SF601

XDRAW

SF65D

SETHCOL

SF6EC

Initializes and clears hi-res page 2.
Initializes and clears hi-res page 1.
Clears the current hi-res screen to black.
Clears the current hi-res screen to the last plotted
color (from SlC).
Positions the hi-res cursor without plotting a
point. Enter with (A) = Y-coordinate, and (Y,X) =
X-coordinate.
Calls HPOSN and tries to plot a dot at the cursor
position. If you are trying to plot a non-white
color at a complementary color position, no dot
will be plotted.
Draws a line from the last plotted point or line
destination to (X,A) = X-coordinate, and (Y) =
Y·coordinate.
Converts the position of the hi-res c ursor's position
to X- and Y-coordinates; stores X-coordinate at
SEO-El and Y-coordinate at $E2.
Draws a shape. Enter with (Y ,X) = the address of
the shape table, and (A) = the rotation factor.
Uses the current color.
Draws a shape by inverting the existing color or
the dots the shape draws over. Same entry
parameters as DRAW.
Sets the hi-res color to (X), where (X) must be
between 0 and 7.

LIST
10 REH
20

ONE LINER
BY : MIKE CAMERON

HGR2
FOR A = l TO 100: HCOLOR=
INT C RND Cl> * 7l:X = INT
C RND Cll * 250 + lOllY = INT
c RND Cl) * 170 + 10 ) ! HPLOT
X,Y TO X - 4,Y - 9 TO X + 4,
Y - 9 TO X,Y:S = PEEK C - l
6336>: FOR W = l TO 150: NEXT
W! HCOLOR= o: HPLOT X,Y TO X
- 4,Y - 9 TO X + 4,Y - 9 TO
X,Y: NEXT

Listing J. Draws random diamonds in color with sound.
l random colors with sound. The second
.raws random lines in random color. My
uess is that Mike was experimenting when
hese programs were written.
One note about typing one-liners. Enter
he text of the program without spaces.
:ome of the programs have too many
haracters after being listed. The Basic
nterpreter inserts spaces to make the
1rogram easier to read. Often the extra
paces make the program too long for
lirect entry. As you may recall, only 255
:haracters can be typed into the keyboard
nput buffer, but if you leave out the spaces,
m apparently too long program will fit in
he buffer.
A couple of one-page programs were
ent to me too. They a re called one-pagers
iecause the entire program fits on the
.creen when Listed. Since I had an extra
lay off be1.:ause of an ice storm, I decided
o enter the programs and include the m
1ere (remember the January '82 cold wave).
3oth are very interesting programs. I think
1ou will especially enjoy the lo-res graphics
xogram in Listing 4.
Listing 3 is an adaptation of the lo-res
rnleidoscope program in the original Apple

10
20

REM
REH

22

REM

HIGH RES KALEIDOSCOPE
ADAPTED FROM LOW RES
KALEIDOSCOPE CREO BOOK>

30

REM

BY : STUART RANKIN

40 E = 30: HGR2 : HOME : FOR w =
3 TO 100 0: FOR I = 0 TO 95: FOR
J = 0 TO 95
I + J
100 K
J I CI + 32 )
110 A = I NT c2 . 65
+ I
W I El
120 A = ABS ( INT CA - • 99999))
130 IF A > 7 THEN E = E * 50 :A = 7
140 HCOLOR= INT CA)
150 HPLOT I,K: HPLOT K,I: HPLOT
278 - I, 190 - K: HPLOT 278 K, 19 0 - I
160 HPLOT K, 190 - I: HPLOT 278 I,1c : HPLOT I,190
t''
" HPLOT
278 - K, I
170 NEXT J,I,w: END

•

-

20

ONE LINER
BY: MIKE CAMERON

HGR2

HCOLOR= INT C RND Cl>
* 7) : HPLOT 0,0 1 FOR Z = l TO
30o : x = INT c RND Cl) • 279
)IY = INT C RND Cl> * 191>:
HPLOT TO X,Y: NEXT : FOR X
= 1 TO 3 00 ! NEXT I GOTO 10

J

Listing 2. Draws random lines in color.

II Reference Manual. This book, known
as the Red Book, included several Integer
Basic programs, a couple of which were
interesting games using lo-res graphics.
This program is an interesting adaptation
of the old Jo-res program. The program
runs very slowly, so give it plenty of time.
The patterns that are developed are worth
the wait. Bring your camera and take
pictures.
How many Apple II Plus owners know
about Integer Basic? If you have the Integer
Card or a RAM card, I'm sure you have
used Integer Basic. The language is the
original Apple language and was developed
for games and educational applications. It
runs much faster than Applesoft for most
applications-especially graphics programs.
The program in Listing 4 was written in
Integer Basic and the results are fascinating.
One of the features of the program is that
it switches pages. That is, while you are
looking at one page, a new display is be ing
developed on the other. All of a sudden
the display changes when the pages are
switched. The process then continues on
the other page. Fascinating!
When you first run the program, it displays

Listing J. Hi-res version of the old R ed Book Lo-Res Graphics
program.

"'

JLIST
10 REM

two lines of text. Follow the instructions,
set LOMEM and then type the GOTO.
Now sit back and watch the display. It
takes several seconds to get started, so
give it a chance. I used my green-screen
monitor and the results were very good,
but it is much better viewed in color. lf
you would like to use this program in Applesoft you will need to change the INT
statements. Otherwise the program should
run properly. I'm not going to say what it
does. Type it in and run it; you'll like it.

QUESTIONS 'N ANSWERS
Frequently, readers write to me and ask
questions about all sorts of Apple related
things. (Even about Apple and IBM!) The
questions are often specific; something
the individual reade r is interested in. Other
times the questions are gene ral in nature
and concern topics of interest to many
readers. The questions asked most often
are about connecting printers, adding online storage, and using RAM cards.

Listing 4. Lo-res graphics in Integer Basic. Draws on both
pages and switches when complete. Very interesting program.
0 REM

ONE PAGER
BY:
L, J, TIBBITTS

1 CALL -936 : PRINT "LOMEM! 6000"
: PRINT "GOTO 10": END
2 X= RND C14l•31Y= RND C14l•3
: IF X<Y THEN RETURN : GOTO 2
5 GOSUB 2 :A=X!B=Y: GOSUB 2: FOR
I=A TO B: COLOR=C: HLIN X,Y AT
I: NEXT II COLOR= O
7 VLIN A,B AT XI VLIN A,B AT
Y: HLIN X, Y AT Al HLIN X,Y AT
Bl RETURN
10 CALL -936! GR I REH TIBBITTS
102 COLOR= RND C15)+1: FOR I=1 TO
2B l HLIN 1, 3B AT II NEXT I!
GOTO 124
110 C= RND C15l+1
120 FOR K=1 TO RND C10): GOSUB
51 NEXT K: IF RND (10> >1 THEN
1101 POKE -16300,0
124 FOR J =O TO 10241 POKE 2048+
J, PEEK C1024+J ) : NEXT J
126 POKE -16299,0 : GOTO 110
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About Printers
Basically, printers come in two types.
There are Receive Only (RO), a nd Keyboard Send/ Receive (KSR). Generally, a
KSR printer will have a keyboard attached
to the printer. You can use the printer to
send and to receive. An RO printer will
only receive the data sent to it. Since there
is no keyboard, RO printers a re often more
compact.
There are also serial printers and parallel
printers available in both types. You can
use some serial printers as-is, without any
control signa ls other than the data lines.
Other serial printers require handshaking,
a term used to describe the way in which
the computer and printer talk to each other.
Parallel interface printers include handshaking as part o f the computer-to-printer
connections.
The DEC LA-34 is a KSR serial printer
that does not require handshaking. You
can use the Apple II High Speed Serial
Interface Board with this printe r , for
instance. The LA-34 will print at 300 baud
(30 c haracters per second), but runs as
fast as 45 characters in the catch-up mode,
after a carriage return.
The LA-34, since it is KSR with a n RS232 serial interface, can also be used with
a modem to talk directly to a host computer.
You can take advantage of the wide printing
width to see output as it would be printed
on a n 80-character screen. You will use a
great deal of paper, however. Be aware
too, tha t you must switch the transmitted
data and received data lines when a printer
is used with a modem. Normally, these
lines are pins 2 and 3 in the sta ndard 25pin connector.
Other serial printers can accept data at
much higher speeds. For instance, my Epson
MX-80 with a serial adapter, runs at 1200
baud (and will run as high as 9200 baud).
The print head can't run at this speed, so
the input buffer must te ll the computer
when it is full of characters. At this time
the handshaking signals tell the computer
to stop sending. When the buffer is cleared,
another signal is sent to start the da ta
again. Note that in this mode, it is of no
advantage to send the data a ny fas ter than
the print head can move.
If you have a system that allows spooling
or buffering of data during the print cycle,
the high speed transmission is more important. You can keep the spooling operation
from loading other computing functions
with higher transmission speeds. At least
one manufacturer is making a card that
will let you print a nd do othe r fu nctions at
the same time. Some word processors
provide this capabili ty too. Both functions
slow down since the microprocessor must
ha ndle both functions. The faster the print
buffer is filled, the sooner other functions
are taken care of.
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There are several serial interface cards
on the marke t now which include handshaking. Since even the standard RS-232
serial interface allows many handshaking
options, make sure the interface card and
the printe r are compatible.
Parallel printers, on the other hand, send
the data as fast as the compute r can send it
all the time. Handshaking is built into the
parallel interface. But no t all parallel
interfaces a re the same.
My MX-80 and Centronics 737 a re both
parallel RO printers. The parallel card
used for the 737 will not work with the
MX-80. Manufacturers have tended to use
the phrase "Centronics-compatible" but
some are "mo re" compatible tha n others.
Again, there are many pa ra lle l interface
boards on the market now. Make sure the
interface board works with the printer that
you want to use.
About Disk Drh·es
Several companies are making expansion
drives for the Apple system. Among these
are Sorento Valley Associates (SYA), Vista,
a nd Micro-Sci. T he first two are offering
controller cards and software for expansion
to 8" drives. Micro-Sci claims to have 5
1/4" expansion drives and softwa re for the
Apple.
My experience has been only with SYA,
a company which has a good reputation.
With their controllers you can add up to 4
megabytes of on-line storage capacity in
floppy drives. This capacity is provided
thro ugh double-sided, double density controller capacity.
SYA has also announced controllers for
8" and 5 1/ 4" fixed (or rigid) drives. The
software on the 8" system is integra ted
with DOS 3.3. You can ha ve both the
Apple controller card and the SYA controller card in the system at the same time.
The other two companies a re new in
the Apple disk drive business. Vista has
been a round a while, but I am not familiar
with their products. Vista has announced
a controller and Apple compatible software
for 8" drives. The system is re ported to be
very much like the SYA units.
Micro-Sci started about a year ago and
had problems. They advertise a 40-track
drive and a 70-track drive. Software was
reported to be the major problem by those
with whom I have discussed the products.
The 40-track drive does not offer much in
the way of additional capacity. With the
70-track unit, you get about 1/ 4 megabyte
of storage-about as much as a singlesided 8" disk. As I learn more about these
disk drive memory expansion systems, I
will keep you info rmed.
About RAM Curds
Adding a RAM card to the Apple brings
us in a complete circle. Now you can

"softload" many languages and utilities into
addressable memory occupied by ROM.
A few years ago, the rage was to have a
computer that had the programming
language in ROM . When you turned on
the power, the language was ready to use
immediately. Of course , if you had to load
programs from tape, you could understand
why programs in ROM were so desirable.
Now, with fast access disk drives, the more
flexible softload capability has gained popularity.
Apple's Language System included the
first RAM card that I know of. It is part of
the package you get when you buy Pascal.
Several othe r manufacturers offe r 16K
RAM cards, most of which are quite similar
to the Apple RAM card. You can load
Integer Basic , Applesoft Basic, Pascal o r
Fortran, or use the Z-80 Softcard with
them. The units have switches in softwa re
and hardware to connect or remove them
from the me mory circuits.
One supplie r has a unit that has its own
memory refresh circuits on it. This means
that you don't have to remove any of the
RAM chips on the main Apple board.
However, my feelings a re uneasy he re;
the logic is good, but there is always the
possibility that refresh will occur at the
wrong time. I prefer those boards which
get their refresh timing from the same
c ircuits the main Apple memory does.
Newer RAM boards now have capacities
of 32K, 64K, and 128K bytes of memory.
With this kind of capacity you could store
the total contents of an Apple disk in RAM.
In fact, that is the claim made for these
memory giants. Other possibilities include
moving DOS (the disk operating system)
into this area of memory. You can get an
additional lOK bytes of main memory for
your programs this way. Note that the
software must be compatible with DOS
for these things to work properly.
A technique called bank switching is
used to access a particular 16K section of
the additional RAM memory. Addresses
are used as bank switching registers. When
a switching register is called, the appropriate
16K section is selected, and the programs
stored there run accordingly. With just
one 16K section, the usual result is to
switc h ROM wit h RAM. The result is
similar to having Applesoft resident in ROM
o n the Apple main board, and an Integer
Basic card in slot zero. You can switch
one or the o ther on with the hardwa re
switch, or make the switch with a software
call. Most of the software available these
days has the intelligence to make the analysis
during boot time. That's how the master
disk knows whether to load the non-resident
language into a RAM card if it is installed
in slot zero.

~ Fast-Load Utility
Speaking of fast loading memory , a new
utility called Universal Boot lnitialirer (UBI)
will do this for you. As I mentio ned above,
loading programs from tape was sometimes
agonizingly slow. When Applesoft was first
available, it took 1.5 minutes to load it
from tape. The same program takes 20
seconds from a disk. Now with UBI, you
can load your system with the non-resident
language in less than five seconds. Actually,
if you measure only the o ne time it takes
to load a RAM card, the time is less than
two seconds.
UBI is a product of S&S Software, Box
5, Manvel, ND 52856. The utility is designed
to provide the software developer or end
user with universal boot capabili ty. This
means you can load DOS 3.2.1 or 3.3 from
the same disk. In addition to the copy
protected utility disk , the package includes
a thorough training disk and a manual to
help configure your own personal boot

disk. Examples of single and dual language
possibilities are included too, for a total of
four sides of software.
There was only one thing I didn't like
about the utility. You can't directly add
the capability to an existing disk. However,
once you initialize a blank disk , you can
use a file transfer utility like FID o n DOS
3.3 to move files from a slow boot disk to a
UBI initialized disk.
The well organired manual includes more
than most people want to know about how
the utility works. In addition to the sections
on customizing your own boot disk, the
manual tells you how the UBI came about,
and includes a complete section on how to
copy the universal boot disk.
Because of a problem that occurs when
you include both DOS 3.2.1 and 3.3 on the
same disk , they become difficult to copy.
The manual suggests ways to overcome
the problem, including the FID method,
and use of a bit copier.

Warran ty and replacement policies are
quite liberal. Defective disks are replaced
at no charge within 30 days. User damaged
disks are replaced fo r $15 with return of
the original disk. A back-up copy of the
original disk is available for $10 with return
of the warranty card.
For the software developer, a software
licensing agreement is available. The
individual end-user does not need a license.
UBI also includes a directory fonnatting
capability. However , additional software
is required to create the customired catalog.
The disks that I use frequently have
been modified with UBI. I have been
delighted with it since l firs t saw the
prototype model in July '8 1. If you have
fe lt that two-stage booting was more than
you needed at times, then you will enjoy
the fast-load, single-step capability offered
with the UBI. The price is $49.95 plus $3
postage and handling. T he phone numbe r
is (701)696-2574.
D

"What'll it be, Herman? Boots, beans, bits, bait,
booze, or bytes?
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Chapter VII

Software Reviews

Chapter VII - Software Reviews
In the past few years, Creative Computing has printed dozens of reviews of Apple software
products. We could easily have made this book entirely from those reviews; but because there's so
much other materia l in this chapter, we have given you simply a good cross-section of reviews.
These describe the types of software that have been produced in the last few years.
Most of the reviews we've selected have been placed in the chapters relating to their particular
applications. The reviews that follow round out our selections with fantasy, fiction , adventure,
arcade games, and simulations. While not meant as a " buying guide," these reviews will give you
an idea of the range of software available, and enough information to allow you to ask about other
similar products that may exist. We have made sure the products here are still available, but some
of the prices may have changed by the time you read this.

Special Notes For Chapter VII
• The Sargon Chronicles, by Theodore H. Ehara:
For those of you who enjoy a good game of chess, here is the story of Sargon. Ten years ago you
may have considered the thought of playing against a computer to be a novelty. Several chess
programs were in various stages of development on large computers at that time, and with the
amount of computation power necessary and the almost endless chessboard variations possible,
the thought of a " micro" chess-playing computer was still considered to be science fiction. As
I recall, the thought of a hand-held electronic calculator was still somewhat futuristic. I was still
using a slide rule ... (A what?).
Some programs were capable of playing against novices, but it wasn't until Dan and Kathe
Spracklen took their "Sargon" microcomputer chess program into a tournament dominated by the
biggies and made a good showing that people realized that the day of microcomputer chess had
arrived. Sargon II still remains one of the most respected micro-chess programs.
• Three Mile Island, by Victor Fricke:
Three Mile Island is now being sold in machine language, which makes it faster and compatible
with an Apple II or Apple II Plus.
• Soft Centered, by David Lubar:
The review of Interactive Fiction in this article refers to the TRS-80. The programs are now
available for the Apple a lso, and we think the idea is interesting.
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It's dawn, and the sun is just beginning
to show over the mountains to the east.
You are in your sopwith Camel, c hecking
your gear while the ground crew tops off
your fuel tank. "Switch On" you call out,
as the ground crewman spins your prop
over, "Contact !" and your 130 h.p. engine
coughs to life. You advance the throttle
and taxi across the parking pad to the
taxiway. Down the path, a left turn brings
your plane to the east end of the airstrip.
You th rottle down , and poke the brakes
lightly to bring your plane to a stop. After
a quick check of the controls, you pour on
the throttle and start rolling westward,
faster and faster picking up speed as your
plane starts to bob up and down , a slight
pull on the stick and .... You're airborne!
The ground drops away quickly as your
altimeter ·winds upward.
Smoothly you move your stick to the
left and your plane rolls easily toward the
south. Your eyes are constantly scanning
the horizon. Suddenly, your goal appearsthe enemy fue l dump. As you fly toward it,
bullets whiz by. Craning your neck, you
see the Red Baron coming up quickly behind
you ! Cursing yourself for not being more
observant you throw your plane into a
dive hoping to lose him somehow ... but
you don't have a c hance ... you plane
plummets to the ground and explodes!
Are you dead? No, just upset! You reach
over, press reset and start again. This time
you'll get him ... "CURSE YOU RED
BARON!" Of course the reset button is on
your Apple computer, and the reason you
a re still alive is because you have never
left your c hair. This has all been made
possible by an excelle nt program from the
people a t Sub-Logic, 201 West Springfield ,
Champaign, Illinois ($25). The program
comes as two parts: 1) A three dimensional
Scott King. 7905 59th Ave. N.. New Hope Ml

55428.

flight simulator with through-the-windshield
viewing and complete instrumentation and
2) British Ace, a WWI war game where
your mission is to destroy the e ne my fue l
depot (which is guarded by a enemy airbase
with 5 planes.)
The program loads very easily and is in
machine language form, so it will run fast
(updating the screen as often as 5 times/sec).
Once loaded, it comes up running, with
your plane sitting on the fueling pad at a
British a irbase in the N.E. corner of the
world. The World is a 6 mile by 6 mile
square o f land. You can fly off the edge o f
the world , but if you go too far, you could
get lost and not find your way back. The
program contains two data bases. A low

Cursing yourself for
not being more
observant you throw
your plane into a dive
hoping to lose him
somehow...but you don't
have a chance...your
plane plummets to the
ground and explodes!
level o ne gives you detaifs o f the airstrip
for landing and taking off, and a high level
one removes the detail work in orde r to
inc rease the speed of the display. (You
don't need to see the striped line on the
runway from 10,000 feet anyway. ) As you
take off, you change data bases by using a
landing gear switch. Although the Sopwith
had rigid landing gear, this does make it
easy to re member to switch data bases.
Once in the air, your view out the windshield

shows the horizon, and a mountain range
to the north. The view is set up as though
you were leaning slightly forward, looking
out and down over the nose of the plane.
Below you see ano ther airport.
This is the enemy ai rbase we·ve heard
so much about in the previous paragraphs.
The reason that the nasty ole Red Baron
hasn't come up after us is because we
aren't at war yet. It's easy though -just
push a button "W" (not unlike these days
in real life'?) to go to wa r mode. Then you
had better be ready to fight , because the
bad guys are very hard to beat. But back
to flying. Beneath the windscreen is a
cockpit instrument panel with the minimum
FAA required instruments, some of which
are, Air Speed; Altimeter; Turn Ra te;
Compass head ing; Rate of climb; and a
bunch of engine mo nito ring gauges. Also
included is a Radar Scope. (I'll bet you
didn't expect a VvWJ plane to have Radar,
did ya?') Well this was included beca use
with the simulator, yo u don't have the
ability to turn your head and look o ut the
sides and back.
As far as performance goes, the plane is
very easy to handle. The simulator has
been designed around a WWI Sopwith F. I
Camel which just so happens to be very
closely ma tched to a Piper Supercub 150
\vith a top speed of 150 mph and a maximum
clim b rate of 650 ft / mn. And for those of
you who don't fly (I have never flown a
small plane before either), you have nothing
to worry about. The program comes complete with a man ual tha t will teach you
everything you need to know about flyin g
and about flight in general. The manual
e xplains what makes a plane fly , and what
you can do to make it not fly! (CRASH!)
The book s uggests, (and I agree) that you
should read the manual completely before
you try to take off. I didn 't and fou nd
myself upside down at 800 feet, the manual
in o ne hand and the control stick in the
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other. So read the manual before you fl y!
(Better keep it close by for your first couple
o f flights too.)
About the controls , the program is
designed to support keyboard input as well
as paddles. If you have a joystick that will
plug into the connector, all the bette r. But
it flys very well using the keyboard too. Jn
either case the si mulation is very realistic.
The re are a multitude o f physical factor~
thrown into a fo rmula that determines the
responses and actions of your plane. A
few o f these factors are: Aircraft Altitude;
Lift(Be rno ulli ); Lift(Angle o f a tt ack):
Forward push due to prop thrust ; Forward
o r rearward pull of gravity; Downward
pull of gravity; Drag(induced); Drag
(parasitic); Lift loss in turns; Momentum ;
Side forces due to bank; Prop stalling;
Structural failure due to excessive speed
or G 's; etc. (Whew!)
As you can see, th ere is a lot of computation going on in this program, and it
does it very fast too. The scene moving in
the windshield is very clean and s mooth .
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I have found that the A2-FSI fli ght
simula ti o n program is ex tremely we ll
written, and operates easily in a 16k Apple
II compute r. The o nly addition I would
like to see, would be sound effects added
in to the program. I suspect that the reason
this was o mitted was to keep the program
size sma ll enough to fi t a 16K machine .
Also at this time the low level data base
only conta ins the high resolu tion data for
the British air base, making it impossible
to land a t the enemy base. or the c ivilian
one in the south side of the world. Once
again I feel that this was a question of
memory size. Perhaps in a later program
Sublogic will make an expa nded version
for larger machines. But for the money , I
feel this is probably o ne of the better
programs on the market, and I highly
recommend it .
0
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A Three-dimensional ouHhc·
wind shie ld d ispluy.
B Altimete r (fe et)
C Throulc indicator
D Ro ll Rate indica1or
E Elevato r pos itio n
F Airspeed indic ato r (mph)
G Turn Rate indic ato r ldc1-:rees
per minute)
H Headin1: indicator Gyro·
I Compass (de1:rces)
J Oil Pressure lpsi)
K Oil Temp fde1-:rees F l
L Fuel (1-:allonsl
M Vertical Velocity (feel
per minute)
N T achome1cr (rpm x IOJ
or Score durin1-: i:ame
O Enemy aircraft o n rada r
p Radar Display
Q Enemy aircraft on rada r
R Enemy in Gun Range indica to r
S Enemy is Firin1: G uns indicator
T Sta ll indicator
U Enemy Ai rcra fl on 3D display

New fantasy games are being produced
at such a rate that if vou were to line
them up and march the~ through a computer one at a time, the line would never
end. This presents a problem for the
games addict with limited wealth, and for
the reviewer with limited time. Some late
sessions, killing dragons while the sun
rose somewhere in the real world, solved
the temporal problem. The financial
problem can be eased by avoiding games
that don·1 suit your tastes o r fail to give
you your money's worth.
The phrase "fantasy games" is a catchall designed to encompass adventures,
dungeons and dragons, role-playi ng
games, and anything else of similar bent.
Some of the programs come in versions
for TRS-80, Apple and PET, others are
only available for one computer. The settings range from castles and dungeons to
outer space and strange islands, wi th interaction that ranges from sentences to
single-letter commands.

Apshai and Others
The first campaign of this review will
be through the deadly labrynths created
by Automated Simulations. The games,
with such exotic titles as Temple of
Apshai and The Datesto11es of Ryn are all
similar in basic format. The player moves
through a series of rooms, gaining experience and treasu res wh ile fighting
monsters. Throughout the game, fatigue
and wound levels are displayed. If your
fatigue gets too great, you can't fight or
move. If the wounds hit bottom, you're
finished (though ressurection plays a part
in several of the programs).
The combat portion is nicely conceived. The player's character can
attack. thrust, parry, or fire an arrow. But
he has to be facing the o pponent. This
involves some quick moves and quick
thinking, especially since you only have a
certain amount of time to make any
move. The monsters don't wait whi le you
try to remember the command for turning around. There are two slight weaknesses in this combat portion. First, you
have no indication of the status of the
attacker. Since his wounds and fatigue
aren't displayed, you don't know whether
he is full of fight or at death's door. Thus
you could waste a precious magic arrow
on a monster that could easily be felled
with a simple sword stroke. Also, a new
command is held while the present move
takes place. For example. while one
attack is in progress, you can hit the key
which fires an arrow. If the attack resulted in the death of the monster, the
arrow will still be fired. This can be
slightly annoying when you are running
low on arrows.
The real-time aspect of the game presents a challenge to the new player. While
you are looking through the manual for a

/;antasy
1;ames
David Lubar
command, room description, or treasure
description, a skeleton might be hacking
you to pieces. A few hour:. v f play are
sufficient to become familiar with the
commands and treasures. After that, you
can give full attention to the vampire bat
or animated armor which is coming in for
the kill.
The games vary mostly in purpose and
treasures. Temple of Apshai is a four
level dungeon. You wander. building
characteristics and attempting to gath er
all twenty treasures. W henever you leave
the dungeon, the innkeeper can give you
a list of collected treasures, and also sell
you weapons, armor, and healing salves.
The program does not keep track of a
player's money. You have to look up the
values of your treasures. then tell the inn
keeper how much silver you have. Those
who like to cheat at solitaire can make
use of this to add a bit of unearned wealth
to their character·s coffers.

s

Morloc Tower is desi~ned to be an
easier game. Here, the goal is to kill
Morlock. Th e catch is that you have to
find him first. On the way, you gather
treasures, some of which are aids, some
of which are designed to increase the
mortality rate.
Da1esto11es of Ryn is also designed for
beginners, though pros will find some
challenge here. The play field this time is
a cavern with corridors and rooms.
Hidden within are datestones. Each stone
tha t is brought out of the cave earns you
some points. Here, you are fighting not
just monsters. but time itself. You only
have twenty minutes.
Rescue at Rigel moves from fantasy to
science fiction. Your sword and bow are
replaced by blasters and other futuristic
weapons. The tr easures are now human
captives which you must find and beam

The hero figlHs n gianl mosquilo in a corridor of Apshai.
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to safety. The multi-leve led alien ship has
drop shafts, lift sha fts, a nd tele po rt doors
that make mapping a c hallenge .
Hellfire Warrior, the seq uel to Temple
of Apshai, extends the game potential
greatly, adding new twists and improving
some o f the parts o f play. For a closer
look, see Dale Archibald's article, "Hellfire, Brimstone, and Fun," elsewhere in
this issue.
A typical segment o f play, using
Temple of Apshai as an example, might
run as follows. Your c ha racter, a rmed
with a sho rt sword, shield, and chain
mail, has just left the inn and finds himself in a large room. The re is a doorway
to the East. After an unsuccessful search
for secret doors, he moves forwa rd. A
treasure sits in the middle of the room.
Before he can reach it, a gia nt rat
attacks. The playe r sees he is o ut of line
with the rat. Turning le ft, he moves up a
few steps, then turns back and fires. The
a rrow strikes, but the rat keeps coming.
Switching tactics, the player thrusts. T he
weakened rat strikes back, then
succumbs to the wo unds, leaving the adventurer to claim the treasure. He was
slightly inju~ed in the encounter, but
doesn't yet want to use one o f the few
healing po tions he ma naged to purchase.
With a bit of experience under his belt,
the brave fellow moves fart her fro m the
security o f the exit, alert now for the nex t
attack .
In design, concept, graphics, a nd
entertainment, the games are good. The
d ie-hard ga me player would probably
want to own all of them. The person with
only a mild inte rest in this area might find
them too similar. Those who lie between
these extremes wo uld probably enjoy
owning two or three o f the games.
Now for prices and configurations.
Note that all TRS-80 cassettes require a
16K Level II Model I system, TRS-80
disk versio ns need a 32K computer with
TRSDOS, Apple versions on casse tte require 32K and ROM Applesoft, Apple
disk versions need 48K and ROM Applesoft. The Datestones of Ry n, at SI 9.95, is
available on cassette for a TRS-80,
Apple, or 16K PET. The disk version
(same price ) is avai lable for a TRS-80 or
Apple. Morloc's Tower (S19.95) comes
on cassette for a TRS-80, Apple , o r 24K
PET. Rescue at Rigel (S29.95) is on cassette fo r the TRS-80, Apple, or 16K PET,
with disk versions for the TRS-80 and
Apple. The Temple of Apshai and Hellfire Warrior (S39.95 each) are on cassette
for the TRS-80 o r 32K PET , and on d isk
for the T RS-80 o r Apple. Automated
Simulations can be fo und at P.O. Box
4247, 1988 Leghorn St., Mountain View
CA 94040. (Please add SI fo r p&h, or
they'll send a dragon to your doorstep.)
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I Am Not a Number
If the above phrase brings a to uch o f
nostalgia to your heart, you'll love EduWare's psychological adventure set o n an
isla nd prison. Based on the T V s how,
The Prisoner, this S29.95 disk for a 48K
Apple with ROM Applesoft gives you a
chance to escape from the island . Fo r
those who missed the series, it was a surreal story of a secret agent who had decided to resign fro m the service. Soon
after posting his resignatio n, he found
himself o n a strange island populated by
fellow inmates and members of the island
hierarchy. During each episode, he tried
to mainta in his sanity and identity while
trying to escape.
The program places you o n an island
with twenty rooms. You a re given a
special resignatio n code . If you reveal it,
you lose. Each room on the island is a
sort of mini-adventure. Usually there is
more to discover than meets the eye.
Some sec rets are kept from you until you
make the right move or acquire the
necessary o bjects. While movement is accomplished though single-key commands, sections o f the program allow full
d ialog between the player and the computer. The first room is a simple maze,
though the walls aren't revealed until you
bump into the m. If you make certai n mistakes, you get sent back to this room.
After repeated trips, the maze becomes
tedious, but th is is good incentive not to
make mistakes.
A full descriptio n o f any of the rooms
would spoil the fun, so they won't be
discussed in detail. They include the hospita l. library, dine r, newsstand, and other
facilities of the island. According to the
instructio ns , the program makes use o f
d evio us psycho logical techniques s uch as
subliminal messages. There is also a scoring system based on yo ur ability to avoid
conformity a nd submission. While it's
nice to get a good score, your main goal
is to escape. The game can be s uspended
at' any point. When you return , you will
start in the first room, but your score will
be maintained, as will any possessions
you have acquired.
A sho rt segment o f play might run this
way. The Prisone r has left his room and is
exploring the island. He wanders into a
newsstand fo r a paper, then stops at the
dine r for some food. He tries to get into
the library, but isn't admitted because he
has no book to contribute. His next move
puts him in the courthouse. The prosecutor speaks, then gives the Prisoner a
cha nce to re ply. He begins to type. At
each keystroke . something is added to
the picture on the screen. He pauses to
think, then realizes the game his capto rs
a re playing. His next response proves his
guess to be correct, but it is too late. He

loses the game a nd is return ed to the first
room.
The island can be reached by way of
Edu-Ware Services, Inc., 22035 Burbank
223, Woodland Hills CA 91367.
Almost Heaven
Avalon Hill , a leader in the field of war
games, has expanded into the software
market wit h ha lf a dozen products, including a fan tasy trip thro ugh the kingdom o f Golconda. l ords of Karma
(S20.00 plus S2.00 p&h) is sold as a single
cassette containing 48K TRS-80, 32K
PET. a nd 32K Apple versions of the program. The object of t!'le game is to get to
Heaven with as many Karma po ints as
possible. These points a re gained through
acts of kindness, such as giving money to
beggars, and acts of bravery, suc h as kill·
ing a giant s pider. The display is straight
text. You use the standard type of twoword comma nds, with single-letter entry
fo r movements.
The program is large, and contains a
lot o f different locations, varying from
unde rground mazes to open forest. After
loading the machine-language tape, there
is a wait of several minutes on the Apple
and PET versions whi le the "board'" is
being set up. If you want to take a break,
you can save the whole program back to
tape, or save just the data. The instructions contain all the information necessary for doing this. The design of the
program does have one flaw. When the
game ends, you ca n't just run it again
since the data contains a n end-of-game
condition . Instead. you have to go
through the whole load ing procedure
again.
The length of the game varies
grea tly between plays. One time, I was
zapped to Heaven with only 11 Karma
poin ts. Another time, I was up to 270
poi nts with no sign of salvation. Afte r a
while, 1 fo und myself avoiding a nything
that might increase my Karma and e nd
the game before I had explored all the
tricks and traps o f Golconda. A ty pical
portion of play might run like this. You
find you rself in the central square of
Golconda. Hi tting "L" for "LOOK" you
are told what can be seen in all directions. Picking up a coin from the ground ,
you move north, passing through a gate
into a narrow valley. You meet a beggar
and give him the coin . Your Karma goes
up. Moving o ff the path into the woods,
you encou nter a ruffian with a young
woman. While a ttempting to speak wi th
him. he s tabs you. You are reborn on a
mountain top, and must descend to the
world below since you don't have enough
Karma to go to heaven . For further enlightenment, contact The Avalon Hill
Game Company, 4517 Ha rford Road,
Ba ltimo re MD 212 14.
O

. An~ther highlight of these games is the
mclus1on of humor. Adams has s piced the
Adventures with comic moments somewhat
easing the pain of the high f~tality ra te
e ncountered during play. I would recommend Adventure/and o r Pirate A dventure
for the beginner. Old pros will want the
additi? nal ~hallenge of the later games.
especially Smee some of them introduce
tim~ fac tors. In The Count , the player
begms to get drowsy after a while, and
faces the pro~pe~t of becoming an unwilling
blood donor m his sleep. Anyone journeying
t?ro.ugh Ghost Town must worry about
fmdmg accomodatio ns before the fall of
night. An<I that's the least of his troubles.
The enti re Adventure series is available
for the Apple, TRS-80. and Sorcerer. Some
of the earlier games are a lso available fo r
the PET or CP/ M systems. Prices start at
$14.95 fo r a 16K T RS-80 or 32K Apple
tape. Disks with three Adventures for 32K
T RS-80 or 48K Apple are $39.95. Adventure
ga mes a re a va ila ble from Sensational
Software, P.O. Box 789-M, Mo rristown
NJ 07960.
I

David Lubar

Still dazed from my first massive dose of
fantasy games, I re turned to the d ungeons
in search of the ultimate program. The
path was stra nge and. at times. deadly. but
there a re treasures out there.
In the Beginning
Scott Adams was one of the first people
to put major Adventures games into small
computers. producing a series tha t has
a lmost a c ult fo llowing. His Adventures
a re text-oriented and accept o ne- or twoword comma nds such as "GO NORT H."
"INVENTORY ," o r "KILL DRAGON."
Each game has a specific motivation.
ra nging from greed to s urvival. In
A dventure/and, for instance. the object is
to collect thirteen treasures hidden in a
land abundant with magic a nd peril. In
Mission i mpossible Adventure, you have
to save a nuclear reactor fro m terro rist
sabotage while coping with an automated
security system that doesn't like in trude rs.
T he a ttraction of such games rests in the
ingenuity of the puzzles and problems
encountered. Adventures make you think.
Adams does well here , tho ugh. as in all
games of this sort, some solu tions won't
work beca use the prog ra mmer didn' t
consider the m. In a finite machine , this
will a lways be the case.

Even when a solutio n doesn't work, the
program sho uld give a n a ppro pria te
response. This. more than anything e lse,
makes the diffe rence between fun and
fr ustratio n. T he game shouldn't acci:pt
only the correct solution and ignore anything
e lse. To give an example. let's say you
have to break a window, and the required
solution is to throw a stone idol at it. Suppose
one of the items you are carrying is a
violin. You might try playing a high no te
to shatter the window. In a poor ga me , the
command "PLAY VIOLIN" would bring a
response such as "WHAT?" In a good
game. the response would be "NOTHI NG
HAPPENS." In an excellent game, the reply
would be something like "SORRY , THE
NOTES PRODUCED A REN'T H IG H
ENOUG H TO SHATTER T HE
WINDOW." This series of Adventures lies
somewhe re between good a nd excelle nt
as far as handling improvised solutions.
Some commands draw specia l responses.
others draw stock replies. Not bad fo r
games requiring between 16K a nd 24K.
The series begins with A dventure/and.
which includes extensive hints and cl ues
fo r beginners. T he second game , Pira te
Adventure , also contains helpful hints. but
it is a bit more diffic ult. As you move up
the line. the games become even mo re
diffic ult and devious, reaching a point where
no hints are given.
T he games can be saved at any point,
whic h is a good idea in view of their linear
nature. You usua lly have to do a specific
series of things to get to a pa rticula r point.
Saving the game can save a lo t of time if
you get killed o r lose an essential ite m.

Picture This
Adventures wi th hi-res g raphics are a
specialty ofOn-Llne Systems , 36575 Mudge
Ra nc h Rd., Coarsegold, CA 93614, and
they have three such games on the market.
The programs will run o n any Apple with
48K and one disk drive. Mission Asteriod
($ 19.95), labeled "Hi-Res Ad venture
Number O," is designed as a beginner's
game , tho ugh parts of it present a challenge
to the pro. T he object is to save the Earth
fro m an a pproaching asteroid. You have
to get a flight plan a nd other essential
items, then fly to the asteroid, destroy it,
a nd survive the destruction. all the while
fighting against a time limit. T he scenes
a re presented with excellent gra phics in
full color. When you pick up an object, it
disappears from the picture. If you drop
something, it appears in the picture. T he
text occupies the bottom four lines of the
screen . but you can toggle to a full-text
page a nd back using the return key. Mission
Asteroid is recommended for beginning
ad venturers who want to enjoy the game
without getting too frustrated.
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Hi-Res Adventure Number 1, Mystery
Mansion ($24.95), places you in a locked
house with a group of people who are
dropping like flies. One of the guests in the
mansion is a killer. The murderer wants
the hidden jewels, and he isn't about to let
you stand in his way. In this game, the
graphics are black-and-white line drawings,
but still full of detail. Mystery Mansion
makes a great party game, allowing a group
to play pseudo-sleuth in the comfort of a
living room. And it's nice to have other
suggestions around when you come to the
tricky parts.
The beauty and potential of this type of
adventure is brought to a new high with
The Wizard and the Pn'ncess ($32.95). I
have mixed feelings about portions of it;
nevertheless it was one of my favorites,
and one of the most enjoyable games. It
was also the most frustrating. While some
players have been known to breeze through
the game, others keep on running into
trouble. Advanced adventurers shouldn't
miss this challenge. You start in the town
of Serenia, which borders the desert. The
goal is to find and rescue an abducted
princess. The first obstacle is finding the
way across the desert. While the solution
can be stumbled on through 1uck or careful
thought, many people get hung up here.
Once past the desert, there is a forest, an
island, mountains, and a castle. Each major
area contains a large collection of locations,
giving the adventurer much ground to

covered wonders beyond your reach. The
other proble m is that once the game is
solved, there is nothing left to do with it.
Since it is linear, you will have encountered
every obstacle and seen every location
after a successful play. On the other hand,
finding the solutions and conquering the
obstacles is a pleasure. For all the frustration
encountered, the program made me think,
a nd provided hours of fun.
Shades of Gygax
Many programs are designed to let the
computer take the role of Dungeon Master.
Wizardry fromSiro-TechSoftware, 6Main
St., Ogdensburg, NY 13669, does this better
than any program I have seen. Written in
Apple Pascal by Robert Woodhead and
Andrew Greenberg, it will be sold in a runtime version that will work on any 48K

can be resurrected, and a trading post. At
the trading post, characters can be equipped
with whatever weapons they can afford.
Certain characters can't use certain
weapons. For example, Priests cannot use
edged weapons. From the Tavern, the
characters go to the Camp, then into the
dungeon. The dungeon is displayed with
three-dimensional graphics in the upper
left of the screen. You walk through using
keys for moving and turning. There are
secret doors that only appear at certain
times, and plenty of monsters. During each
round of combat, you can fight, parry, use
a spell, or run. The status of each character
is displayed during combat. If a c haracter
is killed, there are two ways to get him
back. You can go to the temple and pay a
fee, or you can go to the training grounds
and reroll him. If the entire party is killed,
the characters are lost.
The program is full of nice features.
Each character is stored with a password,
so only his creator can bring him into the
game. There is an inn where characters
can rest and recover from their wounds.
During play, characters age, and their
performance is affected.
A group of hard-core D&D players tested
the game and Liked it very much, with a
few reservations. The monsters encountered
were much stronger on the first level than
those in most dungeons. Also, it was not
apparent how the characteristics affected
play beyond determining the nature of the
character.
All in a ll , Wizardry is an excellent
program, and the possibility of future
scenarios makes it a good investment for
anyone in need of a Dungeon Master.
From Dungeons to Oceans

Tire Wizard a11d tire Pri11cess begins in the town of
Sere nia.

cover. Why did I say I had mixed feelings?
On the good side are the graphics, the
ingenuity of the program, and the internal
logic in all the solutions. The bad side is
tied in with the ingenuity. In a sense, this is
a linear adventure. Without object A, you
can't get object B. Without object B you
can't get to a new location, and so on. If
you get stuck at any point, you can't go on
to new areas. True, that's part of the rules
in this universe, but it can be frustrating,
especially when you know there are undis-
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Apple with DOS 3.3. The boot disk and
initial scenario will cost S40; other scenarios
will be available in the $20 to $30 range.
One or more can play, and each person
can control several characters. Characters
are produced at the training grounds, where
characteristics are rolled. The character
can be one of six types, including human,
elf, and halfling. After the training grounds,
the characters go to the Tavern. From
here they have access to an inn where they
can rest, a temple where dead members

Synergistic Software, 5221 !20th Ave.
S.E., Bellevue, WA 98006 has three fantasy
disks available for the Apple. Doom Cavern
($20) represents an excellent concept that
is, unfortunately, limited by its own ambitious scope. The 48K Integer Basic program
takes three characters into the dungeons
of Hammardoom. As the player moves
through this dungeon, a map is drawn in
hi-res, and encounters occur. Many of the
e ncounters bring in new programs, thus
limiting the space on the disk and allowing
for only one dungeon level. So then, the
game is challenging, but too short. Solving
the first level doesn't take that long. At the
end, the author hinted he would be creating
future levels. If so, the game could be
outstanding. As it is, despite its brevity,
the play was highly enjoyable. On the same
disk is Sorcerer's Challenge in which two
wizards duel. This is a strategy game with
fantasy trappings, the object being to
surround your opponent with spells, preventing him from moving.
The second disk contains Wilderness
Campaign and Dungeon Adventure. These
programs are also available on tape.
Dungeon Adventure is a nice lo-res romp

through four levels of dungeons, where
the goal is to collect as much treasure as
possible. Various beasts are encountered
in these depths. The most dangerous are
dragons tha t follow you and gulp down
members of your party whe never they get
hungry . Wilderness Campaign moves to a
hi-res screen. Here, the goal is to gaLher
enough troops to defeat the evil wizard.
You wander the area, ente ring tombs and
castles while encountering monsters and
other hazards. There a re towns where you
can buy supplies and arms. The combat
portion will interest those who e njoy roleplaying games. On each round , the weapon
value of the attacker and armor value of
the defender is displayed, along with other
points for special weapons, luck, and other
factors. The problem with the combat is
that the enemy is always reduced by half
on each tum. This gets a bit tedious a nd
predictable. T he nice feature is that you
control the "dice" using the spacebar.
Despite the drawback in combat, the game
is enjoyable, and each game is different.
Both programs come with Applesoft and
Integer versions. Wilderness Campaign
requires 48K for either tape ($17.50) o r
disk ($20). Dungeon Adventure requires
16K for tape ($15) and 32K for disk ($ 17.50).
A 48K disk containing both programs costs
$32.50.
Combat is much improved in Odyssey,
the Comp/eat Adventure. The entire concept of the adventure is expanded into
four separate progra ms. Yo u start out on
an island, attempting to acquire e no ugh
money for a ship, and e nough men to man
it. During your romp through this hi-res

regio n, you'll e ncounter sealed tombs,
aba ndo ned castles, wandering soldiers,
wizards, warlocks, monsters, and scads of
haza rds. Your actions will affect yo ur
alignment toward good or evil, and your
alignment will affect the way others react
to you. Wizards, for instance, will help
those who are aligned with good and fight
those a ligned with evil. Warlocks behave
in an opposite manner. This portion in
itself is a fine game. But there is more.
Once you have a ship, you have to learn
how to sail it, a nd venture to other islands
in search of the orb. Changing winds, shifting
currents, fog, and stonns complicate matters
for the adventurer at sea. A few unpleasant
monsters have a lso been known to inhabit
the deep. One of the islands contains an
underground cave, thus bringing in another
program. Some legends hold that the orb
is beneath the ground. Others say it is in
the sea. Those who know refuse to tell.
After finding the o rb, you must find the
island of the evil usurper and defeat him.
Here, some of the items previously found
or purchased come into play. The initial
portion takes the longest time, especially
when you are new to the game and still
struggling to survive this hostile land. Sailing
also takes a fair a mount of time; there are
plenty of hazards to slow the adventurer
or e nd his trip entirely. In comparison, the
portion in the caves and on the last island
a re brief. Since the game ends by giving
you your score, you have something to
shoot for on the next run through. Odyssey
is very good, highly enjoyable, and replayable. The 48K disk requires Integer Basic
in ROM and costs $30. It is well worth the
price.
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Sargon's creators -

the Spracklens

•
TheS~rgon
. , Chronicle

:7, _

•··

Creative Computing: How many
hours do you put into Sargon?
Dan Spracklen: A DAY? (Chuckles)
A lot!
Kathe Spracklen: Sixteen.
Dan Spracklen: Sometimes ten si xteen hours.
Kathe Spracklen: He eats and
sleeps.
Dan Spracklen: You know, it's
something I like to do, so I do it a lot.
If you were standing in the tournament hall of the 9th Annual Tournament for the North American Com-

million dollar machines. The speed of a
larger computer gave it a distinct
advantage in brute force (i.e., the
ability to look ahead) . Since a six-fold
increase in speed gives the program an
extra half move to look at, the more
successful programs were always run
on th e fastest machines available.

Kathe (back to camera) and Dan Spracklen (far
right) listen to David Cahlander (squatting) from
Chess 4.9, as David Kittinger of Mychess waits for
his program to move during the recent North
Am e ri c an Compute r Ches s Champio nship.
Sargon 2.5 Is contained beneath the chess board
and Indicates its moves by LED lights on the
board.

It was no laughing matter
when Sargon 11 found
Itself matched against
AWIT.
FIGURE 1

puter Chess Championship, you might
have seen Dan Spracklen walking into
the hall with a Jupiter computer in his
arms. This electronic box would soon
be loaded with a tough little chessplaying program known as Sargon II
that was developed by Dan and his wife
Kathe. However, if you had even a little
knowledge of computer chess, you
would realize that portable computers
had a very poor chance against
programs that were run on multiTheodore H. Ehara. 1004 Hinman Ave., Evanston,
IL 60202.
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Perhaps an observer would have
thought that Sargon would be better
off playing in a microcomputer tournament, like the 1st San Jose MicroTournament, where computers were
divided up into three classes (8K or
greater memory, less than SK and
Basic programs). However, the four
month old Sargon I program had won
all of its five games to win th at
tournam ent. Now the Spracklens were
looking for stronger competition.
They would find that competition
at the North American Computer
Chess Championship. While the San
Jose tournament had computers ranging from $6,000 to a home-made

'./"

Theodore H. Ehara ,_,,~

LI/////

I
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collection of circuits priced at $85, the
9th NACCC had the real big boys,
computers priced in the millions, airconditioned, bolted to the floor monsters that made moves by phone to
terminals at the tournament site. Yes,
the Spraklens had found strong competition for Sargon II.
Sargon - the name for an ancient
king in Assyria.
"There were actually two Sargons," related Dan. "One was Sargon
II . He was the king of Assyria, about
700 B.C. Sargon I was the king of
Akkad, which was ancient Sumaria,
about 2,000 B.C."
The name itself means 'Declared
King' since Sargon I was not himself
born king, but was crowned in adulthood," said Kathe.
"Of course we didn't know this, we
knew that the name had ancient
historical connotations, but we picked
it because it sounded suave." She
added with a laugh, 'Then we had to go
back and learn about it, since everybody kept asking us."
However, it was no laughing
matter when Sargon 11 found itself

FIGURE 2

atched against AWIT. AWIT was
nning on an Amdahl 470 V6 com~ter that was located in the computer
om at the University of Alberta. One
the "big boys." Some of the tournaent spectators felt that this obvious
ismatch would be quickly conceded
AWIT.

Jhree minutes to figure
ut the pitfall in the posion or else Sargon II
1ould lose the game by
~ceedlng the time limit.
"The secret to the successful
1ess program," reflected Dan, "is
~tting this chess knowledge and
>mbining it with brute force. You have
look ahead and you have to use
owledge while you're doing that. It's
1integrated approach."
"A lot of people who are knowllge-based advocates," stated Kathe,
re, in some sense, against using a
ok-ahead. Whereas I feel that you
1ght as well use a look-ahead, since it
II refine anything you know. Why
nit yourself arbitrarily?"
The difference between Sargon 11
1d AWIT could be summed up in one
)rd - staggering. The AWIT proam was ten years old compared to
lrgon's one. The Amdahl used a
gh- level language, ALGOL-W. The
avemate Jupiter was using a primi1e dialect of assembly language. Add
the difference in speed and memory
1pacity that a $5,000,000 computer
)Uld have against a $1,500 computer
1d you might understand why micro>mputers could have a rough time in
e NACCC.
Choosing a king's pawn opening,
lrgon II found itself playing the
lician Defense. This particular openg chosen by AWIT was known for its
1arp struggle since Polerio introJced it to the chess world in 1564.
~cord ing to the Encyclopedia of
hess Openings, a standard reference
nong tourn ame nt players , AWIT
>u ld easily have equalized the posim on the third move (3.... , NQb3).
WIT did and the battle raged back
id forth until the resulting end-game
ee Table 1) was reached.
Although the winning technique
1ight seem simple to a human chess
layer, computers were notorious for
1eir sloppy end-game play. Basically,
i is was because of the difficulty in
•rogramming the concepts of the end1ame, where different values are
1laced on pieces and positions. Furhermore, Sargon II had three minutes
o mak·e time-control. Three minutes to

Sargon II -

AWIT

1. P-K4
2. P-04
3. OXP
4. O-K3
5, N- K03
6.N-B3
7. 0 - N5
8. 0 XN
9. 0-02
10. 0 - 64
11. 0-0
12. OR-01
13.0-K3
14. B-04
15. 0XB
16. BXN
17. 0 XP
18. 0-N5+
19. 0 - 06+
20. 0-N5+
21. R-08
22. 0-66+
23. 0-Ns+
24. OXR+
25. 0-N5+
26. 0 -08+
27. 0-04+
28. NXO
29. A- Kl
30. R- K3
31 . R- 03
32. Nl<KP

P-004
PXP
N-003
N-63
P-K3
0-NS
P- OR3
OPX0
N-N5
N-B3
0-0 (See Fig. 1)
P-ON4
0 -R4
0 XN
OXP
PX0
0 -65
K-Rl
K-N1
K- R1
RxR
K-Nl
K- Bl
K- N2
K-Bl
K-N2

oxo

0-N2
K-N3
R-01
P-064
RXR

33. N-B4+
34. NXR
35. NXP
36. NXP
37, N-05
38, P-KN3
39. N-N3
40. N-04
41. P-03
42. K-02
43. K-K3
44, N-02
45. N- 04
46. K- 03
47. P- 64
48. K- 03
49. NXP
50. KXB
51. K- 04
52. P- 0N4
53. K- 05
54. P-NS
55. K- 05
56. P-N6
57. K-B6
58. P-N7+
59. K- N6
60. PXP
61. P-R5
62. K-06
63. K- B7
64. P- NB=O
65. Q-N3
66. Q-R4 mate

K-N4
0 XP
0 X0P
0-NS
0 - 04
0-66
P-N5
0-K5
B-N2
P-R3
0-04
P-N6
K-N3
K-R2
K-Nl
K- N2
BXN
K- 03
K-K2
K- 02
P-R4
K-02
K- N2
K- Nl
K-01
K-Nl
P-R5
P-03
P-04 (See Fig. 2)
K-R2
K-R3
K-R4
K- R3

TABLE 1.

figure out the pitfall in the position or
else Sargon II would lose the game by
exceed ing the time limit. Using half of
its alloted time, Sargon 11 came up with
the correct move and proceeded to win
against AWIT.
Sargon II ended the tournament
tied for third place. Although it was
clearly beaten by the winner, BELLE
from Bell Labs and run ner-up, Chess
4.7 from Northwestern Un iversity,
Sargon II could be considered the
moral victor. It had proved, over the
board, that hardware is not the only
criteria needed to evaluate the performance of a chess program.
When asked late r about their
fee lings on the Sargon 11- AWIT game,
Kathe replied, " It was kind of the high
point in our lives." She laughed and

continued, " It made the hard work
worth it."
Although Dan and Kathe originally
placed Sargon 11 at the 1500 level
(Class C tournament strength) Sargon
played five exhibition games under
tournament conditions at the Paul
Masson Open last July. The program
ended its five games with a 3% - 1%
result, giving it a provisional rating
based on the games at 1640 (low Class
B) .

However, there has been a report
of Sargon playing a Class A player
who, according t o rumor, played
weaker than his rating . Perhaps this
human was simply "psyched out" at
the thought of playing a computer, or
maybe he heard about what Sargon did
to AWIT.
o

Sargon I is available for TRS-80 (Level II) and Apple
II computers in cassette form. If you'd rather program it
yourself, you can buy Sargon written by Dan and Kathe
Sprackl.en. Between moves, you might like to take a look
at Introduction to 8080 and Z-80 Assembly Language
Programming by Kathe Spracklen.
Sargon II is also available in cassette form for
TRS-80 (Level II) , Apple II and will soon be available for
CP/ M, SORCERER and Pet. Both books and tapes are
available from Hayden Books.
If you don't have a computer (?) you can still play
agai nst Sargon II. Boris, a chess-playing processor
made by Chafitz Inc., will be incorporating th e
Spracklen's programming into their newer models.
Working along with Larry Atkin and David Slate,
creators of Chess 5.0 - the current World Computer
Chess Champion, the Spracklens are developing the
recent models of Boris that will be sold this fall.
With the recruitment of the Spracklens to Chafitz's
staff, the company has announced it plans to sign-up
Boris for the next North American Computer Chess
Championship.
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I enjoy space programs-and I don't
mean N.A.S.A. or Buck Rogers. I admit
part of the reason is that such flights of
fancy feel so appropriate played on a home
computer. T hus they're fun for several
reasons, not the least of which is knowing
such enjoyment would have been unavailable to me just fi ve years ago.
Of course I'm referring to the games
that use outer space as the background ,
from arcade shoot'em-ups to the new space
strategy gems. Galaxy (P.O. Box 22072,
San Diego, CA 92 122) and Broderbund
Software (Box 3266, Eugene, OR 97403)
both offer good strategic space games.
I don't have a color monitor or TV set
yet, even though most of the newer games
for 48K Apple II Plus use high resolution
color graphics. I'm sure I miss a lot of
vibrancy, but most of the time color isn't
essentia l.
I say most of the time, because in Galaxy
Space War 1, if it isn't essential it sure is
handy. Frank Tarkeny spent 11 months
work ing on this game, and it was time well
spent.
War I is a strategy game on d isk for the
48K Apple II with Applesoft in ROM , or
the Apple II Plus. It can be played solitaire,
or by two people. It seems there is a war
raging between opposing galaxies, the red
and the green, each of which has a certain
a mount of e nergy a nd a certain number of
building blocks with which to build a fleet.
Two modes of play are available. One
mode allows total knowledge: that is, the
Dale Archibald. 18 17 Third Ave. N.. Minneapolis.

MN 55405.
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player can see all ships of both fleets, and
their placement on the 17x33 sector grid.
More interesting is the "sensor knowledge" mode. Using this, the opposing craft
aren't seen until-and here's where color
is necessary-they're within sensor ra nge.
At that point, the four dots at the a ffected
com ers of the sector tum violet. So sensor
knowledge a llows the opponents to play
blind until something blunders close. This
is a fine example of what warga mers call
"fog of war"; that is, in the confusion of
combat, it isn't a lways possible to see and
know everything tha t's happe ning on a
battlefield. A computer is idea l for simula ting this.
Play begins with shipbuilding. Ships are
built by selecting the size, shape, and total
energy. Each is designe d according to
individual taste, as long as the blocks-each
filling a sector-touch one another. Each
combatant can have a fleet of up to 26
ships, composed of from one to nine blocks,
with between 100 and 999 energy units.
The instructions take up six pages and a
summary sheet. They're a bit convoluted,
but understandable afte r several readings.
For instance, the total energy a ship has
is divided into quarters, each of which is
allocated either to screen/ d etection or
attack/ move. Thus, if screens are set at 0
(zero per cent) detection is a lso set at 0,
but the ship can move 4 sectors (doubled
with hypermove) and/ or attack with beams
as far as 4 sectors away. If the screens are
set at 4 ( 100 per cent}, a ship can detect an
enemy up co 4 sectors away, but can neither
move nor attack.

If screen/ detection is set at 1 (25 per
cent), that leaves 3 sectors to move and/or
attack. Each move costs attack energy
points, one point for a one-sector move,
two for a hypermove.
Screens can be changed at any time, but
after that the ship can only attack until the
e nd of that move. A ship with half its
energy allocated to screen/ detect could
move up to 4 sectors (on hypermove),
change its scree n from 2 to 0, and attack
up to 4 sectors away.
During an attack, the screen ene rgy of
the prey is first affected on a one-to-one
basis; its attack energy is drained two units
for every unit with which you a ttack. For
example, if a defending ship has 100 energy
units divided between screens and attack
energy, you would expend 50 units to burst
the screens and 25 to drain its attack
energy.
Two other unusual features a re the Plan
Battle command and the Kill. Plan Battle
gives the attacker a readout on the amount
of power needed to destroy a defender
with screens a t the various settings. Kill
lets a player clear the screen of the energydrained husks of ships. There's also a Save
Game feature.
When two players are battling each other,
there are some shortcomings. First, whichever player is at the computer can attack
without his opponent knowing which ship
was hit until he returns to the keyboard.
There is no defense except having screens
on full. Then, too, a player can find out-by
calling up the Galaxy summaries-how
his fleet compares to the oppone nt's in

terms of number of ships, blocks used,
power, etc. (My opponent and I agreed
not to look at that report or one another's
ship reports.) The best strategy on the
games I've played so far seems to be a very
conservative one. That is, let your opponent
use energy moving toward your galaxy.
Then strike!
The Galactic Saga line put out by
Broderbund is a whole new concept in
games, different from any I've seen until
now. They consist of Galactic Empire,
Galactic Trader, and Galactic Revolution.
The fourth, Tawala's Last Redoubt, is in
the works. All programs are by Douglas
G. Carlston, and they're very good. All are
available for the TRS-80 Level II 16K on
cassette, 32K disk, and on disk for the 48K
Apple II Plus, or Apple II with Applesoft
in ROM.

Your mission is to
conquer and hold the
20 inhabited worlds
of the system.

directory, that will relate information about
the planets from which probes have
returned. Status reports tell you when and
where probes will return, or when fighters,
transports, or probes you've ordered are
due to arrive, and where.
Besides Starbuck, other officers are
Navigator Kirman, Lieutenant Bay liss
(responsible for taxation, enlistments, and
ordering ships), and Doctor Henderson
(quick with a sleep needle).
The sound and graphics are good, albeit
simple. The planets appear and disappear,
star trails move toward you as your fleet
travels through space. The battle scenes
are simply readouts of the odds of
winning.
The entire game is one of logistics. First
conquer weak planets near Galactica, then
tax them to build your forces back up.
Primitive planets can only supply troops,
while more advanced planets can supply
ships as well. You're forced to shuttle back
and forth between the occupied planets to
collect taxes (once per visit), buy ships,
and enlist troops. When you're ready, you
go on to the next target, and, upon arrival,
attack. Depending upon circumstances,
you either win or retreat when the odds
are bad.

The story begins with you in command
of Galactica's Imperial Forces. Your mission
is to conquer a nd hold the 20 inhabited
worlds of the system. Some worlds are
primitive; others are equal in sophisticationto Galactica, but many have la rger or
smaller populations; yet others may be
technologically more advanced. You have
1,000 years to accomplish your mission.

Galactic Trader

Unfortunately, you don't know where
products originate, where they're most
valuable, or the rates of barter (no trader
will accept coin except on Galactica). By
slow, cautious trading, you try to amass a
fortune. Never retrace your steps, however,
because if one of the trading companies
discovers you've found a profitable route,
it will steal it from you.
Every time you return to Galactica, by
the way, the chances are better an assassin
will earn blood money.
Computer Central will help you with
sta r maps, trading records, and fuel use
computations. You feed in the amount of
cargo you have and where you want to go,
and the computer shows how much fuel it
will require. If you're forced to buy from
the fue l cartel, however, you'll only get
about half-price fo r your goods. You don 't
want to end up lost in space. You also
don't want to make an error on a transaction
with a trader. The results are very messy.
Last is Galactic Revolution . By the time
this scenario begins, you've made your
fortune. Tawala Mungo has pretty well
hashed up the Empire you earned for him
and now you feel the time is righ t to make
your move. Unfortunately, despite his
cruelty, he still has a great deal of support

Galactic Empire

As you expand the empire, you can gather

Galaxy Warf

When you begin, you only have infor·
mation about one planet: Galactica. You
must order Lieutenant Starbuck to send
out scouts to investigate the other planets
and return. Their reports will bring your
computer up·to·date on their status. (That
can change over the years, remember.)
Computer Central will give you star maps
of the local area and the galaxy, plus a
rangefinder for the light years between
two stars. If you'd rather have the planetary

more taxes to build more ships. Time,
however, is not always on your side. After
all, the galaxy takes 60 years to cross and
there are 19 planets to conquer.
Careful planning is the key to winning
the game. Patience, too, is important. Each
move deducts time from the 1,000 years
you have. When you are not traveling or
in suspended animation a year takes four
minutes.)
The game runs quite a while. It's lucky
there's a Save Game fea ture.
I wish there were a Save Game on
Galactic Trader and Galactic Revolution.
In Galactic Trader, the Emperor TawaJa
Mungo has removed you from your com·
mand. He has also, it is rumored , set assassins
on your trail.
Computer Central has stayed true to
you, as has your navigator, Kirman. Now
you begin with a ship, 1,000 credits and
1,000 millits of fuel.

Galactic Re volution

from the peasantry , almost all the
bureaucracy, and half the military.
In additon to Tawala, you are faced
with the trader leader, Jan Swart. His
constituency is strong among manufac turers
and traders, but he is disliked by peasants
a nd bureaucrats both.
Your only advantage is that no one hates
you. You also have strong support from
the military, and some from the traders.
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Each ofyou is faced with
the same problem:
how to sway the public
opinion on planets
in your favor?
Each o f you is faced with the same
problem: how to sway the public opinion
on planets in your favor'!
Every planet has five power groups:
manufacturers, military , peasants, traders.
a nd bureaucrats. In the solita ire game,
there a re no allia nces. In the two and
three player games, there can be alliances.
There can also be blockades against planets
to prevent taxation by an opponent if you
make the wrong diplomatic moves, and

fo rce it away from your camp. In some
cases, you might even want to declare war
as a last resort.
When the game starts, there are seven
independent planets, each with a different
powe r structure. Each character also has
a power base, with varying numbers of
planets, troops, arms, a nd ships.
The key to winning a planet is administrative action. You may implement land reform
o r collectivize farm and fac tory; reduce
o r increase tariffs; institute univeral conscription or a bolish the draft; or take any
of four other actions. Each action will
strengthen one o r two groups and weaken
others.
Tawala , for instance, might increase
tariffs because it would weaken traders.
He might lose some poin ts among the
peasants because imported goods would
cost more, but it would increase his popularity among the manufact ure rs and give
more strength to the bureaucracy that would
be collecting the taxes.

DuBuque, the hero, might c hoose universal conscription on one planet because
it would strengthen the military, which is
strongly for him, and at the same time
weaken both the peasantry and the traders
(they're fine pilots).
This is a great wheeler-dealer game,
with enough twists a nd turns to delight
Machiavelli. The witty instructio n boo k
outlines strategies suc h as the Straw Man
Maneuver, e.g. taking administrative actions
to throw a planet to a very weak opponent,
then declaring war against it. Win the planet
back, cha nge the administra tive actions
back-you're more popular than ever, and
have "new credentia ls as a war hero."
How do you win? As Gary Carlston
writes in the manual, "Well, you win if you
get control of all 18 worlds. You'll even
get a score, based on the amount of time it
took you to take control and the resources
you preserved at the end. No bells and
whistles though. Winning isn't everything."
If only it would Save Game.
0

"No, I wish I had an Apple. Mine's a lemon ."
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David Lubar

This A lliance cruiser needed 1wo successi'e M S (mo ve ship I c ommands lo describe 1his
S-<·urve. The [irs1 MS c ommand turns the ship to hearin)! 90° for ) lime unils. The
second c ommand alters course to 0° for si x time units. A t least one m ort! M S commands
would he required 10 complete 1he rc mai nin)! 5 time units o f the w rn.

cPeatlve computlnfj
SOFTWARE PROFILE
Name: The. Warp Factor
Type: Space Fight Simulation
System: 48K Apple with Rom
Applesoft, Disk Drive
Format: Disk
Language: Applesoft
Summary: Excellent strategy game
Price: $39.95
Manufacturer: Strategic Simulations
465 Fairchild Drive
Suite 108
Mountain View. CA
94043

The early programs from Strategic Simdations had a reputation for a long lag
ime between turns. In complex situations, there could be waits of half an hour
)r more while combat results were pro·
foced. Thus, when The Warp Factor
urived for review, I was- hesitant to look
at it myself. I just couldn't envision spending hours in space fights that didn't take
place in real time. Luckily, I did take a
look at the game. Warp Factor is great.
Those of you who liked playing Star Trek,
but got bored with the simplicity and
redundacy of the game. hwe a new addiction in store.
Warp Factor places you in command of
a starship or fleet of ships. You can be part
of any of six interstellar nationalities: Alliance , Reman Marauder, Imperial Pirate,
Klargon Empire, Independent Starbase or
Freeman. Different nations have different
ships at their command . Each ship has a

specific type of armament and shie lds, as
well as a different turning rate, acceleration , and mass. This is no simple aim-andshoot simulation. The ship must be commanded with skill and intelligence, integrating all feat ures and capabilities of the
vessel into each decision.
Play proceeds in phases. After choosing
a scenario, and getting your ship or ships,
you go through a series of commands.
Let's assume you are controlling a n Alliance Heavy Cruiser. The first command,
after checking the status of the ship is Set
Display. The display can be centered
either on the ship or at galactic coordinate
0,0. The view can be in any of eleven
magnifications from a close-up minus 5 to
a wide-angle plus 5. Once you see the
location of the enemy, you can make battle plans. Energy is a llocated to shields,
weapons. transporters, electronic counter
measures, and electronic counter counter
measures. Certain weapons have to be
charged for several turns before they can
be fired . Each ship has six shields, which
can be individually reinforced. During
energy allocation. you also choose the
speed of the ship for that turn.
The next key area is the Fire Weapons
command. In this segment, you choose
which weapons to fire in up to three separate salvos. For example, the Alliance
Heavy Cruiser can fire three phasers and
two torP'edoes during the first salvo. Then
it can fire its remaining phasers and torpe·
does at a different target during the second salvo, and fire nothing during the
third. For each salvo, you have a choice of
firing according to range, time, or last
moment. This is where skill truly enters
the game. Let's say you are close to an

enemy ship. You might have already com·
pleted a portion of your movement phase
(more on that later) and noticed that you
fly past the ship on time segment eight.
Using the specific-time option of the Fire
Weapons command, you could choose to
fire all rear-facing weapons at timesegment eight. Most weapons have a limited field of aim, and it does no good to fire
a weapon forward if the target ship is
behind you. Some weapons hit (or miss)
their targets in the tum they are fired.
others, such as drones and plasma torpedoes , might travel for more than one tum
before reaching their target.
The final crucial command area is
Move Ship. He re. you can specify direction of movement for up to sixteen time
segments. After any move, the position of
the ship is replotted. You can move a part
of the distance, see where you end up,
then go to the Fire Weapons command.
Your tum is over after the last move segment has been entered.
Then comes your opponent's tum. If
you are playing another human, he will go
through the same command series. If you
are playing against the computer, it will
take a minute or so to enter commands.
Next come the results. The computer
will think about things for a minute or so.
If there is combat, it will inform you and
ask you to hit return. This is nice since it
allows you to leave the room and not miss
anything. Combat results are reported as
text, and there might be a wait of several
more minutes between segments of the
report. But the wait never seemed unduly
long.
I first tried the game with one ship
against a computer ship. Next, to see how
much longer the wait became, I played
with four ships against four on the computer. Surprisingly , the wait didn't increase
much .
There are five scenarios available, four
of which are for one player. Most scenarios allow a choice of ships, thus greatly
expanding play possibilities. Along with
the disk , you also get a thirteen-page
instruction manual, and a set of sheets
illustrating and describing the available
ships.
Warp Factor is excellent. A lot of
tho ught, strategy, and planning is
required if you want any chance to beat
the computer. The control over the ship,
and the many facets of navigation and
combat, make the game extremely challenging. If you have a bit of patie nce and
don't mind waiting a few minutes for
results, and if you want to take part in a
contest requiring plenty of tho ught and
skill, Warp Factor is definitely worth
buying.
0
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Tuesday Night Football
and Stellar Trek

Through
Space And Turf
on the Apple II Plus
David Lubar

Generally, it's nice to have a theme
behind software reviews. In this case, there
we re some good games sitting around which
really couldn't be tied together. Ra ther
than wait for more games to come in, it
seemed best to flaunt form and style by
doing a themeless review. So, let the games
begin.
Tuesday Night Football is a well-constructed game designed for one player.
TNF (as its creator, Charles Anderson,
calls it) contains several programs, including
one for kicking practice. T he human player
has to do his own punting and make his
own fie ld goals. These feats are accomplished on a nicely-designed low-resolution field . The kicked ball rises up, wobbles
against air currents, then drops down field.
A bit of skill is required to get a decent
kick.
During the game, the player has a choice
of many different offense or defense moves.
The field is displayed as a grid o n the text
screen, populated with X's and O's. Don't
let the lack of animation hold you back.
Mr. Anderson, having the optio n of designing an animated, paddle-controlled,
limited game or a strategic contest, wisely
chose the second option. This is a thinker's

game, demanding strategy and skill.
Each play is given with color commentary. A scoreboard, first down marker,
a nd ba ll marker are displayed during play.
T he game is rich in detail and variety.
There are injuries, penalties, and fumbles.
The player has to react quickly to recover
a fumble . There is also a marker on the
scoreboard that indicates which team has
mo mentum.
The documentation is great. It is written
in a pleasant, humorous style, not cranked
out by someone in love with jargon. Instructions are included for changing the
DATA stateme nts so any two teams, real
or imaginary, can play. ("Kirk hands off
to Plato who is tackled by Capote and
Mailer."
TNF is too rich in detail to be fully
described here. If you like footba ll, give
it a try. TNF comes on cassette for $13.95
and on disk for $17.95. If you order directly
fro m ShoeString Software ( 1235 Candlelight, Ho uston TX 77018) there is an
additional charge of SI for postage and
ha nd ling. The game requires Applesoft in
a ny flavor and 26K of free memory.
After a ha rd game of football, you can
command another team in A Stellar Trek
from Rainbow Computing. The program
boldly goes where no Trek has gone before,
a llowing an incredible numbe r of options.
The game is thorough and challenging. A

The Enterprise (lower left) prepares to take on a Klingon vessel at the top of the
screen.
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high-resolution display, mixing graphic~
a nd text, depicts the Enterprise and othe1
vessels in full color. Animation is used
whenever the ship moves or fires a weapon.
The numerous commands are explained
in 22 pages of instructions. Among the
commands are options which allow the
player to beam down a crew and mine
dilithium crystals. How's that for detail?
At the opening of the game, you get tc
choose the names of the crew members.
Trek aficianados can stick to the correct
nome nclature; devia nts can , be as
sacrilegious as they want.The names are
saved on the disk for use in late r games.
T here is a choice of game length, skill
level, and regular o r tournament play.
Tournament play allows several persom
to play, one a t a time, against the same
set.up. In this mode , identical actions will
produce identical results.
At any point, a game in progress can be
saved. While Rainbow suggests tha t the
o ther side of the disk can be used to save
the game, this is not a good idea. Con·
sidering the minimal cost of disk space.
a nd the chance of losing data by using
both sides, it's better to splurge and save
the game o n a different disk.
That's it for the reviews. Perhaps the re
is a theme after alJ ; both games a re the
result of ho urs of work , carefu l programming, and nice to uc hes.
0

A delay-of-game penalty put the offense in trouble in this scene from TNf

Three
Mile
Island

I am sure by now nearly everyone
as heard aout what happened at the
hree Mile Island nuclear power
lant. I am especially familiar with
1e details of what transpired . I have
een at TMI nearly full time since the
ccident, helping on the recovery
ffort.
After many weeks away from my
:i.mily, home, friends and my Apple,
arrived home recently to discover a
opy of MUSE NEWS, a publicity
lurb from the MUSE Company,
mong my giant pile of unopened
lail. Right across the top was a
tylized drawing of the place from
rhich I had just returned, and the
·equently heard question, "Could it
ave been prevented?"
It was an announcement for a new
rogram from MUSE for the Apple-II.
he program was described as a
:ialistic simulation of a pressurized
uclear reactor. This got me excited,
ecause this was one of the Ideas on
w "later list." You know what I
lean; program ideas to work on
later, " when you have the time to do
. Somehow, " later" is a long time in
rriving. Oh , well ...
Needless to say, I placed an order
:>r the program. I was really surrised at the size of the package
1hen it arrived. It was big enough to
old 10 copies of the Apple DOS
1anual. When I opened the box, the
urprise gave way to admiration.
1Side was a diskette, a 36 page
1struction booklet, and hundreds of
::>am excelsior "peanuts." MUSE
:ompany, I am impressed by your
are in seeing that the disk arrived
indamaged .
The program is truly massive in
ize. It needs a full 48K system, and
1ses practically all the available
iemory. A ticking clock is provided,
nd the simulation proceeds at one
iinute intervals of sim-time, which
ccur in about 4 seconds of real
me.
When you run the program, you
1ecome the operator at the controls
,f a nuclear power plant. The object
5 to run the plant in a safe and
•rofitable manner. Naturally, there
'ictor R. Fricke, 325 Ramapo Valley Road,
~ahwah , NJ 07430

are hindrances and aids to this
objective.
One thing that makes it difficult
is that the demand for electricity
varies over a wide range on a daily
cycle. This forces you to change the
operational status of equipment and
to open and close valves. You also
have to change the temperature of
the reactor core by moving control
rods.

Another problem is that equipment fails frequently. Consequently ,
you have to change equipment st~tus
to deal with this, too. Valves fall as
is· that is a valve cannot be closed if
it 'fails when it is open, and vice
versa.
Another hindrance to successful
operation is that the gnomes in
Washington at the Nuclear Regulatory Commission are contin ually
issuing safety bulletins. These bulletins tell you that their computer
simulations indicate your gauges
may be faulty and request you
submit them for inspection . If you
comply, the gauges are unavailable
for a length of time, and you have to
" fly it blind ."
The aids you have in operating
the plant are excel lent. They include
four graphical views of portions of
the plant, an Instrument panel, a
financial summary and an equipment
status and failure log.

Victor Fricke
The animation in each of the four
graphic views of the plant is excellent. An open valve is represented by
a green square, closed is red and out
of service is black. Similarly for
pumps, a red rectangle represent~ an
idle pump , and green means runni~g .
This is the same color convention
used on status panels in a real power
plant.
When fluid is flowing in pipes ,
they are shown in appropriate colors;
blue for cooling water, yellow for
steam , pink for radioactive gas, etc .
When there is no flow in the pipe, it
changes to grey.
.
The way you start or stop a piece
of equipment Is to first call up the
graphic display in which it is shown .
Then , for example, if you want to
close a valve, you press cntl-v, and a
display of valve ID tags is shown
beneath each valve. Just press the
letter which identifies the appropriate valve, and it will flip from open
to closed . A similar routine is used
for other equipment; cntl-t for turbines, cntl-f for filters, etc.
Another aid is the instrument
panel. On it are ten in~t ruments
which show the operating parameters of the plant , and several
annunciators which warn of trouble.
The equipment status and failure
log shows the operational status of
each pump, valve, turbine and filter
in the plant, and a prediction of when
it will fail. Also, for equipment which
is out for repairs, it shows when it
will become available again.
The financial summary shows the
electric output of the plant, the
electric demand, and the profits and
operating costs up to the present. If
the profits become sufficiently nega-
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tive, you are allowed to petition the
Public Utilities Commission for a
rate increase. If the losses are too
great, your operating license is
terminated for fiscal irresponsibility.
When you petition for a rate increase,
it is only granted 5% of the time.
As a simulation, Three Mile
Island is excellent. As a game it is
fascinating to me. Of course, w hat
interests a nuclear engineer may not
interest everybody. I am disturbed,
however, by the model of plant
systems chosen by the author. This
game will probably leave a very false
impression that it is a touch y thing to
be able to operate a nuclear power
plant safely.
For example, when experimenting with the program , I found that if
the pressure inside containment
rises to the point where the contain-

ment is automatically sealed, then It
becomes Impossible to prevent a
meltdown . When the program isolates the containment, it does so by
closing all the valves. In practice,
some of the valves remain open in a
real plant. The steam and feedwater
flow is not Interrupted, because then
there is no way to use the steam
generator to remove the heat from
the reactor.
Another example of departure
from reality : the containment isolation in the game occurs at 5000
pounds per square inch pressure. In
a real plant it occurs at 3 or 4 psi.
There is no way the pressure could
ever rise to such a high level. The
highest pressure expected in a
postulated accident is only 40 to 70
psi, depending on containment volume.

iPALM

MOTEL
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Indeed, the laws of thermodynamics are not followed in this game,
since the 5000 psi cloud of steam i~
supposed to come from the 2400 psi
pressurizer when its relief valve
opens.
The game also gives the impression that there is only one emergency
core cooling system, when in an
actual plant there are usually at least
three separate systems.
However, those criticisms do not
detract from Three Mile Island as a
game. As such, it is fascinating and
fun to play. Indeed, if reality were
modeled , it would be very boring. In
routine operaton of nuclear power
plants absolutely, nothing changes
for weeks on end; a computer
gamester would soon tire of it and
return to Startrek or Hunt The
Wumpus.
0

Inciting the Cuss Factor
Dale Archibald

creative computlnf1
SOFTWARE PROFILE
Name: ABM
Type: Arcade
System: 32K Apple ll or Apple II+,
Applesoft & ROM
Fonnat: Disk
Language: Machine
Summary: Highly cussable
Price: $24.95
Manufacturer:
Muse Software
347 Charles St.
Baltimore, MD 21201
Dadblast it. There I was, solemnly
dedicating my day to hard work writing,
and the mailman innocently dropped a
bomb in my hands. Bahl
The product announcement proclaimed,
"Invader and Asteroids move over ... ABM
has arrived!" So it !l'as. From Muse, 34?N.
Charles St., Baltimore, MD 21201. lt sells
for $24.95 on disk, a nd requires 32K,
Applesoft ROM.
Your goal is to protect the cities of the
eastern seaboard from Boston to Richmond
against guided missile attacks that stream
in from the top of the screen.
You see a green vapor trail begin, if you
have color. Control the crosshairs with
the game paddles (or I imagine a joystick
would be better), and launch either 1-or 5kiloton anti-ballisic missiles. But you must
lead the correct distance: if you miss, the
missile streaks on in to explode with a roar
and hi-res color graphics.
Some incoming missiles are multiple
warhead jobs. That is, they reach a certain
Dale Archibald, 1817 Third Ave. N., Minneapolis,
MN 55405.

point and split into five or six; then those
may split into five or six; then those may
split yet again. At first, the game is fairly
easy. The farther into it you get, however,
the more missiles rain down on you.
My 0 paddle is rather worn from playing
invader and asteroid games and "Computer
Quarterback," so I wasn't able to cover
the entire visible screen.
The beginning instructions allow you to
calibrate your paddles, but it didn't work
on mine. That is, the program didn't adjust
for the lack of resistance in the paddle. It
did allow me to select the direction in
which I wanted to use the two paddles. I
ended up with the 0 paddle controlling up
and down movement while the 1 controls
horizontal moves.

I chose to put the untouchable section
at the top of the screen: I can't fire when I
first see the missile, after all. I have to wait
until I can lead it properly.
Sometimes a fireball will spread to stop
other incoming warheads (or your ABMs).
I've found the best strategy is to just keep
protecting everything as long as possible.
When the bombardment gets too heavy,
focus on one area and try to protect that
until the final explosion goes off.
The game even keeps track of the highest
score achieved, lest you stop striving for
self-improvement!
This is another a rcade game suitable
for Archibald's Law: The more you cuss
it, the better it is. This monster's highly
cussable.
D
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David Lubar

Battles in space and on Earth seem to
be strong categories In the new software
releases. This is a continuation of the
computer-as-arcade-machine style, and I
have to admit a fondness for it. No matter
what other uses there are for computers,
games will always represent a major portion
of the new software. One such game is

A clever, logical
solution to a problem
might not work because
the programmer never
thought of it.

covered below. Another popular area is
adventure-type games. The original concept
has spawned several programs that, while
bearing a kinship to Adventure, are only
distant cousins. One will be discussed
below.

Winging It
Dogfight ($29.95). from Micro Lab, 811
Stonegate, Highland Park, IL 60035 bas
several game variations on one Apple disk.
This 32K machine-language program puts
you in control of a jet plane flying against
enemy jets and helicopters. At the start,
you have the option of using keys, paddles,
or one or two joysticks for control. Next,
you can select from six modes. The single-
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player option allows you to play by yourself.
With two players, you can play as partners
or play as opponents. There are also two
demo modes (one without sound) a nd a
mode that lets up to eigh t players fly in
competition. The game starts at level one.
The player faces a single jet or helicopter.
The enemy c raft flies a random pattern,
firing bullets. You must evade these bullets
while making your own attack. A shot
fired from a distance is less likely to down
the enemy. Generally, you have to get
rather close to the target. If you hit it, it
explodes. Sometimes, the pilot will parachute from the plane. If you don't shoot
him, he gets another plane and continues
to fly. If you are hit, you have a chance to
jump. Once the plane or helicopter is

destroyed, you move to the next level.
Each level either adds another craft or
increases the speed at which the crafts fly
and shoot. As mentioned in their ads,
Micro Lab will award special certificates
to the first ten persons who score 10,000
points. It might be some time before those
certificates are claimed.
Dogfight is a good game. The helicopter
is one of the nicest pieces of graphics
programming I have seen. Two things
should be mentioned. The disk will only
boot if the drive controller card is in slot
six. Also, when the game comes up, you'll
see some extra text on the screen along
with the title. There is nothing wrong
with your Apple, those random-seeming
letters are supposed to be there.

Interactive Literature
Bob Lafore's Interactive Fiction is a
new genre he's invented. And it's
great.
Unlike standard Adventure games,
obsessed with knapsacks and secretive
about the commands that make them
work, Interactive Fiction is an adventure
in a literary setting-a narrated story
in which you are a character. Your
chances for action consist mainly in
deciding what to say when asked , but
these interac tive stories are generally
vivacious and exciting. They are also
excellent for parties, and for computer
beginners and literati who do not find
conventional Adventure games attrac·
tive . (And speaking as a jaded vetern ,
these were the most fun I've had with
computers in a lo ng time.)
Essentially Interactive Fiction is a
Dialogue Adventure, a combination of
Adventure and Eliza-since the pro·
grams behind the sto ries must parse
your replies and branch appropriately.
Each story begins with a longish intro·
duction-over·long, perhaps-but gets
you wide awake with something like ,
"And we hope you are ready to become
a fictional character." This really grabs
you (-especially if, like most of us,
you sometimes suspect you are a fie·
tional character.)

You are There

Interactive Fiction. The phrase does a
~ood

job of describing the product. These
programs by Robert LaFore, on disk for a
TRS-80, are stories where the player has
a cha nce to take part in the development
of the plot. This is done through dialogue.
Throughout each story, the player bas a
chance to put words in the mo uth of a
cha racter. The choice of words affects
the outcome of the story. This a pproach
has several ramifications. As with a ll
interactive programs, you can succeed
only with solutions that have been a ntici·
pated by the a uthor. In other words, you
are working within a well-defined universe.
Part of the fun is in discovering the laws
of this universe. Part of the frustration is
in being unable to transcend these laws.
A c lever, logical solution to a problem
might not work because the programmer
never thought of it. Another important
feature of these games is that you o nly
get o ut of them wha t you put in. A user
can approach Interactive Fiction as a
contest between him and the computer,
where the goal is to find the vocabulary
and overcome the program. For instance,

Ted Nelson

Then the story begins-excruciatingly
stylized, a combination of mood, whimsy
and nostalgia-and soon you have your
first chance to reply.
Each time you reply, it's a temptation
just to go for keywords-but if you
have any love of story-te lling, you're
more likely to reply in full sentences,
befitting your station as a character.
The dialogue format, it must be ad·

Essentially

Interactive Fiction
is a Dialogue
Adventure.
mitted, is sometimes awkward; but it's
a nice prompt. (And the whirring disk,
the first part of the computer's response,
creates a nice conversational tempo.)
And what you say has consequences.
You live or die, find the murderer or
not, achieve fame or disgrace. And all
in the framework of delightful story·
te lling and purple prosody:
" ...As you raise the head droplets of

in Interactive Fiction yo u can e nter
sentences consisting not of real dialogue
but of a string of potential keywords. This
approach might reveal the design of the
program, but it kills all the fun.
The early disks were structured in such
a way that the drive was accessed fairly
often. The programs vary in interest and
quality. Six Micro Stories ($14.95) is one
of the best. The player takes part in sho rt
stories, each with many o utcomes. In one,
you are a spy attending a G erman party
during World War II. Another s tory
involves a meeting with a young women
in a park. The novel Two Heads of the
Coin ($19,95) is a Holmes-and-Watson type
affair. Billed as one of the more difficult
programs to solve, it is clever, but not
that tough. Again, the main thing is getting
into the spirit of the program. Even a fte r
you've solved the story, you can go back
and look at o ther branches.
The most recent release, His Majesties
Ship Impetuous, takes a slightly different
approach. There are fewer interruptio ns
for disk access and the story is more linear.

coffee in Rodney's beard glisten in the
light fro m tht:: dirty window."
Lafore has thought through his fonnat
beautifully. By careful stacking of the
stories, he gives you neat choices of
action, but not so many as to make the
story unwieldy. (The respones that lurk
ready to pounce on your utterances
are often choice.) Sometimes he will
surprise you by speaking for you ;
sometimes he lets you off the hook , as
in "Two Sides of the Coin," where you
can ask your Dr. Watson to take over
if your own initiatives don't work.
For a Swarthmore alumnus, Lafore
unfortunately slips us a surprising
number of misspellings-I noted
"govemement," "trolly," "reasonalby ,"
"imaginitive," and the arresting
"douchess." He is a lso not consistent
in the spelling of the characters' names.
But no matter.
Bob Lafore is obviously a talented
writer with a nice command of atmo·
sphe re, fictiona l action and structure;
no t content to be merely a swell teller
of conventio nal tales, we can be glad
he favors us with an entire new system
of interactive writing.
Never mind the swords and sacks of
souvenirs; I'd rather curl up with a
good interac tive story.
0

ing on decisions made earlier. As the
captain of the Impetuous, you have many
choices to make, each of which could
come back to haunt you later. Whether
you end in fame or infamy, you can always
ta ke another run through the game. This
raises another interesting point. Since there
is a goal (namely, ending in fame and
glory), players might be discouraged from
exploring all the avenues since many are
obvio usly losers. But what seems obvious
might no t be correct. Besides being fun
as games, these programs are a good way
to show off your computer the next time
someone asks, "What do you do with that
thing?"
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A Conflict Simulation For Personal Computers

Computer Bismarck
Randy Heuer

It is difficult to determine just what
features make a co mputer simulation
enjoyable. Using very vague te rms, a
computer simula ti o n sho uld be challenging but not impossible. a nd of course
should be something that would ordinarily
be difficult to do without the aid of the
computer.
Perhaps o ne of the first "good "
computer simulations was the classic"Star
Trek" game. T he comma nder of the
Enterprise was faced with two sepa rate
cha llenges in each game. One was the
strategic problem of the overa ll dest ruction. of the entire Klingon fleet in a given
amount of time. The other was the tactical
challenge of handling th e com bat situation
in each quadrant.
Admittedly. m ost "Star Trek" type
games are genera lly not d iffi cult to win
after severa l sessio ns, but the le ngth o f time
"Star Trek" has endured a ttests to its
po pul a rit y. So m e m o re recen t good
computer simula ti o ns that come to mind
- a lthough not all confl ict sim ula ti o ns are Galactic Empire (Softside), Three Mile
Island (Muse) and Air Traffic Controller
(Creative Com put i ng). A ll of these
simulati o ns featu re an overa ll problem
that is overcome by solving many sma ll
problems. It is this two-step thought
process that makes these games interesting.
Now there is a new sim ulation o n th e
market which again confronts the player
with an overall problem that can only be
solved thro ugh the solution of many sma ll
problems. Computer Bismarck is perha ps
one of the most co mplex home co mputer
simulations prod uced to date. Its level of
complex ity may be too much fo r some:
however. fo r those who find most co mputer ga mes dull a ft er a few sessions,
Computer Bismarck may provide the
challenge they've been seeking.

German battleship Bismarck was probably
the fin est battleship afloat. Altho ugh the
British possessed a greater number of
capi ta l ships, none of her battleships could
match the Bismarck.
In late May 194 1, the Bismarck and
the cruiser Prinz Eugen left port from
Be r gen , No r way. T he i r mi ss io n : to
inte rce pt Allied merchant convoys supplying England with vita l wa r supplies. The
U-boats had already deeply hu rt the
British war effo rt, and these immensely
powerful German surface ships loose in the
Atlant ic could complete ly disrupt this
te nuous link.
T he next few days wo uld prove to be
fateful for both si d es. In the fir s t
engage ment between the German duo and
the British battleships Hood a nd Prince o.f
Wales, a n early salvo from the Bismarck

The diversification of the
German player's possible
strategy also makes it
difficult to determine
whether the computer is
really playing a good
game or randomly wandering about the map.
penetrated the Hood's deck. ex ploding the
ship's main a mmunition magazine. In a
matter of seco nd s, the H oodsa nkand over
1400 men died. The Bismarck then esca ped
the sha dowi ng Brit ish cruisers.
Howeve r, fate soon turned against the
Bismarck: a lucky hit fr om a British
Swordfish to rpedo pla ne disa bled the
Bismarck's steering while she was steami ng
toward France. With the Bismarck
practically helpless, the British e ngaged the
German ship with a sizable fo rce of ships,
a nd afte r a few hours the Bismarck went
down with over 2200 men.
T he Simulatio n

The Historical Perspect ive
Fo r those not familiar with World
War 11 naval history. I'll briefly o utl ine the
sit uati on that Computer Bismarck attempts to simulate.
/\t the beginning of the war. the
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So much for what rea lly ha ppened.
The co mputer simulati on. though. lets us
exp lore the many th ings that mi~ht have
ha ppened. In Computer Bismarck. players
take the role of the commander of eit her
t he Rritish o r Germa n fleets. Or a lo ne

player may command the British fleet
while the co mputer co ntrols t he Germa n
fo rces.
Two versions of the program a re
presently available. The one reviewed here
is the 48 K Apple version (for ROM
Applesoft). This package requires a disk
d rive and retails for $59.95. (A less
sophisticated cassette version fo r a 16 K
T RS-80 is also availa ble, but si nce I have
n o t see n it I cann ot say what th e
similarities a nd differe nces a re from the
App le ve_rsion. The TRS-80 version sells
for $49.95.)
The Apple version comes packaged in
a ra ther oversized bo x about the size of
ma ny of those "bookcase" games from
Avalon Hill and others. Ra ttling around
inside are an inst ructio n booklet, two sets
of playing cha rts, a pair of very nice maps
la mina ted in plastic, two grease pencils a nd
the diskette. The multi-colored maps a re
coated with plastic so players may ma ke
notations o n the maps with the grease
pencils a nd then later erase them.
The rules are long and fairly complex;
however, it is important that the players
become totally familiar with the rules
before attem pting to play Computer
Bismarck . I know that many people reach
right for the diskette after buying a
software package, but this is one of those
ga mes whe re not having a very clear
understanding of the rules and their
implications will be d isastrous. In fact, I
think I can safely say that most people will
find this simula tion impossible to play
with o ut reading the rules a nd having them
nearby the first few games. The separate
playing cha rts a re also very helpful;
ind eed, unless you memorize all t he
necessa ry va lues, it's imperative that these
a lso be on ha nd whi le playing the game.
For those people unfamiliar with
conflict simulations (such as any of severa l
published in board-game form by companies such as Ava lo n Hill, Simula ti o n
Publicatio ns. etc.), a g rid is placed over a
map of the field of play to faci litate
movement. In Computer Bismarck a 20 x
18 g rid is superimposed o n a map of the
ort h Atlantic. Each of the sh ips a nd
planes involved is assigned a series of
numerical ratings to represent characteristics s uch as speed, endura nce. firepower. a bil ity to absorb da mage. detectabi li ty and search capabi lit ies. On a given

turn, a player may usually move any or a ll
of his units up to their movement limits.
Thus the simulation is much more dynamic
(and rea listic) tha n games such as chess.
Ano ther fea ture unique t o co nflict simulations is that the element of chance may
effect the o utcome of a particu lar battle,
although the player with superior forces
will usua lly win. But nothing is guaranteed.
Perhaps the m ost unusual feat ure-of
Computer Bismarck is the fact tha t neither
side is awa re of the location of the other's
forces except when a sighting occurs. The
computer keeps track of the necessary
numbers and determines whether opposing units can see and attack each ot her.
T hus the players get the feel of t he total
bli ndness that the actual commanders
must have experienced. It is this feature
tha t makes Computer Bismarck unique
among computer games and board games
a like. Expe rie nced wargamers will find this
element pa rti cula rly sat isfying a nd fru strating a t the sa me time.
The Program
We now get to the software itself
(fi na lly).
The ga me is played entire ly o n the

monitor o r TV screen. Before each player
moves his units, a hig h-resolutio n map,
with the present locat io ns of the player's
units. is displayed on the screen. The map
itself is very we ll done, and the on ly small
com plaint I ca n register is tha t th e
movement-grid is not a lso superimposed ; I
believe this co uld have been done without
serious program modi fi cation.

This is one of those
games where not having
a very clear understanding of the rules and their
implications will be
disastrous.
It's a lso a bit difficult from look ing at
the screen to determine wh ich unit is
which. as a ll the batt les hips are represented
by B"s. a ll the cruisers (lig ht and heavy) are
represented by C's. etc. Give n the resolutio n problem of small computers. I do n't
know how this problem co uld be handled
effectively. One solutio n might be to
provi de the p layers with cardboard
cou nte rs like those in board games and let
the players move them about on the
laminated maps. I suppose people could

make their own. (I should point out that if
a player forgets the location of a particu lar
unit. there are a couple of commands that
provide either the present position of the
unit when given the unit's name. or list the
names of the units at a given gridpoint.)
Despite these minor complaints. the
display is fairly funct ional after one
masters the command lists.
Playe rs control the movement and
actions of their units via a two-level
command system. The player enters a twocharacter code for whatever action or
display he wishes. To move his units. the
player enters the appropriate code and
then refers to the second command menu.
The ships o r pla nes tha t mav move a t this
turn a re then listed o ne .a t a· time. and the
player may enter the a ppropriate movement commands. As the player enters the
movement commands. the units are moved
about the screen - although a player may
cha nge any or all of his moves until he
enters the OM (done move) command. At
t his point the ot her player moves his u nits
via the same process. The actual updati ng
of position s is done simultaneously by the
computer after both players are finished.
Neither player is aware of the locati on
of the opposing units unless a sighting
occu rs. This is accomplished by displaying
only the player's own units on the screen
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during each player's turn. Before the game,
each player enters a secret password so that
his opponent can't see his map (unless the
opponent knows his password) . This is a
worthwhile feature, although one player
must leave the room on the other's turn.
The computer opponent' (nicknamed
"Otto Von Computer, Simulated Admiral"} is also worth commenting on.
Perhaps the biggest problem most wargamers face is finding an equally fanatical
opponent to play aga in st. Computer
Bismarck solves this problem by providing
a series of subroutines to play the role of
the German commander.
"Otto" appears to play a fairly
respectable game. I say appears to, since
with the hidden-movement rule (and the
fact that the program is LIST protected}, I
can j udge "Otto's" ability only from the
limited experience of a few games. The
diversification of the German player's
possible strategy also makes it difficult to
determine whether the computer is really
playing a good game or randomly wandering about the map. Generally speaking,
"Otto" makes particularly good use of his
U-boats and seems to use good judgment
as to when to attempt to break his surface
ships out into the Atlantic.
The typical game of Computer
Bismarck lasts from two to five hours.

Fortunately forthose of us who rarely have
a continuous block of time like that, a
game may be saved on diskette at the end
of any turn. Thus a single game can be
played over a period of days. This feature is
absolutely necessary with computer games
of s uch duration.

Neither side is aware of
the location of the other's
forces except when a
sighting occurs.
The only major compla int I have
about Computer Bismarck is the missing
tactical-warfa re element. Although a
player may decide whether to attempt to
withdraw a ship, which target to fire upon
and whether to fire torpedoes, very few
other choices are left to the player once a
combat situatio n occurs. Hits and misses
just happen a nd the player has little control
over this action.
In some ways this "missing" tactical
combat phase may be somewhat of a
blessing for many people who find the
strategic portion of Computer Bismarck
enough of a challenge. However, I find it
disappointing that players have so little
control over this part of the game after the
complete control they've had up to this

Notes
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point. Maneuvering your forces in the
decisive battle would add so much to the
game.
Final Remarks
I suppose the final question is whether

Computer Bismarck is worth the rather
co nsid erab le cost. The answer really
depends upon your taste in software.
Computer Bismarck is probably not for
everyone.
The point which I probably cannot
emphasize enough is tha t it is an extremely
complex sim ulatio n. In most computer
games only one piece may move eac h turn.
In this sim ula tion, however, as ma ny as
thirty units may move on a turn. Cha nging
weather conditions, fuel supplies, combat
damage, and of course the clock, must all
be accounted for in determining a player's
overall move. Some people may find this
exte nt of sophistication too much to
handle.
Howeve r , for those ready for a
challenging computer simulation, I enthusiastically recommend Computer Bismarck. These people will e njo y the
complex problems that this game presents,
at times frustrating a nd bewildering.
For more information on Computer
Bismarck. co ntact Strategic S imulati ons,
Inc., P.O. Box 5 16 1, Stanford, CA 94305.
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copters return, they drop more saboteurs.
T he shrapnel from struck helicopters can
wipe out other helicopters or paratroopers,
and it's possible, in this way, to ge t two or
three helicopters with one shot.
The game keeps track of high score
during individual runs, but doesn't store
the high score on disk. Sabotage is a very
good game with fi ne graphics and high
replayabili ty.

David Lubar

Among the software to cross this desk
recently a re several new games for the
Apple II. They a re all worth covering,
though each might appeal to a different
section of the Apple community.

A Shoe in the Works
On-Line Systems has done it again with
Sabotage, a highly captivating game tha t
will put bliste rs on anyone's paddle finger.
The player has a small cannon at the
bottom of the screen. Aiming and fi ring
can be controlled eithe r th rough a paddle
or the keyboard . The player attempts to
defend his cannon against helicopters that
drop parachutists, and against planes that
d rop bombs. If e nough saboteu rs reach

cPaatlva computlntJ

the gro und, they destroy the cannon in a
very a musing manner. If a bomb la nds,
the cannon is blown to pieces. T he playe r
has the option of using steerable shells
which curve as the cannon is rotated.
With paddle control, a stream of she lls
can be fired by holding the button down.
If the game sounds too easy, add the
fact that each shot costs a point. The
player can hose the helicopters with a
stream of shells, but that strategy won't
contribute much to his score. Once sabote urs reach the ground , they can't be shot.
But there is a way to get rid of them. If
the parachute is shot away from an attacker
in the air, he will fall to the ground with a
splat. A sabote ur unfort unate enough to
be beneath the plummetting paratrooper
will be eradicated. The game starts out at
an easy pace with just one or two he licopters on the screen at any time. After a
while, the planes appear. When the heli-

On the Circuit
International Gran Prix Racing is everything a n Apple game should be, and more.
Written by Richard Orban, who created
Three Mile Island, it is one of the few
driving games that successfully solves the
paddle problem. Namely, how can a player
shift, accelerate, decele rate, and stee r
without getting hopelessly tangled in a
jumble of paddles a nd keys? The solution
in Gran Prix is absolutely elegant. The
player uses only one paddle. The paddle
controls steering. If the button is held,
the car accelerates. If the button is quickly
re leased and pressed, the car will shift to
the next gear, assuming high enough engine
revs have been reached. Releasing the
button causes the car to decelerate. During
deceleration, a press and release of the
button is used for downshifting. If the
player desires, he can switch to automatic
transmission. There is even a c ruise control.

cPaatlva computlnf1
SOITWARE PROFILE
Name: International Gran Prix
Type: Road race game
System: 48K Apple, Disk Drive, Paddles
Format: Disk
Language: Machine Language
Summary: Best road race on the market
Price: S30
Manufacturer:
Riverbank Software, Inc.
Smith's Landing Road
P.O. Box 128
Denton, MD 21629

SOFTWARE PROFILE
Name: Sabotage
Type: Arcade Game
System: 48K Apple, Disk Drive
Format: Disk
Language: Machine Language
Summary: Excellent game
Price: $24.95
Manufacturer:
On-Line Systems
36575 Mudge Ranch Rd.
Coarsegold, CA 93644
Sabotage.

All this me rely scratches the surface of
an excellent game. The program is basically
a road race ga me, similar to the a rcade
game 280-ZA P, where the screen displays
roadposts flashing by the car. The icing
on the cake comes in the form of fi ve
Gran Prix courses. At the start of the
game, the player selects a course, then
chooses the number of laps he wants to
drive (from 1 to 10). Next , the amount of
fuel is selected, followed by the skill level.
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International Gran Prix.
The re are eight levels. At the easiest, the
car bare ly drifts; in middle leve ls, it skids;
at the top level, the road turns to Teflon.
The dashboard d isplay includes speedometer, tachometer, a timer for c urrent
la p and total time, and indicators showing
the relation of the tires to the posts.
Whenever the car moves dangerously close
to the posts, a clicking warns the driver.
Collisions are accompanied by a weird
sound that seems to defy the limitations
of the Apple speaker. The player's best
lap time and tota l time for any course and
skill level are stored and displayed by the
game. All the curves have names, and
these names are displayed on the screen
when the car approaches.
Beyond great graphics a nd superb design,
the game also simulates driving with nearly
tota l realism. Wha tever a lgorithms the
a uthor used, he did a good job. The car
handles very accura tely. h can accelerate
through curves, go into controlled skids,
and fish tale if the player oversteers. Gran
Prix is a winner.
T hat Familiar Glow
Fighting its way through the plethora
of Missile Command clones, Norad, from
Western MicroData, emerges as a new

creative computlnf1
SOFTWARE PROFILE
Name: Norad
Type: Arcade Game
System: 48K Apple, Disk Drive
Format: Disk
Language: Machine Language
Summary: Defend the U.S.A. against
missiles
Price: $27.50
Manufacturer:
Western MicroData
Enterprises, Ltd.
P.O. Box G33,
Postal Station G
Calgary, Alberta, Canada T3A 2Gl
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twist on the theme. The player has a hires map of the good old USA, dotted with
ten cities and ten missile bases. Each base
has a number. Press tha t number on the
keyboard and a missile leaves the base.
The arrow keys control the horizontal
mo tion of th e missile. T he space bar
detonates the missile. If it is detonated
c lose to an incoming warhead , a ll is well.
If not, the warhead hits a city o r a base.
Cities hit twice a re destroyed. Bases a re
wiped out with o ne hit. At intervals
throughout the game, the cities are rebuilt,
and any e radicated bases near a surviving
city are replaceo. The surviving cities also
stock the silos with extra missiles. Silos
start with ten missiles. T he player receives
bon us points for unused missiles.

No rad.
There are three skill levels. Higher levels
start with faster a ttacks, and throw more
waves of attack at the player. On each
level, the player wins if he survives a
specific numbe r of waves. At a certain
point, the player is a lso given an MX
missile site which can be moved across
the map. The lowest skill level is good for
learn ing the game. The highest level is
very tough.
Raiders of the Lost Star
Strongly resembling a certa in A tari
c lassic , Space Raiders is a search-anddestroy game. Using a joystick or keys,
the player moves through galactic quadrants, blasting e nemy ships. The strong
point of th e game is the motion of the
stars. The field moves towa rd the player
and shifts realistically when he turns. The
question is whether to compa re it to the
Atari version, or to view it as a game in
itself. By compa rison, it just doesn't offer
the same gra phics or sound . What works
for the Atari won't necessarily work on
the Apple, and vice versa. As a game, it is
interesting, but rather repetitive. Only one
ship attacks at a time. Basically, the player
goes into a sector, destroys all the enemy
ships, goes into the next sector, and so
on. T he player can also dock a t a starbase
whe n he needs more ene rgy. The target
has to be in the cente r of the crosshairs to
be hit, adding a bit of diffic ulty to the

game. If Atari Star Raiders appeals to
you, this is as good a version as is likely to
be produced for the Apple.

creative computlnf1
SOFTWARE PROFILE
Name: Space Raiders
Type: Space Fight
System: 48K Apple, Disk Drive
Format: Disk
Language: Machine Language
Summary: Apple version of Star Raiders
Price: $29.95
Manufacturer:
United Software of America
750 3rd Ave.
New York, NY 10017

Treking On
Rainbow has made improvements to A
Stellar Trek (reviewed Oct., 1980), producing Super Stellar Trek. The game offers
a hi-res, real-time fight against Klingons
and othe r baddies. The most obvious
improvement is the elimination of constant
disk access. In the original version, the
program we nt to the disk after every
command. Now, the routines remain in
RAM, speeding up play a nd lowering disk
wear. The first time a user plays the game,
he is asked to name all the officers. From
then on , th is information is used to add
color to the game, with reports coming to
the bridge from the officers.

creative computlnf1
SOFTWARE PROFILE
Name: Super Stellar Trek
Type: Spacefight simulation
System: 48K Apple, Applesoft, Disk
Drive
Format: Disk
Language: Basic
Summary: Good Trek game
Price: $39.95
Manufacturer:
Rainbow Computing, Inc.
19517 Business Center Dr.
Northridge, CA 91324
Overall play is in the basic StarTrek
format; the player has a limited a mount
of time in which to find a nd dest roy the
Klingons, using photon to rpedos a nd
phasers. Exte nsive commands are available
for such exotic actions as mining dilithium
crystals. T hose who enjoy Trek games
will like this one.

.shes to Apples
An arcade game dealing with a certain
1ythical bird has found its way to the
.pple in the form of Falcons. The game
!ems fairly easy for the first te n seconds
r so. Several rows of ships move above
1e player, firing down at his base. This
art is reminiscent of Invaders. Then a
:w ships break formation and swoop down.
fow it seems a bit like Galaxian. The
.milarity vanishes as the attacking ships
egin to fly in strange patterns, moving
elow the screen and attacking the player
:om below. A transformation suddenly
ccurs. The ship c hanges to a falcon and
ies evasive patterns. It's worth more points
ow, but harder to hit. If the player clears
'.le field, he gets another with a different
:>rmation. After this second field is cleared,
1e hard part begins. Small blue dots appear
•n the screen, weaving back and forth.

creative computlnf.I
SOFTWARE PROFILE
Name: Falcons
Type: Arcade Game
System: 48K Apple II or Apple III,
Disk Drive
Format: Disk
Language: Machine Language
Summary: Superb and challenging game
Price: $29.95
Manufacturer:
Picadilly Software
89 Summit Ave.
Summit, NJ 07901

rhey start to grow, becoming large dots,
hen huge falco ns. They swoop at the
>layer, moving at high speed. If hit straight
m, the falcon is destroyed. If only winged,
t returns. If the player gets through this
'ield without losing his allotment of three
;hips, he gets a second field of dots that
~row into falcons. Survivors are given a
;hance to destroy the mother ship. Make
:hat MOTHER SHIP. The thing is huge.

T o destroy it, the player first has to blast
a hole through the bottom. Next, a hole
has to be made in a revolving rim. Once
the re is a clear path for a shot to the
inside, the ship can be destroyed. But the
mother ship shoots back. And groups of
small ships hover above it, swooping down
on the player. If the player destroys the
mother ship, the game cycles back through
the five levels again.
Beside firing, the player has the option
of using shields. A shield lasts for about
four seconds, then can't be used again for
about five seconds. Shields are great for
destroying swooping falcons since the birds
are killed on contact with the force field.
The game can be played with keys, paddles,
or a joystick. There was one rough edge
no ticeable when fighting the mother ship.
Occasionally, one of the attackers wouldn't
be entirely erased from the screen when
destroyed. But this barely detracts from
the appeal of the game. Falcons is tough,
fun and very well done.
Killer Robots, Drones, and Low-life Storm
Troopers
Mission Escape arrived here two days
ago and has already taken control of the
staff. They've been lining up to play this
one. It is a cross between the arcade
game, Berzerk, and some high-adrenalin
contest that might be thought of as death
chess. The playe r starts at one of four
doors to a room containing robots, drones,
and storm troopers. His object is to get to
the specified exit, and thus, to the next
level. The storm troopers fire lasers that
do damage to the player's armor. The
drones also fire lasers but, if shot, explode
with enough force to destroy anything
adjacent to them. The robots fire missiles
that always kill with one shot. Against
this arsenal, the player has three weapons.
He can fire a laser, fire a burst of three
laser shots, or fire a missile. The missiles
and rapid-fire bursts are limited, single
laser shots are unlimited.

creative computlnf.1
SOFTWARE PROFILE
Name: Mission Escape
Type: Strategy and Action Game
System: 48K Apple, Applesoft, Disk
Drive.
Format: Disk
Language: Machine Language
Summary: Highly replayable game
Price: $24.95
Manufacturer:
CE Software
801 73rd. St.
Des Moines, IA 50312

Attacking the mother ship in Falcons.

Mission Escape.
The player and the enemy alternate
turns. The player has ten seconds to issue
up to three orders. Movement and firing
are controlled from the keyboard. While
some keyboard-controlled games a re unexciting, Mission Escape is definitely not
dull. Despite the alternation of turns, there
is a real-time feel to it. As an extra touch,
the top five scores are kept on the disk.
Mission Escape is highly recommended.
It Isn't Raining Rain
Finally, in an attempt to make up for
not reviewing it sooner, one more game
deserves mention in this roundup. Alien
Rain pits the player against a swarm of
hovering, swooping attackers. They start
out placidly enough, just moving back
and forth across the top of the screen,
letting the player pick them off with his
ship. Then one or more of the c ritters
comes swooping down, flying a drunken
path and raining missiles. Attackers that
make it to the bottom wrap around to
rejoin the formation at the top. There are
two flagships that a re worth bonus points
if shot while swooping. If the player clears
the board , he gets another screenful. If
he scores 3000 points, he gets an extra
ship.

creative computlnd
SOFTWARE PROFILE
Name: Alien Rain
Type: Arcade Game
System: 48K Apple, Disk Drive
Format: Disk
Language: Basic
Summary: Tough and fast moving
Price: $24.95
Manufacturer:
Broderbund Software
Box 3266
Eugene, OR 97403
The animation he re is very smoot,h,
and the game is tough enough for most
players. For those who have it mastered,
Broderbund also offers Alien Ty phoon
with more aliens and faster action.
O
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CPeatlve co111pntlofJ
SOFfWARE PROFILE:
Name: Painter Power
Type: Abstract painting system.
System: 48K Apple, Applesoft,
Disk Drive
Format: Disk
Language: Basic and Machine Language
Summary: Fascinating and Fun

and gets down to creating. Using keys or
paddles. the direction of the moving brush
is controlled, putting marvelous images
on the screen . If the brush is not to the
user's liking, it can be changed easily. During
creatio n, brush color can be c hanged , the
brush can be li fted or set down , o r the
program can be frozen , allowing changes
at the user's le isure. With wraparound set,
the brush will reappear o pposite the point
at which it leaves the screen , and continue

Price: S29.95
Manufacturer:
Micro Lab
2310 Skokie Valley Rd.
Highland Park, IL 60035
Eric Podietz held an audience enthralled
with a dynamic creatio n of abstract art.
The demonstration of his real-time graphics
system was one of the highlights of the
1980 Personal Computer Arts Festival in
Philadelphia. Using angled lines and shapes
for brushes, Mr. Podietz put patterns on
the screen , creating images reminiscent of
weavings, abstract landscapes, and Escher
stairways. He used an S-100 system and
worked in black and white. But tha t was
last year. During that time . he was not
idle. He was busy creating an Apple version,
adding extensions that make full use of
color graphics and o ther Apple features.
The result is Painter Power,. a software
package unlike anything e lse on the market.
Two versions come with the disk; beginner
and advanced. The beginner version gets
the user going right away. The advanced
version adds more power and a bit more
complexity.
To use the beginner version, the painter
selects a background colo r and a speed
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Simple examples of designs created with
Painter Power. The first uses the pre-defined
brnsh from the beginner mode, the second
was done with a user-defin ed b111sh in the
shape of a question mark.

painting. With wraparound off, an imag
of the brush reappears, allowing the use
to keep track of its relative locatio n, bu
will no t paint until it is re turned to th1
actual screen . In essence, the painte
(playe r?) has a neat little imagination bo:
that seems to offer an infinite variety o
images. Finished scenes can be createe
and saved to disk , o r users can follow i1
the footsteps of Mr. Podietz and give real
time performances (with an appropriat•
musical accompaniment). Those who testee
the program enjoyed it immensely , eve1
in the beginner version.
Advanced Painter Power adds a ll th•
extras that users of the beginner versio1
might begin to wish for. While this versi01
takes a bit more effort on the part of the
user, the return is well worth the time
spent learning the system. Not only cat
brushes be c reated , they can also be savec
to disk. There is even the capability t<
c reate a special "Quickstroke" where ;
brush traces a predetermined pattern. Anc
for those with a mathematical bent, a specia
routine allows the creation of brushes basec
on math functions. The location of tht
brush is displayed numerically at the botton
of the screen, aiding the user in keepin!
track of the brush when wraparo und i:
turned off. There are many more feature:
in the advanced system , and it would tak<
days to explore all of them.
How does Painter Poi.fer differ fron
o ther painting programs? While you car
probably reproduce its results with othe1
systems, the fluidity and symmetry obtainec
by the moving brush make it the easies'.
system available for abstract designs. The
strength of the program is its dedication tc
a specific area of graphics, and the eas<
with which it implements that approach.
While Painter Power deals with the
abstract and is obviously not fo r everyone
it will delight anyone who is interested ir
creating patterns and designs, or just findin~
another way to have fun with the Apple.

Other Graphics
Several other Apple graphics program~
arrived here too late to be covered in thi~
issue. Notable among them is a graphic~
editor from SubLogic, that works in conjunc·
tion with their 3-D packages. The A2-GE
includes a motion programmer. It will be
reviewed here in the near future. Also.
several vendors have new packages for
shape table creation. animation, and other
areas of graphics. These, too , will be
explored in detail in upcoming issues. D

Applesoft Compilers:
A Comparative Evaluation
He/mar Herman
Many Apple owners have waited with
~ re a t anticipation for an Applesoft Basic
;ompiler. Now, within a span of a few
n onths, fo ur companies have released
!\pplesoft compilers.
Why this interest in Applesoft compilers?
!\nd what is an Applesoft compiler a nyNay?

To understand what a compiler is, and
Nhat it can do for you, you must first
Jnderstand how your Applesoft Basic
Norks.

Interpreter
Applesoft is an interpretive language.
Each time a Basic statement is to be
executed by Applesoft, Applesoft must
re-examine the statement to de termine
what to do. (Please refer to the sample
program in Listing 1.)
10 INPUT 'ENTER A NUMBER';NUM
20 PRINT SQR(NUM)
30GOTO 10

Listing 1. Sample Applesoft program.
Every time the program logic goes to a
new line , Applesoft must examine the
statement. For example, in line 10, Applesoft must determine that it is an INPUT
request, that ENTER A NUMBER is to
be displayed prio r t o prompting the o perator, and that the response is to be placed
inNUM.
Whe n a number is entered, Applesoft
will then examine statement 20 and perform
the specified actio n (PRINT). Applesoft
will th en examine the next state ment, 30,
and perform the GOTO request.
Whenever a new line is encountered,
Applesoft must re-examine the line as
though it has never seen it before. It is
because of this constant re-examination
of statements that interpre tive la nguages
are slow.
Another problem with interpretive languages is that whenever program control
is to transfer to a new statement (statement
Helmar He rman. Creative Computer Applications.
19 Shadwell Rd ., Nashua, NH 03062.

30), Applesoft must spend time looking
for the statement to which transfer is to
be made. In a large program, this can
take a considerable amount of time.

Compiler
A compiler transforms the Basic program
into a machine language program. Each
statement is examined by the compile r
and is conve rted (compiled) into machine
language instructions that perform the specified action.
When the program is run, the compiled
machine language program is executed
directly by the hardware, without a software
inte rpreter having to examine each line.
Whe n program control is to be transferred to a new statement, the address of
the new statement is compiled into the
machine la nguage program, thus eliminating the need to search for the statement
to whic h transfer is to be made.
Advantages and Disadvantages
There are various trade-offs with interpreters and compilers. See Figure I fo r a
list.
In general, interpreters are much better
when develo ping programs because of the
ease and s peed of program modificatio n

and debugging. Compilers are better when
the program is ready for productio n work
because of the speed advantage.

Four Systems Examined
The fou r systems being examined are
Expediter II from On-line Systems, T ASC
from Microsoft Inc., Applesoft Compiler
from Hayden Publications, and Speed Star
from Southwestern Da ta Systems.
. In examining these systems, important
items to look for are:
I. Accuracy. The compiled programs
should run exactly as the interpreted programs do.
2. Compatibility. All func tions of the
Applesoft interpreter should be supported.
3. Program Optimization. The faster
and smalle r the compiled program, the
better.
4. Communication. Compiled programs
sho uld be able to pass information to and
fro m other compiled programs.
5. Program Size. Compiled programs
will normally be larger than the interpreted
version. If the compiler gene rates excessively large programs, its usefulness may
be limited.

Item

Interpreter

Complier

Ease of program
development

He re the interpreter is
far superior. A c hange
to a program can be
made and the results
tested in just a few
seconds.

Whenever a change is
made to a program, the
program must be recompiled before testing
can proceed.

Speed

Interpreted programs
run relatively slowly.

Compiled programs run
relatively fast.

Size

In general, interpreted
programs are smaller.

Compiled programs are
generally two to three
times la rger than interpreted programs.

Remarks

Remarks are to be
avoided because they
make th e progra m
larger a nd slowe r. On
the other hand. programs witho ut remarks
are very difficult to
modify.

Since remarks a re removed during the compila tion process, they
may be used as needed.

Figure 1. Tradeoffs between interpreters and compilers.
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Slightly less impo rtant items o f interest
are :
I. Speed of Compilation. Since (in
theory) compilation is performed only after
the program has been debugged , the program won't be compiled very often. A
fast compile is nice , but not a critical
facto r.
2. Ease of Use. The co mpiler should be

easy to use and forgiving in nature. It
should be fairly safe to assume, however,
that most persons using an Applesoft compiler mus t be fami liar with Applesoft and
know how to program.
Also of interest to software authors who
may want to market compiled programs
is the po licy of the compiler company
toward distribution of compiled code.

5 RE N TEST A
1 0 REH STRING MI NIPULATION TEST AND TRY TO CA USE APPLESOF T FR
20 HOME : INPUT "HIT RETURN TO BEG:X: N TEST"lX$
100 REN FILL THE STRINGS
105 TEST:• = "A"
110 Xt =

14 0

11

x 11 :Y.1;. ==

0

x 11 :zs

:=

11

>«"

FOR COUNT • 0 TO 250

15 0 X$ = X$ +

11

1

11

160 YS = Y$ + " •"
17 0 Z$ = Z $ + " I "
175 GOSUB 2000
180 NEXT COUNT
200 REM FILL ARRAYS WITH THE STRINGS
201 VTAB 12: HTAB 15 : f'R1Nl "
"'
'
205 TEST$ = "B"
;!1 0 DIM X$C~!O> , Y$(;~ O> ,H<20 >
220 FOR COUNT = 0 TO 19
230 XS< COUNT ) '" X$
2'10 Y$ (COUNT) ,. Y$
250 Z$ (COUNT> ,.. Z$
255 GOSUB 2000
260 NEXT COUNT
300 REM STRIF' OOWN THE CHARACTERS
,
301 VTAB 12: HTAE: 15: PR.[NT "
305 TES T,. = "C "
307 FOR COUNT = 1 TO LEN <XS> - 1
31 0 X$ = LEFT• ext, LEN (X$) - 1)
320 Y$ = LEFT•fl CY't., LEN (Y$) - 1 >
330 Z• = LEFT•I cz·•, LEN (Z$) - 1)
335 GOSUB 2000
3'10 NEXT COUNT
1000 PRI NT "TEST COMPLETE"
1 010 END
2 00 0 REM RO LJl'INE TO DIS l' LAY CURRENT TES"T AND COUNT
2 010 VTAB , 12! HTnB 15
2020 PRINT TES T$,COUNT;
2030 RETURN

...

Expected Problems
Programs that call other programs that
have been co mpiled will have to be changed
to do a BRUN XXXXXXXX (or BLOAD
XXXXXXXX:CALL YYYY) instead of
a RUN XXXXXXXX.
Programs that depend on timing loops
will have to be modified. For example,
s uppose a program uses the following
s tatement to pause for a few seconds: 10
FOR X= I TO IOOO:NEXT X. With an
inte rprete d vers ion , this may take 2-3
seconds. With a compiled version, however,
it may take only a fra ction of a second.
Real-time games will have to be modified
to adjust for the speed increase. How
wo uld you like it if all of a sudden the
balls in your favorite game started whizzing
by at five times the speed you're used to?

5 REM TESTB

10 REM PROGRAM SIZE TEST
100 A=l

1010 END
Listing JA. Program size lest.

5 REM TEST B
10 REM PROGRAM SIZE TEST
100 A=l

110B=2
1010 END
Listing JB. Program size lest.

listing 2. String manipulation test.

5 REM TEST c
10 nEM TEST ClF A BUBBLE SORT
20 HOME : INPlJT "HIT RETURN TO E:CGTN TESl "; X4
30 DIM A<tOO>
100 REM FILL THE ARRAY
105 TEST$ = "A11
1 l 0 rnr' COUNT = 1 TO 100
120 A< COUNT> = 101 - C:OUN 'l
125 COSLJB 2000
130 NEXT COUNT
zoo REM SORT THE ARRAY
,
201 VTAB 1 '" HlAB 15 : f'R 1N T "
205 TEST$ = " B..
210 FOR x = 99 TO 1 STCI-'
1
215 COUNT = x: GOSUE: 2000
220 FOR y = 1 TO x
230 IF ACY) < = ACY + 1) THEN 210
?'ID A = ACY)
250 ACY> ... A<Y I 1)
260 (\(Y + 1) = A
27 0 NEXT y
280 NEXT x
1000 PRINT "TEST COMPLETC"
1010 END
2000 l(EM ROUTINE TO DHl l''LAY CURF\ENT lE:ST AND C:LJUNI
2010
VTAB 12l HTAC 15
2020 PRINT TES T•,COLJNT;
2030 RETURN

...

-

listing 4. Bubble sort test.
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5 REM TEST D
10
HEM
s r·EED TCS r FOR HEAVY DISI< :I:/O F'RDGRAM
20 HOM E l INPUT "HIT F\ET URN TO BEGIN TEST " ; A$

3 0 OS = CHR$ 1 1 )
·10 TEST$ =- "A"
tOO kEM OUTPUT THE FILE
110 f'RINT Ds; "OPEN TESTF!LE , Dl"
120 FOR COUNT = 1 TO 100
130 PRINT D'f. ;" WHIT E TESTFILE"
14 0 F·RINT "HUS l S Tl IE SAMPLE RECOf(O , ";COUNT
l"iO cos ur: zooo
l 60 NEXT COUNT
t70 f' RHlT 0$; "CLOSE TEST FI LE"
200 REM READ THE rtLE BACK
2 10 TEST'f. == "E:"
no PRINT D•l"OPEN TESTF.ILE"
23 0 FOR CCOUNT = 100 TO 1 STCP - 1
M O PRTNT O$; " READ TESTF JLE"
250 INPUT Z$,COLJNI
260 GOSUG: 2000
270 NEXT CCOUNT
280 F'R1NT D$; " CLOSE TEST FILE"
1000 PRINT "TEST COMPLETC"
1010 END
2000 f\EH ROUTINE ro DISPLAY CURRENT TEST AND CO UNT
z oo s PRINT DS
20 07 VTAE: 12 : HTAE: 17 : F' IUNT "
'
20 10 VTAr: 12 : HTAC 15
" 02 0 PRINT TEST•,COUNT
2030 RETURN

...

Listing 5. Speed test for heavy disk 110 program.

The Tests
Test A (Listing 2) is a string manipulation
test. Being tested is the speed of the
compiled version and its vulnerability to
Applesoft frees. Since string manipulation
requires a fair amount of work by the
computer, I would expect a significant
time improvement in this test An Applesoft

free, by the way, is a problem that arises
in large programs that do a great deal of
string manipulation. As the area reserved
for strings fills up, Applesoft periodically
condenses the strings (also called garbage
collection) to free up room at the end for
more strings.
Test B (Listings 3A and 3B) is a test to
see how large a single statement program

TEST LENGTH

SPEED
(Cl) (C2)

A(I)
A(O)
A(M)
A(H)
A(S)

7 17
3465
4797
2500
3222

23
30!
13

••

Listing 2.

33
98
(•1) 14
17
1

Listing 3A.

376
2101

•• ••
•• 11
•• 62
•• 10
•• 1

B(I)
B(O)
B(M)
B(H)
B(S)

46
2384
4048
395
2124

•• ••
•• 11
•• 62
•• 10
•• 1

Listing 3B.

C(I)
C(O)
C(M)
C(H)
C(S)

464
2964
5049
2622
3070

124 ••
27 23
40 94
24 15
53
1

Listing 4.

D(I)
D(O)
D(M)
D(H)
D(S)

594
3275
4642
1937
2730

36 ••
32 27
30 94
30 13
1
30

Listing 5.

38

B(I)
B(O)
B(M)
B(H)
B(S)

4028

2362

The top numbers (I) are the interpreter figures;
(0) are the On-Line compile figures;
(M) are the Microsoft compiler figures;
(H) are the Hayden compiler figures;
(S) are the Southwestern compiler figures.
Note-the compiled lengths for each compiler are calculated differently.
Length comparisons may not be completely accurate.
(0) compiled length excludes variables.

(M) compiled length includes variables.
(H) compiled length includes non-string variables.
(S) compiled length includes variables.
(Cl) is the program run speed.
(C2) is compilation speed (how long does it take the compile).
*When Listing 2 was compiled and run on the Hayden compiler, an error
occurred after the 147th loop of test A. The error was OUT OF MEMORY
ERROR IN MODULE S0803. In accordance with a suggestion from the
manual, I added the following line the program: 145 X=FRE(O). The program
then ran in 15 seconds.

Figure 2. Test results.

is and how much it grows by adding one
simple statement. Listing 3A will show
you how much overhead each program
will have. To this overflow you then add
the amount of storage taken by each
compiled program statement. The lower
the overhead, the better.
Test C (Listing 4) is a general speed
test. It uses a bubble sort (one of the
slowest) to test the speed of a logic-bound
program.
Test D (Listing 5) tests the speed of a
heavy disk 1/0 program. I expect that
compiled programs will run at about the
same speed as interpretive programs.
See Figure 2 for the results of the tests .
All the compilers tested shared the
following features:
1. The compilers produce machine language object code that can be loaded and
run with the BRUN command.
2. The compiled program can be placed
anywhere in memory. Once compiled for
a particular place, it can only run there .
3. Figure 3 shows what commands are
not supported by which compilers.
4. Special compiler directive commands
are supported via REM statements .
5. Compiled programs cannot be interrupted with Ctl-C .
6. They support local or global variables.
Global variables allow you to pass information from one compiled program to
another (but not from an un-co mpiled
program to a compiled one).
7. Once started, the compilers can only
be interrupted with the Reset key.
Expediter II
Expediter II comes with two disks. One
for DOS 3.2, and the other for DOS 3.3.
The disks are copy protected.
Rathe r than just producing a machine
language program which is then BRUN,
the compiler produces a one statement
Applesoft program. The one statement is
usually 1 CALL 4352. The machine language portion of the program is attached
to this single line Basic program. You can
thus SAVE, LOAD, and RUN the program
exactly as you would any other Basic
program.
If you must have a BLOADable version
of the compiled code, there are instructions
on how to accomplish this.
You can also leave "holes" in your
compiled code to provide room for such
things as the hi-res areas.
One potentially difficult problem is in
the method used for string manipulation.
Applesoft treats all strings as variable length
strings. Thus a 5-byte string and a 6().byte
string would take 65 bytes (plus overhead).
Expediter treats all strings as fixed length
strings. Before compilation you must specify
how long the strings are to be. All strings
will then be that length. Thus a 5-byte
string would still occupy 60 bytes (or
whate ve r string length was specified).
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The good pan of this is that there is
ne ver any garbage collectio n. Also, in
theory , string operations should be faster.
In practice, however, they appear to be
slo wer.
The bad part is that if you have many
s trings , they must all be as long as the
longes t one, which may cause a storage
problem.
Wo rse, is that you are no t no tified if
you exceed a string length. The program
just keeps on running, wiping o ut who
knows what variables until eventually something vital is destroyed and the program
fails .
The re is an unusual restrictio n with
this system. All arrays must be defined in
the program physically ahead of the first
use rathe r than logically ahead of the first
use. Thus the following program is invalid:
10 GOSUB 100
20 A(20)= 5
30END
100 DIM A(20)
110 RETURN
The DIM statement at 100 must physica lly precede the first use at statement 20
even though statement 100 will be executed
before statement 20.
Because o f this restriction, and because
o f the common practice of placing DIM
s tatements at the end of progra ms (for
speed), inexpe rienced users may have
trouble with Expediter when compiling
o ff-the-shelf programs.
As far as speed and length of programs,
the Expediter sits comfortably between
the extremes produced by the tests, though
it c reated the slowest code for the string
program. On the other hand it has the
fewest uns upported Basic statements of
any of the compilers tested.
An a nnual charge of five times the list
price is charged for distribution of compiled
code.
On-line Systems, 36575 Mudge Ra nch
Rd., Coarsegold, CA 93614. S99.
TASC (The AppleSoft Compilerl
The version o f T ASC that I tested was
a pre-release Beta test version, a nd all
test results should be viewed in that light.
TASC is distributed o n a DOS 3.2 disk .
It can be muffin'd to produce a DOS 3.3
versio n. The disk I have is not copy protected , and Microsoft has indicated that
they have not yet decided whether o r not
they will copy protect the final production
version.
T ASC was writte n in Basic and then
used to compile itself-a very intriguing
concept.
The o utpu t fro m T ASC is a relati vely
small BLOADable file. The size o f the
object program is deceptive, however,
because in orde r to run the program , you
must first BLOAD the file RUNTIME.
RUNTIME contains execution time sub-
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Unsupported
Statement
CONT
DEFFN
DEL
HlMEM
IF XS THEN
LIST
LOAD
LOMEM
NEXT
NOTRACE
RECALL
RESUME
SAVE
SH LOAD
STORE
TRACE
&
U = Unsupported
S = Supported

On-line

Microsoft

Hayden

Southwestern
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*DEF FN may be d efined , but not re-defined.
**A FOR may have one and only one corresponding NEXT.
The following program would be invalid:
10 FOR X = l TO 10
20 JF X=5 THEN NEXT X:GOTO 40
30 PRINT X:NEXT X
40 END
•••Strings may not be used as a logical argument.
Statements such as IF AS+BS THEN 100 a re illegal.
Statements such as IF A+ B THEN 100 are legal.
••••Makes the compiler crash.

Figure J. Unsupported Applesoft statements.

routines which are called by your compiled
program. It is approximately 4K lo ng.
It is a slight inconvenience to have to
BLOAD RUNTIME every time you want
to run a compiled program. On the other
hand , the amo unt of disk space required
for each program is reduced.
For freque ntly used programs, you can
simply write an Applesoft program tha t
BLOADs the runtime package and then
BRUNs your compiled program.
Unlike the othe r compile rs, T ASC can
be gracefully interrupted while compiling.
Whenever the program pauses for user
informatio n, such as progra m name, you
can e nter DOS command by prefixing the
response with a C tl-D.
TASC fared worst in compilation speed,
but did reasonably well in execution time.
While the runtime ro utines take a fair
c hunk of space, the compactness of the
compiled code could make up for this in
long progra ms. T ASC had mo re unsupported statements tha n any of the o ther
compilers.

Microsoft, Jnc., 10800 NE Eighth Suite
8 19, Bellevue, WA 98004. (206) 455-8080.
$150.
Hayden Applesoft Compiler
The Hayden compiler is currently available only in 3.2.1 format. Hayden indicates
that a 3.3 version is coming and will be
shipped free to users who have re turned
their warranty cards.
Although the disk is not copy protected,
the system is shipped with a special " protection device" that must be installed in
the game I/ O socket.
Hayden was not specific about charges
for re-distribution o f compiled code. The
impression I got was that each request
will be handled on an individual basis.
Two extra programs are supplied with
the system. The first is the o nly full color,
low-res, single disk copy program I've ever
seen. It's qui te entertaining. Second is a
program to "de-muffin" progra ms fro m
DOS 3.3 to DOS 3.2. I expect tha t the
second program will d isappea r on DOS
3.3 versions.

This compiler was the second fastest in
compilation and registered favorable execution speeds. On the other hand, each
time you want to re-<:ompile a program,
you must re-boot! If you are already
booted, there is no way to invoke the
compiler without booting again. Also, when
the compile is done, you must hit the
Reset key to exit-a rather strange idea.
The ability to pass data from compiled
program to compiled program is limited.
All numeric variables must be refere nced
in the respective programs in exactly the
same order. If string variables are shared,
then FRE() statements must be inserted
into the programs. at strategic points.
Like the'"Microsoft compiler, this one
also generates a set of runtime subroutines.
These subroutines can either be included
in the program or be declared EXTERNAL. If they a re external, then they must
be BLOADed before execution.

Speed Star
The version of Speed Star that I tested
was also a pre-released test version. All
test results should be viewed in that light.
Like the Hayden compiler, this one is
protected by a device inserted into the
game socket. According to Southwestern,
the final version will allow you to plug
your game paddles into the protection
device, thus allowing both to be attached
at the same time.
This compiler is lightning fast. The test
compiles were done almost instantaneously.
Also, repeat compiles are quick because
you don't have to reload the compile r
each time. However, comparative execution speed varied considerably from test
to test. The compiler locates itself at
location X'7200' and is invoked with the
"8" key.
The address a t which Speed Star runs
is HIMEM for a 32K system. Unfortunately,
it still loads there on a 48K system. The
extra 16K does not appear to be useable
during the compile process, thus limiting
the size of your program.
One nice feature is the ability to include
Ctl-C checking logic in the object program
automatically. Also, you can have the
system c heck subscripting ranges. These
checks, of course, do not come free. They
result in a decrease in storage and a slight
speed degradation.
There are many times when a significant
speed increase can be accomplished just
by having one or two Applesoft sub-routines
converted to machine language and leaving
the rest of the program interpretive. This
was the only compiler that allowed interpreter programs to caHand pass variables
to and receive variables from compiled
programs. Although I didn't actually try
this feature, it seemed fairly simple, based
on the docume ntation.
Southwestern Data Systems, P.O. Box
582-S, Santee, CA 920071 (714) 562-3670.
$85 (introductory price).

Conclusions
1 ran one other test on all four of the
compilers in which I tried to compile the
menu program from The CCA Data Management System. The program works perfectly in interpretive mode. After compiling,
1 got the following results:
Microsoft: It worked for a while. I was
able to define the system configuration,
but then it crashed into the monitor.
Online: The screen went blank and then
nothing.
Hayden: The menu was displayed, but
whe never I tried to enter a number for a
valid function, the system beeped and
rejected it. Then when I entered an invalid
function, the program got an Applesoft
e rror.
Southwestern: The configuration portion
ran, but instead of displaying the menu,
the program terminated.
Just as an educated guess, I suspect
that the compilers are having trouble with
the ONERR routines.
I recompiled with the Microsoft compiler
a nd specified inclusion of the RESUME
logic. The program worked much better
a nd operated correctly with one minor
exception.
At about this time, Microsoft sent me
some fixes to their compiler, and wonder
of wonders, the problem was solved . The
me nu now worked perfectly.
I was enco uraged by this and tried
compiling the SORT portion of the system.
A dramatic success. The compiled program
ran perfectly and was substantially faster
than the inte rpre tive progra m. I did have
to modify the program to change the
dynamically dimensioned arrays to statically
dimensioned arrays.
The above experience illustrates my
concluding statements and conclusions:
The larger and more complex a program
is, the less likely it will compile successfully
without modification (for example, dynamic
arrays).
For one reason or another, off-the-shelf
programs will probably not compile successfully without modification and effort.
Recommendation
Before I applied the patches to the
Microsoft compiler, I was not ready to
recommend any of the compilers.
After running the fixed program, however, the Microsoft compiler would be
my recommendation. Although it is by
far the slowest, the programs it compiles
seem more likely to run successfully. It
appears that once again, the tortoise has
beaten the hares!
If you have programs that are too large
to compile, you may want to consider the
Southwestern compile r. It is the only one
to support the compilation o f subroutines
with full data transfe r capabilities. As was
evide nced with the CCA DMS main menu,
however , you may have to fiddle with
your program to get it to work.
D
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Programming Aids 3.3 and Disk Fixer

Apple Disk Utilities
David Lubar

T he Apple disk operating system (DOS)
is, of course, useful for sto ring and retrieving programs, but this is just the leading
edge of its abilities. One can a lso access
and c hange disk data at the byte level.
Such operations are useful in many ways.
Unfortunate ly, Apple DOS by itself doesn't
contain the full set of commands and
utilities required for these manipulations.
To fill the void, severa l programs have
appeared which allow the user to read,
edit, and write disk sectors. Two such
programs are discussed below. One is
specifically designed for working just with
disk data, while the other includes a wealth
of added functions.

CPeatlve compntlad
SOYl'WARE PROFD..E
Name: Programming Aids 3.3
Type: Utility
System: 48K Apple II, Rom Applesoft, Disk Drive
Format: DOS 3.3 Disk
Language: Applesoft and Machine
Language
Summary: A complete set of utilities
for the serious
programmer

Price: S90
Manufacturer:
Dakins Corp.
P.O. Box 21187
Denver, CO 80221
Dakin 's Dozen
The DakinS Programming Aids J.J is
the Cadillac of disk utilities. It contains
just about every utility the serio us programmer might need. Let's take the routines
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in the o rder in which they appear in the
menu. The Lister a llows you to configure
listings specifica lly for your printer. You
can specify line length and page length . If
desired, page numbers will be added. The
list is headed with the program name, the
date and title. The program is smart enough
to reject bad data such as a time e ntry
containing more than 59 minutes. The
last date used is s to red o n the disk and is
kept as a default value. It can be changed
a t any time. The Lister can handle both
full and partial listings.
Line Cross Refere nce produces a list of
a ll referenced lines. The information can
be sent to the printer or the screen. Anothe r
nice feature is revealed when you use this
program. A message is placed at the top
o f the screen telling you how to load a
program and then give a CALL to run the
c ross reference. This message is protected
s ince the program lowe rs the top of the
scro ll window. You can get a catalog, list
to the screen, o r do anything else that
causes scrolling without losing the message.
During execution, a keypress halts the
display, allowing users without printers a
chance to see the informa tion. The Variable Reference program functions in a
similar manner, producing a list o f all
variables and the lines where they occur.
The Peeker is a handy progra m that
prints the conten ts of random access files.
Either an entire file or just a partial series
o f records can be printed or sent to the
screen.
T he Patcher is used for reading, editing,
and writing disk sectors. You can specify
a specific track and sector, or e nter a file
name. If a file name is ente red, the program
moves seque ntia lly thro ugh sectors containing that file. If a s pecific sector is
requested., only that one is displayed. After

any c hanges are made the program asks
for the next track and sector number.
Changes can be e ntered either as hex
code, ASCII data with the hi bit off, o r
ASCII data with the hi bit on . Changes
a re entered by giving the relative address
of the byte within the sector, followed by
the desired data. A single byte or series
can be changed at any time. T he c hanges
a re sent to disk unless escape is pressed.
While this method works well eno ugh, it
is not the easiest way to edit sectors, and
is best used for making minor changes.
The Copier program is similar to FID,
which comes with Apple DOS 3.3. Copier
a llows you to co py files, using two drives,
but doesn't allow wild cards in file names,
o r offer any o f the other e xtras tha t come
with FID. Diskette Copy is a dual-drive
copy program that initializes the destination
disk a nd verifies all files. It also allows
you to initialize a disk without placing
DOS on it. These two programs are nice
additio ns to the package, but don't really
o ffer a nything special.
The Array Editor c reates and edits text
files. Any sequentia l text file with fewer
than 91 characters per record and fewer
than 201 records can be manipulated with
this utility. The most o bvious use for this
would be to create EXEC files. It could
also be handy for correcting errors in
files created by Basic programs o r for
fi xing partially clobbered files.
The calc ulator is a machine-language
subro utine for doing addition, subtrac tio n,
multiplication and division with twentyplace accuracy. T o use the Calculato r
with Basic progra ms, you BLOAD it a nd
set HIMEM to 36864. The numbers used
in the operation must be sto red as strings,
with no non-numeric characters. Thus,
o nly integers can be passed since decimal

Joints a re not allowed. The required
·outine is CALl.ed from Basic, and executes
1ery quickly. On return , the answer is
;tored as a string. If the re is a remainder
n a division problem, it is stored in a
;eparate string . Though applications
·equiring floating-point answers will require
!xtra work on the programmer's part, the
:::alculator routine can be very helpful to
myone who needs high precision arithmetic
lt high speeds. If the user commits an
!rror in defining the operation, the program
:loesn't bomb, but returns to Basic. A
ocation can be PEEKed to obtain the
!rror code.
The next utility is one about which
\pple should have thought when they
11ere designing the compute r. It's called
.he Screen Printer, and it dumps the text
;creen to a printer. The code for this sits
n page 3 of RAM, out of the way of most
Jrograms. Printout is obtained by hitting
:::ontrol-Z whenever the keyboard is active.
fhis routine was used to obtain hard copy
)f the sector display shown in Figure 1.
i\nyone who has ever tried to obtain a
;ample run of a program that doesn't print
;equentially to the screen can appreciate
:he value of this routine.
The Prompter is another program which
.s designed to be used as a subroutine. It
:i.llows you to specify the format and
restric tions of data received through
lNPUT state ments. Among other things,
it allows default values to be specified,
prints optional commas and leading zeroes
in numeric input, and allows special user::lefined input restrictions as well as restric-

tions on length of input. Users wishing to
incorpora te Dakins subroutines in their
own commercial software should contact
the company about licensing.
Finally, we have the Cruncher. This
powerful tool compresses Applesoft programs, removing unneeded spaces, deleting
unreferenced REMs, and removing the
comments from refe re nced REMs. After
running the Cruncher, you load a progra m
a nd give a call to the monito r. A Ge ige rcounter sound comes from the Apple
speaker; the longer it clicks, the more the
program is being crunched . Not only will
crunched programs take up less space,
they will run faster than uncompressed
versions. The ro utine works quickly, and

The Dakin5
Programming Aids 3.3 is
the Cadillac of disk
utilities.
produced a substantial reduction in the
programs on which it was tested.
The entire DakinS package shows evidence of much thought a nd care. The
instructions, packaged in a ring binder,
are thorough and understandable. Anyone
involved in software development should
be able to get a great deal of mileage
from this disk.

Figure I. A directory sec tor displayed by the 20 Patcher.
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SOYfWARE PROFILE
Name: Disk Fixer

Type: Utility
System: 32K Apple 11, Disk Drive
Format: DOS 3.2 Disk (can be muffinned to 3.3)
Language: Machine Language
Summary: Excellent read/ write
program for disks.
Price: S29.95
Manufacturer:
Image Computer Products, Inc.
615 Academe Dr•
Northbrook, IL 60062

The Image of Perfection
Disk Fixer is designed solely for reading
and editing disk sectors, but it does a
superb job. The program, which can handle
any flavor of DOS from 3.2 up, combines
sector display with powerful screen editing
capabilities, ma king it easy to use and
extremely versatile. So many functions
are provided that they can't all be covered
here.
Basically, you start most operations by
pulling a sector into the main buffer. This
is done using the R command (for Read a
sector). The current track and sector are
listed at the top of the screen. When you
hit R, the c ursor moves up to these

Figure 2. VTOC map from Disk Fixer.
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numbers, which are changed merely by
typing the new track and sector. The sector
is brought into the main buffer and also
into the edit buffer, which appears on the
screen. All changes are made to the edit
buffer. You move through the screen using
the I, J, K, and M keys. There are also
commands to move to the top of the
screen or to any specified byte. Other
keys allow you to bring in the next sector.
The display offers many options. You can
have a half sector displayed in hex with
ASCil equivalents on the side, a full sector
in hex, or a full sector in ASCII. There is
a filter which can be used to mask the hi
bit of ASCII displays. Numbers can be
entered in either hex or decimal.
While this alone would constitute a full
utility, Image Computer Products provides
much more. There are special commands
to view and manipulate the disk catalog.
You can change filenames, sort files, or
scan through all sectors of a specific file.
When requesting files, Disk Fixer allows
the wildcard entries found in FID.
Another set of routines manipulates the
volume table of contents (VTOC). When
the VTOC is accessed, Disk Fixer provides
a display of free and used sectors on the
disk. Beyond this, it can map the VTOC,
displaying not only the sectors in use, but
also showing which programs occupy which

sectors. An example of this is shown in
Figure 2. Another command fixes any
errors in the VTOC, locking out sectors
tha t are in use but marked as free in the
bit map and freeing locked sectors that
are n't in use.

There are special
commands to view and
manipulate the disk
catalog.
A set of special commands is included
for various functions. Any display can be
sent to the printer using Control-P. You
can switch between 13 and 16 sector disks
with a keystroke. You can exit the program
and get into the monitor with Control-Q,
then return to the program with Controly. The program also contains a line editor
which is handy for entering ASCII data.
For example, it allows you to put control
characters in file names.
To put any data back to the disk, you
have to move the edit buffer back to the
working buffer and issue a write command.

These steps help protect against unwanted
writes. There is little chance of destroying
a sector by sending bad or incorrect data
to it.
The manual is clear, and contains some
applications notes showing how to use
the program to resurrect a dead file, change
a binary file to a text file, and other tricks.
Disk Fixer is a superb program.
Choices
The DakinS program works only witll
DOS 3.3, thus those with older versiom
of DOS will be unable to use it. The
Image program works with either DOS,
but contains fewer utilities. The program·
mer who needs to do a large amount of
specialized work on sectors, or who doesn'I
require the other utilities, would probably
do best buying Disk Fixer. If you need a
wide range of utilities, and you don't plan
to do extensive work on disk sectors, the
DakinS package would be the best purchase. Those who need all the utilities
and who also want to do a lot of sector
work might consider investing in both
packages.
Disk Fixer and DakinS Programming
Aids are quality pieces of software which
perform as promised. They are two utilities
that can make life easier for the Apple
owner.
0
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" I picked up that thousand-item multiple regression
analysis that you've been working on for two
months. Here's the output."
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Hi-Res Soccer

JUST roR

HICHS
Dale Archibald

GIPeathre GOlaplltlllf
SOFl'WARE PROFILE

" - ' Hi-Ros Soccer
Tnea Sports

S,..t 48K Apple ll or ll Plus
and one disk time, DOS 3.2
and3.3

Pormata Graphics
......... Machine
hm..•rys Man meets machine and
learns humility
Prices $29.95
MMatactarer1
On-Une Systems
36575 Mudge Ranch Rd.
Coarsegold, CA 93614

I never expected to see a computer
game this good-at least not so soon.
Designed by Jay Sullivan (who also designed
Hi-Res Football for On-Line), this game is
a screamer. Rather, it's a cusser, especially
when one of the strikers sends the ball
floating toward yo ur net and you send
the goalie in the wrong direction.
Sullivan has designed it so that each
player controls the movements of eight
soccer players with the game paddles.
The angle of an arrow drawn on the paddle
determines the direction in which a figure
runs. So your figures are constantly
Dale Archibald. 18 17 Third A ve. N.. Minnea polis.
M N 55405.

scrambling across the screen. I should
have such boundless energy.
The player in the green jersey dribbled
the ball down the field , deftly evading the
rushes and lunges of his purple-clad
opponents. At the last second, faking a
kick to draw the goalie toward him, he
passed the ball to a teammate who drove
it between the bars for a score.
The player who has the ball dribbles it
with his feet. The paddle setting also
controls the direction of the kick-in one
of 28 directions. With a little practice,
you learn how to pass the ball back and
forth between players; how to fake the
goalie out; how to carom a pass into the
goal off the sidelines in the beginner's
game; where to have your goalie put a
goal kick; and how to keep from being
demolished by the Apple team in solitaire
games.
To simulate balls being kicked into the
air, some kicks can't be caught
immediately: a rebound off the solitaire
goalie delays one second. as does a throwin when the ball is kicked out of bounds
to the top or bottom (advanced game
only). A corner kick occurs when a team
kicks the ball out of bounds on the side of
the field on which its goal is located; the
opposing team gets to kick it in from the
comer, with a two second delay. Finally ,
a goalie can kick with a two-and-a-half
second delay if the opposing team kicks
the ball out of bounds on his side.
There are three levels of play when
two people play, one for solitaire play. At
the beginner level, the ball bounces off
all four sides of the field. For intermediates

it bounces off the top and bottom but
goes out of bounds to left and right. and
in advanced play the ball can go out of
bounds anywhere.
On color sets, the players are green
and purple. On black and white, they're
gray vs. black and white stripes.

It's hilarious to see the players run
headlong across the field. steal the ball
away from each other and intercept passes.
The goalie even glides to catch the ball
between his legs on attempted scores.
Don't expect to get the hang of it right
away, either. I've been beaten by scores
of 42 to 14, 24 to 6, etc. It took me several
days of practice before I finally beat the
game 5 to 3.
The game is divided into two halves of
any length up to 45 minutes. The one bad
thing about it is that there is no way to get
a time-out to answer the telephone or any
other call.
0
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The most obvious 1.·hange is th1.· use of
flnating apples lthe fruit. not the computer!
instead of asteniids. The apples. when
shill. break up into sma lkr apples. and
these smaller apples break up further when
hit. You start out with six large appll's.
Ckar them and you get a fil'ld of e ight.
F.a1.·h su1.·1.·essivc fil'ld has ten appks.
The re are two e nemy sh ips that can
appear with alam1ing fre4ucn1.·y. The large
~hip shoots in a pattern ra ther than aiming
for you. Destroying this ship earns you
WO points. The small ship goes for blood
and is worth l{XX) points. The point values
of the appll's vary a1.·l.'lmling to size. You
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CPeatlve COIRpatlufl
SOFTWARE PROFILE
Name: A.pple-oids ·
Type: Arcade game
System: 32K Apple, Disk Drive
Format: Disk
Language: Machine Language
Summary: Fun to play
Price: S29.95
Manufacturer:
California Pacific Computer Co.
7700 Edgewater Dr.
Oakland, CA 94621

represented pictorially at the bottom.
As a bonus. the disk also contain
Chiprmt. which. as you\·c surely guesset
is a version of breakout. Done in hi-re.
the program wi ll satisfy breakout fan.
Ther•: is one VL'I} nice touch. You sta
out with five balls. They are stored in
horizontal slot on the left wall. Each tim
a new hall comes into play. it slides fro
the slot. mnves across the screen. the
drops.
Simply pul. App/e-oicls is very goo
The game is fun. highly replayable. an
excellent graphically. California Pacifi
has come out with another winner.

Apple/UCSD
Pascal 1.1:
A User's Evaluation
Ross M. Tonkens

CP6atlve compatlofj
SOFTWARE PROFILE
Name: UCSD Pascal

Type: Language
System: 48K Apple II +, Apple language
card, disk drive with
contro ller.
Format: Disk
Language: Machine
Summary: A truly serious software
development system.
Price: $250
Manufacturer:
Apple Computer
20525 Mariani Ave.
Cupertino, CA 950 14
Having lived with Apple's newly updated
version of UCSD Pascal (Pascal Yer. I.I)
for over a month, now, I feel a few
observations are in order.
First, let me say that the manuals alone
are worth the $60 update cost, for those
of us who have had to live with the infamous
"White Book" for the last year and a half.
Just the sight of a real index (spanning
more than seven pages!) brought tears of
joy to my eyes.
In fact the system consists of over two
manuals and four disks. I say "over two"
Ross M. Tonkens. M.D., 6221 Wilshire, Suite 607,
Los Angeles, CA 90048.

manuals because there are two full-fledged
reference manuals, one for the operating
system, and one for Apple's implementation
of UCSD Pascal. Both manuals are of the
outstanding glossy quality to which we
have become accustomed from Apple. I
might add in passing that the graphic
artwork gracing the covers of the manuals
would sell briskly as poster art. In addition,
three 9- to 16-page pamphlets are included.
One describes differences between the
old and new versions of Apple/ UCSD
Pascal; one is an addendum to the new
operating system reference manual; and
the third is an addendum to the new Pascal
language reference manual.
Perhaps the best features of the current
update are found only in these addenda.
Among them were EXEC files, chaining
capability, built in upper and lowe r case
text generation without hardware add ons,
much faster compile times, new compiler
options, and an explicit list of previous
bugs, fixed in this new version. Also
contained in o ne o f these little pamphlets
is, at last, a lucid description of how
program segmentation is accomplished by
the compiler which clears up many mysteries left unresolved by even monk-like study
of previous documentation.
This is all fine, but "how well does it
wear?" as the saying goes. In short, "very
well, indeed." All of the inconsistencies
in how the operating system previously
handled files with the special suffixes, ".text"
and ".code" have been resolved. Combined
with the addition of EXEC file capability,
this has increased my productivity by at
least 100%.

Now the user can define a common
sequence of operating system commands,
for example, those steps taken to compile
and link a UNIT and insta ll it in a library,
or the commands issued to compile, link,
and run a program, and have the computer
perform them automatically in sequence,
rather like a job control language. Instead
of having to watch the computer full time,
I now simply call up an EXEC file and
take a break while the boring processes
of compilation, linking, and test running
a ll take place unattended.
EXEC files almost make up for my lack
of a hard disk drive in tenilS of the increase
in throughput achieved. About the only
new problem the changes have created is
temporary obsolescence of any memorysensitive software, since the old memory
map on which such software would have
been based has been changed. This problem should be only temporary, as the update
will involve simply altering the CONST ANT declarations of any Pascal 1.0
program which referenced memory directly
once the new memory map is published
by Apple. This brings me to my only
complaint, namely that the new Pascal
I.I manual did not already contain this
information.
While the new Apple/ UCSD Pascal Yer.
1.1 still has its idiosyncrasies, Apple seems
to have distilled out those problems which
were truly intolerable, while adding numerous conveniences which make it a truly
serious software development system at
last.
Now if I could just save the money for
that hard disk....
0
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Scientific Plotter and Paper Tiger Graphics

... . ............. ..............
......... . ..·.·· ··....

=811.;At . •··.:::1 .. .:...r.,:·<::.
From Your Apple II
Robert Plamondon

GPeatlve compntlafl
The high resolution graphics capability
of the Apple II is a versatile feature, indeed.
Graphics are used for such varied purposes
as space games, c usto m charac ter sets,
and, or course, graphs.
In the past the use of Apple-generated
graphs was limited by the scarci ty of
programs to generate them, and the means
to make permanent copies. Most printers
lacked the ability to print graphs, and
those that did required machine-language
driver programs. Thus, graphic output from
the Apple was used only by those who
had both a suitable printer a nd a good
deal of programming experience.
Fortunately, those days are now gone.
Several popular printers, such as the Paper
Tiger, Epson MX-70, and some daisy-wheel
printers have graphics capability, either
as a standard feature o r as an inexpensive
option. In addition, several software houses
have released programs which allow you
to create and print your own g raphs.
Scientific Plotter
Scientific Plotter from Interactive Microware and Creative Computing Software
is available o n diskette for 48K Apples
with ROM Applesoft, and comes with
about 30 pages of mildly confusing docume ntatio n.
This package is designed specifically
for lab scientists who want to be able to
make neat graphs of experime ntal data.
Ro bert Plamondon. 667 SW 15th Street. Corvallis.
OR 97330.
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SOFfWARE PROFILE
Name: Scientific Plotter

Type: 48K Apple, Applesoft,
Disk drive
Format: Disk

by the types of graph paper you have at
your disposal. Drawing graphs by hand is
also tedious and error-prone-just the kind
of thing you'd like to fob off o nto a computer.
Scientific Plotter has an impressive array
of options. You can type in data points by
hand, calculate them in subro utines, o r
pull them off a disk file. You have full
control of the size of the graph. the location
of the axes , the scale, and the colo r of the

Language: Applesoft

Summery: Quality graphing program
Price: S24.95
Manufacturer:
Interactive Microware. Inc.
P.O. Box 771
State College, PA 16801
or
Creative Computing Software
39 E. Hanover Ave.
Morris Plains. NJ 07950

The o nly kind of g raph it makes is the x-y
plot: if you want bar graphs o r pie c harts,
this is not the progra m fo r you.
Scientific Plotter produces a graph of
your data points, with each point represented by a circle, square, cross, o r star.
Each of these symbols is available in four
sizes. Yo u can add e rro r bars if you like,
a nd the points can be connected by straight
lines, or no t, a t your option.
The great advantage of the program is
that it lets you play with the format of
your graph. and scale it exac tly to your
needs. When drawing gra phs by hand ,
your choices of fonnat and scale are limited

Drawing graphs by hand
is also tedious and
error-prone - just the
kind of thing you'd like
to fob off onto
a computer.
da ta points. The format of the graph. the
data. and the graph itself can be saved
a nd retrieved from the data. Labels can
be placed anywhe re on the graph in any
of four o rientations and in any hi-res color.
And there are many o ther useful features;
too many to cover in a review.
The program works by asking you a
series of questions. It sta rts by printing:
NAME OF FORMAT FILE () ?
<NONE >
Format files hold a ll the information on
scaling, labels. and wha tn o t that the
program needs to make a graph. The two
pare ntheses generally hold the range of
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A sample graph mode by Scientific Plotter. Printed in normal
plot mode by Paper Tiger Graphics.

falues an answer can take; in this case,
four response can be anything you want,
;o there are no limits shown. The "NONE"
ndicates that if you hit return without
:yping anyth'ing, the program assumes you
fon't want to load a format file . "NONE"
s the default answer.
There are quite a few questions, and
mswering all of them (if only by the default
value) can take a long time, especially
~hen you make mistakes. Fortunately,
the default value is equal to the last value
~ou have entered, so you type only the
~orrections, and hit return on all the other
:iuestions. If you read in a fo rmat file a t
the beginning of the cycle, the values in
the file become defaults. This can also
>ave time, since most graphs have many
parameters in common.
As a final time-saver, Control-A causes
the program to step through the questions
automatically, assigning the default value
to each quantity. This can be stopped by
hitting any key. This feature lets you flash
past the routine questions and stop only
where c hanges must be made.
As the questions are answered, the
program gets the information it needs to
start the graph. As soon as you input the
position of the x-axis, the program displays
the hi-res graphics page. draws the x-axis,
and returns to text mode. T his sequence
of input, plotting, and return to text mode
occurs every time the program puts something on the graph, and le ts you see what
you are building.

Unfortunately, there is no way to back
up to fix a mistake on the previous question.
Instead, you must start over. This is the
worst flaw in the program.
The labeling feature is very flexible;
labels can be placed in any of four orientations, anywhere on the screen. A ridiculously large number of labels can be
placed on a graph.
One method of placing labels and axes
on the graph is the Cursor command which
places a small cross on the hi-res display.
This cross can be moved by game paddles
or a joystick, and is used to designate the
starting position of a label or a coordinate
axis without guessing x and y values.
My initial reaction to this program was
massive frustration at the diffic ulty of
correcting errors, followed by great satisfaction at the quality of my graphs. Once
I had a few format files on disk , I found
that I could make graphs with a few nondefault values, a nd everything moved very
quickly.
I have fou nd Scientific Plotter to be a
very useful program, and a genuine bargain
at $25.

way to transfer the contents of the hi-res
graphics screen to your printer, assuming
that you have a Paper T iger 440 or 445
with graphics, as I do. Computer Station
also sells graphic dump programs fo r the
Paper Tiger 460G , Anadex 9501 and the
NEC Spinwriter, which I assume are similar
to the one for the Paper Tiger 440G.
Computer Station takes the problem of
putting the contents of the scree n onto a
piece of paper, solves it elegantly, and
wraps a truly foolproof control section
around it. The program gives you a printout
very quickly; its speed is limited mostly
by the speed of the printer interface card.
The program is menu-driven, and the menu
is the best I have ever seen. The whole
program is a joy to use.
T he only fly in the ointment is that you
have to tell it what kind of interface card
you have, and in which slot it is located.
If you have trouble remembering the card
you have, and where you put it, this can
slow you down.

Gl'aatlva computlnd
SOFTWARE PROFILE
Name: Enhanced PapterTigerGraphics
Type: Hi-res screen dump
System: 48K Apple, Disk drive,
IDS 440G / 445G
Format: Disk
Language: Machine language
Summary: Quick and elegant
Price: $44.95
Manufacturer:
Computer Station
12 Crossroads Plaza
Granite City, IL 62040

Paper Tiger Graphics
Enhanced Paper Tige r Graphics Software from Compute r Station provides a

The labeling feature
is very flexible.
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Let the Games Begin
David Lubar

The fi;sl of many screens in Threshold.

giving the player a brief advantage. Either
paddles or keyboard controls can be used
in this multi-faceted duel.
The animation in Threshold is superb,
the game is challenging, and it is unlikely
that anyone will tire of playing while the
mystery of future screens lies ahead.
Crossfire is another arcade game from
On-Line. Using keys,· the player moves
around a grid of squares, avoiding the

GP88'lve GOIRpntlDd
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Apple games are proliferat ing at an
astounding rate. The stack seems to grow
daily, with a large selection to dazzle
consumers. While it is impossible to cover
every program being released, the following
gives a good idea of what is available for
the game-hungry Apple owner.

Coming on Strong
On-Line Systems is alive and well, which
is good news for game lovers. The best of
their latest releases is Threshold. Given
only a casual glance, the game seems to be
nothing more than another shoot-em-up
space battle. The player has a ship at the
bottom and fires at enemy creatures above.
The creatures are birds that flap their wings
and fly evasive formations while shooting
at the player. Get through the birds and
another set of enemies appears. They move
differently. The game begins to shine. A
third formation appears, then a fourth. If
the player hasn't lost all five of his ships at
this point, he gets more fuel from the mother
ship. New attackers appear. There are many,
and it is not likely that anyone will see all
of them.
Not only are there a variety of enemies,
but each group exhibits substantial differences. They move in different ways, combine in different patterns, and attack
differently. Many of the shapes are internally
animated. There are wheels that spin, ships
that tilt sideways into slim profiles, and
objects that twirl like falling maple leaves.
Beyond this, there is still more to Threshold. The player can fire rapidly, but his
laser tends to heat up. If it overheats, he
will be unable to fire until it cools. If fuel
runs out before a set of four screens is
destroyed, the player loses the game. Finally,
the player has a special option that can be
used once per ship. By hitting a key, the
enemy objects are slowed down for a while,
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SOFl'WARE PROFILE
Name: Threshold
Type: Arcade game
System: 48K Apple, Disk Drive
Format: Disk
Language: Machine Language
Summary: Highly challenging and full
of surprises
Price: 539.95
Manufactureri

On-Line Systems
36575 Mudge Ranch Rd.
Coarsegold, CA 93614

In Crossfire, there is no safe place to hide.

SOFTWARE PROFILE
Names Crossfire
Types Arcade game

System: 48K Apple, Disk Drive
Formats Disk

Languages Machine Language
Sammuys The enemy attacks from all

sides
Prices $29.95
Manut.ctarera
On-Une Systems
36575 Mudge Ranch Rd.
Coarsegold, CA 93614
shots of creatures that also move through
the grid. The player can fire back, though
his bullets are limited. The key controls
are a bit tough to master. One set of four
keys moves the player, another set is used
for shooting. Rather than using a combination such as l,J,K, and M, the programmer
chose l,J,K, and L, with K for down. Having
the down key between left and right, rather
than below it, is a bit confusing at first.
Once the player has mastered the controls,
he can concentrate on wiping out the enemy.
His reward is another set of attackers, and
a smaller supply of bullets. Crossfire, like
Threshold, contains good animation, quick

response to controls, and a challenge to
the player.

Good Bet
Draw Poker from Softape has some of
the finest graphics ever done for the Apple.
Though the game has been around for a
while, it has that quality touch associated
with the newest software. The program
consists of five card draw for one player
against the computer. While a two·player
version of poker isn't quite as thrilling as a
contest among five or six players, the
graphics are so well done and entertaining
that the game deserves a look. For each
hand, the cards are spread , cut, assembled
and shuffled. Each action, except for
shuffling, is displayed graphically with a
beautiful set of cards. The programmer
did a really smooth job. When a bet is
made, the chips appear on the screen.
When the player or computer wins a hand,
the chips are slid to the winner's side of
the table.
The one weakness is in the betting system.
The only unit of currency is the five dollar
chip. Each bet and raise must be five dollars,
no more or less. This allows less flexibility
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SOFrWARE PROFILE
Name: Draw Poker

Type: Card game
System: 32K Apple, Disk Drive
Format: Disk
Language: Machine Language
Summary: Superb graphics
Price: $29.95
Manufacturert
Softape
10432 Burbank Blvd.

North Hollywood, CA 91601

in strategy than when the player has a
range to work with. While Draw Poker
doesn't take the place of four friends and a
six pack, it will give the poker addict a
willing opponent, and also provide a great
way to show off the power of Apple graphics.

Follow the Bounclng Ball
Datamost gives players a dose of pulse·
driving action in the guise of Thief. The
player must make his way through a series
of rooms, avoiding such dangers as collision
with walls, fire from e nemy robots, and an
indestructible smiling bouncing ball. In
defense, the player has a gun. Control is
through a joystick. Moving the stick moves
the player. Holding the button while movin.g
the stick points the gun . If the button 1s
released while the stick is held to any side
or comer, a bullet fires. A self-centering
joysticK. is highly recommended for this
one.
At the start , the player is in a green
room, and the robots don't shoot. After a

";::z

Slow humanoids don't last long in Thief
certain score, the rooms become blue and
the robots fire back. Later, the room
becomes orange and the robots fire more
frequently. Some of us have even had a
brief peek at violet walls before being blown
away. Unlike the arcade version, the robots
in Thief can't be tricked into colliding

cPeatlve cornputlnd
SOFfWARE PROFILE
Name: Thief
Type: Arcade game
System: 48K Apple, Disk Drive, Joystick
Fonnat: Disk
Language: Machine Language
Summary: Highly addictive and hard
to beat
Price: $29.95
Manufacturer:
Data most
19273 Kenya St.
Northridge, CA 91326
with walls. But they can be destroyed by
the bouncing ball. This is a game that
can't be played just o nce. No one here has
been able walk away from it without "just
one more try." Since its arrival , Thief has
stolen a great deal our time.

Two Can Play as Cheaply as One
In Star Thief from Cavalier, the thieves
are the enemy. They are trying to steal
power pods that the player must guard.
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"... / said he's programmed to return serves .... not drop shots... "

Two players can work together in Star
Thief
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The player , using a paddle, can shoot and
fly. He has an unlimited number of ships,
but a limited supply of pods. The strength
of the game is that it can be played by two
people. If they cooperate, working together
to guard the pods, the game can last a long
time. Even when played solo, the game is
good. The thieves a re n't hard to shoot,
but they keep coming. And wheneve r the
player is hit, he must wait a few seconds
for a new ship.
Controlling the ship with a single paddle
is not diffic ult. The paddle rotates the ship
and the button, if held , supplies thrust. A
jab of the button produces a burst of missiles.
This allows players to concentrate on the
game without worrying about the keyboard.
Star Thief is a fine addition to the small
supply of two-playe r cooperative games
for the Apple.

creative computlnfj
SOFTWARE PROFILE

creative computlnfj
SOITWARE PROFILE
Name: 3-D Skiing
Type: Sport game
System: 48K Apple, Disk Drive, Paddles
Format: Disk
Language: Machine Language
Summary: The jump is a killer
Price: S24.95
Manufacturer:
Continental Softwa re
12101 Jefferson Blvd.
Culver City, CA 90230

moves forward , picking up speed . Turning
the skis results in the skier turning in that
direction . Turning also cuts down speed.
Thus, the player who cuts the flags a t the
narrowest angle will get the best time,
though he also runs the greatest risk of
hitting a flag.

Name: Star Thief
iType: Arcade game
System: 48K Apple, Disk Drive, Paddles
Format: Disk
Language: Machine Language
Summary: Fun fo r one or two players
Price: S29.95
Manufacturer:
Cavalier Computer
P .O. Box 2032
Del Mar, CA 92014

Uplifting Experience
3-D Skiing from Continental Software
pairs Slalom and Ski Jump, making a fun
package fo r sports fa ns. T he jump is
presented as a side view. From one to four
players can compe te in up to 99 jumps.
Each jump starts with a press of the paddle
button which gets the skier moving. Another
button press a t the right time launches
him from the end of the ra mp.
Once in the air, the lean of the skier is
controlled by the paddle. A proper lean
stre tches out the jump. If the player leans
too far , he loses balance. This can result in
a spill that is almost as violent as the famous
"agony of defeat" segment from Wide World
of Sp orts. T he player must also straighte n
o ut to land. If he doesn't, he finishes the
ride sitting down. While a good technique
can be developed for jumping, it is not so
easy to maste r that it becomes automatic.
Slalom offers three courses, three levels
of diffic ulty, and short and long versions
of each course. The game gives a view of
the back of the skier, looking down hill.
The object is to ski through all the flags
without hitting any or taking a spill. A
paddle controls the direction the skis are
pointed. If they are straight, the player
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of the playe r's fire. The repair unit me nd
the shield at 10,000 points, and again a
higher values. Once any of these specializ.e<
units is destroyed , it is gone for good unles

The player 's shield is quickly destroyed ii
Red Alert.
the player is lucky enough to shoot one o
the rare supply ships that zips across th·
screen.
The standard attack comes from swoop
ing, dodging c reatures that drop smal
missiles. Occasionally, a larger crea ture
looking somewhat like an Apple from App£
Panic, comes along and drops a cluste r o
larger missiles. These really do a job 01
the shield.

creative computlnfj
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Ski Jump gives a new meaning to fear of
flying.
The only weak point of Slalom is tha t
the player cannot change courses or levels
without rebooting the disk. This option
would have been a nice addition. Except
for this, 3-D Skiing is fun to play and fun to
watch .
Sudden Terror
Red Alert from Broderbund is a fas tpaced, frantic game that has the player
defe nding the bottom of the screen from a
mass of attackers. Instead of just defending
the standard ship or base, the player protects
a series of installa tions, including radar,
missiles, and a shield repair syste m. Above
these facilities is the shield and above the
shield are the a ttackers. They ra in down
missiles that eat away the shield. The player
moves a crosshair, firing simultaneously
from two guns at either side of the screen.
T he shots burst out in a circular pattern,
destroying anything that enters the perime ter of fire. Once both guns have been
destroyed , the game is over. T he player
can launch a special missile that destroys
e verything on the screen . He gets a new
missile every 2500 points, but if the missile
launcher is destroyed , no more missiles
can be earned . Radar inc reases the spread

Name: Red Alert
Type: Arcade game
System: 48K Apple, Disk Drive,
Joystick (Recomme nded)
Format: Disk
Language: Machine Language
Summary: Fast-paced and tough
Price: S29.95
Manufacturer:
Broderbund Software
2 Vista Wood Way
San Rafael, CA 94901

The game demands total concentra tio1
from start to finish . T here is no chance tc
relax for a second. Some will find it toe
fast paced, but those who have masterec
its predecessors will find a real challe nge
in Red Alert.

Words for the Wise
Cross Clues fro m SRA is a n origina
word game designed for the computer
Two players take turns trying to g ue~
words in a c rossword-style grid. On each
tum , a player fi rst tries for a complete
word. If he is correct, he gets ano the1
guess. If the word is incorrect, any letten
in the correct position are kept, and a n)
correct consonants a re also displayed
whereve r e lse they a ppear on the grid.
Next, the player gets to select a single
consonant. This is also displayed whereve1

CP6atlv6 computlnd
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Name: Cross Clues
Type: Word game
System: 48K Apple, Disk Drive
Format: Disk
Language: Machine Language
Summary: An original word game for
two players
Price: $29.95
Manufacturer:
Science Research Associates
155 N. Wacker Dr.
Chicago, IL 60638

it occurs in the grid. Points are scored for
each occurrence of a letter. Each tum is
also restricted by a time limit, and good
players have their time cut in half.

A game of Cross Clues in progress.
Though the puzzles contain a fair number
of short words, the vocabulary is sophisticated, and even puzzle experts will find
the game to be a test of their skills. The
disk contains 50 puzzles. An option for
creating new puzzles would have been
thoughtful. As is, owners of the game will
have to wait and see if SRA will be releasing
new puzzle disks.
Call in the Bouncer
While I try , in the interest of avoiding
conflicts, to refrain from reviewing many
programs from Creative Computing Software, there's a new game that is just too
good to keep quiet about. Blisterball starts
with the traditional ship at the bottom of
the screen, but takes off from there in a
different direction. High above, in an
enclosed area, balls bounce. When the
game starts, one ball drops, bouncing off
the floor and walls. The player must avoid
being hit, and try to shoot the ball. If he
succeeds, two balls drop. After this come
three, then four, and finally five. If the
player is still alive, he gets to try for five
bonus balls which drop one at a time.
These balls are worth ten times as much as
the others, but they fall faster and don't
bounce. In the next round, the balls are
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As one ball dies the others keep bouncing
in Blisterball.
worth more, but they don't bounce as high.
With each round, they lose elasticity. In
each bonus round, the balls fall more
quickly, requiring fast reflexes and a good
aim. When the balls get too low, the walls
begin to close in.
The game has two skill levels, and options
for play by one person, two playing as a
team, or two playing in competition. Almost
everyone who has tried the game, including
arcade addicts, has been quickly destroyed
the first few times. A ship can take three
hits before being knocked into the gutter.
Those hits come pretty quickly when dealing
with the multiple bouncing balls. On the
weak side, the program doesn't save the
high score to disk. Aside from this, Blisterball
is a fine arcade game that offers good play
value.

CP6atlv6 computlnd
SOFTWARE PROFILE
Name: BlisterbaU and Mad Bomber
Type: Arcade game
System: 48K Apple, Disk Drive, Paddles
Format: Disk
Language: Machine Language
Summary: A new twist in action games
Price: $24.95
Manufacturer:
Creative Computing Software
39 East Hanover Ave.
Morris Plains, NJ 07950

T he package also contains Mad Bomber,
a game where one or two players a ttempt
to shoot bombs dropping from overhead
racks. The racks start out empty, then
quickly begin to fill. Whenever a rack has
four bombs, it drops one. The player has a
limited amount of ammunition, but can
reload by moving all the way to the side of
the screen. If a bomb hits a player, he
loses ten rounds of ammunition. When ten
bombs hit the ground , the game is over.
Though not as strong as Blisterbal/, Mad
Bomber is a lot of fun in the two-player
cooperative mode, and very challenging
as a solo game.
0
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Chapter VIII

Programs Ready to Run

Chapter VIII - Programs Ready to Run
In this section, you will find games to play, Christmas trees to light, plane landings to simulate,
and· power plants to blow up. These programs include lo-res or hi-res graphics, and have sounds
ranging from ticks and tocks in Apple clocks to murderous ;meltdowns in nuclear power plants.
Others will graph your own data as pie charts, or your own functions as polar coordinates.
For those who want to change some of the Integer BASIC programs to Applesoft BASIC, or
conversely, some equivalent expressions are outlined below:
Integer
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

CALL -936
RND (3)
K MOD 2
Y=TIME/ 12+3
IF.. THEN . . : IF .. THEN ..
#

INPUT " .. .",N$

Applesoft
1) HOME
2) INT(3*RND{l))+l
3) K-INT(K/ 2)*2
4) Y=INT(TIME/ 12)+3
5) Only if put on TWO lines in Applesoft.
6)
7) (INPUT) " .......";N$

For additional comments regarding the differences between Integer and Applesoft BASIC, see
the article on "Chess Clock".

Special Notes For Chapter VIII
• Lit'/ Red Bug, by Bob Bishop:
The first program simulates driving a race car on a winding stretch of pavement. The faster you
go, the more points you win or lose, depending on whether you are on the track or not. It uses
Integer BASIC and some machine code. Directions for the novice for typing in the latter are included
below. (Note: This program will not work as it is given here if you have Applesoft only.)
To enter the data table:
1) First, turn on your Apple so that you have the Integer BASIC prompt(=).
2) Next, type 'CALL - 151'. This allows you to have access to machine language, which uses the
asterisk prompt.
3) Now type '1000: 00 08 00 08 00 08 00 80' and push Return.
4) Then type '1008: 28 A8 28 A8 28 A8 28 A8'.
5) Continue typing the list as it appears in the article until you reach the end of line 1038.
6) To check this listing, type '1000.103P (This lists all values between the two numbers separated
by the period.)
Then, to enter the first machine language program:
1) Type in "IOAE: A2 l 3 BO 00 1O" and push return.
2) Next, type in "IOB3: 85 02 BO 20 IO 85 03" and push Return.
3) Continue by starting each line with one of the numbers in the left column, followed by a colon
(not the dash) and then typing in only the numbers in the second, third, and fourth columns
(assuming there are six columns altogether.)
4) There does not have to be any particular number of two-character entries following the line
number, but keeping the number small allows for easier error correction.
5) Your last line of this first program will be 'l 006: 00'.
To enter the second machine language program:
1) Enter 'IOEE: AS 00 85 02 68 48'.
2) Next, enter 'IOF4: C6 02 DO FA'.
3) Continue the typing of this listing just as in the first program: line number, then colon, then two
digit character pairs from the appropriate columns.
3) End this listing with the last line '1160: 4C EE IO'.
5) To check these last two programs, type in ' IOAEL' and what appears on the screen will be in the
same format as that used in the article. If you would like to see more lines in the same format,
type 'L' and push return.
For Disk storage, type 'BSA VE TITLE, A$1000,L$ l 64' (interpretation: save the Binary file under
the name of TITLE, starting in memory at the hexadecimal location of I 000 and with a hexadecimal
length of 164 bytes!) To return to Integer BASIC, type '3006' or CTRL-C and then hit return.

• Grandapple Clock, by Christopher Howerton:
This program simulates the old grandfather clock with ticks and tocks and alarms and chimes
(all made soundless, optionally). It is written in Applesoft using hi-res graphics for the clock face,
the moving hands, and the swinging pendulum. The novice may see some strange creatures such as
Integer variables (those ending in a percent sign, such as A% or B% (I)). This will save on the space
reserved for the array variables. Even for the more advanced, the ROT and XDRA W functions
may be new. (For another example of the XDRA W function, see the Christmas tree program.)
However, the logic of the program is well explained using flow diagrams and a line-by-line description.
The P . Lutus sound routine referred to may not be generally available, so an adaptation is listed
below:
100 REM Applesoft program to duplicate the P. Lutus sound routine from the
200 REM old red Apple II reference manual.
250 REM adaptation by J. B. Tate *810722* with the help of M. W. Pelczarski
300 GOSUB 32000
350 HTAB 20
400 PRINT "TYPE 0 FOR PITCH, TO END."
450 INPUT "Pitch (l0-250)";F
460 INPUT "DURATION (l-255)";D
470 IF f=O THEN GOTO 800
500 POKE 768,F: POKE 769,D
600 CALL 770
650 GOTO 350
800 END
32000 FOR I=770 to 790
32010 READ J: POKE l,J
32020 NEXT I
32030 DATA 173,48,192,136,208,5,206,1,3,240
32040 DATA 9,202,208,245, 174,0,3,76,2,3,96
32050 RETURN

• Chess Clock, by Christopher Howerton:
Chess Clock is written in Integer BASIC and uses lo-res graphics to form the characters for a
digital clock. The time displayed includes both minutes and seconds. The many REM statements
will not only aid your understanding of the program, but will a lso allow you to customize it to your
own specifications.
See the notes at the beginning of this chapter for some of the differences between Integer BASIC
and Applesoft BASIC.
• Caesar's Watch, by Paul Raymer:
The Romans, known for their extensive water canals, might have used water to record the passage
of time. At least Paul Raymer's references seem to indicate that was the case. This Applesoft program
uses Io-res graphics so you can "get the picture", and is well documented, with REM statements
dividing it nicely into sections. The drips silently fill the second vessel, which empties into the minute
vessel, and which empties into the hour vessel (which must be thrown out after twelve hours.)
•Apple Pie, by N. B. McBurney II:
In most any news magazine you will find pictorial statistics in the form of bar graphs or colored
charts. This Applesoft program, using hi-res graphics, also shows comparisons - but as pa rts of a
circle or 'pieces of a pie.' The well-placed REM statements and the variable list at the end, crossreferenced with the appropriate lines in the program, will allow most programmers to follow the
logic of the program.
• Apple Nuclear Power Plant, by Stephen R. Berggren:
This program simulates the performance of a water-pressurized nuclear power plant. The program
is written in Applesoft and is small enough to fit into l6K. It uses lo-res graphics to draw the water
tower, reactor core, turbine. For example, one section limits input to only the digits 0-9 and keyboard
entries to only four keystrokes. The author states, "The program is almost entirely crashproof."
(Should "crashproor• be allowed to have any modifiers?) Note the REM statements at the end of the
program which explain the program by sections.

•Landing Simulator, by Jake Jacobs:
The screen displays the pilot's view of the runway in hi-res graphics and the instrument panel showing altitude, rate of climb, velocity, power and the distance (to the runway.) This program uses
the game paddles for controlling the 'stick' and the power, and incredibly fits into 16K. Only similar
triangle mathematics is used to explain the calculations in the program. Suggested extensions follow
sufficient documentation to allow a personal version to evolve.
• Ten to the Thirty-Eighth, by William Bradford:
From Martin Gardener's game of GOOGOL, which is ten to the one-hundredth power, has sprung
"Ten to the Thirty-Eight." (To give you an indication of the size of these numbers, it has been
estimated that the number of grains of sand on Coney Island is approximately only ten to the
twentieth. A Googol may adequately represent the number of atoms in the universe.) The computer
chooses up to 14 random numbers, ranging from very small to very large (the latter being defined
as ten to the thirty-eighth). You choose to see the numbers, one at a time, until you believe the largest
has been displayed. You must take the last number displayed. From one to four players may play
at the same time, with time given for each to place their bets on their own choices. A formula is
given in the article that can be used to analyze a winning strategy.
• Teachers! A Social Science Survey Program, by Dr. James Owens:
Questionnaires about various and sundry topics are a part of almost everyone's life. They usually
inquire about your sex, age and other things - with the results sometimes appearing on TV or in
the news the following week. This program shows how results can be tallied and analyzed in fourteen
different ways. It was written two years ago, when 48K of memory was unheard of, and therefore
omits the REM statements for the different sections, allowing the program to fit into 4K of memory.
The 'DATA x,y,a,b,c' statements in the program represent the following:
x = 2 if male or 3 if female
y =5 if under 30 years of age or 4 if over
a =response to question one and ranges from 1 (disagree strongly) to 9 (agree strongly)
b =response to question two
c =response to question three
The program also has a nice rounding function used to control output to two places and avoids
division by zero without an IF ... THEN ... Uust add IE-04 to the denominator).
• The Intricate Graphs of the Polar Functions, by Richard T. Simoni, Jr.:
Mathematics teachers and students, rejoice! One of the most unique but arithmetically frustrating
topics - polar graphing - is now easily within your grasp. This program, though very short and
simple, uses hi-res graphics to draw wonderful polar curves. Changing the parameters in any one
equation is easily done and can be used to illustrate topics such as bounds, extent and symmetry.
Unusual graphs, never before attempted, such as: r = Cos(2*Sin(q)) yield surprising results.
• What to Name the Baby? by Paul Raymer:
Write out a list of all possible four-letter words (there are 456,976 ways so it may take a while!) or
use this Applesoft program to do it for you. With 16 words per line (you need a space between each
word) and 80 characters per line, that's 28,561 lines or 433 pages (with 66 lines per page). With an
Epson MX-80 printer it would take a little less than 8 hours.
Although some mathematics classrooms have signs that warn against speaking any four letter
words (such as inch, foot, yard, etc.) there are some more respectable ones such as 'love' and 'nice.'
Who knows, you might also find out what to name the baby.
• Weather Station, by Paul Raymer:
Just to show your friends that computer programs can have whimsical applications, try running
"Weather Station" for them. This program will " ... bring your computer in touch with the real
world, without expensive electronic coupling devices or complex meteoroligical equipment."
Requiring only one extra piece of equipment (an 8 by IO sheet of paper), this program is well
documented and uses NO hi-res or lo-res graphics. However, due to copyright restrictions, it may
not be used by local radio stations without specific permission.
• Christmas Tree, by Stephen R. Berggren:
Are you tired of cleaning up dry needles, and putting away the lights, tinsel, and Christmas tree
stand? Perhaps this program is for you.
Written in Applesoft, it displays a Christmas tree with up to 200 lights that you place using the
game paddles. You have the options of choosing the color of the lights and whether they are to be
flashing or non-flashing. Once more, we have an example of a shape table and the XDRAW function
in an interesting program. (This was also used in the Grandapple Clock program.)
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Lit'/ Red Bug is a game of skill in which

you must drive your Volkswagen along a
road without going off the pavement.
The faster you go, the more points you
get...unless you leave the road. Off the
road, you begin to lose points. The faster
you go, the more points you lose!
lf you don't have a color display, you
might want to change the last part of line
10 to read: CAR= 15 instead of: CAR= 1.

This will change the color of the "bug·• to
white so that it will show up better on a
black and white set.
The program is written in Apple-II
integer Basic with just a touch of
~chine language for class.
Bob Bishop, Apple Computer, 10260 Brandley
Dr., Cupert lito,-CA 95014.

Note: Besides the Basic portion of
Lit'/ Red bug, there are three portions
of machine code which have to be
entered; two programs and one data
table. The easiest way to enter this
code is through direct hex entry in the
monitor. For the table.just type 1000:
followed by the data. If RETURN is
used, begin the next line with another
colon. Once this table is entered, the
two short programs can be entered in
two ways. Either the assembler can be
used, or more simply, the hex code in
the second column can be entered. For
each program, enter the starting address,
followed by a colon, then start typing
the groups of numbers in the second
column. Again, when you hit return,
type another colon. After entering all
the code, check the results by typing
the first address followed by an L. This
should cause the screen to display exactly
what is shown in the listing. To save the
data on cassette, use I000.1163W. To
save it on disk, use BSAVE TITLE,
ASIOOO, U164.
Second note: The author, Bob
Bishop,·is the iesser-known brother of
certain mythical figure who works
deep in the halls of the Elppa Computer
Company.
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80 00 80
AS 28 R8
00 50 00
00 00 00
04 05 05
04 05 05
04 05 05
0A 0R 0A

&:12 13

80
85
BO
8S
CA

ao

85
80
as
R0
Bl
91
88
10
80
E0
00
60
00

AS
8S
68
48
cs
D0
80
cs
00
S0
R9

00 10

02
20 10
03
00 10
00
20 10
01
27
00
02

F9
FF FF
00

08

00

02

00
28
S0
00
06
06
06
0R

80 00 80
R8 28 RS
00 S0 00
00 00 00
0S 07 07
06 07 07
06 07 07
08 08 0R

LOX
LOR
STR
LOO
STA
DEX
LOA
srn
LOA
STR
LO'r'
LOA
STA
OE'r'

IOS1 3
s 1000 . x
S02
s1020. x
S03
s1000.x
s00
s1020 . x
S0 1
llS27
( S00),'r'
( $02 ) . 'r'

BPL

Sl0C7

srn
CPX
8NE
RTS
8RK

SFFFF

11$00
S1080

LOA
STR

S00
S02

PU:t

02
FA
30 C0
01
EF
90

85 00

R9 40
8S 0 1
20 EE 10
R9 74
8S 00
RS S7
8S 01
20 EE 10
RS 50
8S 00
RS St
85 0 1
20 EE 10
RS 40
8S 00
RS 00
85 0 1
20 EE 10
R9 50
85 00
RS SI
as 01
20 EE 10
RS 40
85 00
RS 00
8S 01
20 EE 10
RS 40
as 00
RS 00
as 01
20 EE 10
RS 40
85 00
RS 00
85 01
20 EE 10
A9 40

PHR
DEC

BNE

STR
DEC

BNE

RTS
LOR
STR
LOR
s rn
JSR
LOR
STR
LOR
STR

JSR
LOR

STR
LOA
STR
JSR
LOO
:HR

LOR

srn
JSR
LOR
s rn
LOR
STR
JSR
LOA
STR
LOO
STR

JSR
LOR

srn

LOR

STR
JSR

LOR

STR

LOR

s rn

JSR
LOR

85 00

s rn

AS 00
85 01
4C EE 10

STR

LOR
JHP

$02
S10F2
SC030
S01
Sl 0EE
llS90

S00
11$40

$01
S1 0EE
•s74
$00
US7
S01
Sl0EE
11$50
S00
11$61
S01
Sl0EE
U40
S00
U00
S01
S10EE
1tSSO

see

US!

S01
S10EE
U40
$00
•s00
S01
S10EE
H40

S00
S00
S01
Sl0EE
U40
S00
U00
S01
S1 0EE
1'$40

$00
S00
$01
Sl0EE
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10
20
40
60
70
80

100
150
160
200

X='f=L=OL=t-<=OR=SPEEO=f>OS= TOT=TI HE=Z=Bl-lCK
ROAD=S:FIELD=12:BUSH=4: Cfi R=l
00HN=4096+1 74
GOSUB 2000
TOT=0: TI HE=425:Y=TIHE/12+3
POS=1500: X=POS/75:BACK=ROAO
L=l 6: 0L=0: R=20:0R=0
COLOR=BACK: VLIN Y-1,Y AT X
CALL DOHN
'
Z= PEEK. <-1 6336): 2= PEEK <-16336>
POS=POS+ POL (0)- 128: IF POS<0 THEN POS=0: IF POS>2899
THEN POS=2989

220
230
250
300
310
.320

TIHE=TlHE-t:Y=TlHE/ 12+3
X=POS/75:BACK= SCRN(X , V)
COLOR=CAR: VL IN Y-1,Y AT X
COLOR=FIELO: HUN 0.39 IH 1: HUN 0,39 AT "1
COLOR=BUSH: PLOT RNO <40 ),1
COLOR=ROAO: HUN L,L+4 AT 1: HUN R, R+4 AT 1: HUN L,L+4
AT 0: HLlN k,R+4 PT 0
350 l.= PEEK <- 16336.>: Z= PEEK <-16336 >
400 IF NOT RNO ( 5 ) THEN DL= RNO ( 3 )- 1
410 I F NOT RNO (5 ) THEN OR= RND (3)-1
420 IF L=t THEN OL=t: IF L=33 THEN OL=-1
430 IF R=l THEN OR=! : IF R=33 THEN OR=-1
450 L=L+OL: R=R+OR
480 SPEE0=<255- POL (1))/5
490 FOR K=0 TO SPEED: NEXT K
500 TOT=TOT+60-SPEEO
520 IF 81'.lCK=FIELO THEN 1000
540 Z= PEEK <-1 6336): 2= PEEK ( - 16336)
550 VTAB 22: TAB 9: PRINT TIHE/ 6;" ";: TAB 22: PRINT TOT;
"; : TAB 37: PRINT !:10- SPE!:.lJ
800 IF TIHE >0 TH~N 100
700 TEXT : CALL - 936: · VTAB 5
710 TAB 12: PRINT "--- GAHE OVER
720 VTAB 12: PRINT " YOUR SCORE OF "; TOT ;" IS ";
730 IF TOT >l0000 THEN 750
740 PRHH "TERRIBLE'": PRINT : IF TOT<5000 THEN PRINT "(YOU
SHOULD BE ASHAHED OF YOURSELF' )"
750 IF TOT >10000 ANO TOT<=15000 THEN PRINT "PRETTY BAO 1"
760 IF TOT>15000 ANO TOT<=19000 THEN PRINT "ABOUT AVERAGE. "

770 IF TOT>l9000 AND TOT<=22000 THEN PRINT "VERY GOOD•"
780 IF TOT>22000 THEN PRINT "EXCELLENT!"
790 IF TOT >24000 THEN CALL 4352
800 FOR K=t TO 1000 : NEXT K
810 VTAB 20: PRINT "PUSH EITHER PADDLE BUTTON TO PLAY AGA!l
820 IF PEEK <-1 6286 X l28 AND PEEK ( -16287><128 THEN 820
850 GOSUB 2050
900 GOTO 613
1000 FOR K=l TO 20:2= PEEK ( -1 6336): NEXT K
1010 TOT=TOT-5*<50-SPEED >:TIHE=TIHE-l
1020 IF TOT<0 THEN TOT=0
1050 GOTO 550
2000 TEXT : CALL -936
20 10 VTAB 10: TAB 10: PRINT "*H LIT ' L RED BUG H:* "
2020 PRINT : TAB 19: PRINT "BY"
2030 PRINT : TAB 15: PRI NT "B ISH BOBHOP"
2040 FOR K=I TO 1500: NEXT K
2045 GOSUB 3000
2050 GR : POKE -16298 , 0
2060 VTAB 22: PRINT " T!HE: ";: TAB 15: PRINT "SCORE:";:
TAB .30: PR INT "SPEED:

<'.117\il POKE S\il, 63: VTAB 24: Til8 2: PRINT " H* t.IT'L RED BUG
"; : POKE 50 , 255
~1 ~.llil f'OR K=0 T(I 38
2110 COLOR=FIELO: HLI N 0, 39 AT K
2120 COLOR=BUSH: l F K HOD 2 THEN PLOT RNO ( 40 ),K
2130 COLOR=ROAO: HLIN 16-K/ 8,24+K/8 AT K
2140 NEXT K
2200 RETURN
3000 CALL -S36: TAB HI: PR INT "*H LIT ' L RED BUG *H"
3010 PRINT : P~INT : PRINT "THE OBJECT OF THIS GAME IS TO
DRIVE YOUR"
3020 PRINT "LITTLE RED VOLKSHAGEN OOHN THE ROAD AS"
3030 PRINT : PRINT "FAST !=IS YOU CAN HITHOUT 60ING OFF THE"
3040 PRINT : PRINT "PAVEMENT. GAHE PADDLE 0 IS YOUR STEER3050 PRINT : PRINT "ING HHEEL, AND PADDLE 1 IS YOUR ACCELEF
3060 PRINT "ATOR. HAVE A NICE RIDE'"
3090 FOR K=l TO 1000: NEXT K
'3100 VTAB ?2 : PRINT "PUSH EITHER GAt1E PADDLE BUTTON TO BEG!
31 10 IF PEE~ <-16286)( 128 AND PEEK (-162B7 )( 128 THEN 3110
3120 IF PEEK ( - 16286)) 127 OR PEEK ( -1 6287) >127 THEN 3120
3200 CALL -936: RETURN

"Where do you want it?"
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Now your Apple can tick,
chime, and keep time.

Grandapple Clock
Christopher Howerton

The enclosed program was written
by William B. Smith of Gambler
Island, British Columbia. Here Is
his description.

This program is an attempt to
humanize the computer a little by
having it perform the old-fashioned
functions of a grandfather clock.
Using the Grandapple clock has
certain advantages over a regular
clock:
1) it will keep the Apple II working
24 hours a day rather than
gathering dust in a corner, or (if
switched on) maybe figuring
out how to program itself.
2) allows for operation of a
a grandfather clock regardless
of gravity -- a useful feature
when visiting the moon
3) costs less than a real grandfather clock (not counting the
computer, of course)
Other uses of the Grandapple
clock include store display, timing
games, and showing modern day
children what clocks used to look
like in the analog era.
The program displays, graphically, a clock face on the monitor, using
the high resolution graphics facilities
of the Apple. It uses Roman numerals to mark the hours, has a long and
a short hand, and has gothic style
columns on either side of the clock
face just to balance the display.
The menu at the start of the
program allows the user to have
sound effects (chimes, ticks and
tocks with a visual pendulum and an
alarm .)
To Use
a) This program requires 24K
bytes of RAM.
b) Load Applesoft Basic (cassette
version)
c) Load the program in the usual
manner, and type 'RUN'
Christopher Howerton, 13572 92
Surrey, B.C. Canada V3V 1 H7 .

Avenue,

d) Now follow the instructions in
the menu.
e) To stop the clock, hit any key
f) To turn off the alarm, hit any
key.
Note that the program simulates the
clock without use of any special
hardware. This is done by using
timing loops . This program uses the
simple tone routine by P. Lutas
which is in the red Apple Manual.
Line by line description:
Lines 0-99 were originally reserved
for REMs, but Murphy's
Law regarding program
size expanding to fit
available memory applied!
100-149
are the basic timekeeping loop. The variable E
allows for the different
subroutine options (e.g.
chimes) to have the
amount of time they use
deducted from the variable which keeps the
clock accurate. Line 120
branches the program to
the "tick tock" routine,
which has its own timing loop. Line 130 allows
the user to exit the
program by depressing
any key.
150-199
keep the minutes , hours
and am/pm flags updated.
Line 160 also
branches to the "alarm"
routine, if the alarm is
set, to check whether it
is time to ring the alarm.
Thi s occurs once each
minute.
200-299
draw and erase the minute and hour hands. The
several IF statements
control the display of
the hands when they
pass each other
pm % new position of
minute hand
ph % new position of
hour hand

300-349

350-399

400-499

500-599

600-699

700-799
800-849

opm % old position of
minute hand
xph % old position of
hour hand
Line 285 branches program to "chimes" routine once per hour if the
flag Is set
control the "tick tock"
and pendulum features.
If this option is being
used, lines 305-315 control the timekeeping
loop. Lines 325&335 call
for the tick and the tock
noise. Lines 330&340
draw, and lines 347 &
348 erase the pendulum.
The variable B keeps
track of whether the
clock ticked or tocked
last time .
are the chimes option.
Lines 350-363 call for a
little tune. Lines 365-385
chime the number of
hours. Line 390 keeps
account of the time used
for the above.
are the alarm option .
Lines
400-415
are
checked once each minute, if the alarm is set,
to see if it is time to start
ringing. The remaining
lines produce an interrupted tone until any key
is depressed .
provide the data for the
short tune, the various
shapes, and the position
of these shapes on the
hgr2 display page.
are mostly read statements to draw the clock
face. Line 690 makes a
machine code program
for sounds (written by P.
Lutas).
include the menu and
and input statements.
are the exit from the
program after any key Is
depressed.
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3
4

CLOCK

HI ME,'i: 16277
DIM 2D$(1), 2C$( 1), 28$(1), ZA$(1
)

SetHimem

5

GOTO 700
90 E = 420 + <H

119 £ = 1

* 140)

dim strings

Flowchart 10 Grandapple Clock

12€1 IF ASC <ZC$) = 89 THEN GOTO
300
125 FOR R = E .TO. 4862
130 IF PEEK < - 16384) ) 127 THEN
GOTO 800
140 NEXT A
160 t!IN = MIN + 1: IF ASC <20$) =
89 THEN G05txl 400
165 IF MIN < 60 THEN GOTO 200
170 11lN = 0:HOUR =HOUR + 1
172 IF ASC <ZB:t> = 89 THEN FUIG
=1
175 IF HOUR <12 GOTO 200
180 HW<< = 0: IF Pl1 = 1 friEN PM =
0: GOTO 200
185 IF PM = 0 THEN Fn = 1: GOTO
2~a~1

Dala

Set flag

200

SCALE= 12

Sel flag

*

= HIN 64 I 60: ROT= PM%
: GOSUB 290
210 ?IV! = (HOIJR 64 + PM%) I 12:
ROT= PHX: GOSUB 295
215 lF PH% = XPH% THEN ROT= PH;:
: GOS!£ 295
220 lF PW. = PW. THEN ROT= PHX:
GOSUB 295
225 IF 8 = 0 THEN GOTO 285
230 ROT= orw.: G09JCI 290
2:55 ROT= Xf'HX: GOSUS 295
2413 IF OPM1. = PH% THEN ROT= PH;:
: GOSUO 295
241 IF HOUR = 6 AND rm1 = 34 THEN
ROT= PHi:: GOSUB 295
245 IF X?H% = PM% AND XPH% < )
PH% THEN ROT= Pt'v.: GOSUB 29
205

Pl~~

*

no

yes

Turn on alerm
Set flag
aet time to occur

5
246 I F PM% = XPH?. AND PHY. = PM% +
1 THEN ROT= rM%: GOSIJB 295
250 IF PHi; = XPH(! THEN ROT= XPH
%: GOSIJB 295
2:35 a>M;: = f'w.: XPW. PH.'.(: B = 1: E
= 1: IF FLAG = 1 THEN GOSUE

=

p.m .

yes

Sel p.m . flag

350

2:36 FLAG = 0: IF R = 0 THEN GOTO

120

2~:7 GOTO 160
2:30 l<DRA:.J 1 11T 140, 30: RETURN
295 XDRFU4 2 HT 140, 30: RETURN
300 ROT= 7: DRAl4 7 AT 80, 180: G =

19
3€15 FOR A = E TO 4862 STEP 67: Q =

1

Workout time
hour=
min=
a.m. orp.m.

Sol a.m. flag

510 DATA 36,3£.,36,00
307 FOR F = G TO 60
310 IF ?EEK ( - 16384) ) 127 THEN 515 DArn 36, 36, 00
5 20 DATA 54,54,54,s-;,54, 14,00
GOTO 000
11s, 11a,11s,11s.11a,
525 DAT~
31 5 NEXT F
05, 100, 100. 100, 100, 100, 12.. 0
320 IF B = 1 GOTO 335
325 POKE 768, 100: POl(E 769, 03: CALL
530 DATA 14, 14, 14114, 14, 14, 1411
770
41141141222, 219, 2191 27, % 1 12
330 DRi1lJ 7 AT 80, 180: B = 1: XDRR!J
I 121 12, 12, 12, 12112. 121 12, 121
7 AT 168,180: GOTO 345
00
335 POKE 768, 70: POKE 769, 03: CALL
535 DATfl SJ, 39, 00
770
540 DRTA 44, 62, 00
340 DRAIJ 7 AT 168, 180: XDRRW 7 AT
545 DATA 6:), 63, 54, 45, 53, 62' 62,
80. 180:8 = 2
621 54, 53, 53, 62, 62, 46, 461 541 5
345 G = 1: l£XT A
5, 55, 46,46,46, 54,63,55, 46,45
347 IF B =1 THEN XDRAJJ 7 AT 80
1510
, 180
550 DATA
144, L 148, L 173, :l.4,
343 IF B = 2 THEN XDmi 7 AT 16
203, 40, 204, 40. 208. 74, 212' 74,
81 180
216. 74,216, 74, 200,110,1461 14
349 E =1: GOTO 160
8,98. 136,102. 136,74, 110,73, 1
350 RESTORE
10,82, 110,50, 73, 100, 13
3 55 FOR A = 0 TO 3: READ E
555 DATA 204, 110, 17811:>6, 132' 14
360 POK£ 7681 E: POKE 7691 50: CALL
81 841 1361681110, 64, 74, 70, 40,
770: FOO F = 1 TO 203: NEXT
85, 14. 130, 2, 133, 16. 170, 24119
F: NEXT A
2, 46, 200, 78. 19211101 170. 132,
361 IF A = 8 GOTO 365
138, 140,106, 132,84, 110, 76, 78
3•52 FOR F = 1 TO 400: NEXT F
I 84' 46110€1 24
362 FOR A =4 TO 7: READ E: GOTO
580 DAT?. 173, 48. :i.92, 136, 203, 5, 2
36a
06,1,3,240, 9,202120812451174
3r55 FOR A = 1 TO 1000: NEXT A
I 01 31 761 2, 31 96
370 H = HOUR: IF HOlR = 0 THEN H =
600 FOR R = 1 TO S: REl1D B: NEXT
12
A
375 FOR E = 1 TO H: POKE 7681250
605 FOR A = 16278 TO 16332: REAi>
: POKE 769, 101J: CALL 770
B: F'OKE fl. B: N8:T A
380 FOR F = 1 TO 800: NEXT F
610 HGR2 : HC!l..OR= 3: SCALE= 1: ROT=
3:35 NEXT£
0
390 E = 500 + <H * 133)
6 20 POKE 232, 1~-0 : f'a(E 2331 63
395 RETUR~I
630 HIMEM. 16277
401:1 IF MIN = 60 THEN ALARM = <HO
640 FOR A = 1 TO 13: REA:> 81 C: DRA14
~ + 1) * 100: GOTO 405
3 RT B, C: NEXT A
403 fll1Ri1 = 00.JR * 100 + MW
650 FOR A = 1 TO 5: RERD 6, C: DRfli>I
405 IF ?M = 1 THEN IURM = ALARM
4 AT S, C: NEXT A
+ 120a
660 FOR A = 1 TO 4: REl1D B, C: DRAW
410 IF RLARM = SET GOTO 420
5 RT B,C: NEXT A
415 E = 4: RETURN
670 FOR n = 1 TO 12: REAl> B, C: DRAi4
420 SET =SET + 1: E =1: R = 1
6 AT B, C: NEXT A
68'?. SCALE= 5: DRAJ.I S AT 25, 16: DRAll
435 FOR A = E TO 87
440 IF PEEK ( - 1~4) ) 127 TH~:~
8 AT 252.16: ROT= 32: DRP.i~ 8
ZD$ = •N" :R = 0:' GOTO 455
AT 26, 1~1: DRAW 8 AT 253, 14
445 POKE 768, 255. Pa<E 7€9, 255: CALL
1
690 FG'i. R = 77'::! TO 750: R::RD P· POICE
770
450 NEXi A
A, B: NE):T R
455 POKE - 1636(;, 0
695 A = 0: 6 =0: c = 0: XPH(. =65: x
P11% = 65: GOTO 168
465 RETUR1'
500 DATA 103, 150, 103, 250, 1130, 15
700 CALL - 936
0, 50, 15e
701 PRINi ·<THIS f'ROO\AM WRiTIEN
505 DATA os, 00. 1s, 00.22.00,25,0
B'r' BILL 5<'11 TH,
GAi'IBIER
0, 32100, 44, 00, 70, 00. rJ,, 00, 77
ISLAND, 6. C. CANADfD •: PRINT
.00
: F'RWT

705 P1m n ·m. r ' M APf'LES GRAHDFA
HIER CLOCK" : PRINT Sf'C( 40)
706 PRWT '00 YOU llAlr,' r.E TO CH I
ME THE IWRS OR IJSEll'i' OTHER

FRCILITIES ? ": PRINT ' "
707 INPUT "Pl.£fl5E TWE ~· OR N, TH
EN HIT 'RETURWKE'r"'I ZA.t
710 IF ASC ( Zfll=) < ) SS THEN GOTO
765
714 CALL - 936
715 PRINT •WHICH OF THE FOLLOWIN
G WOULD VW UKE?, "
716 PRINT •JUST PRINT Y OR Ii.
<DON' T
FOR'.JET TO HIT Tf'.E RETURll KE'r'

play tune
chime I of houra

)"

717
71::;
720
725
730

PRINT•
PRIN:- • II
INPJJi ·mrnEs?•; ZB$
INF'UT 'TICK TOCK?"; ZC$
INPUi •fUiR.'i? '; ZD$

732 IF ASC

(ZD$ )

<)

eo aec time loop
~

B9 THEN GOTO

770
735 PRINT ' ": INPUT "loliiAT TIME
00 YOU i.Jfil-IT THE ALAR.~ TO GO
Off?

PL

EASE USE 24 HOUR NOTATION, FO
R EXANP't.E B 4;3 AND NOT ma;r
Y TO Tlol0"; 5ET
736 GOTO 770
76.5 Zll$
' N": ZC$ = •N": ZD$

=

= "N"

770 CMLL - 936

771 INFU"i •i.if!T rs THE PRE$S•T T

IME PLEft5E? u::;E 24 HO:JR 110TA
TIOf4, FOR EXAi·iPLE 1340 AND N
OT TWEH7\I TO TWO"; A
772 CALL - 936: ?RlNT "HA:IG GN
~ILST i IHNv iHlS APPLE UP"

yea

yea

END

=

773 A A - 1
774 FOi\ Q = i iO 999. r;EXT Q
775 fHN = ( INT ( UI I 10~ - INT
<A I 100))
10>) + . 05 )
SClN
<A I 10€))
780 IF A > :L<t:e ma; "' A - :12fl

*

*

=

0 : PM = 1
735 f:Cl:.~ = <A - mm I 100. A 0
798 IF HOiJR =12 in&l ;.:ouil =0
795 GOT:) Se(;
8~h3 TEX:- : CFiU. - 936

=

8:i.t PRi:;r

·srcr i'lR':'!N(l WiiH T'riE

APPLt ! ! ! ! I GO AliC· TELi. DAC·
TO i4ii1Li U" THE CLOCK AtD ST
Af<:T IT ff'.JfWi"

aec time loop

Watch Those Typos, Folks!
Dear Editor:
I have received many letters saying there are bugs in Bill
Smith's "Grandapple Clock" (Jan '80 p. 104), and have spent
many hours finding typing errors in people's listings (usually
the data statements have a number or two added, missing, or
incorrect).
If typed as it appeared in Creative Computing, the
program works. The code may be imperfect, but it works.
Although most people asked me to do syntax checks,
some people did write to say they enjoyed Mr. Smith's first
program. I was particularly impressed with two writers: Larry
Fitzpatrick a nd J ohn McKillan. These two gentlemen
obviously took the time to read what was being typed and
came up with reasonable suggestions for improvement. These
changes follow.
A lot of the stylistic weaknesses have been improved by
Gary Little (president of "Apples British Columbia," #1012044 West Third Ave., Vancouver, B.C., V6J I L5).
In conclusion, I wo uld like to thank those who took the
time to type in the program and even improve it. As for those
who swore there were bugs (probably put in on purpose as
Wine Yellow would say), I can only note that Microsoft has a
fine typing tutor . . .
Larry Fitzpatrick's changes: 1629 Elizabeth Street,
Melbourne, FL 32901:
a. omit line 119
b. change line 286 to read: 286 Flag=O:IF R=O Then GOTO 90
John McKillan's changes: 8 17 Lavonne Dr., Santa
Monica, CA 93454:
a. In Line 695, replace XPM% with OPM%
b. Change line 795 to read: 795 Goto 600
c. The alarm will not go off if "SET" in line 735 is greater
than 1200. To fix this problem:
I. Change line 736 to 737, i.e., delete 736, add: 737 Goto 770
2. Add: 736 IF Set ~ 1200 then Set = Set - 1200
Christopher Howerton
13572 92 Avenue
Surrey, B.C.
Canada V3V I H7
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Chess Clock

Is speed chess your game? Well
don't go out and buy a chess clock
when you can use your computer to
time moves.
Chess is an interesting intellectual
game, but it lacks action. Many people
do not play chess simply because it
takes so long. Well, if you want to put
re~I action into your chess game, then
this program is for you.
A chess clock is basically two stop
watches connected in such a way that
exactly one of the stop watches is
run~i~g at any i~stant. While a player is
dec1dmg on his move, his clock is
running . As soon as he moves his
piece, and is happy with his chosen
move, the player presses a button
which 6tops his clock and starts his
opponent's clock.
Unl!ke regular chess, a player may
alter a move which he has made, so
long as he hasn't pressed the button.
The game ends with a checkmate as in
regular chess, or when someone runs
out of time. By alloting a weaker player
more time for his game, a chess clock
can effectively handicap a game.
However, a chess c lock is also used in
speed chess. To play speed chess,
allow each player four minutes of
playing time. You will find that this time
limit puts action into a chess game. It
also drives some players mad.
Mechanical chess clocks have
been in existence for many years, but
are expensive enough that I couldn't
justify buying one at my level of play.
Then, late (after the Tonight show) one
Friday evening, the need for a chess
clock again arose as Jeff, Dave and I
simultaneously developed a craving
tor a game of speed chess. Fortunately,
one of us (exactly whom is lost in the
mists of time) noticed that in that very
room was a general purpose, stored
program, electronic digital computer.
We greeted th e rising sun with a
working chess clock. The version
presented here is almost totally rewritt en , but the basic ideas and
algorithms were developed that night
by the three of us.
This program is written using
Appl e's Intege r Basic , and takes
Christopher Howerton, 13572 92 Ave.. Surrv. BC.

advantage of that language's lowresolution graphics facilities . Integer
Basic is a simple language, so there
should be no trouble converting this
program to other Basics, provided
these differences are taken into account:
1. Variable names in Integer Basic
are allowed to be more than 2 characters long. You will have to shorten
variables such as PLAYER.
2. CALL - 936 clears the screen
and homes the cursor.
3. Lines 560-570, 1560-1570 and
1470-1480 are equivalent to GET (receiving input without hitting the
RETURN key).
4. PEEK(- 16336) is used to makea
little beep on the Apple's speaker.
5. In
low-resolution graphics
mode, the screen is broken into a 40 x
40 grid. The top left-hand corner is
(0,0). The top right-hand corner is
(39,0). The lower right-hand corner is
(39,39). PLOT is used to color in a
single grid square. VLIN n,m AT z
draws a vertical line from (z,n) to (z,m).
HLIN n,m AT z draws a horizontal line
from (n,z) to (m,z) .
6. In
low-resolution graphics
mode, all the graphing described in (5)
is done in whatever color the variable
COLOR currently represents. It should
be an integer between O and 15.
The digits displayed on the clock
are represented using a 7 segment
display. Lin es 820-880 "light" the
correct segments for a given digit "N."
Figure 1 shows which segment each of
these lines light.
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FIGURE 1
Segment Program line D rawn at:
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>LIST CHESS TIMER
10
20
30
40
5(l
60
70
8ft
90
1013
110
120

REI':
REM
REr':
REM
REM
REl'l

'r'E MIGHTY CHESS CLOCK
IF THERE ffRE ANY PROB:..EM5
OR ;JJGGESTIONS, CO~ffriCT:
JEFF BONN'r'CASTLE

REM

12881-99 AVE

REM
REM
REM

SURREY 8. C.
V3T-1E6

CA~~=OA

~:EM

REM N0$ : FIRST PLA'r'ER'S NAME
no REM N1:t : OTHER PLA'r'ER'S NAMC
140 REM L$
: STRING 'ilARih8Lc FOR
150 REM
GATHE.:WIG I NPUT HND
160 REM
PRINTING THE LOSER
170 REM CDl.JJIJR: 15 fOR ONE F'LIWER
18f1 REM
0 FOR THE OTHER ONE
190 REM YPOS : 111 POSIT ION OF TH~
20ft REM
TIME DISPLAYS
210 REM TIME : SECONDS REMAINING
22~3 REM
FOR EACH PU1~'ER
230 REN CLOCK : HOLDS THE 10 DIGITS
24f! RE~1
CJJRRENTL'r' DISPLA'r'ED
2:1>3 RE:1 CLCK2 : HOLDS THE 5 DIGITS
260 REM
FOR THE TIME OF THE
270 REM
PLA~'ER !JHGSE CLOCK
2:30 RPl
IS MOVING
2%i REM

rno

310 DIM

~;8~ <280 ) , N1$(2\30),

L$(293

)

-320 DIM CIJLOUR(1), VP05(1), TIME(
1) , CLOCK< 9), CLCl(2(4)

330 REI':
34>3 R:::i'i
J.5€1 RE.'1 CLEfl.<: SCREH;, PRINT CRE;:>ITS
360 REM
370 REM
380 CA:...L ··936
39£1 PRIN":" "
YE mmnv CHC'.>5

CLOCK"

400 PRINT : Pf.:INT : Pf.:INT
410 PRINT "DE'v'ELIJPED IN THE DEAD OF
NIGHT, !JITH"
420 PRINI "WEREIJOLVES Bfi'r'WG AT THE
DOOR, HK>"
4313 PRINT "Vf!RIOIJS OTHER BEASTIES AL
REriD'r' INSIDE,"
440 PRINT "E:'r': II
45e PRWi
460 PRINT : P~:IIH "CHRISTOPHER E. HO

WERTON"
I believe that the program is quite
understandable and "trick" free. It is
quite long at first glance, but you will
notice that one half of the program
consists of REM statements to help
you understand it. When you make
your copy, please retain the credits in
lines 390-520.

47f: Tf18 5: PRINT "HLUm D. BOOTH"

4&3

rns 9: PRINT "JEFFRE';' J. BONNYGH
STLE"

490 F'R~lf!"
5£10 PR!:J7 "WE A:..M05T DIDWT MAKE IT.
II

510 VTl18 20
520 PfWff II

HIT AN'/ KEY TO CONTI
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5]0 REM
540 REM WAIT FOR ANY KE'r' TO BE HIT
550 REM

560 IF PEEK <-16384)(=127 THEN
560
570 POKE ··16366, 0
580 GOTO 98tt
590 REM
600 REM
610 REM
620 REM THIS SUEROl,'TINE PRINTS A
630 REM DIGIT "N" AT POSITION X.. Y
640 REM USING A 7 SEGnENT DISP'i...A'r'
650 REM
660 REM
670 REM
68e RE:>I FIRST ERASE Al.L 7 SEGNENTS
690 REM

700 COLOR=2
VLIN y, Y+S AT X
YUN y, Y+S AT X+4

710
720
730
740
750
760
770

HUN X, X+4 AT Y
HLW X, X+4 AT Y+4
HLIN X,X+4 AT Y+S
REM
REM NO!~ PRWT THE DIGIT liT THE
780 REM CORRECT POSITION, WITH THE
790 REM COR~ECT COLOUR.
800 REM
810 COLOR=COLOUR<PLflYER)
820 IF (N=O OR N=2 OR N=3 OR N=
5 OR 106) THEN HUN X, ~<-14 AT

y

830 IF <N=0 OR N=4 OR N=5 OR N=
6 OR N)7) THEN \ILIN y, 't'+4 AT

x

840 IF <N<5 OR N)6) THEN \/LIN 'r',
~·+3 AT X+4
850 IF UD1 AND
THEN HUN
X·~1, X+4 AT 't'+4
860 IF <N=0 OR N=2 OR N=6 OR N=
8) THEN \/LIN 't'+4, Y·~S AT X
870 IF <N~2) Tl-:8-1 \/UN V+4, 'r'+8 AT

mm

X+4

880 IF (N=O OR N=2 OR N=3 OR N=
5 OR N=6 OR N=8) THEN HUN

X, X+4 ffT
890 l\HJJRI\
900 REM

'r'·~S

91!3 REM

920 REM

nmrnLIZATION

930 REil Mr:'.KE NICE BLUE Bt1Cl~GRW~D,
940 RE:l1 PUT IN THE COLON$, ANC· DRRW
95f1 REM THE DIVIDiriG LINE.
960 REM
970 RGI
980 GR
99£ MOl/ES=O
1000 CO!..OR=2: FOR Z=0 TO 39: VLIN
0, 39 rn Z: NS'\T z
1010 COUJJJRm=::.5: CU"1.0URW=0
102"0 YP05<0)=4: 'r'P05(1)=25

1030 COLOR=CQ.o:.1Rrn:·
1040 PLOT ?, 7: PLOT 7, S: PLOT 7,
10: PLGT 7,11: PLOT 24, 7: PLOT
24, 8: PLOT 24, 10: PLOT 24, 11
1050 HUN 1, 38 AT 15

1060

COLOR=COl~ OUR (1)

1070 HUN 1, 38 AT 20
1080 PLOT 028: PLOT 7,29: PLOT
7, 31: PLOT 7, 32: PLOT 24, 2S
: PLOT 24, 29: PLOT 24, 31: PLOT

24, 32

10% REM
1100 REM
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1110
11'
"0
1130
1140
1150

REM
MORE INITIALIZATION
REM GET THE PLfl'r'ERS' NHMES flND
REM THEIR RESPECTIVE GAME TIMES
REM
REM
1160·FOR I=0 TO 9:CLOCK< I >=-1: NEXT
I
1170 FOR PlfWER=0 TO 1
1180 PRINT : PRINT : PRINT

1190 IF PUWER=0 THEN INPUT

"l~HG ' S

PL

AYING WHITE? ", N0$
1200 IF f'LAVER=1 Tl-I.Hi IN=>IJT " l~HO' S PL
Ar' ING BLR::K? n I N1$
.
1210 PR
"HOW MUCH TIME DO YGU l~fw;-

:m

?
1220 PR !1·4T
II

): Nt.XI 1

1740 L$=tlf$
1750 IF PUWS".=0 THEN L$=iWZ
1760 PRHIT l$(1, l8~(l.$)); 11 LOS'"cS ON
TIME AT MO\/£ N!.:t·:BER 11 ; <NOVES+
1)/2
1770 f'R!NT : HPIJ7 "DO 't'OU Wl~NT RN07H
ER GF.;>:E? • I Li
1780 PRrnT : PRrnT : PRINT
17913 ff Lt.<1, D="1' 11
93ei
18130 TE~ff : CALL -93E
1810 VTA8 e: PR!l:":' "GO!J!>-BYS 11i
N0$; 11 AN~1 "; N1$
1820 VTA3 2£: TAB :3: PRIN-;" "FOR NGtJ A
N'r'WtW. .. 11

mm

183e Eii!)

184e REi1
1230 INPUT "HOURS", H
185[;
REM WE GET HERE ONL'11 IF A
1240 IF f0 =0 m~o H<=S THEN 1280
186e
REl1
PUWER'S DISPLA\'ED CLOCK IS
1250 PRINT "SORR'1', BIJT YOU CflN ONL'r' H
1870 REM TO BE DEGRD:EX7E:,J BY ONE
AVE 3 HOURS"
1ro.3 RE~: SECG.'J:>.
1260 GOTO 122g
189'J REM
1270 PRINT
1908 GOSU8 2023
1280 INF'JJT "MINUTES", M
1910 GOiO 1560
1293 IF M) =0 AN!J iK=59 THEN 1~
192e REM
1300 PR INT "YOJJ MJJST HAVE BETI~EE:J 0 H 1930 REM
1940 REM TIHS 'SUBi\OL'TINE DECRa:~:ff5
ND 59 MINUTES"
1950 REM tl PLA'11F.R' 5 CLOCK E:Y ONE
1310 GOTO 1270
1960 REt1 SECDN;).
1320 PRINT
1970 RE~·!
1330 INPUT "SECONDS", S
1980 RE.M FIRST, DETERMINE loll·:RT ERGH
1340 IF 5)=0 ANO 5( =59 THC:N 13(11
1350 PR INT "YOU MlST HA\IE BETI~E2i 0 A 199e REt: OF THE ?Lfi"VER' S CLOCK' S
2re.3 REM DIGITS SHlP..tD BE
ND 59 SECDNLlS"
2310 REM
1360 GOTO 1320
2C20 T=Trt:E<f'LA'11ER)
1370 TI ME <PLFl~'ER) =S+60t-M+3600*H
2030 CLCK2<C> =T/W3G
1300 GOSU8 2020
2040 CLCK2(1) =(T-11.CK2<0)'t36Bf:)/
1~ NEXT PU'WER
600
1400 PLA'i'ER=~
1
21350
GLCK2<2>=<T-CLCK2<0)*3£0C-·CLCt2<
1410 PR WT "HIT Al1 1' KE'r' TO STAi':T THE
1>*60C>l60
TINER" : PRHH
2003 CLCK2G> =<T-CLCK2 ( 0 ):!<w:J~HLCK2(
1420 REM
1)*6C2··C!..CK2(2)*60)/10
1430 REM WP.IT FOR R KEV TO BE HIT
2e7e
CLCK2(4/ =<T-CLCK2(0)*36fl8··CLCK2<
144e REM THE;.; Clff1i\ STROSE AND
1 ) ~6i.t··C:..CK2< 2> "'£1.J - C:..Cl<2C)
1450 REM STFii<:T WHITE'S CLO!.,!<
*10)
1461.3 REM
20$3 RE.M
1470 IF < PEEK <-16:\84)(=127> THE:~
14&"0
1490
.1500
1510
152e
1533
1540
155e

156e
1570
15W

1470
POf'.£ -16368.. 1~
G:JTO 16E.10
RE::'!
RE;1 IF AN\' KE\' HP.5 em-; HIL
REi': CLEA~ THE STR08£, BEEP,
REM STOF' ONE QOCK, AND START
REM TiiE OTHER CLOCK.
RE:1
IF ( PEEK <-16~4 )(=127) THEi~
GOTO 1710
POKE -163:5S.. >3
FOR !='.:. TO 8: II= PEEK (·-16336
) + PEEK ( -16J35;.+ ?EEK <·-16.:ts6
): NEXT I
PUWER= AGS <PLfl'r'ER-:D

1590
168(: !'iOVES=MCVcs~ ::.
16!0 PR Hfi : PR WT
16213 PR m-:- "
l'IO'v'E NU<K i\
"; <MO'v'ESH)/2
1630 PRW7
1640 REM
1650 REM REDUCE PLH'1'ER 'S W1E s ~· 1
166e RE:l Al\D SEE IF HE HAS flN'r' TI ME
1670 RE:1 LEFT. IF HE DOESWT, BEE?
1680 REM ANC- POWT OUT THRT HE HAS
16% REM LOST THC: Gi".tiE.
1700 REi':
1710 Tit1E<P'L..A'r'EiV=Tit"if(?:.R\1Efi) - i
1720 IF W:E(?Lfl'rER)/-1 THEi: 19f1;}
1730 FOR 1=1 TO 5e"6: II= PEEK (··163~6

FWD THE 'r COOFWINATE:
GF THE f'Lfl'1'ER'S CLOCK
2110 REM THEr; REDRRI·. A~N Dil3IT
21213 RC.M 1.;r;rc;.i HH::; CHF~·~sr:!>.
213£ RE:-:
213%

~al NGl~

21ce REl1

2140 '1'='1'POS<:P<...R'i'&~ ::-: P=PLfl\'F.l\':·~
2153 X=1 : r;=CLCKW3>
216SJ IF Nt;C:.O:~K(f' ) THE?~ GOSUE 670

2176 X= 9 : N=C~CK2 ( 1)
2180 IF N#CLCCK<P-11) THrn GV"Sf.!B

69>]
2190 X=17: N=CLCK2<2)
2'213'(1 IF l~#CLOC :\ <F'+2) THEti iJJjSt;8

690
2210 X=26: N=t.-LCK2G>
m -a IF N#CLOCK<P+3)
2230
224e
2250
2260
2270
22se

THEt~

GOSU8

690
X=34: N=C_CK2(4)
G!J51J8 690
FOR I=O TO 4
CLOCKCPi·!)=ClCK2(D
NF.:.<T I
RE~1

22913 REM THIS IS Tl-!£ TIMINi3 LOOP
230lZ RE!1 1''HICr1 WE MUST IJSE SG THAT
2311.3 RE::1 TliE CLOCK IS RE:..nTI\IE!..'r'
2320 REI ~ ACC!..!l<f!TE.

233e RE:~
2340 FOi< I=i TO
235e RETUR.'\
23€.e EN;)

2~"e :

ND<T I

---CAESAR'S--------WATCH-----Paul Raymer
The discovery recently at the Gelati
digs-where an ancient piu.aria was
uncovered by horologists at the University of Nevada in cooperation with the
State Historical Society and Wine Tasting
Association of Manjare, Italy-is the
source of the reference material on this
wonderful program.
Evidence gathered by examining bits of
chard and thyme and verifying that material with the carbon-zinc dating equipment
by Ray-0-Vac proves within a shadow of a
doubt that the materials were those of
either Julius or Augustus Caesar or some
other famous Roman.
While some artistic license was taken to
translate the ancient documents-many
of them written in a foreign language
which made them hard to understandthe recreation of what the author honestly
believes is either the pocket watch of Julius Caesar, or the floor plan of a barbaric
hovel in Rome, has been attempted.
Encouraged by his research, the author
proceeded on the basis that it was indeed
a pocket watch, and comparisons
between the resultant diagrams and
Roman water clocks show a faint resemblance.
Unfortunately, because of limited

financial resources and the refusal of the
Rand Corporation to provide a grant, the
author was unable to get final copyright
releases from the Caesar family and hopes
the heirs (in Las Vegas, Lake Tahoe and
Atlantic City) will understand and provide
their tacit approval by not taking any legal
action. Because all of the original documents were carefully studied, the author
believes the resultant program is as
authentic and accurate as any of his other
programs.
In accordance with tradition, the program has been translated to run on an
Apple Computer to take full advantage of
the low resolution graphics of that computer. Although it is surprisingly accurate
for a water clock, provisions have been
made for moderate time adjustments.
This was, of course, not included in the
original plans by Mr. Caesar since it
wasn't really critical whether a battle
started at 6:00 or 6: 10. Of even less import
was whether the lions were admitted to
the arena at 8:00 or 8:15-certainly of
interest neither to the Christians nor the
lions.
The clock, of course, is based on a 12hour cycle and resets itself automatically.
This, according to historical data, is

because of the marvelous system of viaducts originated by the Romans so long
ago, in the olden days.
Because the plans upon which this
clock are built were prior to Pope Gregory's fooling around with the calendar,
the alert computerist will note a gap of 11
days. However, with inflation and the
state of the economy, it may not be that
bad after all.
How the Program Works
Lines 100-250 are the introduction to
the program-a reversed image title. This
is a lazy way of having the info ordinarily
used as REM statements become your
title.
Lines 260-300 clear the screen and read
data which will later be used to translate
arabic numbers to Roman numerals.
Values are established for variables LL, T
and TT to be defined later.
Lines 300-420, in effect, explain how the
time adjustment variables may be
changed, if necessary. Please note that
only the first two letters of the variables
are actually used. Full use of Roman
names is because of the author's involvement in Latin as a student many (many,
many) years ago.
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Watch, continued •..
Lines 430-460 accept your input to start
clock on time, and begin graphics mode.
Lines 470-590 start graphics to build
water spigot and containers to receive
water drops.
Lines 600-630 start clock to match input
of hours. This input will be corrected at
the "minute" routine and then again when
the "hour" change takes place. This
enables you to correlate the program with
real time.
Lines 640-1080 start "water dripping"
routine which will fill up the "seconds"
vessel. When 60 drops have fallen , the
cycle will shift to emptying the vessel.
Lines 1990-2430 empty the "seconds"
vessel aJld §tpn to fill.the "minutes" container. The contents are emptied from the
bottom of the "seconds" container to fill
the "minutes.• Ports which are opened
during the transfer of water are then
closed upon completion of this exchange.
The time is printed, after having been
converted from Arabic to Roman with the
use of the RS(H) and RS(M). Both use the
same data since the figures are actually
the same, for this reason the Dim was set
originally at RS(60) to provide for this
contingency.
Lines 3000-3070 start the "hourmaking" subroutine. These lines remove
all image from the "minutes" vessel.
Lines 3080-3120 provide the graphics to
begin the "hour" bottle.
Lines 3130-3310 add one hour to the
hour bottle for each hour indicated in
program. Gingerbread allows for a bar to
cross over the screen to apparently "fill"
the bottle. A time delay is established at
this point to enable the action to be seen.
Lines 332o-4120 adjust the hour. When
time exceeds 12 (limit of the program) all
variables are returned to zero to start new
cycle. This enables the program to run
continuously, with a fair degree of accuracy.
5000-5050 are the data statements
which are used to translate the Arabic
(decimal, we call them) to Roman numerals . . . the easy way.
O
100
110
120
130
1'10
150
160
17 0
180
190
200
210
22 0

23 0
2'10
25 0
260
270
280
290
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TEX T : H CM~ : CLEAR
INVERSE
PRI NT
PRINT
****~*****************
PRINT
*
*
PRI NT
* CAESAR'S wr..TCH ll(
PRINT
ll(
*
PRINT
* THE E:ARG AIN BOX *
'PRINT
PO BOX '1283 1
*
*
PRINT
* LAS VEGAS NE VA DA *
PRINT
8910 '1
*
*
PRINT
*
*
PRINT
**********************
PRINT
REM
FOR W 1 TO 3000 : NEXT w: NORMAL
HOME
DIM R$C 60 )
FO R X = 1 TO 60: REAu R$C Xl : NEXT X
LL = s :T = - 1:TT = - 1

..
.
.
..

..
..
..
...
.

300 REM
310 REM TIME ADJUST
320 REM JULI US=SECOND EMPTY
330 REM AUGUSTUS=FILLI NG
3'10 REM OCTAVIUS=HOUR ADJ UST
350 REM
360 JULIUS = 9lAUGUSTUS = 1 0 :0CTAVI US
10 0
37 0 REM
380 REM ROMAN WATER CLOCK
390 REM ORIGINAL CONCEPT BY
'100 REM PAUL RAY MER
'110 REM VIII/ I X/ MCMLXXX
'1 2 0 REM
'130 INPUT ' HOW MANY MINUTES PAST THE HOUR?
'1'10 INPUT 'WHAT I S THE HOUR? 'IH
'150 HOME
'160 GR
'170 COLOR= 15
'180 FOR X = 0 TO 39: HLI N Or '! AT X: NEXT X
'190 HLIN Or8 AT 38: HLIN 0,9 AT 39
500 VLIN 18r 39 AT 8
510 FOR X = 10 TO 15 1 HLIN 5r1 7 AT X! NEXT
520 FOR X = 16 TO 21: HLI N 13r17 AT x: NEXT
530 COLOR= 1
5'10 HLIN 12r1 3 AT 35 : HLIN 12 r1 3 AT 3'1
55 0 HLIN 30r32 AT 35! HLI N 3 0 r32 AT 3'1
560 VLIN 3'1r39 AT 1'1 ! VLI N 3'1r39 AT 30
57 0 HLIN 1'1r30 AT 38 : HLII-. 1'1r30 AT 39
58 0 COLOR= 7
590 REM
60 0 REM START CLOCK
610 REM
620 GOSUE: 3 000
630 GOSUB 239 0
6'10 R = 37 :D = 22
65 0 PLOT 15 r D
660 FOR W = 1 TO ALlGUSTUS : NEXT W
670 D = D + 1: I F D = R + 1 THEN GOSU8 1000
68 0 IF R = 33 THEN GOSU6 2000
69 0 COLOR= 0
7 00 PLOT 15 rD - 1
71 0 COLOR= 7
72 0 GOTO 650
1000 REM
1010 REM SECOND MAK ER
10 2 0 RE M
1 030 p = p + 1
1 0'1 0 PLGT 1'1 + P rR
R - 1:P
0
1050 I~ P
15 TH E~ R
1060 COLOR= 7
107 0 D = 22
1080 RETURN
1990 REM
2000 REM MINLlTE Mr..~ E~
2010 COLOR-= 1 ~
2020 FOR X = 8 TO 13 : PLOT Xr 39 : NEXT X
2 030 COLO F:= 0
2 0'10 R = R + 1
2050 p p = 15
2060 FO R X ~ 1 TG 6G
2 07 0 f'P = Pf" - 1
2 080 PLOT 1~ + P F.~
209 ( I F PF ~ G THEN R = R ~ l : PP ~ 15
2100 CO LOri'~ 7
2110 PLOT l'lr37: FOR W - 1 TO J~ LIU S : N ~X T
CO LOR~ o; PL OT J 'l r 3i'
2120
21 30 COLQf,~ 7
21 'IO PLOT 13 , 37 : FOR W ~ 1 TC J ULl US : NEXT
2150 COLOR ~ o: PLOT 13 , 37
2160 COLOR=- 7
21 i' O PLOT 13 , 39 ; FOR w = 1 Tu JULiuS : NEXT
2180 COLOR= o: PLOT 13 r 38
2190 COLO R=- 7
2200 FOR V = 11 TO S STEP - 1
2 210 COLOR= 7 : PLOT Vr38
222 0 FOR W = 1 TO JU LIUS : NEXT W
2230 COLO R= O: PLOT Vr 38

2240

NE XT V

2250
NEXT X
2260 T = T + 1

2270 COLORL 7! PLOT LL, 37 - L!LL
LL + 1
2280 IF LL = B THEN LL = 5!L
L T 1
2290 IF L
21 THE~ LL = 5!L • 0
2300 IF M > T THEN 2260
2310 R = R - 1
2320
COLOR• 1 ! PLOT 14, 37
2330 COLOR= 15! PLOT 9,39
23.itO
HLIN o.e AT 313
2350
COLO~:= 0
2360 FOR X = 9 TO 13! PLOT x,39: NEXT X
2370 M = M + 1! IF M ~ 60 THEN H L H + l!M = O! GOSJB 3COO
2360 IF H = 13 THEN GOSUB 4000: GOSJB 3000
2390 HOME ! PRINT TAS< Zl 'MINUTES'; TAO< 20 1'S ECONDS';
TAB< 35l'HOURS '
2'100 PRINT
2'110 PRI~T TABC 131 'TEMPUS EST ';Ri<H>; CHRI (32:;Rl<MI
2120
COLOR• 3
2'130 RETURi<
3000 REM
3010 REM HOUR MAr(ER
30;::0 REM
3030 COLOR• 0
30'10 FOR X = 17 TO 3a
3050 HLIN 5,7 AT X
3060 FOR W = 1 TO AU;JSTUS! NEXT ~
307' 0 NC:XT X
:;oeo COLOR= 15
3090 VLI N i't,39 AT ~6! VLlN 14, 39 RT 39
3100 HLI~ 36139 AT l'l
311U PLOT 34126
3120 HLIN 34135 HT 2~
3130 REM
31'10 REM AOD AN HCUR
3150 HEM
3160 CO L OR ~ 0
3170 VLIN 18127 AT 6
3100 COLOR~ 15
3190 HLIN 8133 AT 27
3200 FOR W • 1 TO 50! ~E XT W
3210 TT = TT + 1
3220
IF TT = 13 THEN 336u
3230 CO LOR-= TT + 1
32'10 PLOT 37,39 - (2 * TT )
3250
PLOT 38139 - (2 * TT >
3260 COLOR= 15
3270 HLIN 36139 AT 39
3280 COLOR= o: HLIN Sr34 AT 27
3290 COLOR= 15! VLIN 10.zs AT 8
3300 IF H > TT THEN 3140
3310 T = T - 1
3320 f<EM
3330 REM ADJUST HOUR
3340 FOR W = 1 TO OCTAVIUS ! NEXT W
3350 REM
3355 LL = 5!L
0
3360 RETURN
4000 REM
4010 REM CLEAR TO O~E AFTER 1~
4020 REM
4030 COLOR-= 0
'1040 FOR X = 15 TO 38
4050 HLIN 37r38 AT X
4060 FOR W = 1 TO AUGUSTUS! NEXT W
4070 NEXT X
'1080 TT = 0
4090 H = 1
4100 R = 37
4110 LL = 5!L
0
4120 RETURN
5000 REM
5010 REM ARABIC TO ROMAN
5020
REM
5030 DATA I.II1III.Iv.v.vI.VII.VIII.Ix.x.x11XII.XIII
XIV.XV1XVI.XVII.XVI II.XIX.xx
50'10 DATA XXI,XXII,XXIII1XXIVrXXV,XXV I rXXVIIrXXVIII1
XXIX rXXXrXXXIrXXXIIr XXXIIIrXXXIV,XXXVrXXXvir
XXXVIIr XXXVIII rXX XIX,XL
5050 DATA XLI,XLIIrXLIII1XLIVrXLVrXLVIrXLVII,XLVIII,
XLIX rL•LirLII,LIII,L IVrLVrLVI1LVII1LVIII,LIX,LX
5060 FINIS
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N. B. McBurney II

Exploit the high resolution graphics
capability of your Apple to display
easy- to - understand pie charts.
One of several reasons that I
purchased an Apple as a personal
computer, over the others on the
market, was Apple's high-resolution
color graphics capability. An excellent
use for this capability is the generation
of pie charts.
Pie charts, sometimes called circle
or sector charts, are used to illustrate
component parts in relation to their
total by the use of radial sections of
circular areas. Pie charts are a very
effective graphic illustration technique
for:
1. lllustrati ng percentage data.
2. Displays with a smaller number
of plotted values.
3. Displays of data relationships
that must be quickly and easily
grasped by potentially unsophisticated audiences.
4. Illustrations where relati ve
amounts are to be emphasized, as
opposed to data trends.
Pie charts also have the distinct
advantage of being much easier to
program than grid - based routines
(while the accompanying listing may
look intimidating at first glance, the
bulk of it is comment statements - for
which I have no apologies). The key to
pie charts is In the use of the trigonometric functions SIN and COS coupled
with a little polar and cartesian
geometry. In polar geometry a circle
centered at the polar coordinate
system origin is achieved by holding
the radius (r) constant and varying the
angle through 360 degrees (i.e., r=c).
To convert to the cartesian coordinate
system, that we need to use the Apple's
HIRES screen:
x = r cos 9
y = r sine
N. A. McBurney II, 2561 Stockbridge Rd .• Marietta.
GA 30062.
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Finally, by adding constants to x
and y we can move the center of the
circle to any valid coordinates on the
HIRES screen. This is exactly what
happens in lines 1700-1780 and 1860.
In fact, once the requ isite variables are
initialized the instructions in lines
1700-1780 and 1860 are all that are
required to generate the pie chart. The
rest of the program is concerned with
input, labeling, error detection and
general beautification of the display.
The program allows up to ten input
values to be specified along with two
title lines of up to forty characters
each . The titles are entered in the
DATA statements in lines 2690 and
2700. Titles will be automatically
centered by the program. The title lines
are followed by up to ten more DATA
statements (lines 2720-2760 in the

accompanying listing) contain three
fields each. The f irst field is the amount
the sector is to represent. The second
field is a short description of the sector
that will be used to label the graph. The
third and final field is the color for the
sector. Colors will vary depending on
you r TV display and how it is adjusted.
On my set the following values for the
color field results in the associated
sector color:
1 =Green
2 = Blue
3 =White
4 =Black
5 = Orange
You will want to experiment with the
color field. I've found that some color
combination s give strange results
when drawn next to each other (e.g ..
orange next to green ). My local

FIGURE 1

highlight it (as below):

4. Automatic sector color assignment (i.e., work out what color combinati ons work) .
5. Draw the pie as a coi n seen from
an oblique angle.
6. Forget the whole color thing
and do it in black and white with lines
instead of shading.
7. Modify the input section to
select graph data from disk, cassette
or enter interactively.
While you're considering all ·this
I'll go get a piece of pie - Apple pie
at that!
O
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FIGURE 2

compute r shop explained it away as
'color flip' but I wasn't about to show
my ignorance and ask what that was.
The DATA statement at line number 2680 specifies rotation and labeling mode. The first field will rotate the
pie chart in a clockwise (or counterclockwise if negative) direction. The
second field specifies the labeling
mode. If th e second field equals one
then the labels are printed to the left of
th e display with a line drawn to each
corresponding sector. The program
attempts to order the display of the
labels such that none of these lines will
cross. This is done in lines 2060-21 70.
The program is not always completely
successful at this, but by rotating the
graph (field-1) and adjusting the
length of the sector labels, c rossed
lines can be avoided. The display
shown in Figure 1 was generated by
the data statements in the attached
listing and uses this mode of labeling.
If the second field of the first DATA
statement is two, then each sector is
labeled with a character from A to J,
and the same character plus a '=' is
prepended to the label when it is
displayed. Thi s mode of labeling is
illustrated in the display shown in
Figure 2. Figure 2 was generated with
the following DATA statements:
DATA 15,2
DATA PROJECTED US POPULATION AGE DISTRIBUTION
DATA ---1990--DATA 52005,< 14 YRS ., 1
DATA 12771,14 - 17,2
DATA 25148,18 - 24,3
DATA 41086,25 - 34,4
DATA 36592,35 - 44,5

DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA

25311 ,45 - 54,1
20776,55 - 64,4
17804,65 - 74,3
12021,> 74 YRS.,2

The program was writte n in ROM
Applesoft on a 48K RAM system but
should run on a smaller system .
Labeling is done with the High
Resolution Character Generator and
Table by Christopher Espinosa in the
Apple Software Bank Contributed
Volumes 3-5. This software has the
distinct advantage of price - it's free
from your local Apple dealer! You just
provide the blank disk or cassette (the
manual did cost me $2.00). These software routines are read into RAM from
disk by the statements in lines 18701940. If you are using a cassette si mply
load the character generator at $6000
and the character table at $6800 or
wherever you have room. There are
limitations on the starting addresses
of this software so be sure to c heck
Apple's documentation (mentioned
above) before rearranging things.
Once the routines are loaded, delete
lines 1870-1940 and run the program.
Other than the above comments,
the program is fairly simple and the
liberal comments should prove adequate to walk yo ur way through the
program.
Some enhancements the reader
may want to consider a re:
1. Displaying the percent in each
sector.
2. Writing logic so that lines from
labels to sectors wou ld only be drawn
for sectors too small to label with a
character key.
3. Detaching a specified sector to
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Apple Nuclear Power Plant

Stephen R. Berggren

The political implications of personal
computers are only gradually becoming
clear. By trying to run a nuclear power
plant, for example, you get a better feel
for the risks involved ...

The safety, usefulness a nd desira bility
of nuclear power plants is a subject that has
recently been a very "hot" topic of
conversation. It seems that almost everyone has an opinion about what should be
done about nuclear power plants. It's too
bad that only a very few people have
actually been at the controls of one of the
big generating plants to get a firsthand feel
for how it works.
That's a ll I wanted to do; to run my
own nuclear power plant. Unfortunately, I
did not have several hundred million
dollars or a license from the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission. Neither did I
want to wait the ten years it would take to
build a power plant. I was therefore forced
to use what I did have, my Apple II
computer. This wasn't such a bad alternative. After all, on a computer the worst
thing that could result from my mismanagement would be a software crash. I
would be completely safe from explosions,
radiation and irate protesters.
My efforts at a safe study of nuclear
power have resulted in a program that
simulates the performance of a pressurized
water nuclear power plant. The program is
designed to be educat ional, as well as
challenging and fun. It starts with a simple
.d escription of the workings of a pla nt I
designed. This is followed by an animated
diagram of the plant and its operatio n in
color graphics. Then instructions are
provided on how to operate the controls.
Finally the plant starts operation with a
daily status report appearing on the screen.
The keyboard is used to adjust the controls
and then move to the next day. Within the
"'S tephen R. Berggren, 104
Louisville.KY 40207

Ridgeway

Ave.

program, a series of equations simulates
the response of the reactor and power
system a nd presents the next day's status.
Warnings are provided when the plant is
not operating properly or when any
damage is done. This report is a much
simplified version of the computerized
status reporting used in most nuclear
power plants.

I did not have several
hundred million dollars
or a license from the
Nuclear
Regulatory
Commission. I was therefore forced to use what I
did have, my Apple 11
computer.
As with a real power pla nt, the object
is to produce as much electrical power as
possible without injuring anyone or
damaging the equipment. This plant can
produce up to two megawatts of power
before overloading, but the average power
output depends on how close to this
maximum the plant is operated and how
long the plant is down for maintenance.
When the plant's nuclear fuel is exhausted
(after about 120 days) the program
evaluates the operator's performance
based on the average power output and the
damage susta ined by the plant. Of course,
if the plant's operation should result in a
meltdown, the operator should consider
his performance rather poor.
A Disastrous Sample Run
In the sample program run, you can
see that at day one the plant was in cold
shutdown and everyt hin g was at 25
(degrees centigrade). Of course, the control
rods were fully inserted and all coolant
flow was stopped. I started the plant by
pulling out the control rods. As the reactor

heat went up, primary and secondary
coolant flow was started to cool the reactor
and run the generator turbine. By day 15,
the plant's temperatures had settled down
and the plant was running well, although
not very close to its maximum power
output. That's the trick; keeping the power
output high a nd the temperatures in the
operating ranges.
At day 19, a small coolant leak
developed, but I decided not to shut down
just to fix it. However, by day 23 things had
really turned so ur, and I had to try for a
maintenance shutd own. With all coolant
systems on full and the control rods in, the
reactor cooled quickly and then entered
the automatic maintenance shutdown
mode. It took 32 days to repair the damage
but then the plant was ready to start again.
But I made a mistake. I tried to heat the
reactor too quickly and went beyond the
safe temperature range. Then, I tried to
compensate by increas ing the primary
coolant flow and got into more trouble.
Before I could get the emergency coolant
on, the reactor went out of control and
disaster struck. Too bad, but I deserved it.
At least n o one was hurt.
The program is written in a very
stra ightforward manner and only the
keyboard input a nd operating algorithms
should be at all hard to understand. Lines
955 to 985 demonstrate the keyboard
input. The key is entered as A$ and fi ltered
in line 965 to a llow only (space), (return)
and 0 thru 9 to pass through. The (space)
will skip to the next variable while the
(return) will allow the program to continue
to the next day's report. A$ is then
concatenated to B$ whose VAL becomes
the new input variable. The FOR statement in line 955 limits the input to four
keystrokes. T he program is almost entirely
crash proof. (Famous last words. -Ed.)
If you are really interested in the
operating algorithm, lines 1280 to 1395
simulate heat flow eq uations that have
been simplified slightly. Don't feel too bad
if you don't understand exactly how they
work. They do work. The REM statements
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at the end of the program give the prefixes
and suffixes used to create the variables.
They also describe what each section is
supposed to do.
Program Details
The program is written in Applesoft,
Apple's floating point Basic, and fits in a
16K memory. Translation should be very
easy with some exceptions. The diagram
routines use color graphics. If your system
does not have graphics, delete lines 6000 to
7060. You must also fix lines 220 and 222,
since calling a deleted subroutine is an easy
way to crash. The program also makes
extensive use of logic evaluations within
expressions. For example, (A<I#) equals
one if true, and zero if false. This is a quick
and easy way to avoid IF statements. If
your system does not have this capability,
convert each of these expressions to IF
statements. Many of the variables have
percent signs following them. This is
Applesoft's way of saying 'integer variable.' I used them to keep fractions out of
the numbers printed in the status report. If
your system can easily control the number
of decimal places printed, forget the
percent signs.

Before
could get the
emergency coolant on,
the reactor went out of
control
and disaster
struck. Too bad, but I
deserved it.
In Applesoft, the PEEK in line 910
returns the vertical position of the cursor.
If you can't find your cursor, you will have
to think up another way to input the
control variable. Finally, the instructions
and the status report are made to fit a 40 by
24 character screen. These can be easily
modified to fill a wider screen.
I have some final words to engineers,
nuclear technicians and other qualified
readers. No, I have never seen a real power
plant that was designed like this. Yes, I
know it takes much less than a day for a
reactor to respond to changes in coolant
flow and control rod position. Besides,
who ever heard of a reactor with only one
emergency cooling system, and that one
with a limited supply of coolant? And,
blasphemy of blasphemies, no SCRAM
mechanism? I am s ure your li st of
discrepancies 'is far more complete. What
I have tried to do is to incorporate char·
acteristics and responses of a simplified
and idealized nuclear power plant into
a ·c omputer simulation game. Several
concessions to accuracy were made in
order to create a simulation that would
provide realistic responses to simple inputs
and make an interesting and instructive
game.
D
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10 HOME
20 PRINT SPC< S >"APPLE t~UCLEAR POWER PLANT"
30 PRINT SPC< 9>"BY STEPHEN R. BERGGREN
40 PRINT
50 PRINT "THIS PROGRAM SIMULATES THE CPERATION OF"
60 PRINT "A NUCLEAR POWER REACTOR.
THE OBJECT "
70 PRINT "IS TO OPERATE THE PLANT AT A t1AXIMUM"
80 PRINT "AVERAGE POWER OUTPUT WITHOUT CAUSING"
90 PRINT "A REACTOR MELTDOWN."
100 PRINT
110 PRHIT "THE CONTROL RODS ADJUST THE Pl10UNT OF"
120 PRINT "HEAT PRODUCED B\' THE REACTOR.
PRIMARY"
130 PRINT "COOLANT TRANSFERS THIS HEAT TO . THE HEAT"
140 PRINT "EXCHAt~GER.
SECONDARY COOLANT TRANSFERS "
150 PRINT "HEAT FROM THE HEAT EXCHANGER TO THE"
160 PRINT "TURBINE, WHERE POWER IS PRODUCED, AND"
170 PRINT "FINALLY TO THE COOLING TOWER.
THE"
180 PRINT "EMERGENC\' COOLANT IS USED TO HELP SHUT"
190 PRINT "DOWN THE REACTOR WHEN OTHER · SYSTEMS"
200 PRINT "FAIL.
UNLIKE THE OTHER COOLANTS, "
210 PRINT "EMERGENCY COOLANT IS NOT RECYCLED."
220 PRINT : INPUT "ENTER ' D' TO SEE REACTOR DIAGRAM
ENTER ' I '
G INSTRUCTIONS
ENTER ' S < TO START OPERATION
";AS
221
IF AS
"D" THEN GOSLIB 6000: GOTO 220
222
IF AS
"S" THEN 390
225 TEXT : HOME
230 PRINT "THE CGITROLS ARE OPERATED B\' TYPING IN "
235 PRINT "THE DESIRED CONTROL ROD SETTING AHO"
240 PRINT "FLOW RATES.<USE VALUES FROM 0 TO 100)"
245 PRINT "IF NO ENTRY IS MADE, THE VALUES WILL"
250 PRINT "NOT CHANGE.
USE THE SPACE BAR TO STEP"
255 PRINT "TO THE DIFFERENT FUNCTIONS.
IJHEN THE"
260 PRINT "DESIRED ENTRIES HAVE BEEN f'R>E, USE THE"
265 PRINT '"RETURN' KEY TO ADVANCE TO THE NEXT DAY."
270 PRINT "THE REACTOR CAN BE OPERATED UNTIL A"
275 PRINT "MELTOaJN OCCURS OR THE REACTOR FUEL IS"
280 PRINT "EXHAUSTED.
THE FUEL WILL LAST FOR"
285 PRINT "ABOUT 100 TO 150 DAYS.
WHEN THE FUEL "
290 PRINT "IS EXHAUSTED , YOUR PERFORMANCE WILL BE"
295 PRINT "EVALUATED.
298 PRINT : INPUT "
<PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE >" ;AS: HOME
300 PRINT : PRINT "IF VOU WANT TO REPAIR DAMAGE OR REPLAC£"
305 PRINT "COOLANT, BRING THE REACTOR TEMPERATURE"
310 PRINT "DOWN BELOW 100 AND SHUT OFF THE COOLANT"
315 PRINT "FLOWS.
THIS WILL CAUSE AN AUTOMATIC "
320 PRINT "MAINTENANCE SHUTDOWN AND ALL COOLANT"
32:5 PRINT "WILL BE REPLENISHED fH) REPAIRS t1ADE."
330 PRINT "THE GREATER THE DAMAGE, THE LONGER THE"
335 PRINT "REPAIRS WILL TAKE."
340 PRINT
350 PR I NT "
ld'IRN ING: TH I S POWER PLANT "*'IS"
360 PRINT "
NO AUTOMATIC SAFETV DEVICES!!"
370 PRINT
380 GOTO 220
390 REM INITIATE

FOR WORKI~

=
=

<lee~~

410
420
430
440
450
455
460
4 70
475
480
490
500
510
520
530
540
550
560
570
!580
590
600
610
620
630
0% )
640

=

RH
0
RL
0
DAY% = 0
TT = 0
DMGE% = 0
A:~
0:A1 %
0: A2%
0
REM I.RITE REPORT
TEXT : HOME
DAV% = DAY% + 1
PRINT SPC ( ?>"APPLE NUCLEAR POWER PLANT"
PRINT SPC < 8 ) "STATUS REPORT - DAV " ;DAY"/.
PRINT
PRINT "WARNINGS:"
IF RT% > 800 THE~! PRINT " REACTOR OVERHEATED": RD% = RD% + 1 + <RT%
> 850) + <RT% > 900) + 2 >t< <RT% > 950 ) : PD% PD% + t: ED% = ED% + 1
+ <RT% > 850)
IF XT% > 500 THEN PRINT " HEAT EXCHANGER OVERHEATED":XD%
XD% + 1
+ <Xr/. > 600):PD%
PD% + 1:SO%
SD% + 1
IF GO"/. > 2000 THEN PRINT " TURBINE OVERLOADED" :TD%
TD% + 1 + (GO"/.
> ~ ) :SD% SD% + 1
IF CT% > 300. THEN PRINT " COOLING TOWER OVERHEATED":SD%"' SD%+
IF GO% < 1000 THEN PRINT " POWER OUTPUT LOW"
IF EV"/. < 200 THEN PRINT " EMERGENCY COOLANT ' LOW"
IF PV"/. < 100 THEN PRINT " PRIMARY COOLANT LOW" I PD% = PD~ + 1
IF SV"/. < 100 THEN PR I NT " SECONDARY COOLANT LOW" : SD% ., SD%' +
PRINT
PRINT "DAMAGE:"
IF RD% > 3 THEN PRINT " REACTOR CORE DAMAGED"
IF PD% > 4 THEN PRINT " PRIMARY CCXlLANT LEAK - " ;PD%;"/OAY":PV% •
(f'V"/. - p
.
>t< <<PV% - PD%> > 0)
IF SD% > 4 THEN PRINT " SECONDARY COOLANT LEAK - "JSD%J"/OAY"ISV"/.'"

=
=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=
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(SV"/. 50%) * (( SV% - SD% ) ) 0)
IF ED% > 2 THEN PRINT " EMERGENCY COOLANT LEAK - ";2 * ED%J"/DAY":
EV% s <E V% - 2 * ED%) * <<EV% - 2 * E0%) > 0)
IF PB% THEN PRINT " PRIMARY COOLANT PUMP FAIL~ - " :10 * PO% *
<PD% < 10) + 100 * <PD% > = 10) ; " %"
IF 58% THEN PRINT " SECONDARY COOLANT PUMP FAILURE - "'10 *SD%*
<SD% <. 1 0> + 100 * csD:~ > = 10>;"%..
IF XB% THEN PRINT " HEAT EXCHANGER FAILURE"
IF GB:~ THEN PRINT " TURBINE FAILURE"
PRINT
IF . RO% >~ THEN PRINT "
MELTDOWN ! MELTDOWN! l'ELTDOWH!":

720
730
740
750
760

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT

650
660
670
680
690
700

GOTO 3000

765

770
800

810
820
830
840
850

900

"INDICATORS: "
" REACTOR TEMP. <MAX 800> ";RT%
" HEAT EXCHANGER TEMP. <MAX 500 ) ";XT%
" COOLING TOWER TEMP. <MAX 300) ";CT%
" POWER OUTPUT <MAX 2000KW) "JGO%;"KW"
Kit.I% = TT / DAY%
PRINT " AVERAGE POWER OUTPUT ";KW%J"KW/ DAY
PRINT " CONTROL RODS- ";A%
PRINT " COOLANTS"
PRINT " EMERGENCY LEVEL- ";EV%;" FLOW- ";EF%
PRINT " PRIMARY
LEVEL- ";PV-/.:" FLOW- "PF%
PRINT " SECONDARY LEVEL- ";SV%;" FLOW- "SF:~;
IF (100 - RU ( 5 THEN PRINT : PRINT : PRINT "REACTOR FUEL
EXHAUSTED": GOTO 4000
REM GET NEW CONTROL VALUES

910 P · = PEEK (37)
920 VTAS <P - 3)
930 HTAB <20)
950 A2% = A1%:A1% = A%
955
960
~

= "": FOR I _= 1 TO 4
GET A$: Z = RSC (A$)
IF CZ < > 13 AND Z < > 32) AND <2 > 57 OR Z

B$

< 48) THEN 960
970 8$ = 8$ + A$: IF Z = 13 THEN 1170
.975 IF Z = 32 THEN 990
·990-fl"..::· -l;!AL (8$):-A);-= -A"/. -+ ( 100 - A%) II< <A%- > 100)
985 PRINT A$;: NEXT I
990 VTAB <P - 1)
1000 HTAB <35>
1005 BS = "": FOR I = 1 TO 4
1010 GET A$:2 = RSC <A$)
1015 IF <2 < > 13 AND Z < > 32) AND <Z > 57 OR Z < 48) THEN 1010
1020 8$ = B$ + A$: IF Z = 13 THEN 1170
1025 IF 2 = 32 THEN 1050
1030 EF% = VAL (8$) :EF% = EF% + (100 - EF%) * <EF% > 100)
1035 IF EF% > EV% THEN EF% = EV%
1040 PRINT A$;: NEXT I
1050 VTAB . (p )
1060 HTAB (35)
1065 8$ = "": FOR I = 1 TO 4
1070 GET A$:Z = RSC ( A$ )
1075 IF <Z < > 13 AND Z < > 32) AND <2 > 57 OR 2 < 48) THEN 1070
1080 8$ = 8$ + A$: IF 2 = 13 THEN 1170
1085 IF 2 = 32 THEN 1110
1090 ·PF% = VAL (8$ ) : PF% = PF% + ( 100 - PF :~) * <PF% > 100)
1100 PRINT A$;: NEXT I
1110 VTAB <P + D
1120 HTAB ( 35)
1125 B$ = "": FOR I =
TO 4
1130 GET A$: Z = RSC CA$ )
1135 IF ( 2 < > 13 AND 2 < > 32) AND (2 > 57 OR Z < 48) THEN 1130
1140 8$ = B$ + A$: IF Z = 13 THEN 1170
1145 IF 2 = 32 THEN 1165
1150 SF% = VAL C8$) : SF% = SF% + ( 100 - SF%) * <SF% > 100)
1160 PRINT A$;: NEXT I
1165 HTAB <l): VTAB <P - 3): CALL - 958: GOTO 800
1170 IF PF"/. = 0 AND SF% = 0 AND RH < l AND RT% < 100 AND A%
0 THEN
GOSUB 200 0: HTA8 ( 1): VTA8 <24): CALL - 922: PRINT "
MAINTENANCE SHUTDOWN - ";MD%;" D
11 80 IF EF% > EU% THEN EF% = EV%
1200 REM DAMAGE ASSESSMENT AND OPERATION CALCULATIONS
1205 EU%
EU% - EF% - 2 * ED:~ * <ED% > 3)
1210 PD%
PD% + <PF% > 90) * < RND <20) > . 95)
1220 SD% =SD% + <SF% > 90) * < RND <20) > . 92)
1230 PB% = PD% > 5
1240 SB% = SD% > 5
1250 IF PF% > <100 - PD:~ * 10) AND PB% THEt~ PF/;
( 100 - PD% * 10) *
<100 - PD% * 10 > 0)
1260 IF SF% > <100 - SD% * 10) AND SB% THEN SF% <100 - 50% * 10) *
( 100 - SD% * 10 > 0)
1270 RL = RL + RH / 50
1280 RH = CA% * 30 + Al% * 60 + A2% * 10) / 2500 * <100 - RL)
1300 PH = PF% * <100 >t< < Pu:~ > 100) + PU:~ * <PV% < = 100>) / 350
13 10 EH = EF% / 200 * <RT% - 25)
1320 RT% = RT% + RH - EH - PH - 5 * <RT% > 25 )
1325 RT% = 25 + <RT% - 25) * <RT% > 25)
1330 XT% = ((~T% - 25) * PF% + (CT% - 25) * SF%) / <PF% + SF% + 1) + 25
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1340 IF XB% THEN XT% = RT:~ * . 8 + 5
1350 SH = SF% * ( 100 * ( PU% > 100) + PU% * <PU% <
100 )) / 350 *
<XT% - CT%)
1360 IF XB% THEI~ SH = SH * . 2
1370 GO% = SH / XT% * <XT% - CT%) -.. 2 / 3
1375 IF GO% > 2600 THEN GO% = 2600
1380 GO"/. = GO"/. * <GO% > 0) * <GB% = 0)
1390 CT%= 25 + <<XT% - 25) *<SH - GO%) /<SH+ 1) * . 75)
1395 Cr/. ~ 25 * <CT% <
25) + CT% * <CT% > 25)
1400 IF XB% < 1 THEN" XB%
<XD% > 2 ) * < RNO (4) > .9)
1410 IF GB% < 1 THEN GB% = <GO% > 4) * < RND (4) > .9)
1420 TT = TT + GO%
1430 GOTO 470
2000 REM MAINTENANCE REPAIR SUBROUTil~E·
201e EU% = 300
202tl Plfr. = 1-20
2038 SU% = 120
2040 RT% = 25
2050 XT% "' 25
2060 CT% = 25
2070 OMGE% = OMGE% + 2 * RO% + ED% + PO% + XO% + SO% + GO%
2080 MO% = 5 + 3 * <10 * (RO% > 3) + <ED% > 3) + <PO% > 3) + <SO% > 3)
+ 2 * P8% + 2 * 58% + 3 *XS% + 3 * G8%):0AY% =DAY% + MD%

2090

2100
2110
2120
2130
2140
2150
2160
2170
2180
2190
2195
2200
3000
3010
3020
3030
3040

RD%

=0

ED% = 0
PO% = 0
XO% = 0
50% = 0
GD% = 0
PB% = 0
SB% = 0
XS% = 0
GB% = 0
EF% = 0:PF% = 0:SF% = 0
GO% = 0
RETURN
REM MELTDOWl'l ENDING
PRINT
IF RO% > 6 THEN 3100
PRINT "THE REACTOR CORE HAS BEEN OISTROYEO BY"
PRINT "UNCONTROLLED THERMAL RUNAWAY. HOWEVER,"
3050 PRINT "THE CONTA INMENT BUILDING HAS NOT YET"
3060. PRINT "RUPTURED.
3070 .PRINT
3080 PR I NT " INITIATE YOUR EUACUATI ON PLAN. "
3090 GOTO 5000
3100 PRINT "THE REACTOR CORE HAS MELTED DOWN AND"
3110 PRINT "PRODUCED A STEAM EXPLOSION. THE"
3120 PRINT "CONTAINMENT BUILDING HAS RUPTURED . "
3130 PRINT "LETHAL RAOIOACTIIJE GASES AND DEBRIS"
3140 PRINT "HAUE ESCAPED•"
3150 PRINT
3160 PRINT "INITIATE YOUR EVACUATION AND RADIATION"
3170 PRINT "CLEANUP PLANS ANO GET MEDICAL"
3180 PRINT "ASSISTANCE. "
3 190 GOTO 5000
4000 REM EVALUATION OF GAME RESULTS
4010 PRINT
4020 PRINT "OVER A PERIOD OF ";DRY% ;" DAYS , YOU HAVE"
4030 PRINT "PRODUCED AN AUERAGE POWER OUTPUT OF"
4040 PR INT KW%; " KI LOWATTS PER DAY. "
4050 AKW% = 1 + (KW% > 1000) + <KW% > 1200 ) + <KW% > 1500) + (KW% > 1800)
4060 PRINT
4070 PRINT "YOUR AVERAGE POWER PRODUCTION RATE IS "
4080 ON AKW% GOTO 4090 , 4100,4110,4120 , 4140
4090 PRINT "HORRIBLE! FIND A LESS DEMANDING JOB.": GOTO 4200
4100 PRINT "WAY BELOW YOUR AREA 'S POWER NEEDS.": GO.TO 4200
4110 PRINT "ADEQUATE. YOU COULD DO BETTER . ": GOTO 4200
4120 PRINT "EXCELLENT ! POWER COSTS IN YOUR AREA"
4130 PRINT "WILL NOT BE INCREASED.": GOTO 4200
4140 PRINT "NEAR THE MAXIMUM! POWER COSTS IN YQUR"
4150 PRINT "AREA WILL DROP SIGNIFI CANTLY. "
4200 REM DAMAGE EVALUATION
4210 PRINT
4215 GOSUB 2000
~220 D% = 1 + <DMGE% > 10) + <DMGE% > 20) + <DMGE% > 30)
4230 PRINT "THE EQUIPMENT DAMAGE SUSTAINED DURING"
4240 PRINT "THIS PERIOD WAS ";
4260 ON o:~ GOTO 4260, 4270, 4280, 4290
4260 PRINT "UERV LIGHT.": GOTO 5000
4270 PRINT "MODERATE.": GOTO 5000
4200 PRJN'r "HEAi;!';'.": GOTO 5000
4290 PRINT "SEVERE . "
5000 REM END
:5010 PRINT
5020 PRINT "WOULD VOU LIKE TO TRV AGAIN? <V OR N) ";
5030 INPUT A$
$040 IF A$ = "" THEN 5030
5050 IF A$ = "Y" THEN GOSUB 2000: GOTO 390
5060 HOME
5070 ENO
5100 es = '"'
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5105 FOR I = 1 TO 4
5110 GET AS
5130 IF ASC <A$ ) < > 32 THEN 5140
5134 IF 8S = '"' THEN RETURN
5136 OUT% = UAL (8$)
5138 RETURN
5140 IF ASC <AS> = 13 THEN POP
GOTO 1170
5150 8$ = 8S + A$
5160 PRINT A$;
5170 NEXT I
5180 RETURN
6000 GR : COLOR= 15: FOR I = 0 TO 39: HLIN 0,39 AT I: NEXT I
6005 DE
6000
6010 HOME : UTAB 23
6020 PRINT " THIS IS THE REACTOR VESSEL"
6030 RESTORE
6035 COLOR= 1
6040 FOR I = 1 TO 29
6050 READ X1 .X2, Y
6060 HLIN Xl , X2 AT Y
6070 NEXT I
6080 DATA 7.9.6.15 . 17.6.6.18.7.5. 19.8.5.7. 9.17. 19.9.5.6.10.18.19.10.5.6.
{1.1e.r9.1 1.5.6, 12.10. 19.12; 5,6. 13. 10.19. 13,5,6.14
6090 DATA 18.19, 14.5.6, 15,18. 19,15, 5.6,16; 19, 19,16.5, 6 , 17.18,19,17,S,6,
1a.1e.19 .1a,5,7,19, 17.19.19.6. 1s.20.7,17,21 . a.16.22
6100 COLOR= 0
.
6110 HLIN 13.14 AT 6
6128 COLOR= 12
6130 K...IN 14. 15 AT 5
6140 I-LIN 14,16 AT 4
6150 I-LIN 15. 16 AT 3
6160 FOR I = 1 TO DE: HEXT I
6170 VTAB 23
61Ba PRINT " THIS IS Tl-E REACTOR CORE
6190 COLOR= 8

=

=9 m

6200

F~

6210
6220
6230
6240
6250
6260
6270
6280
6290

ULIN 11 , 17 AT I
NEXT I .
FOR I = 1 TO DE: NEXT I
UTAB 23
PRINT " THESE ARE THE CONTROL RODS
COLOR= 13
VLIN 2.17 AT 11
VLIN 2.17 AT 13
FOR I = 1 TO OE: NEXT I
UTAB 23
PRINT " THE EMERGENCY COOLANT CAN COOL THE"
PRINT" REACTOR IN AN EMERGENCY."
COLOR= 2
FOR I = l TO 36
READ Y.X
PLOT X.Y
FOR J = 1 TO 200: NEXT J
NEXT I
DATA 4, 2, 4,4, 5,2,5,3,5,4,6,2.6. 3.6,4,7,3,9,3,9,3,19,3,11,3,12,3,
12.4, 12.5, -t2.6. 12. rr1-2.STtZ;"9
DATA 13.9, 14.9.15.9.16. 9 . 16.8. 16,7, 16.6. 16.5, 16, 4.16,3,17.3. 18. 3,
19.3. 20.3 .22.3, 24,3
FOR I = 1 TO DE: NEXT I
HOME : UTA8 23
PRINT " THE PRIMARY COOLANT CARRIES HEAT FROM"
PRI NT " THE REACTOR CORE TO THE HEAT EXCHANGER"
FOR I = 1 TO 52
READ Y.X
PLOT X. Y
FOR J = 1 TO 200 : NEXT J
NEXT I
FOR I = 1 TO DE: NEXT I
DATA 4 , 25,4,27 , 5 ,25,5, 26,5,27 . 6 , 25 , 6,26,6,27,7,26 , 8,26.9, 26,10,26,
11.26.12 .26. 12. 25 . 12. 24. 12.23.12 . 22.12 . 21 . 12.20.12.19
DATA 12, 18, 12. 17, 12. 16 , 12. 15. 13 . 15, 14 . 15, 15. 15, 16, 15,16,16, 16,
17 .16.18
DATA 16,19, 16.20, 16.21 , 16.22 .1 6,23.16.24.16.25,16.26,16,27.16.28,
16. 29, 16 ,30 ; 15, 3 0, 14, 30, 13, 30 . 13; 30, 12. 30, f2, 29, 12. 2a. 12, 27
HOME . : UTAB 23
PRINT " THIS IS THE HEAT EXCHANGER"
COLOR= 5
HLIN 28,34 AT 10
UL IN 10, 18 AT 34
HLIN 28 , 34 AT 18
ULIN 10.1 8 AT 28
COLOR= 2: PLOT 28, 12: PL8T 28,16: COLOR= 5
FOR I = 1 TO DE: NEXT I
UTAB 23
PRINT " THIS IS THE GENERATOR TURBINE"
HLIN 5 . 18 AT 30
ULIN 30, 36 AT 18
HLIN 5. 18 AT 36
VLIN 3 0,36 AT 5

6300

6310
6320
6330

6340
6350
6360
6370
6380
6390
6400
6410
6420
643 0
6440
6450
6460
6470
6480
6490
6500
6510
6515
6520
6540
6550
6560
6570
6580
6590
6600
6605
6610
6620
6630
6640
6650
6660
6670

I

15
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6680 COLOR= 0
6690 HLIN 2.17 AT 33
6700 FOR I = 7 TO 15 STEP 2
671 0 PLOT I , 34: PLOT I + 1. 32
6720 NEXT I
6730 FOR I = 1 TO DE: ~lEXT I
6740 UTAB 23
6750 PRINT " THI S I S THE COOLING TOWER
6760 COLOR= 5
6770 ULIN 23,25 AT 24
6780 ULIN 23.25 AT 36
6790 ULIN 25 ,26 AT 25
6800 ULJN 25.26 AT 35
6810 ULIN 26 ,28 AT 26
6820 ULIN 26,23 AT 34
6830 ULJN 28,36 AT 27
6840 ULIN 28,36 AT 33
6850 PLOT 34,36
6860 PLOT 26,36
6870 HLIN 25 , 35 AT 33
6880 FOR I = 1 TO DE: NEXT I
6890 UTAB 23
6900 PRINT " THE SECONDARY COOLAIH CARR IES HEAT"
6910 PRINT " FROM THE HEAT EXCHANGER TO. THE "
6920 PRINT " TURBINE AND THEN TO THE COOLING TOWER"
6925 COLOR= 2
6930 FOR I = 1 TO 123
6940 READ Y, X
6950 PLOT X,Y
6960 FOR J = 1 TO 200: NEXT J
6970 NEXT I
6980 DATA 4,35,4 ,37,5,35,5, 36,5,37,6,35,6,36,6,37,7, 36,8.36,9,36, 10.36,
11 . 36.12 .36. 12.35.12.34, 12.33, 12.32, 13.32, 14.32.15.32, 16.32
6990" DAm-16, 33. 16, 34,-rn, 35, -rs, 36, 17 ; 36; 1a. 36. f9 , :56, 20. 3t>, 20. 35;20; 34;
20, 3:3',""20, 32, 20. 31 , 20, 30, 20, 29, 20, 23. 20 , 27 , 20, 26 .. 20, 25, 20, 24, 20, 23,
20.22.20.21
7000 DATA 2 1,21,22,21,23,21,24.21,25,21,26,21,27,21,27,20,27,19,27, 18,
27. 17.27, 16.27, 15.27. 14, 27. 13. 27,12.27.11,27.10.27,9,27,9,27,7
7010 DATA 29,7,29,7 ,30,7,31,7,32,7,34,10,32,13,34,16,35. 16,35,17,35, 18,
35;19, 35 '20. 35, 21. 35; 22. 35, 23, 35, 24, 35, 25, 35, 26, 35, 27' 35, 28
:>020 DATA 34, 28, 34, 29, 34 , 30, 35, 30, 35, 31,35, 32, 34·, 32, 34 , 33, 3 4 , 34, 34, 35,
34.36,34, 37, 34,39, 33, 33,32,39, 31,3a,30 , 3a,29,33,23,33,27,39,26.38,
25.38.24,38,23 ,38
7030 DATA 22,39,21,33,20, 39,19 , 39, 19, 39, 17,39, 16,38.15,38, 14 ,38,13,38,
12. 38, 12. 37
7040 HOME : UTAB 2:!
7060 RETURN
9000 REM UARIABLE PREFIXES
9010 REM A-CONTROL RODS, C- COOLil-lj TOWER, E-EMERGENCY- COOLANT,
G-TURSINE, P- PRIMARY COOLANT, R-REACTOR, S-SECONDARY COOLANT,
X-HEAT EXCHANGER
9020 REM UARIABLE SUFFIXES
9030 REM B- BROKEN, D-DAMAGE, F-FLOW RATE, H-HEAT FLOW, L-LIFE, 0-0UTPUT ,
T- TEMPERATURE , U-UOLUME
.
9040 REM OTHER UARIABLES TOT- TOTAL POWER OUTPUT, KW-AUERAGE POWER
OUTPUT, DAY-DAY OF OPERATION, DMGE-TOTAL EQUI PMENT DAMAGE
9050 REM PROGRAM DISCRIPTI ON BV LINE NUMBER
9060 REM 10-220 INTRODUCTION
9070 REM 225- 380 INSTRUCTIOHS
9080 REM 390-455 UARIABLE IN ITIATION
9090 REM · 460-850 WRITE REPORT AND ASSESS DAMAGE
9100 REM 900-1165 INPUT NEW CONTROL UARIASLES
9110 REM 1170 MA INTENANCE SHUTDOWN EUALUATION
9120 REM 1200-1260 PUMP FAILURE ASSESSMENT
9130 REM 1270-1430 PLANT OPERATING ALGORITHMS
9140 REM 2000-2200 MAINTENANCE SHUTDOWN SUBROUTINE
9150 REM 3000-3190 MEL TDOWI; ENDING
9160 REM 4000- 4290 EUALUATION OF GAME RESULTS
9170 REM 5000-50 70 Et-lD
9180 REM 6000-7060 PLAt-lT DI AGRAM SUBROUTINE
9190 REM 9000-9190 REMARKS
9200 REM APPLE NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
9210 REM BY STEPHEN R BERGGREN
RUN
APPLE t·lUCLEAR POWER PLANT
BY STEPHEl l R. BERGGREN
THIS PROGRAM SIMULATES THE OPERATION OF
A NUCLEAR POWER REACTOR. THE OBJECT
IS TO OPERATE THE PLANT AT A MAXIMUM
AUERAGE POWER OUTPUT WITHOUT CAUSI NG
A REACTOR MELTDOWN.
THE COIHROL RODS ADJUST THE AMOUNT OF
HEAT PRODUCED 8'? THE REACTOR. PRIMAR'I
COOLANT TRAt-lSFERS TH IS HEAT TO THE HEAT
EXCHAt-lGER. SECONDARY COOLANT TRANSFERS
HEAT FROM THE HEAT EXCHA~lGE R TO THE
TURBINE, WHERE POWER IS PRODUCED, AND
FINALL'I TO THE COOLING TOWER.
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THE EMERGENCY COOLANT IS USED TO HELP SHUT
DOWN THE REACTOR WHEN .OTHER SYSTEMS
FAIL. UNLIKE THE OTHER COOLANTS,
EMERGENCY COOLANT IS NOT RECYCLED.
ENTER 'D' TO SEE REACTOR DIAGRAM
ENTER ' I ' FOR WORKING INSTRUCTIONS
ENTER ' S' TO START OPERATION
THE CONTROLS ARE OPERATED BY T'>'PING IM
THE DESIRED CONTROL ROD SETTING AND
FLOW RATES. <USE UALUES FROM 0 TO 100)
IF NO ENTRY IS ~1ADE, THE UALUES WILL
NOT CHANGE. USE THE SPACE BAR TO STEP
TO THE DIFFERENT FUNCTI ONS. WHEN THE
DESIRED ENTRIES HAUE BEEN MADE, USE THE
' RETURN' KEV TO ADUANCE TO THE NEXT DAY.
THE REACTOR CAN BE OPERATED UNTIL A
MELTDOWN OCCURS OR THE REACTOR FUEL ·IS
EXHAUSTED. THE FUEL WILL LAST FOR
ABOUT 100 TO 150 DAVS. WHEN THE FUEL
IS EXHAUSTED , YOUR PERFORMANCE WILL BE
EUALUATED .
<PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE>
IF YOU WANT TO REPAIR DAMAGE OR REPLACE~
COOLANT, BRING THE REACTOR TEMPERATURE ;f.
DOWN BELOW 100 AND SHUT OFF THE COOLANT
FLOWS. THIS WILL CAUSE AN AUTOMATIC
MAINTENANCE SHUTDOWN ANO ALL COOLANT
WILL BE REPLENISHED AND REPAIRS MADE.
THE GREATER THE DAMAGE, THE LONGER THE
REPAIRS WILL TAKE.
WARNING: THIS POWER PLANT HAS
NO AUTOMATIC SAFETY DEUICES! !
ENTER '0' TO SEE REACTOR DIAGRAM
ENTER 'S' TO START OPERATION
APPLE NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
STATUS REPORT - DA\' 1

ENTER ' I ' FOR WORKING INSTRUCTIONS
S

WARNINGS:
POWER OUTPUT LOW
DAMAGE:
INDI CATORS:
REACTOR TEMP. <MAX 800 ) 25
HEAT EXCHANGER TEMP. <MAX 500) 25
COOLING TOWER TEMP. < MA~< 300) 25
POWER OUTPUT ( MAi<: 2000KW> 0KW
AVERAGE POWER OUTPUT 0KW/ DAV
CONTROL RODS- 0
COOLANTS
EMERGENCY LEVEL- 300 FLOW- 0
PRIMARY
LEUEL- 120 FLOW- 0
SECONDARY LEUEL- 120 FLOW- 01
STATUS REPORT - DA\' 2
WARNINGS:
POWER OUTPUT LOW
DAMAGE:
I ND I CATORS:
REACTOR TEMP. <MA)<; 800) 26
HEAT EXCHANGER TEMP. <MAl< 500) 25
COOLING TOWER TEMP. <MAX 300) 25
POWER OUTPUT <MAX 2000KW> 0KW
AVERAGE POWER OUTPUT 0KW/ DAY
CONTROL RElDS- 1
COOLANTS
EMERGENCY LEUEL- 300 FLOlJ- 0
PRIMARY
LEIJEL- 120 FLOW- 0
SECONDARY LEVEL- 120 FLOW- 0100

APPLE NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
STATUS REPORT - DAY 19
llFIRNINGS:
DAMAGE:
SECONDARY COOLANT LEAK

~

5 / 0AY

INDICATORS:
REACTOR TEMP. <MAX 800) 778
HEAT EXCHANGER TEMP. ( MAX 500 ) 465
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COOLING TOWER TEMP. <MAX 300) 254
POWER OUTPUT <MAX 2000KW) 1858KW
AVERAGE POWER OUTPUT 1478KW/ DAY
CONTROL RODS- 9
COOLANTS
EMERGENCY LEVEL- 300 FLOW- 0
PRIMARV
LEVEL- 120 FLOW- 70
SECO~IDARY
LEVEL- 105 FLOW- 100
STATUS REPORT - DAY 20
APPLE NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
STATUS REPORT - DAY 23
WARNINGS:
I-EAT EXCHANGER OVERHEATED
COOL! NG TOWER OVERHEATED
POWER OUTPUT LOW
SECONDARY COOLANT LOW
DAMAGE:

SECONDARY COOLANT LEAK - 11/ DAY
SECONDARY COOLANT PUMP FAILURE - 100%
INDICATORS:
REACTOR TEMP. <MAX 800 ) 783
HEAT EXCHANGER TEMP. <M~< 500) 667
COOLING TOWER TEMP. <MAX 300) 327
POWER OUTPUT <MAX 2000KW) 790KW
~ERAGE POWER OUTPUT
1487KW/ DAY
COHTROL RODS- 9
COOLANTS
El'ERGENCY LEVEL- 300 FLOW- 0
LEVEL- 120 FLOW- 70
PRIMARY
SECONDARY LEVEL- 76 FLOW- 20

WARNINGS:
POWER OUTPUT LOW
EMERGENCY COOLANT LOW
PRIMARV COOLANT LOW
SECONDARV COOLANT LOt.I·
DAMAGE:
PRIMARY COOLANT LEAK - 7/ DAY
SECONDARY COOLANT LEAK - 19/ DAY
PRIMARY COOLANT PUMP FAILURE - 70:~
SECONDARY COOLANT PUMP FAILURE - 100%
HEAT EXCHANGER FAILURE
INDICATORS:
REACTOR TEMP. <MAX 800 ) 96
HEAT EXCHANGER TEMP. <MAX 500 ) 81
COOLING TOWER TEMP. <MAX 300) 25
POWER OUTPUT <MAX 2000KW> 0KW
AVERAGE POWER OUTPUT 1140KW-'DA'I
CONTROL RODS- 0
COOLANTS
EMERGENCY LEVEL- 0 FLOW- 0
PRIMARY
LEVEL- 82 FLOW- 0
SECONDARY LEVE~- 0 . FLOW- 0
MAIIHENANCE SHUTDOWN - 32 DAYS
APPLE NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
STATUS REPORT - DAY 63

WARNINGS:
REACTOR OVERHEATED
TURBINE OIJERLOADED
DAMAGE:
REACTOR CORE DAMAGED
EMERGENCY COOLANT LEAK - 10/ DAY
MELTDOWN 1

MEL TDC

INITIATE YOUR EVACUATION AND
RADIATION Cl.EANUP PLANS AND
GET MEDICAL ASSISTANCE.
WOULD YOU LIKE TO TR\' AGArn?
<Y OR N)?N

APPLE NUCLEAR POl.JER PLANT
STATUS REPORT - DAY 69

APPLE NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
STATUS REPORT - DRY 30

" . and I wish you would stop referring to this cold
as my down ti me!"
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MELTDOWN !

THE REACTOR CORE HAS MELTED DOWN
PRODUCED A STEAM EXPLOSION. THE
CONTAINMENT BUILDING HAS RUPTUREC
LETHAL RADIOACTIVE GASES AND DEBR
HAVE ESCAPED.

0
C)

0

00

!JlllOJ1l!l
?JJn1u11rrn11
Jake Jacobs

I have always wanted to learn how to
ly an airplane but never took the time.
\fter I had my Apple computer for a few
veeks and had impressed myself with its
:apabilities, I undertook the task of
leveloping a si mple landing simulator in
\pplesoft Basic. To keep it simple and also
o minimize the flicker on the screen I
:liminated banking and turning. The
:ontrols are the "stick" which moves only
o rwards and backwards (not left or right)
.nd the 'throttle' which controls power
rom 0 to 100 percent. Both controls are
imulated by the game pa ddles. Paddle 0 is
he stick and paddle 1 is the . throttle.
The screen displays the pilot's view of
he runway using hi-res graphics. The
ower four text lines simulate the pilot's
nstruments. These are: ALTitude in feet,
ate of CU MB or descent, in feet / minute,
/ ELo city in knot s, DME (di stance
neasuring equipment) which indicates the
listance in nautical miles fro m the front
lake J acobs, 1903 Fordham Way, Mountain View. CA
14040.

end of the runway, and pe rcent POWER
a pplied by the throttle. There is also a
glide-slope indicator which shows the pilot
whether he or she is on the 3.5 degree glide
slope when approaching the runway.
There are two princ iple parameters to
be computed: distance fr om the runway

I undertook the task of
developing a simple
landing simulator In
Applesoft Basic.
(X) and a ltitude (ALT). T he program is a
continuous loop . During every · pass
through this loop the program calculates
the new va lues of X and ALT from the old
values. Fo r example X is calculated from
the old X by the sta tement X = X + V, where
Vis the current velocity. Similarly, the new

•

' hoto I. View or the runway as rhe aircrarr is about 10 land. Note the negarive rate

,r CLIMB.

altitude is calcula ted by adding the rate of
climb to the old altitude. These values are
derived fr om the two input variables, the
stick a nd the throttle. Once the values of X
and ALT are computed, the view of the
runway as seen by the pilot is then
calculated and displayed in hi-res graph ics.
But fi rst the old image of the runway is
erased by redrawi ng it with HCOLOR set
equal to 0.
The runway appea rs as a tra pezoid in
most cases. Since ba nking a nd turning a re
not simulated, the view of the runway is
always symmetrical about an imaginary
vertical line down the center of the screen
(see Photo I). Therefore only four values
have to be calcula ted: the vertica l positions
of the horizontal lines which simulate the
rear and front of the runway, a nd the
widths of the rear and fron t of the runway.
Interestingly,
no
trigonometric
functions ha'!e to be used. Only the simple
geomet ry of similar triangles is applied.
Figure I depicts a side view of the aircraft
and the runway. The pilot's eye is assumed
to be one foot away from the windshield

• ••••

Photo 2. Phorograph or author's "slick" and "1hrot1lc" box which replaces the
game paddles. However rhe game paddles work jusl fine so you need nor build
your own box.
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Landing, continued .••

----- x -----------~
PILOT'S

EYE
ALT

Figure 1. Side view of aircraft illustrating how the screen position of the front of
the runway, YF, is calculated. Only simple similar triangles are used .

(i.e., the TV monitor, but you don't have to
sit that close to your screen; the one foot is
for calculation purposes only). Therefore
the Y offset from the top of the screen (YF)
of the front of the runway view is
calculated from similar triangles as
follows:

VF

ALT

=

1

x

YF must be scaled by multiplying it by 159,
the ma x imum Y value tha t can be
HPLOTed. If you have followed this so
far, you will realize that for so me values of
X and ALT, YF could have a value that
would plot off the bottom of the screen. In
fact much of the program loop is taken up
calculating what parts of the view of the
runway are off the screen and correcting
for this so that the HPLOT statements do
not " blow up."
In a similar fashion, YR, the Y offset
of the rear of the runway, is calculated. The
sa me principle of similar triangles is
employed to calculate the widths of the
front and rear of the runway, and will not
be described here.
A word about programming. Note
that a ll constants used in the program are
actually variables that are initia lized at the
beginning of the program. This was done
for three reasons.
I. During run-time, variables are
accessed faster than the time it takes for
numeric constant strings to be evaluated.
2. When writing the program it was
much easier to change a single assignment
statement at the beginning of the program
than to find all occurences of a particular
constant throughout the progra m.
3. Using variables instead of numeric
constants makes the program much more
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readable and self documenting. Note that
some constants have the same value as
others, but are given different names.
(Remarks were included in the original
program but many were deleted for this
article to allow the program to run on a
16K machine.)

Here we introduce
exponential smoothing,
which is a fancy term for
something quite simple.
If, for example, one wished to change
the length of the runway from 4000 feet to
6000 feet, one would merely change the
assignment statement 280 to R W =6000.
All occurences of the "constant" R W (and
there are many) will be changed correctly.
Flying the Airplane
You start at a random d istance from
the runway and at a random altitude. The
runway starts out as a sma ll dot or line on
the screen. As yo u approach the runway it
will become larger and take on the
appearance of a trapezoid . The program is
ca lculating what the runway should really
look like from your given altitude and
distance from the runway. The throttle
controls primarily your rate of climb and
descent. The stick controls primarily your
airspeed but also your rate of climb and
descent. This is just the opposite of what
most people think, but that is how an
airplane really works. The best way to "fly"
the plane is to place pad dle I (throttle) on

the table and put the stick (paddle 0) ir
your left hand and control it with you1
right hand. Then you can reach up to th<
table to adjust the throttle with your righ1
hand. The author has built a "stick" and
"throttle" in a small metal box as shown ii;
Photo 2, but the game paddles work jusl
fine.
The ALTitude and CLIMB indicator:
work together. Your altitude is shown ir
feet (from the ground) and the CLIME
indicator shows your rate of climb in fee·
per minute if pos itive or descent i1
negative. The VELocity indicator show:
airspeed in knots or nautical miles pe1
hour. A nautical mile is 6000 feet. Th<
DME indicator is the Distance MeasurinE
Equipment and indicates you r distanc<
from the front end of the runway in
na utica l miles. After you pass over th<
front of the runway the DME will begin to
increase in value, rather than decrease a!
you approach the runway, because you arc
moving away from the front of the runway.
The POWER indicators merely parrots the
throttle setting from 0 to 100 percent. The
last indicator on the right is the glide-slope
indicator. Imagine an invisible line with a
3.5 degree slope raising towards you from
the front of the runway. As you land you
should stay on this imaginary line. The
glide-slope indicator tells you if you are on
this line and if not, what you should do:
means you are on the glide-slope
.. means that you should climb
(you are too low)
V means that you should go down
(you are too high).
When you are very close to the
runway, you should ignore the glide-slope
indicator since it applies to the front of the
runway and you never actually land at the
very front of the runway.

There are three markers on the
runway, one every 1000 feet. These give
you some idea how much runway you have
left when landing. If you decide to change
the length of the runway (see below), the
markers will space themselves correctly \4,
!h and the distance down the runway.
When cruising your throttle should be
set at about 75 percent. When climbing
you should be at 100 percent throttle.
When landing, 20 percent is about right.
You must land with a descent of less than
150 feet / minute, otherwise you will crash.
If your velocity falls below 60 knots you
will stall and your rate of descent will
become -2000 feet / minute. But you can
recover by pushing the stick foward to
increase your lift. You can crash in other
ways. If you hit the ground before you
are over the runway you have crashed. If
you touchdown on the runway but there is
too little runway remaining you will crash
off the end of the runway. And of course
you can always fly over the runway and not
touch down at all. All of these conditions
are indicated by messages on the screen.

*

The Program

Lines 10 through 410 initialize
variables that are used as constants. Some
that might be of interest if you wish to
modify the program are Line 310, VM stall velocity, Line 380, AM - minimum
altitude, below which you are considered
to be on the ground, and Line 400, RC crash descent, above which you have
landed too hard. Lines 450 and 460
establish the initial values for X and ALT.
You may choose to change the algorithms
for these initial conditions.
Line 500 starts the main loop of the
program, which runs down to line 840.
This loop is for a trapezoidal runway view.
There are a couple of branches to lines 850
or 1040 ifthe runway view is partially off of
the screen. The main loop calculates and
plots the runway view. Subroutine 1200 is
the main subroutine in the program. It sets
PO and. P 1 to the paddle values and uses
these to calculate a new velocity, V, from
the old V. Here we introduce exponential
smoothing, which is a fancy term for
something quite s imple. Smoothing
creates lag or inertia into some variables.
For example, the velocity should not
change instantaneously (nor should the
rate of change of altitude or the pitch angle
of the aircraft). These variables are
permitted to change only gradually. Let us
look at a simplified version of line 1240 for
calculating V.
V = .95 V + .05 DV
where DV is the change of velocity (based
on the stick and throttle positions) and is
used here for illustrative purposes only.
The new velocity is the old ve!Ocity plus the
change in velocity, DV. But we only let the
DV term influence 5 percent of the new
velocity and let the old velocity influence

0 REM VARS . FD, HO, RO, XO: SECCllO CHARACTER IS A LETTER "OH " ; PO: SEC!liD
CHARACTER IS DIGIT "ZERO"
10 TEXT : HOME
20 GOSUB 1700
30 REH ClliSTANTS
40 CZ = 2
50 C1 = 0
60 C2 = .03
70 C3 = .7
BO C4 = .09
90 cs
.39
100 CB = 30
110 C9 = .09
120 DC = 100
130 REM EXP!liENTIAL SMOOTHING
140 0 = .9S
1SO DD = 1 - D
16D E = .B
17D EE = 1 - E
1BO F = .B
190 FF = 1 - F
200 H1 = .3
210 PS = .OSS
220 P7 = .06S
230 REM HI-flES ClliSTANTS
240 CE = 139.S
2SO VE = 191
260 HO = 279
270 REH RUNWAY LENGTH
2BO RW = 4000
290 H2 = RW I 2:H1 = RW I 4:M3 = H1 + M2
300 REH STALL VEL.
310 VM = 60
320 VC = 1
330 ST = 20
340 01 = 2S5

=

35o 03 = 3

360
370
38D
390
400
410
420
430

= 600
REM STALL DESCENT
AM = S
REM CRASH DESCENT
RC = 1SO
c = 7000
REM INITIAL ClliDX.
v = 100
440 HR= H1 • (01 - POL (OJI
450 X = 20000 + 20000 • AND (1)
460 ALT = 1000 + 1000 • ANO (1)
470 X1 = O:X2 = X1 :X3 = X1:X4 = X1:Y1 = X1:Y2 = Y1:Y3 = Y1:Y4 = Y1:XS = X1:YS
= Y1
460 HGR
490 HOME
SOD REH START MAIN LOOP
S10 IF ALT < AM THEN 1400
S20 YR = ALT I X • VE + HR
530 IF YR > VE OR YR < 0 TI!EN YR = VE
540 YF = ALT I (X - RWI • VE + HR
S50 F1 = O:F2 = F1:F3 = F1
560 R1 =ALT I (X - M11 •VE+ HR: IF R1 > 0 AND R1 < VE. AND X > H1 THEN
F1 = 1
S70 R2 = ALT I (X - H2) • VE + HR: IF R2 > 0 ANO R2 < VE AND X > H2 TI!EN
F2 = 1
5BO R3 = ALT I (X - M31 • VE + HR: IF R3 > 0 ANO R3 < VE AND X > M3 THEN
F3 = 1
590 IF X - RW < ALT THEN YF = VE
600 FD= IC I IX+ ALT I Q3 - RWll
610 RO = c I ex +ALT I 03)
620 IF X - RW < ALT THEN FD = C I (ALT + ALT I 03 )
630 IF RO < 0 THEN RO = CE
640 FL = CE - FD
650 FR = CE + FD
660 RL = CE - RO
670 RR = CE + RO
680 IF RO > = CE GOTO 1S70
690 IF FD > CE THEN B50
700 IF YF > VE THEN 1040
710 HCOLOR= 0
720 IF E1 TI!EN lf'LOT CE,N1
730 IF E2 TI!EN HPLOT CE,N2
740 IF E3 THEN lf'LOT CE,N3
750 HPLOT X1,Y1 TO X2,Y2 TO X3,Y3 TO X4,Y4 TO X1,Y1: IF YS < VE THEN HPLOT
O,Y5 TO HO ,YS
760 HCOLOR= COL
770 IF F1 TI!EN lf'LOT CE,R1
780 IF F2 TI!EN lf'LOT CE,R2
790 IF F3 TI!EN lf'LOT CE,R3
800 HPLOT RL,YR TO RR,YR TO FR,YF TO FL,YF TO RL,YR
B10 X1 = FL:Y1 = YF:X2 = RL:Y2 = YR:X3 = RR:Y3 = YR:X4 = FR:Y4 = YF:YS =
VE
B20 N1 = R1 :N2 = R2 : N3 = R3:E1 = F1 : E2 = F2 : E3 = F3
Q6
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aao GOSUB 1200
B40 GOTO 500
B50 REH
BSD YB = VF - !VF - YR) • CFO - CE) I CFO - RO)
870 IF YB < 0 THEN YB = 0
880 IF YB > VE THElt 1040
890 HCOLOR= 0
900 IF E1 THEN HPLOT CE,N1
910 IF E2 THEN HPLOT CE,N2
920 IF E3 THEN HPLOT CE,N3
930 HPLOT X1,Y1 TO X2,Y2 TO X3,Y3 TO X4,Y4 TO X1,Y1: IF Y5 < VE THEN
O,YS TO HO,Y5
940 HCOLOR= COL
950 IF F1 THEN HPLOT CE,R1
960 IF F2 THEN HPLOT CE, R2
970 IF F3 THEN HPLOT CE,R3
980 HPLOT O,YB TO RL,YR TO RR,YR TO HO,YB

HPLOT

990 IF VF < VE THEN HPLOT O,YF TO HO,YF
1000 X1 = O:Y1 = Y8:X2 = RL:Y2 = YR:X3 = RR:Y3 = YR:X4 = HO:Y4 = YB:Y5 =

VF
1010 N1 = R1:N2 = R2:N3 = R3:E1 = F1 : E2 = F2:E3 = F3
1020 GOSUB 1200
1030 GOTO 500
1040 REH
1050 XO = !VE - YA) • CFO - ROI I !VF - YR) + RO
1060 HCOLOR= 0
1070 IF E1 THEN HPLOT CE,N1
1OBO IF E2 THEN HPLOT CE,N2
1090 IF E3 THEN HPLOT CE,N3
1100 HPLOT X1,Y1 TO X2,Y2 TO X3,Y3 TO X4,Y4 TO X1,Y1: IF Y5 <VE THEN HPLOT
0, Y5 TO HO, VS
1110 HCOLOR= COL
1120 IF F1 THEN HPLOT CE,R1
1130 IF F2 THEN HPLOT CE,R2
1140 IF F3 THEN HPLOT CE,R3
1150 HPLOT CE - XO,VE TO Rl,YR TO RR,YA TO CE+ XO,VE
1160 X1 = CE - XO:Y1 = VE:X2 = AL:Y2 = YR:X3 = RA:Y3 = YR:X4 = CE + XO:Y4
= VE
1170 N1 = R1:N2 = R2:N3
R3:E1 = F1:E2
F2:E3 = F3
1180 GOSUB 1200
11 90 GOTO 500
1200 REM HAIN SUBROUTINE
1210 P1
POL (1)
1220 PW = INT CP1 • C5l
1230 PO = POL (0)
1240 v = D. v + 00. [PO. ca+ ca+ C4. P1)
1250 Cl = DC • DALT
1260 ALT = ALT + DALT
1270 vv = v • vc
1280 VTAB 22: HTAB 1
1290 PRINT TAB( 2l;"ALT"; TAB( Bl;"CLIHB"; TAB( 16l;"VEL"; TAB( 22l;"OHE";
TAB ( 28]; "POWER"
1300 VTAB 23: HTAB 1
1310 AAS = " - "
1320 IF AlT > P7
ABS [X - AW) THEN AAS
"V"
1330 IF ALT < PS
ABS [X - AW] THEN AAS = ,,.,,
1340 PRINT TAB[ 1] ; INT CALTJ; TAB( Bl; INT CCLI; TAB( 16); INT [Wl; TAB(
22); INT (ABS CC X+ ALT I 03 - AW) I QB)) I 10; TAB[ 30);PW;" ";TAB(
3BJ ;AAS
1350 x = x - v
1360 DALT = E • DALT + EE • (C2
P1 - V • C1 - C9 • PO + CZI
1370 IF V < VH THEN DALT = - ST
13BO HR = F • HR + FF • H1 • (Q1 - PO)
1390 RETURN
1400 REH LANDEOI
1410 IF X > AW GOTO 1510
1420 x = x - 10 • v
1430 IF X < 0 GOTO 1630
1440 IF Cl < - RC GOTO 1780
1450 PRINT "YOU LANDED AT"; INT CW);" MPH ANO STOPPED "
1460 PRINT INT IX];" FEET FROM THE END OF THE RUNWAY . "
1470 PAINT "YOU WERE DESCENDING AT "; - INT [Cl);" FEET/MINUTE."
1480 GET ZS
1490 TEXT : HOME
1500 GOTO 20

=

=

=

=

*
*

*

1510
1520
1530
1540
1550
1560
1570
1 5BO
1590
1600
1610
1620
1630
1640
1650
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REM
TEXT : HOME
GOSUB 1850
PRINT "YOU CRASHED "; INT ex - AW);" FEET SHOAT"
PRINT "OF THE RUNWAY AT"; INT (WI;" MPH • .TAY AGAIN"
GOTO 20
REM
TEXT : HOME
PAINT "YOU OVERFLEW THE RUNWAY AT "; INT CW)
PRINT "MPH AT AN ALTITUDE OF "; INT (ALT)
PRINT "FEET. TAY AGAIN 111"
GOTO 20
REM
TEXT : HOME
GOSUB 1B50

the new velocity 95 percent. This puts lag
into the rate at which the velocity can
change which tends to simulate the real
world . You can change the smoothing
constants in lines 140, 160, and 180.
The main subroutine calculates the
instrument values and displays them in line
1340. The pitch angle of the aircraft is
simulated by variable HR in line 1380
which offsets the view of the runway on the
screen. This offset calculation is highly
simplified and is a function of the stick
only. In a real aircraft the pitch angle is a
function of airspeed, throttle, and other
variables. You may wish to try a more
realistic expression for HR here.
Finally, there are a number of
terminating messages. You have "landed"
when your altitude is less than AM (line
510). Line 1400 begins the checks of what
kind of landing you made (normal or
crash). Line 1410 checks if you are short of
the runway. Line 1420 assumes it takes ten
times your velocity to stop and then line
1430 checks if you flew off the end of the
runway. Finally line 1440 checks if you
landed too hard. If you get past these
checks, lines 1450 through 1470 print the
safe landing message. Line 680 checks to
see if you have flown off the end of the
runway.
Program Modifications
The author has made many variations
of this program such as adding instrument
approach (where you cannot see the
runway until you are very close to it),
visual only approach (where the instruments do not work), a visual marker two
miles from the runway, a marker which
flashes an indicator when the plane is five
or a half mile from the runway, and so on.
One variation allows you to take off from
one runway and land at another. You may
want to experiment with such variables as
RW X
ALT Y
-

runway length (4000 feet)
starting distance from
runway
starting altitude
velocity (make a jet!)

Try changing various constants in expressions for Y and DALT (rate of climb). (Do
not delete any remarks in the program
because some remarks are GOTO targets.)
Sublogic Company (201 W. Springfield Ave., Champaign, IL 61820) has on
the market the FS-1 Flight Simulator
which is fantastic. It simulates turns,
banks, and much more. I highly recommend it if you want to "fly." But since FS-1
is writte n in assembly language with no
listings supplied, you cannot learn much
about how it works (although their rather
extensive operating manual ha s block
diagrams of the simulator's structure). I
started writing my Flying Simulator before
I had heard of FS-1, but have to admit I
spend more time "flying" FS- 1 than my
own. Happy landings.
O

initialize constants
[ 10- 470]
initialize graphics mode
[480)

ompute YR, YF , I -displacement
of front and rear o f runway
view [ 520- 580 I
compute R1 , R2, R3, I-displacement of view of runway markers
(560- 580]
compute FO, RO, front and rear
offsets from center of screen
[600-610]
compu te FL, FR, RL, RR ,
X-displacement of f r ont
and rearof runway view
(640- 670]

"crash landed•
[1780-1840]
"landed safely"
[ 1400-1500 J
wait for any key
(1480 ]
goto b_egiMing
[1500 --> 20]

•overfl ew the r unway"
[ 1570-1620]

plot vie w when FO
is too large
(890- 1020 )
goto Main Loop
[ 500)

1660 PRINT "YOU CRASHED " ; INT !XI;" FEET BEYOND"
1670 PRINT "THE END OF THE RUNWAY AT "; INT !VV)
1680 PRINT "MPH. TRY AGAIN"
1690 GOTO 20
1700 REM
1710 PRINT
PRINT : PRINT
1720 PRINT "
FLIGHT SIMULATOR BY JAKE JACOBS"
1730 PRINT TAB! 10l;"COPYRIGHT !Cl 19BO"
17 40 PRINT "
PRESS ANY KEY TO START"
1750 GET ZS
1760 COL
3
1770 RETURN
17BD REM
1790 TEXT : HOME
1 BOO GOSUB 1B50
1B1D PRINT "YOU CRASH LANDED AT AT "; INT (VV);" MPH."
1820 PRINT " AT A RATE OF " ; - INT (CL) ;" FEET/ MIN."
1830 PRINT "TRY AGAIN"
1840 GOTO 20
1850 REM CRASH NOISE
1860 FOR I
1 TO 60 : ZZ
PEEK ( - 16336) + PEEK ( - 163361 - 16336) - PEEK ( - 18336): NEXT
RETURN
1870 END

plot view when front
o f runway i s off screen
(1040-11 80)
goto Main Loo p
[500)
unplot view
(erase screen)
[710- 750]
plot new view
(760-820 ]

=

=

[subroutine a t 1200]
read paddles
compute V, CL', ALT
display instruments
compute DALT
goto Hain Loop
(500)
PEEK (
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A new game for the Apple ...

T~f:'IE

Ten to the
Thirty-Eighth

l[]

Pl~LE

Y[]UA

BETS!

vealed slip. Should you turn over all i - - - - - - - - - the slips, the last one must be your
guess.
f--- - -- - - - - - - - -- - l

fol-~~~~~~~~~~~~111

The program described here
lows the original game closely. How- ~
ever, the largest number which can be
William Bradford
represented in Applesoft II is 1038 (ten
.___ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ ____. to the thirty-eighth), hence the name L-- -- - - - - - - - -- --'
of this version. Also, you get to choose
The false value you get is chosen at
Readers of Martin Garner's book
the number of slips to use (from 3 to
random, so it may be higher or lower
" New Mathematical Diversions from
14). These two facts tend to help you than the true value. If knowing that the
Scientific American," may recognize
since you know that with a small nummachine may be lying to you is not
the game described here. It is a verber of slips to choose from , a number
enough, you can have it tell you when
sion of the game "Googol," discussed
of 10 37 or greater is almost certainly
it is lying. Of course, it won't tell you
in Gardner's book. I will explain later
the largest. In the original game, the
until after you have made a bet or
why I changed the name of the game.
googol is not necessarily the upper
chosen another slip.
I have also added some twists which
limit, so that you are never certain of
You now know the essential facts
you may find of interest.
any large number.
about the game. The program was
I wi ll not go into the detail ed anwritten fo r an Apple II in Applesoft II,
A googol is the num- alysis of the odds of your finding th e so it should be fairly portable to other
number. I'll only quote the
machines using ~icrosoft's Basic.
ber ten multiplied by highest
results of the argument attributed to
The program is set up to handle from
itself one hundred L. Moser and J. R. Pounder. You may one to four players. Players make their
derive it for yourself or refer to
bets before selecting a slip to turn
times.
Gardner's book.
over. Only one slip is turned over at a
The strategy is to select p slips out
tim e, so players should work out who
Invention of the original game of
of the n available. Note the largest
does the selecting. When a slip is
Googol is attributed to John H. Fox, Jr.
value among the p slips and t hen
turned over, each player is offered the
and L. Gerald Marnie. As d~scribed in
continue selecting from the remaining
chance to stop. All players may conGarnder's book, the game is played by
slips until you find a larger number.
ti nue to bet until all the players have
having someone (the computer in this
The following formula gives the probchosen. Bets may not be decreased,
case) select a number of slips of
ability of finding the largest number in
but they may remai n fixed at any
paper. On the back of each slip, a
value. When th e last player has sen slips;
positive number is w'ritten which you
lected, all of the strips are revealed
are not allowed to see. The values of
with
their true values. The slip with the
p( 1
1
1
1 )
the numbers range from small frac+
p+1
+
p+2
.
..
+
n1
tions up to numbers the size of a
"googol" or larger. A googol is the
The googol is not necGiven n, p is determined by picking
number t en multiplied by itself one
a value for p which gives the largest
hundred times, or " ten-to-the-oneessarily the upper limit
value to the above expression. For
hundredth." The game thus derives
its name from the not very ridgidly
example, if n
10 then p
3. For
largest value is shown in flashing
other values of n, you are urged to
defined upper limit to the numbers
mode. Wins and losses are computed
written on the slips.
determine p for yourself. (You didn't
and displayed and the players' fu nds
buy that computer just to play Star
When all the numbers have been
adjusted accordingly. At this tim e new
Trek, did you?) Of course, as I menwritten down, the slips are randomplayers may be added, the numtioned above, the fact that you know
ized and placed face down. You th en
ber of slips changed, or the game opturn the slips face up, one at a t ime.
the upper bound to the possible
tion may be changed.
The object is to stop when you turn
values does put the odds a little mo re
The program shown in the accomup the number which you guess to be
in your favor.
panying listing has some features
While writing the program to play
the largest. The last slip which you
which are designed with the Apple II
this game, it occurred to me that it
choose to turn up is your guess. You
video output in mind. The strips are
may not go back to a previously remight be interesting to skew the odds
shown in the INVERSE video mode,
a little. Since the computer is turning
while the bets and available funds are
over the slips, it is possible for it to
William Bradford, 7868 Naylor Avenue, Los
shown in the NORMAL video mode.
Angeles, CA 90045.
lie to you about the val ue of any slip.

n p

=
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=

Sf\f!P LE null

When a player wins, the word WIN is
shown in FLASHING mode above his
bet. Similarly, the winning number is
shown as a flashing number. If hard
copy output is desired, several statements (205, 403, 406, 1207 and 1314)
will require some modification. In fact,
for a hard copy only device, statements 1200 through 1220 can be
deleted.

Since the computer is
turning over the slips,
it is possible for it to
lie to you about the
value of any slip.
In the course of writing this article,
it occurred to me that it would be interesting to see a version of the game
where the computer is a player. Perhaps an interested reader could contribute a program to do so to Creative
Computing. Another option would be
to have the computer display a blank
slip instead of lying. The slip would not
be turned over until all bets were in.
Other possibilities include more sophisticated schemes for having the
computer ·lie, such as telling you that
it has lied when it really hasn't. Of
course, we humans can generally lie
better than a computer (at least until
a HAL 9000 type of computer shows
up) , so there are many such variations. Take advantage of the "Input/
Output" column to share your ideas.
In any case, the idea is to have a little
fun with your brain and its extension,
your computer.
For those of you who are wondering
about the origin of the term "googol,"
is was invented by a nine year old
child, a nephew of mathematician Dr.
Edward Kasner. Dr. Kasner, a respected teacher, is noted as having
given lectures on the mathematics of
infinity, topology and other advanced
mathematical subjects to kindergarten-age children. The reasoning of Dr.
Kasner's nephew concerning the finite value of googol is interesting,
and is described in the selection by
Ors. Kasner and Newman referenced
below.
O
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(TEii TO TllE Tll l r.TY- EI GllTH )
/\ GETT lllG G/\llE FOR TllE APPL E 11
rnoGR/\l ~IED i:Y L. l'/. URAO FORLJ
DO YOU llAllT lllSTRUCT I OllS? ( Y/IJ) tl
G/\llE OPTI OllS
lSTr./\I GllT UP GAl'.E ( I OOtl' T LI E)
2 ' r.USS l/\ ll ROULETTE'(! LIE TO YOU)
3LI t:E 110. 2, llU T I TF. LL YOU lll!Etl
I /\I! OE/\ LI llG /\ GO GUS lllJtlllF.11
IF Tl! I S I St! 1 T CLE/\n , SEE Tll E I tlSTnUCT I Ol lS
1111 1Cl!? 3
11m1

l~AllY

PLAYERS? ( l TO 4) l

YOU ' RF. OUT OF CASI! MO . l

no YOU Ill Sii TO ClOP.RO\I SOllF.? y
OK, 1101·1 t!UCll ? (LIM I T I S ~ 1000 ) 1000
110~1 t\/\llY SI. I PS OF P/\PER DO YOl' 111 Sii TO
?9

PI r K FP.Ot\? Cf'AX

a

1 4)

llETS 0
FUt!DS 1000
TI ME TO PL/\CE Youn UET S I
11m1 MUCll LJO YOU Ill Sii TO \//\GER tlO . l ?
?5
UETS 5
FUllDS 1000
\1111 Cl! STRI P DO YOU lll Sii TO SEE? 5
(;95520 .399
DO YO U \II Sii TO STOP NO\/ 110. l ?N
T lllE TO PLACE YOUR IJ ETS I
110~1 t\UC ll DO YOU \II Sii TO \//\GER UO. 1 ?
?5
llETS 5
FUt!DS 1000
1·/l ll Cll STRIP 00 YOU Ill Si i TO SEE? 2
2.110 l G880l
00 YOU ~II Sii TO STOP 110\·t 110 . 1 ?t!
TIMF. TO PL/\CE YOUR llF.TS !
110\I MUCll 00 YOU 111Sii TO l·l/\G ER 110. 1 ?
?10
BETS 10
FUt!DS 10 00
llll l Cll STRI P DO YOU l ll Sll TO SF.E?7
.055058695
DO YOU lllSll TO STO P llOl'I llO . l ? tl
TI HE TO PLACE YOUR BETS!
I !ml HUCH DO YOU 111 SI I TO 11/\G ER 110. l ?
?10
ll ET S 10
FUllDS 1000
\'/ll l CI! STRIP DO YOU lllSll TO SF.E?&
3 . 51407399 E+29
00 YOU \/!Sil TO STOP NOii 110. l?Y
/\L L ClETS /\P. [ llO\/ 111
432£953 . 03
2. 401 6880 1
495240 0. 91
7 . 5!i591G 5
fi95520.399
133182.867
.055058695
3. 511107399E+29
47.9 45 6399
TllF. CORREC T tllll lllEI': 11/\S 3 . 514 07399E + 29
111 ti
10
Flll!DS
1010
?
DO YOU \II Sii TO Cll/\llGE G/\l ;E OP'I:I Otl?IJ
LJO YOU 11/\llT TO Cll/\llG[ TllE tJUtlCER OF PL/\YERS?tJ
ll ETS U
FUt!DS 1010
11011 t\AtlY SL! PS OF P/\PEP. UO YOU Ill Sii TO P l CK FP.01 1? {lt/\X
?3

14)
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llETS 0
FUllDS 101 0
T lt!E TO PLACE YOUR !J ETS !
llCll•I llllr.11 DO YOU 111 Si i TO !IACER llO .
?1000

l

*

?

BETS 1000
r-unDs 1010
ll!l l Cll STP.I P !'O YOU !! I ~II TO SF.E?2
5. 86 69 47E+ 27
!'O YOU \II Sii TO STOP tlOI·/ tJO .

200
I F SCST ) < 0 THEii 25 0
20 1 R •
I NT CCST + l l I 2)
202 CL • ST - 2
CR - 1)
20 3
POKE 3 4, 0 : POK E 35 ,1 6
204
VTAB R * 2 - l : PS = 22 •
- l ) : I F PS = 0 TH EN PS = 4

205 : l lTACl PS: I NVERSE : PRINT
ABS
CSC STl l
206
NORMAL : POKE 3 4,2 0 : POK E 35
, 23
20 7 XP • XP + l : ERR • 0
208
llOME : VTAB 20
2 09 SC STl = - S(ST )
210
RETU RN
2 11
REM
TEST FOR GAM E OPT I ON , P
Rl llT llESSAGE FOR LI E ( I F l ?F.E

l ?Y

/\LL [; ETS l\llE 1101'1 111
.42 7 343843
l
5 . 26694 7F+ 27
2
1 70 15 07.38
3
TllE CORRECT tlUMllER \/AS 5.866947E+ 27 1
\/ I I/
1 000
FUllDS
20 1 0

?

670 GOTO 6 54
698
REM TAKE BE TS A BET OF 0 C
ZERO) DEALS YOU OUT (HOWEVEll
, YOU ARE ASKED TO CONF I RH Y
OUR OES I RE TO QUIT)
70 0
POKE 34 , 20: POKE 35 , 23
7 05
llOl1E : VT AB 21
71 0
PR I tlT " TI ME TO PL AC E YOUR BE
OED )
TS I "
212
I F t·/ = 1 TllEtl
RETUP.11
720
PR I tlT "llOW MUCH UO YOU \'/I Sii
TO WAGER 110. 11 ; I;" ?" : ltlPUT
213
IF ST < > L TIIEN RETURN
AZ
214
I F \I = 2 TM EIJ 230
216
PR I NT " Tll E VA LUE JUS T Sl!0\·111
72 1
I F AZ < 0 TllEN 7 20
11
IS NOT A TRU E Otl E 1
7 22
I F AZ > F CI ) OR AZ > 1000 TllEI
2 1 8 GOSUB 990
730
230 SCLl = - T E
723
I F AZ .. 0 AllD BC I ) < > 0 Tll EI
234
RETUR l l
RETURIJ
250
PR I t!T " TH AT IJUHB ER llAS ALREA
724
I F AZ < ll ( I ) Tll EN 78 0
DY DEEN S HO ~ltl
725
I F AZ • 0 AND rl( I ) • 0 TH EN
252 GOSUB 99 0
750
253 ERR • l
72G 0( 1 ) •AZ : RETURN
254
RETUR l l
730
PR I llT "YOU CAN 'T \·/AGER THAT
298
REil
A CllO I CE llAS BEEN l!AD E
l iUCH , TURKEY 1 11 : PR I NT " TRY A
BY PLAYER fl. I F llE STOPS SET
GAllJ"
l! I S CllO I CE F LAG.
732 GOSUB 990
300
FOR R
l TO PM
7 34 GOTO 720
302
IF CH CR ) < > 0 THEN 320
750
I NPUT " DO YOU \'I I Sf! TO QlJ IT?"
303 llOt!E
; A$
304
PR ! HT " DO YOU I'l l SH TO STOP II
75 1
IF A$ < > M$ 1\1!0 A$ < > Y$
TllEM 750
011 NO. " ;R ;: I f.IPUT AS
754
IF AS " N$ TH EN 770
306
I F A$ < > YS MID A$ C > N$
756 F ( I ) "
- 1
Tll El l 304
758
RETURtl
308
IF AS • N$ Tll Etl 3 20
770
PR I llT "YOU t1UST PLACE A BET
31 0 CllCR l = ST
OR QU IT !"
31 4 \IS • WS + l
772
GOTO
720
3 20
t!EXT R
7 80
PR I NT "YOU CAN' T DE CREASE YO
330
RETURN
UR BET! "
398
REM
TE ST FOR \'1 1 llNERS. BA LAN
782 GOSUB 99 0
CE TllE PLAY ERS 1 FUl!ClS
78 4
GOTO 720
400
FOR R • 1 TO ~ I
990
FOR SS " 1 TD 300: NEXT SS
40 1 PS • R * 8
402 Q • Cll(R ): I F S(Q) C > MX THEt'
992
RETURll
1106
99 6
REM NOW llEGllJ PLAY SET UP 0
403
VTAB 15: HTAll PS : FL ASH : PR l t 1T
PTI ONS ON LIES BRANCH TO GE
"l'l l tJ"
T llUf.IBER OF PLAYER S
405 SG • 1: GOTO 41 0
1000 PO • 0
406
VTAB 15: llT AB PS : I NVERS E : PR I NT 100 1 TEX T : HOME
"LOS E"
1 00 5 UG • ' 1
4 07 SG a
1
1 0 1 0 VTAll 2 : HTAO 14: PRI NT " GAM
4 10
VTAB 1 6 : llTAB PS : PRlfn il(R )
E OPTI OllS"
10 12 VTAB G: PRlllT " l";: HTAB 5
41 2 FCR l = F (R) + SG * B(R)
: Pll I llT 11 STRA I GHT UP GAME (I
411;
VTAB 1 8: llT AB PS: NORMA L : PR I IJT
DOii ' T LI E) II
"
" : VT AB l &: HTAll PS: NORMAL
1 0 1 4 VTAD 8 : PRlllT 11 2" ; : HTAB 5
: PR llff F CR)
: PR I tlT 11 1 RUSS I AM ROULETT E ' (
41 6 B(R ) = 0: llEXT R
I LIE TO YOU) "
420
RETURN
10 1 6
VTAB 10: PP.lllT" 3" ; : HTAB
598
REM
llANK I MG ROUT I l !E SET UP
5: PRI llT "LI KE t!O . 2 , BUT I
LOANS AND CLEAR ACCOUllT S
TELL YOU \'/HEN" : VTAB 11 : HT AB
60 0 R • I : I F FCR) > 0 Tll EN RETURN
7 : PRlllT 11 I Ali DEA L! l!G A BO
GU S NU11BER "
1020
VTAB 18: PRINT " I F Trl l S !SN
605
POKE 34 , 20: POKE 35, 23 : HOHE
' T CLEAR , SEE THE INST RUCT ION
: PR l llT " YOU ' RE OUT OF CASH
S"
110 . " ;R: I NPUT " DO YOU \'/!SH
TO BORRQ\·/ SOME ? 11 ; A$
1022 VTAB 21: I UPUT 11 1m l CH? " ;\'/
606
I F AS C > YS ANO A$ < > ti$
1024
I F \I > 3 OR\'/ < 1 TH EN 1022
Tll EN 605
608
I F A$ = Y$ Tll EN 620
10 26
llOME : GOTO 110 0
6 1 0 F(R) = - 1 : PR l llT " OKI BE SF.
1030
POKE 34 , 0 : POK E 35, 1 6: 1101\E
E l NG YOU !"
6 12
llET URll
1032
VTAll 2 : PRlflT "
llO\'/ MANY S
620
l l!PUT "OK , 110\·/ l\l!CH? (LI MI T
LI PS OF PAPER 00 YOU \·I I Sii TO
I S $1 000) " ; F( R)
PI CK FROM? (MAX • 1 4)"
62 1
I F F ( R) C 0 WEN 621
1033
VTAB 5 : lllPUT NP : IF tlP C 2
622
I F F(R) < 1000.0 1 AllD F(R) >
OR flP > 14 TllEll 103 3
0 ntEtl RET URN
1040 Z •
RMO Cll : tlX = - 1 :111 •
624
I F F(R) > 1000 TllEN 630
15
626
lt!PUT "DO YOU \'ll SH TO QU IT ?
1042
FOR I " 1 TO tlP:X •
P.t!D ( 2
)
"; AS
62 7
I F AS
> Y$ AN 0 A$ C > tl $
1044 Y •
ltl T (38 *
RtlD (3) *
RN
Tll Ell 626
C4)) : S(I) "X • (10 ~ Yl
628
I F AS • Y$ TllEN 61 0
1045
IF S(I) < HX THEN 104 7
630
PRlllT "LET' S TRY AGAlll " : GOTO
10 4 6 I ti • I : MX a S ( I )
620
104 7
ti EXT I

=

TE XT : 11m1E :Y$ = "Y":l!S •

l

"ti"

2
Dii i S( l 5),ll (4 ) , F ( 4) , CH ( 4 )
3 llG • 0 : GOT O 3 0 00
1 00
REM
PR I MT BE TS MID FUNDS AV
Al L A&LE ANO llEADERS FOR THEM
101
105

";

POK E 34, 1 6 : POKE 35 ,1 9
VTAB 16 : !!TAB l : PR I NT " BETS

1 06 FOR R • 1 TO PM
107 PS = R * 8
108
VTACl 1 6: llTAB PS:

PR lllT B ( R)

110
11 2
s " ,·
114
115
11 6

PRlf!T F (R)

MEX T R
VT AB 1 8 : llTACl 1: PR I tlT "F Ut!D
FOR P. = 1 TO Ptl
PS = P. • 8
VTAC 1 8: llTAB PS:

118
NEX T R
1 20
RETUP.11
1 98
REH Pfl I l 'T OL'T THE t!Ul'BEP. Ff'
R STR I P ST I F VALUE IS t!EGAT
I VE TllEIJ STR I P llAS BEEtl Tl'Rll
ED
ALREADY

ovrn
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CC L

650 I • l
G54
IF F( I ) < > - l TllEN 66 4
65G
FOR R " I TO Pf.I - l
G58 Cl(R) • BCR + l l :CH (R)
CH(R +
l l :FC R) • F (R + l l
GGO
NEXT R
GG2 Pl! • Pl\ - l :PO • Pll
664 I • I + 1 : I F I > Pt~ THEN RETl

=

1048
IF tt
1 THEN RETURN
10 50 L •
RllD (4): IF L < .1 THEN
1050
1052 L • 100 * L:ZZ •
INT CCL I
llP I tlT ( L I NP)) • t/P + •
05l:L • ZZ
1054 TE • S( L ):X •
RllD (2):Y •
I NT
(38 *
RND (5) •
RND (6))
1056 S(L) a X • ( 10 ~ Y)
1060 RETURll
1098 REM GET THE NUMBER OF PLAY
ERS
1099 REM
THEii I N ITI ALIZE FUllDS.
TH EN 11011 llANY STR I PS, THEN
TAKE BETS (CONVOLUTED, BUT I
T \IORKS)
1100
VTAB 10: INPUT "HO\·/ flANY PL
AYERS? Cl TO 4) ";PM
110 l
IF Pll < 1 Ofl Pll > 4 HI Et/ 11
00
1102
IF Pl l •PO TllEN 1111
1103
IF PO " 0 Tll EN 1109
1104
FOR I • PM TO PO: GOSUB 600
: NEXT I
1106 PO • PM: GOT O 111 1
1109 PO • P~1
1110
FOR I a 1 TO Ptl: GOSU C GO O:
flF. Y.T I
1111 GOSUI.: 650 : c;osui.: 1030: GO SUB
100
1112
FOR I " l TO PM: GOSUU 700:
llEXT I
1115 GOSUL: 650
1119
REM
1111 T I ALI ZE CHO I CE llEMO
RY
1120
FOR I = l TO PM:CtlC I) • 0: NEXT
I
1130 1·1s ..
1198
REli
TH IS SECTI ON PRll!TS OU
T TllE DISPLAY FOR APP LE VIDE
0. STRIPS ARE I/HITE BLOCKS (
INVERSE ll LAllKS)
1200 TEXT : llDME
1202 II • O:PP • 0
1204
FOR J • l TO 14 STEP 2
1206 VTAB J: llTAB l : FOR K " l TO
2
1207 NORt \AL : PR 11/T II
II;:
I l!VEP.SE
: PRINT II
" ;
1 208 II " II + 1: IF N " MP TllHJ 12
10
1209 NEX T K
1210 PQ • J + 1: FOR K • J TO PQ:
VTAB J:PS " 38 • CK - J)
1212
IF PS = 0 THEN PS • l
1214 UORMAL : HTAB PS: PR lllT K: IF
r. = llP THEtl 1 220
1216 NEX T K
12 18
IJEXT J
1220 llORMAL
1222 POKE 34,17: POKE 35,19
12 29
REM DI SPLAY llETS AND TOTAL

o

s

1230
GOSUEl 100
1250 POKE 3 4,20: POKE 35,23
1252 llOME : VTAll 21
1 25 4
PRINT "Mll Cll STRIP DO YOU \I
I Sii TO SEE " ;: I llPUT ST
1 255
I F ST > NP TtlEfl 1 252
1256
GOSUC 200 : I F !:P = NP TllEN
1290
1257
IF ERR • l TtlEll 1252
1258
GOSUG 300
1260
I F \·JS • Pll TllEll 1300
1261
REM
\/S•PM t!F.AllS /\ LL PLAYEl1
S llA\IF. CllOSEll
12G5
GOSUll 212
1269
RF.I'
CllAllGE llrTS?
1270 FOR I • 1 TO Pf\
1272
GOSUB 700
1275
l!EXT I
1277 GOSUB 650
1280 GOTO 1230
1288
P.EM OKAY ALL STRIPS HAVE ~
EEll Sll0~/11. IF NO CHO I CE HAS
l:EEN f1ADE , TllEN THE CllO I CE ti
UST BE TI I E REMA INING ST RI P
1290 FOR l • lTOPM: I FCH( I )<
> 0 Tll EN 1 296
1292Ctl(l) .. ST
129G
NEXT I
1298
REM All tlETS ARE I N, PRlllT
OUT THE REAL VA LUES FOR ALL

TllE STRIPS, FL ASH THE LARGE
ST
1300
POKE 34,20: POKE 35 , 23: HOME
1301
1 302

VT AB 20
PRINT "ALL BETS ARE llDl'I I N"

1303 GOSUB 230
1304
POKE 34,0: POKE 35,15
1 306
FOR ST • l TO HP
1308
GOSUB 201
1309 SCST)
ABS (S(ST))
1310
IF SCST) < > llX nmr 1320
1312
VTAB R • 2 - l : PS • 22 * CC
L - 1) : I F PS • 0 TH EN PS =

=

4
1314

lffAB PS: FLASH :

"THE PROGRAll P I CKS SOME RAND

Oii POSITIVE"
4022
PRlllT "NUMBERS (FROM 0 TO A
BOUT 10~38).": PRINT "TliE tlU
llGERS Ar.E \·lfllTTEN ON THE SAC
K OF": PRlllT " SOME STR IPS OF
PA PER . II
4023
PR I NT
4024
PRlllT : PRlllT "THE NUMBER 0
F STR IPS OF PAPER TO BE USED
IS UP TO YOU. " : PRINT "BUT
YOU l·IUST CHOOSE AT LEAST 3 A
ND NOT MORE TllAN 14."
4026
PRlllT : PR I NT "HHEN YOU SEL
ECT A STR IP, IT Ill LL UE
1
TURNED OVER 1 TO DI SPLAY TllE
llU~IBER."

PRI llT S(ST

)

4028

1320 NEXT ST
1330 : POKE 34,20 : POKE 35,23
1331
llOME : VTAB 20
1332 PRINT "THE CORRECT NUllBER \-1
AS II ;MX;" I"
1 339
REM SETTLE THE BETS
1340 GOSUB 400
1342 XP • 0
13 45
PR I llT 11$;: INPUT A$
1350
TEXT : l lOME
1354
VTAB 10: I llPUT "DO YOU \'I I SH
TO CHANGE GAME OPT I Oll?";AS
1356
I F A$ <
II~ AllD A$ <
Y
$ TllEN 1354
1358
IF A$ • Y$ THEN 1005
1360 VTAB 12: INPUT " DO YOU WANT
TO CHAllGE THE NUMBER OF PLA
YERS?"; AS
13 62
IF A$
> llS AllD AS < > Y
S THEii 1360
1364
IF A$ • YS TllEll 1100
13G6
llOHE
1368 GOSUB 100
1370 GOT O 1111
1372
REM
1374
REM
LOOP THROUGH THE PROGR
AM
1 376
REM
14 0 0
REM
PR 1llT HEADER FOR PROGR
AM, ASK IF I llSTRUCT I OllS ARE
llEEDED
1500
REM
3000
VTAB 8: HTAB 17: Pnt t/T "10~
38": VTAB 10 : llTAB 8: PRltlT
"(TEil TO TllE THIRTY-EIGHTH)"
: VTAB 12: HTAB 5: PRINT "A
BETTING GAME FOR THE APPLE I
I"
3002
VTAB 16: HTAB 6 : PR I NT "PRO
GP.Af\MED BY L. W. iJRADFORD"
3004
VTAB 22: t'l l PUT "DO YOU WANT
IUSTRUCT I OllS? CY/lll";A$
3005
IF A$ < > Y$ AllD AS < > N
S TH EN 3006
3006
IF A$ " N$ THEN 1000
4000
TEXT : llOME
11001 HS a "Ill T RETURN TO COllT I NUE

$

>

>

II

400 2
PR I llT "1 0~38 I S BASED 011 1 G
OOGOL I I A GAl1E TllAT I s OESCR
I BED llY llARTlll GARONER II! HI
IJOOK
l lATHHIAT I CAL D
I VEflSIOllS FROM
SC I F.NT I F I C A
11Er. I CAN I • II
4003
Pf: lllT : Pn ll~T
11004
Pll ll!T "TtlE GAliE \·/AS OR I GlllA
TED ilY JOllfl 11 . FOX AND l. G
ERAU:l l!AR lllE, Ill 1958."
4005
PR ll!T
400G
Pf: l llT : PR l rlT "Tll E Gllt·:E UES
Cr. t llED liERE IS ESSENT I ALLY
TllE SAME, llUT Ill TH SOllE ' Tl'/ I
STS ' TO I T."
4008
PR ll!T : PR ll!T " A GOOGO L IS
10 l iUL Tl Pll ED BY I TSELF 1 00
TlllES.
THE ORIGlllAL GAME llA
D THAT
VALUE AS All UPPE
r. LI HIT. II
11009
PRI l!T "TllE LIHIT FOR Tii i S G
AME I S 10~38, \IHI Cll EXP L AI llS
THE llAllE"
4010
VTAB 22 : PR l llT II ~ ;: lt!PUT A
$
11020
llOME : PRINT "Tll E BAS I C GAM
E I S PLAYED AS FO LLOVIS;": PR ll 1T

s

•nm

VTAB 22: PRlllT H$;:

I NPUT A

4040
ltOME : PR lllT "THE GAME I S P
LAY ED GY TU RN! llG THE STR IPS
OVER ONE AT A T l ~lE";: PR INT
" UNTIL YOU COME "
4042
PRINT "TO TllE STR I P \'/l ll CH Y
OU GUESS TO llE Tll E
LARGEST
OF THE ElUllCH . II
4044
PR I NT : PR I NT "YOU MUST TAK
E TII E LAST STRI P YOU TURNED
OVER, YOU CAll 'T GO BACK TO
ANO THER. II
4046
PR I NT "FROM ONE TO FOUR PF.O
PLE MAY PLAY AT ANY OllE TIM
E.": PRll!T : PRlllT "PLAYERS
llAKE GETSON TMEIR O~IN CHOICE

S.

II

4048
PRlllT " I F A PLAYER MAKES A
CltOICE, TllE OTHERS
11AY CONT
I NUE SEARCH ING." : PRINT " BET
T I llG CONT I NUES Ut/T I L ALL PLA
YERS
HAVE CHOSEN"
4050
PRlllT : PRINT "TO HOLD AT A
PART I CULAR ~ET, ENTER A
ZERO FOR THE BET." : PRINT "Y
OU MUST ,ilOWEVER, MAKE SOME B
ET OF AT"
4052
PRINT "LEAST $1. 00 11
4058
VTAB 22: PR I NT 11$;: II/PUT A

$
4060
llOME : VTAB 2: PRINT "TO TH
ROW A LITTLE COllFUSION lllTO
MATTERS TTll E COl1PUTER CAN LI
E TO YOU."
4062
PRlllT : PRINT "TWO OPTI ONS
ARE PROVIDED TO THE BASIC G
AME. " : PR l llT "I N THE FIRST 0
PTION, THE COMPUTER \'/Otl ' T TE
LL YOU"
4064
PRI llT : PR I NT "TH E SECOND 0
PTI ON IS I/OT FOR THE FAI llT
OF llEART. I I : PP. I llT " THE COM PU
TER \'II LL TELL YOU IF IT HAS
LI ED ABOUT THE LAST NUMB
ER. II
4066
Pfl l NT : PR I NT " SO , IF YOU 'V
E JUST aET 011 I T, YOU MAY
LOSE OR YOU MAY \II N BUT YOU
\ION 1 T BE
SURE "
4068
PR I NT "GUT THEN NEITllER \Ill
l Af~YUODY ELSE. II
4070
VTAB 22: PR INT 11$;: I NPUT A
$
4072
H011E : VT AB 3 : PRINT " TllE R
EA L CltALLEllGE OF TllE GAtlE IS
TO
F I ND A \JAY TO OPT tr.l l Z
E YOUR
BETT I t!G ."
40 7 4
PR I llT : PR I NT "l~ RT 111 GARD fl
Er. D ISCUSSES ntE STRATEGY
FOR THE llORllAL GAf.\E Ill Ill S 6
DOK II
407G
PR l liT : PR I NT"
' MW llllTH
EflAT I CAL 0 IVERS I DllS FP.01 111 : PR I t!T
11
SC I EllT IF I C Al \Er. I CAN"
4078
PR l t !T : PR l l !T " THE At!ALYS I S
OF TJ:E S ITUATIOIJS \/HERE TllE
COllPUTER LI ES TO YOU I S LF.F
T TO TllE
I llTERESTED READE

R. "
40£0
VTAB 20: I NPUT " lllT RETURll
TO START PLAY"; A$
9000
TF.>'.T : !-!ot' F.
9100 GOTO 10 0 0
9999
Et/D
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Teachers!
A Social Science
Survey Program!
Dr. James Owens

This program will add a whole
new dimension to social science
classes .. . from elementary
school to college! All you
need is an inexpensive
4K microcomputer.

Dr. James Owens, Professor of Management, The
American University, Washington. D.C.

Many teachers, especially highschool and college teachers, can easily
use a small computer (even one with as
little as 4K of RAM memory) to conduct
and process professional-type social
science surveys. Obviously, such surveys and studies contribute to the
teacher's research, and publicationrecord in the " publish or perish"
academic world. More importantly
(and interestingly) , social science
surveys of a teacher's own classroom
students, when quickly tabu lated and
processed, provide rich material for
enhancing and making relevant course
topics. For example, the function of the
Social Security program in the USA
can be rescued from dull abstraction in
classroom lectures by a survey question forcing the student to record his
own opinion and discuss it within the
context of the tabulated opinions and
statist ical conclusions of the class
population as a whole. The same is true
for a multitude of other routine highschool and college course topics such
as the ERA amendment, function of
taxation in the USA, corporation
profits, political voting patterns and
more. Such classroom applications are
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virtually infinite in number and potential course subject areas.
The "Survey" program described here
was developed and used with an Ohio
Scientific 6502 computer providing 8K
BASIC in ROM and 20K of RAM
memory. However, the essential values
of the "social science survey" in
classroom use can be achieved in as
little as 4K of RAM memory and most
BASIC-IN-ROM systems (e.g., other
Microsoft BASIC systems such as the
Level II TRS-80, Apple II, Sorcerer,
PET).
The Questionnaire
The program permits a highly refined
gra<;juation of questionnaire responses
ranging from very strong agreement to
very strong disagreement with all items
on the questionnaire (including provi sion for "no opinion" responses).
Figure 1 presents the basic format of
such a questionnaire. The program
here dimensions fifty rows for fifty questions or fewer. Depending on memory
available, the program can process
about forty full DATA lines, including
1K of memory for the RUN, within the
contraints of a typical 4K RAM memory

system. A 4K system , therefore,
handle a survey of, for example, a fc
person sample with twentyquestions in the questionnaire, a ·
person sample with ten question
the questionnaire, or any pro1
tionate combination of sample nurr
and question number between the
extremes exampled. Conser~
memory, as this program does,
user, restricted to 4K of RAM, will
find room in memory for very us
research or classroom-oriented so
science survey projects. It should
noted that a large survey, forexamp
100-person sample with 50 questi
in the questionnaire, will require ab
20K of RAM.

The Video Dlsplayor Output-of the Program
The program generates for each 1
of output-information (each row be
equivalent to a particular questior
the questionnaire) a full twenty-c
"columns" of calculated values. Sin
however, it would be a rare conv•
tional page of paper or computer vie
screen that could list twenty-c
horizontal columns, the programn
has the choice of arraying the colurr

3ly (using a ';') or vertically (using
1unctuation at all in the Line 490
.,ff statement) or, as used in this
1ram, completing the PRINT statet with a comma. Only the latter
1ramming tactic emerges as useful
erms of esthetics, styling and
'ability - and, thus, is used here.
"comma," ending Line 490,
luces for each Question/ Item
1ber an easily readable and
ematically consistent array of
1mns' in five vertical rows as
trated in Figure 2. Use of the full
1ty-one 'columns' permits calculaoutput of professional-type values
1 as standard deviation for the
pie total as well as internal sample
1ents such as " males" vs "females"
:ige 30 or over" vs "age 29 or under."
;t importantly, calculations of the
1dard error of the d ifference
veen " means" (such as between the
in for Males and the mean for
1ales or the mean for those over age
vs those under age 29) become
sible - as well as reports, on the
nificance of the difference between
ins" (as in Figure 2 columns #18
#20). Note: Many users of this
~ ra m may ·not need, o r want, all of
calculations-results produced in
RUN output; in which case, united lines can easi ly be deleted from
program. Also, the 21-column
:>ut display formatted as in Figure 2
Jires a video display of 64
racters per line available with many
111 systems such as Radi o Shack's
)-80, OS l's C2 Challenger series of
terns and others; if your system
vfdes fewer than 64 characters/ line
>lay, a semi-colon -or no punctua' at all - at the end of line 490 will
ition the twenty-one columns in a
·e readable format than the comma
d in the program here.
ust prior to the video display of the
t question (as in Figure 2), the
gram generates a display sumrizing the sample and its su b1ples, as follows:
al Sample
al Males
al Age 30+

=9
= 4 Total Females = 5
= 5 Total Age 29- = 4

Program Methodology
I Documentation
.n explicit goal of the program
•elopment was to economize
mory use to a minimum. One main
thod was, of course, to eliminate all
:umentation (REM statements) from
program lines. That documentation
• therefore, be presented here in
i-order by line number (or groups of

!

!S).

.ine 1O rounds off all decimals to two
y for purposes of readability.

Figure 1. Typical question naire form .
Directions:

Please enter In the colurm at the right a number from "1" ta "9" for each question/
item indicating your degree af agreement or disagreement an the 1- 9 scale whe,..,:
1 = " I disagree
2"' " I disag,..,e
3 = " I disagree
4 "' " I disagree

very stronpl y , "
6"' "I agree~."
1
7 "' "I agree su tontloll y . "
sJlgly.
8 "' "I agree strongly , 11
s stantially. •
9 ~ 11 1 agree very strongly."
slightly. "
5"' " No Oeinion or Preference"

For Reference please check appropriate categories: Male /

Female

Aae 30 or over
I

1.
2.
3.
4.

/

I

Ase 29 or under

Enter 1- 9
QUESTION/ITEMS
in this
..c.cl"mn
/
The Social Security S)'1tem,lncluding_pJemiums and paymen'!L_ should be abolished.
!!!,e "ERA" amendment :ilio~]:(~ ratified a nd :!ecome_!_aw.
~
Al I taxes including FederOT and State Income taxes, should be decreased.
Etc .

1:...

Figure 2 . Illustration of typical video display o f calculations {q uestion #1 Is illustrated). Note: In 1he
actual video display generated by the program the column numbers and descriptions above are deleted
(to conserve memory) and only the calculated values ere printed. See Figure 3 for actual video display
o utput.
Colurm I 1
Question I

Colurm I 2
M<lles1 Score
21

Colurm I 6
Mean for f otol Sample
4.22
Colurm I 1 I
Standard Deviation
for Totol Sample
2.44

Column I 7
Mean for Males

5 . 25
Column I 12
Standard Deviation
for Males
2,68

Column I 17
Column I 16
Number of "No O pinion' Standard Error of the
Diffe rence between the
Male vs Female Means

2

1. 58

Colurm I 3
Females' Score
17
Colurm I 8
Mean for Females
3.4
Colurm I 13
Standard Deviat ion
for Females
1.85
Column I 18
Significance of the
M/F Difference
(3 = 99% level of
confidence)
1.17

Column I 4
Age 30t Score

26

12
Column I 9
Mean for

3o+

2 ,4
Column I 14
Sta ndard Devlotion 3o+
1.5
Column I 19
Standard Error
of DIfference
between 30+
vs 2 9- Means
. 87

Colurm 15
Score

29-

Column •10
Mean for
296.5
Columnl15
Standard De
lotion 291.12
Colurm•20
Slgniflcanc
of 3o+/29Difference

4.7

Column I 21

% Of "No Opinion
.22
Note: In the actual video display generated by the program the column numbe rs and ~escrlptions
above a re deleted {to conserve RAM memory) and only the calculate d values in ~he ?rder
above ere printed. See figu re 3 for actual nume rical video display output for Ouest1on/ltems
#2 and 3.

Without this function the video display
becomes overcrowded with useless
decimal expressions of six or more
digits (such as 4.2247653). The "FNH"
in 490 implements the function.
Line 20 dimensions an array of fifty
rows, each row consisting of twentyone columns. As mentioned above,
each row (1,2,3 etc.) represents a
single, particular survey question identified by the same question number and
row number (thus, Row 1's displayed
calculations display the calculated
results for Question 1 of the survey, as
in Figure 2). Remember, too, that
within each row, as displayed on the
video screen, the row's twenty-one
columns are themselves formatted into
five vertical elements ("rows" within
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the basic Row) and five horizontal
columns (Figure 2).
Lines 30 to 80 enter the row (or
question) number, from 1to50, into the
first column of each row and set all
twenty remaining columns for each
row at zero.
Lines 90 to 230 place survey
responses (numerical values) into
Columns 2,3,4 and 5 for each question
(row). The variable P reads either a 2 or
a 3 (2 = Male, 3 = Female) from the first
DATA entry in each DATA line (Line
901) and keeps a count of total males
and females; the variable R does the
same count for respondents aged 30
and over vs those aged 29 and under
(30+ vs 29-) as read from the second
datum from each line (every data line
representing one individual respondent). The variable R reads either a 4 or
a 5 (4 =age 30+, 5 =age 29-). Although
obvious, it may be of interest to many
readers that the P and R variables can
be used, with no structural change in
the program, to record and calculate a
variety of "categories" such as smokers vs non-smokers, liberal vs conservatives, Protestants vs nonProtestants, Yankee baseball fans vs
their opposite and so on. Also, if only a
single discrimination of sample
categories is needed, or none at all,
then simply eliminate the program
lines which involve the P variable and
the R variable respectively. Line 95
registers dummy data to move the
program toward its end. Lines 180 and
210 calculate and total the sums of
squared values needed for the later
standard deviation calculation and
store these temporarily in Columns 17
and 20. After the standard deviation
calculations are completed, and the
sums of the squared values no longer
relevant, Columns 17 through 20 are
"erased" and used to record, and
display, meaningful values as in the
Figure 2 format. Although a bit intricate, or "tricky," the loops in 170
through 220 minimize memory use by
quantum proportions as compared to a
series of GOTO's. Line 190 records "no
opinion" responses for their total as
displayed in Column 16.
Lines 250 through 290 calculate the
averages (arithmetic means) for,
respectively, the total sample, males,
females, age 30+ and age 29-, while line
300 records the sample total. (See
Figure 2.)
Lines 310 through 350 calculate the
standard deviations for, respectively,
the total sample, males, females , age
30+ and age 29- (see any standard
Statistics text for statement and explanation of the formula for the standard deviation). Results are displayed
in Columns #11 through #15, respectively, as in Figure 2.
Lines 360 and 370 calculate the
standard error of the difference
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TOTAL SAMPLE = 9
TOTAL MALES = 4
TOTAL AGE 30+ s .5
1
4. 22
2. 44
2

21
5. 25
2. 68
1. 58

TOTAL FEMALES
TOTAL 29- • 4
17
3. 4
1. 85
1. 17

=

5

12
2. 4
1. 5
. 87

26
6. 5
1. 12
4. 7

0

************************************************************
2

5. 33
2. 62
2

12
3
1. 58
1.07

36

7. 2

1.6
~

27
5. 4
2. 42
1. 79

21

25
2. 86
. 08
~

0

************************************************************
3
7, 22
1. 47

30
7, 5
1. 5

2

• 98

35
7

1. 41
• 51

37
7.4
1. 36
1

28
7
1.58

~

0

************************************************************
4
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0

************************************************************
5
0
0

0
0
0

0

0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0

0

************************************************************
6
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0

************************************************************
7
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
Figure 3. Actual program output (for 3 sample
questions from DATA statements in Program A).
Note: The underlining of 3.94 in Question 2 and .51
and .4 in Question 3 is to draw attention to an
enormous statistical significance In the difference
between "male" and " female" responses to Question 2. This, contrasted with virtually no si gnificant
differences in Question 3 (" males" and " females"
of all ages indicate a preference for lower taxes).

between the Means for males vs
females and age 30+ vs 29...., respectively, recording these values for printing
in Columns 17 and 19 for each
question/ item (see Figure 2). (Formula
is available in any standard Statistics
text.)

Lines 380 and 390calculatethesignificance of the difference between means
(where 2 = a 95% statistical confidence
level, 3 = a 99% statistical confidence
level, etc.) . For example, in the hypothetical and illustrative data here,
there is virtually no significance in the
difference between male and female
responses on "abolishing the Social
Security System" (Q 1) but a very
significant difference in the responses
of respondents over and under age 30
(Column 20forQ1 shows a "4.7" value,
meaning 4.7 standard errors of
difference or a greater than 99%
probability that the difference is real

rather than due to any kind of sampling
chance). In Q 2, regarding the ERA
amendment, Column 18 shows a
similar huge significance of difference
between male and female responses
(3.94) while, in Q 3, no significant
differences appear in either Columns
18 (males vs females) or 20 (age 30+ vs
29-), meaning that there is not much
difference among the categories about
the desire for tax reduction.
Lines 420 through 550 are the
printing routine. Again, please note the
comma ending Line 490.
In each DATA line, one for each
survey respondent, the first datum
indicates sex, the second datum indicates age, the third datum indicates
numerical response to the first question, the fourth datum indicates
response to the second question and
the fifth datum indicates response to
the third question. Important Note: In
actual use, the user will want more than
the three "questions" illustrated here;
thus, Line 150 must be changed to
establish the exact number of
questions such as 150 FOR Q = 1TO10
(for a survey of ten questions) or 150
FOR Q = 1 TO 50 (for a survey of fifty
questions).
The last DATA line must end with a
-1 dummy data to move the program to
an end.
A special note about the .0001 in
lines 380 and 390: the .0001 assures a
RUN and avoidance of an occasional
"division by zero" error message
without affecting the substantial
results produced in Columns 18 and 20
for each row (question) number.
Varieties of Application
With minor changes in the basic
program , a user can obtain
professional-type statistical results for
a large variety of combinations of
sample categories, number and type of
questions in a questionnaire, statistical
calculations and video display.
•

3
4

REM ----------------------------------SOCIAL SCIENCE SURVEY PROGRAM
REM
BY DR. JAMES OWENS
5 REM
7 REM
8 REM
CREATIVE COMPUTING MAGAZINE
9 REM ---------------------------------10 DEF FNH<X>•INT<X•100+,5)/100
20 DIM $(50, 21>
30 FOR R•l TO 50
40 LET S<R, DaR
50 FOR C•2 TO 21
60 LET S<R,C>•0
70 NEXT C
90 NEXT R
90 READ P
95 IF P•-1 THEN GOTO 240
100 IF p ..2 THEN LET M•M+l
110 IF P•3 THEN LET F•F+l
120 READ R
130 IF R•4 THEN LET 0•0+1
140 IF R•5 THEN LET U•U+l
150 FOR Q•1 TO 3
160 READ A
170 LET S(Q,P)•S(Q,P)+A
190 LET S(Q,P+15)•$(Q,P+15)+AA2
190 IF A•S THEN LET S(Q,16>•S<Q, 16)+1
200 LET S<Q,R)•S(Q,R)+A
210 LET S(Q,R+15)m$(Q,R+15)+AA2
220 NEXT Q
230 GOTO 90
240 FOR R•1 TO 50
250 LET S<R,6)•(S(R,2)+S<R,3))/(M+F)
260 LET S<R,7>•S<R,2)/M
270 LET S<R,9)•S<R,3)/F
280 LET S(R,9)•S<R,4)/0
290 LET S<R, 10)•S<R,5)/U
300 LET TaM+F
310 LET S<R, 11)•SQR(((S(R, 17>+S(R,18))/T)-S(R,6)A2)
320 LET S<R,12>•SQR<<S<R, 17>/M)-S(R,7)A2)
330 LET S<R, 13)•SQR<<S<R, 18)/F)-S(R,9)A2)
340 LET S<R, 14)•SQR((S(R, 19)/0)-S<R,9)A2)
350 LET S(R, 15>•SQR((S(R,20)/U)-S(R, 10)A2)
360 LET S<R, 17>~SQR((S(R, 12)A2/M)+($(R, 13)A2/F)~
370 LET S<R, 19) SQR<<S<R, 14)A2/0)+($(R, 15)A2/U))
390 LET S<R, 18)aABS<<S<R,7>-S<R,8)))/(S(R, 17)+1E-04)
390 LET S<R,20)cABS<<S<R,9>-S<R, 10)))/(S(R, 19)+1E-04>
400 NEXT R
420 PRINT "--------------------------------------"
430 PRINT"TOTAL SAMPLE-= ";T
440 PRINT"TOTAL MALES• ";M, "TOTAL FEMALES• "JF
450 PRINT"TOTAL AGE 30+ =";0, "TOTAL 29- •"JU
460 PR I NT ··~--··==•m•••==a••···-··-------·········--··
470 FOR R•l TO 50
490 FOR C•1 TO 21
490 PRINT FNH<S<R,C)),
500 NEXT C
510 PRINT
520 PRINT
530 PRINT
540 PRINT"**"'"'*"'"'"'"'***"'"'*"'*"'*"'*"'"'"""***"'"'"'"'"'********"
550 NEXT R
560 END
901 DATA 2, 4, 1, 2 , 8
902 DATA 2, 4, 5, 4, 9
903 DATA 3, 4, 2, 9, 5
904 DATA 3, 4, 3, 7, 7
Program A. Social Science Survey Program.
905 DATA 3, 4, 1, 5, 8
(With the exception of the title, REM statements do
906 DATA 2, 5, 9, 1, 5
not appear in the program in order to conserve
907 DATA 2, 5, 7, 5, 8
memory. Documentation for the program
909 DATA 3, 5, 6, 9, 6
statements Is provided in the article. The program
3,
5,
5,
6,
9,
-1
909 DATA
lines. excepting DATA, use 1.4K of memory.)
2
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The Intricate Graphs of the
Polar Functions

Richard T. Simoni, Jr.

For those of us who could never get
past trigonometry as taught in the
schools, let alone make it into
analytic geometry, the personal
computer and its graphic display
offer new hope for understanding Here's a nice introduction.
Most graphics-generating devices
which can be interfaced with personal
computers depend upon the generation of seve ral rectangular ordered
pairs (x,y) for the plotting of ·points.
Therefore, most of us tend to stick
rigidly with the rectangular coordinate
system, forgetting that other interesting coordinate systems can be used
just as well and converted to rectangular coordinates for use with the
graphics devices. One of the most
interesting type of function to plot on
graphics hardware are polar coordinate functions. Their fascination lies i n
analyzing th e intriguing designs and
patterns that these functions create.

y
(r,9)

x

Figure 1
Points are located by a distance r from the origin
and an angle O in the polar coordinate system.
These points are written as o rdered pairs (r,0).

y
(x,y)

k1

What Are Polar Functions?
To get a basic understanding of
polar function s, o ne must first look at
th e polar coord inate system itself.
Instead of determ ining the position of a
point in a plane by ve rti ca l and
horizontal distances from an origin ,
points are located by the distance r
from the point to the origin and the
angle 0 between one axis and the ray
from the origin to the point, as shown
in Figure 1. While the rectangular
system uses ordered pairs (x,y), the
polar system uses ordered pairs (r,O) .
Positive angles are measured counterclockwi se from the positive axis ;
negative angles are measured clockwise. Similarly, a negative distance r
will locate the point in the quadrant
opposite that of the specified angle 0,
as in the example in Figure 2. This
Richard T. Simoni, Jr .. 29 Farnham Park Drive,
Houston, TX 77024.
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trying different values of 0 and solvin1
for 4. Of course, in order to plot thes;
polar functions on to many graphic
devices, the polar coordinates mus
be converted to rectangular coordi
nates.
Luckily, the transition is easil ~
made from radius and angular data tc
standard x and y values. As seen ir
Figure 3, a line is drawn from the origir
of the graph to the desired point
Another line is then drawn from th«
point down perpendicular to the x
axis, forming the altitude of a triangl«
whose trigonometric properties can b«
used to solve for the x and y coordi
nates of the point.

x

x

cos a =

2
(-2, 45°)

Figure 2
T he point specified by the ordered pair (- 2, 45° ) is
located in the third quadrant since 45° is in the
first quadrant and r Is negative.

quadrant shift is one of the main
reasons many polar functions plot so
beautifully.
The method used in graphing
polar functions is similar to that used in
rectangular graph ing. Just as a funct ion f(x) ca n be graphed by trying
different values of x and solving for y,
so can the function f(O) be graphed by

x

-r

x = r cos a
y
sin a =
r
y = r sin a

Figure 3
Equations for converting the radius rand angle C
into their equivalent rectangular coordinates.

Polar functions, just like their
rectangular counterparts, are generally written with one variable isolated,
most often the distance r, thus expressing the function in terms of 0. Some
advantages are to be gained by using
polar functions in certain applications.
For example, the general formula of a
circle with its center at the origin,
x2+ y2=r2, is reduced to a simple r= a in
polar form .

Computer Program to Graph
olar Functions
Almost without exception, the
1ost interesti ng polar fu nction graphs
1volve those functions which are
eriodic, that is, those whose values
~peat after a certain interval. The most
o mmon periodic functions that can
e introduced to the polar system are
1e trigonometric properties of sine
nd cos ine. They are perfectly suited
) r application of both polar functions
Nhich are expressed in terms of an
ngle O) and small-computers Basic
1terpreters (most of which employ the
1trinsic functio ns SIN and COS) .
>ince both sin (x) and cos(x) have
1eriods of 27t radians, solvi ng f o r the
orresponding va lue of r, and conerting the angle and radius data into x
ind y coordinates for the graphics
lisplay device.
The program presented here is
vritten for the Apple 11 co mputer,
vhich has the capability to display
lraphics on a television monitor with a
esoluti o n of 280 x 180. The program is
'lritten in Applesoft II Basic, which is
;ompati ble with most other small;omputer Basics. The function to be
)lotted is defined in the fi rst line of the
) rogram , and must be expressed in
.erms of 0, which has bee n called Q in
:he program for lack of a better symbol.
After defini ng the function, the
Jser is asked to i nput a step and a
:;cale . The step is the interval in
jegrees that the program uses in
ncrementing O and 0 to 27t radians. In
:hoosi ng the appropriate step, the
user must decide whether the interest
lies in the accuracy of the graph o r in
the speed with which it is d rawn. A
smaller step will plot the function more
accurately, but with less speed ttian
would be the case with a higher step
value. Usually, a step value of 1° is the
best t radeo ff betw een speed and
accuracy. A step value of 0.1° is
usually sufficiently small to provide the
best possible accuracy on the Apple's
11, DEF FNR(O)= COS(4"0)

:iP, W•sf
~ HOME : INPUT "STEP? ";A
4( INPUT "SCALE? ··;s
5sf_ HOME

si(

INPUT "'DO YOU WANT TO SEE THE X-Y AXES? "';A$
OR AS="Y"' THEN W= l

iP, I F A$• "YES"
8if. HGR2
rid_ I F W<>l

THEN 13'
1~ HCOLOR=2
119. HPLOT ft.96 TO 279,96
129. HPLOT 14Jf.)iTO 14)1'.191
13,0. HCOLOR"3
14i( FOR
TO
STEP A

1sp

is( T• l/57.3

:let

i si( Y• FNR(T)"SIN(T)
17",0. X• FNR(T)"COS(T)
18,0. Y• INT(Y"S) : X• INT(X;+S
1iif/. IF 1•,il THEN HPLOT 14 X,96-Y
2Jfd_ HPLOT TO 14,lfi-X,9621,0. NEXT I
zijf END

Listing 1
The Applesoft II Basic program which graphs a
given polar function on the screen. The function to
be plotted is specified in line 10.

Photo 1a
The graph of the equation R= COS(4 "0).

screen. T his can usually be remedied
by runn ing the program with a different
scale value.
Severa l interesting comparisons
can be made between some of the
resulti ng patterns which represent the
graphs of the given functions. Photos
1a and 1 b dramatically show the
inherent phase shi ft between the
trigonom etric fun ctions sine and
cosine. While the x and y axes vi rtua lly
split th e "leaves" of one graph, the
"leaves" of the other graph fall directly
between the axes. Photos 2a and 2b

Photo 2a
The graph of R=COS(2"SIN (Q)) .

Photo 1b
The graph of R=SIN(4"0). Note the phase shift
between this graph and the graph of Photo 1a.

display, while a step value of 3° will
provide excellent speed for quick
viewi ng of the graphs. The scale is a
relative factor wh ich is altered by the
user to allow the pattern to fill most of
the screen. Without thi s factor, some
function s migh t appear too small on
the screen, while others might be too
large to plot. The proper scale will be
between 1O and 100 for most functions.
After supplying a step and scale, the
user has to specify whether or not the x
and y axes should be included in the
scree n display. While the axes are
sometimes useful in understanding
why a particular function produces a
certain pattern, they are not always
aesthetically pleasing.
Th e program begin s its pl ot routine with the FOR stateme nt in line 140.
This loop increments the angle
through 360 degrees by the step value
input earlier by th e user. Line 150
converts the angle to radians f or use
with the intrinsic trig o no metric functions. Lines 160 and 170 calculate the
distance r and combine it with the
angl e T to generate the equivalent
rec tangula r coo rdin ates. Line 180
sizes the coordinates in accordance
with the scale as previously input by
the user. Lin es 190 and 200 plot the
coordinates o n the screen.
If the program immediately stops
before plotting anything , it is likely that
the program has attempted to plot a
point which is not physically on the

Photo 2b
The graph o f R=COS(2 " SIN(2 "0 )). Note In
comparison with Photo 2a that doubling the
angle's coefficient also doubles the number of
times the pattern is repeated .

illustrate t hat doubling the angle's
coefficient in the function also doubles
th e number of ti mes the pattern is
repeated through the full 360 degrees
of the circle. Photos 3a and 3b serve to
illustrate the importance of the step
value. T hough both patterns were
generated from the same f unction,. a
definite difference can be detected in

Photo 3a
The graph of R=COS(SIN(100"Q )), with a step
value of 1 degree.
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Photo 3b
A more accurate graph of R=COS(SIN(100' 0)),
generated with a step value of 0.1 degree.

Photo 4
The graph of R= COS(SIN(8' 0)).

Photo 5
The graph of R=COS(4' SIN(2'0)l

the pattern of Photo 1a (step value = 1
degree) and the pattern of the more
accurate Photo 1b step value = .1
degree) . In this case, the speed gained
by using a higher step value caused a
severe reduction in the accuracy of the
final graph. Photos 4 and 5 are further
examples of aesthetically pleasing

designs that can be produced by this
program.
While the mathematics involved
has its interesting aspects, the real
att ra ction of t his program is the
exploration of the infinite number of
patterns which can be produced
through the use of different function s.

Almost nothing can match the enjoyment of watching the line being plotted
take an unusual and unexpected turn
which ultimately produces an even
more complex and mind-stimulating
pattern than the one before it. It is yet
another example of man's interest in
mathematics and its products.
0

"You remembered!"
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Paul Raymer
I had just finished several hours at
ny two computers, watching the
~ pple and the TRS-80 battle out a
1erles of Tic-Tac-Toe games, with
iretty much the usual results. The
~pple was far superior In play
>ecause of Its high resolution gra>hlcs and color, but the TRS-80 won
ts games by cheating, using the old
ceyboard bounce gimmick.
Then I realized that I had really not
jone any creative computing since
ny two best-selling programs, "Ad1enture in the Sin Palace" and
'Universe Reversed."
You may recall my version of
'Adventure," with its series of 101
3rotlc rooms, how you experienced
the delights of each room , and its
1arled occupants, before dying of
3Xhaustion with a smile on your
face ; and "Universe" where the entire
solar system is reversed In its orbit ,
and one must determine the resulting
action upon the tides and ocean
currents, The Los Angeles Dodgers
and the Snail Darters.
Then the brilliant idea came to
me- "What to name the Baby?"

The Idea evolved Into a
simple program to find all
the possible names for a
baby, using four letters,
names which would work
for boys or girls or whatever.
The idea evolved into a simple
program to find all the possible
names for a baby, using fou r letters,
names wh ich would work for boys or
girls or whatever.
Then , after running , test ing , debugging and listing the program, a
sudden and frightening realization
came upon me. First, I realized that
the program was actually producing
four-letter words that would not only
not be suitable for a child's name but
hardly suitable for a truck driver,
Marine sergeant or computer programmer - names not normally used
in mixed company, and , in fact , used
only in current best-selling movies
and books . And second, I realized
that we were not expecting a child in
the near future .
This program, dear reader, is
Pau l Rayner, 3464 Townhouse Dr. , l as Vegas,
NV 69121

therefore dedicated to you for your
use, amusement and modification
and/or destruction. The program
listing Is for Applesoft Basic. It can
easily be adapted for other Basics,
TRS-80 Level II or merely discarded.
Explanation Of Listing

Lines 100-250 are preliminary introduction information. Mostly this
" dresses up" the listing , but primarily it makes the writer of the program
feel quite Important. Most people
who run programs never see this
stuff at all anyhow. Line 250 is the
most Important line in the program .
It contains every element used In the
printout and is Instrumental to the
success of the program. The author
fondly refers to this line as a "string"

and claims that when properly used
this "string" could print out all of
William Shakespeare's plays. Lines
260-310 do all the manipulation of
the " string" and form the actual
printout. The tough part follows .. .
Lines 340-370 do the tricky stuff .Makes each column do its thing ,
then starts the next column. Line 370
just prints the total number of words.
Not necessary, but Informative If you
quit In the middle of the program you
may want to PRINT T and see how
close you got to the possible total of
456,976 names (words). Lines 410680 are gingerbread put Into the
program because the author found
out that magazines pay by the word.
Actually they are not required for
running the program, but make It
look more impressive than it really is.

0
lLI ST
100

HOHE

110 VTRB 12: HTRB 12: PRIHT "FOU
R LETIER HORDS": FOR H = 1 TO
2000: HEXT H
120 HOHE : GOTO 400
130 TEXT : HOHE : CLEAR
140 REH
150 REH ******li-fiHHf+*+++*+****
160 REM +
*
170 REH * FOUR LETIER HORDS *
180 REM *
+
190 REH *
PRUL RRYHER
*
200 REH *
BOX 42831
*
210 REH * LAS VEGAS H\J 89104 *
220 REH *
*
230 REH *********""**10111111111
240 REM
250 R$ = "RBCOEFGHIJKlHHOPGRSTUVH
'W{Z"

H = l: X = l: Y = l:Z = 1
T =T + 1
H$ = HID$ <R$ ,H,1 >
X$ = HID$ <R$ , X, 1 l
300 Y$ = HID$ <R$, Y, 1>
310 2$ = HID$ ( R$ , Z, 1l
320 PRIHT H$;X$;Y$ ;2$; CHR$ (32)

260
270
280
290

,

350
360
370

IF X > 26 THEH Y = Y + 1:X
1

550 PRINT "

"

560 PRIHT " OHE OF THE HORDS IS
RCTURLLY ' XXXX' ! "
570 PRINT "
580 PRIHT " IF IT GETS TOO DIRTY
FOR YOU HHILE
590 PRIHT " THE PROGRRH IS RUHHI
HG -- JUST PRESS "
600 PRINT " RESET OR ' COHTROL/ C'
-- OR PULL THE "
610 PRIHT " PLUG OUT OF THE HRLL
SOCKET TO SHUT
"
620 PRIHT " OFF THE COMPUTER !
"
630 PRINT "
640 CRLL - 380
650 VTAS 22: PRINT "STI LL HISH T
0 COHTIHUE? <YES/ HO>" : GET 0
$

330 H =H+ 1
340 IF H > 26 THEN X = X + 1: H =
1

520 PRIHT " RHO SHOULD HOT BE SE
EH BY KIDS OR
"
530 PR INT " HICE PEOPLE OR RNYON
E SINCE THEY RRE "
540 PRIHT " REALLY X-RRTED HORDS

=

IF Y > 26 THEN Z = Z + 1:Y =
I

IF 2 > 26 THEN PRIHT : PRIHT
"TOTRL MOROS: ";T
380 GOTO 270
390 END
400 FOR P = 1 TO 10: PRINT CHRS
<7 li : HEXT P
410 CALL - 384
420 VTRB 10: HTRB 16: PRINT " HR
RHING ! "
430 CRLL - 380
440 VTRB 20: PRIHT "THIS PROGRRH
TRKES HORE THRH FIVE HOURS"
450 PRIHT "TO COHPLETE !"
460 PRIHT : PR IHT "RRE YOU UP TO
IT? <YES/ HO>"
470 GET OS
480 IF LEFTS <DS,1 > = "N" THEN
670
490 CRLL - 936: CALL - 384
500 PRINT "
510 PRIHT " SOME OF THESE HOROS
RRE JUST RHFUL
"

IF LEFTS <OS ,1 > = "Y" THEH
GOTO 130
670 HOHE : PRINT " I DON' T BLRHE
YOU! "
680 FOR H = 1 TO 2000: NEXT H: HOHE
EHD
660

lRUN

FOUR LETTER WORDS
HRRHING!
THIS PROGRRH TAKES HORE THRN FIVE HOURS
TO COMPLETE !
RRE YOU UP TO IT? (YES/HO)
SOHE OF THESE HORDS RRE JUST RHFUL
RHO SHOULD HOT BE SEEH BY KIDS OR
HICE PEOPLE OR RHYOHE SI NCE THEY RRE
RERLLY X-RRTED HORDS.
CHE OF THE HORDS IS ACTUALLY ' XXX'~ ' !
IF IT GETS TOO DIRTY FOR YOU HHILE

THE PROGRRH IS RUHHIHG -- JUST PRESS

RESET OR ' COHTROL/ C' -- OR PULL THE
PLUG OUT OF THE HRLL SOCKET TO Sff.JT
OFF THE COMPUTER!

STILL HISH TO COHTIHUE? <YES/ HO >
ARRA BRAR CARR OMA ERAA FRAR SARR HAAR
IRRR JRRR KRRR LRRR HARR HARR ORRR PARR
QAAA RRM SAAR TRRA URRR VAAA HRAA XRAA
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WEATHER
STATION
Paul Raymer
The mo st pressing problem the
average computer owner faces is the
weather. Some folks may feel that
developing new algorithms, testing out
logic problems, running simulation and
adventure games or performing complex
mathematical tasks have a greater priority,
but when I asked the two people I know
who have computers, they agreed with me,
it was weather.
The following "Weather Station"
program will bring your computer in touch
with the real world, without expensive
electronic coupling devices or complex
meteorological equipment. No hardware
modifications to your computer will be
required.

You will need only a plain white piece
of paper, approximately 8!hw x I lw(21.59
x 27.94 cm) and a pencil and a pad for
writing down certain scientific data. No
prior knowledge of weather forecas ting is
required, but such knowledge may prove
to be helpful.
Although this program is written for
the Apple II in Applesoft Basic, it can
easily be translated to any Microsoft Basic
dialect with a few dozen simple, but
tedious, changes.
The program and listing is restricted
to personal use only and may not be used
by local radio and/ or television stations
for forecasting the weather, without
permission.
0

Paul Raymer, P.O. Box 4283 1, Las Vegas, NV 89 104.

JPRtO
JPRINT''
JLIST
100 REH
110 REH ••••••••••••••••••••
120 REH •
•
130 REH • WEATHER STATION x
MO REH
150 REH •
PAUL 'RAYMER
•
160 REH •
POB qz931
•
1.70 REH • LAS VEGAS NEVADA •
8910q
•
180 REH •
190 REH
200 REH ••••••••••••••••••••
210 REH
220 REH I/XXIX/HCHLXXX
230 REH
zqo REH THIS PRINTS THE TITLE NEATLY
250 REH
260 TEXT : HOME : CLEAR
270 VTAB 101 HTAB 12 1 PRINT 'WEATHER STATION '
280 FOR H = 1 TO 20001 NEXT H
290 CALL - 936
300 REH
310 REH INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
320 REH
330 PRINT 'YOU NOW HAVE THE ABILITY TO INTERFACE'
3qo PRINT ' YOUR COMPUTER WITH THE OUTSIDE WORLD,': PRINT
350 PRINT 'T AKE AN ORDINARY SHEET OF PAPER ABOUT '
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•

•

•

•

360
37 0
3BO
390
1 00
11 0
12 0
13 0
110
150
160
17 0
1BO
190
SO o·
5 10
520
530
510
55 0
56 0
570
580
590
600
610
620
630
610
650
640

610
680
69 0
7 00
7 10

no

73 0
710
750
760
770
7BO
790
BOO
8 10
820
830
810
850
860
870
88 0
890
900
9 10
92 0
93 0
910
95 0
960
97 0
90 0
990
1 00 0
1 01 0
1 020
10 3 0
1 0 '1 0
1050
1060
107 0
10 BO
1090
1100
11 1 0
11 20
1130
1110
115 0
11 6 0
1170
11BO
119 0

~ 20 0

1210

PRINT 'B- 1/2 X 1 1 <ORDINARY TYPING PAPER HILL'
PRINT 'DO> ANO PLACE IT OUTDOORS FOR FIVE'
PRINT 'MINUTES , ': PRINT
PRINT ' THE COMPUTER HILL NOH GO INTO A HOLDING'
PRINT 'PATTERN FOR ABOUT FIVE MINUTES OR so ••• •
FOR X = 1 TO 1000 0 : NEXT X
CALL - 9361 FOR X = 1 TO 5 : PRINT CHRS <7>: NEXT X
PRINT 'WHEN READY PRESS SPACE BAR TO GET THE '
PRINT 'HEATHER REPORT •;: GET AS
CALL - 9361 FOR X = 1 TO 10001 NEXT X
REH
REH HUHAN I NTERACTION WI TH REFERENCE MATERIAL
REH
PRINT 'PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS'
REH
REH DELAY LOOPS GI VI NG TIHE FOR HUMANS TO THINK
REH
GOS UB 117 0
PRINT 'WITH EXTREME ACCURACY TO INSURE HOST'
GOS UB 1170
P RINT 'SCIENTIFIC RESULTS , ' I PRINT
GOSUB 117 0
COSUB 1210
INPUT ' WAS THE PAPER STILL OUTSIDE? •;ss
cosue 1170
COBUB 1210
INPUT 'MAB THE PAPER WET?' IRS
COSUB 1170
cosue 1210
INPUT 'DID THE PAPER HOVE?'IMS
~osue 1110
G99U8 1210
REH
REH NOTE CLEVER USE OF 'IF' STATEMENT
REH
IF LEFTS (H$ ,1 ) = •y• THEN PRINT 'IN WHICH DIRECTI ON? ' I I INPUT 0$
cos ue 111 0
Gos ue 1210
IF LEN (0 $) > 0 THEN PRINT 'HOW FAR? 'll INPUT Ft
GOSUB 11 70
GOSUB 1210 1 GOSUB 1 2 1 0 : CALL - 936
REH
REH USE OF FOLLOWING SLOW PRINTOUT OPTIONAL WITH SK ILL I N UNDERSTAND
ING METEOROLOGICAL INFORMATI ON
REH
SPEED= 1 00
PRI NT 'HERE I S TODAY' S WEATHER REPORT BASED 0~'
P RINT ' SCIENTI FI C DATA YOU HAVE ENT ERED INTO'
PRINT 'THE COMPUTER • • , •: PRI NT
REH
REH DOING HETEORLOGICAL S TUDY OF DATA AND OTHER STUF F FED INTO COHP U
TER
REH
REM
REM EXTREME HIGH WIND I NDICATOR
REH
IF LEFTS <SS r 1>
' N' THEN PRINT ' TORNADO APPROACHI NG! '
REM
REH MOISTURE FACTOR ANALYZER
REH
IF LEFTS <Rt , 1 > = ' Y' THEN PRI NT ' RAIN PROBABILITY 9 0X -- SHOWERS L
IKEL Y TOMORROW'
REH
REH WIND VELOCITY SCALE
REM
I F VAL <Ft> > 0 THEN Xlt = ' HILO'
IF VAL <Ft> = 3 THEN X1 $ = ' MODERATE '
IF VAL <Ft > > 3 THEN X1$ = ' STRONG'
REH
REM ELECTRONIC HIND SO CK
REM
•y • THEN X2$
I F LEFTS <Wtr1 )
WINO '
IF LEFTS (0$ , 1)
' E' THEN X3$
WEST '
IF LEFTS (0$ r1 )
·w· THEN X3$
EAST '
IF LEFTS ( 0$rl)
' N' THEN X3$ =
S OUTH'
IF LEFTS ( 0$11)
·s · THEN X3S
NORTH '
• y • THEN PRINT ' A' lX 1$ l X2tl ' IS BLOWING FROM THE
I F LEFTS <HSr l)
' l X3!5
REH
REH NICE WEATHER DATA BANK
REM
IF LEFT S <RSr1 >
'N' THEN PRINT 'WEATHER CLEAR ANO ORY '
IF LEFTS <Wt rl ) = ' N' THEN PRINT 'AIR IS CALM AT PRESENT '
SPEED= 255
END
FORM = 1 TO 100: NEXT H: RETURN
REH
REM CHEAP WAY TO MAKE TALKI ES OUT OF YOUR SILENT WEATHER REPORTS
REM
FOR X = 1 TO 3: PRINT CHRS <7> : NEXT X: RETURN

=

..
..
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Stephen R. Berggren
One of the most enjoyable jobs of the
Christmas season is decorating the Christmas tree. It is unfortunate that this pleasant
and satisfying task can only be done once
each year. Besides, how can you be a ny
good at something you do only once a
year? You should be able to decorate a
Christmas tree whenever you want to. Can
a personal computer solve a problem like
this? Of course, it can! Using the Christmas
Tree program you can decorate and display your own Christmas tree any time you
want to .
The Christmas Tree program displays
a Christmas tree and allows you to decorate it with up to 200 colored lights. Game
paddles control the placement of the lights.
The colors may be red, green, blue, violet
or white. A delete function can be used to
erase any mistakes. Once the tree is decorated to your satisfaction, it can be displayed with either flashing or non-flashing
lights.
The program was written for the
Apple II computer. The language used is
Applesoft, the floa ting point version of
Basic used in the Apple II. The program
can operate under either the ROM or
RAM versions of this language. However,
under the RAM version, the number of
lights used may be limited to about 150.
Using any more lights may overwrite the
graphics screen . Removing the REM statements will allow more lights to be used.
The program makes use of the hi-resolution color graphics, game paddle inputs
and shape table drawing routines of this
system. Other systems with color graphics
such as the Atari or the Compucolor
should be able to run the program after
changing the drawing and cursor routines.
Of course, the data used to draw the tree
must be modified to fit the different screen
sizes.
The program itself is really very
simple. Line 10 sets aside memory for the
X and Y position and color of each light.
The "%" ~ign means that they are integer
Stephen R. Berggren. 2347 Duncan Drive, Dayton,
Ohio 45324.
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values. After providing directions in lines
200 to 370, it uses lines 600 to 710 to draw
the outline of a Christmas tree in green on
the hi-resolution graphics screen. The data
table at lines 150 and 160 provides the
shape. Note that it draws the shape twice
with the second shape right next to the
first. This just makes a wider line. Next, a
very simple sha pe table is put into the
memory using data at line 840. This shape
is a tiny square made up of four dots. This
shape table is used to draw the lights and
is also the cursor that shows where the
lights will be placed. Its size is just large
enough to show clearly on the screen. Now
the program uses lines 1010 to 1060 to put
a cursor on the screen in a place determined by the two paddle controls. The

Once the tree is decorated to your satisfaction, it can be displayed
with either flashing or
non-flashing lights.
XDRA W commands at lines 1030 and
1050 reverse the colors of the background
at that position. Since two reversals leave
the screen looking just as it did, this procedure does not erase a nything. The cursor
may be moved anywhere without leaving
a trail.
As the cursor is being drawn, the program uses line 1040 to see if a key has been
pressed. If one has, lines 2040 to 2080
determine what key was pressed and
branch to the needed routines. Line 2035
is simply a warning that a ll 200 lights have
been put on the tree. Lines 2088 to 2130 put
the light on the screen a t the cursor position and put the position and color into
memory. If a light is to be removed, the
program jumps down to lines 6000 to 6030.
This subroutine checks the position of the
cursor square against the positions in
memory. If it finds a match , it changes the
color in memory to black and erases the
light from the screen.

When the Christmas tree is finished,<
"Control-N" key will send the program tc
lines 5000 to 5040. There the cursor square
is removed and the program waits for a
carriage return while the tree remains displayed. If a "Control-F" is typed instead,
the program goes to lines 3000 to 4060. The
cursor is first removed . Then a light is
selected at random and turned on while
a nother light is selected at random a nd
turned off. This process is repeated very
rapidly and gives the effect that the lights
are flashing. The flashing continues until
interrupted by a "Control-C" or "reset."
Several modifications to the program
might be interesting. First, by saving the
arrays that hold the light colors and positions a particularly pleasing tree might be
kept indefinitely. Second, shape tables for
stars, candy canes or bells could be included to allow for decorations besides
lights. Finally, a means for d rawing lines
could be included to draw in background
and unique decorations.
Decorating is part of the fun of the
Christmas season. With this Christma~
Tree program your computer can contribute to this fun by displaying a beautiful
Christmas decoration designed by you.
Merry Christmas!
0
JRUI~

C H R I S T MA S

T R E E

BY STEPHEN R BERGGREN
THIS PROGRAM ALLOWS YOU
AND DISPLAY A CHRISTMAS
PUT UP TO 200 LIGHTS ON
MAKE THEM FLASH OR GLOW

TO DECORATE
TREE. YOU Ml
THE TREE AND
STEADILY.

TO PUT LIGHTS ON THE TREE, MOUE THE
FLASHING DOT TO THE RIGHT POSITION At
PRESS A COLOR KEV . WHEN FINISHED,
PRESS ' CTRL-F' FOR FLASHrnG LIGHTS OF
'CTRL-N' FOR NORMAL . THESE ARE THE
AVAILABLE COLORS. ' DELETE' REMOVES
THE LIGHT UNDER THE CURSER.
W = WHITE

G = GREEN

R

RED

B

BLUE

= VIOLET
D = DELETE
U

<PRESS RETURN TO BEGIN)

600
6 10
620
630
640
650
660
670
680
690
700
710
720
790

LI ST
10

DIM XH%(200),YN%(200), CN%(200
)

20

REM XN%() = X POS ITI ON OF LI
GHT
30 REM YN%() = Y POSITION OF LI
GHT
40 REM CN%() = COLOR OF LI GHT
1 40 REM DATA TO DRAW TREE
1 50 DATA 180, 124, 180,70, 148,86, 1
50,80, 118,96, 120,90,88, 106,9
0, 100,50, 116,60, 110,20, 126 ,2
0 , 128

1 60

200
2 10

DATA 28, 130,60,146,58, 140,90
, 1s6,ss, 150, 120, 166, 11s, 160,
150, 176, 148, 170, 180, 186, 180,
132, 190, 132
HOME
PRINT "
C H R I S T MA

S
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
3 10
3 15
31 8
320
330
340
370
590
595

T R E E"

PRINT : PR INT "
BY ST
EPHEN R BERGGREN"
PRINT : PRI NT "THIS PROGRAM
ALLOWS YOU TO DECORATE"
PRINT " AND DISPLAY A CHRI STM
AS TREE. YOU MAY "
PRINT "PUT UP TO 200 LI GHTS
ON THE TREE AND "
PRINT "MAKE THEM FLASH OR GL
OW STEAD I L\1 . "
PRINT : PR I NT "TO PUT LIGHTS
OH THE TREE , MOUE THE"
PRINT " FLASHI NG DOT TO THE R
I GHT POSIT ION AND"
PRINT " PRESS A COLOR KEY. W
HEN FINISHED, "
PRINT " PRESS 'CTRL-F ' FOR FL
ASHING LIGHTS OR"
PRINT '"CTRL-W FOR NORMAL .
THESE ARE THE "
PRINT " AVA ILABLE COLORS. 'D
ELETE' REMOVES "
PR INT " THE LIGHT UNDER THE C
URSER."
PRINT : PRI NT "
W = WHIT
E
G = GREEN"
PRINT : PRINT "
R
RED
U = VI OLET"
PRINT : PR INT "
B
BLUE
D = DELETE"
PRI NT : INPUT "
<PRESS RET
URN TO BEGIN)" ; At"
HGR2
REM DRAW TREE

HCOLOR= 1
HPLOT 124,190 TO 124, 180
FOR I = 1 TO 2 4
READ Y,X
HPLOT TO X, Y
NEXT I
HPLOT 123, 189 TO 123, 178
RESTORE
FOR I = 1 TO 24
READ Y,X
HPLOT TO X - 1,Y - 1
NEXT I
HCOLOR= 0
REM LOAD THE SHAPE TABLE FO
R THE LI GHTS
800 FOR I = 768 TO 774
810 READ SHAPE
820 POKE I ,SHAPE
830 NEXT I
840 DATA
1, 0, 4 ,0,37,55 ,0
850 POKE 232,0: POKE 233,3
860 ROT= Iii
870 SCALE= 1
880 N = 0
1000 REM DRAW CURSOR DOT , LOOK
FOR KEY I NPUT
1 0 10 XP = 256 - POL (0) + 15
1020 YP = POL (1) : I F YP > 189 THEN
YP = 189
1030 XDRAW 1 AT XP,YP
1040 KEV = PEEK < - 16383) : IF K
EY > 127 THEN 2000
1050 XDRAW 1 AT XP,YP
1060 GOTO 10 10
19 9 0 REM TEST THE KEY I NPUT
2000 POKE - 16368,0
2010 IF KEY = 142 Tl-EN 5000
20 20 IF KEY = 134 THEN 3000
2030 IF KEY = 196 THEN GOSUB 60
00: GOTO 1050
2035 IF N = 200 THEN PRI NT CHR$
( 7 ) CHR$ (7) CHR$ (7) : GOTO
1050
2040 IF KEY = 2 15 Tl-EN CN%( N)
3 : GOTO 2090
2050 IF KEY = 194 THEN CN%C N)
6 : GOTO 2090
2060 I F KEY = 2 14 THEN CN%(N)
2: GOTO 2090
207 0 IF KEV = 2 10 THEN CN%C H)
5 : GOTO 2090
2080 IF KEY = 199 Tl-EN CH% ( N)
1: GOTO 2090
2085 GOTO 1050
2088 REM DRAW A NEW LI GHT
2090 HCOLOR= CH%<N)
2 100 DRAW 1 AT XP,YP
2 1 10 XN%<N> = XP : YN% <N) = YP
2 120 N = N + 1
2 130 GOTO 10 10
2990 REM REMOUE THE CURSOR DOT
3000 HCOLOR= 0
3010 DRAW 1 AT XP,YP
3990 REM FLASH THE LIGHTS BY RA
NDOMLY TURNI NG ONE ON AND ON
E OFF
4000 P = I NT < RNO ( 1) * N>
40 10 HCOLOR= CN%(P)
4020 DRAW 1 AT XN%<P> , YN%<P>
4025 P = RND ( 1)
4030 P = INT < RND ( 1 ) "' N>
4040 HCOLOR= 0
4050 DRAW 1 AT XN%(P),YN%<P>
4060 GOTO 4000
4990 REM REMOUE THE CURSOR DOT
AND QU IT WITH ALL LI GHTS ON
5000 HCOLOR= 0
5 0 10 DRAW 1 AT XP,yp
5020 INPUT A$
5030 TEXT
5040 END
5990 REM ERASE THE DOT LNDER TH
E CURSOR
6000 FOR I = 0 TO N
6010 I F XP = XN%< I> AND YP = YN"/.
( I> THE t~ HCOLOR= 3 : CN%<I>
0 : DRAW 1 AT XP,YP : PRI NT CHR$
(7)

6020
6030

NEXT I
RETURN
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Welco me to Sto neville Ma nor. T his
dream ma nsion can be yours, all yours,
once you have obtained the deed . To get
the deed, you need only open the safe.
To open the safe you need only . . ..
Well, we'll let you find that out for yourself.
It will suffice to say that there are many
surprises along the way .
Stoneville Manor is written in Applesoft,
and req uires 16K of f ree memory. Since
this adventure might take some time to
complete, a save-game feature is included
which allows you to store the present
status of the game on disk. To do this,
give the command SAVE G AME. Whenever a new game is started, the combination
of the safe c hanges. Good luck, and may
a ll your deeds be legal.
Randy Je nsen. 1250 1 Doons D r., Oklahoma City,
O K 73 132.
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Randy Jensen

10
50
100
110
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
5 10

HOME : L = '3
DIM IJC 33),0$C33), 0 C33 ) ,LSC37
) ,0$ (3,37) ,DC3.37)
VTAB Cll ) : HTAB (12 )
PRINT "STOl~EV I LLE MANOR"
FOR X = 1 TO 33
READ ISCX) ,OSCX ) ,OCX >
NEXT X
FOR X = 1 TO 37
READ L;t CX >
NEXT X
FOR Y = 1 TO 37: FOR X = 1 TO
3

READ DJC X, Y>.DCX,Y )
~IEXT >
:: NEl;T Y
FOR X = 1 TO 3
REA[I PS(X)
NEXT X

520 FOR X = 1 TO 8
530 READ VE O<;.
540 NEXT X
550 FOR X = 1 TO 3
560 Z = INT ( 8'3 :+: RND <!) >

+

11

5( 0 NS CX> = STR;t CZ)
580 tlD:T X
590 FOR X = 1 TO 3
600 Z = INT (3 ·+: RtlD ( 1) ) + 1
6 10 I F SCZ> = Z THEN 600
620 SSCZ) = NS CX) : SCZ> = Z
625 NEXT >'.
630 HOME : VTAB <l(t )
640 PRIMT SPC < 15 >"CREATED BY"
650 PRIMT SPCC 14) "RANDY J ENSEM
"
660 VTAB <22) : HTAB ( 8 )
670 I NPUT "DO YOU WANT INSTRUCT!
ONS'?";C;t

IF LEFH (C$, 1) = "Y" THEN
GOSU8 750£1
700 HOME : \'TAB ( 12) : HTAB ( 2 )
710 INPUT "DO YOU WANT TO CONTIN
UE AN OLD GAME?";C$
720 IF L EFH <Ct, 1)
"Y" THEN
GOSUB 830(1
1000 HOME
1010 PRINT : Ul~'E RSE
PR I NT "LO
CATI OH: " : NORMAL
PRil!T L$(
680

L)

1020
1030
1040
1050
106 0
1070
1075
1085
1090

PRHIT : INVERSE
FRIMT "DI
RECT !Oil: " : NORMAL
FOR X = 1 TO 3
GOSUB 5000
NEXT X
PRI NT : INVERSE : PRINT "VI
SABLE OBJECTS:" : NORMAL
IF L = 30 AND 0( 13 > < > 0 THEM
l 190
IF L
3 1 AND 0( 13 ) < > 0 THEN
1190
FOR >: = 1 TO 33
I F 0(': ' = L THEM F" £tJT Ci.f l:::

IF C$ = "OPEN SAFE " THEii ;-0
00
1520 IF C.:t = " UNLOCK DOOR" THEM
3295
"HIFLATE !\AFT" THEi i
1540 IF C:t
15 10

33SO
1550
1560
1570
1580
1590
1600
1605

=

11 00
1110
1190

NEXT X
GOSUB 5200
PRUIT : IMPUT "NOW WHAT?"; C

1620
1990
2030

$

1220
1225
1230
1240
1260
1270
1280
1290
1300
1320
1340
1350
1360
137£1
1380
1390
1400
1410
1420
1430
1435
1440
1450
1460
147£1
1475
1480
1485
1490
1495
1500

IF LEFT.f. (C$, 3 ) = "GET " THEii
2030
I F C$
"DROP SNORKEL" THEil
3640
IF LEFT.f. ( C$, 4 )
"Dl"OP " THEN
2190
IF LEFT.f. (C$ , 8>
" TAKE IN
'P' THEI I 2350
IF C.t
" ElffEI\ VE ~IT" THEN 2 395
IF C$
"ENTER BALLOOll " THEM
2540
IF C:t
" E ~ITER LAKE " THEM 2
600
IF C:t
"ENTER DOOR" THEil 2
650
IF C:t
" El lTER STORE" THEN
2680
IF L EFT:t <C.t, 5 )
"ENTER " THEil
::"750
IF LEFT.t ( C$, S>
"EXAM HIE
" THEi i 2840
IF L EFT:f <CI,5 >
"LOOK " THEii
2850
IF L EFT.r <C-t,6)
"GO JtJG"
THEM 3000
IF LEFH <C.t , 4 >
" GO E" AIJCo
L = 32 THEN 3950
IF L EFT.f. <Ct,4 )
"GO C" THEN
3036
IF LEFT.t ( CJ;,.< >
"GO" THEil
3080
IF C:t
" FET 3El\VAL" THEil 3
130
IF C.t
" FEED 3 ER'lAL" THEii
3150
IF C$
"GI', 'E TROUT" THEM 3
150
IF LEFT.t : C$,8 ) = "CUT TRE
E " THEN 31'30
IF L EFT$ ( C:t , 10) = "CLIMB
T"'EE " THEN 3800
IF LEFH ( C$, 3)
" CHOP TR
EE " THEN 3190
IF L EFH <C.r ,4i
" DI '.'E " THEii
32 16
IF C$ = "El-ID GAME " THEM HOME
: EMD
IF LEFT$ ( C$. 3 ) = "BUV" Allf
L = 10 THEM 2060
IF C:r = "REMOVE COVER" THEii
3250
IF LEFH ( CJ;,'?) = "OFEll ~'E
NT" THEii 3250
IF C$
"OPEN BOOK" THE14 28
50
IF C:r
"OPEi i DOOR" THEM 32
95
IF C$ = " OPE~l CREDENZA" THEii
2850
I F C$ = "OPEN BAG" THHJ ?RF:

=

=

=

=

2035
'.::040

2ft45
205£1
20S5

2065
207€1
2080
2090
2100
2 110
2120
2130
21 40
21 50

2 170
2190
2200
2210
2 220
2230
2240

2245

2270
2280

.2290
2300

IF C$
"IllFLATE BALLOOll" THEii
3380
I F C:t
"BU!LD BALLOON" THEii
3380
IF C:t
" FL Y BALLOOM" THEii
3460
IF C.t
":2AIL 8ALLOOll" THEi i
3460
I F C$ = "REA[· l<IILL" AllC• F =
1 THEii 72130
IF C:t
"READ BOOK " THEi l 28
50
I F CI"READ SIGW THEN 3?
00
IF C:f = "SA'/ E GAME" Tl-IEt I 84
00
I F C:t
"CLEAR SCREEtl" THEN
1000
PRINT "DOW T UtlDEF.. '3 TRtlD": GC·TO
1190
IF C.t = " GET TROUT" AtlD L =
2'? AllC· 0(1£0 < > 0 THE~J FF:HIT
"IT SUPPE[.• OUT OF '.'OUR HANC·
S" : GOTJ 1190
IF C:t = "GET F ICTUF<E " AllD L
= 16 THEii PR HIT "TC i.,.'RLUA5
LE": GOTO 1190
IF L = 10 THEii Ff<"ItlT "U;lt
OllL'1' BU'( Ff<OM STORE" : GOTO 1
190
IF C:t = "GET TH5LE" AN[. l.. =
37 THEii Ff< HIT "Ir 3 NAI:...ED
DO~Jll" : GOTO 1190
IF S = 1 THEil 6000
IF I = 4 THEN FC:I ' IT "[tJ\'E~I
TORY TO HEAtN ": GOTO 11 ?0
IF C.f = "GET MASf;" THEii 6 15
0
IF Ct
"GET EtlORKEL" THEii
6100
FOR >: = I TO I ?
G = LEll ( U <~;;.)
IF MID:t <C.r,5, 6)
U CD Ht!C
o,X) = 0 THEtl PF IliT "~LREilD
Y HA' 'E OB.JECT" : GOTO 11 ?0
IF MIDI (Cf.5 , GI
I.r .x• ~[
0<:-<:1 = L THEil J ' ~',. = (1 : [ =I
+ I : GOTC• 1000
llE>\T X
IF C.t = "GET SE~'H<L" 1;1.ir;. O<
30 ;· = L THEtl 62:00
IF Ct = "GET CREDEtC14 " HN[·
L = 14 THEii FF WT "Cntl' r LI
FT IT " : GGTO 1190
IF Cf = "GET C~S E " Al~ C
l = L THEl·I
Ff''HI T " ~I OT THIF ·:
TY " : GOTG ! 1 ?i'1
IF Ct = " GET ~·l'<FE" AIJC o : ::
; = I T ~HJ F1' TNT "~·AFE' l:, .:·
ECURED TO lJALL" : GOTO 1190
GOTO 1990
FOR X
1 TO 19
G = LEN <I$(X))
IF MI D$ ( C$,6, G>
I$ (X) AND
O<X> = 0 THEN 2240
NEXT X
GOTO 1990
IF X =· 8 AND L
28 THEN 0 (
8) . 5 : I =I - 1: FL ASH: PR INT
"RAFT DRIFTS AWAY " : FOR X
1 TO 3000 : MEXT X: NORMAL : GOTO
1000
IF X = 8 AND L = 29 THEii 0 (
8 ) = 5 : I =I - 1: FLASH : PRINT
"RAFT [.•R IFTS AWAY" : FOR X
1 TO 3 000 : NEl(T x : NORMAL : GOTO
1000
I = I - I
IF L = 28 THEN O<X> = 30 : GOTO
1000
IF L = 29 THEM O<X) = 31 : GOTO
1000
O(X)
L : GOTO 1000

=

23S0
2360
2370
2380
2395
2400
2405
2410
241 5
2420
2425
2430
2450
2460

=

2470
'.::480
2485
2490
2500
2510
2520
253 0
2540
2550
2560
2570
2600
2610

=

=

=

TO 19
0 THEN

PRIMT 0$ (

X)

=

=

FOR X =
IF O(X)

263.0
2640
2650
2655
2660
2670
2680
2690
2700
2710
2720
2750
2760
2770

NEXT X
GOTO 1190
FOR >( = 1 TO 8
IF VE <X> = L THEN 2415
NEXT X
GOTJ 1990
IF 0(8) = 0 A~lD R = 1 THHI
PRillT P$ (2) : GOTO 1 190
FOR X
I TO 4
IF O(X)
0 THEN PRINT f$ (
2 ) : GOTO 1190
NEXT X
I F L = 13 AND Cl = 0 THEM PR HIT
P$ ( 1) : GOTO 1190
IF L = 14 AtlD C2 = 0 THEN PR I NT
P$(1 ) : GOTO 1190
IF L = 17 A~lD C3
0 THEMPRHIT
P$ (1) : GOTO 1190
IF L = 18 AND C4
0 THEN PRUIT
P$ ( l) : GOTO 1190
IF W = 0 THEN PR IMT "YOU W
EIGH TO f1UCH" : GOTO 1190
IF L
13 AND Cl
1 THEN L
= 21 : GOTO 1000
IF L = 14 AND C2 =
THEN L
24: GOTO 1000
IF L = I 7 AND C3
THEN L
= 26 : GOTO 100 0
I F L = 18 AND C4
THEN L
= 27: GOTO 1000
GOTO 1990
IF H = 0 THEN PRI NT "NOT R
EADY YET " : GOTO 1190
IF L
8 THEN L
34 : GOTO
1000
IF L = 36 THEN L = 35 : GOTO
1000
PR I NT "CAN' T FI ND" : GOTO 11
90
IF L < > 5 THEN I 990
I F 0 (8 ) < > 0 THEN PRINT
"NEED SOMETHI NG TO FLOAT ON"
: GOTO 1190
IF R = 0 THEN · PRINT "RAFT
IS TO FLAT " : GOTO 1 190
L = 28 : GOTO 1~00
IF L = 16 AND f< = 0 THEN PRHIT
" DOOR IS LOCKED" : GOTO 1 190
IF L
20 THEN L
16: K
1
: GOTO 1000
IF L = 16 THEN L = 20: GOTO
1000
GOTO 1990
I F L < > 9 THEN GOTO 1990

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

FOR X
1 TO 19
IF O(X) = 0 THEM PRINT " CA
N' T ENTER STORE WI TH I NVENTO
RY" : GOTO 1190
NEXT X
L = 10 : GOTO 1000
IF C$ = "ENTER MANOR" AND L
9 THEN L
12 : GOTO 1000
IF C$
" ENTER MANOR" A~lD L
= 1 THEN L = 17 : GOTO 100 0
IF C$
"ElffER HOSPITAL" AND
L
9 THEN L
11 : GOTO 1000

=

=

=
=

=

=

IF C:t = "ENTER TUNNEL " A~ID
L = 31 AllD 0(13 ) = 0 THEN L =
32 : GOTO 1000
2790 IF Cf = "ENTER CREEK" AND L
= 4 THEt l FLASH : PRHIT " YO
U SLIPPED ANC• FELL " : FOR X =
I TO 3000 : ~~E XT X: NORMAL : S
t : L = 11 : GOTO 1000
2800 I F C$ = "ENTER GORGE" AND L
8 THEil PRUIT "TO STEEP" :
GOTO 1190
2810 IF C$ = "HITER SHACK" Af·lD L
= 36 THEN L
37 : GOTO 1000
2780

=
=

=

.::820 GOTO 1990
:840 G = LEN ( C.O - 8 : Q$ =
( C$,9,G ) : GOTO 2860
285£1 G = LEN (C$) - 5 : Q$
( C$,6,G )

=

MW!t
MID!
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2860
2870
2875
2880
2890
2900
2910
2920
2930
2940
2950
2960
2970
2980
3000
3010
30 15
3020
3025
3030
3040
3050
3060
3010
3080
3090
3100
3110
3120
3 130
3140
3150
3160
.3170
3 180
3185

3190
3200
3210

32 !5

322£1
3225

374

FOR X = 1 TO 33
IF Q$
I$(X) AND Q(X )
L THEM
2900
IF Q$ = l$<X) AND O( X)
0 THEtl
2900
NEXT X
GOTO 1990
IF Q$ = "BOTTLE " THEt·J PRINT
P$(3 ) ;N$( 1) : GOTO 1190
IF Q$
"GOBLET" THEN PRINT
P$ (3 ) ;N$( 2 ) : GOTO 1190
IF Q$ = "TABLE" THEN PRINT
"ON TOP I S A NOTE WITH THE N
UMBER "Hl$(3 ) : GOTO 1190
IF Q$ = "CASE" THEN PRINT
"OllE BOTTLE IS MI SS ING" : GOTO
1190
IF Q$ = "BOOK" THEN 6550
IF Q$ = "CREDENZA" AND 0( 13
40 THEN PRINT " I NSIDE I
S A SW IM MASK" : GOTO 1190
IF Q$
"BAG" AND O< 19)
4
0 THEM PRHIT "INSJCoE IS A S
NORKEL" : GOTO 1190
IF Q$ = "PICTURE" THEN PRINT
" BEHIND PICTURE IS A SAFE" :E
= 1: GOTO 1190
PR I NT "NOTH ING UNUSUAL" : GOTO
1190
IF 0(11) < > 0 THEN PRINT
"NEED SHOES": GOTO 1190
IF L > 9 THEN PRINT "CAtl' T
JOG HEl\E" : GOTO 1190
W = 1: PRHIT "lJHEW ! • • • DONE ":
GOTO 1190
IF L = 28 THEtl L = 5: GOTO
1000
GOTO 1990
IF S = 1 THEN PRINT "NOT W
ELL": GOTO 1190
IF L = 21 AND Cl = 0 THEN PRitlT
P$ ( l ) : GOTO 1190
IF L = 24 AtlD C2 = 0 THEM PRIMT
P$ ( 1) : GOTO 1190
IF L = 26 AND C3
0 THEtl PR I MT
P$ ( l ) : GOTO 1190
IF L = 21 AND C4
0 THEM PR I MT
P$ ( l ) : GOTO 1190
IF LEFH ( C!t,4 )
"GOE" AND
L
18 THEN 6300
FOR X = 1 TO 3
IF MID!" ( C!", 4 , ! ) = Dl (X , U
THEtl L = NX, U: GOTO 100€1
NE ~T X
PRHIT "C•IRECTI ON NOT CLEAR"
: GOTO 1130
IF V
0 ANC· L = 18 THEN 62
00
GOTO 1930
IF V = 1 THEN 1 990
IF L < > 18 THEM 1990
IF 0 < 14 > < > 0 OR L < > 1
8 THEM PRINT "tlEEC- FOOD" : GOTO
1190
FLASH : PRINT "SERVAL TOOK
TROUT AND ESCAPED": IF 0 ( 14)
= 0 THEtl I = I - 1
v = 1: 0 ( 14 ) = 40: 0 ( 30 ) = 40:
FOR X = 1 TO 3000 : NEXT :-<::
NORMHL : GOTLI 1000
IF L = 2 AND 0 ( 12)
0 OR 0
<12)
L THEN 0 ( 4 )
2 : GOTO
1000
GOTO 1990
IF L = :8 AND 0 (8) = 0 AND
0 ( 19>
0 THEN 0 ( 8 )
5:I =
I - l::.. = 3;;:1 : FLASH : PRINT
"RAFT DRIFTS AlJAY": FOR X =
l TO 3000: ~IE:,;r X: l·IORMAL : GOTJ
1000
IF L
29 ANC' 0 ( 8) = 0 Atll:O
0 ( 19 ) = 0 THEN 0 ( 8 ) = 5:I =
I - l :L = 31 : FLASH : FRINT
"RAFT DRIFT3 A~JAY" : FOR X =
1 Tic :!Vl~P.: NF>ff X : Ml"lRMAI : G1"ff[1
IF L = 28 AND 0<19) = 0 THEM
L = 30 : GOTO 1000
IF L
29 AND 0 ( 19 )
0 THEN
L = 3, : GOTO 1000

=

=

)=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

3230
3240
3250
3255
3260
.3265
3210
3275
3280
3285

3290
3295
3300
3305
3310
3350
336tl
3370
3380
3390
3395
3400
3405
3410
.3420
3J25
3430
3440
3450
3460
3470
3480
3485
34'?0
3500
3510
3520
3530
3540
3550
3560
3570
3580
3590
3600
361 0
3620
3630
3640
3650
3660
3a00
3810

3 '~00

3910

=
=

=

=

=

=

=

=

= 34 THEM 3500
IF L = 35 THEN 3570
GOTO 1990
Z 13: y
5 : GOSUB 6400
Z = 8 : Y = 11: GOSUB 6400
Z = 3 : Y = 17: GOSUB 6400
Z = 8: 'I = 23 : GOSUB 6400
Z = 13: Y = 29 : GOSUB 6400
HOME
L = 35: GOTO 1000
Z = 13 : Y 29: GOSUB 6400
Z = B: Y = 23 : GOSUB 6400
Z = 3 : Y = 17: GOSUB 6400
Z
8:Y
11 : GOSUB 6400
Z = 13 : Y 5: GOSUB 6400
HOME
L = 34 : GOTO 1000
IF 0(19) < > 0 THEN PRINT
"DOW T HAVE" : GOTO 1190
IF L > 27 AND L < 32 THENPRIMT
"YOU QUICl(L Y GRAB IT BACK'" :
GOTO 1190
0 ( 19 ) = L: I =I - t: GOTO 10
00
IF L < > 2 THEN 1990
FLASH : PRINT "YOU FELL OFF
"· FOR ~< = l TO 3000 : NEXT ~
: NORMAL : S = l : L = 1 I : GOTO
1000
IF 0(9) = 0 OR 0 ( 9 ) = L THEM
PRINT "SIGN SAYS: AN APPROPR
I ATE FLACE": GOTO 11'?0
PRINT "CAN'T FHID": GOTO 11

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

IF 0 ( 19>
0 THEN 3080
PRINT " NEED SNORKEL": GOTO
11 90
5000 REM DIRECTION

THEN

RETURN

11 011 THEM PPIMT
IF D$ (X,U
"OUT": RETUPM
"M" THEN PRINT
5030 IF Dt (X, U
"NORTH": RETURN
"E" THEN PRUIT
5040 IF D$ (X , U
"EAST" : RETURN
5050 IF Dt <~;, L > = "S" THEM PRI NT
" SOUTH" : RETURN
"W" THEM PRINT
5060 IF D$ (X,L >
" WEST" : RETURN
"U" THEN PRINT
5070 IF C•$ ( X, L )
"UP": RETURN
5080 IF D$ (X,U = "D" THEM PRHIT
"DOWM" : RETURN
5200 REM OBJECTS
5210 IF O<13) = 0 AND L = 31 THEM
PRHIT "A~l Ut~DERWATER TUNNEL
"' RETURN
5220 IF L
13 OR L
14 OR L
17 OR L = 18 THEM PRIMT "VE

=

1190
IF L

u_tt

5020

=

=

IF D$ CX ,() =

5010

IF L < > 8 THEN FRHIT " NO
THERE": GOTO 1190
FOR X
1 TO 6
IF O( X) = 0 OR OOD = 8 THEM
HB
HB + 1
NEXT X
IF HB = 6 THEN 3420
Pl''INT "MOT READY" : HB = 0: GOTO
1190
FOR X = 1 TO 6
I F O<X>
0 THEN I
I - 1
O(X) = 40
NEXT X
H
1: GOTO 1000
IF H = 0 THEN PRINT "NOT R
EADr' : GOTO 1190
I F L = 8 OR L = 36 THE~l PRINT
"NEEC• TO GET IN FIRST": GOTO

90
3950
3960

=

IF L
28 OR L
29 THEN PRINT
"HEED SNORKEL": GOTO 1190
GOTO 1990
1: GOTO
IF L
13 THEN Cl
1000
1: GOTO
IF L = 21 THEN Cl
100.0
IF L
14 THEN C2
1: GOTO
1000
IF L
24 THEN C2
1 : GOTO
1000
1: GOTO
IF L
l 7 THEM C3
1000
IF L
26 THE~l C3
1: GOTO
1000
18
THEN
C4
1:
GOTO
IF L
1000
IF L
27 THEM C4
1 : GOTO
100£1
GOTO 1990
IF L
16 OR L
20 THEN 33
05
GOTO 1990
IF L
!6 AtlD K
0 THENPRHIT
"CAM' T DOOR IS LOCKED FROM 0
THER SIDE" : GOTO 1190
PRINT "OK" : GOTO 1 190
I F L < > 5 THEN PRINT "NO
THERE " : GOTO 1190
IF R = 1 THEN PRHIT "ALREA
C•Y I NFLATED" : GOTO 11 90
PRI NT "OK " : R = 1: GOTO 11 90

=
=

=
=

=

~IT"

5230

IF L

=

=

= 13

AND Cl

= 1 mm

PRI

"'JHIT COVER": RETURN
5240 IF L = 14 AND C2 = 1 THEM

PRI
"VEMT CO'.JER": RETURN
525tl IF L
17 AND C3
1 THEM PRI
" 'i E ~IT COVER": RETURN
5:60 IF L = 18 AND C4 = 1 THEN PRI
"'v'Etff CO~'ER" : RETURN
5270 IF ~
1 AND L
8 OR L
3
6 THEM PRUIT "HOT AIR BALLO
OM": RETURN
5280 Z = INT <10 ·t R~ID <! ) ) + 1

=

=

=

5290_ IF L

=6

=

AND Z

=1

=

THEN

PRIMT

"THE BUTLER ~IITH TWO STICKS
OF DYNAMITE " : RETURN
5300 IF L = 3 AtlD Z = 3 TrfEtl PRHll
"THE MAW WITH A PACK OF BLO
ODHOUNDS": RETURN
5310 IF L = r AtlD Z
5 THEM FRHIT
"THE GARDtlER WITH A 5ULLDOZE
R" : RETUPN
5320 IF L = 33 AND Z < 5 THEM PRH
"A BAT PASSES CLOSE BY" : RETUR~

=

I F L = 27 AND 2 < 3 THEM PR! ~
"YOU HAVE COBWEB IN YOUR HAI
R": RETURH
25 AND Z < 3 THEt I PR H
5340 IF L
"A RODENT E:RUSHES YOUR LEG" :
RETURN
535£1 IF L = 4 ANCo Z = ;- THEM PR I ~n
"A TOAD JUM;: 3 >iCl'OSS THE CRE
EK " : RETURN
5360 IF L = 28 AND 0 ( 14 ) = 0 AND
Z < 5 THEN PRIMT "A HUllGPY
GULL Cif\CLES Ot,.'ERHEAD" : RETURN

5330

=

5370
5390
60£10
6020
6100
6 115
5120
S130
6140
6 150
5160
6 170
5180

IF L = 2 AHD ;: = 5 THE!! PRim
"A ?R £MA TE lJATCHES FROM ABO'.'
E" : PETURN
RETURN
IF Ct
"GET WELL" THEtl S
0: F'Ri m "RECJ'.'ERED": GOTO
190
GOTO 1990
IF 0 ( 19 ) = 0 THEN PRirlT "A
LP.Et4C•Y HA\iE oeJECT": GOTO 1 1
90
IF 0 (1:0) = 40 AND ocn = 0 THE
0( 13 ) = 0 : i =I~ 1: GOTO 12
00
IF O<19) = 40 Atff;o Ot ?> = L THE
J C19 1 = 0:I
I + 1 : GOTO 10
00
IF 0 <19) = L THEM C<19) = 0
: I = I ~ 1 : GOTO !300
GOTO 1990
IF O< 13) = i3 THEN FRHIT "A
LREADY HA\/E '': GOTO 11 ?O
IF 0 ( 13 ) = 4 0 AND L = 14 THEN
0( 13 ) = 0:I
I + 1: GOTO 16
00
IF OC13 ) = L THEN Ol l3> = 0
:I= r + 1: GOTO 1000
GOTO 1990

=

=

=

6200 REM SER\,'AL ATTACK
6210 FLASH : PRIMT ''~'OU HAD JUST
ENOUGH STRENGTH TO GET AWAY
"' FOP. X = 1 TO 3000: NEXT X
: NORMAL : S = t: L = 11 : GOTO
1000
6300 IF V = 0 THEtl PRIMT "SER')f.l
L WOtl' T LET YOU" : GOTO 11 30
6310 L = 19: GOTO 1003
6400 REM BALLOON
64 10 HOME : VTAB (Z)
6420 PRI NT TAB ( Y) "E4:::·5 PRINT TAB ( Y - 1) "-"
6430 PRINT TAB< Y - 2) "========
6440
6445
6450
6455
6460
6470
6480
6485
6490
6500
651 0
6550
6560
6570

5575
6580
6585
55'30
5595
5600
6605
6610
6620
7000
i'010
7030
7040
i'050
7055
7060
7070
7075
7080
7090
7095
7100

PR INT TAB< y· - D" -

- "

PRINT TAB< Y>"-"
PRINT TAB < Y + 1)". - . "
PRINT TAB < Y + 1>". "
PR HIT TAB< Y + 1) "---"
PRINT TAB< Y + 1)"***"
PRINT TAB< Y + 1) "--- "
FOR X = 1 TO 1000: NEXT X
RETURN
FOR x = 1 TO 20: s o
PEEK
< - 16336) : FOR Y = 1 TO 50:
NE)<T Y: NEXT X
RETURN
HOME
PRINT : PRINT TAB< 5)"HOW
TO BUILD A HOT AIR BALLOON"
PRINT : PRINT TAB< 8) "#1 B
AL LOO~l"

PRUIT TAB < 8) "#2 HEAT SOUR
CE"
PRHIT TAB < 8) "#3 FUEL"
PRINT TAB < 8) "#4 GONDOLA 0
R CONTAIMER"
PRHIT TAB < 8) "#5 CABLE OR
TWINE"
PRINT TAB< 8) "#6 MATCHES 0
R LIGHTER"
PR UIT "BUILD BALLOON AT AN
APPROPRIATE PLACE"
VTAB <22) : HTAB (8 )
INPUT "PRESS RETURN TO CONT
INUE ";C$
GOTO 1000
REM SAFE
IF E = 0 THEN PRI NT "CAW T
FIMD": GOTO 1190
IF L < > 16 THEM PRIMT "N
OT HERE": GOTO 1190
PRINT '!COMBINATION LOCK"
HIPUT "ENTER FIRST NUMBER - "; F$ ( 1)
GOSUB 6500
IF F$ ( 1) < > S$( l ) THEN PRINT
"NOT CORRECT": GOTO 11 90
INPUT "ENTER SECOND NUMBER
--"; F$C2>
GOSUB 6500
IF F$( 1) + F$(2) < > S$ Cl )
+ S.f;(2 ) THEN PRINT "NOT CO
RRECT": GOTO 1190
INPUT "ENTER LAST NUMBER
"; FtC3)
GOSU8 6500
IF F$( 1) + F$(2) + F$C3> <
> S$CI> + S$C2> + S$C3> THEN
PRIMT "NOT CORRECT": GOTO 1
190

7105 F = 1
71 10 PRINT "CLI CK! ...•. . • • •.. • .•
. . . INSIDE IS A WILL" : GOTO 1
190
7200 HOME
7210 VTAB (6)
7220 PRINT " *******************
*******************"
7225 PRINT " :f< " ; SPCC 36);"* "
7230 PRINT " *
WI
LL
*"
7235 PRUIT " *
'll• ll

7240

PRIMT " * I, MR. STONE, LEAVE
ALL MY WORLDLY *"

7245

PR INT " * POSSESSIONS TO WH
OMEVER OPENS TH IS *"
7250 PRI NT " * SAFE.
't. "

7255 PRINT "*"; SPCC 36) ; "* "
7260 PRIMT " *******************
*******************"
7265 PRINT
7270 PRINT "
« <CONGRATU
LATIONS>>> ": END
7500 HOME : PRHIT
7510 PRI NT "WELCOME TO STONEVILL
E. YOU HAVE RECHITL '("
7520 PRINT "LEARNED THAT WEALTHY
MR. STONE DI ED AND"
7530 PRINT "RUMOR HAS IT THAT TH
IS ECCENTRIC MISER "
7540 PRUIT "HAS LEFT HIS ENTI RE
ESTATE TO WHOt1El)ER"
7550 PRINT "FINDS AND OPENS HI S
SAFE. " : PRUIT
7570 PRINT "TO PLAY, YOU MUST MAN
IPULATE OBJ ECTS AND "
7580 PRINT "EXPLORE YOUR SURROUM
DINGS B'f USING TWO"
7590 PRINT "WORD COMMANDS. FOR EX
AMPLE , ' GET BASKET ' "
7600 PR INT "OR 'GO SOUTH' . TO SPE
ED UP DIRECTI OMAL"
7605 PR!MT "MOVEMENT, ' GO' COMMAN
DS MAY BE SHORTENED"
i'610 PRINT "TO INCLUDE O~IE LETTE
R SUCH AS ' GO S' . " : PR IMT
?6 15 PR HIT "THE COMMAt ID . SAVE G~
ME' WILL PRESER'.JE"
7620 PRHIT "YOUR PROGRESS FOR PL
AY AT A LATER TI ME"
7625 PRHIT "OR IF YOU PREFER TO
JU3T EMCI THE GAME"
7630 PRIMT ''THEM EHTER ' EN!i GAME
. . AMO, IF ~IEED ED,"
7640 PRHIT '"CLEAR SCREEM ' WILL
RESET 't'OUR LOCAT ION. "
7670 VTAB (22) : HTAB (8)
7680 INPUT "PRESS RETURN TO CONT
IMUE" ; c:; : RETURN
8000 DATA "BALLOOH","FALLEM WEAT
HER BALLOON", 3,"STOVE","SMAL
L WOOC· BURNIMG STOVE", 1, "BAS
KET" , "LARGE WIC.KER BASKET", !
8010

11

.,

11

AXE 11 , 10

8040

DATA "MASK ", "SWIM MASK", 4£1,
"TROUT" , "TROUT",29,"GOBLET",
"CRYSTAL GOBLET",19
8050 DATA "BOTTLE","EMPTi' BOTTLE
OF CHABLI.3", 33, "SOOK", "8001~
", 14 ,"PICTURE" , "PICTURE OF M
8060 RoAf;!;O~~s~lc~REL ., • SNORKEL" , 40
, " MA~iOR" , "STONEVILLE MAMOR" ,
9,"MANOR","STONEVILLE MANOR"
'1

DATA "SHACK", "OLD ABA~IDOMED
SHACK", 36, "TABLE".• "WOODHI T
ABLE", 37,"CREDENZA","WALllUT
CREC<HIZA" , 14
8080 DATA "SAFE", "SAFE", 40,"CASE
","CASE OF CHABLIS", 18, "TREE
3 .. , TREES
II

8090

0

8130

II ,

2

C'ATA "DOOR", "DOOR'', 20, "DOOR
","DOOR" , 11:;, "SC:R'JAL", "AN IMP
ORTED SER')AL" , 18
3100 DATA "STORE" , "GE~IERAL STORE
", 9, "STAI;;;tJAY ", "STAIRlJAY", 1?
, "HOSP ITAL", "HOSP ITAL", 9
8110 DATA "IN THE COURTYARD" , " IN
A WCODED AREA", "rn A MEAC•OtJ
","ALOMG A SLIPPERY CREEK","
ON THE BAtlK OF A LAKE", " HI A
BARREt I FI ELD" , "ON A ROCf(Y T
RAIL"

DATA "I N THE STUDY''," IM AN
ORIEL "," IM THE GALLERY" , " I N
THE ATRIUM" ," HI THE WEST WIN
G OF THE WitlE CELLAR" , " IN TH
E EAST W I ~IG OF THE WINE CELL
AR"

8140 DATA "AT THE T OP OF ASTAl ~WAY" . "AT AN OUTLET
IN THEIOUCT'', "AT A TURN IN THE DUCT'', "AT
A FORK IN THE Duer. "AT AN\OUT!Ef IN THE
DUCT', "AT A TURN IN THE oucr

DATA "AT A~l OUTLET IN THE C:
UCT" . ''AT A~I OUTLET IN THE foU
CT", "Ot-1 THE LAKE", " IN THE ::.o
UTHERN BAY", "Ut-IDER THE SURFA
CE OF THE LAKE","UNDER THE S
URFACE OF THE 1.AKF"
.3160 DATA "ALONG AN UMDERGROUt-IC'
RIVER"," INSIDE A CAVEl<'M", "HI
A HOT AIR BALLOOM", "IM A HO
T Aij;, BALLOOM", "Ot-1 TOP OF A
PLATEAU" , " I NS IDE THE SHACK"
8 150

81(0

11
!.J 11 ,2 , 11 S 11 , 4," - ",0,"E 11
1, 11 8 11 , 3 _, '' ~' ", ':? , 11 N11 ' 2, 11 E 11 , 4, II
_ 11 •• 0, " W
'' ,.;. , "E" , 5, uMu , 1, '• !.J '', 4, "-",a,"- ". 0, ''S '' , ~ . 11 E'' , r , 11 - 11
,0, 11 W11 .e,, ''E'',8,, " - " 0 0

DATA

I

8180

DATA

11

W11 ,7 ,

1

' -

11

, 0. ''- 11 . 0 . 11 5' 1

, 2, ··~1··,6·'' - ''.0 ,''0 1 ', ?. ' 1 - ' 1 .0 . · ·
11

-

,0,"0 11 ,?,

11

-

11

, 0, 0 -". t• ,°C"· 7

".S."... 1..3..
3 11~11 f U.,.·"~·, l-+.
"S" , 17, 11 W11 , 13, 11 E 11 , 15, "S 11 , 16
II -

8 190

,, •

DATA "W", 14 , "- ",0,"- ",0,"N"

, 14, "W 11 , 17, 11 - " , 0, 11 0 11 , 1, 11 N11 , 1

3, 11 E11 , 16, 11 E 11 , 19 , 11 - " , 0, 11 - 11 , 0,
"W", 18, 11 U 11 , 20, 11 - " , 0 , 11 0 11 , 19, 11
- ", 0, 11 - 11 , 0, 11 0 11 , 13, "S", 22 , "- "
, 0 , 11 M",21, 0 E 11 ,23, 11 - 11 ,0

8200

DATA "W",22,"t-1" ,24, "S",25,

0 11 , 14, 11 $ 11 , 23, " - "' 0, 11 N 11 123, II
W" ,26, 11 - 11 ,£1, 11 0" , 17, 11 D11 ,27 , 11 E
11

'' , 25, 11 0 11 , 18, 11 U11 , 26, 11 - 11 , 0, 11 0 11
, 5, 11 $ 11 , 29, 11 - 11 , 0, 11 Nu, 28 , 11 - 11 , 0
, "- ",0

8210

DATA

"U" , 28, "S", 31,"- ",0,"

U11 ,29, 11 N",30, 11 - 11 ,0, 11 E 11 , 31, 11 W
II , 33 , ti - II , 0, II EII , 32, .. - II , 0, 11 _ II ,
0, 0 " ,8, - ",0,
,0, "Q",36 , 11
_1•,0., 11 _11,0, 11 _ 11,0., 11_11,0, 11 _ 11,0
11

2

DATA "LOGS", "LOGS", 40 , "TWHI
E" ,"ROLL OF TWINE", 17,"MATCH
ES", "BOOK OF MATCHES'' , 15
8020 DATA "BAG","BURLAP BAG",18,
"RAFT "," INFLATABLE RAFT" , 1, "
SIGN", "SIGW', 8
8030 DATA "NET"; "F ISH NET", 7, "SH
OES'' , "JOGGHIG SHOES", 10, "AXE

8070

8120 DATA "AT THE EDGE OF A GORGE", -ON MAIN
STREET", "INSIDE nm GENERAL STORE"'. " INSIDE
THE HOSPITAL", ·1r.l THE FOYER", " INTiffiPARLOR

, 11011, 36 ,

8220
8230
8300
831 0
8320
8330
3340
8350
8360
8370
8380
8390
8395

0

11 _ 11,

11

0,

-

11

11 _ 11 ,

0

DATA "VENT IS COVERED", "SOM
ETHING IS TO BIG"," INSIDE IS
A NOTE WITH THE NUMBER "
DATA 13, 14, 17, 18,2 1,24 , 26,
27
REM RETRIEVE
D$ = CHR$ (4)
PRINT O$;"OPEN GAME"
PRINT D$; "READ GAME"
INPUT L. w.s, I , F, H. R.K. E. v
INPUT c 1.c2.c3.C4
HIPUT N$ ( 1),N$(2),N$C3>,S$ (
1), S$ (2), $$ (3)
FOR X = 1 TO 33
INPUT O(X)
NEXT X
PRINT D$ ; "CLOSE GAME": RETURN

8400 REM SAVE
84 10 0$ = CHR$ ( 4)
8420 PRINT D$; "OPEN GAME"
8430 PRINT D$ ; "WRITE GAME"
8435 PR INT L: PRUIT W: PRINT S: PRIMT
I : PRINT F
8440 PRINT H: PRINT R: PR I NT K: PRINT
E: PRINT V
8445 PRINT c1 : PRINT c2: PRINT c
3 : PRINT C4
8450 PRINT .N$C1) : PRINT N$ (2 ) : PRHIT
N$ C3 )
8460 PRUIT S$Cl ) : PRINT S$C2) : PRINT
S$(3)
8470 FOR X = 1 TO 33
8480 PRINT OCX>
8490 NEXT X
8495 PRINT D$; "CLOSE GAME"
8500 HOME : HlD
0
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Chapter IX

Tips for
Easier Programming

Chapter IX -

Tips for Easier Programming

By this time, you're probably eager to apply what you've learned to your own programs. Here are
some articles to sharpen your own programming skills.

Special Notes for Chapter IX
• On Effective Documentation, by Michael Robinson:
What is needed in order to change a program that you wrote some time ago? How can you best
explain yo ur program to your computer instructor or just your best friend (they may be the same
person)? The answer to both questions is one word - documentation. The first lines of your program
should be REM statements that explain: a) what the program does, b) what each section does, and
c) who did it and when the last revision was.
• Bombproof Dara Entry, by Greg Kielian:
Programmers and ga mesters please note - a good program should allow for entry of information
without one seeing "SYNTAX ERROR or EXTRA IGNORED." Also, do your programs allow
either a 'Y', 'YES', or 'YEAH' in answer to a question? This article - and the next two - show how
to eliminate many kinds of problems and allow for more varied responses. Also, read the Strings
and Things article (in this chater) for more good tips.
For Applesoft users: the PRINT@ command (for TRS-80) can be done with HT AB and VTAB
commands. In the example below, note that what is printed by line 90 blanks out what is printed by
line 65 due to the HTABs and VT ABs.
50 REM ** Input Routine No. 4 **
60 HTAB 10 : VTAB 20
65 PRINT "ARE YOU READY TO CONTINUE";
70 INPUT R$
80 IF LEFT$(R$,l)="Y" THEN 1IO
85 HTAB 10 : VTAB 20
90 PRINT "INV AUD RESPONSE, PLEASE RETYPE."
100 FOR I=I TO 500: NEXT
105 GOTO 60
110 REM **The rest of the program**
• The Challenge of Error Trapping, by Mike Summers and John Willett:
Robin Ault, in Letters to the Editor, Creative Computing, June 1980, made some additional
suggestions that specifically apply to the Apple.
I) Before using 'Input Routine No. 5,' check for an empty input (i.e., if only return was input),
otherwise an Apple error occurs here.
2) ONERR GOTO can be used to check on a range of wrong values typed in.
3) Restricting the INPUT text window to one line will automatically clear the system-generated
error messages.
4) Use GET A$, which allows only single character input, and check against an array of allowed
characters.
5) Because RESET always gets you out of the program, include a safe, neutral entry point in your
program so you can type ' GOTO 500,' for example, after a RESET without input data loss.
• Displaying Numbers in Tabular Format, by Melvyn Magree:
Would you like to line up your numerical output so:
1.23
1.23
456.1 looks like 456.1
0.75
0.75
Try adding this simple subroutine to your program for an improved output.
• Divide N-Conquer, by John Barry:
Calculators and computers initially share one common fault: numeric answers are only given to
a fixed number of places, and then the answer is truncated. For example, 67344 d ivided by 9074
equals 7.4627659574468085106, approximately, with no repeat in sight! (My calculator printed
7.46259, with no rounding.) This article shows you to keep as many places as you would like. To
those who ask, "Why?" I respond , "Why not?"
For a different method and format, see the next article, Unlimited Precision Division for Real
Number BASIC, by Pat Fitzgerald.

•Strings and Things: BASIC String Manipulations, by Tom Badgett:
Here is help for those who LEN, MID$, RIGHT$, and LEFT$ leave out in left field . No more
"type 1 for yes and 2 for no". Also, read the "Bombproof Data Entry" articles in this chapter.
• Apple Strings, by Rick Geiger:
This is a more technical article than Strings and Things, and uses a machine language
subroutine to do an equivalent INSTR function. For example, 'LET X=INSTR(A$,B$)' stands
for: IN STRing A$ search for the substring, B$. The value of X will be zero, if not found, and
N, if found - starting in the Nth position.
Additional information relating to this article can be found in the 1/ 0 column of the August 1980,
Creative Computing. James Webb, from Pulaski, Virginia, states: "When a statement such as
X$=X$ is executed, the two position na me is changed from X$ to a coded representation of that
name and stored in $81 and $82." Listed below is the coded representation of each, which is also
used in the variable table.
Used in Basic
Coded Name (in hex)
D8 80
x%
D8 D8
xx%
x
58 00
xx
58 58
x$
58 80
xx$
58 D 8
Guy Lyle, from Lake Zurich , Illinois, writes: "Applesoft keeps a pointer to the last-used va riable
in locations $83 a nd $84. This pointer points at the third byte of the variable descriptor (for string
variables, the length byte). We can access any number of variables within the va riable tables, as
long as we know their exact order and position within the tables. This is ma naged by having BASIC
refer to the parameter variables in the order they are expected to be seen in the variable table, before
any access, use, or definition of any other variables. The Applesoft simple variable table pointer
at $69 and $6A points to the very beginning of the variable table. Entries for each variable are seven
bytes apart, a fact that Rick used in his GET ADDRESS routine. One may simply use indexed-Y
addressing to look up the values of any of the variables (or pointers, in the case of string variables).
A word of caution: integer values are stored by Applesoft high-byte-first as opposed to the normal
low-byte-first 6502 convention. Also, there is an error in the Applesoft II reference manual: string
va riable names are denoted by a positive first byte and a negative second byte.

• Letters from the Dump, by David Lu bar
This article describes a simple way to find and display ASCII characters in machine la nguage
progra ms. (And you thought it couldn't be done!)
• Disk Power: How to Use it:
Here is a beginner's guide to sequential or direct access (random) data files. The progra ms given
as examples are written in both Integer a nd Applesoft BASIC.
• Executive Privilege, by Leland D. Young:
Here we present a simple example of using the EXEC comma nd for maintaining backup files. The
necessary P EEKS a nd POKES are very well explained. For additiona l help in typing in a machine
language subroutine, see the notes at the beginning of chapter VIII for "Lit'l Red Bug" article.
• The "Tiny " Interpreter Exercise, by Philip Tubb:
This article expla ins what is actually happening in your Apple after you type R UN. You know
that no machine can understand a high level la nguage, such as BASIC, so how does the program
written in BASIC really work? The short answer is: the program must pass through an interpreter
that changes it into a machine readable forma t, which is on a different "level." Changing FORTRAN
into BASIC is similar to a human interpreter changing Spanish into English - since both are on
the same "level." If you then changed the English to numeric equivalent statements, (that is let C=67,
A=65, and T=84, so CAT= 676584!) you a re going one step further and changing "levels."
Applesoft BASIC is a n "interpretive" language, as opposed to a "compiled" language. Each time
a line in a BASIC program is reached (during a RUN), the approxi ma te machine code is executed.
(A compiler cha nges all the BASIC code into machine instructions a nd then tha t is executed, not
the original program.) Since most interpreters are written in machine language, it is difficult to
understa nd what is really happening unless you first understand a lot about machine code. This
tiny interpreter, written in Applesoft, is developed by asking the right questions, and could actually
be used to interpret simple BASIC programs.

•Apple II: Reading Data From Tape, by Bruno B. Wolff, Jr. :
This article is for those with Integer BASIC and cassette recorders who need to create data files
on tape.
• The Quest for the Perfect Printer, by George Blank:
This article gives a good rundown of what's available in printers: the types of printers, the options,
and an approximate cost range. The comparison chart tells yo u if a specific printer has been reviewed
by Creative Computing, and if so, in which issue. I notice that on the chart the Apple Silentype is
listed at a price of $635. Just recently they reduced that to $399. As with the rest of the products
in this book, the prices should be treated as estimates, since they tend to fluctuate with competition
and demand.
• The Dynatyper Typewriter Interface, by Jim Cavuoto:
We included this one because it's quite different in approach from the other "printers."
• Chatsworth Mark Sense Card Reader, by Keith Schlarb:
For most people, a mark sense card reader won't make any sense. But for certain applications
where a lot of data must be gathered and then entered into the computer, or for classroom
applications (where on-line time is at a premium), this device could be a real blessing.

On Effective Documentation
Michael Robinson

Here's a pleasant Saturday-afternoon
task: take a program, not a simple one and
not one of your own, and write complete
documentation for it. The fewer remarks it
has before you begin, the better. After you
finish your documentation, give it to a
novice user and see how well he understands it. Or, read it yourself, and see how
well you understand it.
I would expect very few people to
jump right up and spend their days doing
what I just suggested. I said it to make a
point: if you for any reason were to hunt
for an obscure, complex, poorly-documented program, you would not have to
look very far. Hundreds of them exist:
programs written by someone who had
insufficient regard for the usefulness (and
the impo rtance) of good, effective documentation. After the coding and debugging of a program is finished, all too many
programmers quit, and unwittingly leave
the job half-done. What did they forget?
Documentation.
Not a ll programs need a user manual.
Most programs, in fact, do not. But all
programs need some sort of documentation, some form of explanation showing
both how to use the program and how the
program works. This explanation may be
brief, or it may be verbose. But it must be
present, and it must be clear. Even if the
program is not to be distributed, it should
be documented. Few programmers remember the fine details of their programs
for very long after they finish them. But if
the need a rises to trap an obscure bug, or
just to make the program a little bit better,
the amount and clarity of documentation
provided in initial and subsequent coding
efforts will make a great deal of difference
in how quickly and how easily the work is
done. Everyone needs a reminder, or a reexplanation, now and then. It saves
thinking the problem through again. And
if a program is to be distributed , then
documentation becomes vastly more
important. Now, instead of writing for
M ichael D. Robinson, Route 4, Box 70, Ringgold, OA
30736.

someone a lready fairly familiar with the
code, you must write for someone who has
never seen it! It is no easy task.
Possibly the greatest problem in
writing effective documentation is the fact
that the programmer who created the
program often finds himself assuming that
the reader knows a great deal more than he
actually does. The programmer may find
it difficult to explain the program in terms
that someone else can easily understand.
Being the author, and thus knowing well
the background and details of the program's usage and operation, he tends to
omit those details from his documentation
and assume that the reader already knows
and understands them. In fact, he probably
does not.

Documentation is not an
incidental task, to be
done when everything
else is finished; it is a
basic and very important
part of programming.
All documentation is written with the
assumption that the reader knows a certain
amount of information already. This
amount does vary. The Level I Basic
manual for the TRS-80, for example, was a
st ri ctly tutorial affair, assuming no
programming knowledge whatsoever from
its reader. The Level II Basic manual for
that same computer, on the other hand,
assumed that the reader was already
familiar with Basic (from the Level I
manual, perhaps?), and said so right at the
beginning.
Documentation for personal users
must also be written with an understanding
of the sequence of use that personal
programs undergo. The reader will
probably first ex periment with the system,
becoming fa miliar with it through the
more tutorial segments of the manual, and
then begin actually to use the system for his

particular task. Later, he will want answers
to specific questions, without having to
read a bunch of material he has already
examined. He will then want to find quick
definitions and summarizations - reference material, not tutorial material.
Thus, good documentation must
contain all of these: quick-reference
summaries, detailed descriptions, and
textual discussions of the material. In
many documentation manuals, the quickreference summaries appear at the beginning, with references to more detailed
discussions which are presented later in the
manual. The experienced user can flip to
the summaries and be satisfied, while the
less-experienced user can refer to the text
discussions.
Besides information for the user of the
program, all documentation should
contain a description of how the program
operates. This information can, of course,
be much more technical and less useroriented than the user documentation,
since the programmer to whom the
technical documentation is addressed can
be assumed to possess skill comparable to
that of the original programmer, but the
documentation must nevertheless be
equally clear. All major program modules
must be identified, preferably by remarks
contained in the program itself. This is one
reason that documentation should always
include a listing of the program.
Much documentation consists of
comments and annotations in the source
code. The programmer can get a good,
leisurely look at the program, and easily
see from the contained comments what the
program as a whole is doing as well as what
any given section of the program is doing.
Therefore the documentation should also
contain an identification and description
of all major variables, labels, and procedures in the program, and a concise
description of the data base used by the
program.
Documentation should identify the
name of the program, begin with the
programmer's name, the date the program
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was originally written, the current version
of the program, and its date. The program
should contain this information in header
co mments, and any manuals s hould
contain the information, as in: "For
Version 6.03 of MAILIST, by Ima Good
Programmer, written 6/ 14/ 79, last updated on 6/ 22/79 by Ima G. Programmer." (Patches should also be denoted by
remarks, including who put the patch in,
when it was inserted, and what error the
patch was intended to correct - especially
since patches are usually last-minute
insertions and can be rather difficult to
understand.)

questions quickly; (3) a more in-depth
explanation of the program's operation
a nd use, intended more for the lessexperienced program user; and (4) a
technical description of how the program
works to a llow other programmers to
easily service the material.
Documentation is not a n incidental
task, to be done when everything else is
finished; it is a basic a nd very important
par t of prog ramming. It ma kes the
difference between a mediocre program
and a good one. Documentatio n is the
difference between a job half-done and a
job well-done.
D

The experienced user
can flip to the summaries
and be satisfied.
Documentation should thus consist of
four distinct sections: ( 1) an introduction,
to tell the user in simple, non-technical
terms what the program is doing; (2) a
quick-reference guide to let the experienced user of the program get answers to
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"It can't actually think, but when it makes a mistake,
it can blame it on some other computer. "
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Bombproof Data Entry

Here are two routines for your Apple
II that provide a reasona ble solution for
many of the errors that crop up when
programs request string input from users.
These routines allow all alphanumeric
characters to b e typed in, including
commas (no more '?EXTRA IGNORED')!
Characters such as 'control C' are filtered
out. Each word or string entry has a fixed
maximum length which is used to prompt
the operator. This fixed length is ha ndy for
formatting files, tables, etc. The strings
can, if need be, be converted to numbers
after entry. Both routines were written in
Applesoft Basic.
T he first routine inputs data in a
conventional echoing mode, with the
cursor moving rightword. The second

The second offers .an
unusual and attractive
leftward motion of the
Input string, with a fixed
cursor.
offers an unusua l and attractive leftward
motion of the input string, with a fixed
cursor. Each of these can be used as
subroutines, to act as very effective filters
and error traps for your user-oriented
programs.
Two important variables are:
L - Maximum length of string to be
input.
B$ - Where the entered data will reside
at the end of the routine.
Forward-Stepping Input (Program 1)
The most importa nt lines of the
program are:
200 - Display prompting. Also depends
on lines 180, 190, 210, 220and330.
HT AB values are dependent on the
length of the prompt line. In this
case line 150 or "LAST NAME:"
which is ten characters long a nd
requires a minimum HT AB of 11
(or I0 + I where I is greater than 0).
Greg Kielian, P.O. Box 1084, Lo ngmont, CO 80501.

·,

Greg Kielian

ASCII CHARACTER CODES {fRCl'I THE APPLESOfT II BASIC PROGRAl'll'IING MANUAL}
DEC
HEX
CHAR
N/A
DEC HEX
il
1
2
3
4

s

6
7
B
9
1il
11
12
13
14
1S
16
17
1B
19
2il
21
22
23
24
2S
26
27
2B
29
30
31
32
33
34
3S
36
37
3B
39
40
41
42
43
44
4S
46
47

ilil
il1
il2
il3
il4
i!S
il6
il7
i!B
il9
i!A
i!B
i!C
00
0E
0F
HI
11
12
13
14
1S
16
17
1B
19
1A
1B
1C
10
1E
1f
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
2B
29
2A
28
2C

= ASCII DECIMAL CODE
= ASCI I HEXADECIMAL CODE
= ASCII CHARACTER NAl'IE
= NOT ACCESSIBLE DIRECTLY
CHAR
NULL
SOH
STX
ETX
ET
ENQ
ACK
BEL
BS
HT
Lf
VT

WHAT TO TYPE

DEC

-----·---CTRL •

SPACE

CTRL A
CTRL B
CTRL C
CTRL 0
CTRL E
CTRL f
CTRL G
CTRL H OR CTRL I
CTRL J
CTRL K
CTRL L
CTRL l'I OR RETURN
CTRL N
CTRL 0
CTRL P
CTRL Q
CTRL R
CTRL S
CTRL T
CTRL U OR CTRL V
CTRL Ill
CTRL X
CTRL Y
CTRL Z
ESC
N/A
CTRL SHifT-1'1
CTRL T
N/A
SPACE

I

I

#

#

ff

CR

so
SI
OLE
OC1
OC2
OC3
OC4
NAK
SYN
ETB
CAN
El'I
SUB
ESCAPE
fS
GS
RS

us

•
%
"

*

+

fRCl'I THE APPLE II KEYBOARD

•
%

I

*

+

20

2E
2f

I

I

4B
49
Sil
S1
S2
S3
S4
SS
56

S7
SB
S9
6il
61
62
63
64
6S
66
67
6B
69
7\l
71
72

73
74
7S
76
77

7B
79
B0
B1
B2
B3
B4
BS
B6
B7
BB
B9
90
91
92
93
94
95

HEX CHAR
3il
31
32
33
34
3S
36
37
38
39
3A
38
3C
30
3E
3f
4\l
41
42
43
44
4S
46
47
4B
49
4A
4B
4C
40
4E
4f
S0
S1
S2
S3
S4
SS
S6
57
SB

59
SA
58
SC

so
SE
Sf

il
1
2
3
4

s

6
7
B
9

WHAT TO TYPE

---·-·il- ---1
2
3
4

s

6
7
B
9

;

<
>

<

•

•

c

c

0
E
F
G
H
I

0
E
f
G
H
I

7

A
B

>

7

A
B

J

J

K
L
l'I
N
0

K
L
l'I

p

p

Q
R

Q
R

.s

N
0

s

T

T

u
v

u

"'xy

"'xy

z

z

~

T

v

N/ A
N/ A
] (SH If T-1'1)
T

N/ A

Table I.
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230 240 -

250 -

300 -

310 -

320 -

GETs character as it's typed.
Checks character t o see if it's a
carriage return. If it is, control
passes to line 370 and the routine is
finished.
Checks character to see if it's a
back arrow. If it is, lines 260 and
290 remove the last character
entered.
If the character has passed the first
two tests, the number of characters
entered is checked. If it's equal to
the maximum number allowed (L),
control is sent back to line 210 for a
carriage return or back arrow.
If the character is illegal and has an
ASCII value less than 32 (refer to
Table I), control is sent back to
line 180 and another character is
input.
At this point the character has
finally passed through the entire
filter and is concatenated onto
'8$'.

340 380 -

The character count is incremented and control is sent to fetch
another character.
'8$' is trimmed to the specified
length. The program (or subroutine) could be ended at this
point, with the desired data in '8$'.

100
110
120
13il
14il
15il
16il
17il
1Bil
19il
2ilil
21il
22il
23il
24il
25il
26il
270
28il
29il
3ilil
31il
32il
33il
34il
35il
36il
37il
3eil
39il
40il
41il
42il
43il

HCJ'IE
MS = "--------------------•
SS = "
n
L = 1il
VTAB 1il
PRINT "LAST NAME:•;
PRINT MIDS {MS,1,L )
I =1
VTAB 1il
HTAB {1il + I)
PRINT •-•
VTAB 1il
HTAB {10 + I)
GET XS
If XS = CHAS (13) THEN 37il
If XS < > CHAS {B) THEN 3ilil
If I = 1 THEN 1Bil
BS= MIDS (BS,1, LEN (BS) - 1)
I =I - 1
GOTO 1eil
If I = L + 1 THEN 21il
If ASC (XS) < 32 THEN 1eil
es = BS + XS
PRINT XS
I = I + 1
If I = L + 1 THEN 21il
GOTO 1eil
CALL - e6e
es = BS + SS
BS= MIDS {BS,1,L)
VTAe 15
HTAB 1
PRINT BS
ENO

10il
11il
12il
13il
14il
1Sil
160
17il
1eil
19il
20il
21il
220
23il
240
25il
26il
27il
2Bil
29il
3ilil
31il
32il
33il
340
350
36il
37il
3Bil
39il
4ilil

HOME
MS = •------~------------"
SS = •
•
L = 10
as= MIDS (MS ,1,L )
VTAB 1il
PRINT "LAST NAME1•;
I = 1
VTAB 111
HTAB 11
PRINT MIDS (BS, LEN (BS) - L + 1, LEN (BS)
VTAB 1il
HTAB (11 + L)
GET XS
If XS= CHAS (13) THEN 3Sil
If XS < > CHAS (e) THEN 3ilil
If I = 1 THEN 1eil
BS= MIDS (BS, 1, LEN (BS) - 1)
I = I - 1
GOTO 1eil
If I = L + 1 THEN 1eil
If ASC (XS) < 32 THEN 1Bil
BS = BS + XS
I = I + 1
GOTO 1eil
BS= MIDS (BS, LEN (BS) - I + 2, LEN (BS))
BS= MIDS (SS, 1,L - LEN (BS)) +BS
VTAB 15
HTAB 1
PRINT BS
ENO
Routine 2. Backward-Stepping String.

Ro utine I. Fo rward-Stepping Cursor.

Back-Sliding Input (Program 2)
This program operates in much the
same way as the first, with the following
differences:
140 - '8$' is initialized with dashes
instead of being blank or empty.
200 - Display prompting that resembles
backward scrolling. This format
also depends on lines 180, 190, 210
and 220. Again HTAB values are
dependent on line 160 or "LAST
NAME:" which is ten characters
long and requires an HT AB of 11 .

At step ten a RETURN was typed and
a '8$' contains "JOHNSON . "Notice
the blanks in the last three character
positions.
Using Routine 2, and entering the
name "STITTSWORTH," results in the
following display: (Note: /\indicates cursor
position)
Step
I

Display
LAST NAME: ----A

2

LAST NAME: ---SA

3

LAST NAME: --STA

4

LAST NAME: --STIA

Examples

5

LAST NAME: -STllA

Using Routine I, and entering the
name "JOHNSON," gives a display
corresponding to the following:
(Note: /\ indicates cursor position)

6

LAST NAME: - --STI"

7

LAST NAME: ---STITA Mistake

8

LAST NAME: --STITT"

9

LAST NAME: -STITTS"

10

LAST NAME: --STITTSWJ\

Step
I

Display
LAST NAME: 11------

2

LAST NAME: J il---

3

LAST NAME: JO A -

4

LAST NAME: JOH A
--

5

LAST NAME: JOHS A--

Note that a mistake was made.

6

LAST NAME: JOH i\---

Back arrow was typed.

7

LAST NAME: JOHN .,,.- -

Mistake was corrected.

8

LAST NAME:. JOHNS A
-

9

LAST NAME: JOHNSO A"-

10

LAST NAME: JOHNSON 1\-
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Back arrow was typed.

11

LAST NAME: - STITTSWOA

12

LAST NAME: -STITTSWORJ\

13

LAST NAME: STITTSWORT"

At step 13 the only characters
recognized are carriage return or back
arrow. Since the word didn't fit, it could be
modified by retyping it before it's actually
accepted by the machine. If a RETURN
had been typed at step nine, '8$' would
contain" STITTS." Notice the blanks in
the first four character positions.
O

was corrected.

Bombproof Data Entry-A Revision
Susan Luca
At the time I read Greg Kielian's article "Bombproof Data
Entry" in the November 1980 issue of Creative Computing, I
was dealing with a similar problem. However, I found that his
approach was not adequate for my needs since the routine
does not allow back spacing to one characte r while maintaining the other data.
The problem I was dealing with required the entry of notatio nal text which could be from one to three lines, with a line
containing up to 36 characters. Another c riterion was that a
"beep" should be heard at thirty spaces to signal that five more
letters could be input on that line. I found that the back
spacing which erased all input letters it back spaced over was
very frustrating when trying to change one letter near the
beginning of the line.
Therefore, I decided to incorporate an array with the get
statement. By using the array input the backspace and forward
space could be used without losing any correct data.
The elements of the array are not concatenated until the
"return" is pressed or until the end of the line is reached; in this
case the line has a maximum of 36 characters. The following is
a line-by-line explanation of the routine, which is written in
Basic for the Apple II Plus.

j

,o
.~O

rn

~o
)0

REM
REM
DIM

DATA INPUT BY ARRAY
SUSAN LUCA
DX$( 38 >

HOME
VlAB 9 : HTAB 5: PRINT "ITEM:"
VTAB 11: HTAB 1
U := 1: T = 1

IF B
IF T
1 c.;·

~·

10
>()

. 00

.10
.20

30
l 40
l50
l60
l70
L80
l 90
200

10 Dimensions the array.
20 Clears the screen.
30 Prints informa tion on the screen.
40 Sets the cursor to edge of screen.
50 Sets the counters to 1. "B" is the line indicator. "T" is the
number of input letters or spaces.
60 Sets the number of lines to 3.
70 Prevents the array counter from being less than 1.
75 Gets the input letter. Puts the letter in an array and prints
the letter.
80 Checks for a backspace and returns to get a new input.
80 Checks for a forward space and returns to get a new
input.
100. Checks for control character inputs which are not
accepted.
110 Looks for a return at less than thirty spaces. This would
e nd the input. The array is then concatenated.
120 Looks for the return and concatenates the array.
130 Sounds the "beep" at thirty characters.
140 If the input reaches 36 characters the line is ended and
the next line is started.
150 The counter is increased a nd the program returns to get
another input.
160 The screen is cleared.
170 The first line is printed.
180 Second line is printed.
190 Third line is printed.
200 The routine ends.

>
~

3 THEN GOTO 160
0 THEN T = 1

GET DXS<T>: PRINT DX$(T);
IF ASC <DX$<T>> = 8 THEN T = T - 1! GOTO 70
IF ASC <DX$CT>> = 21 THEN T = T t 1: GOTO 70
IF AS C <DX$CT>> < 32 AND ASC <DXS<T>> < > 13 THEN GOTO 70
IF ASC <DXS<T>> = 13 AND T < 30 THEN FORS= 1 TOT - t:DES$CB> = D
ESS< B> + DXSCS>: NEXT s: GOTO 160
IF ASC CDXS<T>> = 13 THEN FORS= 1 TOT - 1!DES$CB> = DESS( B) +DX
$CS>: NEXT S!B = B t l!T = 1: GOTO 60
IF T = 30 THEN PRINT "";
IF T = 36 THEN FORS= 1 TO T!DESSCB) = DESSCB) t DXS<S>: NEXT S: B =
B + l:T = 1: PRINT : GOTO 60
T = T + 1! GOTO 60
HOME
VTAB 5! HTAB 1: PR INT DESS< 1 )
VTAB 6: HTAB 1: PRINT DESS( 2)
VTAB 7: HTAB 1! PRINT DESS< 3)
END

:usan Luca, GSP Computer Resources, Inc., 9
~sh St., Hollis, NH 03049.
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Catching those incorrect inputs

The Challenge of Error Trapping
Mike K. Summers

Introduction

In the School of Education at the
University of Hong Kong we are
designing and evaluating a variety of
Computer-Assisted Learning (CAL)
packages for use with low-cost microcomputers at school and university
level. A typical CAL package consists
of a computer program together with a
student workbook and a teacher's
guide. The teacher's guide should
contain full program documentation
together with a description of the
educational aims of the package and
suggestions for integrating the CAL
work for the particular topic into the
curriculum. Under the general guidance of the teacher, the student uses
the microcomputer in an interactive
mode to investigate problems posed in
the student workbook. It is the interactive nature of the relationship
between learner and machine that
often creates problems for both the
user and the CAL package designer.
This is because the packages themselves must be user-proof. When the
program requests the student to input
information, inappropriate or incorrect
responses (for example, typing errors)
must be trapped. A trap is simply a

It is the interactive nature of the relationship
between learner and
machine that often
creates problems for
both the user and the
CAL package designer.
program routine which checks the
validity of the user's response to the
computer's request for input. In the
case of inappropriate or incorrect
responses the trapping routine will
inform the student of the nature of his
error and suggest corrective action. In
the absence of such a trap it is perfectly
possible for an unwitting user to
interrupt the program or even delete
sections of it. This article is concerned
with the general problem of trapping.
Although the discussion below origiJohn Willett, Mike Summers, School of Education,
University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong.
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nates from work on computer-assisted
learning, the information is of general
interest since nearly all software
designed for smal l computers involves
some form of direct user-computer
interaction (for example, gaming,
simulation, computer art, small business applications and so on) . The
particular examples of trapping techniques described in this article refer to
the Radio Shack TRS-80 microcomputer with Level II BASIC and 16K
RAM, since this is the machine for
which we are designing CAL materials.
However, most of the practical experiences and suggestions are equally
applicable to other inexpensive microcomputer systems with extended
BASIC interpreters.
The need for traps

When running a CAL program, the
student is often required to input data.
This data can be either NUMERICAL or
ALPHABETIC . Depending on the
nature of the data, a different type of
input routine must be used. A typical
routine asking for numerical input is
listed below:
50 REM ••• · INPUT ROUTINE
#1 ••••
60 PRINT "WHICH STUDY DO
YOU REQUIRE. TYPE 1OR2"
70 INPUT X
80 IF X = 1 THEN 100
90 IF X = 2 THEN 300
100 REM•••• START OF STUDY
ONE••••

300 REM•••• START OF STUDY

TWO ••••

Obviously, this type of routine satisfies
the essential requirements of a CAL
package in which the student is offered
a choice of two studies. In practice,
however, such a simple routine cannot
guard against the possibility of erroneous inputs. For example, if the
student responds with any number
other than 1or2, lines 80and 90will fail
to detect the input and the program will
automatically run to line 100 (the start
of study one) . If the student inputs

alphabetic data, then the BASIC interpreter (which is expecting numerical
input) returns its own error message.
In the case of the TRS-80, the message
REDO? appears on the screen. A
further problem arises if the student
inputs punctuation marks. With the
TRS-80, a semicolon input produces a
REDO? message, while commas and
colons produce the error message
EXTRA IGNORED (after which the
program runs on to line 100). The
trouble with messages of this kind is
that they are either in poor English, or

A simple routine cannot
guard against the possibility of erroneous
inputs.
are abbreviations which may be totally
incomprehensible to the package user.
However, there is a more important
reason for designing programs which
prevent machine error messages of
this kind appearing. The advent of
cheap microcomputers with memorymapped video displays and graphics
facilities allows the designer of CAL
packages to present information to the
student page-by-page. Such a page
mode of operation should be contrasted with the Teletype in which
output is printed sequentially line by
line. In the Teletype mode, the entire
display scrolls up when the screen is
full, so that information is eventually
lost from the top of the screen. A
microcomputer with graphics and
memory-mapped video used in the
paged mode allows very rapid presentation of information (a whole screen
of information can be generated
almost instantaneously) in a visually
captivating form, and is ideal for CAL.
An important focus of CAL program
design is then to plan whole pages of
attractive and interesting information
with which the student is to interact.
However, if an unforeseen machine
error message such as REDO? is
generated by the computer during
program use, a carefully designed and
attractive display can be destroyed. In
the case of the TRS-80, REDO? may
erase previously generated lines of
display. More seriously, REDO?

causes the whole page to scroll
upwards, so that planned information
is premanently lost from the top of the
screen. To avoid the problems, the
CAL program designer must include
trapping routines which not only check
the validity of user inputs, but also print
comprehensible corrective messages
in good English at appropriate places
on the screen. In other words, all input
errors should be trapped by the CAL
program itself so that the BASIC
interpreter is never required to display
its own error messages.

Alpha and Numeric INPUTS
Consider now an input routine
designed for accepting alphabetic
data. The routine below, for example,
uses alphabetic data to 'turn the pages'
of a video display:
50 REM **** INPUT ROUTINE
#2 ••••
60 PRINT "DO YOU WISH TO
CONTINUE"
70 INPUT R$
80 IF R$ ="YES" THEN 100
90 IF R$ = "NO" THEN 999
100 REM ****START OF NEXT
PAGE****
999 END
This routine is similar to the first one in
that if the user responds correctly (in
this case, with "YES" or "NO") the
computer reacts appropriately. Also, if
the user inputs any other alphabetic
string (for example, " PERHAPS"),
neither lines 80 nor 90 recognize R$
and the program automatically runs to
line 100 where the page is turned.
However, this input routine has one
very important advantage over the
routine designed to accept numerical
input. If the user accidentally inputs
numeric data, then the computer
reacts in the same way as when an
incorrect alphabetic string is input.
This illustrates an important assymetry
in the computer's handling of input
data. In the case of the first input
routine, an accidental alphabetical
input when the computer is expecting
numerical data results in an error
message. In the second routine, an
accidental numerical input when the
computer is expecting alphabetic data
produces no machine error message.
This is simply a reflection of the fact
that it is quite legitimate to store
numbers in string form, but it is most
definitely not legitimate to store
alphabetic inputs as numbers. In both
cases the user inputs are invalid, but
the second routine does not upset the
screen display with the unwanted
REDO? error message. This fact is
exploited in some of the trapping
routines described later. The reaction
of the second routine to punctuation
mark inputs is similar but not identical

to that of the first routine. This time
commas, colons and semicolons all
allow the program to run to line 100
where the page is turned without user
permission. As before, the comma and
the colon produce the error message
EXTRA IGNORED, but this time the
semicolon does not produce the
disruptive REDO?.
The above discussion of problems
which can arise from erroneous user
inputs in interactive programs without
traps, used two very simple input
routines to provide examples. However, it should be noted that more
sophisticated input routines can lead
to even more catastrophic results. For
example, the sophisticated programmer might decide to delete lines 80 and
90 from the first of the above input
routines and replace them by the
single line
85 ON X GOTO 100,300
However, if the user now responds to
the input request with a negative
number, the TRS-80 prints the error
message ?FC ERROR IN 85, indicating
an illegal function call (the ON expression GOTO line number, line number statement is not valid for negative X)
and the computer returns to the
command mode. The program run is
interrupted and the user confused. But
potentially , there is a far greater
problem than this. If, as a result of this
confusion, the user now inputs a
positive number, the corresponding
line number will be deleted. Although
situations of this kind are unlikely to
arise, the CAL program designer must
guard against all such eventualities to
the best of his ability. This means he
must devise as near-perfect trapping
routines as possible.

The CAL program designer must include
trapping routines which
not only check the validity of user inputs, but
also print comprehensible corrective messages in good English at
appropriate places on
the screen.
Types of trap
We will distinguish between two
types of trap, and d iscuss them
separately. The first is concerned with
trapping invalid user responses to the
computer's request for alphabetic
input, while the second deals with
invalid responses to requests for
numerical input.
1. Alphabetic input
A modification of INPUT ROU-

TINE #2 which works reasonably well
is given below:
50 REM **** INPUT ROUTINE
#3 ••••
60 PRINT "ARE YOU READY
TO CONTINUE"
70 INPUT R$
80 IF R$ = "YES" THEN 110
90 PRINT "INVALID RESPONSE. PLEASE RETYPE"
100 GOTO 70
110 REM **** START OF NEXT
PAGE ****

It is most definitely not
legitimate to store alphabetic inputs as numbers.
In lines 60 and 70 the compute r
requests alphabetic input. Line 80 tests
for the positive response ("YES")
which, if detected, results in a jump to
the new page beginning at line 110. All
other inputs, including both numbers
and letters (or combinations), result in
display of the corrective message
INVALID RESPONSE. PLEASE RETYPE. Line 100 then causes a jump
back to line 70 where the computer
again waits for a valid user entry. In the
case of the TRS-80, the only way the
user can defeat this trap is by responding to the input request with a comma
or a colon. The computer then returns
the error message EXTRA IGNORED,
but program execution proceeds
correctly (the INVALID RESPONSE
message is displayed) . However, a
spurious and undesired error message
will have been generated and, in the
paged mode, this may completely spoil
a carefully designed display.
Marginal improvements of the
above trap are possible using a
combination of the TRS-80 statements
PRINT @ position, Item list and CHA$
(expression), together with judicious
use of semicolons. We will first briefly
review the function of these two statements and of the semicolon. The
PRINT @ position, Item list statement
allows information to be printed
starting at any one of 1024 separate
locations on the memory-mapped
screen. Existing lines can be overwritten, so that a message asking for
user input can be replaced by a
message indicating on i nvalid response, at exactly the same screen
location. The CHA$ expression statement returns a one-character string
whose character has the specified
decimal ASCII code. For example,
CHA$ (65) would return the letter A,
since the decimal ASCII code for A is
65. The interesting thing about this
statement is that it can also be used
with the ASCII codes for control
functions. Of particular use is CHA$
(30), where 30 is the ASCII code for the
control function which erases to the
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end of the line (later). A semicolon at
the end of a program line indicates to
the computer that, when the line has
been executed, the cursor should not
move to the next line of output display,
but should wait at the end of the
current line of display. If, for example,
the program line prints a request fo"r
user input on the screen, the cursor
does not move to the next line to
accept that input but waits atthe end of
the sentence requesting input. Let us
now see how the above can be
combined to produce a better trap:
50 REM **** INPUT ROUTINE
#4 ••••
60 PRINT @448, "ARE YOU
READY TO CONTINUE";
70 INPUT R$
80 IF R$ ="YES" THEN 110
85 PRINT @448, CHA$ (30)
90 PRINT @448, "INVALID
RESPONSE.RETYPE";
100 GOTO 70
REM ****START OF NEXT
PAGE****
As before, lines 60 and 70 request
alphabetic input. However, this time
both the question and user response
occur one after the other on the same
line (the line beginning at screen
location 448) because of the semicolon
at the end of line 60. Line 80 detects the
positive response ("YES") and causes
a jump to the new page starting at line
110. If the user inputs an invalid
response, the existing question and
the response are erased by line 85 and
replaced
(beginning at the same
screen location i.e. 448) by the INVALID RESPONSE message of line90.
The interesting thing about this trap is
that it is almost foolproof. All inputs
except commas and colons are trapped as with input routine #3. As before,
comma and colon inputs result in the
error message EXTRA IGNORED, but
with input routine #4 this is immediately erased, and the trap continues to
operate correctly (the INVALID RESPONSE message is displayed). We
leave it to the more perverse reader to
discover why this trap is only almost
foo lproof!
Another interesting trap for either
alphabetic or numeric input is one in
which the user response is searched
(parsed) for particular alphanumeric
characters or combinations of characters. Consider the following input
routine:
50 REM **** INPUT ROUTINE
#5 ••••
60 PRINT "INPUT YOUR
RESPONSE"
70 INPUT R$
80 FOR N = 1 to LEN (R$)
90 K$ = MID$ (R$, N, 1)
100 IF K$ = "E" THEN 140
110 NEXT N
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120 PRINT " INVALID RESPONSE. RETYPE"
130 GOTO 70
140 REM **** CONTINUATION
OF PROGRAM••••
This routine searches the user input
string to see if it contains the letter E in
any position. Program execution is
only allowed to continue if an E is
detected. The core of the trap is
contained in lines 80 through 110
which search the input string one
letter at a time looking for the letter E. If
this is detected, there is a jump from
line 100 to line 140, where the program
continues. Use is made of two statements found in many extended
BASICS (LEN (string) and MID$
(string, x, y)). Len (string) returns the
number of characters in the string in
decimal form. MID$ (string, x, y)
returns a substring extracted from the
specified string. This substring is of
length y and is extracted starting at
position x (i.e., x characters from the
start of the specified string). In the
above routine, each character of the
string R$ is extracted in turn and
becomes the substring K$. This substring is compared to the letter " E" in
line 100, and if equivalence is not
detected, the INVALID RESPONSE
message is displayed and the program
returns to line 70 and awaits a new
input. Such a trap is useful in some
CAL programs, but more obviously in
word, spelling and code-type games.
Several interesting modifications of
input routine #5 are possible. One
modification involves use of the TRS80 statemen t ASC (string). which
returns the decimal ASCII code of the
first character of the specified string.
Thi s, for example, allows replacement
of line 100 of input routine #5 by
100 IF ASC(K$) = 69 THEN 140
since the decimal ASC II code for the
letter Eis 69. In this particular instance
there is no advantage in such a
modification, but there are cases
where use of ASC (string) can be of
great value. One example might be a
program in which the user response to
the computer's request for input must
consist only of alphabetic characters
in a particular range (e.g., G through
P). This can be achieved by rewriting
line 100 as:
100 IF ASC (K$) > = 71 AND
ASC (K$) < = 80 THEN 140
Since the decimal ASCII codes of the
characters G and Pare th e numbers 71
and 80 respective ly, the trap will on ly
let through combinations of letters in
the allowed range.
A final point to note about input
routine #5 is that it suffers from the
same pitfalls as input routine #3
described earlier. However, use of the
modifications included in input routine
#4 will render the various forms of
input routine #5 virtually foolproof.

2. Numerical input
Earlier we noted an important
assymetry in the reaction of the
computer to different types of input.
An accidental alp,habetic input when
the computer is expecting numerical
input results in display of the machine
error message REDO ?, but accidental
input of numeri~ data when alphabetic
input is expected produces no such

The search for the perfect
trap goes on!
message. Thi s assymetry can be
usefully exploited when designing
effective traps for numerical input.
Consider the following:
50 REM **** INPUT ROUTINE
#6 ****

60 PRINT "WHICH STUDY DO
YOU REQUIRE. TYPE 1OR2"
70 INPUT R$
80 R =VAL (R$)
90 IF R = 1 THEN 130
100 IF R = 2 THEN 300
110 PR INT "INVALID RESPONSE. RETYPE"
120 GOTO 70
130 REM **** START OF
STUDY 1 ****

300 REM*** START OF STUDY
2 ••••
In line 70 the computer is expecting a
string input, and when a number is
input it is stored as the string A$. It is, of
course, quite legitimate to sto re
numbers in string form and no machine error message is returned.
Likewise, line 70 wi ll accept accidental
alphabetic inputs without display of a
machine error message, but these will
not be allowed through the trap. This is
because line 80 extracts the numerical
value of the input string using the VAL
(string) statement, where VAL (string)
automatically returns a numerical
value of zero for string characters
other than numbers. Lines 90 and 100
detect the allowed inputs 1 or 2, while
other inputs result in display of the
INVALID RESPONSE message of line
110. A combination of the above input
routine with input routine #4 produces
a trap for numerical input which is
highly user-proof.
·
Final point

Although none of the traps described in this article are completely
user-proof, some are very nearly so. By
appropriate combination of the various
techniques, the prospective program
author should be able to design an
effective trap suited to his needs.
However, let there be no doubt, the
search for the perfect trap goes on! o
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Melvyn D. Magree
Some Basics do not have a PRINT
USING capability. The subroutine
described here converts a floating-point
number into a string with integer and
ractiona/ parts ofpre-defined lengths.
Basic prints all numbers wi th the most
significa nt d igit in the leftmost position of
the field . If there is a fractional part to the
number, all o f the digits to represent it
completely are displayed. If you wish to
display a table , the result may be ragged
like this:
1.23
456. 1
0.75
-90. 123
But the result that you really want is

1.230
456.100
0.780
-90. 123
This latter form is particularly useful when
displaying sums of money. Nobody writes
a check for 54.3 dollars!
Some Basics do provide a PRINT USING
feature , whic h allows you to give a string
whic h tells Basic how you would li ke the
number displayed. If you have such a Basic.
you need read no further. If you do not , a
subroutine which handles most cases
follows. It is written using Microsoft Basic
for the OSI C4P-MF, b ut it can be used as
is for the Apple and many other Basics.
T his subroutine rounds the number,
separates it into a n integer part and a
fractional part, places a ny leading and
trailing zeros on the fractional part, converts
each part to a string, places any minus sign
in front of the intege r pa rt, puts the two
strings together with a decimal poin t
between them, and pads the resulting string
with any req uired leading spaces.

Melvyn D. Magree, 5925 Magnolia Lane, Ply·
mouth, MN 55442.

Explanation
To unde rstand the subroutine in more
detail, let us step through it with an example,
say N= 123.456, IP= 4, and FP=2.
Line 100 saves the sign of N as plus o r
minus I or as 0 if N is 0. Line 102 dete rmines
the number to be used fo r rounding and
for ensuring that leading and tra iling zeros
are in the fract ional part. Thus, we have
S=l and N2=100.
Line 104 re moves the sign from the
number a nd rounds it to the desired
significant figures. Our e xample is already
positive and adding .5/ 100 to it gives us
N 1=123.461. If our example had been
nega tive, NI would have been the same,
but the sign would have been saved as
S=-1 in line 100.
Lines 106 and 108 separate the rounded ,
absolute number into a n integer part a nd
an augmented fractional pa rt. IP in our
case becomes 12'.\. The fractional part is
co nverted to an integer and any leading
zeros are preserved. NI-IP is 0.461, multiplying by 100 gives us 46.1, and taking the
integer part of that and adding 100 gives
us FP= 146. The last operation preserves
any leading zeros; the extra digit will be
removed later.
Line 110 converts the integer part to a
string. The STR$ function leaves one
position for the sign whic h we are no t
interested in a t the moment; the last two
statements of this line remove this leading
space. Fo r o ur example 0$="12'.\" and
L= 3.
Line 112 is a "fudge" for the case when
the integer pan is 0 and is not to be displayed.
This does no t apply for our number. If IP
had been zero, 0$ from line 110 wo uld
have bee n "O"; if no integer part were to
be displayed, 0$ should be a null string.
Line 114 places any required minus sign
on the stri ng. The second IF statement in
the line handles the case where the integer
part is zero and only one space had been
requested for it. If o ur num ber had been
negative, we would have had 0$= "- 12..1"
and L=4.

Line 116 is the o nly error check in the
subroutine and is for the most likely error
case , a number la rger than can be held in
the specified fields. Several years ago, I
heard of a large scientific computer installation that had changed vendors. When they
ran some of the programs they had been
using for years, several of the results were
given as asterisks ra ther than as numbers.
The second vendor replaced all the numbers
tha t were too big for the given field with
asterisks whereas the first vendor truncated
the numbers to fit ! The installation had
been using these truncated numbers as if
they were accurate! For our use this problem
is not so important, especally if you consider
the way that we have constructed the string
and the way that we will probably use it.
The most probable worst case is that the
comple te number will be displayed but
the line may be extended to the right. I
would advise keeping this test so tha t you
are warned about possible e rro rs in your
program that give larger results tha n you
expected.
Line 118 places any req uired spaces in
front of the integer part of our number.
T he technical term for this operation is
right-j us tify and s pace-fill. 0$ for our
example is now " 123."
Line 120 places the decimal point and
the rounded fractional part to the right o f
the integer part . The STR$ fun ction converts FP to " 146,"and the RIGHTS function
gives us the desired "46." The IF statement
is included for two reasons. First, Basic
considers it an erro r if you try to extract a
substring of length zero and stops your
program. Second , if you specified a fractional part of length zero, I presume tha t
you do not want decimal point. 0 $ is now
our desired result of " 123.46." If N had
been negative, we would have had
"-1 23.46."
Line 124 processes the error case detected
at line 116. DS is set to a string of asterisks.
The le ngth of this string is the sum of the
requested lengths o f the integer and fractional parts plus o ne for the decimal point.
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If our number had been 12345.67, then we
would have had a result of seven asterisks;
that is, 0$="•••••••."
Please note that no error checks are
made for specification of negative or
unusually large part lengths. Your Basic
will probably stop. at some point in this

subroutine if that does happen.
Afthough this subroutine is not as fast as
it might be if it were provided in ROM or
in machine code, it is reasonably fast for
many applications. The example was run
100 times on an OSI C4P-MF in 4.5 seconds.
This means each execution of the subroutine
takes less than 45 milliseconds.
lf you do not need the flexibility , you

can customize the subroutine and gai
some speed. For example, if all of yot1
numbers will be positive, you can delet
lines 100 and 114. lf you always use a give
length fractional part, say 2 for cents, the
you can replace line 102 with N2= 1()(
This will probably make the most significa1
improvement. The above test was run wit
this last change in 4.15 seconds.
[

The Program
Input:
N - number to be converted
IL- length for integer part
FL - length for fractional part
Output:
0$ - string of length IL+FL+ 1
Error case: If integer part requires more than IL digits, set 0$ to a string of
IL+ FL+ 1 asterisks (*).
S, Nl , N2, IP, FP, and L
Uses:

100 S=SGNCN )
102 1\12==10 t FL
104 Ni=ABS <N> +. 5/N2
106 IP= INT <Ni)
108 FP=INT<N2 * CN1 - I P>>+N2
110 D$ =STRSCIP> :L=LENCDS>-1 : 0$=RIGHTSCDS,L)
112 IF I L=O AND I p:::O THEl\I D$"= II II : l_::::(l
114 IF S < 0 THEN L==L+1: D\l'.= 11 - 11 + ; D$: IF I F'=O i:) ND IL==1 THEN og;= " -": L=:1
1.16 IF IL< L THEl\I 124
118 IF IL > L THEN D$= 11 "+ D$ : L.==L + 1 : FJClTCl 11 f:1
120 IF FL> 0 THEN D$=D$ +". 11 +R IGHT$ <STR$ <FP), FU
122 l:'\ETURN
124 0$= II * ": FOF( N 1:-.:1 TO I L.+FL: D$=D$+ II* II : NEXT: RETURN

Notes
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John E. Bailey
For ma ny o f us, the hardest pa rt of
progra mming is d eveloping the a lgorithms
needed to perform the tas ks that will
produce the desired results. Prese nted here
is the development of a n algorithm to
pe rform long divisio n. Although it may
no t be very useful for more tha n demonstration purposes, the technique presented
he re may be helpfu l in develo ping more
co mplex and meaningfu l a lgorith ms.

Divide Il -eonquer
t

•

One of the things that
makes a computer so
powerful is its ability to
perform a given function
many many times. We
can use this capability
with the example above
and develop a program to
perform long division.
Consider the two integers A =7 and
B =3. If we divide A by B we get 2.333333.
Depe nding upon the accuracy of our Basic,
the result may be carried out to 6 o r more
digits. Thi s a m ou nt of accuracy is
genera lly all that is necessary. But even so,
the degree of accuracy can be impro ved by
using the long division technique that is
taught in grade school. For example:
2.333333----

3

7.000000
6

9

1'1 It-f'UT "EHTER VfLIJE FOR DIVIDEND A =",A
20 INPUT "ENTER VfLIJE FOR DIVISOR B 2 " , B
39 INPUT •ENTER VfLIJE FOR HU'1BER a'" OECU1AL PLACES N

10

48 LET C>INT<FVB>

10

9

This process can co ntinue for as many
digits as desired. In this exa mple, 3 is called
the d ivisor, 7 is called the di vid end , and
2.3 33333--- is called the q uotient. Di viding
7 by 3 gives a q uotient of 2 with a
remainder of I. The remainder is the n
multiplied by 10. This result beco mes the
new divid end , a nd the division process
continues.
One of the things that makes a
computer so powerful is its ability to
perform a given functio n many many
ti mes. We ca n use thi s capability with the
exa mple above a nd d evelop a progra m to
perfo rm long d ivisio n. To d o this. we need
to develop an algo rithm to simula te long
div ision . This is where pr ogra mme rs
sometimes bog d own a nd quit. But the
process is rea lly very simple if it is
approached in a logica l fa shi o n. Let's
return to the o riginal example. We let
A = 7 be the divid end a nd B = 3 be the
diviso r. We will also let C be the quotient
and R be the rema inder. Now.
Jo hn E. Dailey. 1108 Post Oak# I. Sulphur. LA 70663.
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PRINT A.-.,

/ It ..

e; " •

0

..

C., 0

•

=" • N

'* ..

68 FOR I• l TO H
70 LET R-A-<B*C>
LET R-R•10
90 LET C-INT<FVB>
100 PRINT C,
110 t£XT I
120 EM)

ee

ENTER t.R..UE FOR DIVIDEHD A •7
ENTER
ENTER

VAL~

t.R..UE

FOR DIVISOR B •3
RR tu"1BER a'" OECil1AL PLACES N ..

~

7 / 3 "' 2. 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

ENTER 1..R...UE FOR DIVIDal> A =67344
ENTER

VAU.E FOR

DIVISOR B "'9024
a'" DECIMAL PLACES ·~
4 6 2 7 6 5 9 5 7 4 4 6 8 0 8 5 1 0 6 3 8 2 9 7 8 7 2
9 1 4 8 9 3 6 1 7 0 2 1 2 7 6 5 9 5 7 4 4 6 8 0 8 5 1

ENTER l.ft..UE FOR tU'1l3ER
/ 9024 a 7.
4 2 5 5 3 1
e 2 9 7 a 7
4 6 8 0 8 5
2 1 2 7 6 s
9 1 4 8 9 3
2 3 4 0 4 2
ee s 1 e 6 3 e 2
7 6 5 9 5 7 4 4 6
8 9 3 6 1 7 0 2 1

67344
3 4 0
e6 3
5 7 4
1 7 e
5 3 1
7 8 7

2
1
9
6
5
9
8
2

3 4 0
0 6 3
s 7 4
1 7 0
5 3 1
7 e 7
0 8 5
7 6 5

4
8
4
2
9
2
1
9

2
2
6
1
1
3
0
5

s s 3 1 9 1 4 a 9 3 6 1 7 0 2 1 2 7 6 s 9
9 7 8 7 2
aeas 1
2 7 6 5 9
4 8 9 3 6
4 0 4 2 s
6 3 8 2 9
7 4 4 6 8

3 4
6
5 7
1 7
s 3
7 8
0 8

e

0
3
4
0
1
7
5

4 2
e2
4 6
2 1
9 1
2 3
1 0

5 5
9 7
8 0
2 7
4 a
4 0
6 3

3 1
7
8 5
6 5
9 3
4 2
8 2

e

9 1 4 8 9 3 6

2
1
9
6
5
9

3
0
5
1
5

4
6
7
7
3
7 8

e

4 2
3 8 2
4 4 6
e 2 1
1 9 1
7 2 3

s

9
8
2
4

Figure I
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Here again, A is th e dividend, Bis the
divisor, a nd N is the number of times we
want to repeat the division, i.e. , the
number of d igi ts we want t o the right of the
decimal. Next, define the initia l quotient
and print that result.
Here we divide the dividend A by the
1v1so r B a nd ge t the quotient C.
Following the procedure used in the
exa mple, we then multiply B times C; then
subtract that product from A to get the
remainder A- (B*C); then multiply the
rema inder by 10 to get the new dividend
A- (B*C)* 10. The process then begins to
repeat itself. This repetition can conti nue
for as ma ny times as we want it to.
Now let's develop a progra m that
implements the a lgorithm to simula te long
division. The first thing to do is to define
the varia bles.
10 LET A-7

20 LET S-3
30 LET l+t25

40 LET C=INT<FVB >
~ PRINT C," . •,

Now set up a For/ Nex t loop to perform
the process N number of times.
60 FOR 1= 1 TO H

Now implement the a lgorithm developed
earlier.
70 LET R=A-<B*C>
80 LET ~•10
90 LET C>IHT(A/8)
100 PRINT C,

110 t£XT I
120 ENC>

Line 70 computes the remainder. Line 80
multipli es the re mai nde r by 10 a nd
replaces the o ld divid end with the new

di vidend . Line 90 computes the new
quotient a nd Linc 100 prints it. The
process contin ues N nu mber of times.
The technique shown here in d eveloping the lo ng division a lgo rithm may be
used in developing much mo re comp lex
ones. The method is si mple. Define yo ur
variables. Define how they interact with
each other by using a n exa mple-. Define the
intermediate results and logically make
them produce the fin a l result.
The program presented here ma kes an
interesting demo. Lines 10, 20 a nd 30
should be changed to input sta tements so
that the variables A, B a nd N can be made
any desired va lues. Explai n to your friends
what the program does, plug in some
values, and watch the result fl y across the
screen.
It sho uld be emphasized that the
values for A, 8 and N must be integers.
F ig ure 1 show s the fully developed
program and a run exa mple.
D
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" I know you did a speedy installation problem!"
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that's the

Unlimited Precision Division
for Real Number Basic
Pat Fitzgerald
In computer division the result is
expressed in one of two ways, either as a
real number or a real number multiplied by
a power of 10. The transition from one
form to the other is dependent on the size
of the computer word. However, by
suitable programming, it is possible to
divide two numbers and obtain all digits of
the answer provided that neither the
divisor nor the dividend are greater than
the computer's power to express numbers
without going into exponential notation.
This article describes a simple method to
do this using Basic.
To fix ideas, the program has been
written for a PDP 11 / 10 minicomputer
which can express numbers in the range I E
- 7 to I E 7 without using exponential
n otation. The program h as obvious
modifications to suit other versions of
Basic. After asking for the number to be
divided and the divisor, the program
checks to see if the numbers and initial
division are within the req uired ra nge, this
is achieved in lines 25 t o 30 through the
subroutine in lines 200 to 2 15. Line 40
requests the number of decimal places and,
as the program produces these numbers in
groups of 7, the number input is divided by
7. Each successive division is tested in line
80 to see if the result is equal to zero. If it is
the program prints the message in line 260.
Practically all versions of Basic
suppress leading zeros, so if the division is
to produce the correct result the program
must supply these.
The number of each division after the
first is checked to see how many digits it
has by calculating the logarithm to base 10
of the number by the use of the function
defined in line IO, the integer va lue of this is
taken and one added to it. T his gives the
number of digits in the answer. If the
answer is Jess than or equal to 6, the
s ubroutine in line 130 is called up to print
the suppressed zeros. After each division
the program returns to line 15 for another
run. The best printout on our machine is 7
groups of 7, any more and untidy printing
results with groups being split between
lines. For this reason the number NI in line
60 is decremented by one each time a group
is printed. When it reaches zero a new line is
called and N I set to 7 by the subroutine in
line 240. The program is given in Listing I
and examples of its output are given in
Listing 2.
D
Pat Fitzgerald, Winchmore Irrigati on Research
Station, Private Bag, Ashburton, New Zealand.

Listing I

1REM********************************************************************
2REM PROGHAM FOR FA ST UNLIMI TED PHECISION DIVISION US ING REAL NUMBERS ,
3AEM
4AEM
PAT FITZGERALD
SEP TEMBER 1979
5REM
6AEM***'****************************************************************
1B OEF FNL(U) • LOG( U)/LOG(18)
15 PRINT .TYPE NUM8ER TO BE DIVIDED ANO DIVISOR·:
28 INPUT X,Y
25 LET Z • X: GOSUB 280
3B LET Z • Y: GOSU8 208
35 LET Z • X/Y : GOSU B 288
40 PRINT •NUMBER OF DECIMAL PLACES HEQUIREO,":
45 INPUT N
50 LET N • N/7
55 LET Q • UH(X/Y)
60 LET N.1•7
65 PAIN T Q;• , " :
78 LET X • (X-Q•Y)*1E7
75 ~ET Q • INT(X/Y)
Be IF Q• B THEN GO TO 268
85 LET Q1 • INT(FNL(Q)) + 1
98 IF Q1 < • 6 THEN GOSUB 138
95 IF Q1 < • 6 THEN GOTO 111 5
1Sll PRINT Q:
105 LET N1 • N1-1
110 IF N1 • 0 THEN GUSUB 2411
115 LET N• N - 1
1 20 IF N > 0 THEN 70
125 PRINT :PHINT:P RI NT :GOTO 15
138 REM SU8HOUTINE TO PHIN T SUPHESSEO LEADING ZEHOS .
135 IF Q1 • 1 THEN PRINT ·11ee00e·a:
140 IF Q1 • 2 THEN PAINT
"0ee0e"Q ;
145 IF U1 • 3 THEN PHINT
"A BB0"Q:
150 IF Q1 • 4 THEN PA IN T
·00e "a:
155 IF Q1 • 5 THEN PA~N T
" 99"Q:
160 IF" Q1 • 6 THEN PRINT
"9 "Q:
198 RETUHN
200 REM SU8HOUTINE TO TE ST WHETHER NUMB EHS ARE IN RANGE.
205 IF A8S(Z) > 1 E7 THEN 220
218 IF A8S(Z) < 1E - 7 THEN 229
2 15 RETURN
22B PRINT.AS RESULT OF DIVISION WILL INVOLVE FLOA TING POINT NUMBERS •
225 PRINT. THE PROGHAM WILL NOT WORK PROPERLY ,"
239 PRINT:PAIN T: PH I NT
235 GOTO 15
2411 PRINT
245 LET N1 • 7
258 AET UHN
268 PAIN T: PHIN T:P HINT
265 PRINT •ALL H0..AINING DIGI TS ARE ZEHO."
278 PAIN T: PHINT:PAINT
275 GO TO 15
2B8 ENO

Listing 2
""RU!f•

TY PE NUMBER TO RE OIVIOf.ll AND UIVISOA?145,35
' NUM8EA OF DECIM AL. PLAC:E H HF. IWIAf.O , ?5111!
4 • 1428571 4285714 20571112 H57 1428 57 14285 71 42857 14 2857 1
4285714 2857142 H571112H 57 1~2 85 71 11 2857 11128571 42857 14
285 71112 8571428 5714211 5 7142857 1428571 4285714 2B57142
8571428 57142115 714 2857 1428571 42857111 2857142 6571428
5714285 7142857 1428571 ~285714 2857142 8571428 57111285
7 142857 142857 1 4285714 2857 142 857 1428 5714285 7 14?.857
1428571 4285714 2857142 857 111 28 5714285 7 142857 1428571
42857 14 2857 111?. 85714?.8 5714?.85 7142857 14?.857 1 42857111
2857142 857 14?.8 5714285 714?.857 1428571 4205714 ?.857142
8571428 57111285 71~2857 11128571 4285714 2857 142 8571428
5714285 7142857
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TYPE NUMBEH TO BE OIVIOF.0 ANO OIVISOH?20 , 2
NUMBEH OF DECIMAL PLACES HEHUIHE0.?1\9
1 ll

ALL HEMAINING DIGITS AHE ZEHO.
TYPE NUMBEH TO BE DIVIDEO ANO OIVIHOH725,13
NUMBEH OF OECIMAL PLACES HEHUIHE0.79H
1 • 9230769 23n7692 3076923 0 769230 76923A7 6923A76 9230769
2307692 3076923 0 769230 7692307 6923076 9230769 2307692
TYPE NUMBEH TO BE OIVIOEO ANO DIVlSOH11231\56789,12
AS HE SULT OF OIVI!:iION WILL INVOl. VE Fl.!lATING POINT NUMBEHS
THE PHO.GHAM WILL NOT WOHK PHOPEHL Y.
TYPE NUMBEH TO BE OIVIOEO ANO OIVlSOH?,001,12
NUMBER OF DECIMAL PLACES HEHU!HE0,?1\9
0 .0 000 833 3333326 9765625

TYPE NUMBEH TO RE OIVIOEO ANO OIVISOH?123,321
NUMBER OF DECIMAL PLACES HEHUIHE0.?1\9
0 • 3831775 70093115 7912772 5856697 819311\6

1\171\1151\

82866~1\

TYPE NUMBEH TO BE DIVIDED AND DIVI!:iOH?1,3227
NUMBER OF DECIMAL PLACES HEHUIHED.?56.
0 .0 00 3098 8531\21\2 3321970 870 1580 1\164859 00 21\790
641\5615

8273938

TYPE NUMBER TO BE OIVIOEU ANO OIVISOH?1971,9?91
NUMBEH OF OECIMAL PLACES HE~UIHEh.?28
0 • 20 13073 2301\156 879171\7 5229292
TYPE NUMBER TO BE DIVIDED AND OIVISOH? 19?9,9791
NUMBEH OF DECIMAL PLACE!:i HEHUIHED.?28
ll • 202121\1\
ALL HEMAINING DIGITS AHE ZEHO.

" -
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Oh sure -

that's easy for you to do!"

Strings and Things:
BASIC string manipulations

J. Tom Badgett

If you're one of those software
experimenters with a desire to
learn more about BASIC, take this
article, go directly to your computer, do not pass GO... and have
fun!

I'm using Ohio Scientific Instrument's 9-dlglt BASIC, written by
Microsoft. It uses fairly standard
commands and functions (very similar to the Altair BASIC which was
almost a standard in microcomputing
for so long; the OSI BASIC also is
similar to the Radio Shack Level-II
BASIC). Refer to Table I for a list of
the functions we'll be discussing.
You can use this information to
convert to your own BASIC.

>TRINGS & THINGS:
~aslc String

Table I

J . Tom Badgett, 400 Albemarle St., Bluefield,
W . VA24701.

First, what is a string? It can be
considered a statement, usually
defined by quotation marks, that the
computer takes literally. That Is, the
computer will accept a string statement as you define it, store It away,
print it on command, etc., but
performs no calculations on the
string .
Consider the program line:
10 PRINT "THIS IS AN EXA"PLE OF A STRING."

Manlpulatlon

My computer should do all the
ft'Ork It can. Judging from the
>oftware available for most micro~omputers and the operating systems
Tiany companies design, I may be in
:he minority. Nevertheless, I do
3verythlng I can to ensure that all my
)Wn software Includes check rourines, redundancies and hand holdng; so, even months later, I .ca~ ru.n a
program without having to list 1t first
::>r refer to a printed manual for
instructions.
If I make a mistake (which I do
more often than not), I expect my
computer to be smarter than I am . It
should be able to catch my mistakes,
tell me what I did wrong, and prompt
me in correcting the error. BASIC has
some useful functions to help a programmer install these kind of routines
in his software. A complete tutorial
on data checking and hand holding is
beyond the scope of this article, but
I'd like to cover In some detail how I
use BASIC's string functions to
improve my software.

A Definition Please

Function

Description

ASC(XS)

Returns t he ASCII value, In
Decimal, of the first Character In
the string.
CHRS(I)
Converts the ASCII value of a
letter, number or symbol to the
proper letter, number or symbol.
A numerical value for I results In
the character the decimal value
of I represents.
LEFTS(XS, 1) Gives the leftmost I characters of
XS. Begins reading X$ from the
left and forms a new string with
the length of I.
RIGHT$(XS,I) Works the same as LEFT$, but
reads from the rightmost side of
the string, XS.
MIDS(XS,l,J) Forms a new string from XS by
reading XS beginning at the
character I spaces from the left
of the string and continuing for J
characters. If the value of J Is
omitted It will read to the end of
the string beginning with the Ith
character.
LEN(XS)
Gives the length of XS In Bytes. If
XS has five characters then
LEN(X$):5.
STR$(X)
Converts a number to a string. If
= 3 then STR$(X) forms a strin g
of 113".
VAL(XS)
Opposite of STRS(X) . Convert.~ ~
string to a number. If X$ = 3
then VAL(X$) 3.

x

=

The information
quotes in the above
string. If this string
something you will

enclosed in
example Is a
Information is
be using fre-

String variables can be
added; they can be stored
and recalled; they can be
printed ; they can be
compared.
quently In your program, you may
define It further so programming will
be easier:
10 At•"THlS IS AN EXA"PLE OF A STR1H8."
PRINT 0

20

The string statement is defined In
line 10, using the variable "A" and the
string identifier "$." Hereafter in the
program, "A$" always wlll equal
"THIS IS AN EXAMPLE OF A
STRING." unless It is changed to
something else. If the first example
were changed to:
10 PRINT

"$ +

3"
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The computer will print exactly
what is between the quotation marks
(5 + 3) and not the computation of
five plus three (8).
Except for this very important
difference, string statements and
string variables can be used In BASIC
programs like any other variable.
String variables can be added; they
can be stored and recalled ; they can
be printed; they can be compared.
This, then, gives the programmer a
powerful tool for program development. Next, consider this example:
10 INPUT A

When this statement Is encountered In a program everything
comes to a halt while the computer
waits for Input from the keyboard or
other Input device. When a numerical
variable such as "A" Is asked for, any
alphabetic characters will not be
accepted. If letters are Input In
response to the INPUT A statement,
BASIC will return something like
REDO FROM START. After the
number Is entered you can compare It
for size (too large or too smal I), or you
can compare It to another known
value but that's about the only
checking you can do with a numerical
value.
I prefer to use a string INPUT, even
if I'm looking ultimately for a
numerical value. This Increases
program versati 1lty';
10 IHf'UT U

20 If At="HELP " THE" OOSUI 2000:00TO 40

30 If AS•"ftEMU" THEK 1000:R£ft
PRO&RAft CHOICES
40 A=VAL<Ol

The numerlcal value the program
is seeking is input In line 10 as A$. If I
want to jump to another area of the
program, an INPUT statement of t~ls
form gives me a chance. Suppose Im
Into the program and realize It Is the
wrong one, or that I've forgotten how
to enter the data. With an INPUT
statement structured as a string I
can build into the program a wide
variety of options . In line 40 the string
is converted to a number for further
manipulation by the program.
I use tl:le same strategy for
invoices and purchase orders . When
my invoice printing program asks for
the quantity (a value the program uses
to figure the extended price) the
quantity Is entered as a string. This
allows me to answer the computer's
prompt, "QUANTITY?," with "2
Boxes" or "3 cases" when Items are
priced and delivered by the box or
case. When the string is converted to
a number with the VAL statement,
BASIC strips off the number (2 or 3 In
the examples above) and uses that
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value in Its computations. You might
wish to add some additional coding,
however, to check for an entry that
has no numerical value. Such an entry
would return a zero as the cost of an
Item (0 boxes times a unit price will
give O). line 50 below will request
additional input when a zero value Is
detected In the string;
40 l"PUT At
~·

If VALIAtl•O THEN PRINT
•if1VALID-RE£KTER:80TO 40•

Again, by using string Input you
have the opt ion of adding additional
coding to allow a Jump to another
portion of the program. With the
invoice printing program, suppose
you discover you've made an Improper entry only after typing RETURN. With the proper coding you
could type REPEAT on the next Input
statement and the previous sequence
would be erased and you would have a
chance to enter the Information
again.

BASIC's ability to manipulate strings Is truly amazing and helpful.
String Manipulations
Now, perhaps, you're b.egi~ning
to see the value of using string input
statements. But this is only the
beginning. BASIC's ability to manipulate strings is truly amazing and
helpful. One of the uses frequently
suggested for a microcomputer is
mailing list malntenance... just the
kind of redundant, repetitive work a
computer does well. With the proper
use of BASIC's string functions you
can enhance your mailing lists . If you
want to use your mailing list to send
personalized letters to a number of
Individuals you can write a program to
search the data files for the names,
print the heading of the letter, then
use the string functions to construct a
salutation from the full name In the
address list. A portion of such a
program is reproduced In listing I.
This routine uses what may be one
of the most powerful and useful of all
the string functions, the MID$. The
MID$ function usually takes the form:
MID$(A$,l,J). This constructs a new
string from A$ by looking at A$'s Ith
character and reading for J characters. That's not as complicated as it
sounds. Consider this string:
fttz"TESTINO"

1234567

Listing I

50 HS="ftr . John Jonr•"
100 FOR J•LENINtl 10 1 SIEP - 1
110 Nlt•ftlDt!"',J, 1 l
120 IF Nit•" • THEN 450
130 NEXT J
450 IF ft!DllHl,4,1l•"." THEN H=5: GOTO 5C
460 IF ft1Dt<Nt ,4,1l•"1" THEN H-5: DOTO 5(
475 M•4
500 N21•LEFTllNt,Nl+RIOHll (NS,LEHCHll-Jl
~10 PRINT "Otar "iN2t;•1•
Line 50 Introduces N$, a value which llkE
would come from a disk Ille or some other pi
of the program. At line 100 the dissection of ti
string begins. Line 100 sets up a loop wh ich w
execute for the number of characters In N$
descending order. Line 110 establishes
second string N1 $, which Is the sin~
character In N$ at location J · N1 $w ill equal
the first time through the loop, "e" the seco1
time etc until the space before the last nan
Is en~ou~tered. Then line 120 will cause a jun
to line 450 where a check Is made for a period.
the period occurs 4 characters over from ti
beginning of the string, then the fi rst word
"Mrs .. and line 500 must construct a strh
using the first five characters In the strh
("Mrs." plus a space). A check Is made In Ill
460 for the title "Miss". If the fourth character
the string Is "s" then again five characters a
stripped off the original string to form the ne
string to be used In-the salutation or In the bo1
of the letter("Mlss" plus a space). If th.~re I~'
period then the first word must be Mr.
"Ms." and the first part of the string need on
be four characters long ("Mr." or "Ms." plus
space). N Is set to 4 In line 475 before the ne
string Is constructed with the LEFT$ ar
RIGHT$ functions In line 500. You can u:
many variations of this technique to search
string for certain characters and to build ne
strings from an original string. Line 510 shov
how you might format the newly formed strlr
for use In the salutation of the letter.

This string, A$, has seve
characters as I've Indicated with th
numbers under the string, "TES1
ING." The numbers are not actually
part of A$. Now, If the followln
program Is executed, B$ Is found t
be "TING."
10 Al•"TESTIHO"

20 Bt•n!OS(At,4,4l

JO PRINT et

MID$(A$,4,4) started with th
fourth character of A$, the second TI
this case, and read for four character
to form the new string, B$. You coul
achieve the same results In thl
example by replacing line 20 with
B$ = MID$(A$,4). When the value of
in the MID$ function Is eliminated
reads to the end of the speclfle
string.
This string function is useful I
changing names In a mailing list as I
listing I. By applying a MID$ searcl
to a name you can construct anothe
string to use as the salutation. Witl
the program In listing I you can star
with a string that Is a full name, sucl
as Mr. John Jones, and construct :
new string such as Mr. Jones or Joh1
to use In the body of your letter.
Two more common string opera

1rs work similarly. The LEFT$ and
IGHT$ fundions are used when you
ant to strip off a portion of a string
~ginning at the right or left side for a
>ecifled number of characters. In the
·evious program example, 8$ could
ive been constructed to equal
flNG" using the RIGHT$ function:
At"'fESTlllO"
8t•R IOHlt (At, 41
PR!llf It

Again, 8$ ="TING" because the
IGHT$ and LEFT$ functions start
Ith the rightmost or leftmost char~ter In the string and read for the
umber of characters specified. If
$ = LEFT$(A$,4) then 8$ = "TEST."
hese can be used when you don't
ant the versatility of looking at a
ngle character at a time, as Is
ecessary with the routine In Listing
RIGHT$ and LEFT$ work well,
owever, only If you want to compare
1e first or last character In a string or
le first several or last several characirs In a string. This Is sometimes the
ase when the computer asks for a
fES" or "NO" answer. Rather than
omparlng A$ to "YES" and "NO," I
se the following form :
lllPUT "DO YOO UAHT TO COHTIHUE";At
IF LEFft!At,11•"Y" THEM 1000
IF LEFTt<At,ll<>"ll" THEii PRINT
"!' ft SORRY,";:OOTO 10
PRINT "Ok. lHANKS."r £MD

With this form, you don't have to
nswer with a full "YES" or "NO."
lso, I've Included In the example a
lmple "check" routine to look for
ndeflned Input. Here the program Is
>oklng for either a "YES" ora "NO." If
le operator accidentally enters
omethlng else, the program would
nd If you didn't have llne 30.
rom Numerical to Alpha and Back
nd Back Again
There are other string functions
:>u may not use as frequently as
llD$, LEFT$, and RIGHT$, but they,
>o, are useful. VAL(A$) returns a
umber value of A$. If A$= "1 O" then
AL(A$) = 10. If A$= "TEST" then
AL (A$)= 0 because words don't
ave numerical significance. In fact,
ie VAL(A$) function can be used
nywhere the value A can be used. If
1$ is a negative number, VAL(A$) will
et urn a negative number. If, however,
1$ =" + 22," VAL(A$) is simply 22,
vithout the plus sign.
The inverse of the VAL(A$)
unction is the STR$(A) function. If
~ = 22 then STR$(A) returns a string
vhlch Is "22." Consider the following
>rogram lines:
10 A•22
!O At•SlRtl AI
30 PRINT At

At line 30 the program would print
22, which is the value of A$. Why
would you ever want to convert a
number to a string? I use this function
when I want to search for a number or
if I want to modify a number. Once the
number is converted to a string,
remember, you can apply the MID$
search to It and examine individual
digits In a long number. This technique sometimes is helpful in
program security or in generating a
random number. Example:
10 A• Z34SO
20 U•SfRttA>
JO l•VAL<HIDtlAt,2 1 2ll
40 Ct•LEFft(~t,1l
:10 OPEN "kE Y"+Ct, 1
60 Pll•VALIRIGHTt<At,LEH IAtl-111

With this routine you can start
with a number, A (returned from
another part of the program), and
create a random number, B, to use In
computations somewhere else. Then
you can construct C$ from A$ (line 40)
and use this as an Identifier for a data
file. In llne 50 the command OPEN
"KEY"+ C$, 1 opens a data file with
the name "KEY3." In this manner you
can reduce the length of data fl les you
have to search for information by
catagorizing them according to the
leading number returned in the value
A. I have an Inventory program, for
example, that classifies inventory
into 5 classes. The part numbers for
these parts always start with a 1,2,3,4
or 5, depending on which class they
fall in. Once that class number is
stripped off, the actual part number
becomes the number that is left (line
60 in the example above).
This sample program routine
Introduces other string concepts.
First, in llne 50, notice that the string
"KEY" can be added to C$ (or vice
versa) to form a new string. We could
have added another program step at
line 45: K$ ="KEY." Then line 50
would have become: 50 OPEN
K$ + C$, 1. Either way, the strings
would be added. Suppose the
program were set up for data file
names with a dash before the number.
then use a statement like:
:It OPEM "IEY-"+Ct,1

or like this:
:10 OPEN Kt+•-•+ct,1

Either form would give a file name
of "KEY-2." Notice the use of the VAL
statement in line 30 coupled with a
MID$ search. If you're careful about
placement of parentheses you can
"nest" such functions as much as you
wish. Line 60 is an example of this
nesting and also introduces another
string function, LEN. Remember that
we want to strip oft the leading

number to use as a class number to
determine which data f ile to open.
That is done In line 40. Now the rest of
the number must be Isolated for use
as the part number. By doing It like
the example In line 60, you're not
limited to a certain number of
characters in the string. Starting at
the right of the string, the computer
searches all the characters In the
string except the left most character
and forms a new string , which is then
converted to a number, PN, via the
VAL function. LEN returns the length
of the string, so a string that is a
number of five digits has a length
(LEN) of five. In this example, we
don't want the first number in the
string, so I've specified a search for
the length of A$-1 (LEN(A$-1)). Line
60 in this example could have been
written like this :
60 Pll•VALIH!Ot<At,211

The LEN function counts spaces
as part of the length of the string, so
that a string, "THIS IS A STRING,"
has a length of 16. Another reason for
using string input In the Inventory
example above is the ability it provides of using alphabetic as well as
numeric codes for the part numbers.

LEN returns the length of
the string, so a string that
is a number of five digits
has a length (LEN) of five.

There are two more commonly used
string functions we haven't discussed:
CHRS and ASC. You've probably seen
CHRS used in some programs. It is a
covenient way of printing a character
from a program variable and for sending
control codes to a terminal or printer. It
takes the form (CHRS(l ), where 1 is the
numerical representation of an ASCl l
character in decimal. The character "A,"
for example, is 65 in decimal, so if the
computer sees a program line like this:
10 PRINT CHR$Cb51

the letter "A" will be printed.
You may have seen programs that use
the CHRS function with a table of variables to printa message, such as a program
heading, without using conventional
PRINT statements. Programmers sometimes use this technique when they want
to make it difficult for anyone to strip off
their copyright statement or other information at the head of the program run.
Consider this program:
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5 DI" L<J4 >
10 fOR J• I :o J4
20 RUD UJ)
25 FRIHT CHRS<L<J>>;
JO HEXT J
40 £!ID

50
60
70
80

DATA
DAIA
DATA
DATA

B4,72,73,83,J2,73,B3,32,65,32
94 1 6f,83 1 84 1 32,7f 1 70,J2,84 1 72
6f,32,85,9J,6f,J2,7f,70,32,67
72 1 82 1 36 1 46

This program demonstrates how
the CHR$ function works. The data
statements contain the decimal ASCII
values of letters and symbols. These
values are read In a loop In line 20,
then converted to their alphabetic or
symbolic form with the CHR$ function. The message that results is:
THIS IS A TEST OF THE USE OF
CHR$. Many printers and video
terminals use ASCII control codes to
change certain operating parameters.
In this case the CHR$ function can be
used as part of a BASIC program to
turn off and on these operating
options .
The ASC string function can be
considered the opposite of CHR$. It
returns the ASCII value of the first
letter In a string, so that if
A$= "TEST," ASC(A$) would be 84.
Computers with graphics capabilities
frequently use this function to print
letters or symbols in specific positions on the screen. By breaking a
string down into individual letters
(using the MID$ function), you can
POKE the ASCII value of the string
away In a specific memory location,
either a video memory or simply any
portion of RAM. See Listing II and Ill
for short programs you can have some
fun with. They demonstrate both the
ASC and CHR$ BASIC functions in a
way that could be used as a code for
computerists to communicate with
each other.
Listing II

10 At•"TESTt"
20 X•I
30

~<X>•ASCl"IDtlAt,X,l)l

35 If A<Xl=42 THEN 45
10 X•X + 11 SOTO JO
45 1•1
50 roa J• eooo ro eooo+x
60 POKE J,A<t>
65 l•I + I
70 NEXT J
100 DlSK!"SA
110 09

50,1~eooo11

Line 30, Listing II, searches the
string defined In 10 and converts each
letter to Its ASCII equivalent. Line 35
checks for the string limiter "*", and
dumps out of the closed loop when it
Is found. Lines 50-70 POKE these
values away In a free portion of
memory. Line 100 puts the information away on disk. By prearranging
with someone else which track of the
disk the information is on and the
length of A$, you could use the
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Listing Ill

10 X•41 RE" LEHOTH Of At
15 DISK!"CA 8000•50,1
20 fOR J• 0 TO X-1
JO PRINT CHRtlPEEKIBOOO + J>>;
40 NEXT J
50 EHD

program in Listing Ill to recall the
hidden information and print It out.
This is not really a super secret cooe,
but it'll help you understand the ASC
and CHA$ functions. You can probably see the value of this kind of disk
routine when writing software you
hope to sell. Somewhere In the
depths of your program stick away a
routine similar to this one, using for
A$ some command or instruction
within the body of the program . You
can key the disk to specific users this
way or check for unauthorized
copying of the program.
Making Comparisons
We've covered the usually available string functions in BASIC. Let's
consider some of the finer points of
their use. Remember at the beginning
I said strings may be manipulated in
much the same way as numerical
variables. The operators = , < , > , <
=, >
and + may be used with
strings as you would use them with
numbers. There are some conventions to remember, however, that
make strings behave slightly differently from numbers.
In using the "<''and">'' comparators, remember that the length of the
string is the determining factor.
The string "A ," thererore, is shorter
than the string "A," since trailing
spaces are considered in determining
string length. If you are using strings
in data statements and plan to
compare them for length, you might
wish to put each string inside quotes
as part of the data statements, even
though this is not normally necessary
for the data statements to function
properly. By enclosing data statements with strings in quotes, leading
spaces will be retained and BASIC's
string limiters won't operate on the
string. Check your BASIC manual for
details on string limiters. The Microsoft BASIC I'm using automatically
limits a string when It sees a comma
(,) or a colon (: ). There are ways
around this problem if you're not
using a ROM BASIC. With the Ohio
Scientific Instruments OS 65U disk
operating system , for example, the
following program lines will allow
commas and colons to be included in
strings:

=,

10

POKE 2972, ll

20 POKE 29 76,IJ

This Is useful when entering cit)
and state Information from the
keyboard . If your program doesn'1
need to keep these two variable~
separate you'll have to construct c
third string from the city and state, 01
store the data away as two separate
strings. By POKEing off the strin~
limiters you can enter such data,
complete with commas, in a single
string. You probably can find a slmila1
POKE to turn off string limiters iri
your BASIC .

Disk Data Flies
Pay special attention to handling
of string Information with disk data
flies. Generally , it Is desireable to
completely fill a data field even if the
string to be stored there isn't as long
as the field established for it. If your
operating system doesn't handle this
housekeeping chore automatically,
add spaces to string data being
written to disk files to erase previous
information in that field and to ensure
that all strings from the same field in
different records are the same length.
You'll need to do the same thing when
searching a data field for information
stored as string information. If your
program asks the operator to INPUT
a string to be used for comparison,
the next line in the program must fill
out the string to the length of the data
field, otherwise the trailing spaces in
the string stored on disk will denote a
different string from the one being
sought. Perhaps an example will
make this Idea clearer.
Suppose one of your data fields is
10 characters long. To write a string
shorter than 10 characters to the disk
in this field , you should add spaces to
the string to make it 10 characters
long before It is written to the disk:
10 At='"TESI"
20 If LEHIAt)( JO !HEH nt•nt+'" ":GttlO 20

Then write the information to the
proper field. By adding spaces to all
string s written to the same field in
different records, all strings in that
field will be the same length. Do the
same thing when searching for a
string in that field:
10 INPUT "STRJHO roR SCARCH'";ns
20 IF LEHlAtl C10 IHE" At•At t "

":

0010 20

When the computer begins checking the disk files for comparison, the
string you have asked it to find is
always the same length as the one in
the field it Is searching.
You might want to use some
"special case" comparisons with the

trings. Just be sure to try out these
<am pies with your version of BASIC
>be sure they function the same way
s with the Microsoft version I'm
sing. I've already shown some
<amples using IF/THEN compari:>ns with strings. What about a
rogram line like : IF A$ THEN 200? In
1is case the program will jump to line
)0 only if A$ has something In it.
hat is, if A$ is anything but " "
1pace) a jump will occur. You can
ieck for numerical value by using:
: VAL(A$) THEN 200. In this line, a
imp will occur on any value of A$
<cept zero . You may use the AND
inction with VAL(A$) in a similar
ay: IF VAL(A$) AND VAL(B$) THEN
)0. This statement can be useful if
)U want to determine whether a
:ring has numerical value or contains
nly text. If either A$ or B$ is text,
1en the result of the AND operation
zero and no branch will occur.
1deed, a jump happens with this

statement only when the value of the
AND operation is something other
than zero. This is another somewhat
sneaky operation to help throw
would-be program stealers off the
track. It can be extremely difficult to
determine exactly what the programmer was looking for In these statements.
Finally, you can use the NOT
function in the same way: IF NOT
VAL(A$) THEN 200. Any value of A$
greaterthan or equal to zero, less than
or equal to-1 will cause a jump to 200.
You can use a statement like this to
look for a value between zero and -1 ,
either returned from another part of
the program or used as a trace
element or security technique in your
program.

Summary

high level languages. Sometimes,
however, it is easy to forget this fact
as we program from a numerical
orientation. I have found that using
strings in my programs makes them
more versat ile, easier to adapt and
more user-oriented . As computers
prol lferate, the ability of software to
helo the user and make computer use
easier will become more and more
important. There's little excuse any
more for programs that ask for user
Input in this form : "TYPE 1 FOR YES
ANDO FOR NO," which was common
in the early days of microcomputlng.
Memory prices are low enough that
users can afford to use strings and
not worry about space conservation
as much as before.
Become familiar with the string
functions of your BASIC-then use
them. Programming Is more fun and
the computer is easier to use.
D

BASIC handles alphabetic information well-better than some other

Notes
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Apple Strings
Rick Geiger

There are distinct advantages to
developing application programs in a
higher level language such as Applesoft, but all too frequently Applesoft is
either too slow or just won't do what
you want. When th is has happened to
me, I have either revised my program
or written it in assembly language.
While short assembly language subroutines can be used, the difficulties in
passing parameters back and forth
restricts their use, especial ly for string
processing.
Recently I've been working on a
program to manipulate data in text files
that reside on the Apple mini-floppy.
Since Applesoft does not include an
INSTR funct ion, there is no straightforward way to locate a substring
within a larger string. I also wanted to
be able to use an old block mode CRT
so I could create and edit a screenful of
data using the editing functions of the
CRT and then transmit them to the
Apple.

After the return, the Applesoft program can use the
modified variable like any
other string variable.
My first program attempt was
written entirely in Applesoft but it was
so slow that characters were lost in the
data transmission, and the lengthy wait
for a substring search was intolerable.
What to do now? I considered writing
the whole program in assembly language, but I needed to do a lot of disk
1/ 0 and one look at the read/ write
track/ sector routines documented in
the DOS 3.2 manual convinced me that
I didn't want to write that much code.
Richard G. Geiger, 901 Holiday Ct .. Concord, CA
94518.
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So the only solution was to develop a
convenient way of passing strings
back and forth to some assembly
language subroutines. That way I
could program the serial interface
code and the substring search code i n
assembler and still do the disk 1/0 i n
Applesoft.
The first method I tried was to
dedicate an area of memory as a string
buffer and use an Applesoft POKE loop
to store the string and a PEEK loop to
read it. The POKEing worked okay, but
the PEEK loop appenced each
PEEKed character. and the string
concatenation overhead was murder! I
tried pre-allocating the string and
storing the PEEKed character into the
middle of it, but the whole process was
sti ll too slow. Finally, I decided to try
using the Applesoft string pointers and
just pass the address of the string to
the assembly language subroutines. I
have seen other p rograms that used
similar techn iques, but they almost
always requ ire that on ly one variable
be used and that it be the first one
defined in the program.
The subroutine listed below will
work with any string variable and set
up the parameters needed for an
assembler subroutine. The routine is
called GET AD DRESS and makes use
of the fact that the name of the last
referenced va riable in Applesoft is
stored in locations $8 1 and $82 (hex).
Applesoft references each string by
means of a runtime descriptor that
includes all of the necessary information. The address where this table of
string (and other variable type) descriptors begins is contained in loca-

tions $69 and $6A. The format of <
stri ng descriptor is:
byte

contents

+ O first character of the variable name
+1 second character of the variable name
+ 2 length of the string
+3 low address byte
+ 4 high address byte

+5 0
+6 0

The call to the GET ADDRESE
subroutine is immediately preceded b)
a variable reference that p laces the
variable name you want into $81 anc
$82. A convenient one that execu te ~
quickly is:
100 X$+X$:CA L L<su broutine

addres~

Upon return from GET ADDRESS, <
location in page zero contains the
string address, another page zerc
location contains the address of thE
variable pointer, and the length of the
string is stored in a defined location ir
the GET ADDRESS subroutine.
With this information, an assembl)
language subroutine can access the
string by indirect indexing from the
page zero location containing the
string address. For example, to get the
third character (assuming, of course
that the string had at least three
characters) you might use the follow·
ing instructions:

LOY #2
;LOA D OFFSET TO THE THIRD CHARACTER
LOA (STARTL) ,Y ;GET THE CHARACTER

where STARTL is the page zero
location containing the address of the
string.
The availability of the address of
the pointer (in addition to the address
of the string) means that you can pass
a string from an assembly language
subroutine to an Applesoft program.
For instance, if you just received a
string of characters from the serial 1/0
interface that you wanted to write to
the disk, you would call GET
ADDRESS just after referencing the
string variable that you want to receive
the string. Your assembly language
subroutine could then use the following instructions to modify the variable
pointer to map over the input buffer:
LOY
LOA
STA
DEY
LOA
STA
DEY
T XA
STA
ATS

#4
#H,INBUF
(PTRL),Y
#L,INBUF
(PTRL),Y
(PTRL),Y

The subroutine starts by c learing
the index into the variable descriptor
space. This index is saved by the next
instruction because in the code that
follows, several parts of the descriptor
need to be checked. If any of the
checks fail it is conven ient to branch to
a single place.to increment t he Y- REG
to look at the next descriptor. Since
Y-REG may have been changed during
the checking and we don't want to add
the logic that would be necessary to
know which check failed, we simply
restore the init ial value from the save
area.
Indirectly referencing the page
zero location $69 (VTBL) we get the
f irst character of the variable name
from the variable descriptor. This is

;LOAD OFFSET TO HIGH ADDRESS BYTE OF POINTER
;LOAD HIGH BYTE OF BUFFER ADDRESS
;STORE HIGH ADDRESS BYT E INTO POINTER
;DECREMENT OFFSET T O POINT TO LOW ADDRESS BYTE
;GET LOW BYTE OF BUFFER ADDRESS
;STORE LOW ADDRESS BYTE INTO POINTER
;DECREMENT OFFSET TO POINT TO LENGTH BYTE
;TRANSFER LENGTH FROM X-REG T O A-REG
;STORE LENGTH INTO POINTER
;RETURN

After the return , the Applesoft program
can use the modified variable like any
other string variable. In the above
example the buffer where the string
was stored is INBUF, the page zero
location holding the address of the
variable descriptor is PTRL. The
notation used to designate the high
and low bytes of the buffer address is
for the C. W. Moser 6502 assembler.
How The Subroutine Works
The call to GET ADDRESS should
be directly preceded by a reference to
the string variable you want. The
instruction:
100 A$=A$ : CALL <address of GET
ADDRESS subroutine>
works nicely and makes sure that
Applesoft doesn't later clobber the
string . The only other thing to be
careful of is that the variable you use
(A$ in the exa mple above) must not be
a null string. If the instruction given
above as an example is the first
reference to the string variable, the
GET AD DRESS routine will fail.
The operand of the CALL instruction must be an address, not a variable
· containing the address. If the operand
is a variable, that variab le will become
the last variable referenced and GET
ADDRESS will not do what you
i nt ended . So, assemble the GET
ADDRESS subroutine and CALL the
specific address at which you locate it.

checked against the contents of $81
(CHAR1), the first character of the
name of the last referenced variable. If
they are not the same, we immediately
go look at the next descriptor
(GANXT).
If the first characters match, we
bump the variable descriptor index
(Y-REG) and compare the second
characters. Agai n, if th ey don't match,
we go look at the next descriptor. Even
if the first two characters match , more
checking is necessary to ensu re that
we have located the right variable.
Real, integer and string variables may
all have the same names but be distinct
and separate va riables. Although the
documentation in th e Applesoft manual would seem t o indicate that you
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should be able to distinguish string
desc r iptor from a real or integer
descriptor by the sig n bits on the name
characters, I did not find this reliable.
Next, we bump the index (Y-reg) to
look at the high address byte of the
pointer. Since no strings can be
located in page zero, this byte cannot
be zero if this is a string descriptor.
Then we bump the index to look at the
last byte of the descriptor which must
be zero.

The Applesoft manual
seems to indicate that you
should be able to distinguish a string descriptor
from a real or integer
descriptor by the sign bits
on the name characters.
If any of the tests fail , we retrieve
th e initial index from the save area
(YSA V) and increment it by 7 to look at
the next descriptor. $FC is the final
value possible in Y-REG before t he
index roll s over. So far I have n't found it
necessary to add code to look at
possible variable descriptors beyond
this, but it may be requi red for some
programs. We then transfer the incremented index into Y-REG and go
through the checks for the new
descri ptor.
If all the checks are passed, we
back up the index and extract t he high
add ress byte of the string data and
store it in the page zero location
STARTH . Then we back up again and
store the low address byte in STARTL.
Another decrement positions the index
at the length byte wh ich we extract and
store in LENGTH .
In ord er to allow other assembler
routines to modify t he descriptor, we
must save its add ress. First we compute the absolute address by adding
the offset we ended up with in our
search (which is in YSAV) and the
st arting address of the descriptor
space in VTBL. We store the high and
low bytes resu lti ng from the addition in
the page zero locations PTRL and
PTAH .
If properly called, this routine
should not fail , but just in case all the
descriptors fail the checks by the time
we get to an offset of $FC, we set up an
error indication to tell the calling
program that the search fai led.
I hope these routines prove
useful in augmenti ng your App lesoft
programs with assembly language
subrouti nes.
D
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e:?~e

0260
0270
0280
0290
0300
0310
0;;.20
0;;30
0340

e:;se

PAGE ZERO AORESSES
STARTL
STARTH
VTBL
CHRl
CHP.:Z
PTRL
PTRH

,

.DE 5
. DE
. DE
.DE
.DE
.DE

; GET At>PP.ESS

~se

GET ADD
GP.SRCH

0406
0410
G4.20
(•43e
G446
(14~·0

0460
647C.
04~:0

cw:.0

129
130
S

LDY
ST\'
LDR
O'I?
BNE
rnv
LDA
CMP
BNS
II-IV
rnv

;CONTAINS STARTrnG ADC>P. OF URBL POil-.'TERS
; CONTA!HS FIRST CHFIRACTER OF LAST USED URBt. 1-IAME
;SECOND CHR OF LAST USED URBL HAME
;CQNTAll-15 ADDR OF PC1JtffER FOR LAST USED01JRBL
;CONTAINS ADDR OF POINTER FOR LAST USED URBL

#0
;Q..EAR TABLE rnDE>;
YSAU
;SfiUE IHDEX IlffC1 IJRB~ Tn3LE
<UTBL>,Y
;GET FIRST CHR OF UREL 1-IMME FR0:·1 PO!l<TCR
CHRl
; IS IT THE CHE?
GAN>.1
; SR IF HO
; e.uMP I Ht>EX TO LOOI< AT NE>..,. c.HR
<UTBL),y
;GET 21-1(> CHR FROM POIIITER
CHR2
;ARE 2ND CHRS THE SAME~·
GRNl :T
; BR IF HO
;BUMP INDEX B\' 3 TO LOOK AT HIGH
;ADDP. BVTE. IF THIS IS R STRrnCi POilffER

It"'-.'

;BVTE MLJSla0

LL>n <UTBL ), V
;GET HIGH Rt>(,R BYTE
BEQ GRNXT
;BR IF. C"" ) N_ T0Q STRVl'G
rnv ; BLIMP INDEX B\'0.2 TO LCIOt< QT LAST BVTE
IIN ; WHICH MUST BE 0
LDR <UTBL>, Y
;GET LAST El\'TE
8£0 GFGOT
;IF 0 THEN WE H.CfUE IT
LOA VSAV
;GET INDEX TO PREUICIUS POHITER

C:S00
e:il 6
(?:520
es:;0
0:$40
~~
~

(l!;70

CLC

e:ss0
~90

0600
G610
06:."!0
et.30
0640

SG9

. DE 9

0350
0371:1
GJ.?0

;BASE ADDRESS F OR STR l NUS

7

GA GOT

0€.~0

0050
0670
0630
GC.96
0700
0710
0720
0730
0740

ADC
O'IP
BEQ
TRY
BNE
DE\'
DEV
LC>R
STA
DEV
LDR
STA
DEV
LDA
STA

;BUMP 11-IDEX TO NEXT Oil-ITER
11:?52
;ARE WE DONE
GRERP.
; BR IF AT END
;TRANSFER HEW 11-IDEX TO X- REG
Gfr:>RCH
;GQ LOOK RT NEW POINTER
;BRCK UP BV 2 TO GET HIGH ADDR
#7

<UTBL),\'
;GET
STRRTH
;SAUE
; BACK UP TO LOW ADDP.
<VTBL>,Y
;GET
STARTL
;STORE IT
; BACK ~ TO LENGTH
<VTBL>,Y
;GET
LENGTH
; STORE lT

HIGH AC>C>R BVTE OF STRrnG
BVTE
LOW ADDR
LENGTH

CLC

LDA
ADC
STA
LDR
AC>C
STA

07~0

e760
0770

0780
071:1(1

~~1~

UTBL
\'SAU
PTRL
UTBL+l
#0
PTRH

~~§ ~~ET

;GET LOW BYTE OF POIHTER TABLE ADDRESS
;ADD rnDEl( If.ITO THE TAE:LE
;STORE LOW BVTE OF POI t-ITER FODR
;GET H!GH BVTE OF ~H!~TER iAE:LE P.DDR
; ADD CARRY IF THEF;E WF!S Ol~E
;STOF;E HIGH E:VTE OF PC:1"TER RDC>R
~~~~LlR~ICCESSFt.IL R:'.TLIRN C(l()E

0$:::0

oo:;a
ee~

;SINCE WE ARE SEAACHrnG THE URBL T8L FOP THE LP.ST USED URP.L IT SHOUU>
;BE POSSISL::: FOR THIS ROUTINE TO FAIL, SllT JL!Si rn CASE HERE IS THO:
;EP.ROR HANDLING CODE

0860
GS70

GFtERR

0S4C•

esa0

;LOAD HO Fif.ID ERRCI?

0$':1~

0060
C1~:0

09:-tCI
/,'
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We're trying to get away from machine
language, but this is aw/ully use/ul especially for finding out what commands are valid in Adventure games
without a lot of silly guesswork.
Programs written in Basic are fairly
easy to read. You can locate characters
which will be printed just by scanning the
listing in search of PRINT statements. In a
long machine-language program, the
process is more complicated since printed
characters a re represented in memory as
hex data. The following article describes a
short, simple routine for finding and
displaying ASCII characters in machinelanguage programs. The routine is written
for the Apple II , but could easily be
modified to use with any other 6502
system.
There are a number of uses for this
type of routine. If you want to modify the
printout of a program, this routine will
simplify the process. It can help find the

If the program is stopped,
the location of the last
characters printed can
easily be determined.
ke yword s that are recognized by an
interactive program.
First, decide on a location to enter the
routine. It can be placed either above or
below the program you want to examine.
In the following example, location 300
(hex) will be used . With the target program
already in memory, enter the monitor's
assembler by typing F666G. Afterentering
the first line, remember to put one space
before each of the remaining lines. If you
aren't familiar with the monitor, don't
worry; just type exactly what is listed
below and ignore the strange things that

happen to each line after you hit
RETURN .
Following the ! prompt, type

300:LDA

Boo

(space) JSR FDFO
IDA #AO
JSR FCA~

INC
BNE
INC
JMP

301
300
]02
300

That's all there is to it. The routine is
ready to run. CA UT/ON: this routine
contains self-modifying code. Normally,
this is a poor programming technique and
should be a voided . In this case, there is a
reason for self-modification.
To use the routine, hit RESET, then
enter th e command 300G. A lo t of
meaningless characters will flow by, but all
the words contained as data will also
appear. If, at any point, you wish to
determine where the data on the screen is
stored , just hit RESET. This will stop the
dump. Then, enter 300L. The first line of
the routine will now be
LOA XXXX
where XXXX is the address of the next
byte to be printed.
How does it work? First, the hex data
from location $800 is put into the
accumulator. (lf the program starts higher
up, you would replace 800 with the value of
the first line of the program.) Then, the
monitor's print routine (located at FDFO)
is used to put the byte on the screen as a n
ASCII cha racter. Since the routine is quite
fast, a pa use is needed before printing the
next character. This is done by putting AO
into the accumulator and using the
monitor's WAIT subroutine (located at
FCA8). To increase or decrease the pause,
just increase or decrease AO. Now for the
self-modifying pa rt.
The computer stores the comma nd
LOA 800 in three bytes at locations 300-

302. 300 contains the hex code for LOA.
30 I contains the lo byte of the operand and
302 contains the hi byte. The command
INC 301 increases the value of location 301
by one. In other words, the program
changes the value of one of its own
commands. At this point, LOA 800 has
become LOA 801. The value of the lo byte
will go from 0-FF. After this, it will
bec'ome 0 again. The BNE (branch on
result not equal to 0) will keep sending
control back to 300 until the command
becomes LOA 8FF. At this point the
bra nch condition wi11 become false, so the
program will move on to the next line
(after incrementing FF to 00). Now, the hi
byte is incremented, and the command at
300 becomes LOA 900. From then on, the
cycle continues, increasing the lo byte from
00-FF, then increasing the hi byte by one.
If the program is stopped , the loca tio n of
the last characters printed can easily be
determined.

A lot of meaningless
characters will flow by,
but all the words contained as data will also
appear.
Remember, if you use this routine at a
different location, you will have to change
the values of the last four lines. Change the
BNE and JMP to the value of the start of
the routine, and change the INC command s to one byte (for the first INC) and
two bytes (for the second INC) beyond the
start of the routine.
Due credit d e pt. Thanks go to
R ichard Corcoran for suggesting the use of
the WAIT subroutine, and for providing
numerous bits of helpful input.
Happy dumping.
0
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Disk Power: How to Use It
Apple's new disk system
Carl Swenson

Using Apple's new disk
system, and others, will
be a lot easier if you have
an understanding of
reading and writing files.
The techniques presented below should be
helpful ... especially for
Apple owners.

Photo by Carolyn Kozo

Carl Swenson, Seattle University, Seattle, WA 98112

A disk for your computer is enough
to make your head spin. The luxury of
loading and saving programs instead
of fighting a cantankerous cassette
player is next to heaven, and the real
power of computing is now available
through the disk.
A disk .enables you to write and use
programs which have large amounts of
stored information ; for example, mailing lists, business records, nutritional
values of foods and inventories. These
programs require disk file reading and
writing from within a program . This
article gives examples, hints and warnings on use of the disk commands
for data file creation and maintenance.
Unfortunately, disk file commands vary
greatly from BASIC to BASIC. We're
going to be discussing the format and
techniques for the APPLE II DISK II .

data statement which can be read from
or written to by the program . However,
it doesn't need to be stored as part of
the program in RAM like a DATA
statement. The data file stays out on
the disk and the disk becomes a
secondary, slower than RAM , memory.
Presto, you have a 100K machine; and
with a quick change of a disk, you get a
new 100K.
In BASIC, variables of the READ list
are read in sequence from the DATA
list. Each successive variable takes the
next piece of data. Similarly, a disk file
is first OPENed, which starts any read
or write at the first piece of data in the
file. When fin ished with a file it is
always CLOSED. Eat:h time the file is
opened, the result is like a RESTORE in
the DATA statement; data starts fresh
from the first entry.

The Data File
Since most of us spe.ak BASIC, this
new concept, data file manipulation,
might best be thought of as an extension of the READ - DATA operation . A
data file can be thought of as a huge

Sequential Flies
The method of starting at the beginning of a file and reading and writing in
order is called sequential processing.
In many situations, sequential processing is adequate and desirable. For
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example, programs are stored sequentially. One need only know where the
file beg ins and ends and there is no
need to know where a given line is
stored. There is little muss or fuss
where each line of the program or piece
of data is stored because it is in order.
An example of the use of a sequential
data fi le would be to store transactions
for a personal finances program. Each
transaction might require six entries:
1)
2)
3)
4)

transaction number,
date,
vendor code,
check number if a bill is paid , or
date due if a bill is received,
5) account affected ,
6) amount of transaction.
The transactions wou ld be stored
one after the other. When the end of the
month arrives and it is time to produce
the balance sheet, the transactions are
read back sequentially one at a time
and processed. This type of file needs
controls to signal the end of the file, as
well as insure that a new transaction is
written after the last transaction and

not over any previous transactions. A
suitable way to accomplish this is to
store the transaction number (with,
say, exactly 3 digits) of the last transaction of the file as the first entry of the
file. This first number can be read and
then an IF-THEN statement can check
each subsequent transaction to see if it
is the last one. Reaching the last
transaction signals the end of processing, or if you are entering transactions
it signals that it is in the correct position
to write the next new transaction. The
use of a transaction number that does
not change in length (here, exactly 3
digits) is necessary in some machines
(like APPLE) because of the file structure. This will be a later topic.
Direct Access Files
The solution to the limitations of
sequential file manipulation is to use
direct accessing (sometimes called
random access). As a practical example, suppose you have a mailing list
with over 2,000 names and addresses
and Cher keeps sending in address
changes (or name changes) . You don't
want to use sequential files since this
could mean t he entire list would need
to be read and rewritten to the disk.
Sequential processing does not lend
itself to single actions or simple
changes.
If you knew where Cher's address is
stored in memory, then no read is
required, and you could write over her
old address with a single write and be
done. The question is: At what byte is
her name and address? The answer is:
In the beginning there was organization (Thank God!). You decide that
each name, address and city/ state/ zip
will be 30 characters long . Thus the
three lines of 30 characters will take up
93 characters (90 characters plus 3
separators). Each new name is started
on a 93 byte boundary. Now if you
know Cher is 20th on the list. her name
will start at 20 • 89 + 1 = 1801 . Notice
that you do pay a price for direct
access; you waste space, since few
names or addresses take up all 30
characters.
In many cases there is a combination
of the two methods. For example, a file
might be a set of financial accounts,
and each financial account might be a
record having its name, the twelve
monthly balances and the year to date
accumulation. Thus each account will
be a record ready to be accessed
directly, while inside the record the
balances will be stored sequentially.
Now it's time for the real thing. What
follows are examples using the Apple II
Disk 11.
DISK II Command Subroutines
The Disk II documentatron for the
READ and WRITE operations leaves
many questions unanswered. There
are no complete examples, and if you

have seen or used other BASIC file
commands you realize that APPLE'S
are somewhat different.
In order to avoid the recognition of
several new reserved words, APPLE'S
disk commands have been put in a print
statement that starts with a
"CONTROL-D." This can make the
disk commands sometimes cumbersome and hard to read. Program 1 in
integer BASIC shows how subroutines
can make a READ or WRITE to the disk
more readable. Notice that line 10-70
can be the first part of any of your
integer BASIC programs that include
READ and WRITE to files. The subroutines 20-50 are placed first to speed
up the program.
A write to a file requires four things to
be done:
1) GOSUB OPEN . The file must be
opened. This means the file name
is assigned a buffer area in RAM
and the file pointer is set to the
first piece of data in the file.
2) GOSUB WRITE. This creates
readiness for a file write, as
opposed to a display write. That is,
any subsequent PRINT
statements before the next DOS
command will write to the file and
not appear on the screen. (To
debug, it is possible to see on the
screen the values that are being
written to the disk by turning on
the monitor.)
3) PRINT. The value is written to the
file via the buffer. Remember, the
write DOS command traps all
print statements until any other
DOS statement is executed.
4) GOSUB CLOSE. The file is closed, meaning that all the data in the
buffer has been written to disk and
that the buffer area is now free to
be reassigned. The write to file is
turned off.
In Program 1, a simple write is
accomplished in lines 200-230. Similarly, a READ is shown in lines 300-330.
Since F$ was defined in line 210, it
could have been deleted from line 310
as long as no changes were made to F$
before 310.

The disk commands and input/output of the disk file can be monitored
(made to appear on the screen) by
using the MON and NOMON commands which are explained in the Disk
II documentation. Having the monitor
on is a good way to see the disk file
manipulations in the learning or
debugging states. A perfected program
usually has at its beginning ·the
NOMON command to turn off the
monitor.
The following two notes refer to
integer BASIC.
Note #1: You may wonder why
Statement 220 does not use PRINT X1,
X2, X$. It is an unfortunate thorn in the
DOS which requires a separate PRINT
statement for each entry, since
otherwise a data separator is not
printed on the fi le between the data
entries. Forexample, PRINT1 ,2will put
"12" on file as a single entry. In other
words, PRINT A,B will not have the
same effect as PRINT A: PRINT Bit you
are in the disk write mode. However,
the same is not true for a disk read;
INPUT A,B is identical to INPUT A:
INPUT B.
Note #2: Keeping D$ =" " (see 70)
alone on a separate line is a safety
measure. The CONTROL-D does not
appear in the screen (but it is there if
you put it there) , and if the line were
copied over using the Apple editing
wizardry the CONTROL-D would be
lost.
File Structure
There are some limitations to sequential file processing. Consider the
case where you find a transaction for
$119.58 to be incorrect - it should be
$9.58. This requires that all subsequent
transactions of the file will have to be
moved because the $9.58 takes up less
space.
To understand this, let's see precisely how files are set up byte by byte. In
Apple tiles, numbers are stored as a
string: 119.58 would take up six bytes,
and 9.58 would take up only tour. Enotation numbers are real hogs, and at
worst they might take up 15 bytes.
Strings are stored a character per byte.

>LIST

0 REM ------PROGRAM 1 . - - - - - 1. REM
2 REM WRITTEN IN INTEGER BASIC
3 REM
5 REM READ/WRITE FILE EXAMPLE
6 REM
1.0 GOTO 60
20 PRINT Of; "OPEN"iFf : RETURN
30 PRINT Of; "READ"; Ff : RETURN
40 PRINT Df; "WRITE"; Ff: RETIJlN
50 PRINT Of;"CLOSE"; Ff : RETURN
60 OPEN=20 :READ=30 : WRITE=40 :CLOSE•5e
70 DIM Of C1.> :Df=""
80 REM
90 REM
1.00 DIM XfC?>,AfC7),FfC5)

110 X1=5 : X2=1.0 :Xf""EXAMPLE"
180 REM
190 REM
200 -REM SEQUENTIAL WRITE EXA1PLE
210 Ff="FILE1" : GOSUB OPEN
220 GOSUB WRITE : PRINT Xi : PRINT X2 : PRINT Xf
230 GOSUB CLOSE
280 REM
290 REM
300 REM SEQUENTIAL REAO EXffl'LE
310 Ff="FILE1." : GOSUB OPEN
320 GOSUB READ : It.PUT AL A2, Af
330 GOSUB CLOSE
380 REM
390 REM
400 PRINT A1, A2,Af
410 END
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As any number or string is written to
the disk, a 1 byte mark is placed to
separate it from other numbers or
strings. Thus, a number or string takes
up its length plus one. See Figure 1 for
an illustration of a file.
If you want to write the 9.58 value in
the file wher~ the 119.58 is now located,
you would need to use the B parameter
provided in the disk READ format. After
the file has been opened, the command
below will accomplish the write, to the
file names TF.
PRINT 0$; "WRITE TF, 829"
However, the file now has an extra
number (8 at byte 35} as shown in
Figure 2. This throws the sequence
totally out of whack since a sequential
read would incorrectly read 8 to be the
transaction number of the second
transaction . Now you can see why the
subsequent transactions would all
need to be moved back two bytes.
Since you can move anywhere with
the B parameter, the R and L might
seem superfluous. However, using R
and Lis usually more convenient. Let's
use the mailing list as an example. The
R would be the record number (a name
and address), the L would be the length
of each entire record, and the Bis used
to move inside a record. The length of a
record in this case is 93. The direct
access operates by using the current L
(given in OPEN}, the current R and B
(given in WRITE or READ) , and moves
to the L • R + B + 1th byte. This is an
absolute count from the beginning of
the file.
Program 2 shows a simplistic
program to create and change a data
file , using direct access manipulations.
In particular it solves the problem of
quickly and easily changing Cher's
name or address. Since the data is all
character string, the program could
have been written in integer BASIC.
However, to exhibit the modifications
necessary for programs with floating
point data, program 2 is written in
APPLESOFT 11.
If a listing is not requested, program
2 can be used to fill a data file. If a listing
is requested of a record which has not
been previously written to, an error will
occur. This program is not set up to
protect records, so that you can use it
to input records longer than 90 bytes
and then use the list to see how it
clobbered the next record . It is also not
intended to be an actual application
program, si nce it has no search or sort
capabilities. However, by modifying
and exercising it in various ways, you
will be able to discover the ins and outs
of file transactions.
Note #3: While APPLESOFT II is an
extended language, it does not allow a
variable for a line number in a GOSUB
statement even though this is permi ssible in integer BASIC. While this makes
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Figure 1

Transaction 1
108110110927781SHELLl15614501119.5811021 ...

l

1

separator

i

Figure 2

Transaction 1
108110110927781SHELLl156145019.581811021 ...
tByte 35

lLIST
0 REl1 - ---PROGRAl1 2---------1

2 REl1 WRITTEN IN APPLESOFT II
3

5 REl1 DIRECT ACCESS FILE EXAMPLE
6

10
20
30
40
50

GOTO 60
PRINT DS; "OPEN"; F$;'',L"; L: RETURN
PRINT D$; "READ"; F$; ', R"; R; ", 8"; B: RETURN
PRINT D$; "WRITE";F$;", R";R;", B";B : RETURN
PRINT DS; "CLOSE";FS : RETURN
60 DS = CHR$ (4)
80 Dil1 A$(2): L = 93
90 INPUT ' FILE NAME="; FS
100 INPUT "RECORD NUMBER= ";R
110 INPUT "DO YOU WANT A LISTING <VIN>?"; T$
120 IF T$ < > "V" THEN 180
125 REM ------PRINT RECORD---------- - - 130 GOSUB 20 : REM OPEN
140 FOR J = 0 TO 2
150 : : :B = J * 31 : GOSUB 30 : REM READ
155 :: INPUT AS(J)
160 NEXT
165 GOSUB 50 : REM CLOSE
170 PRINT : PRINT A$(0): PRINT AS<1> : PRINT ASC2) : PRINT
175 REM -------INPUT OR CHANGE ENTRIES------180 PRINT ,;HIT RETURN WHEN NO CHANGE REQUI RED"
190 INPUT "NEW NAME= ";fl$(0)
200 Ilf'UT "NEW STREET ADDRESS="; AS<1>
210 Ilf'UT "NEW CITY/ STATE/ZIP="; ASC2)
215 GOSUB 20 : : REM OPEN
220 FOR J = 0 TO 2
230 :: IF LEN CASCJ) ) = 0 THEN 250
240 :: :B = J * 31 : GOSUB 40 : REN WRITE
245 : : PR INT AS(J)
250 NEXT
260 GOSUB 50 : REN CLOSE
265 REl1 -------EXIT OR NEXT RECORl>---------270 PRINT : INPUT "(-1 TO END> NEXT RECORD=";R
280 IF R > = 0 THEN 110
290 END

Figure 3

>LIST
10 REM
EXAMPLE A
20 DIM DSC1), AC5 >: Ds=""
30 PRINT D$;"OeEN F"
40 FOR 1=1 TO 5
50 PRI NT D$; "READ F"
60 INPUT Fi( D
70 PR INT ACI )
80 NEXT I
90 PRINT 0$; "CLOSE F"
100 END

>LIST
10 REt1

EXAMPLE B

20 C>l11 DS(1 ), AC5) ; DS=""
30 PRI NT D$; "OPEN F"

40 FOR 1=1 TO 5
50 PRINT Ds;"READ F,80'

60
70
80
90
100

INPUT AC D
PR INT A<I>
NEXT I
PRINT D$;"CLOSE F"
END

the subroutine technique a little
cumbersome, it is suggested that the
GOSUB still be used but be followed by
a remark to make it clear.
Note #4: In APPLESOFT II the print
A,B not being equal to PRINT A: PRINT
B is still with us. An exception is if A is
long enough to cause PRINT A,B to
print Bon a new line of the screen then
a separ~tor is written. It is easiest to
forget the exception and consistently
use PRINT A: PRINT B.
Note #5: This program could trigger
one of the early DOS bugs. If it will not
execute past line 250, see your dealer
or recent publications for the DOS
patch.
Note #6: On the positive side,
APPLESOFT 11 allows the comfort of
seeing the previously hidden
CONTROL-D. (See line 70.) A further
welcome feature is the repeated colon
acceptability as a means of indenting.
All structured programmers please
stand, applaud and whistle!
Note #7: If you want to input v@lues to
be written to the disk, the INPUT
statement must be before the GOSUB
WRITE, or else the input prompt
(question mark) will be written to file
and screw up the whole operation.
Notice how the input was done prior to

the write in Program 2. No error will
resu lt from using a PRINT after a
GOSUB READ and before the INPUT
statement.
Note #8: There is a record 0 which
could have been used by the first
record. However, having record 5 (for
example) in position number 4 is
awkward. Secondly, and more important, record O is a prime location to
store maintenance information, such
as the number of records in the file. A
common and useful technique in many
business programs is to store a copy of
the last record of the file in this record O
location.
Note #9: If a record has never had
some of its bytes written upon these
bytes will be end-of-file marks. This
occurs even though there is more data
down the road in another record.
Note #10: Files are dynamic so you
don't need to worry about opening a
small file and then later, as it grows,
having it write over another file. Only
when the disk Is full does a problem
occur. This is rare but could sneak up
on you, since you might not know how
big a file really Is. The CATALOG
command does llst all flies with a file
size number, but It does not work
properly, and the Gospel According to

Apple is to simply ignore the file size
number.
Note #11: Should you need a relative
move (like move 10 more each time),
the POSITION command will accomplish this and can be added as a
subroutine just like the other commands have subroutines.
Note #12: Sequential file processing
can take place only when there is no R
and/ or B parameter in the READ or
WRITE. For example, in Figure 3
(Example A) the first five values in the
file will be read. However, in Example B
the same first value in the file will be
repeatedly read for all five inputs. Thus
if your program uses both sequential
and direct access it is not possible to
use the direct access set up and put R =
O and b = 0 to create the sequential
mode. The sequential read and write
can have and use their own individual
subroutines.
With the direct and sequential access
to large data bases, you are now able to
do some heavy data processing. Let the
Disk II allow you to take a big bite of
data, and remember the slogan: "Old
Apple users never die, they just lose
their byte."
•

"What kind of computer error?"
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Backing Up Text Files with the Apple EXEC Command

Executive Privilege
Leland D. Young

Have you ever felt a little uneasy about
using the Exec tex t file feature lhat is
available o n your Apple DOS 3.2 to
inc rease th e flexibi lity of your programs'!
Maybe my experience can he lp.
The Problem
My ex perimenting with Exec was
pro mpted by a problem I faced with a
program I was writing. This program ,
Flog. maintained golf handica p data in
files which were stored on the same disk
as the program. Good practice 10 protect
such d a ta files required that they be
placed o n a separate backup disk. In additio n to this requirement. I wanted the
backup d isk to have the fu ll capabilities o f
the original disk. That is. the back up disk
would contain no t only the data fi les. bu t
also Flog and a ny o the r programs
necessary to make the bac kup disk
perform exactly as the o rigina l. Not muc h
of a pro blem fo r a dual disk drive system.
but more complicated with only one drive
available. whic h was my case.
T he o riginal programs presented here
serve as good exa mples fo r learning some
of the inner-workings o f a 48K Apple JI.
As written o rigina lly. the sequence of prog rams would run as follows: The main
program (Flog) would update and maintain data fi les on golf playe rs and place
these files on the original disk. When the
use of Flog ended. it would a uto matically
load backup. take the data files from the
o riginal disk. load them in to memory and ,
before pausing. display a message o n the
TVT such as "REMOVE OR IGINAL
DISK - INSERT BACKUP DISK." When
the back up disk was in the drive unit the
data files in memory would the n be transferred to the backup disk. After the transfer operation was completed. Backup
then c reated a n Exec file called Chek. At
this point the backup d isk would s till be in
the disk drive. After the creation of Chek.
it was automatically run. This was done by
the last s tatement shown in Listing I.
Lela nd D. Young. 12603 Forest Hills Dr.. Tampa.
FL 336 12.
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During lhe executio n o f Chek. each line
would be evaluated by the computer and
the proper actio n taken. Backup. as
shown in Lis ting I. is not the comple te
program with the capability of transferring data files. Instead. the Backup listing only shows the portion conta ining the
Exec file Chek.
The purpose o f Chek is to determine if
Flog and Backup a re o n the backup disk
(which is now in the drive unit ). If, fo r
example. Flog is not on lhe back up disk ,
then Chek proceeds to display the
message "REMOVE BACKUP DISK INSERT ORI GINAL" and wait for the
.. Return .. key to be hit. When the original
d isk is in place and the "Return" is hit.
Flog is loaded into memory from the
o riginal disk. When loading is comple te.
the message "REMOVE ORIGINAL
DISK - INSERT BACKUP" is d isplayed
a nd th e compute r aga in wa its fo r a
"Return ." When the backup disk is in
place and the "Return" key is hit. C hek
then determines if Back up is on the
backup disk. If it is no t. lhen the same
s teps as explained above fo r Flog are
taken. When all C HEK statements are
evaluated the message "BACK UP
OPERATION COMPLETED -END PRO·
GRAM" is displayed o n the TVT unless
the sequence of inserting lhe o riginal and
backup disks is altered. If this occurs. the
state ment "END PROGRAM· INVALID
SEQUENCE" is displayed instead and all
opera tio ns cease.
This article will describe how Chek
operates. The logic of C hek in the use o f
IF statements and the flow o f the s tate·
men ts will not be covered. The use of Call
statements. memory loca tions a nd s ub·
routines and how th ey can be used with
Exec will be discussed.
T he EXEC File
Wilh the Exec command you can
c reate a sequential text file lhat may con·
ta in commands or program lines
(numbered or unnumbered) including

Basic statements. These statements, when
executed, control the computer as if the
same in formation were typed on the key·
board. Exec does not delete a program
that is a lready in memory. These features
enable Chek to function.
CHEK Preliminaries
When writing an Exec file, a forma t of
sorts s ho uld be followed. In its most
fundamental form, the forma t requires: 1)
the definition of the Control-D character.
2) the use of the OPEN and WRITE stateme nts preceding lhe file, 3) lhe contents
of the file and 4) the use o f the CLOSE
sta tement.
The Control-D characte r is defined so
that the DOS commands OPEN. WRITE
a nd C LOSE can be executed by the pro·
gram.
I noticed a pec ulia ri ty about the
Control·D duri ng my trials wi th Che k.
The DOS version 3.2 Instruc tion and
Reference Manual, in d iscussing its
example Exec file DO IT on page 75,
s ta tes that the commands whic h are
PRI NTed into the file . for later EXEC ing.
are not preceded by a Control-D . I found
tha t this can be done if a line contains o nly
the DOS command a nd nothing else.
However. if anything precedes a DOS
command , the Contro l-D character
becomes necessary. See Listi ng I. line
20080. for an example of where the
Control·D is needed. Also, I found it best
not lo have any s tatements following a
DOS command on the same line. When
this is done . the statements fo llowing lhe
DOS command on the line are ignored.
Notice in line 20010 of Listing I the
definition of QS where C HRS(32) is the
ASCII code fo r a quotation mark. Review
Listing I to see how it is used in Chek to
prepa re strings fo r printing, as in lines
20140. 20150, 20170. etc.
Checking for a Program
Whe? Ch~k is executed , it immediately
determines 1f the program Flog is stored

10 REM BACKUP
20 REM L . D.YOUNG APPLESOFT
40 Cl$= ' ('RETURN ' TO CONTINUE>'
60 DDS= CHRS C4l: REM CNTRL-D
2 0000 REM
20010 GS= CHRS C34>:L = O:Y
O
20020 PRINT DDS ' BLOAD MESSG'
20 030 PRINT DD$'MON Cr i r O'
20040 PRINT nDS'OPEN CHEK'
20050 PRIN T DDS'DELETE CHEK '
20060 PRINT DD$'0PEN CHEK'
20070 PRI NT DDS ' WRITE CHEK'
20080 PRINT 'POKE6 rO:PRINTDD$'QS
• LOCK FLOG. ca .
20090 PRINT 'X=PEEKC43619l:IFX <>
7THENL =1 '
. 20100 . PRINT ' IFL = 1THENCALL778:VT
AB20 : PRINTTABC9lClS:CALL768'
20110

PRINT 'IFL = lTHENPOKE6r1 : CA
LL832'
20120 PRIN T 'DDS = CJ~R$(4) •
20130 PRINT 'L=PEEKC61:IFL =1THEN
Y=PEEl<C 4361 9)'
20140 PRI NT 'IFL=lANDY=lTHENPRIN
1DDS'G$'SAVE FLOG ' Q$
20150 PRINT 'IFL= 1ANDY= 1THENPRIN
TDDS 'QS' LO CK FLOG'Q$
20 160 PRINT 'IFL= lANDY= l rHENL=O:
POKE61 0:NEW'
2 01 70 PRINT 'I FY =l THENPR INT DDS ' Q
$ ' LOCK BACKUP'GS
20180 PRINT 'IFY= 1THENX=PEEK C436
19).
20190 PRINT 'IFY =1ANDX<>7THEN L=1
20200

PRINT

'IFY = lANDL ~ lTHENCALL

778 ! VTAB1~ ! PRINTTAB<91C1S:CA

LL768'
PRINT 'IFY =lANDL= lTHENPOKE
6r2 : CALL832 '
20220 PRINT 'L=PEEKC6 l :IFL=2THEN
Y=PEEKC436191 : L=1'
20230 PRINT 'IFY=lANDL =l THENCALL
783 :VTAB20:PRINTTAB<9>C1S:CA
LL768'
20240 PRINT ' I FY= lANDL = lTHENPR IN
TDD S' QS'SAVE BACKUP'GS
20250 PRINT ' I FY= lANDL = lTHENPR IN
TD D $'G$'LOC~ BACKUP'Q$
20260 PRINT 'IFY =lANDL= lTHENNEW'

20210

20 2 70

PRINT 'IFY =OO RY=1THENCALL198 :HOME :VT AB9:PRINTTABC10l'
QS ' BACKUP OPERATION COMPLETE
'G$': PRI NT: PRINTTABC1 6 l'QS'E
ND PROGRAM'Q S
2 0280 PRINT 'IFY <>OANDY<> lTHENHO
ME : CALL-198 : VrAB9:PRINT'Q$'E
ND PROGRAM - INVALID SEOUENC
E' Cl$
20290 PRINT DDS'CL OSE CHEK '
20300 PRINT DDS'EXEC CHEK'
Listing I.

on the backup disk. This check can be
done by using other statements
(RENAME, for example) but I chose to
use the LOCK statement. When Flog is
placed on a disk it is also LOCKed, so the
logic for the test is tha t if Flog can't be
found it cannot be locked, a nd the e rro r
statement FILE NOT FOUND will be
printed by DOS. Of course, if the file is o n
the back up disk, LOCK will e nsure the

program is locked. Co nveniently, if Flog
is locked already, using LOCK will no t
cause an error. Looking at line 20090 in
Listing 1. if X
7 (see Table 1) then Flog
is assumed no t to be o n the disk.
----------------

ERROR/ STA TL'S

for a response from the operator afer displaying a message. The initial message is
"REMOVE BACKUP DISK - INSERT
ORIGINAL." Also
the statement
"('RETURN' TO CONTINUE)" is displayed a t the bo tto m of the T VT. ReferMEMORY LOCATION ring to Listing 1, this sequence of events is
handled by line 20100 where CALL 778
SAA63 43619 ($030A) causes the initial disk message to
(H ex)
(Dec) be displayed. CALL 768 causes the pause
subroutine to operate until a "Return" is
01
1 entered at the keyboard.

LOAD
CATALOG
LOCK
LANGUAGE NOT AVA ILABLE
FILE NOT FOUND
FILE LOCKED
FILE TYPE MISMATCH

06
07
18
4B
77
A9

6
7

Detecting an Error
When a n Exec file does not execute
119 statements using line numbers, e rror
169 detecting is different from that normally
used in Basic programs. Chek is such a
T able I. Codes and memory location for 48K syscem. program. Although line numbers are used
in Backup (which crea tes Chek). the
execution of Chek is done in the o rder of
Making a Pause
the sta tements contained in the file and
Next l had to find out how to make
not as de termined by line numbers. Line
Chek pause until the operator was ready
numbers. however, can be given to the
for the computer to contin ue. If the check
statements easily. For examples of both
for Flog showed it was not on the backup
possibilities see lines 20120 and 20130 of
disk , the program wo uld have to wait for
Listing I.
the backup disk to be re moved and
Whe n Chek is executed, only the infororiginal disk inserted in the drive unit,
mation contained within the quotation
displaying the proper instructions to the
marks will be exec uted. But line numbers
operator.
could be assigned to the state ments if
The pause subro utine is shown in Listdesired as in the following example:
ing 2 at hexadecimal (denoted by S preceding the number) locations $030020 120 PRINT" ISO DD$= CHR$(4)"
$0309. This subroutine is ca lled by the
20130PRINT"160 L= PEEK(6): IF L= 1
statement CALL 768, where 768 is the
THEN Y=PEEK(43619)"
decimal equivalent of $0300. The ASCII
characters used in the assembly language
The problem with assigning line
subroutines were taken from the ASCII
numbers is that these lines become a part
Screen Character Set, Table 7 of the
of any program that may be in memory.
Apple Reference Manual. From this Set.
That is, if Flog is in memory , a nd Chek is
$AO re presents a "space", and S8D reprec reated with line numbers, as in the above
sents a "Return."
example. these line numbers belonging to
T he pause s ubroutine functions by putC hek are treated by the computer as part
ting a "space" cha racter ($AO) into the
of Flog. So if Flog is then SA VEd, the
accumulato r then jumping to locatio n
saved version of Flog will contain not only
$FD 1B which is the s tart of a subroutine
the Flog statements but also the
that looks for an input from the keyboard.
numbe red Chek sta tements. Flog is then
When a key is pressed the subroutine then
alte
red and if run could function improreturns to $0305 with the accumulato r
perly. For this reason Chek was
containing the characte r entered at the
developed without using line numbers.
keyboard. The contents of the accumuThe absence of line numbers in Che k
la to r is then compared with a "Return"
solved one problem but created another.
character ($80). If the two are not equal
That is, how can erro rs be detected by
the subroutine moves to $0300 a nd
Chek? If the ONERR sta tement could be
repeats the procedure again. If the key
used, a code would be placed in decimal
pressed is a "Re turn" the subroutine then
locatio
n 222 ($DE) when an error
returns to the main program. This s uboccurred. But ONERR can't be used as
routine would function acceptably if $AO
there a re no line numbers to reference.
were no t placed in the accumulator
Ano ther location then must be found.
initia lly. but a characte r may be displayed
Afte r searching magazine articles,
on the TVT if the "Return" is not the first
reviewing the DOS subroutines and
key hit.
expe rimenting, I was able to find a location that consistently contains a code
Displaying a Message
associated with a particular status or
When the pause subroutine is in operae rror. This location (in a 48K system) is
tio n, there sho uld also be a message disdecimal 43619 (SAA63). Codes placed in
played o n the TVT directing the o perator
this location are listed in Table 1. I have
to perform some task. In o ur case, if Flog
no t ve rified this, but my guess is that in a
is not o n the backup disk Chek must pause

24
75

409

03000302030503070309030A030C030F0311 03140317031803 1 90318031D031F-

A9.AO
2~ 1B FD

C9 BU
[10 F7

60
A2 00
4C 11 03
A2 01
20 9[1 03
20 3A FF
18

BA
A2 00
C9 01

FO OE

BD A6 03

o:i22-

C9 DB

o:i2 403260329032 A··
032 [10330-

20 ED FD
EB
4C 1F 03
BC1 CB 03

FO 15

C'J DB

0:532-·

FO

033403370338033B-

20 ED FD

033D-

0'7

ES
4C 2D 03
A9 00
85 24

033F034003 4 30345 0348-

60
AD 58 9D
85 07
AD 59 9I.I

034A~

A9

03 4 C034F -

0 351035 4 0357035A03 ~3 [1 03~'5F -

0362-

85 08
S'7
8[1 58 'JD

A9 03
8(1 59 9D
20 Dl A4

20 OF 03
20 00 03

A::; 07
F8 9(1
AS 08

8[1

an

LDA
JSR
CNP
BNE
RTS
LDX
JMP
LDX
J SR
~SR

CLC
TXA
LDX
CNP
BEQ
L[IA
CMP
BE Cl
JSR
INX

J MP
LDA
CMP
BEQ
JSR
INX
J MP

*$00

*PUT A 'SPACE' IN ACCUM ULATOR
*GE f CHAR . FROM KEYBOARD
*SEE IF IT'S A 'RE fURN'
*IT ISN' T, TRY AGAIN
*IT I S. GOTO CALLING ROUTINE
*SET UP MESSAGE ' RE MOVE BACKUP DISK - INSERT ORIGLNAL '

$031 1

*SET UP MESSAGE ' REMOVE ORIGINAL DISK - INSERT BACKUP'
*HOME ' CLEAR & SET VERT.fAB TO 8
•SOUND 'BELL'
*CLEAR CARRY
*PUT CON1ENTS X-REG . IN ACCUM .
•ZERO X-REG . FOR 1sr LOCATION OF MESSAGE
uoo
*COMPARE ACCUM WI 1
001
*IF ACCUM• 1 THEN BRANCH TO $032[1
$032D
$03A6 , X •LOAD ACCUM. WI IN DEXED MEMORY CONTENT
*SEE IF CHAR . IS A C
'tSDB
$033B
•Il r s. BRANCH TU •033B
*Ir ISN ' T, PIU NT IT
SFDED
*INCREMENT X- REG. FOR NEXT I ND EXED CHAR,
$031F
*GOTO 403 1F TO CONl I N. MESSAGE
SOJCBrX *LOAD ACCUM , WI INDEXED MEMORY CONlENf
,tSDB
•S EE IF CHAR , IS A C
S033B
f IS,
BRANCH TO S033B
IFDEI1
*ll ISN'T, PRINT lT

1$01
$039[1
$FF3A

*'

$03211

LI1A

UOO

STA
RTS
LDA
STA
LDA
STA
LDA

li24
$9(158
$07

$9D59
$08

*SET UP CURHOR 10 LEFT S lDE GF SCREEN
•PUT 0 IN LUCAfION $24 <CURSOR HORIZ.POS [lION>
•RETURN ru CA LLIN G ROUTINE
fSlORE rrNrENrs OF 99U58 (LO BYIE ADDR .>
*HflO i•OI
*S ICJRE CON'T. OF j,9[1::,9 (HJ
ll'lNTO $08

B'f

fE

Ar.t1f~ ,)

057

•PU f LO BYfE OF 10337 <I.E. •::i71

sr.~

$9D58

*1N ru 1·7r1::;s

LDA
Sf A
JS I\

i·03
'1>91159

JS I~

'i>030F
$0300

*PUT HI BYTr OF 103~7 <t .E . t03'
lNTD 59I1~;9
~JUMP TO 'RUN' SUBROUTINE
*JUMP ro 'MESSAG~' SUBROUTINE
*JUMP 10 'PAUSE' SUBROUTINE
*PLqCE CONl~NlS BACK INTO
*49D::i8 AND S9D::i9 THAT
*WERE REMOVED
*E,qf\L IFJ.;
*RETURN TO CAI LI NG ROUl!N~

JSR
LDA
STA
1..DA

03641)367-

60

rns

039[103AOO:IA203A5-

20 58 FC
A9 08
20 SB FB
60

JSR
LDA
JSR
RTS

5'1 911

UAO

$FD1B
*$8D
$0300

ST 1~

$ A4D 1

$() '7

$9D5B
$OB
~·'1[1!5';>

$FC5fl
·U08

$FB5I<

*

*HOME AND CLE.AR SCREEN
*SET vun . 'JAB TO 8
*l.:ETURN TO CALLit~G ROUTINE

Lis ting 2. "MESSG ."

32K system the equi valent decimal loca·
tion wo uld be 272.15 ($6A63).
Loading from Exec
Some problems a rose in the early s tages
of troubleshooting Chek when it loaded
Flog into memory. Referring to Listing I
the o riginal state me nt used in line 20110
was

20110 PRI NT"IFL=lTHENPOKE 6,1:
PRI NTDD$"Q$"LOAD FLOG"Q$
This functio ned properly in loading Flog
into memory, but when loading was com·
pleted , a progra m popped up re la ted to
the way in which the computer executes
an Exec file. When an Exec file is c reated
it is stored on disk. When the Exec file is
executed. it is read from the disk into the
file buffer of the Apple by sector and each
field in s uccession is examined a nd acted
upon. When the last field conta ined in the
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file buffer is handled , the ne xt sector on
disk is then read into the file buffer. It
must be remembered that the Exec file
Chek was c reated a nd placed only o n the
backup disk.
Let us recap the seque nce of things.
Chek has checked for Flog on the backu p
disk. It discovers that Flog is not the re so it
displays a message on the TVT telling the
operato r to replace the back up d isk in the
drive unit with the original disk (which has
Flog on it) and pauses until the "Return"
key is hit. Now the o riginal disk, which
does no t contain the Exec file C hek, is in
the disk d rive. The program Flog is loaded
into memory as required by the state ment
in line 20 110. After this, the computer
tries to read the next field (Chek state·
ment) that is in the file buffe r. In my case,
nearly a ll of the statements in the file
buffer were executed so that after Flog
had been loaded , the computer had o nly

one o r two more fie lds to read. After read·
ing these last remaining fields in the buffer
the computer then tried to read the next
secto r of the Chek file from the disk. Th is
could not be done as the o riginal disk,
which did no t have Chek s to red on it, was
in the d rive unit and everything came to a
halt a fter a few irrelevant characters were
printed on the screen.
To make things function properly it was
necessary to get the backup disk into the
drive unit before the compute r tried to
read the next sector of Chek. This is why I
settled on line 20110 shown in Listing 1.
The CALL 832 is the machine language
subroutine that Lakes ca re of loading a
program , displaying appropriate mes·
sages and pausing the program to enable
the backup disk to be placed in the d rive
unit before things go awry. The CALL 832
subroutine is shown in Lis ting 2 at me m·
ory locatio n $0340-$0367.

Loading with CALL 832
During my review of various publications, trying to get a handle on memory
locations and subroutines that would be
helpful to me, I found a memory map
listing of the Apple II DOS 3.2 which
showed the beginning addresses of many
DOS subroutines for a 48K system. This
memory map listing shows that the LOAD
routine begins at decimal location 42003
($A413). I was unable to use this subroutine successfully. If would load the
program satisfactorily, but at its completion it would ignore Chek and return to
the monitor. Rather than try to jump into
the depths of the subroutine and figure
out what memory locations needed to be
modified, I took some time to see how the
RUN routine beginning at decimal location 42193 ($A4DI) would work. RUN
loads a program into memory then jumps
uncond itiona lly to another routine that
executes the program just loaded. Thus,
the trick was to change the destination
address of this last jump so that instead of
running the program just loaded, a routi ne
of my c hoosing (i.e. the message routine
at $030F) would be executed a nd Chek
would not be side-stepped as in the LOAD
routine.
The RUN routine, shown in Listing 4, is
located at memory locations $A4D l$A4E4. The unconditional jump, beginning at $A4E2, causes the routine to jump
to the address contained in locations
$9D58 and $9D59 where $9D58 holds the
low byte address and $9D59 holds the high
byte add ress of the routine that will run
the program just loaded into memory.
The plan in using CALL 832 is to load
the desired program (Flog in this case)
using the loading part of the RUN routine
in Listing 4 (locations $A4D l -$A4El ) but
placing the beginning address into $9D58
and $9D59. In this case the address is
A4D1A4D4A4D6A4D9A4DCA4DFA4E2-

AD
FO
SD
20
20
20
6C

B6 AA
03
B7 AA
13 A4
ca 9F
51 AS
58 9rl

LDA
BEQ
STA
JSR
JSR
JSR
JMF'

$AAB6
$A4D9
$AAB7
$A413
$9FC8
$A851
($9D58l

Listing 4. Run subroutine.

$0357 which is shown in Listing 2. By
having the RUN routine jump to $0357,
the desired message and pause subroutines can be run.
One way of placing the address $0357
into $9D58 and $9D59 is to take the contents of S9D58 and $9D59 and store them
for the time being in safe locations, $07

and $08 in this case. Next the low and high
bytes of $0357 itself (low byte, $57; high
byte, $03) are placed in $9D58 and $9D59
respectively. See Listing 2 locations
$0340-$0353 for this procedure.
When the unconditional jump is made
to $0357, a jump to the message subroutines is made. After the message is
displayed, the subroutine then returns to
$035A and execution continues with the
pause subroutine (beginning a t $0300)
which waits fo r the operator to excha nge
the disks and hi t the "Return" key. Now
we have the backup disk in the drive unit
again and the computer can read all the
sectors it wants without causing any
problems.
Before leaving the CALL 832 subroutine, however, a little housekeeping is
in order. IL seems, if fo r no othe r reason
than good practice, that the origina l contents should be returned to $9D58 and
$9D59. T his is done in locations $0350$0366. Location $0367 returns the CALL
832 subroutine to Chek.

General
Some of the things used in Back up (Listing 1) should probably be explained a little
further. Line 20020 loads the machine
language routines found in Lis.ting 2.
These routines could be loaded by
a nother program (such as Flog) and used
as needed no matter wha t Basic program
or Exec file happened to be in the computer. These machine language routines
will not be disturbed unless the programmer does so deliberately o r DOS is booted
again.
Lines 20040 and 20050 of Listing 1 clear
Chek to make sure no informa tion contained in it from a previous use will interfere with its proper functioning. If this is
not done it is possible that Che k could
accumu late statements and cha racters
that would adversely affect its prope r
execution.
Zero page locations $06, 507 and $08
have been used because they are
apparently free for programmer use. I say
this in reference to the memory maps
depicted in the Apple manuals which
show these locations free from use by any
func tions of the Apple. According to the
Apple II Reference Manual, $09 is also
available. Additionally, a portion of page
three can be used safely by the programmer in locations S0300-$03EF.
Line 20120 of Listing 1 is necessary
because the process of loading a program
clears variables. The POKE and PEEK
functions are used with location $06 to
maintain variable information after the
LOAD routine is used also.

The NEW command in lines 20160 and
20260 is used to remove from memory
Basic programs loaded into memory. This
is done to ensure that the backup operation is completed with no program in
memory that can be run. The Control-D
character is not needed for NEW as it is
not a DOS command.
Listing 3 is included to show the complete file "MESSG." The message used by
the subroutines beginning at $031F and
$032D use the characters stored in locations $03A6-$03CA and $03CB-$03EF
respectively. T he character set used was
taken from Table 7 of the Reference
Manual where $Cl=A, SC2=B, etc.
The way a message is displayed by
"MESSG" can be seen by looking at the
locations $031F-$032A of Listing 2 and
locations $03A6-S03CA of Listing 3.
03()003080310031803200328-033003:i8034003480350035803600368037003780380038803900398 03AO 03A803BO03B803CO03C803[1003D8 03EO03E8-

A9
F7
01
SA
A6
FD
C9
4C
AD
85
03
OF
58
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
A9
CD
CB
AO

AO
60
20
A2
03
ES
DB
2[1
58
08
8[1
03
9D
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
08
CF
D5
AD
D4 AO
Cl cc
cs AO
Cl cc
AD AO
AO C2

20
A2
9[1
00
C9
4C
FO
03
9D
A9
59
20
AS
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
20
[16
DO
AO
CF
DB
CF
AO
C9
Cl

1B
00
03
C9
DB
1F
07
A9
85
57
9D
00
08
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
5B

cs
AO
C9
D2
D2
D2
C4
CE
C3

FD
4C
20
01
FO
03
20
00
07
SD
20
03
SD
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
FB
AO
C4
CE
C9

cs

C9
C9
D3
CB

C9
11
3A
FO
15
BD
ED
85
AD
58
[11
A5
59
00
00
00
00
00
00
20
60
('':>

C9
[13
C7
CD
C7
[13
C5
D5

8[1
03
FF
OE
20
CB
FD
24
59
9[1
A4
07
9D
00
00
00
00
00
00
58
[12
Cl
[13
C5
C9
CF
C9
CB
D2
DO

[10
A2
18
Im
ED
03

ES
60
9D
A9
20
8[1
60
00
00
00
00
00
00
FC
C~'i

C3
CB
[1 2
CE
[16
CE
AO
D4

DB

*
Listing 3. Machine language listing of "'MESSG."'

CALL -198 executes a subroutine that
sounds the "bell."
Conclusion
I hope that this article has provided you
with some insight into how Exec can be
used, and that the not-too-obvious subrout ines will be useful. Once you get into
these areas you may uncover some of the
secrets of the Apple computer yourself
and share them with other Apple
D
users.
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Apple Pascal
Steve North

For the last several month s I have
been using the Apple / UCSD Pascal system, a nd I'd like to share my impressions
wit h you.
To run Pasca l o n the Apple II, you
must plug in a Language System board in
slo t 0, and insert a 16-pin jumper into a
memory chip socket. This allows the 48K
Apple to think it has 64K of RAM, or to
switch back to norma l mode (with Basic
in ROM). You must also replace your old
disk bootstrap ROMs on the disk controller card to accommodate the higherdensi ty disk format Pascal (a nd the new
Basic DOS) use. After replacing the diskboot RO Ms, you can directly boot Pascal
or DOS 3.3, a nd can conve rt old Basic
disks to the new format or boot them by a
two-step process. One should reasonably
have at least two disk drives to run Pascal.
Apple P ascal is not o nly a la nguage
compiler, but a complete operating system with ut ilities a 11d Ii bra ries. It is screenoriented (with lots of paging instead of
scro lling) and meshes in a pleasing way
with the Apple's gra ph ics, sound effects,
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helps expla in why it is so popular and there
is so much CP/ M compatible software.)
Certainly Apple Pascal prese nts the user
with a much more integrated view of the
system, but at a price.

.
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Pascal is easy to learn
and almost forces one to
write logical, readable,
understandable
programs.

The C hoices

·------· •
•

game paddles, and plug-in I/ 0 ca rds.
However, this monolithic style of software
design - mak ing one giant self-conta ined
system to Do It All - ca n be mo re restricti ve than ve ry open-ended designs incorporating mahy very s mall (so metimes
disposa ble) softwa re tools. (While there
are no a bso lutes, C P / M follows this
philosophy muc h more closely, and this

When Pascal is booted, it d isplays a
menu of commands, each a ctiva ted by a
single keypress. The fo llowi ng a re available:
E) Ed it a file. The editor is screenoriented - you ha ve a cursor you move
around with in the file to do insertions,
changes, and deletions - but it is more
slanted toward program development than
letter-writing. For example, it has an autoindent mode to e ncourage the writing of
structured programs, a nd it can a lso be
told to discriminate between quoted text
and Pasca l code. The edito r and the rest of

the system ca n default to a "current work
fi le," which is very convenie nt for sessio ns
of editing, compiling, a nd debugging.
F) File system. This subsystem gives
you access to another set of commands for
listing directories, copying files, testing for
bad disk sectors, scrunching free space on
disks, and the like. Disks can be accessed
symbolica lly (by a name li ke GAMES or
XYZ98) rather than by physical device
number, a featu re that would be welcome
in other systems. The operating system is
also smart a bout a llowing yo u to change
disks (and even asks you to do it when
necessary), unlike other operating systems
which th row up their ha nds in despair
when disks have been changed without
rebooting.
C) Compile. The compi ler is the heart
of the Pascal system. The compi ler and
libra ry incorporate a lmost a ll of the stuff in
the J ensen and Wirth Pascal User Manual
and Report, a nd adds some very welcome
extensions, such as Logo-like turtlegraph ics, without any kludging. (Editor's

note: "turtles" are hypothetical reptiles
with pens in their beaks that rotate and
crawl on the screen under program control.)
Pascal itself (as a language, not
speaki ng of any implementation in particular) is a very nice, cleanly desig ned
language for both simple and complex programming. Designed by Wirth in Europe,
some Americans fo und it Teutonic and
restrict ive. Its only major competitor for
this kind of programming on personal
computers is C, another "structured"
language. Most compupeople see m to
agree t hat C is a somewhat more powerful
language than Pasca l, especially for systems softwa re writing, but it is harder to

learn and a llows one to get in trouble much
more quickly. Pascal is easy to learn and
almost forces one to write logical, readable, understandable programs. (Of
course, you could also get C up o n your
Apple by buying the BD Software or
Whitesmith's C compiler for the Z-80
along with a Microsoft Z-80 Softcard, but
that's a nother adventure of dubious merit
for another artic le.)

The Compiler
The compiler recognizes the da ta type
STR ING, not rea lly in the original Pascal
specifi cation (a bl under), which is the sa me
old a rray of characters that standard
Pascal has, but with a length attribute
magically tacked on. Compile-time toggles
a llow you to turn o n/ off the checking of
I/ 0 errors (why would yo u want to turn
them ofr?), range errors, and the internal
swappi ng of the compiler. the use r can include an ex terna lly stored text fi le with
specia l routines or definitions in it.
Anyway, we sho uld mention in passing that the compiler hand les erro rs more

gracefully than ANY OT H ER we've tried,
by a llowing you to jump immediately into
the editor with the cursor over the offending code, and a description of the problem
at the top of the screen . The compiler also
generally finds where the error really is,
which isn't always easy to do.

The compiler handles
errors more gracefully
than ANY OTHER we've
tried, by allowing you to
jump immediately into
the editor with the cursor
over the offending code.
R) Run a program. This causes the
current workfile to be compiled (if necessary), linked (if necessary), and executed.
X) This co mma nd executed a named
code file (output of assembler or compiler).
A) A 6502 assemb ler with many j uicy
pseudo-ops is also included in the package.

What a P-Machine Is
Since good computer software is
so difficult to develop it's worthwhile to make it as portable as possible.
This is hard enough to do with application software written in a "high-level"
language like Microsoft Basic, but lhe
difficulties are compounded when
writing system software since it is tied
more closely to one particular machine.
Further, efficiency (of both cpu and
memory usage) are often more critical
in system programs.
So, let's say you've cooked up a
really super Pascal system written in
assembly la nguage fo r the Z-80, a nd
now you want to move it to the Apple
which has a 6502 processor. You could
always recode the entire Pascal system
for the 6502, but it would be almost as
much work as starting from scra tch. Or,
you could write a Z-80 simulator for
the 6502. This wo uld be easier than rewriting a ll the Z-80 code, but the tradeoff is a loss of speed a nd a few K of
memory because of the overhead of this
added layer of interpretation. But what
makes the Z-80 (or the 6800 or the
Z-8000 or any other particular processor) especially great for writing a P ascal
compiler and operating system? Well,
nothing. As long as we 're interpreting
one machine on a nother, then, it makes
sense to design a hypothetical processor
which wo uld be a nice home for running Pascal- with built-in instructions
fo r d oing Pascal-type things .

Guess wha t, computer fans, that's
how UCSD Pascal works. Mere ly by
implementing the infamous p-machine
by interpreting it on an existing microprocessor, the entire Pascal compiler
and operating system and utilities can
be moved. So when you thi nk the Apple
is running Pascal, in fact, it is running a
simulation of a computer which is
running Pascal object programs.
Of course, if you want a real code
crunching compiler that can sq ueeze
every cycle and every spare byte out of
the object code, then a co mpiler that
makes executable native code fo r the
host processor is in order. This approach is take n by Ithaca Intersystems
pascal and Leor Zolma n's BD C compiler, for insta nce. But neithe r of these
compilers could be made to run on
another microprocessor too quickly.
An a lternative a pproach to make
portable compilers(a nd other software)
is to write everythi ng, including the
compiler itself, in a high-level language,
Jet's say on machine A. The n, to move
everything to machine B, we need only
rewrite to code genera tor in the compiler on machi ne A so that it ma kes programs for machine B, ru n everything
through the new compi ler, a nd
transport the resulting programs to
machine B. Alas, writing good code
generators is a tricky, a rt-not-a-science
thing, and this approach has not been
a pplied much to personal computers.
-SN

Subro ut ines in 6502 machine language can
be called from Pascal.
L) The lin ker can be explicitly called
by the user for user-written non-standard
libraries.
Gripes
Since there is no debugger in the
Pasca l system, fixing progra ms is done the
horrible way, by inserting WRITE statements all over the place to try to decipher
what's happeni ng. Debuggers fo r highlevel languages are usua lly primitive a t
best, but it 's sometimes helpful to be able
to look a t the stack or see a traceback or
se t breakpoi nt s. Ano th e r m oderate
a nnoyance is that Pasca l wants to run on
an 80 column scree n, and the plain-oldvanilla flavored Apple II has only 40
columns (whereas the space-age Apple III
has 80 columns). The attempted solution
for the Apple II was to split the 80 column
screen into two imaginary 40-column
screens and the n you can either flip back
and forth between them or scroll horizo nta lly. This technique works OK but if it
bothers you, it is also possible to connect
an externa l terminal or use an 80-column
video ca rd . This links us to a nother minor
problem - the Pascal system is a bit fussy
about ta lk ing to non-Apple I/ 0 cards (in
pa rt icula r it did not recognize the SSM
Apple RS-232 1/ 0 card which entailed
great fussing with user-writte n 1/ 0
drivers).
T he documentation is good, but a few
items fe ll between the cracks. In pa rticular, there did not see m to be any specific
informat ion in the reference manual on
how parameters are passed to assembly
la nguage subro utines. Also, the documentation on wha t's happening in the system at the nuts and bolts level is missing
(pe rhaps fo r proprieta ry reaso ns).
For th ose curious about deta ils of the
implementatio n, Apple/ UCSD is a "portable" (a little bit) compiler which is appa rently reworked Zurich p-code. That is,
the compiler a nd operat ing system and
everything else wo nd erful but not Appledepend ent is written in a machine la ngulige
for a hypot hetical stack arc hitecture processor, which is simulated by the 6502 in
the Apple. This might sound inefficient but
the p-machine is highly optimized toward
running Pasca l object code and thus is
very reasonable in its use of time and
memory.
O vera ll, Pascal is a very very nice
language, a nd this is a very very nice implementa tion. If you're a teacher, a nd have
a n Apple, perhaps you should be teaching
your st udents Pascal instead of Basic,
which encourages ba d programming practices and looks backward, no ~ forwa rd . If
you're a pe rsonal computer user, you'll
find Ap ple Pasca l to be fast, powerful,
and a pleasure to use. Absolutely get one
of these if yo u can afford the $500 list price.

0
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Q&A
The "Tiny" Interpreter Exercise
Philip Tubb
Over the years there have been
numerous requests for an article describing the Internal workings of
interpreters. The following will provide an Interesting self-teaching
exercise for Individuals wanting to
explore Interpreters and should also
be an Ideal classroom exercise. The
experimentation
and
learning
shouldn't stop after entering and running the program In the article. Go
ahead and add new features and commands to the "Tiny" Interpreter... and
really start learning.
A new column , "Operating Systems Q&A" by John Craig, began in
the November-December 1978 issue.
Many questions were sent in which
weren't llmlted to operating systems,
and ultimately I was asked to do a
general questions and answers column.
One question particularly struck
me as interesting . John Thompson of
Monee, llllnols asked about " ... that
never-never land between machine
language and a high level language
like BASIC .. ." and wanted to know
how interpreters are written. Most
users of personal computers use high
level languages, but few know exactly
how they work or how they are
written. Since most users are familiar
with BASIC, I decided to answer the
question by writing an interpreter for
a small BASIC-llke language. Rather
than writing the interpreter in machine language as is usually done,
I've decided to write it in BASIC since
most readers wlll then be able to
follow the programming logic.
The writing of Interpreters is a
complex subject, but Is of sufficient
interest to warrant a detailed explanation. So, this first Q&A column will
be a bonus double-size single-topic
issue. Henceforth I'll try to answer
several questions In each column
(unless I find another worthy topic).
There is no extra charge for this
special issue, so enjoy!
The "Tiny ~nterpreter" Specs
First, it Is important to decide
what the language will be like. I'll pick
a few BASIC statements, just enough
to illustrate some key Interpreter conPhll Tubb Is President of ALF Products , Inc.
(1448 Estes, Denver, CO 80215), manufacturers
of music synthesizer boards for the Apple
computer.
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cepts: LET, INPUT, PRINT, GOTO
and IF. An interpreter needs a command set such as LIST, RUN and RENUMBER. Most BASICS Include a
very complex floating-point arithmetic package, which Is too elaborate
for this example (and Is really a different subject entirely). I'll stick to
add, subtract, less than and equal to
with integers from -9999 to 9999. In
traditional
Interactive-interpreter
style, I'll write a line oriented editor
which allows lines to be added,
deleted and replaced by llne number.
The next step is to define the exact
syntax of the language. I prefer to use
a modified form of BNF (an acronym
for Backus Naur Form - a notation for
describing the syntax of languages).
First, I define the element< program>.
The definition is approximately:
<program>: :< line>[<program>]
The " : : " is read "Is defined as" (this
is a slight variation from the standard
symbol,": : =",because it is easier
to type). Anything in brackets is
optional. In English the definition
above Is: "a program is defined as a
line optionally followed by a program
or, in other words, one 0~ more lines"
wh ich is why BNF Is used instead.
Next , we dive In and define the
elements used In the definition of
<program>. In this case the only one
is<line>:
<line>: :<line number><statement
><return
It is not necessary to define the ASCII
character return , since this is for
our own use. Let's continue defining
elements until there are none left to
define :
<line number>: : an integer from 1
to9999
Although an Integer from 1 to 9999
can be defined in BNF, It is much
easier to read in English . We can use a
slash(/) to Indicate "or":
<Statement>: :<LET>/<INPUT>/
<PRINT>/<GOTO>/<IF>
<LET> : :<variable>"= "<value>
<INPUT>: :"INPUT"<variable list>
<PRINT>: : "PRINT"<value list>
GOTO : : "GOTO" llnenumber
IF : : "IF" value "THEN"
statement

< variable>: :<A-Z>{<characters>]
Note 1
<value>: : (<variable>/< number>)
(< binary opx value>]
< number>: : an Integer from -9999
to9999
<binary op>: : " .+ "/ "-" /"<" / " ="
< variable list>: :<variable>[";"
<variable list>]
<value list>: :< value>["; " value
list>]
That's all but most languages run on
for pages'. Anything in quotes is t ypeo
li.t erally.<A-Z>ls not defined because
it's fairly obvious that it's a letter frorr
A to z. "Note 1" for the< variable> def·
inition would explain that < charac·
ters> is one or more ASCII character~
not including " + ", " -" , "<", " =" , 0 1
" · " that there ls some maximurr
v~ri'able name length, and that thE
name may not contain the wore
"THEN" . One might also wish tc
mention th~t for convenience variablE
names beginning with "INPUT" ,
"PRINT", "GOTO" , or "IF" should no1
be chosen since they cannot be as·
signed values with a LET statement.
(The reasons behind this will be
explained as we go along). The use o1
parentheses in the definition o1
<Value> is to clarify that the definition
is "a variable or a number, optional!~
followed by a binary operator and e
value," rather than "a variable, or e
number optionally followed by e
1
2
3
4

LET
INPUT
PRINT
GOTO
5 IF

Table1 .

bi nary operator and a value."
Next, we grind the syntax down
into something easy to work w ith.
There are five statement types , and
they are shown in Table 1. All statements start with a keyword (such as
" PAINT" ; except LET. All are composed of combinations of 8 key syntax elements, shown in Table 2. Th is
allows us to make a simple syntax list
with the keyword, the statement type
number, and its key syntax elements
(see Table 3). Th is will be useful when
actually writing the Interpreter. Although this language Is so small It

Tiay not be necessary to approach
:;yntax formats in a "key syntax elenents" scheme, In conventional
larger) languages It Is often the
3asiest way to go.
Usually one must determine the
'unction of each statement in detail,
)Ut since this language is essentially
3ASIC we'll .assume the intended
'unction is already known.
-low To Write The Interpreter

There are countless ways to write
nterpreters. There are many factors

Everyone likes fast interlreters, but fast interlreters tend to be large or
lo be for limited languages.

ivhich must be balanced. Everyone
ikes fast interpreters, but fast inter>reters tend to be large or to be for
imited languages. For example, a
nachine language could probably run
'aster than a high level language, but
ivho would want an Interpreter for a
nachine language? Everyone likes to
:;ee syntax errors printed right when
.hey type in the line, but some
anguages cannot be syntaxed on
3ntry. Should the lines be stored In
:ext form, or changed to a more com)act form? These questions, and
nany others, must be worked out
)ased on the intended application of
:he language. The scheme which I
:>refer is not the most efficient,
:ilthough it is very efficient; it is not
:he fastest , although it is very fast; it
joes not have the most compact
:;torage format, although it is very
::om pact; and it is not easy to write,
:i.lthough there are harder schemes to
Nrite. Probably the biggest disadvantage to this scheme is that it makes
the interpreter itself harder to write
than many other schemes. One
should bear in mind, though, that the
interpreter need only be written once
;or a few times) and must be used
countless times.
I prefer to analyze the syntax of
each line as it is entered and store it In
a special, easy-to-use format. All llne
numbers will be stored as integers
from -9999 to -1 (the opposite of the
number actual~y typed). Each line will
be a line number, then a number from
1 to 5 Indicating the statement type,
then one or more numbers that will
differ from statement to statement,
and finally a-10000 to mark the end of
the line. "THEN " will be stored as
-10001, as will semicolons in value
lists. Binary operators will be stored
with the numbers shown in Table 4.

Nothing else will be stored except
variables . Variables are Interesting
things to work with . Obviously one
would wish to have multi-character
variable names (like "SUM"). Another
common desire is for names followed
by an Integer (like "SUM1", "SUM2"
and "SUM3") . Apple owners are
tam 11 lar with the problems associated
with multi-character variable names.
In Apple's Integer BASIC, the whole
variable name is stored as text,
requ iring a great deal of storage when
long names are used frequently.
Further, each time a variable is referenced, Integer BASIC scans a long
variable value table for a matching
name. This takes a long time, so the
shorter the name is, the better.
Applesoft (Apple's Microsoft BASIC)
works somewhat differently. It also
stores the whole variable name as
text, requiring a great deal of storage.
Table search time Is reduced by
limiting the search to the first two
letters of the name. Unfortunately,
this makes SUM1 and SUM2 the same
variable, since they both start with
SU. Rather primitive, I'd say. I like to
build a table of variable names. When
a line is entered which contains a
variable,
the interpreter scans
through the table. If the name is not
already in the table, it is added to the
end. To store the variable reference,
one need only store an Integer which
indicates the variable's place in the
table. Room can be reserved in the
table for the variable's value, too. This
scanning takes place only when a line
is entered, not while the program is
running, so execution speed is kept
high (in fact, the integer wh ich indicates the varfable's location in the
table is quite useful for determining
where the value should be stored or
read .) With this scheme you get fast
execution, and the space required for
any variable typed in a line is the
same, regardless of the number of
letters in the name (except that the
name must be stored once in the
table).
The storage format Just described
is useful for (a) reducing the amount
of memory required to store a line,
and (b) increasing program execution
speed since the Interpreter need only
look at numbers like "3" rather than
strings of characters like "PRINT" .
However, there remains one particularly tedious operation which must
still be done during program execution . "GOTO 50" would require that
line 50 be located . Fortunately, there
is a simple solution to this problem .
At the beginning of RU~, we just zip
through the program finding all the
lines, and replace the stored numbers
with an integer that indicates the

location of the line. These "pointers"
will be stored as non-negative numbers, so as to not be confused with
actual numbers, which are stored as
negative numbers. This scheme has
at least two advantages: (a) it speeds
up program execution, and (b) it
allows one to be notified of all nonexistent line references (e:g., GOTO
50 when there is no line 50) at once,
without waiting for the particular line
with the error to be executed .
The main disadvantage of all this
string/number crunch ing is that it
takes time. Some people claim that It
takes additional programming In the
interpreter but I'm not sure just how
much extra, if any, Is required.
Fortunately, it's not too bad to take
time at this particular point because
(a) each line need only be crunched
once, rather than each time it is run,
1
2
3
4

5

(variable)
(value)
(variable list)
(value list)
ll =

JI

6 (llnenumber)
7 "THEN"
8 (statement)
Table2.

and (b) the user may not even notice
the slight pause when he presses
return because he is preparing to type
the next line, and if he is using a
printer the crunching can almost
always be done while the printer Is
doing the line feed .
Microsoft: The Good and the Bad

Now we're ready to begin writing.
In real life I wrote the interpreter once,
threw it away, and began again with a
good idea of what would be coming
up (this is my standard practice).
Since I happen to have an Apple II
computer handy, the Interpreter is
written In Applesoft. I would like to
digress momentarily to discuss some
difficulties I had using Applesoft. I
started programming several years
ago with Hewlett-Packard 2000 Timeshare BASIC, which is an excellent
BASIC. HP's strings are far easier to
use than Microsoft•s LEFT$, RIGHT$
and MID$ (plus, HP's method is preferred In recent proposed ANSI standards). For example, to delete the
first character in a string, you use :
100 A$= A$(2). With Microsoft, you
must use: 100 IF LEN(A$) = 1 THEN
A$= " " : GOTO 120 and 110 A$=
RIGHT$(A$, LEN(A$)-1). I wouldn't
even begin to translate HP's 100
A$(4, 7) = B$(20,23), especially if the
length of B$ might be 21 characters.
These string operations got to be so
tedious, that in the rewrite I decided
to give up and avoid using Applesoft's
strings at all (which will probably give
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you a better Idea of how It's done In
machine language anyway). Another
difficulty I had was that if I used 100
FOR A= 1 TO B In HP BASIC, and Bis
less than 1, the body of the loop
(between the FOR and the NEXT)
would not be done at all, but with
Applesoft it will be done once anyway. Generally I solve this by adding
an IF statement which should be unnecessary (according to the infallible
Phil Tubb). Just to give you an idea
how useful a zero-times-through loop
can be, we'll put three asterisks (* • *)
In the text each place it would have
been useful. I found It necessary to
move all my subroutines to the beginning of the program because Applesoft doesn't use the pre-scan GOTO
technique discussed previously. Normally, I like to place my subroutines
at the end of the program (who
doesn't?). There were some Instances
where variable names mixed with
keywords; I'll point those out later for
those of you who enjoy seeing others
make interesting mistakes. Finally, I
had originally planned to separate
variable names or values with commas (like 10 INPUT SUM1, SUM2,
SUM3) but Applesoft doesn't allow
strings with commas to be input.
"Surprise" doesn't even begin to describe my emotions. Programming of
this sort deserves nothing but contempt; if I had written It I wou ld hide
in shame.

lnltlal Housekeeping
Onward with the actual interpreter
example program. First we need to
set some limits on variable size and
similar parameters. By gathering all
such parameters together to the
beginning of the program, the parameters can be easily changed later if
needed. We need to know the
maximum program size(MPROG), the
maximum line length (MLINE), the
maxi mum
variable
table
size
(MTABLE), the maximum variable
name length in characters (MVAR)
and the maximum input llne length in
characters (MIN). We also need to
dimension arrays and set a few initial
variable values. A pointer is needed to
the next available space in PROG%,
the program array (N PROG); a pointer
to the next available space in
TABLE%, the variable table (NVAR);
a flag for run mode/syntax mode
(RFLAG); and a temporary NVAR
variable (QNVAR). The BASIC programming is as follows :
10 MPROG=500 : MLINE=40
MTABLE=500 : MVAR=40
MIN=80
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20 DIM IN(MIN + 3),T1(MLINE-1),
T2(MVAR-1),PROG %(M PROG),
TABLE%(MTABLE-1):
NPROG=O: NVAR=O:
RFLAG=O: QNVAR=O: GOTO
5000
Arrays T1 and T2 are used as temporaries. The PROG% and. TABLE%
arrays would be all available unu~ed
memory if programming In machine
language. (For those not familiar with
Microsoft BASIC, the % indicates an
integer array which requires less
storage than a regular floating-point
array.)
The first step Is to obtain an input
line from the user. A subroutine will
be used to input a string and convert it
into an array of numbers. In machine
language, the string would normally
appear as a list of numbers. The
programm Ing is quite simple:

Applesoft doesn't allow
strings with commas to be
input. "Surprise" doesn't
even begin to describe my
emotions.
110 INPUT II ",A$ : IF MIN<
LEN(A$) THEN PRINT "INPUT
LINETOOLONG.": GOT0110
114 IN(O)=O : 1=0: IF LEN(A$)
THEN FOR A= 1 TO LEN(A$): IN(A-1)
=ASC(MID$(A$,A,1)): NEXT A:
IN(A-1) = 0
116 RETURN
I originally typed IF LEN(A$)>MIN
THEN ... since that Is far more clear,
but it turned into IF LEN(A$)>M INT
HEN. Also•• • in 114. A zero is placed
as the last item in the array as an end
marker (in machine language this
might just be the ASCII return character instead). The variable I is set to the
first character, and will be advanced
as the processing for each character
is finished .
The first thing to do with the input
I ine is to check to see if the first
character is a digit. If it is, a line is
being input ; otherwise, it is a
command.
5000 NVAR = QNVAR : PRINT
"-"; : GOSUB 110 : IF IN(l}<48
OR IN(l)>57 THEN 5200
Let's ass ume for the moment that the
input line begins with a digit and,
therefore, line 5000 doesn't branch to
5200. The first thing to do with a line
number is to translate the ASCII
characters into a number (like 1, 2 and
3into123). Since numbers are used in
various places, a subroutine is
appropriate. This one will accept
numbers from -9999 to 9999.

80 N=O: N1 =1 : IF IN(l)=4!
THEN N1=-1 : 1=1+1
90 N2 = IN(l)-48 : IF N2<0 Of
N2>9 OR N*10+N2 9999 THE~
N = N*N1 : GOT030
100 N=N*10+N2 : 1=1+1
GOT090

The ASCII value for"-" is 45, and th1
code for " O" is 48. Exit from th1
routine is to line 30, which Is a sub
routine to delete spaces (ASCII valu1
32):
30 IF IN(l) = 32 THEN 1=1+1
GOT030
40 RETURN
The reason for this Is that somethin1
must be done about spaces. Mos
BASICS ignore all spaces not ii
quotes or REM statements, whicl
leads them into such follies as turn
ing MIN THEN into MINTHEN anc
then into MINT HEN. I prefer to allov
(and Ignore) spaces only betwee1
syntax elements. Since a number i:
essentially a syntax element, th1
subroutine at line 30 is used to con
sume any spaces following th•
number.
Line Numbers
You will recall that only posltiv1
numbers are al lowed for line num
bers, and that they are stored usin1
negative numbers. The subroutine a
line 80 returns N as the Integer, whict
must be checked for being posltiv1
and stored. The line currently bein1
entered will be stored in the T1 tern
porary array, and PNT wlll point to thE
next available element. Since lirn
numbers are also used by GOTO, <
subroutine is required to translati
and store a line number:
50GOSUB80: N=N: IF N> = C
THEN POP : PRINT " ILLEGAL
LINE NUMBER.": GOT05000
60 IF PNT = MLINE THEN POP :
PRINT "LI NE TOO LONG." :
GOT05000
70 T1 (PNT) = N~: PNT = PNT + 1
: RETURN
Line 60 is a handy subroutine tha1
stores N into the T1 array, first checking to be sure the line Isn't too long.
Note that POP caus~ Applesoft to
forget that we're in a subroutine, and
allows a return directly to line 5000
(where anew line will be Input).
How does this store-a-line-number routine get called? First, we have
to check to see if any of the line
numbers have been changed to
pointers. If so, they must be changed
back to line numbers because if a new
line is added the locations of existing
lines may change. RFLAG will be set

o non-zero when pointers are presint, and zero when they aren't, so we
1se:
5010 IF RFLAG THEN GOSUB
340
"his will call a subroutine at line 340
which coverts pointers back to line
1umbers) if RFLAG is non-zero. Now
or the line number:
5020 PNT = 0 : GOSUB 50 : IF
NOTIN(l)THEN PNT=O: GOTO
5090
f the end marker is found after the
lne number then a statement Is to be
leleted and the line shown above
>ranches to llne5090.
At this point a new or replacement
;tatement is being checked. It must
>e syntaxed (checked for proper
ormat and identified as to type) and
;tored. Since all statements begin
vi th a keyword except LET, the first
;tep is to .check to see If the line
>egins with any of the known keyvords. If it doesn't we'll assume it is a
.ET statement. The syntax of the
rarious statements, shown In Table 3,
s represented in DAT A statements as
ollows:
~000
~010

DATA 5, 73, 78,80,85,84,2,3,255
DATA 5,80,82, 73, 78,84,3,4,255
3020 DATA 4, 71, 79,84, 79,4,6,255
3030 DATA 5,71,79,32,84,79,4,6,255
3040 DATA2 ,73,70,5,2,7,8,0
3050 DATA 1, 1,5,2,255
(LET) 1 ; 1, 5, 2
INPUT3; 4

(LET) 1 ; 1, 5, 2
INPUT2 ; 3
PRINT3; 4

GOT04; 6
IF5; 2, 7,8
Table3.

fhe first number In each line is the
1umberof letters in the keyword. This
is followed by that many numbers
i.vhich indicate the ASCII characters
:>f the keyword. Following these
numbers are the numbers given In
fable 3. Note that line 9030 Is the
same as 9020 except it contains an
extra letter (ASCII 32) in the keyword.
This allows GOTO to be entered as
either GOTO (line 9020) or GO TO (I ine
9030). Each syntax list ends with
either 255 or 0, and following the 255
or O the n~xt statement type begins.
The 0 indicates that the next statement Is LET which has no keyword.

First the data must be restored in
case this is not the first time a statement is being deciphered. Then the
length of the keyword is read and
checked to see if it matches the keyword used in the Input line:
5030 RESTORE
5040 READ L : FOR A= 0 TO L-1
: READ B : 11:-IN(I +A)= 8 THEN
NEXT A : GOTO 5070
Line 5040 will branch to line 5070 if
there Is a keyword match. Otherwise,
the read continues until a 0 or a 255 is
found. If a 255 is found we go back to
5040 to try the next statement type.
5050 READ L: IF L=255 THEN
5040
5060 IF L THEN 5050

variable "SUM2". Semicolon is illegal
because we want "IN PUT A; B" to be
taken as "INPUT", the variable "A",
the separator "; ", and the variable
"B". If semicolon was a legal variable
name character it would be taken as
"INPUT" and the variable "A; B".

Most BASICs ignore all
spaces not in quotes or
REM statements, which
leads them into such follies as turning MIN THEN
Into MINTHEN and then
into MINT HEN.

Now, at line 5070, the statement type
is known. The next number in the
DATA statements will indicate the
statement number, then Its syntax.
"L" is the number of characters in the
keyword, orO if no keyword was found
(and thus a LET statement is assumed). The data for LET (in line 9050)
contains no keyword information and
therefore begins with the statement
number (1). The next step is to skip
over the keyword (if any) in the Input
line and also skip over any spaces
found. Then the statement number
must be read from the DATA and
stored:

THEN must be excluded so that "IF
SUM1 THEN" will exclude the THEN
from the variable name, thus making
the variable "SUM1" rather than
"SUM1 THEN". Further, variables are
allowed to start only with letters. This
is a rather arbitrary restriction, the
main use of which Is to avoid taking
"-5" or "16" as a variable. The programming for all this begins by
checking to see if the first character of
the variable name is a letter:

5070 I= I + L : GOSUB 30 : READ
N: GOSUB60

"VPNT" will point into temporary
array T2 where the variable name will
be constructed (copied from the input
I ine). It will also be useful for determining the number of characters in
the name. Each character must now
be checked for illegal characters and
THEN.

Next the syntax can be read and an
ON GOSUB used to branch to the appropriate routines. This wil l be done
repeatedly until a 255 is found in the
syntax list.
5080READN: IFN<> 255THEN
ON N GOSUB 120,220,260,280,
300,50,320,330 : GOTO 5080
When a 255 is found, it falls through
to the next line which stores the
-10000 end-of-line marker. If the input
line doesn't end, then an error is
printed.
5085 N =-10000 : GOSUB 60 : IF
IN(I) THEN PRINT "END OF LINE
EXPECTED.": GOT05000
Syntax Elements
Now for a look at each of the key
syntax elements. The first (and most
complicated) one is a "variable." The
name must be isolated by looking for
the first illegal character or the word
THEN . The illegal characters are"+",
"-", "<" ,"=",and";". The first four
are illegal because they are binary
operators, and we want "SUM1 +
SUM2" to be taken as the variable
"SUM1", the operator"+", and the

120 VPNT=O : IF IN(l)<65 OR
IN(l)>90 THEN POP : PRINT
"ILLEGAL VARIABLE." : GOTO
- 5000

130A=IN(I): IFNOTAORA=43
OR A=45 OR A=60 OR A=61
OR A= 59 OR A= 84 AND IN(I +
1)=72 AND IN(l+2)=69 and
IN(I +3) = 78THEN150
140 T2(VPNT) =A : I = I + 1 :
VPNT = VPNT + 1 : IF VPNT
MVARTHEN 130
Note that 0 must al-so be considered
an illegal character since it marks the
end of the line. The checking process
continues until an illegal character or
THEN is found, or until the maximum
number of characters allowed have
been accumulated. If there are no
characters in the name (e.g., the
name started with THEN), an error
must be printed. If not, trailing
spaces must be removed.
150 IF NOT VPNT THEN IN(l)=O
: GOT0120
155 IF T2(VPNT-1)=32 THEN
VPNT = VPNT-1 : GOTO 155
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Now we must check to see if the
variable name Is already In TABLE%.
The first item in TABLE% Is the value
of the first variable. The next Item Is
the length of the variable name in
characters. This Is followed by the
variable name, and then all this information repeats for the next variable.
TABLE% begins with element 0.
1

+

2 3

4

=

Table4.

160 FOR A=1 TO NVAR-1 : IF
TABLE%(A) < >VPNTTHEN 190

"expression" or an "arithmetic expression" but "value" is much easier
to say and type. We begin by checking
for"-" (ASCII 45) and the digits (ASCII
48 through 57). If one of these Is
found, the item must be a number,
otherwise it must be a variable.
220 IF IN(1)=45 OR IN(l)>47 AND
IN(l)<58 THEN GOSUB 80 :
GOSUB 60 : GOTO 240
The subroutine to translate a number
already exists at line 80. The number
is then stored using the subroutine at
I ine 60. If it is a variable rather than a
number, a store-a-variable subroutine
is used at line120:
230GOSUB 120

If the lengths don't match, It can't be
the right name. If they do match, each
character must be checked:
170 FOR B=1 TO VPNT : IF
TABLE %(A+ B) <>
T2(B-1)
THEN 190
180 NEXT B : N = A + 9999 :
GOSUB60: GOT0·30
When a match Is found, the pointer
value is stored and the variable subroutine is exited through line 30. The
stored valJ.Je minus 9999 will point to
the length of the variable name, and
the stored value minus 10000 will
point to the value of the variable. If the
name does not match, the next name
must be checked :
190A=A+TABLE%(A)+1 :
NEXT A
If It Isn't in the table, we check to see
that there Is enougjl room to add It. If
so, It is copied into the table, setting
the Initial value<to lero.
200 IF NVAR + NPNT>MTABLE-2
THEN POP : PRINT "TOO MANY
VARIABLES."
: GOT05000
210TABLE%(NVAR)=O:
TABLE%(NVAR + 1) = VPNT:
FORA=OTOVPNT-1 : TABLE%
(NVAR +A+ 2) = T2(A) : NEXT A
: N = NVAR-t 10000 : NVAR =
NVAR+VPNT+2: GOSUB60:
GOT030
Originally llne200 read NVAR + NPNT
+2>MTABLE THEN which Is a
little easier to understand , but the end
of which becomes MTAB LET HEN.
(Note that this cannot happen with
the variable subroutine just described, even If a check was being
made for LET rather than THEN ,
because the space between MT ABLE
and THEN would prevent the formation of LET.)
The next key syntax element Is
"value." Often this is referred to as an
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Next, for either a number or a variable,
a check is made for a binary operator.
If there isn't one, the value is finished.
Otherwise, the operator is stored and
we go back up to find a number or a
variable.
240 A= IN(I) : N =(A= 43) + 2*
(A= 45) +3*(A = 60) + 4*(A =61)
: IF NOT N THEN RETURN
250 GOSUB 60 : 1=1+1
GOSUB 30 : GOTO 220
One wou ld normally use DATA for the
various operators rather than a sum of
logicals (in line 240), but Applesoft
doesn't seem to have any way to
RESTORE data beginning at a certain

290 I= I+ 1 : GOSUB 30 : N
-10001 : GOSUB60: GOT028C
The next syntax element is just t
equal sign in the LET statement. It
noted but not stored:
300 IF IN(I) < > 61 THEN POP
PRINT"= EXPECTED.": GOl
5000
3101=1+1: GOT030
The next element is "line numbE
which simply calls the subrouth
already present at line 50. (See the C
GOSUB in line 5080.) THEN is nei
which Is noted and stored as -10001
320 IF IN(I)<> 84 OR IN(I + 1)<
72 OR IN(I + 2)< > 69 OR IN(I +
<> 78 THEN POP: PRINT " THE
EXPECTED." ( GOTO 5000 3:
1=1+4: GOSUB30: N= -1001
: GOT060
Finally, we have "statement." J
that is necessary Is to forget that
subroutine was called (In line 508
and .start over again at the "stat
ment" routine. Since PNT has beE
advanced, the statement will aut1
matically be stored after the beg il
nlng of the IF statement alreac
stored (since IF is the only stateme1
which uses the syntax eleme1
"statement").
330 POP : GOTO 5030

Line Processing

Variables are allowed to
start only with letters. This
is a rather arbitrary restriction, the main use of which
is to avoid taking "-5" or
"16" as a variable.
line, and I didn't want to RESTORE all
the data and then read through the
syntax data Just to get to the operator
data.
The next key syntax type is a
"variable list." The syntaxing is quite
simple and mostly just calls the "variable" subroutine (line 120). Semicolons (ASCII 59) separate the variables and are checked for, but there is
no need to store them.
260 GOSUB 120 : IF IN(I) < > 59
THEN 30
270 I= I+ 1 : GOSUB 30 : GOTO
260

When the line Is finally all sy1
taxed and stored in temporary am
T1 as a series of numbers, we're reao
to Insert it In the proper place withi
the PROG % array which holds th
whole program. T1(0) contains th
line number, whether adding a line c
deleting one, when we arrive at lin
5090. PNT indicates the length of th
line (and Is 0 when deleting a line
This will be copied Into L (fc
"length") because at one point we wi
need a variable which Indicates th
amount of extra space needed, whic
may be different than PNT if a line I
being replaced with a longer line. I
there are no lines In the program at th1
moment, a skip is made down to lin1
5160 (***).Otherwise, a scan througl
PROG % is used to find the prope
position for the line.

"Value list" is quite similar, but calls
"value" (line 220). Semicolons must
be stored lest smal! positive numbers
be confused with operators.

5090 A= 0 : PA= -10000
L= PNT : IF LAND NOT NPROC:
THEN 5160
5100FORA=OTONPROG-1: IF
PA = -10000 and PROG %(A)<=
T1(0)THEN5120
5110 PA= PROG %(A): NEXT A:
PROG %(A)=0

280 GOSUB 220 : IF IN(I) < > 59
THEN 30

The " PA" stuff is to get around the
fact that most BASICs don't allow

PROG %(A-1) if A= 0, and I was
Foolish enough to actually use ele11ent 0 of the array. If I had started
JSing PROG % at element 1, PROG %
0) could have been set to -10000 and
:hen we could change "IF PA= -10000
~ND PROG %(A)< = T1 (O)" to the more
·ational "IF PROG%(A-1)=-10000
~ND PROG %(A)< = T1(0)" and avoid
Jsing PA at all. PROG%(0) need only
)e set at the very beginning of the
)rogram. However, being more used
o machine language (where "arrays"
ire imaginary and you can start the
'subscripts" at any number you like),
didn't notice this difficulty untll It
ivas well entrenched in the program. It
s a very sloppy technique, but It
foesn't matter very much so I'm
eaving it In , just to give everyone
1ometh ing to sneer at.
If the proper line isn't found at all,
hen the first unused element In
)ROG% Is set to 0 (in line 5110) to
1void "replacing" a line that Isn't
here. If a line with a higher line
rnmber than the new line Is found, or
f the end of the program Is found, we
vind up at line 5120, with A pointing
o the higher-numbered line or the
irst unused element in PROG%.
If the line number at element A In
)ROG% matches the line number of
he new line, a I lne is to be replaced or
jeleted. If It doesn't match, then a
ine is to be inserted or the line to be
jeleted doesn't exist. An error mes;age Is printed if the line doesn't
lXiSt:
5120 IF PROG %(A)= T1 (0) THEN
5170
5130 IF NOT PNT THEN PRINT
"NO SUCH LINE.": GOT05000
Jne 5140 is where a line Is Inserted,
ind line 5170 w ill be where a line is
·eplaced or deleted. If a line Is to be
nserted, then first a check is made to
>ee if there is enough space for It. If
>o, a "hole" will be expanded Into the
=>ROG% array by line 5150 (***),and
:he line will beLcopied into this hole
line5160 ***).
5140 IF NPROG + L>MPROG
THEN PRINT "PROGRAM TOO
LARGE.": GOT05000
5150 IF L THEN FOR B = NPROG
-1 TO A STEP -1: PROG %(B + L)
= PROG %(B): NEXTB
5160 NPROG = NPROG + L:
QNVAR = NVAR: IF PNT THEN
FOR B = 0 TO PNT-1 : PROG %
(A+ B) = T1(B) : NEXT B
5165 GOTO 5000

A somewhat obscure item In line
5160 is the "QNVAR = NVAR". A

similar obscurity occured way back at
line 5000 ("NVAR = QNVAR"). This is
mainly due to a problem in BASIC
called the "implied LET" statement. I
had originally intended to name
QNVAR PNVAR (for "previous
NVAR") but that conflicts with PNT

Now all that remains Is to
execute the three commands. If the first letter of
the input llne Is an L, then
it must be the list command.
(grumble). When a syntax error
occurs, NVAR will be set back to the
previous NVAR (QNVAR) by line 5000.
This deletes all variables added to
TABLE% during processing of the
illegal line . However, when a valid line
Is entered, line 5160 sets QNVAR
equal to NVAR so line 5000 won't
change the value of NVAR (thus
keeping all the variables added to
TABLE%). What does all this have to
do with the LET statement? Well,
suppose I type in 10 GOSUB 50. There
isn't any GOSUB in this language,
therefore, since GOSUB doesn't
match any of the keywords, a LET
statement Is assumed. GOSUB 50 is a
legal variable name so it is added to
the TABLE %. However, s ince " =" is
expected but not found, "= EXPECTED." message will be printed .
(This is rather cryptic for an error
message, but It Is what the syn taxer is
"thinking." You can jazz the errors up
quite a bit just by adding a PRINT
LEFT$(A$,1+1); In front, like PRINT
LEFT$(A$, I + 1); II = EXPECTED. II.
This can be done to all the syntax
errors. In this case, it would print "10
GOSUB 50 = EXPECTED. " , and If
you fill in the equal by typing 10
GOSUB 50 = , then it would print "10
GOSUB 50 = ILLEGAL VARIABLE."
assuming you fixed up the other
messages. Then you just supply a
legal variable like: 10 GOSUB 50 =
SUM1, and (presto!) you get a legal
statement. It will probably begin to
dawn on you that it thinks "GOSUB
50" is a variable.) It would be crude to
fill the TABLE % up with all these
screwball variable names, so the
simple QNVAR trick prevents it.
To get back to finished line processing, line 5170 is the place where
lines are replaced or deleted. fhe old
line, or the line to be deleted, is
pointed to by A. It is now necessary to
determine the length of the old line.
Usually people begin each line by
storing the length , for a variety of
good reasons. In this case I didn't.

5170 FOR B = 1 TO NPROG : IF
PROG%(A + B-1) < > -10000
THEN NEXTB
The length of the old line is now in B.
If the new line Is larger than the old
line(orthe same size), we can use the
routine already written for "Inserting"
a Line must be set to the difference In
lengths and It will then make a hole
big enough forthe Increased size.
5180 IF B< =PNT THEN L=PNT
-B : GOTO 5140
Line 5140 will even check to make
sure there is enough room to add the
longer line. If the new line is shorter
than the old , or If a fine is being
deleted we have to squeeze PROG %
down to eliminate the difference in
size (or the whole line). Then we can
use line 5160 to copy the new line in (ff
any).
5190 FOR L =A+ B TO NPROG-1
: PROG %(L-B + PNT) =
PROG%(L): NEXTL: L=PNT-B
: GOT05160
L must be set to the difference In
length so NPROG Lv be correctly
updated.
More Housekeeping
That's ft for syntaxing! We now
have a program which will accept
statements, grind them down to
numbers and store them away in the
proper order. Now we need a couple
of subroutines to convert line numbers from numbers to pointers and
vice-versa. The subroutine to convert
numbers into pointers looks like this:
410 PA= -10000 +NOT NPROG :
FORA = OTONPROG-1: IF PA<>
-10000 TH EN 500
415L=A
420A=A+1 : IF PROG%(A) = 4
THEN IFPROG%(A+1) OTHEN
460
430 IF PROG%(A) <> 5 THEN 500
440A=A+1: IF PROG%(A)< >
-10001THEN440
450GOT0420
460 C=PROG%(A+1) : PA=
-10000: FOR B=OTO NPROG-1
: IFPA=-10000AND PROG %(B)
=CTHEN490
470 PA= PROG%(B) (NEXT B :
IF RFLAG = 1 THEN POP :
PRINT
"UNDEFINED
REFERENCE IN LINE";-PROG %(L) ;
"." : GOT05000
480GOT0500
490PROG%(A+1)= B
500 PA= PROG%(A): NEXT A:
RETURN
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The + NOT NPROG In line 410 checks
for a null program (***). Line 420
checks for statement type 4, which Is
GOTO (the only statement which can
have a line number reference). If
found, line 460 changes the number
to a pointer reference, If It wasn't one
already. Line 430 checks for statement type 5 (IF) since it contains a
statement which could be a GOTO (or
another IF). One obscure Item Is the
check of RFLAG in line 470. For now,
It ls sufficient to know that the RUN
command will set RFLAG to 1.
The subroutine which will undo all
of this looks like:
340 PA =-10000 +NOT NPROG :
FORA=OTONPROG-1: IF PA<>
-10000 THEN 400
350A=A+1 : IF PROG%(A)=4
THEN IF PROG%(A + 1)>= 0
THEN 390
360 IF PROG%(A)<>5 THEN 400
370A=A+1: IF PROG%(A)<>
-10001THEN370
380GOT0350
390 PROG %(A+ 1) = PROG %
(PROG%(A + 1))

Everyone knows that r•
number is particularly difficult to do, because you
have to change all the
GOTO references. In fact,
it's so difficult that most
personal computer BASICs
don't have it at all.
400PA=PROG%(A): NEXT A:
RF LAG= 0 : RETURN
Again (line 340), + NOT NPROG
checks for a null program (* * *). You
may recall that this subroutine was
called way back in line 5010. Line 400
sets RFLAG to 0 so this routine won't
be called by line 5010 again until it is
necessary.
Now all that remains is to execute
the three commands. If the first letter
of the input line is an L, then it must
be the list command . (This command
syntax checker is pretty crude, but it
is not significant to this example .) If
there is no program to list, then line
5205 goes back to the line input
routine(***).
5200 IF IN(I)< > 76 THEN 5420
5205 IF NOT NPROG THEN 5000
(Line 5420 is where we wind up if the
first letter isn't L.) For each line, the
line number must be printed:
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5210 PRINT : FOR A=O TO
NPROG-1
5215 PRINT -PROG%(A) ; " "; :
A=A+1
Now the data ls run through (the same
data used in syntaxlng an input line),
search for a matching statement type
number and print the keyword .
5220 RESTORE
5230 READ L : FOR B = 1 TO L :
READT1(B): NEXTB: READB:
IF B = PROG %(A) TH EN 5260
5240 READ L: IF L < > 255AND L
THEN 5240
5250 IF L THEN 5230
5255READ B
The statement keyword has been
found by the time we get to line 5260.
It has been stored ijn temporary array
T1. L is the length of the keyword (or
zero for LET), anct the next data item
to be read Is the syntax of the statement. First, the keyword (* * *) Is
printed:
52601FL THEN FOR B= 1 TO L:
PRINT CHR$(T1(B)); : NEXT B :
PRINT"";
5265A= A+1
Now we simply read the syntax out of
the data, and list the rest of the line.
An ON GOSUB is used to call a subroutine for each syntax type.
5270 READ L: IF L< > 255 THEN
ON L GOSUB 5290,5300,5340,
5360,5380,5390,5410,5415
GOT05000
Line5280 Is used when the whole line
is finished. Now for a look at each
syntax item.
The first syntax item ls "variable".
A variable (L) Is set to the location of
the length and name, then the name ls
printed.
5290 L = PROG o/o(A)-9999 : FOR
B = 1 TO TABLE%(L) : PRINT
CHR$(TABLE%(B + L)); : NEXT
B: A=A+1 : RETURN
Next, we have "value." If the first
item is greater than 9999, it is a variable and the above subroutine is
used. Otherwise, it Is a number and Is
just printed.
5300 IF PROG%(A)>9999 THEN
GOSUB 5290J.J GOTO 5320
5310 PRINT PROG%(A);
A=A+1
5320 IF PROG%(A)<O THEN
RETURN
At line 5320, a value less than zero
means the end of the "value." Otherwise, there Is a binary operator and
the whole thing starts over.

5330A$="+-<=": PRINT MID$
(A$,PROG%(A),1); : A=A+1 :
GOT05300
Next, we have "variable list" which
is rather trivial:
5340 GOSUB 5290 : IF PROG%
(A) <> -10000THIEN PRINT";";:
GOT05340
5350RETURN
Similarly, for "value list" the
values are printed separated by semi·
colons until the end of line marke1
(-10000) is reached.
5360GOSUB5300: IF PROG%(A;
< > -10000 THEN PRINT II;";
A=A+1: GOT05360
5370RETURN
Here's a real tricky one for the LEl
statement's equal sign:
5380 PRINT II="; : RETURN
The next item Is "line number"
and we must take into account tha·
line numbers are stored either ai
negative numbers or as non-negativE
addresses. We could have just dom
GOSUB 340 to change them all tc
negative numbers but that would bE
crude.
5390 IF PROG %(A)<O TH Ef\
PRINT-PROG%(A) ; : A=A+1
RETURN
5400 PRINT -PROG%(PROGo/c
(A)); : A=A+1: RETURN
Next, we have another devlou:
subroutine :
5410A=A+1: PRINT"THEN"
: RETURN
Finally, we do "statement" in tht
usual manner :
5415 POP : GOT05220
Line 5420 ls where we wind up if i
command Is typed that doesn't star
with the letter L. If it doesn't start witl
R either, then there Is somethln1
wrong .
5420 IF IN(I) < > 82 THEN PAIN
"COMMAND ERROR." : GOTC
5000
Now we have a choice of RUN or RE
NUMBER. If the second letter ls E
then the command is renumber
otherwise we'll branch to run.
5430 A= IN(l + 1; : IF A< >
THEN 5460
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You may be wondering why I choosE
to include renumber. Everyone knowi
that renumber Is particularly dlfflcui·
to do, because you have to change al
the GOTO references. In fact , it's sc
difficult that most personal compute1
BASICs don't have It at all. I thin~

we'll just do It an easy way to spite
them all. First, we'll call the same
routine run will use to turn line
numbers into pointers then just
change the line numbers and forget
about the GOTO references.
5440RFLAG=2: GOSUB410:
L=-10: PA=-10000: FORA=O
TO NPROG-1 : IF PA= -10000
THEN PROG%(A)= L: L= L-10
5450 PA= PROG%(A): NEXT A:
GOT05000
Setting RFLAG to 2 causes the 410
subroutine to just ignore any undefined references and leave them as
negative numbers (when called by run
with RFLAG = 1, an error message
will be printed for undefined references). Since the GOTO line numbers
just point to the real line number~ and
we've just changed all those, the line
numbers In the GOTO statements will
be changed without having to bother
with them. Undefined references will
be left alone, which is preferable. (The
above routine numbers by 10's starting with 10, but could be modified for
more complex numbering .) Clean
living has its benefits.
Now at line 5460 we have the run
command . It looks like this:
5460 IF A< _,. 85 THEN IN(l)=O :
GOT05420
5470 RFLAG = 1 : GOSUB 410 :
PNT = 0 : GOTO 620
Line 5460 makes sure the second
letter of the command is a U. For
obvious reasons we have put most of
the run command near the beginning
of the program.
At line 620 the pointer (PNT) has
been copied to the current line
number into LINE for future reference. If there are no more lines to run
a branch is made to the line input
section (line 5000).
620 LINE= PNT : PNT = PNT + 2
: IF LINE= NPROG THEN 5000
PNT is advanced by 2 so as to point to
the first parameter (past the statement type number). An ON GOTO
statement will be used to branch to
the appropriate statement's routine:
630 ON PROG%(PNT-1) GOTO
670,680,740,760
The IF statement must determine
the value of a given "value." A subroutine (beginning at line 510) to
evaluate a value and return the answer
In N will be used.
510GOSUB 590: N =A
Line 590 will return the value of a
number or variable in A.

520 B = PROG%(PNT) : IF B<O
THEN RETURN

45) or a digit (ASCII 48 through 57), an
error message Is printed and another
line Is asked for.

The value is complete if no binary
operator follows. Otherwise, the
second number/variable is evaluated
and an ON GOSUB goes to the proper
arithmetic routine.

700 IF IN(I) < > 45 AND (IN(l)<48
OR IN(l)>57) THEN PRINT "BAD
INPUT.": GOT0680

530 PNT = PNT + 1 : GOSUB 590 :
ON B GOSUB 550,560,570,580 :
IF ABS(N)<10000THEN 520
540 POP : PRINT "OVERFLOW
IN LINE";-PROG%(LINE);"."
GOT05000
550 N = N +A : RETURN
560 N = N-1 : RETURN
570 N = N<A : RETURN
580 N = N =A: RETURN
590 A=PROG%(PNT) : PNT=
PNT + 1 : IF A<10000 THEN
RETURN
600 A= TABLE%(A-10000) : RETURN
Once the IF statement value has been
determined we continue with the
statement that follows " THEN" if the
value is non-zero :

Otherwise, we translate the number
(line 80) and store It in the proper
variable. If there are no more variables
to input, we're done (branch to line
610).
710 GOSUB 80 : TABLE%
(PROGo/o(PNT)-10000) = N : PNT
= PNT + 1 : IF PROG%(PNT) =
-10000THEN 610
Otherwise, a check is made for a
semicolon in the Input line, and we go
do the next variable. (Semicolons are
used in the input strlQg to separate
numeric values . I would prefer commas, but they are not allowed In
Applesoft.)
7201FIN(l) <> 59THEN IN(l)=O:
GOT0700
730 I = I + 1 : GOTO 690
The print statement
simple :

is

quite

640GOSUB510 : PNT=PNT+2 :
IF N THEN630

740 GOSUB 510 : PRINT N ;""; :
IF PROG%(PNT)=-10000 THEN
PRINT: GOT0610
750 PNT = PNT + 1 : GOTO 740

Otherwise, skip down to the next
line:

The GOTO statement is also
simple:

650 PNT = PNT + 1 : IF PROG%
(PNT-1)<> -10000THEN 650
660GOT0620
The LET statement is quite
simple. L is the pointer to the destination variable.
670 L = PROG%(PNT)-10000
PNT = PNT + 1 : GOSUB 510
TABLE%(L)= N: GOT0610
Line 610 is a general purpose line that
increments PNT and then falls
through to llne620:
610 PNT = PNT + 1
The input statement reads in a line
(using the subroutine at line 110). If
the first letter of the Input Is an S,
program execution Is stopped and we
branch to the line Input section (line
5000).
680 PRINT"?"; : GOSUB 110 : IF
IN(l)=83THEN PRINT
"STOPPED AT LINE";-F?ROG%
(LINE) ;"." : GOT05000
Next, we check to see if there are any
letters left in the input line. If not, go
back up and get some more.
690 IF NOT IN(I) THEN 680
If the first character is not a"-" (ASCII

760
PNT = PROG %(PNT)
GOT0620
Conclusion
That's It. In real life It is much
more complicated, of course, but this
Interpreter Is Intended only to show
some basic concepts. You can type
the interpreter In and try it if you like,
but it is really only to show the exact
process. (I've tested It, of course.) If
you do run It, you'll notice that It takes
quite a while to syntax a line when it Is
typed In. Keep In mind that a well
written lnterpreter(wrltten In machine
language rather than BASIC) can
easily do this in a very small fraction
of a second . This will put the speed of
the RUN command In proper perspective.
Do you have questions related to
microcomputers? Send them to this
address :
Questions & Answers
Creative Computing Magazine
P.O. Box 789-M
Morristown, N.J. 07960
Please try to keep questions general,
like "What Is an RS-232 printer Interface?" rather than, "How do I connect
a Cray-30 terminal Into my Hyperdata
80CPU?"
0
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Apple II: Reading Data From Tape

You have an Integer Basic program which has relatively large arrays
of data. For instance, you have financial data to read into an analysis
program ; or, as I do, a baseball
program which needs repeated updating of player records; or a table of
department names that needs periodic
updating.
Although Integer Basic does not
have a DATA statement, there are three
other ways to get these data into your
program. First, you can assign each
element individually. If you have lots of
memory and the data will not change,
this is not a bad way to do it. Second,
you can enter data using the INPUT
operator in your program. This is fine if
you have a relati vely small amount of
data to enter each time you want to run
the program.
Finally, for large amounts of data
or for data that need periodic updating,
you can read data into your program
using the techniques I will describe.
Follow these steps to create, write,
and read the data.
1. Create the data with a separate
program.
2. Write the created data to tape
from the data creati on program.
3. Read the data into your execution program.
That sounds easy, so let's see how
to do it using a simple example.
First create the data. Start by
setting the write arrays as your first
statement.
100 DIM A( l O) , B( IO)

This act sets up memory location
starting at $800 (hex address 800,
decimal 2048) to store the data.
Now let's write a simple input
program.
110 FOR J = 1 TO 10
120 I NPUT " KEY I N DATA rTEM l " , C
Bruno B. Wolff. Jr.. 2004 E. Kensingto n Blvd ..
Shorewood. WI 53211 .
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Bruno B. Wolff, Jr.
We'll add a simple edit step to
prevent a 32767 error.
130 I F C < 328 T HEN 150
140 PRINT "DATA ITEM TOO LARGE" :
GO TO 120
150 IN PUT " KEY IN DATA I TEM 2", D
160 A(J )=(C*l OO+Sl/ D
170 B(J)=J +l OO
18 0 NEXT J

Now you need to determine two
important locations in memory - the
starting address of the area of memory
you want to write and the ending
address of that area. Since Integer
Basic starts assigning variables to
memory at $800 (unless you change it
by changing LOMEM), you know the
starting address right off. You can find

Now you need to determine two important locations in memory - the
starting address of the
area of memory you want
to write and the ending
address of that area.
the ending address two ways. One, you
can calculate it: or, two, you can read it
by looking at the memory location with
th e monitor.
First let's calculate it. Integer Basic
needs one byte for each character in
the variable name. (You may want to
refer to page 35 and following in the
red book.) Then it has a byte for the
DISPLAY option. Th en two bytes fo r
the next vari able address. Th en there
are two bytes fo r each element in the
array. The number of elements is the
dimension number plus 1 since element 0 is the first element. So we have

1+ 1+ 2+22 (for A) and 1+1 + 2+22 (for B)
or a total of 52 locations, i.e., 34 hex.
Now we add the number of bytes
needed to our starting location minus 1
to get th e ending address.

Hexadecimal
Dec Im al
800
2048
+ 34
+ 52
- 1
- 1
833
2099
A second way to find the starting
and ending address is to use the
monitor. To do this you have to RUN
the program. The program will run to
line 120. Then hit the reset key. You'll
get the monitor prompt "*."
Input 800.803 to see the first four
bytes of variable memory. The computer will respond:
800

Cl 00 lA 08

"C1" is the hex notation for "A ."
"00" says the display option is off. " 1A
08" says the next variable starts at
$81A.
Next input 81A.81D to display the
variable "B" and the location of the
next variable. The machine will respond 81 A C2 00 34 08. "C2" is the hex
notation for "B." " 00" shows the
display option is off, and "34 08" says
the next vari able starts at $834. From
that we conclude the last location we
want to write is one less than $834 or
$833.
Now Control C back into Basic.
Now that we know the start and
end addresses, we have to put them
into the computer.
The starting address is loaded in
decimal locations 60 (low order) and
61 (high order) . The ending address is
loaded into 62 (low order) and 63 (high
order) .
Take the hex starting address of
800 and separate th e low order and
high order bytes. Low order = 00, high
order = 8. The decimal equivalent of 00
is 0, and 8 is 8. Simple enough.

Now take the ending location 833.
The decimal equivalent of the low
order byte 33 is 51(3·16+3). The high
order byte 8 converts easily to 8
decimal.

Now that wasn't too bad, was it?
The final thing we have to do now
is write the program that will use the
data created in program 1.

190
200
210
220

We'll do a simple program to read
and print the data we read in . The most
important thing to remember is that the
create-data program and the use-data
program must start out with the same
dimension statement.

POKE
POKE
POKE
POKE

60,0
61 , 8
62,51
63,8

Another way to compute the poke
address is to take the decimal address
and compute the low-order byte by
using the MOD function with 256 as
modulus and divide the decimal
address by 256 to find the high order
byte. So an alternative way is to POKE
as follows:
170
180
190
200

POKE
POKE
POKE
POKE

60,2048 MOD 256
61, 2048/256
62, 2099 MOD 256
63, 2099/256

There are two ways of looking at
the same thing. One is just as good as
the other. If you look at the monitor, the
first method is easier. If you count, the
second way is easier.
The next thing we have to do is
CALL the program that writes to the
tape. Fi rst let's give ourselves a
message to position our tape and put
the program on hold until we're ready.
230 DIM A$(1)
240 PRINT " POSITION TAPE AND SET IN
RECORD MODE"
250 INPUT "HIT RETURN WHEN READY" ,A$
260 CALL-307
270 PRINT "WRITE COMPLETED"
280 END

There you have it. A few points to
remember: to compute the variable
length be sure to add one byte for each
letter in your variable name and the
number of bytes includes subscript 0.
For string variables each variable has
one byte for each cell plus a termination byte (set to 1E) which marks the
end of the string.

100 DIM A(lO) , B(lO)

Now we POKE the read addresses
we already computed when setting up
the write program.
110
120
130
140

POKE
POKE
POKE
POKE

60,0
61,8
62, 51
63,8

Then we set up to read in the
arrays.
150 DIM A$(1)
160 PRINT "POSITION TAPE AN"
PLAY MODE"
170 INPUT "WHEN READY START TAPE AND
HIT RETURN", A$
180 CALL-259
190 PRINT "READ COMPLETED"

To review, then, for numeric
variables the total number of bytes is:
L letters in a name
+1 display byte
+2 address of next variable
+(N+1} • 2 two bytes for each cell
(Dimension N plus 1}.
For strings:
L
+1
+2
+(N+1}

letters in name
display byte
address of next variable
one byte for each cell
(dimension N plus one}
+1 termination byte

Now we'll clear the screen and
print the data, adding a delay so you
can read the message in 190.
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280

FOR J•l TO 300: NEXT J
CALL-936
PRINT "B
A"
PRINT
FOR J • 1 TO 10
PRINT B(J);
PRINT " "; A(J)
NEXT J
END

Also remember that both programs must start with the same
dimension statements and have the
same read and write addresses.
I think you'll find these routines
useful. Now you can build your own
Integer Basic programs to read and
write data.
CJ

Notes
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WIZHRDRV
with the
System Monitor

Richard T. Simoni, Jr.
When I first purc hased my Apple II two
years ago and started programming in
Integer Basic. I thought about a myriad
o f small ed iting features which would
make my life as a programmer easier. I
tried in vain to im plement the feat ures.
a nd simply concluded. "Well. it must be
heyo nd th e capabili ties of th e Apple ."
That was before I learned some rudimentary 6502 assembly language a nd d iscove red a tricky little feature tucked into
the Syste m Monitor o f the Apple.
The feature is called the "character o utput switch" (CSW), and is included in the
Apple design to allow character o utput to
be sent to a peripheral card PROM driver
program (which might then send the o utput to a printer, for example). The
essence o f the CSW is me mory locatio ns
$36 a nd $37, individ ually called CSWL
(CSW Low) and CSWH (CSW High),
respectively. At any o ne time , these locations hold the starting address o f the c urrent c haracter output routine. When you
press Reset and enter the System Monitor, this address is SFDFO. the starting
address of the COUT I routine in the
Apple Monitor. This ro utine takes the
number sto red in the accumulator (A-register) and displays its ASC II equivalent o n
the screen at the c urrent cursor positio n.
Every time the Apple wants to print a
character on the screen, executio n
branches to the address stored in the

csw.

Now the big question comes up: "How
do I use these CSW locatio ns to make my
Apple do strange and wonderful things it
couldn't do before?" Well, the solution is
to change the address sto red in the CSW
from the location of the Apple's o utput
Richard T . Simoni . Jr.. '129 Farnham Park Dr..
Ho usto n. TX 770 24.
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the CSW (locations $36 and $37). This can
be accomplished in a numbe r o f ways,
03EFA9 00
LOA #$00 such as the Monitor command :
•36:00 03 (re turn)
STA
$36
03Fl85 36
A9 03
LOA #$03
03F3I personally prefer to use the s ho rt
STA $37
85 37
03F5assembly language program shown in List60
RTS
03F7ing I. This program is exec uted by typing
4C EF 03
J MP
$03EF the Monitor CTRL-Y command. Once
03F8Listing I.
this program and our routine are e ntered,
routine to the location of your own
therefore , a ll that is needed to ''activate"
machine la nguage routine. After accomthe ro utine is:
plishing its purpose, your ro utine can then
•(CTRL-Y) (re turn)
jump to Apple 's o utput ro utine , and
This main control program can be used
you've fooled the Apple. It'll never know
with each of the ro utines described in this
the difference !
article.
Of course, before writing sneaky routines that control the c ursor, list programs
Stoplist
with continuo us user contro l over the
Eno ugh o f the preliminaries. Let's
speed of the o utput, etc. , we must devise a
plunge into some actual wizardry. The
method to re place the address stored in
first routine is na med Stoplist, a nd is
locations $36 and $37 with the address o f
shown in Listing 2. After entering this rouo ur own routine. Since page three of
tine along with the main control program
memory can be used fo r machine lan(I will assume from here on that you have
guage programs in both the Integer Basic
already done this). the CTRL-Y comma nd
and Applesoft II Basic memory map , I
will activate Stoplist. T ry listing some
have chosen to start o ur routines at memmemory (•000.FFF) and touch a key as
ory location $300. Our routine will then be
the data sc ro lls by. The d isplay will freeze
"activated'' by sto ring the address $300 in
until you press another key. The routine

*3EFL

Listing 2.

*300L
03000301030 IJ03060309030C030E031103 12-

IJ 8
AD
10
AD
AD
10
AD
68
!J C

00
08
10
00
FB
10

co
co
co
co

FO FH

PHA
LDA
OPL
LOA
LOA
BPL
LDA
PLA
JMP

$COOO
$0 30E
$C010
$COOO
$0309
$C0 10
$FDFO

;SAVE A- REG
;WAS KEY PRESSED?
; NO , BRANCH TO END
;CLEAR KEYBOARD
;WAIT UNTIL ANOTHER
KEY I S PRESSED
; CLEAR KEYBOA RD
; RESTORE A-REG
; SEND CHAR TO SCREEN

SUBROUTINE

ADDRESS

PREAD
ADVANCE
BS
UP
LF
COUTl

SFB IE
SFBF4
SFC IO
SFCl A
SFC66
SFDFO

IOSAVE
IOREST

SFF4A
SFF3F

FUNCTION
lets Y-register=PDL(X-register)
advances cursor
backspaces cursor
moves curso r up
moves cursor down (line feed)
d isplays ASCII character in A-register
at current cursor position
saves all registers in page zero locations
restores all registers from these locations
Table I.

NAME

LOCATION

CSWL
CSWH
ACC
XREG
IN
KBD
KBDSTRB

$36
$37
$45
$46
$200

FUNCTION
character output switch (see text)

scooo
SCOlO

temporary sto rage for the A-register
te mporary storage for the X-register
first location in the line input buffer
keyboard data entry location
clear keyboard s trobe when accessed

Table 2.

*300L
0300030303050308030A030C030E030F031103130 3140317031A-

20 4A FF
A2 00
20 lE FB
co 00
FO OI3
A2 FF
CA
EO 00
DO FB
88
4C 08 03
20 3F FF
4C FO FD

J SR
LOX
JSR
CPY
BEQ
LOX
DEX
CPX
BNE
DEY
JMP
J SR
JMP

$FF4A
#$00
$FB1E
#$00
$0317
#$FF
#$00
$0 30E
$0 308
$FF3F
$FDFO

;SAVE REGISTERS
;LET Y-REG=PDL(O)
;IS Y-REG =O?
;YES , GO TO END
;NO , ENTER X-REG LOOP
;END OF X- REG LOOP
;Y-REG.,Y-REG-1
;GO BACK TO Y- REG LOOP
;RESTORE REGISTERS
; SEND CHAR TO SC REEN

Listini: 3.

will remain in effect if you enter either
Basic, but if you press Reset , the Apple
will put its own address back in the CSW
and you will have to re-activate with the
CTRL-Y command.
The Stoplist routine brings up a few
points which must be needed when
writing routines for use with the CSW
feature. You must protect the 6502 registers! Don't forget , when your routine is
called, the ASCII equivalent of the letter
o r symbo l to be displayed will be stored in
the accumulator. If you want this character to make it to the screen , you must
make certain the value in the acc umulato r
is the same upo n exiting your routine as it
was upon entry. In the Stoplist routine,
this is accomplished by pushing the Aregiste r on to the stack (PHA instruction)

at the beginning of the routine and then
pulling it back (PLA instruction) before
jumping to the screen output routine of
the Monitor.
Stoplist is also similar to most routines
using the CSW feature in that it references some ha rdwa re-dependent memory
addresses and jumps to some routines in
the System Monitor. The Monitor subroutines called by the programs presented in
this article are listed in Table 1. Special
hardware-dependent me mory locations
used by the programs presented in this
ar ticle are lis ted in Table 2.
Slowllst
Let's say after using Stoplist for a while,
you decide that you don't actually want to
stop the listing: you just want to slow it

down a bit so you can read it as it goes by.
Our next routine, named Slowlist and
shown in Listing 3, is for you. After keying
in the routine and activating it, you will
find that the speed of all screen o utput is
governed by the position o f paddle 0. This
allows you to speed past the sections of
the listing you don't care about, and slow
down to digest the good parts.
Slowlist wo rks by reading the paddle
position (using the PREAD subroutine in
the Monitor) and then c reating a delay
proportional to that position. After the
delay, the routine sends the next character to the Monitor COUTl routine: to be:
displayed on the screen. Note again that
Slowlist makes sure to protect the registers. Since the ro utine changes the X and
Y registers, simply pushing the accumulator o n the stack as we did in Stoplist will
not protect the registers. Luckily, a simple
call to the monitor IOSAVE routine
stores all the registers in memo ry locations set aside for this purpose in page
zero. When all is done and the registers
must be restored, a call to IOSA VE's siste r ro utine . JOREST. resto res the registe rs to their original state.

Cursor Control
Often, when editing programs in either
Integer Basic or Applesoft II Basic, I find
myself confronted with a seemingly
unending string of key sequences using
the ESCape key to position the cursor just
where I want it. T he only problem with
this is that each cursor move takes two
keystrokes instead of one, no t to mention
that the curso r cannot be moved up or
down with the Repeat key. Cursor Control, shown in Listing 4, takes care of these
problems. Once activating the routine ,
the c ursor can be contro lled by holding
down the CTRL key and pressing the A,
B, C, or D keys to move the c ursor right ,
left, down, or up, respectively. While this
also requires two keystrokes to move the
cursor a single postion, additional moves
are made by continuing to hold the CTRL
key down until the cursor is in the desired
position on the screen. These control
character mo vements are also compatible
with the Repeat key.
While the method used by C ursor Control to accomplish its tasks is fairly
straightforward, some of the instructions
near the e nd o f the routine a re rathe r
confusi ng. This section erases the control
character typed by the user from the input
line buffer. T his buffer starts at location
S200 a nd holds the ASCII value of each
character typed into the input line .
Although a typed control character goes
into the buffer, it is not shown o n the
screen, and therefore would not normally
have to be eliminated fro m the buffe r.
Unfortunately, any control character
inserted within an Applesoft statement
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*300LL
030003030305030 7030903oc030F03110313031603190318031D0320032303250327032 A032D032F0331 033303360338033A033C033E0341-

20 4A
A5 45
C9 84
DO 06
20 lA
4C 2A
C9 83
DO 06
20 66
4c 2A
C9 82
DO 06
20 10
4C 2A
C9 81
DO 17
20 F4
AD 00
C9 85
BO 05
A9 AO
8D 00
A5 46
C9 00
FO 02
CG 46
20 3F
4C FO

FF

FC
03
FC
03
FC
03
FB
02

02

FF
FE

JSR
LDA
CMP
BNE
JSR
JMP
CMP
BNE
JSR
JMP
CMP
BNE
J SR
JMP
CMP
BNE
JSR
LDA
CMP
BCS
LDA
STA
LDA
CMP
l:lEQ
DEC
J SR
JMP

$FF4A
$45
#$8 4
$030F
$FC 1A
$032A
#$83
$0319
$FC6 6
$0 32A
#$82
$0323
$FC10
$032A
#$81
$033E
$FBF4
$0200
H85
$0336
#$AO
$0200
$46
#$00
$033E
$46
$FF3F
$FDFO

; SAVE REGISTERS
;GET CHARACTER
;CTRL- D PRESSED?
;NO , GO TO NEXT CHECK
;MOVE CURSOR UP
;END, ERASE CTRL - D
;CTRL-C PRESSED?
; NO , GO TO NEXT CHECK
;MOVE CURSOR DOWN
; END, ERASE CTRL-C
;CTRL-B PRESSED?
; NO , GO TO NEXT CHECK
;MOVE CURSOR LEFT
;END, ERASE CTRL- B
;CTRL-A PRESSED?
; lJO , GO TO END
;MOVE CURSOR RIGHT
;GET CHAR INPUT
;CTRL CHARACTER?
; NO , l3RANC H
;REP LACE CTRL
;WITH SPACE
;GET LINE LENGTH
;LENGTH=O?
;YES , DON ' T DECREMENT
; NO , SUBTRACT ONE
; RESTORE REGISTERS
; SEND CHA R TO SCREF.N

Lis tini? 4.

*300L
030003020304030603080309030l:l-

C9
BO
cg
FO
38
E9
4C

AO
07
8D
03
40
FO FD

CMP
BCS
CMP
13EQ
SEC
SBC
JMP

#$AO
$0308
$03013

H$8D

;NON- CTRL CHAR?
;YES , GO TO END
;RETURN CHARACTER?
;YES , GO TO END

11$40
$FDFO

;MAKE CTRL FLASHING CHAR
; SEND C!IAR TO SCREEN

Listing 5.

will cause a "SYNTAX ERR" message
(except in a PRINT statement, of course).
In order to keep the routine compatible
with Applesoft (Integer Basic doesn't
have this problem), I wrote Cursor Con·
trol such that all control characters were
eliminated from the input buffer.
The last routine I will present here is of
use primarily to Disk II owners. When I
first came home with my brand new disk
drive, I plugged it.Lin and wrote a short
program in Basic to save on my crisp new
diskette. (Just to see if it would work.) In
my excited frenzy to think of a suitable
name under which to save the program, I
made the irrational decision to type in
quickly a random series of letters as the
file name. So I had a program named
"AFDYUOISllS" on my diskette catalog.
Much to my dismay , I found I couldn't
reload the program or even access it in
order to delete the strange name from my
diskette. After repeatedly seeing the
"FILE NOT FOUND" message, I realized
that when I originally saved the program,
I had inadvertently inserted a control
character into the file name. Since control
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characters don't show themselves on the
screen, I didn't know which character I
had typed , and I didn't know where in the
name I had typed it.
This horrible situation prompted me to
write Ctrl·flash (shown in Listing 5),
another CSW-oriented routine which dis·
plays all control characters as flashing
characters on the screen. After activating
the routine, try typing some control char·
acters. They will "flash before your eyes."
The method used in Ctrl·flash is simple.
If the program detects the character code
in the accumulator to be a control charac·
te r, the program subtracts just enough
from the character's ASCII code to pull it
down into the range of numbers the Apple
displays as flashing letters.
I hope you. will be able to use the tech·
niques presented here to further explore
some of the inner capabilities of the Apple
hidd en deep within its circ uits. With some
imagination, you should be able to write
your own routines to suit your own needs.
CSW routines have a habit of becoming
extremely useful to the programmer who
uses them!
O

Chapter X

Branches
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Chapter X - Branches
Once you grow tired of your App le just sitting there on its own, you can always buy the little
"extras." The re are printers, of course, which mc;ist people eve ntually co nsider a necessity. There
are also lots of little plug-in board s to make it play music (see Chapter II), keep time, talk, or enha nce
the video display (see Chapter IV). You can add a second microprocessor (a Z-80, on Microsoft's
Softcard), and as a result, several new languages like FORTRAN, COBOL, and an exte nded
BASIC - or you can add a n extra 16K of RAM (Random Access Memo ry) that will give yo u
App le's Pascal or FORTRAN, a nd extra room for prog ra ms such as Visicalc. As we are writing
this we can also see that soon you' ll be a ble to add a RAM module tha t will give you the equiva lent
of two disk drives .. . all in RAM. And if the Apple talking to its own little fam ily of peripherals isn't
enough, you can a lso make it ta lk to a ll of your home appliances, or you ca n let it ta lk to a ny of
thousa nd s of other computers via the telephone. T his can bring yo u eve ryth ing fro m newspapers
and stock prices to over-the-pho ne games.
In this chapter, we've compiled articles from Creative Computing that d iscuss some of the add-ons
not already mentio ned in this book, a nd some of the services tha t they may bring to you. Be sure
to watch their pages for reviews of more peri pherals, because each issue brings word o f something new.

Special Notes For Chapter X
• App le as Time-Sharing User, by J ames Pa rr:
This article describes one of the modems available for the Apple. The D.C. Hayes Micromodem
is a direct-connect modem, mea ning that it plugs into your phone's wall outlet. There are also
acoustic modems available for a little less money into which you place the handset from yo ur ph o ne
(it has to be a standard handset, not one of the new compact or fancy phones) - a nd information
is passed by mea ns of audio to nes.

• A Home Control System, by Pa ul Daro:
There a re several interfaces yo u can use to control t he BSR X-10 home controller described in
th is article. Mountain Hardwa re's Intro! X- 10 is one of them. Micro Mint also makes a simila r
product, the "Busy Box," and Th underware makes a clock boa rd - Thunderclock - that has a n
optional controller for the X-10 syste m available. No matter which option you choose, make sure
there is so me kind of software included , unless you want to write your own. Also , in most cases it
makes little sense to buy one if you don't have a clock boa rd on your com puter. Control via the
computer keyboard is not any better than manual control through BSR's co ntrol unit. An exception
would be in instances when yo u hav!! some other software or input d evice hooked in and want to
control various appliances on conditional input (e.g., if a window is opened, a sensor triggers a signal
to the computer, and the computer signals the BSR un it to turn on all the lights. If yo u want to get
fancy, yo u'd then have yo ur modem respond by placing a ca ll to the police - and yo ur voice
synthesizer wou ld tell them what the problem is!).
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Apple as
Time-Sharing
User
James Parr

This is a mite specialized, but for our
many Apple readers. it's a helping hand
into the world of time-sharing. - Ed.

Basic, a nd either a modem and modem
card, such as the Apple communications
card and modem, or the D.C. Hayes
Micromodem II (tota l retail abo ut $1600,
if you already have a TV or monitor). The
last program uses a disk d rive, but it could
be adapted for cassette storage, or to use
data directly instead of storing it on a file.
Making Contact: Apple As Terminal

Introduction
A properly equipped personal computer (such as the Apple I I) can not only do
computa tions of its own; it can be used as a
terminal to a time-sha ring syste m, a nd can
communica te with the time-sharing system
even when not acting as a termina l. This
allows s uch applications as: tra nsmitting
your data or programs to the time-sharing
system; transferring time-sharing files to
your disk or tape, where they can be used
by your computer as programs or data, or
just saved as a n archive to be restored to
the time-sharing system later; having
programs in your computer reference da ta
fr om the time-sharing system or use timesharing programs as subroutines. In short,
almost all of the faci lities of the timesha ring system are made available to the
personal computer, a nd vice-versa.
This article presents some exa mples of
techniques and programs for communication between a n Apple 11 microco mputer
and the Educat io nal Computing Network
(ECN), a CDC-based time-sha ring network for some sta te universities in Illinois.
With small modifications, these techniques
should work o n other time-sharing
systems. Adaptation to other personal
computers is more difficult, since the
Apple programs a re ta il ore d t o the
peculiarities of Applesoft Basic and the
Apple operating system.
T o make use of these techniques, you
need a n Apple 11 computer with Applesoft
J . T . Parr. Mathematics Depanment. Illinois State
University. Normal. IL 61761.

Terminals a nd time-sharing systems
operate in either full duplex or half duplex
mode. A time-sharing system operating
full duplex sends back ("echoes") to the
terminal for every character it receives; the
terminal in full duplex mode doesn't print

Almost all of the facilities
of the time-sharing
system are available to
the personal computer.
the cha racter when it is typed at the
keyboard, but only when it is sent back by
the system. In half duplex mode, the
terminal prints each character, and th e
system does not echo it back. If the duplex
modes of the terminal and the system do
not ma tch, each letter typed will be printed
twice, or not at all. On ECN, the command
FULL or HALF can be entered to change
the system from o ne duplex mode to the
other. The extra input to the Apple from
the echoing makes it a little more difficult
to write progra ms to communicate with a
full duplex system , so we shall want the
system in half duplex mode for all of this
work.
The following series of commands
turns your Apple into a half-duplex
term inal, ready to dial up a time-sharing
system. Replace MS LOT with the numbe r
of the Apple slot your modem card is in.
This procedure is for the Apple co mmunications card and modem. (For more detail
or a different modem, co nsult your modem
ma nua l.)

JPRt MSLOT
JPRINT
J PRt 0
JPOKE 204 0 + MSLOT r 9
JINt MSLOT
Jctrl-A ctrl-H

The switches on the CAT modem should
be set to 0 and F. The POKE sets the data
format; different systems use different
formats, so consult your manuals.
The Apple has a few peculiarities as a
terminal: Its screen is only forty characters
wide. The keyboard has no underscore, left
bracket, or backslash, although these
characters will be printed on the screen if
sent by the system, and can be transmitted
by an Apple progra m using the CHR$
function. Sending the break character is
done by press ing ctrl-A ctrl-S, and
cancelled by pressing any key.
Once in half-duplex terminal mode,
the Apple responds to a keypress only by
printing it on the screen a nd sending it out
through the modem, with two exceptions:
RESET and control sequences starting
with ctrl-A. Pressing ct rl-A ctrl-X takes the
Apple out of terminal mode and back to
normal funct ioning("local mode" or"local
co ntrol"). So does RESET, but sometimes
with undesirable s ide effects. If this is done
without logging off from ECN, ECN will
wait on the line up to its usual time limit
while you use the Apple to run Applesoft,
save or load progra ms, etc. Then you can
reenter terminal mode with the sequence
JPOKE 2040 + MSLOTr 9
J INt MSLOT
J c trl - A ct rl - H

and resume working with the Apple as a
terminal; ECN will still be on the line. If the
system has sent anything while the Apple
was in local mode, some characters or
blank lines may appear on the screen as
soon as you enter IN# MSLOT. Sometimes the IN command undoes the POKE.
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If you can't get any response fr om the
system but ILLEGAL COMMAND, go
back to local mode a nd repeat the sequence
starting with the POKE.
While the Apple is in local mode, a
PR# MSLOT command causes all subsequent output to be sent through the
modem as well as to the screen, until a
PR# 0 or RESET cancels it. An IN#
MSLOT causes the Apple to ignore
keyboard input except for RESET and
ctrl-A sequences, a nd listen only to the
modem until the next IN# 0 or RESET.
These commands can be used directly or in
programs to communica te with ECN while
the Apple remains under local control,
running Applesoft programs or responding to direct co mmands from the keyboa rd .
If you use the IN and PR comma nds
in a progra m running under DOS, they can
disconnect the disk 1/ 0 . This can be
corrected by following each PR# 0 with
POKE 54, 189: POK E 55, 158, and each
IN# 0 with POKE 56, 129; POKE 57, 158.
The DOS manual recommends putting the
PR and IN comma nds in PRINT statements. Then the POKEs aren't necessary,
but the program will work only under
DOS, and you must be sure NO MON C is
in effect before each PR# MSLOT, or you
may send those commands as output
through the modem. There is no difficulty
with IN# a~d PR# as direct commands,
since direct comma nds are all handled
through DOS anyway.

Sending Program Output
Here is a program which sends its
output to the time-sha ring system:
100 REM
TIME- SHARI NG
102 REM
GRADEBOOK
104 REM -------- - ----- 11 0 LET MSLOT = 2
120 POKE 2040 + MSLOT , 9
130 PRt MSLOT
140 PRINT
NAME ' ;
150 PR INT TAB< 20);•scoREs•;
160 PRINT TAB< 30) i'AVERAGE'
170 FOR T = 1 TO 1oo :NEXT
180 PRINT
190 PRt 0
200 REM ----------------21 0 FOR N = 1 TO 200
220 : INPUT 'NAME, S CORES?
• ;Ns.s1 , s2
225
IF NS = ' ' THEN 290
230
LET AV = ,5
<S1 + S2>
235 : PRt MSLO T
240 : PRINT N; TAB< 4);Ns;
245 : PRI NT TAB C 2o> ; s 1;
TAB < 25 >iS2i
250 : PRINT TABC 30 ) ;AV
255 : PRt 0
260 : NEXT N
290 REM
300 END

*

When this program is run with the Apple in
half duplex mode, everything that appears
on the screen while PR# MSLOT is in
effect will also be sent through the modem
to the time-sharing system. Commas in
PRINT statements do not provide automatic tabbing as they do on the screen, but
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80/ 03/24. 15.48.22.
PROGRAM
ASEND
1000
1001
1002
1003
1004
1005
1006
1007
1008
1009
1010
1011
1080
1110
1120
1130
1140
1150

REH
REH
REM
REH
REH
REH
REH
REH
REH
REH
REH
REH

**********************
ASEND
*
COPIES ANY TEXT FILE
TO AN ECN TEXT FILE.
ECN HUST BE JN TEXT
HODE TO USE IT.
J. T. PARR
HATHEHATJCS DEPT
ILL. ST. UNIV.
VERSION 3/13/ 80

*
**
*
**
**
*

Since the Apple has been left in half duplex
mode, the program output will now be seen
on the screen, along with the INPUT
prompts a nd responses, while the output
without the prompts and responses is also
being sent into the ECN file. When you get
the Applesoft prompt again, enter
JPOKE 2040 t MSLOT, 9
JINt HSLOT
Jctrl -A ctr l - H

**********************

LET HSLOT = 2
LET DFHT "' 9
LET D$ "' CHRf (4)
LET CAS • CHRf (1) t CHRf (1J
INPUT 'FILE TO DE COPIED? 'IFS

1190
1200 REH -- D 0 S COHHANDS
1210 PRINT
1220 PRINT Dfl'NOHON CrlrO'
1230 PRINT Dfl'OPEN 'IFS
1240 PRINT DSl'READ 'JFf
1250 SPEED= 255
12 60 ONERR GOTO 1400
1290
1300 REH -- C 0 P Y
1310 FOR C = 1 TO 1E30
GET CS
1320
1330
PRINT CAf P
POKE 2040 t HS~OTrDFHT
1340
PRI HSLOT
1350
PRINT Cfl
1360
1370
PRt 0
1375 I POKE S4r1891 POKE S5r158
1380
IF ABC <Cs>
13 THEN FOR
T "' 1 TO 5001 NEXT
1390 I NEXT C
1395
1400 REH -- C L 0 S E
U P
1410 PRt HSLOT
1420 POKE 2040 + HSLOTrDFHT
1430 PRINT CHRS (3)1
1440 PRI 0
1445 POKE S4rl891 POKE 55r158
1450 PRINT
1460 PRINT DSI 'CLOSE ' I Ff
1470 PRINT 'EXITED TEXT HODE,'
1480 PRINT 'DON'T FORGET TO PACK.'
9999 END
_READY.

ctrl-C

The ctrl-C takes ECN out of TEXT mode,
and gets you the message EXIT TEXT
MODE. In TEXT mode several invisible
"end-of-record marks" will have been
inserted in the file. They are removed by
entering the PACK command. Enter
NOSORTand LNH to see the results. You
can then SA VE or XEDlT the file.
Listing A Program To ECN
Suppose you have a progra m in Apple
memory which you would like to send to
a n ECN file, and that it has no line
numbers less than 10. Then add these lines
to the program . Replace MSLOT with
your modem slot number.
1 SPEED = BO : POKE 33,33
2 POKE 2040 + HSLOT, 9
3 PRt HSLOT
4 LI ST 10,
5 FOR T = 1 TO 100 : NE XT
6 PRINT CHRSC 3)
7 PRt 0
8 SPEED = 255 : POKE 33,40
9 END
Cor • DEL 1, 9)

=

Listing I

Now get in contact with ECN as a halfduplex terminal, and enter
NEW.name of file to receive li s ti n s
TEXT
ctr l -A c trl-X
J RUN

semicolons, TAB and SPC give their usual
results. Notice that the INPUT statement
is not within the scope of a PR# MSLOT;
if it were, its prompt and the user's
response would also be sent through the
modem. ECN requires a pause after a
carriage return (a PRINT that does not
end in a comma or semicolon) before it is
ready to receive more output from the
Apple; for FOR-loop in line 170 provides
the necessary delay before the following
PRINT statement, and the INPUT
command inside the loop assures a pause
before the next PRINT.
To prepare ECN to receive the output,
we use ECN's TEXT mode, which causes it
to put all characters it receives into the
primary file. While addressing ECN as a
half-du plex terminal, enter

This runs lines 1-9. When line 4 lists your
program, PR# MSLOT is in effect, so the
listing goes out through the modem to
ECN. The POKE 33,33 sets the Apple
screen width to 33, which keeps the listing
routine from inserting extra carriage
returns into the listing. (They can also be
avoided by using ctrl-A ctrl-F to put the
Apple, but not ECN, into full duplex
mode; but then the listing will not show oin
the Apple screen.) SPEED = 80 is to help
keep ECN from dropping a character after
each carriage return. The listing will take
quite a while: two and half minutes for a
program of eighty-five short lines. Eventually, you will get the Applesoft prompt
back. Line 6 sent a ctrl-C to ECN, so it will
be out of TEXT mode a lready. Enter

NEW.name of file to r eceive outP ut

JPOKE 2040 t HSLOT, 9

TEXT

JINt HSLOT

ctrl - A ctrl-X

Jctrl-A ctrl-H

JRUN

PACK

Lisiing 2

eo103124 . 15;50.04.
PROGRAM
RECEIVE
100
110
120
130
1-40

150
160
170
180
199
200
205
210
220
230
2'40
250
260
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
390
400
'410
420
430
440
445
450
460
470
480
490
500
501
502
505
510
520
530
540
550
560
565
570
580
590
600
601
602
640
650
660
675
680
690
700
710
720
725
730
740
750
755
770
780
799
900
909
910
920
930
935

REH -------------------REH RECEIVES TEXT FILE
REH FROH CDC BASIC PGH
REH BSEND ,
REH
REH J T PARR
REH HATHEHATICS DEPT
REH ILLINOIS STATE UNIV.
REH VERSION 3 / 1'4/ 80
REH -------------------REH C 0 N S T A N T S
REH -------------------LET DUHHYt • • • •
LET Dt • CHRt (4)
PRINT ·NAHE OF FILE TO COPY TO.,
INPUT Ft
LET HSLOT
2
LET DFHT • 9
REH -------------------REH D 0 S
C 0 H D S
REH -------------------PRINT Dtl•HON Criro•
PRINT Dtl•OPEN •1Ft
PRINT Dt~·DELETE . ,Ft
PRINT Dtl•OPEN •1Ft
REH -------------------REH I N P U T
L 0 0 P
REH -------------------ONERR GOTO 900
FOR L • 1 TO 1E20
I LET Lt= ••
REH -- GIVE GOAHEAD
I PRt HSLOT
I POKE 2040 + HSLOTrDFHT
I PRINT 1
I PRt 0
I POKE 54r1891 POKE 55r158
REH -------------------REH L 0 A D
Lt
REH ------------------- : INt HSLOT
I FOR C • 1 TO 1E20
II GET Ct
:: IF ASC (Ct>• 13 THEN 560
II LET Lt • Lt+ Ct
II NEXT C
I REH
G E T
P R 0 H P T
I GET Ptl IF Pt • •• THEN 565
I PRINT
: INt 0

=

There will be a bla nk line a t the top of the
listing, and if ECN was not able to keep up
after the carriage returns, first digits of
some line numbers will be missing. These
problems can be corrected with the editing
package, giving a good copy of the
program on a n ECN file to save, print, edit,
etc. Lines of more than 150 characters are
not accepted by ECN.
If you put lines 1-9 above o n a disk
text file, you can EXEC the file. If you have
included the line numbers on the file, those
lines will be a ppended to the beginning of
your program. If you left the line numbers
off the file, the commands will be executed
directly; in that case, some of them may be
printed o n the fi le along with the program
list ing.
There is a more roundabout way
which you might prefer if you have a disk.
List your program to a disk file, making
sure that POKE 33,33 or NO MON 0 is in
effect to avoid those extra carriage returns.
This listing won't take so long, at S PEED =
255. Then use the Apple AS END program
to send the text file with the listing on it to
ECN. With the Apple in half duplex mode,

If the duplex modes of the
terminal and the system
do not match, each letter
typed will be printed
twice, or not at all.
the listing will be displayed on the screen as
it is being sent. The AS END program uses
a delay loop after each carriage return, so it
ca n send each line at SPEED= 255 without
ECN missing any characters, and without
taking so long to send the listing.

:

Copying Disk Text F iles To ECN

REH ----------- - -------REH P R I N T
Lt
REH -------------------1 PRINT Dtl•WRITE •1Ft
I PRINT Lt
I PRINT Dt
I IF Pt • DUHHYt THEN L • 1E30
NEXT L

The Applesoft program ASEND
(Listing I) ca n be used to transfer any
Apple disk text file to an ECN file. The
fo llowing steps will accomplish the move.
Get DOS opera ting and connect with ECN
as a half-duplex terminal.

I

REH ·-----------------REH C L 0 S E
U p
REH - - -----------------POKE 216r0
INt 0
PRt 0
POKE 54r1891 POKE 55r158
PRINT
PRINT Dt,•CLOSE•
END
REH -------------------REH
E R R 0 R
REH -------------------PRINT
PRINT •ERROR t •1 PEEK (222>
PRINT • (FOR TABLES OF
ERROR NUMBERS'
PRINT •sEE APPLESOFT
I DOS MANUALS ) •
POKE 216 r 0
PRt HSLOT
PRINT · sToP ·
GOTO 700

940
950
960
990
995 I
READY,

100 REH*************************
110 REH BSEND I CDC BASIC PGH
*
120 REH SEND TEXT FILE TO
*
130 REH APPLE II HICROCPTR
*
140 REH FROH ECN,
*
150 REH
*
181 REH
J T PARR
*
182 REH
HATHEHATICS
*
183 REH
ILLI NOIS STATE UNI V. *
184 REH VERSION 6/1 1/80
*
190 REH*************************
200 REH
S E T
UP
210
FILE t1 = • TEXT '
220
DELIMIT tlr <CR>
230
RESTORE tl
2 40
MARGIN 0
300 REH
T R A N S H I T
3 10
FOR Lc l TO 1E30
3 15
IF END tl THEN 400
320
INPUT G
33 0
INPUT t1, L$
340
PRINT Lt
350
NEXT L
400 REH S I G N
0 F F
410
PRINT ' * '
999
END
READY.
Lisiing 3

Copying Files To Apple Disk
Since the Apple lacks the eq uivalent
of the ECN TEXT mode, we use an Apple
program RECEIVE (Listing 2) to receive
text being sent by ECN and write it onto a
disk file. If you don't have a disk, a
program including some of the techniques
of RECEIVE could receive the data a nd
use it directly or STO RE it on a cassette.
The sending is done by a CDC Basic
program BSEND (List ing 3), which sends
a line of the file each time RECEIVE
signals that it is ready. BSEND is very
simple and stra ightforward, while the
idiosyncracies of Apple DOS and the
comm unications ca rd make the RECEIVE
program more complicated.
The following sequence shows how to
use the BSEND and RECEIVE programs.
We assume that DOS is in effect a nd that
the Apple is connected to ECN as a halfduplex terminal.
OLDr BSEND
GETrTEXT=name of fi le to be c opied
RNH
Wa it for ? Prompt , then Press
ctr l -A ctrl-X

NEWrname of fi l e to write to

I nsert the di sk conta i nins RECEIVE.

TEXT

JLOAD RECEIVE

ct rl-A ctr l -X

I nser t the disk wou want t he file
copied to.

Insert di sk with ASEND,
JRUN
JLOAD ASEND
Insert disk wi t h text fi l e .
JRUN
Enter

n a~e

of file to be cop ied ,

JINt HSLOT
Jct rl -A ctrl - H
ctr l -C
PACK
SAVE

Answer the prompt with the name you
wish the disk copy of the file to have. When
you get the Applesoft prompt again, the
copy is complete. You may then return to
terminal mode a nd log off. Most errors
that occur will be inte rcepted by an errorhandling routine in RECEIVE, but if
somehow the Apple should " hang" so that
it is necessary to RESET, be sure to enter a
CLOS E comma nd to safeguard the file
and your disk.
If the fi le you have copied contains a
Basic program a nd you want to use it as
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such instead of as data, the command
EXEC fi lena me will enter it into the Ap ple
memory as a progra m, where you can edit
it, run it, and save it.
Notes On The Program
In order to be a ble to deal with all
characters, including commas a nd quote
ma rks, the Apple programs AS END a nd
RECEIV E use the GET comma nd instead
of INP UT . The GET co mma nd causes the
next P RINT comma nd to lose cha racters;
h e nce th e ex tra PRI NT s t a t e me nt s
fo llowing each series of GET commands.
Not only may some output be lost, but if it
happens to be the C H R$(4) preced ing a

DOS comma nd , then DOS will not receive
the comma nd. The ma nual recom mends
printing an extra C H R$( 1) cha racter as the
one to be lost, but in some cases that seems
not to be sufficient, so AS END uses two
before each PRI NT to the modem, a nd a
ca rriage return before the C LOSE comma nd . You can use INPUT instead of
GET, if your a pplication is compatible
wit h INPUT' s t reat m ent of b lanks,
commas, and quotes.
In BSEND , the DE LIMIT statement
ca ncels commas and quote marks as
delimiters, a ll owing the INPUT statement
to read into L$ the entire next line of the
file, no matter wha t it contains. M AR GIN
0 allows BS END to tra nsmit lines of

arbitrary lengt h without inserting carriage
ret urns. The sequence of events in the lo op
in BSEN D is crit ical for correct synchronization with RECE IVE. R ECEIVE has to
intercept the BSEND prompt right after it
has received a line. If it were to do so lat er,
t he prompt might a lready have been sent
by the time the GET is executed, a nd it
would wa it indefinitely for a prompt. If
ECN is respond ing quickly, getting P$
could be skipped, a nd the prompt would
j ust be lost while the A pple writes L$ to the
file; but a delay on the part of ECN could
then cause the? to be got as part of the next
L$. The loop for getting the pro mpt fl ushes
out null cha racters sent by ECN aft er each
carriage return.
D

11

" By golly , Si ms, when it gets to vibrating li ke that I
do believe it's laugh ing at .us."
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AGuideto
Data Banks

The growing trend in data banks is for the industry to divide into producers (assemblers) and distributors (vendors). The producers are usually
small companies that don't have the capacity to sell and service their
products; they make agreements with distributors, who are better
equipped to handle the marketing and installation of the equipment.
The following chart lists alphabetically major distributors of data
banks with a wide selection of subject matter. Pricing information is not
included because it depends on variables that are too numerous to place
in a chart. For example, the Value Line data bank, containing stock-market and related financial data on more than 1,500 companies, is available
from producer Arnold Bernhard and Co. for a $5,000 annual subscription
fee. Value Line is also available from seven different distributors; these
distributors charge the $5,000 fee p lus their own fees for frequency of use
and length of time used. Some distributors charge by the minute, others
by 15-minute s lots; and still others have m inimum-time requirements.
Sometimes more than one data bank is offered for the price of one subscription fee. To illustrate, the distributor Rapidata offers both the Flow
of Funds data bank (on the money flow through various sectors of the
United States economy) and the RAPIDQUOTE data bank (of price and
volume data on 14,000 securities) to subscribers of its other data banks at
no extra charge.
Reprinted With Pennission of Outpur- magazine. "Copyright by TECHNICAL PUBLISHING
COMPANY, A DUN & BRADSTREET COMPANY, 1980, all rights reserved.

ADP Network Services, Inc.

P.O.Box2190
175Jackson Plaza
Ann Arbor, Ml 48106
(313) 369-6800

A large distributor offering computational data banks in: Agriculture, Autos,
Commodities, Demographics, Economics, Finance, Insurance, and International
Business. Its main suppliers are Chase Econometric Associates and Standard
&Poor's.

Bibliographic Retrieval Services, Inc.
Corporation Park
Building 702
Scotia, NY 12303
(518) 374-5011

A large distributor offering bibliographic data banks in: Agriculture, Business,
Education, Environment, General News Publications, Science, and Social Science.
Its suppliers are various trade associations and governmental groups.

CompuServe Network
5000Arlington Centre Blvd.
Columbus, OH 43220
(614)4 57-8600

A distributor offering statistical data banks in: Demographics, Economics, and
Finance. Its suppliers include Citibank, Value Line (Arnold Bernhard and Co.),
and Standard &Poor's.

The Computer Co.
1905Westmoreland St.
Richmond, VA 23230
(804)358-2171

A statistical data-bank vendor specializing in the Airline Industry. Its main supplier is the Civil Aeronautics Board.

Data Resources, Inc.
29 Hartwell Ave.
Lexington, MA 02173
(617)861-0165

A large vendor offering data banks in: Agriculture, Banking, Commodities, Construction, Economics, Energy, Finance, Insurance, International Business, Securities, and the Steel and Transportation Industries. In addition, detailed U.S. regional,
national, and international economic, demographic, and financial indicators are
tracked. Compustat, Value Line, and Standard &Poor's are sources.

Dow Jones News/Retrieval
Service
22CortlandtSt.
New York. NY 10007
(212) 285-5000

A bibliographic data bank compiling The Wall Street Journal, Barron's, and the
Dow Jones News Service. Dow Jones compiles its own data bank, which is updated
immediately after appearing on the ticker and then maintained for ninety days.

General Electric Information Services Co.
401 N. Washington St.
Rockville, MD 20850
(301)340-4000

A computational data-bank vendor covering: Economics, Energy, Finance, and
International Business. Its suppliers include the University of California and
Value Line.
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Info mart
One Yonge St.
Toronto, ON
Canada MSE 1 ES
(416)366-3904

A large Canadian vendor with data banks covering: Agriculture, Business, Education, Energy, Engineering, Environment, Foundations, General News Publications,
Government, Patents, Pharmaceuticals, and Science.

Informatics Inc.
6 Kingsbridge Rd.
Fairfield, NJ 07006
(201) 575-2800

A statistical data-bank vendor covering: Demographics, Energy, Environment, and
Transportation. Suppliers include governmental groups and the John Hopkins
University Medical Center.

Interactive Data Corp.
486 Totten Pond Rd.
Waltham, MA 02154
(617) 890-1234

A large computational data-bank distributor covering: Agriculture, Autos, Banking,
Commodities, Demographics, Economics, Energy, Finance, International Business,
and Insurance. Its main suppliers are Chase Econometric Associates, Standard &
Poo(s, and Value Line.

Lockheed Information Systems
32 51 Hanover St.
Palo Alto. CA 94304
(415)493-4411

The largest bibliographic distributor, offering over 75 different data banks in: Agriculture, Business, Economics, Education, Energy, Engineering, Environment, Foundations, General News Publications, Government, International Business, Patents,
Pharmaceuticals, Science, and Social Sciences. Its economic source is Predicasts
Terminal Systems, Inc.; it relies on many trade associations and governmental
groups for other data bases.

Mead Data Central, Inc.
Courthouse Place, N.E.
Dayton,0845463
(513)222-6323

A bibliographic data-bank vendor specializing in: General News Publications
and Legal Literature. Mead compiles its own data banks.

National CSS, Inc.
542 Westport Ave.
Norwalk, CT 06851
(203) 853-7200

A financial vendor of computational data banks covering: Autos, Commodities,
Economics, and Finance. Its main suppliers are Merrill Lynch Economics, and
Value Line.

The New York Times Infonuation
Service, Inc.
1719ARte. 10
Parsippany,NJ07054
(201) 539-5850

A bibliographic data-bank vendor covering: Advertising, General News Publications, and Public Opinion Indexes. The New York Times Information Service
maintains its own data banks.

Rapidata, Inc.
20 New Dutch l:.ane
P.O. Box 1049
Fairfield, NJ 07006
(201)227-0035

A statistical data-bank vendor covering: Economics and Finance. Rapidata compiles some of its own d_a ta banks and uses Citibank, Telrate and the Federal
Reserve Board as additional suppliers.

SDCSearch Service
2 500 Colorado Ave.
Santa Monica, CA 90406
(213)820-4111

One of the largest bibliographic distributors, offering over 50 different data banks
in: Agriculture, Business, Education, Energy, Engineering, Environment, Foundations, General News Publications, Government, Industry, Science, and Social
Science. Its suppliers are various trade associations and governmental groups.

Service Bureau Co.
500 W. Putnam Ave.
Greenwich, CT 06830
(203) 622-2000

A statistical data-bank distributor covering: Agriculture, Banking, Demographics,
Economics, Engineering, Finance, and Insurance. Its suppliers include Standard
& Poor's, Data Resources, Inc., and Telstat.

l.P. Sharp Associates Ltd.
145KingSt.
W.Toronto,ON
CanadaMSH 1J8
(416)364-5361

A Canadian distributor with Canadian and American statistical data banks covering: Airlines, Banking, Commodities, Demographics, Economics, Environment,
Finance, and International Business. Its suppliers include the Bank of Canada,
Citibank, and the International Monetary Fund.

Time Sharing Resources, Inc.
777 Northern Blvd.
Great Neck, NY 11022
(516)487-0101

A statistical data-bank vendor covering: Commodities, Economics, and Finance. Its
suppliers include the U.S. Department of Labor, Citibank, and the Federal Reserve
Board.

Uni-Coll Corp.
3401 Science Center
Philadelphia, PA 19104
(215)387-3890

A computational data-bank vendor covering: Agriculture, Commodities, Economics, and Finance. The Wharton Economic Forecast supplies most of its data banks.

United Computing Systems, Inc.
252 5 Washington Ave.
KansasCity,M064108
(816) 221-9700

A statistical data-bank vendor covering: Demographics and Finance. Its suppliers
include CACI and Standard & Poor's.

Mountain Hardware's Apple-based lntrol/X-10

A Home Control
System
Paul Daro
One of the first applications of
mini and microcomputers to gain
widespread use was in commercial
control systems . Computers were,
and still are, quite useful for constantly mon itoring and controlling
electrical and mechanical systems.
With recent developments in the
microcomputer industry driving processor and peripheral costs down , we
are now starting to see products that
provide household computerized control. The lntrol/X-10 system for the
Apple Computer is one such product.
It is a system for controlling an entire
household of electrical appliances
and devices.
In addition to performing its control functions, certain configurations
of the lntrol/X-10 system allow for
another feature not commonly found
in home systems - simultaneous execution of two different programs. The
interrupt-driven lntrol/X-10 performs
its control function in the upper part
of Apple memory, leaving room at the
botto.m for the user's own program
(even BASIC).
The IntroI XI 10 system consists of
a hardware/software package. The
hardware provides the interface from
the Apple to the outside world ; the
software enables the user to set up a
real-time 'schedule' for controlling
AC devices . The system is complete no further programming is necessary
to make it control a house, although
there is BASIC interface that allows
advanced users to set up more
sophisticated applications than the
software package provides.
The Hardware

There are 3 basic functional units
that make up the lntrol system. At one
Paul Daro, 436 Trevethan Ave. , Santa Cruz , CA .

95062.
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end , a Mountain Hardware lntrol/
X-10 controller board provides an
interface between Apple programs
and the other 2 funct ional units; it
sends out control commands via an
ultrasonic transducer. These commands are received by the second
unit, a BSA Command Console. The
Command Console then transmits
the commands over existing household AC power lines to the third functional unit, a BSA remote module. A
single Command Console can control
an unlimited number of remote
modules, and each remote module
controls one appliance (up to 1500
watts) or several lamps (up to 300
watts) .
The lntrol/X-10 circuit board can
be mounted in any of the Apple II
peripheral slots (except 0, of course).
It has an on-board ROM program that
controls the transmission of pulses to
the BSA Command Console. The
board is activated by the BASIC PR#
command, and information Is passed
to the ROM program using conven tional PRINT statements.
In add it ion to receiving Apple
commands and sending them out to
the remote modules, the Command
Console also has a keyboard, enabling the user to send commands
manually. The Command Console

and remote modules are sold by BSA,
Ltd. as the System X-10, a centralized
electrical control system . Mountain
Hardware has added the Apple peripheral board, thus facilitating centralized computer control, and creating the lntrol/X-10 system .
In order to fully understand the
lntrol/X-10 system , one should understand how commands are sent. On
the side of each remote module is a
"unit code" dial. This dial has 16 different positions, numbered 1 to 16.
This dial identifies the remote
module. Commands are issued from
the Command Console either manually or using the lntrol board . They are
is~ued by first sending a unit code
and then a function code - the unit
code selects the electrical device, and
the function code identifies the action
to take place. Suppose you sent the
sequence 6, ON. Then all electrical
devices plugged into remote modules
with the unit code dial set at 6 would
be turned on . There are also function
codes for turning devices off, making
lights dimmer and brighter, and 2
global codes 'ALL LIGHTS ON' and
'ALL LIGHTS OFF,' which turn all
lights on or all lights and appliances
off regardless of the unit code dial
setting .
This simple scheme provides for
alot of flexibility, as several different
devices can be controlled together
even though they are plugged into
different remote modules - all you
need do is dial up the same unit code
for each and one command turns
them all on . This could prove useful
for controlling several outside lights
located around the house, or perhaps
to control room heaters in each bedroom . At the same time, the 16 different settings on the unit code dial
provide the capability to independently control 16 different groups of
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devices. This should be more than
adequate for any home application ,
especially when one considers that
each of the 16 groups can have an
unlimited number of devices dialed to
it.
The Software

So far only the rudiments of the
system have been explained. The
following is by far the most powerful
part of the Mountain Hardware package- a software system for setting up
and running a schedule of device
ON/OFF/ DIM commands.
With this software package, the
user runs one program to set up a
schedule that contains information
for each device concerning what day
and time the device is to be turned on,
off, or dimmed. The he/ she runs a
second program which loads this
schedule and then executes the commands at the appropriate times,
allowing the ind ividual to walk away
and leave the computer running control is fully automated from then
on. This program also keeps an accumulated total of the time a given
device group was turned on , and the
total amount of power it consumed.
Setup Program

The schedule setup program is
written in Applesoft BASIC, and
needs at least 32K of RAM to run. The
program uses menus to interact with
the user. This makes the setup
process a simple one, requiring
limited prior knowledge of the setup
process from the user.

""""'~
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Basically, there are two ways in
which someone might want to set up
a schedule for a given device. The first
approach deals with events that occur
on some sort of regular basis. For
example, you want to turn the coffee
pot on every weekday at 8: 00, so your
coffee is ready when you get up. Or,
perhaps you want to turn your lawn
spin kier on for 2 hours every Tuesday
and Friday. These types of events
occur regularly every week, and you
want them to occur at the specified
time as long as your computer is
running. Events like these have been
termed regular events.
The other type of event specifica"
tion is used in cases where you want
something to happen only once. For
instance during the weekend of the
14th , you are going away and want
some lights to come on in the evening
and go off in the morning . You want
your regular schedule to run all the
time, but in add ition , on the 14th and
15th you want some additional events
to occur. Events such as these are
termed special events, and the
system provides a means for entering
these as well. Using the setup program , the user creates a separate
schedule for each module group. (A
module group is the set of all remote
modules dialed to the same unit.)
Running the Setup Program

When the program is first run, the
user chooses between creating a new
schedule and updating an old one
previously saved on disk. From this
point, the setup process has · two
principle modes - the primary or
executive mode and the edit mode. In
the primary mode, the following
options are available :

SetLip
Program

)1

--,

Schad .
Program

Schedule
Table

User Commands

ASSIGN - With this option, the
user makes up a name for each
module group and input s the total
power consumption in watts for each
group. The name and wattage is then
assigned to the un it code number of
the module group. Unused unit code
numbers may be left unassigned, but
a number must be assigned before a
schedule may be created for it. This
option exists pri marily to help the
user keep track of which module
group contains which devices .
DISPLAY - Th is option displays
fo r all 16 groups the module group
numbers, names and wattages as
they were entered .
SWAP SCHEDULES - This switches the schedules of two module
groups. This function is used when
you switch the unit code set ting on a
remote-you can do the swap function
to reassign the schedule, instead of
retyping it.
REMOVE SCHEDULE - This deletes the schedule for one entire
module group .
SAVE SCHEDULE- This saves the
enti re schedule table for all 16 groups
onto a user-specified disk file.
COMPUTE FILE SPACE - This
tells how much room is left in the
schedule table, giving the user an
idea of how much more schedule
information may be entered.
In th e edit mode, individual grou p
schedules are modified / updated;
concurrently a schedule table in
memory is updated. Upon entering
the edit mode, the user specifies
which module group he wishes to
work on. He then has the option to
add events to the schedule, remove
events from the schedule and display
theentireschedulefora given module
group.

""""'~
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BASIC PRINT
Statements

.......

Contro ller
Board

,
Ultrasonic
Commands

Computer
Outside World

Lamp
Module
Command
Con sole
Ultrasonic
Commands

Commands
Sent Over
AC Power Lines

Appliance
Module

Funct ional Block Diagram of t he Hardware/
Software package.
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Ho usehold Elect rical Devices
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In adding events, there are different specifications for regular and
special events. Regular events are
specified by entering the day(s) on
which it occurs, time at which it
occurs and the desired function.
Special events also have a date(s) associated with the event occurrence. In
each case, the user is prompted for
each parameter (day, time, etc.)
separately.
The time parameter is specified by
typing in the time much as It would be
displayed on a digital clock. For
example, "12:30A" would mean the
80th minute after midnight. Furthermore, there is a feature which allows
specification of an event to occur
randomly within a given interval. For
example, if you went on vacation for a
month and wanted lights turned on in
the evening, you could use the
random time function to have them
come on at a random time between
6: 00 and 8: 00 every night. This helps
to confuse anyone who might be
staking out your house since the
lights are not coming on in any recognizable pattern. This would be specified as "6:00P-8:00P."
The days parameter specifies on
which days the events will happen.
Days can be entered singly, separated
by commas, or as a range of days,
separated by a dash. For example,
"MON,TUES,THU" would specify
Monday, Tuesday and Thursday. On
the other hand, "TUES-SAT" would be
interpreted as Tuesday , Wednesday,
Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
The function specification is one
of three functions: ON, OFF, or DIM.
ON and OFF are self-explanatory. The
DIM function has a parameter associated with it; the DIM level. The DIM
level is a number in the range 1 to 9,
and specifies the final brightness of
the light. The DIM function really
means "turn on the lamp and then dim
it to the given level." For example, if
at 9 : 00 you wanted to turn a light on
and dim it down to level 9 (most dim),
the function would be "DIM 9." If at
9: 1Oyou wanted to brighten it up by 3
DIM levels, the function wou ld be
"DIMS."
Thus, a complete regular event
specification consists of a time, days
and a function entry. For example, to
turn your heater on every morning at 8
and off al 10, two events would be
entered:
8 : 00ASUN-SATON
10: OOA SUN-SAT OFF
To make sure your TV was always
turned off at night (for those who like

to fall asleep in front of It), you might
enter:
1 : OOASUN-SATOFF
Special events are entered just like
regular events, but in addition there is
a date specification. The date specification consists of a month and dates
within the month . For example, "FEB
10-20" means February 10th through
February 20th. Or"FEB 10, 12, 14, 16,
25" means February 10th, 12th, etc.
So if you want your lawn spinkler to
come on every Monday and Thursday
while you are away in the last 2 weeks
of July, the following special event
entry would do It:
3:00P MON,THU JULY 14-280N
5:00P MON,THU JULY 14-28
OFF
By combining special and regular
events, all possible needs are provided for. In the previous heater
example, to keep the heater from
going on while you are away, the
following special event entry would
do the trick:
8: OOA MON-SUN JULY 14-28
OFF
In fact, even if the heater were to come
on many times during a day, this one
special event entry would take care of
all the regular events, since a special
event overrides the entire regular
schedule for a given day.
The Scheduler Program

After the schedule has been
created and saved, the schedule can
be loaded and executed by the second
program . This second program, the
scheduler, performs the events as
they were specified in the setup
program. The first thing the scheduler
does is load the table. It then turns off
all connected devices and then determines the on/off/dim status of each
device, bringing each device to its appropriate status. This initialization
has interesting implications for Apple
configurations that have the autoboot
feature and a Mountain Hardware
Apple Clock . Suppose you are away
on vacation with your Apple at home
minding the house. Suddenly, the
power goes off for a few seconds,
then returns . Ordinarily, the program
would die and all your devices would
stay in whatever state they were in
until you came home. But, with an
auto-boot program that executes the
scheduler, this problem is alleviated .
The scheduler loads in the table
again, re-Initializes all the devices
and , presto, you are right back where
you were.

In configurations without a Mountain Hardware Clock, the scheduler is
interrupted once per second by the
lntrol/X-10 board . After the user
types in the initial date and time, the
scheduler keeps track of the time and
date from there; so the scheduler
program will work in minimally configured systems. However, the auto
boot feature described above will not
work because once power goes down ,
the scheduler loses track of its accumulated time. Then when the
power comes back, there Is no one
around to re-initialize the time. Also,
without a Mountain Hardware Apple
Clock, the foreground/background
feature is not available. Many foreground programs would do disk
accesses and other functions that
require interrupts to be turned off for
periods of 1 second or more. When
this happens, the scheduler would
lose some of the 1-second interrupts
and thus would start to lose time.
With the Mountain Hardware
Apple Clock, the scheduler is capable
of actually reading the date and time
from the clock board. Even when
interrupts are disabled for several
seconds, no time is lost because the
clock keeps its own accumulated
time. This enables the scheduler
program to run in the background,
while a foreground BASIC or machine
language program has primary control.
Since most of the time the
scheduler is merely waiting for events
to occur, there is not much of a delay
in response time when running in
foreground/background. However, if
many events were all scheduled to
happen at the same time, there might
be a 10 or 20 second delay while the
schedule was busy sending out commands to the devices. However, this
situation would most likely occur
once or twice a day if at all. Since the
schedule table resides in memory at
scheduler run-time, the setup ·program could be run as a foreground
program. Thus, you could update the
schedule while the scheduler was
executing it. This gives you the convenience of modifying the currently
running schedule without having to
stop and re-start everything .
Memory Considerations

The software package needs an
Apple configured with a minimum of
32K of RAM . A 32K system will allow
a schedule that contains up to 150
events, while a 48K system can
handle up to 700 events. In foreground/background mode, a 32K
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setup will have room enough for. a
foreground program of up to 18K; in
48K systems the foreground programs can use 28K. In all cases , the
DOS software is left intact.

Once this has been done, PRINT
statements are sent to the board ,
which interprets them and sends
them out. For example, the statement
below would turn on module group 1 :

Direct Interface

Using this simple interface, the
sophisticated user can set up a
scheduling scheme. A direct interface
program might be written to work in
conjunction with the scheduler program to get a combination of
straightforward scheduling and m~re
complex timing functions for special
devices.

PRINT "1 ON"
For the ambitious programmer,
there is an optional direct interface to
the ROM driver program. Thus the
devices can be controlled directly
from a BASIC program . The statement below activates the board:
PR#n, n

= slot number of board

Notes
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Conclusion

Overall , the system is quite easy
to install and run. The setup program
is very user-oriented since its use
doesn't require programming knowledge and the multi-tasking feature
makes the Intro! / X10 an extremely
flexible control system. It is also
inexpensive - $279.00 buys the entire
system including software, controller
board , Command Console and three
remote modules (additional remotes
are $16.00 each). $279 .00 for a practical system for computerized home
con trol.
D

The Quest for the
Perfect Printer
George Blank

The right printer is easier to recognize
than the Holy Grail. During my three
years on a fruitless quest, dozens of people
have described it to me. It is compact,
lightweig~t . fast, quiet, reliable, easy to
service, easy to load with paper, uses plain
paper of various widths with or without
holes along the sides, has typewriter quality
print, uses cheap ribbons, and costs less
than $500.
During the first score of months on my
quest, I believed that it also had excellent
graphics. I have since learned tha t this is
not so. There is a fundamental incompatibility between quality graphics and a
printer that will be used for correspon-

deuce. A high resolution graphics printer,
such as Integral Data Systems' excellent
later models, must have tracto r feed for
precise registration. Every dot must be
printed in exactly the right place. The
tractor feed is the most expensive part of
a good graphics printer. But a correspondence printer must accept ordinary stationery, typewriter paper, and even
envelopes. Tractor feed stationery is hard
to get, expensive, and has annoying
unfinished edges when you tear off edges.
I suppose tractor feed envelo pes are
available somewhere, but are even more
difficult to find.
I am adamant about the price. I see no

reason why a decent printer should cost
more than the computer to which it is
connected.
The print quality may or may not be
negotiable. I have no quarrel with attractive
high density dot matrix characters like
those of the Epson MX-80 or the Centronics 737 printers for 98% of my printer
use. But it does seem tacky to address
Christmas Cards or apply for a job using
dot matrix print.
In my opinion, one thing that is absolutely non-negotiable is true descenders
on the lower case characters. This means
that the tails on lower case g, j, p, q, and y
must extend below the line of other letters.
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I have talked to more than a dozen printer
manufacturers who have told me that the
public doesn't demand descenders. My
personal experience does not support that
view. For I have talked to well over a
hundred people looking for printers, and
quality lower case type was high on
everyone's preference list.. Any printer
without descenders is unacceptable to me,
and the manufacturer who doesn't believe
they are necessary may be in for a rude
awakening.
The Tin Cup Theory
Even if you are on a quest for the Holy
Grail, you must stop occasionally for a
drink. A tin cup may not be as satisfactory
as the Grail, but it sure beats sticking
your head in the rive r for a drink. Many
of the printers I have used have been in
the "tin cup" category, and I have received
varying degrees of service and satisfaction
from them as I continued my quest.
Actua lly, I would like to group the
printers I have used into three categories,
and compare them to tin cups, plastic
cups, and sterling silver goblets. My primary
needs for printers fall into three categories:
software development, normal writing, and
quality correspondence.
Printers that are satisfactory for software
development may be compared to a tin
c up. They are for my personal use only,
get heavy use, and print quality, perhaps
even true descenders, can be sacrificed
for low cost, reliability or high speed.
Printers that are acceptable for everyday
writing, including letters and magazine
articles, can be compared to the plastic
dinnerware that many people use for family
dining. The output of such printers must
be read by other people, and while typewriter quality is not a must, it should
come close. The printers that I must
currently use for important correspondence
can be compared to silver goblets. While
they are necessary when you are sending
resumes to the Fortune 500 asking for a
position as Chairman of the Board , they
tend to be oversized, overpriced, and hard
to maintain. Personally, I never liked
polishing silver.
My perfect printer does not fall into
any of these categories. I would rather
compare it to an ordinary china cup. Only
a china c up does a good job of keeping
my coffee warm without adding any
unpleasant tastes or burning my fingers,
and while I may use a cup made out of
tin, plastic, Styrofoam, glass, pewter, or
even silver, it is not by choice.
"Tin Cup" Printers
In the tin cup category of printers I
have used, I include the Radio Shack
Quick Printer II, the Eaton LRC 7000+
and the Centronics 730 and 779. Since
the Centronics 730 is so close in price and
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features to the 737, which belongs in the
next category, I will not describe it. Anyone
to whom the 730 appeals should get the
737.
Radio Shack Quick Printer II
This delightful little printer has three
main strengths. It is cheap, very portable,
a nd eligible for Radio S.hack service. I
know of no other printer that sells for less
than S220 brand new a nd comes equipped
with an RS-232 serial and a Centronics
parallel port, not to mention a special
port for the TRS-80 bus. It is so smaU and
light that I was able to carry my TRS-80
keyboard, cassette recorder, and the printer
in a small suitcase, substituting the printer
for a video monitor. It has very few parts,
and I never had any trouble with it. But
even if it fails, Radio Shack offers the
least expensive and most readily available
printer servicing I know about. It is very
quiet and the paper is reasonably cheap.

There are also significant drawbacks to
this printer. It uses ha rd-to-read electrostatic paper, and the print width on the
paper is only 2". A long listing is sheer
murder to read, and since it only prints 32
characters per line, I would not want to
use it for assembly language programming.
Also, the paper just sits in a groove, and I
have often sent it unrolling across the
floor when moving the printer from place
to place.
The Eaton LRC 7000 (Atari 820)
This is quite a step up from the Quick
Printer II for only a little more money.
While it lists for S389, it is frequently
discounted, and often sells for less than
S300. It takes an ordinary cheap typewriter
ribbon and plain paper, though you must
use 4 1/4" wide roll paper. While it normally
comes configured for 40 characters per
line, there is a version, the 7000+, with a
64-character line that is ideal for use with
the TRS-80. The mechanism is very rugged,

Atari 820 printer. The newly announced
price is $299.95. The print is easy to read,
and is a good cheap printer for software
development work.

The Eaton printers have three serious
drawbacks. The narrow paper width is
insufficient for many uses, it is quite noisy,
and it is very slow. On short listings, the
speed is acceptable, but on long listings,
the mechanism heats up and must stop to
cool off. When this first happened to me,
I thought the printer was broken, but
later realized that it was normal for it to
print a couple of lines, cool off for 10
seconds, print a couple more lines, cool
off again, etc. It is also significantly la rger
and heavier than the Quick Printer II,
though smaller than the rest of the printers
to be discussed.
The Centronlcs 779 (Radio Shack Line
Prlnterl)
This rugged, dependable old timer is
the pack mule of the computer industry.
The list price is around Sl395, but it is
almost always discounted, and is frequently
available used. Radio Shack seems to be

Centronics 779 <Rndio Shel.ck Line Printer I>
with Service Tecmol06ies lower cn.se kit
nbcdefGhiJkl1110PcrstuVlllClz
IB:DEFGIJJKl..tffllQRSTI.

closing o ut the similar 781 (same printer
without adjustable character size) at S789,
and Radio Shack service is much cheaper
and easier to find than Centronics service.
It does not come with lower case, but
several companies, including Service
Technologies (32 Nightingale Rd., Nashua,

ATARI 820 <Eaton LRC)
abc:def eh Uk 1llt"IOF CV"Stuvw~

ABCCEFGHIJKL.IKFGRSTUUW'lNZ

and was used for years in cash registers,
so service should not be frequent. A serial
version of the sam~ printer, with a smart
controller for the Atari Bus, is sold as the

The Service Technolo~ies lower case modification
(sma ll board in upper left) installed in a Centronics
779 printer.

Comparison Chart of 35 Popular Printers
Reviewed

Printer
A nadex DP-9501
Apple Silentype
(Trendcom 200)
Atari 820 (Eaton LRC)
Atari 825
(Centronics 737)

6/81

"'1o.
"'1o.

""""'

Paper

Print Mode

Feed

$1595

Plain
Thermal

Dot Matrix
Dot Matrix

T
R

80-220
40

Dot
Dot

Apple

Descenders
Raised

Plain
Plain

Dot Matrix
Dot Matr ix

R
L,P.R.S

40
72-132

Partial
No

A
A

Raised
Descenders

varies
$ 995
$ 659
$3195
$ 389
$ 675
$ 645
$ 625
$2850

Plain
Dot Matrix
T
Plain
Dot Matrix
L,P,R,S
Plain
Dot Matrix
L.R,S.T
Plain
Dot Matrix
T
Elect.
Dot Matrix
R
Plain
Daisy Wheel
L,R,S,T
Plain
Dot Matrix
R
(Kit for IBM Selectric Typewriter)
p
Plain
Dot Matrix
p
Plain
Dot Matrix
Plain
Type Ball
s

64-132
72-132
64-132
80
80
132
40(64)

CPS
p
p

80-132
80
132

Dot
No
No
Character
No
No
No
No
Character
No
No

Raised
Descenders
(Need Kit)
Raised
Descenders
Typewriter
Ra ised
Typewriter
Descenders
Raised
Typewriter

$)395
$1695
$2395
$2495

Plain
Plain
Plain
Plain

80-132
80-132
80
132

Dot
Dot
Dot
No

P.S
P,S

$ 749
$3055
$ 649
$2995
$1960
S1395
$ 995
$11 60
$ 399
$ 219
$ 499
$1795
$1095
$1895
$ 375
$1895

L,R,S ,T
Plain
Dot Matrix
Plain
Thimble
L,R.S ,T
Plain
Dot Matrix
F,P
Daisy Wheel
L,R ,S.T
Plain
L,S,T
Plain
Daisy_Wheel
Plain
Dot Matrix
L,R.S.T
Dot Matrix
L,P,R,S
Plain
Plain
Dot Matrix
L,P,R,S
p
Plain
Dot Matrix
Elect.
Dot Matrix
R
(Attaches to electric typewriter)
Daisy Wheel
L,S
Plain
Dot Matrix
T
Plain
Plain
Dot Matrix
T
R
Dot Matrix
Thermal
L,S
Daisy Wheel
Plain

80-132
132
132
132
132
132
80-132

Dot
No
Block
No
No
No
Dot
Character
No
No
No
No
No
No
Dot (Opt)
No

A
P,S
P,S
P.S
p
p
A,P.T
p
p

$ 635

7/ 81
4/81 7/81

Base 2 800 MST
Centronics 737
Centronics 779 (781)
Commodore CBM 2022
Comprint 9 12
Diablo 1640
Eaton LRC
Escon E-A Interface
Epson MX-80
Heath H-14
Howard Industries
Typrinter 22 1
Integral Data 460
Integral Data 560
Malibu 160
Micro Computer Devices
Selectraterm
Micro Peripherals Inc. 88G
NEC Spinwriter
Okidata Microline 82
Qume Sprint 5
Radio Shack Daisy Wheel 11
Radio Shack Line Printer I
Radio Shack Line Printer IV
Radio Shack Li ne Printer VI
Radio Shack Line Printer VII
Radio Shack Quick Printer II
Rocheste r D~ta Dynatyper
Starwrlter Daisy Wheel
Teletype Model 43
Texas Instruments 81 O
Trendcom 100
Vista V300 - 25

KEY:

Price

2/81
4/ 81 7/ 8 1
6/80 7/81
5/80 12/80
6/ 80
7/ 81
6/80
7/81
6/ 80

12/ 79 6/ 80
12/79 6/80
4/81
7/ 81
7/81
12/79 6/80
6/ 80 7/ 81
4/81 7/81
2/8 1
11/ 797/ 81
7/81
7/81
12/79 6/80
12/79 6/ 80
6/ 80
7/81

$ 299
$ 799

$ 699
$ 995

Dot Matrix
Dot Matrix
Dot Matrix
Type Ball

T
T
T
L,S,T

Columns

80-132
80
16,32
132
132
132
40
132

Graphics

Interfaces

p

c
P.S

s
PS
CPS
p

s
s

Descenders
Descenders
Descenders
Typewriter

s
P.S

P,S
C.P.S
P,S

s
P,S
p
P.S

Paper Feed ( L) Labels (P) Pin Feed (R) Roll (5) Sheets (T) Tractor Feed (F) Friction
Interfaces Available (A) Atari (C) CBM/ PET (IEEE 488) (P) Centron ics Parallel (TRS-80, Apple)

Lower Case

Raised
Typewriter
Raised
Typewriter
Typewriter
(Need Kit)
Descenders
Raised
Raised
Raised
Typewriter
Typewriter
Descenders
Optional
Raised
Typewriter

(S) Serial

,......

NH 03062, S125) and Digital Systems
Engineering (12503 Kings Lake Dr., Reston
VA 22091 , S95 and S135) offer modification
kits. I used the Service Technologies kit
and installed it in five minutes using only
a screwdriver.
Since these printers can have either
platen feed (like a typewriter) or tractor
feed, they are very flexible, although the
platen feed does not seem to grip uniformly,
particularly on small labels. The print speed
is relatively fast, a nd I have seen about a
dozen of these in heavy use over a period
of years, with few service problems. If I
could get true descenders on the lower
case characters, this would come quite
close to my ideal printer. As it is, I do not
object strongly to letters and articles done
on the 779 printer. It is great for line
listings, whether Basic or Assembly
language.

Ep son MX - 80
abc defgh i j k lmnop qrstuvwMyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

been printed on it for proofreading-often
several times. The only proble m we have
experienced has been an occasional paper
jam caused by paper catching on the wire
rack that supports the paper coming out
of the printe r. This can be corrected if
yo u catch it as soon as it happens, but it
does mean that one can't leave the printer
unattended when printing out a long listing.
The MX-80 is quie t, rugged, modera te ly
fast, has attractive print, and e ven has a
good price. While it lists for S645, I have
frequently seen it discounted. One dealer
a t the West Coast Computer Faire was
selling it at a price so low that I don't dare
print it. He could ha rdly keep up with the
demand.
The only real drawbacks to the MX-80
a re the lack of true typewriter quality
print a nd its limitation to pin feed only. I
cannot give an a nswe r a bo ut service
availablity or price, for though I have
used four of them extensively , the most
drastic service ever needed has been a
change of ribbon or addition of more

The Service Technologies 779 lower case conversion
kit. (Pe n is not included.)

In addition to the lack of true descenders
and the poor pla ten grip , this printer is
moderately noisy, heavy, and ta kes up a
great deal of room, but that is not enough
to keeep it from being my favorite "tin
cup" printer.
Moving up to Melmac
There are two printe rs in the "plastic
cup" category, the Epson MX-80 a nd the
Centronics 737, bo th of whic h are
distinguished by "correspondence" quality
print with true descenders on lowe r case.
They use a high density dot matrix print
that is close enough to typewriter quality
for ma ny uses. They a re also small and
lightwe ight. At the moment, these two
printers come closer to the ideal printer
for home use than anything e lse availa ble.
The Epson MX-80
This is my first choice among c urrently
available printers. I have used one at home,
and we have had three at Creative Computing in almost constant use for nearly a
year. One of them is connected to our
typesetting system, and nearly every article,
book, and piece of software documentation
we have printed since July of last year has
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paper. The company is working on a platen
feed model which they hoped to demonstrate at the National Computer Conference
in May and have available this summer.
The price has not been de te rmined at this
writing, but most people who are buying
a printe r will want to check this one out.
The Centronlcs 737
(Atari 825, Radio Shack Line Printer IV)
This tho usand dollar printer has even
nicer print quality than the MX-80,
particularly in its condensed a nd proportional type modes. It will handle both
pin feed and plain paper. With the right
software (currently unavailable, unless you
use control c haracters from your own
Basic program), it will offer proportional
ATARI 825 CCentronics 7 37)
abcdefghij kl Mnopqr s tuvw x ~z

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVW XYZ

spacing, unde rlining, supe rscripts a nd
subscripts. It will print up to 132 columns,
and the Centronics version is often discounted well below the S995 list price.
Here again, I recommend the Radio Shack
ve rsion for the service, but if you can get
good service a t a computer store on another
version, buy it there.
I think service is more important on
this printer than any of the othe rs I have
mentioned so far. I ha ve experie nced
problems with several of them, usually
with the print head carrier traveling ove r
to the right a nd locking, or burning up
the print head. In addition, I find the
paper diffic ult to feed in , and ha ve had

frequent paper jams, which are sometimes
difficult to clear. They a re usua lly caused
by the paper folding over and feeding
back into the paper feed. I don't like the
design of the bus connector, because you
don't know which way to plug in the cable
until you try a "smoke test." I have n't
damaged a printer by plugging the cable
in wrong, but I have burned my fingers
unplugging the connector after discovering
it was upside down.
The plate n is made of hard plastic with
spaced ridges and does not hold narrow
fo rms or labels well. The pin feed
mecha nism is not adjustable, and is set up
fo r 9 1/2" paper. I have been told tha t the
most serious problems, locking up and
the burned up heads, have been corrected
in la te r models, but I would insist on an
iron-clad guarantee before buying one of
these printers. I can say that our Atari
825 printer, about a month old, has given
us no trouble at all.
Sterling Sliver - The Real Thing?
True letter-quality printers tend to be
expensive, la rge, heavy, and prone to
servicing problems. Let us consider the
best first, a nd after recognizing that only
businessmen (i t is tax deduc tible for them)
a nd the independently wealthy can afford
it, move on to the othe rs.

The NEC Spinwriter
The list price on this majestic printer is
indeed royal: from S3,055 to S4,255 depend-.
ing on the options. It is much like a
typewrite r, with fixed width print characters, 132 columns across at 10 characters
per inch. It is rugged, durable, and for a
letter quality printer, reasonably fast at
55 characters per second. Most of my line
listings printed in "Outpost: Atari" before

but a lways took my important correspondence over to it. Not only is it expensive
to buy, but the ribbons are costly as well.
With a quality platen and adjustable
tractors, it is a very versatile printer. I do
think it has too many features. It was a
nuisance trying to defeat the paper empty
indicators when I just wanted to print an
address on an envelope. However, if I
could afford any printer I wanted, it would
be a Spinwriter.
The Vista 25 CPS Printer (Starwriter Daisy
Wheel)
The printer that now sits in my office is
an S1895 Vista. My limited experience
with it has not been entirely satisfactory.
Though I have had it for over a month, I
have bee n unable, despite repeated calls,
to get a manual for it. This is a serious

I moved to New Jersey in March were
done on this printer, and the print quality
is excellent. I have experience with only
one of them , but it was in frequent use for
more than a year without a ny problems
except a small crack in the outer case
when somebody dropped it down the
stairs.
It is big, heavy, and noisy. I wouldn't
allow it in my office because of the noise,

Vista V300-25
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
This is the Vista V300-25 usin9
Superscript's Diahlo printe r
driver with underlinin9,
superscripts , subscripts,
Boldface, slash fl, elite spacing,
a nd pica spaci ng .

problem, for it has many built-in features
controlled by software control codes, and
without a manual you don't even know
what they are, much less how to work
them. In addition, it is out of adjustment,
and does vertical line feeds unevenly,
leaving a line of extra space every few
lines.
The specifications are quite impressive.
It has high quality print, and uses standard
print wheels. It will give variable line
heights, boldface, subscripts and superscripts, variable spacing, and probably a
bunch of other features that I would know
about if I had a manual. It is significantly
quieter than the Spinwriter, though less
than half as fast at 25 characters per second.
There is also a 45 character per second
model available.
The same printer, which is made in
Japan, is available as the Starwriter Daisy
Wheel Printer. I think that this would
probably be a good buy if you could get it
from a dealer that would stand behind it
and service it at a reasonable price, but it
is.definitely not the kind of printer to buy
through the mail.
During the last 15 months, Creative
Computing has reviewed many other
printers. All of these printers plus those
above are listed in the chart. Back issues
with these reviews are available for S2.50
each postpaid or S2.00 each for 3 or more
issues.
0

Notes
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The Dynatyper
Typewriter Interface
Jim Cavuoto

Of all the possible uses of computers,
word processing probably has the most
potential for luring new people into the
growing family of computer owners. But
there is one factor which may still inhibit
ma ny of these people: the cost of a lette rquality printer, which is likely to be two
to four times the cost of the computer
itself.
There is another, perhaps psychological,
barrie r preve nting people-especially
writers, or would-be writers-from investing
in computer equipment fo r word processing. For these people, the typewriter has
become the cornerstone, the articulator
of their creative e fforts, and to give it up
in favor of a complicated, untested new
system would certainly be a risky venturenot to me ntion a waste of the money they
have a lready invested in a good electric
typewriter.
Fortunately, there is a product tha t helps
overcome both the financial and psychological resista nce to using computers fo r
word processing. It is the Dyna type r
typewriter interface from Rochester Data
Inc., a device which rests on the typewriter
keyboard and accepts output supplied by
the computer. For about one-fifth the cost
of a letter-quality printer, it is possible to
turn your typewriter into a compone nt in
your computer system. But how well does
it work? I hope to show in this review that
it works quite well.
Jim Cavuoto, 2004 Curtis Ave. #A. Redondo Beach.
CA 90278.
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My first reaction when I saw a pic ture
of the Dyna type r sitting o n top of a
typewrite r was to chuckle - "do they really
expect me to believe this is going to work?"
It does. I've been using it for several months
with my Apple and IBM Selectric typewriter, with excellent results. It will work
with any electric typewrite r- I've even

For about one-fifth the
cost of a letter-quality
printer, it is possible to
turn your typewriter into
a component in your
computer system.

seen it power a portable Smith Corona
that was almost smaller than the Dynatyper
itself. The adve rtisements boast that the
Dynatyper lifts on and off in five seconds,
but this is wrong. It takes me three and a
half seconds. This feat ure, plus the fact
that no modification to your typewriter is
required, is a major selling point to writers
who want to preserve the sanctity of their
typewriters.

Theory of Operation
The Dynatyper consists of a Lightweight
case housing 52 "plungers," each of which
rests in a solenoid. It is these plungers,
which are half delryn and half metal, that
physically strike the keys on the typewriter.
A plunger is activated when current flows
lhrough its corresponding solenoid, setting
up a magnetic field that thrusts the plunger
downward and hits the key on the typewriter. It is this ingenious mechanism that
gives the Dynatyper its excellent performance, pleasing simplicity and high
reliability. For although the unit may at
first see m like an electromechanical
product with all the pitfalls inherent in
moving parts, the only moveme nt is
produced by electromagnetic forces-there
are no linkages or connections causing
movement. So esse ntially, as long as
Maxwell's equations of physics remain in
force , the plungers will be activated with
high reliability. Reports from people who
have been using the Dynatyper for a year
o r more indicate that few, if any, malfunc tions can be anticipated.
The Dynatyper also comes with an
external power supply, a parallel interface
card and a cassette tape with the operating
software. This is, perhaps, the only drawback to the system: operating the Dynatyper requires loading a 300-byte binary
driver that controls the unit. As an alternative Rochester Data has just c ome out
with a serial interface for the unit that
eliminates the need fo r the operating
software; however, this option costs about
$200 extra.

The plun1ters protrudini.: from 1he underside of The Dynatyper press 1he keys of the
typewriter.

Two plastic washers. located o n e ithe r side of 1he spacebar. are 1he only indica1ion 1hu1 1he
1ypewri1e r is bein1t used as a prin1er.

Software
The o perating software accompanying
the parallel interface is embedded in a
Basic program that a llows the user to
change the values of the delay constan ts
affecting typing speed and also to locate
the binary driver at a convenient location
in the memory map. This may be a bit too
much flexibility , however; fo r every time
a user wishes to load the program , he
must first set HIMEM so the binary driver
can be safely tucked away, and then answer
a series of questions concerning changing
the delay constants. Normally, a user would
want to se t the a ppropria te values o nce,
and then no t have to worry about resetting
them every time he uses the Dynatyper.
So I've fou nd that a better solution is to
substitute my selected values directly into
the binary driver and save only the assembly
la nguage program , which can then be
inserted as a s ubroutine in any program
tha t would re quire the Dynatyper. lnci-

dentally, this is what must be done if you
want to use the Dynatyper with any of
the existing word processing software
packages on the market; these programs
will not work unmodified with the Dynatyper. Fo rtunately, most suppliers of word
processing software have agreed to modify
or at least reveal how to modify their
programs so they can be used with the
Dynatype r. The manufacturers of Easy
Writer, Apple Writer, a nd Magic Window
have all been eager to cooperate.
My solution was to write my own word
processing program which incorpo rates
the Dynatyper's operating software.
Performance
To insure a high level of performance
from the Dynatyper, it is important that it
be in itially a ligned properly o n your
typewriter. Otherwise, you may lose characters during output. Initial alignment onJy
takes about a half hour, but it does require

some experimentation to get the best configuration.
The first thing that must be done is to
mount two white plastic washers o n eithe r
side of the space bar of the typewriter
using the cardboard template supplied .
These two washers are the only indication
that your typewriter is being used as a
printer, and since they are attached with
double-sided tape, they are easily removed.
Into these two washers are placed the
two bottom screws of the Dynatyper. The
two top screws rest directly on the cypewriter in such a way that the unit is held
securely in place. With the cover off,
th'ese four screws are then adjusted by
trial and error until every plunger, when
pushed manually, activates its corresponding key on the typewriter. The plungers
come in three different heights so the
Dynatyper can be converted to different
typewriters.
When the alignment is complete , you
must determine the typing speed and setting
of the separate delay constants. Altho ugh
the Dynatyper can reliably activate its
plungers at a rate of up to 50 cps, most
typewriters are limited to a maximum
typing speed of 15 cps before characters
begin dropping o ut. Also, the return , tab
and backspace keys should be made to
delay many times longer than the o ther
keys since they require longer activation
times. I've found it best to operate my
unit at 12 cps to reduce wear o n my
typewriter. At this speed, whic h corresponds to 140 words per minute, there
are very rarely any missed characters.
Thus, for word processing applications
where high speed output is not the' most
important concern, the Dynatyper interface
is an effective and low cost a lternative to
a le tter-quality printer. The Dynatyper
sells for S499 for Apple and TRS-80 versions
and slightly more for PET, OSI, Northstar
and HP-85 versions. Included in the purc hase price is a one-year, all-inclusive
warranty and a set of thriftily produced
manuals.
(Rochester Data Inc., 3000 Winton Road
South, Rochester, NY 14623.)
O
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Chatsvvorth Data
Mark Sense Card Reader
Keith Schlarb
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Shown are the Interface, card reader and
AC/ DC adapter.

Educators, rejoice! Have you wanted to use a computer in your classroom, but found data entry through a
single keyboard next to impossible?
You know the story; one student entering data and 25 waiti ng in line.
I had the same dilemma, until I purchased th e Chatsworth Data MR-500
Mark Sense Card Reader. The card
reader has made it possible to handle
stud ent programs from an entire class
with one microcomputer. A student
simply marks his line numbers and
Basic statements on the programming
cards by shading in th e appropriate
areas of the card. When f inished, the
cards are fed through the reader and
the program is entered into the computer. The program can t hen be
processed by cards appropriately
marked, " RUN," "LIST," etc. Time required to enter each student's program is drastically cut, since cards
are read as fast as they can be placed
in the reader. Also, most students can
shade in the program cards as fast
as they are able to hen peck in their
program on the keyboard. A short
program, 10 to 15 lines, can be entered and run in 30 seconds. An adKeith Schlarb, 5617 lndianolia Ave., Wo rthington, OH 43085.
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Figure 1. Sam ple of the first 7 columns of a mark sense
programming card. The cards have a tota l of 40
columns.
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Mountain
Hardvvare
ROMPLUS+
Steve North
Mountain Hardware's ROM PLUS+
board is an EPROM memory board for
the Apple 11 with a capacity of 12K
bytes. The board also has 255 bytes of
on-board scratchpad RAM and two
TTL inputs for user applications. Th e
ROMPLUS+ also has an onboard
control ROM that allows the other
ROM software to be accessed easily
via ordinary input and output commands.
All this is very nice, but not
especially useful unless you're going
to develop your own ROM-based
software. However, Mountain H ardware also has an optional plug-in ROM
for the ROMPLUS+ board, the Keyboard Filter, which takes advantage of
this hardware to expand the 1/0
features of the Apple.

The Keyboard Filter generally interacts with the
user and the other system
software much more
gracefully than other
packages.
Like the other character generators we previously reviewed fo r the
Apple, the Keyboard Filter draws
software-defined character fonts on
the high resolution graphics screen of
the Apple to provide upper and lower
case characters or anything else that
can be drawn in a 7x9 dot matrix. T he
Keyboard Filter has some other interesting features which the other character gen~rators do not, though, and it
generally interacts with the user and
the other system software much more
gracefully than other packages. For
example, the Keyboard Filter software
can be activated by typing PR#5 (to get
the attention of the control ROM) and
then control-shift-M 1 (to turn on the
Keyboard Fi lter installed in ROM
socket 1). This is easier than loading a
program stored on cassette or disk and
also eliminates some fussing around to

avoid memory co llisions with other
programs.
The Keyboard Filter processes
input and output by intercepting and
processing characters like any other
1/ 0 device (such as a disk or printe r) .
Most of its special functions are
accessed by outputting control characters, either by PRINT statements or
echoing them from the keyboard. The
functions include selection of character fonts, colored and inverse video
text, cursor movement, overstrike and
"keyboa rd macros" (sing l e-stroke
shorthand entry of longer character
sequences).
One of the TTL inputs on the
ROMPLUS+ may be connected to the
shift key on the App le so that it can
operate with some semblance to a
normal typewriter keyboard. Since the
Apple keyboard is normally uppercase only, the alternative is to define
some particular contro l charact er to
mean "toggle upper/ lower case." It's
much more people-oriented to type
with th e shift key. So, by looking at the
status of the shift key the Keyboard
Filter software can determine if the
user is entering upper or lower case.
Unfortunately, the Apple keyboard has
the exponent and at-sign over the N
and P keys respectively, so to type
these symbols, if you've made the shiftkey modification, you have to type a
control character to toggle into "raw
mode" to enter the symbol, and then
type the control character again to get
back into normal upper/ lower case.
Since these two symbols are not
entered frequently, it's a very reasonable tradeoff to make.
The documentation for the hardware and software was better than
average. It will provide the cas ual user
with eno ugh information to access the
Keyboard Filter fro m Basic, and if
you're interested in machine language
programming or making your own
ROMs, there's also enough documentation of low-level bit diddling. The
ROMPLUS+/Keyboard Filter behaved
nicely with Integer and Applesoft Basic
in ROM and also talks with Applesoft in

RAM. However. it cannot be activated
at the same time as other peripherals
that overlap the address space at
C800-CFFF (such as the D.C. Hayes
Micromodem).
The quality of the hardware and
software is what we've come to expect
from Mountain Hardware. It's sophisticated, flexible, and easy to use.
However, before buying one, consider
that the software you write with
embedc:led Keyboard Filter commands
may not be very transportable to other
Apples without this add-on. Also, it's a
bit on the expensive side since you can
get software character generators for
about $20 (although they are not as
powerful or convenient, and don't have.
the shift-key modification). Still, for

The quality of the hardware and software is what
we've come to expect
from Mountain Hardware.
designing your own custom software
or funny little programs in Basic, we
recommend the ROMPLUS +/Keyboard Filter if you can justify the price.
The ROMPLUS+ with Keyboard
Filter is available for $200.00 from
Mountain Hardware. Inc., 300 Harvey
West Blvd., Santa Cruz. CA 95060.
(408) 429-8600.
0
Keyboard Filter Control Codes
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
0
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z

No function
No function
Normal function - stops programs
Normal function - DOS commands
Turns on cursor movement mode
Font switching - followed by
number of desired font
Normal function - bell
Normal function - backspace
Toggle inve rse mode
No function
Select input from peripheral followed by slot number
Toggle shift lock
Normal function - carriage return
No function
Toggl e overstrike mode
Switch page being displayed
Select output to peripheral followed by slot number
Toggles raw mode
Prints keyboard macro - followed
with key for desired macro
Selects color - followed by
number of desired color
No function
Toggles shift key usage in
modified Apples
Copy to end of line (for ed iting)
No rmal function - delete line
No function
Clears current page
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ditional advantage to educators is
using the card reader to grade multiple choice tests. A special test scoring card is used which allows for 100
questions, each with 5 possible answers. Students shade in the appropriate answer on the card as they take
the test. The cards are then fed
through the reader and are graded
by using a test scoring program which
is furnished by Chatsworth Data on request, at time of purchase.
The Chatsworth Card Reader is
compact in size, 4.6"(width) x 4.3"
(height)x4.5" depth, and weighs only
4 pounds. It is composed of the main
reader housing, with motor to drive
the reader, an AC/DC converter and
an interface board and all are included in the purchase of the reader.
It was a simple task to get the
reader up and running with my Apple
Plus II. The interface board was
plugged into slot 4 of the Apple and
the other end of the interface cord
was attached to the reader. The AC/
DC adapter was plugged into an electrical outlet and the reader was ready
for its first performance. The computer was ready to accept information
from the card reader after the "IN#4"
command was typed and the return
key hit. Returning to keyboard use
was accomplished by marking a card
with the "IN#O" command and feeding it through the reader. The "IN#4"
and "IN#O" commands may also be
used within programs to enter data
from the reader.
Marking Programming Cards

Figure 1 shows a portion of a programming card, drawn to an enlarged
size. When marking a program, columns 1-4 are used for the line number.
Columns 5-40 are marked for the Basic statement. The cards are marked
using the standard Hollerith Code and
a #2 pencil. Figure 2 shows the card
symbols, symbol location within the
boxes and the appropriate marking for
the symbols. The following are a few

examples of the correct markings required to enter data by card : To enter
0-9 numbers simply shade in the appropriate box of the number. Letters
A-I are marked by shading the (&) box
plus the box containing the letter. Examples are letter C marked by (&3),
and F by (&6). Letters J-R are marked
by the (-) box and the corresponding
letter. Letter K is (- 2) with Q being a
(- 8). Letters S-Z are marked in a similar way, shown in Figure 2. The symbols appearing at the bottom center
of the boxes, below the numbers, are
marked by a combination of (8) and
the appropriate box. An equal sign,
for example, is a (6 8) mark combination . The symbols to the right of the
boxes are marked by combinations of
one of the following (& - O) plus (8) and
the appropriate box containing the desired symbol. See Figure 2 for the exact combinations.
Entering Data

Entering a program is a simple procedure. Using the "IN#4" command
the computer looks for information
from the reader. Input all the cards,
with the last being the " IN# O" command to return to the keyboard, and
the program is ready to run. If it is desired to run the program by using the
reader, then do not use the "IN # O"
card and enter instead the "RUN"
statement.
Several methods are available for
entering variables into an existing
program. I have found the easiest
method to input a long list of variables
is through the use of data statements.
Mark the variables on a card, always
using the same program line, so as
not to accidentally destroy another
line of the program. Enter the data
statement before running the program. This procedu re can easily be
adapted for programs you already
have by changing "INPUT" statements to "READ" statements through
the program.
A second method of using the reader to input variables is to use the
the " IN #4" and " IN# O" commands

MARKING
SYMBOL LOCATION
SYMBOLS
Center of Box
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 appropriate box
appropriate box plus (&)
Top Left of Box
ABCDEFGHI
Center Left of Box
JKLMNOPQR appropriate box plus (-)
Bottom Left of Box
/S TUVWXYZ appropriate box plus (O)
: #@
- II
appropriate box plus (8)
Bottom Center of Box
appropriate box plus (&) plus (8)
Top Right of Box
( + I
appropriate box plus (-) plus (8)
Center Right of Box
l $ • ) ;t
appropriate box plus (0) plus (8)
Bottom Right of Box
/'%~
>?
Carriage Return & 5 8 9
Line feed 0 5 9
Figure 2. Other ASC II characters can also be marked on the
cards. An entire list with the correct marking codes
are furnished with the reader instructions.

(. <
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Shown is the correct
statement 1OA= B + C.

marking

for the

within the program. The variables are
entered through the reader when requested. If the program statement
"INPUT A.B.C.D.E" is used, then an
equal number of variables may be
entered on a single card. However,
each variable must be separated by
a comma.
A third method to input variables is
the use of a FOR-NEXT loop, again
with the "IN#4" and "IN# O" commands within the program. See Figure 3 for a sample program using
the FOR-NEXT loop. Use of the loop,
however, requires that only one variable be marked on each card. This
could lead to using a large number of
cards.
400
410
420
430
440
450

IN#4
FOR I = 1TO10
PRINT "INPUT CARD"
INPUT A(I)
NEXT I
Figure 3·
IN # O

The FOR-NEXT loop above can be used to
Input variables Into a program. The IN#4
command allows the computer to accept data
from the reader and line 450 returns control to
the keyboard.

Cost

Chatsworth Data is presently advertising the card reader, AC/DC converter and interface at $750. The cost
of programming cards is $15/1000.
Thus far I have had no problems
with the reader. It is a fantastic piece
of computer equipment. Obviously I
still use the keyboard to enter programs, but the card reader has made
it possible for one microcomputer to
handle programs from a full classroom of students. So, unless your
school system can afford a dozen microcomputers, or you don't mind having 25 students waiting in line, you
may want to join me as a rejoicing
owner of a Chatsworth Data MR-500
Mark Sense Card Reader.
O
Chatsworth Data Corporation
20710 Lassen Street
Chatsworth, California 91311
{213) 341-9200

$15 .~
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